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Frequency lists are given for a corpus consisting of the natural
conversations of 4½-5 year-old target children and their fam-
ilies, friends, teachers, and preschool classmates, in a variety
of situations at home, at school, and on the way to school. The
target children are divided into four groups according to socio-
economic status and race.
Frequency information for each word is broken down according
to the category of the speaker (Target Child, Other Children,
Adults, and Experimenter) and situation (Home, School, and
Transition). This information is intended as a data base for
further research into vocabulary use, and especially for research
on variation in vocabulary use that relates to differences in




Spoken Words is a frequency count and partial concordance
for a corpus of natural conversations of 4½-5 year-olds with
their families, friends, teachers, and preschool classmates.
Families taking part in the study came from different socio-
economic and racial groups; therefore, inferences about socio-
economic and ethnic variation in language use can be made. For
each word used, frequencies are given for every occurring com-
bination of speakers (Target Child, Other Children, Adults, and
Experimenter) and situations (School, Home, and Transition).
Why Investigate Word Use?
Accurate knowledge of what words children are exposed to in
the home and at school, and what words they actually use, is
important because of the role of vocabulary knowledge in signif-
icant areas such as intelligence testing and reading comprehen-
sion. A child's score on the vocabulary section of an intelli-
gence test is highly indicative of his/her score on the.test as
a whole. Anderson and Freebody (1979), reviewing the relation-
ship between scores on various intelligence tests and their
respective vocabulary subtests, found the correlations to range
between .71 and .98. They note that vocabulary knowledge seems
to be the largest single factor influencing reading comprehen-
sion (Botzum, 1951; Clark, 1972; Fruchter, 1948; Wrigley,
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Saunders, & Newhaus, 1958). Vocabulary, that is, word diffi-
culty, is also the major factor in formulas for readability
(Klare, 1974-75).
Accurate information about socioeconomic variation in
vocabulary is necessary to detect and correct for any vocabulary-
based biases in testing. Children from lower socioeconomic
levels are often found to perform more poorly than middle-class
children on vocabulary tests (cf. Cazden, 1970; Lesser, Fifer,
& Clark, 1965). There are a variety of factors, however, that
might produce this effect. It is possible that children from
lower socioeconomic levels simply know fewer words. Another
possibility is that they may have equally large vocabularies,
which, however, are substantially different from the set of
words commonly used in school and on tests; that is, the vocab-
ulary of some tests may be culturally biased in favor of white
middle-class children. It is also quite possible that children
from lower socioeconomic levels are not as successful as middle-
class children in translating their real vocabulary knowledge
into test scores, because of social-class-based differences in
the way the children respond to the testing situation (cf.
Bennett & Woll, 1980; Labov, 1972; Reich & Reich, 1977; Williams
& Rivers, 1972).
A major theoretical and practical problem in education and
psychological research comparing the verbal performance of people
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from different cultures or subcultures has been the inability
to control for differential effects of the experimental situa-
tion on different groups. For almost any test, experimental
task, or interview situation, the objection can be raised--often
with good empirical support--that the situation in which the data
are collected has a different effect on one group than on the
other, thus potentially biasing the results (Wolfram, 1976).
Cole, Dore, Hall, and Dowley (1978), for example, compared
the speech of young children on a trip to the supermarket with
their speech describing this trip in a preschool classroom;
there were measurable differences between the language patterns
in the two situations in terms of speech-act composition and
grammatical complexity. Bennett and Woll (1980) found that the
dialect used in the instructions for a given task (Standard
English vs. Vernacular Black English) had a number of signifi-
cant effects on the verbal responses to the instructions.
Numerous other studies show various, sometimes subtle, effects
that different aspects of the situation can have on verbal per-
formance. (See Cazden, 1970, for a review of some earlier
research.) Such studies make it clear that an important, but
difficult, part of any cross-cultural research (and this includes
research involving different socioeconomic or ethnic groups
within one society) is to find a methodology that controls for or




Our data base avoids a number of these problems. Most
importantly, the situations in which the data were collected
were both natural and varied. Conversations involving the tar-
get children were taped in a variety of situations at home and
at school, and also en route between the two. The children and
their families were, of course, aware that they were being
taped, but this seemed to cause little if any disruption of
normal activities. The wireless microphones were sewn into
colorful vests which the target children wore without protest;
their movements were not restricted, and they seemed to quickly
forget about having them on. As for the rest of the family,
there are occasional references (although relatively few) to the
fact that the tape recorder is on, but the conversations are
natural. Reading the transcripts, one can sense that the fam-
ilies are not "putting on an act" for the tape recorder and
tend to ignore it almost completely. Even if the presence of
the tape recorder does exert some effect, the fact remains that
there is no other method, apart from deception, that would be
less obtrusive for obtaining natural data of this kind.
The effects of the experimenter's race were minimized by
using a black field worker with black families and a white
field worker with white families.
The frequency lists given below present data on the lin-
guistic performance of different social groups that is
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representative of their "real" patterns of usage in a way that
manipulative procedures cannot be. The data indicate both the
words that the children themselves use and the words that they
are exposed to at home and at school; they provide a basis for
answering questions such as the following:
1. How do the home environments of children of different
ethnic and social-class backgrounds differ in the vocabulary
that parents typically use?
2. How do the school environments of children of these
different groups differ in the vocabulary that teachers typi-
cally use?
3. How does the vocabulary used by children differ across
situation (home vs. school) for different ethnic and social-
class groups?
Our data consist of tapes of natural conversations of 40
families, divided into four equal groups by race (black/white)
and socioeconomic status (middle/working class). Social class
was determined by the use of a scale developed for this purpose
by Warner, Meeker, and Ells (1949). The focus of the study was
the 4½-5 year-old child in each family. This child and the
field worker both wore wireless microphones. The audio tape
equipment was manageable enough to permit data collection in a
number of different settings, for example, in homes, shops,
moving cars, and on sidewalks. Although parents, nontarget
children, and others did not wear microphones, the two mikes
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used were, in general,sensitive enough to pick up all significant
verbal interaction with the target children.
Language samples were collected over two consecutive days.
Taping was done in ten different situations, which can be
grouped into three categories:
Home: Before school




Transition: On the way to school




The tape for each individual situation runs from 15 to 60
minutes. This adds up to about seven hours for each family
over the two-day period, and a total corpus of around 280 hours
of conversation.
Handwritten transcripts of the recordings were made, and
coded onto computer punch cards and then computer tape. Each
turn of talk was transcribed onto a separate punch card (or
several cards,if necessary). On each punch card, in addition
to the transcription of the turn, the following information was
coded: subject (family) number, socioeconomic status and race,
speaker, situation, and a card number identifying its place in
the sequence of cards.
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Preparations of the List
A frequency list was originally compiled for our corpus
with an entry for every "word," where "word" was defined
operationally, as in Carroll, Davies, and Richman (1971), as a
"string of characters bounded right and left by a space." To
make this list more easily interpretable, and comparable with
other word frequency lists, it has been subjected to some
editing. Editing was necessary in dealing with the following
problems:
The first type of problem involves distinguishing words
from nonwords. Natural conversations, in addition to including
incomplete and ill-formed sentences, also includes incomplete
and ill-formed words, as well as sounds that are not words at
all. When the corpus was originally transcribed, an effort was
made to include everything uttered by any speaker audible on the
tape. However, not all oral sounds are linguistic. People, and
especially children, produce a variety of shrieks, squeals,
groans, sighs, onomatopoetic sounds, and words of varying de-
grees of comprehensibility and novelty. In real life, the line
between linguistic and nonlinguistic sounds does not appear to
be a discrete one.
A basic criterion for deciding whether something counted
as a word was to see whether it was listed in Webster's Third
New International Dictionary, unabridged. Words not listed in
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Webster's Third were still counted as words if they could be
identified as proper names (for example, the name of a subway
line, IND, or a local radio station, WOR) or slang. Recog-
nizable words in other languages familiar to the families
(French, German, Italian, Spanish, Yiddish) were also included
as words.
A second problem involves variations in pronunciation.
Although the transcripts do not attempt to capture full phonetic
detail, an attempt was made to capture significant differences
of pronunciation. For example, the corpus contains not only
sister, but also sistuh and sista.
Third, because of the sheer volume of material, there were
also typographical errors and spelling errors in the transcripts.
The bulk of the editing work was done from an alphabetized
list of character strings assembled from the corpus by computer.
This list did not give the immediate context of these strings,
so for the majority of hard-to-interpret strings, it was neces-
sary to make the best interpretation possible without a context.
Familiarity with the corpus did make it possible to inter-
pret some cases more accurately, e.g., to recognize that selofint
was a word coined by a child to rhyme with elephant, or that
contastify was in fact a deliberate coinage by one child.
Our editing procedures had the following goals:
1. To remove all spelling errors and inconsistencies.
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2. To list every item under its standard spelling, so as
to facilitate comparison with other lists, and to make it easy
to locate items.
3. To preserve information about the original form of an
item in the transcript whenever this information might be of
potential value (e.g., in the case of variant pronunciations,
but not in the case of spelling errors).
4. To flag nonstandard strings, e.g., sounds and made-up
words.
5. To remove from the list all "garbage," i.e., stray
characters and strings that could not be interpreted, so as to
avoid inflating the size of any person's or group's vocabulary.
The actual editing process went as follows: An alpha-
betized frequency list of all character strings occurring in
the corpus was searched by hand to identify all strings that
might require adjustment according to the principals discussed
above. The proposed changes were compiled into a computerized
"revisions list," which included four types of rules to be
applied to the original alphabetical list:
1. Rules which revise the form of an item.
2. Rules which list an item under its standard spelling,
but preserve the original form occurring in the corpus.
3. Rules which flag an item as belonging to a special
category.
4. Rules which delete items from the list.
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We will explain and exemplify each of these types of rules
below.
The first revisions list was applied to the original alpha-
betical list of character strings form the corpus, and the re-
sults were checked for any necessary changes. These changes
were incorporated into the revisions list, which was then re-
viewed and revised several times to achieve as much completeness
and consistency as possible. The final version of the revisions
list was applied again to the original alphabetical frequency
list to produce the edited lists presented here.
The first type of rule is that which simply changes the form
of an item without preserving any information about the original
form of that item in the corpus. This type of revision was used
in the following cases:
1. Spelling errors, such as beleive for believe.
2. Removing stray nonalphabetic characters, and instances
of the string (x), which was used to transcribe noises and un-
interpretable sounds. This string was often accidentally typed
adjacent to a word, producing strings like because(x) which had
to be corrected.
3. Run-together words, in those cases where the juxta-
position of the words did not influence the pronunciation of
either one, as in Johnsaid.
4. Segments of words in those cases where the incomplete-
ness of the word seemed to be due to typographical error rather
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than to some variation in pronunciation. For example, Idren's
was corrected to children's, matthe to matthew, and ngry to
angry.
A second class of rules has the function of listing an item
under its standard spelling while preserving the original form
of the item as it occurs in the corpus. In general, this will
include any case where the nonstandard spelling occurring in the
corpus reflects some variation in the pronunciation of the word.
In the revised frequency list, there will be a frequency
given for the number of occurrences of the standard spelling,
and then an entry giving the frequency of each nonstandard ver-
sion, with the original or nonstandard version of each item
given after the standard spelling. Thus the list will have




Word segments are also usually treated in this category. For
example, corder is listed as recorder corder. Irregular
uses of inflectional endings are treated in parallel fashion,
being listed under the nearest standard equivalent. For example,
sended will appear in the list as sent sended.
Run-together words also belong to this category, if the
juxtaposition of the words effects the pronunciation of either
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one. For example, lemme will be found in the list both under
let lemme and me lemme.
A third category of rules includes those which flag an item
as belonging to some special category. The two categories we
have used in our list are "sounds" and "made-up words." Both of
these belong to the category of nonwords, that is, character
strings which are neither found in Webster's Third New Inter-
national Dictionary, unabridged, nor are recognizable as proper
names or words in familiar foreign languages.
Sounds are those nonwords which are onomatapoetic in form
and which are nonlexical, that is, do not seem to function as
lexical items with definable syntactic roles. These items are
included in the main body of the list, but flagged as sounds.
Made-up words, on the other hand, are nonwords in the sense
given above, but do appear to be used as lexical items with
specific syntactic functions. For some such items we were able
to verify their lexical function by finding their context in the
corpus. In most cases, however, the judgment whether or not to
include a character string in this category had to be made on
the basis of its form alone, out of context. The following
criteria were used to help determine whether some nonconventional
string was intended as a word by the speaker:
First, if an item conformed to English spelling or phono-
tactic constraints, it might be a made-up word. Strings of all
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vowels, on the other hand, would automatically be classed as
sounds. Certain rules of English word-formation also help to
identify made-up words. For example, the suffix -y is often
used to coin new adjectives, as in doopey. Other recognizable
endings (-ish, -ify, -ing) also identify made-up words. If both
a singular and plural for a form appear in the corpus (e.g.,
toxie and toxies), it can be assumed that the speaker intended
the form as a lexical item.
(Please note that words with irregularities in their inflec-
tional morphology were listed under the nearest equivalent stan-
dard form. For example, sended is listed under sent, goed under
went, and goodest under best. On the other hand, words produced
by nonstandard or novel application of the rules of derivational
morphology were listed as "made-up words," for example, creamish,
orangey, porkchoppies.)
If a string of characters was not found in Webster's Third
or recognizable as a proper name or word in a foreign language,
and could not be considered a "sound" or "made-up word," it was
classed as "uninterpretable" and deleted from the list.
There are about 2,000 such items. This may seem like a
large number, but on the other hand, given a corpus of around a
million words of talk, and the fact that the frequency of a
string classed as uninterpretable will almost always be one,
this amounts to only 0.2% of the corpus, or two words out of a
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thousand. It is also clear from an inspection of the list of
items marked uninterpretable that these are not low-frequency,
rare lexical items whose exclusion might cause a serious under-
estimation of the vocabulary variety of some speakers or group.
Rather, they are more likely to constitute garbled versions of
more common words, sounds, or made-up words too incomprehensible
to recognize as such.
Also deleted from the list were all items that clearly
represented descriptions of context that sometimes occurred in
the transcriptions, e.g., (noises), (laughs), and (undercurrent).
The Format of the Lists
A separate vocabulary list is given for each child, that is,
for all speakers and situations associated with a given target
child. The lists are further grouped according to the socio-
economic status and race of the target child's family, as
follows:
Group 1: White Middle Class,
Group 2: Black Middle Class,
Group 3: White Working Class,
Group 4: Black Working Class.
In each list, the words are arranged alphabetically. For
each word, there is a separate entry for each combination of
situation and speaker categories for which that word occurs; no
subtotals across speakers or situations are given in these lists.
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In the leftmost column is the standard spelling of the
item, if a standard spelling exists. Items classed as sounds
or made-up words are given as they were spelled in the original
transcription. In this example, backbiggle is a made-up word,
and bahoo is a sound.
For those items which occurred with a nonstandard "phonetic"
spelling in the original transcription, the standard spelling is
followed by the original transcription, as with because 'cause
in the example given. Because of space limitations, only the
first seven characters of the original spelling can be printed to
the right of the standard spelling; this must be kept in mind in
the case of longer words.
The three columns on the right of each entry give the situ-
ation code, the speaker code, and the frequency with which that
word occurs for that speaker or speakers in that situation.
The situation codes are as follows:
H = Home; this includes: Before school




T = Transition; this includes: On the way to school




The speaker codes are as follows:
T = Target child
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A = Adults, including parents, teacher's aides, and others
C = Other children, those at school, and brothers and
sisters at home
E = Experimenter (field worker)
O = Others, includes unidentified speakers, groups of
persons speaking together, and the TV or radio.
Thus, in the example given, the word bad was used six times
by the target child at home, and once by the target child at
school; bad was also used once by other children at school, twice
by adults at home, and twice by the experimenter at home.
The information contained in these lists is also available
on computer tape, to facilitate statistical analysis. It is
hoped that the data presented here will prove useful for further
research on vocabulary in spoken language, and especially for
research on variation in vocabulary use relating to differences
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A H T 132 AH ST 9 ALSO H T 2 ANYWAY H T 1
A TT 5 AH HC 1 ALSO ST 4 ANYWAY HE 2
A ST 42 AH SC 33 ALSO SA 1 ANYWAYS SC 2
A HC 1 AH HA 8 ALWAYS H T 2 ANYWHERE H T 1
A SC 49 AH TA 2 AM HT 1 APART H T 1
A HA 77 AH SA 10 AM TT 3 APARTMENT HA 1
A TA 6 AH HO 1 AM ST 1 APE HT 1
A SA 49 AH SO 1 AM SC 1 APE HA 3
A HO 1 AH HE 11 AMAZING H T 2 APE HE 3
A HE 34 AH SE 8 AMAZING HA 1 APES H T 1
A TELLA H T 1 AH A'AH H T 1 AMAZING IMAZING H T 1 APPLE H T 4
ABC SA 1 AH A'AH SC 1 AMAZING MAZING H T 1 APPLE HA 10
ABLE HA 2 AH AAH SC 5 AN HT 5 APPLE HE 1
ABLE SA 2 AH AHH SC 4 AN ST 4 APPRECIATE TA 1
ABOARD HT 1 AH AHHH SC 1 AN HA 7 ARE HT 35
ABOUT HT 12 AHA HT 4 AN SA 4 ARE TT 2
ABOUT ST 3 AHA ST 2 AN HE 1 ARE ST 8
ABOUT SC 1 AHA AHAH SA 1 AN N'OLE HT 1 ARE SC 12
ABOUT HA 11 AHEAD HT 1 AND HT 73 ARE HA 40
ABOUT TA 2 AHEAD HA 5 AND TT 6 ARE TA 5
ABOUT SA 5 AHEAD TA 1 AND ST 60 ARE SA 34
ABOUT HE 4 AHEAD SA 1 AND SC 47 ARE HE 4
ABOVE SA 1 AIN'T SC 1 AND HA 108 ARE SE 4
ACCIDENT ST 2 AIR H T 1 AND TA 4 AREN'T HA 1
ACCIDENT SC 3 AIR TT 4 AND SA 42 AREN'T TA 3
ACCIDENT HA 1 AIR ST 11 AND HE 1 AREN'T SA 1
ACCIDENT SA 1 AIR HA 6 AND SE 4 ARGUMENT SA 1
ACHE H T 2 AIR TA 2 ANDERSON SA 1 ARM HT 1
ACHE SC 2 AIR SA 22 ANGELO H T 1 ARMAMENT H T 1
ACHE HA 1 AIRPLANE H T 2 ANGELO HA 1 AROUND H T 1
ACROSS HA 1 AIRPLANE HA 2 ANGRY H T 2 AROUND ST 2
ACROSS TA 1 AK *SOUND H T 1 ANIMALS HA 7 AROUND HA 2
ACTUALLY SA 1 ALIVE ST 16 ANIMALS SA 1 AROUND SA 3
ACTUALLY HE 1 ALL H T 36 ANN H T 1 AROUND HE 1
ADJUST HE 1 ALL TT 5 ANNOYING HA 1 ARREST SC 1
AERIAL HA 1 ALL ST 36 ANOTHER H T 3 ARRIVED HA 1
AFRAID H T 2 ALL SC 8 ANOTHER ST 1 ARROWS ST 1
AFTER H T 7 ALL HA 52 ANOTHER SC 1 AS H T 2
AFTER TT 4 ALL TA 5 ANOTHER HA 5 AS SC 1
AFTER HA 9 ALL SA 11 ANOTHER SA 1 AS HA 4
AFTER TA 4 ALL HE 6 ANOTHER HE 2 AS SA 5
AFTER SA 5 ALLIGATOR SC 1 ANOTHER SE 1 AS HE 2
AFTER HE 1 ALMOST ST 1 ANY H T 9 ASH H T 1
AFTERWARDS HA 3 ALMOST SC 2 ANY ST 5 ASHER ST 1
AGAIN H T 3 ALMOST HA 2 ANY SC 1 ASHER SA 1
AGAIN ST 2 ALMOST SA 1 ANY HA 4 ASK HT 3
AGAIN SC 8 ALONE SC 4 ANY SA 4 ASK HA 1
AGAIN HA 3 ALONG H T 1 ANYMORE HA 2 ASK TA 1
AGAIN TA 1 ALREADY H T 3 ANYTHING H T 9 ASK SA 2
AGAINST H T 1 ALREADY ST 1 ANYTHING ST 1 ASKED SA 1
AGAINST HA 1 ALREADY S C 1 ANYTHING HA 3 ASLEEP HA 1
AGAINST SA 1 ALRIGHT H T 11 ANYTHING TA 1 ASS H T 4
AH H T 67 ALRIGHT HA 36 ANYTHING SA 2 ASSHOLE ST 1
AH TT 1 ALRIGHT LRIGHT HA 1 ANYTHING HE 2 AT H T 4
GROUP 1 CHILD 1 3 GROUP 1 CHILD 1 4
AT TT 2 BALLS ST 2 BECOME SA 1 BIGGEST SC 3
AT ST 7 BALLS HA 1 BED H T 1 BILL TT 1
AT SC 8 BALLS SA 1 BEDTIME HA 1 BILLY HA 2
AT HA 15 BANG HT 1 BEE HT 3 BING H T 2
AT TA 1 BANG ST 2 BEE SC 14 BINGO H T 2
AT SA 8 BANG HA 1 BEEF SA 1 BIRD ST 3
ATE H T 4 BANG SO 3 BEEN H T 3 BIRDS SA 1
ATE HA 3 BANJO H T 8 BEEN HA 2 BIRTHDAY H T 3
ATE SA 1 BANJO HA 1 BEEN TA 1 BIRTHDAY SC 3
ATTACHED H T 2 BARKING HA 2 BEEN SA 4 BIRTHDAY SO 1
AVE SO 1 BASEMENT SC 1 BEEP H T 1 BIT H T 1
AW HT 1 BASKET H T 1 BEFORE TT 1 BIT ST 2
AW HA 1 BASKET HA 1 BEFORE ST 1 BIT HA 2
AWAY H T 2 BASKETBALL HA 3 BEFORE SC 1 BIT SA 1
AWAY T T 1 BASKETBALL BLASKET H T 1 BEFORE HA 1 BIT HE 3
AWAY ST 1 BATCH SA 1 BEFORE SA 1 BITE ST 1
AWAY SC 1 BATH HA 1 BEFORE HE 1 BITE SC 5
AWAY HA 8 BATHROOM ST 4 BEFORE SE 1 BITS SA 1
AWAY S A 2 BATHROOM SC 5 BEGGY *MADEUP SC 4 BLACK H T 1
AWAY H E 1 BATHROOM SA 2 BEGINNING ST 1 BLACK SC 1
AWHILE HE 1 BATMAN SC 2 BEHIND HA 1 BLACK HA 2
AWWAH *SOUND H T 1 BATTERIES H T 2 BEHIND HE 1 BLANK T A 1
AYE H T 4 BATTERIES HA 4 BEING HA 2 BLANKET HA 1
AYE SC 1 BATTERIES HE 6 BELIEVE ST 1 BLAST H T 1
BABIES HA 1 BATTERY H T 3 BELONGED HA 1 BLEW H T 2
BABY H T 1 BATTERY HA 1 BELONGS HA 1 BLEW ST 1
BABY ST 1 BATTERY HE 2 BENCH HA 1 BLEW SC 1
BABY S C 1 BATTERY BADDERY H T 1 BERET HA 1 BLEW S A 1
BABY HA 2 BE H T 12 BERNICE H T 2 BLIND H T 5
BABY BABBY HA 1 BE S T 7 BERNICE TT 1 BLIND ST 1
BACK H T 13 BE SC 10 BERNICE ST 8 BLOCK SA 1
BACK TT 1 BE HA 24 BERNICE SC 17 BLOCKS SC 1
BACK ST 3 BE TA 1 BERNICE SA 2 BLOCKS SA 3
BACK SC 1 BE SA 11 BERNICE TE 1 BLOCKS HE 1
BACK HA 18 BE HE 6 BERNICE SE 1 BLOOD ST 1
BACK TA 1 BE SE 1 BERNICE'S SA 1 BLOOD SC 3
BACK SA 2 BEAL ST 1 BEST H T 2 BLOOD SA 2
BACK HE 4 BEANS HA 1 BETTER H T 2 BLOW H T 12
BACK SE 1 BEAR H T 1 BETTER ST 1 BLOW ST 5
BACKWARDS H T 1 BEAT HA 2 BETTER SC 1 BLOW HA 1
BAD HA 1 BEAUTIFUL TA 2 BETTER HA 2 BLOW SA 5
BAD SE 1 BEAUTIFUL SA 3 BETTER SA 2 BLOWING H T 1
BADGE HC 1 BEBE H T 1 BETTER HE 2 BLOWING TT 1
BAH H T 2 BECAME SC 1 BETWEEN SA 2 BLURP *SOUND H T 8
BAKER SC 1 BECAUSE H T 5 BIG H T 8 BOAT H T 1
BAKERS SC 2 BECAUSE ST 1 BIG ST 2 BOB H T 1
BAKING SC 1 BECAUSE SC 10 BIG SC 3 BODY SA 1
BAKING BAKEY SC 1 BECAUSE HA 18 BIG HA 3 BOIL SC 2
BALL HT 9 BECAUSE TA 2 BIG SA 4 BOIL SA 1
BALL HA 3 BECAUSE SA 5 BIG HE 1 BOILED SC 1
BALLOON ST 1 BECAUSE HE 2 BIGGER H T 1 BOILING SC 1
BALLOON SA 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 4 BIGGER ST 1 BOILING SA 1
BALLOONS ST 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SC 1 BIGGER SC 1 BOING H T 1
BALLS H T 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SA 1 BIGGER SA 1 BOMB H T 5
GROUP 1 CHILD 1 GROUP 1 CHILD 1




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 1
DOCTOR ST 1 DOWN HC 1 EASY SA 1 EVEN TT 1
DOE HA 1 DOWN SC 10 EASY HE 1 EVEN ST 8
DOES H T 8 DOWN HA 21 EAT H T 4 EVEN TA 1
DOES ST 1 DOWN SA 11 EAT SC 12 EVEN HE 2
DOES HA 10 DOWN SO 1 EAT HA 15 EVER H T 3
DOES TA 1 DOWN HE 7 EAT HE 3 EVER ST 1
DOES SA 1 DOWN GODOWN HE 1 EATING ST 1 EVER S A 1
DOESN'T H T 6 DOWNSTAIRS H T 1 EATING H A 4 EVER HE 1
DOESN'T TT 1 DOZEN HE 1 EATING SA 1 EVERY ST 1
DOESN'T ST 5 DR H T 1 EATS SC 1 EVERY S C 2
DOESN'T HA 11 DR SC 3 ED HT 1 EVERY TA 1
DOESN'T S A 2 DRACULA S T 4 EE *SOUND H T 11 EVERYBODY H T 5
DOESN'T H E 4 DRACULA S C 7 EEL H T 1 EVERYBODY HA 1
DOG H T 1 DRACULAS S T 1 EEOO *SOUND H T 1 EVERYBODY SA 1
DOG HA 3 DRAGON SC 2 EGG H T 6 EVERYBODY'S H T 1
DOG HE 3 DRAIN H T 1 EGG ST 3 EVERYBODY'S SC 1
DOG'S HE 2 DRAW ST 1 EGG SC 6 EVERYONE SA 3
DOGGIE H T 1 DRAW SA 2 EGG HA 3 EVERYTHING H T 1
DOGGIE HE 1 DRAWINGS SA 1 EGG SA 5 EVERYTHING ST 1
DOING H T 3 DREAM H T 1 EGGS HA 1 EVERYTHING HA 2
DOING ST 1 DRESS SC 1 EGGY SC 1 EVERYTHING HE 1
DOING SC 5 DRESS SA 1 EGO H T 1 EVERYTHING'S H T 1
DOING HA 8 DRESSED S C 1 EGOS H T 1 EVERYTHING'S S A 1
DOING SA 2 DRESSING HT 1 EH ST 1 EW *SOUND H T 10
DOING HO 1 DRIBBLE H T 1 EIGHT H T 2 EXACTLY SA 2
DOING HE 1 DRINK ST 2 EIGHTEEN H T 2 EXCEPT H T 2
DOING DOIN HA 1 DRINK DINK SC 1 EITHER H T 2 EXCUSE H T 1
DOMINOES H T 1 DRINKING S A 1 EITHER S C 1 EXPERIMENT HA 11
DOMINOES HA 3 DRIVING HA 1 EITHER HA 1 EXPERIMENT S A 11
DON'T H T 47 DROP H T 5 EIBOW H T 1 EXPERIMENT HE 1
DON'T TT 1 DROP ST 2 ELEVATOR HA 1 EXPERIMENT SE 1
DON'T S T 19 DROP HA 2 ELEVATOR HO 1 EXPERIMENT 'SPERIM H T 2
DON'T S C 26 DROP T A 1 ELEVATOR HE 1 EXPERIMENT EXSPERI S T 1
DON'T H A 57 DROPPED T T 1 ELEVATOR'S HA 1 EXPERIMENT SPERIME H T 1
DON'T T A 3 DROPPING H T 1 ELEVATORS HA 1 EXPERIMENT SPERIME S T 2
'DON'T SA 11 DROPS SA 1 ELEVEN SA 2 EXPERIMENTS SA 5
DON'T SO 3 DRY HA 1 ELSE H T 5 EXPERIMENTS SPERIME S T 2
DON'T HE 6 DUCK HA 1 ELSE HA 8 EXPLAIN HA 2
DON'T SE 1 DUCKLINGS H T 4 ELSE TA 1 EXPLAIN SA 1
DONE H T 2 DUCKLINGS HA 1 EMPIRE HA 1 EXPLOSION SPLOSIO H T 5
DONE HA 1 DUCKLINGS HE 1 END H T 8 EXTRA SA 1
DONE HE 1 DUCKS HT 4 END HA 1 EYE HT 2
DONG ST 10 DUCKS HA 2 ENOUGH HT 2 EYE ST 1
DOO *SOUND H T 1 DUMB H T 1 ENOUGH HA 5 EYE SC 2
DOO *SOUND HA 1 DUMMY SC 1 ENOUGH SA 4 EYE SA 1
DOODLE HT 2 E H T 15 ENTRANCE ST 1 EYES H T 1
DOOR HT 4 E ST 1 ENTRANCE SA 1 F HT 1
DOOR HC 1 E HA 1 EOW *SOUND ST 1 FABULOUS SA 3
DOORKNOB HT 2 EAR HT 3 ER HT 6 FACE H T 1
DOTS ST 1 EAR ST 1 ER ST '2 FACE ST 2
DOTS SA 2 EAR HA 1 ERNIE H T 3 FACE HA 2
DOUGH SA 1 EARLY HE 1 ERR HT 6 FALL H T 2
DOWN HT 13 EARS HT 2 ERR SC 1 FALL HA 3
DOWN ST 5 EARS HA 1 EVEN HT 4 FALL TA 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 1 11 GROUP 1 CHILD 1 12
FALL SO 1 FINGER ST 2 FOOTBALL H T 5 FROSTY H T 1
FALL HE 2 FINGER SC 1 FOR H T 20 FRUIT TT 1
FALLING H T 2 FINGERS ST 2 FOR ST 4 FRYING SA 1
FALLING SC 2 FINISH SC 1 FOR SC 12 FUEY SC 3
FALLS HA 2 FINISH HA 8 FOR HA 17 FULL H T 2
FAR HT 1 FINISH SA 5 FOR TA 3 FULL SC 1
FAR ST 1 FINISHED H T 3 FOR SA 20 FULL HA 1
FAR HA 3 FINISHED SC 1 FOR SO 1 FULL SA 1
FARMER'S H T 1 FINISHED HA 5 FOR HE 11 FUN SC 1
FARMERS H T 1 FINISHED SA 2 FOR SE 1 FUN SA 1
FAST H T 1 FINISHED HE 3 FORCE SA 1 FUNNIER H T 1
FAST ST 1 FINNY H T 2 FORGET HA 2 FUNNY H T 5
FAST SC 1 FIRE H T 3 FORGET HE 1 FUNNY ST 2
FASTER HT 1 FIRE HA 1 FORGOT SC 2 FUNNY HA 7
FAT S 0 1 FIRST H T 2 FORGOT HE 1 FUNNY FUMNY HA 1
FATHER H T 2 FIRST ST 3 FORK HT 3 G HT 3
FATHER HA 1 FIRST SC 2 FORK HA 2 GA *SOUND HT 4
FEATHER H T 1 FIRST HA 2 FORKS H T 2 GABRIEL SA 1
FEEDING FEEDIN H T 1 FIRST SA 1 FORKS HA 1 GABRIELLA SC 2
FEEL H T 4 FIRST HE 1 FORTY HA 1 GAME H T 3
FEEL TT 1 FISH TT 2 FORTY HE 1 GAME HA 2
FEEL ST 5 FISH HA 1 FORNARDS HT 1 GAMES H T 1
FEEL SC 1 FISH TA 1 FOUND ST 1 GANG SC 1
FEEL HA 1 FIT HA 2 FOUND SC 1 GARBAGE H T 1
FEEL TA 1 FIVE H T 5 FOUND HA 1 GAS SA 1
FEEL SA 2 FIVE ST 1 FOUR H T 1 GAVE SC 2
FEELS H T 1 FIVE HC 1 FOUR SC 3 GEE H T 2
FELL H T 5 FIVE HA 3 FOUR TA 1 GENTLY H T 1
FELL SC 1 FIVE TA 1 FOUR SA 1 GESUNDHEIT ST 1
FELL HA 2 FIVE SA 8 FOURTEEN HA 1 GET H T 29
FELL SA 1 FIVE HE 1 FRANK HT 2 GET ST 8
FELIF WS SA 1 FIX HT 2 FRANKENSTEIN H T 5 GET SC 13
FEW ST 1 FLAT SA 2 FRANKENSTEIN ST 8 GET HA 39
FEW HA 10 FLIES ST 1 FRANKENSTEIN SC 6 GET TA 3
FFF *SOUND H T 1 FLOOR H T 4 FRANKENSTEIN FRANKST H T 1 GET S A 5
FI H T 17 FLOOR HA 1 FREE H T 7 GET SE 2
FIDDLELY H T 15 FLOUR SA 1 FREEZE SC 1 GET GOTS SC 1
FIFTEEN SA 2 FLOW ST 1 FREEZE SA 3 GETS HT 2
FIGHT SC 1 FLOWER ST 1 FREEZE SO 1 GETS ST 1
FIGHTING SC 1 FLOWERS ST 2 FREEZING SA 1 GETS HA 2
FILL H T 2 FLUSH HT 2 FRIDAY H T 3 GETTING H T 2
FILL HA 2 FLUTE H T 2 FRIDAY HA 1 GETTING ST 2
FILL SA 2 FLYING H T 1 FRIEND S C 6 GETTING HC 1
FILLING T A 2 FOGGY H T 2 FRIEND HA 1 GETTING SC 2
FILLING SA 1 FOGGY HA 1 FRIENDS S A 1 GETTING GETTIN H T 1
FILLINGS SA 1 FOLD SC 1 FROG ST 2 GIANT H T 1
FINALLY ST 1 FOLD SA 1 FRCM H T 8 GIG H T 1
FINALLY HE 1 FOLDED ST 1 FROM ST 2 GIRL ST 12
FIND H T 6 FOLLOWING ST 1 FROM SC 1 GIRL SC 1
FIND SC 1 FOOD H T 3 FROM HA 6 GIRL SA 1
FIND SA 3 FOOD HA 1 FROM T A 1 GIRLS ST 1
FINE ST 3 FOOLING HA 1 FRCOM SA 7 GIRLS S C 10
FINE S A 1 FOOT H T 1 FROM HE 5 GIVE H T 1
FINE SE 2 FOOT T A 1 FRONT H T 1 GIVE ST 1
10GROUP 1 CHILD 1 9 GROUP 1 CHILD 1













































































































































































GOOLY *MADEUP H T 1









GOT GOTTA HT 2
GOT GOTTA SA 2
GOT GOTTU HT 1
GRABBED S T 1




GRAEME'S H T 2
GRAEME'S SA 1
GRANDFATHER H T 1
GRANDMA HT 1
GRANDMA HC 1
GRANDMA GRAAMMA H T 1
GREAT HT 2
GREAT SA 2












GREGORY T T 1














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 1
































































































































































1 MANY ST 2
4 MANY HA 1
8 MANY SA 5
1 MAO HT 1
1 MAR HT 1
1 MARK HT 3
1 MASH H T 1
3 MASHED HA 2
2 MASHED MAWSHED H T 1
5 MASK TA 1
1 MASSACHUSETTS H T 1
8 MASSACHUSETTS HA 2
2 MASTER ST 7
1 MASTER SC 2
17 MATT ST 1
1 MATTER HA 2
20 MATTHEW H T 4
2 MATTHEW TT 2
1 MATTHEW ST 16
4 MATTHEW S C 19
2 MATTHEW HA 4
3 MATTHEW TA 3
6 MATTHEW SA 11
3 MATTHEW TO 1
6 MATTHEW SO 1
1 MATTHEW'S H T 3
3 MATTHEW'S S C 1
1 MATTHEW'S HA 3
2 MAY HT 4
1 MAY HA 4
1 MAYBE H T 1
16 MAYBE ST 1
3 MAYBE HA 11
2 MAYBE SA 3
9 MAYBE HE 1
3 ME H T 33
1 ME TT 3
1 ME ST 30
3 ME SC 45
3 ME HA 22
3 ME SA 10
3 ME SO 2
2 ME HE 6
1 ME SE 1
1 ME LIMME H T 1
2 MEAN HT 4
3 MEAN ST 1
1 MEAN SC 1
8 MEAN HA 1
1 MEAN SA 1
3 MEAN HE 1
2 MEANS H T 3
1 MEANS ST 1




























































































































































































































































































































































*MADEUP H T 1
SC 3
*SOUND H T 1
H T 13
SC 5









































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 1 18


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 1
PEEP ST 1 PLACE ST 2 POUR HA 3 PUT HA 24
PEES H T 1 PLACE SC 3 POURED HA 1 PUT TA 3
PENCIL H T 2 PLACE HA 1 POW H T 1 PUT SA 17
PENCIL HA 2 PLAIN H T 1 PRESS H T 3 PUT HE 5
PENCILS HA 1 PLAIN ST 1 PRESS HA 6 PUTTING H T 1
PENNY TT 1 PLANE H T 2 PRESS HE 1 PUTTING HA 1
PENNY TA 1 PLANES H T 1 PRESSED TT 1 PUTTING SA 2
PEOPLE H T 4 PLANET ST 1 PRESSED S C 1 PUTTING HE 1
PEOPLE SC 1 PLANET SA 1 PRESSES SA 1 Q H T 1
PEOPLE HA 1 PLANET HE 3 PRESSING HA 1 QUACK H T 20
PEOPLE SA 7 PLANT HA 1 PRETEND ST 3 QUACK HA 4
PER SA 1 PLANTS ST 1 PRETEND SC 40 QUACKS HA 1
PER SO 1 PLANTS HA 1 PRETEND SO 1 QUARTER SA 1
PERRI ST 4 PLANTS T A 2 PRETEND PRETENT S C 2 QUEEN SC 7
PERRI SC 4 PLASTIC SA 1 PRETTY HA 2 QUICK TA 1
PERRI SA 4 PLATE H T 1 PRICKY SC 1 QUICKLY SC 1
PERRI S E 1 PLATE HA 2 PRISONERS PRIZONE H T 6 QUICKLY HE 2
PERRI'S SC 1 PLAY H T 5 PROBLEM HA 1 QUIET HA 1
PERRI'S SA 1 PLAY ST 4 PROCEDURE HA 1 R H T 15
PERSON SC 3 PLAY SC 13 PROGRAM TT 1 RA'RUFF *SOUND ST 1
PEW H T 4 PLAY HA 5 PROGRAM HA 1 RADISH H T 1
PHIL HA 1 PLAY SE 1 PROGRAM TA 2 RADISH HA 1
PHONE HA 2 PLAYED H T 1 PROGRAM SA 2 RADISHES H T 1
PHONES HA 2 PLAYING H T 1 PROMISE S C 1 RADISHES HA 1
PICK H T 2 PLAYING SC 3' PROPER SC 1 RAG H T 1
PICK TT 3 PLAYING HA 1 PROVE HA 1 RAGGEDY H T 1
PICK ST 1 PLAYING SE 1 PSH *SOUND HT 4 RAH RA HT 17
PICK HA 15 PLEASE H T 10 PSHH *SOUND HT 4 RAH RA ST 4
PICK TA 3 PLEASE ST 1 PSHH *SOUND ST 4 RAH RAA SC 2
PICK SA 1 PLEASE HA 4 PSS *SOUND H T 1 RAILROAD H T 3
PICK HE 5 PLEASE SA 12 PUDDING H T 1 RAIN ST 2
PICKING HA 2 PLOPPING H T 1 PUDDING HA 8 RAIN HE 1
PICKS HA 1 PLOPS H T 1 PUDDING PUDDIN' H T 1 RAINING S T 1
PICNIC H T 1 PLUTO SA 1 PUDDLE TA 2 RANK H T 4
PICTURE H T 1 POCKET TT 1 PULL HA 1 REACH H T 5
PIE H T 1 POCKET HA 1 PUMPKIN SC 1 REACH HA 2
PIECE H T 4 POCKET TA 1 PUMPKIN PUNKIN H T 1 READ H T 17
PIECE ST 3 POCKET HE 2 PUNCHED ST 1 READ ST 1
PIECE SC 1 POINT ST 1 PUNCHED SC 1 READ HA 12
PIECE HA 5 POINT SA 2 PURE SA 1 READ TA 1
PIECES HE 1 POINTS HA 1 PURPOSE HA 1 READ SA 3
PIES ST 1 POLES H T 1 PUSH H T 1 READ WEAD H T 1
PIES SC 1 POLES HA 1 PUSH ST 2 READY HA 5
PIES SO 1 POLICEMAN H T' 1 PUSH SC 1 READY S A 3
PILING H T 1 POLICEMAN HA 1 PUSH SA 1 REAL H T 2
PILLOW SC 6 POND H T 1 PUSHED H T 4 REAL HA 1
PILLOWS ST 3 PONY H T 1 PUSHED SA 1 REALLY H T 3
PILLOWS SC 1 POOH H T 3 PUSHING ST 2 REALLY ST 2
PILLOWS SA 1 POP SC 4 PUSHING HA 1 REALLY SC 2
PINK H T 1 POP SA 1 PUSHING SA 1 REALLY HA 5
PINS ST 2 POST HC 1 PUT H T 19 REALLY SA 4
PINWHEEL TT 1 POTATO H T 3 PUT TT 1 REALLY HE 3
PINWHEEL TA 1 POTATOES HA 3 PUT ST 2 REASON H T 1
PLACE H T 2 POUR H T 5 PUT SC 11 REASON SA 3
GROUP 1 CHILD 1 27 GROUP 1 CHILD 1 28
RECEIVER HE 3 S TA 1 SCHOOL T A 5 SHALLOW SE 1
RECORDER HA 3 S SA 1 SCHOOL SA 2 SHAME H T 1
RECORDER'S HA 1 SADDLE H T 1 SCHOOL HE 3 SHAPE S A 1
RED H T 8 SADDLES H T 1 SCIENCE ST 1 SHARK H T 1
REFILL H T 2 SAFE H T 1 SCIENCE SA 1 SHARP HA 1
REFRIGERATOR HA 1 SAFE S C 1 SCIENTIFIC HE 1 SHE H T 4
REFRIGERATOR FRIGERA S T 1 SAID H T 8 SCRAPING H T 1 SHE T T 1
REFRIGERATOR FRIGERA S C 1 SAID S T 3 SCRAPING HE 1 SHE S C 2
REFRIGERATOR FRIJERA S C 1 SAID S C 8 SCRATCH H T 2 SHE HA 4
REMEMBER SC 3 SAID HA 8 SCRATCH HA 3 SHE TA 7
REMEMBER HA 8 SAID TA 2 SCRATCHED H T 1 SHE SA 2
RESCUE SC 1 SAID SA 1 SCRIBBLES H T 1 SHE'S H T 3
RESTAURANT RESTURA H A 2 SAID HE 2 SCULPTURE HA 1 SHE'S S T 1
RIDING H T 2 SAILBOAT ST 1 SEAT SA 1 SHE'S SC 5
RIGHT H T 32 SALAD HA 2 SEATS SA 1 SHE'S SE 2
RIGHT TT 5 SALT H T 3 SECOND HA 1 SHED H T 1
RIGHT ST 26 SALTY H T 1 SECOND SA 2 SHELL HA 1
RIGHT SC 21 SAM HA 1 SECOND HE 1 SHIFT H T 1
RIGHT HA 40 SAMANTHA HA 1 SECONDS S A 1 SHIP H T 1
RIGHT TA 3 SAME H T 1 SEE H T 37 SHIRT H T 2
RIGHT SA 19 SAME ST 1 SEE ST 56 SHIRT SC 1
RIGHT HE 7 SAME SC 2 SEE SC 7 SHIRT HE 2
RIGHT RIGH HA 2 SAME HA 1 SEE HA 22 SHIT H T 13
ROADS H T 1 SAME SO 1 SEE TA 1 SHIT ST 1
ROAST H T 1 SAND SA 1 SEE SA 30 SHITBALL H T 1
ROB SA 1 SANDWICH TT 1 SEE HE 9 SHITS H T 1
ROBBIE ST 3 SARAH H T 3 SEE SE 1 SHITTED H T 1
ROBBIE SC 5 SARAH'S HA 1 SEEING HA 1 SHITTIES H T 3
ROBBIE SA 4 SATURDAY H T 6 SEEM HA 1 SHITTY H T 5
ROBINS H T 1 SAUCE H T 3 SEEMS H T 1 SHOE H T 2
ROBYOT SC 3 SAUCE HA 10 SELF H T 2 SHOES TT 1
ROCKETSHIP H T 1 SAVE SC 4 SELL TT 1 SHOES ST 2
ROCKPORT HT 1 SAW HT 2 SET HT 3 SHOES SC 2
ROCKPORT HA 2 SAW ST 1 SET HA 2 SHOES TA 1
ROOM H T 3 SAW HA 3 SET HE 2 SHOOT ST 3
ROOM HA 12 SAW SA 1 SETTING H T 1 SHOOT SC 1
ROOM SA 1 SAY H T 9 SETTING HA 1 SHOT H T 1
ROSE'S TT 1 SAY TT 3 SETTLE SA 1 SHOT HE 1
ROUGH SC 1 SAY ST 3 SETTLED SA 1 SHOULD ST 1
ROUGH SE 3 SAY SC 2 SEUSS H T 1 SHOULD HA 2
ROW H T 3 SAY HA 5 SEVEN H T 3 SHOULD SA 2
RUFF ST 4 SAY SA 2 SEVEN HC 2 SHOULD HE 6
RUFFY H T 1 SAYING ST 1 SEVENTH H T 1 SHOULDER SA 1
RUM ST 1 SAYING HA 2 SH H T 9 SHOULDN'T H T 1
RUN H T 5 SAYS HA 9 SH HA 3 SHOUT ST 1
RUNAWAY H T 2 SAYS SA 5 SH HE 2 SHOUTING H T 2
RUNAWAY HA 1 SCARED H T 1 SH SHH H T 7 SHOW H T 1
RUNNING SC 1 SCARIER ST 1 SH SHH ST 22 SHOW ST 3
RUNNING HA 1 SCARY ST 2 SH SHH HA 4 SHOW SA 2
RUSTLING HE 1 SCHOOL H T 8 SH SHHH H T 2 SHOW HE 2
RUSTY H T 1 SCHOOL TT 1 SH SHSH HA 1 SHOWN H T 1
S H T 6 SCHOOL ST 1 SHAKE H T 3 SHOWS ST 1
S ST 2 SCHOOL TC 2 SHAKE SA 1 SHOWS HE 1
S HA 1 SCHOOL HA 13 SHALL SC 1 SHRIMP S T 3
GROUP 1 CHILD 1 25 GROUP 1 CHILD 1
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GROUP 1 CHILD 1
THING H T 15 THROUGH H T 3 TO WANNA H T 22 TOUCHING TT 1
THING ST 2 THROUGH SC 3 TO WANNA ST 6 TOWARD H T 1
THING SC 3 THROUGH SA 1 TO WANNA SC 2 TOWEL SC 1
THING HA 2 THROW H T 1 TO WANNA HA 15 TOWELS ST 4
THING HE 1 THROW S T 1 TO WANNA SA 4 TOWELS SE 1
THINGS H T 4 THROW SC 1 TO WANNA HE 1 TOWN H T 1
THINGS TT 1 THROW HA 1 TO WANNU H T 1 TOYS H A 2
THINGS ST 5 THROWN HA 1 TOAST H T 2 TRACK H T 2
THINGS SC 2 THURSDAY H T 1 TODAY SC 2 TRAIN H T 3
THINGS HA 5 THURSDAY HA 6 TODAY HA 12 TRAIN TT 2
THINGS SA 4 TICKLES ST 2 TODAY TA 3 TRAIN HA 1
THINGS HE 2 TIGHT HA 2 TODAY S A 5 TRANSCRIBE HE 1
THINK ST 1 TILL SC 1 TODAY . HE 1 TRANSMITTER HE 2
THINK SC 1 TIMBER S C 1 TODD ST 1 TRAP H T 1
THINK HA 19 TIME H T 12 TODD SC 4 TRAPPED H T 1
THINK TA 2 TIME TT 3 TODD SA 4 TREE H T 1
THINK SA 6 TIME SC 1 TOE ST 2 TREES ST 3
THINK HE 3 TIME HA 4 TOGETHER HA 1 TRICK H T 4
THINK SE 1 TIME T A 1 TOGETHER TOGOTHE S A 1 TRICK ST 2
THIRD H T 1 TIME SA 13 TOILET H T 2 TRICK HE 2
THIRSTY H T 5 TIME HE 3 TOLD H T 1 TRICKS ST 1
THIRSTY SC 1 TIMES SC 1 TOLD SC 3 TRIED ST 4
THIRSTY HA 1 TIMES HA 1 TOLD HA 1 TRIP HA 1
THIRTY TA 1 TIMMY SC 1 TOLD SA 1 TROUBLE ST 1
THIS H T 113 TINNY HA 1 TOMMY TT 1 TRUCK H T 4
THIS TT 3 TIRE H T 1 TOMORROW HA 6 TRUCKS H T 2
THIS ST 47 TIRED HT 1 TON SA 2 TRUE SA 1
THIS HC 1 TIRED SC 1 TONGUE H T 2 TRY H T 8
THIS SC 21 TIRED HA 4 TONIGHT HA 3 TRY ST 4
THIS HA 45 TISSUE HE 1 TONS SA 6 TRY SC 1
THIS SA 21 TO H T 70 TONY SC 2 TRY HA 7
THIS HE 16 TO TT 14 TONY SA 6 TRY SA 8
THIS TE 1 TO ST 39 TONY'S SC 2 TRY HE 2
THIS SE 1 TO TC 1 TOO HT 4 TRYING H T 1
THOSE HT 2 TO SC 30 TOO TT 1 TRYING ST 1
THOSE TT 2 TO HA 112 TOO ST 6 TSHH *SOUND H T 1
THOSE ST 5 TO TA 8 TOO SC 5 TU HT 1
THOSE SC 1 TO SA 41 TOO HA 12 TUESDAY H T 4
THOSE HA 9 TO HE 26 TOO TA 1 TUMBLE H T 1
THOSE TA 1 TO SE 3 TOO SA 3 TUMMY H T 2
THOSE SA 8 TO GONNA H T 20 TOO HE 5 TUMMY SC 7
THOSE HE 1 TO GONNA TT 2 TOO SE 4 TUMMY HA 1
THOUGH ST 1 TO GONNA ST 3 TOOK H T 4 TURN H T 3
THOUGH SA 2 TO GONNA SC 12 TOOK SC 1 TURN ST 1
THOUGHT TT 1 TO GONNA HA 31 TOOK HA 1 TURN SC 3
THOUGHT SC 2 TO GONNA TA 1 TOOTH TT 1 TURN HA 8
THOUGHT TA 4 TO GONNA SA 9 TOOTH TA 1 TURN SA 1
THREE H T 5 TO GONNA HE 6 TOP HA 2 TURN HE 1
THREE ST 2 TO GONNA TE 1 TOP SA 2 TURNED ST 11
THREE SC 10 TO GONNA SE 1 TOPPING HA 1 TURNED ,S C 2
THREE HA 1 TO GOONA SC 1 TORN H T 1 TURNS SC 1
THREE SA 5 TO GOTTA H T 2 TOUCH H T 4 TURTLE H T 4
THREW HT 1 TO GOTTA SA 2 TOUCHED ST 1 TUSH HT 1
THREW ST 2 TO GOTTU H T 1 TOUCHED SC 1 TUSHY H T 4
GROUP 1 CHILD 1 35 GROUP 1 CHILD 1 36
TUSHY'S HT 1 UP HA 50 WALKING H T 2 WATER TT 2
IWELVE HT 1 UP TA 9 WALKING ST 1 WATER ST 12
'WELVE ST 1 UP SA 22 WALKING HA 2 WATER SC 3
TWELVE SA 1 UP HE 8 WALL H T 1 WATER HA 10
TWINKIE TT 1 UPON H T 1 WALL SC 2 WATER TA 5
IWO H T 12 UPSET SA 1 WALL SA 1 WATER SA 11
TWO TT 1 UPSIDE HA 1 WALLA *MADEUP H T 1 WATER HE 1
TWO ST 5 UPSTAIRS H T 3 WANT H T 21 WATER'S H T 1
IWO SC 8 UPSTAIRS HA 1 WANT ST 10 WATERING ST 1
TWO HA 7 UPSTAIRS SA 1 WANT SC 12 WATERING SA 1
IWO SA 8 UPSTAIRS HE 1 WANT HA 42 WAY H T 8
TWO SE 1 UPSTAIRS SE 1 WANT TA 1 WAY SC 1
U HT 5 US SC 2 WANT SA 4 WAY HA 8
UH *SOUND H T 9 USE H T 3 WANT HE 1 WAY S A 4
UH *SOUND TT 1 USE HA 1 WANT SE 1 WAY HE 3
UH *SOUND SC 5 USE SA 8 WANT WANNA H T 22 WE H T 17
UH *SOUND HA 7 USED H T 1 WANT WANNA ST 6 WE TT 11
UH *SOUND SA 2 USED HA 2 WANT WANNA SC 2 WE ST 8
UH *SOUND HE 3 USING SA 2 WANT WANNA HA 15 WE SC 18
UH *SOUND SE 8 USUALLY HE 2 WANT WANNA SA 4 WE HA 29
UH-HUH HT 1 V HT 2 WANT WANNA HE 1 WE TA 3
UH-HUH HA 1 V HE 1 WANT WANNU HT 1 WE SA 26
UH-HUH AHUH H T 3 VAGINA ST 1 WANTED HA 1 WE SO 1
UH-HUH AHUH HA 1 VANILLA H T 1 WANTS HA 2 WE HE 2
UH-HUH UH'HUH HT 2 VANILLA HA 5 WARM HA 1 WE'LL HA 23
UH-HUH UH'MM ST 1 VERY HT 5 WARMING HT 1 WE'LL SA 7
UM HT 29 VERY ST 3 WAS HT 17 WE'LL HE 1
14M TT 1 VERY SC 2 WAS TT 2 WE'RE H T 4
UM ST 7 VERY HA 14 WAS ST 9 WE'RE SC 5
UM SC 3 VERY SA 7 WAS SC 16 WE'RE HA 10
UM HA 11 VERY HE 4 WAS HA 14 WE 'RE SA 8
UM SA 3 VERY SE 1 WAS TA 5 WE'VE SA 4
4M HE 4 VOICE HT 3 WAS SA 9 WEAR TT 1
UM UMM H T 1 VOLUME HE 1 WAS HE 3 WEAR TA 1
UMBRELLA UNBRELL HE 1 W HT 2 WASH H T 1 WEAR SA 2
UN *SOUND HT 2 W ST 1 WASH ST 2 WEARING HE 2
UN *SOUND SA 1 WAIT H T 7 WASH HA 7 WEDNESDAY H T 3
UNDER SC 1 WAIT T T 1 WASHED HA 2 WEE H T 15
UNDER HA 1 WAIT ST 2 WASHING HA 1 WEEKS TA 1
UNDER TA 2 WAIT SC 8 WASN'T TT 1 WELCOME TT 1
UNDER SA 1 WAIT HA 1 WASN'T ST 2 WELL H T 11
UNDERSTAND H T 1 WAIT TA 1 WASN'T SC 1 WELL ST 1
UNDERSTAND HE 1 WAIT SA 2 WASN'T HA 4 WELL TC 1
UNDO ST 1 WAIT SO 1 WASN'T SA 2 WELL SC 2
UNLESS SC 1 WAIT HE 4 WATCH H T 16 WELL HA 17
UNLESS HA 1 WAIT SE 1 WATCH ST 4 WELL TA 2
UNSCREW H T 1 WAIT WAI HA 1 WATCH HA 5 WELL SA 13
UNTIL ST 2 WAKE ST 1 WATCH TA 2 WELL HE 6
UNTIL SA 3 WALK H T 1 WATCH SA 2 WELL SE 1
UNTIL HE 3 WALK TT 2 WATCH HE 3 WELLS SA 1
UP H T 34 WALK HC 1 WATCH SE 1 WENT H T 10
UP TT 5 WALK HA 7 WATCHED ST 1 WENT TT 6
UP ST 11 WALK TA 3 WATCHING H T 1 WENT ST 6
UP SC 12 WALK HE 2 WATER H T 11 WENT SC 1
33 GROUP 1 CHILD 1 34GROUP 1 CHILD 1
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GROUP 1 CHILD 2
49 GROUP 1 CHILD 2
CLUB HC 1 COOKIE SC 9 CRAB TA 1 DADDY'S H T 1
CLUBHOUSE HC 1 COOKIE HA 6 CRACK H T 1 DADDY'S HA 1
COAT HA 1 COOKIES H T 2 CRACK HC 2 DAN H T 2
COFFEE HA 2 COOKIES ST 3 CRACKED SC 1 DAN TT 1
COFFEE HE 1 COOKIES SC 3 CRACKED HA 1 DAN SA 1
COLD HC 3 COOKIES SO 1 CRACKER H T 2 DAN'S H T 1
COLD SC 1 COOKING H T 2 CRACKER SC 2 DANCED HA 2
COLD HA 14 COOKING H C 1 CRACKER H A 3 DANIEL H T 1
COLD HE 1 COOKING COOKIN' H T 1 CRACKERS H T 2 DANIEL T T 1
COLLEGES H A 2 COOPERATE H A 1 CRACKERS S C 1 DANIEL S T 1
COLOR H T 6 COPY H T 1 CRACKERS HA 1 DANNY H T 2
COLOR HC 1 COPY ST 1 CRACKERS SA 2 DANNY HC 1
COLOR SC 12 COPY SA 2 CRACKLING H T 1 DANNY HA 2
COLOR HA 6 COPYING S A 1 CRAWLED HA 1 DANNY TA 1
COLOR SA 19 CORNER TA 1 CRAYON SA 2 DANNY SA 2
COLORED H T 3 CORRECTLY HA 1 CRAYONS S A 1 DANNY'S S C 5
COLORED HA 4 COSTUME SC 1 CRAZY H T 2 DANNY'S TA 1
COLORING ST 5 COSTUMES SC 1 CRAZY HE 2 DARE SC 1
COLORS ST 1 COTTAGE H T 2 CREAM SC 4 DARK H T 4
COLORS SC 1 COTTAGE HA 3 CREAM HA 4 DARK HA 4
COLORS HA 12 COUCH HA 2 CREATURE H T 6 DAY H T 3
COLORS SA 14 COUGHING H T 1 CREATURE HA 2 DAY SC 1
COME H T 21 COUGHING HA 1 CROOK H T 1 DAY HA 5
COME ST 17 COULD H T 32 CROOK HC 1 DAY SA 1
COME HC 13 COULD TT 2 CROOK SC 2 DAY HE 1
COME S C 15 COULD ST 16 CROOK HA 2 DEAD H T 2
COME HA 47 COULD HC 9 CROSS TA 2 DEAD ST 6
COME TA 8 COULD SC 5 CRUMBS SA 1 DEAD HC 1
COME SA 23 COULD HA 27 CRYING SC 1 DEAD SC 18
COME HE 1 COULD S A 5 CUBBIE ST 1 DEAL HC 2
COME C'MON HC 5 COULD SO 1 CUBBIE TA 1 DEATH HA 1
COMES H T 2 COULD HE 1 CUBBIE SA 1 DEBBIE ST 12
COMES HC 1 COULDN'T ST 1 CUBE H T 1 DEBBIE SC 28
COMES HA 4 COULDN'T HC 1 CUNY HA 2 DEBBIE SA 1
COMES SA 1 COULDN'T SC 1 CUP ST 3 DEBBIE SO 1
COMING ST 2 COULDN'T HA 5 CUP HC 4 DECIDE HA 3
COMING HC 2 COULDN'T TA 1 CUP SC 3 DECIDED HA 1
COMING SC 11 COUNT H T 1 CUP HA 3 DEE H T 3
COMING HA 3 COUNT HC 5 CURLY HC 1 DEE SC 3
COMING SA 5 COUNT HA 1 CURSE HC 1 DEE HE 1
COMMENT HA 1 COUNT HE 2 CURTAIN SA 2 DEED H T 1
COMMERCIAL H T 1 COUNTED HA 1 CURTAINS SA 4 DEEP HA 1
COMPANY H T 4 COUNTRY HC 1 CUT SC 1 DEFROST HA 1
COMPANY ST 9 COUNTRY HA 2 CUT HA 4 DELETE HA 1
COMPLETELY HA 1 COUPLE HC 1 D H T 5 DELICIOUS HA 1
CON HA 1 COUPLE HA 3 D HC 1 DELIGHTED HA 1
CONSIDERING HA 1 COURSE H T 2 DAD H T 7 DEPENDS H T 2
CONVERSATION SA 1 COURSE HA 3 DAD HC 1 DEPENDS HE 2
CONVERSATION VERSATI HA 1 COUSIN'S HA 1 DAD SC 1 DESERT H T 2
COOK H T 1 COVER HA 1 DADA DADAAAA S T 1 DESERT HC 2
COOK HC 2 COVERALLS H T 1 DADDY H T 6 DESERT HA 2
COOK HA 4 COVERED HA 1 DADDY HC 4 DESK H T 1
COOKIE H T 1 COW H T 3 DADDY SC 1 DESK TT 1
COOKIE ST 2 COW HA 2 DADDY HA 1 DESK HA 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 51 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 52
DESPERATE HA 1 DISTINCT S A 1 DON'T T T 9 DREAMED HA 2
DESPERATION HA 1 DO H T 63 DON'T ST 2 DREAMING HC 1
DESSERT HA 1 DO TT 5 DON'T HC 23 DRESS SC 2
DETAIL HA 1 DO ST 14 DON'T SC 16 DRESS HA 1
DEVIL HA 1 DO HC 20 DON'T HA 98 DRESSED SC 1
DIARIES HA 1 DO SC 19 DON'T TA 7 DRESSER HT 3
DID H T 28 DO HA 133 DON'T SA 13 DRESSER HC 4
DID TT 2 DO TA 14 DON'T SO 1 DRESSER HA 2
DID ST 7 DO SA 41 DON'T HE 14 DREW H T 1
DID HC 10 DO TO 1 DON'T 'ONT H T 1 DRINK H T 1
DID SC 10 DO S 0 2 DON'T 'ONT ST 1 DRINK HC 2
DID HA 47 DO HE 5 DON'T ON'T H T 1 DRINK SC 1
DID TA 1 DO D'YOU HA 1 DONE H T 3 DRINK HA 11
DID SA 26 DOCTORS H T 1 DONE SC 1 DRINK SA 1
DID HE 3 DOCTORS ST 1 DONE HA 2 DRINKING H C 1
DIDN'T H T 24 DOES H T 11 DONE HE 1 DRIPPING ST 1
DIDN'T TT 4 DOES HC 2 DONNA ST 1 DRIPPING SA 1
DIDN'T ST 10 DOES SC 1 DONNA SC 13 DRIVE SC 2
DIDN'T HC 15 DOES HA 17 DONNA'S SC 2 DRIVING HC 2
DIDN'T SC 10 DOES TA 1 DOO *SOUND H T 2 DROP H T 1
DIDN'T HA 28 DOESN'T H T 9 DOO *SOUND ST 1 DROP ST 1
DIDN'T SA 6 DOESN'T TT 1 DOODLES HA 1 DROPPED ST 2
DIDN'T- HE 3 DOESN'T ST 1 DOOR H T 2 DROPS SA 1
DIDN'T DINT H T 2 DOESN'T HC 8 DOOR ST 1 DROWNED SC 1
DIE HT 8 DOESN'T SC 3 DOOR HC 1 DRUNK SC 1
DIE SC 1 DOESN'T HA 16 DOOR SC 1 DRUNK HA 1
DIE HA 4 DOESN'T TA 2 DOOR HA 4 DRY SA 1
DIED ST 6 DOESN'T HE 3 DOOR HE 2 DUMB HT 4
DIED S C 9 DOG H T 11 DOUBLE H T 1 DUMB ST 1
DIES SC 1 DOG TT 1 DOUBLE HA 1 DUMB HC 1
DIFFERENCE H T 1 DOG ST 5 DOUGH HA 2 DUMB TC 1
DIFFERENT H T 1 DOG HC 4 DOUGHNUT HA 1 DUMB HE 1
DIFFERENT SC 2 DOG SC 4 DOWN H T 11 DUNK HA 1
DIFFERENT HA 2 DOG HA 8 DOWN ST 16 DUNK SA 2
DIFFERENT SA 5 DOG S O 1 DOWN HC 4 DURING HA 1
DIFFICULT H T 1 DOG HE 1 DOWN SC 10 DYE SA 1
DIG H T 1 DOG'S ST 1 DOWN HA 43 DYING SA 3
DIM HC 2 DOG'S HA 1 DOWN TA 1 E H T 17
DIMPLE H T 9 DOGGIE H T 1 DOWN SA 17 E ST 3
DIMPLE HC 9 DOGGIE HC 2 DOWN HE 5 E HC 3
DIMPLE HA 1 DOGGIE SC 4 DR TT 6 E SC 2
DINNER HE 1 DOGGIE HE 2 DR TA 5 E HA 4
DIP S A 5 DOGGIE'S H C 1 DRACULA DRAACUU H T 1 E S A 4
DIRTY H T 1 DOGS SC 1 DRAMA HA 1 EACH ST 1
DIRTY HA 7 DOING H T 7 DRANK SC 2 EACH SA 1
DISAPPEAR HC 1 DOING ST 5 DRAW H T 2 EAGLE H T 1
DISAPPEAR HA 2 DOING HC 11 DRAW HC 2 EAR H T 2
DISAPPEARED HA 1 DOING SC 3 DRAW HA 2 EAR HC 1
DISCOVER HE 1 DOING HA 19 DRAW SA 2 EARLY HA 1
DISCUSSING SA 1 DOING TA 1 DRAWER HC 1 EARS H T 1
DISGUSTING H C 1 DOING S A 10 DRAWING HA 2 EASEL S T 2
DISGUSTING DISGUST H C 1 DOLL S T 1 DREAM H T 1 EASEL S C 2
DISHONEST HA 2 DOLLAR HA 1 DREAM HA 2 EASEL SA 2
DISOLVED HA 1 DON'T H T 44 DREAMED H T 1 EASIER HA 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 2
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GROUP 1 CHILD 2
HM *SOUND HC 1 HOPPING HA 1 I TT 47 IF TT 3
HM *SOUND HA 2 HORRIBLE HA 1 I ST 111 IF ST 2
HM *SOUND S A 1 HORSE H T 3 I HC 143 IF HC 8
HM *SOUND HE 5 HOSE SC 1 I TC 2 IF SC 5
HM *SOUND SE 1 HOT HC 3 I SC 181 IF HA 63
HMHM *SOUND HE 1 HOT HA 3 I HA 250 IF TA 6
HMHMHM *SOUND HC 1 HOUR HA 3 I TA 20 IF SA 14
HMM *SOUND H T 1 HOURS HA 2 I SA 38 IF HE 4
HMM *SOUND TT 1 HOUSE HC 1 I HO 1 ILLUSTRATED HA 1
HMM *SOUND HC 1 HOUSE SC 10 I SO 8 IN H T 58
HMM *SOUND HA 2 HOUSE TA 1 I HE 29 IN TT 6
HMM *SOUND HE 2 HOW HT 21 I TE 1 IN ST 18
HMMM *SOUND HA 1 HCW ST 2 I'D H T 1 IN HC 64
HMMM *SOUND HE 1 HOW HC 18 I'D SC 1 IN SC 26
HMMMMM *SOUND HA 1 HOW SC 3 I'D HA 2 IN HA 128
HMMUH *SOUND HE 3 HOW HA 44 I'LL H T 23 IN TA 8
HO H T 9 HOW TA 2 I'LL TT 3 IN SA 41
HO TT 1 HOW SA 21 I'LL ST 9 IN SO 1
HO ST 2 HOW SO 2 I'LL HC 11 IN HE 10
HO TC 2 HOW HE 6 I'LL SC 10 INCORRECT H T 1
HO HA 1 HOW'S HA 1 I'LL HA 30 INCREDIBLE H T 1
HOG HT 1 HUG HT 1 I'LL TA 4 INDIGESTION HA 1
HOG HA 2 HUG ST 1 I'LL SA 10 INK HC 1
HOLD HT 6 HUG SA 3 I'LL HE 7 INK HA 2
HOLD TT 4 HUH HT 1 I'LL TE 1 INSIDE H T 8
HOLD HC 2 HUH TT 1 I'M H T 52 INSIDE HC 1
HOLD HA 12 HUH ST 3 I'M TT 2 INSIDE HA 5
HOLD TA 13 HUH HC 2 I'M ST 17 INSIDE SA 1
HOLD SA 1 HUH TC 1 I'M HC 37 INSTEAD HA 3
HOLD HE 6 HUH HA 8 I'M TC 1 INTERESTING H T 2
HOLDING SC 1 HUH TA 1 I'M SC 75 INTERESTING HA 3
HOLDING TA 1 HUH HE 4 I'M HA 43 INTERESTING HE 3
HOLE H T 1 HUM ST 1 I'M T A 2 INTERESTING INTERES H T 2
HOLES H T 1 HUN HT 1 I'M SA 8 INTO H T 9
HOLES SC 1 HUNDRED HA 2 I'M SO 1 INTO S T 8
HOLES SA 1 HUNGRY HC 1 I'M HE 7 INTO HC 5
HOLLANSTAAT'S HA 1 HUNGRY HA 4 I'VE H T 3 INTO SC 18
HOME TT 1 HURRY SC 1 I'VE ST 2 INTO HA 19
HOME ST 2 HURRY HA 2 I'VE HC 3 INTO SA 1
HOME SC 1 HURT HT 1 I'VE SC 4 INTO HE 1
HOME HA 9 HURT ST 1 I'VE HA 6 INTRO HA 1
HOME TA 2 HURT HC 1 I'VE TA 2 IS H T 60
HOME SA 2 HURT SC 1 I'VE SA 3 IS TT 2
HOMEWORK HC 1 HURT HA 6 I'VE HE 4 IS ST 14
HOMEWORK HA 1 HURT HE 1 ICE HT 6 IS HC 40
HONEY HA 1 HURTING H T 3 ICE HC 8 IS TC 1
HONG ST 32 HURTING ST 2 ICE SC 4 IS SC 38
HONG SC 10 HURTING SA 1 ICE HA 6 IS HA 108
HONG SO 1 HURTS S T 1 ICED H C 1 IS T A 16
HO00 *SOUND TT 1 HURTS HC 2 ICED HA 1 IS SA 33
HOP HA 1 HURTS HA 2 ICING HT 1 IS SO 2
HOPE H T 1 HUSH H T 2 IDEA HA 2 IS HE 10
HOPE TT 1 HUSH HA 7 IDEA SA 3 ISLANDS HA 1
HOPE H C 1 I H T 316 IF H T 10 ISN'T H T 4
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 63 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 64
ISN'T HC 2 JEROME ST 1 KELLY TA 1 KNOW TA 6
ISN'T HA 2 JEROME S A 1 KENNY HA 2 KNOW SA 5
ISN'T HE 2 JERRY HA 2 KEIP SC 1 KNOW HE 5
IT H T 173 JESSIE ST 1 KETCHUP H T 4 KNOW T E 1
IT TT 12 JESSIE SC 6 KETCHUP HC 1 KNOWN SA 1
IT ST 31 JET TT 2 KETCHUP HA 5 KNOWS HA 2
IT HC 76 JEW H T 1 KEVIN H T 1 KONG ST 31
IT TC 2 JIGGLED HA 1 KEVIN HC 1 KONG SC 8
IT SC 54 JOB SA 2 KEVIN HA 5 KONG SC 1
IT HA 274 JOB HE 1 KEY HT 1 KRRR *SOUND H T 2
IT TA 26 JOIN H T 3 KEYHOLE H T I KUNG ST 1
IT SA 68 JOKE H T 1 KICKING HA 1 KWUIKXUWUUKWUhW*SOUND H T 1
IT TO 1 JOKER ST 5 KIDDING HA 2 L H T 3
IT SO 1 JOKER SC 13 KIDDO HA 1 L ST 1
IT HE 40 JOKER'S SC 2 KIDS HA 1 L HC 3
IT'LL H T 1 JORDY HC 1 KIDS TO 1 L SA 2
IT'S H T 49 JUDY TT 2 KIII *SOUND TT 3 LA H T 19
IT 'S TT 3 JUDY TA 2 KILL ST 2 LADDER HA 1
IT'S ST 10 JUDY'S TA 1 KILL HC 1 LADDER SA 2
IT'S H C 22 JUICE H T 1 KILL SC 1 LADDIES H T 1
IT'S TC 6 JUICE ST 1 KILLED ST 2 LADDIES HA 1
IT'S SC 16 JUICE HC 2 KILLED SC 4 LADDY HA 2
IT'S HA 85 JUICE HA 4 KIND H T 3 LADY H T 18
IT'S TA 2 JULY ST 1 KIND HC 4 LADY HC 2
IT'S SA 10 JUMP H T 2 KIND SC 2 LADY HA 7
IT'S HE 15 JUMP TT 1 KIND HA 6 IAGO H T 2
ITALIAN SA 1 JUMP ST 2 KIND TA 1 LAGOON H T 3
ITCH H T 5 JUMPING TA 3 KIND HE 1 LAGOON HA 2
ITCH HC 2 JUMPING TE 1 KINDS HA 1 LAMINSKY SA 1
ITCH HA 2 JUNGLE HA 1 KING H T 1 LAND HC 1
ITS H T 2 JUST H T 27 KISS H T 1 LAND HA 1
ITS HA 2 JUST TT 1 KISS SA 3 LASH HA 1
ITSELF HA 3 JUST ST 10 KITCHEN H T 1 LASSIE H T 8
J H T 1 JUST H C 11 KITCHEN H C 1 LASSIE HA 7
J ST 6 JUST SC 7 KITCHEN HA 2 tASSIES HA 1
J HC 1 JUST H A 45 KITCHEN HE 1 LAST H T 1
JACKET HC 1 JUST TA 5 KITTEN H T 1 LAST' HC 2
JACKET HA 5 JUST SA 13 KITTENS H T 2 LAST SC 1
JACKIE 'S SC 2 JUST HE 6 KITTENS HA 13 LAST HA 10
JAM HA 1 JUST JIST H T 1 KNEEL SC 1 LAST SA 1
JANET HC 1 JUST JIST ST 1 KNEW SC 1 LASTS HA 1
JASON H T 29 JUST JIST HA 1 KNEW HA 1 LATE HA 1
JASON HC 3 K H T 3 KNOB HE 1 LATER HC 3
JASON HA 55 K HC 2 KNOCK SC 7 LATER HA 4
JASON SA 3 K HA 4 KNOCKED ST 1 LATER SA 3
JASON HE 3 K HE 1 KNOCKED HA 2 LATER HE 2
JASON'S H T 4 KAKA *MADEUP H T 1 KNOTTED HA 1 LATEST HA 1
JASON'S SA 1 KEEP ST 11 KNOW HT 45 LAUNDRY HA 1
JAY HC 1 KEEP HC 2 KNOW TT 6 LAY SA 1
JAY HA 1 KEEP HA 6 KNOW ST 7 LEAD HA 1
JEFF TT 1 KEEP TA 1 KNOW HC 14 LEADER TA 1
JELLO H T 1 KEEP SA 2 KNOW TC 1 LEAST TA 1
JELLO HA 1 KEEPING HA 1 KNOW SC 15 LEAVE H T 3
JELLY SC 1 KEEPS HA 2 KNOW HA 73 LEAVE S T 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 61 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 62
LEAVE HC 3 LIGHT H T 3 LOFT SC 1 LUCKY ST 1
LEAVE SC 3 LIGHT HC 1 LOFT SA 10 LUCKY SA 1
LEAVE HA 8 LIGHT HA 1 LONG H T 1 LUCY ST 1
LEAVE HE 1 LIGHTS H T 2 LONG HC 1 LUCY TC 1
LEAVES SC 1 LIKE H T 74 LONG SC 1 LUCY HA 5
LEAVES HA 2 LIKE TT 7 LONG HA 5 LUCY SA 4
LEAVING SC 1 LIKE ST 9 LONG S A 5 LUCY'S S A 1
LEAVING HA 2 LIKE HC 23 LONG HE 1 LUEGO H T 1
LEDGE SA 1 LIKE SC 9 LONGER HA 1 LUNCH TT 3
LEFT SC 1 LIKE HA 56 LOOK H T 39 LUNCH HC 1
LEFT HA 1 LIKE TA 4 LOOK TT 3 LUNCH SC 1
LEG HC 1 LIKE SA 11 LOOK ST 19 LUNCH HA 3
LEG SA 1 LIKE HE 9 LOOK H C 17 LUNCH TA 3
LEGS HA 1 LIKED H A 1 LOOK TC 1 LUNCH SA 1
LEI H T 1 LIKES HT 1. LOOK SC 18 LYNCH HA 1
LEMON HA 1 LIL H T 1 LOOK HA 20 M H T 10
LENITA SA 6 LIMB HA 2 LOOK TA 2 M HC 2
LES H T 1 LIME HA 1 LOOK SA 14 M HA 3
LESS HC 1 LIMIT TA 1 LOOK S 0 2 M SA 1
LET H T 5 LIMITED HE 1 LOOK HE 7 MA H T 13
LET ST 1 LINE SA 7 LOOKED ST 1 MA TT 10
LET HC 4 LINES H T 1 LOOKED SC 1 MA ST 5
LET SC 1 LION SC 1 LOOKED HA 2 MA HC 5
LET HA 20 LIP H T 3 LOOKED SA 1 MA HA 1
LET TA 1 LIP HC 1 LOOKING H T 5 MACDONALD H T 4
LET SA 5 LIP HA 3 LOOKING HC 1 MAD H T 6
LET HO 1 LIPS H T 1 LOOKING SC 3 MAD HE 5
LET SO 1 LIPS HA 3 LOOKING HA 4 MADE H T 5
LET HE 1 LIQUID HA 1 LOOKS ST 3 MADE ST 1
LET SE 1 LISTEN H T 1 LOOKS HC 1 MADE HC 7
LET LEMME TA 1 LISTEN TT 1 LOOKS SC 1 MADE SC 7
LET'S H T 4 LISTEN HA 14 LOOKS HA 3 MADE HA 13
LET'S TT 4 LISTEN SA 5 LOOKS HE 2 MADE SA 1
LET'S ST 3 LISTEN HE 1 LOST ST 1 MADE HE 2
LET'S HC 4 LISTENING HA 1 LOST HC 2 MAGAZINE TT 1
LET'S TC 2 LIT HA 1 LOST HA 2 MAGAZINE TA 2
LET'S SC 3 LITTERED TT 2 LOST HE 2 MAGIC ST 2
LET'S HA 12 LITTLE H T 4 LOT H T 2 MAGIC SC 3
LET'S TA 8 LITTLE HC 3 LOT HC 3 MAGIC HA 1
LET'S SA 18 LITTLE SC 4 LOT SC 1 MAGIC SA 1
LET'S HE 1 LITTLE HA 20 LOT HA 6 MAGICIAN'S H T 1
LETTER H T 2 LITTLE TA 4 LOT TA 1 MAGICIANS H T 1
LETTER HC 2 LITTLE SA 1 LOT SA 3 MAIL SC 2
LETTER HA 12 LITTLE HE 8 LOT HE 1 MAKE H T 6
LETTER SA 1 LIVE HC 1 LOTS H T 1 MAKE TT 1
LETTERS HA 2 LIVE SC 1 LOTS HC 1 MAKE ST 6
LETTERS SA 12 LIVING HC 2 LOTS HA 2 MAKE HC 28
LIBERTY SC 2 LIVING SC 1 LOUD H C 2 MAKE SC 11
LICK H T 2 LIVING HA 5 LOUD HA 1 MAKE HA 44
LIE H T 1 LO TA 1 LOVE H T 1 MAKE TA 2
LIE ST 1 LOADS HA 1 LOVE SC 2 MAKE SA 8
LIE SC 1 LOBSTER TT 1 LOVE HA 1 MAKE HE 3
LIE HA 4 LOBSTER TA 2 LU *SOUND HA 3 MAKES H T 1
LIFE HA 1 LOBSTER LOBST TT 1 LUCKY H T 2 MAKES TT 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 67 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 68
MAKES SC 1 MATIHEW'S H C 2 MEOW SC 4 MISSED ST 1
MAKES HA 3 MATTHEW'S SC 3 MESS HA 3 MISSED HA 1
MAKING H T 2 MATTHEW'S HA 2 MESS HE 1 MISTAKE S C 1
MAKING H C 4 MATTHEW'S T A 1 MESSY H T 1 MITTENS T A 1
MAKING HA 3 MATTHEW'S SA 1 MICE HC 2 MIX HA 5
MAKING S A 2 MAX H T 1 MICE HA 3 MIXED H T 2
MAN HT 3 MAX HA 2 MICKY HC 1 MIXED HA 4
MAN ST 2 MAY H T 12 MICROPHONE ST 3 MIXTURE ST 1
MAN HC 3 MAY HC 3 MICROPHONE SC 2 MMM *SOUND H T 1
MAN SC 5 MAY HA 8 MICROPHONE HA 1 MMM *SOUND SA 1
MAN TA 1 MAYBE H T 4 MICROPHONE HE 1 MMMM *SOUND H T 1
MANEUVER HA 1 MAYBE TT 1 MIDDLE ST 3 MMMM *SOUND HA 1
MANY S A 8 MAYBE HC 1 MIDDLE HC 1 MMMWHA *SOUND H T 1
MANY HE 1 MAYBE HA 10 MIDDLE SC 1 MODELS HC 1
MAP H T 1 MAYBE TA 2 MIDDLE HA 1 MOM H T 3
MAP HE 1 MAYBE SA 5 MIDDLE SA 6 MOM HC 2
MARCH H T 1 MAYBE HE 2 MIDGET TT 3 MOM HA 1
MARCH HA 1 MCDONALD TT 1 MIDNIGHT TA 1 MOMENT H T 1
MARCH HE 4 MCDONALD M'DONAL T T 1 MIGHT H T 1 MOMMY H T 12
MARES HC 1 ME H T 50 MIGHT ST 1 MOMMY TT 8
MARGARET HA 1 ME TT 5 MIGHT HC 3 MOMMY ST 6
MARGARINE H T 1 ME ST 30 MIGHT HA 2 MOMMY HC 10
MARILYN HT 3 ME HC 19 MIGHT TA 1 MOMMY SC 1
MARILYN HA 4 ME SC 49 MIGHT HE 1 MOMMY HA 3
MARILYN TA 1 ME HA 81 MIKE SC 1 MOMMY MUMMY H T 1
MARILYN HE 1 ME TA 4 MILK H T 1 MOMMY'S ST 1
MARILYN'S TA 1 ME SA 15 MILK HC 2 MONDAYS HA 1
MARKER HA 1 ME HO 1 MILK HA 6 MONEY HA 3
MARKER SA 1 ME S O 2 MILKYWAY 'S HC 1 MONEY TA 1
MARTIN HA 1 ME HE 5 MIND TT 2 MONKEY H T 3
MARY H T 5 ME SE 1 MIND HC 1 MONKEY TT 2
MARY HC 2 ME GIMME H T 1 MIND HA 1 MONKEY HC 1
MARY HA 2 ME GIMME SC 1 MIND TA 1 MONSTER HC 1
MARY HO 1 ME GIMME TO 1 MINE H T 3 MONSTER SC 6
MARY HE 1 ME LEMME TA 1 MINE ST 6 MONSTERS H T 1
MASH HA 1 MEAN H T 7 MINE HC 3 MOOD HA 1
MASK SC 2 MEAN HC 3 MINE SC 11 MOON H T 1
MASK HA 1 MEAN SC 1 MINE HA 3 MOOR H T 1
MASK SA 2 MEAN HA 8 MINE SA 1 MORE H T 5
MASTER'S H T 1 MEAN TA 1 MINE HE 1 MORE TT 1
MATERIAL SA 1 MEAN SA 1 MINE'S ST 1 MORE ST 4
MATH SA 8 MEANS H T 4 MINE'S SC 1 MORE HC 5
MATT SA 6 MEANS HA 2 MINES SC 1 MORE SC 2
MATT'S SA 1 MEANS SA 1 MINUTE ST 1 MORE HA 20
MATTER SC 1 MEANT HA 2 MINUTE HC 1 MORE SA 2
MATTER HA 9 MEANT TA 1 MINUTE SC 1 MORE HE 2
MATTHEW H T 3 MEAT HT 2 MINUTE HA 5 MORNING H T 1
MATTHEW HC 20 MEAT HC 2 MINUTE SA 1 MORNING TT 1
MATTHEW TC 3 MEAT HA 2 MINUTES HA 6 MORNING ST 1
MATTHEW S C 16 MEDICINE H C 2 MINUTES HE 2 MORNING H C 3
MATTHEW HA 70 MEIKA S A 3 MIRROR H T 1 MORNING HA 4
MATTHEW TA 3 MEIKA'S SA 1 MIRROR HA 1 MORNING TA 4
MATTHEW S A 32 MELT HC 1 MISS HA 2 MORNING SA 2
MATTHEW HE 5 MENTIONED HA 1 MISSED H T 1 MORNING H E 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 65 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 66
69 GROUP 1 CHILD 2
MORRIS HA 1 N HC 2 NICE HE 1 NOTHING H T 2
MOST HC 1 NAILS H T 1 NIGHT ST 4 NOTHING TT 2
MOST HA 3 NAKED H T 1 NIGHT HC 2 NOTHING ST 1
MOST HE 1 NAKED HC 2 NIGHT SC 2 NOTHING SC 1
MOSTLY SA 1 NAME H T 1 NIGHT HA 5 NOTHING HA 2
MOTH H T 1 NAME TT 2 NIGHT SA 1 NOTHING TE 1
MOTHER H C 1 NAME S T 7 NIGHTMARES H T 2 NOTHING NOTHIN HA 1
MOTHER TC 1 NAME SC 3 NIGHTMARES HC 2 NOTHING'S H T 2
MOTHER HA 3 NAME HA 6 NIGHTMARES HA 1 NOTHINGS H T 1
MOUSE H T 1 NAME TA 2 NINE H T 2 NOVACAINE HC 1
MOUSE HC 4 NAME SA 15 NINE HC 1 NOVACAINE HA 1
MOUSE HA 1 NAME HE 2 NO H T 126 NOW H T 26
MOUSEY HT 1 NAMED HA 1 NO TT 6 NOW TT 4
MOUSTACHE HC 2 NAMES HT 1 NO ST 52 NOW ST 15
MOUSTACHE HA 1 NAMES HA 1 NO HC 36 NOW HC 4
MOUTH HA 4 NANCY HA 1 NO SC 65 NOW TC 1
MOUTH SA 1 NAPKIN HA 3 NO HA 118 NOW SC 11
MOUTHFUL HC 1 NAPKINS HT 3 NO TA 6 NOW HA 48
MOUTHS HA 1 NAPKINS HC 1 NO SA 8 NOW TA 5
MOVE HA 9 NAPKINS HA 1 NO HE 20 NOW SA 21
MOVE TA 1 NEAR HT 4 NO NA ST 1 NOW HE 6
MOVE SA 1 NEAR HC 2 NO NA SC 3 NOW TE 1
MOVED SC 3 NEAR TA 1 NO NAA SC 1 NOW SE 1
MOVED HA 2 NEARLY HA 1 NO NAAO HA 1 NUMB H C 1
MOVES HC 1 NEAT H T 2 NOBODY HC 1 NUMB HA 1
MOVES SC 1 NECK H T 1 NOBODY SC 1 NUMBER H T 3
MOVING SC 3 NECK HA 3 NOBODY HA 2 NUMBER ST 1
MOW ST 2 NEED H T 11 NOBODY SA 1 NUMBER HC 3
MR H T 2 NEED TT 1 NOISE H T 4 NUMBER HA 5
MR HC 1 NEED S T 4 NOISE SC 1 NUMBER HE 1
MRS HT 1 NEED HC 5 NOISE HA 1 NUMBNESS HC 1
MUCH H T 1 NEED SC 15 NONE SC 1 O'CLOCK HA 1
MUCH S T 2 NEED HA 20 NONEXISTENT H A 1 OBJECT H C 1
MUCH H C 3 NEED T A 1 NONPOLLUTERS H A 1 OBVIOUSLY HA 1
MUCH S C 1 NEED S A 5 NONSENSE HA 1 OCCUPATION HA 1
MUCH HA 7 NEED HE 1 NOON HC 1 OF H T 32
MUCH TA 1 NEEDS HA 5 NOPE H T 1 OF ST 22
MULBERRY TA 1 NERVOUS HA 1 NOPE SC 1 OF HC 30
MUSHED H T 1 NEVER HC 1 NOPE HA 6 OF SC 17
MUSHED HC 2 NEVER HA 4 NOSE HT 2 OF HA 85
MUSHED HA 1 NEVER TA 3 NOSE TT 1 OF TA 12
MUST HA 1 NEW TT 2 NOSE HA 5 OF SA 23
MY H T 66 NEW HA 2 NOSE SA 1 OF HE 9
MY TT 4 NEXT TT 1 NOSES TA 3 OF OUTTA HC 1
MY ST 27 NEXT HC 1 NOT H T 63 OFF H T 2
MY HC 21 NEXT SC 1 NOT TT 3 OFF TT 3
MY SC 29 NEXT HA 9 NOT ST 14 OFF ST 7
MY HA 27 NEXT TA 1 NOT HC 27 OFF HC 7
MY TA 3 NEXT SA 6 NOT TC 1 OFF SC 10
MY SA 4 NICE H T 2 NOT SC 22 OFF HA 11
MY SO 1 NICE ST 1 NOT HA 91 OFF TA 3
MYSELF HC 1 NICE SC 3 NOT TA 3 OFF SA 9
MYSELF SC 1 NICE HA 1 NOT SA 14 OFF HE 3
N H T 6 NICE SA 9 NOT H E 10 OFF SE 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 71 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 72
OH H T 42 ONE TA 8 OTHER TA 2 PACKING HC 1
OH TT 5 ONE SA 31 OTHER SA 4 PADDLE HA 1
OH ST 15 ONE SO 2 OTHER HE 1 PAGE HT 2
OH HC 19 ONE HE 7 OUCH HT 3 PAGE HA 1
OH SC 7 ONE'S H T 5 OUCH ST 2 PAIN HA 2
OH HA 32 ONE'S ST 1 OUCH HA 3 PAINT H T 2
OH TA 17 ONE'S HC 1 OUR H T 1 PAINT HA 7
OH S A 16 ONE'S HA 2 OUR S T 1 PAINTED HA 1
OH HE 14 ONE'S SA 2 OUR HC 4 PAINTING SC 2
OH TE 1 ONES HT 6 OUR SC 3 PALE HA 1
OH OHH HT 5 ONES SA 2 OUR TA 1 PANTS HT 1
OH OHH HA 2 ONLY TT 1 OUR SA 4 PANTS TT 3
OH OHH TA 1 ONLY HC 4 OUT HT 4 PANTS SC 1
OHOHH *SOUND HT 1 ONLY SC 2 OUT TT 1 PANTS HA 2
OKAY HT 21 ONLY HA 7 OUT ST 9 PANTS TA 2
OKAY TT 1 ONLY TA 1 OUT HC 13 PAPER ST 1
OKAY ST 10 ONLY SA 1 OUT TC 3 PAPER SC 3
OKAY HC 12 ONTO HT 1 OUT SC 4 PAPER SA 16
OKAY SC 7 ONTO TT 1 OUT HA 36 PARDON TE 1
OKAY HA 55 ONTO TA 2 OUT TA 4 PARK HA 2
OKAY TA 13 000 *SOUND H T 2 OUT SA 32 PARK HE 1
OKAY SA 47 OOPS HA 2 OUT TO 1 PARKED HA 1
OKAY HE 3 OOPS TA 1 OUT HE 3 PART HT 9
OKAY SE 1 OOPS SA 1 OUT TE 1 PART ST 1
OLD HT 21 OPEN HT 5 OUT OUTTA HC 1 PART SC 2
OLD TT 2 OPEN ST 1 OUTSIDE HC 1 PART HA 5
OLD HC 2 OPEN HC 2 OUTSIDE HA 1 PARTICULAR HA 1
OLD SC 2 OPEN HA 8 OUTSIDE HE 1 PARTICULARLY HA 1
OLD HA 10 OPEN SA 2 OVER H T 13 PARTY HA 2
OLD SA 1 OPEN HE 1 OVER ST 2 PARTY HE 1
OLD HE 1 OPENED HT 1 OVER HC 8 PASS SC 1
OLD OL HT 1 OPENED SC 2 OVER SC 9 PASS HA 1
OLDER HT 1 OPENING ST 1 OVER HA 43 PAW ST 3
OLGA ST 4 OR HT 22 OVER SA 14 PEACE HC 1
ON HT 45 OR HC 1 OVER HE 1 PEANUTS HA 1
ON TT 10 OR SC 1 OW HT 3 PEAR HA 2
ON ST 12 OR HA 26 OW ST 2 PEARL SC 1
ON HC 19 OR TA 6 CW HC 2 PEARS HT 1
ON TC 5 OR SA 7 OW SC 6 PEARS HA 2
ON SC 15 OR HE 2 OW HE 1 PEAS HA 1
ON HA 72 ORANGE H T 2 OWN HT 1 $EE ST 2
ON TA 12 ORANGE HC 1 OWN HC 1 EE SC 4
ON SA 42 ORANGE SC 1 OWN HA 1 PEE SO 2
ON HE 10 ORANGE HA 7 OWN SA 1 PEEING HC 3
ON C'MON HC 5 ORANGE SA 1 OWOW *SOUND HC 1 PEEL H T 1
ONCE HC 3 ORDINARILY TA 1 OX HT 3 PEEL TT 3
ONCE HA 3 OSTRICH HC 1 OX HC 3 PEEL HA 1
ONCE SA 1 OSTRICH HA 1 OX HA 1 PEEL TA 1
ONE H T 65 OTHER H T 4 P H T 2 PEN HC 2
ONE TT 6 OTHER TT 1 P HC 2 PEN HA 2
ONE ST 19 OTHER ST 2 PACK SA 1 PENIS HC 2
ONE HC 25 OTHER HC 3 PACKAGE HC 1 PEOPLE H T 6
ONE SC 16 OTHER SC 5 PACKAGE HA 1 PEOPLE TT 3
ONE HA 87 OTHER HA 14 PACKAGES HA 1 PEOPLE ST 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 2
PEOPLE HA 7 PIMPLE H T 3 POISONED HC 2 PROUD TA 1
PEOPLE TA 1 PIN HC 3 POKE HE 1 PUDDING H T 2
PEOPLE SA 11 PINCH H T 5 POLLUTE HA 1 PUDDING HA 4
PER H T 1 PINCH HA 3 POLLUTED HA 1 PUFF ST 1
PERFORMING HA 2 PINK H T 1 POND ST 1 PULL H T 1
PERHAPS H T 11 PINK HC 2 POOR H T 1 PULL ST 1
PERHAPS SA 1 PINK SC 4 POP TT 1 PULL HC 1
PERIOD HA 1 PINK HA 9 POPEYE H T 2 PULL HA 2
PERRI TT 3 PINK SA 1 POPEYE HC 1 PULLING HC 1
PERRI ST 4 PLACE H T 2 PORTION HA 2 PULLING T A 1
PERRI TC 1 PLACE HC 5 POSSIBLE SA 1 PUMPKIN HA 1
PERRI SC 8 PLACE HA 2 POSSIBLY HE 1 PUNCH HC 1
PERRI SA 8 PLACE SA 4 POTTY PODDY H C 1 PUPPET ST 4
PERRI'S TT 1 PLACE HE 1 POUNCE HA 3 PUPPET SC 3
PERRI'S HA 1 PLACES HA 3. POUNCING HA 1 PUPPET S A 5
PERRI'S TA 1 PLAIN HA 1 POUNCY HA 1 PURPLE H T 1
PERRI'S SA 2 PLANET HC 1 POUR H T 4 PURPLE ST 3
PERSON H T 1 PLASTIC HA 1 POUR HC 1 PURPLE SC 4
PERSON HA 3 PLATE HA 2 POUR HA 4 PURPLE HA 7
PERSON SA 1 PLAY H T 1 POUR SA 1 PURPLE SA 1
PERSON HE 1 PLAY ST 3 POURED HA 1 PURPLE SO 1
PET TT 1 PLAY HC 1 POURING HA 1 PURPOSE SC 1
PET ST 1 PLAY SC 18 POWERFUL HA 1 PURPOSE HA 1
PHONE HC 1 PLAY HA 5 POWERS ST 1 PURRING HA 1
PHONE HA 1 PLAY TA 1 PRACTICE SA 2 PUSH H T 1
PICK H T 7 PLAY HE 4 PRACTICE HE 1 PUSH H C 1
PICK HC 5 PLAYDOUGH SC 3 PRACTICING SA 1 PUSH HA 4
PICK SC 1 PLAYER H T 1 PRESENT ST 1 PUSH TA 1
PICK HA 3 PLAYING HC 1 PRESENT HA 1 PUSHED H T 1
PICK SA 2 PLAYING SC 7 PRESENTING HA 1 PUSHING H T 1
PICKED TA 1 PLAYS HA 1 PRESS H T 1 PUSHING T T 1
PICKS H T 3 PLEASE H T 7 PRESS HC 2 PUSHING SC 1
PICKS HC 1 PLEASE ST 3 PRESS HA 2 PUSHING SA 2
PICTURE HC 2 PLEASE HC 10 PRETEND ST 60 PUT H T 19
PICTURE HA 1 PLEASE HA 31 PRETEND SC 71 PUT ST 7
PICTURES HC 4 PLEASE TA 3 PRETEND SA 1 PUT HC 12
PICTURES HA 6 PLEASE S A 6 PRETTY H T 2 PUT SC 9
PIECE H T 11 PLEASE HE 3 PRETTY HA 2 PUT HA 38
PIECE ST 1 PLENTY HA 1 PRINCE H T 1 PUT TA 3
PIECE HC 4 PLUMS HA 1 PROBABLY HA 5 PUT SA 8
PIECE SC 2 POCKET H T 2 PROBABLY TA 1 PUT HE 2
PIECE HA 12 POCKET ST 1 PROBINSON *MADEUP HA 1 PUTS HA 1
PIECE SA 5 POCKET SC 1 PROBLEM H T 1 PUTTING H T 2
PIECE HE 1 POCKET TA 2 PROBLEM HA 1 PUTTING TT 1
PIECES H T 4 POCKET SA 2 PROBLEM SA 1 PUTTING HC 1
PIECES HC 4 POINT HA 1 PROBLEM HE 1 PUTTING SC 1
PIECES HA 7 POINTER H T 1 PROBLEMS HA 2 PUTTING HA 1
PIG H T 1 POINTING HA 2 PROGRAM H A 1 PUZZLE H T 2
PILE S A 1 POINTS HA 2 PROGRAMS HA 3 PUZZLE HA 2
PILL SC 1 POISON H T 3 PROJECT HE 1 PUZZLES H T 1
PILLOW H T 1 POISON H C 1 PROMISE S A 1 PUZZLES HA 1
PILLOW ST 3 POISON SC 2 PROMISED HA 1 QUARTER HC 1
PILLOW SC 9 POISON HA 1 PROPERLY HA 1 QUARTER HA 1
PILLOWS S C 1 POISONED H T 1 PROTEST HA 2 QUEEN H T 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 75 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 76
QUEEN HE 2 READING SA 1 REST SA 3 RUFF H T 1
QUEERS TA 1 READY H T 1 RICE HA 3 RUFF ST 40
QUESTION HA 2 READY HC 1 RIDDLES H T 1 RULE H T 2
QUICK H T 3 READY SC 1 RIDDLES HA 1 RULE HA 1
QUICK SC 1 READY HA 4 RIDE ST 1 RULES HA 3
QUICK HA 4 REAL H T 1 RIDE SC 3 RUN TT 1
QUICK TA 1 REAL SC 1 RIDICULOUS HC 2 RUN HC 4
QUICKLY TA 1 REALIZE SC 2 RIDICULOUS HA 2 RUN HA 4QUICKLY SA 1 REALIZE HA 1 RIDICULOUS TA 2 RUN TA 2
QUIET H T 4 REALIZED SC 1 RIGHT H T 44 RUN HE 1
QUIET HC 3 REALLY H T 3 RIGHT TT 18 RUNG SA 1QUIET HA 1 REALLY ST 1 RIGHT ST 17 RUNNING TT 2QUIETLY H T 1 REALLY HC 7 RIGHT HC 7 RUNNING SC 4
QUIT T T 1 REALLY TC 1 RIGHT TC 1 RUNNING HE 1
R H T 9 REALLY SC 2 RIGHT SC 16 RUSH H C 2
R HC 2 REALLY HA 4 RIGHT HA 70 RUSH HA 1
R HA 2 REALLY TA 2 RIGHT TA 8 S H T 10
RABBIT H T 5 REALLY SA 4 RIGHT SA 26 S ST 13
RABBIT HC 2 REASON HA 1 RIGHT HE 8 S HC 3
RABBIT SC 1 REASON TA 1 RIGHT TE 1 S HA 2
RABBIT HA 1 RECIPE HA 1 RIP TT 1 S SA 5
RABBIT HE 2 RECOGNIZE H T 5 RIP HC 1 SAID H T 17
RABBIT'S HT 1 RECOGNIZE HE 1 RIPPED TT 2 SAID TT 3
RABBITS H T 1 RECORD H T 6 RIPPED TA 6 SAID ST 4
RAH RA H T 3 RECORD HA 3 RIPPED SA 3 SAID HC 8
RAH RA TT 1 RECORD'S H T 1 RITUAL TA 1 SAID TC 1
RAH RA ST 1 RECORDER H T 1 RIVER HA 1 SAID SC 11
RAH RA HC 1 RECORDER HC 1 ROBBER H T 1 SAID HA 20
RAH RA HA 2 RECORDER HA 1 ROBBIE SC 2 SAID TA 1
RAH RAA TT 3 RECORDER HE 1 ROBBIE SA 4 SAILOR H T 2
RAH RAA ST 1 RED HT 1 ROCKAWAY HE 1 SAILOR HC 1
RAH RAA TC 2 RED ST 1 ROCKING H T 1 SALT HC 1
RAH RAA HA 1 RED SC 3 ROGER HA 1 SAME H T 5
RAH RAAA TT 1 RED HA 13 ROLL ST 1 SAME HC 2
RAILROAD SC 2 RED TA 4 iOLL S C 1 SAME SC 2
RAILS S A 1 RED S A 7 ROLLEY *MALEUP H C 1 SAME HA 4
RAISINS HA 1 REFER HA 2 ROLLY *MADEUP HA 1 SAME T A 1
RAN HA 1 REFRIGERATOR HA 3 ROOM H T 1 SAME SA 1
RARAA *SOUND H T 1 REFRIGERATOR FRIGIDE H T 1 ROOM S T 1 SAME HE 4
RARAA *SOUND HC 1 REGULAR HE 1 ROOM HC 13 SANDWICH H T 2
RATHER H T 1 REMEMBER HA 14 ROOM SC 2 SANDWICH HA 1
RATHER HA 1 REMEMBER TA 1 ROOM HA 27 SARAH ST 6
RATS HC 1 REMEMBER HE 1 ROOM SA 4 SARAH SC 3
RAWLEY H T 5 REMEMBER BEREMBE H T 1 ROSE HA 3 SARAH S A 1
RAWLEY H C 2 REMEMBER REMBER H T 1 ROTTEN H T 1 SARAH'S S A 1
RAWLEY HA 4 REMEMBERING BEREMBE H A 1 ROTTEN HA 2 SASKIA S A 2
RAWLEY'S H T 1 REMIND HC 1 ROUGH RAUF ST 1 SAT H T 1
REACH SC 3 REMOVE HA 1 ROUGH RAUFF ST 1 SATURDAY HC 2
READ H T 6 REMOVED HA 1 ROUND H T 2 SATURDAY HA 3
READ ST 1 RESEARCH HE 1 ROWSE HC 1 SAUERKRAUT HA 1
READ HC 1 RESPECT HA 1 RUBBER TT 1 SAVE SC 2
READ SC 1 REST HC 2 RUBBER HC 2 SAVE HA 1
READ HA 14 REST HA 2 RUBBER HA 1 SAW ST 4
READ HE 5 REST T A 1 RUCK *MADEUP S T 1 SAW H C 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 73 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 74
77 GROUP 1 CHILD 2




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 2
STEVEN ST 1 STUCK HA 2 SUPPOSED TA 1 TAP HC 2
STICK ST 1 STUCK STICKED S T 1 SUPPOSED S A 1 TAPE H T 2
STICK SC 3 STUDENTS HA 1 SURE H T 1 TAPE HC 2
STICK HA 4 STUFF H T 1 SURE TT 2 TAPE HA 1
STICK SA 1 STUFF ST 1 SURE HC 6 TAPE S A 1
STICKING H C 1 STUFF HC 2 SURE HA 7 TAPE HE 2
STICKING TC 3 STUFF HA 2 SURE SA 4 TAPES HC 2
STICKING HA 2 STUFF TA 1 SURE HE 2 TASTE H T 2
STICKING TA 1 STUPID SC 4 SWALLOW H T 5 TASTE HC 2
STICKS HC 1 STUPIDITY ST 1 SWALLOW H C 1 TASTE HA 7
STILL H T 8 STUPIDLY ST 1 SWALLOW HA 7 TASTED HA 1
STILL HC 8 SUBJECT HA 1 SWALLOWED H T 33 TASTING HA 1
STILL TC 1 SUBWAY H T 1 SWALLOWED H C 1 TAVERN SA 1
STILL SC 2 SUBWAY H E 2 SWALLOWED HA 31 TEA H T 5
STILL HA 10 SUCH HA 1 SWEAT HC 1 TEA HC 7
STILL SA 1 SUDDENLY HA 2 SWEATER SC 1 TEA HA 4
STINKER HC 1 SUGAR H T 5 SWIM TT 1 TEA HE 1
STIR H T 3 SUGAR H C 1 SWIMS S C 1 TEACHER SC 12
STIR HA 3 SUGAR HA 6 SWING HA 1 TEACHERS ST 3
STIRRING HA 1 SUGAR HE 2 SWITCH HA 3 TEACHERS S C 1
STOCK HA 1 SUGGEST HA 3 SWOLLEN HA 2 TEACHERS S A 2
STOCKS HA 1 SUGGESTING HA 1 T H T 11 TEAR HA 1
STOP H T 6 SUIT ST 1 T H C 1 TEASING SC 1
STOP T T 1 SUIT TA 1 T HA 3 TEE H T 1
STOP ST 1 SUMMER HA 1 TABLE ST 1 TEETH H T 3
STOP HC 3 SUN HA 3 TABLE HC 1 TEETH HC 3
STOP SC 3 SUNSHINE HA 1 TABLE SC 1 TEETH HA 2
STOP HA 5 SUPER ST 3 TABLE HA 14 TELEPHONE SC 1
STOP HE 1 SUPER SC 13 TABLE SA 9 TELEPHONE HA 1
STOPS HC 3 SUPER SUPA SC 1 TABLES HA 1 TELEVISION H T 1
STOPS HE 1 SUPERBALL SC 1 TAKE H T 18 TELEVISION HA 1
STORE T A 2 SUPERFRIENDS S C 2 TAKE S T 7 TELL H T 4
STORIES TA 1 SUPERGIRL ST 1 TAKE HC 8 TELL ST 1
,STORY H T 2 SUPERGIRL SC 11 TAKE SC 5 TELL HC 4
STORY HA 6 SUPERGIRL'S SC 1 TAKE HA 34 TELL SC 2
STRAIGHT H C 1 SUPERGIRLS S C 1 TAKE T A 1 TELL HA 24
STRAIGHTEN HA 1 SUPERGUYS S T 9 TAKE S A 15 TELL T A 4
STRAIGHTEN HE 1 SUPERGUYS SC 1 TAKE HE 6 TELL SA 4
STRAPPED T A 1 SUPERMAN ST 11 TAKE S E 1 TELLING H T 1
STREAMS HA 1 SUPERMAN SC 27 TAKING HA 2 TELLING HA 1
STREET T T 2 SUPERMARKET SA 1 TAKING TA 1 TELLING SA 1
STREET TC 1 SUPPER HC 5 TALK H T 5 TEMPER TA 1
STREET TA 1 SUPPER HA 5 TALK TT 1 TEN H T 2
STRETCH TA 1 SUPPER S A 2 TALK ST 1 TEN HC 2
STRIPE H T 3 SUPPOSE HC 1 TALK HC 7 TENT HC 1
STRIPE S T 1 SUPPOSE SC 1 TALK HA 1 TERRIBLE HA 1
STRIPED H T 6 SUPPOSE HA 4 TALK TA 1 TERRIFIC HA 1
STRIPES SC 1 SUPPOSE TA 2 TALK HE 2 TEST SA 9
STROKE H E 1 SUPPOSED H T 1 TALKED S C 1 TESTING S A 4
STROKES HE 1 SUPPOSED TT 1 TALKING H T 4 THAN H T 3
STRONG HA 1 SUPPOSED ST 2 TALKING HC 9 THAN TT 1
STUCK H T 3 SUPPOSED HC 1 TALKING HA 4 THAN HC 2
STUCK HC 2 SUPPOSED TC 1 TALKING HE 1 THAN SC 2
STUCK SC 1 SUPPOSED HA 1 TALL H T 1 THAN HA 6
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 83 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 84
THAN HE 1 THEM HC 5 THEY SA 4 THOSE TT 1
THANK H T 1 THEM TC 1 THEY HE 7 THOSE ST 3
THANK HC 1 THEM SC 5 THEY'LL HC 1 THOSE SC 2
THANK HA 7 THEM HA 29 THEY'RE H T 12 THOSE HA 9
THANK TA 4 THEM TA 2 THEY'RE TT 1 'THOSE SA 3
THANK SA 2 THEM SA 7 THEY'RE ST 1 THOUGH HT 1
THANK HE 2 THEM HO 1 THEY'RE HC 3 THOUGH HC 1
THANKS H C 1 THEM 'EM H T 1 THEY'RE SC 1 THOUGH HE 1
THANKS TE 1 THEM 'EM HC 1 THEY'RE HA 6 THOUGHT H T 3
THAT H T 153 THEM 'EM HA 1 THEY'RE TA 3 THOUGHT SC 1
THAT TT 20 THEM DEM HC 1 THEY'RE SA 3 THOUGHT HA 8
THAT ST 41 THEMSELVES TA 1 THIEF H T 1 THREATENING TA 1
THAT HC 37 THEN H T 6 THIN H T 1 THREE H T 9
THAT TC 3 THEN ST 2 THING H T 4 THREE TT 2
THAT SC 98 THEN HC 4 THING ST 1 THREE HC 2
THAT HA 204 THEN SC 22 THING HC 6 THREE SC 2
THAT TA 20 THEN HA 35 THING TC 1 THREE HA 4
THAT SA 33 THEN TA 1 THING SC 2 THREE SA 1
THAT SO 2 THEN SA 12 THING HA 10 THREW ST 1
THAT HE 14 THEN HE 2 THING TA 1 THREW HA 1
THAT DAT H T 1 THERE H T 27 THING SA 3 THROAT H T 3
THAT'S H T 26 THERE TT 6 THING HE 1 THROAT HC 2
THAT'S TT 3 THERE ST 12 THINGS H T 1 THROAT HA 4
THAT'S ST 11 THERE HC 16 THINGS HC 2 THROUGH H T 3
THAT'S HC 15 THERE TC 2 THINGS HA 1 THROUGH ST 1
THAT'S TC 5 THERE SC 19 THINGS TA 2 THROUGH HC 1
THAT'S S C 14 THERE HA 50 THINGS S A 3 THROUGH S C 1
THAT'S HA 63 THERE TA 3 THINGS TE 1 THROUGH HA 1
THAT'S TA 4 THERE SA 31 THINK H T 4 THROUGH S A 2
THAT'S SA 20 THERE HE 3 THINK HC 1 THROUGH HE 1
THAT'S HE 11 THERE TE 1 THINK HA 33 THROW H T 1
THE H T 235 THERE DERE H T 1 THINK TA 3 THROW HC 1
THE TT 11 THERE'S H T 17 THINK SA 8 THROW HA 2
THE ST 65 THERE'S TT 2 THINK HE 3 THROW S A 1
THE HC 84 THERE'S ST 1 THINKING HA 1 THROWING H T 3
THE TC 6 THERE'S HC 5 THINKS H T 1 THROWING ST 1
THE SC 84 THERE'S SC 3 THIRD HA 2 THROWING HA 1
THE HA 341 THERE'S HA 8 THIRSTY HA 2 THIRON HA 1
THE TA 27 THERE'S TA 2 THIRTY HC 1 THROWN TA 1
THE SA 108 THERE'S SA 15 THIRTY HA 1 THUMB H T 1
THE TO 1 THERE'S HE 2 THIS H T 86 TICKING H T 1
THE HE 33 THERE'S TE 1 THIS TT 4 TICKLE H T 4
THE DA H T 2 THESE H T 2 THIS ST 27 TICKLED H T 8
THE DA ST 1 THESE HC 3 THIS HC 66 .TICKLED HA 5
THE DI H T 1 THESE SC 3 THIS TC 1 TICKLES H T 1
THE THA H T 3 THESE HA 8 THIS SC 32 TIDYING HE 1
THEATRE HA 2 THESE SA 6 THIS HA 85 TIE TT 1
THEATRE SA 1 THESE DESE HC 1 THIS TA 11 TIE SA 1
THEIR H T 3 THEY H T 10 THIS SA 38 TIED SC 2
THEIR SC 1 THEY TT 2 THIS SO 1 TIGER ST 1
THEIR HA 5 THEY ST 1 THIS HE 17 TIGERS ST 3
THEIR TA 1 THEY HC 3 THIS SE 1 TILL H T 1
THEM H T 6 THEY HA 54 THIS DIS HA 1 TILL SC 1
THEM ST 5 THEY TA 1 THOSE H T 6 TILL HA 5
82GROUP 1 CHILD 2 81 GROUP 1 CHILD 2
TILL TA 2 TO WANNA SC 17 TOP HA 1 TURNED ST 4
TILTING HA 1 TO WANNA HA 8 TOP SA 3 TURNED SC 8
TIME H T 4 TO WANNA TA 1 TOUCH HC 1 TURNED HA 1
TIME TT 1 TO WANNA SA 2 TOUCH HA 5 TURNING SC 1
TIME ST 1 TO WANNA SO 1 TOUCH HE 1 TURNS H T 1
TIME HC 7 TOAST H T 1 TOUCHING HC 1 TUSHY ST 2
TIME SC 4 TOAST H C 2 TOUGH HA 1 TWEEDLE H T 7
TIME HA 20 TOAST HA 2 TOWEL ST 1 TWEEDLE HE 2
TIME TA 1 TODAY TT 3 TOWEL SC 2 TWENTY HC 2
TIME SA 4 TODAY ST 2 TOWEL HA 1 TWENTY HA 1
TIME HE 3 TODAY HA 1 TOWEL S A 6 TWICE H T 1
TIME'S SA 1 TODAY SA 5 TOWELS SA 5 TWICE HC 1
TIMES HC 3 TODD ST 3 TRAFFIC ST 1 TWINS H T 1
TIMES SC 1 TODD SC 8 TRAIN H T 23 TWINS HE 2
TIMES HA 3 TODD SA 3 TRAIN HE 2 TWO HT 14
TIMES TA 1 TOES H T 1 TRAP SC 1 WO T T 1
TINT HA 1 TOGETHER HA 9 TRAPS ST 1 TWO HC 6
TINY TA 1 TOLD H T 6 TRAVEL SA 1 TWO TC 3
TIRED HA 2 TOLD HC 2 TREE TT 1 TWO SC 2
TIRING HA 1 TOLD SC 7 TREE HA 4 TWO HA 10
TISSUE H T 9 TOLD HA 10 TREE TA 2 TWO TA 1
TISSUE ST 1 TOLD TELLED HC 1 TREES H T 1 TWO SA 14
TISSUE HA 10 TOMB HA 1 TREES SC 1 U H T 1
TISSUE SA 2 TOMORROW H T 2 TREES HA 1 U ST 3
TISSUE ATISSUE S A 1 T(IORROW ST 2 TRES HA 1 U H C 1
TISSUES H T 1 TOMORROW SC 5 TRICKING ST 1 U SA 1
TISSUES HA 3 TOMORROW HA 4 TRIED TT 1 UH *SOUND H T 7
TO H T 107 TOMORROW TA 1 TRIED HA 2 UH *SOUND TT 2
TO TT 17 TOMORROW MORROW HA 1 TRIP TA 1 UH *SOUND ST 3
TO ST 50 TOMORROW MORROW SA 1 TROUBLE H T 1 UH *SOUND H C 11
TO HC 63 TONE SA 2 TROUBLE HC 1 UH *SOUND HA 11
TO TC 1 TONGUE H T 5 TROUBLE HA 2 UH *SOUND TA 4
TO SC 67 TONIGHT HC 1 TRUCK SC 2 UH *SOUND HE 1
TO HA 265 TONIGHT HA 2 TRUE H T 1 UH-HUH HC 1
TO TA 26 TONIGHT TA 1 TRY H T 2 UH-HUH HA 4
TO SA 80 TONY ST 7 TRY HA 5 UH-HUH HO 1
TO HE 32 TONY SC 13 TRY TA 1 UH-HUH HE 2
TO TE 1 TONY SA 5 TRY SA 26 UH-HUH AHHUH H T 1
TO GONNA H T 10 TOO H T 7 TRY HE 1 UH-HUH AHHUM HA 1
TO GONNA ST 2 TOO ST 1 TRYING SC 2 UH-HUH AHLPM HA 2
TO GONNA HC 18 TOO HC 6 TRYING HA 2 UH-HUH UMHM H T 1
TO GONNA TC 1 TOO SC 12 TRYING SA 1 UH-HUH UMHM HE 3
TO GONNA SC 19 TOO HA 11 TUESDAY HA 2 UH-HUH UMHUM HE 1
TO GONNA HA 18 TOO SA 4 TUGBOAT HA 1 UHH *SOUND H T 1
TO GONNA SA 10 TOO HE 2 TUNE HT 1 UM HT 6
TO GONNA HE 1 TOOK SC 9 TUNE HC 3 UM TT 1
TO GOTTA SC 1 TOOK HA 2 TUNE HA 1 UM H C 5
TO GOTTA S A 5 TOOK SA 1 TURN H T 13 UM SC 2
TO HAFIA H T 1 TCOK HE 1 TURN ST 3 UM H A 4
TO HASTA H T 1 TOOTH H T 1 TURN HC 7 UM H E 5
TO AINU H T 1 TOOTH HC 2 TURN SC 4 UN *SOUND SE 1
TO ANNA H T 23 TOOTH HA 2 TURN HA 7 UNANIMOUS HA 1
TO WANNA ST 5 TOOTHED H T 1 TURN SA 1 UNBUTION TA 1
TO WANNA HC 9 TOP H T 1 TURNED H T 1 UNDER HT 3
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 87 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 88
UNDER ST 2 VAGINAS HC 1 WANT WAINU H T 1 WATCH HE 3
UNDER H C 4 VARIOUS HA 1 WANT WANNA H T 23 WATCHING HA 2
UNDER SC 1 VERY H T 4 WANT WANNA ST 5 WATER H T 3
UNDER HA 2 VERY HC 2 WANT WANNA HC 9 WATER ST 4
UNDER TA 1 VERY HA 29 WANT WANNA SC 17 WATER HC 3
UNDER UNNDER H T 1 VERY TA 1 WANT WANNA HA 8 WATER SC 5
UNDERNEATH SA 2 VERY SA 5 WANT WANNA TA 1 WATER HA 12
UNDERSTAND HA 4 VERY HE 3 WANT WANNA S A 2 WATER S A 1
UNDERSTAND S A 1 VEST S T 7 WANT WANNA SO 1 WATER'S S T 1
UNIVERSITIES HA 1 VEST S C 1 WANTED H T 3 WAVY H C 1
UNLESS S T 1 VIBRATES HC 1 WANTED TT 4 WAY H T 3
UNSEEMLY SA 1 VIOLETS HA 1 WANTED HC 1 WAY HC 6
UNTIL H T 5 VISIT HC 2 WANTED SC 4 WAY SC 4
UNTIL HC 4 VIVA H T 2 WANTED HA 4 WAY HA 11
UNTIL HA 2 VIVE H T 16 WANTS HT 4 WAY TA 1
UP H T 22 VOICE H T 11 WANTS S T 1 WAY S A 9
UP TT 3 VOICE HC 3 WANTS HC 1 WE HT 2
UP ST 13 VOICE HA 8 WANTS SC 2 WE TT 6
UP HC 18 VOMIT H T 1 WANTS HA 6 WE ST 3
UP SC 26 VOODOOS TT 1 WANTS TA 2 WE HC 7
UP HA 32 W H T 13 WANTS SA 1 WE TC 1
UP TA 4 W HC 5 WANTS HE 1 WE SC 9
UP SA 25 W HA 5 WARM HT 1 WE HA 25
UP S O 2 W HE 1 WARM TT 1 WE TA 9
UP HE 2 WAIT H T 12 WARM HA 3 WE SA 8
UP TE 1 WAIT TT 3 WARN HC 1 WE TO 2
UPS HA 1 WAIT ST 11 WAS H T 20 WE'LL H T 1
UPSET H T 2 WAIT HC 1 WAS ST 8 WE 'LL HA 7
UPSET HA 1 WAIT SC 2 WAS HC 14 WE'LL TA 1
UPSIDE HA 1 WAIT HA 15 WAS TC 2 WE'LL SA 2
UPSTAIRS HC 1 WAIT TA 4 WAS SC 27 WE'RE HT 2
URURUR *SOUND HC 1 WAIT SA 2 WAS HA 25 WE'RE ST 2
URURUR *SOUND HA 1 WAITING HA 1 WAS TA 1 WE'RE HC 1
US H T 4 WAKE SC 2 WAS S A 3 WE'RE SC 15
US TT 1 WALK TT 6 WAS HE 2 WE'RE HA 4
US ST 3 WALK TA 5 WASH HC 1 WE'RE TA 1
US HC 2 WALK SA 2 WASH SC 1 WE 'RE SA 3
US HA 5 WALKED H T 1 WASH HA 15 WE'VE SA 6
US TA 1 WALKED HA 1 WASH SA 1 WE'VE HE 2
USE H T 1 WALKING ST 1 WASHED H T 1 WEAR ST 1
USE SC 1 WALKING HA 1 WASHED S C 1 WEARING H T 1
USE H .A 5 WALKING TA 2 WASHING H T 1 WEARING S T 1
USE SA 16 WALL ST 3 WASHING HA 1 WEARING SC 1
USED HC 2 WALL HA 1 WASN'T H T 1 WEARING HE 1
USED SC 1 WANT H T 60 WASN'T ST 1 WEARS HE 1
USED HA 2 WANT TT 9 WASN'T HC 1 WEASEL TT 2
USED SA 1 WANT ST 21 WASN'T SC 4 WEB H T 2
USING HA 1 WANT HC 26 WASN'T HA 3 WEDDED H T 3
USING SA 1 WANT SC 25 WATCH H T 16 WEDDED HE 1
USUALLY TT 1 WANT HA 98 WATCH ST 3 WEEK HC 2
USUALLY HA 3 WANT TA 10 WATCH HC 4 WEEK HA 4
V H T 1 WANT SA 16 WATCH SC 1 WELCOME H T 1
V HC 1 WANT SO 3 WATCH HA 3 WELCOME HC 1
VAGINAS H T 1 WANT HE 5 WATCH SA 4 WELL H T 3
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 85 GROUP 1 CHILD 2 86







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 2 90
GROUP 1 CHILD 2 93
31 TA 1 5 HA 1
32 HT 1 5 TA 1
33 HT 2 5 SA 3
34 HT 3 6 HT 5
34 HA 1 60 HT 1
4 HT 3 60 HA 1
4 HA 2 7 HT 2
4 TA 2 73 HT 1
4 SA 1 8 HT 2
45 HA 1 8 HA 2
5 HT 4 9 HT 2
5 ST 4 9 HA 2
5 HC 1 9TH HA 2
5 SC 2














































































































































































































'CAUSE H T 2
'CAUSE S T 1


















































































*SOUND H C 1










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 3 95
BOWLER'S HC 1 BUT TE 2 CANDY SC 2 CEREAL H T 2
BOWLE HA 1 BUTTER HC 2 CANNOT TA 1 CEREAL HA 2
BOWRY H T 2 BUTTER HA 1 CANNOT SA 1 CERTAINLY HA 1
BOX HC 2 BUTION H T 2 CAR H T 9 CHAIR H T 1
BOX HA 1 BUTTON SC 2 CAR TT 2 CHAIR ST 4
BOX SA 1 BUTTONED HA 1 CAR HC 1 CHAIR HC 3
BOY HC 2 BUY HT 3 CAR HA 1 CHAIR SC 3
BOY SC 1 BUY TT 2 CAR TA 1 CHAIR HA 1
BOY HA 3 BUY HC 11 CAR SA 1 CHAIR SA 1
BREAD HA 1 BUY SC 2 CAR TE 1 CHAIR HE 1
BREAK HC 1 BUY HA 1 CARE HC 6 CHAIRS SE 1
BREAK SC 1 BY H T 1 CARE SC 2 CHANGE H T 1
BREAKFAST HA 2 BY TT 1 CARE HA 2 CHANGE ST 2
BRIEFCASE HA 1 BY HC 1 CARE TA 1 CHANGE HC 1
BRING HC 1 BY SC 1 CARE HE 1 CHANGE SC 5
BRING HA 1 BY SA 1 CAREFUL SC 1 CHANGED SC 2
BRING SA 1 BYE HC 5 CAREFUL HA 1 CHANGED HA 1
BRINGING HA 1 BYE SC 2 CAREFUL SO 1 CHANGING H T 2
BRINGING HE 1 BYE TA 2 CARRIED HE 1 CHANGING SC 1
BRMM *SOUND H T 1 C H T 1 CARRY H T 1 CHANGING HA 1
BROKE HC 2 C TT 1 CARRY HC 1 CHAPTER HC 1
BROKEN H T 1 C SA 1 CARS TT 2 CHARGE H T 1
BROTHER SC 4 CAKE SC 1 CARS HA 2 CHARLIE H T 2
BROWN TT 1 CAKE SA 1 CARS HE 2 CHARLIE HC 3
BROWN HA 1 CALL H T 1 CARS TE 1 CHARLIE HA 2
BROWN BRWOWN HC 1 CALL HC 2 CARTOONS HA 1 CHASE SC 4
BROWS SA 1 CALL HA 4 CASE HA 1 CHECK HA 3
BRUSH H T 2 CALLED HE 1 CASPER ST 1 CHEESE HC 5
BRUSH HC 6 CALLS H T 1 CASTLE ST 3 CHEESE SC 1
BRUSH HA 1 CAME ST 1 CASTLE SC 1 CHEESE HA 7
BUILD ST 1 CAME S C 1 CASTLE SA 4 CHEESE SA 3
BUILD SA 2 CAME HA 1 CASUALLY HA 1 CHICK H T 1
BUILDING ST 1 CAN H T 24 CAT H T 2 CHICKEN H T 1
BUILDING HA 3 CAN ST 5 CAT ST 3 CHICKEN HC 4
BUILDING TA 1 CAN HC 7 CAT SC 3 CHICKEN HA 12
BUILDINGS HA 1 CAN SC 11 CATCH H T 5 CHICKY H T 3
BUILDINGS HE 1 CAN HA 26 CATCH HC 4 CHICKY H C 1
BUMP H T 1 CAN TA 2 CATCH SC 1 CHICKY HA 2
BUN HA 1 CAN SA 15 CATCHING ST 1 CHICKY'S H T 1
BUNNY ST 10 CAN SO 1 CATCHING HC 2 CHIDY'S HC 1
BURGER HA 7 CAN HE 1 CATEGORY TA 1 CHILDREN HC 1
BURGER'S HA 1 CAN TE 1 CATS SC 2 CHILDREN HA 1
BURGLAR H T 3 CAN SE 1 CAUGHT H T 5 CHINA HA 1
BURNING HA 1 CAN'T H T 13 CAUGHT HC 1 CHING HC 1
BUSINESS HA 1 CAN'T T T 3 CAUSE H T 2 CHOCOLATE HA 1
BUT H T 14 CAN'T ST 1 CAUSE TT 1 CHOOSE H T 1
BUT TT 1 CAN'T HC 14 CAUSE ST 2 CHOPPER HC 1
BUT ST 4 CAN'T TC 1 CAUSE HC 4 CHOPPERS HA 1
BUT HC 33 CAN'T SC 10 CAUSE HA 1 CHRIS SC 1
BUT SC 9 CAN'T HA 6 CAUSE HE 1 CHRISTOPHER SA 1
BUT HA 24 CAN'T SA 2 CEILING SC 1 CHUM H T 1
BUT TA 1 CAN'T HE 1 CENTS H T 1 CITY HA 1
BUT SA 2 CANDLE SC 1 CENTS HC 1 CLASS ST 1
BUT HE 4 CANDLE SA 3 CENTS HA 1 CLASS HA 6
GROUP 1 CHILD 3 100 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 101
CLASS SA 3 COMES ST 3 CRASH H T 1 DEAD SC 1
CLEAN SA 1 COMES HC 2 CRAZY HC 1 DEALERS H T 1
CLEANER HA 1 COMES SC 1 CREAM SC 4 DEAR HA 2
CLEANER'S HA 1 COMES SA 3 CREEPY H T 1 DEBBIE SC 7
CLEAR HC 1 COMING H T 1 CROSS TA 2 DEBBIE HA 1
CLOBBER SC 3 COMING ST 4 CRUMMY H T 1 DEBBIE SO 1
CLOSE H T 1 COMING H C 5 CRUMMY H C 1 DEBBIE HE 1
CLOSE SC 1 COMING SC 6 CRYING SC 1 DEBBIE TE 1
CLOSE HA 1 COMING HA 6 CUBBIE ST 3 DEBBIE SE 1
CLOSED ST 1 COMING SA 4 CUBBIE SC 7 DEBBIE'S SA 1
CLOSET H T 1 COMING TE 1 CUBBIE SA 1 DEBBY HC 2
CLOSET HC 1 COMMENTS HA 1 CUBBIE SO 1 DEBBY'S HC 1
CLOWN H T 1 COMPANY HC 3 CUBBIE SE 1 DEBBY'S HA 2
CLOWN ST 2 COMPANY'S HC 3 CUBBIES SC 1 DECEITFUL HA 1
CLOWN HC 4 COMPARATIVE HA 1 CUP H T 1 DEE H T 1
CLOWN SC 6 COMPARISON HA 1 CUP SC 1 DEE HC 17
CLOWN SA 3 COMPLETELY HA 1 CUP HA 3 DEFLATED HA 1
COAT H T 1 COMPLICATED HE 1 CUP SA 1 DELICIOUS SC 1
COAT ST 2 CONFERENCE HA 1 CUSTARD H C 3 DELICIOUS HA 1
COAT SC 2 CONTRAPTIONS TA 1 CUSTARD HA 5 DEN HT 3
COCK TT 1 COO H T 1 CUSTOMER SA 2 DEN HC 2
COCK HC 1 COOKED HA 1 CUT H T 1 DESERT HC 1
COCKPIT H T 1 COOKIE H T 2 CUT TT 1 DESERT HA 1
COCKPIT HC 1 COOKIE SC 2 CUT ST 1 DESSERT DESSET SC 2
COCOA HC 2 COOKIE HA 3 CUTE H T 1 DID H T 8
COCOA HA 2 COOKIE SO 1 CUTE HA 1 DID ST 4
COFFEE H T 1 COOKING HT 2 D ST 1 DID HC 7
COFFEE HC 3 COOL HT 1 D HA 2 DID SC 8
COFFEE HA 4 COOL HA 2 D SA 9 DID HA 32
COFFEE HE 2 COOL SA 2 DAD HT 2 DID SA 4
COFFEE'S H T 1 COOLS HA 2 DAD H C 4 DIDN'T H T 5
COIA HC 1 COPS HA 3 DAD TC 1 DIDN'T ST 1
COLA HA 1 CORN HA 1 DADDIES HA 1 DIDN'T HC 2
COLD H T 5 COSTUME SC 1 DADDY H T 1 DIDN'T SC 8
COLD TT 1 COTTAGE HA 3 DADDY H C 8 DIDN'T HA 21
COLD ST 1 COUCH ST 1 DADDY HA 6 DIDN'T SA 2
COLD HC 5 COUCH SA 1 DADDY SA 2 DIDN'T HE 1
COLD HA 2 COULD H T 4 DADDY ADEE HC 1 DIED SC 1
COLD T E 1 COULD ST 3 DADDY DADEE HC 2 DIFFERENT ST 1
COLLAGE S T 1 COULD H C 6 DADDY'S H T 1 DIFFERENT H C 2
COLOR H C 1 COULD S C 11 DADDY'S H C 1 DIFFERENT S C 3
COLORFUL HA 1 COULD HA 3 DANCING H C 2 DIFFERENT HE 1
COMB SC 1 COULD SA 3 DANCING HA 3 DIN H T 3
COME H T 16 COULD HE 1 DANK H T 1 DING H T 1
COME TT 2 COULDN'T HC 1 DANNY ST 1 DINNER HA 9
COME ST 9 COULDN'T HA 1 DANNY SA 3 DINNER HE 1
COME HC 9 COUPLE HA 2 DARK ST 1 DIRECTION SC 1
COME SC 9 COUPLE SA 1 DAY SC 2 DIRTY HA 5
COME HA 21 COWS H T 1 DAY HA 3 DIRTYING HA 1
COME TA 1 COWS HE 1 DAY TE 1 DISHES HA 1
COME SA 16 CRACK SC 1 DAYS HA 1 DO H T 26
COME T E 2 CRACK HA 1 DAYS TA 1 DO TT 1
COME SE 1 CRACKERS HC 1 DEAD ST 1 DO ST 9
COME COMIN' HC 1 CRACKERS HA 4 DEAD HC 2 DO HC 21
GROUP 1 CHILD 3' 98 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 99
102 GROUP 1 CHILD 3



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 3 103
GET H T 15 GLOVES TT 4 GOT H T 27 GUYS HA 1
GET ST 18 GO HT 14 GOT ST 7 GUYS SA 1
GET HC 20 GO TT 2 GOT HC 19 H H T 1
GET SC 27 GO ST 10 GOT SC 13 H SA 10
GET HA 25 GO HC 20 GOT HA 18 HA H T 18
GET TA 3 GO SC 11 GOT TA 2 HA ST 9
GET SA 4 GO HA 44 GOT SA 7 HA HC 59
GET SO 1 GO TA 4 GOT HE 2 HA SC 20
GET HE 1 GO SA 15 GOT GOTTA H T 1 HA HA 4
GET TE 1 GO HE 1 GOT GOTTA HC 3 HA HAAA SC 1
GETS H T 1 GOD'S HA 1 GOT GOTTA SC 2 HA-HA HC 1
GETS S T 3 GOES H T 2 GOT GOTTA HA 4 HA-HA SC 1
GETS HC 1 GOES ST 1 GOT GOTTA TA 2 HAD H T 5
GETS SC 1 GOES HC 2 GOT GOTTA SA 3 HAD HC 2
GETS HA 1 GOES SC 1 GOTTEN HA 1 HAD SC 6
GETS SA 1 GOES HA 1 GRAEME H T 11 HAD HA 10
GETTING H T 8 GOES HE 1 GRAEME ST 2 HAD SA 1
GETTING TT 2 GOING H T 8 GRAEME HC 10 HAD HE 2
GETTING ST 5 GOING ST 3 GRAEME SC 1 HALF HA 4
GETTING HC 2 GOING HC 10 GRAEME HA 9 HAMBURGER HA 1
GETTING SC 6 GOING T C 1 GRAEME T A 1 HAND SC 4
GETTING HA 6 GOING SC 12 GRAEME'S H T 1 HAND HA 1
GETTING SA 1 GOING HA 12 GRAEME'S HC 2 HAND SA 5
GETTING HE 2 GOING SA 7 GRAEME'S HA 1 HANDS H T 3
GHOST ST 1 GOING HE 3 GRAND GRAN H T 1 HANDS ST 1
GIANT ST 4 GOING TE 3 GRANULATED HA 1 HANDS HC 1
GIANT HC 1 GOING GOIN H T 1 GRASS SC 1 HANDS SC 2
GIANT SC 1 GOING GOIN HC 1 GRAY HC 1 HANDS HA 20
GIANT SA 4 GOING GOIN HA 1 GREEN HC 1 HANGING SC 1
GIANT'S ST 2 GOING GOIN' HC 2 GREEN S C 1 HANGING HA 1
GIANT'S SA 1 GOING GONNA H T 34 GREEN HA 2 HAPPEN SC 1
GINA H C 1 GOING GONNA T T 3 GREENWICH T A 1 HAPPEN HA 2
GINA SA 1 GOING GONNA ST 17 GREG SC 1 HAPPENED HA 2
GIUNG SC 1 GOING GONNA H C 19 GREG SE 1 HAPPENED S A 2
GIVE H T 7 GOING GONNA S C 38 GREGORY S A 2 HAPPENED HE 1
GIVE ST 2 GOING GONNA HA 12 GREY HC 1 HAPPENS SA 1
GIVE HC 13 GOING GONNA TA 1 GROUP SC 2 HAPPY SC 2
GIVE TC 3 GOING GONNA SA 8 GROW SC 1 HAPPY HA 1
GIVE SC 12 GOING GONNA SO 1 GROWING ST 1 HAPPY SA 1
GIVE HA 13 GOLDFISH H T 1 GROWING S C 1 HAR *SOUND H T 1
GIVE TA 1 GOOD H T 2 GROWL ST 1 HARD H T 8
GIVE GIMME H T 9 GOOD HC 12 GROWLS ST 1 HARD ST 2
GIVE GIMME ST 1 GOOD SC 1 GROWLS SA 1 HARD SC 2
GIVE GIMME HC 3 GOOD HA 17 GUESS HC 1 HARDEST ST 1
GIVE GIMME SC 2 GOOD TA 2 GUESS HE 1 HARDEST SC 1
GIVE GIMME HA 1 GOOD SA 3 GUN ST 3 HAS H T 2
GIVES SC 1 GOOD HE 4 GUN SC 1 HAS ST 4
GIVING HA 1 GOOD T E 3 GUN SA 4 HAS HC 5
GLASS H T 4 GOOD SE 1 GUT HE 1 HAS SC 2
GLASS HA 1 GOODBYE HC 3 GUY HT 1 HAS HA 6
GLASSES TT 4 GOODBYE SC 2 GUY SC 1 HAS SA 1
GLASSES SC 4 GOODBYE HA 1 GUY HA 1 HAT H T 1
GLASSES TE 1 GOODY HC 1 GUYS ST 3 HAT HA 1
GLOVE TT 1 GOSH H T 1 GUYS SC 3 HATE H T 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 3 108 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 109
HATE HC 2 HEAVY HC 1 HEY HEEEY HC 1 HOME ST 1
HATE SC 1 HEAVY SC 1 HI HT 1 HOME HC 1
HAVE H T 23 HEAVY TE 1 HI ST 2 HOME SC 1
HAVE TT 2 HEE *SOUND H T 5 HI HC 5 HOME HA 1
HAVE ST 8 HEE *SOUND HC 9 HI SC 5 HOMES HA 2
HAVE HC 30 HEEHEE *SOUND H T 1 HI HA 1 HONEY HA 36
HAVE SC 21 HELICOPTER HT 1 HI HE 5 HONG ST 13
HAVE HA 75 HELL HA 1 HI SE 2 HONG SC 38
HAVE T A 1 HELLER ST 1 HICCUP H C 2 HONS *MADEUP H T 1
HAVE SA 13 HELLER SA 2 HICCUPS HC 1 HOP TA 1
HAVE HE 1 HELLER HE 4 HID HIDED SC 1 HOPITY HC 1
HAVE T E 3 HELLER TE 1 HIDE ST 17 HOPPITY HC 17
HAVE HAFTA H T 2 HELLO HC 7 HIDE HC 2 HORSE H T 3
HAVEN'T HA 2 HELLO SC 3 HIGH HT 1 HORSE HC 4
HAVEN'T HE 1 HELLO HA 1 HIGH HC 4 HORSE SC 2
HAVING SC 3 HELLO HE 1 HIGH HE 1 HORSES H T 1
HAWAIIAN SC 1 HELP ST 1 HIM H T 10 HOT H T 6
HE H T 22 HELP SC 2 HIM ST 7 HOT HC 1
HE ST 15 HELP HA 2 HIM HC 16 HOT HA 4
HE HC 61 HELP S A 6 HIM SC 14 HOUR HA 3
HE TC 1 HELP SO 1 HIM HA 11 HOUSE TT 1
HE SC 19 HELPED H T 1 HIM TA 3 HOUSE ST 1
HE HA 44 HELPED SA 2 HIM SA 6 HOUSE SC 4
HE SA 13 HELPING HA 1 HIM SO 3 HOUSE HA 1
HE SO 1 HELPS ST 1 HIM HE 3 HOUSE TA 1
HE HE 4 HELPS HC 1 HIM TE 1 HOUSE SA 2
HE'LL SC 2 HER HT 2 HIM IM HC 1 HOW H T 13
HE'LL HA 7 HER HC 6 HIS H T 2 HOW TT 1
HE'S H T 7 HER HA 5 HIS ST 5 HOW S T 3
HE'S ST 17 HER SA 1 HIS HC 2 HOW HC 11
HE'S HC 18 HER HE 1 HIS SC 12 HOW SC 12
HE'S TC 1 HERE HT 13 HIS HA 9 HOW HA 27
HE'S SC 19 HERE ST 14 HIS TA 1 HOW S A 6
HE'S HA 16 HERE HC 17 HIS S A 5 HOW HE 5
HE'S HE 1 HERE SC 21 HIS HE 1 HOW T E 2
HE'S TE 2 HERE H A 30 HIT ST 1 HOW SE 8
HEAD TT 1 HERE TA 3 HIT HC 2 HOW'D HC 1
HEAD SC 3 HERE SA 13 HIT SC 7 HOW'S SA 1
HEAD HA 2 HERE S O 2 HM *SOUND H T 5 HOWDY ST 1
HEAD HE 1 HERE TE 2 HM *SOUND HC 2 HO *SOUND HC 1
HEAD'LL SC 2 HERE SE 5 HM *SOUND SA 3 HUH H T 3
HEAR H T 9 HERE'S H T 9 HM *SOUND HE 5 HUH ST 1
HEAR TT 1 HERE'S ST 5 HMM *SOUND H T 3 HUH HC 1
HEAR HC 12 HERE'S HC 1 HMM *SOUND HC 17 HUH HA 5
HEAR HA 5 HERE'S SC 1 HMM *SOUND HA 5 HUH SA 3
HEAR HE 6 HERE'S HA 6 HMMM *SOUND HC 7 HUH HE 6
HEARD H T 6 HERE'S SA 4 HO SC 1 HUH TE 1
HEARD HC 2 HERES SA 1 HOLD ST 1 HUH SE 3
HEARD SC 1 HEY H T 8 HOLD HC 1 HUNDRED ST 2
HEARD HA 8 HEY ST 4 HOLD SC 1 HUNDRED SC 2
HEARING HA 1 HEY HC 11 HOLD SA 1 HUNGRIEST ST 1
HEART HA 1 HEY SC 27 HOLE H T 1 HUNGRY ST 1
HEARTS HC 1 HEY HA 1 HOLE HA 1 HUNGRY HA 5
HEAVY HT 1 HEY SA 5 HOME TT 1 HUNT SC 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 3 106 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 107











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ME H T 21 MILK HC 2 MOOT H T 2 MY TA 1
ME TT 2 MILK HA 5 M3RE H T 12 MY SA 3
ME ST 16 MIND H T 1 MORE ST 8 MY HE 2
ME HC 60 MIND HA 2 MORE HC 17 MYSELF HA 1
ME TC 3 MINE H T 9 MORE TC 1 N HT 1
ME SC 55 MINE ST 1 MORE SC 14 NACK H T 1
ME HA 19 MINE HC 14 MORE HA 6 NAtL ST 1
ME TA 2 MINE SC 15 MORE SA 1 NAME H T 3
ME SA 7 MINE SA 1 MORE SO 1 NAME HC 8
ME HE 3 MINE'S ST 1 MORE HE 2 NAME SC 6
ME TE 1 MINING H T 1 MORE MO HA 1 NAME HA 3
ME SE 1 MINUTE SC 1 MORNING SA 2 NAME SA 7
ME GIMME H T 9 MINUTE HA 5 MORNING SE 2 NAME'S HC 1
ME GIMME ST 1 MINUTES HA 7 MOST HE 1 NAMES H T 1
ME GIMME HC 3 MINUTES HE 4 MOSTLY HA 3 NAN HC 1
ME GIMME SC 2 MISS H T 1 MOSTLY HE 1 NANCY H T 1
ME GIMME HA 1 MISS HC 3 MOTHER ST 2 NANCY'S HA 3
ME LEMME HC 4 MISSED HA 1 MOTHER HC 3 NANNY SA 1
ME LEMME SA 1 MISSED HE 1 MOTHER HA 2 NAP HE 1
ME LIMME H T 1 MISTAKE H T 1 MOTHER TA 1 NAPKIN H T 4
MEAN H T 2 MISTAKEN HA 1 MOTHER HE 1 NAPKIN HA 5
MEAN ST 1 MIX H T 1 MOTHER'S H T 1 NAT H T 1
MEAN HC 1 MMM *SOUND H T 1 MOVE H T 1 NAY H T 2
MEAN SC 1 MMM *SOUND HC 1 MOVE HC 2 NEAT SC 1
MEAN HA 7 MOM H T 4 MOVE SC 1 NEAT HA 1
MEAN TA 1 MOM HC 8 MOVE SA 2 NECK S C 1
MEAN SA 1 MOM MUM HT 1 MOVE HE 1 NEED H T 2
MEAN HE 1 MOMMA HT 1 MOVED H T 1 NEED HC 3
MEANS H T 1 MOMMY H T 13 MOVES H T 2 NEED SC 15
MEANY SC 1 MOMMY ST 1 MOVING H T 2 NEED HA 10
MEASURE SC 1 MOMMY HC 17 MOVING HC 5 NEED SA 3
MEAT HC 1 MOMMY SC 2 MR HE 1 NEEDS HC 1
MEAT HA 6 MOMMY HA 3 MR TE 1 NEEDS HA 3
MEETING HA 3 MONA H T 2 MRS HC 1 NEEDS SA 1
MEETING SA 2 MONDAY H T 1 MRS HE 1 NEVER H T 1
MEETINGS HA 1 MONDAY HC 2 MUCH H T 1 NEVER HC 1
MEIKA ST 1 MONDAYS HC 1 MUCH HC 4 NEVER SC 8
MEIKA SC 2 MONEY ST 1 MUCH SC 1 NEVER HA 4
MEIKA SA 2 MONEY SC 5 MUCH HA 7 NEW H T 2
MEIKA SE 2 MONKEY H T 2 MUCH HE 2 NEW ST 1
MEIKA'S SA 1 MONKEY HC 2 MUFFINS HC 1 NEW HC 3
MELTED HA 1 MONSTER ST 1 MUFFINS HA 1 NEW SC 2
MEMBER SC 1 MONSTER SC 12 MULE HC 2 NEW HA 10
MESSED SC 1 MONSTER MONSTA H T 1 MUSIC HC 1 NEW SA 1
MICE MICES H T 1 MONSTER MONTER SC 1 MUST ST 1 NEWS H T 1
MICROPHONE H T 1 MONTH HA 1 MUST SC 1 NEXT H T 1
MICROPHONE HE 1 MOO SC 3 MUST HA 3 NEXT T T 1
MICROPHONE MICAPHO H T 2 MOOD HA 1 MUST T E 1 NEXT H C 4
MICROPHONES MICAPHO H T 1 MOODOO *SOUND H T 1 MY H T 33 NEXT S C 1
MIGHT HT 1 MOON HT 1 MY TT 5 NEXT HA 1
MIGHT HC 1 MOON ST 5 MY ST 4 NEXT SA 1
MIGHT SC 2 MOON'S ST 1 MY H C 20 NIBBLE HA 2
MIGHT HA 2 MOON'S SC 1 MY SC 39 NICE H T 1
MIGUEL HC 1 MOONS SC 4 MY HA 6 NICE ST 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 3 116 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 117
NICE HA 4 NUMBER HC 1 ON HC 29 ORIGINAL HA 2
NICE SA 4 NUMBER HA 1 ON SC 28 OTHER H T 1
NIGHT H T 1 OF H T 16 ON HA 38 OTHER HC 6
NIGHT TT 1 OF TT 1 ON TA 3 OTHER SC 3
NIGHT ST 1 OF ST 5 ON SA 15 OTHER HA 2
NIGHT HA 4 OF H C 11 ON HE 2 OTHER T A 1
NINETY HA 2 OF SC 10 ON TE 3 OTHER SA 2
NO H T 32 OF HA 27 ONCE SA 1 OUR H T 12
NO ST 13 OF TA 5 ONCE SO 1 OUR TT 2
NO HC 72 OF SA 13 ONE H T 49 OUR ST 1
NO TC 1 OF HE 5 ONE TT 3 OUR SC 1
NO SC 48 OF TE 4 ONE ST 13 OUR HA 2
NO HA 52 OFF H T 8 ONE HC 70 OUT H T 12
NO SA 11 OFF ST 1 ONE SC 23 OUT TT 1
NO HE 21 OFF HC 3 ONE HA 29 OUT ST 5
NO TE 5 OFF SC 1 ONE TA 2 OUT HC 13
NO NA H T 37 OFF HA 13 ONE SA 12 OUT SC 8
NO NA ST 2 OFF TA 2 ONE HE 2 OUT HA 19
NO NA HC 2 OFF SA 5 ONE TE 1 OUT TA 7
NO NA SC 16 OFFER HA 1 ONE SE 1 OUT SA 14
NO NA SO 2 OH HT 13 ONE'S H T 3 OUT HE 2
NO NAA H T 1 OH TT 1 ONE'S ST 1 OUTSIDE SC 1
NO NAA HC 2 OH ST 5 ONE'S HC 2 OUTSIDE HA 1
NO NAAH H T 1 OH HC 46 ONE'S SC 1 OVER H T 2
NOBODY HC 1 OH SC 16 ONE'S HA 1 OVER ST 5
NOBODY SC 2 OH HA 59 ONES H T 3 OVER SC 4
NOBODY HA 1 OH TA 1 ONES HC 5 OVER HA 3
NOBODY SA 1 OH SA 27 ONES SC 5 OVER TA 1
NOBODY'S SC 1 OH HE 9 ONLY H T 3 OVER SA 6
NONE HA 1 OH TE 4 ONLY HC 3 OVER TE 1
NOSE H T 1 OH SE 2 ONLY SC 1 OVER SE 1
NOSE ST 1 OH OHH H C 2 ONLY HA 4 OW H T 13
NOSE SC 2 OHO *SOUND H T 1 ONLY HE 1 OW SC 3
NOT H T 29 OHO *SOUND TT 1 000 *SOUND SC 1 OWN H T 1
NOT S T 6 OHO *SOUND H C 1 OOPS HA 2 OWN ST 1
NOT HC 21 OHO *SOUND SE 1 OOPS SE 1 OWN SA 2
NOT SC 45 OKAY H T 20 OPEN H T 9 P H T 1
NOT HA 30 OKAY ST 20 OPEN TT 2 P ST 1
NOT SA 5 OKAY HC 14 OPEN HA 1 PA HC 4
NOT HE 10 OKAY SC 8 OPENED H T 7 PAINT ST 1
NOT TE 1 OKAY HA 29 OPENING H T 2 PAN H T 1
NOTE H 1 OKAY T A 4 OPENING HA 1 PAN H C 4
NOTE HA 1 OKAY SA 27 OPENS H T 1 PAPER H T 2
NOTES TA 1 OKAY HE 5 OR H T 2 PAPER ST 1
NOTHING HA 7 OKAY TE 4 OR HC 2 PAPER HC 1
NOTHING HE 4 OKAY SE 1 OR SC 1 PAPER SA 2
NOW H T 20 OKAY KAY H T 5 OR HA 22 PARDON HE 2
NOW ST 13 OKAY KAY ST 3 OR T A 2 PARENT HA 2
NOW HC 32 OLD SC 3 OR SA 1 PARENTS TA 1
NOW SC 21 OLDER H T 1 OR SO 1 PARKING TT 1
NOW HA 30 OLDER HC 1 OR HE 3 PART H T 5
NOW SA 7 ON HT 18 ORANGE H T 1 PART HA 1
NOW HE 3 ON T T 2 ORANGE HC 1 PART SA 2
NOW SE 1 ON ST 16 ORANGE HA 7 PART HE 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 3 114 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 115
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GROUP 1 CHILD 3 123
THEM KILLEM H T 1 THEY'RE HC 5 THOUGH H T 1 TO SC 55
THEM SHAKEM SC 1 THEY'RE SC 2 THOUGH SC 1 TO HA 85
THEN H T 6 THEY'RE HA 3 THOUGH HA 4 TO TA 7
THEN TT 1 THEY'RE SA 2 THOUGH SA 1 TO SA 41
THEN ST 1 THEY'RE HE 1 THOUGHT H T 1 TO HE 20
THEN H C 18 THING H T 6 THOUGHT ST 1 TO T E 5
THEN SC 5 THING ST 1 THOUGHT HC 1 TO SE 1
THEN HA 20 THING HC 12 THOUGHT HA 2 TO GONNA H T 34
THEN SA 6 THING T C 1 THOUSAND SC 3 TO GONNA TT 3
THEN HE 1 THING SC 3 THREE H T 2 0T GONNA ST 17
THERE H T 12 THING HA 4 THREE ST 3 TO GONNA HC 19
THERE TT 1 THING TA 3 THREE HC 1 TO GONNA SC 38
THERE ST 2 THING HE 1 THREE S C 3 TO GONNA HA 12
THERE HC 10 THINGS H T 1 THREE HA 3 TO GONNA TA 1
THERE SC 12 THINGS ST 1 THREE HE 1 TO GONNA SA 8
THERE HA 25 THINGS HC 4 THREW SA 1 TO GONNA SO 1
THERE TA 1 THINGS SC 2 THROAT SC 1 TO GOITA H T 1
THERE SA 23 THINGS HA 4 THROW H T 6 TO GOTTA HC 3
THERE HE 8 THINGS SA 2 THROW ST 1 TO GOTTA SC 2
THERE SE 2 THINGS HE 1 THROW HC 4 TO GOTTA HA 4
THERE DER H T 1 THINK H T 2 THROW SC 2 TO GOITA TA 2
THERE DERE H T 5 THINK T T 1 THROW HA 3 TO GOTTA SA 3
THERE DERE ST 3 THINK ST 1 THUNDER H T 1 TO HAFTA H T 2
THERE DERE HC 2 THINK HC 5 TICK HC 2 TO TA HT 2
THERE'RE H T 1 THINK SC 2 TICKLES ST 1 TO TA HC 2
THERE'S H T 8 THINK HA 6 TIE ST 3 TO TA HA 1
THERE'S TT 1 THINK SA 4 TIGHT TT 1 TO WANNA HT 18
THERE'S HC 5 THINK HE 3 TILL HT 3 TO WANNA ST 5
THERE'S SC 9 THINK TE 1 TILL ST 1 TO WANNA HC 19
THERE'S HA 9 THIRTY HC 1 TILL HC 1 TO WANNA SC 13
THERE'S SA 3 THIRTY HA 1 TILL HA 1 TO WANNA HA 8
THERE'S HE 7 THIS HT 56 TILL TA 1 TO WANNA TA 1
THERE'S DERE'S H T 1 THIS ST 13 TIME H T 9 TO WANNA SA 3
THERE'S DERE'S ST 1 THIS HC 76 TIME ST 4 TO WANNA SO 1
THESE H T 8 THIS TC 1 TIME HC 12 TOAD H C 1
THESE S T 2 THIS SC 36 TIME SC 1 TOCK HC 2
THESE HC 19 THIS HA 33 TIME HA 11 TODAY H T 1
THESE SC 7 THIS TA 2 TIME HE 2 TODAY HC 3
THESE HA 2 THIS SA 14 TIMES HA 2 TODAY SC 3
THESE T A 1 THIS SO 1 TINK *MADEUP H C 1 TODAY HA 5
THESE SA 3 THIS HE 2 TINKER H T 1 TODAY SA 5
THESE DESE H T 4 THIS TE 2 TINKER HC 1 TODAY HE 1
THESE DESE HC 4 THIS SE 3 TINY H T 1 TODAY SE 1
THEY HC 7 THIS DIS H T 9 TINY HE 1 TODAY'S HA 3
THEY SC 5 THIS DIS ST 8 TIRE TT 1 TODD H T 3
THEY HA 28 THIS DIS H C 7 TIRED H T 1 TODD ST 1
THEY TA 4 THIS DIS SC 2 TIRED HC 1 TODD HC 19
THEY SA 3 THIS THITH H T 3 TIRED HA 4 TODD SC 58
THEY SO 1 THOSE H T 3 TIRESOME HA 1 TODD HA 39
THEY HE 6 THOSE HC 2 TISSUE SC 3 TODD TA 4
THEY'LL SC 3 THOSE SC 3 TO H T 39 TODD SA 15
THEY'LL TA 1 THOSE HA 1 TO TT 4 TODD HE 3
THEY'RE H T 3 THOSE SA 6 TO ST 25 TODD TE 4
THEY'RE ST 2 TO HC 56 TODD SE 3
GROUP 1 CHILD 3 128 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 129
TODD'S HC 2 TOWEL H T 1 UH *SOUND HA 5 VERY HA 13
TODD'S SC 6 TOWEL HC 1 UH *SOUND HE 8 VERY TA 1
TODD'S SA 1 TOWELS HA 3 UH *SOUND SE 1 VERY SA 3
TODD'S SE 1 TOWELS SA 1 UH-HUH H T 1 VERY HE 4
TODDNEY *MADEUP H C 1 TOY H C 5 UH-HUH S A 1 VERY VWERY H T . 1
TODDY H T 1 TOY HA 2 UH-HUH AHUH ST 1 VEST SC 1
TODDY HC 6 TOY HE 2 UH-HUH AHUH HA 2 VILLAGE TA 2
TODDY SC 7 TOYS H T 5 UM H T 8 VISIT SA 1
TODDY HA 37 TOYS ST 1 U1M ST 4 VITAMIN H T 2
TODDY TA 1 TRAFFIC TT 1 Um4 SC 1 VITAMIN HA 1
TODDY SA 3 TRAIN HA 1 UM HA 2 VITAMIN VIAMIN H T 1
TODDY'S HA 2 TRASH HA 2 UM SA 2 VITAMINS HA 4
TOE H T 1 TRICK ST 1 UM SO0 1 VOLVOS HE 1
TOGETHER H T 2 TRICK HA 2 UM HE 2 WAIT H T 5
TOGETHER HC 5 TRICKING HC 1 1U UM4M H T 5 WAIT ST 2
TOGETHER HA 1 TRICKS HC 1 UM UMM ST 1 WAIT HC 12
TOGETHER HE 2 TRICKY HA 1 UM UMMM ST 1 WAIT SC 1
TOLD H T 1 TRUE HA 1 UNDER HC 1 WAIT HA 17
TOLD HC 2 TRY H T 5 UNDER SA 1 WAIT TA 2
TOLD SC 2 TRY HC 2 UNDERSTAND HA 3 WAIT TE 3
TOMORROW HA 2 TRY SC 3 UNLESS TA 1 WAITING HA 2
TOMORROW SA 1 TRY HA 1 UNTIL HA 4 WAITING TE 1
TOMORROW'S SA 1 TRY SA 5 UNUSUAL HA 1 WAKE SC 1
TONE ST 1 TRYING HA 1 UP H T 2 WALK HA 2
TONIGHT HA 2 TUG HE 1 UP ST 20 WALK TA 1
TONIGHT HE 1 TUNA H T 3 UP HC 12 WALKING HA 1
TONIGHT TE 1 TURN H T 6 UP SC 26 WANT H T 34
TONY S A 2 TURN ST 1 UP HA 13 WANT T T 1
TONY SE 1 TURN SC 3 UP TA 4 WANT ST 6
TO0 H T 9 TURN HA 6 UP SA 19 WANT HC 76
TOO TT 2 TURN SA 1 UP SO 1 WANT SC 28
TOO ST 7 TURN SE 1 UP HE 4 WANT HA 50
TOO HC 7 TURTLE H T 2 UP TE 1 WANT TA 1
TOO SC 3 TURTLE HC 10 UPSET HA 1 WANT SA 9
TOO HA 17 TURTLE HA 1 UPSIDE ST 1 WANT SO 2
TOO SA 5 TURTLE'S HT 3 US HT 1 WANT SE 1
TOO HE 4 TUSHY ST 1 US ST 1 WANT WAN HC 2
TOO TE 1 TV SA 2 US HC 1 WANT WANNA HT 18
TOOK H T 4 TWENTY SC 3 US SC 1 WANT WANNA ST 5
TOOK ST 1 TWENTY HA 1 US HA 2 WANT WANNA HC 19
TOOK HC 2 TWO H T 6 USE HA 2 WANT WANNA SC 13
TOOK HA 3 TWO ST 1 USE SA 8 WANT WANNA HA 8
TOOK SA 2 TWO HC 12 USE SO 1 WANT WANNA TA 1
TOOK HE 1 TWO SC 7 USED SC 1 WANT WANNA SA 3
TOOK TAKED HC 1 TWO HA 11 USED HA 1 WANT WANNA SO 1
TOP ST 1 TWO SA 5 USED HE 2 WANTED HC 2
TOP SC 2 TWO SE 1 USUALLY HA 2 WANTED HA 3
TOP SA 1 TYPE HA 1 V HC 5 WANTED SA 1
TOUCH ST 1 U SA 2 V HA 5 WANTED HE 1
TOUCH HC 3 UCK *SOUND H T 1 VACUUM HA 2 WANTS HT 1
TOUCH TA 1 UDDER HC 1 VERIFY HA 1 WANTS HC 9
TOUCH SA 2 UH *SOUND H T 21 VERY H T 8 WANTS SC 8
TOUCH .HE 1 UH *SOUND ST 2 VERY ST 1 WANTS HA 1
TOUCHES HA 1 UH *SOUND HC 3 VERY HC 1 WANTS SA 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 3 126 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 127
WARM HT 1 WE'LL TE 1 WHEAT SC 1 WHO'S S C 3
WARM ST 1 WE'RE H T 4 WHEE H T 5 WHO'S HA 1
WARMED TA 1 WE'RE TT 3 WHEEL H T 2 WHO'S SA 2
WARMING HC 1 WE'RE ST 7 WHEEL SC 5 WHOA HC 13
WARNED SO 2 WE'RE HC 4 WHEEL SA 2 WhOEVER SC 1
WAS H T 7 WE'RE SC 13 WHEELS H T 1 WHOLE H T 4
WAS TT 1 WE'RE HA 7 WHEELS SC 1 WhOLE SC 1
WAS ST 5 WE'RE SA 4 WHEELS SA 2 WHOLE SA 1
WAS HC 10 WE'RE T E 1 WHEN HT 6 WOSE HA 1
WAS TC 1 WE'VE SA 1 WHEN ST 1 WHY H T 6
WAS SC 10 WEAR TT 2 WHEN HC 3 WHY TT 1
WAS HA 9 WEEK H T 1 WHEN SC 5 WH4Y ST 1
WAS SA 6 WEEK HA 2 WHEN HA 9 WHY HC 12
WAS S0 1 WEEKS HA 1 WHEN SA 5 WHY SC 13
WAS HE 3 WELCOME HA 3 WHEN'S HC 1 WHY HA 18
WAS WAZ H T 1 WELCOMED HA 1 WHEN'S SC 1 WHY SA 7
WASH H T 1 WELL ST 3 WHEN'S HA 1 WHY HE 4
WASH HC 2 WELL HC 5 WHERE H T 3 WHY'D SC 1
WASH HA 18 WELL SC 10 WHERE TT 1 WIFE TA 1
WASHED H T 1 WELL HA 25 WHERE ST 1 WILL H T 4
WASHED HA 1 WELL TA 3 WHERE HC 14 WILL TT 1
WASN'T ST 1 WELL SA 2 WHERE SC 4 WILL ST 1
WASN'T HA 1 WELL HE 10 WHERE HA 9 WILL HC 11
WATCH H T 7 WELL TE 5 WHERE SA 1 WILL SC 7
WATCH HC 5 WENT H T 1 WHERE HE 1 WILL HA 4
WATCH SC 3 WENT ST 2 WHERE TE 1 WILL SA 2
WATCH HA 5 WENT HC 1 WHERE'D HA 1 WILL SO 1
WATCH SA 1 WENT SC 1 WHERE'S H T 3 WILL HE 1
WATCH HE 2 WENT HA 2 WHERE'S ST 1 WILLEM ST 2
WATCHING H T 3 WERE HC 1 WHERE'S HC 15 WILLEM HC 1
WATER H T 1 WERE S C 3 WHERE'S HA 1 WILLEM SC 1
WATER SC 1 WERE HA 1 WHERE'S SA 7 WILLEM HA 4
WATER HA 4 WERE SA 1 WHICH HC 5 WILLEM SA 1
WAY H T 3 WEREN'T HA 1 WHICH HA 2 WILLEM'S H T 1
WAY TT 1 WET H T 1 WHICH T E 1 WILLEM'S SC 1
WAY ST 2 WHAT H T 15 WHICHEVER SC 1 WILLEM'S HA 1
WAY SC 1 WHAT ST 7 WHILE H T 1 WILLEM'S TA 1
WAY HA 5 WHAT HC 44 WHILE SC 1 WILLEM'S SA 1
WAY T A 1 WHAT SC 48 WHILE HA 6 WILLIAM WILLIEM T A 1
WAY SA 1 WHAT HA 69 WHILE TA 2 WILLIE SC 1
WE H T 14 WHAT SA 26 WHILE SA 2 WILLIE SA 2
WE S T 9 WHAT HE 6 WHILE SO 1 WIN HA 1
WE HC 7 WHAT TE 4 WHISTLED H T 1 WIND H T 3
WE TC 1 WHAT WHA H T 1 WHISTLED HA 1 WIND TT 1
WE SC 12 WHAT WHA ST 1 WHITE HC 3 WINDOW SC 1
WE HA 22 WHAT WHA HC 1 WHITE SC 1 WISH HC 3
WE SA 11 WHAT WHA HA 1 WHO HT 6 WISH HE 1
WE HE 1 WHAT'S H T 12 WHO ST 6 WITH H T 4
WE TE 3 WHAT'S HC 8 WHO HC 9 WITH ST 4
WE'LL H T 3 WHAT'S SC 3 WHO SC 10 WITH HC 10
WE'LL HC 3 WHAT'S HA 16 WHO HA 8 WITH SC 6
WE'LL SC 2 WHAT'S SA 10 WHO SA 2 WITH HA 22
WE'LL HA 2 WHAT'S HE 1 WHO'S ST 2 WITH TA 1
WE'LL SA 2 WHATEVER SC 5 WHO'S HC 2 WITH SA 9
GROUP 1 CHILD 3 132 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 133
WITH HE 4 YEAH ST 14 YOU'RE HT 9 10 ST 2
WITHOUT TT 1 YEAH HC 19 YOU'RE TT 1 10 SC 3
WITHOUT HA 2 YEAH SC 23 YOU'RE ST 9 100 SA 1
WON'T H T 2 YEAH HA 41 YOU'RE HC 9 12 TA 1
WON'T ST 1 YEAH TA 1 YOU'RE SC 20 1234567 H T 1
WON'T HC 13 YEAH SA 8 YOU'RE HA 16 13 ST 1
WON'T SC 4 YEAH HE 21 YOU'RE SA 5 14 SA 1
WON'T HA 6 YEAH TE 10 YOU'RE HE 1 15 ST 1
WON'T SA 1 YEAH YAH SC 1 YOU'VE HT 1 15 HA 1
WON'T SO 1 YEARS SC 1 YOU'VE SC 1 18 HA 1
WONDERED HA 1 YEARS HA 2 YOU'VE HA 1 2 HT 1
WOOF SC 2 YELLOW HA 1 YOU'VE SA 4 2 SC 1
WOOO *SOUND H T 1 YEP HA 1 YOU'VE HE 1 2 HA 1
WORD HT 1 YES H T 9 YOUNG HA 4 2ND HA 1
WORD HA 1 YES ST 4 YOUR H T 16 200 HA 1
WORK H T 6 YES HC 4 YOUR TT 2 21 HT 1
WORK HC 6 YES SC 6 YOUR ST 1 25 HT 1
WORK WERK HC 3 YES HA 9 YOUR HC 12 25 HA 1
WORK WERRK HC 1 YES HE 2 YOUR S C 29 26TH SC 1
WORK WERRK HA 1 YES TE 1 YOUR HA 76 26TH HA 1
WORKED HC 1 YESTERDAY HA 1 YOUR TA 1 3 H T 2
WORKING HC 2 YET HT 1 YOUR SA 17 3 HA 1
WORKING HA 1 YET SC 1 YOUR S0 1 3 SA 1
WORKING HE 1 YET HA 4 YOUR TE 1 3RD HA 1
WORM ST 1 YET TE 1 YOURS H T 2 30 HA 1
WORM SC 2 YOKE HA 1 YOURS ST 1 35 H A 1
WORM SA 1 YORK HA 1 YOURS HC 1 36 HT 1
WORMS ST 1 YOU H T 115 YOURS HA 4 4 H T 2
WORMS SC 2 YOU TT 8 YOURS SA 6 4 ST 2
WORRY HA 1 YOU S T 35 YOURSELF TT 1 4 H C 1
WOULD HT 1 YOU HC 125 YOURSELF HA 4 4 HA 1
WOULD HC 2 YOU SC 143 YOURSELF TA 1 4 TA 1
WOULD SC 2 YOU HA 301 YOURSELF SA 1 4 SA 1
WOULD HA 11 YOU TA 17 YUCK H T 3 4 HE 1
WOULD S A 2 YOU SA 89 YUCK ST 3 45 HE 3
WOULD HE 1 YOU S0 1 YUCK SC 1 48 HC 1
WOULDN'T SC 1 YOU HE 19 YUCKY SC 1 5 HC 1
WOULDN'T HA 3 YOU TE 4 YLUMMY ST 2 5 SC 1
WOW HT 1 YOU SE 12 Z SA 1 5 HA 1
WOW HC 3 YOU YA H T 2 ZEALAND HA 9 58 TE 1
WOW SA 1 YOU YA S T 4 ZIMMER H T 3 6 HT 1
WOW WOWEE SC 2 YOU YA HC 3 ZIP HA 1 6 ST 1
WRITE ST 1 YOU YA SC 16 ZOE ST 1 6 HC 1
WRITE SA 3 YOU YA HA 4 ZOE SO 1 7 SC 1
WRONG H T 1 YOU YA SA 1 ZOE'S SC 1 7 TE 1
WRONG HA 4 YOU YALMOST H T 1 ZOES ST 1 8 HT 1
WRONG SA 1 YOU'D HE 1 ZOOM H T 2 8 ST 1
WUNNY *MADEUP ST 1 YOU'LL H T 2 ZOOM H C 1 8 HA 2
X HT 1 YOU'LL TT 1 ZOOM ZOOOM HC 1 9 SC 4
X SA 1 YOU'LL ST 1 0066 SA 1 92 TT 1
Y HC 1 YOU'LL HC 3 1 HT 1
Y SA 1 YOU'LL SC 2
YEAH H T 20 YOU'LL HA 5
YEAH TT 1 YOU'LL SA 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 3 130 GROUP 1 CHILD 3 131
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GROUP 1 CHILD 4 143
FORWARD SA 1 GABE SC 2 GIVE TT 4 GOING GONNA HA 8
FOUND H T 1 GABE SA 2 GIVE ST 6 GOING GONNA TA 3
FOUND SC 1 GABE SO 1 GIVE SC 6 GOING GONNA SA 14
FOUR H T 1 GABRIEL ST 2 GIVE HA 1 GOING GONNA SO 2
FOUR ST 2 GABRIEL SC 2 GIVE TA 3 GOING GONNA HE 5
FOUR H C 1 GABRIEL SA 4 GIVE SA 7 GOING GONNA TE 5
FOUR SC 4 GABRIEL SO 2 GIVE TE 1 GOING GONNA SE 3
FOUR TA 1 GABRIEL'S SA 1 GLAD TA 1 GOING GONNU TT 1
FOUR TE 1 GABRIELLA ST 1 GLAD TE 1 GOLDIE H T 2
FREE ST 1 GABRIELLA SC 9 GLASS H T 4 GONE SC 1
FREE FWEE ST 3 GABRIELLA SO 4 GLASS ST 2 GOO S0 2
FREEZE H T 2 GABRIELLA SE 1 GLASS HC 1 GOOD H T 22
FREEZE S A 1 GABRIELLA GAABRII S T 1 GIASS SO 1 GOOD T T 1
FREEZE HE 1 GABRIELLA GABIEL S C 1 GLOVES T T 1 GOOD S T 4
FREEZING H T 1 GABRIELLA GABRIEL S C 1 GLOVES T A 1 GOOD S C 3
FRIEND H T 2 GABRIELLA'S SC 1 GLUE ST 4 GOOD HA 9
FRIEND ST 2 GABRIELLA 'S SA 1 GLUE SA 6 GOOD TA 3
FRIEND SC 6 GAME H T 6 GLUING GLUEING S A 1 GOOD S A 12
FRIEND HA 1 GAME SO 1 GO H T 29 GOOD SO 3
FRIENDS H T 4 GARDNER SO 1 GO TT 1 GOOD HE 8
FRIENDS TT 1 GAVE H T 1 GO ST 17 GOOD TE 1
FRIENDS HA 1 GERBIL HT 8 GO HC 8 GOOD SE 10
FRIENDS SA 1 GERBIL TT 1 GO SC 17 GOODBYE TT 1
FROM ST 2 GERBIL'S H T 1 GO HA 28 GOODBYE SC 1
FROM SC 6 GET H T 20 GO TA 7 GOODBYE TA 2
FROM HA 1 GET TT 1 GO SA 33 GOODNIGHT ST 1
FROM TA 1 GET ST 9 GO S 3 GOODY H T 1
FROM SA 12 GET HC 10 GO HE 3 GOODY TT 1
FROM HE 1 GET S C 14 GO TE 1 GOODY ST 6
FROM TE 1 GET HA 18 GO SE 4 GOON SC 1
FROM SE 1 GET TA 2 GOES H T 4 GOOSE HE 1
FRONT H T 2 GET SA 18 GOES ST 3 GOSH SA 1
FROZEN HT 1 GET SO 4 GOES SC 8 GOT H T 10
FROZEN HE 1 GET HE 4 GOES HA 3 GOT ST 7
FUCKER H T 2 GET TE 1 GOES SA 1 GOT HC 2
FUCKER HC 2 GET SE 1 GOES HE 2 GOT SC 10
FUCKING H T 1 GETTING H T 1 GOING H T 3 GOT HA 3
FUCKING SC 1 GETTING ST 2 GOING ST 3 GOT TA 2
FUCKING FUCKIN SC 1 GETTING SC 1 GOING HC 6 GOT SA 9
FUCKY TT 1 GETTING HE 2 GOING SC 11 GOT SO 4
FUCKY ST 1 GETTING T E 1 GOING HA 13 GOT H E 4
FUDGE S T 1 GETTING GETTIN S C 1 GOING T A 1 GOT GOTTA H T 9
FULL H T 1 GETTING GETTIN SO 1 GOING SA 8 GOT GOTTA ST 6
FULL SC 1 GHIA TA 1 GOING SO 2 GOT GOTTA HC 1
FUN H T 3 GIANT H T 2 GOING HE 2 GOT GOTTA TA 2
FUN ST 2 GIANT HE 2 GOING T E 2 GOT GOTTA HE 1
FUN SC 1 GILBERT H T 1 GOING SE 1 GRAB S A
FUN HA 3 GINGER H T 1 GOING GOIN ST 1 GRAEME H T 8
FUNNY H T 1 . GIRL H T 7 GOING GOIN' SC 1 GRAEME TT 1
FUNNY HC 1 GIRL HA 1 GOING GONNA H T 9 GRAEME ST 8
FUNNY SA 2 GIRL TE 1 GOING GONNA TT 4 GRAEME S C 3
FUR SA 1 GIRL'S SC 1 GOING GONNA ST 18 GRAEME HA 3
G ST 2 GIRLS TT 2 GOING GONNA HC 4 GRAEME TA 5
G HC 1 GIVE H T 3 GOING GONNA SC 41 GRAEME SA 3
GROUP 1 CHILD 4 148 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 149
GRAND HA 1 GUYS S A 2 HAPPENING T E 1 HE SE 1
GRANDMA GRAMMA HA 1 H ST 3 HAPPENS ST 1 HE'D ST 1
GRANDMA'S GRAMMA' HA 1 - H HC 1 HAPPENS SE 1 HE'D TA 1
GRANDMOTHER HE 1 H SC 1 HAPPY H T 1 HE'LL H T 1
GRANDPA H T 3 H HA 1 HAPPY ST 1 HE'S HT 3
GRANDPA HA 2 HA H T 19 HAPPY SC 1 HE'S TT 3
GRANDPA'S TT 2 HA TT 21 HAPPY SA 5 HE'S ST 10
GRANDPA'S TA 2 HA ST 10 HARD ST 1 HE'S HC 1
GRASS ST 1 HA SC 28 HARD HC 1 HE'S SC 10
GREAT HC 1 HA HA 23 HARD SC 7 HE'S HA 2
GREAT SC 4 HA TA 14 HARD HA 1 HE'S TA 1
GREAT HA 1 HA SA 4 HARD SO 1 HE'S SA 1
GREAT SA 6 HA SO 2 HAS H T 7 HE'S SO 1
GREEN SA 3 HA TE 4 HAS ST 13 HE'S HE 2
GREG SC 1 HA SE 2 HAS HC 1 HEAD SC 1
GREGORY SC 15 HA HAA HT 1 HAS SC 2 HEAD SA 3
GREGORY SA 5 HA HAA HA 2 HAS HA 2 HEADS SC 1
GREGORY SO 1 HAD H T 3 HAS TA 1 HEAR H T 7
GREGORY SE 1 HAD ST 5 HAS SA 2 HEAR HC 2
GREY H T 1 HAD HC 1 HAS HE 2 HEAR HA 1
GROUND ST 1 HAD SC 7 HASN'T HA 1 HEAR TA 1
GROUP SA 1 HAD S A 1 HASN'T TA 1 HEAR SA 3
GROW HT 3 HAH H T 1 HATE ST 1 HEAR HE 1
GROW SC 1 HAIR HC 1 HATE HC 1 HEAR TE 1
GROW HA 1 HAIR SC 2 HAVE H T 13 HEAR SE 1
GROWL H T * 1 HAIR HA 2 HAVE T T 4 HEARD HA 1
GROWL HA 1 HALF H T 1 HAVE ST 23 HEARD SO 1
GROWLS HA 1 HALF TT 3 HAVE HC 9 HEARD TE 1
GROWS ST 1 HALF ST 1 HAVE SC 21 HEART ST 4
GUARANTEE H T 1 HALF SC 4 HAVE HA 29 HEART SA 3
GUARANTEE HA 2 HALF TA 2 HAVE TA 4 HEART HEARRT ST 1
GUARANTEE SA 1 HALF TE 1 HAVE SA 27 HEARTS ST 1
GUARDIE SO 1 HALL H T 1 HAVE SO 4 HEARTS SA 1
GUESS H T 2 HALL TT 1 HAVE HE 7 HEAVY ST 1
GUESS ST 1 HAND HT 3 HAVE TE 6 HEAVY SC 1
GUESS S C 2 HAND . ST 1 HAVE SE 1 HEAVY S A 2
GUESS TA 1 HAND SC 2 HAVEN'T ST 1 HEE *SOUND SC 11
GUESS SA 4 HAND HA 1 HAVEN'T TA 2 HELL HC 1
GUESS HE 1 HAND SA 1 HAVEN'T SA 1 HELLO H T 3
GUESS TE 1 HAND SE 1 HAVING H T 1 HELLO SC 1
GUM SC 1 HANDS ST 1 HAVING HA 1 HELLO HA 1
GUMDROPS S T 2 HANDS S C 2 HAVING HE 1 HELLO TA 1
GUN ST 1 HANDS HA 1 HAVING HAVIN' ST 1 HELLO SA 4
GUN SC 1 HANDS SA 3 HAY ST 1 HELLO TO 1
GUN TA 1 HANDS SO 1 HE H T 17 HELLO SO 2
GUN HE 3 HANDS SE 1 HE TT 5 HELLO HE 2
GUNS S A 1 HANG SA 1 HE ST 10 HELP H T 5
GUY HT 3 HANG TE 1 HE HC 5 HELP ST 8
GUY ST 1 HAPPEN H T 1 HE SC 12 HELP SC 1
GUY HC 1 HAPPENED HA 1 HE T A 4 HELP HA 2
GUY SC 1 HAPPENED SA 3 HE SA 8 HELP SA 2
GUYS H T 6 HAPPENING H T 2 HE SO 2 HELP HE 1
GUYS ST 1 HAPPENING SA 2 HE HE 3 HEP H T 1
GUYS SC 3 HAPPENING HE 1 HE TE 1 HER HT 5
CRCUP 1 CHILD 4 146 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 147
HER ST 5 HIM SC 4 HONEY HA 7 I SA 100
HER HC 4 HIM HA 2 HONEY TA 1 I SO 16
HER SC 13 HIM TA 2 HOO *SOUND H T 1 I HE 21
HER HA 12 HIM SA 10 HOOK H T 1 I TE 15
HER SA 10 HIM SO 2 HOPE ST 1 I SE 1
HER SO 1 HIM HE 2 HOPE SA 1 I'D SC 1
HER HE 3 HIM IM TT 1 HOT ST 1 I'D HA 2
HER SE 2 HIM IM TA 1 HOUSE HT 1 I'D SA 1
HERE H T 12 HIS H T 2 HOUSE ST 5 I'LL H T 22
HERE TT T 1 HIS TT 1 HOUSE SC 4 I'LL TT 2
HERE ST 18 HIS ST 2 HOUSE HA 1 I'LL S T 17
HERE HC 5 HIS HA 1 HOUSE SA 1 I'LL HC 6
HERE SC 28 HIS SA 3 HOUSES SC 1 I'LL SC 10
HERE HA 12 HIS HE 1 HOW H T 14 I'LL HA 11
HERE TA 6 HIS HIM'S HC 1 HOW TT 2 I'LL TA 2
HERE SA 44 HIS HIM'S HA 1 HOW ST 7 I'LL SA 10
HERE SO 1 HIT SC 7 HOW HC 5 I'LL SO 1
HERE HE 11 HITCHED SA 1 HOW SC 6 I'LL HE 7
HERE TE 1 HM *SOUND HT 1 HOW HA 18 I'LL TE 3
HERE SE 6 HM *SOUND HA 12 HOW TA 7 I'M H T 35
HERE'S HT 2 HM *SOUND HE 16 HOW S A 22 I'M TT 3
HERE'S ST 1 HMM *SOUND TT 2 HOW SC 1 I'M ST 21
HERE'S SC 2 HMM *SOUND ST 1 HOW HE 7 I'M HC 4
HERE'S HA 2 HMM *SOUND H A 19 HOW TE 1 I 'M SC 66
HERE'S SA 1 HMM *SOUND TA 7 HOW SE 1 I'M HA 15
HERS HC 2 HMM *SOUND S A 5 HOW'S H T 1 I'M TA 4
HERS HA 3 HMM *SOUND HE 5 HUH H T 3 I'M S A 13
HEY H T 26 HMM *SOUND T E 2 HUH T T 4 I'M SO 2
HEY TT 2 HMM *SOUND SE 3 HUH ST 5 I'M HE 5
HEY ST 16 HMMM *SOUND HA 1 HUH HC 2 . I'M TE 4
HEY HC 6 HMMUH *SOUND SC 1 HUH HA 13 I 'M SE 2
HEY SC 16 HMMWH *SOUND SC 1 HUH TA 1 I'VE HT 1
HEY HA 4 HO H T 3 HUH SA 4 I'VE SC 2
HEY TA 2 HO ST 3 HUH HE 2 I'VE HA 1
HEY S A 11 HO H A 1 HUH SE 1 ICE S T 2
HEY TO 2 HOBBY HC 1 HUM H E 1 ICE SC 5
HEY SO 2 HOLD HC 2 HUN H T 1 ID ST 1
HI H T 4 HOLD SC 2 HUN HA 2 IDEA HA 1
HI ST 4 HOLD HA 1 HUNDRED HC 1 IDEA SA 1
HI HC 1 HOLD SA 4 HUNDRED SC 1 IDEAS ST 1
HI SC 4 HOLD HE 1 HUNGRY HA 1 IDEAS SA 2
HI TA 1 HOLD SE 1 HURRY H T 3 IDIOT H T 4
HI S A 10 HOLDING ST 1 HURRY T T 1 IF H T 15
HI S 0 3 HOLDING SA 3 HURRY SC 1 IF TT 1
HI HE 1 HOLIDAY SA 2 HURRY HA 1 IF ST 4
HI SE 2 HOME ST 3 HURRY TA 2 IF HC 4
HIDE ST 1 HOME SC 1 HURT SC 5 IF SC 10
HIDE H C 1 HOME HA 1 I H T 156 IF HA 11
HIDE SA 1 HOME TA 1 I TT 17 IF TA 3
HIGH SO 1 HOME SA 2 I ST 134 IF SA 14
HIGHER ST 1 HOME HE 1 I H C 46 IF H E 9
HIM H T 12 HOMEWORK HC 1 I SC 144 IF TE 1
HIM ST 2 HOMEWORK HA 1 I HA 56 IF SE 3
HIM HC 2 HOMEWORKS HC 1 I TA 20 IGNORE HE 4
GROUP 1 CHILD 4 152 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 153
ILLEGAL HC 3 IT HC 31 JUST HA 9 KNOW TA 4
ILLEGAL HA 1 IT SC 91 JUST S A 14 KNOW SA 29
IMAGINATION SC 2 IT HA 48 JUST HE 14 KNOW SO 1
IMAGINE HT 1 IT TA 24 JUST TE 2 KNOW HE 9
IMAGINE SA 1 IT SA 83 JUST SE 3 KNOW TE 2
IMPORTANT SA 1 IT SO 9 JUST JUS SA 1 KNOW SE 1
IN H T 34 IT HE 25 K H T 2 KNOW DUNNOWH S T 1
IN TT 3 IT TE 6 K ST 1 KNOWS H T 1
IN ST 26 IT SE 12 KATE H T 79 KNOWS TT 1
IN HC 16 IT DAMMIT H C 1 KATE ST 1 KNOWS S C 1
IN SC 34 IT'LL SC 1 KATE HC 8 KNUCKLE TT 1
IN HA 27 IT'LL HE 1 KATE HA 2 KNUCKLE ST 5
IN TA 6 IT'S H T 25 KATE HE 1 KNUCKLE SC 2
IN SA 27 IT'S TT 7 KATE'S H T 6 L ST 3
IN SO 2 IT'S ST 38 KATE'S HC 1 LA H T 6
IN HE 14 IT'S HC 9 KATIE H T 2 LADDER H T 1
IN TE 4 IT'S SC 23 KATIE'S H T 1 LADDER SC 2
IN SE 2 IT'S HA 19 KEDS SC 2 LADDER SA 1
INDICATOR HE 1 IT'S TA 5 KEEP H T 1 LADDER HE 1
INSTEAD HC 1 IT'S SA 27 KEEP TT 1 LAID H T 1
INSTEAD SE 1 IT'S SO 4 KEEP ST 2 LANGUAGE HA 1
INSTRUMENTS S A 1 IT'S HE 9 KEEP TA 1 LARGE HA 1
INTERESTED HA 2 IT'S TE 8 KEEP SA 1 LASHES ST 2
INTO H T 1 IT'S SE 1 KEEP T E 1 LAST H T 1
INTO ST 1 ITS H T 2 KEEPS H T 2 LAST TT 1
INTO SC 3 J ST 2 KEITH S A 1 LAST ST 7
INTO HA 3 JAMIES HA 1 KEY ST 5 LAST SC 2
INTO S A 2 JAY SC 1 KICK SA 2 LAST HA 2
INITO HE 1 JEFF ST 1 KICKED ST 2 LAST S A 3
INVENTED SO 1 JEFF SA 1 KICKING SE 1 LAST HE 1
INVOLVED SA 1 JEFF SE 1 KID ST 1 LAST TE 1
INVOLVED HE 1 JEFF'S SC 1 KIDDIE H T 1 LATE H T 1
IS H T 40 JERK H C 1 KIDS ST 1 LATE ST 1
IS TT 5 JESUS H T 1 KIDS SC 1 LATE HA 1
IS ST 30 JESUS HA 1 KIDS SA 2 LATER H T 3
IS HC 8 JEWELER SA 1 KILL H T 1 LATER TA 3
IS SC 29 JINGLE H T 5 KILL ST 2 LATER SA 5
IS HA 19 JOB SA 2 KILL HC 1 LATER HE 3
IS TA 11 JOE SA 2 KILL SO 1 LATER TE 1
IS SA 32 JOEY SC 1 KIND H T 1 LATER SE 1
IS SO 6 JOEY SA 1 KIND TA 1 LATIN H C 1
IS HE 18 JOEY TE 1 KIND SA 1 LAZY TT 1
IS SE 4 JUICE ST 3 KISS ST 2 LEARNED HE 1
ISN'T H T 3 JUICE SC 4 KISS TA 3 LEASH H T 1
ISN'T TT 2 JUICE SA 2 KITCHEN HA 2 LEAST ST 1
ISN'T ST 2 JUICE SE 5 KITCHEN HE 1 LEAST SC 1
ISN'T HC 1 JULIA SC 1 KNEE HT 1 LEAVE ST 1
ISN'T SC 8 JUMP ST 2 KNEW HE 1 LEAVE TA 3
ISN'T HA 1 JUMP SC 1 KNOW H T 27 LEAVE SO 1
ISN'T SA 2 JUST H T 24 KNOW TT 7 LEAVE HE 1
ISN'T SO 1 JUST TT 1 KNOW S T 28 LEAVE SE 2
IT H T 132 JUST ST 4 KNOW H C 10 LEAVES HE 1
IT TT 17 JUST HC 8 KNOW SC 18 LEFT ST 2
IT ST 93 JUST SC 13 KNOW HA 21 LEFT HA 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 4 150 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 151
LEFT SA 1 LIKE SO 2 LOOK SA 16 MADE ST 10
LEGAL HC 1 LIKE HE 1 LOOK HE 2 M E HC 2
LENITA ST 13 LIKE TE 1 LOOK SE 1 MADE SC 2
LENITA SC 12 LIKE SE 3 LOOKED SC 1 MADE HA 1
LENITA SA 10 LIL HT 1 LOOKED SA 1 MADE TA 1
LENITA SE 1 LINES SC 1 LOOKIE HT 1 MADE SA 4
LENNY ST 1 LIONS SC 1 LOOKING HA 2 MAIL TT 5
LENNY SC 3 LIP ST 1 LOOKS HT 10 MkILBOX SC 5
LESS TE 1 LIPSTICK TT 1 LOOKS HC 1 MAILMAN TT 1
LET H T 5 LISA HT 1 LOOKS HA 1 MAIMAN SC 2
LET ST 5 LISA ST 1 LOOKS SA 1 MAJOR H T 1
LET HC 3 LISA SC 1 LOOKS HE 2 MAKE HT 7
LET SC 9 LISA SA 13 LOSE TA 1 MAKE ST 6
LET TA 2 LISA SE 2 LOST ST 2 MAKE SC 12
LET SA 11SA SA LIISAA ST 1 LOST HE 1 MAKE HA 5
LET HE 1 LISTEN H C 1 LOT H T 4 MAKE S A 18
LET SE 2 LISTEN SA 1 LOT HC 1 MAKE HE 1
LET'S H T 3 LISTEN HE 2 LOT SC 5 MAKES ST 1
LET'S TT 2 LISTEN SE 1 LOT HA 2 MAKES SA 3
LET'S ST 8 LISTENING HC 1 LOT SA 4 MAKES TE 3
LET'S SC 11 LISTENING SA 1 LOT HE 1 MAKING ST 2
LET'S HA 3 LITTLE HT 9 LOTS ST 1 MAKING SC 7
LET'S SA 20 LITTLE ST 4 LOTS SC 1 MAKING HA 3
LET'S SE 5 LITTLE HC 1 LOTS SA 2 MAKING SA 4
LETS HA 1 LITTLE SC 1 LOUD SC 2 MAKING SO 1
LETTER HC 1 LITTLE HA 7 LOUSY ST 1 MAKING HE 3
LETTER SC 1 LITTLE TA 1 LOVE H T 6 MAKING MAKIN ST 1
LETTER SA 6 LITTLE SA 5 LOVE HA 3 MAMA H T 2
LETTER'S SC 1 LITTLE HE 3 LOVE SA 1 MAN ST 2
LETTERS HT 4 LITTLE TE 2 LOVELY ST 1 MAN SC 2
LETTERS HC 1 LIVE HT 2 LOVES H T 1 MAN HE 1
LETTERS HA 2 LIVE ST 1 LOVES ST 1 MAN'S SA 1
LETTERS SA 4 LIVE TA 1 LOVES HC 1 MANY H T 4
LETTING SC 1 LIVE SA 1 LU *SOUND ST 1 MANY ST 1
LETTING SA 1 LOCK ST 1 LUCKY HE 1 MANY SC 2
LETTUCE H T 1 LOCKED SC 1 LUCY HT 1 MANY HA 1
LEWIS HA 1 LOCKED SE 1 LUNCH H T 1 MANY SO 1
LIAR H T 1 LOCCMOTIVE SC 1 LUNCH ST 1 MANY HE 3
LIBRARY LIBERRY H T 2 LOFT H T 1 LNCH T A 1 MAP ST 2
LICKS HT 1 LOFT ST 2 LUNCH SA 1 MARCUS HA 2
LIE ST 1 LOFT SC 2 LUNCHIE *MADEUP T T 1 MARION SC 1
LIE HA 3 LOFT SA 2 LYING HA 1 MARK HT 9
LIGHT H T 4 LOFT HE 1 LYING SA 1 MARK TT 1
LIGHT HA 1 LOFT SE 1 M H T 2 MARK HC 1
LIGHT SA 3 LONG H A 1 M ST 2 MARK HA 10
LIGHT SE 1 LONG TA 4 M SC 1 MARK TA 2
LIKE H T 30 LONG SA 3 M HA 1 MARK SA 1
LIKE TT 4 LONG T E 1 M S A 1 MARK'S H T 1
LIKE ST 16 LOOK HT 28 MA H T 20 MARK'S HA 2
LIKE HC 11 LOOK ST 25 MA TT 10 MARK'S TA 1
LIKE SC 8 LOOK HC 2 MA HC 6 MARKS TE 1
LIKE HA 19 LOOK SC 15 MA SC 1 MARKY H T 7
LIKE TA 2 LOOK HA 4 MACHINE SO 1 MARKY'S HA 1
LIKE SA 23 LOOK TA 1 MADE H T 9 MARRIED ST 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 4 156 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 157
MARSH HC 1 MENU S T 1 MOM HC 7 MURAL HE 1
MARVELOUS ST 1 MESS ST 2 MOMMA H T 7 MUSCLE SA 4
MASCARA TA 1 MESS SC 1 MOMMY H T 15 MUSCLES HC 1
MATERIAL SA 2 MESS SA 1 MOMMY TT 1 MUSIC SA 2
MATH HC 1 MESSING SC 1 MOMMY ST 4 MUST HT 1
MATH HA 1 MESSY ST 1 MOMMY SC 2 MUST SA 1
MATTER H T 2 MET S C 1 MOMMY SA 1 MUST HE 1
MATTER SA 1 MET SA 1 MOMMY'S H T 1 MUST SE 1
MATTER TE 1 METAL ST 1 MONDAY HT 2 MUSTARD SC 1
MATTHEW ST 3 METAL SA 2 MONDAY SE 2 MUTTERING HE 1
MATTHEW SC 16 METER HE 1 MONDAYS ST 1 MUTTERS H T 1
MATTHEW SA 15 MICKEY HT 1 MONDAYS TA 1 MY HT 45
MATTHEW SO 6 MICROPHONE H T 2 MONEY S T 1 MY TT 4
MATTHEW SE 1 MICROPHONE TT 1 MOON SA 1 MY ST 22
MATTHEW'S SC 1 MICROPHONE ST 2 MORE HT 3 MY HC 18
MATTHEW'S SA 1 MICROPHONE HC 1 MORE ST 2 MY S C 31
MAY HC 1 MICROPHONE HE 2 MORE HC 1 MY HA 7
MAY SA 4 MICROPHONE TE 1 MORE SC 6 MY TA 2
MAY S0 1 MIGHT HA 1 MORE HA 7 MY SA 3
MAYBE HT 2 MIGHT SA 3 MORE TA 2 MY SE 1
MAYBE TT 1 MIGHT HE 1 MORE SA 9 MYSELF ST 1
MAYBE ST 1 MILE TA 1 MORE HE 2 MYSELF SA 1
MAYBE HC 3 MILK HT 4 MORE TE 1 N H T 2
MAYBE SC 5 MILKE HC 1 MORGAN SA 1 N TT 1
MAYBE SA 18 MILK HA 3 MORNING H T 1 N ST 1
MAYBE SO 1 MILK HE 1 MORNING TA 2 N HA 2
MAYONNAISE HA 1 MILKY S C 1 MORNING S A 7 NAIL HC 1
ME H T 42 MIND H T 1 MORNING SO 2 NAKED ST 1
ME TT 5 MIND SA 1 MORNING SE 10 NAME H T 1
ME ST 29 MINE HT 3 MORNINGS SE 1 NAME ST 5
ME HC 9 MINE ST 4 MOST ST 1 NAME SC 9
ME SC 43 MINE SC 10 MOST TA 1 NAME SA 10
ME HA 9 MINUTE HC 2 MOTHER HT 2 NAME HE 1
ME TA 9 MINUTE SC 1 MOTHER SC 1 NAME'S H T 2
ME SA 20 MINUTE HA 2 MOTHER HA 1 NAMED H T 2
ME SO 1 MINUTE TA 1 MOTHER HE 4 NANNA H T 1
ME HE 5 MINUTE SA 1 MOTHER'S H T 1 NANNY SA 1
ME TE 2 MINUTE HE 1 MOTTO SA 1 NAP ST 2
ME SE 6 MINUTES H T 7 MOUNTAIN ST 1 NAPKIN H T 2
MEAN HT 3 MINUTES HC 1 MOUSE H T 1 NAPKIN HA 1
MEAN ST 2 MINUTES HA 5 MOUTH HA 1 NAPKINS H T 1
MEAN HC 2 MINUTES SA 4 MOUTH SA 1 NATURAL H T 1
MEAN SC 1 MINUTES HE 2 MOVES HE 1 NAUGHT H C 1
MEAN HA 3 MINUTES SE 1 MOVIE HA 3 NAUGHTY H T 1
MEAN TA 1 MISS ST 1 MOVING HE 1 NAUGHTY HC 1
MEAN SA 5 MISS SA 2 MUCH H T 1 NEAR ST 1
MEAN HE 1 MISS TE 1 MUCH ST 1 NEAT H T 3
MEANS H T 1 MISTER H T 1 MUCH HC 1 EAT HC 1
MEANS SC 2 MISTERS ST 1 MUCH HA 4 NEAT SA 3
MEAT ST 2 MISTERS SA 1 MUCH SA 1 NEATLY H T 2
MEAT SA 1 MISTOOK SA 1 MUCH HE 1 NEED H T 3
MEET TA 1 MITE H T 1 MUCH TE 1 NEED TT 1
MEET SA 2 MIXED H T 1 MUDDY ST 1 NEED ST 2
MEIKA SE 1 MOM H T 8 MUGGY SC 1 NEED HC 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 4 154 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 155















































































































































































































































































































































NOOKIENUGGET *MADEUP S T
NOONY *MADEUP H T
NOONY *MADEUP S T
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GROUP 1 CHILD 4 163
SKIPPING TA 1 SOCKS HA 1 SORT H T 1 STAY H T 3
SKY SC 1 SODA SC 2 SORT ST 2 STAY ST 2
SLAMMED HC 1 SOME H T 9 SORT SA 3 STAY HC 1
SLEEP H T 4 SOME ST 10 SORT HE 1 STAY SC 20
SLEEP SC 5 SOME HC 3 SORT TE 1 STAY HA 2
SLEEP HA 1 SOME SC 14 SOUNDS HA 2 STAY SA 3
SLEEP HE 1 SOME HA 8 SOUP H T 1 STEAL H T 2
SLEIGIitAI SC 1 SOME TA 1 SPACE H T 1 STEAM HE 1
SLIDE S A 1 SOME S A 39 SPACEY H T 1 STEP H T 1
SLIGHT SA 1 SOME SO 2 SPEAK HA 1 STEP TT 1
SLIP SC 2 SCOE HE 3 SPEAK S A 1 STEP ST 21
SLOT H T 1 SCME SCMETHI H T 2 SPEAKING HA 1 STEP SC 3
SLOT SC 1 SCME SCMETHI TT 1 SPECIAL H T 1 STEPS TT 1
SLOTS HT 1 SCOE SOMETHI ST 2 SPECIAL HC 1 STEPS TA 1
SLOW H T 1 SOME SCMETHI SC 1 SPECIAL SC 1 STEVEN ST 1
SLOW T T 2 SOME SCMETHI HA 2 SPECIAL HA 2 STEVEN SC 1
SLOWLY H I 1 SOMEBODY H T 1 SPECIAL S A 2 STEVEN S A 5
SLOWLY SA 1 SOMEBODY ST 2 SPECIAL HE 1 STEVEN SE 1
SMALL ST 1 SOMEBODY SC 1 SPEED HC 1 STEVEN'S ST 1
SMALL H E 1 SOMEBODY HA 1 SPELL H T 3 STEVEN'S SC 1
SMASH SC 2 SOMEHOW H T 1 SPELL SC 1 STEVEN'S SA 1
SMASHED SO 1 SOMEONE HA 1 SPELL HA 1 STICK H T 1
SMELL H T 1 SOMEONE SA 2 SPELL SA 1 STICK SA 2
SMELL HA 4 SOMETHING H T 7 SPELLED H T 1 STICK HE 1
SMELLS H T 1 SOMETHING ST 2 SPELLED HA 1 STICKERS HE 1
SMELLS HA 2 SOMETHING H C 5 SPELLING HA 2 STICKING H T 1
SMELLY HA 2 SOMETHING SC 2 SPEND SE 1 STICKING ST 2
SMILE HC 1 SOMETHING HA 2 SPENT SA 1 STILL H T 2
SNACK HT 1 SOMETHING TA 2 SPILL SC 5 STILL ST 4
SNACK HA 1 SOMETHING SA 8 SPILL SA 1 STILL HC 3
SNACK SA 6 SOMETHING HE 1 SPILLING H T 1 STILL SC 1
SNAKE SA 3 SOMETHING SOMETHI ST 1 SPILLING SC 1 STILL HA 2
SNEAKERS SC 1 SOMETHING SOMETHI SC 1 SPINACH ST 4 STILL TA 1
SNOW ST 2 SOMETHING'S H T 1 SPINACH S A 2 STILL SA 2
SNOW SC 35 SOMETHING'S T E 1 SPIT ST 2 STILL T E 1
SNOW S A 1 SOMETIMES T T 1 SPLASH SC 9 STINKER ST 1
SNOW SO 2 SOMETIMES ST 1 SPLASHED H T 1 STINKER SC 1
SNOW'S ST 2 SOMETIMES HA 1 SPLASHED SC 1 STOMACH ST 1
SNOWMAN ST 3 SOMETIMES T A 3 SPLASHED SPASHED S C 1 STOOP SC 1
SNOWMAN SC 8 SOMETIMES SA 2 SPLASHING SC 2 STOP H T 7
SNOWMAN SA 1 SOMETIMES TE 2 SPOON SA 1 STOP TT 1
SNOWMAN SO 1 SOMEWHERE S T 1 SQUASH SQUSH H C 1 STOP S T 4
SO H T 21 SOMEWHERE SA 2 STAIRS TE 1 STOP HC 1
SO T I 4 SONGS HE 1 STAMP SA 2 STOP SC 4
SO ST 7 SOON H T 1 STAMPS SA 3 STOP HA 2
SO SC 3 SOON ST 1 STAND HA 1 STOP SA 3
SO HA 6 SOON SC 3 STAR H T 1 STOPPED HA 1
SO T A 3 SOON HA 5 STAR H C 3 STOPPING STOPPIN S C 1
SO SA 11 SOON TA 1 START ST 1 STORE HC 1
SO HE 7 SOON S A 1 START HA 1 STORE SA 2
SO TE 1 SORRY ST 1 START TA 2 STORIES HE 1
SO SE 1 SORRY HC 1 START SA 5 STORY SA 3
SOAP S T 1 SORRY HA 4 STARVING STARVIN H T 1 STORY HE 1
SOCKS H T 2 SORRY SA 2 STATION HA 2 STORY SE 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 4 168 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 169
STRAIGHT H T 1 SWEATO *MADEUP T A 1 TEACHER SC 6 THAT'S HA 11
STRANGE HC 1 SWEATY SC 2 TEACHER SO 1 THAT'S TA 1
STREET SC 1 SWEETIE HA 1 TEAR SC 2 THAT'S SA 22
STRIKE SO 1 SWIM SC 1 TEAT HC 2 THAT'S SO 3
STRING H T 1 SWIMMING SC 1 TEDDY SC 2 THAT'S HE 16
STRING HA 2 SWITCH SA 1 TEENY H T 3 THAT'S TE 3
STRING SA 1 T H T 2 TEES H T 1 THAT'S SE 5
STRONG SA 2 T ST 6 TEES HC 1 THAT'S DAT'S ST 2
STUCK ST 3 T SC 4 TEETH HA 1 THAT'S DATS SC 1
STUCK HC 1 T HA 5 TELEVISION ST 1 THE H T 73
STUFF HT 1 T SA 4 TELEVISION SC 1 THE TT 7
STUFF SC 2 T HE 1 TELL H T 4 THE ST 46
STUFF HA 2 TABLE HA 2 TELL ST 6 THE HC 28
STUFFED HA 1 TABLE SA 9 TELL HC 1 THE SC 77
STUFFING SC 1 TAILS H T 1 TELL SC 8 THE HA 50
STUPID ST 1 TAKE H T 11 TELL HA 7 THE TA 6
STUPID SC 2 TAKE TT 1 TELL SA 6 THE SA 81
STUPID SO 1 TAKE ST 4 TELL HE 1 THE SO 5
SUCH ST 1 TAKE H C 5 TELLING H T 1 THE HE 26
SUCH HC 1 TAKE SC 10 TELLING SC 7 THE TE 10
SUCH TE 1 TAKE HA 7 TELLS H T 1 THE SE 13
SUGGESTION HA 1 TAKE TA 3 TEN SC 1 THE DA H T 41
SUIT SC 6 TAKE SA 15 TEN HA 1 THE DA ST 5
SUIT SO 3 TAKE HE 3 TEN SA 1 THE DA HC 3
SUMMERLY *MADEUP H T 1 TAKE S E 2 TERRIFIC HA 1 THE DA SC 4
SUPER ST 1 TAKEN SA 1 TEST HC 1 THE CA TA 26
SUPER HC 3 TAKES HA 1 THAN ST 1 THE DI H T 1
SUPER HA 1 TAKES TA 2 THAN SC 4 THE DU H T 4
SUPER SA 1 TAKING TT 1 THAN HA 1 THE DU TA 5
SUPERDUPER DUPER ST 1 TAKING SC 3 THAN TA 1 THEIR SC 1
SUPERFRIEND SC 1 TAKING HA 2 THANK H T 1 THEIR HA 1
SUPERMAN H T 1 TAKING TE 1 THANK ST 1 THEIR SA 2
SUPERMAN SC 4 TALE HE 1 THANK SA 3 THEM H T 4
SUPPOSE SC 1 TALK H T 2 THANK HE 7 THEM ST 4
SUPPOSED H C 1 TALK S T 1 THANK SE 3 THEM HC 1
SUPPOSED SC 1 TALK H C 2 THANKS S A 1 THEM SC 4
SUPPOSED HA 1 TALK SC 3 THAT H T 70 THEM HA 5
SUPPOSED HE 2 TALK HA 4 THAT TT 17 THEM SA 11
SURE H T 1 TALK TA 1 THAT ST 34 THEM HE 1
SURE T T 1 TALK S A 2 THAT H C 14 THEM T E 5
SURE SC 1 TALK HE 2 THAT SC 27 THEM 'EM ST 2
SURE HA 4 TALKED ST 1 THAT HA 34 THEN H T 11
SURE TA 1 TALKED HC 1 THAT TA 10 THEN ST 6
SURE SA 7 TALKING HC 1 THAT SA 61 THEN HC 1
SURE HE 1 TALKING SC 1 THAT SO 3 THEN SC 11
SURE TE 1 TALKING SA 1 THAT HE 11 THEN HA 2
SURE SE 3 TALKS HE 1 THAT TE 5 THEN SA 13
SURE SHO ST 2 TAP ST 4 THAT SE 2 THEN SO 2
SURPRISE H T 1 TAPE H T 5 THAT DAT HT 1 THEN HE 1
SURPRISED SA 1 TAPE HC 1 THAT DAT ST 2 THEN SE 2
SURPRISING HA 1 TAPE HE 4 THAT'S H T 13 THERE H T 21
SURPRISING HE 1 TAPE TE 3 THAT'S ST 8 THERE TT 1
SWEAR SC 1 TASTE SO 1 THAT'S HC 3 THERE ST 30
SWEATER S A 1 TEACH HT 1 THAT'S SC 16 THERE HC 2
166 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 167GROUP 1 CHILD 4













































































































































































SOMETHI H T 2
SOMETHI TT 1














































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 4 173
3 TOUCH H T 4
6 TOUCH HA 1
2 TOUCH HE 2
1 TOUCHED H T 4
1 TOUCHING H T 1
1 TOWN HT 2
1 TOY HE 1
1 TRAINS HA 1
1 TRANSMITTER HE 1
6 TRANSMITTING TRANSIT H T 1
2 TRAY SA 1
1 TREK H T 1
1 TRIED H T 1
1 TRIP HA 1
1 TRIPPED ST 2
1 TROUBLE HA 1
1 TRUCK ST 1
2 TRUCKS ST 1
1 TRY H T 5
1 TRY ST 2
3 TRY HA 3
1 TRY TA 1
1 TRY SA 8
4 TRY HE 1
1 TRYING H T 2
2 TRYING HC 1
1 TRYING SA 1
11 TUB H T 1
1 TUB HA 1
4 TUNED SC 19
3 TURN H T 2
13 TURN ST 2
5 TURN SC 2
4 TURN SA 2
12 TURN HE 1
4 TURNS HE 1
1 TWELVE SC 1
1 TWO H T 14
1 TWO TT 2
1 TWO ST 12
2 TWO SC 15
4 TWO HA 2
1 , WO TA 2
1 TWO SA 4
1 TIO SO 2
1 TWO HE 2
1 TYPEWRITER H T 1
1 TYPICAL HE 1
2 U HT 2
1 U HA 1
2 UH *SOUND H T 3
4 UH *SOUND TT 3
1 UH *SOUND ST 7
2 UH *SOUND HC 2
UH *SOUND H A
UH *SOUND T A
UH *SOUND S A
UH *SOUND H E
UH *SOUND T E
UH *SOUND S E
UH-HUH S C









UM UMM H T
UM UMM H A
UM UMM HE
































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 4 171
WAIT HE 1 WARMS HA 1 WE SA 21 WENT HE 1
WAITING HT 1 WAS HT 13 WE HE 1 WERE H T 1
WAITING WAITIN SC 1 WAS ST 1 WE TE 1 WERE ST 1
WAKE H T 1@@@ WE SE 1 WERE SC 5
WALK H T 1 WAS SC 10 WE'LL ST 4 WERE HA 2
WALK TT 1 WAS HA 10 WE'LL HA 5 WERE TA 1
WALK ST 1 WAS TA 1 WE'LL SA 5 WERE SA 1
WALK SC 1 WAS SA 5 WE'LL SE 1 WERE TE 1
WALK HA 4 WAS HE 1 WE'RE H T 1 WESTERN HA 1
WALK TA 1 WAS SE 1 WE'RE TT 1 WET SC 1
WALK SA 2 WASH HT 1 WE'RE ST 19 WETTING H A 1
WALK TE 2 WASH HC 2 WE'RE SC 1i WHALES H T 1
WALKING H T 2 WASH SC 2 WE'RE HA 4 WHAT H T 60
WALKING SA 1 WASH HA 3 WE'RE SA 6 WHAT TT 12
WALL HE 1 WASH SA 3 WE'RE SO 1 WHAT ST 42
WALL SE 2 WASHED HA 1 WE'RE HE 2 WHAT HC 14
WAMMIT *MADEUP H C 1 WASN'T SC 1 WE'RE T E 1 WHAT SC 21
WANT H T 16 WASN'T SA 1 WE'VE ST 1 WHAT HA 37
WANT TT 2 WASN'T O 2 WE'VE SC 1 WHAT TA 7
WANT ST 14 WATCH H T 3 WE'VE SA 1 WHAT SA 53
WANT HC 2 WATCH ST 2 WEAR TT 1 WHAT SO 4
WANT SC 15 WATCH SC 5 WEAR SC 1 WHAT HE 6
WANT HA 22 WATCH HA 2 WEARING H T 2 WHAT TE 1
WANT TA 5 WATCH SA 1 WEARING SC 2 WHAT SE 5
WANT SA 27 WATCH HE 1 WEARING TA 1 WHAT WHA ST 1
WANT SO 2 WATCHES SC 1 WEARING SA 2 WHAT'S H T 10
WANT HE 2 WATCHING H T 1 WEARING HE 2 WHAT'S TT 3
WANT TE 2 WATCHING ST 2 WEARING TE 1 WHAT'S ST 7
WANTS E 3 WATCHING HA 1 WEE H T 1 WHAT'S SC 7
WANT WAANA H T 1 WATCHING SE 1 WEE S T 3 WHAT'S HA 3
WANT WAN TT 1 WATER HT 1 WEE SC 1 WHAT'S SA 15
WANT WANNA HT 4 WATER ST 19 WEEK SC 1 WHAT'S SO 1
WANT WANNA TT 4 WATER SC 6 WEEK HA 1 WHAT'S HE 2
WANT WANNA ST 12 WATER S A 3 WEEK S A 1 WHAT'VE HE 1
WANT WANNA SC 14 WATER SO 2 WEEKEND HA 1 WHATEVER S T 1
WANT WANNA HA 4 WATER'S ST 1 WEENIES H T 1 WHATEVER SA 1
WANT WANNA S A 9 WAY H T 3 WEIRD H T 1 WHATEVER HE 2
WANT WANNA SO 1 WAY T T 1 WEIRD S T 2 WHEN H T 15
WANT WANTA HC 1 WAY ST 2 WELL H T 7 WHEN T 1
WANTED SC 6 WAY SC 4 WELL T T 1 WHEN S T 8
WANTED SA 2 WAY HA 7 WELL ST 5 WHEN HC 3
WANTS H T 1 WAY TA 2 WELL HC 5 WHEN SC 7
WANTS TT 1 WAY SA 4 WELL SC 5 WHEN HA 8
WANTS ST 5 WAY HE 1 WELL HA 14 WHEN TA 1
WANTS HC 1 WAY TE 1 WELL TA 5 WHEN SA 10
WANTS SC 4 WAY SE 1 WELL SA 19 WHEN HE 4
WANTS HA 2 WAYS SC 2 WELL HE 10 WHEN SE 1
WANTS TA 1 WE H T 5 WELL TE 5 WHERE H T 12
WANTS SA 2 WE TT 9 WELL SE 2 WHERE TT 2
WANTS TE 1 WE ST 33 WENT H T 3 WHERE ST 5
WANTS SE 1 WE H NC 1 WENT ST 3 WHERE HC 1
WARM TT 2 WE SC 13 WENT H C 1 WHERE SC 5
WARM TA 1 WE HA 6 WENT HA 3 WHERE HA 2
WARM SE 1 WE TA 4 WENT SA 1 WHERE TA 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 4 176 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 177
WHERE SA 6 WHY HA 11 WON'T HE 1 WROTE ST 1
WHERE HE 1 WHY TA 1 WONDER H T 1 WROTE HE 1
WHERE'D HC 1 WHY SA 7 WONDER HC 1 WXYZ HC 1
WHERE'S H T 4 WHY SE 3 WONDER SA 1 X H T 8
WHERE'S ST 1 WHY DUNNOWH ST 1 WONDER SO 3 X T T 4
WHERE'S SC 3 WIDE H T 1 WONDERED HE 1 X H C 3
WHERE'S T A 1 WIDE HA 1 WONDERFUL WODERFF S T 1 X HA 11
WHERE'S SA 2 WILL H T 17 WOOD H T 1 X TA 4
WHETHER HA 1 WILL TT 1 WOOD HC 1 X TE 6
WHEW WHEWHEW HA 1 WILL ST 3 WOOD HA 1 Y ST 1
WHICH H T 4 WILL H C 2 WORD HA 2 Y SC 1
WHICH TT 1 WILL SC 9 WORDS HC 1 Y HA 2
WHICH HC 1 WILL HA 3 WORDS HA 3 YEAH H T 23
WHICH HA 2 WILL TA 2 WORK H T 1 YEAH TT 6
WHICH SA 1 WILL SA 11 WORK SC 1 YEAH ST 33
WHILE H T 2 WILL SO 1 WORK S A 3 YEAH H C 15
WHILE ST 1 WILL TE 1 WORK TE 1 YEAH SC 21
WHILE SC 1 WILL SE 1 WORKING HA 1 YEAH HA 12
WHILE HA 3 WILLEM SC 1 WORKING SA 2 YEAH TA 10
WHILE TA 1 WILLEM SA 6 WORKING HE 1 YEAH SA 26
WHILE SA 1 WIN TT 1 WORKING TE 1 YEAH SO 4
WHILE T E 2 WIN SE 1 WORLD H T 1 YEAH HE 18
WHO HT 1 WIND HE 1 WORLD SC 1 YEAH TE 4
WHO ST 6 WINDOW HE 1 WORRY ST 1 YEAH SE 6
WHO S C 5 WINDOWS S C 1 WORRY SA 1 YEAR H T 1
WHO HA 1 WING ST 1 WOULD H T 6 YEAR HE 1
WHO SA 8 WIRE H T 1 WOULD ST 3 YEAR TE 2
WHO S O 2 WIRES HE 1 WOULD HC 2 YEARS TA 1
WHO HE 1 WISE T A 1 WOULD SC 3 YECK *MADEUP SC 1
WHO'S H T 2 WISH SC 1 WOULD HA 4 YELLING SA 1
WHO'S ST 1 WISH TE 1 WOULD SA 13 YELLOW H T 2
WHO'S SC 1 WITH H T 9 WOULD HE 1 YEP H T 3
WHO'S HA 1 WITH ST 7 WOULD SE 2 YEP TT 1
WHO'S T A 1 WITH H C 6 WOULD'VE ST 1 YEP S T 1
WHO'S SA 2 WITH SC 11 WOULDN'T H T 1 YEP SC 1
WHO'S HE 1 WITH HA 12 WOULDN'T HC 2 YEP HA 2
WHOA H T 1 WITH TA 5 WOULDN'T SC 1 YEP TA 1
WHOA ST 2 WITH SA 26 WOULDN'T HA 2 YEP SA 1
WHOA WHOOA ST 1 WITH SO 2 WOULDN'T HE 1 YES H T 4
WHOLE H T 1 WITH HE 2 WOW H T 1 YES TT 6
WHOLE ST 1 WITH TE 1 WOW ST 3 YES ST 4
WHOLE SC 1 WITH SE 4 WOW SA 1 YES HC 1
WHOLE SA 1 WOMAN SA 1 WOW TO 1 YES SC 5
WHOLE SO 1 WON TT 2 WOW SO 1 YES HA 10
WHOLE HE 1 WON ST 3 WOW HE 1 YES TA 4
WHOOPS HT 1 WON TE 1 WOW TE 1 YES SA 6
WHOOSH HT 1 WON'T H T 5 WRITE H T 7 YES S0 1
WHOSE TT 1 WON'T TT 1 WRITE ST 3 YES HE 1
WHOSE HE 3 WON'T ST 3 WRITE HC 4 YES SE 1
WHY H T 29 WON'T SC 6 WRITE SC 1 YES YUP SC 1
WHY TT 4 WON'T HA 2 WRITE HA 4 YESTERDAY ST 1
WHY ST 3 WON'T TA 1 WRITERS HA 1 YESTERDAY SC 2
WHY HC 7 WON'T SA 2 WRONG HC 1 YET H T 2
WHY SC 1 WON'T S0 1 WRONG SC 1 YET ST 2
174 GROUP 1 CHILD 4 175GROUP 1 CHILD 4































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 4 179
A H T 202 AFTER H T 8 AHAHAAHA *SOUND HA 1 ALSO SA 1
A TT 10 AFTER TT 2 AHEAD HA 4 ALTHOUGH HA 1
A ST 68 AFTER ST 2 AHEAD TA 1 ALUMINUM HA 2
A HC 64 AFTER SC 2 AHEAD SA 1 ALWAYS H A 8
A TC 9 AFTER HA 11 AIN'T H T 1 ALWAYS TA 1
A SC 70 AFTER T A 2 AIN'T SC 2 ALWAYS TE 1
A HA 502 AFTER SA 2 AIN'T HA 1 AM H T 5
A TA 31 AFTER HE 3 AIR H T 5 AM TT 1
A SA 60 AFTER AFTA SC 1 AIR HC 3 AM ST 4
A HO 2 AFTERNOON HA 2 AIR HA 13 AM HC 2
A HE 15 AFTERNOON TA 1 AIRPLANE H T 1 AM TC 5
A TE 1 AFTERNOON SA 2 AIRPLANE HA 1 AM SC 2
A SE 15 AFTERNOON HE 1 AIRPLANES HA 2 AM HA 1
A HAADA H T 1 AGAIN H T 4 ALARM SA 1 AM SE 1
A WANNACA H T 1 AGAIN ST 1 ALBERT HA 1 AMAZING HA 1
A WANNASH S C 1 AGAIN H C 2 ALIVE H T 2 AMBULATORY H A 2
A&P HA 1 AGAIN SC 4 ALIVE HA 2 AMERICAN HA 2
ABLE HA 1 AGAIN HA 11 ALL H T 22 AMERICAN TA 1
ABLE SA 2 AGAIN TA 2 ALL TT 4 AMOUNT HA 2
ABOUT H T 8 AGAIN SA 4 ALL ST 11 AN HT 6
ABOUT ST 2 AGAIN HE 1 ALL HC 10 AN ST 1
ABOUT HC 2 AGAINST HC 1 ALL TC 1 AN HA 25
ABOUT SC 2 AGAINST HA 1 ALL SC 6 AN TA 3
ABOUT HA 62 AGAINST TA 3 ALL HA 58 AN SA 2
ABOUT TA 6 AGES HT 1 ALL TA 13 AN SE 1
ABOUT SA 2 AGO HA 1 ALL SA 8 AND HT 243
ABOUT HE 3 AGO TA 1 ALL HE 6 AND TT 15
ABOUT SE 6 AGREE ST 1 ALL SE 2 AND ST 58
ABOVE HA 1 AGREED HA 1 ALLIANCE H A 2 AND H C 60
ABSOLUTELY HA 2 AH H T 28 ALLOWANCE HT 1 AND TC 1
ACCIDENT SE 1 AH TT 2 ALLOWANCE HA 1 AND S C 27
ACCUSED TA 1 AH S T 19 ALLOWANCE OWANCE HA 1 AND H A 386
ACCUSING TA 1 AH HC 15 ALLOWED TA 1 AND TA 29
ACTUALLY HT 1 AH TC 2 ALLOWED SA 1 AND SA 27
ACTUALLY HA 6 AH SC 14 ALMOST H T 2 AND SO 1
ACTUALLY TA 1 AH HA 34 ALMOST SC 2 AND H E 8
ACTUALLY HE 1 AH TA 14 ALMOST HA 4 AND S E 12
ACTUALLY SE 1 AH SA 11 ALONE HA 2 AND ANHE ST 1
ADD ST 1 AH SO 2 ALONG H T 2 ANDERSON SA 2
ADD HA 1 AH HE 12 ALONG HA 2 ANGELA HA 1
ADDING HA 1 AH SE 3 ALONG SE 1 ANIMAL H T 2
ADDITIONAL HA 1 AH A'AH SO 1 ALREADY HC 1 ANIMAL HA 7
ADJUSTED H A 2 AH AAAAAH T C 1 ALREADY S C 1 ANIMAL AMINAL H T 1
ADS HA 1 AH AAH H T 1 ALREADY HA 3 ANIMAL ANMERAL H T 1
ADVANCE TA 1 AH AAH ST 2 ALREADY SA 4 ANIMALS H T 1
ADVERTISEMENT HA 2 AH AAH HC 2 ALRIGHT H T 6 ANIMALS H A 6
ADVERTISING HA 1 AH AAH T C 1 ALRIGHT S C 1 ANIMALS AMINALS H T 1
AFFAIR HA 1 AH AAH SC 6 ALRIGHT HA 54 ANKLE H T 2
AFFECT HA 1 AH AAH HA 3 ALRIGHT TA 2 ANKLE HC 2
AFFECTED HA 1 AH AAH SO 1 ALRIGHT SA 1 ANKLE HA 11
AFFECTS HA 1 AH AAH HE 2 ALRIGHT SE 1 ANN HT 1
AFRAID HA 7 AHA SC 2 ALSO SC 1 ANN HA 1
AFRICA HT 1 AHA S A 1 ALSO HA 3 ANNOUNCEMENTS HA 1
AFRICA HA 1 AHA AHAH ST 2 ALSO TA 1 ANOTHER H T 10
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 182 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 183
ANOTHER ST 1 APRICOT HA 2 AS SA 2 AWAY HC 1
ANOTHER SC 2 ARE HT 23 AS HE 2 AWAY SC 1
ANOTHER HA 15 ARE TT 3 ASBURY SA 1 AWAY HA 5
ANOTHER SA 4 ARE ST 8 ASH SA 2 AWAY TA 1
ANOTHER HE 1 ARE HC 7 ASHER ST 1 AWAY SA 7
ANOTHER NOTHER HT 1 ARE SC 12 ASHER SC 1 AWFUL HA 1
ANSWER HA 1 ARE HA 70 ASHER SA 5 AWFUL TA 1
ANSWER ANSAH ST 1 ARE T A 13 ASHER'S S T 1 AWHILE S T 1
ANSWERED HA 1 ARE SA 13 ASHER'S SC 1 AWHILE HA 1
ANTLERS HA 1 ARE SO 1 ASHERS SA 2 AWHILE SA 1
ANY HT 18 ARE HE 3 ASK HT 7 AYE H T 4
ANY ST 2 ARE TE 1 ASK ST 2 AYE HC 1
ANY HC 11 ARE SE 4 ASK HA 7 AYE HA 1
ANY SC 3 ARE YOUR'RE TT 1 ASK TA 1 B H T 1
ANY HA 24 ARE YOUR'RE TA 2 ASK SA 4 B TT 1
ANY TA 3 AREA SA 1 ASK SE 1 B HC 4
ANY HE 2 AREN'T HA 1 ASKED HT 1 B HA 2
ANY SE 2 AREN'T SE 1 ASKED HA 4 BABIES H T 1
ANYBODY H T 1 ARGUE HA 1 ASKED TA 2 BABIES HA 3
ANYBODY ST 1 ARGUMENT HA 1 ASKED AST HC 1 BABY H T 10
ANYBODY HC 1 ARM H T 2 ASKING H T 2 BABY ST 2
ANYBODY HA 6 ARM HA 2 ASKING H A 4 BABY HC 1
ANYBODY SA 1 ARMOR H T 1 ASLEEP HA 2 BABY SC 3
ANYBODY'S SA 1 ARMOR HA 1 ASS ST 1 BABY HA 12
ANYMORE H T 1 ARMS HT 1 ASS SC 3 BABY SA 1
ANYMORE HC 3 AROUND H T 9 AT H T 11 BACK H T 7
ANYMORE HA 4 AROUND TT 1 AT TT 1 BACK TT 1
ANYMORE SE 1 AROUND ST 7 AT HC 4 BACK ST 5
ANYMORE ANYMO HA 1 AROUND SC 2 AT SC 7 BACK HC 2
ANYONE HA 1 AROUND HA 12 AT HA 67 BACK TC 1
ANYTHING H T 2 AROUND TA 4 AT TA 1 BACK SC 3
ANYTHING ST 1 AROUND SA 2 AT S A 6 BACK HA 21
ANYTHING SC 1 AROUND SE 1 AT HE 4 BACK TA 3
ANYTHING HA 12 AROUND AROUN HT 1 AT SE 2 BACK SA 7
ANYTHING T A 1 AROUND GOINROU H T 1 AT SPIITED H C 1 BACK HE 4
ANYTHING HE 1 ARRANGEMENT HA 3 ATE H T 5 BACK SE 1
ANYTHING S E 3 ARRIVED HA 1 ATE S C 1 BACKIES *MADEUP H T 3
ANYWAY HA 2 ARROGANCE TA 1 ATE HA 5 BACKWARDS ST 2
ANYWAY TA 3 ARROWHEAD H T 1 ATTITUDE HA 1 BAD H T 8
ANYWAY S A 2 ARROWHEAD HA 2 AUNT HA 1 BAD HC 2
ANYWAY HE 1 ARROWHEAD ARRWHEA H T 1 AUTOMATICALLY HE 1 BAD S C 4
ANYWAYS SC 1 ARROWHEADS H T 1 AUTUMN HA 1 BAD HA 6
APART S T 1 ARROWHEADS ARRWHEA H A 1 AVAILABLE HA 1 BAD S E 2
APARTMENT ST 1 ARRR *SOUND ST 4 AVE HT 1 BADLY HA 1
APPALED TA 2 ARRR *SOUND SC 1 AVENUE HT 1 BAG HC 1
APPALLED TA 1 ARRRR *SOUND ST 2 AVENUE HA 1 BAG HA 1
APPLE HT 6 ARRRRR *SOUND S T 1 AVOID HC 1 BAG HE 1
APPLE HC 4 ART HA 2 AVOID S A 1 BAGS HT 1
APPLE HA 7 ART SA 1 AW HA 4 BAGS HA 1
APPLE HO 1 ARTIST ST 1 AW W HA 1 BAH ST 1
APPLES HC 1 AS HT 1 AWAKE H A 1 BAILEY S A 1
APPLES HA 2 AS ST 1 AWARE HA 1 BAKE HC 1
APPRECIATE HE 1 AS HA 20 AWAY HT 3 BAKE HA 2
APRICOT HT 1 AS TA 4 AWAY ST 3 BAKER HNA 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 180 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 181
BAKERY HA 2 BEANS TT 1 BEFORE HA 11 BIG SC 12
BAKES HA 1 BEANS HA 2 BEFORE SA 1 BIG HA 26
BALANCE H T 2 BEAR H T 3 BEFORE H E 1 BIG T A 1
BALDINO *MADEUP S A 1 BEAR ST 2 BEGAN HA 1 BIG S A 4
BALL H T 6 BEAR HA 1 BEGINNING H A 4 BIG SO 1
BALL HC 2 BEARD H T 14 BEGINS HA 2 BIGGER H T 4
BALL HA 5 BEARD HC 2 BEHAVE HA 1 BIGGER HC 1
BALLOON HA 3 BEARD HA 2 BEHAVES HA 1 BIGGER SC 6
BALLS H T 3 BEARD TA 1 BEHAVIOR HA 1 BIGGER HA 3
BALONEY HC 1 BEARD'S HA 1 BEHIND TT 1 BIGGEST H T 1
BALONEY TC 2 BEARS H T 1 BEHIND HA 1 BIGGEST SC 4
BAMBI H T 2 BEARS HA 1 BEING SC 2 BIGGEST HA 2
BAMBI HA 35 BEAT ST 1 BEING HA 5 BILL HA 1
BAMBI'S HA 3 BEAT SC 1 BEING TA 2 BILL PARKIN' H T 1
BANANA BANA TT 1 BEATS HA 1 BELIEVE H T 2 BILLED HA 1
BANG HA 1 BEAUTIFUL ST 1 BELIEVE SC 1 BINGS H T 1
BANKS HC 1 BEAUTIFUL SC 2 BELIEVE HA 3 BIRD H T 3
BAR HC 1 BEAUTIFUL HA 7 BELIEVE SA 1 BIRD ST 2
BAR HA 1 BEAUTIFUL TA 1 BELL SC 3 BIRD HA 7
BARGAINING HA 2 BEAUTIFUL S A 1 BELL S A 2 BIRDS HA 2
BARS H T 2 BEAUTIFUL HE 2 BELLS H T 1 BIRTHDAY H T 4
BARS T T 1 BEAUTIFULLY HA 1 BELONG HA 1 BIRTHDAY S T 1
BARS HC 1 BEAUTY HA 1 BELONGED HA 1 BIRTHDAY HC 10
BARS TA 1 BECAME HA 2 BELONGS SA 1 BIRTHDAY SC 1
BASEMENT HA 1 BECAUSE H T 20 BELT HC 1 BIRTHDAY HA 16
BASIS HA 1 BECAUSE ST 3 BEND H T 1 BIT H T 6
BASKET HA 1 BECAUSE HC 6 BERNICE ST 1 BIT ST 1
BATCH HA 1 BECAUSE SC 11 BERNICE HC 2 BIT HC 2
BATH H T 1 BECAUSE HA 24 BERNICE SC 17 BIT HA 4
BATH ST 1 BECAUSE TA 2 BERNICE SA 1 BIT SA 1
BATH HA 1 BECAUSE SA 2 BERNICE SE 1 BIT HE 2
BATHROOM H T 1 BECAUSE HE 5 BERRIES HA 2 BIT SE 1
BATHROOM ST 2 BECAUSE SE 4 BEST H T 1 BITE H T 2
BATHROOM S C 5 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SC 2 BEST HA 4 BITES H T 1
BATHROOM HA 4 BECAUSE KAWZYOU H A 1 BET H T 1 BLACK HA 3
BATHROOM S A 1 BECAUSE KAZ HA 1 BET HC 1 BLAES HC 1
BATHROOM SE 2 BECAUSE KUHZ H T 1 BET HA 4 BLAH HC 1
BATTLE H T 1 BECAUSE KUHZ HA 1 BETTER H T 2 BLANKET HA 7
BE H T 14 BECOME HA 3 BETTER TT 3 BLEED HC 1
BE ST 12 BED H T 2 BETTER ST 3 BLEEDING H T 1
BE HC 7 BED SC 1 BETTER SC 7 BLESSED HC 1
BE SC 18 BED HA 13 BETTER HA 10 BLINDFOLD HT 1
BE HA 67 BED HE 3 BETTER SA 4 BLINDFOLD HA 4
BE TA 4 BEDS HA 1 BETTER SE 2 BLINDFOLDED HA 1
BE SA 6 BEDTIME HA 2 BETTER GOODER H T 1 BLOCK ST 1
BE SO 2 BEE ST 2 BETWEEN HA 4 BLOCK SA 2
BE HE 6 BEE HC 1 BIB H T 1 BLOCKS SA 4
BE SE 4 BEE HA 2 BIB HC 4 BLOOD H C 1
BEA HA 1 BEEN H T 3 BIB HA 2 BLOOD SC 1
BEACH H C 1 BEEN H C 3 BIG H T 9 BLOODY H C 1
BEACH HA 2 BEEN HA 8 BIG TT 3 BLOUSE HA 1
BEAK HA 1 BEEN TA 3 BIG ST 4 BLOW H T 2
BEAN H T 1 BEEN SA 2 BIG H C 8 BLOW HC 2
BEANS H T 1 BEER HA 1 BIG TC 1 BLOW HA 4
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 186 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 187
BLOWING H C 1 BOWWOW BOWOWO H C 1 BROUGHT BRANG S C 1 BUTTON S E 1
BLOWING HA 2 BOX H T 2 BROWNISH HA 1 BUTIONS SE 1
BLUE H T 3 BOX TT 2 BUBBLE'S H T 1 BUY H T 1
BLUE ST 2 BOX ST 4 BUCKETS TA 1 BUY SC 1
BLUE SC 1 BOX TC 1 BUDGET TA 1 BUY HA 7
BLUE HA 3 BOX SC 4 BUDGETARY TA 1 BUY TA 1
BLUES SC 4 BOX HA 3 BUDS HA 1 BUYING H T 1
BOARD H T 1 BOX SA 6 BUGS H T 1 BUYING HA 1
BOARD SE 1 BOY H T 1 BUILD ST 1 BY H T 8
BOARDING HA 1 BOY ST 1 BUILDING H T 2 BY TT 1
BOAT H T 4 BOY HA 8 BUMP SA 2 BY ST 1
BOAT HC 1 BOY TA 2 BUMPED HC 1 BY HC 1
BOAT SC 4 BOYS ST 1 BUMPED SA 1 BY SC 2
BOAT HA 4 BOYS HA 1 BUNGLE HC 1 BY HA 15
BOAT'S SC 1 BOYS TA 1 BUNNIES H T 2 BY TA 1
BODY HA 1 BRAIN H T 1 BUNNIES HA 6 BY SA 1
BODY TA 1 BRAIN HC 1 BUNNY H T 6 BY HE 2
BOGGED HA 1 BRAIN HA 1 BUNNY HC 2 BYE ST 2
BOLD ST 1 BRANCH HA 1 BUNNY HA 6 BYE SA 9
BOMB H T 4 BRANCHES H T 1 BUREAUCRACY HA 1 BYE SE 2
BOMB HA 1 BRANCHES HA 4 BURGER SA 1 B2 HA 1
BOMB TA 1 BRAVE HA 1 BURIED HC 1 C H T 1
BONK H T 1 BRAVO HA 1 BURN H T 1 C HA 2
BONNET HA 1 BREAD H T 1 BURN HA 1 C TA 1
BOOK H T 5 BREAD HC 2 BURNED H T 1 CACTUS HA 1
BOOK ST 5 BREAD HA 1 BURNED HC 1 CAGE H T 4
BOOK HC 4 BREAK SC 1 BURNED HA 1 CAGE ST 2
BOOK HA 11 BREAK HA 1 BURNING HA 1 CAGE HC 1
BOOK SE 4 BREAKFAST HC 1 BURNT HA 1 CAGE HA 3
BOOKS H T 1 BREAKING ST 1 BURROW HA 1 CAKE H T 1
BOOM SC 1 BREAKING SC 1 BURST HA 1 CAKE HC 2
BORDER HA 1 BREATH HA 1 BURSTING HA 1 CAKE HA 1
BORROW SA 1 BREATHLESSLY HA 1 BUS HA 1 CALENDAR HA 1
BOTH HC 1 BREATHS H T 1 BUSH H T 1 CALL H T 1
BOTH SC 5 BRICKS ST 1 BUSHES HA 1 CALL HA 12
BOTH HA 3 BRIDGE H T 2 BUSINESS HC 1 CALL TA 2
BOTHER HE 1 BRIDGE HA 1 BUSINESS TA 1 CALLED H T 2
BOTHERED TA 1 BRIGHT HA 1 BUSY TA 1 CALLED TC 1
BOTHERING ST 1 BRING H T 2 BUSY SA 1 CALLED HA 8
BOTHERING TA 1 BRING ST 1 BUT H T 42 CALLED TA 3
BOTTLE H T 1 BRING HC 3 BUT ST 13 CALLED SA 1
BOTTOM HC 2 BRING SC 4 BUT HC 16 CALLS ST 1
BOTICT H A 2 BRING HA 7 BUT TC 1 CALLS HA 1
BOUGHS HA 1 BRINGS HA 1 BUT SC 8 CALM HA 1
BOUGHT H T 2 BROILER HA 1 BUT HA 83 CAME H T 1
BOUGHT HA 4 BROKE SC 1 BUT TA 11 CAME ST 3
BOUNCE H T 1 BROKE HA 1 BUT SA 8 CAME HC 1
BOUNCES HC 1 BROKE TA 1 BUT HE 5 CAME HA 17
BOUNCING H C 1 BRONTOSAURUS HA 1 BUT SE 2 CAME SA 1
BOUNDED HA 1 BRONTOSAURUS BRONNOS H T 1 BUTTER H C 1 CAMERA HA 2
BOW H T 1 BROOKLYN HA 1 BUTTER HA 1 CAN H T 34
BOW HC 1 BROTHER H T 4 BUTTERFLY HA 1 CAN TT 2
BOWL H T 1 BROTHER'S H T 1 BUTTON ST 1 CAN ST 4
BOWL HA 2 BROTHER'S H C 1 BUTTON HA 2 CAN H C 17
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GROUP 1 CHILD 5 189
DADDY ADDY H T 1 DEBBIE H T 3 DID SE 2 DO ST 23
DADDY DAHDAH ST 1 DEBBIE HC 2 DIDN'T H T 21 DO HC 16
DADDY'S HA 3 DEBBIE SC 6 DIDN'T ST 3 DO SC 8
DAM ST 1 DEBBIE HA 7 DIDN'T HC 12 DO HA 224
DAMPER HA 2 DEBBIE SA 1 DIDN'T SC 6 DO TA 7
DAN H T 1 DECIDE H T 1 DIDN'T HA 40 DO SA 18
DAN HA 7 DECIDE HA 2 DIDN'T TA 5 DO HE 8
DAN TA 3 DECIDE TA 2 DIDN'T SA 2 DO SE 10
DAN SA 1 DECIDED HA 1 DIE HA 3 DOC HC 1
DANCE HC 2 DECIDED TA 1 DIES H T 1 DOC HA 1
DANCE HA 1 DECIDED SA 1 DIFFERENCE HC 1 DOCTOR TA 1
DANCERS HA 1 DECISION HA 1 DIFFERENCE HA 3 DOCTORS TA 1
DANCES HA 1 DECISION TA 1 DIFFERENT H T 3 DODO HC 1
DANCING SC 1 DECISIONS HA 2 DIFFERENT TC 1 DOES H T 13
DANCING HA 1 DECORATE HA 1 DIFFERENT HA 5 DOES ST 6
DANGER H T 1 DECORATION HA 1 DIFFERENT SA 2 DOES HC 4
DANGEROUS ST 1 DEE ST 31 DIFFERENT HE 3 DOES SC 1
DANGEROUS HA 4 DEE TC 4 DIG HA 2 DOES HA 48
DANI HA 1 DEEDU *SOUND S T 1 DINAH HA 4 DOES SE 2
DANIEL H T 3 DEER H T 5 DING H T 7 DOESN'T H T 8
DANIEL ST 1 DEER HA 14 DING HA 2 DOESN'T ST 3
DANIEL HC 1 DEERS HA 1 DINNER H T 1 DOESN'T HC 4
DANIEL HA 71 DEFENSIVE TA 1 DINNER HC 1 DOESN'T SC 1
DANIEL T A 3 DEFINITE HA 1 DINNER HA 19 DOESN'T HA 20
DANIEL HE 1 DEFINITELY S A 1 DINNER H E 2 DOESN'T T A 2
DANIEL'S HA 2 DEL SA 1 DINO ST 2 DOESN'T HE 1
DANNY H T 9 DELIGHT HA 1 DINO SA 19 DOG ST 2
DANNY HA 20 DELIGHTED HA 1 DINO'S SC 2 DOG HA 1
DANNY TA 2 DEN H T 1 DINOSAUR H T 2 DOGGIE ST 1
DANNY'S H T 2 DENTIST HA 1 DINOSAUR SC 3 DOGGIE SC 2
DANNY'S H A 1 DEPARTMENT HA 1 DINOSAUR HA 10 DOGS HA 1
DARK HA 1 DEPARTMENT TA 2 DINOSAUR SA 1 DOING H T 1
DARLING S T 2 DEPARTMENTAL HA 1 DINOSAUR S E 1 DOING S T 5
DASHED HA 1 DEPENDS HA 1 DINOSAURS HA 1 DOING SC 2
DATING HA 1 DESCRIBE HA 1 DIRECTIONS HA 1 DOING HA 8
DAVID H T 1 DESERVE H T 1 DIRT HA 2 DOING SA 3
DAY H T 15 DESERVE HA 1 DIRT TA 1 DOING SE 1
DAY TT 1 DESIGN ST 2 DIRTY ST 2 DOING DOIN' HA 1
DAY ST 6 DESIGN SC 1 DIRTY HA 2 DOING DOIN' HE 1
DAY HC 3 DESSERT H T 1 DIRTY TA 1 DOLL HA 1
DAY H A 15 DESSERT HC 1 DISAPPEAR HA 1 DOLLAR H T 1
DAY TA 2 DESSERT HA 3 DISCOVER HA 1 DOLLAR HA 1
DAY S A 1 DEVELOPED HA 1 DISCOVERED H T 2 DOLLARS H T 1
DAY'S HA 1 DIAMOND HA 1 DISCOVERED HA 1 DOLLY S C 1
DAYLIGHT HA 1 DIANE 'S SE 1 DISCOVERY HA 1 DOME HC 1
DAYS HA 2 DID H T 23 DISCUSS HA 2 DOMINOES ST 1
DAYTIME HA 1 DID ST 5 DISCUSSION HA 1 DOMINOES SA 1
DEAD H T 3 DID H C 7 DISCUSSION SA 1 DON H T 2
DEAD HC 1 DID TC 2 DISHES HA 1 DON SA 1
DEAD SC 1 DID SC 8 DISILLUSIONING HA 1 DON'T H T 45
DEADED *MADEUP ST 1 DID HA 108 DISMAL HA 1 DON'T ST 17
DEAL HA 1 DID TA 5 DISTURB HA 4 DON'T HC 28
DEAR HA 2 DID SA 12 DISTURBED HE 1 DON'T TC 3
DEB H T 1 DID HE 3 DO H T 46 DON'T SC 31
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 194 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 195
DON'T H A 94 DREAMING HA 1 EASTER H T 1 ELEPHANT T C 3
DON'T TA 8 DREAMS HC 1 EASTER HA 2 ELEPHANT TA 3
DON'T SA 9 DRESS ST 1 EASY TA 2 ELEPHANT SA 2
DON'T SO 2 DRESS SC 2 EASY SA 2 ELEPHANTS H T 2
DON'T HE 12 DRESS HA 2 EAT H T 13 ELEPHANTS ST 1
DON'T SE 10 DRESS SA 1 EAT HC 5 ELEPHANTS HC 2
DON'T 'ONT ST 1 DRESS SO 1 EAT SC 6 ELEVATOR HA 1
DON'T I'ONT ST 1 DRESSED HA 1 EAT HA 28 ELEVEN SC 1
DONE SC 1 DRINK H T 1 EAT TA 1 ELLIOT HA 6
DONE SA 1 DRINK HC 2 EAT HO 1 ELLIOT TA 1
DONG H T 5 DRINK SC 1 EAT SO 3 ELSE HC 3
DOO *SOUND H T 10 DRINK HA 6 EATEN HA 1 ELSE SC 1
DOODIE *MADEUP S C 3 DRINKING DRINKIN H C 1 EATING H T 3 ELSE HA 8
DOODIE'S *MADEUP ST 1 DRIPPING H T 1 EATING H C 4 ELSE T A 2
DOODLE SC 1 DRIVE HA 1 EATING HA 11 ELSE SA 1
DOOR ST 3 DROP TA 1 EATS H T 1 ELSES SA 1
DOOR TC 1 DROVE HC 1 EATS HA 2 EMBARRASSED HA 1
DOOR SC 1 DRUG HA 1 ED H T 1 EMBARRASSED TA 1
DOOR HA 2 DRY HA 1 EDGE HA 1 EMILE TA 2
DOOR TA 1 DUCK HA 2 EDGES HA 2 EMMITT H T 2
DOOR'S SE 1 DUCK'S HA 1 EDITOR TA 1 EMMITT HA 20
DOPEY HA 1 DUCKS SC 3 EDNA HA 1 EMMITT'S HA 2
DOPEY EIDOPEY H C 1 DUEL HA 1 EE *SOUND H T 1 EMPTY S A 1
DORMEZ H T 1 DUET HA 1 EE *SOUND ST 1 ENCOURAGEMENT SE 1
DORMEZVOUS HA 1 DUMB ST 26 EEI *SOUND HC 1 END HA 10
DOTS SA 2 DUMB HA 1 EEIAH *SOUND ST 2 ENDS HA 1
DOUGH HC 1 DUMBO H T 1 EEW *SOUND HC 1 ENEMY H T 1
DOW H C 2 D[MMY H T 3 EFFECT HA 1 ENERGY HA 1
DOWN H T 13 DUNE H T 1 EFFECT TA 1 ENERGY TA 1
DOWN ST 4 DUSTING HA 1 EFFECTIVE HA 1 ENFORCE HA 1
DOWN HC 2 DUVAL TA 1 EFFECTS HA 1 ENGLISH HA 1
DOWN SC 16 DWARFS H T 2 EFFORT HA 2 ENGLISH TA 3
DOWN HA 28 DWARFS HA 2 EFFORT SA 1 ENORMOUS TA 1
DOWN TA 1 DYING HA 1 EGGS HT 1 ENOUGH HT 1
DOWN SA 17 E H T 6 EGGS HA 1 ENOUGH HA 9
DOWN HE 3 E HC 2 EIGHT H T 3 ENOUGH ENOUTH HA 1
DOWN TE 1 E SC 1 EIGHT TT 1 ENTIRELY HA 1
DOWNSTAIRS H T 1 E HA 5 EIGHT HC 1 ENVELOPE H T 1
DOWNSTAIRS HA 3 E TA 2 EIGHT SC 2 EQUALLY TA 1
DOWNSTAIRS HE 1 EACH HA 4 EIGHT HA 3 EQUIPMENT HA 1
DOWNWARD HA 1 EACH SE 1 EIGHTEEN H T 1 ER H T 3
DRAGGED H T 1 EAR H T 2 EIGHTEEN SC 1 ER ST 3
DRAGON HA 1 EAR ST 1 EITHER H T 1 ER HC 1
DRAW ST 1 EAR HA 1 EITHER HA 2 ER HA 3
DRAW SC 1 EARLY HA 5 EITHER SA 2 ERE H T 1
DRAW HA 5 EARLY TA 4 EITHER HE 1 ERERER *SOUND HT 1
DRAW SE 1 EARLY TE 1 ELBOW H T 2 ERF *SOUND HT 1
DRAWING SC 2 EARN HA 1 ELBOW HA 2 ERR H T 2
DRAWING SE 1 EARPHONES HA 2 ELECTRIC H T 1 ERR ST 1
DRAWINGS HA 1 EARS H T 3 ELECTRIC HA 4 ERR HC 1
DREAM H T 2 EARS S T 1 ELECTRICAL HA 1 ESCAPE SCAPE HC 1
DREAM HA 8 EARS HA 1 ELEPHANT H T 1 ESCAPER SCAPER HC 1
DREAMED HA 1 EARS TA 1 ELEPHANT TT 5 EVEN H T 6
DREAMING H T 1 EASE H T 1 ELEPHANT ST 10 EVEN ST 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 192 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 193
EVEN HC 4 EYE HA 1 FAT HA 3 FINANCIAL HA 1
EVEN SC 1 EYED H T 1 FAT SE 1 FIND HC 1
EVEN HA 12 EYES H T 2 FATHER H T 3 FIND TC 1
EVEN TA 1 EYES HA 6 FATHER HA 9 FIND SC 1
EVENING HA 1 F H T 4 FATHERS HA 1 FIND HA 9
EVER H T 6 F H A 1 FATSO SC 2 FIND TA 1
EVER HC 1 FABRICATE HA 1 FATTEST HA 2 FIND SO 1
EVER HA 10 FABULOUS HA 1 FAVOR HA 1 FIND. SE 2
EVERY H T 10 FABULOUS SA 1 FAVOR SA 1 FINE H T 2
EVERY TT 1 FACE ST 2 FAVORITE HA 7 FINE SC 1
EVERY ST 3 FACE HC 2 FAWN HT 1 FINE HA 7
EVERY HA 12 FACE HA 3 FAWN HA 4 FINE TA 1
EVERY TA 2 FACE SA 1 FEATHER SC 1 FINE HE 2
EVERYBODY H T 6 FACING SA 1 FED HA 2 FINGER H T 2
EVERYBODY ST 4 FACT HA 1 FEED H T 12 FINGER TT 1
EVERYBODY HC 1 FACT TA 1 FEED HC 3 FINGER SA 2
EVERYBODY SC 7 FACTOR TA 1 FEED HA 22 FINGERS HA 1
EVERYBODY HA 4 FACTORY H T 1 FEED GOONAFE HA 1 FINISH H C 1
EVERYBODY SA 6 FACTORY HA 5 FEEDING H T 4 FINISH SC 2
EVERYBODY'S TA 1 FAIR HC 1 FEEDING HA 1 FINISH HA 7
EVERYDAY H T 1 FAIR HA 1 FEEDS WHO'LLF HA 1 FINISHED H T 3
EVERYDAY HA 1 FAIRLY T A 1 FEEL H T 2. FINISHED HC 3
EVERYONE HA 2 FALL HT 1 FEEL ST 1 FINISHED SC 3
EVERYONE SA 1 FALL HC 2 FEEL HA 7 FINISHED HA 4
EVERYONE'S SA 1 FALL HA 2 FEEL TA 2 FINISHED SA 2
EVERYTHING H T 1 FALL TA 2 FEEL SA 1 FINISHED HE 1
EVERYTHING HC 1 FALLEN HA 1 FEEL HE 1 FINISHIHED SO 1
EVERYTHING HA 4 FALLING H T 6 FEELING HA 1 FIRE H T 1
EVERYTHING S A 1 FALLING H C 2 FEELINGS HA 3 FIRE T C 1
EVERYTHING EVERYTH C 1 FALLING HA 1 FEELS H T 1 FIRE S C 1
EVERYTHING'S HA 1 FALLS H T 2 FEET H T 1 FIRE HA 15
EVERYTIME H T 1 FALLS SC 1 FEET HA 4 FIRED H T 1
EVERYTIME HA 2 FALSE TC 1 FELL HC 1 FIRED HA 1
EW *SOUND S T 1 FAMILY H T 2 FELLERS S A 1 FIREMAN SC 1
EW *SOUND HA 4 FAMILY ST 1 FELLOW HA 1 FIREPIACE HA 1
EXACTLY HA 2 FAMILY HA 1 FELT HA 3 FIRES HA 4
EXACTLY SE 1 FAMOUS TA 1 FERN HA 1 FIRST H T 7
EXAMPLE HA 2 FANS HA 1 FESTIVAL HA 1 FIRST HC 2
EXCELLENT HA 1 FANTA H T 1 FEW HA 4 FIRST SC 2
EXCEPT ST 1 FANTA HA 1 FEW HE 2 FIRST HA 29
EXCHANGE HA 1 FAR HT 1 FI SC 1 FIRST SA 3
EXCHANGE TA 1 FAR ST 3 FI HA 2 FIRST FUST H T 1
EXCITED HA 1 FAR TA 1 FICTIONS HA 1 FISH H T 2
EXCUSE HA 3 FARM HA 4 FIFTEEN SC 1 FISH HC 2
EXCUSE SA 1 FARMER H T 1 FIGHT H T 1 FISH HA 13
EXCUSE HE 1 FARMER HA 2 FIGHTING ST 1 FISHERMAN ST 1
EXPERIMENT S E 1 FARMHOUSE HA 2 FIGHTS HA 1 FISHERMEN S T 2
EXPERIMENTER ST 1 FAST HC 1 FIGURE HA 2 FIT H T 2
EXPLAIN HA 1 FAST SC 1 FIGURE. SA 1 FIT ST 1
EXPLAINED HA 1 FAST HA 4 FIGURES HA 1 FIT SC 2
EXPOSED HA 2 FASTER HC 1 FILE TA 1 FIT HA 1
EXTRA HA 3 FASTEST HA 2 FILL SA 1 FIT SA 2
EXTREMELY HA 1 FAT H T 2 FILM HA 1 FIVE ST 4
EYE HT 1 FAT HC 1 FINALLY HA 1 FIVE HC 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 198 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 199
FIVE SC 7 FORGOT HA 4 FROM TA 2 GABRIELLA SE 1
FIVE HA 2 FORK H T 1 FROM S A 2 GABRIELLA GABIE ST 1
FIVE SA 6 FORK HA 6 FROM HE 1 GALLOPING HA 1
FIVE HE 2 FORKS HA 1 FRONT H T 2 GAME HA 4
FIX HA 2 FORM HA 1 FRONT TT 1 GAME S A 1
FIXED SC 1 FORTHCOMMING TA 1 FRONT SC 1 GARAGE H T 1
FLAME HA 1 FORTY HE 3 FRONT HA 1 GARBAGE HA 4
FLASH HA 1 FORWARD HA 1 FRONT TA 2 GARDEN HA 3
FLASHGUN HA 1 FORWARD SA 1 FRONT SA 2 GARDENIA HA 3
FLESH HA 1 FOUND H T 3 FRUIT HA 2 GARLIC HA 1
FLIER HA 1 FOUND SC 2 FRUSTRATING HA 1 GAVE H T 4
FLIES HA 2 FOUND HA 1 FRY HA 1 GAVE TT 1
FLOOR ST 1 FOUR H T 3 FUCKING ST 1 GAVE HA 7
FLOOR SA 1 FOUR ST 2 FUCKING SC 3 GAVE TA 1
FLORIDA H T 1 FOUR HC 2 FUDGE HC 1 GAVE SA 2
FLORIDA HA 2 FOUR SC 5 FUEY SC 2 GE *SOUND HA 2
FLORIDAS H T 1 FOUR HA 5 FULL ST 1 GEE ST 1
FLOWER H T 2 FOURTEEN SC 1 FULL HC 1 GEE TA 1
FLOWER HA 4 FRANCAISE HA 1 FULL HA 4 GEORGE HA 1
FLOWERS H T 1 FRANKENSTEIN S T 3 FULL T A 1 GEORGIE S T 1
FLYING HA 1 FRANKENSTEIN S C 1 FULL S E 1 GERBIL H T 13
FOE SC 1 FRANKLIN H T 1 FUME SC 1 GERBIL HC 3
FOIL HA 1 FREDDY ST 2 FUN ST 2 GERBIL HA 41
FOLLOW HA 1 FREDRICKSON HA 1 FUN HA 4 GERBIL HE 1
FOLLOWED HA 2 FREE HA 3 FUN SA 1 GERBIL JERB HA 1
FOOD H T 2 FRENCH H T 2 FUN SE 1 GERBIL'S HT 1
FOOD HA 6 FRENCH HC 3 FUNNIER H T 1 GERBIL'S HA 2
FOOL H T 1 FRENCH HA 8 FUNNY H T 1 GERBILS HC 1
FOOL HA 3 FRERE H T 2 FUNNY ST 1 GERBILS HA 5
FOOLED H T 1 FRESH H T 1 FUNNY SC 1 GERMINATED HA 1
FOOLED HA 1 FRESH HA 7 FUNNY HA 6 GET H T 32
FOOLING SC 1 FRESHER HA 1 FUNNY S O 1 GET ST 9
FOOT ST 1 FRICTION HA 1 FUNNY SE 1 GET HC 14
FOOT HA 2 FRIEND HC 3 FUR HT 3 GET SC 37
FOR H T 31 FRIEND SC 2 FUR HA 3 GET HA 59
FOR ST 14 FRIEND HA 2 FUR SA 1 GET TA 6
FOR HC 9 FRIEND TA 3 G HT 2 GET SA 7
FOR SC 9 FRIEND SA 1 G HA 1 GET HE 2
FOR HA 100 FRIEND FWEND H T 1 GABBY ST 1 GET SE 3
FOR TA 8 FRIENDLIEST HA 1 GABBY SC 1 GET GETYOU HA 1
FOR S A 11 FRIENDLY HA 2 GABE T A 1 GET GOONAGE S T 1
FOR HE 4 FRIENDS HA 4 GABE SA 4 GETS H T 2
FOR SE 6 FRIES H T 2 GABE SE 5 GETS HA 5
FORD H T 1 FRIES HC 4 GABE'S SA 1 GETTING H T 1
FORD HA 2 FRIES HA 3 GABRIEL ST 2 GETTING SC 1
FOREST HA 3 FRIGHTENED HA 1 GABRIEL H C 8 GETTING HA 9
FORGET H T 1 FROG H T 1 GABRIEL SC 2 GETTING S A 1
FORGET ST 1 FROG HA 4 GABRIEL TA 2 GI *SOUND HT 1
FORGET SC 1 FROM H T 13 GABRIEL SA 8 GIANT HT 1
FORGET HA 3 FROM TT 3 GABRIEL TE 1 GIANT ST 3
FORGET SA 2 FROM ST 4 GABRIELLA ST 5 GIANT HC 1
FORGET SE 1 FROM HC 6 GABRIELLA SC 2 GIANT SC 5
FORGOT HC 1 FROM SC 4 GABRIELLA SA 2 GIANT HA 1
FORGOT SC 1 FROM HA 34 GABRIELIA SO 3 GIDDY HT 9
196 GROUP 1 CHILD 5GROUP 1 CHILD 5 197


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































GOIN'WI H T 1
GOINROU H T 1
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HM *SOUND H T
HM *SOUND S T
HM *SOUND H A
HM *SOUND TA
HM *SOUND S A
HM *SOUND H E
HM *SOUND S E
HMM *SOUND H T
HMM *SOUND S T
HMM *SOUND H A
HMM *SOUND T A
HMM *SOUND HE
HMMM *SOUND H T
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NICKEL H T 1
NICKEL HA 5
NIGGER H T 1





NIGHTS H T 1
NIGHTS HA 1
NINE H T 2
NINE SC 2
NINE HA 3
NINETEEN S C 1
NIXON H T 1
NIXON HA 1
NNOING *SOUND H T 1












NO NA H T 1
NO NA ST 1
NO NA HC 1
NO NAE H T 1
NO NAH HT 2
NO NAH ST 11
NO NAH HC 1






NOINGNOING *SOUND H T 2
NOINNOINGNOING*SOUND S T 1
NOISE H T 1
NOISE HA 3



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTHIN' H T 1
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OUTTAHE S T 1
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OUTTAHE S T 1












































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 5 217
POP H T 6 PROCEDURE HE 1 QUITE HA 5 REASON H T 4
POP TT 1 PROGRAM H T 1 QUITE SA 2 REASON H A 9
POP SC 1 PROGRAM SA 1 QUITE TE 1 REASON TA 1
POP HA 2 PROJECT HA 1 QUITS H T 1 RECENTLY HA 1
POPCORN H T 17 PROMISE HA 3 QUOHOQUE *MADEUP HA 1 RECIPE HA 2
POPCORN TT 1 PROMOTION TA 1 R H T 3 RECOGNIZE TA 1
POPCORN HA 7 PROUD HA 2 R TC 1 RECOMMENDATION TA 1
POPCORN TA 1 PSYCHOLOGY HA 1 R HA 1 RECORD H T 2
POPS H T 2 PULL H T 1 R SA 1 RECORD HC 1
POPS HA 1 PULL HA 1 RABBIT HC 1 RECORD HA 7
POSSIBILITY TA 1 PULLED H T 1 RABBIT HA 5 RECORDED H T 1
POSSIBLE HA 1 PULP H T 2 RACE HA 1 RECORDED HE 1
POSSIBLE HE 1 PULP H C 1 RACHEL SC 1 RECORDER H T 6
POSSUMS HA 1 PULP HA 5 RADIO HA 3 RECORDER HA 1
POT H T 1 PUMPKINS HA 1 RADIO'S HA 1 RECORDING HA 1
POT HA 5 PUNCHER HA 1 RAH RA ST 1 RED H T 3
POTATO HA 2 PUNISHMENT HA 1 RAIL H T 1 RED ST 4
POUND H T 1 PURIM HA 2 RAILROAD HA 2 RED SC 1
POUND HA 1 PURPLE H T 5 RAILROAD AILROAD HC 3 RED HA 3
POUNDED HA 1 PURPLE SC 4 RAINING H T 1 REDO HA 1
POWDER HA 1 PURPLE HA 6 RAINING HA 2 REED SC 1
PREDICAMENT HA 1 PUSH SC 2 RAMP HA 1 REFERRAL TA 1
PRESENT HA 10 PUSH HA 4 RAN H T 1 REGULAR HA 1
PRESENTED HA 1 PUSHED H T 2 RAN HA 4 REGULARLY HA 1
PRESENTS HC 1 PUSSY HA 7 RARELY HA 2 REHEAT HA 3
PRESENTS HA 3 PUT H T 31 RASCAL ST 1 RELATE HA 1
PRESIDENT H T 1 PUT TT 1 RAT H T 1 RELEVANT TA 1
PRESIDENT HA 3 PUT ST 17 RAT HA 1 REMARKABLE HA 1
PRESS TC 2 PUT HC 3 RATHER H C 1 REMEMBER H T 1
PRESS HA 3 PUT SC 5 RATHER HA 8 REMEMBER HC 7
PRETEND ST 2 PUT HA 54 REACH ST 1 REMEMBER HA 40
PRETEND SC 2 PUT TA 1 READ H T 16 REMEMBER TA 1
PRETTY H T 1 PUT S A 19 READ H C 6 REMEMBER 'MEMBER H C 1
PRETTY HA 10 PUT HE 3 READ SC 1 REMIND SC 1
PRETTY SA 1 PUT SE 1 READ HA 11 REMIND TA 1
PRETZEL H T 1 PUTTING H T 1 READ WEAD HC 1 REMINDS HA 1
PRETZEL H C 1 PUTTING S T 1 READING HA 4 REMINDS T A 2
PRETZELS H T 1 PUTTING SC 1 READY HC 1 REMOVED SA 1
PRETZELS HC 1 PUTTING SA 1 READY SC 1 REPLIED HA 1
PRETZELS HA 6 PUZZLE H T 1 READY HA 18 REQUEST HA 1
PRETZELS PREZELS H T 1 PUZZLE HA 2 READY S A 1 RESCUE ST 2
PRICE H T 1 QUARTERS H T 1 'REAL H T 3 RESCUE SC 1
PRICE HA 1 QUARTERS HA 1 REAL H C 3 RESPONSIBLE REPONSI HA 1
PRINCE HA 2 QUARTZ H T 1 REAL H A 11 REST H T 1
PRINCESS SC 1 QUARTZ HA 2 REAL TA 1 REST ST 1
PRINCESS HA 1 QUESTION HA 4 REAL HE 1 REST HA 1
PRIVATE HA 3 QUICK ST 9 REAL WEAL HC 2 RESTAURANT H T 3
PRIZES HC 1 QUICK SC 2 REALLY H T 3 REVAMP HA 1
PROBABLY HA 8 QUIET HC 1 REALLY ST 2 REVERSE HA 1
PROBABLY TA 1 QUIET SC 1 REALLY SC 4 REWARD HA 1
PROBABLY SA 1 QUIETLY ST 1 REALLY HA 26 RIBBON H T 1
PROBLEM HA 3 QUIETLY HA 1 REALLY TA 6 RIBBON HA 1
PROBLEMS SE 2 QUIETLY SA 1 REALLY SA 3 RID HA 1
PROCEDURE HA 2 QUITE HC 1 REALLY HE 1 RIDE H T 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 222 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 223
RIDE T T 1 ROOFS HA 1 SAILING HA 2 SCAREDY-CAT SCAREDY S C 2
RIDE HC 1 ROOM H T 2 SALMON HC 1 SCARIEST ST 1
RIDE HA 3 ROOM TT 1 SALT SC 3 SCARY HA 2
RIDE TA 1 ROOM SC 2 SAM H T 3 SCENE HA 1
RIDING SC 1 ROOM HA 7 SAME ST 3 SCHNECK *MADEUP T A 1
RIDING HA 4 ROOM SA 4 SAME SC 3 SCHOOL H T 12
RIGHT H T 14 ROOSEVELT ROOSEBE H T 1 SAME HA 6 SCHOOL T T 1
RIGHT TT 1 ROOTING HA 1 SAME TA 1 SCHOOL ST 1
RIGHT ST 4 ROOTS HA 2 SAME SA 2 SCHOOL HC 1
RIGHT HC 17 ROPE HA 3 SAME HE 1 SCHOOL HA 22
RIGHT TC 1 ROSE H T 1 SANDERS SA 2 SCHOOL TA 2
RIGHT SC 19 ROSE HA 1 SANDWICH HC 2 SCHOOL SA 2
RIGHT HA 102 ROSEMARY SC 2 SANDWICH TC 2 SCHOOL HE 1
RIGHT TA 11 ROTTEN HA 1 SANG HA 2 SCHOOL SHOOL SC 1
RIGHT SA 12 ROUGH HA 1 SANG SINGED H T 1 SCRAM H T 1
RIGHT H E 2 ROUGHER ST 1 SANTA H T 3 SCRAPE HA 3
RIGHT SE 4 ROUGHING ST 1 SANTA HA 1 SCRAPED HA 2
RING H T 1 ROUND H T 1 SARAH ST 2 SCRAPER HC 1
RING SA 1 ROUND HA 4 SARAH S C 2 SCRATCHY HA 1
RINGING H T 1 RUB H T 5 SARAH SA 2 SCREWED H T 1
RINGS SA 2 RUB HA 4 SARAH SE 1 SEA ST 1
RIVER H T 1 RUB HE 2 SARDINE HA 1 SEA HA 1
RIVER HC 3 RUBBER SC 1 SAT HA 1 SEA'S SC 1
RIVER HA 5 RUBE TA 1 SATURDAY TA 1 SEAFOOD HA 1
ROAD H T 4 RUG SA 1 SAUCE HA 2 SEAL HA 2
ROAD HC 1 RUN H T 2 SAUSAGE H T 1 SEALS H T 1
ROAD HA 3 RUN ST 3 SAUSAGE HA 4 SEARCHING TA 1
ROBBER H T ,1 RUN HC 1 SAVE H T 2 SEAS HA 1
ROBBER HA 1 RUN SC 2 SAVE ST 1 SEASONS HA 2
ROBBERS H T 1 RUN HA 3 SAVE HC 2 SEAT SA 5
ROBBERS HC 2 RUN SE 1 SAVE HA 4 SEATS TA 1
ROBBERS HA 5 RUNNING H T 1 SAVED H T 1 SECOND HA 2
ROBBIE HC 1 RUNNING ST 2 SAVES HA 1 SECOND SA 4
ROBBIE SC 6 RUNNING SC 1 SAVING H T 1 SECONDS HC 1
ROBBIE SA 4 RUNNING HA 3 SAVING SC 1 SECRET ST 1
ROBBIE'S SC 2 RUNNING HE 2 SAW H T 6 SECRET SA 2
ROBERT HA 1 RUNS HA 1 SAW ST 1 SECRETARIES TA 2
ROCK H T 1 RUSH TA 1 SAW HA 17 SECRETARY TA 1
ROCK HA 1 RUSH SA 2 SAW HE 1 SECRETS SA 1
ROCKET H T 3 RUSHED HA 1 SAY H T 3 SECTION SA 1
ROCKET HA 1 RUSTLED HA 1 SAY ST 2 SECURITY HA 1
RODE RIDED ST 3 S HT 5 SAY HC 1 SEE HT 21
RODEO H T 15 S HA 16 SAY SC 3 SEE TT 2
ROLL SE 1 SAD HA 3 SAY HA 13 SEE ST 6
ROLLER H T 1 SAD TA 1 SAY TA 7 SEE HC 8
ROLLING HA 1 SAFE HA 1 SAY SA 1 SEE SC 8
ROLLS H T 1 SAFE TA 1 SAY SE 1 SEE HA 105
ROLLS TT 1 SAID H T 11 SAYING HA 2 SEE TA 1
ROLLS HA 1 SAID ST 4 SAYS H T 2 SEE SA 15
ROLLS TA 2 SAID HC 4 SAYS SC 1 SEE HE 3
RCMPING HA 1 SAID S C 4 SAYS HA 9 SEE SE 7
ROOF HC 1 SAID HA 58 SCAR HA 1 SEED H T 1
ROOF TC 1 SAID TA 6 SCARE HA 1 SEED HC 1
ROOF H A 6 SAILING H T 1 SCARED HA 1 SEED HA 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 220 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 221
SEEDS H T 6 SHE ST 7 SHOW H T 2 SIZE H C 1
SEEDS HA 3 SHE HC 8 SHOW ST 1 SIZE SA 1
SEEDY HA 2 SHE TC 1 SHOW SC 1 SIZES HE 3
SEEK SC 1 SHE SC 3 SHOW HA 15 SKIING HA 1
SEEM HA 1 SHE HA 48 SHOWING HA 3 SKIN H T 3
SEEMS H T 1 SHE TA 1 SHREDDED HA 1 SKIN HC 1
SEEMS HA 2 SHE SA 6 SHRINKING H T 1 SKIN HA 2
SEEN HA 4 SHE SE 3 SHUT HA 5 SKINNIEST HA 2
SEES ST 1 SHE'LL HA 3 SICK ST 1 SKINNY H T 2
SEES HA 5 SHE'LL SE 2 SICK HA 1 SKINNY HC 1
SEIZED HA 1 SHE'S ST 1 SIDE SC 5 SKINNY HA 3
SELECT HA 3 SHE'S HC 2 SIDE HA 2 SKIP HA 1
SELL HA 1 SHE'S SC 4 SIDE TA 1 SKUNK H T 1
SEMI TA 1 SHE'S HA 10 SIDE SA 4 SKUNK HA 8
SEND HA 4 SHE'S SA 3 SIDES HA 2 SKUNKS HA 2
SENEGAL HA 1 SHE'S SE 2 SIDEWAYS HC 1 SKY H T 3
SENSE HA 1 SHELF HA 1 SIGHING H T 1 SKY TT 1
SENSITIVE HA 2 SHELLED H A 1 SIGHT HA 1 SKYSCRAPER HA 1
SENT H T 2 SHINING HA 1 SIGN HA 1 SLAP SC 1
SEPARATE HA 1 SHINNING HA 1 SILLIEST H T 1 SLAPPED H C 2
SERVES TA 1 SHINY HA 1 SILLY H T 5 SLAPS H T 1
SERVICES HA 1 SHIP H T 4 SILLY ST 3 SLEEP H T 2
SET H T 1 SHIP SC 1 SILLY HA 7 SLEEP SC 3
SET HA 5 SHIP HA 3 SILO HA 8 SLEEP HA 6
SET SA 1 SHIRT H T 8 SILVER HA 1 SLEEPING H T 3
SETTLED HA 1 SHIRT ST 2 SILVERWARE HA 1 SLEEPING HA 6
SEVEN H T 1 SHIRT SC 4 SINCE HA 1 SLEEPING SA 1
SEVEN HC 1 SHIRT HA 4 SINCE TA 1 SLEEPS HA 1
SEVEN SC 1 SHIRT SE 2 SING H T 2 SLEEVE SE 1
SEVEN HA 2 SHIRT WANNASH S C 1 SING H C 3 SLIDE HA 2
SEVEN TA 1 SHIRTS H T 1 SING HA 8 SLIDES HA 2
SEVENTEEN SC 1 SHIRTS S T 2 SINGING H C 1 SLIDING H T 3
SEVERAL HA 1 SHIRTS SC 3 SINGING HA 2 SLIGHTLY HA 2
SEVERAL TA 1 SHIRTS HE 2 SINGLE H T 1 SLIP HA 2
SEVERAL HE 1 SHIRTS SE 1 SINGLE HA 1 SLIP SA 1
SH H T 2 SHIT SC 5 SINK S T 1 SLIP HE 1
SH HA 9 SHOCK HA 2 SINK HA 1 SLIPPED H T 1
SH SHH HA 1 SHOCK TA 4 SIT SC 5 SLIPPED HA 1
SH SHH SA 1 SHOCK HE 1 SIT HA 7 SLIPPERS HA 1
SH SHSH HA 1 SHOE SC 1 SIT SA 15 SLIPPERY ST 3
SHADOWS HA 1 SHOO SC 1 SIT HE 1 SLIVER HA 1
SHAKE HA 2 SHOOT ST 1 SIT SE 1 SLIVERS HA 1
SHAKING HC 1 SHOPPING HA 1 SITTING H T 1 SLOT SA 2
SHAPE HA 3 SHORE H T 1 SITTING SC 2 SLOW HA 2
SHAPED HA 5 SHORT SC 1 SITTING HA 2 SLOWER HC 1
SHAPES HA 2 SHORT HA 1 SITTING SA 5 SLURP H T 7
SHAPES SA 2 SHORTENED HA 1 SITUATION HA 2 SLURP HA 10
SHARE H T 1 SHOULD H T 3 SIX HC 2 SLURPING HA 4
SHARE HA 1 SHOULD HC 2 SIX SC 6 SMALL SC 1
SHARK ST 1 SHOULD HA 16 SIX HA 2 SMALL HA 6
SHARK SC 2 SHOULD TA 1 SIX SA 2 SMALL SA 2
SHARP H C 4 SHOULDN'T HA 1 SIXTEEN S C 1 SMALLER S C 1
SHARP HA 3 SHOULDN'T TA 2 SIXTIES TA 1 SMALLER HA 1
SHE H T 5 SHOVE SA 1 SIXTY SC 1 SMALLEST HA 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 226 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 227
SMART H T 2 SOME HA 39 SOUP SC 1 STANDING HA 4
SMART TT 1 SOME TA 1 SPACE TT 1 STANDS HA 1
SMART TA 1 SOME SA 6 SPACE HA 1 STAR TT 1
SMART SA 1 SOME HE 4 SPACE SA 1 STARFISH ST 3
SMELL H T 1 SOME SE 1 SPAGHETTI HC 1 START H T 1
SMELL H A 3 SOME SOMETHI H T 1 SPAGHETTI HA 14 START H C 1
SMELLED HA 2 SOMEBODY H T 2 SPAGHETTI PASGHET H T 1 START SC 4
SMILE H C 1 SOMEBODY S T 4 SPANISH HA 1 START HA 12
SMILE HA 1 SOMEBODY HA 1 SPARK HA 1 START SA 3
SMILE TA 1 SOMEBODY SA 1 SPEAK H T 1 START HE 1
SMILED HA 1 SOMEBODY SE 1 SPEAK SA 2 STARTED HA 2
SMILING HA 5 SOMEBODY'S H T 1 SPEARS HA 1 STARTING HA 1
SMILING SE 2 SOMEBODY'S HA 2 SPECIAL HA 5 STATE ST 1
SMOCK HC 2 SOMEDAY HA 1 SPECIAL SE 1 STATE TA 2
SMOCK HA 5 SOMEONE H T 2 SPECIMEN HA 2 STATION H T 1
SMOCK SMUCK H T 2 SOMEONE ST 1 SPICE HA 2 STAY SC 1
SMOOCHY HA 1 SOMEONE HC 1 SPICES H T 1 STAY HA 2
SMOOTH H T 1 SOMEONE HA 4 SPICES HA 1 STAY TA 1
SMOOTHER H T 1 SOMEPLACE HA 1 SPICEY H T 2 STAY SA 3
SMOTHERING HA 1 SOMEPLACE TA 1 SPICEY HA 2 STAYING SA 1
SNAKE H T 1 SOMETHING H T 11 SPIDERMAN HC 2 STEAL H T 1
SNAPPED H A 1 SOMETHING S T 5 SPIDERMAN T C 1 STEALING H T 1
SNEEZY HA 1 SOMETHING HC 4 SPIDERMAN SC 2 STEALING HC 4
SNOUT HA 1 SOMETHING T C 1 SPILLED H C 1 STEALING HA 1
SNOW H T 1 SOMETHING SC 1 SPIT HC 1 STEAM H T 1
SNOW HC 1 SOMETHING HA 35 SPIT HE 1 STEAM HA 2
SNOW HA 6 SOMETHING T A 3 SPIT SPITTED H C 1 STEER HA 1
SNUG H A 1 SOMETHING S A 3 SPITTING S C 1 STEGOSAURUS H T 1
SO H T 15 SOMETHING'S H T 1 SPLASHES HA 1 STEGOSAURUS HA 2
SO S T 9 SOMETIMES HC 1 SPLAT SC 1 STEP H T 1
SO HC 4 SOMETIMES HA 17 SPLENDID HA 2 STEP ST 1
SO SC 2 SOMETIMES HE 1 SPOON HA 4 STEP HA 1
SO HA 73 SOMEWHAT TA 1 SPOONS HA 1 STEP SA 1
SO TA 10 SOMEWHERE HA 1 SPOT HA 3 STEPS H T 1
SO SA 10 SOMEWHERE SA 1 SPOTS H T 1 STEPS HA 2
SO HE 7 SON HA 2 SPRING H T 1 STEVE HC 1
SO SE 3 SONG H T 2 SPRING HA 2 STEVE SA 2
SOAP H T 1 SONG ST 1 SPRING TA 1 STEVEN HC 1
SOAP HC 7 SONG HA 5 SPRINKLED HA 2 STEVEN S'C 1
SOAP HA 3 SONGS HA 1 SQUEALED HA 1 STEVEN HA 1
SOCCER HA 1 SONNET HA 2 SQUEEZE HA 2 STEVEN SA 2
SOCKS HC 1 SOON H T 1 SQUIRRELS HA 1 STEW HA 1
SOCKS HA 1 SOON HA 5 STABLE H T 1 STICK H T 6
SOFT H T 1 SORE HA 1 STABLE HA 3 STICK TT 4
SOFT HC 1 SORRY ST 1 STACK TC 1 STICK HA 5
SOFT HA 3 SORRY HC 1 STAIRS H T 1 STICK TE 1
SOFTEST HA 1 SORRY HA 1 STAIRS HA 1 STICKS HC 2
SOGGY HC 1 SORRY SA 1 STAMINA HA 1 STICKS HA 2
SOLVE SE 2 SORT HA 4 STAND H T 2 STILL H T 4
SOME H T 6 SOUND H T 2 STAND ST 1 STILL TT 1
SOME TT 1 SOUND HA 6 STAND HA 2 STILL ST 3
SOME ST 3 SOUND SA 1 STAND HE 1 STILL HC 1
SOME HC 18 SOUND TE 1 STANDING H T 3 STILL HA 13
SCME SC 4 SOUNDS HA 1 STANDING SC 1 STILL TA 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 224 GROUP 1 CHILD 5 225































































































































































































DI H T 5
DU H T 3
DU ST 2
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GOONAGE S T 1




































































































































































































































































































































TRYING TRYIN H A






























































































TYRANNOSAURUS NASAURU H T
U H T
U HA
UH *SOUND H T
UH *SOUND S T
UH *SOUND H C
UH *SOUND H A
UH *SOUND T A
UH *SOUND H 0
UH *SOUND H E
UH *SOUND S E








UM UUM H E
UMBRELLA H A
UMBRELLA UNBRELL H A
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WANNA SA - 6
WANNA HE 1
WANNA SE 2
WANNACA H T 1

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































236 237GROUP 1 CHILD 5
240 GROUP 1 CHILD 5
YEAH SO 1 YOU TA 52 YOURS SC 4 ZOO H T 3
YEAH HE 9 YOU SA 94 YOURS HA 3 ZOO ST 3
YEAH TE 2 YOU HO 3 YOURSELF SC 1 1 SA 1
YEAH SE 2 YOU SO 1 YOURSELF HA 4 2 HC 1
YEAH YAH HA 2 YOU HE 35 YOURSELF T A 1 2 SC 1
YEAH YEAE HC 1 YOU TE 1 YOURSELF SA 2 2 HA 4
YEAH YEUH H T 2 YOU SE 39 YUCK ST 1 2 SA 1
YEAH YEUH HA 14 YOU GETYOU HA 1 YUCK HC 3 2M HC 1
YEAH YEUH HE 1 YOU KAWZYOU HA 1 YUCKY ST 1 3 H T 1
YEAR ST 1 YOU YA H T 1 YUCKY SC 4 3 HA 2
YEAR HA 3 YOU YA ST 4 ZINGING H T 1 4 SC 2
YEAR TA 1 YOU YA TC 1 ZOE SC 6 68 HA 1
YEARS HC 1 YOU YA HA 2 ZOE SA 3 8 SA 1
YEARS HA 2 YOU YA SO 2 ZOE'S SA 1
YELL ST 1 YOU YO SO 1
YELLING HA 1 YOU YOUR'RE T T 1
YELLCW ST 2 YOU YOUR'RE T A 2
YELLOW HA 2 YOU YUHGOTT H T 1
YELLOWS S C 1 YOU YUHSTRO H T 1
YELLOWS SA 1 YOU'D HA 2
YEP H T 6 YOU'D TA 1
YEP HC 1 YOU'D SA 1
YEP YYEP H T 2 YOU'LL SC 1
YES H T 30 YOU'LL HA 6
YES . TT 1 YOU'LL TA 2
YES ST 2 YOU'LL SA 1
YES HC 24 YOU'RE H T 13
YES TC 1 YOU'RE TT 3
YES SC 9 YOU'RE ST 12
YES HA 42 YOU'RE HC 6
YES TA 2 YOU'RE SC 5
YES SA 6 YOU'RE HA 47
YES HE 5 YOU'RE TA 7
YES TE 1 YOU'RE SA 9
YES SE 4 YOU'RE HE 4
YESTERDAY H C 2 YOU'RE S E 1
YESTERDAY HA 7 YOU'VE H T 2
YESTERDAY TA 1 YOU'VE ST 1
YESTERDAY'S HA 1 YOU'VE HA 2
YET HC 2 YOU'VE TA 1
YET HA 6 YOU'VE SA 1
YET SA 2 YOUNG HA 3
YET HE 1 YOUR H T 17
YIKE SC 1 YOUR ST 11
YIP H T 2 YOUR HC 8
YIPPIE H T 2 YOUR SC 11
YORK HA 2 YOUR HA 114
YOU H T 120 YOUR TA 4
YOU TT 7 YOUR SA 26
YOU ST 81 YOUR HO 1
YOU HC 54 YOUR HE 3
YOU TC 7 YOUR SE 4
YOU SC 106 YOURS H T 1
YOU HA 738 YOURS HC 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 5 241






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALRIGH' H T 1

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 6 243
BETTER T 1 BLOWING BLOWIN H T 1 BOTTOMS HA 1 BROKE S C 4
BETTER HA 4 BLUE H T 13 BOUGHT H T 1 BROKEN H T 1
BETTER TA 1 BLUE TT 2 BOUGHT SC 3 BROKEN SC 1
BETTER BETER T A 1 BLUE S C 2 BOWERY T A 1 BROKEN T A 1
BETTY HA 1 BLUE HA 10 BOWLER HA 1 BROOKLYN HA 1
BETWEEN HA 1 BLUE TA 1 BOWLER TA 1 BROOKLYN SA 1
BETWEEN HE 1 BLUE SA 2 BOWLER TE 1 BROOM TA 1
BIG H T 7 BOAT H T 2 BOX ST 4 BROTHER H T 3
BIG TT 2 BOAT TT 2 BOX SC 9 BROTHER SC 17
BIG ST 1 BOAT TA 2 BOX HA 3 BROTHER HA 2
BIG SC 5 BOAT'S TT 1 BOX TA 2 BROTHER TA 2
BIG HA 9 BODY H T 1 BOX SA 10 BROTHERS SC 3
BIG TA 5 BODY ST 1 BOY H T 2 BROUGHT H T 4
BIG SA 1 BODY SC 2 BOY TT 1 BROUGHT TT 1
BIGGER SC 9 BODY SA 1 BOY ST 1 BROUGHT SC 1
BIGGER HA 1 BOILED H T 3 BOY SC 3 BROUGHT HA 1
BIGGEST ST 1 BOILED HA 2 BOY HA 7 BROW H T 1
BIGGEST SC 2 BOING SC 4 BOY TA 3 BROWN H T 6
BILL HA 1 BOINGA *SOUND SC 4 BOY'S SC 1 BROWN HA 7
BILL TE 2 BOLOGNA H T 3 BRACH H T 1 BROWNING HA 1
BINGO HA 3 BOLOGNA TA 3 BRAIDED HA 1 BROWNS H T 1
BINGO'S HT 1 BOMB HT 1 BRAIDS HT 1 BROWNS HA 1
BIRTHDAY S C 3 BONE H T 1 BRAIDS HA 8 BROWNSTONE HA 2
BIRTHDAY HA 2 BONE ST 4 BRAKE SC 1 BROWNSTONE TA 2
BIRTHDAY T A 1 BONE SC 1 BRANCHES TT 4 BRUSH H T 7
BIT H T 3 BONE SA 2 BRANCHES TA 5 BRUSH HA 1
BIT HA 10 BONES SA 5 BRANCHES' TT 1 BUBBLE ST 2
BIT S A 7 BOO H T 3 BREAD H T 3 BUBBLE SC 2
BITE H T 2 BOOK H T 6 BREAD TT 4 BUBBLY HA 1
BITE H C 1 BOOK ST 4 BREAD S C 3 BUFFALO H T 3
BITE HA 1 BOOK SC 1 BREAD HA 5 BUFFALO HA 3
BLACK H T 1 BOOK HA 4 BREAD SA 2 BUG H T 2
BLACK TT 1 BOOK HE 1 BREAD HE 2 BUG HA 2
BLACK HA 4 BOOKS TT 1 BREAK H T 3 BUH *SOUND H T 5
BLANKET HA 3 BOOM H T 1 BREAK ST 2 BUILD SC 2
BLAST SC 1 BOOP *MADEUP H T 3 BREAK SC 6 BUILD T A 1
BLEACH TA 1 BOOPS *SOUND SC 2 BREAK HA 2 BUILD SA 3
BLEEDING HC 1 BOOT H T 7 BREAK SE 1 BULL ST 1
BLESS SC 1 BOOT ST 1 BREAKFAST H T 1 BUMBY *MADEUP T T 1
BLEW H T 1 BOOTH HA 1 BREAKFAST ST 1 BUMP SC 1
BLEW HA 1 BOOTS H T 17 BREAKFAST HA 1 BUMP HA 2
BLINKING TT 1 BOOTS ST 1 BREAKFAST TA 1 BUMPED H T 1
BLOCK TA 2 BOOTS HA 4 BREAKING SC 1 BUMPED HA 1
BLOCKS SA 3 BOOTS SA 1 BRIGHT TT 1 BUMPY HA 1
BLOCKS TE 1 BORN TA 1 BRIGHT HA 2 BUMPY TA 1
BLOOD H T 4 BOSS HA 2 BRIGHT BRIGH' H T 1 BUNCH TT 1
BLOOD TT 1 BOTH H T 1 BRING H T 4 BUNCH SC 1
BLOOD HA 3 BOTH HC 2 BRING SC 2 BUREAU HA 1
BLOODY ST 2 BOTH SC 3 BRING HA 6 BURNED HA 1
BLOOMINGDALE'S HA 1 BOTH HA 2 BRING TA 2 BURT SC 12
BLOW H T 9 BOTH TE 2 BRING SA 3 BUS HA 2
BLOW HA 12 BOTHERING ST 1 BRINGS HA 1 BUS TA 5
BLOWING H T 2 BOTHERING BOTHERI H T 1 BROKE H T 3 BUS S A 1
BLOWING H A 2 BOTTOM HA 2 BROKE ST 1 BUS TE 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 6 248 GROUP 1 CHILD 6 249
BUSTER H T 2 CAME SC 5 CASE HA 1 CHERRY TA 1
BUSTER HA 4 CAME HA 3 CASH HA 1 CHEW ST 1
BUSTERS HA 1 CAME TA 2 CASPER ST 1 CHEW SE 7
BUSY HA 2 CAN HT 7 CAT HT 4 CHEWING ST 3
BUT HT 41 CAN TT 1 CAT TT 2 CHICKEN H T 1
BUT TT 4 CAN ST 12 CAT HA 1 CHIEF TT 1
BUT ST 4 CAN HC 4 CATCH H T 2 CHIEF HA 1
BUT HC 1 CAN SC 34 CATCH HA 1 CHILD H T 1
BUT TC 1 CAN HA 53 CATCHES H T 1 CHILDREN TT 1
BUT SC 18 CAN TA 9 CATCHING SC 1 CHILDREN SA 1
BUT HA 47 CAN SA 15 CAUGHT H T 1 CHILDREN HE 1
BUT TA 13 CAN HE 3 CAUGHT TT 1 CHILDREN TE 1
BUT SA 8 CAN SE 4 CAUSE HC 1 CHILDREN'S TA 1
BUT HE 1 CAN'T H T 29 CAUSE SC 8 CHILLY TT 2
BUT TE 1 CAN'T TT 4 CAVE H T 1 CHIN H T 1
BUT SE 1 CAN'T ST 4 CAVE HA 2 CHIN HA 1
BUTTER HT 1 CAN'T HC 1 CENTER HA 1 CHINATOWN HA 1
BUTTER HC 3 CAN'T SC 15 CENTS HA 1 CHLOROX TA 1
BUTTER S C 13 CAN'T H A 14 CEREAL H T 1 CHOCOLATE H T 1
BUTTER HA 13 CAN'T TA 7 CEREAL HA 1 CHOCOLATE HA 3
BUTTER SA 29 CAN'T SA 6 CHAIR H T 15 CHOKING HA 1
BUTTER SE 1 CAN'T HE 1 CHAIR SC 4 CHOOSE ST 2
BUTTER'S SA 1 CANDLE HT 1 CHAIR HA 18 CHOP H T 1
BUTTERMILK SA 1 CANDLE HA 2 CHANCE HA 3 CHOP SC 1
BUY H T 4 CANDY HA 1 CHANGE H T 2 CHOPPING CHOPPIN T T 1
BUY TT 1 CANDY TA 1 CHANGE SA 2 CHRIS SC 4
BUY ST 5 CANNOT S A 2 CHANGE T E 1 CHRISTMAS CHISTMA H T 1
BUY H A 7 CAP H T 2 CHANGED ST 1 CHRISTOPHER SA 2
BUY TA 1 CAPTAIN H T 4 CHANGED HA 2 CHUCK'S HA 1
BUYING SC 1 CAPTAIN HA 2 CHANGED TA 1 CIGARETTE SC 3
BY H T 5 CAR TT 1 CHANGED SA 1 CIGARETTES H T 2
BY SC 1 CAR ST 1 CHANGING HA 2 CIRCLE H T 1
BY HA 6 CAR TA 1 CHANGING SA 1 CIRCLE HA 1
BY TA 3 CARD TA 5 CHANNEL SC 1 CIRCLED HA 1
BY SA 1 CARDBOARD SA 1 CHANNEL TA 1 CIRCLES HT 1
BYE H T 7 CARDBOARDS H T 1 CHANNEL HE 1 CIRCLES HA 3
BYE HA 4 CARE H T 1 CHANTEUSE HA 1 CITRIC HA 1
BYE TA 6 CARE TT 1 CHARLIE H T 2 CITY H T 1
BYE SA 1 CARE SC 2 CHARLIE HA 2 CLARA HA 1
C HT 2 CARE HA 1 CHART ST 1 CLARE SE 1
CABBAGE HA 1 CARE SA 1 CHE ST 1 CLASS HA 3
CABINET H T 4 CAREFUL HA "4 CHECK H T 1 CLASS TA 1
CAFETERIA S T 1 CAREFUL S A 1 CHECK T T 1 CLASSROOM S A 1
CAFETERIA T A 1 CAREFUL SE 2 CHECK ST 2 CLEAN H T 1
CAKE HA 3 CAREFUL CARAFUL HA 1 CHECK SC 1 CLEAN T T 5
CALL H T 1 CAREFUL CARFUL HA 1 CHECK HA 4 CLEAN SC 1
CALL HA 4 CAREFULLY HE 1 CHECK SA 2 CLEAN HA 1
CALL TA 4 CARRIERS HA 1 CHECKS HA 1 CLEAN TA 1
CALL SA 2 CARRIERS' HA 1 CHEEK HT 1 CLEANED TT 2
CALLED SC 3 CARRIERS' HE 1 CHEEKS HA 1 CLEANED TA 1
CALLS SC 1 CARRY T T 1 CHEESE H T 4 CLEANING CLEANIN T T 1
CALM HA 1 CARRY SA 1 CHEESE HA 8 CLEAR SA 1
CAME TT 1 CART TA 1 CHEESE SA 1 CLIMB H T 1
CAME ST 3 CARTOONS HA 1 CHERRY HA 1 CLIMB HA 1
247GROUP 1 CHILD 6 246 GROUP 1 CHILD 6
CLIMB SA 2 COME TA 10 COUNT HA 3 CUSTOMER SO 1
CLIMBED H T 1 COME SA 16 COUNTER H T 1 CUT H T 16
CLIMBED HA 1 COME HE 1 COUNTER HA 2 CUT TT 2
CLIMBING SA 2 COME SE 12 COUNTING SA 1 CUT ST 3
CLOSE H T 15 COME COMIN H T 4 COUNTRY HA 2 CUT SC 5
CLOSE SC 9 COME COMIN SC 1 COUNTRY S A 1 CUT HA 11
CLOSE HA 5 COME COMIN' H T 2 COUPLE SA 1 CUT TA 2
CLOSED H T 1 COMES SC 2 COVER H T 3 CUTTING SC 1
CLOSED HA 1 COMES HA 5 COVER HA 2 CUTTING TA 1
CLOSER HA 1 COMES S A 1 COVERED H T 1 D H T 2
CLOSER TA 1 COMING H T 1 COVERS H T 6 D SC 1
CLOSET H T 2 COMING ST 4 COW HA 1 D HA 1
CLOSET HA 4 COMING SC 6 COWBOY HA 1 DAD H T 2
CLOSING HA 1 COMING HA 10 COZY HA 1 DAD SC 3
CLOTHES HA 2 COMING TA 2 CRACK H T 2 DADDY H T 2
COAT TT 1 COMING SE 1 CRACKED TT 1 DADDY ST 1
COAT HA 1 COMPANY SC 2 CRACKERS ST 1 DADDY SC 12
COAT SA 3 COMPANY HA 1 CRACKERS SO 1 DADDY SA 1
COCKROACH COCKYRO H T 4 CONCENTRATED S A 1 CRATE S C 1 DADDY HE 1
COCKROACH COCKYRO H A 1 CONCERNED S A 1 CRATE S A 1 DADDY'S H T 1
COFFEE H T 3 CONCERNED T E 1 CRATES S C 1 DADDY'S S C 11
COFFEE HA 5 CONDOR SA 1 CRATES SA 5 DADDY'S DADY'S SC 1
COFFEE SA 1 CONE H T 1 CRAYON H T 2 DAFFODILS HA 1
COFFEE HE 1 CONFUSED T E 1 CRAYON HA 2 DAMN H T 1
COKE TT 1 CONTAINERS SA 1 CRAYONS H T 1 DAMN SC 1
COLA TT 1 CONTENTS HA 1 CRAZY SC 1 DAN ST 1
COLD H T 2 CONTEXT HE 1 CREAM H T 2 DANCE H T 3
COLD SC 1 COOK HA 2 CREAM ST 1 DANCE HA 1
COLD HA 5 COOKIE H T 3 CREAM HA 9 DANCED HA 2
COLD TA 1 COOKIE ST 2 CREAM TA 1 DANCES HA 1
COLLAGE H T 1 COOKIE SC 1 CREAM SA 2 DANCING HA 3
COLLAGE HA 4 COOKIES SO 1 CREAM'S ST 1 DANIELLE TA 1
COLLAPSE SA 1 COOKS HA 1 CREAMED HA 1 DANISH SA 1
COLLAPSES HA 1 COOL H T 1 CREEK H T 1 DANNY HA 5
COLLAPSING SA 1 COOL SA 2 CRIED SC 1 DAP SC 1
COLLECT TA 2 CORN H T 1 CROCODILES H T 1 DARK H T 1
COLOR H T 13 CORNER H T 1 CROSS TA 1 DARN TA 1
COLOR ST 1 CORNER HA 1 CROWDED HA 1 DASHING H T 1
COLOR HA 5 COUGH H T 1 CRUSHED H T 1 DASHING TT 2
COLOR TA 2 COUGH HA 3 CRUST H T 1 DASHING HA 1
COLOR SA 6 COUGHED H T 1 CRY SC 2 DASHING DASHIN TT 1
COLORING SC 2 COUGHING COUGHIN H T 3 CRY SA 4 DAY H T 6
COLORING HA 6 COULD H T 59 CRYSTAL H T 1 DAY SC 2
COLORING SA 7 COULD TT 3 CUBBIE ST 3 DAY HA 8
COMB HA 3 COULD ST 13 CUBBIE SA 4 DAY TA 4
COMBED HA 3 COULD HC 4 CUE HA 1 DAY T E 1
COMBINED HA 1 COULD SC 16 CUP H T 1 DAY'S HA 1
COMBINED SA 1 COULD HA 10 CUP SA 1 DAYS TA 1
COME H T 61 COULD TA 6 CURL HA 1 DEAD ST 2
COME TT 2 COULD S A 7 CURLY H T 2 DEAD SC 18
COME ST 17 COULD SE 1 CURLY HA 2 DEB SC 1
CCME HC 4 COULDN'T H T 2 CURTAIN H T 1 DEBBIE H T 2
COME SC 31 COULDN'T SC 1 CUSTOMER SC 5 DEBBIE ST 1
COME HA 71 COUNT H T 3 CUSTOMER SA 3 DEBBIE HC 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 6 252 GROUP 1 CHILD 6 253
DEBBIE SC 16 DIFFERENT HA 2 DOESN'T H T 7 DOORBELL H T 2
DEBBIE HA 3 DIFFERENT TA 2 DOESN'T T T 1 DOORWAY SC 1
DEBBIE SA 2 DIFFERENT SA 2 DOESN'T ST 1 DOTS HA 1
DEBBIE SE 1 DIFFERENTLY HA 1 DOESN'T SC 5 DOUGH ST 1
DEBBIE'S HA 1 DIFFICULT H T 1 DOESN'T HA 13 DOUGH S C 1
DEBBY H T 1 DIG H T 1 DOESN'T TA 2 DOWN HT 15
DEBBY SC 1 DILLY H T 1 DOESN'T HE 1 DOWN TT 4
DEBBY HA 1 DIM ST 2 DOG HT 1 DOWN ST 6
DECIDE HA 2 DIN ST 7 DOG HA 2 DOWN TC 1
DECIDED HA 2 DINAH H T 14 DOG T A 1 DOWN SC 29
DECIDED S A 1 DINAH HA 13 DOGGIE H T 3 DOWN HA 26
DEE H T 2 DING H T 1 DOGGIE TT 2 DOWN TA 7
DEEDEE ST 1 DINNER H T 1 DOGGIE HA 1 DOWN SA 9
DEER HA 1 DINNER SC 1 DOGGIE TA 1 DOWN TE 1
DEFINITELY H T 1 DINNER HA 7 DOGS HA 1 DOWN SE 1
DELICIOUS S C 1 DINNER'S H T 1 DOING H T 2 DRACULA DRACULO H T 1
DELICIOUS HA 7 DINNERTIME HA 1 DOING ST 2 DRANK HA 1
DELILAH H T 1 DINO ST 1 DOING SC 8 DRAW H T 4
DELILAH HA 6 DINO SC 1 DOING HA 7 DRAW HA 2
DELILAH GELILAH H T 1 DINOSAUR H T 1 DOING T A 1 DRAW DRAWED H T 1
DELILAH'S H T 1 DINOSAUR ST 1 DOING SA 2 DRAWERS HA 2
DEN HT 1 DINOSAUR SC 6 DOING HE 2 DRAWING HE 1
DEPARTMENT TT 1 DINOSAUR HA 1 DOING SE 4 DRAWINGS HA 1
DEPARTMENT TA 1 DINOSAUR SA 10 DOING DOIN H T 1 DREAM HA 1
DESCRIBING HE 1 DINOSAUR SE 1 DOING DOIN' H T 5 DREAMS H T 1
DESPITE HA 1 DIRECTING TE 1 DOING DOINIT H T 1 DREAMS HA 1
DESTROY S E 1 DIRECTIONS HA 1 DOLL S C 3 DRESS S A 2
DIANE SA 1 DIRT SC 1 DOLLAR HA 1 DREW HA 2
DICE TT 1 DIRTY TT 1 DOLLAR SA 1 DRINK H T 7
DID H T 20 DISCOVER TA 1 DON SE 1 DRINK HA 4
DID TT 3 DISH HA 1 DON DON' H T 1 DRINK TA 1
DID ST 8 DISNEY HA 1 DON'T H T 99 DRINKING ST 1
DID SC 22 DISORGANIZED TA 1 DON'T TT 8 DRINKS H T 1
DID HA 40 DISTURB HE 1 DON'T ST 13 DRIVE ST 1
DID TA 5 DO H T 78 DON'T HC 4 DRIVE SC 1
DID SA 11 DO TT 2 DON'T SC 22 DRIVE HA 1
DID SE 2 DO ST 10 DON'T HA 58 DROOPY HA 3
DID DID'T HT 1 DO HC 2 DON'T TA 8 DROP SA 3
DIDDLE HA 6 DO SC 29 DON'T SA 24 DROP SE 1
DIDN'T H T 19 DO HA 99 DON'T HE 5 DROPPED SC 4
DIDN'T TT 1 DO TA 16 DON'T SE 14 DROPS SC 1
DIDN'T ST 2 DO S A 25 DONALD H T 6 DRY H T 1
DIDN'T TC 1 DO HE 6 DONE SC 1 DRY TA 1
DIDN'T SC 28 DO TE 5 DONE HA 1 DUCK H T 5
DIDN'T HA 24 DO SE 7 DONG HT 1 DUMB HT 1
DIDN'T TA 3 DO D'JA TA 1 DONG HA 1 DUMB ST 1
DIDN'T DIDN' H T 2 DO D'YOU SC 1 DOO *SOUND H T 4 DUMP TA 1
DIDN'T DIDN' HA 1 DOCTOR S C 2 DOODIE *MADEUP T T 1 DUMPPEDDY *MADEUP T A 1
DIDN'T DIN' H T 1 DOCTOR S A 1 DOODIE *MADEUP HA 4 DUNGAREES T A 5
DIE TE 1 DOES H T 5 DOODLE HA 1 DURING SC 1
DIED SC 1 DOES HA 8 DOOR H T 9 DURING DIRIN ST 3
DIFFERENT H T 6 DOES S A 6 DOOR S T 3 E H T 5
DIFFERENT ST 1 DOES HE 2 DOOR SC 6 E TA 1
DIFFERENT S C 3 DOES SE 3 DOOR HA 1 E'S TT 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 6 250 GROUP 1 CHILD 6 251












































































































































































































































































































ERRR *SOUND T T
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 6 255
GABRIELLA GABR S A 1 GIRL T A 1 GOING GOIN T T 3 GRAEME S T 7
GABRIELLA'S SC 3 GIRL'S HA 2 GOING GOIN ST 1 GRAEME HC 2
GABRIELLA 'S HA 2 GIRLS SC 1 GOING GOIN HA 1 GRAEME SC 7
GABRIELLA'S T A 2 GIRLS' HA 1 GOING GOIN TA 1 GRAEME HA 11
GALAHAD HA 1 GIVE H T 28 GOING GOIN' H T 3 GRAEME TA 8
GAME H T 8 GIVE ST 3 GOING GOINNA H T 1 GRAEME SA 1
GAME HA 9 GIVE HC 2 GOING GOINU HA 1 GRAEME'S H T 3
GAMES HA 1 GIVE SC 11 GOING GONNA H T 50 GRAEME'S HA 2
GARBAGE TT 1 GIVE HA 20 GOING GONNA TT 1 GRAEME'S TA 1
GARBAGE HA 1 GIVE TA 1 GOING GONNA ST 9 GRAND HA 1
GARDNER S A 1 GIVE S A 5 GOING GONNA S C 19 GRANDMA'S HA 1
GATHERED HA 1 GIVE GIMME H T 2 GOING GONNA HA 57 GRANDMA'S GRAMMA' HA 2
GAVE ST 1 GIVE GIMME SC 2 GOING GONNA TA 10 GRAPE H T 1
GAVE SC 3 GIVE GIMME HA 1 GOING GONNA SA 18 GRASS SA 1
GAVE HA 1 GIVE GIMME TA 1 GOING GONNA HE 2 GRAY H T 3
GAVE TA 1 GIVES H T 1 GOING GONNA SE 3 GRAY HA 2
GAVE SA 1 GLAD H T 1 GOLD H T 1 GRAY TA 2
GENIE ST 1 GLAD HA 4 GOLD HA 1 GREAT SC 1
GENTLE HA 1 GLASS H T 3 GONE H T 1 GREAT HA 2
GENTLEMAN H T 2 GLASS HA 2 GONE ST 1 GREAT SA 1
GENTLEMAN HA 1 GLASS TA 1 GONE HA 1 GREAT HE 1
GENTLEMEN H T 6 GLASSES SC 4 GOOD H T 4 GREAT TE 1
GENTLEMEN HA 2 GLASSES SA 1 GOOD TT 1 GREATEST SA 1
GET H T 98 GLOVE TA 1 GOOD ST 4 GREEN H T 3
GET TT 5 GLOVES TA 3 GOOD SC 3 GREEN ST 1
GET ST 29 GLUE SC 1 GOOD HA 33 GREEN HA 6
GET HC 1 GO H T 45 GOOD TA 4 GREEN TA 1
GET SC 40 GO TT 4 GOOD SA 10 GREEN SA 1
GET HA 93 GO ST 14 GOOD HE 2 GREG TA 1
GET TA 11 GO HC 1 GOODBYE SA 4 GREG SA 1
GET SA 12 GO SC 43 GOODNIGHT HA 2 GREGORY H T 1
GET HE 2 GO HA 60 GORDON HA 1 GREGORY ST 1
GET TE 1 GO TA 17 GORILLA ST 1 GREGORY SC 3
GET ANGET H T 1 GO SA 12 GORILLA SC 12 GREGORY SA 3
GET GOTS HT 1 GO HE 1 GOT HT 29 GREGORY'S SC 1
GETS HT 8 GO TE 2 GOT TT 5 GREW SC 1
GETS SC 4 GOD SC 1 GOT ST 10 GREW TA 1
GETS HA 2 GOES H T 5 GOT HC 5 GREY SC 1
GETTING H T 1 GOES TT 3 GOT SC 17 GREY TA 1
GETTING ST 3 GOES ST 4 GOT HA 6 GRIND HA 1
GETTING SC 4 GOES SC 5 GOT T A 2 GROCERIES SC 1
GETTING HA 5 GOES HA 7 GOT SA 7 GROUCH SC 1
GETTING TA 1 GOES TA 2 GOT TE 2 GROUND H T 1
GETTING GETTIN TT 1 GOES SA 1 GOT SE 1 GROUND SA 1
GETTING GETTIN ST 1 GOES TE 1 GOT GOTCH HA 2 GROW SC 3
GHOST ST 1 GOES SE 2 GOT GOTCHA SC 1 GROW SA 1
GIANT H T 1 GOING H T 1 GOT GOTTA H T 1 GUESS H T 8
GIANT ST 1 GOING TT 4 GOT GOTTA TT 1 GUESS SC 2
GIANT SC 4 GOING ST 1 GOT GOTTA SC 2 GUESS T E 1
GIANT S A 1 GOING SC 3 GOT GOTTA SE 1 GUINEAS SC 1
GIRL H T 1 GOING HA 13 GOTTEN TA 2 GUM ST 2
GIRL S T 1 GOING T A 14 GOVAR *MADEUP HA 1 GUM SC 5
GIRL SC 6 GOING S A 9 GRAB HA 3 GUY ST 1
GIRL HA 23 GOING SE 2 GRAEME H T 9 GUY TA 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 6 260 GROUP 1 CHILD 6 261
GUYS SC 8 HANDS SE 1 HAVE HE 8 HELLO SC 2
GUYS S A 2 HANG H T 1 HAVE SE 3 HELLO S A 2
GYM SC 3 HANG ST 1 HAVEN'T SA 2 HELP H T 7
GYM HA 4 HANG SC 1 HAVING H T 1 HELP ST 5
GYM SA 1 HANG TA 1 HAVING HC 1 HELP SC 8
GYMNASIUM H A 1 HANGED H T 1 HAVING SC 8 HELP HA 9
H H T 2 HANGED ST 1 HAVING HA 2 HELP TA 1
H HA 1 HAPPEN H T 2 HAVING SA 1 HELP SA 2
H TE 1 HAPPEN HA 1 HAW SC 1 HELPED H T 1
HA H T 163 HAPPENED ST 1 HE H T 32 HELPED HA 1
HA TT 25 HAPPENED HA 3 HE TT 8 HER H T 5
HA ST 34 HAPPENED TA 1 HE ST 37 HER TT 2
HA HC 9 HAPPENED SA 4 HE SC 63 HER ST 1
HA SC 27 HAPPENED HE 1 HE HA 25 HER SC 4
HA HA 81 HAPPENING SA 2 HE TA 10 HER HA 20
HA TA 34 HAPPENS HA 7 HE SA 6 HER TA 6
HA SA 52 HAPPENS TA 1 HE HE 3 HER SA 5
HA HE 20 HAPPENS SA 3 HE TE 1 HER HE 1
HA TE 5 HAPPY HA 1 HE'LL HT 1 HER TE 1
HA SE 3 HARD HT 4 HE'S HT 6 HER SE 1
HA HAA H T 1 HARD SC 1 HE'S TT 7 HERALD H T 1
HAD H T 13 HARD HA 5 HE'S ST 8 HERALD HA 3
HAD ST 2 HARD TA 1 HE 'S SC 16 HERE H T 67
HAD SC 6 HARD SA 1 HE'S HA 8 HERE TT 4
HAD HA 23 HARDBOILED HA 4 HE'S TA 3 HERE ST 22
HAD TA 5 HARDLY SA 1 HE'S SA 3 HERE HC 2
HAD SA 2 HARK HT 1 HE'S TE 1 HERE TC 1
HAD TE 1 HARK HA 3 HEAD H T 12 HERE SC 46
HAH HT 3 HAS HT 2 HEAD TT 1 HERE HA 77
HAIR H T 5 HAS TT 4 HEAD ST 2 HERE TA 9
HAIR HA 11 HAS ST 4 HEAD SC 6 HERE SA 28
HAIR TA 1 HAS HC 4 HEAD HA 3 HERE HE 6
HAIRCUT HT 2 HAS SC 2 HEADS H T 1 HERE TE 2
HAIRCUT HA 2 HAS HA 17 HEADS ST 1 HERE SE 10
HAIRED HA 1 HAS TA 3 HEAR HT 3 HERE'S HT 5
HALF HT 1 HAS SA 5 HEAR HA 5 HERE'S TT 1
HALF SC 1 HAS HE 2 HEAR TA 4 HERE'S ST 4
HALF HA 7 HASN'T TA 1 HEARD HT 1 HERE'S SC 5
HALFWAY HA 1 HASN'T HE 1 HEARD SC 1 HERE'S HA 4
HALL HA 1 HAT HT 1 HEARS HA 1 HERE'S SA 3
HALL TE 1 HAT HA 6 HEART H T 1 HERES ST 1
HAMBURGER SC 1 HAT TA 1 HEAVENS TA 2 HERS SC 1
HAND H T 5 HATE H T 3 HEAVY ST 2 HEY H T 25
HAND ST 1 HATE SC 3 HEAVY HA 1 HEY TT 10
HAND HA 4 HATE HA 1 HEAVY TA 1 HEY ST 20
HAND TA 3 HAUNT H T 1 HEAVY SA 2 HEY HC 6
HAND SA 3 HAVE H T 107 HEE *SOUND H T 76 HEY SC 37
HANDER SC 1 HAVE TT 5 HEE *SOUND TT 2 HEY HA 18
HANDS H T 3 HAVE ST 21 HEE *SOUND S T 3 HEY TA 2
HANDS T T 2 HAVE HC 15 HEE *SOUND SC 4 HEY SA 4
HANDS SC 2 HAVE SC 43 HEE *SOUND HA 4 HEY TE 1
HANDS HA 5 HAVE HA 138 HELD T T 1 HEY SE 5
HANDS T A 2 HAVE T A 19 HELD S A 1 HI H T 13
HANDS SA 2 HAVE SA 35 HELL HA 1 HI SC 7
GROUP 1 CHILD 6 258 GROUP 1 CHILD 6 259














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LEEDLE H T 1
LIDDLE H T 1
TA 1











































MAKED H T 1
HT 2
MAGENIT S C 1
MAGGANI SC 3
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GROUP 1 CHILD 6 271
PAIR TA 2 PEOPLE SA 5 PILLOW ST 1 POISON H T 1
PAL TA 1 PEOPLE TE 1 PILLOW SC 3 POISON S C 1
PAN H T 1 PERFECT SA 2 PILLOW SA 1 POKES HA 1
PAN HA 1 PERFECTLY HA 1 PILLOWS ST 2 POLKA HA 1
PANTIE H T 1 PERFECTLY S A 2 PILLOWS S C 1 POMALINSKY *MADEUP H T 1
PANTIES H T 8 PERFORM HA 1 PILLOWS SA 1 PONY H T 2
PANTS H T 2 PERIOD HA 1 PINK H T 1 PONY HA 2
PANTS TT 1 PERIOD SA 1 PINK HA 1 POOL T A 1
PANTS HA 1 PERRI SC 3 PINOCHIO H T 1 POOPIE *MADEUP H T 1
PAPER H T 7 PERRI HA 1 PIPE HA 1 POOPOO H T 3
PAPER ST 1 PERRI SA 4 PITCH SA 1 POOR H T 1
PAPER HA 4 PERRI SE 2 PITCHER SC 1 POOR TA 2
PAPER SA 2 PERRI'S SC 3 PLACE SC 1 POSSIBLE SA 1
PAPER'S H T 1 PET SC 4 PLACE HA 6 POUR H T 2
PAR ST 2 PETER H T 1 PLACE TA 2 POUR SC 4
PARENTS TA 1 PETER HA 1 PLACE SA 1 POUR HA 1
PARK TA 3 PHOBIAS HA 1 PLACE HE 1 POUR SA 2
PART H T 8 PHONE HA 1 PLAIN HA 4 POURING SA 2
PART ST 1 PHONES HA 1 PLANE HA 2 POWER SC 2
PART HA 6 PHONES SA 1 PLANTS HA 2 POWERS SC 2
PART T A 2 PIANO H T 1 PLASKET *MADEUP H T 1 PRESENTING HA 1
PARTS TA 1 PIANO HA 3 PLASTIC H T 6 PRETEND H T 4
PARTY HC 1 PIANO TA 1 PLASTIC SA 1 PRETEND S T 9
PARTY HA 2 PIANO TE 1 PLASTICS H T 1 PRETEND SC 55
PARTY TA 1 PICK H T 11 PLATE H T 4 PRETEND HA 2
PASS H T 1 PICK SC 3 PLATE HA 7 PRETEND HE 1
PASS ST 1 PICK HA 5 PLAY H T 9 PRETENDING SC 4
PASS SC 2 PICK TA 1 PLAY ST 3 PRETENDING SE 1
PASS HA 3 PICK SA 2 PLAY SC 8 PRETTY TT 1
PASS TA 1 PICKED HA 3 PLAY HA 20 PRETTY HA 9
PAST SC 3 PICKER TA 1 PLAY SA 1 PRETZEL TA 1
PAT HA 1 PICKING H T 1 PLAYDOUGH H T 2 PRIMED TA 1
PATCH HA 1 PICKING HA 1 PLAYDOUGH SC 5 PROBABLY HA 1
PAW H T 2 PICTURE H T 4 PLAYDOUGH HA 1 PROBABLY TA 1
PAZULA *MADEUP HA 1 PICTURE HA 9 PLAYDOUGH S A 2 PROBABLY H E 1
PEANUT HC 3 PICTURE SA 1 PLAYED HA 1 PROBABLY TE 2
PEBBLE HE 2 PICTURES TT 1 PLAYING H T 5 PROBLEM SC 2
PEBBLES HA 1 PICTURES ST 1 PLAYING ST 5 PROBLEM SA 1
PEE H T 1 PICTURES HA 1 PLAYING SC 5 PROJECTS HA 1
PEE SC 2 PICTURES SA 1 PLAYING HA 5 PROPERLY SA 1
PEED H T 5 PIE SC 1 PLAYING PLAYIN H T 1 PROTECT HA 3
PEEING H T 2 PIECE H T 7 PLAYING PLAYIN ST 1 PRUNING TA 1
PEEING PEEIN' H T 2 PIECE H C 2 PLAYS HA 1 PSYCHIATRIST HA 1
PEEK H T 1 PIECE SC 1 PLEA H T 1 PUDDING H T 1
PEEKED H T 1 PIECE HA 4 PLEASANT H T 1 PUDDING HA 3
PEELED SC 1 PIECE SA 3 PLEASANT HA 1 PUDDING PUDDIN' H T 4
PEEP H T 2 PIECES H T 2 PLEASE H T 4 PULL H T 2
PEEP HA 1 PIECES HC 4 PLEASE HC 1 PULL SC 2
PELLHAM H T 1 PIECES HA 2, PLEASE HA 7 PULL HA 4
PEN ST 5 PIGEONS TT 1 PLEASE SA 6 PULL HE 1
PENCIL H T 1 PIGFOOT TT 1 PLEASE SE 1 PULLED H T 1
PEOPLE H T 7 PIGHEAD TT 1 PLUTO H T 3 PULLED HA 1
PEOPLE SC 5 PILES TE 1 PLUTO HA 3 PULLING PULLIN' H T 1
PEOPLE HA 5 PILLOW HT 1 PLY SA 1 PUNCH TT 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 6 276 GROUP 1 CHILD 6 277
PUPPETS S C 1 RAILROAD RAILROA H T 1 RENOVATED T A 1 ROOF HA 2
PURPLE H T 12 RAIN H T 2 REPLACE HA 1 ROOF TA 1
PURPLE SC 8 RAIN HA 2 RESCUE SC 4 ROOF SA 3
PURPLE HA 10 RAIN TA 3 RESCUED HA 1 ROOM H T 11
PURPLE SA 1 RAINCOAT TA 1 REST H T 2 ROOM ST 1
PURSE HA 1 RAINING SC 4 REST HA 1 ROOM SC 2
PUSH H T 1 RAINING HA 2 REST SA 1 ROOM HA 11
PUSH ST 1 RAN HA 1 RESTAURANT HA 2 ROOM TA 1
PUSH SC 1 RAN RUNNED SC 2 RIDE H T 5 ROOM S A 2
PUSH SA 1 RAT H T 1 RIDE T T 4 ROSS HA 2
PUSHED H T 1 RATTLE HA 1 RIDE SC 3 ROUTINE HA 1
PUSHED ST 1 RAYS HA 1 RIDE HA 1 ROUTINE HE 1
PUSHED PUSHDED S C 1 REACH HA 2 RIDE T A 1 ROUTINES HA 1
PUSSYCAT H T 1 REACTION HA 1 RIDE SA 1 ROW TT 3
PUSSYCATS H T 1 READ SC 5 RIDING SC 1 ROW ST 1
PUSSYWILLOWS HA 1 READ HA 2 RIGHT H T 12 ROW HA 1
PUT H T 39 READING SA 1 RIGHT TT 5 RUB HA 2
PUT TT 2 READY H T 26 RIGHT ST 8 RUBBER HA 2
PUT ST 11 READY SC 2 RIGHT HC 1 RUIN HA 1
PUT SC 24 READY HA 19 RIGHT SC 39 RULE SA 1
PUT HA 47 READY TA 2 RIGHT HA 60 RUN H T 3
PUT TA 4 READY SA 1 RIGHT TA 19 RUN HA 2
PUT SA 17 REAL H T 1 RIGHT SA 23 RUNG RINGED H T 4
PUT HE 1 REAL SC 1 RIGHT HE 7 RUNNING SC 3
PUT SE 5 REALLY H T 3 RIGHT TE 1 RUSH HA 1
PUTS H T 2 REALLY SC 3 RING TT 1 S H T 7
PUTTING ST 1 REALLY HA 34 RING HA 2 S HA 2
PUTTING SC 3 REALLY TA 8 RISE H T 1 S TA 1
PUTTING HA 2 REALLY SA 6 RIVET H T 2 SAD H T 1
PUTTING SA 3 REALLY TE 3 ROAD H T 1 SAD SC 1
PUTTING PUTTIN' H T 1 REALLY SE 3 ROAM H T 1 SAD HA 2
PUTTING PUTTIN H T 2 REASON SA 1 ROAM HA 1 SAFE HA 1
QUARTER HE 1 RECIPE HA 2 ROBBIE ST 2 SAID H T 5
QUARTERS SC 4 RECIPE TA 1 ROBBIE SA 3 SAID TT 1
QUESTION HA 1 RECORDER H T 1 ROBIN SC 1 SAID ST 2
QUICK H T 1 RECORDER SE 1 ROBOT H T 1 SAID SC 11
QUICK TT 2 RECORDING HE 1 ROBOT SC 6 SAID HA 4
QUICK SC 1 RED H T 5 ROBOT HA 1 SAID TA 1
QUICK HA 3 RED TT 3 ROBOTS SC 5 SAID SA 2
QUICKLY H T 1 RED SC 6 ROCK SC 4 SAID SE 1
QUICKLY SA 1 RED HA 11 ROCKEFELLER TA 2 SAIL H T 1
QUICKLY TE 1 RED SA 5 ROCKING SC 1 SAILBOAT HA 1
QUITE HA 1 REDS H T 2 RODE H T 1 SALAD H T 1
QUITE HE 1 REFRIGERATOR HA 1 ROLE H A 1 SALAD HA 4
R H T 1 RELAX HA 1 ROLL H T 1 SALLISAUR *MADEUP HA 1
R SC 1 REMEMBER H T 13 ROLL ST 1 SALT H T 1
RACE TT 1 REMEMBER TT 1 ROLL HA 1 SALT HA 5
RACE HA 1 REMEMBER ST 1 ROLL SA 1 SALVIDOR H T 1
RADIO SC 2 REMEMBER HA 7 ROLL SE 1 SAME H T 4
RAFTERS SA 1 REMEMBER TA 2 ROLLING HA 2 SAME SC 3
RAH RA SC 1 REMEMBER SA 2 ROLLING SA 2 SAME HA 2
RAILRAOD HA 1 REMIND H T 1 ROOF H T 1 SAME TA 5
RAILROAD H T 2 REMINDS TA 3 ROOF TT 3 SAME SA 2
RAILROAD HA 3 REMOVE HA 1 ROOF SC 1 SAND SC 1
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SOME'IN H T 1
SOME'N S C 1
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'DAT H T 16
'DAT ST 8
'DAT SC 1
DAET H T 5
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GROUP 1 CHILD 6 282 283
THIRTY SA 1 THROW ST 1 TO GONNA SC 19 TOLD TA 1
THIRTY HE 1 THROW SC 1 TO GONNA HA 57 TOLD TOL TT 1
THIS H T 47 THROW HA 2 TO GONNA TA 10 TOMALINSKY H T 6
THIS TT 17 THROW SA 1 TO GONNA SA 18 TCMALINSKY HA 5
THIS ST 15 THROW HE 2 TO GONNA HE 2 TOMORROW H T 1
THIS HC 2 THROWING TA 1 TO GONNA SE 3 TOMORROW HA 14
THIS S C 51 THROWING THROWIN H T 1 TO GOTTA H T 1 TOMORROW T A 1
THIS HA 82 TICK H T 1 TO GOTTA TT 1 TOMORROW S A 3
THIS TA 19 TICKET H T 4 TO GOTTA SC 2 TOMORROW HE 1
THIS SA 39 TICKET HA 3 TO GOTTA SE 1 TOMORROW T E 1
THIS S0 1 TICKETS HA 2 TO TA H T 17 TOMORROW'S HA 1
THIS HE 8 TICKLED H T 1 TO TA TT 2 TONE H T 2
THIS SE 9 TICKLED HE 1 TO TA ST 1 TONE ST 1
THIS 'DIS H T 29 TICKLES HT 1 TO TA HA 3 TONE HA 2
THIS 'DIS ST 12 TIE SC 2 TO TA SE 1 TONE SA 1
THIS 'DIS SC 2 TIED H T 1 TO TUH H T 6 TONIGHT H T 1
THIS DIS H T 21 TIED SC 5 TO WANNA H T 47 TONIGHT HA 6
THIS DIS TT 1 TIGER TA 1 TO WANNA TT 1 TONY H T 1
THIS DIS ST 1 TIGGER SC 2 TO WANNA ST 17 TONY ST 3
THOSE H T 1 TIGHT H T 3 TO WANNA HC 1 TONY SC 4
THOSE TT 2 TIGHT HA 1 TO WANNA SC 27 TONY HA 2
THOSE HC 2 TIGHTER SE 2 TO WANNA HA 19 TONY SA 5
THOSE SC 2 TIGHTS HA 1 TO WANNA TA 1 TONY SE 1
THOSE HA 4 TILL H T 2 TO WANNA SA 7 TONY'S SC 1
THOSE TA 2 TILL ST 1 TO WANNU ST 1 TOO H T 14
THOSE SA 3 TILL HE 1 TOAST H T 10 TOO TT 2
THOSE HE 3 TIME H T 11 TOAST HA 5 TOO ST 6
THOUGH H T 1 TIME ST 1 TOAST TOAS HT 1 TOO H C 2
THOUGH SC 3 TIME SC 6 TODAY H T 4 TOO SC 24
THOUGH HA 4 TIME HA 23 TODAY ST 1 TOO HA 16
THOUGH TA 2 TIME SA 4 TODAY SC 1 TOO TA 4
THOUGH SA 2 TIMER HA 2 TODAY HA 12 TOO SA 8
THOUGHT H T 1 TIMES SC 1 TODAY TA 5 TOO TE 1
THOUGHT ST 1 TIMES HA 1 TODAY SA 3 TOOK H T 2
THOUGHT HA 3 TIMES TA 1 TODAY TE 1 TOOK ST 3
THOUGHT TA 1 TIMES SA 1 TODAY SE 4 TOOK SC 6
THREE H T 12 TIRED HA 4 TODAY'S TA 1 TOOK HA 4
THREE ST 2 TO H T 142 TODD H T 3 TOOK TA 2
THREE SC 26 TO TT 17 TODD ST 1 TOOK SE 1
THREE HA 4 TO ST 44 TODD SC 1 TOOT H T 1
THREE TA 2 TO HC 1 TODD HA 2 TOP H T 2
THREE SA 2 TO SC 82 TODD SA 2 TOP SC 1
THREE THUHREE H T 1 TO HA 213 TODD'S S A 1 TOP HA 3
THREW SC 1 TO TA 52 TOE HA 2 TOP SA 5
THREW HA 1 TO S A 55 TOENAIL H T 1 TOPS H T 1
THREW THROWED S C 1 TO SO 1 TOENAIL HA 1 TOUCH ST 2
THROAT HT 1 TO HE 5 TOENAILS HA 1 TOUCH SC 2
THROAT HA 1 TO TE 2 TOES H T 2 TOUCH HA 2
THROUGH H T 2 TO SE 14 TOGETHER H T 1 TOUCH SA 2
THROUGH TT 3 TO GOINNA H T 1 TOGETHER SC 1 TOUCHED SC 2
THROUGH ST 1 TO GOINU HA 1 TOGETHER HA 2 TOW H T 1
THROUGH SC 2 TO GONNA H T 50 TOLD H T 6 TOWARD ST 1
THROUGH HA 3 TO GONNA TT 1 TOLD SC 2 TOWEL H T 1
THROW H T 3 TO GONNA ST 9 TOLD HA 2 TOWEL SA 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 6 288 GROUP 1 CHILD 6 289
TOWELS SA 1 TWENTY SC 8 UNTIE SC 1 WAIT H T 14
TOWN H T 1 TWENTY HA 1 UNTIL HA 3 WAIT TT 1
TOWN HA 1 TWENTY TA 2 UNTIL SA 1 WAIT ST 9
TOWN NIGHTOW H A 2 TWENTY S A 3 UP H T 35 WAIT SC 6
TRAIN HA 1 TWO H T 23 UP TT 18 WAIT HA 13
TRAIN'S SC 1 TWO T T 4 UP ST 7 WAIT SA 5
TRAINING HA 1 TWO ST 5 UP SC 33 WAIT TE 1
TRAINING TA 1 TWO SC 23 UP HA 39 WAIT WAI ST 2
TRAP SC 1 TWO HA 8 UP TA 11 WAIT WAI' H T 1
TRASH TA 1 TWO SA 10 UP S A 23 WAKE H T 2
TREE HT 1 TWO S0 3 UP HE 2 WAKE HA 3
TREE TT 1 TWO HE 2 UPPED H T 1 WALK H T 1
TREE TA 1 TYPE H T 3 UPPED HA 2 WALK TT 1
TREES SA 1 TYPE HA 1 UPSIDE H T 2 WALK HA 1
TREMBLE HA 1 U H T 4 UPSTAIRS SA 1 WALK TA 2
TRIED HE 3 UH *SOUND H T 19 UPTOWN HA 1 WALK TE 1
TRIPPED SC 2 UH *SOUND TT 5 US H T 7 WALKING TT 1
TROUBLE HT 1 UH *SOUND SC 3 US ST 1 WALKING ST 1
TROUBLE HA 1 UH *SOUND HA 12 US SC 6 WALKING SC 2
TRUCK ST 1 UH *SOUND SA 3 US HA 8 WALKING HA 2
TRUCK TA 3 UH *SOUND HE 4 US TA 2 WALKS HA 1
TRUCKS SC 2 UH *SOUND TE 3 US SA 1 WALL ST 1
TRY ST 1 UH *SOUND SE 2 USE H T 4 WALL SA 1
TRY SC 2 UH-HUH HE 1 USE SC 1 WALT HA 1
TRY HA 3 UH-HUH MHM H T 2 USE HA 2 WANT H T 75
TRY TA 3 UM HT 3 USE TA 2 WANT TT 4
TRY SA 3 UM TT 1 USE SA 2 WANT ST 18
TRYING SC 1 UM ST 1 USE HE 1 WANT HC 3
TRYING HA 1 UM SC 4 USED H T 1 WANT SC 26
TRYING TA 1 UM HA 2 USED HA 3 WANT HA 71
TUMBLE HT 1 UM SA 2 USED TA 3 WANT TA 6
TUMBLED H T 2 UM HE 3 USUAL HA 1 WANT SA 7
TUMBLED HA 2 UM SE 1 USUALLY HA 1 WANT SO 1
TUMPLED *MADEUP H T 1 UMBRELLA HA 1 USUALLY S A 1 WANT HE 2
TUNA H T 2 UMBRELLA SA 1 V TT 4 WANT TE 1
TUNA HA 2 UMBRELLA TE 2 V TA 1 WANT SE " 7
TUNE TE 1 UMBRELLAS SC 1 VANILLA HA 4 WANT WAN H T 5
TURN H T 6 UMBRELLAS HE 1 VERY H T 1 WANT WAN ST 1
TURN ST 3 UN *SOUND H T 1 VERY SC 3 WANT WAN' H T 1
TURN TC 1 UN *SOUND HA 1 VERY HA 10 WANT WANNA H T 47
TURN SC 20 UNCLE H T 1 VERY TA 3 WANT WANNA TT 1
TURN HA 11 UNCLE HA 2 VERY SA 4 WANT WANNA ST 17
TURN SA 8 UNCLE TA 1 VERY HE 2 WANT WANNA HC 1
TURN HE 3 UNDER H T 9 VERY TE 1 WANT WANNA SC 27
TURN SE 1 UNDER TT 1 VERY SE 1 WANT WANNA HA 19
TURNED ST 2 UNDER ST 3 VIDEO HA 1 WANT WANNA TA 1
TURNED SC 6 UNDER SC 1 VINCENT TA 1 WANT WANNA SA 7
TURNED HA 2 UNDER HA 5 VINCENT'S TA 1 WANT WANNU ST 1
TURNING HA 1 UNDER SA 1 VISIT TA 1 WANTED H T 6
TURNING T A 1 UNDERNEATH H T 1 VISITING VISTING H A 1 WANTED S C 1
TURNS H T 1 UNDERNEATH HA 3 VISITS HA 1 WANTED HA 2
TWELVE H T 1 UNDERNEATH S A 2 VISUAL HA 1 WANTED T A 1
TWELVE ST 1 UNDERSTAND HA 1 W H T 2 WANTED SA 1
TWELVE SC 2 UNTIE ST 1 W SC 1 WANTING H T 1
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WANTS H T 2 WE ST 8 WENT H T 7 WHERE SC 5
WANTS SC 2 WE HC 3 WENT TT 1 WHERE HA 40
WANTS SA 2 WE SC 45 WENT HC 1 WHERE TA 8
WARM TA 1 WE HA 74 WENT SC 12 WHERE SA 7
WAS H T 29 WE TA 14 WENT HA 10 WHERE HE 2
WAS TT 3 WE SA 23 WENT TA 3 WHERE TE 2
WAS ST 7 WE HE 3 WENT SA 1 WHERE'D HA 3
WAS SC 18 WE TE 1 WERE H T 6 WHERE'S H T 13
WAS HA 40 WE'LL H T 4 WERE SC 12 WHERE'S HC 2
WAS TA 15 WE'LL HA 9 WERE HA 16 WHERE'S SC 3
WAS SA 4 WE'LL TA 2 WERE TA 2 WHERE'S HA 3
WAS HE 1 WE'LL SA 2 WERE SA 1 WHERE'S TA 1
WAS TE 1 WE'LL HE 3 WEREN'T HT 2 WHERE'S SA 2
WASH H T 4 WE'LL SE 2 WEREN'T SC 2 WHEREVER HA 1
WASH TT 1 WE'RE H T 16 WEREN'T HA 1 WHETHER HA 1
WASH SC 1 WE'RE ST 6 WEREN'T SE 1 WHICH H T 18
WASH H A 10 WE'RE SC 27 WET SA 1 WHICH ST 2
WASHED H T 1 WE'RE HA 13 WHAT H T 93 WHICH HA 5
WASHED HA 2 WE'RE TA 5 WHAT TT 22 WHICH SA 1
WASN'T H T 4 WE'RE SA 13 WHAT ST 18 WHICH TE 1
WASN'T ST 3 WE'RE SE 1 WHAT H C 1 WHICH WHI' H T 1
WASN'T HA 5 WE'VE SC 1 WHAT SC 34 WHICHEVER H T 1
WASTE HT 1 WE'VE TA 1 WHAT HA 169 WHILE SC 1
WASTE SA 1 WE'VE SA 1 WHAT TA 40 WHILE HA 8
WATCH H T 6 WEALTHY HA 1 WHAT SA 34 WHILE TA 2
WATCH ST 1 WEAR H T 10 WHAT SO 1 WHILE SA 3
WATCH SC 5 WEAR ST 2 WHAT HE 4 WHILE HE 1
WATCH HA 2 WEAR SC 2 WHAT SE 9 WHILE SE 3
WATCH TA 1 WEAR HA 2 WHAT WHA TT 1 WHIPPED HA 3
WATCH SA 2 WEAR TA 2 WHAT WHA ST 1 WHISTLE H T 4
WATCH HE 1 WEAR SA 3 WHAT WHA' H T 6 WHISTLE HA 3
WATCH SE 6 WEAR SE 4 WHAT'LL HA 1 WHISTLING HA 1
WATCHING SC 1 WEARING SC 3 WHAT'S H T 12 WHITE H T 8
WATER H T 5 WEARING HA 2 WHAT'S TT 3 WHITE ST 4
WATER TT 1 WEARING HE 1 WHAT'S ST 3 WHITE SC 2
WATER SC 3 WEATHER HA 2 WHAT'S SC 7 WHITE HA 8
WATER HA 7 WEATHER TA 1 WHAT'S HA 3 WHITE TA 2
WATER TA 3 WEEK SC 1 WHAT'S TA 1 WHITE SA 2
WATER SA 2 WEEK HA 3 WHAT'S SA 8 WHO H T 33
WATERPROOF T A 1 WEEKEND H T 1 WHAT'S TE 1 WHO TT 3
WAY H T 18 WEEKEND HA 2 WHAT'S SE 1 WHO ST 6
WAY TT 12 WEEKS HA 1 WHEN H T 15 WHO H C 1
WAY ST 1 WELCOME HA 1 WHEN TT 3 WHO SC 1
WAY TC 1 WELL H T 28 WHEN ST 3 WHO HA 25
WAY SC 4 WELL TT 3 WHEN SC 6 WHO TA 5
WAY HA 13 WELL ST 6 WHEN HA 29 WHO SA 6
WAY TA 3 WELL HC 2 WHEN TA 12 WHO'LL H T 4
WAY SA 10 WELL SC 12 WHEN SA 6 WHO'S H T 1
WAY TE 1 WELL HA 51 WHEN HE 1 WHO'S ST 1
WAY SE 1 WELL TA 11 WHENEVER H T 1 WHO'S SC 2
WAYS H T 1 WELL SA 19 WHENEVER HA 3 WHO'S HA 6
WAYS HA 1 WELL HE 4 WHERE H T 36 WHO'S TE 1
WE H T 51 WELL TE 3 WHERE TT 7 WHOA TT 1
WE TT 4 WELL SE 2 WHERE ST 3 WHOEVER H T 7
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WHOEVER HC 4 WITH H T 26 WOW TT 1 YES HE 3
WHOEVER TA 1 WITH TT 2 WOW SC 4 YES TE 1
WHOLE TT 1 WITH ST 3 WOW TA 2 YES SE 7
WHOLE HA 3 WITH SC 12 WOW SA 3 YES YUP ST 1
WHOLE TA 1 WITH HA 38 WOW TE 2 YESTERDAY HA 2
WHOLE SA 1 WITH TA 15 WRITE TA 3 YET H T 4
WHOOPS SC 1 WITH SA 17 WRONG H T 1 YET ST 1
WHOOPS HA 1 WITH TE 1 WRONG HA 7 YET HA 6
WHOSE H T 3 WITH SE 2 WRONG TA 2 YET SA 6
WHOSE HA 1 WITHOUT H T 1 WRONG TE 1 YET HE 1
WHOSE SA 1 WITHOUT SA 2 WRONG SE 1 YIPES SC . 1
WHOSE HE 1 WOBBLE H T 1 WROTE TE 1 YORK HE 1
WHY H T 17 WOKEN HE 1 WRUNG SA 1 YOU H T 358
WHY ST 5 WOMAN SC 1 Y H T 2 YOU TT 19
WHY SC 11 WOMAN HA 1 Y ST 1 YOU ST 43
WHY HA 30 WON'T H T 23 Y SC 1 YOU HC 9
WHY TA 4 WON'T SC 6 Y SE 1 YOU SC 198
WHY SA 5 WON'T HA 19 YAE *SOUND HT 1 YOU HA 591
WHY SE 1 WON'T TA 3 YANKEE HA 1 YOU TA 86
WILD TA 1 WONDER H T 3 YARD HA 1 YOU SA 117
WILL H T 6 WONDER SC 2 YEAH H T 46 YOU SO 1
WILL TT 1 WONDER HA 3 YEAH TT 5 YOU HE 22
WILL SC 4 WONDER TA 1 YEAH ST 21 YOU TE 9
WILL HA 14 WONDERFUL HA 1 YEAH SC 34 YOU SE 34
WILL TA 5 WONDERW~MAN ST 1 YEAH HA 31 YOU D'JA TA 1
WILL SA 3 WOOD H T 1 YEAH TA 4 YOU D'YOU SC 1
WILL HE 1 WOOD HA 1 YEAH SA 16 YOU GOICH HA 2
WILL SE 3 WOOD SA 2 YEAH HE 5 YOU GOTCHA SC 1
WILLEM ST 1 WORDS HA 3 YEAH TE 4 YOU YA H T 4
WILLEM HA 1 WORK H T 4 YEAH SE 3 YOU YA TT 1
WILLEM HE 1 WORK TC 1 YEAH YEUH H T 4 YOU YA ST 1
WILLOWS H T 1 WORK HA 4 YEAH YEUH HA 3 YOU YA HA 1
WIN H T 5 WORK TA 3 YEAH YEUH HE 1 YOU YA TA 1
WIN TA 1 WORK SA 4 YEAR HA 1 YOU YA' H T 1
WIND H T 2 WORKED HA 1 YEARS SC 2 YOU YA' ST 1
WINDOW H T 1 WORKER HA 1 YELLOW H T 5 YOU YO H T 2
WINDOW TT 1 WORKING HA 2 YELLOW TT 2 YOU YUH H T 1
WINDOW HA 1 WORKING SA 2 YELLOW ST 7 YOU'D H T 1
WINDOW T A 2 WORKING WORKIN' HA 1 YELLOW S C 15 YOU'D HA 1
WINDOWS TA 1 WORKING WORKIN H T 1 YELLOW HA 7 YOU'D TA 3
WINDPIPE HA 1 WORKING WORKIN' H T 3 YELLOW T A 1 YOU'LL H T 1
WING SA 1 WORRY H T 1 YELLOW SA 5 YOU'LL SC 2
WINNER H T 2 WORRY TA 1 YEP HT 1 YOU'LL HA 5
WINS H T 2 WORRY SA 1 YEP ST 2 YOU'LL TA 5
WIPE H T 3 WORSE SC 1 YEP HA 1 YOU'LL SA 3
WIPE HA 3 WOULD H T 7 YEP TA 1 YOU'LL HE 1
WIPE SA 2 WOULD ST 1 YES H T 20 YOU'RE H T 32
WIRES HA 2 WOULD HA 20 YES TT 4 YOU'RE ST 5
WISE SC 1 WOULD TA 4 YES ST 2 YOU'RE SC 37
WISE HA 1 WOULD SA 3 YES SC 15 YOU'RE HA 40
WISE SA 1 WOULD HE 1 YES HA 23 YOU'RE TA 10
WISE HE 1 WOULDN'T H T 1 YES TA 2 YOU'RE SA 12
WISH H T 2 WOULDN'T HA 2 YES SA 12 YOU'RE HE 1
WISH H.A 1 WOULDN'T TA 1 YES SO 1 YOU'RE SE 2
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YOU'VE H T 1 ZOIE ST 1
YOU'VE SC 3 ZOIE SC 2
YOU'VE SA 2 ZOIE HA 1
YOU'VE HE 1 ZOIE'S H T 1
YOU'VE SE 1 ZOCO HA 2
YOUNG SC 1 1 HT 8
YOUNG HA 1 1 TT 5
YOUR H T 57 1 HA 22
YOUR ST 5 1 TA 7
YOUR SC 39 11 TA 1
YOUR HA 132 12 H T 1
YOUR TA 21 13 H T 2
YOUR SA 15 17 HA 1
YOUR HE 4 2 H T 20
YOUR SE 2 2 TT 2
YOURS H T 4 2 HA 17
YOURS SC 5 2 TA 8
YOURS HA 3 2 TE 1
YOURSELF H T 1 20 HA 1
YOURSELF SC 1 3 H T 11
YOURSELF HA 3 3 TT 3
YOURSELF SA 2 3 HA 9
YOURSELF HE 1 3 TA 7
YUCK H T 1 3 SO 1
YUCK. HA 1 3 TE 1
YUCKY SC 3 34 TA 1
YUCKY SE 1 4 H T 2
ZALLIPOR *MADEUP H T 1 4 T T 3
ZIP HA 1 4 HA 5
ZOE ST 7 4 TA 4
ZOE SC 8 5 TA 3
ZOE SA 4 6 H T 1
ZOE SE 2 6 TT 1
ZOE'S ST 2 6 TA 1
ZOE'S SC 2 7 SC 1
ZOES SC 1 8 HA 2
ZOIE H T 1 9 HA 1
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A H T 89 AHEAD H T 1 AND TT 2 AQUABOY ST 1
A TT 19 AHEAD SC 1 AND ST 32 AQUABOY'S ST 2
A ST 31 AHEAD HA 6 AND TC 2 AQUADOG SC 1
A HC 1 AHEAD TA 2 AND SC 52 AQUAMAN ST 3
A TC 5 AHEAD SA 4 AND HA 88 AQUAMAN SC 6
A SC 86 AIN'T SC 1 AND TA 4 ARE HT 15
A HA 120 AIN'T HA 1 AND SA 75 ARE TT 4
A TA 15 AIR HA 1 AND HE 8 ARE ST 14
A SA 89 AIR HE 1 AND AMD ST 1 ARE SC 13
A HE 31 AIRPLANE H T 7 AND AN' H T 1 ARE HA 18
A TE 1 AIRPLANE HA 1 AND AN' TT 1 ARE TA 2
A SE 2 AIRPLANE HE 4 AND AN' HA 1 ARE S A 13
AARON HA 1 ALFIE HT 1 AND AN' TA 1 ARE HE 3
ABLE SA 1 ALL H T 20 ANGELIC HE I AREA SC 1
ABLE TE 1 ALL ST 3 ANGELS HA 1 AREN'T H T 2
ABOUT HA 12 ALL HC 1 ANGRY TA 1 AREN'T SC 1
ABOUT TA 2 ALL SC 10 ANIMAL SA 3 AREN'T HA 2
ABOUT SA 2 ALL HA 43 ANIMALS ST 2 ARM H T 2
ABOUT HE 4 ALL TA 3 ANNOUNCER ANNOUNC TA 1 AROUND H T 3
ABSOLUTELY HA 2 ALL SA 13 ANOTHER H T 6 AROUND ST 1
ABUSED HA 1 ALL HE 2 ANOTHER TT 1 AROUND HA 10
ACCIDENT HA 1 ALLEGRO HA 3 ANOTHER ST 3 AROUND SA 18
ACROSS H T 2 ALMOST H T 9 ANOTHER SC 13 AROUND HE 1
ADJUST HE 1 ALMOST ST 2 ANOTHER HA 4 ARRANGE SA 1
ADS TA 1 ALMOST SC 1 ANOTHER SA 6 ARROW H T 2
ADVENTURES H T 2 ALMOST HA 3 ANTENNA HE 2 ARROW HA 1
AFFORD TA 1 ALMOST SA 1 ANXIOUS SA 1 ARROWS HA 1
AFRAID H T 2 ALONG H T 1 ANY H T 5 AS HT 1
AFTER H T 10 ALREADY H T 1 ANY SC 2 AS ST 1
AFTER TT 1 ALREADY SC 2 ANY HA 7 AS SC 1
AFTER HA 4 ALREADY HA 5 ANY SA 5 AS HA 2
AFTER TA 1 ALREADY SA 1 ANY HE 1 AS SA 7
AFTER SA 5 ALRIGHT H T 2 ANYBODY SC 1 AS HE 2
AGAIN H T 15 ALRIGHT HA 19 ANYBODY'S SC 1 ASH SC 1
AGAIN TT 3 ALRIGHT TA 1 ANYMORE H T 4 ASH SA 9
AGAIN ST 7 ALSO SC 1 ANYMORE TT 1 ASHER ST 1
AGAIN SC 3 ALSO SA 1 ANYMORE ST 1 ASHER SC 5
AGAIN HA 8 ALTHOUGH HE 1 ANYMORE SC 2 ASHER SA 16
AGAIN TA 1 ALWAYS HA 4 ANYMORE HA 5 ASHER SE 1
AGAIN SA 6 AM H T 4 ANYONE SA 1 ASHER'S SC 3
AGAIN HE 1 AM ST 4 ANYTHING H T 3 ASHER'S SA 9
AH H T 41 AM SC 2 ANYTHING SC 2 ASK H T 1
AH TT 5 AM HA 5 ANYTHING HA 5 ASK SC 3
AH ST 19 AM TA 1 ANYTHING SA 1 ASK HA 2
AH SC 22 AMAZING HA 2 ANYTHING HE 2 ASK SA 1
AH H A 11 AN H T 13 ANYWAY HA 3 ASKED HA 1
AH SA 9 AN TT 5 ANYWAY HE 1 ASKED TA I
AH S0 1 AN ST 2 ANYWHERE H T 2 ASKING HA 2
AH HE 4 AN SC 1 ANYWHERE TA 1 ASPIRIN HA 2
AH AAH HT 1 AN HA 23 APART HA 1 ASPIRINS HA 1
AH AHH ST 2 AN TA 2 APPLE ST 2 ASS ST 1
AH AHH HC 1 AN SA 2 APPLE SC 8 AT H T 13
AH AHH SC 14 AN HE 5 APPRECIATE SA 1 AT TT 7
AH AHHH SC 1 AND H T 46 AQUA SC 1 AT ST 7
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AT HC 3 BASKETBALL SC 1 BEHIND H T 2 BIRTHDAY HE 1
AT TC 3 BAT HA 1 BEHIND TT 1 BIT H T 1
AT SC 14 BATH HA 1 BEHIND SC 1 BIT SC 1
AT HA 27 BATHROCM H T 1 BEHIND HA 3 BIT HA 2
AT TA 4 BATHROOM HA 2 BEING HA 3 BIT SA 1
AT SA 14 BATTERY H T 1 BEING BEIN HA 1 BLACK H T 3
AT HE 2 BE H T 7 BELABOR TA 1 BLACK HA 1
ATE SC 1 BE ST 3 BELL H T 2 BLAME SA 2
ATOP ATOPS SA 1 BE TC 1 BELL TT 1 BLANKET H T 1
ATTENTION SA 2 BE SC 21 BELLOW H T 1 BLANKS HA 1
AVE HE 1 BE HA 13 BELONG HA 1 BLAST TE 1
AWAY H T 4 BE TA 2 BELONGS ST 2 ELIND HA 3
AWAY ST 6 BE SA 7 BELONGS SC 1 BLOCK SC 1
AWAY SC 4 BE HE 6 BELOW H T 1 BLOCK HA 1
AWAY HA 6 BE TE 1 BEND H T 1 BLOCK HE 1
AWAY SA 2 BEAK H T 2 BEND HA 2 BLCW HA 2
AWAY HE 1 BEANS HA 1 BEND HE 2 BLUE H T 29
AWHILE H T 1 BEARD H T 12 BENT HE 1 BLUE TT 1
AYE H T 3 BEARD HA 4 BERNICE ST 2 BLUE ST 1
AYE TT 1 BEARD HE 6 BERNICE SC 5 BLUE SC 1
BABE HA 3 BEARDS H T 2 BERNICE HA 1 BLUE HA 30
BABIES ST 1 BEAT H T 5 BEST H T 4 BLUES HA 1
BABY H T 1 BEAT TT 4 BEST ST 1 BOARD H T 1
BABY ST 4 BEAT TA 1 BEST SC 1 BOARD TT 1
BABY SC 2 BEATING H T 4 BEST HA 2 BOAT H T 6
BABYSITTER HA 1 BEATING SC 1 BEST SA 2 BOAT HA 1
BABYSITTER HE I BEAUTIFUL HA 1 BET HA 1 BOATS HA 1
BACK H T 15 BEAUTIFUL SA 3 BETTER H T 2 BODY ST 2
BACK T T 5 BEAUTIFUL BEAUTIP H T 1 BETTER SC 1 BODY SC 1
BACK ST 3 BECAUSE H T II BETTER HA 5 BODY HA 1
BACK SC 7 BECAUSE TT 6 BETTER TA 3 BODY TA 1
BACK HA II BECAUSE ST 6 BETTER HE 1 BODY SA 1
BACK TA 1 BECAUSE SC 10 BETTER BEDDER H T 1 BOO H T 1
BACK SA 13 BECAUSE HA 5 BETTER BETTA HA 2 BOO ST 3
BACK HE 7 BECAUSE TA 1 BETWEEN HA 2 BOO SC 1
BACKWARDS H T 3 BECAUSE S A 12 BEVERLY H T 1 BOOK S C 1
BACKWARDS HA 1 BECAUSE HE 2 BIG H T 5 BOOK HA 1
BACKWARDS SA 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HT 1 BIG TT 3 BOOM H T 2
BAD HA 4 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SA 3 BIG ST 1 BOOM SC 1
BAG HA 2 BECOME SC 1 BIG SC 1 BORDER ST 1
BAG HE 1 BED HT 6 BIG HA 4 BOTH H T 7
BAH H T 3 BED HA 13 BIG TA 2 BOTH SC 3
BALL H T 3 BED HE 2 BIGGER ST 1 BOTH HA 2
BALL TA 1 BEDROCM HA 2 BIGGER SC 4 BOTH SA 2
BALLS HA 1 BEDTIME HA 1 BIGGER HA 1 BOTICM HA 2
BALONEY HA 1 BEEN HA 1 BIGGEST ST 1 BOUGHT HA 1
BAM ST 3 BEEN SA 2 BIGGEST SC 1 BOUNCE H T 2
BANANA ST 1 BEET ST 1 BIKE HA 1 BOUNCED H T 2
BANANA SC 1 BEFORE H T 3 BIKES HA 3 BOUT H T 1
BAR HA 1 BEFORE SC 2 BIKES HE 1 BOWL HA 2
BARBARA HA 3 BEFORE HA 4 BIRTHDAY HT 4 BOX H T 3
BARN SA 2 BEFORE SA 2 BIRTHDAY ST 3 BOX ST 1
BASKETBALL H T 1 BEFORE HE 2 BIRTHDAY SC 1 BOX SC 2
BASKETBALL TT 1 BEGINS H T 1 BIRTHDAY HA 9 BOX HA 3
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GROUP I CHILD 7 300
DIDN'T DIN' HA 1 DOG ST 5 DOWN TA 1 EEE *SOUND HT 1
DIE SA 6 DOG SC 4 DOWN SA 20 EEWEE *SOUND SC 1
DIED SC 1 DOG HA 1 DOWNTOWN HA 1 EH ST 1
DIFFERENCE HA 1 DOG SA 4 DR ST 1 EH HC 1
DIFFERENT H T 3 DOGS SC 1 DR SC 1 EH HA 1
DIFFERENT TT 1 DOING H T 4 DRAG HA 1 EIGHT SC 4
DIFFERENT ST 1 DOING TT 1 DRESS SC 2 EIGHT HA 7
DIFFERENT SC 2 DOING ST 1 DRESS HA 1 EIGHT SA 4
DIFFERENT HA 2 DOING SC 3 DREW HT 1 EITHER HA 3
DIFFERENT SA 1 DOING HA 12 DRILLER TT 1 EITHER TA 2
DIN H T 4 DOING SA 14 DRILLER TC 1 ELBOWS SC 1
DIN HA 1 DOING DOIN HA 1 DRILLING TC 1 ELECTRA H T 1
DINNER HA 1 DOLLY TA 3 DRINK H T 2 ELECTRIC H T 2
DINNER'S HA 1 DON H T 1 DRINK HA 1 ELECTRIC TT 3
DINOSAUR ST 2 DON TA 1 DRINK SA 1 ELEPHANT ST 1
DINOSAUR SC 6 DON DON' H T 4 DRINKING DRINKIN HA 1 ELEPHANT S A 1
DINOSAUR S A 6 DON DON' HA 1 DRIVING H T 2 ELEPHANT'S S C 1
DINOSAURS SA 2 DON'T H T 51 DROP HT 4 ELEVATOR TT 1
DIRECTION SA 8 DON'T TT 7 DROP HA 2 ELEVATOR HA 1
DIRECTIONS SA 1 DON'T ST 13 DROP HE 3 ELEVATOR TA 1
DIRTY T A 2 DON'T H C 2 DROPPING DROPPIN HA 1 ELEVEN H T 1
DISCUSS SA 1 DON'T TC 1 DROPS HA 3 ELEVEN SC 1
DISHES HA 1 DON'T SC 32 DROWNING SC 1 ELEVEN HA 4
DIZZY ST 1 DON'T HA 81 DRY TA 1 ELEVEN SA 2
DO HT 50 DON'T TA 9 DUCK SA 5 ELSE H T 7
DO TT 7 DON'T SA 16 DUCK'S SC 3 ELSE ST 1
DO ST 10 DON'T HE 12 DUCK'S SA 2 ELSE SC 1
DO SC 54 DON'T TE 1 DUCKS SA 1 ELSE HA 3
DO HA 62 DON'T SE 1 DUMB H T 2 ELSE TA 1
DO TA 5 DONALD SC 3 DUMB ST 7 EMPTY H T 1
DO SA 58 DONALD SA 6 DUMB SC 2 END H T 2
DO HE 7 DONE HA 1 DUMB HA 1 END TT 1
DO TE 1 DONE SA 6 DUMBO SC 2 END HA 3
DO D'Y HA 1 DONE HE 1 DUMBO SA 4 END SA 1
DO D'YA H T 1 DOO *SOUND TT 5 DUN HA 3 ENGINE H T 2
DO D'YOU HA 2 DOO *SOUND SC 6 DUNE HA 1 ENGINEERS HA 1
DOC S A 1 DOOM ST 1 DUST H T 3 ENGLISH H T 3
DOCTOR ST 9 DOOM SC E H T 1 ENGLISH HA 1
DOCTOR SC 9 DOOR HA 1 EACH SA 6 ENOUGH HA 3
DOCTOR SA 10 DOOR TA 3 EARL H T 1 ENVELOPE HA 1
DOCTORS HA 1 DOSE H T 1 EARLY HA 1 ERICA TA 1
DOES H T 6 DOT H T 8 EARLY TA 1 ERNIE ST 1
DOES ST 2 DOT HA 2 EARS SA 3 ERNIE S A 3
DOES TC 1 DOTS H T 2 EASE HA 8 EVEN H T 4
DOES SC 3 DOTS SC 1 EAST HA 1 EVEN TT 3
DOES HA 6 DOUBLE H T 31 EASY HA 1 EVEN ST 1
DOES SA 11 DOUBLE HA 17 EASY SA 2 EVEN SC 2
DOES HE 1 DOUBLES H T 2 EAT H T 7 EVEN HA 5
DOESN'T SC 5 DOWN H T 6 EAT H A 11 EVEN TA 1
DOESN'T HA 13 DOWN TT 9 EATING SC 1 EVEN SA 1
DOESN'T TA 1 DOWN ST 4 EATING EATIN HA 1 EVENING HA 1
DOESN'T SA 4 DOWN TC 1 EDGE SA 1 EVER SC 1
DOESN'T HE 4 DOWN SC 7 EDIT HA 1 EVER HA 3
DOG TT 1 DOWN HA 14 EE *SOUND SC 3 EVERY H T 1
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EVERY TT 1 FALLS H T 1 FIRE TT 2 FOLLOWED H T 2
EVERY ST 1 FAR HA 2 FIRE TC 1 FOLLOWING TT 1
EVERY HA 1 FARM SC 2 FIRST H T 9 FOLILWING TC 1
EVERY TA 1 FARM SA 1 FIRST TT 1 FOOEY SC 1
EVERY SA 3 FAST H T 1 FIRST ST 3 FOOL SA 1
EVERYBODY ST 1 FAST SC 3 FIRST SC 1 FOOLING SA 1
EVERYBODY S C 7 FAST HA 1 FIRST HA 7 FOOLING FOOLIN HA 1
EVERYBODY HA 2 FAST SA 3 FIRST SA 8 FOOT H T 5
EVERYBODY TA 1 FAT SC 1 FISHING HA 1 FOOT ST 2
EVERYBODY SA 2 FAT HA 1 FIT H T 2 FOOT HA 2
EVERYBODY'S HA 1 FATHER HA 1 FIT SC 2 FOOT SA 3
EVERYDAY HA 2 FATHER TA 1 FIT HA 2 FOR H T 14
EVERYONE H T 1 FATHER HE 4 FIT S A 2 FOR T T 3
EVERYONE SA 4 FATHER'S HE 1 FITS HA 1 FOR ST 3
EVERYTHING ST 7 FAVORITE H T 2 FIVE H T 7 FOR SC 7
EVERYTHING SC 5 FEEL HA 6 FIVE ST 10 FOR HA 24
EVERYTHING HA 1 FEET H T 6 FIVE SC 25 FOR TA 3
EVERYTHING TA 1 FEET SC 3 FIVE HA 3 FOR SA 12
EVERYTHING SA 4 FEET SA 3 FIVE SA 14 FOR HE 5
EVERYTHING HE 1 FELL H T 1 FIVE HE 1 FOR SE 1
EVERYTIME HA 1 FELL ST 2 FIX H T 2 FOREVER ST 1
EXACTLY SA 1 FELL SC 1 FIX ST 1 FOREVER SC 1
EXAMINE SA 2 FEW HT 1 FIX SC 5 FORGET ST 1
EXAMINES SC 1 FEW HA 1 FIX HA 5 FORGET HA 1
EXAMPLE H T 1 FEW TA 1 FIXED HA 3 FORGOT SC 1
EXCITED HA 1 FEW HE 1 FIXING HA 1 FORGOT HA 2
EXCITED TA 1 FEW SE 1 FLAT H T 1 FORGOT SA 2
EXCUSE ST 1 FIELD ST 1 FLAT SC 1 FORM HA 1
EXCUSE HA I FIFTEEN HA 2 FLIES H T 2 FORM SA 1
EXCUSE TA 1 FIFTEEN HE 1 FLIES HA 1 FORTH HA 1
EXISTS HA 1 FIFTH HE 1 FLOAT H T 3 FORTH HE 1
EXPECT HA 1 FIFTY HA 1 FLOAT HA 1 FORWARD H T 1
EXPERIMENTING HA 1 FIGHT H T 1 FLOATING HA 1 FORWARD S T 1
EXPERTS HA 1 FIGURE HA 2 FLOATS HA 1 FOUR H T 8
EXPRESS TT 1 FIGURE TA 1 FLOOR H T 1 FOUR ST 7
EXPRESS TA 1 FIGURE SA 1 FLOOR ST 1 FOUR SC 20
EYE H T 2 FILL H T 1 FLOOR HA 6 FOUR HA 1
EYE ST 1 FIND H T 2 FLOOR SA 4 FOUR SA II
EYE SA 1 FIND HA 3 FLOSSIE SC 1 FOURTH H T 1
EYE HE 1 FINE H T 1 FLOWER SC 1 FOURTH HA 1
EYES H T 1 FINE ST 2 FLOWER SA 1 FRANKENSTEIN SC 1
EYES ST 1 FINE HA 1 FLY H T 6 FRANKIE H T 1
EYES SC 2 FINE H E 2 FLY HA 2 FREED H T 1
F H T 1 FINGER H T 3 FLYING H T 3 FREED SC 1
FABULOUS SA 1 FINGER HA 2 FLYING SC 1 FREEZE ST 2
FACE HA 2 FINGER HE 4 FLYING HA 2 FREEZE SC 2
FACE SA 4 FINISH HA 3 FLYING HE 1 FRESH HA 1
FAIR HA 2 FINISH SA 7 FOIL HA 1 FRIEND ST 5
FAIRLY HE 1 FINISHED H T 3 FOLD HA 3 FRIEND SC 21
FALL H T 1 FINISHED ST 1 FOLD HE 1 FRIEND HA 2
FALL ST 1 FINISHED SC 5 FOLDED HA 1 FRIENDS H T 1
FALL SC 3 FINISHED HA 2 FOLKS S A FRIENDS TT 2
FALL H A 3 FINISHED SA 4 FOLLOW SC 2 FRIENDS ST 2
FALL SA 1 FINISHES SC 1 FOLLOW SA 1 FRIENDS SC 5
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FRIENDS HA 1 GARBAGE ST 2 GIVING HA 2 GOOD SC 3
FRIENDS SA 1 GARBAGE SC 2 GIVING SA 1 GOOD HA 11
FRIGHT ST 9 GARBAGE HA 3 GLAD HA 1 GOOD TA 5
FRIGHT SC 7 GARBAGE SA 2 GLASSES HA 1 GOOD SA 11
FROG SA 2 GARY TA 1 GLUE H T 1 GOOD HE 4
FROM H T 3 GAS ST 1 GLUE ST 3 GOODBYE HA 1
FROM TT 2 GAS SC 3 GLUE S C 3 GOODNIGHT HA 2
FROM ST 1 GASOLINE ST 1 GLUE SA 2 GOSH HA 1
FROM SC 4 GAVE H T 2 GLUED ST 3 GOT H T 14
FROM HA 7 GAVE ST 2 GLUED SC 3 GOT T T 5
FROM S A 9 GAVE SC 2 GLUING SC 1 GOT ST 20
FROM HE 3 GAY H T 1 GO H T 108 GOT SC 38
FROM SE 1 GEE TA 1 GO TT 13 GOT HA 34
FRONT H T 4 GENERAL TA 1 GO ST 13 GOT TA 4
FRONT SC 1 GENERALLY HA 1 GO TC 4 GOT SA 34
FRONT TA 2 GENTLEMEN H T 1 GO SC 23 GOT HE 2
FROZE SC 1 GET H T 38 GO HA 126 GOT SE 1
FRUIT SC 1 GET TT 5 GO TA 7 GOT GOTTA SC 2
FRUIT SA 3 GET ST 8 GO SA 30 GOT GOTTA HA 3
FRUITS SA 5 GET TC 1 GO HE 1 GOT GOTTA SA 3
FULL H T 2 GET SC 28 GO TE 1 GOT GOTTA HE 1
FULL SC 2 GET HA 42 GOES H T 12 GRAB H T 4
FULL HA 1 GET TA 7 GOES ST 2 GRABBING H T 1
FUN SC 2 GET SA 22 GOES SC 4 GRAEME H T 54
FUN HA 2 GET HE 5 GOES HA 7 GRAEME TT 9
FUNCTION HE 1 GET GIT H T 2 GOES SA 6 GRAEME ST 7
FUNNY H T 1 GET GIT HA 5 GOING H T 16 GRAEME TC 2
FUNNY ST 1 GETS H T 1 GOING TT 5 GRAEME SC 6
FUNNY SC 2 GETS TT 1 GOING ST 3 GRAEME HA 11
FUNNY HA 1 GETS HA 3 GOING SC 4 GRAEME'S H T 2
GABE ST 1 GETS SA 1 GOING HA 4 GRAEME'S TT 1
GABE SC 1 GETTING H T 2 GOING TA 2 GRAEME'S ST 1
GABE SA 13 GETTING ST 1 GOING SA 14 GRAHAM HT 7
GABE'S SA 1 GETTING SC 4 GOING HE 1 GRAHAM HA 1
GABRIEL H T 1 GETTING HA 1 GOING GOIN HA 3 GRAND HA 1
GABRIEL T T 2 GETTING HE 3 GOING GOIN T A 1 GRANDFATHER S C 1
GABRIEL S T 3 GETTING GETTIN T T 1 GOING GOIN' H T 1 GRAPES S T 1
GABRIEL S C 4 GETTING GETTIN HA 2 GOING GOIN' T T 1 GRAPES S A 2
GABRIEL SA 2 GEITING GETTIN' HA 1 GOING GOIN' TC 1 GRASS TT 1
GABRIEL'S S A 1 GINGERBREAE H T 1 GOING GOINNA HA 1 GRAVY S T 2
GABRIELLA S T 2 GINGERBREAD H A 5 GOING GONNA H T 33 GREAT HA 2
GABRIELLA SC 2 GIRL ST 3 GOING GONNA TT 1 GREAT TA 1
GAME H T 7 GIRL SC 12 GOING GONNA ST 8 GREAT SA 5
GAME ST 3 GIRL HA 1 GOING GONNA SC 14 GREEN H T 22
GAME S C 2 GIRLFRIEND HA 1 GOING GONNA HA 37 GREEN T T 1
GAME HA 9 GIVE H T 9 GOING GONNA TA 7 GREEN ST 1
GAME SA 10 GIVE ST 7 GOING GONNA SA II GREEN SC 3
GAME'S H T 2 GIVE SC 10 GOING GONNA HE 5 GREEN HA 22
GAME'S HA 1 GIVE HA 9 GOLD HA 4 GREEN SA 2
GAMES HA 1 GIVE SA 1 GONE H T 2 GREENS HA 1
GAMES HE 1 GIVE HE I GONE HA 1 GREG ST 3
GANGS HE 1 GIVE GIMME H T 1 GO TA 1 GREG SC 6
GARAGE HA 1 GIVE GIMME SC 2 GOOD H T 6 GREG SA 6
GARBAGE TT 1 GIVE GIMME HA 1 GOOD ST 1 GREGORY ST 6
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GREGORY SC 14 HAIR ST 7 HAT HA 3 HEART SC 1
GREGORY SA 8 HAIR SC 10 HAT SA 1 HEARTS H T 4
GREGORY'S ST 1 HAIR SA 5 HAT HE 1 HEAVIER HA 1
GREGORY'S SA 2 HALF SC 1 HATE H T 2 HEAVY TA 1
GREW H T 1 HALL H T 1 HATE ST 1 HEAVY HE 1
GREW HE 1 HAND H T 5 HATE SC 2 HEE *SOUND H T 4
GREY TC i HAND TT 3 HAUNTED SC 1 HEE *SOUND ST 1
GRIM H T HAND ST 12 HAVE H T 28 HEE *SOUND TC 2
GROUND SC 1 HAND SC 4 HAVE TT 1 HELD TA 1
GROUP HA 1 HAND HA 3 HAVE S T 11 HELICOPTER HA 1
GROW H T 1 HAND TA 4 HAVE HC 4 HELL H T 1
GROW HE 2 HAND SA 1 HAVE SC 45 HELL HA 1
GRUMP H T 2 HAND HAN' TT 1 HAVE HA 60 HELL'S HA 1
GUARANTEE HE 1 HAND'S H T 1 HAVE TA 8 HELLER ST 1
GUARD SC 3 HANDS HT 3 HAVE SA 42 HELLO H T 3
GUESS H T 4 HANDS ST 6 HAVE HE 5 HELLO SC 7
GUESS ST 3 HANDS SC 1 HAVE SE 1 HELLO HA 1
GUESS HA 3 HANDS HA 4 HAVING ST 2 HELLO HE 2
GUESS HE 1 HANDS S A 1 HAVING HAVIN HA 2 HELLO T E 2
GUM HT 2 HANDY SA 1 HAW HA 3 HELP H T 4
GUM HA 3 HANG ST 1 HE H T 19 HELP ST 4
GUMDROP HA 2 HANG S A 13 HE TT 17 HELP SC 3
GUDROPS H T 1 HANGER ST 1 HE ST 18 HELP HA 5
GUMDROPS HA 1 HANGER SA 4 HE TC 3 HELP SA 1
GUY H T 3, HANGERS SC 1 HE SC 36 HELP SO 2
GUY SC 1 HANGERS SA 3 HE HA 39 HELPED HA 1
GUY HA 1 HANGING H T 1 HE TA 10 HELPING H T 1
GUYS TT 1 HANGING HA 1 HE SA 13 HER H T 4
GUYS ST 5 HANGS SA 2 HE HE 6 HER ST 2
GUYS SC 2 HAPPEN HA 1 HE SE 3 HER SC 3
GUYS HA 2 HAPPENED H T 1 HE'LL HA 2 HER HA 5
GUYS TA 1 HAPPENED ST 2 HE'LL TA 1 HER SA 8
GUYS S A 4 HAPPENED HA 3 HE'LL HE 1 HERE H T 43
H H T 1 HAPPENED TA 2 HE'S H T 4 HERE TT 1
H HA 1 HAPPENED HAPPED HA 1 HE'S TT 5 HERE ST 12
H'M *SOUND H T 1 HAPPENS HA 3 HE'S ST 3 HERE SC 15
HA H T 15 HAPPY SC 1 HE 'S TC 3 HERE HA 44
HA TT 1 HAPPY HA 3 HE 'S SC 16 HERE TA 3
HA ST 27 HAPPY HE 1 HE'S HA 19 HERE SA 20
HA TC 4 HARD SC 1 HE 'S SA 13 HERE HE 5
HA S C 19 HARD HA 1 HE'S HE 2 HERE'S H T 3
HA HA 34 HARD SA 2 HEAD H T 1 HERE'S ST 3
HA TA 4 HARDER H T 1 HEAD ST 4 HERE'S SC 4
HAD HT 4 HAS HT 6 HEAD SC 4 HERE'S HA 4
HAD TT 1 HAS TT 1 HEAD HA 4 HERE'S TA 1
HAD ST 1 HAS TC 1 HEAD SA 2 HERE'S SA 4
HAD SC 2 HAS SC 4 HEAR H T 2 HERO SC 1
HAD HA 18 HAS HA 8 HEAR TT 2 HERS SA 1
HAD TA 2 HAS TA 1 HEAR TC 1 HEY H T 49
HAD SA 5 HAS SA 7 HEAR SC 1 HEY TT 9
HAD HE 1 HAS HE 4 HEAR HA 3 HEY ST 19
HAD HADDA HA 1 HASN'T SA 1 HEAR TA 2 HEY HC 1
HAH H T 2 HAT H T 2 HEARD HA 2 HEY TC 5
HAH SA 1 HAT SC 2 HEARD TA 1 HEY SC 13
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HEY HA 13 HOLDING TT 1 HUNG HA 1 IDIOT HA 1
HEY TA 2 HOLDING SA 1 HUNGRY H T 4 IF H T 15
HEY SA 16 HOLE TT 1 HUNGRY HA 3 IF TT 5
HI H T 2 HOLES H T 1 HURRY H T 4 IF ST 1
HI TT 3 HCME H T 4 HURRY SC 3 IF TC 1
HI ST 2 HOME TT 1 HURRY HA 1 IF SC 5
HI TC 2 HOME ST 2 HURT TT 2 IF HA 18
HI SC 10 HOME HA 4 HURT TC 1 IF TA 4
HI HA 7 HCME TA 2 HURT SC 1 IF SA 20
HI TA 3 HCME SA 3 HURT HA 1 IF HE 4
HI SA 1 HONEY HA 1 HURTING SC 1 IMPORTANT SA 2
HI HE 4 HOO *SOUND SC 1 HUSBAND HA 1 IN H T 51
HIDE H T 1 HOO *SOUND SA 1 I H T 355 IN TT 10
HIDE HE 1 HOOHOO TT 1 I TT 45 IN ST 12
HIGH HA 2 HOORAY H T 1 I ST 102 IN TC 2
HIGH HE 2 HOPE HT 1 I TC 5 IN SC 22
HIGHEST SA 1 HOPE HA 1 I SC 203 IN HA 73
HILL H T 1 HORN SC 1 I HA 260 IN TA 9
HIM H T 5 HORN SA 1 I TA 20 IN SA 41
HIM ST 4 HORSE SC 1 I SA 46 IN HE 7
HIM TC 1 HORSE SA 2 I SO 1 INCH SA 1
HIM SC 8 HOUR HA 1 I HE 30 INDEED HA 1
HIM HA 26 HOURS HA 1 I TE 3 INSIDE TT 1
HIM TA 1 HOUSE H T 5 I SE 3 INSIDE ST 1
HIM SA 4 HOUSE TT 5 I'D HA 1 INSTEAD SC 1
HIM HE 7 HOUSE ST 3 I'LL H T 37 INSTEAD SA 1
HIM S E I HOUSE HC 2 I'LL TT 3 INSTRUCTION STRUCTI H T 1
HIM 'IM H T 1 HOUSE TC 1 I'LL ST 17 INSTRUCTIONS HA 5
HIMSELF TT 1 HOUSE SC 13 I'LL SC 14 INTERESTED HA 3
HIMSELF TC 1 HOUSE HA 5 I'LL HA 24 INTERESTED SA 1
HIMSELF SC 1 HOW H T 30 I'LL TA 2 INTERESTING HA 1
HIMSELF SA 1 HOW TT 4 I'LL SA 3 INTO H T 1
HIS H T 8 HOW ST 2 I'LL HE 5 INTO SC 1
HIS TT 2 HOW SC 4 I'LL TE 1 INTO HA 2
HIS ST 4 HOW HA 33 I'M H T 81 INTO SA 1
HIS SC 11 HOW TA 1 I 'M TT 7 INTRODUCED HA 1
HIS HA 13 HOW S A 24 I'M ST 37 INVENTED HA 2
HIS TA 2 HOW HE 7 I'M SC 74 INVISIBLE SC 1
HIS SA 17 HOW SE 1 I'M HA 47 INVITED ST 1
HIT H T 4 HOW'S HT 1 I'M TA 3 INVITED SC 4
HM *SOUND ST 3 HOW'S SA 1 I'M S A 10 INVITED VITEDED ST 1
HM *SOUND SC 1 HU *SOUND HA 1 I 'M HE 14 IS H T 54
HM *SOUND HA 5 HUG HA 1 I'VE ST 1 IS TT 7
HMM *SOUND HA 2 HUH H T 30 I'VE SC 3 IS ST 20
HMM *SOUND HE 1 HUH ST 2 I'VE HA 1 IS TC 2
HO HT 1 HUH HA 24 I'VE SA 1 IS SC 56
HOLD H T 2 HUH TA 1 I'VE HE 1 IS HA 59
HOLD TT 2 HUH SA 2 ICE HT 2 IS TA 5
HOLD SC 1 HUH HE 5 ICE HA 1 IS SA 53
HOLD HA 3 HUM H T I ICECREAM HA 3 IS SO 1
HOLD TA 1 HUM TT 1 IDEA H T 3 IS HE 7
HOLD SA 1 HUM HA 5 IDEA ST 1 ISN'T TT 1
HOLD HE 1 HUM H E 2 IDEA SA 3 ISN'T ST 2
HOLD HOL HA 1 HUNG H T 1 IDENTITY HA 1 ISN'T HA 1
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ISN'T TA 1 JULIA TA 2 KIND HT 7 LAUGHING TA 1
ISN'T HE 1 JULIA SA 2 KIND HA 5 LAW HA 1
IT H T 144 JULIA'S SA 1 KIND SA 1 LAZY TA 3
IT TT 13 JEUPED H T 3 KIND HE 1 LEADER ST 1
IT ST 38 JUMPED ST 1 KINDERGARTEN KINDERG T A 2 LEADER SC 4
IT TC 7 JUNK H T 1 KINDS HC 1 LEAH H T 1
IT SC 55 JUST H T 36 KINDS HA 1 LEARNED HA 1
IT HA 129 JUST TT 1 KING SA 1 LEARNING HA 1
IT TA 17 JUST ST 6 KISS H T 4 LEAST HA 1
IT S A 88 JUST SC 5 KISS HA 1 LEAST HE 1
IT HE 46 JUST HA 27 KITCHEN HA 2 LEAVE H T 6
IT TE 1 JUST TA 1 KITTEN SA 1 LEAVE SC 2
IT SE 2 JUST SA 13 KITTY SC 3 LEAVE HA 12
IT'S H T 39 JUST HE 1 KNEE HE 1 LEAVE SA 1
IT'S TT 7 JUST SE 1 KNEW HA 3 LEAVE HE 4
IT'S ST 9 JUST JIS HA 1 KNIVES HA 1 LEAVES TT 1
IT'S TC 2 JUST JIST HA 1 KNOCK H T 2 LEAVES TA 1
IT'S SC 22 JUST JIST TA 2 KNOCK TT 1 LEAVING H T 1
IT'S HA 40 JUST JIST HE 1 KNOCK SC 1 LEAVING HA 1
IT'S TA 6 JUST JUS H T 2 KNOCK TA 1 LEFT H T 3
IT'S SA 28 JUST JUS HA 1 KNOCKED H T 1 LEFT TT 1
IT'S HE 20 JUST JUS' TT 3 KNOW H T 41 LEFT HA 2
IT'S SE 2 K H T 45 KNOW TT 8 LEFT SA 5
ITS TT 1 K HA 52 KNOW ST 10 LEFT HE 1
JACKET HT 1 K TA 1 KNOW SC 27 LEGAL TA 1
JACKET HA 1 K HE 13 KNOW HA 65 LEGO H T 2
JACKET TA 1 KEDS SC 2 KNOW TA 4 LEGO'S H T 1
JAW HA 1 KEEP H T 4 KNOW SA 12 LEGOS H T 1
JEAN HA 2 KEEP ST 1 KNOW HE 7 LEGOS HA 1
JEAN TA 1 KEEP SC 2 KNOWS ST 1 LEGS TT 2
JESUS HA 4 KEEP HA 1 KNOWS HA 2 LEGS TA 1
JETS TT 1 KEEP TA 1 LA H T 8 LELA HT 2
JIMMY SC 1 KEEP SA 10 LA HA 9 LELA T T 2
JIVE HA 1 KEEPS HA 3 IADY TT 1 LELA TA 3
JOB HA 1 KELLER SA 1 LADY SC 1 LENNY SA 1
JOB TA 1 KEPT H T 1 LADY SA 7 LET H T II
JOB SA 2 KEY ST 1 LAND ST 1 LET ST 1
JOE SA 4 KEY TA 2 LANDED HA 2 LET TC 1
JOEY H T 1 KICK H T 1 LANGUAGE HA 3 LET SC 5
JOEY TT 1 KICK TT 1 LANGUAGE HE 1 LET HA 22
JOEY ST 2 KID TT 1 LARGE HE 1 LET SA 5
JOEY SC 7 KID HA 5 LASSIE SC 4 LET HE 6
JOEY TA 2 KID T A 1 LASSIE SA 2 LET'S H T 16
JOEY SA 6 KID HE 1 LAST ST 1 LET'S TT 4
JOEY SO 1 KIDS H T 1 LAST HA 8 LET'S ST 3
JOHNSON HA 1 KIDS TT 1 LAST S A 2 LET'S TC 1
JOINT SC 1 KIDS ST 1 LATE SC 1 LET'S SC 5
JOKER'S SC 1 KIDS HA 4 LATE HA 1 LET'S HA 19
JUDY TT 2 KIDS TA 1 LATER H T 1 LET'S TA 1
JUDY SA 1 KILL SC 4 LATER HA 3 LET'S SA 17
JUICE ST 2 KILL HA 1 LATER HE 2 LET'S SE 1
JUICE SC 20 KILL SA 3 LAUGH H T 1 LETA HA 1
JUICE S A 7 KILLING SC 1 LAUGH HA 1 LETA TA 1
JULIA ST 1 KIN HA 1 LAUGH TA 1 LETA HE 1
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GROUP 1 CHILD 7 316
NURSERY HA 1 OLD HA 8 OR HA 20 PAJAMAS HA 3
O'CLOCK H T 1 OLDER HA 1 OR TA 1 PALM SA 1O'CLOCK HA 20 ON H T 51 OR SE 1 PANDA PANTA H T IO'CLOCK TA I ON T T 19 ORANGE HA 1 PANTALOONS HA 2O'CLOCK SA 2 ON ST 14 ORANGE SA 2 PANTS H T 1O'LEARY HA 1 ON T C 3 ORDER HA 1 PANTS ST 1
OCCASION SA 1 ON S C 19 ORDER SA 2 PANTS HA 4
OCCASIONALLY HE 1 ON HA 79 OTHER H T 8 PAPER H T 4
OCEAN SC 4 ON TA 9 OTHER TT 1 PAPER HA 6
OCHO H T 3 ON SA 41 OTHER ST 3 PAPER TA 1
ODD HA 1 ON HE 9 OTHER TC 1 PAPER HE 1
OF H T 25 ONCE H T I OTHER SC 4 PAPERED H T 1
OF TT 2 ONCE HA 1 OTHER HA -6 PAR HA 1
OF ST 4 ONCE TA 2 OTHER SA 8 PARADE ST 2
OF SC 26 ONCE SA 2 OTHER HE 1 PARADE S C 1
OF HA 33 ONE H T 60 OUCH H T I PARDON HE I
OF TA 3 ONE TT 4 OUCH ST 1 PARK HA 1OF SA 22 ONE ST 19 OUCH SC 1 PARK TA 1
OF HE 5 ONE SC 67 OUR TT 2 PARKING HA 1
OFF H T 49 ONE HA 54 OUR ST 3 PART H T 3OFF ST 6 ONE TA 2 OUR HC 2 PART TT 1OFF SC 16 ONE SA 77 OUR SC 4 PART ST 1OFF HA 17 ONE HE 8 OUR HA 2 PART SC 2OFF TA 3 ONE SE 3 OUR SA 1 PART HA 1OFF SA 6 ONE'S HT 1 OURS SC 1 PART SA 6OFF HE 12 ONE'S TT 2 OUT HT 7 PART'S SA 2OFF TE 1 ONE'S ST 2 OUT TT 8 PARTICULAR HE 1OFF SE 1 ONE'S TC 1 OUT ST 3 PARTS HT 1OFFICE SA 1 ONES H T 2 OUT SC 17 PARTY H T 2OH H T 87 ONES HA 2 OUT HA 21 PARTY ST 1OH TT 3 ONES SA 4 OUT TA 5 PARTY SC 4OH ST 10 ONLY HT 3 OUT SA 12 PARTY HA 8OH HC 2 ONLY ST 6 OUT HE 1 PASS HT 1OH TC 1 ONLY SC 7 OUTSIDE TT 1 PASSED SC 1OH SC 20 ONLY HA 14 OVER H T 17 PATIENT SC 2OH HA 129 ONLY SA 3 OVER TT 1 PATIENT SA 1OH TA 11 ONTO SC 1 OVER ST 2 PAUL H T 2OH SA 19 0000 *SOUND SC 2 OVER SC 4 PAUL HA 2OH HE 26 OOPS H T 16 OVER HA 14 PAYING SA 2OH TE 1 OOPS HA 1 OVER TA 1 PEA SC 2
OH SE 2 OOPS SA 7 OVER SA 9 PEANUT HA 1OH OHH TC 1 OOPS OOP HT 1 OW TT 1 PEAR ST 3OKAY H T 25 OOPS OOP SC 1 ON ST 3 PEAR SC 1OKAY TT 3 OOPS OOP HA 1 ON SC 3 PEAR SA 1OKAY ST 8 OPEN ST 1 OW HA 1 PEAS SC 1OKAY SC 10 OPEN TC 2 OWN H T 3 PEAS SA 1OKAY HA 28 OPEN SC 8 OWN SC 1 PEDAL SC 3OKAY TA 6 OPEN HA 1 OWN HA 5 PEE SC 3OKAY SA 116 OPEN TA 1 OWN SA 3 PEEING SC 1OKAY HE 7 OPTIMISTIC TA 1 OZ HA 1 PEEK H T 1OKAY TE 1 OR HT 4 PAD HT 1 PENCIL SA 1OKAY SE 1 OR TT 2 PAD HA 1 PENIS SC 2OKAY KAY H T 7 OR ST 3 PAGE H T 1 PEOPLE H T 3OLD H T 5 OR SC 8 PAINTING SA 1 PEOPLE ST 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 7 321 GROUP 1 CHILD 7 322
PEOPLE SC 4 PLAY SA 8 PULL H T 2 REAL TT 1
PEOPLE HA 5 PLAY HE 1 PULL HE 3 REAL ST 1PEOPLE TA 1 PLAYED H T 1 PULLED ST 1 REAL SC 2
PEOPLE SA 13 PLAYER SA 2 PULLED SA 1 REAL HA 1PEOPLE H E 1 PLAYING H T I PULLING S A 2 REAL S A 2PEPPERMINT HA 1 PLAYING S T 4 PUMPKIN SA 1 REALLY HT 6
PERCENT HA 1 PLAYING SC 7 PUNCH SC 2 REALLY SC 5
PERRI ST 5 PLAYING HA 4 PUNCH HA 2 REALLY HA 13
PERRI SC 2 PLEASE H T 2 PURPLE H T 16 REALLY TA 1
PERRI SA 18 PLEASE SC 4 PURPLE HA 25 REALLY SA 5
PERRI'S ST 1 PLEASE HA 5 PURPLES H T 1 REALLY HE 12PERRI'S SC 1 PLEASE TA 2 PURPLES HA 1 REASON HA 1
PERRI'S SA 3 PLEASE SA 9 PUT H T 19 RECOGNIZE HE 2
PERSON HT 1 PLEASE HE 3 PUT TT 1 RECORDED HE 1
PERSON HA 3 PLUG HT 1 PUT ST 10 RED H T 30
PERSON S A 7 POCKET HA 1 PUT SC 7 RED TT 3
PHONY HA 1 POCKET TA 1 PUT HA 36 RED ST 1
PHONY TA 1 POINT SC 1 PUT TA 3 RED HA 20
PICK H T 7 POINT SA 2 PUT SA 27 RED TA 1
PICK ST 1 POINTING HT 1 PUT H E 2 REDS H T 2
PICK H A 15 POINTING HA 2 PUTS HA 2 REDS HA 1
PICK SA 1 POINTY SA 1 PUTTING H T 2 REMEMBER HA 2
PICK HE 2 POKED HE 1 PUTTING ST 3 REMIND HA 2
PICKED H T 7 POLE HA 1 PUZZLE ST 2 RESEARCH HA 1PICKING H T 3 POOR SC 1 PUZZLE SC 1 RESEARCH H E 2
PICKING S A 1 POOR HA 2 PUZZLE S A 7 REST H T 2
PICKS HE 1 POP H T 2 PUZZLES S A 1 REST HA 4
PICTURES S T 1 POPEYE S T 2 QUESTION H E 1 RESULT HE 1PIE HT 1 POPEYE HA 2 QUICK HA 2 REV HA 1
PIECE HT 3 POPEYE 'S HA 1 QUICKLY SA 1 REVEREND HE 2
PIECE ST 1 POPPED SC 1 QUITE H T 1 REVIEWS HA 1
PIECE S C 3 POTATO SC 1 R H T 2 REVITED *MADEUP ST 1PIECE S A 4 POUR SC 1 RACK HT 1 REX S A 1
PIECE HE 1 POWER TT 1 RADIO HT 1 RICE H T 2PIECES H T 1 PRESENT HA 1 RAGGEDY HA 1 RICE HA 1PIECES SC 3 PRESS HA 1 RAINBOW HT 2 RICK'S TT 1
PIECES H A 5 PRESS S A 1 RAINBOW HA 2 RIDE H T I
PILES TT 1 PRETEND ST 11 RAISE HA I RIDE TA 1PILLCW H T 1 PRETEND SC 5 RAISE SA 2 RIDICULOUS HA 1PIN S A 4 PRETEND HA I RAISING ST 1 RIDING TT 1
PINEAPPLE ST 1 PRETENDING HT 1 RAISING SC 4 RIDING HA 2
PINS SA 5 PRETTY HT 1 RAN HT 1 RIGHT H T 36PIPE SC 1 PRETTY H A 5 RAN RUNNED TT 1 RIGHT TT 5PITY TA 1 PRETTY SA 2 RAVE HT 5 RIGHT ST IIPLACE S T 1 PRETZEL S C 4 REACH TA 1 RIGHT S C 19PLACE HA 4 PRETZELS SA 2 READ H T 5 RIGHT HA 38PLANE H T 1 PROBABLY TT 1 READ HA 9 RIGHT TA 4PLANES HA 1 PROBABLY HA 1 READ TA 1 RIGHT SA 39
PLASTIC HA 1 PROBABLY TA 1 READ SA 3 RIGHT HE 8PLATE HA I PROBABLY SA 2 READY HT 1 RIGHT RIGH HT 1PLAY HT 5 PROBABLY HE 2 READY HA 2 RING TT 1PLAY ST 7 PROBLEM HA 1 READY SA 1 RING TA 1PLAY S C 4 PROGRAMS T A 1 READY H E I RIVER S C IPIAY HA 9 PROJECT HE I REAL HT 1 RIVER HA 1
GROUP I CHILD 7 319 GROUP I CHILD 7 320
ROAD ST 1 SAME T A 1 SCULPTURE SCUPTUR S A 1 SHE ST 3
ROAD SC 5 SAME SA 4 SEAT TT 1 SHE SC 9
ROAD HA 7 SAME HE 1 SEAT SC 1 SHE HA 15
ROBBIE SC 4 SAND HA 2 SEAT SA 9 SHE TA 1
ROBBIE SA 1 SARAH SA 3 SECOND SC 1 SHE SA 21
ROBIN SC 1 SAUCE SC 1 SECOND HA 2 SHE'S H T 1
ROBOT SC 1 SAUCER TT 1 SECOND SA 1 SHE'S TT 2
ROBOTS TA 1 SAUSAGE SC 1 SECOND HE 1 SHE'S SC 6
ROCKS ST 1 SAVE H T 3 SECONDS SC 1 SHE'S HA 1
ROCKY ST 3 SAVED H T 1 SECONDS SA 6 SHE'S SA 4
ROLL SA 1 SAVED HA 1 SECRET HA 1 SHERMAN SA 1
ROLLING H T 1 SAVING SAVIN HA 1 SECRET HE 1 SHIRT H T 9
ROLLS SA 3 SAW H T 5 SEE H T 33 SHIRT ST 6
ROOF H T 1 SAW TT 3 SEE TT 7 SHIRT SC 7
ROOF TT 1 SAW ST 3 SEE ST 4 SHIRT HA 6
ROOM H T 7 SAW SC 3 SEE TC 1 SHIRT HE 1
ROOM ST 1 SAW HA 1 SEE SC 15 SHIRT SE 1
ROOM SC 1 SAW TA 1 SEE HA 40 SHIT TT 1
ROOM HA 8 SAW SA 1 SEE TA 1 SHIT ST 1
ROSE SC 2 SAY H T II SEE SA 23 SHIT SC 2
ROSE SA 1 SAY TT 3 SEE HE 8 SHIT HA 1
ROUND H T 1 SAY ST 4 SEE SE 1 SHOE H T 1
ROUND SA 4 SAY HC I SEEING HA 1 SHOE SC 1
ROUTINES HE 1 SAY TC 2 SEEN HA 2 SHOE HA 3
RUG SC 2 SAY SC 4 SEGMENTS HE 1 SHOES SC 2
RUN H T 1 SAY HA 12 SEIZE H T 2 SHOES SA 1
RUN TT 5 SAY TA 2 SELF HA 1 SHOOT SC 1
RUN ST 1 SAY SA 2 SEPTEMBER TA 1 SHOPPING HA 1
RUN HA 1 SAYING SC 1 SERIES S A 3 SHOPPING SA 1
RUN TA 2 SAYING HA 2 SERIOUS HA 1 SHORT HE 1
RUNG H T I SAYS HT 2 SESAME HA 1 SHOULD TT 1
RUNNING TT 1 SAYS TT 1 SET ST 1 SHOULD SA 2
RUNNING TA 1 SAYS ST 2 SET HA 1 SHOULD TE 1
RUNS SA 1 SAYS HA 5 SET SA 1 SHOW H T 16
RUNT HA 10 SAYS SA 3 SEVEN H T 3 SHOW ST 1
RUSH HA 3 SCARE H T 1 SEVEN SC 4 SHOW SC 4
S H T 3 SCARE HA 1 SEVEN HA 4 SHOW HA 5
S SC 1 SCARECROW HNA 1 SEVEN S A 2 SHOW S A 2
S HE 1 SCARED H T 3 SH SHH H T 1 SHOW HE 1
SAID H T 13 SCARED HA 1 SH SHSH HA 1 SHOWED HE 1
SAID TT 8 SCENE HA 1 SHAKE ST 1 SHOWN SA 1
SAID ST 12 SCHOOL H T 5 SHAKE SC 1 SHOWS H T 1
SAID TC 1 SCHOOL TT 10 SHAKE HE 1 SHOWS HA 1
SAID SC 1 SCHOOL SC 3 SHALL SC 1 SHUFFLE H T 2
SAID HA 9 SCHOOL HA 15 SHALL HA 1 SHUFFLE HA 3
SAID S A 2 SCHOOL T A 5 SHAMPOOING S T 4 SHUFFLE S A 2
SAID HE 1 SCHOOL S A 1 SHAMPOOING S A 1 SHUFFLED H T 1
SAIL HT 1 SCHOOL HE 3 SHAPE HA 1 SHUT H T 2
SAIL HA 1 SCHOOLS HA 1 SHARE SA 1 SHUT ST 3
SAME H T 4 SCHWA HA 1 SHAVE H T 10 SHUT SC 5
SAME TT 3 SCREW H T 1 SHAVED H T 5 SHUT HA 1
SAME ST 3 SCREW HA 1 SHAVED HA 2 SIDE HA 2
SAME SC 4 SCREW HE 1 SHAVER H T 1 SIDE TA 1
SAME HA 10 SCULPTURE SA 1 SHE H T 3 SIDE SA 2
GROUP I CHILD 7 325 GROUP I CHILD 7 326
SIDEWALK TT 1 SMACK H T 2 SONGS HA 5 STAIRS TT 2
SIGN H T 1 SMACKED H T 1 SOON HA 3 STAIRS TE 1
SIGN HA 1 SMALL SC 3 SOON TA 1 STAND H T 1
SILLY H T 1 SMALL HA 1 SOON SA 1 STAND HA 1
SILLY ST 1 SMART HA 1 SORRY H T 1 STAND TA 1
SILLY SC 2 SMILING SA 1 SORRY HA 5 STAND SA 1
SILLY HA 2 SMOKE TT 1 SORRY TA 1 STANDING TA 1
SIMPLE SE 1 SNACK SA 1 SORRY SA 1 START H T 3
SINCE HA 1 SNEAK NEAK H T 1 SORT TT 1 START ST 1
SING H T 8 SNEAKER H T 6 SORT S A 1 START SC 1
SING TT 1 SNEAKER HA 1 SORT HE 1 START HA 6
SING HA 14 SNEAKERS H T 1 SOUND H T 1 START TA 1
SINGING H T 1 SNEAKERS TT 1 SOUND HA 1 START SA 3
SINGING HA 1 SNOTTY HA 1 SOUNDS HE 1 STARTED H T 2
SINGS HA 1 SNOW H T 1 SOUR SA 1 STARTING H T 2
SIT H T 1 SNOWFLAKES HA 1 SPACE TA 1 STARTING HA 1
SIT HA 1 SO H T 8 SPAGHETTI BISCETT S C 1 STARTING S A 2
SIT TA 1 SO ST 2 SPANISH H T 6 STARTS H T I
SIT SA 8 SO HC 2 SPANISH HA 7 STARTS . SA 1
SITS SA 2 SO SC 9 SPANNED HA 1 STATION S T 1
SITTER HA 1 SO HA 23 SPEAK H T 5 STATION SC 3
SITTING H T 1 SO TA 6 SPEAK HA 1 STATION HA 1
SITTING TT 1 SO SA 24 SPECIAL H T 1 STAY H T 5
SITTING ST I SO H E 2 SPECIAL SC 1 STAY ST 1
SITTING SC I SO SE 1 SPECIAL HA 1 STAY SC 1
SITTING SA 2 SOFT HE 1 SPEECH HA 1 STAY HA 9
SITTING SITTIN TT 1 SOME H T 7 SPEECH HE 1 STAY SA 1
SITUATION HA 1 SOME ST 4 SPEED SC 4 STAYING H T 1
SITUATIONS HE 1 SOME SC 7 SPIDER H T 1 STAYING SC 2
SIX H T 4 SOME HA II SPIDER ST 2 STAYING STAYIN HA I
SIX ST 6 SOME TA 1 SPIDER SC 5 STAYS H T 1
SIX SC 13 SOME SA 10 SPIDERBOY SC 1 STAYS HA 2
SIX HA 3 SOME SCMETHI HA 1 SPIDERMAN ST 7 STEER H T 1
SIX TA 1 SOMEBODY SC 1 SPIDERMAN SC 8 STEP H T 5
SIX SA 5 SOMEBODY HA 1 SPIDERMAN 'S SC 2 STEPPED H T 5
SIXTH HA 1 SOMEBODY SA 1 SPILL SA 1 STEPPED HA 1
SIZE SC 2 SOMEBODY'S SC 1 SPILT SC 1 STEPPING SC 1
SKIPPED H T 2 SOMEONE H T 1 SPIN H T 1 STETHOSCOPE SC 2
SKY H T 1 SOMEONE TT 1 SPINNING H T 2 STETHOSCOPE SA 3
SKY HA 3 SOMEONE S T 1 SPINNING HA 1 STETHOSCOPES S A 1
SLAMMING SLAMMIN H A 1 SOMEONE S A 1 SPOON S C 2 STEVE S A I
SLAP SC 1 SCMEONE SOMEUM HA 1 SPORT HA 1 STICK ST 2
SLAPPY *MADEUP H T 1 SOMEPLACE HA 1 SPOT T T 1 STICK T A 1
SLEEP H T 1 SOMERSAULT ST 1 SPOT S A 1 STICKING SC 1
SLEEP HA 2 SOMETHING H T 8 SPREAD H T 2 STICKS HA 1
SLEEPING H T 3 SOMETHING SC 4 SPRING H T 4 STICKY SC 7
SLIGHT SA 1 SOMETHING HA 6 SPRING HA 3 STILL H T 6
SLINGER ST SOMETHING HE 1 SPRING'S H T 1 STILL ST 1
SLIPPERY ST SOMETIME HA 2 SQUARE H T 2 STILL SC 6
SLIPPERY SC 4 SOMETIMES HA 2 SQUARE ST 1 STILL HA 3
SLOT ST 1 SONG H T 7 SQUARES H T I STILL TA 1
SLOT SC 1 SONG HA 14 SQUIRREL SA 1 STILL SA 1
SLOW S A 2 SONG SHONG H T 1 SQUIRT ST I STOCK TA 1
SLOWLY SA 3 SONGS H T 1 SQUIRTED ST 1 STOP H T 4
GROUP 1 CHILD 7 323 GROUP 1 CHILD 7 324
STOP TT 2 SUN TC 1 TALK HA 1 THAT TT 17
STOP ST 1 SUNDAY HA 2 TALKED HA 1 THAT ST 16
STOP HC 1 SUPER SC 3 TALKING H T 2 THAT HC 1
STOP SC 10 SUPER SA 4 TALKING SC 1 THAT TC 4
STOP HA 8 SUPERBOY ST 7 TALKING HA 1 THAT SC 50
STOP T A 1 SUPERFRIENDS S C 3 TALKING S A 1 THAT H A 100
STOP SA 2 SUPERMAN ST 1 TALKING TALKIN H T 1 THAT TA II
STOP TO 1 SUPERMAN SC 4 TALKING TALKIN HA 1 THAT SA 54
STOPPED H T 1 SUPERMAN'S SC 1 TALKS HA 1 THAT HE 11
STOPPED TT 1 SUPPOSE H T 2 TALL ST 1 THAT TE 1
STORE H T 4 SUPPOSE HA 3 TALL SC 1 THAT DAT H T 13
STORE ST I SUPPOSE TA 1 TAN H T 18 THAT DAT TT 4
STORE SC 1 SUPPOSED H T 1 TAN HA 7 THAT EAT ST 3
STORES HA 1 SUPPOSED TT 3 TAPE H T 2 THAT DAT TC 3
STORIES H T 2 SUPPOSED ST 1 TAPE HE 1 THAT DAT SC 2
STORIES HA 1 SUPPOSED S C 1 TAUGHT HA 1 THAT DAT HA 4
STORY H T 3 SUPPOSED HA 1 TEA SA 1 THAT'S H T 27
STORY HA 6 SURE H T 2 TEACHING H T 1 THAT'S TT 14
STRAIGHT HA 3 SURE HA 2 TEAR HA 2 THAT'S ST 13
STRAIGHT SA 1 SURE SA 1 TEAR TA 1 THAT'S TC 1
STRAIGHT HE 1 SURE HE 2 TEARS HT 1 THAT'S SC 25
STRANGE HA 1 SWEET HA 1 TEE ST 2 THAT'S HA 47
STRANGE HE 1 SWEETIE HA 1 TEEN HT 1 THAT'S TA 4
STRAW HA 1 SWITCH H T 1 TEENAGER S C 1 THAT'S S A 23
STREET H T 2 SWITCH HE 1 TEENY SC 1 THAT'S HE 8
STREET TT 5 SWITCHING HE 1 TEETH HA 2 THAT'S DAT'S H T 3
STREET HA 6 T H T 3 TELEVISION TT 1 THAT'S DAT'S ST 2
STREET TA 1 T TA 1 TELL H T 12 THAT'S DAT'S HA 1
STREET HE 1 TABLE H T 2 TELL SC 7 THE H T 165
STRONG H T 1 TABLE ST 1 TELL HA 9 THE TT 55
STRONG TA 1 TABLE SC 2 TELL S A 3 THE ST 50
STUCK H T 1 TABLE HA 4 TELL HE 2 THE TC 4
STUCK TT 1 TABLE SA 13 TELLING HA 3 THE SC 102
STUCK ST 8 TAIL H T 1 TEN H T 3 THE HA 209
STUCK TC 1 TAIL ST 3 TEN TT 1 THE TA 18
STUCK SC 10 TAIL SA 4 TEN TC 2 THE SA 123
STUCK TA 2 TAKE HT 16 TEN SC 1 THE HE 15
STUCK STICKED T T 1 TAKE T T 3 TEN HA 6 THE TE 1
STUDY HA 3 TAKE ST 3 TEN SA 2 THE DA HT 5
STUDY HE 2 TAKE SC 8 TEND SC 1 THE DA TT 4
STUFF H T 1 TAKE HA 21 TERRIFIC TA 4 THE DA ST 3
STUFF SC 3 TAKE SA 23 THAN ST 1 THE DA SC 5
STUFF HA 6 TAKE HE 5 THAN HA 2 THE DA HA 1
STUFF TA 1 TAKEN H T 1 THAN SA 1 THE DAH H T 2
STUFF SA 1 TAKES H T 1 THAN HE 1 THE DAH HA 1
STUFF HE 1 TAKES S C 1 THANK H T 3 THE DU TT 1
STUPID ST 1 TAKES SA 1 THANK HA 3 THE DUH HT 3
STUTTER HA 1 TAKES HE 1 THANK TA 2 THEIR TT 2
STUTTERED HA 1 TAKING H T 2 THANK SA 4 THEIR HA 1
SUCH HA 2 TAKING SC 1 THANK HE 4 THEIR TA 1
SUCH SA 1 TAKING HA 2 THANKS ST 1 THEM H T 10
SUDDEN HA 1 TAKING SA 5 THANKS SA 1 THEM TT 1
SUMMER TT 1 TALK H T 3 THANKS TE 1 THEM ST 5
SUMMERTIME TA 1 TALK TT I THAT H T 52 THEM SC 5
GROUP 1 CHILD 7 329 GROUP I CHILD 7 330
THEM HA 9 THEY'LL TA 2 THOSE T 1 TIME SC 1
THEM SA 8 THEY'RE H T 5 THOSE SC 1 TIME HA 32
THEM 'EM H T 1 THEY'RE ST 1 THOSE HA 9 TIME TA 1
THEM 'EM SC 1 THEY'RE TC 1 THOSE SA 3 TIME HE 2
THEM 'EM HA 1 THEY'RE HA 7 THOUGH HA 2 TIME SE 1
THEM 'EM SA 5 THEY'RE TA 1 THOUGHT H T 3 TIMES HA 5
THEM DEM H T 3 THEY'RE SA 4 THOUGHT HA 2 TIMES SA 2
THEM EM SC 1 THEY'RE HE 3 THOUGHT TA 1 TIMING HA 1
THEM EM HA 3 THING H T 5 THOUGHT SA 1 TIN HA 1
THEN H T 14 THING TT 1 THOUSAND TC 1 TIRE SC 1
THEN TT 3 THING ST 5 THREE H T 6 TIRED H T 2
THEN ST 8 THING SC 1 THREE TT 1 TIRED TT 1
THEN SC 7 THING HA 9 THREE ST 7 TIRED HA 3
THEN HA 17 THING TA 1 THREE SC 20 TIRES SC 1
THEN TA 2 THING SA 1 THREE HA 3 TO H T 143
THEN SA II THING HE 4 THREE TA 2 TO TT 19
THERE H T 16 THING SCMETHI HA 1 THREE SA 33 TO ST 27
THERE TT 7 THINGS H T 1 THREW H T 3 TO TC 3
THERE ST 5 THINGS ST 2 THREW ST 3 TO SC 74
THERE SC 9 THINGS SC 1 THREW SC 1 TO H A 187
THERE HA 31 THINGS HA 2 THREW SA 4 TO TA 12
THERE TA 3 THINGS SA 1 THROUGH H T 1 TO SA 80
THERE SA 17 THINK H T 2 THROUGH HA 6 TO HE 19
THERE HE 2 THINK SC 16 THROW H T 6 TO TE 1
THERE TE 1 THINK HA 8 THROW ST 9 TO SE 1
THERE DER HA 10 THINK TA 3 THROW SC 3 TO GOINNA HA 1
THERE DERE H T 5 THINK SA 12 THROW HA 5 TO GONNA H T 33
THERE DERE SC 1 THINK HE 1 THROW SA 5 TO GONNA TT 1
THERE DERE HA 2 THINK SE 2 THROW HE 2 TO GONNA ST 8
THERE'S H T 4 THIRD HA 1 THROWING H T 2 TO GONNA SC 14
THERE'S TT 2 THIRD SA 1 THROWING ST 2 TO GONNA HA 37
THERE'S ST 5 THIRD HE 2 THROWS SA 2 TO GONNA TA 7
THERE'S SC 3 THIRDS SC 1 THUMB H T 9 TO GONNA SA 11
THERE'S HA 6 THIRDS SA 1 THUMB HE 1 TO GONNA HE 5
THERE'S TA 1 THIRTY TT 1 THUMBS H T 1 TO GOTTA SC 2
THERE'S S A 5 THIRTY S T 1 THYCLOPTUS *MADEUP S A 1 TO GOTTA HA 3
THERE'S DERE'S H T 1 THIRTY TC 1 TICK HA 8 TO GOTTA SA 3
THESE H T 4 THIRTY HA 4 TICKETING HE 1 TO GOTTA HE 1
THESE ST 2 THIRTY TA 1 TICKLE TC 3 TO HADDA HA 1
THESE TC 1 THIS H T 78 TICKLES TC 3 TO TA HT 3
THESE SC 5 THIS TT 7 TIDY HA 1 TO TA TT 2
THESE HA 9 THIS ST 27 TIE HA 1 TO TA HA 5
THESE TA 3 THIS T C 3 TIE SA 1 TO WANNA H T 14
THESE SA 5 THIS SC 69 TIGER SC 1 TO WANNA TT 1
THEY H T 14 THIS HA 62 TIGHT H T 1 TO WANNA ST 7
THEY TT 7 THIS TA 4 TIGHT SC 1 TO WANNA SC 26
THEY SC 8 THIS SA 62 TIGHT HA 1 TO WANNA HA 6
THEY HA 24 THIS SO 1 TILL ST 1 TO WANNA TA 1
THEY TA 1 THIS HE 11 TILL HA 1 TO WANNA SA 10
THEY SA 3 THIS DIS H T 43 TILL S A 3 TO WANNU H T 4
THEY DEY H T 2 THIS DIS ST 3 TILL HE 1 TO WANNU HE 1
THEY'D SA 1 THIS DIS SC 2 TIMBER SC 2 TO WANTA TT 1
THEY'LL TT 1 THIS DIS HA 5 TIME H T 14 TO WANTA HA 1
THEY'LL SC 1 THOSE HT 5 TIME TT 1 TOCK HA 8
GROUP I CHILD 7 327 GROUP I CHILD 7 328
TODAY H T 2 TONY'S S A 1 TREAT HA 1 TYPE ST 3
TODAY TT 3 TOO H T II TREE SC 1 TYRANNOSAURUS SA I
TODAY ST 2 TOO TT 1 TREES SA 2 U HA 2
TODAY SC 1 TOO ST 8 TRES H T 2 UCH *SOUND HA 1
TODAY HA 10 TOO SC 13 TRICEROTOPS S A 4 UH *SOUND H T II
TODAY T A 1 TOO HA 14 TRICEROTOPS CERATOP S A 2 UH *SOUND S T 2
TODAY S A 2 TOO TA 1 TRICEROTOPS TRYCERO S A 2 UH *SOUND SC 2
TODAY HE 1 TOO SA 5 TRICK ST 1 UH *SOUND HA 19
TODAY TADAY H T 1 TOO HE 3 TRICK HA 5 UH *SOUND TA 1
TODAY'S SC I TOOK H T 6 TRICK HE I UH *SOUND SA 1
TODAY'S HA 1 TOOK TT 2 TRICKS HA 1 UH *SOUND HE 14
TODAY'S TA 1 TOOK ST 1 TRIED TT 1 UH-HUH MHM HE I
TODAY'S SA 2 TOOK SC 1 TROUBLE HA 1 UM H T 10
TODD ST 2 TOOK SA 1 TROUBLE HE 1 UM ST 7
TODD SC 14 TOOK HE 3 TRUCK T T 5 UM SC 9
TODD'S SC 2 TOOK SE I TRUE ST 1 UM H A 22
TOE HA 1 TOOL SC I TRY H T 6 M4 SA 4
TOGETHER ST 1 TOOL SA I TRY ST 3 UM H E 9
TOGETHER SC 2 TOOLS ST 2 TRY SC 2 UM UMM H T 1
TOGETHER SA 5 TOP HT 2 TRY HA 2 UN *SOUND H T 1
TOILET SC 1 TOP ST 1 TRY SA 22 UNCLE HA 2
TOLD H T 3 TOP HA 2 TRY HE 3 UNCLE HE 1
TOLD SC 5 TOP TA 1 TRYING H T 1 UNDER ST 4
TOLD HA 10 TOP SA 2 TRYING TT 1 UNDER SC I
TOLD. TA 1 TOPS ST 2 TRYING SC 1 UNDER HA 1
TOM HA 3 TOPS SA 2 TRYING HA I UNDER SA 2
TOMATO ST 1 TORE HE 1 TUB HA 1 UNDERPANTS H T I
TOMORROW H T 2 TOUCH H T 3 TUESDAY HA 1 UNDERPANTS HA 2
TCMORROW HA 4 TOUCH H C 1 TUESDAY S A 2 UNDERPANTS UNDAPAN H T 1
TOMORROW T A 1 TOUCHED S T 1 TUESDAY HE 1 UNDERSTAND T A 1
TOMORROW SA 1 TOWEL SA I TUMMY SC 1 UNDERSTAND HE 2
TOMORROW HE 3 TOW NHA 1 TUNNEL H T 1 UNDERSTAND T E 1
TOMORROW TARMORR H T 1 TOY H T 5 TUNNEL HA 1 UNDRESS HA 1
TON HA 2 TOY HE 3 TURN H T 1 UNDRESSED HA 1
TONE SC 2 TOYS H T 2 TURN ST I UNEMPLOYMENT HA 1
TONE HA 5 TOYS HC I TURN SC 6 UNGLUED ST 4
TONE SA 10 TRACK H T 1 TURN HA 8 UNION HA 1
TONGUE TT 1 TRACK ST 1 TURN SA 13 UNLESS HA 1
TONGUE HA 1 TRACK SC 1 TURNED H T 1 UNO H T 2
TONGUE TA 2 TRACK HA 2 TURNING SA 3 UNSCREW H T 5
TONIGHT HA 2 TRACKS SC 1 TUSHY H T 1 UNSCREW HA 2
TONY H T 1 TRADE SA 2 TUSHY SC 1 UNSCREW HE 1
TONY TT 1 TRAFFIC TC 1 TUSHY SA 1 UNSCREWED H T 4
TONY ST 1 TRAIL HA 2 TWELVE H T 2 UNTIL H T 1
TONY HC I TRAIN H T 6 TWELVE HA 1 UNTIL HA 8
TONY TC 1 TRAIN ST 3 TWELVE SA 2 UNTIL SA 6
TONY SC 20 TRAIN SC 4 TWINKLE HA 2 UNWINDS HA 1
TONY HA 49 TRAIN HA 4 TWO H T 21 UP H T 29
TONY TA 11 TRAINS ST 1 TWO TT 5 UP TT 1
TONY SA 30 TRAINS SC 2 TWO ST 11 UP ST 10
TONY HE 13 TRANSMITTER HE 1 TWO SC 21 UP SC 19
TONY SE 1 TRAP SC 5 TWO H A 21 UP HA 61
TONY'S SC 10 TRAPS SC 1 TWO SA 25 UP TA 6
TONY'S HA 3 TRAY SA 1 TYING H T 1 UP SA 32
GROUP 1 CHILD 7 333 GROUP 1 CHILD 7 334
UP HE 4 WALK HA 1 WASHED HA 1 WEBBED ST 1
UP TE 1 WALK TA 3 WASN'T HA 1 WEBBED SA 1
UPON H T 1 WALK SA 4 WATCH H T 8 WEDNESDAY SA I
UPS SA 6 WALKED TT 2 WATCH ST 2 WEE SC 2
UPSET HA 1 WALKING H T 2 WATCH SC 3 WEEK TA 2
UPSIDE SC 1 WALKING HA 1 WATCH HA 1 WEIRD SC 1
UPSTAIRS TA 1 WALKING SA 4 WATCH HE 3 WEIRD HA 1
UPSTAIRS SA 1 WALKS SA 3 WATCHING SA 2 WELCCME H T 1
US H T 3 WALL TT 2 WATCHING HE 1 WELCOME TT 1
US TT 2 WALL ST 1 WATER H T 1 WELL H T 10
US ST 1 WALL SC 1 WATER SC 1 WELL TT 1
US TC 1 WANT H T 52 WATER HA 3 WELL ST 5
US HA 2 WANT TT 2 WAVED TT 1 WELL TC 1
US SA 1 WANT ST 14 WAY H T 17 WELL SC 8
USE ST 1 WANT TC 2 WAY TT 13 WELL HA 17
USE SC 1 WANT SC 27 WAY ST 6 WELL TA 2
USE HA 5 WANT HA 25 WAY TC 3 WELL SA 13
USE HE 2 WANT TA 1 WAY SC 3 WELL HE 7
USED SC 1 WANT SA 25 WAY HA 16 WENT H T 23
USED HA 1 WANT HE 4 WAY TA 2 WENT TT 1
USED USET HA 1 WANT SE 1 WAY SA 14 WENT ST 1
USEFUL HA 1 WANT WANNA H T 14 WAY HE 2 WENT SC 4
USING SC 1 WANT WANNA TT 1 WAYS SA 2 WENT HA 6
USING SA 3 WANT WANNA ST 7 WE H T 26 WENT TA 1
USUALLY HA 1 WANT WANNA SC 26 WE TT 3 WENT SA 2
V HT 1 WANT WANNA HA 6 WE ST 9 WENT HE 2
V TA 1 WANT WANNA TA I WE HC 2 WERE H T 5
VAN TT 1 WANT WANNA SA 10 WE TC 3 WERE T T
VEGETABLES SA 1 WANT WANNU H T 4 WE S C 27 WERE ST 2
VERSION HA 1 WANT WANNU HE I WE HA 28 WERE HA 9
VERY H T 2 WANT WANTA TT 1 WE TA 2 WERE SA 4
VERY TT 1 WANT WANTA HA 1 WE SA 14 WEREN'T HA 2
VERY HA 4 WANTED HT 6 WE HE 2 WEREN'T TA 1
VERY TA 4 WANTED SC 1 WE SE 1 WET HT 1
VERY SA 7 WANTED HA 3 WE'LL HT 4 WET ST 2
VERY HE 10 WANTED SA 1 WE'LL HA 4 WET SA 1
VEST ST 1 WANTS ST 1 WE'LL S A 3 WHAT H T 73
VEST SC 4 WANTS SC 9 WE'LL HE 1 WHAT TT 14
VIOLENCE HA 1 WANTS HA 1 WE'RE H T 6 WHAT ST 17
VOLUNTEER HA I WANTS TA 1 WE 'RE TT 2 WHAT TC 4
W HT 1 WANTS SA 3 WE'RE ST 2 WHAT S C 43
W HA 1 WAR SA 1 WE'RE SC 6 WHAT HA 99
WAIT H T 2 WARMER TT 3 WE'RE HA 7 WHAT TA 12
WAIT TT 2 WAS H T 16 WE'RE SA 9 WHAT SA 57
WAIT ST 2 WAS TT 3 WE 'RE HE 2 WHAT TO 1
WAIT SC 8 WAS S T 5 WE'VE SA I WHAT HE 8
WAIT HA 12 WAS TC 1 WEAR H T 2 WHAT SE 1
WAIT TA 2 WAS SC 8 WEAR SC 1 WHAT WHA H T 3
WAIT S A 11 WAS HA 26 WEAR HA 5 WHAT WHA T T 2
WAIT HE 1 WAS TA 5 WEARING H T 2 WHAT WHAA H T
WAITED SC 1 WAS SA 6 WEARING SC 2 WHAT'D HA 2
WAITING SA 1 WAS SO 1 WEARING HA 1 WHAT'S H T 6
WALK TT 3 WAS HE 2 WEB ST 3 WHAT'S SC 1
WALK SC 1 WASH HA 3 WEB SC 1 WHAT'S HA 8
331 GROUP I CHILD 7 332GROUP 1 CHILD 7
WHAT'S SA 19 WHOA HE 1 WISH HA 1 WOULD H T 3
WHAT'S HE 1 WHOEVER H T 1 WISHED H T 1 WOULD S C 5
WHATEVER HA 2 WHOEVER SA 3 WIT HA 2 WOULD HA 5
WHATEVER SE 1 WHOLE H T 1 WITCH H T 4 WOULD SA 13
WHEEL S C 1 WHOLE SC 2 WITCH HA 2 WOULD HE 1
WHEEL HA 1 WHOLE HA 1 WITH H T 22 WOULDN'T SC 1
WHEELBARREL S T 1 WHOLE S A 1 WITH T T 4 WOULDN'T HA 1
WHEELBARREL SA 1 WHOOP ST 1 WITH ST 7 WOULDN'T HE 2
WHEELS TT 1 WHOOPS H T 3 WITH SC 6 WOW H T 3
WHEN H T 14 WHOOPS SC 2 WITH HA 25 WOW TC 1
WHEN T T 1 WHOOPS HA 2 WITH TA 3 WOW SC 2
WHEN ST 9 WHOOPS TA 1 WITH S A 28 WOW HA 1
WHEN TC 1 WHOSE H T 1 WITH HE 5 WRAPPED H T 1
WHEN SC 9 WHOSE ST 1 WITHOUT H T 1 WRITE HA 4
WHEN HA 19 WHOSE SC 1 WITHOUT TA 1 WRITE SA 1
WHEN SA 13 WHOSE SA 4 WITHOUT SA 1 WRONG H T 4
WHEN HE 7 WHY H T 9 WIZARD HA 1 WRONG ST 1
WHERE H T 13 WHY TT 4 WOKE ST 1 WRONG HA 1
WHERE TT 1 WHY ST 5 WOMEN HA 1 WROTE H T
WHERE ST 9 WHY SC 6 WON HT 4 WROTE HA 1
WHERE SC 9 WHY HA 12 WON SC 1 X H T 1
WHERE HA 27 WHY SA 12 WON HA 8 Y HT 2
WHERE TA 2 WHY HE 1 WON'T H T 6 YARD H T 1
WHERE SA 5 WICKED H T 3 WON'T TT 1 YEAH H T 20
WHERE HE 1 WICKED HA 2 WON'T ST 1 YEAH TT 7
WHERE'S H T 10 WILD HA 1 WON'T TC 1 YEAH ST 8
WHERE'S SC 6 WILL TC 1 WON'T SC 4 YEAH HC 1
WHERE'S HA 10 WILL SC 3 WON'T HA 4 YEAH TC 1
WHERE'S SA 1 WILL HA 5 WONDER HA 2 YEAH SC 20
WHETHER SA 1 WILL TA 2 WONDERFUL HA 2 YEAH HA 73
WHICH H T 3 WILL SA 3 WONDERWOMAN SC 1 YEAH TA 13
WHICH TT 2 WILL HE 2 WOO ST 2 YEAH SA 4
WHICH TC 1 WILLIE TA 2 WOO HC 1 YEAH SO 1
WHICH HA 5 WIN HT 2 WOO SC 3 YEAH HE 13
WHICH SA 6 WIN SC 7 WOODEN HC 3 YEAH TE 1
WHILE HT 2 WIN HA 3 WORD H T 1 YEAH SE 2
WHILE ST 2 WIND H T 2 WORD HA 3 YEAR HA I
WHILE SC 1 WIND HA 9 WORD SA 4 YEARS HA 1
WHILE SA 3 WINDOW TT 2 WORD HE 1 YELLOW H T 17
WHILE HE 3 WINDOW TC 1 WORDS H T 1 YELLOW SC 1
WHISKERY HA 1 WINDOW HA 1 WORDS HA 1 YELLOW HA 20
WHITE TT 2 WINDOWS ST 1 WORDS TA 1 YELIOW'S H T 1
WHITE HA 4 WING H T 2 WORDS SA 1 YELLOWS HT 1
WHITE SA 1 WIKHS HE 2 WORK TC 1 YEP HA 1
WHO H T 8 WINING H T 1 WORK HA 3 YES H T 5
WHO ST 5 WINNER H T 1 WORK SA 2 YES TT 3
WHO SC 7 WINNER HA 1 WORKED HA 1 YES ST 3
WHO HA 6 WINNING H T 7 WORKING SA 1 YES SC 4
WHO SA 13 WIPE HA 2 WORKING WORKIN HA 1 YES HA 16
WHO HE 3 WIPE SA 2 WORKS HA 2 YES TA 1
WHO'S H T 1 WIRE SA 1 WORKSHOP TT 1 YES SA 2
WHO'S SC 1 WIRED HA 2 WORLD'S SC 1 YES HE 7
WHO'S SA 2 WISE SC 1 WORRY HA 1 YES TE 2
WHOA ST 1 WISE S A 2 WORSE HA 1 YESTERDAY H T 8
GROUP 1 CHILD 7 337 GROUP 1 CHILD 7 338
YESTERDAY TT 2 YOUR TT 1 5 HT 1 7 HA 1
YESTERDAY SC 2 YOUR ST 6 5 TC 1 7 TA 1
YESTERDAY HA 9 YOUR TC 1 5 HA 1 7 HE 1
YESTERDAY TA 2 YOUR SC 25 5 TA 1 8 HO 1
YESTERDAY HE 4 YOUR HA 54 6 TT 2 9 HT 1
YESTERDAY YESDERD H T 1 YOUR T A 7 7 TT 2
YET HT I YOUR SA 37
YET SC 2 YOUR HE 9
YET HA 2 YOUR'S SA 1
YET SA 2 YOURS HT 1
YIPES TT 1 YOURS ST 2
YOGURT H T 1 YOURS SC 4
YOGURT HA 1 YOURS SA 1
YOGURTS HA 1 YOURSELF H T 1
YORK HA 1 YOURSELF TT 1
YOU H T 255 YOURSELF HA 4
YOU T T 27 YOURSELF S A 1
YOU ST 69 YUCKY SO 1
YOU H C 1 YUK *MADEUP H A
YOU TC 5 Z HT 2
YOU SC 112 ZOE SC 3
YOU HA 365 ZOE SA 21
YOU TA 46 ZOE'S SA 2
YOU SA 200 ZOO SA 1
YOU HE 49 ZOOM H T 3
YOU SE 1 ZOOM HA 6
YOU D'Y HA 1 ZOOM ZOCMMA HA 1
YOU D'YA H T 1 ZZZZ *SOUND SC 1
YOU D'YOU HA 2 1 H T 24
YOU DIDYA HT 1 1 TT 9
YOU YA ST 1 1 TC 1
YOU YA HA 3 1 HA 13
YOU YAA HT 1 1 TA 6
YOU YO H T 1 1 HE 9
YOU YO HA 1 1 TE 1
YOU YUH HA 1 10 TT 1
YOU'LL HT 1 10 HA 1
YOU'LL ST 1 11 HT 2
YOU'LL SC 1 11 TA 1
YOU'LL HA 1 14 HA 1
YOU'LL SA 1 15 HA 1
YOU'LL HE 1 2 H T 17
YOU'RE H T 27 2 TT 10
YOU'RE TT 4 2 HA 6
YOU'RE ST 4 2 TA 4
YOU'RE SC 21 2 HE 3
YOU'RE HA 38 3 H T 7
YOU'RE TA 4 3 TT 1
YOU'RE SA 24 3 HA 5
YOU'RE SO 1 3 SA 1
YOU'RE HE 2 3 TE 1
YOU'VE SA 5 31 H T
YOUNGER HA 1 4 HT 4
YOUR H T 30 4 HA 3
GROUP I CHILD 7 335 GROUP 1 CHILD 7 336
A H T 118 AH ST 12 ALRIGHT TT 1 ANOTHER HE 2
A TT 11 AH SC 10 ALRIGHT HA 8 ANT SC 2
A ST 44 AH HA 93 ALRIGHT SA 1 ANTEATER'S SC 1
A SC 87 AH TA 6 ALSO SA 6 ANTENNAS TA 1
A HA 239 AH SA 19 ALTHOUGH SA 1 ANTS HA 1
A TA 37 AH SO 1 ALWAYS H T 9 ANY H T 2
A S A 115 AH HE 7 ALWAYS ST 1 ANY SC 3
A SO 2 AH TE 2 ALWAYS SC 1 ANY HA 16
A HE 16 AH SE 4 ALWAYS HA 5 ANY TA 1
A TE 2 AH AHH HA 2 ALWAYS SA 3 ANY SA 4
A SE 8 AHA AHAH HA 1 AM H T 8 ANYBODY H T 2
A ATTA HA 2 AHEAD HA 2 AM SC 4 ANYBODY HA 2
ABLE H T 2 AHEAD TA 1 AM HA 7 ANYBODY TA 2
ABLE SC 2 AHEAD SA 2 AM SA 2 ANYBODY'S SA 1
ABLE HA 1 AHEAD 'HEAD TA 1 AM SO 1 ANYMORE H T 1
ABLE SA 2 AIM SC 1 AM TE 1 ANYMORE ST 1
ABOUT H T 3 AIR HA 1 AMAZED HA 2 ANYMORE SC 1
ABOUT ST 4 AIR TA 5 AMERICAN H T 2 ANYMORE HA 3
ABOUT SC 1 AIR SA 1 AMERICAN HA 1 ANYTHING SC 1
ABOUT HA 26 AIRPLANE HA 3 AMERICAN S A 1 ANYTHING HA 8
ABOUT TA 1 AIRPLANE TA 1 AMOUNT H T 1 ANYTHING TA 4
ABOUT SA 14 AIRPLANES H T 1 AN H T 13 ANYTHING SA 4
ABOUT HE 3 AIRPLANES AEROPLA S A 1 AN S T 4 ANYTHING S E 2
ACCEPT HA 1 ALEXANDER SA 1 AN SC 3 ANYTIME H A 1
ACCIDENT HA 1 ALEXANDRA ST 2 AN HA 17 ANYWAY HA 2
ACCIDENT SA 1 ALEXANDRA SA 13 AN SA 4 ANYWAY TA 2
ACROSS SC 1 ALL HT 10 AN SE 1 ANYWAY SA 1
ACROSS HA 1 ALL TT 2 AND H T III ANYWHERE SA 1
ACROSS TA 1 ALL ST 2 AND TT 9 APPLE H T 2
ACTUAL SA 1 ALL SC 12 AND ST 65 APPLE HA 4
ACTUALLY H T 1 ALL HA 94 AND SC 45 APPLE SA 1
ACTUALLY HA 1 ALL TA 12 AND HA 201 APTS HA 1
ADAM H T 2 ALL SA 27 AND TA 10 AQUAMAN SC 7
ADAM HA 3 ALL HE 5 AND SA 76 ARE HT 19
ADJUST HA 1 ALL TE 1 AND HE 3 ARE TT 7
ADJUSTED HA 1 ALL SE 1 AND TE 1 ARE ST 23
AFRAID HA 1 ALLIGATOR ST 1 AND SE 5 ARE SC 12
AFTER H T 5 ALLIGATOR SA 2 ANDERSON S A 1 ARE HA 37
AFTER ST 1 ALLIGATORS SC 3 ANGLE HA 1 ARE TA 14
AFTER SC 3 ALLIGATORS SA 1 ANGRY SC 3 ARE SA 28
AFTER HA 9 ALLOWED ST 1 ANGRY HA 1 ARE HE 7
AFTERNOON SE 1 ALLOWED SA 3 ANGRY SA 1 ARE SE 1
AGAIN H T 10 ALMOST HA 1 ANIMAL SC 4 AREA SA 4
AGAIN TT 2 ALMOST SA 1 ANIMAL SA 3 AREN'T SC 1
AGAIN ST 2 ALMOST HE 1 ANIMALS ST 1 ARM H T 4
AGAIN SC 4 ALONE HA 1 ANIMALS SC 4 ARM HA 3
AGAIN HA 13 ALONG HA 1 ANIMALS SA 30 ARM SE 2
AGAIN TA 2 ALONG SA 1 ANOTHER H T 10 ARMS H T 3
AGAIN SA 2 ALONG HE 1 ANOTHER TT 3 ARMS ST 1
AGAIN HE 2 ALREADY H T 5 ANOTHER ST 2 ARMS HA 2
AGAINST SA 1 ALREADY ST 1 ANOTHER SC 7 ARMY HA 1
AGREEMENT HA 1 ALREADY HA 5 ANOTHER HA 7 AROUND H T 1
AH H T 42 ALREADY SA 3 ANOTHER TA 1 AROUND ST 1
AH TT 4 ALRIGHT H T 4 ANOTHER S A 8 AROUND SC 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 8 341 GROUP 1 CHILD 8 342
AROUND HA 8 AWFULLY SA 1 BE SO 1 BELONGS HT 1
AROUND SA 6 B'S HA 1 BE HE 2 BELONGS HA 6
ARREST SC 1 BABY SC 8 BEAK HA 1 BENCH H A 1
ART S A BACK H T 14 BEAN H T 1 BENEATH TA 1
ARTIST SA 1 BACK TT 2 BEAN HA 2 BERET H T 1
ARTIST SE 1 BACK ST 2 BEANS H T 1 BERNICE ST 28
AS H T 5 BACK SC 3 BEAR H T 1 BERNICE SC 11
AS SC 1 BACK HA 18 BEAR SC 1 BERNICE HA 1
AS HA 18 BACK TA 2 BEAR HA 1 BERNICE SA 3
AS TA 2 BACK SA 12 BEAR SA 1 BERNICE SE 3
AS SA 1 BACK HE 2 BEARS SC 3 BERNSTEIN SA 1
AS HE 3 BACK SE 1 BEARS SA 2 BERSERK HA 1
AS TE 1 BACKWARDS SA 1 BEASTS HA 1 BESIDE SA 1
ASHER ST 1 BAD TT 1 BEAUTIFUL H T 1 BESIDES HA 5
ASHER SC 4 BAD SC 15 BEAUTIFUL TA 1 BEST H T 1
ASHER SA 6 BAD HA 1 BEAUTIFULLY SA 2 BEST TT 1
ASHER SE 1 BAD TA 1 BECAUSE H T 15 BEST HA 4
ASHER'S SC 1 BAG HA 4 BECAUSE TT 3 BETTER ST 2
ASHER'S SA 2 BAG TA 1 BECAUSE ST 17 BETTER SC 1
ASK H T 3 BAKERY HA 1 BECAUSE SC 15 BETTER HA 16
ASK SC 1 BALL H T 4 BECAUSE HA 22 BETTER SA 2
ASK HA 9 BALL ST 2 BECAUSE TA 7 BETTER HE 1
ASK SA 3 BALL SC 12 BECAUSE SA 18 BETTER SE 1
ASKED SC 1 BALL HA 6 BECAUSE HE 1 BETWEEN HA 2
ASKED HA 1 BALL SA 4 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 3 BIG H T 3
ASKED ASSED SC 1 BALLOON H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE ST 6 BIG TT 2
ASKING HA 3 BALIOON HA 4 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SC 2 BIG SC 9
ASKS H T 1 BALLS SC 8 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 2 BIG HA 16
ASPIRATOR HA 1 BALLS SA 1 BECOMES SA 1 BIG TA 2
ASS H T 1 BANANA HA 1 BED H T 1 BIG SA 8
AT H T 18 BANGS HA 1 BED HA 7 BIG SE 1
AT TT 3 BAR HA 1 BEE SC 2 BIGFOOT SA 1
AT ST 24 BARBARA HA 1 BEE S A 3 BIGGER H T 1
AT SC 9 BARBARA TA 1 BEEN H T 1 BIGGER ST 1
AT HA 45 BARBARA'S HA 2 BEEN HA 5 BIGGER SC 1
AT TA 7 BAT SC 1 BEEN SA 6 BIGGER HA 1
AT SA 17 BATH HA 2 BEEN SE 1 BIGGEST SC 5
AT S O 3 BATHROOM SC 1 BEETLES SC 1 BILL HA 1
AT HE 2 BATHTUB H T 2 BEETS H T 2 BILL TA 1
AT SE 2 BATHTUB HA 1 BEETS HA 8 BING H T 1
ATE H T 2 BATMAN SC 4 BEFORE H T 1 BIRD H T 2
ATE ST 1 BATMAN HA 1 BEFORE TT 1 BIRD HA 2
ATE HA 4 BATTED HA 1 BEFORE ST 1 BIRDIE H T 1
ATTRACTIVE HA 1 BATTERY HA 1 BEFORE S C 1 BIRDS H T 1
AUNT TA 1 BATTERY TE 1 BEFORE HA 9 BIRDS HA 1
AUTOMATIC S C 3 BATTING HA 1 BEFORE S A 2 BIRTH H T 1
AVENUE TA 1 BATTLE'S HA 1 BEHIND HT 1 BIRTHDAY HT 1
AWAY H T 4 BE H T 12 BEING HA 2 BIRTHDAY HA 1
AWAY ST 1 BE TT 2 BEING SA 1 BIRTHDAY TA 1
AWAY SC 5 BE ST 6 BELIEVE HA 2 BIT H T 1
AWAY HA 8 BE SC 11 BELIEVE TA 1 BIT ST 1
AWAY TA 1 BE HA 58 BELIEVE SA 2 BIT HA 4
AWAY SA 6 BE TA 7 BELONG HA 5 BIT SA 7
AWFULLY HA 2 BE SA 34 BELONG SA 1 BIT HE 1
339 GROUP 1 CHILD 8 340GROUP 1 CHILD 8

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 8 344
COURSE HA 2 D SC 1 DEE HT 9 DO SC 23
COURSE TA 1 DAD H T 36 DEE TT 2 DO HA 90
COVER HA 2 DAD TT 30 DEE TA 2 DO TA 8
COVER HE 1 DAD SC 1 DEEP H T 2 DO SA 83
COW SA 1 DAD HA 1 DEFINITELY TA 1 DO HE 2
COWBOY HA 1 DAD TA 1 DELICIOUS HA I DO TE 2
CRACK H T 1 DAD'S H T 1 DENTIST H T 1 DO S E 5
CRACK HA 1 DADA DADDA H T 5 DENTS H T 1 DOCTOR H T 1
CRACKERS H T 2 DADA DADDA TT 2 DESERT H T 2 DOCTOR HA 1
CRACKERS S C 1 DADDY H T 27 DESERT HA 3 DOES H T 14
CRACKERS HA 4 DADDY TT 17 DESIGN SA 1 DOES TT 6
CRACKERS SA 2 DADDY ST 2 DESSERT H T 6 DOES ST 4
CRANBERRY H T 2 DADDY SC 1 DESSERT HA 10 DOES SC 2
CRANBERRY HA 2 DADDY HA 6 DEVILS TA 2 DOES HA 14
CRANE TT 1 DADDY S A 4 DICK SC I DOES TA 1
CRASH HA 2 DADDY'S HA 1 DID H T 27 DOES SA 3
CRASHED SC 1 DAMN H T 1 DID ST 9 DOES HE 3
CRATE SA 2 DAN SC 3 DID SC 10 DOES SE 2
CRAYON HA 2 DANDELION HA DID HA 51 DOESN'T HT 4
CRAYONS SC I DANGER SC 11 DID S A 20 DOESN'T ST 2
CRAYONS SA 1 DANGER SA 1 DID SE 1 DOESN'T SC 5
CREAM HA 1 DANGER'S SC 2 DIDN'T H T 11 DOESN'T HA 10
CREW SA 1 DANGEROUS SC 4 DIDN'T ST 2 DOESN'T TA 2
CRISPY H T 2 DANGEROUS HA 1 DIDN'T SC 6 DOESN'T SA 6
CRISPY HA 1 DANGEROUS SA 4 DIDN'T HA 25 DOG H T 3
CROSS TT I DANNY ST 1 DIDN'T TA 3 DOG HA 7
CROWDED SA 1 DANNY SC 3 DIDN'T SA 5 DOG'S HA 1
CRUMBLE HA 2 DANNY SA 15 DIESEL TE 1 DOGS H T 1
CRUMBS HA 1 DANNY'S SC 1 DIFFERENCE HA 1 DOING H T 7
CRUMMY HA 1 DARLING HA 1 DIFFERENCE SA 1 DOING TT 2
CRUNCHY HA 3 DARN HA 2 DIFFERENT H T 1 DOING ST 19
CRY SC 2 DARNED HA 1 DIFFERENT SC 1 DOING SC 2
CRYING SA 1 DAY H T 7 DIFFERENT HA 10 DOING HA 4
CUP H T 3 DAY TT 1 DIFFERENT TA 5 DOING TA 1
CUP SC 2 DAY SC 3 DIFFERENT SA 4 DOING SA 18
CUP HA 1 DAY HA 8 DIFFERENT HE I DOING SO 1
CUP SA 3 DAY TA 3 DIME HA 2 DOING HE 1
CUPS H T 1 DAY SA 8 DINNER HA 2 DOING DOIN' ST 2
CUPS HA 2 DAY SE 1 DINNER TA 1 DOLLAR HA 11
CUPS SA 2 DAYS H T 6 DIPLOMA HA 1 DOLLARS HA 5
CURL H T 1 DAYS HA 4 DIRT H T 2 DOLLARS TA 1
CURLED H T 1 DAYS HE 1 DIRT HA 2 DOLLARS HE 1
CURLED HA 2 DEAD SC 1 DIRTY H T 1 DON'T H T 42
CUSTOMER ST 1 DEAR HA 2 DIRTY HA 4 DON'T TT 5
CUSTOMER SC 10 DEBBIE H T 1 DISAPPEARED H T 1 DON'T ST 14
CUSTOMER SA 5 DEBBIE TT 1 DISAPPEARING HE 1 DON'T SC 42
CUSTOMERS S C 1 DEBBIE S T 10 DISAPPEARS HE 1 DON'T HA 68
CUT H T 1 DEBBIE SC 38 DISCUSSION SA 1 DON'T TA 14
CUT SA 2 DEBBIE HA I DISHES HA 1 DON'T SA 26
CUTE HA 4 DEBBIE SA 4 DISTANCE HA 1 DON'T HE 6
CUTE HE 1 DEBBIE SO 1 DIVER H T 2 DON'T SE 1
CYMBALS H T 1 DEBBY SA 1 DO H T 50 DONE HA I
CYMBALS HA 2 DECIDE SA 1 DO TT 2 DONE SA 1
D H T 2 DECIDED HA 1 DO ST 13 DONE HE 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 8 349 GROUP 1 CHILD 8 350
DOO *SOUND H T 5 EACH HA 2 ENJOY H T 2 EXPERT SA 1
DOO *SOUND TT 7 EACH SA 7 ENJOYED H T 2 EXTRA TA 1
DOODIE *MADEUP T T 4 EAR HA 1 ENJOYED HA 1 EYE H T 1
DOOR H T 1 EARPHONES H T 1 ENOUGH H T 1 EYE ST 7
DOOR HA 13 EARS H T 1 ENOUGH HA 9 EYE HA 3
DOOR S A 7 EASIER HA 1 ENOUGH SA 5 EYE SA 2
DOTS TA 1 EASILY H T 3 ENOUGH HE 1 EYE SE 3
DOUGH ST 3 EASTER H T 1 EQUIPMENT TA 1 EYEBROWS TT 1
DOUGH SC 2 EASY H T 1 ERASING H T 1 EYELASH H T 1
DOUGH S A 4 EASY HA 1 ERASING 'RASING H T 1 EYELASH HA 2
DOUGH SO 1 EAT H T 6 ERASING RASING H T 1 EYES H T 4
DOW HT 9 EAT ST 2 ERNIE H T 2 EYES TT 1
DOWN H T 8 EAT SC 2 ERNIE HA 2 EYES ST 1
DOWN TT 2 EAT HA 22 ESPECIALLY HE 1 EYES TA 4
DOWN ST 13 EAT SA 1 EVEN H T 7 EYEWASH HA 1
DOWN SC 13 EATER SC 2 EVEN SC 4 F TT 1
DOWN HA 21 EATING H T 2 EVEN HA 8 FABULOUS SA 3
DOWN TA 8 EATING HA 2 EVEN TA 1 FACE H T 3
DOWN S A 12 EDGE HA 6 EVEN SA 1 FACE HA 2
DOWN HE 2 EDGES HA 6 EVER TT 1 FACES SC 1
DOWNSTAIRS HA 1 EGGPLANT H T 1 EVER HA 3 FACT HA 1
DRAIN TT 2 EGGPLANT HA 1 EVER SA 2 FACT SA 1
DRAIN T A 1 EGGPIANTS HA 1 EVERY HA 4 FAIR H T 1
DRANK H T 1 EH HA 1 EVERY TA 2 FAIR HE 1
DRANK HA 1 EH SA 1 EVERY S A 2 FALL HA 3
DRAW SA 4 EIGHT H T 1 EVERYBODY H T 2 FALLS HA 2
DRAWING SA 1 EIGHT TT 1 EVERYBODY SC 2 FAMILY HA 1
DRESSED H T 1 EIGHT HA 1 EVERYBODY HA 2 FANTASTIC H T 1
DREW S E 1 EIGHTEEN H T 3 EVERYBODY S A 2 FANTASTIC HA 3DRILL HA 1 EIGHTY TA 1 EVERYBODY'S SA 1 FAR H T 2
DRINK H T 2 EITHER SA 1 EVERYDAY SC 1 FAR HA 2
DRINK HA 5 ELBOWS SA 1 EVERYDAY SA 1 FARM SA 1DRIPPING H T 1 ELECTRIC LECTRIC H T 1 EVERYONE S A 5 FAST H T 4
DRIPPING HA 1 ELEPHANT H T 1 EVERYTHING S C 1 FAST S C 1DRIVE T A 1 ELEPHANT S T 5 EVERYTHING H A 17 FAST H A 3DRIVER T T 1 ELEPHANT S C 2 EVERYTHING SA 1 FASTER H T 1DRIVER'S T T 1 ELEPHANT S A 2 EVERYWHERE S C 1 FASTEST H T 1
DRIVER'S TA 1 ELEPHANTS ST 1 EVIL H T 3 FAT HA 1DRIVERS TA 2 ELEVATOR H T 2 EXACT HA 1 FATHER HA 1DROP SC 1 ELEVATOR HA 2 EXACTLY HA 1 FAVOR SA I
DROP TA 1 ELEVATOR TA 1 EXCEPT HA 2 FAVORITE H T 2DROPPED SC 1 ELEVEN H T 1 EXCHANGE HA 2 FAVORITE TA I........ HE o LEN HNE  1FAHRN
u
l
RUNK H E .1 ELSE H T 5 EXCHANGED H A 1 FEATHER HA 2DUMB H T 1 ELSE SC 1 EXCITING HE 1 FEATHERS HA 2
DUMB TA 3 ELSE HA 6 EXCUSE SC 1 FEEL HA 7DUMMY SC 1 ELSE SA 7 EXCUSE HA 2 FEEL SA 1
DUMP HA 2 EMERGENCY TA 2 EXCUSE SA I FEEL HE 2DUN H T 3 EMERGENCY AMERGEN T T 1 EXCUSE S E 3 FEELING HA 2
DURING H T 2 EMERGENCY MERGENC T T I EXHAUST T A 1 FEELING S A 2
DURING SA 1 END H T 1 EXHAUST TE 1 FEELING SE 1
DURING SE 1 END HA 3 EXHIBIT H A 1 FEELINGS SA 2DUST H T 1 END SA 1 EXHIBITS HA 1 FEELS H T 1
DUST HA 2 ENDS H T 1 EXPECT HA 1 FEELS HA 1EACH H T 3 ENGLISH HE 1 EXPECTS HA 1 FEET ST 1
GROUP I CHILD 8 347 GROUP 1 CHILD 8 348


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP I CHILD 8 352
HAVE SO 1 HELP SA 10 HIPPOPOTAMUS SA 1 HOUSE ST 1
HAVE HE 7 HER H T 1 HIS H T 9 HOUSE SC 6
HAVE SE 4 HER ST 1 HIS TT 3 HOUSE HA 1
HAVE HAFTO SA I HER SC 5 HIS S T 4 HOUSE SA I
HAVEN'T H T I HER H A 1 HIS S C 2 HOUSES HA I
HAVEN'T HA 3 HER SA 2 HIS HA 22 HOW H T 28
HAVEN'T SA 1 HERE H T 22 HIS TA 2 HOW TT 2
HAVING SC I HERE TT 12 HIS SA 2 HOW ST 7
HAVING SA I HERE ST 15 HIS HE 1 HOW SC 8
HE H T 35 HERE SC 18 HIT H T 2 HOW HA 39
HE TT 7 HERE HA 62 HIT SC 4 HOW TA 5
HE ST 17 HERE TA 13 HIT HA 7 HOW SA 14
HE SC 16 HERE SA 49 HITTING HA 1 HOW HE 3
HE HA 111 HERE HE 4 HITTING SA I HOW SE 1
HE TA 3 HERE'S TT 1 HM *SOUND HT 12 HOW'S HA 7
HE SA 17 HERE'S ST 1 HM *SOUND HA 16 HOW'S HE 1
HE HE 3 HERE'S SC 7 HM *SOUND HE 10 HU *SOUND HA 9
HE SE 2 HERE'S HA 1 HM *SOUND SE 5 HUE HA 1
HE'LL HA 6 HERE'S TA 1 HMM *SOUND HT 3 HUH HT 4
HE'LL TA 3 HEY H T 3 HO H T 1 HUH HA 15
HE'S HT 3 HEY TT 2 HO HA 4 HUH TA 5
HE'S TT 5 HEY ST 14 HO TA 1 HUH S 1
HE'S ST 2 HEY SC 4 HOE HA 1 HUH HE 1
HE'S SC 10 HEY HA 15 HOG HA 1 HUNDRED SC 6
HE'S HA 18 HEY TA 1 HOLD H T 1 HUNDRED SA 1
HE'S TA 5 HEY SA 4 HOLD TT 1 HUNGRY HA 1
HE'S SA 7 HI H T 9 HOLD HA 2 HURRY SC 1
HE'S HE 1 HI TT 1 HOLD TA 5 HURT SC 3
HEAD HT 3 HI ST 4 HOLD SA 1 HURT HA 1
HEAD SC 7 HI TC 1 HOLDER H T 1 HURT SA 3
HEAD HA 2 HI SC 13 HOLDING ST 1 HURTING H T 1
HEADS H T 1 HI HA 1 HOLE H T 2 HURTING SA 2
HEADS HA 1 HI TA 5 HOLE HA 5 HURTS H T 1
HEAR SC 1 HI SA 4 HOME HT 1 HURTS SC 1
HEAR HA 7 HI SO 2 HOME TT 1 HURTS SA 1
HEAR SA 2 HI TE 1 HOME ST 5 HYMIE HA 1
HEAR SE 1 HI SE 2 HOME HA 6 I H T 282
HEARD H T 2 HIDE SC 1 HOME TA 2 I TT 34
HEARD TT 1 HIDE HA 2 HOMES SA 1 I S T 101
HEARD HA 1 HIGH SC 1 HONEY H T 1 I SC 156
HEAT TA 2 HIGHER H T 1 HONEY HA 16 I HA 263
HEAVEN HA 1 HIGHER HA 1 HONEY HON HA 1 I TA 38
HEAVY HA 8 HILLARY SA 1 HONKING HA 1 I SA 64
HEE *SOUND HA 4 HIM H T 7 HOO *SOUND SO 2 I SO 4
HELICOPTER H T 1 HIM TT 1 HOOP ST 1 I HE 8
HELICOPTERS H T 1 HIM ST 1 HOPE HA 2 I TE 4
HELLO HA 4 HIM SC 16 HOPE TA 1 I SE 9
HELLO TA 3 HIM HA 23 HOPE SA 1 I'D SA 1
HELLO SA 2 HIM SA 16 HORSE S C 4 I'D HE 1
HELLO SO 1 HIM HE 1 HOSPITAL H T 1 I'D SE 1
HELLO SE 1 HIM SE 2 HOSTILE HA 1 I'LL H T 24
HELP H T 1 HIMSELF HA 1 HOT HT 7 I'LL TT 1
HELP SC 4 HIPPOPOTAMUS H T 1 HOT HA 7 I'LL ST 4
HELP HA 6 HIPPOPOTAMUS SC 1 HOURS HA 2 I'LL SC 20
GROUP 1 CHILD 8 357 GROUP 1 CHILD 8 358
I'LL HA 34 INCLUDED SA 1 IT'S SC 4 JUMPED SC 1
I'LL TA 2 INCOME HA 1 IT'S HA 72 JUMPED SA 1
I'LL SA 12 INCREASES HE 1 IT'S TA 8 JUMPS HA 1
I'LL SO 1 INCREDIBLE HA 1 IT'S SA 21 JUNGLE SA 1
I'LL HE 3 INDIAN SA 1 IT'S HE 9 JUST H T 15
I'LL TE 1 INK S A IT'S TE 1 JUST TT 1
I'LL SE 1 INSIDE TT 1 IT'S SE 1 JUST ST 5
I'M H T 41 INSIDE HA 5 ITALIAN HA 1 JUST SC 12
I'M ST 27 INSIDE SA 2 JACK HA 2 JUST H A 57
I'M S C 39 INSIDE HE 1 JACKET HT 3 JUST TA 7
I'M HA 42 INSTEAD H T 5 JACKET HA 2 JUST SA 16
I'M TA 3 INSTEAD ST 1 JACKET'S HA 1 JUST HE 14
I'M SA 13 INSTEAD HA 5 JACKETS H T 1 JUST TE 1
I'M S0 1 INTERESTED SA 3 JAIL H T 1 JUST SE 2
I'M HE 3 INTERESTING HA 3 JAIL SC 2 KEEP H T 6
I'M TE 1 INTERESTING SE 1 JAIL HA 3 KEEP ST 1
I'M SE 3 INTIMIDATED HA 1 JAIL SA 3 KEEP SC 3
I'VE H T 6 INTO H T 6 JEAN HA 3 KEEP HA 10
I'VE ST 1 INTO SC 1 JINGLE H T 1 KEEP SA 1
I'VE SC 5 INTO HA 17 JINGLY HE 1 KEEP SE 1
I'VE HA 6 INTO TA 1 JOAN HA 1 KEEPER SA 1
I'VE TA 2 INTO SA 3 JOB HA 2 KEEPERS ST 2
I'VE HE 1 IS H T 68 JOE SC 6 KEEPERS SA 1
I'VE SE 1 IS TT 16 JOE HA 9 KEMPERNICK SA 1
ICE SC 1 IS ST 13 JOE TA 5 KETCHUP H T 2
ICE HA 2 IS SC 44 JOE SA 13 KETCHUP HA 1
IDEA SC 1 IS HA 102 JOE HE 1 KEY HE 1
IDEA HA 4 IS TA 12 JOE SE 1 KEYS H T 1
IDEA SA 2 IS SA 48 JOE'S SE 1 KEYS TA 1
IF H T 17 IS HE 8 JOEY H T 23 KEYS HE 1
IF TT 1 IS SE 3 JOEY ST 2 KHAKI HA 1
IF ST 5 ISN'T H T 2 JOEY SC 31 KID HT 3
IF SC 3 ISN'T TT 1 JOEY HA 68 KID HA 7
IF HA 29 ISN'T SC 3 JOEY TA 17 KID TA 2
IF TA 1 ISN'T HA 6 JOEY SA 28 KID SA 1
IF SA 24 ISN'T TA 3 JOEY SO 2 KID'S SA 1
IF HE 3 ISN'T HE 2 JOEY HE 7 KIDDING H T 1
IF TE 2 IT H T 127 JOEY T E 1 KIDDING ST 2
IMAGINE H T 1 IT TT 22 JOEY SE 7 KIDDING HA 1
IMAGINING HT 2 IT ST 26 JOEY'S SC 4 KIDDO HA 1
IMAGINING HA 1 IT SC 59 JOEY'S HA 2 KIDS SC 4
IMPORTANT HA 2 IT HA 215 JOEY'S S A 3 KIDS HA 2
IMPOSSIBLE SA 1 IT TA 37 JOKER SC 1 KIDS SA 2
IN H T 44 IT SA 73 JUICE H T 4 KIDS HE 1
IN TT 4 IT HE 26 JUICE SC 7 KILL SC 3
IN ST 9 IT TE 2 JUICE HA 4 KILLED S C 1
IN SC 24 IT SE 4 JUICE SA 2 KILLER S C 2
IN HA 113 IT'LL HT 1 JUICE SO 1 KIND H T 10
IN TA 6 IT'LL HA 2 JULIA ST 5 KIND HA 7
IN SA 46 IT'LL SA 1 JULIE SA 1 KIND TA 2
IN SO 2 IT'LL TE 1 JULIE'S SC 1 KIND SA 5
IN HE 7 IT'S HT 19 JUMP SC 2 KIND KINDA SA 1
IN TE 2 IT'S T T 5 JUMP SA 1 KISS HA 1
IN SE 1 IT'S ST 2 JUMPED ST 2 KIT H T 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 8 355 GROUP 1 CHILD 8 356

























































































MMM *SOUND S T
MOM H T
MOM HA



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 8 360





















































































BISCO H T 1



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP I CHILD 8 364
POINTED HA 2 PSYCHOLOGY H A 1 RAH S C 1 REFUSED HA 1
POINTING HA 1 PUDDLE H T 1 RAIL SA 1 REGULAR HA 2
POINTS HA 2 PUDDLE HA 3 RAISE S A 1 RELAXING HA 1
POISONED SC 1 PUFF HA 5 RAKING H T 1 REMEMBER H T 3
POKE SA 1 PULL H T 1 RANG HA 1 REMEMBER SC 2
POKES HA 1 PULL ST 1 RAT HA 1 REMEMBER HA 8
POLAR SA 1 PULL SC 2 RATHER TA 1 REMEMBER SA 1
POLE H T 1 PULL HA 6 REACH H T 2 REMEMBER HE 2
POLE TT 1 PULL TA 1 REACHED HA 1 REMINDED HA 2
POLE HA 1 PULL SA 1 READ H T 3 REPAIR SA 3
POLKA TA 1 PULL HE 1 READ TT 1 REPAIRED H T 1
POMPOM POM H T 4 PULLED SC 2 READ SC 3 REPAIRED HA 1
PONIES ST 1 PULLING ST 6 READ HA 8 REPAIRING H T 3
PONY SC 3 PUNCH SC 1 READ SA 2 REPAIRING SA 1
POOR HA 1 PUPPY H T 1 READING H T 2 REQUESTS HA 1
POP H T 1 PUPPY SC 1 READING HA 2 RESOLVE SA 3
POP HA 2 PUPPY PUHPEE H T 1 READY H T 2 REST H T 1
POPCORN HA 1 PURPLE ST 3 READY SC 2 REST SC 2
POSSIBLE SA 2 PURPLE SA 1 READY HA 3 REST HA 3
POSTER SA 1 PUSH H T 1 READY SA 2 RESTAURANT HA 3
POT HA 1 PUSH ST 8 REALLY H T 3 RESTAURANTS HA 1
POTATOES H T 1 PUSH SC 3 REALLY ST 2 RESTAURANTS HE 1
POTATOES HA 1 PUSH HA 5 REALLY SC 2 RESTING H T 1
POUND H T 1 PUSH TA 1 REALLY HA 10 RESTING HA 1
POUND S C PUSHING ST 1 REALLY TA 2 RHINO SC 4
POUND H A 1 PUT H T 28 REALLY S A 4 RHINOCEROS RHINOSA S C 1
POUR H T 1 PUT ST 14 REASON HA 1 RICE HA 1
POUR SC 3 PUT SC 12 REASON SA 1 RIDING ST 1
POUR HA 2 PUT HA 40 REASON HE 1 RIELLY H T 1
POW SC 5 PUT TA 3 RECALL HA 1 RIELLYS HA 1
POWDER HA 1 PUT SA 22 RECEIPT HA 1 RIGHT H T 40
PREPARE HA 1 PUT HE 10 RECIPE HA 1 RIGHT TT 21
PRESENTS HA 1 PUTS HA 3 RECODING HA 1 RIGHT ST 9
PRESS SA 2 PUTS TA 1 RECOGNIZE TA 1 RIGHT SC 22
PRETEND S T 1 PUTTING H T 2 RECORD H T 1 RIGHT HA 95
PRETEND HA 1 PUTTING ST 1 RECORD TT 1 RIGHT TA 23
PRETTY H T 1 PUTTING HA 2 RECORD ST 1 RIGHT SA 29
PRETTY ST 1 PUTTING SA 1 RECORD HA 1 RIGHT SO 1
PRETTY HA 8 PUTTING SO 1 RECORD HE 1 RIGHT HE 11
PRETTY SA 2 PUTTY ST 1 RECORD SE 1 RIGHT TE 1
PRETTY TE 1 PUTTY HA 1 RECORDED H T 1 RIGHT SE 1
PROBABLY HA 6 QUARTER HA 1 RECORDED S E 1 RIGHTY HA 1
PROBABLY T A 2 QUARTERS HA 1 RECORDER H T 1 RIGHTY T A 1
PROBLEM HA 1 QUESTION H A 1 RECORDER T T 2 RING HE 1
PROBLEM S A 1 QUICK T T 1 RECORDER S T 9 RINSE HA 2
PROBLEM HE 1 QUICKLY H T 1 RECORDER HA 1 RITZ HA 1
PROBLEM S E 1 QUITE HA 2 RECORDER S A 1 ROACHES S C 1
PROMISED SA 1 R HA 1 RECORDS HA 2 ROBBIE SC 4
PROMISES SA 1 RABBIT SC 2 RED H T 1 ROBBIE SA 3
PRONOUNCE HA 1 RACE H T 1 RED TT 2 ROBBIE'S SC 2
PROSPECT SA 1 RADISHES H T 1 RED HA 3 ROBIN H T 1
PROUD HA 2 RADISHES HA 2 RED TA 2 ROCK H T 1
PSHH *SOUND H T 4 RAFFLE HA 6 REED TT 1 ROCK SC 1
PSHHBRRR *SOUND H T 1 RAFFLE T A 1 REFRIGERATOR FERIDGE H T 1 ROCK HA 6
GROUP 1 CHILD 8 369 GROUP 1 CHILD 8 370
ROCKET H T 1 SAME TE 1 SEE H T 38 SHE ST 2
ROCKET HA 1 SAND HA 2 SEE TT 9 SHE SC 5
ROLL H T 3 SANDWICH HA 4 SEE ST 16 SHE HA 8
ROLL SC 3 SARAH HA 1 SEE SC 17 SHE SA 7
ROLL HA 6 SARAH SA 1 SEE HA 86 SHE TE 2
ROLL HE 1 SASKIA SC 1 SEE TA 15 SHE'D HA 1
ROLLED H T 1 SASS SA 1 SEE SA 34 SHE'S H T 1
ROLLER HA 1 SATURDAY H T 3 SEE HE 1 SHE'S SC 2
ROLLS HA 1 SATURDAY ST 1 SEE SE 1 SHE'S HA 1
ROOF ST 1 SAVE HA 1 SEED HA 2 SHE'S SA 2
ROOM S T 2 SAVE SA 4 SEEING HA 1 SHELF HA 1
ROOM HA 42 SAW H T 4 SEEM TA 1 SHELL H T 2
ROOM S E 1 SAW TT 2 SEEMS SA 1 SHERBET H T 1
ROUGH SA 1 SAW ST 8 SEEMS HE 1 SHERBET HA 4
ROUND H T 1 SAW HA 6 SEEN HA 6 SHIFT SA 1
ROUND ST 2 SAW SA 1 SEEN TA 1 SHIP H T 1
ROUND SC 2 SAW SE 1 SEEN SA 1 SHIP HA 1
ROUND HA 1 SAY H T 16 SEES SE 1 SHIRT H T 7
ROUTINE TA 1 SAY ST 1 SEESAW ST 3 SHIRT TT 2
ROW SC 1 SAY SC 2 SEESAW SA 2 SHIRT ST 13
RUBBED SA 1 SAY HA 14 SELF HA 1 SHIRT SC 3
RUBBER H T 6 SAY TA 2 SELL H T 1 SHIRT HA 11
RUBBER HA 8 SAY SA 14 SELL HA 8 SHIRT TA 1
RUMBLY HA 1 SAYING HA 2 SELLING HA 1 SHIRT SA 3
RLMPED *MADEUP ST 1 SAYS H T 4 SEND T T 1 SHIRT SE 2
RUN H T 1 SAYS ST 2 SEND HA 1 SHIRTS H T 2
RUN ST 1 SAYS HA 24 SEND TA 1 SHOES ST 1
RUN HA 2 SAYS TA 1 SENT H T 1 SHOES S A 1
RUN HE 1 SAYS SA 2 SENT HA 1 SHOOT H T 1
RUNNING HA 1 SCHEDULE HA 1 SENT TA 1 SHOOT TT 1
RUNNING TA 2 SCHOOL H T 10 SEPARATE SA 1 SHOPPING HA 1
RUNNY H T 1 SCHOOL TT 2 SEVEN TA 1 SHORT H T 3
RUNS ST 1 SCHOOL ST 1 SEVENTEEN H T 1 SHORT HA 2
RUNS HA 1 SCHOOL HA 18 SEVENTH TA 1 SHORT HE 1
S H T 4 SCHOOL TA 3 SEVENTY TT 1 SHORTEN HA 1
S HA 4 SCHOOL SA 3 SEVENTY TA 1 SHORTER HA 1
S HE 1 SCHOOL HE 3 SEWERS TA 1 SHOULD H T 1
SAID H T 15 SCHOOL TE 1 SH HA 1 SHOULD TT 2
SAID TT 7 SCOTTISH HE 1 SH SHH H T 1 SHOULD HA 5
SAID ST 3 SCOUTS HA 1 SH SHH TT 1 SHOULD TA 1
SAID SC 6 SCRAPE HE 1 SHAKE H T 1 SHOULD SA 4
SAID HA 20 SCREWED HA 1 SHAKE HA 1 SHOULD TE 1
SAID TA 2 SEA H T 3 SHALL HA 2 SHOULDN'T HA 2
SAID SA 1 SEAT TT 2 SHALL SA 1 SHOULDN'T SA 3
SAID SE 1 SEAT SC 1 SHARE SA 6 SHOW H T 21
SAKE HA 1 SEAT HA 2 SHARING SA 1 SHOW TT 1
SAKES HA 1 SEAT TA 3 SHARK SC 1 SHOW ST 5
SALT HA 3 SEAT SA 4 SHARP H T 1 SHOW SC 9
SAME H T 2 SECOND H T 2 SHARP HA 19 SHOW HA 3
SAME TT 1 SECOND SC 1 SHARPEN SA 2 SHOW SA 11
SAME ST 3 SECOND HA 10 SHARPENING HA 1 SHOW HE 1
SAME SC 7 SECOND SA 3 SHARPER H T 1 SHOWED H T 1
SAME HA 6 SECONDS HA 1 SHAVE HA 3 SHOWED HA 2
SAME SA 3 SECONDS SA 5 SHE H T 1 SHOWS HE 2
GROUP 1 CHILD 8 367 GROUP I CHILD 8 368























































































































































































































































































































2 SLOW HE 1
1 SLOWLY HA 1
1 SMACK HA 1
1 SMALL HT 2
2 SMALL HA 10
I SMASHED SC 1
4 SMELL TT 2
2 SMELL HA 1
3 SMELLS TA 1
1 SMELLS TE 1
1 SMOKE TT 2
1 SMOOTH HA 1
1 SNACK HA 2
1 SNAP HT 2
2 SNAPPEIWAPPER *MADEUP H T 1
4 SNEAKER SA 1
1 SNEAKERS ST 1
4 SNEAKERS SC 1
1 SNEAKERS SA 1
4 SNEEZED H T 2
5 SNIFFLE T A 2
3 SNIFFY TA 1
3 SO H T 14
3 SO TT 1
3 SO ST 6
1 SO SC 11
2 SO HA 66
4 SO SA 24
3 SO HE 2
1 SO TE 1
1 SOAP HA 1
3 SOLD HA 2
1 SOLDIERS HA 1
1 SOME H T 11
1 SOME ST 7
1 SOME SC 8
1 SOME HA 30
1 SOME TA 1
1 SOME SA 31
7 SOME HE 3
1 SOME SOMETHI H T 1
1 SOME SCMETHI T A 1
1 SOMEBODY H T 2
1 SOMEBODY S T 7
3 SOMEBODY SC 3
1 SOMEBODY HA 2
2 SOMEBODY S A 5
1 SOMEBODY'S HA 1
1 SOMEBODY'S SA 1
1 SOMEONE TA 1
2 SOMEONE ' SA 1
1 SOMERSAULT S T 1
2 SOMETHING H T 20
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































372GROUP 1 CHILD 8









































































































































































UM UMM HT 1
UNCOMFORTABLE H T 1
UNCOMFORTABLE HA 1





UNDERSTAND S A 1
UNLESS HA 3
UNO SA 1


















UPSIDE H T 2
UPSTAIRS T A 2





















































































































































































*MADEUP H T 3






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 8 376










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 8 380
GROUP 1 CHILD 8 383
YOU SC 84 YOUR ST 2
YOU HA 435 YOUR SC 10
YOU TA 53 YOUR HA 113
YOU SA 277 YOUR TA 8
YOU HE 26 YOUR SA 30
YOU TE 2 YOUR HE 4
YOU SE 17 YOUR SE 1
YOU YA H T 1 YOURS H T 1
YOU YA SC 1 YOURS TT 1
YOU'D HA I YOURS SA 3
YOU'D TA 1 YOURSELF H T 2
YOU'D SA 1 YOURSELF HA 6
YOU'D HE 1 YOURSELF SA 2
YOU'LL H T 5 YUCKY H T 2
YOU'LL TT 1 YUCKY SC 2
YOU'LL HA 10 YUCKY HA 2
YOU'LL SA 5 ZEBRA SC 1
YOU'LL HE 1 ZERO HA 1
YOU'RE H T 7 ZOE SC 2
YOU'RE ST 4 ZOE SA 3
YOU'RE SC 14 ZOO H T 1
YOU'RE HA 36 ZOO ST 11
YOU'RE TA 2 ZOO SC 8
YOU'RE SA 24 ZOO HA 1
YOU'RE HE 1 ZOO SA 45
YOU'RE TE 1 ZOO'S ST 1
YOU'RE SE 2 ZOOS SA 5
YOU'VE H T 2 1 TA 1
YOU'VE HA 8 2 HA 1
YOU'VE SA 3 3 TA 1
YOUR H T 20 4 SC 1
384 GROUP 1 CHILD 9













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 9 385
388 GROUP 1 CHILD 9
BIOLOGY HA 1 BORN ST 2 BRING H T 4 BUSINESS SO 1
BIRD HA 1 BORN BORNT ST 1 BRING ST 3 BUST SC 3
BIRDS H T 1 BORROW H T 1 BRING SC 1 BUT H T 94
BIRTHDAY HA 3 BORROW S A BRING HA 4 BUT ST 6
BIT H T 2 BOTH H T 1 BRING S A. 4 BUT SC 30
BIT SC 1 BOTH TT 1 BRINGING H T 1 BUT HA 47
BIT HA 3 BOTH ST 2 BRINGS HA 1 BUT TA 1
BIT HE 1 BCOTH SC 1 BROKE SC 1 BUT SA 7
BITE H T 5 BOTH HA 2 BROKE HA 1 BUT S 1
BITE SC 1 BOTH TA 2 BROKE BROKED H T 1 BUTTER HA 2
BITE HA 4 BOTTOM H T 1 BROKE BROKED SC 1 BUTON H T 1
BITES H T 2 BOTTOM SC 1 BROKEN SC 3 BUTCON SC 9
BITES HA 1 BOTTOM HA 2 BROKEN HA 1 BUY H T 7
BITING SC 1 BOUGHT H T 5 BROTHER SC 4 BUY SC 4
BIZ H T 1 BOUGHT TT 1 BROTHER SA 1 BUY HA 1
BLAST ST 1 BOUGHT HA 2 BROTHER'S SC 1 BUY SA 2
BLASTS ST 1 BOUGHT TA 1 BROUGHT SA 3 BY H T 6
BLEED SC 1 BOUGHT S A 1 BROUGHT BRINGED H T 2 BY T T 1
BLESS HA 1 BOUNCE ST 1 BROWN HA 4 BY ST 1
BLINDS HA 1 BOWL HA 3 BRUSH HA 1 BY HA 14
BLOCK H T 1 BOX H T 3 BUBBLE H T 2 BY TA 2
BLOCK SC 3 BOX HA 1 BUBBLE SC 1 BY SA 3
BLOCK HA 1 BOXES HA 1 BUBBLE HA 6 BYE ST 1
BLOCKING SC 1 BOY H T 8 BUBBLES H T 1 BYE T A 2
BLOCKS ST 1 BOY ST 4 BUCKET SA 1 BYE SA 1
BLOCKS SC 1 BOY SC 6 BUDDIE SC 1 C HA 1
BLOCKS HE 3 BOY HA 3 BUDDY ST 5 CAKE ST 1
BLOW H T 1 BOY TA 1 BUDDY SC 2 CAKE HA 1
BLOW HA 1 BOY SA 1 BUG SA 1 CALIFORNIA ST 1
BLOWER SC 1 BOYS H T 1 BUGS H T 1 CALL TT 1
BLOWING SC 2 BOYS ST 1 BUGS SC 1 CALL SC 2
BLUE H T 2 BOYS HA 1 BUGS HA 1 CALL HA 4
BLUE SC 2 BRAKE HA 1 BUILD H T 13 CALLED SC 1
BLUE HA 5 BREAD H T 1 BUILD ST 2 CALLED HA 15
BLUE SA 2 BREAD HA 4 BUILD SC 5 CALLED TA 1
BM H T 3 BREAK H T 1 BUILD HA 3 CALLED SA 3
BM'S HA 1 BREAK ST 2 BUILDING H T 16 CAME H T 5
BOARD SA 1 BREAK SC 3 BUILDING SC 1 CAME ST 1
BOAT H T 3 BREAK HA 2 BUILDING HA 4 CAME SC 1
BOAT HA 2 BREAKFAST SC 3 BUILT H T 1 CAME HA 4
BODY SC 1 BREAKFAST HA 1 BUILT HA 2 CAME TA 1
BODY HA 3 BREAKFAST S A 1 BUILT BUILDED H T 1 CAMERA T T 4
BODY TA 1 BREAKING HA 1 BULLET H T 1 CAMERA ST 3
BOLOGNA BARONEY S T 1 BREAKS H T 1 BUMPED SC 1 CAMERA SC 1
BONE H T 6 BRIAN H T 2 BUN H T 1 CAMERA SA 1
BOO HA 2 BRIAN HA 7 BUNCH HA 1 CAMERA TE 1
BOOK H T 2 BRIAN'S HA 1 BUNNY H T 7 CAMP HA 1
BOOK SC 1 BRICK H T 1 BUNNY HA 5 CAMPING HA 1
BOOK HA 1 BRICK HA 2 BURGER SC 1 CAN H T 78
BOOK SA 1 BRICKS H T 3 BURGER SA 2 CAN TT 5
BOOKS ST 1 BRICKS ST 1 BURPED SC 3 CAN ST 27
BOOTH H T 1 BRICKS HA 1 BUS H T 2 CAN SC 44
BOOTH HA 1 BRIDGE ST 1 BUS SC 1 CAN HA 76
BORN H T 3 BRIDGE HA 1 BUSINESS SC 1 CAN TA 6
GROUP 1 CHILD 9 390 GROUP 1 CHILD 9 391
CAN SA 26 CAUSE H T 41 CHOICE HA 3 COLD HA 3
CAN SE 2 CAUSE TT 3 CHOO *SOUND ST 2 COLLECT HA 1
CAN'T H T 30 CAUSE ST 1 CHOOSE H T 2 COME H T 77
CAN'T TT 3 CAUSE SC 16 CHOOSING H T 1 COME TT 9
CAN'T ST 6 CAUSE HA 23 CHOP ST 1 COME ST 16
CAN'T SC 21 CAUSE SA 2 CHOP SA 1 COME TC 2
CAN'T HA 15 CAVITIES HA 1 CHOPS HA 1 COME SC 25
CAN'T TA 1 CEILING H T 1 CHOSE SA 2 COME HA 48
CAN'T SA 3 CEILING HA 1 CHRIS H T 4 COME TA 13
CAN'T HE 1 CELERY H T 4 CHRIS ST 3 COME SA 23
CANDY H T 1 CELERY HA 3 CHRIS SC 13 COME TE 2
CANDY HA 1 CEMENT HA 1 CHRIS HA 3 COMES H T 13
CANNOT HA 1 CERTAIN HA 2 CHRIS SA 11 COMES TT 1
CAR H T 24 CERTAINLY SC 1 CHRIS'S H T 2 COMES S C 4
CAR TT 5 CERTAINLY HA 1 CHRIS'S ST 1 COMES HA 7
CAR ST 10 CHAIR SC 15 CHRISTOPHER SA 5 COMES TA 1
CAR SC 14 CHAIR HA 2 CHRISTOPHER SE 4 COMES SA 1
CAR HA 9 CHAIR TA 1 CHU *SOUND H T 2 COMFORTABLE T E 1
CAR TA 5 CHAIR SA 7 CIRCLE H T 1 COMIC SC 2
CARBURETER TA 1 CHAIRS ST 1 CITY TA 1 COMIC SA 4
CARD SC 5 CHAIRS SC 2 CLASS HA 2 COMICS SC 5
CARD SA 8 CHAIRS SA 1 CLASS TA 1 COMING H T 5
CARDS H T 1 CHANCE H T 2 CLAWS HA 2 COMING TT 4
CARDS ST 2 CHANCE HA 2 CLAY SC 4 COMING ST 1
CARDS SC 22 CHANGE HA 2 CLEAN H T 1 COMING HA 6
CARDS HA 4 CHANGED HA 1 CLEAN HA 2 COMING TA 2
CARDS SA 15 CHANGING HA 3 CLEAN SA 1 COMING SA 1
CARE ST 1 CHANNEL H T 1 CLEMENTINE H T 2 COMPANY HA 1
CARE SC 1 CHANNEL HA 1 CLIMB ST 1 COMPLETELY HA 2
CARE HA 1 CHARGE H T 1 CLIMB SC 4 CONTAGIOUS HA 1
CARE TA 3 CHARGE HA 1 CLIMB HA 2 CONTAINER HA 1
CAREFUL S C 2 CHARLIE HA 1 CLIMBED HA 2 CONTAINER TAINER S C 1
CAREFUL HA 4 CHECK SC 1 CLIMBING H T 1 COOK H T 1
CAREFUL TA 1 CHECK HA 3 CLIMBING SC 3 COOK SC 1
CAREFULLY HA 1 CHECKED HA 1 CLIMBING HA 2 COOK HA 2
CARRY HA 4 CHEEK HA 3 CLIMBS H T 1 COOKED H T 2
CARS ST 1 CHEESE HA 1 CLOCKWISE SA 1 COOKIE H T 4
CARS SC 4 CHEW HA 2 CLOSE SC 2 COOKIE ST 3
CARS HA 3 CHICKEN H T 1 CLOSE H A 1 COOKIE SC 5
CARS TE 1 CHICKEN ST 1 CLOSED SC 1 COOKIE HA 7
CASE HA 2 CHICKEN SC 1 CLOSING SC 2 COOKIE SA 1
CASE SA 2 CHICKEN HA 7 CLOTHES H T 1 COOKIES H T 5
CASTLE SC 2 CHICKENS H T 1 CLOTHES HA 3 COOKIES HA 17
CAT H T 11 CHICKENS HA 2 CLUE HA 2 COOKIES SA 1
CAT TT 3 CHILD SA 2 COAT ST 1 COOKING HA 2
CAT ST 1 CHILDREN H T 1 COAT HA 1 COOL HA 3
CAT SC 3 CHILDREN HA 7 COCK H T 1 COOL SA 1
CAT HA 1 CHIN HA 1 COCKROACH COCKARO S C 2 CORN HA 1
CAT H E 3 CHINESE S A 3 COCKROACH COCKYRO S C 2 CORSET T A 1
CATCH H T 11 CHIP H T 2 COCKROACHES COCKYRO S C 2 COST T A 2
CATCH HA 12 CHIP HA 1 COFFEE SC 1 COUGH H T 1
CATS H T 2 CHIPS H T 2 COFFEE HA 1 COUGHING HA 1
CATS HA 1 CHOCOLATE H T 4 COFFEE SA 1 COULD H T 8
CATS HE 7 CHOCOLATE HA 3 COLD H T 5 COULD ST 1
GROUP I CHILD 9





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 1 CHILD 9 393
GROUP 1 CHILD 9 396 GROUP 1 CHILD 9 397
FANTASTIC HA 2 FINGER H T 1 FLORIDA ST 1 FOX HA 19
FANTASTIC T A 1 FINGER S C 3 FLORIDA HA 1 FOX'S HA 4
FAR H T 3 FINGERS ST 1 FLORIDA TA 1 FOXES HA 4
FAR S T 4 FINGERS HA 2 FLOWERS H T 1 FRANKENSTEIN S C 6
FAR HA 3 FINISH H T 7 FLUSH HA 1 FRANKENSTEIN'S S C
FAR TA I FINISH HA 19 FLY ST 1 FREE TT 1
FARMER HA 1 FINISH SA 1 FLY SC 3 FREE ST 1
FARMERS HA 3 FINISHED H T 17 FLY SA 2 FREE SC 2
FAST H T 11 FINISHED ST 1 FLYING FWYING ST 1 FREEZE H T 1
FAST TT 1 FINISHED SC 8 FM TA 1 FREEZE SC 1
FAST SC 2 FINISHED HA 14 FOLLOW ST 3 FREEZER HA 2
FAST SA 2 FINISHED SA 1 FOLLOW HA 1 FRIDAY TA 1
FASTER T T 1 FINISHES HA 1 FOLLOWED H T 1 FRIEND H T 2
FAT HE 1 FINISHING HA 1 FOLLOWING HA 1 FRIEND TT 1
FATHER SC 5 FIRE SC 1 FOOD H T I FRIEND SC 6
FATHER HA 1 FIRE HA 3 FOOD ST 6 FRIEND HA 3
FAVORITE H T 4 FIRST H T 8 FOOD HA 9 FRIEND HE 1
FAVORITE SC I FIRST TT 6 FOOD SA 11 FRIENDLY H T 2
FAVORITES HA 1 FIRST ST 3 FOODS HA 1 FRIENDLY HA 2
FEEL H T 8 FIRST SC 8 FOOLED SA 1 FRIENDS ST 1
FEEL SC 1 FIRST HA 9 FOOT SC 2 FRIENDS HA I
FEEL HA 6 FIRST TA 1 FOOT HA 2 FRIGHTENED H T 1
FEEL TE 1 FIRST SA 5 FOOT'S TA 1 FRIGHTENED HA 1
FEET H T 5 FISH H T FOOTPRINTS H T 1 FROM H T 24
FEET HA 2 FISH ST 4 FOR H T 31 FROM TT 3
FEET T A 2 FISH HA 3 FOR TT 5 FROM ST 1
FELL H T 2 FISH SA 4 FOR ST 11 FROM S C 5
FELL SC I FISHES H T 2 FOR SC 23 FROM HA 28
FELL HA 2 FIT H T 5 FOR HA 54 FROM TA 1
FEW H T 1 FIT SC 1 FOR TA 5 FROM SA 1
FEW ST 1 FIT HA 7 FOR S A 16 FROM TE 1
FEW HA 6 FITS H T 1 FOR HE 1 FRONT H T 2
FIFTEEN H T 1 FITS HA 5 FOREHEAD HA 1 FRONT ST 1
FIGHT H T 1 FIVE H T 7 FOREST H T 1 FRONT SC I
FIGHT ST 2 FIVE ST 1 FOREVER H T 1 FRONT HA 3
FIGHTING ST 1 FIVE SC 4 FORGET SA 1 FRONT TA 1
FIGURE SA I FIVE HA 4 FORGOT H T 1 FRUIT HA 1
FIGURED SC 1 FIVE TA 1 FORGOT HA 3 FRUITCAKES HA 1
FIGURED TA 1 FIVE SA 1 FORKS HA 1 FUDGE HA 1
FIGURED SA . FIVE SE 1 FORM HA 2 FULL H T 3
FILLING HA 3 FIX H T 4 FORMAT HA 3 FULL HA 6
FIN H T 1 FIX SC 4 FORMS HA 1 FUN H T 1
FIND H T 1 FIX HA 4 FORTH HA 1 FUN SC 1
FIND ST 3 FIX SA 1 FORWARD HA 1 FUN HA 2
FIND SC 3 FIXING H T 2 FOUND H T 3 FUN HE I
FIND HA 8 FLASH ST I FOUND SC 1 FUNNY H T 7
FINDS HA 1 FLATS ST 2 FOUR H T 4 FUNNY SC 2
FINE H T I FLATS SC 1 FOUR ST 5 FUNNY HA 6
FINE ST I FLOATS H T I FOUR SC 12 FUR H T 1
FINE SC 1 FLOOR H T 1 FOUR HA 6 G H T 1
FINE HA 1 FLOOR SC 2 FOUR SA 4 G HA 4
FINE TA 2 FLOOR HA 3 FOURTEEN H T 2 GABE ST 1
FINE HE 2 FLOORS H T 1 FOURTEEN HA 2 GABE SC 10
FINE TE 1 FLOORS HA 1 FOX H T 1 GABE SA 2
GROUP I CHILD 9 398 GROUP I CHILD 9 399
GABE'S SC 1 GIVEN HA 1 GOOD TA 5 GUESS HA 9
GABRIEL ST 1 GIVES HA 3 GOOD SA 3 GUESS SA 1
GABRIEL SC 12 GLAD SC 1 GOOD HE 1 GUESS TE 1
GABRIEL SA I GLAD HA 2 GOOD SE 1 GUM HT 4
GABRIEL'S S C 2 GLASSES S A 1 GOODBYE S C 1 GUM H A 9
GABRIELLA S A 1 GLORIFICATION HA 1 GOODNESS H A 3 GU'S H A 1
GAME H T 2 GLUE HA 1 GOOSE H T 3 GUMS HA 1
GAME SC 14 GLUED H T 2 GOOSE ST 2 GUN H T 2
GAME SA 10 GLUING H T 1 GOT H T 31 GUY H T 9
GARAGE HT 1 GO HT 32 GOT TT 5 GUY SC 1
GARAGE HA 1 GO TT 9 GOT ST 8 GUY HA 6
GARAGE HE 1 GO ST 21 GOT TC 3 GUY TA 1
GARBAGE ST 3 GO SC 54 GOT SC 40 GUY SA 1
GARBAGE HA 3 GO HA 66 GOT HA 22 GUY'S H T 1
GARGLE ST 1 GO TA 12 GOT TA 9 GUY'S ST 2
GAS HA 1 GO SA 26 GOT SA 9 GUY'S TA 1
GAVE SC 2 GOD HT 1 GRAB HA 1 GUYS HT 1
GAVE HA 4 GOD HA 1 GRAB SA 2 GUYS TT 1
GENTLE HA 1 GOES H T 8 GRACIOUS HA 1 GUYS ST 2
GET H T 26 GOES ST 1 GRAEME H T 5 GUYS SC 1
GET TT 2 GOES SC 8 GRAEME TT 1 GUYS HA 1
GET ST 19 GOES HA 5 GRAEME ST 1 GUYS S A 1
GET SC 34 GOES T A 2 GRAEME SC 3 H H T 23
GET HA 53 GOES SA 12 GRAEME HA 11 H ST 1
GET TA 11 5 GOES TE 1 GRAEME TA 1 H HA 10
GET SA 10 GOGGLE H T 1 GRANDMA H T 2 HA H T 115
GET HE 1 GOGGLES H T 7 GRANDMA HA 4 HA TT 25
GETS H T 3 GOGGLES TT 1 GRANDMA TA 1 HA ST 83
GETS HA 1 GOGGLES HA 2 GRANDMA'S H T 2 HA TC 8
GETS SA 2 GOING H T 7 GRANIDMA'S HA 2 HA SC 48
GETTING H T 4 GOING TT 6 GRANDPA HA 2 HA HA 29
GETTING TT 1 GOING ST 3 GRAPE SC 2 HA TA 18
GETTING ST 1 GOING SC 10 GRAPE SA 1 HA SO 5
GETTING SC 3 GOING HA 32 GRASS HA 2 HA TE 1
GETTING HA 5 GOING TA 4 GREAT SC 3 HA HAA ST 1
GETTING TA 1 GOING SA 5 GREAT HA 1 HAD H T 16
GIANT H T 1 GOING HE 1 GREAT SA 1 HAD TT 4
GIANT TT 1 GOING GONNA H T 28 GREEN SA 2 HAD ST 8
GIANT ST 1 GOING GONNA TT 11 GREG SC 3 HAD SC 9
GINGER HA 2 GOING GONNA ST 11 GREG'S SC 1 HAD HA 22
GINGERBREAD H T 11 GOING GONNA S C 32 GREGORY S C 3 HAD T A 2
GINGERBREAD HA 48 GOING GONNA HA 45 GREGORY S A 2 HAD S A 2
GIRL H T 2 GOING GONNA TA 6 GREGORY'S SC 2 HAD HE 3
GIRL TT 1 GOING GONNA SA 17 GREW HA 1 HAH H T 2
GIRL ST 1 GOING GONNA TO 1 GREW GROWED H T 2 HAH SC
GIRL HA 2 GOLD H T 1 GRINDING HA 1 HAH HA 3
GIRLS HA 1 GONE SC 4 GROUND HA 1 HAIR H T 1
GIVE H T 8 GONE HA 5 GROW H T 5 HAIR HA 3
GIVE ST 6 GONE GON H T 1 GROW HA 6 HALF HA 2
GIVE SC 10 GONE GON SC 1 GROW SA 1 HALFWAY HA 1
GIVE HA 14 GOOD H T 28 GROWING HA 5 HALL H T 1
GIVE TA 1 GOOD ST 14 GROWS H T 2 HAM H T 1
GIVE SA 4 GOOD SC 5 GROWS HA 3 HAM HA 2
GIVE GIMME SC 3 GOOD HA 23 GUESS H T 7 HAMMERS ST 1
HAND H T 7 HAVING ST 1 HER TT 6 HIGH ST 2
HAND ST 3 HAVING SC 2 HER SC 2 HIGH HA 1
HAND SC 5 HAVING HA 4 HER HA 4 HIGHER HA 1
HAND HA I HE H T 109 HER TA 3 HIGHEST ST I
HAND TA 4 HE TT 3 HER SA 2 HIM H T 33
HAND SA 3 HE ST 10 HERE H T 49 HIM ST 2
HANDS H T 1 HE SC 36 HERE TT 10 HIM SC 10
HANDS HA 7 HE HA 90 HERE ST 30 HIM HA 42
HANDS TA 1 HE TA 14 HERE TC I HIM TA 1
HANDSOME HA 2 HE SA 6 HERE SC 52 HIM HE 1
HANG HA 1 HE HE 1 HERE HA 52 HIM TE 1
HANG S A 2 HE T E 1 HERE T A 7 HIM S E 2
HANGED H T 1 HE SE 1 HERE SA 19 HIMSELF H T 1
HANGER TA 1 HE'D HA 1 HERE HE 1 HIMSELF HA 1
HANGING HA 1 HE'LL H T 9 HERE SE 1 HIS H T 15
HAPPEN SC 1 HE'LL SC 1 HERE'S H T 5 HIS ST 1
HAPPEN HA 2 HE'LL HA 1 HERE'S TT 1 HIS SC 16
HAPPENED H T 1 HE'LL SA 2 HERE'S ST 3 HIS HA 24
HAPPENED ST 1 HE'S H T 16 HERE'S TC 1 HIS T A 2
HAPPENED HA 5 HE'S TT 8 HERE'S SC 10 HIS SA 3
HAPPENED TA 1 HE'S ST 3 HERE'S HA 2 HIS HE 1
HAPPENED SA 2 HE'S SC 15 HERE'S SA 1 HIT H T 3
HAPPENED HAPPED HA 1 HE'S HA 18 HERSELF SC I HIT SC 1
HAPPENING SA 1 HE'S TA 5 HESITATION HA 1 HIT HA 2
HAPPENS H T 6 HE'S SA 1 HEY H T 29 HITTING HA 2
HAPPENS HA 6 HE'S HE 1 HEY TT 3 HM *SOUND H T 6
HARD H T 10 HEAD SC 2 HEY ST 10 HM *SOUND ST 4
HARD SC 2 HEAD HA 9 HEY TC 1 HM *SOUND HA 66
HARD HA 3 HEAD TA 1 HEY SC 31 HM *SOUND TA 7
HARDER HA 1 HEADPHONES HE 1 HEY HA 16 HM *SOUND S A 1
HAS H T 18 HEADS TT 1 HEY TA 1 HM *SOUND HE 3
HAS TT 1 HEAR H T 4 HEY SA 5 HM *SOUND SE 2
HAS ST 2 HEAR SC I HEY TO 1 HO ST I
HAS SC 3 HEAR HA 9 HI HT 8 HO HA 2
HAS HA 12 HEAR SA 3 HI TT 5 HOLD H T 4
HASN'T HA 2 HEARD HA 4 HI ST 6 HOLD ST 2
HATE H T I HEAT SA 1 HI TC 1 HOLD SC 2
HATE ST 1 HEEL SC 2 HI SC 8 HOLD HA 12
HATS SC 3 HELD HOLDED H T 1 HI HA 5 HOLD TE 1
HAVE H T 114 HELLO H T 1 HI TA 4 HOLE HA 1
HAVE TT 9 HELLO ST 2 HI SA 2 HOLE TA 1
HAVE ST 30 HELLO HA 4 HI SO 2 HOLY H T 1
HAVE SC 46 HELLO SA 4 HI TE 1 HOME H T 3
HAVE HA 118 HELLO TE 1 HI SE I HOME TT 1
HAVE TA 8 HELP H T 7 HIDE H T 2 HOME HA 7
HAVE SA 31 HELP TT 1 HIDE TT 1 HOME TA 1
HAVE S 1 HELP S T 4 HIDE ST 7 HOME TE 1
HAVE HE 1 HELP SC 5 HIDE SC 9 HONEY H T 1
HAVE TE 1 HELP HA 6 HIDE HA 1 HONEY HA 7
HAVE SE 1 HELP TA 1 HIDEOUT ST 1 HONEY TA 1
HAVEN'T ST 1 HELP SA 2 HIDING H T 2 HONEY HON HA 1
HAVEN'T HA 1 HELP SE 1 HIDING SC 1 HOOK HA 1
HAVEN'T SA 1 HELPED H T 1 HIDING HA 1 HOOKED HA 2
HAVING H T 4 HER H T 1 HIGH H T 3 HOP HA 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 9 402 GROUP 1 CHILD 9 403
HOPE H T 1 HURTING H T 1 IDEA H T 11 ISN'T HA 7
HOPE HA 3 HURTING HA 2 IDEA ST 3 ISN'T TA 1
HOPEFULLY HA 1 HURTS H T 3 IDEA SC 6 ISN'T SA 1
HOPPED HA 1 HURTS ST 3 IDEA HA 2 IT H T 241
HORN H T 1 HURTS -S C 3 IF H T 47 IT T T 8
HORN HA 1 HURTS HA 4 IF ST 15 IT ST 48
HORSE H T 2 HUSBAND HA 1 IF SC 25 IT TC 1
HORSE HA 7 I H T 425 IF HA 50 IT SC 166
HOSPITAL SC 1 I TT 50 IF TA 4 IT HA 234
HOSPITAL HA 2 I ST 114 IF SA 13 IT TA 20
HOT H T 5 I TC 3 IF HE 2 IT S A 40
HOT ST 3 I SC 205 IMAGINE TA 1 IT TE 2
HOT HA 3 I HA 273 IMPROVED HA 1 IT'LL SC 2
HOT TA 4 I TA 31 IN H T 65 IT'LL HA 3
HOUR H T 3 I SA 38 IN TT 11 IT'LL TA 1
HOUSE HT 11 I TO 1 IN ST 18 IT'S H T 42
HOUSE TT 3 I SO 1 IN SC 40 IT'S TT 7
HOUSE SC 9 I HE 5 IN HA 108 IT'S ST 11
HOUSE HA 6 I TE 2 IN TA 20 IT'S SC 20
HOUSE TA 3 I SE 2 IN S A 25 IT'S HA 62
HOW H T 95 I'D H T 2 IN HE 3 IT'S TA 9
HOW TT 1 I'D HA 7 INCHES HA 1 IT'S SA 7
HOW ST 6 I'D TA 2 INSANE TA 1 IT'S TO 1
HOW SC 15 I'LL HT 77 INSANITY HA 1 IT'S HE 4
HOW HA 31 I'LL ST 31 INSANITY TA 1 IT'S TE 1
HOW TA 5 I'LL SC 27 INSIDE H T 4 ITS H T 1
HOW SA 6 I'LL HA 31 INSIDE TT 1 ITS S C 2
HOW SE 1 I 'LL TA 2 INSIDE ST 1 ITS HA 3
HOW'D H T 2 I'LL SA 4 INSIDE SC 1 ITS HE 1
HOW'S HA 1 I'LL HE 2 INSIDE HA 3 ITSELF H T 1
HOWLING HA 1 I'LL TE 9 INSIDE TA 1 ITSELF HA 1
HUG HA 2 I'M H T 102 INSPECT HA 1 J SC 1
HUGS HA 1 I'M TT 17 INSTEAD HA 5 J SA 2
HUH H T 14 I'M ST 28 INSTEAD STEAD TT 1 J'S SA 1
HUH ST 1 I'M SC 89 INTERESTED SA 3 JABBER YABBER SC 1
HUH SC 2 I'M HA 40 INTERRUPTS HA 1 JACK SC 18
HUH HA 43 I'M TA 6 INTO H T 8 JACK SA 12
HUH TA 4 I'M SA 14 INTO TT 1 JACK SO 1
HUH SA 2 I'M SO 2 INTO ST 1 JACK'S SA 1
HUH HE 2 I'M HE 1 INTO SC 2 JACKET SC 1
HUH TE 1 I 'M AHM ST 1 INTO HA 16 JACKET HA 1
HUH SE 1 I'VE H T 7 TS H T 48 JACKET TA 1
HUM TA 1 I'VE TT 1 IS TT 7 JACKET'S SC 1
HUMID HE 1 I'VE ST 1 IS ST 6 JACKETS TT 1
HUNDRED HA 1 I'VE SC 8 IS TC 1 JACKS ST 2
HUNDRED TA 1 I'VE HA 2 IS SC 61 JACKS SC 12
HUNDREDS HA 1 I'VE TA 1 IS HA 82 JACKS SA 7
HUNGRY ST 4 I'VE SA 1 IS TA 14 JEFF TC 2
HUNGRY SC 2 ICE H T 8 IS S A 27 JELL H T 1
HUNGRY SA 1 ICE ST 3 IS HE 4 JELLO H T 5
HURT H T 31 ICE SC 4 ISLAND H T 1 JELLO HA 5
HURT ST 1 ICE HA 6 ISLAND HA 1 JENNIFER TC 1
HURT S C 8 ICE S A 11 ISN'T H T 3 JENNY ST 1
HURT HA 9 ICKY SC 1 ISN'T SC 1 JENNY HA 1
GROUP I CHILD 9 400 GROUP I CHILD 9 401
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GROUP 1 CHILD 9 417
STUFF ST 1 TAKE SA 3 TELLING TT 1 THAT DAT ST 1
STUFF HA 3 TAKE SE 1 TELLING ST 1 THAT DAT SC 1
SUCKER ST 1 TAKEN TA 1 TELLING SC 1 THAT'S H T 28
SUCKING SC 1 TAKES H T 3 TELLING HA 2 THAT'S TT 1
SUDDENLY HA 1 TAKING H T 5 TELLS S T 1 THAT'S ST 6
SUFFICIENT TA 1 TAKING TT 4 TEN H T 6 THAT'S SC 24
SUGAR HA 1 TAKING ST 1 TEN ST 1 THAT'S HA 107
SUIT HA 1 TAKING SC 2 TEN SC 7 THAT'S TA 12
SUMMER HA 1 TAKING HA 3 TEN HA 1 THAT'S SA 19
SUMMERS TA 1 TAKING TA 2 TEN SA 1 THAT'S HE 2
SUNSHINE HA 1 TALENTED H T 1 TENNIS HA 1 THAT'S SE 2
SUPER H T 2 TALK ST 1 TENSE TA 1 THAT'S AT'S H T 1
SUPER SA 3 TALK SC 3 TENT H T 2 THAT'S DAT'S H T 5
SUPERFRIEND S C 1 TALK HA 8 TENTACLES HA 1 THAT'S DAT'S T T 2
SUPERMAN ST 1 TALK TA 1 TENTS H T 2 THAT'S DAT'S SC 1
SUPERMAN S C 4 TALKING S T 1 TENTS HA 2 THAT'S DATS H T 1
SUPERMARKET HA 1 TALKING SC 1 TERRACE H T 2 THE H T 174
SUPPER SC 1 TALKING HA 9 TERRACE HA 4 THE TT 14
SUPPOSED H T 4 TALKING TA 2 TERRIBLE H T 1 THE ST 23
SUPPOSED HA 4 TALKING S A 1 TERRIBLE HA 2 THE S C 144
SURE H T 4 TALL H T 1 TERRIFIC HA 1 THE HA 445
SURE TT 1 TALL HA 1 TERRIFIC SA 1 THE TA 26
SURE ST 5 TALLER SC 5 TERROR SA 1 THE SA 62
SURE SC 3 TALLEST SC 1 THAN H T 6 THE HE 3
SURE HA 15 TAPE ST 1 THAN SC 7 THE DA H T 41
SURE T A 2 TAPE TA 1 THAN HA 12 THE DA TT 1
SURE SA 6 TAPE SA 1 THAN TA 2 THE DA ST 2
SWALLOW S C 3 TAPE SE 1 THAN BIGGER' H T 3 THE DA HA 3
SWAM HA 2 TASTE H T 3 THANK H T 9 THE DAH H T 1
SWAM SWIMED H T 1 TASTE ST 1 THANK TT 3 THE DI TT 17
SWEATER TA 1 TASTE HA 2 THANK ST 3 THE DU TT 1
SWEET HA 1 TASTED H T 1 THANK HA 7 THE DUH H T 1
SWIM H T 1 TASTES H T 2 THANK TA 3 THE DUH ST 1
SWIMMING HA 1 TASTES SC 1 THANK SA 1 THEATRE SA 2
SYNDROME HA 1 TASTING HA 1 THANK HE 3 THEIR SC 1
SYSTEM HA 1 TEACHER H T 4 THANK FANK H T 1 THEIR HA 5
T TT 1 TEACHER TT 1 THANK FANK ST 1 THEM H T 10
T HA 2 TEACHER SC 1 THANK FANKYOU H T 1 THEM ST 6
TABLE SC 1 TEAM SA I THANKS H T 5 THEM SC 9
TABLE H A 16 TEASING H T 1 THANKS ST 3 THEM HA 43
TABLE SA 2 TEEN H T 1 THANKS HE 4 THEM SA 3
TABLES SA 1 TEETH H T 11 THANKS TE 1 THEM HE 1
TAGS SA 1 TEETH SC 1 THAT H T 93 THEM 'EM H T 3
TAIL H T 2 TEETH HA 23 THAT TT 9 THEM DEM H T 4
TAIL S T 1 TEETH TEETHS H T 2 THAT ST 17 THEM DEM ST 1
TAIL SC 4 TEETH TOOTHS H T 2 THAT TC 1 THEM EM H T 18
TAIL HA 4 TELEPHONE H T 3 THAT SC 66 THEM EM TT 4
TAILIGHTS HA 1 TELEPHONE HA 1 THAT HA 146 THEM EM ST 1
TAPE H T 18 TELL H T 16 THAT TA 15 THEM EM SC 2
TAKE TT 5 TELL ST 6 THAT SA 26 THEM EM HA 2
TAKE ST 7 TELL SC 5 THAT SO 1 THEN H T 30
TAKE SC 22 TELL HA 12 THAT SE 1 THEN TT 5
TAKE HA 26 TELL TA 3 THAT DAT H T 25 THEN ST 3
TAKE TA 5 TELLING H T 1 THAT DAT TT 1 THEN SC 16
GROUP 1 CHILD 9 422 GROUP 1 CHILD 9 423
THEN HA 40 THEY'RE TA 2 THOUGH SA 2 TINKER TA 1
THEN TA 4 THEY'RE HE 2 THOUGHT H T 1 TIRED H T 2
THEN SA 4 THEY'RE DEYRE H T 1 THOUGHT SC 3 TIRED ST 3
THEN TE 2 THIGH HA 1 THOUGHT HA 8 TIRED HA 3
THERE H T 44 THIN HE 1 THOUGHT SA 1 TO H T 152
THERE TT 1 THING H T 28 THOUSAND HA 1 TO TT 13
THERE ST 6 THING TT 1 THREE H T 10 TO ST 34
THERE TC 1 THING ST 3 THREE T T 1 TO SC 75
THERE SC 32 THING SC 5 THREE ST 6 TO HA 261
THERE HA 53 THING HA 11 THREE SC 8 TO TA 23
THERE TA 4 THING TA 2 THREE HA 7 TO SA 64
THERE SA 21 THINGS H T 7 THREE TA 2 TO H E 3
THERE SE 2 THINGS HA 11 THREE SA 1 TO TE 2
THERE DERE H T 16 THINGS HE 1 THREE HE 1 TO SE 1
THERE DERE TT 1 THINK H T 7 THREW H T 1 TO GONNA H T 28
THERE DERE ST 2 THINK ST 1 THREW SC 6 TO GONNA TT 11
THERE'S H T 14 THINK SC 1 THREW HA 1 TO GONNA ST 11
THERE'S S T 3. THINK HA 24 THREW THROWED H T 1 TO GONNA S C 32
THERE'S SC 6 THINK T A 3 THREW THROWED S C 1 TO GONNA HA 45
THERE'S HA 19 THINK SA 4 THROAT SC 2 TO GONNA TA 6
THERE'S TA 1 THINK TO 1 THROUGH H T 2 TO GONNA SA 17
THERE'S SA 2 THINKS H T 4 THROUGH SC 5 TO GONNA TO 1
THERE'S DERE'S H T 1 THINKS TA 1 THROUGH HA 2 TO TA HT 1
THERE'S DERE'S ST 1 THIRDS SA 1 THROW H T 6 TO WANNA H T 21
THERMOMETER HA 1 THIRSTY ST 1 THROW ST 6 TO WANNA TT 1
THESE H T 15 THIRTEEN H T 1 THROW SC 2 TO WANNA ST 5
THESE TT 3 THIRTEEN HA 1 THROW HA 13 TO WANNA SC 9
THESE ST 11 THIRTY TA 5 THROW FROW H T 4 TO WANNA HA 1
THESE SC 21 THIRTY HE 1 THROW FWO H T 1 TO WANNA SA 2
THESE HA 9 THIS H T 90 THROWING HA 2 TOAST ST 1
THESE SA 2 THIS TT 6 THROWN HA 1 TOAST SA 2
THESE T E 1 THIS ST 27 THUMB HA 2 TOCKUS *MADEUP HA 2
THESE DESE H T .8 THIS SC 81 THURSDAY HA 1 TODAY H T 3
THESE DESE TT 1 THIS HA 76 THURSDAY TA 2 TODAY SC 1
THESE DESE HA 1 THIS TA 9 TICKLE SC 3 TODAY HA 6
THEY H T 33 THIS SA 24 TICKLED H T 1 TODAY TA 2
THEY ST 4 THIS S O 2 TIE TT 1 TODAY SA 4
THEY SC 9 THIS HE 1 TIE TA 1 TODAY'S TA 2
THEY HA 50 THIS TE 4 TIGER TT 1 TODD ST 3
THEY TA 4 THIS DIS H T 36 TIGHT H T 1 TODD SC 6
THEY SA 4 THIS DIS TT 6 TILL H T 2 TODD SA 2
THEY HE 2 THIS DIS ST 8 TILL TT 1 TOGETHER H T 2
THEY DEY H T 19 THIS DIS SC 2 TILL ST 2 TOGETHER TT 1
THEY DEY TT 1 THIS DIS TA 1 TILL HA 4 TOGETHER ST 2
THEY'D TA 1 THOSE H T 14 TILL TA 2 TOGETHER SC 1
THEY'LL H T 3 THOSE TT 1 TIME H T 4 TOGETHER HA 2
THEY'LL SC 1 THOSE ST 3 TIME TT 2 TOGETHER TA 1
THEY'LL HA 1 THOSE SC 6 TIME ST 3 TOGETHER SA 1
THEY'LL TA 1 THOSE HA 11 TIME SC 5 TOILET HA 2
THEY'RE H T 8 THOSE TA 2 TIME HA 24 TOLD H T 2
THEY'RE TT 1 THOSE SA 3 TIME TA 8 TOLD SC 4
THEY'RE ST 1 THOSE HE 3 TIME SA 2 TOLD HA 12
THEY'RE SC 1 THOUGH H T 1 TIMES H T 1 TOLD TA 1
THEY'RE HA 21 THOUGH HA 2 TIMES HA 3 TOLD TOL H T 1
421GROUP 1 CHILD 9 420 GROUP I CHILD 9
TOLL HA 1 TRAILER HA 6 TUSKIES *MADEUP H T 1 UP S A 19
CTOM HA 1 TRAIN ST 3 TV HT 1 UP TE 1
TOMORROW H T 14 TRAIN SC 8 TV HA 2 UPS HA 1
TOMORROW ST 1 TRAIN HA 3 TWELVE H T 5 UPSET HA 1
TOMORROW HA 14 TRAINS SC 2 TWELVE HA 1 UPSIDE H T 3
TOMORROW'S HA 1 TRAVELS H T 1 TWELVE T A 2 UPSIDE HA 1
TOMORROWS H A 1 TRAVELS H A 1 TWELVE T E 1 UPSTAIRS T A 1
TONE SA 5 TRAY SC 2 TWENTY HT 1 US HT 1
TONGUE HA 1 TREES H T 1 TWENTY HA 2 US TT 2
TONIGHT H T 4 TREES HA 1 TWICE HA 5 US ST 6
TONIGHT HA 12 TREMENDOUS HA 3 TWO H T 25 US SC 6
TONIGHT SA 2 TRICK HT TIWO TT 1 US HA 4
TONS HA 1 TRICK SC I TWO ST 11 US TA 1
TONY ST 5 TRICKS ST 1 TWO SC 20 US SA 1
TONY SC II TRIP ST 1 TWO HA 9 USE H T 3
TONY SA II TROUSERS HT 1 TWO TA 2 USE SC 1
TONY SE 1 TRUCK ST 2 TWO SA 2 USE HA 12
TONY'S ST 1 TRUCK HA 13 TYPE TA 1 USE SA 2
TONY'S SC 1 TRUCK HE 2 U TT 3 USED H T 2
TOO H T 10 TRUCKS ST 1 U HA 2 USED HA 5
TOO ST 6 TRUCKS SC 1 U TA 1 USELESS HA 1
TOO SC 9 TRUE HT 1 UH *SOUND H T 28 USES HA 1
TOO H A 23 TRUE HA 1 UH *SOUND ST 5 USING H T 1
TOO TA 4 TRY H T 4 UH *SOUND SC 2 VANILLA HA 2
TOO SA 2 TRY TT 1 UH *SOUND HA 21 VEGETABLES ST 3
T00 H E 1 TRY ST 2 UH *SOUND TA 1 VEGETABLES SC 1
TOO TE 1 TRY S C 5 UH *SOUND HE 1 VEGETABLES HA 3
TOOK H T 16 TRY HA 10 UH *SOUND TE 1 VENETIAN HA 1
TOOK TT 1 TRY SA 7 UH *SOUND S E VERY H T 17
TOOK S C 9 TRYING H T 5 UM H T 30 VERY HA 30
TOOK HA 2 TRYING ST 1 UM TT 1 VERY TA 1
TOOTH H T 4 TRYING SA 2 UM ST 9 VERY H E 3
TOOTH H A 9 TU ST 1 UM SC 1 VINEGAR HA 1
TOOTHPICK HA 2 TUB HA 2 UM HA 25 VISIT HA 1
TOP H T 4 TUMMY HA 1 UM TA 2 VISIT SA 2
TOP SC 3 TUNA ST 2 UM SA 3 VISIT HE 1
TOP HA 3 TUNA SA 4 UM H E 4 VISITING HA 1
TOPS HA 1 TUNNEL SC 4 UM SE 2 VITAMINS H T 1
TOSSED H T I TURKEY H T 1 UMBRELLA HA 1 VITAMINS HA 1
TOUCH H T 1 TURKEY HA 2 UNBUTTON HA 1 VOICE H T 1
TOUCH HA 1 TURN H T 5 UNDER TT 1 W TT 2
TOUCHED H T 1 TURN TT 3 UNDER SC 1 W HA 1
TOUCHED SC 1 TURN ST 1 UNDER HA 3 W TA 1
TOWN SC 1 TURN SC 11 UNDERNEATH H T 4 WAIT H T 9
TOY HT 2 TURN HA 2 UNDERNEATH HA 1 WAIT TT 1
TOY SC 3 TURN TA 1 UNDERWEAR SC 1 WAIT ST 1
TOY TA 2 TURN SA 9 UNTIL HA 3 WAIT SC 11
TOY TE 1 TURNED H T 2 UP H T 40 WAIT HA 8
TOYOTA SA 1 TURNED ST 2 UP TT 6 WAIT TA 6
TOYS HA 1 TURNED HA 2 UP ST 20 WAIT SA 9
TRACK SC 7 TURNS SC 1 UP TC 1 WAITING TT 2
TRACKS H T 2 TURTLE SA 1 UP SC 21 WAITING SC 1
TRACKS ST 1 TURTLES HT 1 UP HA 75 WAITING HA 2
TRACKS SC 6 TUSHY HA 8 UP TA 2 WAITING TA 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 9 426 GROUP 1 CHILD 9 427
WAITRESS SC 1 WASH H T 1 WEAR TA 1 WHEAT H T 1
WAITS HA 1 WASH SC 3 WEARING ST 1 WHEAT HA 2
WAKE SA 1 WASH HA 4 WEARING HA 1 WHEE SC 1
WALK SC 1 WASHED H T 1 WEDNESDAY TA 2 WHEE WHEEE SC 1
WALK HA 4 WASHED HA 2 WEEK H T 3 WHEELS H T 2
WALK TA 2 WASN'T SC 1 WEEK HA 4 WHEELS HA 4
WALKED HA 2 WASN'T HA 9 WEEK TA 1 WHEN H T 73
WALKING H T 1 WATCH H T 1 WEEKEND HA 2 WHEN TT 6
WALKING TT 1 WATCH T T WEEKS H T 1 WHEN ST 8
WALKS HA 1 WATCH ST 3 WELCOME ST 1 WHEN SC 26
WALL ST 1 WATCH SC 6 WELCOME TA 1 WHEN HA 55
WALL SC 2 WATCH HA 6 WELL H T 7 WHEN TA 4
WALL HA 1 WATCH SA 4 WELL TT 1 WHEN SA 2
WALLS H T 1 WATCHES H T 1 WELL ST 8 WHEN T E 2
WALLS HA 1 WATCHES HA 1 WELL SC 19 WHENEVER HA 1
WANT H T 55 WATER H T 13 WELL HA 87 WHERE H T 30
WANT T T 3 WATER HA 15 WELL TA 2 WHERE ST 1
WANT ST 12 WATER TA 1 WELL SA 6 WHERE SC 21
WANT SC 29 WATER SA 1 WELL HE 5 WHERE HA 18
WANT HA 66 WAY H T 14 WELL TE 1 WHERE TA 2
WANT TA 5 WAY ST 3 WENT H T 7 WHERE SA 4
WANT SA II WAY SC 8 WENT ST 4 WHERE HE 1
WANT SO 1 WAY HA 14 WENT SC 7 WHERE'S H T 10
WANT HE 1 WAY TA 2 WENT HA 6 WHERE'S TT 1
WANT WANNA H T 21 WAY SA 3 WENT SA 3 WHERE'S ST 3
WANT WANNA TT 1 WAYS H T 2 WENT HE 1 WHERE'S SC 1
WANT WANNA S T 5 WAYS HA 1 WERE H T 13 WHERE'S HA 5
WANT WANNA SC 9 WE H T 68 WERE ST 1 WHERE'S SA 5
WANT WANNA HA 1 WE TT 1 WERE SC 5 WHICH H T 16
WANT WANNA SA 2 WE ST 23 WERE HA 18 WHICH HA 12
WANTED H T 2 WE SC 75 WERE SA 2 WHICH TA 1
WANTED TT 1 WE HA 59 WEREN'T H T 1 WHICH SA 1
WANTED SC 2 WE TA 4 WEREN 'T HA 4 WHILE HA 2
WANTED HA 3 WE SA 24 WESTERN SC 1 WHILE SA 1
WANTED TA 1 WE SO 1 WET H T 2 WHITE H T 3
WANTED SA 1 WE WE'S HT 1 WET HA 7 WHITE SC 1
WANTS H T 4 WE'LL H T 9 WHAT H T 78 WHO H T II
WANTS ST 3 WE'LL TT 1 WHAT TT 9 WHO TT 1
WANTS SC II WE'LL ST 1 WHAT ST 15 WHO ST 7
WANTS HA II WE'LL SC 3 WHAT TC 1 WHO TC 2
WANTS SA 2 WE 'LL HA 19 WHAT SC 37 WHO SC 9
WARM H T 3 WE'LL TA 5 WHAT HA III WHO HA 19
WARM HA 3 WE 'LL SA 6 WHAT TA 8 WHO TA 3
WARM TO 1 WE'RE H T 7 WHAT S A 37 WHO S A 8
WARM HE 1 WE'RE TT 3 WHAT HE 2 WHO'S H T 1
WARREN'S H T 1 WE'RE ST 1 WHAT SE 1 WHO'S ST 1
WARREN'S HA 1 WE'RE SC 16 WHAT'S H T 6 WHO'S SC 2
WAS H T 77 WE'RE HA II WHAT'S ST 1 WHO'S HA 5
WAS TT 1 WE'RE SA 15 WHAT'S SC 3 WHO'S TA 4
WAS S T 7 WE'VE SC 1 WHAT'S HA 6 WHO'S SA 8
WAS SC 12 WE'VE HA 3 WHAT'S TA 2 WHOA H T 2
WAS HA 62 WEAR H T 1 WHAT'S SA 7 WHOEVER SC 1
WAS TA 5 WEAR T 2 WHATEVER HE 1 WHOEVER SA 1
WAS SA 8 WEAR HA 4 WHATSOEVER HA 1 WHOLE H T 4
GROUP I CHILD 9 424 GROUP 1 CHILD 9 425
428 GROUP 1 CHILD 9
WHOLE ST 3 WON SC 6 X ST 1 YOU TT 15
WHOLE SC 4 WON'T H T 22 X SA 1 YOU ST 76
WHOLE HA 4 WON'T ST 3 Y TT 1 YOU TC 1
WHOLE TA 1 WON'T SC 8 Y ST 2 YOU SC 241
WHOLE S A 1 WON'T HA 6 Y S C 3 YOU HA 553
WHOSE HA 1 WON'T TA 2 Y TA 1 YOU TA 43
WHY H T 43 WONDERFUL TA 1 YARD HA 1 YOU SA 121
WHY TT 8 WOODS HA 1 YEAH H T 75 YOU SO 3
WHY ST 7 WORD HA 3 YEAH TT 4 YOU HE 10
WHY SC 2 WORDS H T 1 YEAH ST 33 YOU TE 6
WHY HA 30 WORDS SC 1 YEAH TC 2 YOU SE 5
WHY T A 2 WORDS HA 1 YEAH SC 44 YOU FANKYOU H T 1
WHY SA 7 WORE HA 1 YEAH HA 60 YOU YA HA 1
WIDE SC 1 WORK H T 2 YEAH T A 13 YOU YOUR'RE HA 1
WILD H T 2 WORK ST 2 YEAH SA 10 YOU YUH SA 1
WILL H T 23 WORK HA 1 YEAH HE 7 YOU'D HA 5
WILL TT 3 WORK TA 1 YEAH TE 3 YOU'LL H T 3
WILL ST 4 WORK TE 2 YEAH YAH SC 1 YOU'LL SC 4
WILL SC 12 WORKED H T 1 YEAR H T 6 YOU'LL HA 24
WILL HA 32 WORKED TA 1 YEAR TT 1 YOU'LL TA 5
WILL TA 4 WORKING H T 2 YEAR ST 2 YOU'LL SA 2
WILL SA 6 WORKING HA 1 YEAR HA 4 YOU'RE H T 5
WILLEM SC 4 WORKING T A 1 YEAR TA 1 YOU'RE TT I
WILLEM'S SC 1 WORKS HA 1 YEAR SA 1 YOU'RE ST 4
WILLIAM SA 1 WORKS TA 2 YEARS ST 2 YOU'RE SC 27
WILLIE SC 1 WORLD SC 1 YEARS SC 4 YOU'RE HA 57
WIN SC 1 WORLD HA 1 YEARS HA 3 YOU'RE TA 13
WIN SA 2 WORRY SC 2 YELLED HA 2 YOU'RE SA 9
WIND HA 2 WORRY HA 8 YELLOW H T 1 YOU'RE SE 1
WINDOW SC 11 WORRY TA 2 YELLOW HA 1 YOU'VE H T 2
WINGS H T 1 WOULD H T 6 YEP HA 1 YOU'VE SC 2
WINGS HA 3 WOULD SC 5 YEP SA 1 YOU'VE HA 12
WINS SA 1 WOULD HA 32 YES H T 12 YOU'VE TA 1
WIRES HA 1 WOULD TA 1 YES TT 3 YOU'VE SA 8
WISH H T 7 WOULD SA 9 YES ST 11 YOU'VE HE 1
WISH HA 2 WOULDN'T H T 2 YES SC 14 YOU'VE SE 1
WISHING HA 1 WOULDN'T ST 2 YES HA 46 YOUNG HA 3
WITH H T 18 WOULDN'T HA 9 YES TA 12 YOUR H T 12
WITH TT 1 WOW H T 2 YES SA 6 YOUR TT 1
WITH ST 5 WOW SC 1 YES TE 1 YOUR ST 6
WITH SC 17 WOW HA 1 YESTERDAY H T 2 YOUR SC 37
WITH HA 41 WOW SA 1 YESTERDAY TT 4 YOUR HA 107
WITH TA 6 WOW WOWEE TA 1 YESTERDAY SC 1 YOUR TA 10
WITH SA 10 WRAPPER HA 1 YESTERDAY HA 2 YOUR SA 24
WITH HE 3 WRESTLE SC 5 YESTERDAY TA 2 YOUR SO 1
WITH TE 1 WRITING TT 1 YESTERDAY SA 2 YOUR HE 4
WITH SE 1 WRITING SA 1 YET H T 14 YOURS H T 2
WITH WID H T 2 WRONG H T 1 YET ST 1 YOURS SC 2
WITH WID TT 1 WRONG SC 1 YET SC 7 YOURS HA 5
WITHOUT HA 1 WRONG HA 2 YET HA 8 YOURS SE 1
WOLF H T 2 WRONG TA 1 YET TA 2 YOURSELF SC 2
WOLF'S H T 1 WROTE TT 2 YET SA 1 YOURSELF HA 4
WOMAN H T 2 WROTE TA 1 YORK TA 1 ZIPPER TT 1
WOMAN HA 12 X H T 2 YOU H T 293 ZOO H T 1
GROUP 1 CHILD 9 430
ZOO SA
GROUP 1 CHILD 9 429
431 GROUP 2 CHILD I
A H T 62 AHAHAHAHUP *SOUND HC 1 AND TE 2 AS TT 1
A TT 5 AHAHAHHH *SOUND HC 1 AND SE 1 AS HA 1
A H C 30 AHEAD HA 1 AND 'N' H T 1 AS HE 2
A SC 4 AHEAD HE 3 AND 'N' HA 2 AS TE 1
A HA 82 AHEAD 'HEAD HT 1 AND AN' HT 22 ASK TA 1
A T A 6 AHEAD GOAHEAD HA 1 AND AN' HC 3 ASK HE 3
A SA 9 AID HA 2 AND AN' HA 32 ASKING HA 1
A HE 84 AIMING HA 1 AND AN' TA 5 ASKING HE 2
A TE 7 AIN'T HC 1 AND AN' HE 37 ASKING ASKIN' HE 1
A SE 1 AIR H T 1 AND AN' TE 2 ASS H T 1
A WHADA HE 1 AIR HA 1 AND AN' SE 1 ASSUME HE 1
ABLE HA 2 AIR HE 2 ANDY HA 1 AT H T 4
ABLE HE 4 AIRPORT SA 1 ANGRY HA 1 AT TT 2
ABLE TE 1 ALL H T 23 ANIMAL H T 2 AT HA 20
ABOUT HT 1 ALL HC 2 ANIMAL HE 1 AT HE 17
ABOUT HA 11 ALL TC 1 ANIMAL ANIMA HT 1 ATE HC 1
ABOUT HE 9 ALL HA 22 ANOTHER HA 4 ATTENTION HE 1
ABOUT 'BOUT HA 1 ALL T A 2 ANOTHER HE 1 ATTENTIONS HE 1
ACCESS HA 1 ALL SA 1 ANSWER HE 1 AVE HC 1
ACCOUNT HE 1 ALL HE 5 ANY H T 5 AVENUE TT 2
ACCOUNTS HA 1 ALL SE 1 ANY H C 1 AVENUE HC 2
ACROSS HE 1 ALONE H T 7 ANY HA 8 AVENUE TC 4
ACT HA 1 ALONE HC 3 ANY TA 1 AVENUE TA 1
ACTUALLY HE 1 ALONG HA 1 ANY HE 3 AVENUE HE 2
ADD HE I ALREADY H T 2 ANYBODY HA 2 AVENUE T E 2
ADDRESS TA 2 ALREADY HA 2 ANYMORE HA 3 AWAY HC 1
ADULT TA 1 ALR GHT H T 41 ANYMORE HE 2 AWAY HA 2
AFRAID HA 1 ALRIGHT H C 3 ANYTHING H T 2 AWAY HE 3
AFRO H T 1 ALRIGHT HA 16 ANYTHING S C AWFULLY S E 1
AFTER H T 2 ALRIGHT SA 1 ANYTHING HA 8 AYE H T 1
AFTER H C 2 ALRIGHT H E 6 ANYTHING HE 5 AYE H C 1
AFTER HA 7 ALRIGHT T E 5 ANYTIME HE 1 AYE HA 2
AFTER T A 1 ALRIGHT AWIGHT H T 1 ANYWAY HA 1 BABY H T 4
AFTER SA 1 ALTHOUGH TE 1 ANYWAY HE 4 BABY HC 1
AFTER HE 4 ALWAYS HA 4 APART HA 1 BABY HA 1
AFTER AFER HE 1 ALWAYS HE 4 APARTMENT HA 1 BACK H T 17
AFTERNOON TA 1 AM H T 2 APPEARS TE I BACK TT 1
AFTERNOON SA 1 AM HA 2 ARE H T 5 BACK HC 6
AGAIN H T 1 AMAZED HA I ARE TT 1 BACK HA 27
AGAIN HC 2 AMERICAN HE 1 ARE HC 6 BACK TA 6
AGAIN HA 3 AN HT 8 ARE SC 4 BACK HE 23
AGAIN HE 8 AN HC 7 ARE HA 19 BACK TE 2
AGE HA 1 AN HA 13 ARE TA 2 BACKED H T 1
AGE HE 1 AN SA 1 ARE HE 11 BACKED HA 1
AGILE H T 2 AN HE 18 ARE SE 1 BACKWARD HE 1
AH HT 4 AN TE 4 AREA HE 1 BACKWARDS H T 1
AH TT 2 AND H T 16 AREN'T HA 1 BACKYARD HC 1
AH HC 2 AND HC 6 AREN'T HE 1 BACKYARD HA 2
AH HE 7 AND T C 1 AROUND HA 4 BACKYARD HE 1
AH TE 1 AND SC 1 AROUND TA 1 BACON HE 1
AH AHH HE 1 AND HA 70 AROUND HE 6 BAD H T 2
AH AHHH HC 1 AND TA 4 ARRANGEMENTS HE 2 BAD HA 1
AHA AHAH HC 1 AND S A 6 ARRIVAL HE 1 BALL H T 3
AHAHAH *SOUND HC 1 AND HE 46 ARRIVES HA 1 BALL HC 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 1 433 GROUP 2 CHILD 1 434
BALL HA 8 BEFORE TT 1 BODY'S HE 1 BUG HC 11
BALL HE 8 BEFORE HC 2 BOOGIE HC 4 BUG HA 2
BAND HA 2 BEFORE HA 6 BOOGIE HE I BUG'LL HC I
BASEBALL H T 1 BEFORE HE 5 BOOK H T 2 BUGS H T 5
BASEBALL HA 2 BEFORE SE I BOOK HC I BUGS HC 4
BASEMENT H T 2 BEHIND HA 2 BOOK HA I BUGS HA 8
BASEMENT HC 1 BEING TA 2 BOOKBAG TT 1 BUILD HA 2
BASKET H T 1 BEING HE I BOOM H T 1 BUILDERS HE 1
BASKET H E 1 BEING BEIN H C 2 BOOP *MADEUP HE 3 BUILDING HA 6
BASKETBALL H T 1 BELIEVE HA I BOSS HE 1 BUILT H T 1
BASKETBALL HE 1 BELONG HA 1 BOSS SE 1 BUILT HA 1
BASKETBALL BASKABA H T 1 BELONGS HA 1 BOTH H T 2 BUNCH HA 1
BAT TT 1 BEND TA 1 BOTH HA 3 BUNCH . HE I
BAT TC 1 BEST H T 1 BOTH SA 1 BUNNY H T 2
BAT HA 3 BEST HE 1 BOTH HE 3 BUNNY HA 1
BAT TA 1 BET TT 1 BOTH BOF HT 1 BUNNY HE 1
BATHROOM H T 1 BET HE 1 BOTHER H T 1 BURNT HA 1
BATHROOM HC 2 BETTER H T 10 BOTHER HA 1 BUS H T 2
BATHROOM HE 1 BETTER HA 5 BOUGHT HA 4 BUS HC 4
BATHROOM BAFROOM H T 1 BETTER T A 2 BOUNCING HE 1 BUS HA 3
BATHROOM BAFROOM HC 1 BETTER HE 3 BOUT HT 1 BUS HE 5
BATTERIES HE 1 BETTER BETTUH H T 1 BOUT HA 3 BUS TE 2
BE H T 13 BEYOND TA 1 BOX HT 1 BUSES H T 2
BE TT 1 BEYOND HE 1 BOX HA 1 BUSES HA 2
BE ST 1 BEYOND T E 1 BOY H T 17 BUSHES H T 1
BE HC 2 BICYCLE H T 2 BOY TT 2 BUSHES HA 2
BE TC 1 BIG H T 7 BOY HC 1 BUSINESS HA 1
BE HA 28 BIG HA 8 BOY HA 6 BUSSES HE 1
BE TA 1 BIG SA 1 BOY TA 1 BUST H T 1
BE S A 5 BIGGEST HE 1 BOY HE 2 BUT H T 9
BE HE 13 BIKE H T 1 BRANCHES HA 1 BUT T T 1
BE TE 4 BILLY TT 2 BRANCHES HE 1 BUT HC 8
BE S E 1 BILLY T C 3 BREAK H T 2 BUT HA 26
BEAUTIFUL HA 1 BINGO H T 1 BREAK HC 1 BUT TA 2
BEAUTIFUL HE 1 BINGO HE 1 BREAK HA 5 BUT SA 2
BECAUSE H T 6 BIT HA 4 BREAK TA 1 BUT H E 27
BECAUSE HA 13 BIT S A 1 BREAK HE 2 BUT T E 2
BECAUSE SA 1 BIT HE 2 BREAKFAST H T 2 BUTTON HA I
BECAUSE HE 6 BLACK HE 1 BREAKING HA 1 BUY H T 1
BECAUSE TE 2 BLACKBOARD SA 1 BRETT HA 1 BUY HC 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 6 BLOCK H T 1 BRIDGE H T 1 BUY HA 8
BECAUSE 'CAUSE HC I BLOCK TA 1 BRIDGE HE 1 BUY HE 2
BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 3 BLOCKING BLOCKIN H E 1 BRING H T 3 BUYS HE 2
BECAUSE 'CAUSE TA 1 BLOCKS SA 1 BRING HC 2 BY HT 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE HE 3 BLOCKS HE I BRING HA 2 BY HA 3
BECAUSE 'CAUSE T E 2 BLOOD H T I BRING HE I BY HE 3
BED HC 1 BLOOM HA I BROKE HA 1 BYE H T 13
BED HA 5 BLOW H T 1 BROKEN HE I BYE H C 19
BEDROOM HA 2 BLOW HA 1 BRONX HE 1 BYE HA 1
BEEN HA 4 BLOW HE 1 BROOKLYN BOOKLYN HA 1 BYE HE 16
BEEN H E 6 BLUE H T 1 BROTHER'S HC 1 C HC 1
BEES HC 2 BOARD HA 3 BRR *SOUND TT 1 C HA 2
BEES HA I BODY SC I BRRR *SOUND T T 3 CAB HE 2
BEFORE H T 6 BODY HE 1 BUD HA 2 CALL HC I
GROUP 2 CHILD 1 432
CALL HA 9 CASE TE 1 COME TT 1 COURT H T 1
CALL TA 1 CAT HC 4 COME HC 13 COVER COVA HC 1
CALL SA 2 CATCH HA 3 COME TC 1 COVERED HA 1
CALL HE 3 CATCHING CATCHIN H T 1 COME HA 53 CRACKLE HE 1
CALL TE 1 CAUSE H T 9 COME TA 10 CRACKLING HE 1
CALL SE 1 CAUSE HC 1 COME SA 2 CRAMPED TA 1
CALLED HA 1 CAUSE HA 13 COME HE 10 CRAP HA 1
CALLED SA 1 CAUSE TA 1 COME TE 1 CRAZY H T 1
CAME H T 2 CAUSE HE 2 COME CCMIN H T 1 CRAZY HA 1
CAME HE 2 CAUSE TE 1 COME COMIN HC 1 CRAZY HE 1
CAMPER HE 1 CERTAIN HE 1 COME CCMIN HA 1 CRIES H T 1
CAN H T 16 CHAIR H T 2 COME COMIN' H T 1 CROSS HA 2
CAN TT 1 CHANCE HE 1 COME COMIN' HC 1 CROWDED TA 1
CAN HC 13 CHANGE H T 1 COME COMIN' HA 2 CRUSH HA 1
CAN SC 1 CHANGE HA 1 COME COMIN' HE 1 CRYING HA 1
CAN HA 56 CHANGE HE I COMER COMUH HT 1 CRYING CRYIN HA 1
CAN T A 5 CHANGED HE 1 COMES HE 2 CUCUMBER CUCUMBA H T 1
CAN S A 1 CHASING CHASIN' H T 1 COMIC HA 1 CUCUMBERS HA 3
CAN HE 37 CHECK HE 1 COMING HA 4 CURL H T 1
CAN TE 5 CHECKING HE 1 COMING HE 1 CUT H T 2
CAN S E 1 CHECKING CHECKIN H E 1 COMMITTED H E 1 CUT H A 5
CAN'T H T 13 CHILDREN TA 1 COMPANY HA 1 CUT TA 1
CAN'T TT 1 CHOP H T 1 COMPANY HE 2 CUT HE 2
CAN'T HC 8 CHOPPED TA 1 COMPUTER HA 4 CUTE HE 1
CAN'T H A 12 CHRISTMAS HA 1 COMPUTERS HE 1 CUTTING CUTTIN H T 1
CAN'T HE 8 CITY HA 5 CON HA 1 D HA 1
CANCELLED HE 1 CITY SA 1 CONCEPTS HE 1 DAD HC 1
CANNOT S A 1 CITY HE 1 CONFUSING HE 1 DAD HE 1
CAR H T 3 CLASS T A 1 CONGRATULATION HE 4 DADDY H T 13
CAR TT 1 CLASS HE 1 CONNECTICUT HE 1 DADDY HC 7
CAR HC 12 CLEAR H T 1 CONTINENTAL HE 1 DADDY HA 13
CAR T C 2 CLIMB H T 5 CONTINENTAL T E 1 DADDY'S H C 1
CAR H A 8 CLIMB H C 2 CONVERSATION VERSATI HA 1 DADDY'S HA 3
CAR TA 2 CLIMB HA 3 COOKIES HA 1 DANDY HE 1
CAR HE 2 CLIMB HE 1 COOL HA 1 DANGEROUS H T 1
CAR TE 2 CLIMBED H T 1 COOLER H T 1 DARE TT 1
CARE H T 5 CLIMBED HA 1 COORDINATION HA 1 DARK H T 1
CARE ST 1 CLOSE H C 5 CORD H T 1 DARK HC 7
CARE HC 1 CLOSE HA 2 CORD HE 1 DARK HA 4
CARE HA 2 CLOSED HA 7 CORNER TA 1 DARKER HC 1
CARE HE 1 CLOSEST HE 1 CORTIAND HE 1 DAY H T 4
CAREFUL HA 3 CLOTHES HA 1 COUGH HA 1 DAY HC 1
CARL H T 17 COAT H T 3 COULD H T 16 DAY HA 5
CARL HC 30 COAT HC 2 COULD TT 1 DAY HE 1
CARL HA 11 COAT HA 13 COULD HC 6 DEAD H T 2
CARL TA 1 COAT SA 1 COULD HA 4 DEBTS HE 1
CARL HE 1 COLD H T 1 COULD SA 1 DECEMBER HA 1
CAROL HC 2 COLD HC 1 COULD HE 4 DECIDED HE 1
CARS H T 1 COLD HA 3 COULD TE 1 DEFINITELY HE 2
CARS HC 1 COLLAR HA 1 COULDN'T HC 2 DELAY HE 1
CARS HE 5 COLLEGE HA 1 COULDN'T HA 4 DEN H T 8
CARS TE 1 COLLEGES HA 1 COULDN'T HE 4 DEPENDS TE 1
CASE HA 2 COLOR HA 1 COUPLE HA 1 DESIGNER SA 1
CASE TA 1 COME H T 26 COUPLE HE 2 DESK HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 1 437 GROUP 2 CHILD 1 438
DEVICE HE 1 DOLLARS HE 1 DUST H T 1 ENOUGH HC 2
DID H T 11 DON HC 1 DYING HA 1 ENOUGH HA 5
DID HC 1 DON HE 1 DYING DIEIN HA 1 EQUIPMENT SA 1
DID HA 30 DON DON' HC 1 E H A 1 EQUIPMENT HE 6
DID HE 18 DON DON' TA 1 E TA 2 EQUIVALENT HA 1
DIDN'T H T 7 DON DON' HE 1 EARLIER HE 1 ERE H T 5
DIDN'T HC 1 DON'T H T 58 EARLY HA 4 ERE HC 1
DIDN'T HA 14 DON'T TT 1 EARLY TE 1 ERE HA 2
DIDN'T SA 1 DON'T ST 10 EARS HA 1 ERICA HA 2
DIDN'T HE 10 DON'T HC 13 EASE H C 1 ERICA'S HA 2
DIE H T 1 DON'T HA 73 EASIER HE 1 EVEN H T 5
DIE HA 1 DON'T TA 3 EAST TC 1 EVEN HA 1
DIFFERENT H T 2 DON'T SA 2 EAST TA 1 EVEN HE 1
DIFFERENT HA 1 DON'T HE 46 EAST TE 1 EVEN TE 1
DIFFERENT HE 1 DON'T TE 1 EASTER H T 2 EVENTUALLY HA 1
DIFFERENTLY HE 1 DON'T SE 4 EASTER H C 1 EVER H T 1
DINNER H T 1 DON'T ON'T H T 5 EASTER HE 1 EVERY H T 2
DINNER HA 5 DON'T ON'T ST 1 EAT H T 5 EVERY SC 1
DINNER HE 3 DON'T ON'T HA 1 EAT HC 1 EVERY HE 1
DIRECT HE 1 DONE HE 1 EAT HA 32 EVERYBODY H T 3
DIRTY H T 1 DOO *SOUND HC 1 EAT HE 2 EVERYBODY HA 5
DIRTY HA 7 DOODOO HC 1 . EATING H T 1 EVERYBODY HE 2
DISAPPOINTED S A 1 DOOR H C 6 EATING HA 1 EVERYONE H T 1
DISCUSS HA 1 DOOR HA 9 EATING HE 3 EVERYTHING HA 2
DISCUSSION HE 1 DOOR T A 1 EATING EATIN H T 2 EVERYTHING HE 2
DISPLAY HA 1 DOOR'S HA 1 EATING EATIN' HA 2 EVERYTHING'S H T 1
DO H T 35 DOORS HC 1 EATS HA 1 EVIL HA 1
DO HC 16 DOORS HA 2 ECHO HA 6 EXACTLY HE 1
DO HA 33 DOORS HE 1 ECHOS HA 1 EXCEPT HE 1
DO S A 3 DOREEN T C 1 ECOLOGICAL TE 1 EXCUSE 'SCUSE HA 1
DO HE 48 DOREEN'S H T 2 ED H T 1 EXCUSE S'CUSE HE 1
DO TE 5 DOREEN'S TT 1 EDUCATED HA 1 EXPLAIN HA 1
DOCK HC 1 DOW HE 1 EDUCATION TA 1 EXTENT HE 1
DOES H T 2 DOWN H T 13 EE *SOUND H T 1 EYE HA 1
DOES HA 2 DOWN HC 3 EGGS H T 1 EYES H T 1
DOES HE 8 DOWN TC 1 EH HC 1 EYES HC 1
DOESN'T H T 2 DOWN HA 8 EH TE 1 F HE 2
DOESN'T HA 9 DOWN TA 2 EIGHT H T 4 FABULOUS HE 4
DOESN'T TA 2 DOWN HE 8 EIGHT HC 1 FACE HA 2
DOESN'T HE 2 DRESS SA 1 EIGHT HA 2 FACE HE 1
DOESN'T SE 1 DRESSED HA 1 EIGHT HE 1 FACT HE 1
DOG H T 3 DRINK HC 1 ELEVEN TC 1 FAIR HE 1
DOG HC 2 DRINK HA 1 ELSE H T 1 FALL H T 2
DOG HE 3 DRIVER HE 1 ELSE HA 4 FALL HA 2
DOGGIE H T 2 DRIVING DRIVIN' HA 1 ELSE HE 7 FAMILY HA 2
DOGGIE HC 6 DROOL HA 1 END HA 1 FAN H T 1
DOING HE 4 DROP H T ENERGY'S HA 1 FAN HA 1
DOING DOIN H T 6 DROP HA 1 ENGLE HC 1 FAR HC 1
DOING DOIN HC 1 DROPPED H T 1 ENGLEWOOD HC 3 FAR HA 1
DOING DOIN HA 1 DRY HA 1 ENGLEWOOD TC 1 FARCE HA 1
DOING DOIN HE 5 DUMB H T 1 ENGLEWOOD T A 1 FASCINATED HA 1
DOING DOIN(G) SC 1 DUMB HE 1 ENGLEWOOD HE 2 FAST HA 1
DOING DOIN' H T 1 DUMMIES HA 1 ENGLISH HE 3 FASTEN HA 1
DOING DOIN' HE 1 DUMMY HT 3 ENOUGH H T 2 FASTER HE 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 1 435 GROUP 2 CHILD 1 436














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GOIN' H T 1
GOIN' HC 1
GOIN' HE 3








































































*SOUND H T 4
*SOUND H C 2
*SOUND HA 2
*SOUND TA I
*SOUND S A 3
*SOUND HE 5
*SOUND SE 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 1 440
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447 GROUP 2 CHILD I 448
OWN HC 1 PIECES H T 1 PREFER HA 1 RACE HE 2
OWN HA 2 PIECES HA 4 PRETEND HC 1 RACES HE 1
OWN HE 1 PIER HA 2 PRETEND HE 1 RACING HE 1
OWNS HA 1 PITCH HA 1 PRETTY HA 1 RAIN H T 2
P HA 1 PITCHED H T 1 PRETTY HE 1 RAINS HA 1
PACINO HA 1 PLACE SA 1 PRICE HE 1 RAN H T 3
PAID HA 1 PLACE HE 1 PRIOR HE 1 RAN HC 1
PAID HE 1 PLACE TE 2 PRIVATE HE 1 RAN TC 1
PAIR HA 5 PLAIN TE 1 PROBABLY TA 2 RAN HE 1
PAJAMAS HA 2 PLANE HA I PROBABLY HE 4 RAT HA 1
PALISADES HE I PLANT H T I PROBABLY T E 2 RATHER T E 1
PANTS HA 2 PLANTED HA 1 PROBLEM H C 1 RATTLESNAKE H T 1
PAPER H T 1 PLANTS HA 1 PROBLEM HA 1 READ H T 3
PARAPHENALIA T E 1 PLASTIC HA 1 PROBLEMS H A 1 READ T A 1
PARK TT 1 PLATE HE 1 PROGRAM HA 2 READY H T 6
PARK HA 4 PLAY H T 10 PROGRAM TA 1 READY HC 1
PARK TA 1 PLAY TT 1 PROMISE SA 1 READY HA 3
PARK HE 1 PLAY H C 3 PRONOUNCE HE 1 READY HE 5
PARKWAY HA 1 PLAY HA 8 PRONOUNCE PRONUNC H E 1 REAL HA 2
PART HE 1 PLAY TA 2 PROPERTY HA 1 REAL HE 1
PARTICULAR HE 1 PLAY SA 1 PROUD HA 1 REALIZE HA I
PARTS HE I PLAY HE 5 PSYCHOLOGY HE 1 REALLY H T 1
PATIO H T 1 PLAY TE 1 PULL H T 4 REALLY HA 20
PATIO HE 2 PLAYED H T 2 PULL ST 1 REALLY HE 11
PAY H T 2 PLAYER HA 1 PULL HC 2 REASON HA 2
PAY HA 1 PLAYER HE 1 PULL HA 3 REASON HE I
PEE H T 1 PLAYING H T 1 PUNCH H T 2 RECORD H T 2
PELHAM HA 1 PLAYING HA 1 PUNCH HC 3 RECORD HA 5
PEN HA 1 PLAYING PLAYIN' ST 1 PUSHED HA 1 RECORD RECORT H T 3
PENCILS HA 1 PLAYING PLAYIN' HA 1 PUT H T 4 RECORDED HA 1
PENS HE 2 PLAYING PLAYIN H T 1 PUT HC 2 RECORDED SA 1
PEOPLE HA 3 PIAYS HA 1 PUT SC 1 RECORDER H T 5
PEOPLE TA 1 PLEASE H T 2 PUT HA 25 RECORDER HA 4
PEOPLE HE 4 PLEASE HA 7 PUT TA 3 RECORDER HE 3
PEOPLE'S HA 1 PLEASE S A 3 PUT S A 3 RECORDER 'CORDER H T 1
PEOPLES' HA 1 PLEASE HE 1 PUT HE 13 RECORDER CORDER H T 2
PERHAPS HE 2 PLENTY HA 1 PUTS HE 1 RECORDER CORDER HA 1
PERSON H T 1 PLUG HA 3 PUTTING HE 1 RECORDER CORDER HE 1
PERSON HE 3 PLUGGED H A 1 QUARTERS H T 1 RECORDERS H C 1
PERSON'S H E 1 PLUS HA 1 QUEENS HA 1 RECORDING HA 3
PHONE H C 1 POCKET H T 2 QUEENS HE I RECORDING HE 1
PHONE HA 1 POCKET HA 1 QUESTION HE 2 RED H T 6
PHONE HE 1 POCKET HE 3 QUESTIONS HE 2 RED HE 6
PHONE PHOME HA 1 POCKETBOOK H T 1 QUICK T A 1 REDDISH H T 1
PICK H T 1 POINT H T 1 QUICKLY HE 1 REEDY H T 1
PICK HC 2 POINT SE 1 QUIET H T 2 REGGIE HA 4
PICK TA 1 POINTED TE 1 QUIET TE 1 REMEMBER HA 3
PICK SA 1 POLICE HC 1 QUITE HE 1 REMEMBER TA 1
PICK HE 2 POP HE 1 R TA 2 REMEMBER TE 1
PICTURE HA 2 POPPING POPPIN' H T 3 RABBIT H T 3 REMINDER HE 1
PICTURE HE 1 PORCH H T 1 RABBIT HC 2 REMINDS HE 1
PIECE H T 3 PORCH HE 1 RABBIT WABBIT HC 1 RENT HA 2
PIECE HC 1 POSED H T 1 RACE H T 1 REPEATED HA 2
PIECE HA 2 POT HA 1 RACE HC 4 REST HC 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 1 453 GROUP 2 CHILD 1 454
RESTING HC 1 SAY H T 32 SETS HE 3 SIDE HA 2
RESTING HE 1 SAY HC 5 SEVEN H T 1 SIDE SA 1
RESTING RESTIN HC 1 SAY HA 10 SEVEN TT 7 SIDE HE 3
RESTRICTION HE 1 SAY TA 1 SEVEN HC 1 SIDES H T 1
RICARDO SC 4 SAY HE 24 SEVENTEEN H T 2 SIGHT H T 6
RICH HA 1 SAY TE 1 SEVENTEEN'S H T 1 SIGHT HA 1
RID H A 1 SAY SE 2 SH TE 1 SIGNAL HE 2
RIDE HE 1 SAYING H A 2 SH SHH HT 1 SIGNALS HE 1
RIGHT H T 13 SAYING SAYIN' H T 3 SH SHH HA 1 SILLY HA 1
RIGHT TT 2 SAYING SAYIN' H.A 1 SH SHH H E 1 SIMILAR HE 1
RIGHT HC 8 SAYS HA 5 SH SHHH H T SIMON H T 2
RIGHT HA 49 SAYS HE 2 SH SHSH H T 3 SIMON HA 8
RIGHT TA 4 SCARE H T 1 SHARON HA 1 SIMPLE H T 2
RIGHT SA 1 SCARED HA 1 SHARPENING HA 1 SIMPLE HA 7
RIGHT HE 61 SCHOOL H T 10 SHE H T 6 SINCE HE 2
RIGHT TE 8 SCHOOL TT 2 SHE HC 1 SINCE TE 1
RIGHT WIGHT HC 1 SCHOOL HA 9 SHE HA 10 SINGLE H T 1
ROAD H T 1 SCHOOL TA 2 SHE H E 4 SISTER HA 1
ROCK HC 1 SCHOOL HE 4 SHE'S HA 4 SIT HA 8
ROCK ROCKA H T 1 SCREAM HA 4 SHE'S SA 2 SIT TA 2
ROGER H T 4 SCREAMING HA 2 SHELL HA 1 SIT HE 4
ROLL HA 1 SCREAMING SCREAMI HA 1 SHIFT HE 1 SIT TE 1
ROOM HA 1 SCREECHING H T 1 SHIRT S T 1 SITTING HA 1
ROOM TE 2 SCREEN HA 3 SHIRT HA 1 SITTING HE 3
ROTTEN H T 1 SCREEN HE 1 SHIRT S A 1 SITTING SITTIN HA 1
ROUND 'ROUND HA 1 SEASON HE 3 SHIRT HE 3 SITUATION HE 1
ROY H T 5 SEAT HA 1 SHIRT SE 2 SIX TT 7
ROY HA 4 SEAT HE 1 SHIRTS TE 1 SIX HC 1
RUN H T 1 SECOND H T 2 SHIRTS SE 3 SIXTEEN H T 1
RUN HA 2 SECOND HE 14 SHIT H T 1 SIXTH TA 1
RUN HE 1 SECOND SICOND H T 3 SHOE H T 1 SIXTY TT 1
RUNNING HA 3 SEE H T 33 SHOE HC 5 SIZE HA 1
RUNNING RUNNIN H T 1 SEE T T 1 SHOE SHISHOE H C 1 SKY H T 1
RUNNING RUNNIN' HE 1 SEE HC 17 SHORT TA 1 SLAM HA 1
S HA 1 SEE HA 33 SHOULD HC 1 SLEEP H T 1
S TA 2 SEE TA 1 SHOULD HA 3 SLEEP HC 1
SAID H T 18 SEE HE 30 SHOULD TA 2 SLEEP HA 4
SAID HC 4 SEE TE 3 SHOULD HE 4 SLEEPING HA 2
SAID HA 18 SEE SE 2 SHOULD SHOULDA HA 2 SLEEPY H C 1
SAID T A 1 SEEING HT 1 SHOULD'VE HE 1 SLIP HT 1
SAID SA 1 SEEING HA 1 SHOW H T 3 SMALL HA 2
SAID HE 16 SEEM HA 1 SHOW HA 5 SMALL HE 1
SAID TE 1 SEEMS HE 2 SHOW TA 1 SMALLER HA 1
SALT HA 2 SEEN HE 2 SHOWS HA 3 SMART HA 1
SAME H T 3 SENSE HE 1 SHOWS HE 1 SMOKE H T 1
SAME HA 1 SENTENCE HE 1 SHSHOO *SOUND H T 1 SNAP HE 1
SAME HE 1 SERVICE HE 1 SHUT H T 2 SNEAKERS H T 1
SAT HA 1 SERVICES HE I SHUT HC 2 SNOW HA 1
SATURDAY HA 2 SERVICING HA 1 SHUT TA 1 SO H T 10
SAUCE HA 1 SET H T 2 SICK H T 5 SO HC 6
SAVE HA 1 SET HC 5 SICK HA 1 SO HA 22
SAW H T 2 SET HA 1 SIDE H T 6 SO TA 5
SAW HC 4 SET HE 5 SIDE HC 1 SO SA 2
SAW HA 4 SET TE 1 SIDE SC 1 SO HE 14
GROUP 2 CHILD I 451 GROUP 2 CHILD 1 452
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GROUP 2 CHILD I 456
TO GOITA HE 3 TOP HE I TURN TT 1 UNIVERSITY HA 1
TO HAFTA H T 4 TOUCH H T 2 TURN HC 5 UNLESS HA 1
TO HAFTA HA II TOUCH TT 2 TURN HA 1 UNTIL HA 2
TO HAFTA SA 1 TOUCH HA 3 TURN HE 4 UNUSUAL HE 2
TO HAFTA HE 6 TOUCHES HE 1 TURTLENECK H A 2 UP H T 15
TO HAFTA T E 2 TOUCHING TOUCHIN H T 1 TWELVE T T 1 UP T T 1
TO TA H T 5 TOUGH H T 1 TWELVE TC 2 UP HC 14
TO TA TT 2 TOWARD TA 1 TWENTY H T 1 UP TC 1
TO TA H C 1 TOWARD TE 1 TWENTY TT 5 UP HA 46
TO TA TA 1 TOY H T I TWENTY HE 1 UP TA 4
TO TA SA 2 TOY HC 1 T•WO H T 16 UP SA 1
TO TA HE 9 TOYS H T 2 TWO ST 1 UP HE 23
TO TA TE 3 TOYS HC 1 TWO HC 3 UP TE 1
TO TRYNA H T 1 TOYS HE 1 TWO HA 6 UPDATE HA 1
TO TRYNA HE I TRACY HA 1 TWO HE 5 UPDATE HE 1
TO WANNA H T 32 TRAFFIC TA 1 TWO TE I UPON HE 1
TO WANNA ST 1 TRAIN HC 1 UGLY HA 1 UPSTAIRS H T 3
TO WANNA H C 10 TRAINING H E I UH *SOUND H T 14 UPSTAIRS HA 3
TO WANNA HA 29 TRANSITION HE 1 UH *SOUND HC 5 UPTOWN HA 1
TO WANNA TA 2 TRANSMITTER HE 1 UH *SOUND HA 35 US H T 2
TO WANNA SA 1 TRANSMITTER SE 1 UH *SOUND TA 4 US HC 2
TO WANNA HE 11 TREE H T 12 UH *SOUND SA 1 US HA 1
TO Y'GONNA H C 1 TREE H C 6 UH *SOUND HE 31 US SA 1
TOAST HC 2 TREE HA 13 UH *SOUND TE 5 USE SC 1
TOAST HA 1 TREE TA 1 UH-HUH H T 2 USE HA 3
TODAY TT 2 TREE HE 7 UH-HUH HA 3 USE SA 1
TODAY HC 1 TREE'S HA 1 UH-HUH TA 1 USE HE 5
TODAY HA 5 TREE'S TA I UH-HUH HE 2 USED HA 2
TODAY TA 2 TREES HA 3 UH-HUH MHM HA 13 USED HE 2
TODAY HE 2 TREES HE 3 UH-HUH MHM TA 3 USUALLY HA 3
TOE HC 2 TRICK HA 1 UH-HUH MHM HE 7 USUALLY TA 1
TOE HA 1 TRIM HA 1 UHH *SOUND HA 1 USUALLY HE 1
TOES HA 1 TRINA H T 1 UHHH *SOUND HE 1 USUALLY TE 1
TOGETHER HA I TRINA HE 1 UM H T II UTILITY HE I
TOLD HA 5 TRIP HA 1 IM HC 3 V HA 1
TOLD TA 3 TRIP HE 1 UM HA 8 V HE 1
TOLD SA 2 TROUBLE H T 1 UM TA 1 VACATION HA 1
TOLD TOL H T 1 TROUBLE HA 1 4UM SA 1 VAN HE 1
TOMORROW H T 5 TRUCK H T 2 4M H E 33 VERY HA 6
TOMORROW HA 5 .TRUCK HC 2 UM TE 3 VERY TA 1
TOMORROW HE 3 TRUE HA 1 UM SE 2 VERY HE 6
TONIGHT HA 2 TRUE HE 1 UM UMM HT 1 VIRGINIA HA 1
TOO H T 7 TRUNK HA I UN *SOUND HE 1 VISIT H A 3
TOO HC 6 TRUST HE 1 UNCLE H A 3 VOICE H T 9
TOO SC 1 TRY H T 8 UNCLE HE I VICE HA 7
TOO HA 12 TRY SA 2 UNDER HC 1 VOICE SA 1
TOO TA 3 TRY HE 9 UNDERDOG HA 2 VOICE HE 3
TOO S A 2 TRY TRYNA H T I UNDERNEATH UNDERNE H T 1 VOICES H T 8
TOO HE 5 TRY TRYNA HE 1 UNDERSTAND H T 1 VOICES HA 5
TOO S E 1 TRYING TRYIN HA 3 UNDERSTAND HA 2 VOICES HE 2
TOOK HC I TRYING TRYIN TE 1 UNDERSTAND HE 2 W TA I
TOOK HA 1 TRYING TRYIN' HA 2 UNDERSTAND S E 1 WAIT H T 26
TOOK HE 2 TUESDAY H T 1 UNFASTEN HA 1 WAIT TT 3
TOP HA 2 TURN H T 4 UNIQUE HA 1 WAIT HC 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 1 461 GROUP 2 CHILD 1 462
WAIT HA 11 WATCHING HE 3 WERE TE 1 WHEW HE 1
WAIT TA 1 WATER H T I WEREN'T HE 1 WHICH H T 1
WAIT HE 8 WATER HA 3 WEST TC 2 WHICH HA 2
WAIT WAI H T 11 WAY H T 9 WEST TA 3 WHICH HE 2
WAIT WAI H A 2 WAY TT 1 WEST HE 1 WHILE H T 1
WAKE HA 1 WAY HC 2 WEST TE 1 WHILE HA 4
WALK HA 1 WAY TC 2 WET HA 3 WHILE TA 2
WALK TA 1 WAY HA 6 WHAT H T 75 WHILE SA 1
WALK HE 1 WAY SA 1 WHAT TT 1 WHILE HE 7
WALKED HE 1 WAY HE 9 WHAT ST 1 WHILE TE 1
WALKING HE 1 WAY TE 2 WHAT HC 37 WHITE H T 2
WALKING WALKIN H T 1 WAY WAY'N' H T 1 WHAT T C 1 WHITE S C 1
WANT H T 35 WE H T 13 WHAT SC 1 WHITE HE 1
WANT TT 2 WE HC 6 WHAT HA 57 WHIZ H T I
WANT ST 7 WE SC 1 WHAT TA 3 WHIZ HE 1
WANT HC 7 WE HA 32 WHAT SA 2 WHO H T 4
WANT HA 16 WE TA 6 WHAT HE 70 WHO TT 1
WANT HE 13 WE SA 3 WHAT TE 2 WHO HC 7
WANT TE 2 WE HE 23 WHAT SE 5 WHO TC 1
WANT SE 1 WE TE 2 WHAT WHA HT 2 WHO SC 2
WANT WAN HT 1 WE SE I WHAT WHA HC 1 WHO HA 9
WANT WAN HC 1 WE'D HE 3 WHAT WHA HE 4 WHO HE 2
WANT WANNA H T 32 WE'LL HA 2 WHAT WHADA HE 1 WHO'S H T 7
WANT WANNA ST 1 WE'LL TA 1 WHAT'D HE 2 WHO'S HC 7
WANT WANNA HC 10 WE'LL HE 8 WHAT'S H T 6 WHO'S HA 1
WANT WANNA HA 29 WE'RE HC 1 WHAT'S HC 1 WHO'S HE 2
WANT WANNA TA 2 WE'RE HA 8 WHAT'S HA 9 WHOA H T 1
WANT WANNA SA 1 WE'RE HE 11 WHAT'S TA 1 WHOA HE 1
WANT WANNA HE 11 WEAR H T 4 WHAT'S HE 3 WHOLE HE I
WANTED HE 5 WEAR ST 2 WHAT'S WHA'S H T 1 WHOOPS HE 1
WANTS H T 3 WEAR HA 3 WHAT'S WHA'S TT 1 WHOOPS TE 1
WANTS HA 5 WEAR HE 3 WHATEVER HA 1 WHOSE TA I
WANTS HE 1 WEAR SE 2 WHEEL H T 1 WHY H T 30
WARM H T 1 WEARING WEARIN HA 1 WHEN H T 2 WHY TT 1
WARM HA 1 WEARING WEARIN' H T 1 WHEN HC 2 WHY ST 2
WARM SA 2 WEARING WEARIN' HA 1 WHEN HA 31 WHY HC 15
WARM SE 1 WEDDING HA I WHEN TA 2 WHY HA 21
WAS H T 9 WEDDING HE 1 WHEN HE 12 WHY SA 2
WAS TT 1 WEEK H T 5 WHEN TE 3 WHY HE 12
WAS HC 2 WEEK TA 2 WHERE H T 2 WHY SE 1
WAS HA 33 WELL HT 5 WHERE TT 1 WHY'D HT 1
WAS TA 1 WELL HC 1 WHERE HC 7 WHY'D HA 1
WAS HE 39 WELL HA 15 WHERE TC 1 WIFE HE 1
WAS TE 6 WELL SA 1 WHERE HA 5 WILL H T 2
WASH HC 1 WELL HE 43 WHERE TA 5 WILL H C 1
WASH HA 2 WELL TE 2 WHERE HE 17 WILL HA 6
WASN'T HA 1 WELL SE 5 WHERE TE 1 WILL TA 1
WATCH H T 6 WENT H T 2 WHERE'D HA 1 WILL SA 1
WATCH H C I WENT TT 3 WHERE'S H T I WILL HE 5
WATCH HA 6 WENT HA 5 WHERE'S HC 2 WILLIAM TA 2
WATCH SA I WENT HE 4 WHERE'S HA 2 WILLIAM'S SA 1
WATCH HE 5 WERE H T 1 WHERE'S TA 1 WIN H T 2
WATCHED HA 2 WERE HA 8 WHERE'S HE 1 WINDOW H T 3
WATCHING H T 1 WERE HE 4 WHETHER HE 1 WINDOWS SA 1
GRUJP 2 CHILD I 459 GROUP 2 CHILD 1 460
WINE HA 1 WOULD HE 8 YOU TT 4 YOURS HE 2
WISE HE 1 WOULD TE 2 YOU HC 48 YOURSELF H T 3
WISH H T 1 WOULD SE 1 YOU SC 10 YOURSELF HA 2
WISH HE 2 WOULD'VE HE 1 YOU HA 335 YOURSELF HE 3
WIT H T 9 WOULDN'T H T 1 YOU T A 32 YOURSELF YASELF H T 1
WIT H A 1 WOW HC 1 YOU SA 22 YUCKY TT 1
WITH H T 8 WOW HA 1 YOU HE 219 ZIP HA 4
WITH HC 3 WOW HE 3 YOU TE 10 ZIP HE 1
WITH HA 30 WRITE H T 1 YOU SE 3 ZOOM H C 1
WITH T A 1 WRITE H C 1 YOU Y'GONNA H C 1 01 HA 1
WITH HE 21 WRONG H T 5 YOU Y'KNOW HE 2 1 H T 1
WITH TE 2 WRONG TT 1 YOU YA H T 1 1 HC 1
WITH SE 1 WRONG HA 1 YOU YA HC 2 1 HE 3
WITH WIT' H T WRONG H E 1 YOU YA HA 1 15TH HE 1
WITHIN HA 1 X H T 1 YOU YA HE 10 166 HE 1
WITHOUT H T 2 Y H T 1 YOU YAHEAR HC 1 19 HA 1
WITHOUT HA 1 Y HA 2 YOU YUH TC 1 2 HT 6
WITHOUT HE 1 Y HE 1 YOU'D HA 2 2 HC 2
WITHOUT WITOUT H T 2 YARD HT 3 YOU'LL HT 1 2 HA 4
WOKE HA 1 YARD HA 3 YOU'LL HA 8 2 HE 2
WON HC 1 YARD HE 3 YOU'LL TA 1 2 TE 1
WON'T H T 7 YAY HE 4 YOU'LL HE 3 3 H T 7
WON'T TT 1 YEAH H T 50 YOU'RE H T 6 3 HC 1
WON'T HC 6 YEAH HC 62 YOU'RE HA 19 3 HA 2
WON'T HA 11 YEAH TC 2 YOU'RE SA 1 3 HE 2
WON'T SA 6 YEAH HA 85 YOU'RE HE 11 30 HA 1
WON'T HE 4 YEAH TA 10 YOU'RE TE 1 38 HA 1
WON'T TE 1 YEAH SA 5 YOU'VE HE 1 4 HT 1
WONDER H T 2 YEAH HE 96 YOUNG HA 1 4 HC 1
WOC TT 1 YEAH TE 12 YOUR H T 13 4 HA 2
WOOD HA 5 YEAH SE 2 YOUR TT 5 4 HE 1
WOOD HE 1 YEAH YEAUH H T 2 YOUR HC 6 40 HA 1
WOOPSIE HO 1 YEAR HA 1 YOUR HA 74 40 HE 1
WORD HA 1 YEAR HE 1 YOUR TA 5 42ND HE 1
WORDS HA 1 YEARS HA I YOUR SA 2 5 HA 3
WORE HA 1 YELLING YELLIN' HE 1 YOUR HE 24 6 HE 1
WORE SA 1 YES H T 13 YOUR TE 1 73 TA 1
WORK HT 3 YES HC 13 YOURS H T 5 74 TA 1
WORK HA 4 YES HA 32 YOURS HA 1 75 TE 1
WORK T A 1 YES T A 2 YOURS SA 1 8 H T 1
WORK HE 2 YES HE 10
WORK T E 1 YES YEAUP TE 1
WORKED H E 3 YES YUP H E 1
WORKED TE 1 YESTERDAY HA 1
WORKING HE 1 YET H T 4
WORKS H T 1 YET HA 1
WORKS HE 3 YET HE 3
WORLD H E 1 YIKES H C 1
WORRY H T 1 YONKERS HA 1
WORRY HC 1 YORK HA 1
WORRY HE 2 YORK TA 1
WOULD H T 1 YORK HE 1
WOULD HA 2 YORK T E 2
WOULD SA 2 YOU H T 209
GROUP 2 CHILD 1 463 GROUP 2 CHILD 1 464
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GROUP 2 CHILD 2
COPYING T C
COPYING T 0
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GROUP 2 CHILD 2 474
DISMISSAL HA 1 DOLLAR HA 1 DOWN HA 30 DUMB S O 1
DISNEY HO 1 DOLLARS ST 2 DOWN TA 1 DUMMY SO 1
DISNEYLAND H T 1 DOLLARS HE 1 DOWN SA 14 DUMPY HA 1
DISTURB HA 1 DOLLY SA 1 DOWN HE 5 DURING HA 2
DIVIDING HA 1 DON S C 1 DOWNSTAIRS H A 1 DWARFS HA 4
DO H T 80 DON DON' TC 1 DOWNSTAIRS HE 1 DYNAMINTS TA 1
DO TT 5 DON'T H T 36 DOWNTOWN HA 3 E H T 8
DO ST 14 DON'T ST 18 DR SC 1 E ST 3
DO TC 4 DON'T TC 10 DRAGONS H T 1 E HA 1
DO SC 25 DON'T SC 36 DRAGONS HE 1 E HE 1
DO HA 41 DON'T HA 51 DRAW H T 2 EACH HA 1
DO TA 6 DON'T TA 8 DRAW ST 2 EACH T A 1
DO S A 68 DON'T SA 37 DRAW HA 3 EACH SA 4
DO TO 1 DON'T TO 3 DRAW HE 1 EACH HE 1
DO S 0 13 DON'T SO 5 DRAW DRAWED H T 1 EAR H T 4
DO HE 39 DON'T HE 26 DRAWER SA 1 EAR TC 1
DOC HA 5 DONALD HT 1 DREAM HT 1 EAR HA 2
DOC HE 3 DONALD SC 1 DREAMED HT 1 EARLS HE 1
DOES H T 12 DONDI H T 1 DRESS H T 1 EARLY H T 1
DOES ST 1 DONE SC 2 DRESS ST 1 EARLY HA 5
DOES TC 5 DONE SA 3 DRESS SC 3 EARLY SA 2
DOES SC 3 DONE HE 1 DRESS SA 2 EARLY HE 1
DOES HA 7 DONKEY SC 1 DRESS HO 1 EARPHONES HA 1
DOES T A 1 DONKEYS S A 1 DRESSING HA 1 EARPHONES HE 1
DOES SA 7 DOO *SOUND H T 64 DRIED SO 2 EARPLUGS H T 1
DOES HE 3 DOO *SOUND ST 1 DRIES TC 2 EARRING ST 1
DOESN'T H T 10 DOO *SOUND SC 3 DRINK H T 2 EARRINGS H T 1
DOESN'T TT 1 DOO *SOUND SO 1 DRINK SA 2 EARRINGS ST 1
DOESN'T S T 2 DOODIE *MADEUP H T 3 DRINKING DRINKIN T C 1 EARS H T 7
DOESN'T T C 5 DOOP *MADEUP H T 1 DRIVE HA 3 EARS HA 1
DOESN'T HA 5 DOOR H T 4 DRIVE HE 1 EARTH SA 1
DOESN'T T A 1 DOOR TT 2 DRIVER HA 1 EASIER S C 1
DOESN'T SA 6 DOOR TC 1 DRIVER TA 1 EASIER HA 1
DOESN'T HO 1 DOOR SC 1 DRIVER HE 1 EASIER SA 1
DOESN'T TO 4 DOOR HA 2 DRIVERS H T 1 EASIER HE 2
DOESN'T SO 1 DOOR TA 5 DRIVES HA 3 EASILY HA 1
DOESN'T HE 10 DOOR HO 1 DRIVEWAY TA 1 EAST HA 2
DOG H T 3 DOOR HE 2 DRIVING H T 1 EAST HE 3
DOG HA 1 DOORS TT 1 DRIVING HA 2 EASY H T 2
DOG SA 1 DOPE H T 1 DROP SC 1 EASY SC 1
DOING H T 9 DOPEY H T 4 DROPPED H T 1 EASY HA 1
DOING ST 3 DOPEY HA 5 DROPPED TT 1 EAT H T 4
DOING SC 6 DOPEY HE 3 DROPPED ST 1 EAT SC 1
DOING HA 8 DOPPY *MADEUP H T 9 DROPPED HA 2 EAT HA 15
DOING TA 1 DORF'S H T 1 DROPS H T 1 EAT SA 2
DOING SA 9 DORFS H T 1 DROPS TT 7 EAT HE 4
DOING HE 5 DOUBLE SC 2 DRUM SC 1 EATER HE 1
DOING TE 1 DOUBT HA 1 DRUM SA 3 EATING H T 2
DOING DOIN ST 1 DOUGHNUT HA 1 DRUM SO 1 EATING TT 1
DOING DOIN SC 1 DOWN H T 12 DRY SC 1 EATING HA 4
DOING DOIN HE 1 DOWN TT 3 DRY HA 2 EATS HA 1
DOLL ST 8 DOWN ST 1 DRYING SC 1 ED ST 1
DOLL SC 3 DOWN TC 11 DUCK H T 1 EDITH ST 1
DOLL SA 3 DOWN SC 3 DUMB H T 2 EDNA H T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 2 479 GROUP 2 CHILD 2 480
EDNA HA 1 ENJOYED HA 1 EVERYTHING H T 1 FASHIONED HA 1
EDNA TA 1 ENJOYED HE 1 EVERYTHING TC 1 FAST H T 6
EDUCATION HA 1 ENJOYING HE 1 EVERYTHING S C 1 FAST S T 1
EGG HA 1 ENOUGH HA 5 EVERYTHING HA 5 FAST HA 4
EGGS TT 1 ENOUGH SA 1 EVERYTHING SA 1 FAST SA 4
EGGS HA 1 ENOUGH HE 1 EVERYTHING SO 1 FASTER SC 1
EGGS SO 1 ENTERTAINMENT HA 2 EVERYTHING H E 4 FAT S T 1
EGGS HE 1 ENTIRE SA 1 EVIL TA 1 FAT SC 2
EGGY SO 1 ENTIRELY HA 1 EXACTLY SA 1 FAT SA 5
EH H T 1 ENVELOPE EMGELOP T C 1 EXACTLY HE 7 FATHER S T 8
EIGHT H T 7 ENVELOPES EMBELOP T T 1 EXCEPT H T 3 FATHER HA 1
EIGHT ST 1 ENVIRONMENTS HA 1 EXCEPT SA 4 FATHER TO 1
EIGHT S C 2 EQUIPMENT HA 1 EXCEPT CEPT H T 1 FAVOR S T 1
EIGHT HA 5 EQUIPMENT T A 2 EXCITED S A 1 FAVORITE H T 1
EIGHT SO 5 ERASE SC 1 EXCITING SA 1 FAVORITE TT 1
EIGHT HE 2 ERASE SA 2 EXCUSE ST 1 FAVORITE HA 3
EIGHTH HA 3 ESCAPE TA 1 EXCUSE TA 2 FAVORITE HE 1
EIGHTY SC 1 ESPECIALLY HA 3 EXCUSE SA 4 FEATHERS HA 1
EIGHTY SO 1 ESTABLISHED HA 1 EXCUSE S'CUSE HE 1 FEATHERY H T 1
EITHER T T 1 ETHICAL H A 2 EXORBITANT HE 1 FEATHERY HA 1
EITHER TC 1 EVE H T 2 EXPLAINS HA 1 FED HA 2
EITHER SC 1 EVE TC 5 .EXPOSURE HA 1 FEE H T 1
EITHER HA 2 EVE TA 2 EXTRA SA 1 FEED HE 1
EITHER TA 1 EVEN H T 3 EYE TC 3 FEEL H T 1
EITHER HE 2 EVEN ST 1 EYE SA 1 FEEL TT 1
EITHER EIHER HA 1 EVEN SC 3 EYED SA 1 FEEL ST 2
EIAINE HA 2 EVEN HA 6 EYES H T 1 FEEL S C 3
ELAINE TA 4 EVEN SA 6 EYES SA 1 FEEL HA 2
ELBOW HE 1 EVEN SO 1 F H T 1 FEEL SA 1
ELECTRIC TC 1 EVEN HE 3 F HO 1 FEEL HE 2
ELECTRIC 'LECTRI T C 1 EVER H T 2 FABULOUS HE 1 FEELS S A 1
ELEMENTARY HA 4 EVER TC 2 FACE H T 3 FEET H T 2
ELEMENTARY HE 1 EVER HA 1 FACE HE 1 FEET TC 3
ELEVATOR H T 1 EVER HE 2 FACT TA 1 FEET SC 2
ELEVATOR TT 2 EVERY H T 6 FACT HE 1 FEET HA 2
ELEVATOR HA 1 EVERY SC 5 FAIR HE 1 FEET SA 4
ELEVEN SC 1 EVERY HA 3 FAKING HA 1 FEET SO 2
ELSE H T 3 EVERY SO 1 FALL H T 2 FEET HE 1
ELSE ST 1 EVERY HE 1 FALL HA 2 FELL H T 1
ELSE TC 1 EVERYBODY H T 6 FALL SA 1 FELL SC 1
ELSE SC 3 EVERYBODY TC 2 FALLED H T 1 FELLOW HE 1
ELSE HA 2 EVERYBODY S C 6 FALLING H T 1 FELLOWS FELLAS HE 1
ELSE TA 2 EVERYBODY HA 1 FAMILIAR HA 2 FELT HA 2
ELSE SA 6 EVERYBODY TA 2 FAMILY HA 2 FELT FEELED H T 1
ELSE HE 2 EVERYBODY SA 8 FAMOUS HA 3 FEMALE HA 5
EMPTY SO 1 EVERYBODY TO 5 FAN HE 1 FEMALES HA 1
ENCOURAGED HA 1 EVERYBODY SO 1 FANATIC HA 1 FENCE H T 3
END H T 3 EVERYBODY'S TA 1 FANCY HA 1 FENCE SO 1
END HA 2 EVERYDAY ST 1 FANTASTIC TA 1 FEW H T 2
END HE 1 EVERYDAY SA 1 FANTASTIC HE 1 FEW ST 2
ENDING SC 1 EVERYONE H T 1 FANTASTIC TASTIC HE 1 FEW H A 3
ENDOWED HA 1 EVERYONE TC 4 FAR HT 5 FEW SA 5
ENGINE S C 1 EVERYONE HA 1 FAR HA 5 FEW SO 1
ENJOY HA 1 EVERYONE S A 2 FASCINATED H E 1 FEW HE 1
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GROUP 2 CHILD 2 506
SHALL H T 1 SHOW H T 2 SISTERS HA 1 SLEEPY SC 1
SHAPE HA 1 SHOW TC 4 SISTERS HE 1 SLEEPY HA 6
SHE H T 15 SHOW HA 6 SIT H T 2 SLEEPY HE 1
SHE TT 1 SHOW SA 4 SIT TC 1 SLEEVES SA 2
SHE ST 1 SHOW S0 1 SIT SC. 1 SLIPPING S A 1
SHE TC 1 SHOW HE 2 SIT HA 7 SLOSH HA 1
SHE SC 6 SHOWS HA 1 SIT TA 1 SLOW H T 3
SHE HA 32 SHRINK SC 1 SIT SA 26 SLOW ST 1
SHE TA 19 SHRINK SA 2 SIT SO 1 SMALL TC 2
SHE SA 16 SHUT SC 1 SIT HE 2 SMALL SC 1
SHE HO 1 SICK SA 2 SITTING H T 2 SMALL HA 3
SHE TO 2 SICK SO 1 SITTING ST 1 SMALL SA 1
SHE S 0 5 SIDE H T 5 SITTING SC 2 SMALLEST SA 2
SHE HE 9 SIDE TT 1 SITTING HA 2 SMARTER H T 2
SHE'LL HA 2 SIDE ST 2 SITTING TA 1 SMELL TT 1
SHE'LL TA 1 SIDE TC 2 SITTING SA 4 SMELL TA 1
SHE'LL S A 2 SIDE SC 1 SITTING HE 1 SMELLING H T 1
SHE'LL HE 2 SIDE HA 5 SITTING SITTIN' SC 1 SMELLS TT 3
SHE'S H T 5 SIDE TA 5 SITUATION HE 1 SMELLS TC 3
SHE'S S C 1 SIDE SA 1 SITUATIONS HA 1 SMELLS TE 1
SHE'S HA 7 SIDE HE 3 SITUATIONS HE 2 SMILE HT 1
SHE'S TA 2 SIGNAL HA 3 SIX H T 1 SMILE TC 1
SHE'S SA 2 SIGNAL HE 2 SIX ST 6 SMOCK S-0 1
SHE'S SO 2 SIGNED H T 1 SIX SC 9 SMOCKS ST 2
SHE'S HE 7 SIGNED HA 2 SIX HA 5 SMOCKS S C 1
SHEET ST 1 SILENT HA 2 SIX SA 6 SMOCKS SA 1
SHELL HA 1 SILLY H T 3 SIX SO 11 SMOCKS SO 1
SHELLS H T 3 SILLY SC 3 SIXHUNDRED SC 1 SNAKE SC 6
SHINING HE 1 SILLY HA 2 SIXTEEN SO 1 SNAKE SA 5
SHINY H T 4 SILLY SO 2 SIXTH HA 1 SNAKE SO 6
SHIPPED SC 1 SILVER H T 2 SIXTY S T 1 SNAKES S A 3
SHIRT H T 2 SILVER SC 1 SIXTY SC 3 SNEAKERS SC 2
SHIRT ST 1 SIMILAR HA 1 SIXTY SA 1 SNEEZING HA 2
SHIRT SC 1 SIMMER HA 3 SIXTY SO 5 SNEEZING HE 2
SHIRT HA 4 SIMPLE HA 1 SIZE HE 1 SNEEZY HA 4
SHIRT SA 1 SINCE H T 1 SKATE H T 4 SNEEZY HE 1
SHOE H T 5 SINCE HA 4 SKATE HA 7 SNOOPY HA 2
SHOE HA 1 SINCE TA 1 SKATE HE 1 SNOOPY HE 2
SHOES SC 1 SINCE SA 1 SKATED H T 1 SNOW H T 7
SHOES SA 2 SING H T 6 SKATED HA 1 SNOW HA 6
SHOOT SC 2 SING TC 1 SKATED HE 1 SNOW TA 1
SHOPPING HA 1 SING SC 3 SKATES H T 2 SNOW HE 1
SHORT HA 1 SING HA 1 SKATES HA 3 SNOWING H T 1
SHORTLY TA 1 SING SA 8 SKATING HC 1 SNOWS HA 1
SHORTLY HE 1 SING HO 1 SKATING HA 6 SNUFFLE HA 1
SHOT SC 2 SINGING H T 2 SKATING HE 1 SO H T 18
SHOTS HA 1 SINGING HA 1 SKI H T 2 SO TT 2
SHOULD H T 7 SINGING SA 5 SKIING H T 1 SO ST 9
SHOULD ST 1 SINGING HE 1 SKY H T 1 SO TC 3
SHOULD SC 2 SINGS SA 1 SLANTED SC 2 SO SC 11
SHOULD HA 4 SINK HA 1 SLEEP H T 2 SO HA 31
SHOULD SA 2 SIR H T 1 SLEEP ST 1 SO TA 7
SHOULD HE 3 SIR SC 1 SLEEP SC 5 SO S A 27
SHOULDN'T SA 1 SISTERS H T 3 SLEEP HA 2 SO SO 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 2 511 GROUP 2 CHILD 2 512
SO H E 13 SOMETIMES S A 1 SPEELS *MADEUP S T 1 STATION HA 1
SOAP HA 1 SOMETIMES HE 4 SPELL H T 3 STATION HE 1
SODA H T 4 SOMEWHERE ST 1 SPELL HE 1 STATUE SC 3
SOLDER H T 1 SOMEWHERE SC 1 SPELLS SC 1 STATUE SA 1
SOLDIERS H T 1 SON H T 2 SPELT H T 1 STAY H T 1
SOLVED HA 1 SON'S H T 1 SPENDS HA 1 STAY TC 1
SOME H T 8 SONG H T 11 SPILLED SC 9 STAY SC 2
SOME ST 3 SONG SC 1 SPILLED HA 1 STAY HA 2
SOME TC 3 SONG HA 2 SPIN SC 1 STAY SA 3
SOME SC 8 SONG SA 3 SPIN HE 2 STAY HO 1
SOME HA 23 SONG HO 1 SPIT SC 1 STAYED HA 1
SOME TA 1 SONG SO 1 SPLASH H T 1 STAYING STAYIN' TC 1
SOME SA 24 SONGS SC 1 SPLASH HE 1 STEADIEST SA 1
SOME SO 3 SONGS SA 1 SPLIT HA 1 STEADY SC 1
SOME HE 6 SOON HA 1 SPONSOR HE 1 STEADY SA 3
SOME SCMETHI H T 3 SOON TA 1 SPOON H T 1 STEAKS HA 1
SOME SCMETHI ST 1 SOON SA 1 SPOON HA 1 STEALS ST 1
SOME SOMETHI TC 1 SOON HE 3 SPOON SA 1 STEINBERG SA 1
SOMEBODY H T 1 SORRY H T 1 SPORT HA 1 STEM SC 1
SOMEBODY TT 1 SORRY SC 1 SPORTS HA 1 STEM SA 1
SOMEBODY TC 4 SORRY HA 1 SPOT TE 1 STEP SC 3
SOMEBODY SC 1 SORRY TA 1 SQUIGGLY HE 2 STEREO SA 1
SOMEBODY HA 3 SORRY SA 1 SQUIRT SA 2 STEVEN SC 4
SOMEBODY SA 3 SORRY HE 4 SQUISHED TA 2 STEVEN SA 9
SOMEBODY TO 1 SORT TA 1 SQUISHING TC 1 STICK HA 2
SOMEBODY SO 1 SORT HE 3 SQUISHY TA 1 STICKS SA 1
SOMEBODY'S T C 1 SORT SORTA HE 1 STAFF HA 1 STILL H T 3
SOMEBODY'S SA 1 SOUL H T 2 STAGE SA 2 STILL TC 3
SOMEONE H T 6 SOUL HA 1 STAIR H T 1 STILL SC 1
SOMEONE ST 1 SOUL HE 2 STAIRS H T 3 STILL HA 3
SOMEONE S C 1 SOUND H T 2 STAIRS HA 2 STILL HE 1
SOMEONE HA 1 SOUND TC 1 STAIRS TA 1 STOLE H T 2
SOMEONE SA 4 SOUND SA 8 STAIRWAY H T 1 STOLE HA 1
SOMEONE HE 1 SOUND HO 1 STAND HA 1 STOP H T 3
SOMEONE'S SA 1 SOUND HE 1 STAND TO 1 STOP TT 1
SOMEPLACE HA 1 SOUNDS ST 3 STANDING SC 2 STOP ST 4
SOMETHING H T 54 SOUNDS HA 2 STANDING TO 1 STOP SC 1
SOMETHING TT 1 SOUNDS SA 3 STAR TC 2 STOP HA 5
SOMETHING ST 7 SOUP H T 3 STARING HA 1 STOP SA 3
SOMETHING TC 2 SOUP HA 5 STARS HA 1 STOP TO 1
SOMETHING SC 4 SOURCE HE 1 START H T 3 STOP HE 1
SOMETHING HA 12 SOUTH HE 1 START ST 1 STOPPED ST 1
SOMETHING T A 6 SPAGHETTI S C 1 START HA 4 STOPPED HA 1
SOMETHING S A 7 SPAGHETTI S A 5 START TA 1 STORE H T 3
SOMETHING HO 1 SPAGHETTI SO 1 START S A 10 STORE HA 5
SOMETHING SO 1 SPARE HA 1 START HE 1 STORES HA 1
SOMETHING HE 13 SPEAK HE 1 STARTED HA 3 STORIES H T 1
SOMETHING SOMETHI H T 2 SPEAKING H T 5 STARTED S O 1 STORIES HA 1
SOMETHING SCMETHI S T 1 SPECIAL H T 1 STARTED HE 2 STORIES SO 1
SOMETHING'S S A 1 SPECIAL S A 2 STARTING HA 1 STORIES HE 1
SOMETHING'S TO 1 SPECIAL HO 1 STARTING SA 1 STORY H T 4
SOMETIMES H T 9 SPEECH H T 1 STARTS HA 2 STORY SC 3
SOMETIMES ST 1 SPEECH HA 1 STARTS SA 1 STORY HA 3
SOMETIMES HA 5 SPEED HA 1 STATE HA 1 STORY SA 6
510GROUP 2 CHILD 2 509 GROUP 2 CHILD 2
STORY SO 1 SURE TA 1 TALKING HA 6 TEN HA 2
STOVE TT 1 SURE SA 3 TALKING TA 2 TEN S 0 1
STRAIGHT S T 1 SURE HE 8 TALKING HE 4 TEN HE 3
STRAIGHT SC 1 SURELY HA 1 TALKING TALKIN HA 3 TENTH HA 1
STRAIGHT HA 1 SURFING HA 1 TALKING TALKIN' H T 1 TERM HA 1
STRAIGHT S A 1 SURROUNDINGS HA 1 TALKING TALKIN H T 1 TERMS HE 1
STRAINING HA 1 SURVEY HA 1 TALL HA 2 TERRACE H T 1
STRANGE H T 1 SWEAT HA 1 TANK HA 2 TERRIBLE HA 1
STRANGE HA 2 SWEATER SA 2 TANK HE 1 TERRIFIC SA 6
STRANGE HE 1 SWEATERS SA 1 TAP HA 2 TESTED HA 1
STRAWBERRY S A 1 SWEETHEART HA 1 TAP HE 1 THAN H T 4
STREET H T 5 SWEETIE SA 1 TAPE H T 14 THAN T C 3
STREET HA 12 SWELL HA 1 TAPE HA 5 THAN HA 5
STREET HE 5 SWITCHED HA 1 TAPE HE 15 THAN HE 7
STRENGTH HA 1 SYLVIA HA 1 TAPES H T 1 THAN BIGGERN T C 1
STRING ST 1 SYSTEM HA 2 TASTE H T 3 THANK H T 2
STRING HA 2 SYSTEM HE 1 TASTE S A 1 THANK ST 2
STUCK TT 1 T H T 8 TAUGHT HA 1 THANK SC 1
STUCK S A 1 T ST 4 TAUGHT TEACHED H T 1 THANK HA 4
STUDIO HE 1 T HA 2 TAXI TC 2 THANK TA 3
STUFF HE 2 T SA 1 TAXI TO 1 THANK SA 4
STUPID SC 1 T HE 3 TEACHER ST 2 THANK HE 8
STYLE S A 2 TABLE H T 1 TEACHER SC 3 THANK T E 1
SUCH S A 1 TABLE S T 3 TEACHER HA 6 THANKS S A 2
SUCK H T 1 TABLE S C 1 TEACHER SO 1 THANKS HE 1
SUDDEN HE 1 TABLE HA 3 TEACHER HE 3 THAT H T 130
SUGGEST SA 1 TABLE SA 5 TEACHER'S HA 1 THAT TT 5
SUGGESTION HA 1 TAC TC 4 TEACHERS H T 4 THAT ST 27
SUMMER H T 2 TACKS TC 2 TEACHERS SC 1 THAT TC 16
SUMMER ST 1 TAIL H T 1 TEACHERS HA 10 THAT SC 22
SUMMER SC 3 TAIL S T 1 TEACHES HA 1 THAT HA 87
SUMMER HA 1 TAKE H T 14 TEASING SA 1 THAT TA 15
SUMMER SO 1 TAKE TT 1 TEEN HA 1 THAT SA 70
SUMMER'S S A 2 TAKE ST 5 TEENY S A 1 THAT HO 1
SUMMERS SA 2 TAKE TC 3 TEETH H T 3 THAT TO 1
SUN S A 2 TAKE S C 7 TELEPHONE H T 2 THAT SO 8
SUN S 2 TAKE HA 18 TELEPHONE HA 1 THAT HE 86
SUNDAY H T 1 TAKE TA 2 TELEPHONE HE 3 THAT DAT H T 2
SUNDAY H A 4 TAKE S A 9 TELEVISION HE 1 THAT'LL S T 2
SUNDAY TA 6 TAKE HE 2 TELL H T 10 THAT'LL SA 1
SUNDAYS T A 1 TAKEN HA 1 TELL S T 2 THAT'S H T 20
SUNGLASSES H T 1 TAKES ST 1 TELL TC 3 THAT'S TT 1
SUNNY H T 1 TAKES HA 3 TELL SC 3 THAT'S S T 16
SUPPER SA 2 TAKES HE 1 TELL HA 17 THAT'S TC 8
SUPPOSE HA 2 TAKING H T 3 TELL TA 1 THAT'S SC 19
SUPPOSED SC 1 TAKING HA 1 TELL SA 10 THAT'S HA 49
SUPPOSED HA 5 TALK H T 5 TELL TO 1 THAT'S TA 4
SUPPOSED TA 1 TALK ST 1 TELL SO 2 THAT'S SA 29
SUPPOSED S A 2 TALK HA 7 TELL HE 4 THAT'S HO 1
SUPPOSED HE 1 TALK S A 1 TELLING H T 1 THAT'S TO 1
SUPPOSEDLY HE 1 TALK HE 5 TELLING HA 2 THAT'S SO 1
SURE H T 2 TALKED HA 1 TELLING TELLIN' S C 1 THAT'S HE 44
SURE T C 1 TALKED S A 1 TELLS S A 1 THE H T 188
SURE HA 4 TALKING H T 10 TEMPERATURE HE 1 THE TT 11
GROUP 2 CHILD 2 515 GROUP 2 CHILD 2 516
THE ST 51 THEN HE 14 THIN HA 1 THOSE H T 11
THE TC 15 THEORY HA 1 THING H T 9 THOSE SC 2
THE SC 73 THERE H T 28 THING TT 1 THOSE HA 18
THE HA 213 THERE TT 3 THING TC 3 THOSE TA 4
THE TA 53 THERE ST 12 THING SC 1 THOSE SA 4
THE SA 164 THERE TC 8 THING HA 7 THOSE SO 1
THE H 0 6 THERE SC 11 THING SA 7 THOSE HE 5
THE TO 5 THERE HA 39 THING HE 5 THOUGH HA 1
THE SO 9 THERE TA 3 THING SOMETHI H T 3 THOUGH HE 2
THE H E 95 THERE S A 22 THING SOMETHI S T 1 THOUGHT H T 2
THE T E 1 THERE HO 3 THING SOMETHI T C 1 THOUGHT S T 1
THE DA H T 4 THERE SO 1 THINGS H T 16 THOUGHT SC 1
THE DA SO 2 THERE HE 28 THINGS SC 2 THOUGHT HA 6
THE DA HE 1 THERE DERE H T 1 THINGS HA 10 THOUGHT SA 1
THE DI H T 1 THERE'D ST 1 THINGS TA 1 THOUGHT HO 2
THE DUH H T 1 THERE'S H T 18 THINGS S A 5 THOUGHT HE 2
THE WHATSAM HA 1 THERE'S ST 4 THINGS HE 1 THOUSAND S T 1
THE WHATSA SA 2 THERE'S T C 2 THINK H T 23 THOUSAND SC 7
THEATRE HA 3 THERE'S SC 7 THINK TT 3 THOUSAND SO 5
THEIR H T 3 THERE'S HA 10 THINK S T 1 THREE H T 2
THEIR ST 1 THERE'S TA 1 THINK TC 12 THREE ST 1
THEIR SC 1 THERE'S SA 4 THINK SC 2 THREE SC 4
THEIR HA 7 THERE'S SO 3 THINK HA 26 THREE HA 6
THEIR TA 1 THERE'S HE 8 THINK TA 1 THREE SA 3
THEIR SA 2 THESE H T 4 THINK SA 20 THREE HE 2
THEIR HE 2 THESE ST 6 THINK HO 3 THREW THROWED T C 1
THEM H T 13 THESE T C 1 THINK TO 1 THREW THROWED T A 2
THEM T T 1 THESE SC 2 THINK HE 12 THRILLED HA 1
THEM TC 4 THESE HA 6 THINKING SA 6 THROUGH S T 1
THEM HA 18 THESE TA 1 THINKS H T 1 THROUGH SC 1
THEM SA 10 THESE SA 7 THINKS TA 1 THROUGH HA 1
THEM SO 1 THESE HE 4 THIRD H T 2 THROUGH HE 5
THEM HE 11 THEY H T 12 THIRD HA 1 THROW SC 1
THEM 'EM ST 1 THEY ST 2 THIRD TA 2 THURSDAY TA 1
THEM 'EM SC 1 THEY TC 7 THIRTY H T 1 TIC TC 6
THEM 'EM HA 2 THEY SC 4 THIRTY ST 1 TICK SC 1
THEM EM TT 2 THEY HA 43 THIRTY SC 1 TICK SA 5
THEM EM ST 1 THEY TA 5 THIRTY HA 2 TICKETS HA 1
THEM EM TC 5 THEY SA 14 THIRTY HE 2 TICKLE TC 3
THEM EM HA 1 THEY SO 1 THIS H T 79 TICKLES TC 5
THEM EM TA 1 THEY HE 19 THIS TT 6 TIE TA 1
THEM EM TO 1 THEY'LL HA 4 THIS ST 28 TIED TA 2
THEM EM HE 5 THEY'LL HE 1 THIS TC 12 TIGHT H T 1
THEM GIVE'EM S T 1 THEY'RE H T 5 THIS SC 29 TILL H T 3
THEMSELVES HA 1 THEY'RE ST 4 THIS HA 58 TILL SC 1
THEN H T 9 THEY'RE TC 6 THIS TA 9 TILL HA 6
THEN TT 1 THEY'RE SC 4 THIS SA 70 TIME H T 13
THEN ST 6 THEY'RE HA 9 THIS HO 5 TIME ST 3
THEN TC 5 THEY'RE TA 3 THIS TO 1 TIME TC 1
THEN SC 11 THEY'RE SA 5 THIS SO 3 TIME SC 8
THEN HA 18 THEY'RE HE 3 THIS HE 52 TIME HA 27
THEN TA 2 THEY'VE HA 6 THIS TE 3 TIME TA 3
THEN SA 11 THICK HA 1 THIS'LL HE 1 TIME SA 17
THEN S.O 3 THICK HE 1 THOMAS ST 1 TIME SO 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 2 513 GROUP 2 CHILD 2 514




















































































































UM H E 40
UM TE 1
UN *SOUND H T 2
UN *SOUND TC 1
UN *SOUND SC 1
UN *SOUND HA 5
UN *SOUND SA 24








UNDERSTAND H T 2
UNDERSTAND S T 2
UNDERSTAND HA 3
UNDERSTAND S A 1
UNDERSTAND HE 1










UNUSUAL T E 1














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 2 618
WANT WANNA HA 5 WATCH HT 6 WE RE HE 2 WERE HO 1
WANT WANNA TA 2 WATCH ST 1 WE'VE HA 1 WERE SO 2
WANT WANNA SA 12 WATCH TC 2 WE'VE SA 1 WERE HE 5
WANT WANNA TO 1 WATCH SC 2 WEAR H T 2 WEST H T 1
WANT WANNA SO 3 WATCH HA 5 WEAR ST 4 WEST HA 1
WANT WANNA HE 1 WATCH TA 1 WEAR TC 2 WET H T 1
WANT WANTA TT 1 WATCH SA 8 WEAR HA 3 WET ST 4
WANT WANTA ST 1 WATCH HE 7 WEAR HE 3 WET HA 2
WANT WANTA TC 1 WATCHED H T 1 WEARING H T 4 WET SA 4
WANT WANTA SA 1 WATCHED HA 1 WEARING ST 1 WHAT H T 94
WANTED H T 3 WATCHER TC 1 WEARING SC 3 WHAT TT 3
WANTED TT 1 WATCHES H T 1 WEARING HO 1 WHAT ST 26
WANTED ST 2 WATCHING H T 1 WEARING HE 1 WHAT HC 2
WANTED SC 2 WATCHING HE 1 WEATHER HA 2 WHAT TC 20
WANTED HA 2 WATER H T 5 WEATHER SA 1 WHAT SC 23
WANTED TA 2 WATER SC 2 WEDDING SC 3 WHAT HA 86
WANTED SA 1 WATER HA 2 WEDDING SA 14 WHAT TA 8
WANTED HE 2 WATER TA 1 WEDDING SO 1 WHAT SA 74
WANTED WANNED TT 2 WATER SA 1 WEDNESDAY ST 1 WHAT HO 4
WANTS ST 1 WATER HE 1 WEDNESDAY HA 8 WHAT TO 2
WANTS TC 2 WATER'S H T 1 WEDNESDAY HE 1 WHAT SO 13
WANTS HA 2 WATERY SA 1 WEEK H T 1 WHAT HE 53
WARDS ST 1 WAVE HA 1 WEEK HA 4 WHAT WHA SC 2
WARM H T 3 WAVED HE 1 WEEK TA 1 WHAT WHATA H T 2
WARM TC 1 WAY H T 8 WEEK HE 1 WHAT WHATA HA 1
WARM HA 3 WAY S T 4 WEEKEND HA 1 WHAT WHATA HO 2
WARM TA 1 WAY SC 7 WEEKENDS HA 1 WHAT'D HA 4
WARM SA 2 WAY HA 7 WEEKS HE 1 WHAT'RE H T 2
WARMING HE 1 WAY TA 2 WEIRD HA 2 WHAT'RE SA 1
WAS H T 56 WAY SA 15 WELCOME H T 1 WHAT'S H T 11
WAS TT 1 WAY HE 11 WELCCME HO 1 WHAT'S T T 2
WAS ST 5 WAYS SA 1 WELL H T 36 WHAT'S ST 3
WAS TC 10 WE H T 10 WELL ST 7 WHAT'S TC 3
WAS SC 7 WE ST 2 WELL TC 2 WHAT'S SC 3
WAS HA 56 WE TC 4 WELL SC 7 WHAT'S HA 16
WAS TA 2 WE SC 21 WELL HA 32 WHAT'S TA 1
WAS SA 23 WE HA 22 WELL TA 3 WHAT'S SA 9
WAS TO 4 WE TA 5 WELL SA 35 WHAT'S TO 1
WAS SO0 4 WE SA 41 WELL HO 1 WHAT'S HE 8
WAS HE 29 WE TO 1 WELL SO 4 WHAT'S WHATSAM HA 1
WAS TE 2 WE SO 11 WELL HE 23 WHAT'S WHATSA SA 2
WASH H T 1 WE HE 9 WENT H T 2 WHATEVER TA 1
WASH SC 3 WE 'LL SC 1 WENT TC 2 WHATEVER SA 3
WASH HA 5 WE'LL HA 3 WENT HA 11 WHATEVER HE 1
WASH SA 1 WE'LL SA 10 WENT TA 1 WHEN H T 48
WASH SO 1 WE'LL HE 1 WENT SA 8 WHEN TT 3
WASHED SC 1 WE'RE HT 2 WENT SO 2 WHEN ST 3
WASHINGTON HA 1 WE'RE TC 2 WENT HE 5 WHEN TC 11
WASN'T HT 2 WE'RE SC 8 WERE H T 1 WHEN SC 4
WASN'T SC 1 WE'RE HA 1 WERE TT 2 WHEN HA 18
WASN'T HA 4 WE'RE TA 3 WERE SC 2 WHEN TA 2
WASN'T TA 1 WE'RE SA 10 WERE HA 24 WHEN SA 22
WASTE HA 1 WE'RE TO 2 WERE TA 3 WHEN TO 1
WASTED SO 1 WE'RE SO 1 WERE SA 4 WHEN HE 13
GROUP 2 CHILD 2 523 GROUP 2 CHILD 2 524
WHENEVER S C 1 WHOLE SC 3 WITH TA 6 WORKING ST 1
WHERE H T 25 WHOLE HA 2 WITH S A 22 WORKING T C 2
WHERE ST 4 WHOLE SA 7 WITH HO 1 WORKING HA 2
WHERE T C 3 WHOLE HE 1 WITH HE 19 WORKING S A 1
WHERE SC 5 WHOSE H T 2 WITHIN HA 1 WORKING HE 1
WHERE HA 19 WHY H T 17 WITHOUT H T 1 WORKING WORKIN H T 1
WHERE SA 5 WHY TT 2 WITHOUT ST 1 WORKS SC 5
WHERE TO 1 WHY ST 3 WITHOUT HA 4 WORLD H T 3
WHERE SO 2 WHY TC 6 WITHOUT SA 1 WORLD HA 3
WHERE HE 6 WHY SC 7 WIZ HT 1 WORRY HA 1
WHERE'D HA 2 WHY HA 15 WIZ TA 1 WORRY SA 1
WHERE'S HT 6 WHY TA 2 WIZ HE 1 WORRY HE 2
WHERE'S ST 2 WHY SA 21 WNBC HT 1 WORSE HT 2
WHERE'S SC 4 WHY TO 3 WOKE SC 1 WOULD H T 6
WHERE'S HA 2 WHY SO 3 WOLF HE 1 WOULD TT 1
WHERE'S HE 1 WHY HE 4 WOMAN H T 2 WOULD ST 1
WHETHER HA 1 WIDE SA 1 WOMEN HE 1 WOULD SC 2
WHICH SC 2 WIFE SA 1 WON'T H T 10 WOULD HA 14
WHICH HA 7 WIG H T 6 WON'T TT 2 WOULD TA 1
WHICH TA 1 WIG ST 1 WON'T ST 1 WOULD SA 19
WHICH SA 2 WIG HA 1 WON'T SC 2 WOULD HO 4
WHICH HE 3 WILL H T 21 WON'T HA 1 WOULD SO 1
WHILE HA 4 WILL TT 3 WON'T SA 2 WOULD HE 10
WHILE SA 5 WILL ST 11 WON'T TO 1 WOULDN'T H T 1
WHILE HE 2 WILL SC 4 WON'T HE 3 WOULDN'T S T 1
WHITE H T 1 WILL HA 9 WON'T TE 1 WOULDN'T HA 2
WHITE TT 1 WILL TA 8 WONDER H T 3 WOULDN'T HE 2
WHITE TC 3 WILL SA 8 WONDER TT 1 WOW H T 2
WHITE HA 6 WILL TO 1 WONDERFUL HA 2 WOW HA 1
WHITE SA 1 WILL SO 2 WONDERFUL SA 1 WOW HE 1
WHITE HE 1 WILL HE 1 WONDERING SA 1 WREN SC 1
WHITEY HA 1 WILL TE 1 WOOD HA 2 WRIST HE 1
WHITEY HE 1 WIN HA 2 WOOD SA 1 WRITE H T 2
WHO H T 27 WIND SA 1 WOODWORK HA 1 WRITE S T 11
WHO ST 2 WINDOW H T 1 WOODWORK SA 1 WRITE SC 1
WHO TC 2 WINDOW S A 1 WORD H T 2 WRITE HA 4
WHO S C 2 WINGS H T 1 WORD ST 2 WRITE SA 4
WHO HA 14 WINK HE 3 WORD SC 1 WRITING HE 2
WHO TA 1 WIPE SA 1 WORD HA 2 WRITING WRITIN' H T 1
WHO SA 16 WIRE H T 6 WORD SA 7 WRITTEN HA 1
WHO SO 1 WIRE HE 2 WORD HE 1 WRONG H T 2
WHO HE 7 WIRED SA 2 WORDS ST 5 WRONG ST 1
WHO'D HA 1 WIRES H T 6 WORDS SC 2 WRONG SC 3
WHO'D SA 1 WIRES HE 4 WORDS HA 7 WRONG HA 4
WHO'S H T 23 WISE SC 1 WORDS SA 4 WRONG TA 1
WHO'S TC 2 WISH H T 3 WORE H T 1 WRONG SA 1
WHO'S SC 1 WISH HA 1 WORE HA 3 WRONG HE 1
WHO'S HA 4 WISH SA 1 WORE WEARED H T 4 X H T 24
WHO'S SA 1 WISH HE 1 WORK H T 4 X TT 13
WHO'S SO 1 WITH H T 21 WORK ST 1 X ST 60
WHO'S HE 7 WITH TT 1 WORK HA 6 X HC 1
WHOEVER H T 1 WITH ST 2 WORK SA 12 X TC 108
WHOLE ST 2 WITH SC 8 WORK S0 1 X SC 66
WHOLE TC 1 WITH H A 36 WORKBOOKS SA 1 X HA 35
GROUP 2 CHILD 2 521 GROUP 2 CHILD 2 522
X TA 48 YES SA 17 YOU'LL HA 9 1 ST 19
X SA 62 YES SO 6 YOU'LL SA 3 1 SC 4
X T0 125 YES HE 12 YOU'LL HE 2 1 HA 8
X SO 38 YES YUP TC 2 YOU'RE H T 12 1 SA 13
X HE 10 YES YUP HE 6 YOU'RE TT 1 1 HE 6
X TE 1 YESTERDAY H T 4 YOU'RE ST 3 10 HT 1
Y H T 4 YESTERDAY S C 1 YOU'RE SC 11 10 TT 1
Y S0 1 YESTERDAY HA 2 YOU'RE HA 33 10 SC 2
Y HE 2 YESTERDAY HE 2 YOU'RE TA 2 10 HA 2
YARD SA 1 YET HT 3 YOU'RE SA 22 11 HT 1
YARN SA 1 YET SC 4 YOU'RE HO 1 11 TT 1
YAY HT 2 YET HA 7 YOU'RE S0 1 11 HA 1
YAY SC 1 YET SA 2 YOU'RE HE 17 12 TT 2
YAY HE 3 YET S0 1 YOU'RE TE 1 12 ST 1
YEAH H T 45 YET HE 2 YOU'VE HA 6 13+ H T 1
YEAH TT 5 YIKE TT 4 YOU'VE SA 1 13 HT 1
YEAH ST 11 YIKE TC 1 YOU'VE HE 3 13 TT 1
YEAH TC 11 YIKE TO 1 YOUNGER HE 1 13 ST 1
YEAH SC 21 YIKES TT 3 YOUNGEST HA 1 13 HA 1
YEAH HA 69 YIKES TC 1 YOUR H T 15 14 TT 2
YEAH TA 8 YIKES TO 1 YOUR TT 2 14TH TA 1
YEAH SA 12 YIPPEE SA 1 YOUR ST 6 15 TT 1
YEAH TO 2 YOGURT SA 1 YOUR TC 15 15 H E 1
YEAH SO 12 YORK HA 9 YOUR SC 18 16 HT 1
YEAH HE 57 YOU H T 272 YOUR HA 94 16 TT 2
YEAH TE 1 YOU TT 19 YOUR TA 5 18 HT 1
YEAH YEAUH H T 1 YOU ST 67 YOUR SA 44 19 HT 1
YEAR H T 6 YOU TC 57 YOUR TO 2 2 H T 7
YEAR HA 2 YOU SC 122 YOUR S0 2 2 ST 9
YEAR TA 2 YOU HA 410 YOUR HE 25 2 SC 2
YEAR S A 2 YOU T A 56 YOUR GETCHOR S C 2 2 HA 5
YEAR HE 3 YOU SA 269 YOUR'S HA 4 2 TA 1
YEARS HT 2 YOU HO 6 YOURS TC 1 2 SA 5
YEARS HA 9 YOU TO 10 YOURS SC 4 2 HE 3
YEARS HE 3 YOU SO 23 YOURS HA 4 20 TC 5
YELL HA 2 YOU HE 158 YOURS TA 1 20 SA 1
YELL HE 1 YOU TE 7 YOURS SA 1 20 T 0 1
YELLOW TC 1 YOU BETCHA H T 1 YOURS TO 1 21 HA 1
YELLOW S C 1 YOU BETCHU H T 1 YOURS HE 1 23 H T 1
YELLOW TA 1 YOU Y'ALL TO 1 YOURSELF ST 4 23 HE 1
YEP HT 1 YOU YA TC 1 YOURSELF HA 3 23RD TA 4
YEP ST 2 YOU YA SC 3 YOURSELF TA 2 3 H T 4
YEP TC 1 YOU YA HA 3 YOURSELF SA 1 3 TT 1
YEP HA 2 YOU YA TA 1 YOURSELF HE 3 3 ST 2
YEP TA 1 YOU YA SA 4 YUM TC 2 3 TC 1
YEP SA 1 YOU YA HE 1 YUMMY TC 2 3 SC 5
YEP HE 3 YOU YA TE 1 Z HO 2 3 HA 3
YES H T 36 YOU YO HT 1 ZERO SC 1 3 TA 1
YES TT 2 YOU YO SA 1 ZERO HE 1 3 SA 3
YES ST 9 YOU YOU'N' TO 1 ZEROS SA 2 3 HE 2
YES TC 5 YOU YUH H T 1 ZIP HT 2 30 HT 1
YES SC 10 YOU'D SA 7 0 ST 2 34 HE 1
YES HA 14 YOU'D HE 1 1 HT 8 35 TC 1
YES TA 15 YOU'LL ST 1 1 TT 2 4 HT 4
GROUP 2 CHILD 2 527
4 TT 1 55 HA 1
4 ST 4 6 HT 4
4 TC 1 6 TT 3
4 SC 3 6 SC 1
4 HA 1 6 HA 1
4 TA 1 6 HE 1
4 SA 2 7 HT 4
4 HE 3 7 ST 1
4TH HE 1 7 SC 2
48 H T 1 78N HT 1
5 HT 3 8 HT 5
5 ST 1 8 TT 1
5 SC 1 8 HE 1
5 HA 4 9 HT 2
5 HE 2 9 TT 1
5TH HA 1 9 SC 1
50'S HA 1 90TH HA 2
51 HE 1 90TH HE 1
54 ST 1 96TH HA 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 2 525 GROUP 2 CHILD 2 526

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ALMOS' H T 3
ALMOS' S C 1














AWRIGHT H T 29
AWRIGHT T T 11
AWRIGHT S T 11
AWRIGHT H C 2
AWRIGHT H A 6
AWRIGHT T A 2
AWRIGHT S A 3
AWRIGHT H E 20









































































































'N'YOUR S A 1













ANTHING H A 1




























































































































ASKIN' H E 1
HA 5
HE 2





























































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 3 529
BASKET H E 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S T 18 BEST BES' T E 1 BITE HA 1
BASKETBALL H T 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H C 2 BET H T 2 BITE H E 1
BATH H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE T C 1 BET HA 2 BLACK T A 1
BATH S C 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S C 11 BET HE 1 BLACK HE 2
BATH S A 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 9 BET T E 1 BLACKS T A 1
BATH H E 4 BECAUSE 'CAUSE T A 4 BET BETCHA H T 1 BLACKS T E 1
BATHING H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S A 4 BETTER T T 1 BLEED S A 1
BATHROOM H T 6 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HE 16 BETTER S T 2 BLESS HA 1
BATHROOM S C 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE T E 2 BETTER S C 4 BLIND HA 1
BATHROOM HA 2 BED H T 3 BETTER HA 3 BLOCK T A 1
BATHROOM S A 1 BED HA 2 BETTER T A 1 BLOCKS H E 1
BATHROOM HE 3 BED T A 1 BETTER S A 7 BLOOM S A 1
BATMAN H T 2 BED S A 1 BETTER HE 6 BLOWS HE 1
BATMAN HE 2 BEDROOM HA 1 BETWEEN HE 1 BLUE H T 1
BATS HE 1 BEDROOM HE 3 BICYCLE T A 1 BLUE S T 1
BATTERIES H T 1 BEEN H T 4 BICYCLE T E 1 BLUE S C 1
BATTERY HE 1 BEEN S C 2 BICYCLES T E 1 BLUE S A 1
BE H T 22 BEEN HA 4 BIG H T 24 BLUE HE 1
BE TT 4 BEEN SA 1 BIG TT 1 BOARD SA 1
BE S T 12 BEEN HE 5 BIG S T 15 BOAT H T 1
BE H C 5 BEER H T 1 BIG H C 1 BOAT HA 1
BE S C 12 BEER HA 1 BIG S C 15 BODY H.E 2
BE HA 30 BEETS H T 5 BIG HA 13 BOMB H T 1
BE T A 11 BEETS HA 4 BIG T A 5 BONES H T 3
BE . S A 44 BEETS HE 1 BIG S A 2 BONES HA 4
BE HE 31 BEFORE H T 4 BIG HE 8 BONES T A 1
BE T E 4 BEFORE H C 2 BIGGER H T 4 BOODY *MADEUP HE 2
BE S E 3 BEFORE S C 2 BIGGER S T 1 BOOGIE HE 1
BEAN SA 3 BEFORE HA 9 BIGGER HA 3 BOOK H T 6
BEANS S A 5 BEFORE S A 5 BIGGER HE 3 BOOK HA 6
BEAR H T 1 BEFORE HE 3 BIGGER BIGGER' H T 1 BOOK S A 1
BEARD HA 1 BEGAN HA 7 BIGGER BIGGER' ST 1 BOOK HE 7
BEARD HE 1 BEGIN HA 2 BIKE T T 2 BOOKS H T 3
BEARER HA 1 BEGINNING HE 2 BIKE T A 1 BOOKS HA 1
BEAT H T 5 BEGINS ST 1 BILL T E 2 BOOKS HE 1
BEAT S T 2 BEGINS S A 1 BILL'S HE 1 BOPPER T E 1
BEAT HE 1 BEHIND HC 3 BILLY SC 1 BOSTON HA 1
BEATS S T 2 BEHIND HA 1 BINGO H T 1 BOTH H T 1
BEATS S C 2 BEHIND HE 7 BINGO HA 3 BOTH S T 1
BEAUTIFUL H C 1 BEHIND BEHIN' H T 3 BINGO H E 4 BOTH S C 1
BEAUTIFUL S A 1 BEING H C 1 BINGO'S HA 1 BOTH HA 2
BEAUTY HE 1 BEING HA 9 BIRDS S C 1 BOTH HE 1
BECAUSE H T 8 BEING H E 4 BIRDS S A 1 BOTHER S C 1
BECAUSE T T 1 BELEFINT H T 1 BIRTHDAY H  OTHERING C
BECAUSE S T 1 BELEFINT H A 1 BIRTHDAY S T 2 BOTHERING BOTHERI S C 2
BECAUSE H C 2 BELIEVE H C 2 BIRTHDAY S C 1 BOTTLES H T 1
BECAUSE S C 10 BELIEVE H A 2 BIRTHDAY H A 1 BOTTOM S C 1
BECAUSE HA 17 BELIEVE T A 1 BIT H T 2 BOTTOM S A 4
BECAUSE T A 2 BEN S A 1 BIT S T 1 BOUGHT H T I
BECAUSE S A 9 BEND HA 1 BIT HA 6 BOUGHT T A 2
BECAUSE HE 11 BESIDE S O 1 BIT S A 1 BOUGHT S A 2
BECAUSE T E 3 BESIDES HA 1 BIT HE 4 BOUGHT HE 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 34 BEST H A 1 BITE S T 1 BOUNCING HE 2
BECAUSE 'CAUSE T T 2 BEST HE 3 BITE S C 1 BOX H T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 534 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 535
BOX HA 2 BROWN H T 1 BUTTON HE 1 CAN S C 13
BOXES HA 1 BROWN HA 1 BUTTON T E 1 CAN HA 35
BOY H T 3 BROWN T A 1 BUY H T 7 CAN T A 7
BOY HA 6 BROWN HE 2 BUY SC 1 CAN SA 61
BOY TA 1 BRUSH SC 1 BUY TA 5 CAN S 0 1
BOY S A 7 BRUSH HA 1 BUY S A 2 CAN H E 55
BOY T E 1 BUCK S C 2 BUY HE 1 CAN T E 2
BOY'S HA 1 BUCKLE H T 1 BUYING T A 4 CAN S E 2
BOYCOTT T E 1 BUDDIES HE 1 BY H T 3 CAN'T H T 20
BOYS H T 1 BUDDY H E 2 BY TT 1 CAN'T T T 9
BOYS T T 1 BUFFALO HE 2 BY S T 1 CAN'T H C 1
BOYS S C 1 BUHMURAHBUHIRE*MADEUP H T 1 BY S C 1 CAN'T S C 9
BOYS HA 4 BUILD HE 1 BY HA 4 CAN'T HA 10
BOYS S A 7 BUILDING HA 2 BY T A 4 CAN'T T A 5
BRAKE HA 1 BUILDING TA 1 BY SA 5 CAN'T SA 2
BREAD HA 3 BUILDING HE 3 BY HE 3 CAN'T HE 20
BREAD H E 2 BULB HE 1 BY TE 1 CAN T T E 1
BREAK H T 1 BUNCH S T 1 BYE H T 1 CANCER T A 1
BREAK S C 1 BUNCH H E 1 BYE HA 1 CANCER T E 2
BREAK HA 1 BUNK HE 1 BYE TA 1 CANCERS TE 1
BREAK H O 1 BURP H T 1 BYE H E 1 CANDY T A 2
BREAKFAST HA 2 BURP HC 2 BYE TE 1 CANOE HE 1
BREATHES HE 1 BURP HA 1 C H T 6 CANS S A 1
BRIDGE H A 1 BURPING HT 1 C TT 2 CAR HT 3
BRING H T 1 BURPING HA 1 C S C 2 CARD S A 2
BRING H A 1 BUS S C 1 C H A 9 CARDS S T 1
BRING T A 1 BUS H A 1 C T A 2 CARDS SC 1
BRING SA 9 BUSH H C 2 C HE 4 CARDS S A 3
BRING H O 1 BUSINESS T E 1 C'S HT 1 CARE H T 1
BRINGING S A 1 BUSY H C 1 C'S H A 1 CARE S T 2
BRINGING HE 2 BUSY H A 1 CAB H A 1 CARE S C 4
BRINGS H T 2 BUT H T 43 CAKE H A 1 CARE HA 2
BROCCOLI H A 1 BUT TT 2 CAKE T A 1 CARE T A 1
BROCCOLI H E 1 BUT S T 4 CAKE T E 1 CARE H E 1
BROKE H E BUT H C 1 CALL H T 1 CAREFUL H T 1
BROKEN H T 3 BUT S C 9 CALL S T 1 CAREFUL T T 3
BROKEN S C 1 BUT H A 16 CALL H C 1 CAREFUL S T 1
BROKEN H A 1 BUT TA 5 CALL H A 4 CAREFUL H A 3
BROKEN S A 1 BUT S A 17 CALL T A 1 CAREFUL S A 2
BROOK H T 2 BUT H O 1 CALL S A 1 CAREFUL H E 2
BROOK H A 2 BUT H E 40 CALL HE 2 CAREFUL S E 3
BROTH ST 1 BUT T E 2 CALL T E 1 CAREFULLY S A 1
BROTHER H T 6 BUT'S H T 1 CALLED H T 6 CARES H E 1
BROTHER S C 1 BUTCHER T A 1 CALLED H A 1 CARFULLY S A 1
BROTHER HA 1 BUTTER H T 8 CALLED HE 5 CARL H T 36
BROTHER SA 1 BUTTER SC 1 CALLING H T 1 CARL T T
BROTHER HE 3 BUTTER HA 11 CAME HA 5 CARL HA 12
BROTHER'S S C 1 BUTTER T A 1 CAME T A 1 CARL T A 3
BROTHERS H T 1 BUTTER S A 1 CAME S A 2 CARL H E 2
BROTHERS HA 1 BUTTER S E 1 CAMEO T A 1 CARL'S H T 1
BROTHERS HE 2 BUTTERCUP HA 1 CAN H T 61 CARL'S HA 1
BROUGHT H A 1 BUTTERS S T 1 CAN T T 3 CARLS H E 1
BROUGHT S A 1 BUTTERS S A 1 CAN S T 15 CARPETING H A 1. . .. . . . . ......- -
533GROUP 2 CHILD 3 532 GROUP 2 CHILD 3






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 3 537
DIDN'T HA 16 DO S 0 7 DON'T T E 4 DREW S A 1
DIDN'T T A 3 DO HE 70 DON'T 'ON'T H T 4 DRINK H T 8
DIDN'T S A 7 DO T E 7 DON'T 'ON'T HA 1 DRINK T T 2
DIDN'T S 0 1 DO S E 2 DON'T 'ON'T S A 1 DRINK HA 6
DIDN'T HE 16 DO DYA S A 1 DON'T 'ONT S T 1 DRINK T A 2
DIDN'T DIDN H T 1 DOES H T 8 DONE H C 2 DRINK HE 2
DIE S T 1 DOES S T 2 DONE S C 1 DRINKERS HA 1
DIE S C 1 DOES H C 2 DONE HA 1 DRINKING H C 1
DIFFERENT H C 2 DOES S C 3 DONE S A 4 DRINKING DRINKIN H T 3
DIFFERENT HA 1 DOES HA 8 DONE HE 1 DRINKING DRINKIN S T 1
DIFFERENT S A 1 DOES S A 12 DONUT'S T T 1 DRINKS H T 1
DIFFERENT HE 3 DOES HE 14 DONUTS H T 1 DRINKS HA 1
DIFFICULT HE 1 DOES T E 1 DONUTS T T 1 DRINKS HE 1
DINNER H T 2 DOESN'T H T 12 DONUTS HA 1 DROP H T 1
DINNER HA 9 DOESN'T T T 2 DONUTS T A 1 DROP S C 1
DINNER HE 6 DOESN'T ST 3 DONUTS HE 1 DROP HE 1
DINOSAUR H T 1 DOESN'T S C 5 DOO *SOUND H T 2 DROP T E 1
DINOSAUR HE 1 DOESN'T HA 8 DOOPER HA 1 DROPPED S A 1
DINOSAUR 'INOSAU HE 1 DOESN'T S A 3 DOOR H T 2 DROPPING S A 1
DIP S C 2 DOESN'T HE 7 DOOR H C 2 DROVE HA 1
DIP T A 1 DOG S C 1 DOOR HA 5 DRY S C 1
DIRECT H C 1 DOG HA 1 DOOR T A 1 DRYER HE 1
DIRECT HE 2 DOG SA 1 DOOR S A 2 DRYING H T 1
DIRECTION HA 1 DOG HE 2 DOOR HE 5 DUCKY H T 1
DIRECTIONS S A 1 DOGGIE HA 2 DOORMAN H C 1 DUCKY H E 1
DIRT T T 1 DOGGIE HE 1 DOORS T A 1 DUFFALO *MADEUP H T 1
DIRT S C 4 DOGS H T 1 DOUBLE H T 1 DUFFALO *MADEUP H E 1
DIRT S A 3 DOING H T 3 DOUBLE HE 2 DUFFALOO *MADEUP H T 1
DIRTY HA 1 DOING H C 3 DOWN H T 7 DUMB S C 4
DISAPPOINTED H A 1 DOING S C 2 DOWN T T 5 DURING HA 1
DISCUSSING S A 1 DOING HA 2 DOWN S T 3 DURING T A 1
DISCUSSING HO 1 DOING S A 6 DOWN T C 1 DYING HA 1
DISCUSSION S A 1 DOING HE 2 DOWN S C 1 E H T 2
DISGUSTING H A 1 DOING DOIN HA 1 DOWN HA 9 E ST 1
DISH HA 2 DOING DOIN HE 1 DOWN T A 10 E S C 10
DISHES HA 1 DOING DOIN' H T 5 DOWN S A 17 E HA 1
DISHWASHING HA 3 DOING DOIN S A 5 DOWN HE 7 E S 1
DISHWASHING HE 1 DOING DOIN' HE 3 DOWN T E 4 E H E 2
DISNEY HE 2 DOING DONIN'IN HE DR HA 1 E S E 1
DISRUPTING S A 1 DOLL S A 1 DRAG T E 1 EACH S C 1
DISTANCE HA 1 DOLLAR HA 2 DRAGON SC 4 EACH HA 7
DISTANCE HE 1 DOLLAR HE 2 DRAGON S A 1 EACH S A 2
DIVER HA 1 DOLLARS HA 2 DRAIN SA 1 EACH H 0 1
DIVERSIFIED T A 1 DON H T 1 DRAINS S C 1 EACH HE 2
DIVIDING HA 1 DON'T H T 91 DRAINS S A 1 EACH S E 2
DIZARD *MADEUP H T 1 DON'T T T 22 DRAPES HA 1 EAR H T 1
DO H T 83 DON'T S T 35 DRASTICALLY HE 1 EAR HA 2
DO TT 1 DON'T HC 2 DRAWS HA 1 EARL H T 1
DO ST 17 DON'T SC 33 DREADFUL HA 1 EARL H O 2
DO H C 5 DON'T HA 43 DRESS S C 1 EARLIER T A 1
DO SC 22 DON'T TA 18 DRESS HA 2 EARLY TA 3
DO HA 35 DON'T S A 31 DRESS S A 4 EARPHONES H T 2
DO T A 8 DON'T TO 1 DRESSED S A 1 EARS H T 3
DO S A 69 DON'T HE 56 DREW S C 1 EARS HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 542 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 543
EARS HE 2 ELSE'S S C 1 EVERYDAY S A 2 FAIRY H T 1
EARTHWEAR S C 1 EMPTY HE 1 EVERYONE S T 2 FAIRY HE 1
EASIER S C 1 END HA 1 EVERYONE HA 2 FALL H T 3
EASIER S A 1 END T A 2 EVERYONE S A 10 FALL S C 1
EASIER HE 1 END HE 3 EVERYONE'S S A 1 FALL HA 1
EASY H T 1 ENGLISH HA 1 EVERYTHING H C 2 FALL HE 4
EASY T T 1 ENGLISH T A 1 EVERYTHING HA 1 FALL T E 1
EASY HO 1 ENJOY HA 1 EVERYTHING HE 6 FALLEN H T 1
EAT H T 15 ENOUGH H T 3 EVERYTHING T E 2 FALLS H C 1
EAT HC 1 ENOUGH TT 1 EVERYTIME H T 1 FAMED HA 1
EAT HA 24 ENOUGH S T 1 EVERYTIME H C 1 FAMILY H 0 1
EAT HE 5 ENOUGH HA 3 EW *SOUND H T 1 FAMILY TE 1
EATER HE 2 ENOUGH T A 3 EXACT S C 1 FAN HE 1
EATING HA 3 ENOUGH S A 3 EXACTLY T A 1 FANTASTIC T A 1
EATING HE 2 ENOUGH HE 1 EXAM T E 1 FAR T T 4
EATS H T 3 ENOUGH T E 1 EXCEPT S T 1 FAR H C 3
ECHO HE 1 ENTENMANN'S TA 2 EXCHANGE HE 1 FAR HA 2
EDDIE H T 5 ENVIOUS HA 1 EXCITED HA 1 FAR TA 2
EDDIE S T 9 ENVY HA 1 EXCUSE H T 16 FAR HE 4
EDDIE SC 1 ER HA 1 EXCUSE HA 7 FASCINATED HE 1
EDDIE HA 3 ER HE 1 EXCUSE S A 3 FASCINATING HE 1
EDDIE'S ST 3 ERICA S T 2 EXCUSE HE 2 FAST H T 1
EDGE T A 1 ESPECIALLY H C 1 EXCUSE T E 2 FAST HA 1
EDGES S A 1 EVEN H T 1 EXCUSE 'SCUSE T T 1 FAST T A 1
EE *SOUND S C 1 EVEN H C 2 EXCUSED HE 1 FAST S A 1
EFFECT HE 1 EVEN SC 2 EXPECT HA I FASTER HA 1
EH SC 1 EVEN HA 3 EXPECTING HC 1 FAT ST 1
EIGHT HA 1 EVEN TA 1 EXPECTING HA 1 FATHER H T 3
EITHER H T 2 EVEN S A 1 EXPENSIVE T A 1 FATHER S C 1
EITHER S T 2 EVEN HE 2 EXPERIMENT S A 1 FATHER HA 1
EITHER S C 1 EVEN T E 1 EXPLAIN S A 1 FAVOR S C 1
EITHER HA 2 EVENING HE 2 EXPRESS HE 1 FAVOR S A 1
EITHER SA 2 EVER HT 2 EXPRESSION HA 1 FAVOR HE 2
EITHER HE 2 EVER H C 2 EXTRA HE 1 FAVORITE H T 1
ELBOW S C 1 EVER S C 3 EXTREMELY H A 1 FAVORITE T T 3
ELBOW SA 1 EVER HA 1 EYE SC 1 FEARSOME HA 2
ELBOWS S A 2 EVER T A 1 EYE T A 1 FEED HA 2
ELEPHANT HA 1 EVER HE 1 EYES H T 2 FEEL HC 2
ELEPHANT HE 1 EVERY H T 1 EYES T A 1 FEEL S C 3
ELEVATOR HA 1 EVERY SC 5 F H T 5 FEEL HA 2
ELEVEN HA 1 EVERY HA 1 FABULOUS HE 1 FEEL TA 3
ELK H T 2 EVERY S A 2 FACE H T 5 FEEL S A 12
ELK HA 1 EVERY HE 4 FACE S T 1 FEEL HE 3
ELK HE 1 EVERYBODY H T 1 FACE S C 2 FEELING FEELIN' T E 1
ELLIE ST 1 EVERYBODY ST 9 FACE HA 2 FEELS SC 2
ELLIE S C 1 EVERYBODY H C 1 FACE S A 10 FEELS S A 2
ELSE H T 6 EVERYBODY SC 1 FACE HE 1 FEELS HE 1
ELSE T T 2 EVERYBODY HA 1 FACES S T 1 FEET H T 2
ELSE ST 1 EVERYBODY S A 17 FACES HE 1 FEET S T 1
ELSE H C 1 EVERYBODY HE 2 FACING S A 2 FEET HA 1
ELSE HA 3 EVERYBODY EVRYBOD S T 1 FACT T A 1 FEET HE 3
ELSE T A 4 EVERYBODY'S H T 3 FACT S A 1 FELICIANO H A 1
ELSE S A 10 EVERYBODY'S S A 1 FACT HE 1 FELICIANO H E 1
ELSE HE 7 EVERYDAY S C 2 FAINT HA 1 FELIPE HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 540 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 541
FELL H T 4 FINISH HA 2 FOOT H T 1 FOUR S C 1
FELL S C 1 FINISH HE 2 FOOT S T 1 FOUR HA 2
FELL H E 1 FINISHED S T 7 FOOT S C 4 FOUR T A 1
FELLOW H T 1 FINISHED S C 5 FOOT HA 1 FOUR S A 1
FELLOW HA 3 FINISHED HA 4 FOOT H O 1 FOUR HE 3
FELLOW HE 2 FINISHED T A 1 FOOT HE 2 FOUR T E 1
FELLOW FELLA HA 1 FINISHED S A 4 FOOTBALL H T 3 FOURTEEN HA 1
FELLOWS HA 1 FINISHES H T 1 FOOTBALL HE 1 FRAIDY H E 1
FELT S A 2 FINISHES HA 1 FOR H T 16 FRANK HA 2
FELT H E 1 FINK H T 1 FOR T T 3 FREE H T 2
FERMENTED H E 1 FINS H T 1 FOR S T 7 FREE S C 1
FEROCIOUS HA 1 FINS HE 4 FOR H C 1 FREE S A 2
FERRET HA 1 FIRM H E 1 FOR T C 1 FREEZING FREEZIN H T 1
FEW S C 1 FIRST H T 5 FOR S C 7 FRENCH H E 1
FEW T A 1 FIRST S T 1 FOR HA 26 FREQUENTLY H E 1
FEW S A 3 FIRST S C 3 FOR T A 16 FRIDAY HA 1
FEW HE 1 FIRST HA 14 FOR S A 28 FRIED HA 1
FEW T E 1 FIRST T A 1 FOR TO 1 FRIEND H T 6
FIB HA 1 FIRST S A 6 FOR S O 1 FRIEND S T 4
FIBS H T 1 FIRST H E 5 FOR HE 33 FRIEND S C 3
FIBS H A 1 FISH HA 1 FOR T E 3 FRIEND HA 3
FIDDLER HA 1 FISHING H T 1 FOR S E 1 FRIEND HE 1
FIGHT H T 1 FISHING H E 1 FORCE H T 1 FRIEND FRIEN' S T 3
FIGHT S C 2 FIST S C 1 FORCE HA 1 FRIEND'S S C 2
FIGHTS H T 1 FIVE H T 2 FORCE H 0 1 FRIENDLY HA 1
FIGHTS H C 1 FIVE T T 1 FORCING HA 1 FRIENDS H T 1
FIGHTS H E 1 FIVE S T 2 FORD S T 9 FRIENDS S T 1
FIGURE T A 1 FIVE H C 1 FORD S C 1 FRIENDS S C 1
FIGURE H E 2 FIVE S C 3 FORD HA 2 FRIENDS H E 1
FILLED HA 2 FIVE HA 1 FORD S A 4 FROGGY HA 1
FILTER H E 2 FIX H C 1 FORD HE 6 FROM H T 3
FIN H T 1 FIXED S A 1 FOREVER S A 1 FROM T T 2
FIN T T 1 FLEISCHMAN S A 1 FOREVER H E 1 FROM H C 1
FIN S C 1 FLEISHMAN'S HA 3 FORGET H T 1 FROM S C 3
FIND H T 10 FLIP H E 1 FORGET H E 1 FROM H A 8
FIND HA 9 FLOAT H A 1 FORGOT H T 1 FROM T A 2
FIND T A 1 FLOOR H T 3 FORGOT H C 3 FROM S A 9
FIND S A 1 FLOOR S C 3 FORGOT HA 1 FROM H E 6
FIND H E 8 FLOOR H A 3 FORGOT S A 4 FRONT HA 3
FINE S T 2 FLOOR S O 1 FORGOTTEN HA 1 FRONT H E 2
FINE S C 2 FLOOR HE 4 FORGOTTEN T A 1 FROWN H T 1
FINE HA 1 FLOWER S C 1 FORK HA 3 FRUIT T A 1
FINE T A 1 FLOWER H E 1 FORK H E 1 FRUSTRATING T A 1
FINE S A 1 FLYS H T 1 FORM HE 2 FRY H E 1
FINE HE 1 FLYS H O 1 FORTH HE 2 FULL H T 3
FINGER H T 2 FOLLOW HA 1 FORWARD HE 1 FULL H C 1
FINGER S A 5 FOLLOW S A 6 FORWARD T E 1 FULL S C 1
FINGER H E 4 FONATHAN *MADEUP S A 1 FOUND H T 1 FULL S A 1
FINGERNAIL HE 2 FOOD H T 2 FOUND ST 1 FULL H E 1
FINGERNAILS S A FOOD HA 5 FOUND HA 2 FUN S C 1
FINGERS S C 1 FOOD HE 4 FOUND H E 2 FUN S A 1
FINGERS S A 3 FOOK *MADEUP H E 1 FOUR H T 2 FUNNY H T 2
FINGERS HE 2 FOOKY *MADEUP H T 1 FOUR T T 2 FUNNY S T 1
FINISH H T 3 FOOLED H E 2 FOUR S T 2 FUNNY H C 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 546 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 547
FUNNY S C 2 GINSBERG S C 1 GO HE 28 GOOD S C 7
FUNNY HE 1 GINSBERG S A 3 GO T E 9 GOOD HA 15
FURNITURE S A 1 GINSBURG S C 2 GOD H T 8 GOOD T A 9
FURNITURE HE 1 GIR *SOUND H T 1 GOD H C 4 GOOD S A 24
FUSS HA 1 GIRAFFE H T 1 GOD HA 5 GOOD H 0 1
G H E 1 GIRAFFE HA 2 GOD HE 1 GOOD HE 28
GA *SOUND SC I GIRAFFE SA 2 GOES H T 27 GOOD TE 6
GAME H T 2 GIRAFFE HE 4 GOES S T 3 GOODNESS HA 2
GAME HA 3 GIRL H T 5 GOES HA 3 GOODNESS SA 5
GAMES HA 1 GIRL T T 1 GOES T A 1 GOODNESS HE 2
GARBAGE H 0 1 GIRL S T 1 GOES S A 4 GOODNESS S E 1
GARDEN SC 1 GIRL SC 3 GOES HE 1 GOODY ST 1
GASSES H T 1 GIRL HA 2 GOING H T 4 GOODY SC 2
GAVE H T 4 GIRL HE 1 GOING T T 6 GOOSH *SOUND S A 1
GAVE HA 2 GIRL TE 1 GOING HC 4 GORILLA HE 1
GAVE HE 4 GIRL'S HA 2 GOING S C 13 GOT H T 15
GE *SOUND HA 1 GIRLS T T 1 GOING HA 16 GOT S T 3
GE *SOUND H E 1 GIRLS HA 1 GOING T A 7 GOT H C 1
GEE HA 3 GIRLS T A 1 GOING S A 12 GOT S C 14
GEE TA 1 GIRLS S A 6 GOING HE 4 GOT HA 7
GEE HE 3 GIVE HC 2 GOING GOIN TT 1 GOT TA 1
GENERALLY HA 1 GIVE S C 3 GOING GOIN HA 1 GOT S A 7
GENERALLY T A 1 GIVE HA 4 GOING GOIN' H T 2 GOT H E 22
GENERALLY H E 1 GIVE T A 1 GOING GOIN' T T 1 GOT T E 1
GENTLEMANLY T A 1 GIVE S A 9 GOING GOINNA S T 2 GOT GOTTA H T 8
GENTLEMEN H E 1 GIVE HO 1 GOING GON' S C 1 GOT GOTTA S C 2
GESTURE H E 1 GIVE S O 1 GOING GONNA H T 50 GOT GOTTA HE 5
GET H T 47 GIVE HE 7 GOING GONNA T T 12 GOTTEN HA 1
GET T T 22 GIVE GIMME H T 1 GOING GONNA S T 26 GRAB T E 1
GET S T 9 GIVE GIMME H C 1 GOING GONNA H C 3 GRABBED S C 1
GET H C 4 GIVE GIMME S C 5 GOING GONNA T C 1 GRACE H T 1
GET S C 17 GIVES HA 1 GOING GONNA S C 29 GRACE HA 5
GET HA 29 GLAD HA 2 GOING GONNA HA 27 GRACE HE 2
GET T A 28 GLAD T E 2 GOING GONNA T A 8 GRACIE S C 1
GET S A 28 GLASS S C 2 GOING GONNA S A 43 GRACIOUS HA 1
GET H O 1 GLASS HA 2 GOING GONNA H O 1 GRANDMOTHER HE 1
GET HE 23 GLAZE T T 1 GOING GONNA S O 2 GRAPE H T 1
GET T E 2 GLAZED T T 2 GOING GONNA HE 48 GRAPE T T 1
GETS S T 2 GLAZED T A 1 GOING GONNA T E 9 GRAPES T T 1
GETS T A 1 GLOOM H A 1 GOLD H T 2 GRAPES HA 1
GETTING H T 11 GLORIOUS T A 1 GOLD HE 3 GRAPES H E 2
GETTING T T 8 GLOW HA 1 GOLDEN HE 1 GRASSY HA 1
GETTING S T 1 GLUE S C 1 GOLLY T A 1 GRAVEL HA 1
GETTING HA 2 GLUE S A 2 GOLLY HE 2 GRAVY HA 1
GETTING T A 3 GO H T 52 GONE HA 1 GREASE H T 1
GETTING S A 2 GO T T 4 GONE H E 1 GREAT S T 1
GETTING HE 3 GO S T 9 GONE GON H T 1 GREAT H C 1
GETTING T E 1 GO H C 2 GONE GON T C 1 GREAT S A 1
GETTING GETTIN H T 1 GO TC 3 GOO TA 1 GREAT HE 3
GETTING GETTIN S C 1 GO S C 7 GOO GOOO H T 1 GREEN H T 2
GETTING GETTIN' S A 2 GO HA 23 GOOD H T 17 GREEN S T 1
GETTING GETTIN' H E 1 GO T A 16 GOOD T T 1 GREEN HA 2
GHOSTS S C 1 GO S A 15 GOOD S T 9 GREEN HE 2
GIA H T 1 GO T 0 1 GOOD H C 2 GREEN S E 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 544 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 545



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 3 549


















































































































































































































































































































































































IN H 0 1
IN HE 77
IN TE 7
IN DOIN'IN H E 1
INDEED HE 1
INDIAN H T 3
INDIAN HE 4






INFORMATION T A 1
INPUT TA 1
INSIDE H A 1
INSIDE S A 7
INSIDE H E 1
INSTEAD S C 1
INSTEAD HA 1
INSTRUMENTAL T E 1
INTAKE HA 1
INTERESTED S A 3
INTERESTING HA 4
INTERESTING T A 1
INTERESTING S A 2
INTERESTING T E 1
INTERFERE H A 1
INTERFERENCE H E 1
INTERRUPT T A 1





INVESTIGATED T A 1
INVITE H C 1
INVITE HA 1
INVITING H A 1
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NA H T 2
NA HA 1
NAAH H T 2
NAAW H T 1
NAAW HE 1












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OL' H T 1
OL' SC 1
OL' H 0 1
OL' HE 2













C'MON H T 1
C'MON TT 3




TALKIN' H T 1

















GROUP 2 CHILD 3 561
ONE S E 3 OTHER T T 1 PAINT S C 5 PAY HA 1
ONE'S H T 1 OTHER S T 2 PAINT S A 5 PAYING S A 1
ONE'S ST 1 OTHER SC 4 PAINT HE 1 PEANUT H T 3
ONE'S S C 1 OTHER HA 6 PAINTED S T 3 PEANUT S T 1
ONES H T 4 OTHER T A 2 PAINTED S A. 2 PEANUT S C 1
ONES HA 2 OTHER S A 11 PAINTING S T 2 PEANUT HA 7
ONES S A 1 OTHER HO 1 PAINTING S C 3 PEANUT T A 1
ONES HE 1 OTHER HE 18 PAINTING S A 1 PEANUT S A 2
ONLY H T 1 OTHERS T T 1 PAINTINGS S C 1 PEANUT S E 1
ONLY T T 1 OUCH H T 2 PAJAMAS H T 1 PEEK H T 2
ONLY H C 1 OUCH S C 1 PAJAMAS HA 1 PEEK HA 1
ONLY S C 2 OUGHT S A 2 PAJAMAS HE 1 PEEKING PEEKIN' S C 1
ONLY HA 4 OUR S T 1 PAJAMAS PAJAMAA HE 1 PEEP HE 2
ONLY TA 2 OUR HC 1 PAJAMMIES HE 1 PEEPEE PEEPEO SC 1
ONLY S A 3 OUR S C 3 PALACE HA 1 PEN HE 3
ONLY HE 5 OUR HA 6 PAN SC 2 PENCIL HE 1
0000 *SOUND S C 1 OUR T A 1 PANTS H T 1 PENCILS S A 1
0000 *SOUND HA 1 OUR S A 9 PANTS HA 1 PENS H T 1
OOPS H T 1 OUR HE 1 PAPER HA 5 PEOPLE H T 2
OOPS HA 1 OURS S T 2 PAPER S A 2 PEOPLE S T 1
OOPS T A 1 OURS S C 11 PAPER HE 1 PEOPLE S C 6
OOPS S A 1 OURSELVES H C 1 PARADE H T 2 PEOPLE HA 5
OOPS HE 1 OUT H T 12 PARADE HE 1 PEOPLE T-A 1
OOPS OOP S T 1 OUT T T 1 PARDON H C 1 PEOPLE S A 14
OPEN S T 1 OUT S T 15 PARDON HA 2 PEOPLE HE 5
OPEN S C 1 OUT S C 15 PARK S T 1 PEOPLE'S S A 1
OPEN HA 2 OUT HA 16 PARK S C 1 PEPPER HA 3
OPEN T A 2 OUT T A 6 PARK HA 1 PEPSI H T 1
OPEN HE 2 OUT S A 21 PARK T A 2 PEPSI HA 3
OPERATE HA 1 OUT HE 19 PARK S A 7 PERFORM HE 1
OPERATION T E 1 OUT T E 2 PART H T 3 PERFORMANCE HA 1
OPPORTUNITY HA 1 OUTRIGGER HE 1 PART H A 3 PERFORMING H E 1
OPPORTUNITY S A 2 OUTSIDE S C 1 PART S A 2 PERSON HA 2
OPTIMISTIC T E 1 OVA H T 1 PART HE 4 PERSON S A 3
OR H T 10 OVEN HE 3 PART T E 1 PERSON HE 1
OR T T 1 OVER H T 2 PARTIAL HE 2 PEST HA 1
OR S T 4 OVER S T 1 PARTICULAR HA 1 PET HA 1
OR H C 1 OVER S C 6 PARTY S A 1 PETAL H E 1
OR SC 6 OVER HA 4 PASS TT 1 PETER HC 3
OR HA 23 OVER TA 6 PASS ST 9 PETER HA 1
OR T A 5 OVER S A 12 PASS H C 1 PHIL S T 1
OR S A 21 OVER HO 3 PASS S C 25 PHILADELPHIA HA 1
OR HE 17 OVER HE 16 PASS HA 2 PHILADELPHIA T A 2
OR T E 4 OVERFLOW T A 1 PASS S A 7 PHILIP HA 2
ORANGE HA 1 OW H T 2 PASS S 0 1 PHILIP T A 1
ORDER SA 1 OW TT 3 PASSING ST 9 PIANO H T 4
ORDERED HA 1 OW HE 1 PASSING S C 3 PIANO H C 1
OREO HA 1 OWN H T 1 PASSING S A 3 PIANO HA 4
OREO'S H A 1 PA S T 1 PASSING PASSIN' SA 1 PIANO HE 2
OREO'S T A 2 PACKAGES H T 2 PAST H T 1 PICK S T 4
OREOS SC 1 PACKAGES H E 1 PAST HA 1 PICK S C 4
ORIENTED TE 1 PACKED HA 1 PATH HA 1 PICK HA 4
OSTRICH HA 1 PAGE HE 2 PAUSE HC 1 PICK TA 3
OTHER H T 3 PAINT S T 6 PAUSE HE 1 PICK S A 5
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 566 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 567
PICK HE 3 PLANTING S A 1 POTTING S A 1 PUSH S A 9
PICK S E 1 PLANTS S A 5 POUNDS HE 1 PUSHED S A 1
PICKED H T 1 PLANTS S O 3 POURED HA 1 PUT H T 30
PICKED H C 1 PLASTIC S A 2 POWDER HA 1 PUT T T 8
PICKED S A 1 PLASTIC HE 3 POWERED HE 1 PUT S T 4
PICKED HE 2 PLATE HA 1 PRAY T A 1 PUT H C 3
PICKING HE 1 PLATE HE 1 PREFER S T 1 PUT S C 16
PICKLE HA 1 PLAY H T 11 PREFER HA 5 PUT HA 12
PICKLES H T 6 PLAY H C 2 PREFER T E 1 PUT T A 3
PICKLES HA 1 PLAY T C 1 PREPARED HE 1 PUT S A 36
PICKLES HE 1 PLAY SC 3 PRESENCE HE 1 PUT HE 15
PICKS S T 1 PLAY HA 8 PRESSING T E 1 PUT S E 2
PICKS HE 1 PLAY T A 1 PRETEND HE 1 PUTS H T 1
PICTURE S T 2 PLAY S A 7 PRETTIER S T 1 PUTS S C 2
PICTURE S A 5 PLAY HE 2 PRETTIEST S C 2 PUTS S A 1
PICTURE H E 2 PLAYED HA 2 PRETTY S T 4 PUTTING H T 2
PICTURE S E 2 PLAYER S C 1 PRETTY S C 15 PUZZLE S C 6
PICTURES H T 11 PLAYER S A 3 PRETTY HA 1 PUZZLE S A 1
PICTURES S A 4 PLAYER'S S C 1 PRETTY T A 1 PUZZLES H T 1
PICTURES HE 1 PLAYGROUND HA 2 PRETTY S A 7 QUACK H E 1
PIECE H T 3 PLAYGROUND PLAYGRO T T 1 PRETTY HE 9 QUARTER HA 1
PIECE H A 2 PLAYING H E 1 PRETTY T E 1 QUARTER T E 1
PIECE HE 1 PLAYING PLAYIN' H T 2 PREVENT S A 1 QUEEN HA 1
PIECES H T 2 PLAYING PLAYIN' H E 1 PRINGLE S A 1 QUEENS H T 1
PIECES HA 1 PLAYS HA 2 PRINK TT 1 QUEENS HE 1
PIECES S A 1 PLEA S C 1 PRIOR HE 1 QUESTION H C 2
PIG H T 2 PLEASE H T 2 PRIVACY HE 1 QUESTION TA 1
PILOT T T 1 PLEASE H C 2 PROBABLY HA 2 QUESTION S A 7
PINCHED HE 1 PLEASE S C 8 PROBABLY S A 1 QUICK HE 1
PINEAPPLE T A 1 PLEASE HA 13 PROBABLY H E 4 QUICKLY S A 4
PINK S C 1 PLEASE S A 2 PROBABLY T E 1 QUICKSAND HE 1
PIPER H C 1 PLEASE S 0 1 PROBLEM T A 1 QUICKSILVER H T 1
PIRATES H T 1 PLEASE HE 7 PROBLEM S A 5 QUICKSILVER HE 3
PISCEAN T A 1 PLEASE S E 1 PROBLEM HE 1 QUIET H T 1
PISCES T A 1 PLEASED H E 1 PROCESS H E 1 QUIET S T 1
PITCHER S C 5 PLENTY HA 1 PROJECT S A 1 QUIET S C 1
PITCHER S 0 1 PLOT HA 1 PROJECT HE 1 QUIET HA 2
PIZZA S C 1 PLUG HE 2 PROMINENT HE 1 QUIET T A 1
PLACE S T 3 POCKET S A I PROMISES T E 1 QUIET S A 3
PLACE HA 2 POCKET HE 2 PROUD S A 2 QUIETLY HA 1
PLACE S A 1 POINT HA 2 PROVES S C 1 QUIETLY S A 2
PLACE HE 1 POINT HE 1 PSALM HA 3 QUIT SC 2
PLAIN HE 4 POLETTE S A 1 PSYCHIC HA 1 QUIT S E 1
PLAN HA 1 POOH H T 6 PUERTO H C 1 QUITE HA 2
PLAN S A 1 POOR HA 2 PUFF S C 2 QUITE HE 1
PLANET H T 1 POP HE 1 PUFFING HA 1 QUITE T E 1
PLANS HA 2 POPPING S A 1 PULL HA 3 R S C 1
PLANT ST 1 POSITION HA 1 PULL HE 3 R SA 2
PLANT S C 1 POSSIBLE T E 1 PULLING H T 1 R S E 1
PLANT SA 20 POSSIBLY TE 1 PURPOSE SA 1 RACE H T 1
PLANT S O 1 POST S T 1 PURSE HA 1 RACING HE 1
PLANTED S A 3 POST S C 4 PUSH T T 2 RACKET HA 1
PLANTER S A 1 POST S A 9 PUSH T C 1 RAIN H C 1
PLANTERS S A 2 POSTCARD S A 1 PUSH S C 1 RAIN HE 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 564 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 565
RAINCOAT H T 1 RED SE 1 RIGHT TE 11 RUN H T 2
RAINCOAT HA 2 REDFORD H T 3 RIGHT S E 1 RUN S C 1
RAINER S A 1 REDFORD HE 1 RIGHTY H T 2 RUN HA 2
RAT SC 1 REFERRING HE 1 RIGHTY HE 1 RUN TA 1
REACH H T 26 REFLECTIONS HE 1 RING HA 1 RUN SA 5
REACH HE 1 REFRIGERATOR HA 1 RIP S C 1 RUNNER T T 1
READ H T 21 REGRESSED HA 1 RIP S A 2 RUNS HA 1
READ ST 1 REGULAR S A 1 RIVER HA 1 RUSHES H C 1
READ HA 11 RELATIVES HE 1 ROAD S A 2 RUSHING HA 1
READ S A 1 REMAIN HA 1 ROAR HE 1 RUSSIA H E 1
READ H E 1 REMARKABLE HE 1 ROBERT H T 3 S S A 5
READ T E 1 REMEMBER H T 1 ROBERT HE 1 S H E 1
READING T A 1 REMEMBER H C 1 ROBES HA 1 SAD H T 13
READING HE 1 REMEMBER HA 1 ROBIN S C 2 SAD HA 2
READY H T 2 REMEMBER S A 2 ROBIN S A 2 SAD H E 7
READY S C 1 REMEMBER HE 4 ROBOT H T 1 SAID H T 37
READY HA 6 REMEMBER 'MEMBER H E 1 ROCK H T 2 SAID T T 8
READY S A 9 REMINDED T E 1 ROCK HA 1 SAID S T 2
READY TE 2 REMOVE HE 1 ROCK HE 1 SAID HC 1
REAL S C 1 REPLIED H A 1 ROCKEFELLER H A 1 SAID S C 3
REAL H A 1 REPLY H A 1 ROCKEFELLER RACHEFE H A 1 SAID HA 27
REAL S A 2 RESPONSIBILITI T A 1 ROCKS S C 2 SAID T A 3
REAL HE 3 REST H T 1 ROCKUM *MADEUP H T 1 SAID S A 2
REALLY H T 4 REST HA 1 RODE HA 3 SAID H E 18
REALLY H C 3 REST S A 4 ROLL H T 1 SAILED HA 1
REALLY S C 2 REST HE 2 ROLL HA 1 SALIENT T A 1
REALLY HA 12 REST RES' H T 1 ROLL S A 1 SALT HA 7
REALLY T A 5 REST RES' S A 1 ROLL H E 1 SALT HE 2
REALLY S A 11 RETURN HA 1 ROLLS HE 1 SAME H T 9
REALLY H E 14 RHYME HA 1 RONNIE S C 1 SAME T T 1
REALLY T E 2 RHYMES H T 19 RONNIE S A 1 SAME S T 5
REALLY REEALLY S A 1 RHYMES HA 7 ROOM H T 3 SAME S C 3
REASON S A 2 RHYMES H E 1 ROOM S C 1 SAME H A 4
REASON HE 1 RIBBONS S A 1 ROOM HA 7 SAME S A 3
RECEIVERS HE 1 RICAN H C 1 ROOM T A 3 SAME H E 7
RECESS HA 1 RICE H T 1 ROOM S A 5 SAME T E 1
RECOMMEND H E 2 RICE HA 6 ROOM HE 8 SAMMER S T 1
RECORD H T 2 RICE HE 1 ROOT S C 1 SAMMER S C 5
RECORD SC 6 RICH H T 4 ROPE TC 2 SAMMER'S SC 2
RECORD HA 4 RICH H E 1 ROPE S C 2 SAMUEL S T 1
RECORD S A 4 RICHES HE 1 ROPE S A 11 SAMUEL'S S T 2
RECORD HE 1 RID HA 1 ROSES HA 1 SAND S C 1
RECORDED HA 1 RIDE S C 1 ROTATES HA 1 SAND S A 3
RECORDED H E 2 RIDE HA 3 ROTATION H A 1 SANDWICH H A 2
RECORDER H T 1 RIDING T A 1 ROUGH ANROUGH S T 1 SANDWICH H E 2
RECORDER H A 1 RIGHT H T 16 ROUGHY *MADEUP S C 1 SANTA H T 1
RECORDER HE 2 RIGHT T T 4 ROUND 'ROUND H A 1 SANTA HE 2
RECORDING HA 2 RIGHT S T 6 ROUTINES H E 1 SAT H T 1
RECORDING HE 4 RIGHT H C 6 ROY S C I SAT S C 2
RECORDING T E 1 RIGHT S C 16 ROYAL HA 3 SAT H E 1
RED H T 1 RIGHT HA 22 RUBBER H T 1 SATURDAY HA 1
RED T T 1 RIGHT T A 8 RUBBER HE 1 SATURDAYS T A 1
RED HA 1 RIGHT S A 18 RUG S C 1 SAVE S T 3
RED HE 5 RIGHT HE 53 RULE HA 1 SAVE S A 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 570 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 571
SAVED H 0 1 SCREWED T A 1 SENSITIVE T E 1 SHIRT H E 4
SAVERS T A 1 SCUBA HA 1 SENTENCE HE 2 SHIRTS H T 1
SAW H T 7 SEASONS S A 1 SERIES HE 1 SHIRTS HA 1
SAW T T 1 SEAT S C 1 SERIOUS HA 1 SHIRTS H E 1
SAW S T 1 SEAT HA 1 SERPENTINE HA 1 SHIVER HA 1
SAW S C 1 SEAT S A 1 SET HA 3 SHOE H T 1
SAW HA 4 SEAT T E 1 SET T A 1 SHOE T T 1
SAW T A 1 SEATED S A 1 SET S A 1 SHOE S A 1
SAW H O 1 SEATS S A 1 SET H E 3 SHOE S 0 1
SAW H E 4 SECOND S A 1 SETS HE 2 SHOE'S S A 1
SAY H T 28 SECOND HE 14 SETTING T A 1 SHOES H T 4
SAY T T 3 SECOND S E 2 SEVEN HA 1 SHOES HA 1
SAY S T 3 SECOND SECON' S C 1 SEVEN S O 1 SHOES HE 1
SAY H C 11 SECOND SECON' S A 1 SH H T 1 SHOOT H C 1
SAY S C 12 SECOND SECON' H E 1 SH S T 2 SHOOT H E 2
SAY HA 39 SECOND SECON' S E 1 SH SSH H T 1 SHOOTING H T 1
SAY TA 2 SECONDS HC 1 SH SSSH SA 3 SHOP TA 1
SAY S A 7 SECONDS HE 1 SH SSSHH S A 3 SHOP H E 1
SAY HE 44 SECRET HA 1 SH SSSSH S A 2 SHOPPING T A 1
SAY T E 3 SECTION T A 1 SH SSSSH S 0 1 SHORT H T 2
SAY S E 4 SEE H T 69 SH SSSSHH S A 3 SHORT H C 1
SAYING H T 1 SEE T T 1 SH SSSSH S A 1 SHORT T A 1
SAYING HC 2 SEE ST , 6 SHAKE H T 1 SHORT HE 2
SAYING HA 5 SEE H C 3 SHAKE HE 2 SHORT T E 1
SAYING S A 1 SEE S C 6 SHAKING S A 1 SHOT H T 1
SAYS H T 3 SEE HA 25 SHAKY T E 1 SHOULD H C 2
SAYS S T 2 SEE T A 10 SHALL H T 1 SHOULD S C 2
SAYS HA 3 SEE S A 27 SHALL T A 1 SHOULD HA 4
SAYS S A 1 SEE S 0 1 SHALL S A 2 SHOULD T A 4
SAYS H E 4 SEE H E 71 SHALL HE 2 SHOULD S A 1
SCARE S C 1 SEE T E 7 SHALL S E 2 SHOULD HE 4
SCARE H E I SEED S C 1 SHARE H T 1 SHOULDN'T T A 1
SCARED H T 4 SEED S A 1 SHARED HA 1 SHOULDN'T S A 1
SCARED S T 2 SEEDS S C 3 SHARP S C 1 SHOULDN'T H E 1
SCARED S C 1 SEEDS S A 1 SHE H T 6 SHOVEL S C 2
SCARED S A 2 SEEDS S 0 2 SHE S T 15 SHOVEL S A 1
SCARIER S T 1 SEEK H E 1 SHE S C 17 SHOW H T 2
SCARY H T 1 SEEM HE 1 SHE HA 8 SHOW S T 1
SCARY S T 4 SEEMS T A 1 SHE S A 9 SHOW H C 1
SCARY S C 1 SEEN H T 2 SHE H 0 1 SHOW S C 2
SCARY S A 4 SEEN H C 1 SHE HE 10 SHOW HA 3
SCATTERING HA 1 SEEN HA 1 SHE'LL ST 1 SHOW TA 1
SCHMOO H T 1 SEEN T A 2 SHE'LL SA 1 SHOW SA 4
SCHOOL H T 1 SEEN HE 5 SHE'S H T 2 SHOW HE 3
SCHOOL H C 1 SELECTED HA 1 SHE'S S T 3 SHOWING HA 2
SCHOOL S C 3 SELECTED S A 1 SHE'S S C 5 SHOWS H T 2
SCHOOL HA 2 SELECTION T A 1 SHE'S H A 2 SHRIMPS HA 1
SCHOOL T A 1 SELECTS T A 1 SHE'S S A 2 SHUT H T 1
SCHOOL S A 5 SELOFINT *MADEUP H T 3 SHE'S H E 1 SHUT HA 1
SCHOOL HE 2 SELOFINT *MADEUP H A 1 SHEEP S C 1 SICK H T 3
SCISSORS S C 4 SEND S C 3 SHELF HE 2 SICK HA 1
SCISSORS S A 5 SENDING S A 1 SHELVES HE 2 SICK H E 1
SCOLD HA 1 SENSE HE 1 SHENANDOAH HA 1 SIDE T T 2
SCOOP S C 1 SENSE T E 1 SHIRT S C 1 SIDE H C 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 568 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 569

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 3 573
TAKE T C 1 TEACHER S C 3 THANK S C 2 THE T E 14
TAKE SC 5 TEACHER HA 3 THANK HA 3 THE DA SC 2
TAKE HA 8 TEACHER SA I THANK TA 6 THE DA SA 1
TAKE SA 26 TEASE SA 1 THANK SA 3 THE DAH H T 7
TAKE HE 15 TEASING HT 1 THANK HE 7 THE DAH HE 2
TAKE TE 1 TEASING HA 2 THANK TE 2 THE DUH H T 1
TAKEN HA 1 TEASING HE 1 THANK SE 3 THE THA TT 1
TAKEN S A 2 TEASPOON H C 1 THANKS H T 1 THE THA S T 1
TAKES ST 3 TEASPOON HA 1 THANKS ST 1 THEATRE HA 3
TAKES HA 1 TEETH H T 1 THANKS HA 1 THEIR H T 2
TAKES S A 1 TEETH HA 1 THANKS HE 1 THEIR HA 9
TAKING H T 1 TEETH HE 2 THANKSGIVING HE 1 THEIR T A 2
TAKING S T 1 TELEPHONE H T 1 THAT H T 105 THEIR S A 6
TAKING TAKIN' SC 1 TELEPHONE HA 1 THAT T T 16 THEIR HE 1
TAKING TAKIN' S A 1 TELEPHONE HE 1 THAT S T 21 THEIR T E 2
TAKING TAKIN' HE 1 TELEVISION HA 1 THAT H C 16 THEM H T 9
TALE H T 1 TELL H T 1 THAT T C 2 THEM T T 1
TALE HE 1 TELL ST 2 THAT SC 37 THEM ST 3
TALK H T 2 TELL S C 2 THAT HA 89 THEM H C 3
TALK SC 1 TELL HA 5 THAT TA 13 THEM SC 3
TALK HA 3 TELL T A 3 THAT S A 85 THEM HA 10
TALK T A 1 TELL S A 11 THAT H 0 1 THEM T A 8
TALK SA 4 TELL S 0 1 THAT S 0 1 THEM SA 11
TALK HE 1 TELL HE 12 THAT HE 118 THEM HE 2
TALKED HA 1 TELLING H T 1 THAT T E 7 THEM T E 1
TALKED HE 1 TELLING HA 4 THAT SE 1 THEM 'EM H T 18
TALKING H C 2 TELLING S A 1 THAT 'AVEITT H T 1 THEM 'EM S T 1
TALKING HA 4 TEMPERAMENTAL H E 1 THAT'LL S A 1 THEM 'EM H C 2
TALKING S A 2 TEN HA 2 THAT'LL H E 1 THEM 'EM HA 3
TALKING HE 4 TEN HE 2 THAT'S H T 56 THEM 'EM S A 6
TALKING TALKIN' H T 1 TENDENCY HA 1 THAT'S T T 4 THEM 'EM HE 9
TALKING TALKIN' H C 1 TENDS T A 1 THAT'S S T 7 THEM EM H T 6
TALKING TALKIN' HA 1 TENNIS HA 3 THAT'S H C 5 THEM EM T T 2
TALKING TALKIN H E 1 TENNIS H E 1 THAT'S S C 14 THEM EM S T 1
TALKING TALKIN' H E 3 TERRACE H E 1 THAT'S HA 32 THEM EM T A 1
TALL HA 2 TERRIBLE H C 1 THAT'S T A 13 THEM EM S A 1
TALL HE 1 TERRIBLE HA 3 THAT'S S A 36 THEM EM HE 4
TALLER H T 1 TERRIFIC H T 1 THAT'S HE 55 THEM SOCKUM H T 1
TALLER HE 1 TERRIFIC HA 1 THAT'S T E 3 THEMSELVES S A 1
TAPE H C 1 TERRIFIC T A 1 THAT'S S E 1 THEN H T 29
TAPE HA 2 TERRIFIC HE 3 THAT'S DAT'S S A 1 THEN S T 6
TAPE HE 9 TESTING HA 1 THAT'S THA'S S T 1 THEN H C 2
TAPES HE 1 THAN H T 4 THAT'S THA'S HA 1 THEN S C 9
TASTE H T 4 THAN ST 6 THE H T 105 THEN HA 18
TASTE ST 1 THAN HC 1 THE TT 7 THEN TA 8
TASTE HA 4 THAN SC 7 THE ST 39 THEN SA 22
TASTE T A 1 THAN HA 6 THE H C 18 THEN H E 18
TASTE HE 2 THAN T A 2 THE S C 93 THERE H T 33
TASTED T A 1 THAN S A 1 THE HA 169 THERE T T 6
TASTES HA 1 THAN H E 11 THE T A 54 THERE S T 5
TAUGHT HA 2 THAN T E 1 THE S A 181 THERE H C 2
TEA H T 3 THAN BIGGER' H T 1 THE H 0 2 THERE S C 14
TEA HA 5 THAN BIGGER' S T 1 THE S 0 1 THERE HA 25
TEA HE 5 THAN TOUGHER S C 1 THE HE 201 THERE T A 23
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 578 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 579
THERE S A 20 THING HE 7 THOSE T E 1 TIME H T 14
THERE H O 1 THING ANTHING HA 1 THOUGH H T 1 TIME S T 2
THERE S O 3 THING SOMETHI H T 4 THOUGH H C 1 TIME H C 1
THERE HE 26 THING SOMETHI HE 5 THOUGH S C 1 TIME S C 2
THERE T E 1 THINGS H T 15 THOUGH HA 3 TIME HA 15
THERE DERE H T 1 THINGS T T 1 THOUGH HE 7 TIME T A 7
THERE DERE T T 1 THINGS S C 4 THOUGHT T T 1 TIME S A 12
THERE DERE S C 1 THINGS HA 4 THOUGHT S T 1 TIME HO 1
THERE'D SA 1 THINGS TA 6 THOUGHT HA 5 TIME HE 22
THERE'LL SA 1 THINGS SA 8 THOUGHT H 0 1 TIME TE 2
THERE'RE H T 3 THINGS H E 5 THOUGHT HE 6 TIMER HA 2
THERE'S H T 10 THINGS T E 1 THREE H T 9 TIMER HE 1
THERE'S T T 1 THINK H T 24 THREE T T 3 TIMES S A 3
THERE'S S T 3 THINK T T 2 THREE ST 8 TIMES H E 2
THERE'S S C 1 THINK S T 1 THREE S C 5 TIN H T 1
THERE'S HA 5 THINK H C 1 THREE HA 3 TIRED H T 5
THERE'S T A 4 THINK S C 2 THREE T A 1 TIRED HA 2
THERE'S SA 13 THINK HA 31 THREE TE 2 TIRED HE 3
THERE'S HE 4 THINK T A 7 THROAT H T 3 TO H T 93
THERE'S T E 1 THINK S A 35 THROAT HA 2 TO T T 8
THESE H T 25 THINK HE 28 THRONES HA 1 TO S T 20
THESE T T 5 THINK T E 5 THROUGH H T 1 TO H C 13
THESE S T 4 THINKING H C 1 THROUGH S T 5 TO T C 2
THESE S C 5 THINKING HA 4 THROUGH H C 2 TO S C 65
THESE HA 2 THINKING S A 1 THROUGH S C 1 TO HA 121
THESE T A 10 THINKING H E 1 THROUGH HA 2 TO TA 39
THESE S A 7 THINKS S A 1 THROUGH T A 1 TO S A 177
THESE H E 10 THIRTEEN H T 1 THROUGH HE 3 TO H O 1
THESE T E 1 THIRTY H T 1 THROW ST 1 TO S 0 3
THEY H T 32 THIS H T 162 THROW HA 1 TO H E 95
THEY T T 4 THIS T T 3 THROW S A 1 TO T E 10
THEY S T 1 THIS S T 50 THROWS S T 1 TO S E 2
THEY H C 3 THIS H C 4 THUMB S A 1 TO GOINNA S T 2
THEY S C 13 THIS T C 1 THURSDAY HA 1 TO GONNA H T 50
THEY HA 22 THIS S C 47 THURSDSAY H C 1 TO GONNA T T 12
THEY T A 14 THIS HA 32 TICKET HO 1 TO GONNA S T 26
THEY S A 13 THIS T A 8 TICKETS H C 2 TO GONNA H C 3
THEY HE 8 THIS , SA 63 TICKETS HA 1 TO GONNA TC 1
THEY T E 9 THIS T O 1 TICKETS S A 2 TO GONNA S C 29
THEY 'EY H T 1 THIS S 0 2 TICKETS HE 2 TO GONNA HA 27
THEY'LL HA 3 THIS HE 65 TIE T T 1 TO GONNA T A 8
THEY'RE H T 15 THIS T E 15 TIE S C 1 TO GONNA S A 43
THEY'RE S T 1 THIS S E 1 TIE S A 2 TO GONNA H 0 1
THEY'RE H C 1 THIS DIS H T 1 TIE S 0 1 TO GONNA S 0 2
THEY'RE HA 5 THOMAS T A 1 TIED S C 1 TO GONNA HE 48
THEY'RE T A 5 THOMAS T E 1 TIED S A 1 TO GONNA T E 9
THEY'RE HE 7 THOSE H T 9 TIGER H T 2 TO GOTTA H T 8
THIN HA 1 THOSE TT 5 TIGER HE 2 TO GOTTA SC 2
THING H T 16 THOSE S T 4 TIGHT H T 1 TO GOTTA HE 5
THING S T 5 THOSE S C 5 TIGHT HA 1 TO TA H T 2
THING S C 5 THOSE HA 3 TIGHT S A 1 TO TA T C 1
THING HA 4 THOSE T A 4 TILL S C 2 TO TA S C 1
THING T A 1 THOSE S A 3 TILL HA 4 TO TA HA 2
THING SA 3 THOSE HE 19 TILL HE 2 TO TA SA 4
GROUP 2 CHILD 3 576 GROUP 2 CHILD 3 577

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UH *SOUND H 0
UH *SOUND S 0
UH *SOUND H E
UH *SOUND T E
UH-HUH H E
UH-HUH MHM H T
UH-HUH MHM S T
UH-HUH MHM S C
UH-HUH MHM H A
UH-HUH MHM S A
UH-HUH MHM S 0
UH-HUH MHM HE












UM UMM H E
UM UMMM H E
UM UUM SC
UM UUM SA
UN *SOUND H T
UN *SOUND S T
UN *SOUND S A
UN *SOUND H E

















































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 3 581























































































































































































































































































































































BETCHA H T 1
D'YA SA 1
































































































WHA' H T 1
WHATA H T 2
WHATA SA 2
WHATA HE 2























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 3 585























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































589GROUP 2 CHILD 3
A H T 127 AGAIN H T 11 ALL Y'ALL HA 2 AN S T 13
A TT 18 AGAIN TT 2 ALLIGATOR H T 4 AN HC 49
A S T 29 AGAIN H C 2 ALLIGATOR H C 2 AN T C 5
A H C 88 AGAIN S C 2 ALLIGATORS H C 1 AN HA 118
A T C 18 AGAIN HA 4 ALMOST HA 4 AN T A 1
A S C 37 AGAIN S A 3 ALMOST HE 3 AN S A 4
A H A 180 AGAIN HE 1 ALMOST ALMOS H C 1 AN HE 29
A T A 2 AGAIN T E 2 ALONE T T 1 AN T E 1
A S A 80 AGAIN AGIN H C 1 ALONE H C 1 AND H T 20
A S O 12 AGAINST H C 4 ALONE T C 1 AND T T 8
A HE 94 AGAINST S E 1 ALONE HA 2 AND S T 13
A T E 1 AGO HA 1 ALONG S A 1 AND H C 25
A S E 3 AGO HE 1 ALONG HE 1 AND T C 3
A AN'A HC 1 AH H T 13 ALREADY H T 3 AND SC 11
A WHATA HA 1 AH T T 1 ALREADY T T 2 AND HA 83
A WHATA TE 1 AH ST 2 ALREADY S-T 1 AND TA 1
ABOUT H T 1 AH H C 4 ALREADY HA 1 AND S A 52
ABOUT S T 1 AH T C 1 ALREADY AWREADY H T 1 AND S O 1
ABOUT H C 8 AH HA 7 ALRIGHT H T 8 AND H E 12
ABOUT HA 22 AH HE 1 ALRIGHT T T 2 AND 'N H T 6
ABOUT S A 6 AH AHH H T 1 ALRIGHT H C 1 AND 'N H C 1
ABOUT S O 1 AHAW *SOUND H T 1 ALRIGHT T C 1 AND 'N HE 1
ABOUT H E 6 AHEAD H T 1 ALRIGHT HA 15 AND 'N' H T 3
ABOUT 'BOUT H T 1 AHEAD H C 1 ALRIGHT SA 4 AND 'N' S T 1
ABOUT 'BOUT S C 1 AHEAD HA 1 ALRIGHT HE 6 AND 'N' HA 3
ABOUT ABOUTS HA 1 AHEAD S A 2 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H T 18 AND 'N' HE 2
ABOVE HA 1 AHEAD S E 2 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT T T 2 AND 'NSWEET HA 1
ABSENT HA 1 AIDE HA 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S T 7 AND AN' H T 6
ABSENT S A 2 AIN'T H T 5 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H C 1 AND AN' T T 1
ACAPULCO H C 1 AIN'T T T 3 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H A 5 AND AN' S T 4
ACAPULCO HA 3 AIN'T S T 3 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S A 2 AND AN' H C 6
ACAPULCO HE 1 AIN'T T C 3 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H E 2 AND AN' HA 24
ACCENT HA 1 AIN'T HA 2 ALRIGHT S'ALRIG HA 1 AND AN' HE 6
ACHOO *SOUND H T 1 AIR S T 1 ALSO HA 1 AND AN' T E 1
ACROSS HA 1 AIR S C 1 ALWAYS H T 7 AND AN'A H C 1
ACTUALLY HE 2 AIR HA 1 ALWAYS T T 1 AND AN'TOYS H C 1
ACTUALLY T E 1 AIR HE 2 ALWAYS S T 1 AND ANCLIMB HA 1
ADD S T 1 AIRFORCE HA 4 ALWAYS H C 2 AND ANGO H T 2
ADD HA 1 AIRFORCE HE 1 ALWAYS HA 12 AND ANHE'S S T 1
ADDING HA 1 ALABAMA H C 1 ALWAYS S A 1 AND ANI H C 1
ADDRESS HE 1 ALABAMA HA 2 ALWAYS HE 1 AND ANIT HA 1
ADIOS TA 1 ALBERT SA 5 AM HT 4 AND ANMY HC 2
ADULT HA 1 ALEX SA 4 AM TT 1 AND ANMY SC 1
ADVENTURER HE 1 ALL H T 25 AM H C 2 AND ANTHEY H T 1
ADVERTISE H C 2 ALL T T 5 AM S C 1 AND ANWHEN HA 1
ADVERTISED HA 1 ALL S T 6 AM S A 1 AND ANYOU H T 1
AFRICA H C 4 ALL HC 13 AM 'M HC 1 ANESTHETIST ANETHES HA 2
AFRICA HA 2 ALL TC 2 AM 'M HA 1 ANIMAL SA 2
AFRO T T 1 ALL HA 42 AMEN H T 2 ANIMALS S A 2
AFTER H T 1 ALL TA 1 AMEN HA 1 ANNA H T 1
AFTER HA 6 ALL S A 7 AMEN HE 1 ANNA H C 2
AFTER S A 1 ALL HE 7 AMERICAN HA 1 ANNIE H C 2
AFTERNOON HA 2 ALL T E 2 AN H T 90 ANNIE'S HA 1
AFTERNOON H E 1 ALL Y'ALL T T 1 AN T T 15 ANNIVERSARY HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 592 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 593
ANOTHER H T 2 ARE TT 4 ATE HC 1 BAD HC 1
ANOTHER ST 1 ARE ST 4 ATE HA 5 BAD SC 1
ANOTHER HC 2 ARE HC 17 ATTACKED ST 1 BAD SA 3
ANOTHER HA 8 ARE T C 2 AUDIENCE HA 1 BAD HE 1
ANOTHER SA 1 ARE SC 2 AUNT HC 2 BAG HC 1
ANOTHER HE 2 ARE HA 27 AUNT HA 2 BAG TC 1
ANOTHER ANOTHA H T 2 ARE T A 3 AVAILABLE S A 1 BAG HA 1
ANOTHER ANOTHA S T 1 ARE S A 15 AVERAGE HA 1 BAKE HA 2
ANOTHER ANUDDEE TT 1 ARE HE 13 AVOIDING HA 1 BAKE HE 2
ANOTHER NOTHER TT 1 ARE SE 1 AW HT 3 BAKED HA 1
ANSWERED SA 1 ARE 'RE H T 1 AW TT 1 BALL H T 1
ANTENNA HA 1 AREN'T HA 1 AW HE 1 BALL TT 3
ANTHONY S T 6 AREN'T HE 1 AWAKE H C 1 BALL H C 1
ANTHONY TA 1 ARM HA 2 AWAY H T 3 BALL HA 1
ANTHONY SA 11 ARM HE 1 AWAY HC 3 BALL TA 1
ANTHONY'S SA 1 ARMS HA 2 AWAY HA 8 BALLOON ST 1
ANTONIO T A 1 AROUND H T 5 AWAY S A 3 BALLOONS S T 2
ANTONIO SA 1 AROUND TT 1 AWAY S O 1 BAM H T 9
ANY H T 9 AROUND S T 2 AWAY H E 2 BAM S T 4
ANY H C 1 AROUND T C 3 AWAY S E 1 BANANA H T 1
ANY SC 1 AROUND HA 4 AWAYS H T 1 BANG H T 5
ANY HA 14 AROUND S A 6 AWAYS HA 1 BANG S E 1
ANY SA 3 AROUND HE 1 AWHILE HA 1 BANGING BANGIN' HA 1
ANY HE 3 AROUND T E 1 AWHILE T E 1 BANGING BANGIN S T 1
ANYBODY H T 1 AROUND AROUN H T 1 AYE H T 2 BANK S T 1
ANYBODY T T 3 AROUND AROUN HE 2 AYE T T 2 BANK S C 3
ANYBODY HC 1 ARROW ST 1 AYE HC 1 BAR H T 6
ANYBODY S A 6 ARTICHOKES H C 1 AYE S C 2 BAR H C 2
ANYBODY HE 1 ARTICHOKES HE 1 B HT 4 BAR HA 5
ANYMORE HA 5 AS H T 2 B S T 1 BAR'S H T 1
ANYMORE HE 1 AS HA 15 B HE 2 BARBADOS H T 1
ANYONE SA 4 AS SA 5 BABBLE H T 1 BARBADOS H C 2
ANYTHING H T 6 AS HE 3 BABE H T 1 BARBADOS HA 1
ANYTHING H C 1 ASHER S T 2 BABIES T T 1 BARBARA H C 2
ANYTHING H A 6 ASK H T 1 BABY TT 3 BARBIE H T 5
ANYTHING, S A 1 ASK T T 1 BABY S T 1 BARELY HA 1
ANYTHING HE 5 ASK S T 1 BABY T C 5 BARNEY H C 1
ANYTHING SE 1 ASK HC 1 BABY BABA H T 2 BARS HC 1
ANYWAY H T 1 ASK SA 1 BACHELOR HA 1 BARS HA 1
ANYWAY HA 3 ASKED HA 1 BACK H T 3 BASE HA 1
ANYWAY HE 3 ASKED SA 1 BACK TT 5 BASE HE 2
ANYWHERE H C 1 ASLEEP S A 1 BACK S T 6 BASES HA 1
APART HC 1 ASLEEP HE 1 BACK HC 12. BASES HE 1
APART HA 3 ASTROLOGICAL HE 1 BACK T C 3 BASKET S A 1
APARTMENT HA 1 ASTROLOGY HE 1 BACK S C 1 BAT H C 1
APARTMENT MAPARTM H T 1 AT H T 18 BACK HA 19 BAT HE 1
APPLE ST 1 AT TT 8 BACK TA 2 BATH H T 1
APPLE HC 3 AT HC 21 BACK SA 15 BATH SA 1
APPLES H T 1 AT TC 5 BACK SO 4 BATHING HA 2
APPLESAUCE H T 6 AT S C 1 BACK HE 9 BATHROOM H T 3
APPLESAUCE H A 3 AT H A 30 BACKWARD S 0 1 BATHROOM S T 4
APRIL HE 1 AT SA 12 BACKWARDS S O 1 BATHROOM H C 3
AQUARIUS H C 3 AT HE 9 BACON H C 1 BATHROOM S A 3
ARE H T 20 ATE H T 1 BACON HA 2 BATHROOM S 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 590 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 591
BATHROOM HE 3 BEEF H C 8 BIG T C 1 BLUEBERRY H C 1
BATHTUB S C 1 BEEF HA 2 BIG S C 1 BLUEBERRY HA 1
BATTER H T 3 BEEF HE 2 BIG HA 4 BOARD H T 3
BE H T 19 BEEN H T 3 BIG S A 1 BOCK S T 1
BE T T 5 BEEN H C 5 BIG HE 2 BOCK S C 1
BE H C 15 BEEN T C 1 BIG T E 1 BOD H T 1
BE T C 3 BEEN HA 10 BIGGER H T 7 BODY H T 1
BE S C 1 BEEN S A 3 BIGGER S T 2 BODY H C 2
BE HA 34 BEEN HE 1 BIGGER T C 1 BODY HA 1
BE T A 1 BEES H T 1 BIGGER HA 1 BODY S 0 12
BE S A 8 BEFORE H T 1 BIKES H C 1 BODY HE 1
BE HE 14 BEFORE H C 2 BILL H T 6 BODY'S H T 1
BEACH H T 4 BEFORE HA 6 BILL H C 1 BOILING H T 1
BEACH HA 3 BEFORE S A 3 BILL HA 3 BOILING H C 1
BEACHES HA 1 BEFORE HE 4 BIRD S T 1 BOING H T 11
BEANS H T 3 BEFORE S E 1 BIRMINGHAM HA 2 BOLD H T 1
BEANS H C 1 BEGINNING T E 1 BIRTHDAY H C 1 BONES H T 2
BEANS HA 5 BEHIND HA 1 BIRTHDAY HA 1 BONES HA 2
BEANS HE 5 BEHIND S A 3 BIRTHDAYS HA 2 BOO H T 1
BEAR S C 1 BEING HE 1 BIRTHSTONE H C 2 BOO BOOOO H T 1
BEAT H T 3 BELIEVE H T 1 BIRTHSTONE HA 1 BOODAHBOODUH *SOUND H T 1
BEAT S C 1 BELIEVE T T 1 BIRTHSTONE HE 1 BOODUH *SOUND H T 3
BEAUTIFUL H C 2 BELIEVE HA 1 BIRTHSTONES H C 1 BOOK H T 1
BEAUTIFUL S A 2 BELIEVE HE 3 BIT H T 2 BOOK H C 8
BEAUTIFUL HE 1 BELL H C 1 BIT T T 1 BOOK T C 1
BEAUTY H C 1 BELL HA 1 BIT H C 2 BOOK S C 2
BEBE H T 1 BELL SA 10 BIT HA 2 BOOK HA 1
BECAUSE H T 1 BELLS S A 1 BIT S A 1 BOOK S A 16
BECAUSE T T I BELLY H T 1 BIT HE 7 BOOK HE 2
BECAUSE H C 7 BELLY HA 2 BITE T A 1 BOOKBAG T C 1
BECAUSE T C 1 BELT H T 1 BLACK H T 10 BOOKS H C 1
BECAUSE S C 1 BEN H T 1 BLACK H C 2 BOOKS S A 3
BECAUSE HA 12 BEND H T 1 BLACK HA 4 BOOKS HE 1
BECAUSE S A 2 BESIDES S A 1 BLANKET S A 2 BOOM S C 1
BECAUSE HE 5 BEST H C 1 BLANKETS S A 1 BOONDOCKS HA 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 3 BEST HA 1 BLAST T T 1 BOOT H T 3
BECAUSE 'CAUSE ST 1 BET HA 1 BLESS H T 2 BOOT HA 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE H C 1 BETSY S C 1 BLESSING H T 1 BORDER H C 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 4 BETTER T T 1 BLESSING HA 2 BORDER HA 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE H E 1 BETTER S T 1 BLEW H T 1 BOTH H T 9
BECAUSE 'CUZ HA 1 BETTER HC 2 BLIP HC 2 BOTH HA 2
BECAUSE 'CUZ HE 1 BETTER S C 1 BLOCK H T 1 BOTH HE 1
BECAUSE B'CAUSE H C 1 BETTER HA 11 BLOCK S T 3 BOTH BOF T T 1
BECAUSE BECUZ H A 1 BETTER S A 2 BLOCK S C 1 BOTHERING BOTHERI H C 1
BECAUSE BECUZ HE 1 BETTER HE 4 BLOCKED S T 1 BOTHERS HE 1
BECAUSE CUZ HE 2 BETTER T E 1 BLOCKS S T 4 BOTTLE HA 1
BECOME HA 1 BETWEEN HA 3 BLONDELL H A 1 BOTTLES H T 1
BED H T 4 BIBLICAL HA 1 BLOOD H T 7 BOTTLES HA 1
BED H C 1 BICYCLE HA 1 BLOOD HE 1 BOTTOM H C 1
BED HA 3 BID HA 1 BLOW H T 2 BOTTOM SA 2
BED T A 1 BIG H T 16 BLOW H C 2 BOTTOMS HA 2
BED S A 3 BIG T T 4 BLUE H T 1 BOUGHT HA 2
BED HE 1 BIG S T 2 BLUE S C 1 BOUNCE H T 5
BEDTIME S A 1 BIG H C 3 BLUE HE 1 BOUNCE T T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 596 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 597
BOUT H T 3 BRING T C 2 BUN HE 1 C HE 2
BOUT S T 3 BRING HA 3 BUNCH H T 2 CABBAGE H C 2
BOUT H C 1 BRING S A 4 BUNNY T T 1 CABINET HA 1
BOUT HA 3 BRINGING HA 1 BURN HC 1 CAKE H T 9
BOUT S A 1 BRINGING S A 1 BURNING BURN'N H C 1 CAKE H C 1
BOW S T 1 BRINGS S A 1 BURNING BURNIN H C 1 CALL H T 4
BOW HA 1 BROADWAY HA 1 BUS H T 4 CALL H C 1
BOW S A 1 BROCCOLI H T 3 BUS T T 4 CALL S C 1
BOWL ST 1 BROCCOLI HA 1 BUS HC 2 CALL HA 5
BOWL H C 1 BROCCOLI BROC H T 1 BUS T C 7 CALL S A 3
BOWL HA 3 BROKE T T 1 BUS HA 1 CALLED H C 1
BOWL S A 1 BROKE S T 3 BUS HE 2 CALLED HA 1
BOWL HE 1 BROKE S C 7 BUSES T A 1 CALLED HE 1
BOX HA 3 BROKE H A 1 BUSINESS HA 2 CALLING T T 1
BOX S A 2 BROKEN S C 1 BUST H T 1 CALLS H C 1
BOY H T 2 BRONX HA 1 BUSY SA 2 CALM HA 1
BOY T T 2 BROTHER T T 1 BUSY HE 2 CAME H T 3
BOY T C 1 BROTHER T C 1 BUT H T 34 CAME S T 2
BOY S C 1 BROTHER BRUDDER TT 1 BUT S T 5 CAME H C 2
BOY HA 4 BROTHER'S H C 1 BUT H C 20 CAME T C 1
BOY S A 2 BROUGHT HA 1 BUT T C 2 CAME HA 13
BOY'S H C 1 BROUGHT S A 2 BUT HA 29 CAME T A 2
BOY'S HA 1 BROWSE S A 1 BUT S A 8 CAME S A 1
BOYS H T 2 BRUCEY H T 1 BUT HE 11 CAME HE 5
BOYS T T 3 BRUCEY HA 2 BUT T E 2 CAN H T 12
BOYS H C 1 BRUSH H T 3 BUT BUTCHU HA 1 CAN H C 45
BOYS SC 2 BRUSH HA 2 BUT BUTCHU HE 1 CAN TC 3
BOYS HA 3 BRYAN T T 4 BUTTER H T 2 CAN S C 4
BOYS S A 3 BRYAN T C 1 BUTTER HA 1 CAN HA 38
BRAIN H T 1 BUBBLE S C 1 BUTTER BUTTA H T 2 CAN S A 11
BRAKES S C 1 BUCK H C 1 BUTTERFLY H T 1 CAN HE 7
BREAD H C 2 BUCKET H T 2 BUTTERFLY H C 1 CAN T E 1
BREAD HA 2 BUCKET H C 4 BUTTERNUT H T 1 CAN'T H T 30
BREAK S T 1 BUDDAH H T 1 BUTTON H T 1 CAN'T T T 5
BREAK S C 1 BUG T T 3 BUTTON T T 1 CAN'T S T 4
BREAK HA 1 BUG T A 1 BUTTON T C 1 CAN'T H C 17
BREAK HE 2 BUILD S T 1 BUTTON HA 3 CAN'T T C 4
BREAKFAST H C 1 BUILDING S T 4 BUTTONED H T 1 CAN'T S C 1
BREAKING BREAKIN S T 1 BUILDING S A 1 BUY H T 2 CAN'T HA 14
BRETT H T 7 BUILDING BUILDIN S T 5 BUY HA 2 CAN'T T A 1
BRETT H C 125 BULB T C 1 BUY HE 3 CAN'T S A 5
BRETT T'C 19 BULLET H T 2 BUYING HA 2 CAN'T HE 6
BRETT S C 5 BULLET'S H T 1 BY H T 1 CANCER HA 1
BRETT HA 66 BULLETS H T 1 BY TT 2 CAP TT 1
BRETT T A 1 BULLIT HC 1 BY HC 1 CAP S T 1
BRETT S A 22 BULLS H T 1 BY HA 5 CAP TE 1
BRETT HE 28 BUM HE 1 BY T A 1 CAPE S T 2
BRETT T E 12 BUMBY *MADEUP TT 1 BY S A 1 CAPITAL H C 1
BRETT S E 3 BUMP S T 1 BY HE 3 CAPITAL HA 1
BRETT'S H C 1 BUMP S A 2 BYE S T 8 CAPRICORN H C 1
BRETT'S T C 2 BUMPED H C 1 BYE T A 2 CAPRICORN CAPERCO H T 1
BRETT'S HA 1 BUMPS T T 2 BYE SO 2 CAR H T 1
BRETT'S S A 3 BUMPY T T 2 C HC 1 CAR T T 1
BRING H T 11 BUN H C 2 C HA 2 CAR ST 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 594 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 595
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GROUP 2 CHILD 4 603
FAVOR H T 1 FILL HA 3 FIX H T 3 FOR TE 1
FAVOR HE 1 FINALLY HA 1 FIX ST 1 FORCE HA 1
FAVOR S E 1 FIND H T 3 FIX S C 1 FORCING FORCIN H C 1
FAVORITE SC 1 FIND TC 2 FIX HA 2 FORGET H T 3
FAVORITE S A 5 FIND HA 2 FIX S A 1 FORGET H C 1
FAVORITE H E 1 FIND S A 3 FIX HE 1 FORGET S C 2
FAVORITES HA 1 FIND S O 3 FIXED T T 1 FORGET H A 3
FEAR HA 1 FINE TT 1 FIXED ST 1 FORGET S A 3
FEARS HA 1 FINE HC 1 FLAG H T 1 FORGOT H T 8
FEB SA 1 FINE HA 1 FLAT S T 3 FORGOT T T 1
FEBRUARY S C 1 FINE T A 3 FLEA H T 2 FORGOT H C 1
FEBRUARY S A 5 FINE S A 4 FLEA H C 1 FORGOT T C 2
FEBRUARY FEBUARY S 0 1 FINE HE 4 FLEA H E 1 FORGOT HA 2
FED H T 1 FINE S E 1 FLIP H T 1 FORGOT S A 2
FED HA 1 FINGER T C 1 FLIP H C 5 FORGOT HE 1
FEED H T 1 FINGER SA 5 FLIP HA 1 FORGOT TE 1
FEEL T T 1 FINGER FINGUH T T 1 FLIPPER FLIPUH H T 1 FORK H T 2
FEEL HA 2 FINGERS H T 2 FLOOR H T 2 FORK HA 1
FEEL H E 1 FINGERS HA 1 FLOOR S C 4 FORT H T 1
FEEL TE 1 FINGERS SA 2 FLOOR HA 2 FORTY H T 5
FEELING FEELIN T A 1 FINISH H T 3 FLOOR S A 1 FORTY H C 1
FEELS H C 1 FINISH S T 2 FLOOR HE 1 FORTY HA 3
FEET H C 2 FINISH S C 1 FLOP H C 1 FORTY S A 2
FEET HA 7 FINISH HA 2 FLORIDA H C 1 FORTY HE 2
FELL H T 1 FINISH S A 1 FLORIDA HA 1 FORWARD HA 1
FELL H C 1 FINISH HE 1 FLY H T 1 FORWARD S 0 2
FELL HA 5 FINISHED H T 6 FLY S T 1 FOUND H T 2
FELL H E 1 FINISHED HA 6 FLY T C 1 FOUND H C 2
FELLOW HA 1 FINISHED S A 4 FLYING H T 1 FOUND HA 2
FELLOWS FELLAS HA 1 FINISHED H E 1 FOLD S A 1 FOUND T A 1
FEROCIOUS S A 1 FIRE H T 5 FOLLOW H T 1 FOUR H T 7
FEW HA 1 FIRE S T 3 FOLLOW HO 1 FOUR T T 1
FEW HE 1 FIRE S C 1 FOND HA 1 FOUR H C 1
FEWER HE 1 FIRE S A 1 FOOD H T 4 FOUR HA 7
FIELD HA 1 FIRED H T 1 FOOD H C 1 FOUR HE 3
FIERCE S A 1 FIRST H T 5 FOOD HA 4 FOURTH H C 3
FIERCELY S A 1 FIRST H C 4 FOOLING T T 1 FOWARD HA 1
FIFTEEN H C 1 FIRST T C 1 FOOLING FOOLIN HE 1 FRAME H T 2
FIFTEEN HA 2 FIRST HA 5 FOOT H T 4 FRAME HE 1
FIFTH H C 1 FIRST S A 8 FOOT S T 1 FRANKENSTEIN H T 4
FIFTH HA 1 FIRST HE 3 FOOT HA 1 FRANKENSTEIN H C 1
FIFTY H T 1 FISH S T 1 FOOT S A 9 FRANKENSTEIN HA 5
FIFTY H E 1 FISH H C 1 FOOT HE 3 FRANKS HA 1
FIGHT T C 1 FISH S C 1 FOOTBALL S T 1 FRANKS HE 4
FIGHT HA I FISH HA 1 FOOTBALL SC 1 FREDDY HC 1
FIGHT HE 1 FISH S A 1 FOR H T 6 FREE HA 2
FIGHTING H T 1 FIST H C 1 FOR T T 8 FREEZE HA 3
FIGHTING T T 1 FIT H T 1 FOR H C 18 FREEZER HA 3
FIGHTING T C 1 FIVE H T 6 FOR T C 3 FRESH HA 1
FIGHTING FIGHTIN T T 1 FIVE H C 11 FOR S C 2 FRIDAY H C 1
FIGHTS H T 1 FIVE S C 1 FOR HA 47 FRIDAY HA 3
FIGURE HE 1 FIVE HA 7 FOR T A 2 FRIDAY S A 4
FILL H T 2 FIVE S A 1 FOR S A 11 FRIEND H T 1
FILL T T 1 FIVE HE 4 FOR HE 19 FRIEND H C 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 608 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 609
FRIENDS H C 2 GET H C 23 GIVE GIMME H C 2 GOING GOIN HA 1
FRISHBERG S A 2 GET T C 11 GIVE GIMME S C 2 GOING GOIN' H C 3
FROG H T 2 GET S C 11 GIVE GIMME HA 1 GOING GOIN' HA 1
FROG HE 1 GET HA 61 GIVE GIMMESO H T 2 GOING GONING S A 1
FROM H T 3 GET T A 3 GIVES HA 1 GOING GONNA H T 21
FROM H C 9 GET S A 14 GIVING GIVIN HE 1 GOING GONNA T T 7
FROM T C 4 GET TO 1 GIVING GIVINLO H A 1 GOING GONNA S T 12
FROM S C 1 GET HE 10 GLAD HA 4 GOING GONNA H C 15
FROM HA 14 GET T E 1 GLASS H T 1 GOING GONNA T C 8
FROM T A 1 GET GIT H T 3 GLASS H C 1 GOING GONNA S C 11
FROM S A 1 GET GIT H C 1 GLASS HA 1 GOING GONNA HA 25
FROM S O 1 GET GIT T C 1 GLASSES HA 1 GOING GONNA S A 2
FROM HE 3 GET GITIT H T 1 GLOVES HE 1 GOING GONNA HE 11
FROM T E 1 GET S'GET H C 1 GO H T 35 GOING GONNA T E 1
FRONT HA 1 GET TAGET H C 1 GO T T 5 GOLLY H T 1
FRONT S A 1 GETS H T 2 GO S T 17 GONE H C 2
FRONT S 0 3 GETS T T 1 GO H C 27 GONE T C 1
FROZEN HA 1 GETS H C 2 GO T C 4 GONE HA 2
FRUIT HA 1 GETS T C 2 GO S C 4 GONE T A 1
FRYING FRYIN HA 1 GETS HA 3 GO HA 37 GONE GON H T 5
FUCK S C 1 GETS S A 1 GO T A 1 GONE GON T T 1
FULL H C 2 GETS HE 1 GO S A 22 GONE GON S T 3
FULL HA 1 GETTING H T 1 GO S 0 2 GONE GON H C 1
FULL S A 1 GETTING H C 5 GO HE 8 GONE GON T C 1
FUN H T 1 GETTING HA 2 GO T E 1 GONZALES S T 5
FUN T T 1 GETTING S A 3 GO S E 3 GONZALES S C 1
FUNKY H T 2 GETTING HE 1 GO ANGO H T 2 GOO H C 1
FUNKY H C 1 GETTING GETTIN' H T 2 GOD H T 4 GOO T C 1
FUNNY H T 5 GETTING GETTIN T C 1 GOD HA 1 GOO HA 1
FUNNY H C 2 GETTING GETTIN' H O 1 GODFATHER H C 1 GOOD H T 19
FUNNY HA 2 GI *SOUND H T 2 GODSISTER H T 2 GOOD S T 6
FUNNY HE 1 GI *SOUND H C 2 GODSISTER H C 1 GOOD H C 12
G HA 1 GIANT T T 3 GODSISTER HE 2 GOOD S C 8
G HE 1 GIFTS HA 1 GOES H T 7 GOOD HA 26
GAMBLER HA 1 GIGI HC 3 GOES TT 3 GOOD TA 7
GAMBLING HA 1 GIRL H T 1 GOES H C 4 GOOD S A 21
GAME H T 2 GIRL TT 2 GOES HA 2 GOOD HE 4
GAME S O 3 GIRL HC 3 GOES SA 3 GOOD TE 1
GAME HE 2 GIRL HA 3 GOING H T 5 GOOD SE 1
GAMES H.E 1 GIRL SA 3 GOING TT 1 GOODNESS HC 3
GANG HE 1 GIRL HE 1 GOING S T 1 GOODNESS S C 1
GARLIC HA 1 GIRL'S T C 3 GOING H C 9 GOODNESS HE 1
GARNET HA 1 GIRL'S T E 1 GOING T C 1 GOT H T 46
GATOR H T 1 GIRLS T T 3 GOING S C 2 GOT TT 10
GAVE HC 1 GIRLS ST 4 GOING HA 17 GOT ST 12
GAVE HA 6 GIRLS TC 3 GOING SA 7 GOT HC 16
GAVE SA 2 GIRLS SA 5 GOING HE 4 GOT TC 8GE *SOUND H T 1 GIRLS' TC 1 GOING TE 1 GOT SC 21
GEE H T 2 GIVE H T 5 GOING GOIIN T E 1 GOT HA 34
GEE HA 1 GIVE HC 7 GOING GOIN H T 4 GOT TA 3
GENERALLY HE 1 GIVE HA 14 GOING GOIN T T 1 GOT S A 3
GET H T 51 GIVE S A 8 GOING GOIN S T 2 GOT HE 3
GET T T 5 GIVE HE 2 GOING GOIN H C 5 GOT T E 1
GET S T 4 GIVE GIMME S T 2 GOING GOIN T C 1 GOT S E 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 606 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 607













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HABETYO H T 1
HAF HT 2
HAFTA H T 2
HAFTA T T 3
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GROUP 2 CHILD 4 615
LET LEMME T C 1 LINES HA 3 LOOK H C 24 LOVE H T 11
LET LEMME HA 5 LINING HA 2 LOOK TC 8 LOVE HC 11
LET LEMME HE 7 LION S A 7 LOOK S C 6 LOVE HA 2
LET'S H T 8 LISA HC 1 LOOK HA 10 LOVE SA 3
LET'S T T 1 LISTEN H T 1 LOOK S A 8 LOVE HE 1
LET'S S T 2 LISTEN T C 1 LOOK H E 1 LOVELY H C 2
LET'S H C 6 LISTEN HA 2 LOOK LOOKA H T 3 LOVELY S A 2
LET'S T C 1 LISTEN S A 1 LOOK LOOKA H C 1 LOVER H T 4
LET'S S C 3 LISTEN H E 3 LOOKED T C 1 LOVER H C 1
LET'S HA 5 LISTEN TE 1 LOOKED HA 1 LOVER LOVA H T 2
LET'S S A 10 LISTEN LISEN H C 1 LOOKED S A 1 LOVERS H T 3
LET'S H 0 1 LISTENING T C 2 LOOKING H T 1 LOVERS H C 1
LET'S S O 22 LISTENING S A 3 LOOKING S C 1 LOVERS HA 1
LET'S HE 1 LISTENING T E 1 LOOKING H A 3 LOVES H C 1
LETISHA S A 1 LITTLE H T 15 LOOKING S A 3 LOWER H C 2
LETISHA LETISH S A 1 LITTLE T T 10 LOOKING H E 2 LUCK HA 2
LETS H T 1 LITTLE H C 7 LOOKING LOOKIN H T 2 LUGGING HA 1
LETS HA 1 LITTLE T C 3 LOOKING LOOKIN H C 1 LUMP S A 1
LETS S A 1 LITTLE S C 1 LOOKS H T 2 LUNCH H C 2
LETTER S A 4 LITTLE HA 18 LOOKS T T 1 LUNCH HA 2
LETTUCE H C 4 LITTLE S A 6 LOOKS H C 4 LYING HA 2
LETTUCE HA 1 LITTLE S O 4 LOOKS T C 3 LYON H C 1
LETTUCE HE 2 LITTLE HE 12 LOOKS S C 1 LYSON H C 1
LIBRARIES S A 1 LIVE H T 1 LOOKS S A 1 M H T 5
LIBRARY S A 2 LIVE HA 2 LOOKS HE 1 M H C 3
LICK HA 1 LIVE T E 1 LOOP S T 3 M HA 2
LIFE HA 1 LIVES H T 3 LOOP S C 1 M H E 1
LIFT LIF T C 1 LIVES HA 1 LOOPTY *MADEUP S T 13 MA H T 5
LIGHT H T 4 LIVING HA 1 LOOPTY *MADEUP S C 1 MA T T 2
LIGHT H C 1 LO H T 2 LOOPTY *MADEUP S A 6 MA S T 1
LIGHT HA 3 LO T T 1 LOOT S T 1 MA H C 6
LIGHTS S T 1 LO S T 1 LOPBEEEE *SOUND T T 1 MA'AM H T 1
LIGHTS S C 3 LOADING H T 3 LOPE T C 1 MA'AM H C 1
LIKE H T 32 LOB H T 1 LORD HC 1 MAC'S H T 1
LIKE T T 4 LOB T T 1 LORD HA 1 MACARONI H T 4
LIKE S T 4 LOBBLY *MADEUP H T 2 LORD H E 1 MACARONI HA 3
LIKE H C 40 LOBBY T T 6 LOSE T T 1 MACARONI'S H C 1
LIKE T C 5 LOBBY H C 1 LOSE HA 1 MACHINE H C 2
LIKE S C 7 LOBBY T C 3 LOSING S T 1 MACHINE HE 3
LIKE HA 48 LOCK H T 1 LOSING LOSIN ST 2 MADDER ST 1
LIKE TA 1 LOCKED S C LOST TT 2 MADE H T 9
LIKE S A 17 LOCKS S T 1 LOST H C 3 MADE S T 2
LIKE HE 14 LONG H T 1 LOST .T C 2 MADE H C 1
LIKED S A 1 LONG S T 2 LOST HA 2 MADE HA 6
LIKES H C 1 LONG H C 2 LOT H C 4 MADE JUSMADE H T 1
LIKES HA 4 LONG HA 3 LOT S C 2 MADNESS TE 1
LIL H T 9 LONG HE 2 LOT HA 4 MAID H T 4
LIME TO 1 LONGER HA 1 LOT S A 1 MAID HA 1
LINDA T C 1 LONGER S A 2 LOT H E 7 MAID HE 1
LINE T T 2 LOO *SOUND S T 7 LOT GIVINLO HA 1 MAKE H T 3
LINE T C 1 LOO *SOUND S A 4 LOTS H C 2 MAKE T T 1
LINE S C 1 LOOK H T 31 LOTS S A 1 MAKE S T 8
LINE HA 1 LOOK T T 5 LOUD H C 1 MAKE H C 6
LINE S A 1 LOOK S T 5 LOUD H E 1 MAKE S C 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 620 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 621
MAKE HA 11 MASK SO 1 MEAN TC 1 MILKS SA 1
MAKE SA 3 MAT HA 1 MEAN HA 12 .MIND H T 1
MAKE HE 3 MATCH HE 1 MEAN HE 2 MIND H E 1
MAKE SE 1 MATCHES HT 1 MEANS H T 2 MINE H T 1
MAKES H T 1 MATERIAL HE 1 MEANS H C MINE H C 1
MAKES H C 5 MATH HC 5 MEANS HA 1 MINE TC 2
MAKES SA 1 MATH HA 5 MEANS SA 1 MINE S C 1
MAKING H T 3 MATTER H T 4 MEANT HA 1 MINE HA 1
MAKING HA 2 MATTER HC 2 MEASLES H C 2 MINE HE 2
MAKING MAKIN H T 2 MATTER H A 1 MEAT H T 20 MINNESOTA H E 1
MAKING MAKIN H C 1 MATTER SA 1 MEAT HA 10 MINUTE H T 2
MAKING MAKIN SA 1 MATTER HE 1 MEATS HA 1 MINUTE H C
MAMA H T 12 MAUDE H C 1 MEDICINE HA 4 MINUTE S C 1
MAMA HC 2 MAUDE HA 1 MEET H T 1 MINUTE HA 14
MAMA HE 1 MAY H T 1 MEET HE 2 MINUTE I E 2
MAMMA H T 2 MAY ST 1 MELANIE SC 1 MINUTES HC 1
MAMMY H T 2 MAY HC 1 MEMBER SA 1 MINUTES HA 4
MAMMY HC 1 MAY HA 6 MEMORIAL HA 1 MINUTES HE 2
MAN H T 10 MAY SA 5 MEN H T 2 MISS H T 1
MAN TT 9 MAY HE 1 MEN HC 1 MISS HC 5
MAN ST 4 MAYBE H T 6 MERCEDES SA 4 MISS HA 1
MAN HC 4 MAYBE TC 1 MERCY HE 2 MISSED H T 1
MAN TC 3 MAYBE HA 4 MESS HC 1 MISSED TT 3
MAN S C 3 MAYBE S A 2 MESSED TC 1 MISSED HA 1
MAN HA 8 MAYBE HE 3 MESSY H T 1 MISSED SA I
MAN T A 2 MAYONNAISE MAYNAIZ H T 2 MET HA 2 MISSY H T 1
MAN HE 2 MCDONALD'S HC 1 MEXICAN HA 1 MISTAKE HA 1
MANHATTAN HE 1 MCDONALDS H T 1 MEXICO H T 3 MISTER HA 1
MANY S T 2 MCDONALDS HA 1 MEXICO H C 1 MITE H C 1
MANY H C 3 ME H T 40 MEXICO HA 6 MITTENS H T 5
MANY HA 2 ME TT 16 MEXICO HE 1 MITTENS TT 2
MANY SA 8 ME ST 12 MICHAEL TT 1 MITTENS H C 1
MANY H E 2 ME H C 39 MICHELE H C 3 MITTENS T E 1
MAR H T 1 ME TC 7 MICHELE HA 7 MIX H C 2
MARCH ST 1 ME S C 5 MICHELE'S H C 1 MIX HA 2
MARCH S C 3 ME HA 33 MICKEY S A 2 MOCK ST 1
MARCH SA 19 ME TA 3 MIDDLE H T 2 MOM H T 5
MARCH TE 1 ME SA 23 MIDDLE H C 3 MOM H C 13
MARGARET HA 2 ME HE 17 MIDDLE T C 1 MOM HA 1
MARK H C 4 ME S E 3 MIDDLE H E 1 MOMENT H E 1
MARK H A 3 ME GIMME S T 2 MIGHT H T 2 MOMMA H T 10
MARMALADE H T 1 ME GIMME H C 2 MIGHT HC 1 MOMMA S T 2
MARMALADE H C 2 ME GIMME S C 2 MIGHT T C 1 MOMMA H C 4
MARMALADE H A 2 ME GIMME H A 1 MIGHT HA 5 MOMMA MOMMUH H T 1
MARRIED H A 2 ME GIMMESO H T 2 MIGHT S A 2 MOMMA MUMMA S T 2
MARRIED H E 1 ME LEMME H T 6 MIGHT HE 2 MOMMIES S A 1
MARSH H T 1 ME LEMME H C 8 MIKE H T 1 MOMMY H T 103
MART TT 1 ME LEMME TC 1 MIKE SE 1 MOMMY TT 2
MARTIANS H T 1 ME LEMME HA 5 MILE H T 3 MOMMY S T 7
MARTY MARDY T T 2 ME LEMME HE 7 MILES H T 2 MOMMY H C 66
MARVELOUS SA 1 MEAL HC 1 MILK ST 5 MOMMY TC 1
MASH H T 3 MEAL HA 3 MILK SC 2 MOMMY HA 4
MASHED ST 2 MEAN H T 13 MILK HA 1 MOMMY TA 1
MASHED H C 1 MEAN HC 4 MILK SA 10 MOMMY SA 7
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 618 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 619
MOMMY MOMOMMY H T 1 MORNINGS HE 1 MUFFIN H T 1 NAME HE 4
MOMMY MUMMY H T 1 MOSQUITOS H T 2 MUFFIN HA 1 NAME T E 1
MOMMY MUMMY S T 5 MOST H T 1 MUMPS H C 2 NAMES H C 1
MOMMY'S H T 2 MOST HA 1 MUSICAL HA 1 NAMES HA 1
MOMMY'S HA 1 MOST MOS H T 1 MUST H T 3 NAP SA 1
MOMMY'S T A 1 MOTHER H C 8 MUST T T 1 NAPKIN H T 1
MONDAY HA 3 MOTHER T C 3 MUST H C 2 NAPKIN H A 3
MONDAY SA 2 MOTHER J C 2 MUST HA 1 NAT HT 1
MONDAY S O 1 MOTHER HA 4 MUST S A 3 NAT HE 1
MONEY H T 1 MOTHER'S HC 2 MUST MUS H T 1 NATIVES H A 1
MONEY T T 1 MOTHER'S S C 1 MUSTARD H T 1 NATIVES H E 1
MONEY S T 4 MOTHER'S T A 1 MUSTARD H A 5 NATURALLY H A 1
MONEY T C 1 MOTHER'S S A 1 MY H T 96 NAUGHTY H C 2
MONEY H A 5 MOTOR H T 1 MY TT 17 NAUSEOUS H C 1
MONEY S A 4 MOUSE'S H T 1 MY S T 8 NEAR HA 2
MONICA'S T A 1 MOUSTACHE H C 1 MY H C 69 NEAT H C 1
MONKEY S T 1 MOUTH H T 1 MY T C 9 NEAT HA 1
MONKEY S C 1 MOUTH HA 6 MY S C 15 NEED H T 4
MONSTER HT 8 MOUTH SA 3 MY HA 33 NEED TT 1
MONSTER T T 4 MOUTH MOUF T C 1 MY S A 18 NEED S T 11
MONSTER ST 2 MOVE H T 9 MY HE 13 NEED I C 4
MONSTER H C 4 MOVE ST 1 MY ANMY H C 2 NEED TC 1
MONSTER SC 6 MOVE HC 3 MY ANMY SC 1 NEED SC 2
MONSTER HA 3 MOVE SC 2 MY M'DARL H T 1 NEED HA 8
MONSTER H E 6 MOVE HA 3 MY M'DARLI H T 1 NEED S A 1
MONSTER'S S C 3 MOVE S A 12 MY MAPARTM H T 1 NEED HE 3
MONSTERS H T 2 MOVE H 1 MYSELF H T 1 NEEDLE H T 3
MONTH S C 1 MOVE SO 4 MYSELF S T 4 NEEDLE H E 5
MONTH S A 13 MOVE HE 1 MYSELF H C 4 NEEDLES H T 4
MOON S T 1 MOVED H T 4 MYSELF S A 4 NEEDS H C 1
MORE It T 11 MOVES H T 5 MYSELF S O 1 NEEDS S A 1
MORE ST 3 MOVES S A 1 N H T 6 NEGLECT HE 1
MORE H C 13 MOVES S 0 3 N S T 4 NET H A 1
MORE TC 2 MOVIE H C 1 N H C 4 NETS H T 3
MORE H A 19 MOVIE HA 3 N S C 1 NETS HA 1
MORE S A 2 MOVIES H E 1 N HA 2 NEVER T T 1
MORE S 0 1 MOVING H T 7 N SA 2 NEVER ST 2
MORE HE 4 MOVING ST 1 NAIL H T 2 NEVER HC 8
MORNING II T 9 MOVING SA 4 NAIL TT 2 NEVER HA 7
MORNING S T 7 MOVING H E 1 NAIL HA 1 NEVER S A 1
MORNING H C 1 MOVING MOVIN H T 1 NAILED HA 2 NEVER H E 4
MORNING T C 1 MRS S T 5 NAILING HA 1 NEVER YANEVER H T 1
MORNING S C 6 MRS H C 1 NAILS H C 4 NEW H T 5
MORNING HA 3 MRS S C 1 NAILS HA 1 NEW H C 3
MORNING T A 4 MRS S A 2 NAKED H T 5 NEW T C 1
MORNING S A 9 MUCH H T 2 NAKED H C 1 NEW HA 2
MORNING H E 2 MUCH T T 1 NAKED HA 1 NEW S A 9
MORNING T E 1 MUCH S T 1 NAKED HE 2 NEXT H T 2
MORNING S E 1 MUCH H C 4 NAME H T 7 NEXT T T 2
MORNING MARNINC H T 1 MUCH HA 12 NAME H C 10 NEXT S T 4
MORNING MORN S C 1 MUCH S A 2 NAME T C 1 NEXT H C 2
MORNING MORNIN H T 1 MUCH HE 4 NAME S C 1 NEXT T C 1
MORNING MORNIN T T 1 MUCH T E 1 NAME H A 5 NEXT HA 1
MORNING MORNIN HA 1 MUCH SE 1 NAME SA 5 NEXT SA 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 624 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 625
NEXT HE 1 NO NAW HA 1 NOW SO 30 OH T 0 1
NEXT TE 1 NO NAW HE 3 NOW HE 11 OH HE 60
NICE H T 7 NOBODY S T 1 NOW T E 3 OH T E 7
NICE S T 2 NOBODY H C 3 NOWHERE H C 2 OH S E 5
NICE T C 1 NOBODY HA 1 NUDE HA 1 OH OHH H E 1
NICE SC 1 NOBODY SA 2 NUMBER HC 1 OHHHAH *SOUND H T 1
NICE HA 11 NOBODY HE 1 NUMBER SA 6 OHMMM *SOUND H T 1
NICE T A 3 NOBODY'S H C 1 NUMBERS H C 2 OKAY H T 1
NICE S A 1 NOBODY'S HA 1 NURSE HA 2 OKAY H C 12
NICE I E 3 NOBODY'S SA 1 NURSE'S H A 1 OKAY TC 1
NICK S A 3 NOBODY'S H E 1 NURSERY H E 1 OKAY S C 1
NICKELS H T 1 NONE HA 1 NURSING HA 4 OKAY HA 42
NICKY SA 2 NONE SA 1 NUT H T 3 OKAY T A 4
NIGHT H T 1 NOODLES H T 4 NUT ST 1 OKAY SA 40
NIGHT S T 4 NOODLES HA 3 NUT HA 2 OKAY S 0 1
NIGHT H C 5 NOPE H T 5 O'CLOCK H C 1 OKAY HE 45
NIGHT TC 1 NOPE TT 1 O'CLOCK HA 1 OKAY TE 9
NIGHT HA 15 NOPE S T 1 OCCASIONS H A 1 OKAY S E 7
NIGHT S A 4 NOPE H C 2 OCTAVIO S A 1 OKAY KAY H C 1
NIGHT S 0 1 NOPE HA 2 OF H T 18 OKAY KAY SA 1
NIGHT H E 2 NORTH HA 1 OF T T 2 OKINAWA HA 3
NIL T T 1 NOSE H T 1 OF S T 2 OKINAWA HE 1
NINE H C 3 NOSE S T 1 OF H C 16 OLD H T 1
NINE HA 2 NOSE HA 5 OF T C 3 OLD T T 1
NINE T A 1 NOSE H E 1 OF S C 1 OLD HA 2
NINE H E 1 NOT H T 15 OF HA 50 OLD T A 1
NINETEEN S C 1 NOT T T 2 OF T A 1 OLD OL S T 1
NINETEEN S A 1 NOT S T 1 OFS A 22 OLD OL' H T 1
NINETEENTH TC 1 NOT H C 23 OF S 0 14 OLDER H C 1
NINETEENTH TA 1 NOT TC 2 OF HE 19 ON H T 66
NINETY HT 1 NOT SC 8 OF TE 1 ON TT 15
NINETY HA 1 NOT HA 47 OF COULDA' HA 1 ON S T 13
NIP S C 1 NOT SA 14 OF KINDA HA '1 ON HC 56
NO H T 69 NOT H E 10 OF OUTA H C 1 ON T C 12
NO TT 14 NOT TE 1 OF OUTA H A 1 ON S C 6
NO S T 23 NOT WHYN'T TT 1 OF OUTA T O 1 ON HA 89
NO H C 59 NOTHING TT 1 OFF H T 14 ON TA 1
NO TC 6 NOTHING H C 1 OFF TT 3 ON SA 34
NO S C 21 NOTHING TC 1 OFF ST 4 ON S O 3
NO HA 66 NOTHING HA 5 OFF H C 5 ON HE 20
NO SA 18 NOTHING NOTHIN H T 1 OFF TC 4 ON C'MON H T 2
NO H O 1 NOTHING NOTHIN T T 3 OFF HA 15 ON C'MON T T 1
NO S O 4 NOTHING NOTHIN T C 1 OFF H E 2 ON C'MON S T 2
NO H E 39 NOTHING NOTHIN H A 1 OFFERED H A 1 ON C'MON H C 2
NO TE 1 NOTHING NOTHIN' HC 1 OFTEN HA 1 ON C'MON TC 2
NO S E 8 NOTHING NOTHIN H C 1 OH H T 81 ON C'MON S C 1
NO NA H T 4 NOTICES S A 2 OH T T 23 ON C'MON HA 6
NO NA S T 1 NOW H T 35 OH S T 14 ON C'MON' HA 1
NO NA HC 1 NOW ST 7 O H C 46 ONCE H C 2
NO NA T C 1 NOW H C 11 OH T C 9 ONCE T C 1
NO NA' HA 1 NOW T C 5 OH S C 3 ONCE HA 1
NO NAAW HE 1 NOW S C 3 OH HA 68 ONCE H E 1
NO NAH H T 8 NOW HA 39 OH TA 3 ONCE TE 1
NO NAW H T 1 NOW S A 15 OH S A 12 ONE H T 66
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 622 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 623
ONE T T 6 ORDER H C 1 OVER S A 10 PARTICIPATE HA 1
ONE S T 11 ORDER HA 1 OVER HO 1 PARTICULAR HE 2
ONE H C 22 ORDER S A 1 OVER HE 7 PARTICULARLY HA 2
ONE T C 2 ORDERS H C 2 OVER OVUHDER S T 1 PARTNER S A 8
ONE S C 15 OREGANO HA 1 OVERBOARD H T 2 PARTNER S O 10
ONE HA 41 OREGANO HE 1 OVERNIGHT HE 1 PARTNER'S S A 1
ONE S A 19 OSCAR T T 1 OW H T 4 PARTNER'S S O 3
ONE S 0 5 OTHER H T 3 OW T T 4 PARTNERS S A 4
ONE HE 11 OTHER T T 1 OW S T 1 PARTNERS S O 13
ONE'S H T 3 OTHER S T 2 OW H C 6 PARTY S T 1
ONE'S HE 1 OTHER H C 2 OW T C 1 PARTY HA 2
ONES HA 1 OTHER S C 1 OW S C 1 PASS H T 24
ONION H C 2 OTHER HA 10 OW HE 1 PASS HA 5
ONION HE 1 OTHER T A 1 OWE S A 1 PASSED H T 1
ONIONS H C 1 OTHER S A 6 OWES S A 1 PAST H T 1
ONLY H T 2 OTHER S O 6 OWN H C 2 PASTE HA 1
ONLY S T 1 OTHER HE 1 OWN HA 7 PAT H C 1
ONLY T C 1 OTHER OTHA HA 1 OWNER HA 1 PATCH H T 1
ONLY HA 11 OTHERS SA 1 P H T 2 PATHWAY H T 1
ONLY S A 1 OTTO HA 1 P H C 2 PATTERN HE 1
ONLY HE 2 OUCH H T 1 PA H T 1 PATTERNS HA 1
ONTO H T 1 OUCH ST 1 PABLO S C 2 PATTERNS S A 1
OOPS H T 1 OUCH HA 1 PACKAGE HA 1 PATTIES HE 2
OOPS S T 1 OUR H T 1 PACKET H T 1 PATTY H C 1
OOPS HO 1 OUR T T 3 PAD H C 1 PAUSE H C 1
OOPS HE 1 OUR S T 1 PAGE H C 2 PAY HA 2
OPEN H T 24 OUR H C 3 PAGE HA 2 PEAS HA 1
OPEN T T 4 OUR T C 2 PAGE S A 2 PEN H T 3
OPEN S T 2 OUR HA 12 PAID HA 1 PEN H C 2
OPEN H C 4 OURS H T 1 PAJAMA HA 1 PEN HE 1
OPEN TC 1 OUT H T 40 PAJAMA BAJAMA HA 1 PENCIL H T 1
OPEN HA 4 OUT T T 5 PAJAMAS H C 5 PENCIL H C 1
OPEN T A 1 OUT S T 10 PAJAMAS HA 2 PENCIL HA 1
OPEN S A 1 OUT H C 13 PAKISTAN H T 1 PENCIL S A 3
OPENED H T 1 OUT TC 6 PAN HA 1 PENCIL HE 1
OPENING HE 1 OUT S C 4 PANTS H T 3 PENCIL'S S A 1
OPENING OPENIN H T 1 OUT H A 41 PANTS H C 3 PENCILS H T 1
OPERATOR H T 2 OUT T A 1 PANTS T C 1 PENCILS S A 1
OPERATOR HE 2 OUT S A 10 PANTS HA 4 PENIS H T 2
OPPORTUNITY HA 1 OUT HE 7 PANTS HE 3 PENMANSHIP H C 1
OPPORTUNITY H E 1 OUT OUTA H C 1 PAPER H T 3 PENMANSHIP HA 1
OPPORTUNITY OPPORTU H A 1 OUT OUTA HA 1 PAPER H C 1 PENNY T C 1
OR H T 10 OUT OUTA TO 1 PAPER HA 1 PEOPLE H T 5
OR T T 3 OUTSIDE H T 2 PAPER S A 2 PEOPLE S T 2
OR ST 1 OUTSIDE HC 1 PAPERS HA 1 PEOPLE HC 4
OR H C 7 OUTSIDE HA 5 PAPERS S A 4 PEOPLE HA 5
OR T C 3 OUTSIDE S A 2 PARACHUTES H T 1 PEOPLE S A 2
OR S C 2 OVEN HA 5 PARDON S A 1 PEOPLE HE 4
OR HA 21 OVER H T 16 PARENTS HA 1 PEPPER ST 1
OR S A 6 OVER T T 5 PARKING H T 1 PEPPER HA 1
OR S O 3 OVER S T 2 PARKINGS H T 1 PEPPER S A 1
OR HE 8 OVER H C 8 PART H T 2 PEPPERS HA 3
ORANGE T C 1 OVER S C 4 PART H C 4 PEPPERS HE 2
ORANGE HA 1 OVER HA 27 PART HE 2 PERFECTED HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 628 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 629
PERFECTLY HE 2 PLATE HA 8 POPS H C 1 PUDDING H T 13
PERHAPS S A 1 PLATES H T 1 POPTART HA 1 PUDDING HA 2
PERO T A 1 PLATES HA 2 PORK H T 5 PUERTO HA 3
PERSON S 0 3 PLAY H T 3 PORK H C 3 PULL H T 2
PERSON'S S A 1 PLAY T T 2 PORK HA 12 PULL TT 1
PHILOSOPHY HE 1 PLAY S T 1 PORK HE 1 PULL HA 4
PHONE H T 1 PLAY HC 3 POSED HC 1 PULLED HC 2
PHONE H C 3 PLAY HA 6 POSSIBLE HA 1 PUNCH H T 2
PHONE S A 1 PLAY S A 3 POSTER POSTA S T 1 PUNCH H C 2
PHONE HE 1 PLAY S 0 1 POT H C 1 PUNT H T 1
PHOO S T 1 PLAY HE 4 POT HA 1 PUPPETS S A 2
PICK H T 1 PLAYING HA 1 POTATO T T PURPLE H C 3
PICK TT 1 PLAYING HE 1 POTATO S T 2 PURPLE HA 1
PICK H C 2 PLAYING PLAYIN H T 1 POTATO PATATA H T 1 PUSH H T 1
PICK T C 2 PLAYING PLAYIN S C 2 POTATO PATATA H C 2 PUSH T T 8
PICK HA 5 PLAYING PLAYIN H E 1 POTATO PATATER H C 1 PUSH S T 3
PICK T A 1 PLAYS HA 1 POTATOES H C 1 PUSH T C 1
PICK S A 2 PLEA H T 1 POTATOES HA 2 PUSH S A 1
PICKED HC 1 PLEASE H T 13 POTATOES HE 1 PUSH T 0 1
PICKED H A 6 PLEASE H C 3 POTATOES PATATAS H T 2 PUSHING HA 1
PICKING HA 1 PLEASE H A 19 POTATOES PATATAS H C 4 PUSSY H T 1
PICKLE H C 3 PLEASE S A 5 POTATOES PATATAS H A 7 PUSSYCAT H T 1
PICKLES H T 1 PLEASE HE 3 POURED H T 1 PUT H T 26
PICKLES H C 2 PLEASED HE 1 POURED HA 3 PUT TT 1
PICKLES HE 2 PLENTY HA 3 POURING H C 1 PUT S T 3
PICKS T T 2 PLENTY S E 1 POW H T 11 PUT H C 37
PICTURE H T 10 PLOP H T 2 POW S T 14 PUT S C 2
PICTURE S C 2 PLUS H T 3 POW S 0 4 PUT HA 47
PICTURE HA 4 PLUS H C 1 POW H E 5 PUT S A 27
PICTURE SA 7 PLUS HA 1 POX HA 2 PUT HE 6
PICTURES S T 2 POCKET H T 1 PREDOMINANTLY HA 1 PUTS S T 1
PICTURES S A 6 POCKET TT 1 PRESENT H T 1 PUTS H C 1
PIDDLE H T 1 POCKET S T 1 PRESS HE 1 PUTS HA 1
PIECE H T 6 POCKET T C 1 PRETTY H C 1 PUTTING H T 1
PIECE H C 1 POCKET S C 3 PRETTY HA 3 PUTTING H C 1
PIECE HA 5 POCKET H A 2 PRETTY HE 2 PUTTING S A 1
PIN TT 1 POCKET HE 1 PRETTY PRIDDY H C 1 QUARTER S A 4
PIN S A 2 POCKETS H T 2 PRETZEL S A 2 QUEENS HA 2
PIN HE 1 POINT HE 1 PRICELESS HA 3 QUESTION HA 1
PINNED H T 1 POINTING S A 2 PRINT HE 1 QUESTION S A 1
PIT H T 1 POISON H C 3 PRIVATE H T 1 QUICK HA 1
PIT S T 1 POLICE SC 1 PRIVATE HA 2 QUICK HE 1
PITCH S T 1 POLICEMAN S C 2 PROBABLY HA 1 QUIET H T 1
PLACE H C 2 PONIES H C 1 PROBLEM HA 2 QUIETLY S A 1
PLACE HA 1 PONY H T 1 PRODUCING HA 1 QUITE HA 3
PLACES HA 3 PONY H C 2 PRODUCTION HA 1 QUITE S A 1
PLAIN H T 1 POOL H T 4 PROGRAM H C 1 R H T 4
PLAIN H C 1 POOL H C 2 PROGRAM HA 1 R H C 5
PLAIN HA 3 POOPS HA 1 PROGRAM HE 1 R HA 1
PLAN HA 1 POOR HA 1 PROGRAMS HA 1 R HE 3
PLANTS H T 5 POP H T 7 PROMISED HA 2 RABBIT T T 2
PLANTS HA 1 POP HC 3 PRONOUNCE HA 1 RABBITS ST 1
PLANTS HE 1 POP S C 1 PRONOUNCING HE 1 RABBITS S C 1
PLATE H T 1 POP HA 4 PROUD HA 1 RACE TT 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 626 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 627



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 4 635
TAKES HA 2 TARZAN H T 3 THANK T E 2 THE S T 32
TAKING H T 2 TASTE H T 1 THANK SE 1 THE HC 96
TAKING S T 1 TASTE H C 1 THANK TANKYOU H T 1 THE T C 27
TAKING TAKIN HE 1 TASTE HA 1 THANKS SA 1 THE SC 32
TALK H T 14 TASTE HE 1 THANKS HE 2 THE HA 244
TALK TT 2 TASTES HC 1 THAT H T 37 THE TA 8
TALK H C 13 TAURUS H C 1 THAT T T 14 THE S A 113
TALK HA 6 TAXI HA 2 THAT ST 12 THE H 0 1
TALK SA 2 TEA HA 3 THAT HC 49 THE T 0 1
TALK HE 4 TEA HE 1 THAT T C 12 THE S O 19
TALKED HA 1 TEACH TT 1 THAT SC 26 THE HE 62
TALKER TALKUH H T 1 TEACH HC 1 THAT HA 143 THE TE 4
TALKING H T 3 TEACHER T T 1 THAT T A 1 THE S E 1
TALKING HA 3 TEACHER H C 1 THAT S A 36 THE DA H T 7
TALKING HE 2 TEACHER TC 1 THAT HE 55 THE DA H C 1
TALKING TALKIN H T 2 TEACHER S C 2 THAT T E 2 THE DA HA 5
TALKING TALKIN T T 1 TEACHER HA 3 THAT S E 1 THE DA T E 1
TALKING TALKIN H C 3 TEACHERS H T 2 THAT DAT H T 11 THE DAH H T 2
TALKING TALKIN HA 3 TEACHERS HA 1 THAT DAT T T 2 THE DAROOF H T 1
TALKING TALKIN TA 1 TEACHES TA 1 THAT DAT ST 4 THE DI H T 7
TALKS H T 1 TEACHING HA 3 THAT DAT H C 5 THE DI T T 9
TALKS HA 1 TEAR H T 2 THAT DAT TC 4 THE DI ST 1
TALKY H C 1 TEARING TEARIN H T 2 THAT DAT S C 7 THE DUH H T 23
TALL H T 1 TEASING HA 1 THAT DAT HA 1 THE DUH TT 12
TALL HA 2 TED HA 1 THAT DATHERE H C 1 THE DUH S T 7
TALLER H T 1 TEENAGER HA 1 THAT DATSTUF H T 1 THE DUH S C 2
TALLER HC 1 TEETH H T 1 THAT ZAT H T 1 THE THA H T 1
TAME SA 1 TELEPHONE TT 1 THAT ZAT H C 1 THE WHA'SA H T 1
TANK HC 3 TELEVISION HA 2 THAT ZAT HE 2 THE WHATSA HE 1
TANK HA 1 TELEVISION HE 1 THAT'D H C 1 THEE HA 1
TAPE H T 3 TELL H T 6 THAT'S H T 18 THEIR H C 3
TAPE T T 6 TELL H C 7 THAT'S T T 1 THEIR HA 9
TAPE TC 1 TELL HA 10 THAT'S ST 8 THEIR SA 1
TAPE HA 3 TELL S A 13 THAT'S H C 21 THEIR HE 2
TAPE HE 1 TELL HE 2 THAT'S T C 7 THEM H T 11
TAPED H T 1 TELLING H T 2 THAT'S S C 7 THEM H C 11
TAPED TT 2 TELLING HA 3 THAT'S HA 40 THEM HA 20
TAPED ST 1 TELLS SA 4 THAT'S TA 1 THEM SA 4
TAPED HC 1 TEMPLE HA 2 THAT'S SA 6 THEM HE 3
TAPED TC 2 TEN H T 2 THAT'S HE 18 THEM 'EM H T 5
TAPED SC 3 TEN HC 1 THAT'S TE 3 THEM 'EM ST 1
TAPING H T 1 TEN HE 1 THAT'S DAS H T 6 THEM 'EM HC 10
TAPING TT 1 TERRACE HA 1 THAT'S DAS HC 2 THEM 'EM HA 19
TAPING ST 4 TERRIFIC HE 2 THAT'S DAS TC 1 THEM 'EM HE 4
TAPING HC 2 THAN H T 4 THAT'S DASWHY H T 1 THEM 'EM TE 1
TAPING HA 1 THAN HC 3 THAT'S THA'S SC 2 THEM DEM H T 2
TAPING TAPIN H T 1 THAN TC 2 THAT'S THAS H T 1 THEM DEM ST 1
TAPING TAPIN TT 1 THAN HA 9 THAT'S THAS ST 1 THEM EM H T 3
TAPING TAPIN TC 1 THAN HE 6 THAT'S THAS TC 1 THEM EM ST 3
TART H T 1 THANK H T 6 THAT'S THAS SC 2 THEM EM HC 2
TART HC 2 THANK HC 3 THAT'S THAS HA 1 THEM EM HA 4
TART HA 3 THANK HA 5 THAW HA 1 THEM EM SA 2
TARTS H T 3 THANK S A 3 THE H T 162 THEM EM HE 1
TARTS H C 1 THANK HE 8 THE T T 38 THEN H T 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 640 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 641
THEN T T 3 THEY HA 64 THINK S A 6 THREE T C 1
THEN S T 2 THEY S A 9 THINK HE 6 THREE S C 6
THEN H C 4 THEY HE 8 THINKS S T 1 THREE HA 8
THEN HA 7 THEY T E 1 THIRD H T 1 THREE S A 7
THEN S A 8 THEY ANTHEY H T 1 THIRD H C 2 THREE S O 2
THEN SO 1 THEY DEY H T 7 THIRD HA 1 THREE HE 3
THEN H E 10 THEY DEY S T 1 THIRD S A 1 THREE-PIECE TREEPIE H T 1
THEN T E 1 THEY DEY H C 1 THIRTIETH H C 1 THROUGH H T 1
THEN DENDEN S T 2 THEY HOW'DEY H T 1 THIRTIETH HA 2 THROUGH T T 1
THERE H T 14 THEY'D HC 1 THIRTY SC 1 THROUGH TC 2
THERE T T 5 THEY'LL HA 3 THIRTY HA 4 THROUGH HA 2
THERE S T 4 THEY'LL S A 1 THIRTY S A 1 THROUGH HE 2
THERE H C 22 THEY'LL TO 1 THIRTY HE 1 THROW H T 1
THERE TC 7 THEY'LL DEY'LL H T 1 THIS H T 32 THROW HA 2
THERE S C 8 THEY'RE H T 9 THIS T T 11 THROW S A 1
THERE HA 48 THEY'RE H C 3 THIS S T 6 THROW HE 1
THERE T A 1 THEY'RE HA 11 THIS H C 43 THROWING H T 1
THERE S A 15 THEY'RE S A 2 THIS T C 2 THROWING S T 1
THERE HE 17 THEY'RE HE 2 THIS S C 9 THURSDAY S C 1
THERE DER H T 7 THEY'VE HA 1 THIS HA 69 THURSDAY HE 1
THERE DER T T I THICK H C 3 THIS T A 3 THY HA 2
THERE DER HC 1 THICK HA 1 THIS SA 19 TI TT 1
THERE DERE H T 10 THIGH H C 3 THIS T 0 1 TIC H T 1
THERE DERE T T 4 THIGHS HA 1 THIS HE 23 TIC T 0 1
THERE DERE ST 1 THIN HA 1 THIS T E 2 TICKETS HA 2
THERE DERE HC 3 THING H T 8 THIS DIS H T 16 TICKLE H T 8
THERE DERE TC 1 THING TT 5 THIS DIS TT 3 TICKLE HC 1
THERE DERE S C 1 THING H C 4 THIS DIS S T 3 TICKLE TEECKLE H T 1
THERE DERE TA 1 THING TC 1 THIS DIS HC 7 TICKLE TICLE H T 1
THERE OVUHDER S T 1 THING S C 5 THIS DIS T C 1 TICKLING TICKLIN H T 1
THERE'S H T 4 THING HA 17 THIS DIS S C 2 TICKLING TICKLIN H A 1
THERE'S ST 1 THING TA 1 THIS DIS HA 3 TICKLISH H T 1
THERE'S HC 1 THING SA 1 THOMAS HA 1 TICKLISH HA 2
THERE'S T C 1 THING HE 3 THOSE H T 2 TICKY *MADEUP H T 1
THERE'S S C 1 THING SOMETHI H T 5 THOSE T T 1 TIDE T T 1
THERE'S HA 12 THING SOMETHI T T 3 THOSE S T 1 TIED ST 1
THERE'S S A 2 THING SOMETHI S T 2 THOSE H C 4 TIED T C 1
THERE'S HE 10 THING SOMETHI H C 5 THOSE T C 1 TIGERS H C 1
THERE'S DERE'S H T 1 THING SOMETHI T C 3 THOSE S C 1 TIGHT T C 2
THERE'S DERE'S S T 2 THING SOMETHI H A 3 THOSE H A 10 TILL H T 5
THEREFORE HA 1 THING SOMETHI HE 5 THOSE S A 1 TILL H C 4
THESE H T 5 THING TING H T 1 THOSE HE 2 TILL HA 3
THESE S T 2 THING TING T T 1 THOUGH HA 2 TILL SA 2
THESE H C 3 THING'S H C 1 THOUGH S A 1 TILL S 0 1
THESE T C 1 THINGS H C 3 THOUGH HE 4 TIM S T 1
THESE S C 2 THINGS T C 1 THOUGHT H T 3 TIM S C 1
THESE HA 13 THINGS HA 13 THOUGHT HC 1 TIMBER ST 2
THESE HE 3 THINGS S A 1 THOUGHT T C 1 TIMBER S C 1
THESE DESE H T 1 THINGS HE 1 THOUGHT HA 7 TIMBER TIMBA S T 1
THESE DESE S T 1 THINK H T 3 THOUGHT HE 4 TIME H T 8
THEY H T 14 THINK S T 1 THREE H T 6 TIME T T 2
THEY T T 3 THINK H C 9 THREE T T 1 TIME ST 3
THEY H C 18 THINK T C 1 THREE S T 4 TIME H C 4
THEY TC 4 THINK HA 11 THREE HC 2 TIME HA 21
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 638 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 639
TIME S A 9 TO TA S A 2 TOMORROW TAMARRO H C 1 TRACKING T T 1
TIME H E 9 TO TA H E 1 TOMORROW TAMARRO H A 1 TRACKING TRACKIN T T 1
TIMES H T 2 TO TAGET H C 1 TONGUE H C 1 TRACY H C 10
TIMES H C 3 TO TRYNA H C 1 TONGUE T C 1 TRACY T C 1
TIMES HA 4 TO TRYNA HE 2 TONGUE HA 1 TRACY HA 1
TIMES HE 1 TO WAINNA H T 1 TONIGHT H T 1 TRACY HE 1
TINY H T 1 TO WANNA H T 14 TONIGHT H C 4 TRAIL HE 1
TIP H T 2 TO WANNA ST 1 TONIGHT HA 9 TRAIN H T 1
TIRED H T 3 TO WANNA H C 12 TOO H T 7 TRAIN S C 1
TIRED HA 1 TO WANNA TC 1 TOO T T 4 TRAPPED HA 1
TIRES T C 1 TO WANNA S C 1 TOO S T 6 TRAYS H C 1
TO H T 64 TO WANNA HA 11 TOO HC 7 TREAT HA 1
TO T T 9 TO WANNA SA 5 TOO TC 2 TREATS H T 7
TO S T 12 TO WANNA HE 3 TOO S C 4 TREE H T 6
TO HC 55 TO WANTA H T 1 TOO HA 24 TREE S T 2
TO TC 9 TO WANTA HA 1 TOO TA 1 TREE HC 3
TO S C 2 TOAST H T 2 TOO S A 1 TREE S C 1
TO HA 148 TOAST HC 2 TOO HE 5 TREE HA 3
TO T A 2 TOASTER H T 1 TOO T E 1 TREES H T 5
TO S A 62 TOASTER HA 1 TOOK H T 1 TREES S T 1
TO S 0 3 TOASTERS HE 1 TOOK S T 4 TREES H C 4
TO HE 32 TOASTINGS H T 1 TOOK H C 3 TRICKY H T 1
TO T E 3 TOASTY H C 1 TOOK S C 2 TRIED S A 1
TO SE 1 TODAY HC 10 TOOK HA 6 TRIED HE 1
TO DON'WAN H A 1 TODAY HA 8 TOOK HE 1 TRIES H C 1
TO GONNA H T 21 TODAY T A 3 TOOTHY H C 1 TRIGGER H T 1
TO GONNA T T 7 TODAY SA 14 TOP H T 3 TRIGGER HE 1
TO GONNA S T 12 TOE H T 2 TOP TT 1 TRIP H C 1
TO GONNA H C 15 TOE S C 1 TOP HA 1 TRIP HA 1
TO GONNA T C 8 TOES TT 1 TOP S A 3 TROUBLE S A 1
TO GONNA S C 11 TOES T 0 1 TOP T E 1 TRUCK H T 2
TO GONNA HA 25 TOGETHER HC 1 TOUCH H T 7 TRUCK TT 1
TO GONNA SA 2 TOGETHER HA 2 TOUCH T T 3 TRUCK TC 1
TO GONNA HE 11 TOGETHER S A 1 TOUCH H C 3 TRUCK S C 1
TO GONNA TE 1 TOILET HA 6 TOUCH TC 1 TRY H T 9
TO GOTTA H T 2 TOLD H T 1 TOUCH HA 1 TRY T T 2
TO GOTTA H C 1 TOLD S T 1 TOUCH S A 2 TRY S T 2
TO GOTTA S C 1 TOLD H C 3 TOUCH S O 12 TRY H C 3
TO GOTTA HA 4 TOLD HA 3 TOUCH SE 1 TRY HA 4
TO GOTTA HE 1 TOLD S A 7 TOUCHED S A 1 TRY S A 2
TO HAFTA H T 2 TOLD TOL TT 1 TOUCHING HA 2 TRY HE 4
TO HAFTA T T 3 TOLD TOL HA 1 TOUCHING TOUCHIN T T 2 TRY T E 1
TO HAFTA S T 1 TOM TT 1 TOUGH H T 1 TRY TRYNA H C 1
TO HAFTA H C 5 TOMATOES H T 1 TOUGH HA 2 TRY TRYNA HE 2
TO HAFTA S C 2 TOMATOES TAMATAS H C 1 TOWARDS S O 1 TRYING H C 1
TO HAFTA HA 2 TOMATOES TAMATAS H A 1 TOWEL HA 1 TRYING HA 4
TO HAFTA S A 1 TOMMY H T 1 TOWEL S A 2 TRYING S A 1
TO HAFTA HE 1 TOMMY T T 5 TOWN H T 1 TRYING TRY'N HA 1
TO SPOSETA H T 1 TOMMY T C 7 TOWN H C 2 TRYING TRYIN H T 3
TO TA H T 9 TOMMY'S T C 1 TOWN HA 1 TRYING TRYIN S T 1
TO TA ST 1 TOMORROW HC 3 TOYS HT 2 TRYING TRYIN HC 2
TO TA H C 2 TOMORROW HA 6 TOYS AN'TOYS H C 1 TRYING TRYIN HA 1
TO TA T C 2 TOMORROW S A 4 TRACE H T 1 TRYING TRYIN' H C 1
TO TA H A 9 TOMORROW HE 2 TRACING TRACIN S T 1 TRYING TRYIN' HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 644 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 645
TSHH *SOUND S T 7 UH *SOUND HE 17 US H C 7 WAIT WAI HE 4
TUB HA 2 UH *SOUND TE 2 US SC 1 WAITING TC 1
TUES H T 1 UH *SOUND S E 1 US HA 8 WAITING S A 1
TUESDAY HA 2 UH-HUH MHM H A 2 US S A 1 WAITING WAITIN T T 2
TUNNELS H T 1 UM H T 17 USE H T 1 WAITING WAITIN T C 2
TURN H T 6 UM S T 1 USE HC 2 WAITING WAITIN T A 1
TURN S T 4 UM H C 22 USE HA 4 WAKE H T 1
TURN HC 2 UM TC 3 USE SA 1 WAKE SA 1
TURN T C 4 UM HA 12 USE HE 2 WAKING H T 1
TURN HA 8 UM SA 10 USED HA 3 WALK H T 4
TURN S A 7 UM HE 8 USED USET H C 1 WALK TT 1
TURN HE 1 UN *SOUND H T 2 USING HA 1 WALK HA 2
TURNED H T 3 UN *SOUND H C 1 USING S A 2 WALK S A 1
TURNED HA 1 UN *SOUND HA 1 USING USIN S A 1 WALKIE TT 1
TURNING T C 1 UN *SOUND T A 1 USUALLY HA 2 WALKING H T 1
TURTLE H T 2 UN *SOUND HE 3 USUALLY HE 2 WALKING WALKIN TT 1
TURTLE HE 1 UN *SOUND S E 1 V H T 3 WALL TT 1
TWELVE HC 1 UNCLE H T I V HC 1 WANT H T 27
TWELVE HA 1 UNCLE HC 1 V SC 1 WANT S T 2
TWELVE SA 1 UNCLE HA 5 V HA 1 WANT HC 18
TWENTY H T 2 UNDER H T 5 V HE 2 WANT TC 3
TWENTY TT 1 UNDER S T 1 VACATION HA 2 WANT S C 6
TWENTY H C 1 UNDER H C 4 VANESSA S A 2 WANT HA 45
TWENTY T C 1 UNDER HA 7 VEGETABLE HA 1 WANT S A 4
TWENTY HA 2 UNDER S A 1 VEGETABLES HA 3 WANT HE 3
TWENTY S A 2 UNDER HE 1 VEGETARIAN HE 1 WANT DON'WAN HA 1
TWENTY HE 1 UNDER UNDA H T 1 VERA HE 1 WANT WAINNA H T 1
TWISTED HE 1 UNDERSTAND HA 3 VERY HC 4 WANT WAN H T 2
TWO H T 26 UNDERSTAND HE 2 VERY HA 19 WANT WAN H C 1
TWO T T 3 UNFORTUNATELY HA 1 VERY T A 1 WANT WAN T A 1
TWO S T 4 UNIVERSITY H A 1 VERY SA 9 WANT WAN' HA 1
TWO H C 12 UNLESS H C 2 VERY HE 3 WANT WANNA H T 14
TWO S C 8 UNLESS HA 1 VERY T E 1 WANT WANNA S T 1
TWO HA 22 UNLESS HE 1 VICTOR T T 3 WANT WANNA HC 12
TWO SA 15 UNLOCK TT 1 VIRGO HA 1 WANT WANNA TC 1
TWO S O 3 UNLOCK S A 1 VIRGO HE 1 WANT WANNA S C 1
TWO HE 6 UNTIL H A 1 VISIT HE 1 WANT WANNA HA 11
TWO'LL HA 1 UNTIL HE 3 VIVID HE 1 WANT WANNA S A 5
TYPE H T 1 UP H T 44 VOICE H C 1 WANT WANNA HE 3
TYRONE ST 3 UP TT 9 W H T 2 WANT WANTA H T 1
TYRONE HA 1 UP S T 12 W HC 7 WANT WANTA HA 1
TYRONE SA 8 UP HC 28 W HA 3 WANTED H C 1
TYRONE'S S T 1 UP T C 11 W'S H C 1 WANTED HA 6
U H T 1 UP S C 6 WAIT H T 6 WANTED S A 2
U HE 1 UP HA 48 WAIT TT 1 WANTED HE 1
UDDER HC 1 UP TA 2 WAIT S T 2 WANTS HC 4
UH *SOUND H T 26 UP SA 15 WAIT HC 20 WANTS HA 5
UH *SOUND TT 4 UP HO WAIT TC 2 WANTS SA 1
UH *SOUND ST 4 UP HE 4 WAIT SC 3 WANTS HE 1
UH *SOUND HC 24 UP T E 2 WAIT HA 24 WAR H T 1
UH *SOUND TC 4 UPS HA 1 WAIT TA 1 WARM H T 1
UH *SOUND SC 2 UPSIDE H T 2 WAIT SA 2 WARM HA 3
UH *SOUND HA 38 US H T 1 WAIT HE 18 WAS H T 23
UH *SOUND SA 4 US TT 1 WAIT WAI HA 1 WAS TT 11
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 642 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 643
WAS ST 4 WE H T 21 WELL SA 3 WHAT'RE HE 2
WAS HC 22 WE TT 11 WELL HE 34 WHAT'S H T 5
WAS TC 7 WE ST 29 WELL TE 2 WHAT'S ST 1
WAS SC 3 WE HC 26 WENT H T 10 WHAT'S HC 6
WAS HA 81 WE TC 6 WENT TT 2 WHAT'S HA 3
WAS SA 11 WE SC 9 WENT ST 2 WHAT'S SA 8
WAS HE 26 WE HA 61 WENT HC 3 WHAT'S HE 4
WASH H T 1 WE S A 31 WENT S C 1 WHAT'S WHA'SA H T 1
WASH T T 4 WE HE 3 WENT HA 8 WHAT'S WHATSA HE 1
WASH HA 5 WE T E 1 WENT T A 1 WHATEVER HA 2
WASH HE 1 WE'D HA 1 WENT SA 1 WHATEVER SE 1
WASHED H T 1 WE'LL HC 1 WENT HE 4 WHEEEE ST 1
WASHED HA 3 WE'LL S A 2 WERE H T 5 WHEELS S A 2
WASHING HA 3 WE'RE H T 1 WERE T T 1 WHEN H T 38
WASHING WASHIN H T 2 WE'RE T T 3 WERE S T 1 WHEN T T 7
WASN'T H T 4 WE'RE ST 5 WERE HC 7 WHEN ST 2
WASN'T ST 1 WE'RE HC 4 WERE TC 1 WHEN HC 14
WASN'T HC 2 WE'RE SC 4 WERE SC 1 WHEN SC 1
WASN'T HA 6 WE'RE HA 6 WERE HA 33 WHEN HA 36
WASN'T HE 2 WE'RE S A 8 WERE S A 7 WHEN S A 7
WASN'T WASN HC 1 WEAKEN HA 1 WERE HE 5 WHEN HE 5
WASTING H C 1 WEAKENED HA 1 WEREN'T HC 1 WHEN ANWHEN HA 1
WATCH H T 1 WEAR H C 1 WEREN'T HA 1 WHEN'S H T 1
WATCH T T 1 WEAR S A 1 WET H C 1 WHENEVER HA 1
WATCH H C 3 WEAR HE 2 WET SOAKINW HA 1 WHENEVER HE 1
WATCH T C 1 WEARING WAERIN H A 1 WHAT H T 74 WHERE H T 8
WATCH SC 1 WEARING WEARIN HC 1 WHAT TT 11 WHERE HC 14
WATCH HA 11 WEDDING HA 2 WHAT ST 5 WHERE TC 2
WATCH SA 4 WEDNESDAY TC 3 WHAT HC 58 WHERE SC 1
WATCHED HA 3 WEDNESDAY HE 1 WHAT TC 21 WHERE HA 17
WATCHING HA 1 WEEK HC 1 WHAT SC 12 WHERE SA 3
WATCHING WATCHIN HA 1 WEEK HA 2 WHAT HA 77 WHERE HE 2
WATER H T 6 WEEK SA 7 WHAT SA 51 WHERE TE 3
WATER HC 13 WEEK HE 1 WHAT HE 31 WHERE'D HE 1
WATER HA 18 WEEK TE 1 WHAT TE 1 WHERE'RE HC 1
WATER'LL HE 1 WEEKEND HA 4 WHAT SE 1 WHERE'S H T 4
WATER'S H C 3 WEEKEND HE 1 WHAT WAT H T 1 WHERE'S S T 1
WATERFALL HA 7 WEEKENDS HE 1 WHAT WAT HC 1 WHERE'S HC 4
WAVE H T 5 WEEKLY SA 2 WHAT WATCHA HC 1 WHERE'S HA 6
WAVE HA 1 WEEKS HE 2 WHAT WHA H T 2 WHERE'S SA 2
WAVED HE 2 WEIRD HA 1 WHAT WHA TT 1 WHERE'S HE 2
WAVES H T 2 WEIRD HE 2 WHAT WHA S T 1 WHERE'S T E 1
WAVING WAVIN H T 1 WELCOME HA 1 WHAT WHA HE 2 WHICH HA 1
WAY H T 2 WELCOME TA 1 WHAT WHA' HC 2 WHICH SA 2
WAY T T 5 WELCOME S A 4 WHAT WHADUYO S A 1 WHILE H T 1
WAY S T 1 WELCOME HE 2 WHAT WHAT'DC HA 1 WHILE HA 5
WAY HC 1 WELL H T 14 WHAT WHATA HA 1 WHILE SA 4
WAY TC 1 WELL TT 2 WHAT WHATA TE 1 WHILE SO 3
WAY SC 1 WELL ST 2 WHAT'D TC 1 WHILE HE 3
WAY HA 10 WELL HC 9 WHAT'D HA 4 WHIP WHUP H T 1
WAY SA 3 WELL TC 1 WHAT'D SA 1 WHIP WHUP HA 1
WAY H 0 2 WELL SC 2 WHAT'D HE 3 WHITE H T 1
WAY HE 6 WELL HA 25 WHAT'RE TC 3 WHITE HA 1
WAYLAID HA 1 WELL TA 2 WHAT'RE HA 2 WHITE HE 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 4 648 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 649
WHO H T 4 WILSON HA 1 WORK SA 1 YEAH ST 13
WHO TT 2 WINDOW H T 1 WORKED HE 1 YEAH HC 46
WHO HC 2 WINDOW TT 1 WORKING H T 1 YEAH TC 7
WHO TC 2 WINDOW ST 6 WORKING HA 1 YEAH SC 16
WHO SC 4 WINDOW SC 1 WORKS HC 2 YEAH HA 62
WHO HA 9 WINDOW HA 4 WORLD H T 1 YEAH TA 5
WHO SA 11 WINDY SA 2 WORLD HC 2 YEAH SA 6
WHO HE 4 WINDY HE 1 WORLD HA 3 YEAH HE 40
WHO'S HT 3 WIRE HA 2 WORM TC 1 YEAH TE 2
WHO'S H C 4 WISE S A 1 WORRY HA 2 YEAH YAH H T 1
WHO'S HA 1 WISH HA 2 WORST HE 1 YEAH YAH T T 5
WHO'S S A 2 WISH HE 2 WORST WORS' HE 1 YEAR H C 2
WHO'S HE 6 WIT TT 1 WOULD HC 2 YEAR HA 1
WHOA H T 1 WIT ST 2 WOULD TC 1 YEAR SA 1
WHOEVER H T 1 WIT HA 1 WOULD SC 2 YEARS H T 1
WHOEVER T C 1 WITH H T 7 WOULD HA 12 YEARS HA 3
WHOEVER HA 1 WITH T T 2 WOULD S A 2 YEARS HE 1
WHOLE HC 4 WITH ST 1 WOULD HE 5 YELL HA 1
WHOLE S C 1 WITH H C 10 WOULDNT H C 1 YEP H T 6
WHOLE HA 4 WITH TC 5 WOULDN'T HA 3 YEP ST 5
WHOLE SA 7 WITH SC 2 WOULDN'T SA 1 YEP HC 1
WHOOPEE H C 1 WITH HA 35 WOULDN'T HE 1 YEP T C 1
WHOOPS TE 1 WITH SA 8 WOULDN'T WOULDN' HA 1 YEP HA 1
WHOSE SA 1 WITH H 0 1 WOW H T 2 YEP TA 1
WHY H T 23 WITH S 0 2 WOW TT 1 YEP HE 2
WHY ST 2 WITH HE 12 WOW HC 2 YEP TE 1
WHY HC 12 WITH TE 1 WOW TC 1 YES H T 35
WHY TC 1 WITHOUT HC 1 WOW SC 1 YES TT 3
WHY SC 3 WITHOUT SA 2 WOW HE 3 YES ST 4
WHY HA 12 WITHOUT HE 1 WRINKLE HA 1 YES H C 17
WHY TA 1 WOBBLY H T 3 WRINKLED H T 1 YES TC 1
WHY SA 4 WOBBLY HC 1 WRINKLED HA 1 YES SC 1
WHY HE 9 WOMAN HC 1 WRITE H T 5 YES HA 20
WHY TE 1 WOMAN HA 4 WRITE HC 17 YES SA 7
WHY DASWHY H T 1 WON'T H T 11 WRITE HA 2 YES HE 4
WHY W'ON'TY H C 1 WON'T T T 3 WRITE S A 1 YES YUP H T 1
WHY WHYN'T T T 1 WON'T H C 6 WRITE HE 2 YES YUP T T 2
WHY'D H T 2 WON'T HA 7 WRITING HA 1 YES YUP ST 1
WHY'D HA 2 WON'T HE 2 WRONG H T 1 YESTERDAY H C 1
WHY'D HE 1 WONDER TT 2 WRONG HC 2 YESTERDAY HA 4
WHY'RE TT 1 WONDER SA 2 WRONG HA 2 YESTERDAY HE 1
WHY'S TT 1 WONDER HE 1 WRONG HE 2 YET TT 2
WHY'S HE 1 WONDERFUL S A 1 WROTE H T 1 YET HA 1
WIFE H C 1 WONDERING WONDERI HA 1 WROTE H C 1 YET S A 1
WIFE HA 1 WOODSIDE HA 1 WROTE HA 1 YORK H T 1
WIFE TA 2 WOOL TE 1 X HC 1 YOU H T 288
WILL H T 5 WORD HA 4 Y H T 1 YOU TT 29
WILL HC 1 WORD SA 6 Y ST 1 YOU ST 33
WILL TC 1 WORD HE 1 Y HC 1 YOU HC 155
WILL HA 13 WORK H T 2 YARD TT 1 YOU TC 33
WILL SA 9 WORK ST 1 YAY H T 1 YOU SC 36
WILL H E 7 WORK HC 2 YAY TC 1 YOU HA 386
WILSON H T 4 WORK TC 1 YEAH H T 90 YOU TA 9
WILSON HC 3 WORK HA 5 YEAH TT 7 YOU SA 136
646 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 647GROUP 2 CHILD 4
YOU TO 2 YOUNG TA 1 2 SA 2 3 TE 1
YOU HE 108 YOUNG HE 1 2 HE 4 4 HT 1
YOU T E 9 YOUR H T 51 3 H T 1 4 HE 1
YOU S E 4 YOUR TT 6 3 TT 4 5 HT 1
YOU ANYOU H T 1 YOUR S T 5 3 HC 1 6 HC 1
YOU BUTCHU HA 1 YOUR HC 30 3 TC 1 7 TT 1
YOU BUTCHU HE 1 YOUR TC 6 3 HO 1 8 HT 1
YOU D'YOU HA 1 YOUR SC 6 3 HE 1
YOU DONCHA HA 1 YOUR HA 101
YOU GOTCHA H T 1 YOUR S A 52
YOU GOTCHU H T 1 YOUR S 0 19
YOU HABETYO H T 1 YOUR HE 23
YOU TANKYOU H T 1 YOUR T E 1
YOU W'ON'TY H C 1 YOURS HC 1
YOU WATCHA H C 1 YOURS T C 4
YOU WHADUYO S A 1 YOURS H A 1
YOU WHAT'DC HA 1 YOURS S A 1
YOU Y'ALL TT 1 YOURS HE 3
YOU Y'ALL HA 2 YOURSELF H T 1
YOU YA H T 14 YOURSELF HA 8
YOU YA TT 6 YOURSELF S A 2
YOU YA H C 3 YOURSELF HE 2
YOU YA TC 1 YUCKY HT 1
YOU YA HA 6 YUCKY T C 1
YOU YA TA 1 YUK *MADEUP H C 1
YOU YA SA 2 YVONNE SA 2
YOU YA HE 8 Z S T 1
YOU YA TE 2 Z S C 1
YOU YA SE 1 Z HA 1
YOU YAKNOW HC 1 Z S A 1
YOU YANEVER H T 1 ZIP S C 1
YOU YASEE HE 2 ZIP SA 2
YOU YUH H T 1 ZIP TE 1
YOU'D H T 1 1 H T 13
YOU'D HA 3 1 T T 7
YOU'D S A 1 1 S T 1
YOU'LL H T 1 1 H C 4
YOU'LL HC 1 1 T C 4
YOU'LL HA 6 1 SC 2
YOU'LL SA 2 1 HA 8
YOU'LL HE 2 1 SA 2
YOU'RE H T 9 1 H 0 1
YOU'RE TT 1 1 T 0 1
YOU'RE S T 2 1 HE 5
YOU'RE HC 5 1 TE 1
YOU'RE T C 2 11 S T 2
YOU'RE SC 1 11 HE 1
YOU'RE HA 36 2 H T 5
YOU'RE SA 15 2 TT 9
YOU'RE HE 11 2 S T 1
YOU'RE TE 1 2 H C 1
YOU'VE HA 1 2 TC 2
YOU'VE HE 1 2 S C 2
YOUNG HA 3 2 HA 2
650 GROUP 2 CHILD 4 651GROUP 2 CHILD 4
A H T 132 ADAM'S S C 1 AIN'T HE 1 ALRIGHT T E 2
A T T 9 ADD S A 1 AIR H C 3 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H C 6
A S T 44 ADDITIONS T A 1 AIR S C 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S C 1
A H C 126 ADMIT HA 1 AIR HA 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT HA 12
A T C 22 ADVANTAGE HA 1 AIR HE 2 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT T A 1
A S C 64 AFRAID HA 1 AISHA S A 3 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S A 16
A H A 215 AFTER H T 4 AISHA'S S A 3 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H E 1
A T A 33 AFTER S T 1 ALIAS H C 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT T E 1
A S A 66 AFTER H C 8 ALICE T T 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S E 1
A SO 5 AFTER HA 6 ALICE HC 1 ALSO H T 1
A HE 69 AFTER T A 1 ALICIA T T 1 ALSO H C 2
A T E 38 AFTER S A 2 ALICIA S T 4 ALSO HA 3
A I'MMA HE 1 AFTER HE 2 ALICIA S C 1 ALTHOUGH H C 1
A WHATA HC 1 AFTER TE 1 ALICIA SA 2 ALTHOUGH HA 1
A WHATA HA 3 AFTERNOON HA 2 ALL H T 44 ALTHOUGH TA 1
A WHATA SA 2 AFTERWARDS HA 1 ALL TT 1 ALWAYS H T 2
A WHATA S E 1 AGAIN H T 7 ALL S T 9 ALWAYS H C 5
ABLE H T 1 AGAIN TT 2 ALL HC 28 ALWAYS TC 3
ABLE HC 1 AGAIN ST 7 ALL TC 1 ALWAYS HA 6
ABLE HE 1 ' AGAIN HC 3 ALL SC 4 ALWAYS TA 1
ABOUT H T 2 AGAIN S C 5 ALL HA 32 ALWAYS HE 2
ABOUT T T 1 AGAIN HA 3 ALL T A 7 ALWAYS T E 1
ABOUT S T 1 AGAIN T A 1 ALL S A 9 AM H T 9
ABOUT H C 29 AGAIN S A 9 ALL HE 9 AM H C 12
ABOUT TC 2 AGAIN HE 2 ALL TE 7 AM SC 2
ABOUT SC 3 AGAIN TE 1 ALLEY SA 1 AM HA 4
ABOUT HA 39 AGAIN S E 1 ALMIGHTY H C 1 AM T A 1
ABOUT TA 18 AGE H A 1 ALMOST H T 2 AM SA 2
ABOUT SA 5 AGITATE HA 1 ALMOST HC 2 AM HE 5
ABOUT HE 14 AGO H T 3 ALMOST T C 1 AMY S T 15
ABOUT T E 7 AGO H C 4 ALMOST S C 1 AMY H C 1
ABOUT 'BOUT SA 1 AGO HA 1 ALMOST HA 4 AMY TC 1
ABOVE HA 1 AGO HE 1 ALMOST TA 1 AMY SC I
ACCENT HA 1 AGREE TT 1 ALONE HC 3 AMY SA 6
ACCIDENT H C 1 AGREE HA 1 ALONE HA 1 AMY S 0 1
ACCIDENT TC 2 AH H T 16 ALONG HA 2 AN H T 70
ACCIDENTALLY HA 1 AH T T 3 ALONG HE 1 AN T T 1
ACCIDENTS T A 1 AH S T 1 ALONG T E 1 AN S T 23
ACE H T 1 AH HC 6 ALPHABET SA 1 AN HC 38
ACE HC 7 AH HA 1 ALREADY H T 3 AN TC 5
ACRE H C 2 AH S A 1 ALREADY S T 4 AN S C 11
ACROSS H T 1 AH H 0 1 ALREADY H C 4 AN HA 54
ACROSS H C 1 AH HE 10 ALREADY S C 2 AN T A 24
ACROSS HA 1 AH T E 3 ALREADY HA 5 AN SA 30
ACT H T 1 AH AHH H T 7 ALREADY SA 1 AN HE 8
ACT H C 4 AH AHH H C 1 ALREADY HE 1 AN T E 18
ACTING H C 3 AH AHH HE 3 ALREADY AREADY H T 1 AN S E 2
ACTIVITY HA 1 AHA AHHA H T 1 ALRIGHT H T 1 AND H T 96
ACTS H C 2 AHEAD H C 10 ALRIGHT H C 10 AND T T 9
ACTS T C 1 AHEAD S C 1 ALRIGHT HA 31 AND ST 7
ACTUALLY H C 2 AHEAD HA 2 ALRIGHT T A 2 AND H C 114
ACTUALLY HA 5 AHHAHH *SOUND H T 1 ALRIGHT S A 5 AND T C 14
ADAM S C 3 AIN'T H C 1 ALRIGHT H 0 2 AND S C 11
ADAM S A 1 AIN'T S C 1 ALRIGHT HE 4 AND HA 123
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 654 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 655
AND TA 10 ANY TT 1 ARE ST 11 ASKED HA 5
AND SA 28 ANY HC 9 ARE HC 25 ASKED TA 1
AND HE 67 ANY TC 3 ARE TC 5 ASKED HE 1
AND TE 9 ANY SC 2 ARE SC 6 ASKING TT 1
AND SE 1 ANY HA 16 ARE HA 51 ASKING ST 1
AND 'N' S C 1 ANY T A 3 ARE T A 6 ASKING H C 1
AND 'N' HA 1 ANY SA 1 ARE SA 24 ASKING HA 2
AND 'N' HE 2 ANY HE 5 ARE HE 19 ASKING SA 1
AND AMD HA 1 ANY TE 1 ARE TE 6 ASKING TE 1
AND AN' H T 2 ANYBODY H T 4 ARE SE 2 ASKING ASKIN ST 2
AND AN' ST 2 ANYBODY ST 1 ARE 'RE TC 1 ASKING ASKIN HE 1
AND AN' HC 1 ANYBODY HC 6 AREN'T H T 1 ASLEEP TC 1
AND AN' S C 3 ANYBODY S C 1 AREN'T S T 2 ASSESSED T A 1
AND ANCALLE TT 1 ANYBODY HA 3 AREN'T HA 2 ASSISTANCE HE 1
AND ANEVERY T E 1 ANYBODY S A 3 AREN'T HE 3 ASSISTANT H C 1
AND ANTHEN HA 1 ANYBODY'S TT 1 ARM HC 1 ASSUMING HE 1
ANDRENA T T 1 ANYMORE H T 1 AROUND H T 3 AT H T 8
ANDRENA TC 2 ANYMORE ST 1 AROUND TT 1 AT TT 2
ANDRENA TA 3 ANYMORE HC 2 AROUND HC 9 AT ST 4
ANDRENA TE 3 ANYMORE SC 1 AROUND TC 1 AT HC 20
ANDRENA'S TT 4 ANYMORE HA 3 AROUND HA 8 AT TC 2
ANDRENA'S TC 3 ANYMORE TA 1 AROUND TA 1 AT SC 7
ANDRENA'S TA 2 ANYMORE HE 1 AROUND SA 3 AT HA 29
ANDRINA S T 12 ANYONE HA 2 AROUND H O 1 AT T A 3
ANDRINA S C 12 ANYTHING H T 7 AROUND HE 4 AT SA 7
ANDRINA HA 1 ANYTHING T T 1 AROUND T E 1 AT S O 1
ANDRINA SA 1 ANYTHING HC 11 AROUND AROUN HA 1 AT HE 5
ANIMAL H T 1 ANYTHING HA 7 AROUND AROUN TE 1 AT TE 8
ANIMAL H C 1 ANYTHING T A 2 ARRANGEMENTS HE 1 ATE H C 4
ANIMAL SA 1 ANYTHING SA 1 ARTHUR HA 1 ATE HA 2
ANIMALS TT 3 ANYTHING HE 4 AS H T 4 ATTACHED H T 1
ANIMALS HA 1 ANYTHING SE 2 AS TT 1 ATTENTION HA 2
ANNOUNCER SC 1 ANYWAY H T 1 AS HC 23 ATTENTION TE 2
ANNOUNCING HA 1 ANYWAY HC 1 AS TC 2 ATTITUDE HE 1
ANNOYED SA 1 ANYWAY SC 2 AS HA 10 AUGUSTINE HA 1
ANNOYING HA 1 ANYWAY HA 6 AS TA 3 AUSTIN TA 1
ANOTHER H T 9 ANYWAY HE 1 AS SA 2 AUSTIN TE 2
ANOTHER S T 4 APART HA 1 AS HE 16 AVAILABLE HE 1
ANOTHER HC 4 APART SA 1 AS TE 4 AVENUE HC 1
ANOTHER TC 1 APARTMENT SC 1 AS SE 2 AVENUE HA 1
ANOTHER HA 14 APARTMENT TE 1 ASK H T 13 AVENUE TA 1
ANOTHER SA 13 APPEAR HA 1 ASK TT 3 AVERSIONS HA 1
ANOTHER HE 4 APPETITE HA 2 ASK S T 4 AVIS H T 2
ANOTHER TE 1 APPLE H T 4 ASK HC 8 AVIS HC 6
ANSWER TC 1 APPLE HE 1 ASK TC 2 AVIS HA 3
ANTENNA HC 3 APPLES HA 1 ASK HA 9 AVIS HE 1
ANTENNA HE 5 APPLICATION HA 1 ASK TA 2 AVIS' HA 1
ANTENNA ATENNA HE 1 APPLICATIONS H A 1 ASK S A 5 AW H T 1
ANTENNAS H C 1 APPRECIATE HE 1 ASK HE 1 AW S T 1
ANTENNAS HE 1 APPROACH HE 2 ASK TE 3 AW HC 1
ANTS H T 1 APPROPRIATE T E 1 ASKED H T 3 AWAY H T 9
ANTS HC 3 APRIL HA 1 ASKED TT 2 AWAY ST 1
ANTS HA 4 ARE H T 31 ASKED HC 6 AWAY HC 4
ANY H T 10 ARE T T 1 ASKED T C 1 AWAY S C 3
652 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 653GROUP 2 CHILD 5
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GROUP 2 CHILD 5 657






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COME C'MERE S T
COME C'MON H T
COME C'MON H C
COME C'MON T C
COME C'MON S C
COME C'MON H A
COME C'MON S A
COME COMIN S T
COME COMIN T C





























































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 5 661
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GROUP 2 CHILD 5 665
DRINKING H C 1 EARS HE 1 ELEVEN HA 2 ESPECIALLY H C 1
DRINKING HE 2 EASIER HA 3 ELIZABETH H T 1 ESPECIALLY T E 1
DRIP H T 2 EASIEST H T 1 ELIZABETH H C 2 EVE T C 1
DRIP S A 1 EASY T C 1 ELIZABETH'S HA 1 EVEN H T 1
DRIPPED HC 1 EASY TA 1 ELLEN ST 1 EVEN ST 1
DRIPPING H C 1 EASY HE 1 ELLEN S C 1 EVEN H C 6
DRIVE H C 1 EAT H T 13 ELLEN S A 1 EVEN T C 1
DRIVE TC 1 EAT HC 25 ELSE H T 11 EVEN SC 2
DRIVE T A 1 EAT S C 1 ELSE S T 1 EVEN HA 9
DRIVEN T A 1 EAT HA 37 ELSE H C 3 EVEN T A 3
DRIVER HA 2 EAT HE 2 ELSE TC 1 EVEN HE 2
DRIVERS HC 1 EATEN HC 1 ELSE HA 12 EVENING HA 1
DRIVERS HE 2 EATEN HA 1 ELSE T A 1 EVER H T 7
DRIVEWAY H C 1 EATING H T 1 ELSE S A 12 EVER S T 1
DROOPS HC 1 EATING HC 6 ELSE HE 2 EVER HC 4
DROPPED HC 1 EATING HA 5 ELSE'S HC 2 EVER HA 1
DROPPED S C 1 EATING HE 2 EMPTY S T 1 EVER S A 1
DRUMSTICK H T 1 EATING EATIN H C 1 EMPTY HA 1 EVER HE 2
DRUMSTICK HA 2 EATS H C 1 END H C 2 EVER T E 1
DRY H C 2 ECHOS HA 1 END HA 1 EVERY H T 6
DUE HA 1 ECONOMICS HE 1 ENDING T E 1 EVERY S T 1
DUMB H T 21 EE *SOUND ST 1 ENDS T E 1 EVERY H C 3
DUMB H C 3 EENSY *MADEUP S C 1 ENGROSSED T A 1 EVERY HA 2
DUMB HA 4 EFFECTS HE 1 ENJOY HO 2 EVERYBODY S T 3
DUMB HE 2 EGG H C 1 ENJOYED HE 2 EVERYBODY H C 5
DUMBHEAD H T 1 EGG T C 3 ENJOYING HA 1 EVERYBODY T C 1
DUMBO HC 1 EGG HA 1 ENJOYING TE 1 EVERYBODY SC 1
DUMBO HA 1 EGGS H C 3 ENOUGH H T 2 EVERYBODY HA 7
DUMMY S T 4 EGGS HA 1 ENOUGH S T 2 EVERYBODY T A 1
DUMP S T 1 EH H T 1 ENOUGH H C 3 EVERYBODY S A 4
DUN H T 7 EH HA 1 ENOUGH T C 1 EVERYBODY HE 1
DURING H C 3 EH S A 1 ENOUGH S C 1 EVERYBODY'S H T 3
DURING HA 1 EIGHT H T 2 ENOUGH HA 14 EVERYBODY'S S T 2
DURING T A 1 EIGHT S T 9 ENOUGH T A 2 EVERYDAY H C 3
DUST H T 1 EIGHT H C 19 ENOUGH HE 1 EVERYDAY HA 2
DWARFS HA 1 EIGHT S C 2 ENOUGH T E 1 EVERYONE S T 1
E S T 1 EIGHT HA 6 ENTERTAIN S C 1 EVERYTHING H T 7
E S C 2 EIGHT S A 2 ENTIRELY HA 1 EVERYTHING H C 4
E T E 6 EIGHT HE 3 ENVIRONMENT HE 1 EVERYTHING S C 1
EACH H C 1 EIGHTEEN H C 6 ENVIRONMENT EVVIRON H E 1 EVERYTHING HA 2
EACH HE 6 EIGHTEEN H A 1 EPISCOPAL HA 1 EVERYTHING S A 1
EAR H T 1 EIGHTEEN HE 1 ER H T 1 EVERYTHING HE 5
EAR H C 1 EITHER T T 1 ER T A 1 EVERYTHING T E 2
EAR H A 3 EITHER H C 4 ERASE H C 1 EVERYTHING ANEVERY T E 1
EARDRUM H C 1 EITHER HA 3 ERE H T 1 EVERYTIME H C 1
EARLIER HA 2 EITHER HE 2 ERE S C 1 EVERYWHERE S T 3
EARLY T A 1 EITHER T E 1 ERIC H T 1 EXACT H C 1
EARLY T E 2 ELECTRICAL T C 1 ERIC H C 5 EXACTLY HA 1
EARNS T E 1 ELECTRICITY HA 1 ERIC HA 7 EXCEPT H T 5
EARPHONES H T 1 ELECTROCUTE H E 1 ERIC HE 1 EXCEPT H C 2
EARPHONES H C 1 ELECTRONICS HA 1 ERIC'S H C 1 EXCITED H C 1
EARPHONES HA 1 ELEVEN H T 1 ERICA S C 1 EXCUSE H T 1
EARS H T 1 ELEVEN ST 1 ERR H T 2 EXCUSE HC 5
EARS H C 5 ELEVEN H C 2 ESPECIALLY H T 1 EXCUSE T C 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 670 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 671
EXCUSE HA 6 FAR HA 1 FELT HE 1 FINISHED H C 5
EXCUSE HE 2 FAR T A 3 FENCE T A 1 FINISHED HA 4
EXCUSE 'SCUSE H T 1 FAR HE 1 FEW H T 5 FINISHED S A 1
EXCUSE S'CUSE S T 1 FAR T E 2 FEW HA 8 FINISHES S T 1
EXCUSE SCUSE HE 1 FARM H T 2 FEW S A 1 FIRE H T 1
EXCUSES H C 1 FARMER T T 1 FEW HE 3 FIREMEN H C 1
EXPECT HA 2 FAST H T 1 FIELD HA 1 FIRST H T 8
EXPENSIVE HA 1 FAST H C 2 FIFTEEN S T 3 FIRST S T 2
EXPENSIVE T A 1 FAST HA 4 FIFTEEN H C 2 FIRST H C 11
EXPERIENCE HE 1 FAST S E 1 FIFTEEN T A 1 FIRST T C 6
EXPLAINING HA 1 FASTEN H C 1 FIFTH HA 2 FIRST HA 8
EXTENSION HA 1 FASTER H T 1 FIFTIES HA 1 FIRST T A 1
EXTENT HE 2 FASTER T A 1 FIFTY H C 1 FIRST S A 3
EXTENT TE 1 FASTER HE 1 FIGHT ST 3 FIRST HE 1
EXTRA H C 1 FAT H C 1 FIGHT HE 1 FIRST T E 2
EXTRA HA 1 FATHER H T 1 FIGHTER HE 2 FISH H T 5
EXTRA S A 1 FATHER S T 2 FIGHTING T C 1 FISH H C 12
EXTREMES HE 1 FATHER H C 2 FIGHTING H A 1 FISH HA 11
EYE HA 1 FATHER SC 1 FIGHTS ST 2 FISK HA 2
EYES H T 1 FATHER HA 2 FIGHTS H C 1 FIT H C 1
EYES HA 3 FATHER HE 1 FIGURE H C 3 FIT S C 1
F T E 1 FATHER'S H C 1 FIGURE HE 1 FIVE H T 3
FABULOUS HA 1 FATTER H C 1 FIGURED H C 1 FIVE S T 21
FABULOUS HE 1 FAULT HA 1 FILL S T 1 FIVE H C 24
FACE H T 2 FAVOR S C I FILLED H C 1 FIVE S C 1
FACE HC 1 FAVORITE TT 1 FILLED HA 1 FIVE HA 10
FACE T C 1 FAVORITE HA 1 FILTER H C 1 FIVE T A 1
FACE S C 1 FAVORITE T E 2 FILTER HE 1 FIVE S A 12
FACE HA 1 FAVORITES H C 1 FILTERING HE 1 FIVE HE 3
FACT T A 1 FEAR H T 1 FIND H T 2 FIX S C 1
FACT TE 1 FEATHER H T 1 FIND ST 1 FIX HA 2
FAIR H T 2 FEATHER T T 1 FIND H C 1 FIX S A 2
FAIR H C 4 FEATURING HA 1 FIND T C 1 FIX HE 1
FAIRLY HE 1 FEBRUARY S C 1 FIND S C 1 FIXED HE 1
FAIRLY T E * 2 FEED H T 7 FIND HA 8 FLANNEL H C 1
FALL H C 2 FEED HA 1 FIND S A 1 FLASHED HA 1
FALL TC 1 FEEL H T 2 FINE H T 2 FLAT HA 1
FALL S C 2 FEEL S C 2 FINE T T 1 FLATBUSH H C 2
FALL HA 3 FEEL HA 7 FINE ST 1 FLATBUSH HA 1
FALLING H T 1 FEEL TA 1 FINE HA 4 FLATBUSH TE 1
FAMILIAR SA 1 FEEL HE 4 FINE TA 3 FLITTERED HA 1
FAMILIES HE 1 FEEL T E 1 FINE S A 1 FLOATS H C 3
FAMILY HE 2 FEELING H T 1 FINE HE 6 FLOODED HC 1
FAMILY'S HA 1 FEELING H C 1 FINER HA 2 FLOODED HA 2
FAMILY'S HE 1 FEELING HA 1 FINGER H T 2 FLOOR H C 2
FANASTIC *MADEUP HE 1 FEELINGS FEELINS H T 1 FINGER H C 1 FLOOR HA 2
FANATIC HE 1 FEELS H T 1 FINGERS H T 1 FLOOR HE 1
FANCY HC 1 FEELS HA 1 FINGERS HC 1 FLOWER H T 1
FANTASTIC H T 1 FEET HC 2 FINISH H T 1 FLOWER HA 8
FANTASTIC H C 7 FEET HE 1 FINISH H C 6 FLOWERS HA 2
FANTASTIC TC 1 FELL HA 4 FINISH HA 5 FLUID HC 1
FAR H T 1 FELLOW HA 1 FINISH HE 1 FLUTTERED HA 2
FAR HC 2 FELT HA 2 FINISHED H T 4 FLYING H T 1
FAR T C 1 FELT S A 1 FINISHED S T 1 FLYSWATTER S A 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 668 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 669
FOLK T C 1 FOUR S A 12 FUNNY HE 2 GETTING H C 3
FOLKS HA 1 FOUR HE 2 FURNISHING HA 1 GETTING TC 2
FOLLOWING H C 1 FOUR T E 1 FURNITURE S A 1 GETTING S C 2
FOND HA 1 FOURTEEN S T 1 FURTHER HA 2 GETTING HA 4
FOOD H C 8 FOURTEEN H C 1 FUSSY HE 1 GETTING T A 2
FOOD T C 1 FOURTEEN HA 2 G T T 2 GETTING T E 2
FOOD HA 3 FOURTH H C 1 GA *SOUND HE 1 GETTING GETTIN T T 1
FOOD HE 6 FRACTION HA 1 GAIN HE 1 GETTING GETTIN H C 1
FOOT H C 1 FREDDY T T 1 GAL HE 1 GETTING GETTIN T C 1
FOOT HE 1 FREE H C 2 GAME H T 10 GIFTS H T 3
FOR H T 20 FREE HA 1 GAME H C 9 GIFTS HA 4
FOR T T 1 FREEZE H T 1 GAME HA 2 GINA S C 1
FOR S T 13 FRENCH H C 2 GAME HE 1 GIRL S T 2
FOR H C 51 FRENCH HA 1 GAME'S HA 1 GIRL H C 7
FOR T C 1 FRIDAY H C 1 GAMES HA 1 GIRL T C 1
FOR S C 9 FRIDAYS H C 1 GARBAGE H C 1 GIRL HA 2
FOR HA 76 FRIEND H C 2 GARBAGE S A 2 GIRL S A 1
FOR T A 4 FRIEND HA 2 GARBAGE S 2 GIRL HE 1
FOR S A 27 FRIEND'S T A 1 GARDEN H C 1 GIRLS S C 1
FOR HE 26 FRIENDLY HA 1 GARDEN HA 2 GIRLS HA 1
FOR T E 11 FRIENDS H C 2 GATE HA 2 GIRLS S A 1
FORECAST TA 1 FRIENDS HA 2 GAVE ST .1 GIVE H T 16
FORGET H T 4 FRIENDS HE 1 GAVE S C 5 GIVE S T 7
FORGET S T 3 FROG H C 2 GAVE HA 4 GIVE H C 13
FORGET T C 3 FROG'S H C 1 GAVE HE 1 GIVE S C 2
FORGET HA 3 FROG'S HA 2 GAVE TE 2 GIVE HA 12
FORGET T A 2 FROM H T 5 GENERAL HA 2 GIVE S A 4
FORGIVE H C 2 FROM H C 8 GENTLEMAN S C 1 GIVE S 0 1
FORGIVEN HA 1 FROM S C 1 GENTLEMAN S A 1 GIVE HE 1
FORGOT H T 1 FROM HA 47 GENTLEMAN HE 1 GIVE GIMME H T 7
FORGOT S T 1 FROM T A 3 GENTLEMEN H T 1 GIVE GIMME S C 6
FORGOT HC 3 FROM HE 6 GEOFFREY HA 1 GIVE GIMME HA 2
FORGOT T C 1 FROM T E 1 GEORGE T C 1 GIVE GIMME S 0 1
FORGOT HA 3 FRONT HC 3 GEORGE HA 3 GIVE GIMMEE SC 2
FORGOTTEN T A 1 FRONT T C 3 GERBILS H C 2 GIVES S A 1
FORGOTTEN HE 1 FRONT HA 1 GERMAN TA 1 GIVING ST 1
FORK H T 3 FRONT T A 1 GERMS S C 2 GIVING H C 3
FORK HA 1 FRONT T E 1 GET H T 33 GIVING S C 1
FORM HA 1 FROZEN H C 1 GET T T 3 GIVING HA 1
FORM SA 1 FRUIT HA 2 GET ST 10 GIVING SA 1
FORTUNE S C 1 FULL H T 2 GET H C 49 GLAD H T 1
FORTY H C 1 FULL H C 1 GET T C 13 GLAD H C 1
FORTY T C 1 FULL HA 1 GET S C 17 GLAD HA 4
FORTY HE 2 FULL HE 1 GET HA 39 GLAD T A 2
FORTY T E 1 FULLY H C 1 GET T A 15 GLAD HE 1
FOUND H C 1 FUN H T 4 GET S A 25 GLASS H T 3
FOUND HA 3 FUN HA 2 GET HE 8 GLASS HA 2
FOUR H T 5 FUN HE 2 GET TE 5 GLASSES H T 3
FOUR T T 1 FUNKY S T 1 GETS H T 2 GLASSES S T 1
FOUR S T 23 FUNNY H T 2 GETS H C 6 GLASSES HA 2
FOUR H C 12 FUNNY S T 1 GETS T C 2 GLAZE T T 1
FOUR T C 1 FUNNY H C 10 GETS HA 3 GLORY H C 6
FOUR S C 1 FUNNY T C 1 GETS HE 1 GLOVES HA 1
FOUR HA 3 FUNNY S C 7 GETTING H T 2 GLOVES T A 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 674 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 675
GO H T 29 GOOD H T 13 GRANDMA SA 1 GUM HA 1
GO T T 6 GOOD T T 1 GRASSHOPPER HA 2 GUY HA 1
GO ST 5 GOOD ST 1 GRASSHOPPERS HC 1 GWEN HA 1
GO HC 100 GOOD HC 14 GRASSHOPPERS HA 2 H H T 3
GO TC 6 GOOD TC 1 GRAVY H T 3H H C 2
GO S C 13 GOOD S C 4 GRAVY H C 7 H S C 1
GO HA 41 GOOD HA 25 GRAVY HA 6 H TA 1
GO TA 6 GOOD TA 11 GREAT ST 2 H SA 2
GO S A 12 GOOD S A 25 GREAT H C 1 H HE 1
GO HO 0 GOOD S 0 1 GREAT HA 3 H T E 1
GO S 0 1 GOOD HE 13 GREAT T A 2 HA H T 54
GO HE 18 GOOD T E 8 GREAT HE 1 HA T T 7
GO TE 6 GOOD SE 4 GREATNESS HC 1 HA HC 22
GO S E 2 GOOD GOINGOO T C 1 GREEDY H C 1 HA T C 2
GOD H T 1 GOODBYE H T 2 GREEN H T 1 HA SC 4
GOD S T 1 GOODBYE HA 1 GREEN H C 4 HA S A 13
GOD H C 5 GOODIES H T 3 GREEN T C 1 HA HO 2
GOD T E 1 GOODIES HA 1 GREEN S C 1 HA HE 25
GOES H T 1 GOODNESS S A 1 GREEN HA 2 HA T E 3
GOES S T 2 GOODNIGHT HA 1 GREENS H T 6 HA HAA H T 1
GOES H C 10 GOODY H T 11 GREENS H C 12 HA HAA T T 1
GOES T C 3 GOODY H C 2 GREENS HA 20 HA HAA H C 2
GOES HA 2 GOOSE SA 1 GREENS HE 9 HA HAAH H T 7
GOES S A 3 GORGEOUS HA 1 GREW H C 1 HA-HA S T 1
GOING H T 10 GOSH H C 1 GREW HA 3 HAD H T 6
GOING T T 1 GOT H T 17 GREW TA 1 HAD T T 1
GOING S T 2 GOT S T 7 GREW HE 2 HAD S T 2
GOING HC 10 GOT HC 15 GRIEF HA 2 HAD HC 16
GOING TC 4 GOT TC 5 GRIMES HA 1 HAD TC 2
GOING S C 1 GOT S C 7 GRINNING T C 1 HAD S C 5
GOING H A 9 GOT HA 23 GRINNING T A 1 HAD HA 31
GOING S A 7 GOT T A 8 GROCERY HA 1 HAD T A 4
GOING H E 2 GOT S A 8 GROSS T C 3 HAD S A 9
GOING TE 1 GOT HE 6 GROUND HA 2 HAD HE 9
GOING GOIN ST 1 GOT TE 2 GROUP ST 1 HAD TE 1
GOING GOIN S C 3 GOT .GOTTA H T 3 GROVER S T 1 HAH H T 5
GOING GOIN S A 1 GOT GOTTA S T 1 GROW H C 1 HAH S T 1
GOING GOIN' H C 1 GOT GOTTA H C 7 GROW HA 1 HAH H C 12
GOING GOINGOO T C 1 GOT GOTTA S C 8 GROW HE 1 HAH HA 4
GOING GONNA H T 21 GOT GOTTA HA 2 GROWING HA 2 HAH HE 14
GOING GONNA T T 2 GOT GOTTA S A 4 GUESS H T 4 HAIR H T 2
GOING GONNA S T 10 GOTTEN H C 3 GUESS S T 6 HAIR H C 2
GOING GONNA H C 45 GOTTEN T C 1 GUESS H C 7 HAIR S C 1
GOING GONNA T C 19 GOTTEN HA 1 GUESS S C 2 HAIR HA 7
GOING GONNA S C 20 GOTTEN T A 1 GUESS HA 8 HALF H T 5
GOING GONNA HA 43 GRAB H C 1 GUESS T A 1 HALF T T 1
GOING GONNA T A 9 GRABBING H C 1 GUESS S A 2 HALF H C 3
GOING GONNA S A 37 GRABBING GRABBIN S C 1 GUESS HE 5 HALF T C 1
GOING GONNA S O 1 GRADE S T 1 GUESS T E 2 HALF HA 1
GOING GONNA HE 14 GRADERS HA 2 GUESSED S A 1 HALL HE 1
GOING GONNA T E 3 GRAND T E 1 GUEST H T 1 HALL'S H C 1
GONE HC 1 GRANDMA HC 1 GUEST HA 1 HAM HC 1
GONE TC 1 GRANDMA HA 1 GUESTS HA 1 HAM HA 4
GONE HA 7 GUM HT 7 HAM HE 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 672 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 673
HAND H T 3 HAT TT 1 HEAD HT 1 HELPINGS HE 1
HAND ST 8 HAT HC 1 HEAD HC 11 HELPS H T 1
HAND HC 3 HAT HA 1 HEAD HA 2 HER H T 3
HAND HA 5 HAT SA 1 HEAD HE 1 HER TT 1
HAND TA 1 HAT HE 2 HEAD TE 1 HER ST 4
HANDFUL S C 4 HATE H T 1 HEADACHE H C 1 HER H C 50
HANDLE TA 1 HAVE H T 69 HEADACHE TA 1 HER TC 5
HANDLES TA 1 HAVE ST 26 HEADPIECE HA 1 HER SC 5
HANDS ST 2 HAVE H C 111 HEADSET H C 1 HER HA 25
HANDS HC 5 HAVE TC 11 HEADSETS HE 4 HER TA 4
HANDS HA 8 HAVE SC 16 HEALTH H T 1 HER SA 1
HANDSOMER HA 1 HAVE HA 147 HEALTH ST 1 HER S 0 1
HANG H C 1 HAVE T A 11 HEALTH H C 1 HER HE 12
HANGING H C 1 HAVE S A 54 HEALTH HE 1 HER T E 2
HAPPEN ST 1 HAVE SO 1 HEALTHY ST 3 HERE H T 31
HAPPEN HC 1 HAVE HE 27 HEALY TA 1 HERE TT 4
HAPPEN HA 3 HAVE TE 12 HEALY TE 1 HERE S T 9
HAPPEN SA 4 HAVE HAFTA HC 1 HEAR H T 11 HERE HC 33
HAPPENED ST 1 HAVE HAFTA HA 2 HEAR HC 13 HERE TC 2
HAPPENED HC 2 HAVE HAFTA SA 1 HEAR HA 11 HERE SC 31
HAPPENED HA 1 HAVEN'T H C 1 HEAR T A 2 HERE HA 34
HAPPENED SA 1 HAVEN'T SC 1 HEAR SA 2 HERE TA 7
HAPPENS TA 1 HAVEN'T HA 6 HEAR HE 7 HERE SA 32
HAPPENS SA 1 HAVEN'T HE 3 HEARD H T 3 HERE HE 7
HAPPY H C 2 HAVEN'T T E 1 HEARD S T 2 HERE C'MERE S T 1
HARD H C 2 HAVING H T 4 HEARD H C 3 HERE'S H T 6
HARD SC 3 HAVING HC 1 HEARD HA 6 HERE'S ST 15
HARD SA 3 HAVING SC 1 HEARD HE 2 HERE'S HC 2
HARD HE 2 HAVING HA 4 HEART H T 1 HERE'S SC 1
HARDER ST 1 HAVING TA 1 HEART HE 1 HERE'S HA 4
HARDER SA 2 HAVING SA 1 HEAVENS HA 1 HERE'S TA 1
HARDEST T E 1 HAVING HE 1 HEAVY H T 2 HERE'S S A 9
HARDLY H T 3 HAVING TE 2 HEAVY HA 2 HERS HA 1
HARDLY HA 2 HE H T 20 HEAVY HE 1 HERSELF H C 3
HARDWARE HA 1 HE TT 4 HEE *SOUND TT 1 HERSELF TC 1
HARLEM HE 2 HE ST 5 HEE *SOUND HE 9 HEY H T 9
HARVARD H C 1 HE H C 43 HELD H C 1 HEY T T 1
HARVARD HA 1 HE TC 6 HELLO ST 1 HEY ST 2
HARVARD HE 1 HE S C 9 HELLO H C 1 HEY H C 3
HAS H T 3 HE HA 36 HELLO SC 5 HEY TC 1
HAS TT 1 HE SA 5 HELLO HA 2 HEY SC 9
HAS ST 1 HE SO 1 HELLO SA 1 HEY TA 2
HAS HC 17 HE HE 12 HELLO S O 1 HEY SA 3
HAS SC 2 HE TE 4 HELLO HE 1 HEY SO 2
HAS HA 7 HE'LL HC 1 HELP H T 12 HEY HE 3
HAS TA 5 HE'LL HA 2 HELP ST 5 HI H T 4
HAS SA 4 HE'LL HE 1 HELP HC 10 HI TT 3
HAS HE 2 HE'S H T 1 HELP SC 1 HI ST 5
HAS TE 1 HE'S ST 6 HELP HA 13 HI HC 1
HASN'T HC 1 HE'S HC 9 HELP SA 2 HI TC 5
HASN'T HA 1 HE'S SC 2 HELP HE 1 HI SC 5
HASN'T TA 1 HE'S HA 14 HELPING HA 3 HI HA 2
HASN'T S A 2 HE'S TA 1 HELPING HE 1 HI TA 4
HAT H T 5 HE'S SA 6 HELPINGS HA 1 HI SA 4
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 678 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 679
HI HO 1 HOLD HOL S A 1 HOW T T 2 HURRY H C 2
HI HE 4 HOLDER H C 2 HOW ST 9 HURRY T C 1
HI T E 2 HOLDING S C 1 HOW H C 38 HURT H T 3
HI S E 1 HOLDING HA 1 HOW T C 4 HURT S C 1
HICCUPS H T 1 HOLDING S A 2 HOW S C 12 HURT HA 1
HICCUPS HA 2 HOLDING HOLDIN S C 1 HOW H A 38 HURT S A 1
HIDDEN HA 1 HOLE HC 1 HOW TA 9 HURTING H T 1
HIDEOUS H C 1 HOLE HA 3 HOW S A 43 HURTING T E 1
HIGH S T 1 HOLES S C 1 HOW HE 3 HUSBAND HE 1
HIGH H C 1 HOLEY H C 1 HOW T E 8 HUSH H C 1
HIGH HE 1 HOLLOW HA 1 HOW SE 2 HYDE HA 1
HIGHER HA 1 HOME H T 2 HOW'D T C 1 I H T 298
HIGHLY H C 1 HOME H C 7 HOW'D HA 2 I T T 36
HILL HA 1 HOME TC 1 HOW'RE HA 1 I ST 75
HIM H T 9 HOME S C 1 HOW'RE S A 1 I HC 312
HIM S T 4 HOME HA 18 HOW'S H C 2 I T C 53
HIM H C 17 HOME T A 3 HOW'S HA 2 S C 123
HIM TC 2 HOME HE 1 HOW'S . HE 1 I HA 280
HIM S C 1 HOMEý S E 1 HOW'S S E 1 I T A 76
HIM HA 17 HOMEWORK H T 1 HOWARD HA 1 I S A 48
HIM S A 3 HONEST HE 1 HOWEVER HE 1 I SO 3
HIM HE 2 HONEY HC 2 HUFF H T 1 I HE 147
HIM IM HE 1 HONEY HA 9 HUH H T 6 I TE 40
HIMSELF S C 1 HONEY T A 1 HUH T T 8 I SE 1
HIMSELF HE 1 HONEY S A 2 HUH S T 3 I'D H T 1
HIP HE 2 HONEY HE 1 HUH H C 13 I'D H C 4
HIS TT 3 HOOD TE 1 HUH TC 15 I'D H A 5
HIS HC 11 HOOK ST 1 HUH SC 10 I'D HE 4
HIS TC 1 HOOK HA 1 HUH HA 7 I'D TE 2
HIS HA 13 HOOKS H T 1 HUH TA 4 I'LL H T 18
HIS HE 1 HOPE H C 3 HUH S A 9 I'LL S T 8
HIT H T 1 HOPE T C 1 HUH H 0 2 I'LL H C 36
HIT ST 2 HOPE HA 5 HUH SO 1 I'LL TC 1
HIT H C 1 HOPE T A 5 HUH HE 12 I'LL S C 10
HIT SA 1 HOPE TE 2 HUH TE 15 I'LL HA 29
HMM *SOUND H T 1 HOPEFULLY HE 1 HUH SE 3 I'LL TA 2
HMM *SOUND TT 1 HORSE HA 3 HUM H T 4 I'LL S A 9
HMM *SOUND HC 2 HORSES TT 1 HUM ST 1 I'LL S O 1
HMM *SOUND TC 1 HORSES HA 3 HUM HC 12 I'LL HE 13
HMM *SOUND SC 1 HOSPITAL SC 2 HUM HA 12 I'LL TE 3
HMM *SOUND HA 4 HOT HC 2 HUM TA 2 I'LL SE 1
HMM *SOUND TA 1 HOT HA 5 HUM H O 1 I'M H T 62
HMM *SOUND SA 3 HOUR HA 2 HUM HE 37 I'M TT 2
HMM *SOUND HE 12 HOUR HE 1 HUN HC 1 I'M ST 17
HMM *SOUND TE 1 HOURS HC 2 HUNDRED HC 2 I'M HC 55
HMMM *SOUND S A 2 HOURS H E 2 HUNDRED S C 1 I'M T C 8
HMMM *SOUND HE 2 HOUSE H T 2 HUNDRED HA 1 I'M SC 31
HO H T 3 HOUSE HC 2 HUNDRED TA 1 I'M HA 36
HOLD S T 8 HOUSE S C 12 HUNDRED HE 1 I'M T A 13
HOLD HA 4 HOUSE HA 1 HUNGRY H T 1 I'M SA 4
HOLD T A 1 HOUSE T A 1 HUNGRY HE 2 I'M S O 1
HOLD SA 7 HOUSE SA 5 HURRAH H T 6 I'M HE 27
HOLD HE 2 HOUSE TE 1 HURRAH HE 1 I'M TE 6
HOLD HOL SC 1 HOW H T 16 HURRY H T 1 I'M SE 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 676 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 677
I'M I'MMA HE 1 INDEPENDENT HE 2 ISN'T TC 2 JEFF H T 1
I'VE H C 1 INDIVIDUALLY HA 1 ISN'T HA 7 JEFF HC 2
I'VE TC 1 INFECTIOUS HA 1 ISN'T TA 1 JEFF HA 9
I'VE SC 1 INFLATION HC 1 ISN'T HE 2 JEFF HE 2
I'VE HA 3 INITIATE H C 2 IT H T 109 JEFFERY'S HA 1
I'VE TA 2 INSIDE HC 1 IT T T 9 JEFFREY H T 15
I'VE HE 6 INSIDE HA 3 IT ST 55 JEFFREY HC 11
I'VE TE 2 INSIDE TA 1 IT HC 170 JEFFREY HA 10
ICE H T 1 INSIDE S A 3 IT T C 17 JEFFREY'S H T 1
ICE HC 1 INSIGHT HA 2 IT SC 62 JEFFREY'S TA 1
ICE HE 3 INSINUATING HA 1 IT HA 175 JENKINS T C 1
ID H T 1 INSTEAD H C 3 IT T A 36 JENNIFER H C 3
IDEA H A 2 INSTRUMENTS S A 1 IT S A 80 JENNIFER S C 2
IDEAS HE 1 INSURANCE TA 5 IT H 0 2 JENNIFER HA 1
IDEAS T E 1 INSURANCE T E 1 IT H E 64 JENNIFER S A 3
IF HT 19 INTELLECTUAL HA 1 IT T E 15 JENNIFER'S HA 1
IF T T 1 INTEND HC 1 IT S E 1 JERRY H C 1
IF ST 4 INTEND HA 1 IT'LL H C 2 JESSICA SC 1
IF HC 33 INTERESTING HA 2 IT'LL HA 1 JOB HA 1
IF TC 4 INTERFERING HA 1 IT'LL SA 1 JOB TE 1
IF S C 5 INTERRUPTED HE 1 IT'LL HE 2 JOCKEY HA 3
IF HA 38 INTERVIEW HE 1 IT'LL TE 2 JOCKEYS HA 1
IF T A 3 INTO H T 3 IT'S H T 19 JOG HE 2
IF SA 23 INTO HC 14 IT'S TT 6 JOHN HA I
IF HE 17 INTO S C 3 IT'S ST 3 JOIN H C 1
IF TE 7 INTO HA 17 IT'S HC 40 JOIN SA 1
IGNORE H C 1 INTO S A 1 IT'S T C 13 JOKE T C 2
ILL H T 1 INTO HE 1 IT'S SC 10 JOKE HA 1
ILL H C 1 INTRODUCE H C 1 IT'S HA 75 JOKES H C 1
ILLS H T 1 INTRODUCE S C 2 IT'S T A 22 JONATHAN S A 3
IMMEDIATE T E 1 INTRODUCE S A 3 IT'S S A 7 JONES H T 2
IMPOSE HE 1 INVESTIGATING T A 1 IT'S S O 2 JONES S T 1
IMPOSSIBLE H T 1 INVITE H C 1 IT'S HE 28 JONES H C 1
IMPOSSIBLE HC 2 INVITED HC 1 IT'S TE 9 JONES SA 2
IMPRESSION T E 1 INVITING H C 1 ITALIAN H C 1 JONES T E 1
IMPRESSIONS T E 1 INVITING T C 1 ITALIAN HA 1 JOSEPH H C 3
IN H T 46 INVOLVED T A 1 ITALIAN HE 1 JUICE H T 6
IN T T 10 IRAN T C 1 ITCHY T C 1 JUICE S T 2
IN ST 16 IRAN T A 2 ITS HA 1 JUICE H C 2
IN H C 80 IS H T 58 ITSELF HE 1 JUICE S C 4
IN TC 19 IS TT 6 J TE 1 JUICE HA 9
IN S C 15 IS S T 27 JACK H T 1 JUICE S A 10
IN HA 96 IS H C 80 JACK H C 1 JUICE HE 3
IN T A 14 IS T C 5 JACK HE 1 JUICES HE 1
IN SA 18 IS SC 32 JACKET H T 1 JULY HA 1
IN HO IS HA 89 JACKET HA 11 JUMP ST 1
IN S 0 1 IS T A 11 JACOB S A 1 JUMP H C 1
IN HE 29 IS SA 28 JAG TA 1 JUMP HA 1
IN T E 6 IS HE 45 JAGUAR T A 1 JUMP HE 1
INCHES H C 1 IS T E 19 JAPANESE HA 1 JUMPED H C 1
INCHES HA 1 ISN'T H T 3 JAR ST 1 JUMPED HA 1
INCHES HE 1 ISN'T TT 2 JASPER HA 1 JUMPING HC 2
INCIDENTS HE 1 ISN'T S T 3 JAY HE 1 JUMPS H C 1
INCLUDE HC 1 ISN'T HC 8 JEALOUS HE 1 JUNE HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 682 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 683
JUNIOR HE 1 KIDDING H C 3 KNOW T C 15 LATER H T 1
JUNK HC 1 KIDDING HA 3 KNOW SC 15 LATER TT 1
JUNK T C 1 KIDDING T A 1 KNOW HA 91 LATER H C 1
JUST H T 9 KIDDING T E 1 KNOW T A 27 LATER T C 2
JUST T T 2 KIDS HA 6 KNOW S A 9 LATER HA 5
JUST S T 2 KIDS TA 2 KNOW HE 42 LATER TA 2
JUST HC 36 KIDS SA 1 KNOW TE 10 LATER HE 3
JUST T C 1 KIDS HE 5 KNOWING T A 1 LATER T E 2
JUST S C 4 KILL H C 1 KNOWING KNAWING HA 1 LAUGH H T 1
JUST HA 31 KILL HA 1 KNOWING KNOWIN TA 1 LAUGH HC 7
JUST TA 1 KILLED HC 2 KNOWN HA 2 LAUGHING HA 1
JUST S A 4 KIM H C 1 KNOWS H T 7 LAUGHING T E 1
JUST HE 24 KIM T C 2 KNOWS H C I LAUGHING LAUGHIN S C 1
JUST JUS H T 4 KIM HA 4 KNOWS HA 2 LAUGHS H T 3
JUST JUS ST 5 KIM T A 1 KONG H T 1 LAUGHS H C 4
JUST JUS H C 8 KIN HE 1 KOOK H C 1 LAVENDER H C 3
JUST JUS TC 4 KIND H T 3 KOOKY HC 1 LAY SC 1
JUST JUS S C 3 KIND S T 5 L ST 1 LAY HA 1
JUST JUS HA 4 KIND HC 3 L TC 2 LAYING HC 1
JUST JUS T A 1 KIND T C 1 L S C 2 LEADER S T 1
JUST JUS S A 7 KIND HA 13 L S A 1 LEAN HE 1
JUST JUS S O 1 KIND T A 1 L TE 1 LEARN HA 2
JUST JUS HE 2 KIND HE 1 LA H T 59 LEARNED HA 3
JUST JUS T E 5 KIND TE 1 LA S T 1 LEARNED T E 1
JUST JUS' H C 1 KIND KINDA H C 1 LA H C 9 LEAST H C 2
K H T 10 KIND'S H T 1 LABOR H C 1 LEAST H E 1
K T T 2 KINDLY H C 1 LADIES H T 1 LEAVE H T 1
K H C 19 KINDS H T 2 LADIES S C 1 LEAVE H C 18
K T C 2 KINDS HA 2 LADIES S A 1 LEAVE S C 6
K HA 24 KINDS SA 1 LADY H T 2 LEAVE HA 3
K T A 2 KING HA 1 LADY S T 1 LEAVES HA 1
K S A 1 KING T A 1 LADY H C 2 LEAVES S A 1
K HE 23 KISS H T 1 LADY T C 1 LEAVING S T 1
K T E 19 KISS T C 1 LADY HA 11 LEAVING H C 1
KAREN S T 2 KISS HA 1 LADY TE 2 LEAVING HA 1
KAREN S C 1 KITCHEN H T 1 LAFAYETTE T A 1 LEE H C 2
KATHRYN S T 5 KITCHEN SC 1 LAKE HA 4 LEE TA 1
KATHRYN S A 1 KITCHEN HA 3 LALA *SOUND H T 1 LEFT S T 2
KEEP H T 1 KITCHEN HE 1 LAMB H T 2 LEFT HC 3
KEEP T T 4 KITCHEN KITHCEN H C 1 LANGUAGE HE 1 LEFT S C 2
KEEP S T 6 KITE H T 5 LAP HC 2 LEFT HA 2
KEEP HC 2 KITE HA 10 LAST H T 1 LEFT TA 2
KEEP SC 2 KNEE H T 1 LAST T T 3 LEFT SA 1
KEEP HA 4 KNEW H T 1 LAST HC 2 LEFT HE 2
KEEP HE 2 KNEW S T 1 LAST T C 7 LEFTOVERS HA 1
KEEPS HA 1 KNEW HC 3 LAST HA 5 LEG HC 1
KEPT HC 2 KNEW HE 3 LAST TA 3 LEG HA 1
KEPT HE 1 KNOCK TC 1 LAST HE 1 LEG TA 1
KERT H T 1 KNOCKING HE 1 LAST TE 1 LEGS H T 1
KETTLE S A 1 KNOT S A 1 LAST LAS T C 1 LEGS H C 5
KID H T 1 KNOW H T 35 LATE H C 2 LEGS HA 3
KID H C 4 KNOW T T 6 LATE HA 8 LEI H T 4
KID S A 1 KNOW S T 8 LATE T A 1 LEISURELY T E 1
KIDDIES H C 1 KNOW H C 57 LATE HE 1 LEND H C 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 680 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 681
LENGTH HE 1 LIFE T E 1 LITTLE H C 18 LOOKS T A 1
LESS TA 1 LIGHT ST 1 LITTLE T C 3 LOOKS SA 2
LESS TE 1 LIGHT HA 6 LITTLE SC 5 LOOSE H T 1
LESSONS H T 1 LIGHT T A 1 LITTLE HA 30 LOOSE H C 1
LESSONS HC 1 LIGHTER HC I LITTLE TA 4 LOOSE SA 1
LESSONS HA 1 LIGHTS HA 1 LITTLE SA 6 LORD HA 1
LET H T 11 LIKE H T 46 LITTLE HE 6 LORD S A 1
LET S T 3 LIKE T T 1 LITTLE T E 3 LOSE H T 1
LET H C 14 LIKE ST 9 LITTLE LIDDLE T T 1 LOSE H C 1
LET T C 1 LIKE H C 52 LIVE S T 1 LOSER H C 1
LET HA 14 LIKE T C 2 LIVE H C 1 LOSING H C 3
LET T A 3 LIKE S C 20 LIVE T C 2 LOSING HA 1
LET S A 8 LIKE HA 80 LIVE .T E 3 LOST H T 7
LET HE 4 LIKE T A 6 LIVES H C 1 LOST HC 3
LET LEMME H T 1 LIKE S A 13 LIVES T C 1 LOST HA 3
LET LEMME S T 1 LIKE S O 1 LIVES HA 1 LOST HE 1
LET LEMME HC 1 LIKE HE 40 LIVING TC 1 LOT H T 9
LET LEMME S C 2 LIKE T E 8 LIVING HE 1 LOT H C 3
LET LEMME HA 2 LIKEABLE H T 1 LOAF HA 1 LOT T C 1
LET LEMME T A 1 LIKED H C 1 LOCATED H C 1 LOT S C 1
LET LEMME S A 3 LIKED HA 1 LOCATED HE 1 LOT HA 12
LET LEMME HE 3 LIKELY HC 1 LOCATED TE 1 LOT TA 1
LET'S H T 7 LIKES H C 1 LOIN S C 1 LOT S A 1
LET'S TT 3 LINE ST 1. LONG H T 7 LOT HE 4
LET'S S T 7 LINE S C 1 LONG H C 7 LOT T E 2
LET'S H C 6 LINE T A 1 LONG S C 4 LOTION H T 1
LET'S T C 2 LINE S A 5 LONG HA 7 LOTIONS H T 1
LET'S S C 3 LION S T 6 LONG T A 1 LOTS S C 1
LET'S HA 11 LION H C 1 LONG HE 3 LOTS HA 1
LET'S S A 19 LION S C 1 LONG T E 2 LOTTERY T A 1
LET'S HE 2 LION SA 8 LONGER H T 1 LOUD H T 1
LETTER ST 1 LION SO 1 LONGER ST 2 LOUD HC 4
LETTER H C 3 LIONS T T 1 LOOK H T 20 LOUD S C 1
LETTER TC 2 LIONS HC I LOOK TT 2 LOUD HA 3
LETTER HA 5 LIONS TC 1 LOOK ST 6 LOUD HE 2
LETTER S A 2 LIQUIDS HE 1 LOOK H C 15 LOUDER S C 1
LETTERS ST 1 LISTEN H T 21 LOOK TC 1 LOUDLY HA 3
LETTERS T C 1 LISTEN S T 1 LOOK S C 13 LOUISE T T 1
LETTERS S A 3 LISTEN H C 6 LOOK HA 15 LOUISE S T 8
LETTING H T 1 LISTEN T C 1 LOOK T A 3 LOUISE S C 2
LETTING HE 1 LISTEN HA 12 LOOK S A 8 LOUISE T E 2
LETTUCE H C 1 LISTEN T A 1 LOOK S O 1 LOUISE'S T C 1
LETTUCE HA 1 LISTEN HE 4 LOOK HE 2 LOVE H T 3
LETTUCE HE 1 LISTENED H T 1 LOOKED H C 3 LOVE H C 4
LEVEL HE 2 LISTENING H T 6 LOOKED S A 1 LOVE S C 1
LEWIS H C 1 LISTENING H C 4 LOOKING H T 6 LOVE H A 1
LIBERAL HA 1 LISTENING S C 2 LOOKING S T 1 LOVELY HA 3
LIBERAL HE 2 LISTENING HA 4 LOOKING H C 3 LOVELY S A 1
LIBRARY T A 1 LISTENING HE 2 LOOKING HA 5 LOVER HE 2
LIBRARY HE 1 LISTENING S E 1 LOOKING T A 1 LOVES H T 6
LICK H T 1 LISTENING LISTENI HA 1 LOOKING LOOKIN H T 2 LOVES H E 1
LICKING H T 1 LISTENS H C 1 LOOKS H C 3 LOWER S T 2
LIE TE 1 LITTLE H T 21 LOOKS SC 2 LUCK TA 1
LIFE HA 1 LITTLE ST 6 LOOKS HA 6 LUCKY ST 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 686 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 687
LUCKY HA 1 MAKE TE 2 MATE HA 1 ME LEMME SA 3
LUCKY T A 1 MAKES H T 1 MATH H C 1 ME LEMME HE 3
LUCKY HE 1 MAKES HC I MATH SA 1 MEAL HA 1
LUNCH HC 3 MAKES HA 3 MATILDA ST 5 MEAL HE 1
LUNCH HA 5 MAKES T A 1 MATILDA S A 4 MEAN H T 7
LUNCHROOM HA 1 MAKING H T 3 MATTER H C 3 MEAN T T 1
LUNGS HA 1 MAKING SC 1 MATTER HA 5 MEAN ST 3
LUNGS HE 1 MAKING HA 2 MATTER TA 1 MEAN HC 11
LYDIA H C 3 MAKING T A 2 MATTER S A 2 MEAN T C 2
LYDIA'S H C 2 MAKING S A 2 MATTER HE 2 MEAN S C 2
M ST 1 MAKING MAKIN S C 4 MATTER T E 1 MEAN HA 9
M H C 2 MAKING MAKIN S A 1 MAURICE H T 11 MEAN T A 2
M S C 2 MAKING MAKIN' S T 1 MAURICE H C 8 MEAN S A 1
M HA 3 MALPRACTICE T A 1 MAURICE HA 6 MEAN HE 10
M HE 2 MALPRACTICE T E 1 MAURICE HE 3 MEAN T E 2
MA H T 5 MALTED HA 1 MAY H T 6 MEANS H T 1
MA ST 1 MAN HC 2 MAY HC 13 MEANS HC 1
MA HC 15 MAN TC 2 MAY HA 13 MEANS HA 3
MA'AM H T 1 MAN SC 2 MAY TA 1 MEANS HE 2
MA'AM HC 1 MAN SA 2 MAY SA 1 MEANTIME HA 1
MA'AM HA 1 MAN HE 4 MAY HE 3 MEANY H T 1
MA'AM HE 1 MAN SE 1 MAY TE 1 MEAT H T 4
MACARONI TT 1 MANHATTAN HC 4 MAYBE HC 1 MEAT HC 3
MACDONALD H T 1 MANHATTAN HA 1 MAYBE SC 1 MEAT HA 9
MACDONALD HC 1 MANY H T 1 MAYBE HA 18 MEATS HC 1
MACHINE H T 1 MANY ST 4 MAYBE TA 2 MEDICAL HA 2
MAD HC 1 MANY HC 8 MAYBE SA 2 MEDICINE SC 1
MADAM HC 1 MANY SC 1 MAYBE HE 3 MEET HC 5
MADE H T 8 MANY HA 4 MAYONNAISE HC 1 MEET HA 2
MADE TT 3 MANY TA 1 MAYONNAISE HA 2 MEETING SA 4
MADE HC 11 MANY SA 28 MAZE TE 1 MELISSA H T 50
MADE TC 2 MANY HE 3 ME H T 83 MELISSA TT 9
MADE SC 2 MARCH ST 1 ME TT 8 MELISSA HC 11
MADE HA 15 MARCH TC 1 ME ST 26 MELISSA TC 2
MADE TA 1 MARCH HE 1 ME HC 90 MELISSA HA 45
MADE SA 1 MARK HC 1 ME TC 8 MELISSA TA 3
MADE HE 2 MARKER HC 1 ME SC 11 MELISSA HE 4
MADE TE 2 MARYANN SA 1 ME HA 48 MELISSA MELIS HA 1
MAGAZINES MAZAGIN T A 1 MASH H T 2 ME T A 4 MELISSA MELISS H T 1
MAGIC HC 1 MASH HC 2 ME SA 15 MELISSA'S H T 4
MAIL HC 1 MASH HA 2 ME HE 20 MELISSA'S HC 3
MAIL TC 3 MASH HE 2 ME TE 5 MELISSA'S HA 2
MAIL HA 3 MASHED HC 1 ME SE 1 MELISSA'S TE 1
MAIN TE 1 MASK HE 1 ME GIMME H T 7 MELT HC 1
MAKE H T 18 MASK TE 1 ME GIMME SC 6 MEMBER SC 1
MAKE TT 3 MASK SE 1 ME GIMME HA 2 MENTION HA 1
MAKE ST 16 MASK'S HA 2 ME GIMME SO 1 MENTIONED HC 1
MAKE H C 12 MASQUERADE H T 1 ME GIMMEE S C 2 MENTIONING HA 1
MAKE T C 3 MASSACHUSETTS MASSATU HC 1 ME LEMME H T 1 MEOW H T 1
MAKE SC 13 MAT HA 1 ME LEMME ST 1 MERCEDES TC 2
MAKE HA 13 MATCH HC 2 ME LEMME , HC 1 MERCEDES TA 1
MAKE T A 4 MATCHES H T 2 ME LEMME S C 2 MERCEDES T E 1
MAKE S A 9 MATCHES HC 1 ME LEMME HA 2 MERCUROCHROME H C 1
MAKE HE 2 MATE H T 1 ME LEMME TA 1 MERCY HE 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 684 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 685












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 5 689
NOTICE HA 1 OFF H T 8 OLD H T 1 ONLY SC 2
NOTICE TA 1 OFF ST 8 OLD HC 7 ONLY HA 9
NOTORIOUS HA 1 OFF HC 13 OLD TC 1 ONLY TA 1
NOW H T 47 OFF TC 1 OLD HA 3 ONLY SA 2
NOW ST 35 OFF SC 7 OLD HE 1 ONLY HE 1
NOW HC 30 OFF HA 7 OLD OOLE H T 1 ONLY TE 1
NOW TC 8 OFF TA 1 OLDER H C 1 OOHWEE *SOUND ST 1
NOW S C 8 OFF S A 5 ON H T 44 000 *SOUND H C 1
NOW HA 60 OFF HE 5 ON TT 4 OOPS ST 2
NOW TA 13 OFF TE 2 ON ST 15 OOPS HC 1
NOW SA 37 OFF SE 1 ON HC 75 OOPS HA 3
NOW HE 14 OFFICE ST 3 ON TC 14 OPEN H T 3
NOW T E 2 OFFICE S C 1 ON S C 10 OPEN T T 1
NUDE HA 1 OFFICE HA 1 ON HA 98 OPEN S T 1
NUISANCE HA 1 OFFICE SA 2 ON TA 6 OPEN HC 4
NUMB H C 1 OFTEN HE 1 ON S A 14 OPEN T C 1
NUMB TE 1 OH H T 75 ON HO 1 OPEN HA 3
NUMBER ST 3 OH TT 8 ON HE 31 OPEN SA 1
NUMBER HC 1 OH ST 32 ON TE 4 OPEN HO 1
NUMBER TC 1 OH HC 76 ON C'MON H T 3 OPEN HE 1
NUMBER HA 1 OH TC 11 ON C'MON HC 6 OPEN TE 1
NUMBER TE 1 OH SC 13 ON C'MON TC 1 OPENED HC 1
NUMBERS TE 2 OH HA 109 ON C'MON SC 1 OPENED HA 2
NURSE ST 1 OH TA 10 ON C'MON HA 6 OPENS H T 1
NURSE SC 2 OH SA 26 ON C'MON SA 6 OPENS SA 1
NURSES S C 1 OH S 0 1 ONCE ST 1 OPPOSED HE 1
NUT HA 1 OH HE 74 ONCE HC 4 OPPOSITE HC 1
O'CLOCK H T 1 OH TE 37 ONCE HA 1 OR H T 10
O'CLOCK H C 1 OH S E 2 ONCE HE 1 OR S T 6
O'CLOCK HA 3 OH OHH H T 5 ONE H T 29 OR H C 20
O'CLOCK S A 1 OH OHH H C 3 ONE S T 43 OR T C 1
OAK TC 1 OH OHH HA 3 ONE HC 57 OR SC 1
OBNOXIOUS H C 1 OH OHH T E 3 ONE T C 4 OR HA 23
OBNOXIOUSLY HC 1 OHIO HA 2 ONE SC 19 OR TA 4
OBNOXIOUSLY HA 1 OKAY H T 37 ONE HA 32 OR S A 9
OCTOBER H T 1 OKAY TT 2 ONE TA 6 OR HE 9
OCTOPUS H C 1 OKAY S T 26 ONE S A 22 OR T E 8
OCTOPUS HA 1 OKAY H C 24 ONE S O 2 ORANGE S C 1
ODD HC 6 OKAY TC 7 ONE HE 13 ORANGE HA 6
ODD HA 1 OKAY SC 23 ONE TE 2 ORANGE HE 1
OF H T 33 OKAY HA 52 ONE'S S C 1 ORCHESTRA HC 2
OF TT 4 OKAY TA 4 ONE'S HA 1 ORCHESTRA HA 1
OF S T 10 OKAY S A 55 ONES H T 1 ORDER HA 2
OF H C 61 OKAY HE 22 ONES S T 2 ORDER HE 2
OF T C 6 OKAY T E 5 ONES H C 5 ORDERED T A 1
OF SC 10 OKAY SE 4 ONES HA 1 ORDERING HC 1
OF HA 112 OKAY KAY H T 3 ONES HE 2 ORDERS T A 1
OF T A 13 OKAY KAY T T 1 ONIONS H C 2 OTHER H T 6
OF S A 12 OKAY KAY S T 10 ONIONS HA 2 OTHER S T 5
OF S 0 1 OKAY KAY H C 1 ONIONS HE 1 OTHER H C 7
OF HE 31 OKAY KAY S C 1 ONLY H T 7 OTHER T C 1
OF TE 8 OKAY KAY SA 3 ONLY ST 2 OTHER HA 4
OF KINDA H C 1 OKAY KAY HE 1 ONLY H C 16 OTHER T A 5
OF OUTA S T 1 OKAY KAY T E 1 ONLY T C 2 OTHER S A 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 694 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 695
OTHER HE 4 OYSTERS HE 1 PASSED T E 1 PEPPER H C 6
OTHER T E 6 P T C 1 PASSES H T 1 PEPPER HA 5
OTHERSIDE H T 1 P T E 1 PASSES HA 1 PEPPER HE 4
OUCH H T 3 PAD HA 2 PASSES HE 1 PERFECT H C 1
OUCH ST 1 PAGE TC 1 PASSING HA 1 PERFECTLY HA 1
OUGHT HA 1 PAGE TE 1 PAST TC 1 PERFECTLY HE 1
OUR H T 4 PAINT H C 3 PAST HE 1 PERFORM HE 1
OUR H C 2 PAINT HA 1 PATH HA 3 PERFORMANCE HE 1
OUR T C 2 PAINTING H T 1 PATHETIQUE HA 2 PERIOD H C 4
OUR S C 10 PAIR H T 2 PATIENT S T 1 PERO H T 4
OUR HA 1 PAIR ST 5 PATIENT SC 1 PERO HA 3
OUR T A 5 PAIR H C 2 PATRICK S A 1 PERSON ST 2
OUR S A 1 PAIR HA 2 PATTERN H C 1 PERSON H C 1
OUR HE 1 PAIRS H T 1 PATTERNS HA 1 PERSON TA 1
OUT H T 11 PAIRS H C 4 PAW H T 1 PERSON S A 1
OUT T T 3 PAJAMAS JAMAS H C 1 PAY ST 1 PERSON S 0 1
OUT ST 4 PALMS S C 1 PAY HC 1 PERSON HE 1
OUT H C 44 PAN H T 7 PAY S C 2 PERSON T E 2
OUT TC 5 PAN HC 1 PAY HA 2 PET HC 1
OUT S C 8 PAN HA 3 PAY T A 1 PETER H T 7
OUT HA 38 PANTS H T 1 PAY TE 2 PETER ST 3
OUT T A 7 PANTS H C 1 PAYING HA 1 PETER H C 5
OUT S A 11 PANTS HA 1 PAYMENT H C 1 PETER S C 1
OUT HE 11 PAPER HC 2 PEACE HC 1 PETER HA 3
OUT TE 5 PAPER S C 2 PEACE HA 2 PETER A 3
OUT OUTA S T 1 PAPER T A 1 PEANUT H T 1 PETER'S S C 1
OUTSIDE H T 1 PAPER S A 1 PEANUT S T 1 PHONE H T 1
OUTSIDE S C 1 PAPERS HA 1 PEANUT S C 1 PHONE S T 1
OUTSIDE HA 1 PARADE HT 1 PEANUT SA 1 PHONE H C 1
OUTSIDE S A 2 PARADE H C 2 PEANUTS H T 2 PHONES HA 1
OVEN HC 1 PARADE TC 2 PEANUTS ST 3 PHOTOGRAPHER HC 1
OVEN H A 1 PARDON H A 1 PEANUTS S C 5 PIANO H T 2
OVER HT 8 PARENTS HA 2 PEANUTS HA 1 PIANO HA 3
OVER S T 6 PARENTS HE 1 PEANUTS S A 10 PIANO H E 2
OVER H C 21 PARK H C 1 PEE S T 1 PICK H T 1
OVER T C 6 PARK H A 1 PEEK S A 1 PICK H C 9
OVER S C 2 PARK T A 2 PEGGY S T 2 PICK HA 7
OVER HA 10 PARK HE 2 PEGGY S C 1 PICK TA 1
OVER TA 2 PARKED HA 1 PEN S A 1 PICK HE 2
OVER S A 7 PARKED T A 1 PENCIL S T 1 PICKED H C 2
OVER HE 2 PARKING H C 1 PENCIL S C 3 PICKED HA 1
OVER TE 2 PARKING HA 5 PENCIL SA 1 PICKED TA 1
OVER OVERS S T 2 PART H T 1 PEOPLE H T 4 PICKER H T 1
OVERREACTIVE H C 1 PART H C 5 PEOPLE S T 5 PICKING H T 3
OW H T 4 PART HA 3 PEOPLE HC 9 PICKING HC 3
OW HC 6 PART SA 1 PEOPLE TC 2 PICKING TC 1
OW SC 1 PART TE 2 PEOPLE SC 3 PICKING HA 2
OW OOW HC 1 PARTICULAR HA 1 PEOPLE HA 9 PICKING HE 1
OWEN HA 1 PARTICULAR HE 1 PEOPLE TA 1 PICTURE SC 3
OWN H T 1 PARTY H T 1 PEOPLE S A 3 PICTURE S A 1
OWN ST 2 PASS H T 5 PEOPLE HE 2 PICTURE HE 1
OWN HC 5 PASS HC 8 PEOPLE TE 1 PICTURES HA 2
OWN SC 2 PASS HA 6 PEOPLE'S H T 1 PIE H T 1
OWN T A 1 PASS S A 2 PEOPLE'S HA 1 PIE H C 7
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 693692 GROUP 2 CHILD 5
PIE HA 4 PLAYED H C 1 POP H C 1 PRETTY T A 1
PIE T A 1 PLAYED HA 1 POP S C 1 PRETTY HE 3
PIE HE 1 PLAYED T E 1 POP S A 1 PRETTY T E 2
PIECE H T 2 PLAYING H T 9 POPCORN H T 2 PRICE H C 1
PIECE H C 8 PLAYING H C 2 POPCORN S T 8 PRIVATE H T 1
PIECE S C 3 PLAYING S C 1 POPCORN S C 10 PRIVATE HE 1
PIECE HA 13 PLAYING HA 8 POPCORN HA 3 PRO HC 6
PIECE S A 2 PLAYING PLAYIN S T 1 POPCORN S A 14 PRO HA 2
PIECE S O 1 PLAYING PLAYIN S C 1 POPCORN S 0 4 PRO HE 1
PIECES HA 1 PLAYING PLAYIN S 0 1 POPEYE H T 1 PROBABLY H C 5
PIG HE 1 PLAYS HE 2 POPPED T C 1 PROBABLY T C 1
PIG'S H C 1 PLAZA T E 1 POPPED HA 1 PROBABLY HA 4
PIG'S HA 1 PLEASE H T 35 POPULAR HA 1 PROBABLY T A 2
PILOT H C 4 PLEASE T T 1 PORK H T 4 PROBABLY HE 10
PINGPONG PONG H C 1 PLEASE S T 2 PORK H C 4 PROBABLY T E 3
PINK H C 5 PLEASE H C 19 PORK HA 5 PROBLEM H T 1
PINKY H T 3 PLEASE T C 5 PORK HE 2 PROBLEM H C 3
PINKY'S H T 1 PLEASE S C 1 POSITIVE HE 1 PROBLEM H A 2
PINKYS H T 1 PLEASE HA 21 POSSIBILITY HA 1 PROBLEM T A 5
PINOCHIO HA 1 PLEASE S A 2 POSTCARD H C 1 PROBLEM HE 1
PIT H T 1 PLEASE HE 4 POSTCARDS H C 1 PROBLEMS H C 1
PITCHER H C 1 PLEASURE H T 2 POSTUM HA 1 PROBLEMS T A 2
PIZZAZZ H C 1 PLEASURE H C 5 POT H C 2 PROBLEMS T E 1
PLACE H T 1 PLEASURE HA 1 POT HA 2 PROD HE 1
PLACE H C 3 PLENTY HA 1 POTATOES H T 10 PROFIT T A 1
PLACE HA 10 PLENTY HE 1 POTATOES H C 3 PROGRAM S A 1
PLACE TA 1 PLOP HC 1 POTATOES HA 11 PROGRAM HE 1
PLACE S A 1 PLOP HA 3 POTATOES BOTATOE H T 1 PROMISE S T 1
PLACE HE 1 PLUNK S A 2 POTION H T 1 PROMISE S A 1
PLACE T E 1 PLUS S T 1 POTIONS H T 1 PROMISED TT 1
PLACES HA 2 PLUS H C 1 POTS H T 1 PROPERLY HA 1
PLACES HE 1 PLUS S A 12 POTS H C 1 PROSPECT HE 2
PLAIN H T 2 PLUSH TA 1 POTS HA 1 PROUD HE 1
PLANK S A 3 POCKET H T 1 POUNDING S T 1 PUBLICATIONS T A 1
PLANNING HC 3 POCKET HA 7 POUNDS HC 1 PUDDING H T 1
PLANNING HA 2 POCKET SA 1 POUNDS HA 2 PUDDLE HC 1
PLANT H C 1 POCKET HE 1 POURED S C 1 PUDDLE HA 2
PLANTS H C 1 POCKETS H T 1 POW H C 2 PUDDY *MADEUP H T 3
PLANTS HA 2 POCKETS HA 4 POW HE 1 PULL ST 1
PLASTIC HA 1 POEM H T 1 PRACTICE HC 1 PULL HA 7
PLATE H T 1 POINT H C 2 PRACTICE S C 2 PULL T A 2
PLATE HC 5 POINT HA 1 PRACTICE HA 1 PULLED HA 4
PLATE HA 8 POINT S A 2 PRACTICING PRACTIC S A 1 PUPPY TT T
PLATE HE 2 POINT T E 2 PRAY T E 1 PURINA H T 8
PLATES H T 1 POINTED H C 2 PREFERS PERFERS H A 1 PURINA H C 1
PLATES HA 1 POKE TC 1 PREPARED HA 1 PURPLE HC 1
PLATFORM T E 1 POLLUTANTS H T 1 PRESENTED T A 2 PURSE S T 1
PLAY H T 16 POLLUTANTS HA 1 PRESENTS HA 1 PUSH H T 1
PLAY ST 5 POLLUTION HE 1 PRESS H T 1 PUSH H C 1
PLAY HC 17 POMPOM POM SA 1 PRETEND ST 1 PUSH HA 1
PLAY S C 7 POMPOMS S C 1 PRETEND S C 1 PUSHED S C 1
PLAY HA 14 POMPOMS POMS S A 1 PRETTIER H T 1 PUSHED HA 1
PLAY S A 1 PONY T T I PRETTY H C 1 PUSHING S A 1
PLAY HE 3 PONY HA 1 PRETTY HA 3 PUSHING PUSHIN S C 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 698 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 699
PUSSY H T 2 RAINS H C 1 RECORD H T 3 REST H C 1
PUT H T 29 RAINY HA 1 RECORD HC 2 REST HA 3
PUT S T 6 RAISIN HT 1 RECORD HA 1 RESTAURANT HC 3
PUT H C 30 RAISIN HA 2 RECORD HE 2 RESTAURANT HA 1
PUT S C 11 RAN H C 1 RECORD S E 1 RETARDED H T 2
PUT HA 41 RAT S A 1 RECORDED HE 2 RETARDED H C 7
PUT T A 2 RATED H C 1 RECORDER H C 1 RETARDO *MADEUP H T 1
PUT S A 9 RATHER H T 1 RECORDER HE 1 RETARDS H C 1
PUT HE 6 RATHER H C 1 RECORDER T E 1 RETURN T A 1
PUT T E 1 RATHER HA 2 RECORDING H T 3 RIBBON S C 1
PUTTING H T 4 RATHER T E 1 RECORDING S T 1 RICE H T 5
PUTTING S C 2 REACTING H C 1 RECORDING H C 1 RICE H C 2
PUTTING HA 1 READ H T 4 RECORDING TC 2 RICE HA 7
PUTTING HE 1 READ HA 6 RECORDING HA 2 RICHARD ST 1
PUZZLE S C 1 READ T E 1 RECORDING S A 1 RICHARD S A 3
Q S T 1 READING S A 2 RECORDING HE 1 RICHARD'S S C 1
Q S C 1 READY H T 4 RECORDING T E 1 RIDICULOUS H C 2
QUACK S C 1 READY TT 1 RECORDING RECARDI T C 1 RIDING TT T
QUARTER H C 1 READY S T 3 RECORDING RECORDI H T 1 RIDING HA 3
QUARTER HA 1 READY H C 5 RED H T 1 RIGHT H T 26
QUARTER T A 1 READY T C 3 RED H C 2 RIGHT T T 4
QUEEN H T 1 READY S C 1 RED S C 1 RIGHT S T 7
QUEENSBOROUGH TE 1 READY HA 7 RED HA 10 RIGHT HC 24
QUESTION T C 3 READY T A 1 REDUCE H C 1 RIGHT T C 2
QUESTION T A 1 READY S A 6 REDUCTION HE 1 RIGHT S C 15
QUESTION T E 3 READY HE 3 REFEREE H A 1 RIGHT HA 43
QUESTIONS H T 1 REAL H T 5 REFEREES H C 1 RIGHT T A 9
QUESTIONS H C 3 REAL S C 1 REFRIGERATOR HA 2 RIGHT S A 27
QUESTIONS TE 1 REAL HA 1 REGULAR SC 2 RIGHT S O 5
QUICK H T 1 REAL S A 1 REGULAR T A 1 RIGHT HE 65
QUICK HA 1 REAL HE 1 REGULAR T E 1 RIGHT T E 20
QUICK SA 3 REALIZE HA 1 RELAX HA 2 RIGHT SE 1
QUICK T E 1 REALIZE HE 1 REMEMBER H T 1 RIPPED H C 1
QUICKER H T 1 REALIZED HA 1 REMEMBER TT 1 ROACH HC 2
QUIET H T 1 REALLY H T 2 REMEMBER S T 1 ROACHES H C 1
QUIET H C 3 REALLY S T 2 REMEMBER H C 1 ROAD HA 1
QUIET HA 3 REALLY H C 21 REMEMBER T C 1 ROADS HE 1
QUITE HA 5 REALLY TC 5 REMEMBER SC 2 ROASTED HA 2
QUITE TA 2 REALLY SC 2 REMEMBER HA 4 ROBERT S T 5
QUITE SA 1 REALLY HA 32 REMEMBER SA 2 ROBERT SA 2
RACES HA 2 REALLY . TA 5 REMEMBER HE 2 ROBIN HA 1
RACING HA 1 REALLY SA 5 REMIND HA 1 ROBOT ST 3
RACKET HA 1 REALLY HE 18 REMIND TA 1 ROCKFORD S C 1
RADIO H C 1 REALLY T E 2 REMINDS H C 2 ROCKUM *MADEUP S T 9
RAH H T 1 REAR HC 1 RENOVATED TA 1 ROLL HA 1
RAIN H T 6 REAR T E 1 REPEAT HE 2 ROLL TA 1
RAIN HA 4 REARING HA 1 REPORT HE 1 ROLLS TC 1
RAIN TA 2 REASON HC 1 RESEARCH HC 1 ROLLS HE 1
RAIN TE 1 REASON HA 2 RESOLUTION HA 1 ROOM H T 2
RAINCOAT T A 1 REASON S A 1 RESPECTIVELY H C 1 ROOM H C 3
RAINING TT 1 REASON HE 1 RESPONDS HA 1 ROOM SC 1
RAINING HC 1 RECEIVED HE 1 RESPONSE HE 2 ROOM HA 10
RAINING T A 1 RECEIVER HE 1 RESPONSIBILITY HA 1 ROOM T A 1
RAINING T E 1 RECEIVERS HE 2 RESPONSIBLE HA 1 ROOM S A 5
697GROUP 2 CHILD 5 696 GROUP 2 CHILD 5
ROOM TE 2 SALE HA 1 SCHEDULED HA 1 SEE HA 36
ROPE TC 4 SALT HC 2 SCHNOEBEL HA 2 SEE TA 10
ROPE SC 1 SALT HA 1 SCHOOL H T 3 SEE SA 13
ROPE HA 2 SALT HE 4 SCHOOL T T 1 SEE HE 11
ROT HC 1 SALTY H C 2 SCHOOL HC 6 SEE TE 6
ROTTEN H T 2 SALTY HA 3 SCHOOL T C 2 SEEDS H T 5
ROTTEN HC 1 SAM SA 1 SCHOOL HA 9 SEEDS H A 10
ROUGHED HE 1 SAME ST 2 SCHOOL TA 1 SEEING HC 1
ROUND S T 1 SAME S C 2 SCHOOL HO 1 SEEING HE 1
ROUND HC 2 SAME HA 1 SCHOOL HE 8 SEEM HC 2
ROUTE T E 1 SAME HE 2 SCHOOL T E 1 SEEM HA 1
ROYCE T C 1 SAND H T 1 SCHOOLS HE 1 SEEMED T E 2
ROYCE T A 1 SAND H C 1 SCHWARTZ H C 1 SEEMS HA 1
RUFFLED HE 1 SANDWICH HA 4 SCIENCE H C 1 SEEMS T E 1
RUMMER *MADEUP T E 1 SANITATION S A 1 SCISSOR S A 1 SEEN H C 2
RUN H C 10 SATISFIED H C 2 SCISSORS S A 1 SEEN HA 4
RUN T C 1 SATURATED HA 1 SCRAPED S T 1 SEES H C 1
RUN TA 1 SATURATED HE 1 SCRATCH SA 1 SELECTION HA 1
RUN S A 1 SATURDAY H T 21 SCREAM H C 1 SELECTIONS HE 1
RUN HE 1 SATURDAY H C 1 SCREAM HA 1 SELF T A 1
RUN TE 1 SATURDAY HA 3 SCREAMING HC 1 SELF TE 1
RUNNER TE 1 SAUCE HC 1 SCREAMING HA 2 SELL HC 1
RUNNING HC 2 SAUCE HA 1 SCREW TA 2 SELL SC 1
RUNNING T A 1 SAVE H C 1 SCRUMPTIOUS HA 1 SELL HA 1
RUNNING S A 1 SAVING SAVIN S C 1 SEAFOOD H C 4 SELLER S O 1
RUNNING HE 1 SAW H T 2 SEASONED HA 1 SELLING TA 1
RUNNING T E 1 SAW H C 3 SEAT H T 1 SEND H T 2
RUNS H C 1 SAW S C 1 SEAT T T 1 SEND H C 3
RUSH H T 1 SAW HA 3 SEAT HA 1 SEND HA 6
RUSHING HA 2 SAW SA 1 SEAT TA 1 SEND HE 1
RYE HA 2 SAW HE 2 SECOND H T 2 SENSE HC 1
S H C 2 SAY H T 12 SECOND T T 1 SENSE T A 1
S T C 1 SAY T T 2 SECOND H C 4 SENSIBLE H C 1
S SC 3 SAY ST 1 SECOND TC 1 SENT HC 1
S HE 1 SAY H C 22 SECOND S C 1 SENT HA 1
S T E 1 SAY T C 4 SECOND HA 3 SEPARATE S T 1
SAFE S T 1 SAY S C 3 SECOND S A 1 SEPARATE S A 3
SAFETY H T 1 SAY HA 14 SECOND HE 1 SERVE H C 1
SAHARA TC 1 SAY TA 5 SECONDS H T 2 SERVE HA 4
SAID H T 6 SAY S A 3 SECONDS H C 3 SERVE S A 1
SAID T T 2 SAY HE 21 SECONDS S C 1 SERVED HA 1
SAID ST 4 SAY TE 1 SECONDS HA 2 SERVICE TA 1
SAID HC 19 SAYING H T 2 SECONDS HE 1 SERVING HA 1
SAID T C 4 SAYING HE 2 SECRET H T 2 SET H T 2
SAID S C 4 SAYING T E 1 SECRET T T 2 SET H C 1
SAID HA 12 SAYING SAYIM HA 1 SECRET H C 2 SET HA 1
SAID T A 1 SAYING SAYIN H T 1 SECRET HE 2 SET S A 1
SAID S A 2 SAYS H C 5 SECRETS H T 1 SET HE 1
SAID HE 6 SAYS HA 1 SEE H T 18 SET T E 1
SAKE T E 1 SAYS S A 2 SEE T T 3 SEUSS HA 1
SALAD H T 3 SCALE H C 2 SEE S T 9 SEVEN H T 1
SALAD H C 1 SCARED H C 1 SEE H C 32 SEVEN S T 6
SALAD HA 5 SCARED S A 1 SEE T C 6 SEVEN H C 18
SALAMI HA 3 SCARF S A 1 SEE S C 6 SEVEN S C 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 702 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 703
SEVEN HA 8 SHERBET HE 1 SHY HA 1 SIX S A 4
SEVEN T A 1 SHIFT T E 1 SICK H T 2 SIX HE 2
SEVEN S A 1 SHINE T E 2 SICK S T 1 SIX T E 1
SEVEN HE 1 SHIRT H T. 1 SICK H C 5 SIXTEEN H C 1
SEVEN T E 2 SHIRT H C 1 SICK HE 1 SIXTEEN S C 1
SEVENTEEN H C 1 SHIRT T C 1 SIDE H T 2 SIXTEENTH H T 1
SEVENTY S C 2 SHIRT S C 1 SIDE T T 2 SIXTHS H C 4
SEVENTY T A 1 SHIRT HA 2 SIDE T A 1 SIZE H C 1
SH H T 1 SHIRT HE 1 SIDE S A 1 SIZE HA 1
SH HE 2 SHIRT S E 1 SIDES S A 2 SIZE H E 1
SH SSSSH TT 1 SHOCK SHOCKUM S T 1 SILENCE H C 2 SKINNIER H C 1
SHAH T C 1 SHOE H T 1 SILK H T 2 SKINNY H C 1
SHAH TA 1 SHOES H T 9 SILK HA 12 SKINNY HA 1
SHAKE H T 1 SHOES H C 5 SILLY H C 5 SKIP HE 2
SHAKE HA 1 SHOES SC 2 SILLY TC 1 SKIPPED HC 1
SHAKING S T 2 SHOES HA 3 SILLY HE 1 SLANTED H C 2
SHAPE SA 1 SHOOK HA 1 SILLY TE 2 SLAPPING HC 1
SHARE S T 2 SHOOT S C 1 SIMPLY HE 1 SLEEP T E 2
SHAWN TA 1 SHOP HC 3 SINCE HC 1 SLICE HA 2
SHE H T 9 SHORT S T 3 SINCE HA 3 SLOPPY H T 1
SHE T T 1 SHORT H C 1 SINCE HE 3 SLOW H C 1
SHE S T 3 SHORT S A 1 SINCE T E 2 SLOWER H C 1
SHE H C 72 SHORTER T A 1 SING H C 2 SLOWER T A 1
SHE T C 3 SHORTLY HE 1 SING HA 2 SLOWLY HA 1
SHE S C 12 SHOULD H T 2 SINGING H C 1 SMACKED S C 1
SHE HA 42 SHOULD S T 2 SINK H C 1 SMALL H T 1
SHE T A 2 SHOULD H C 14 SIR H C 1 SMALL S T 1
SHE S A 6 SHOULD S C 1 SIR HA 2 SMALL HA 3
SHE H E 14 SHOULD HA 6 SISTER H T 5 SMALL T A 1
SHE T E 7 SHOULD S A 7 SISTER H C 3 SMALLER ST 1
SHE'D H A 1 SHOULD HE 10 SISTER T C 1 SMALLER H C 1
SHE'LL ST 1 SHOULD TE 1 SISTER HE 2 SMALLER HA 1
SHE'LL HC 4 SHOULDERS HT 1 SISTER SIS H T 1 SMART HC 1
SHE'LL TC 1 SHOULDN'T TC 1 SISTERS HC 1 SMART TC 1
SHE'LL S C 1 SHOULDN'T S C 1 SIT H T 4 SMASHING HA 1
SHE'LL TA 1 SHOULDN'T HA 2 SIT ST 1 SMELL HC 1
SHE'LL TE 1 SHOUTING HA 1 SIT HC 8 SMELLS H T 1
SHE'S H T 1 SHOW H T 2 SIT T C 2 SMELLS H C 2
SHE'S TT 1 SHOW HC 7 SIT SC 1 SMILE TE 1
SHE'S S T 2 SHOW S C 4 SIT HA 21 SMILING T E 1
SHE'S HC 32 SHOW HA 2 SIT TA 1 SMOKES HC 1
SHE'S TC 1 SHOW SA 1 SIT SA 1 SMOOTH H T 1
SHE'S S C 2 SHOWED S A 1 SIT H E 1 SMORGASBORD H C 1
SHE'S HA 8 SHOWING HC I SIT TE 1 SNACK HA 6
SHE'S TA 2 SHRIMPS HC 2 SITS HA 1 SNACKING HA 1
SHE'S S A 2 SHRUNK T C 1 SITTING S T 1 SNACKY *MADEUP HA 1
SHE'S HE 9 SHUCKS T C 1 SITTING S C 3 SNAILS H C 2
SHE'S TE 1 SHUCKS HE 1 SITUATION HE 1 SNAKE HC 1
SHEEPSHEAD HA 1 SHUFFLE H C 1 SITUATIONS HE 2 SNATCH S C 1
SHEETS H C 2 SHUFFLER H C 1 SIX H T 7 SNEAKER H C 1
SHELF HC 1 SHUT H T 8 SIX ST 15 SNEAKERS HC 1
SHELF T E 1 SHUT T T 6 SIX H C 14 SNEAKERS S C 1
SHERBET H T 5 SHUT H C 5 SIX S C 1 SNIFFED HA 1
SHERBET HA, 2 SHUT HA 1 SIX HA 5 SNIP HA 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 700 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 701
SNOUT H E 2 SOMETHING H T 11 SOUTHERN H A 2 STAND H C 5
SNOW HA 1 SOMETHING ST 1 SPACE H C 1 STAND SA 1
SNOWING T E 1 SOMETHING H C 7 SPADES H C 1 STANDING H T 2
SO H T 9 SOMETHING T C 1 SPEAK H C 1 STANDING H C 2
SO T T 4 SOMETHING S C 2 SPEAK S C 2 STANDING S C 1
SO ST .13 SOMETHING HA 18 SPEAK HA 1 STANDING HA 1
SO H C 41 SOMETHING S A 6 SPEAK HE 1 STANDING S A 1
SO T C 9 SOMETHING HE 3 SPEAKER H C 1 STAR HA 2
SO S C 13 SOMETHING SOMETHI H T 1 SPEAKER HA 2 STARS H T 1
SO HA 55 SOMETHING SUMP'N H T 2 SPEAKERS H T 1 START HC 2
SO T A 7 SOMETHING SUMTHIN H T 1 SPEAKS HA 1 START S C 2
SSO SA 15 SOMETIME HC 1 SPEAKS HE 1 START HA 5
SO HE 16 SOMETIME S C 1 SPECIAL T T 1 START T A 2
SO T E 5 SOMETIME HA 1 SPECIAL HA 3 START S A 3
SOAK TC 1 SOMETIMES H T 1 SPEECH HA 1 START HE 2
SOAKED H C 1 SOMETIMES H C 2 SPEED HE 1 STARTED S T 1
SOAP H T 1 SOMETIMES HA 1 SPEEDS HE 1 STARTED HC 1
SOAP H C 1 SOMETIMES HE 3 SPELL T C 9 STARTED T C 1
SOCK ST 1 SOMEWHERE H C 2 SPELL S C 2 STARTED S C 2
SOCK SOCKUM S T 7 SOMEWHERE HA 1 SPELL T E 1 STARTED HA 1
SOFT H T 2 SONG H T 1 SPENDING HC 1 STARTING HC 1
SOIL H C 1 SONG H C 2 SPICE HE 1 STARTS H T 1
SOLDIER SC 1 SONG HA 1 SPICEY HC 1 STARTS SC 1
SOLID HC 1 SOON HC 4 SPILL SC 2 STARTS HA 2
SOLID HA 1 SOON HA 1 SPILLED SA 1 STARVED HC 2
SOME H T 23 SOON SA 1 SPIN HC 1 STARVING H T 1
SOME T T 1 SOON HO 1 SPINNING HE 1 STARVING HA 1
SOME S T 4 SORE H C 1 SPIT H T 1 STATE T A 1
SOME HC 26 SORRY H T 6 SPIT ST 1 STATIC HA 1
SOME T C 2 SORRY ST 2 SPIT HA 1 STATION T E 1
SOME SC 9 SORRY H C 3 SPONGE SA 3 STAY ST 1
SOME HA 55 SORRY SC 1 SPOON H T 1 STAY HC 4
SOME TA 2 SORRY HA 9 SPOON SC 1 STAY SC 4
SOME S A 8 SORRY S A 2 SPOON HA 2 STAY HA 1
SOME HE 16 SORRY HE 3 SPOON HE 1 STAY T A 1
SOME TE 5 SORT HA 9 SPOONFUL HA 1 STAY HE 2
SOME SOMETHI H C 1 SORT T A 1 SPOONS H T 1 STAYED H C 1
SOME SOMETHI HA 1 SORT HE 4 SPOT H C 1 STAYING T E 1
SOME SOMETHI SA 3 SORTS TA 1 SPRING HC 1 STAYS HC 1
SOME SOMETHI HE 1 SOUL HE 3 SPRITE T A 1 STAYS T E 1
SOMEBODY H T 10 SOUND H T 1 SPRITE T E 1 STEAL H C 1
SOMEBODY S T 5 SOUND H C 1 SPUTTERING T A 2 STEAMED HA 1
SOMEBODY H C 6 SOUND HA 1 SQUARE H T 1 STEPFATHER S C 1
SOMEBODY T C 2 SOUND S A 2 SQUARE S T 2 STEPPED H C 1
SOMEBODY S C 1 SOUND HE 4 SQUARE T E 3 STEPS H C 1
SOMEBODY H A 4 SOUNDS H T 2 SQUEEZING H T 1 STICK S T 1
SOMEBODY S A 5 SOUNDS H C 2 SQUEEZING HA 1 STICK H C 1
SOMEBODY HE 1 SOUNDS T C 1 SQUID H C 1 STICK S A 11
SOMEONE HT 1 SOUNDS HA 3 SQUID HA 2 STICK TE 1
SOMEONE HA 1 SOUNDS TA 1 SQUIRREL H T 3 STILL H T 9
SOMEONE SOMEUM H T 1 SOUNDS S A 2 SQUIRREL HA 18 STILL H C 13
SOMEONE SOMEUM H C 1 SOUNDS HE 1 SQUISHING H C 2 STILL S C 2
SOMEONE SOMEUM TC 1 SOUR HC 1 STAIRS H T 1 STILL HA 10
SOMEONE'S ST 1 SOUR HE 1 STAIRS HA 2 STILL SA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 706 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 707
STINK H T 1 STRONG H T 3 SUPPOSED S C 2 TAKES H C 3
STINKS H T 1 STRONG ST 1 SUPPOSED HA 1 TAKES HA 1
STINKS T C 1 STRONG H C 1 SUPPOSED SPOSED H C 1 TAKES T A 1
STIR TT 1 STRONG HA 2 SURE H T 4 TAKES HE 1
STOCKHOLM H C 1 STUCK TT 1 SURE H C 4 TAKES T E 1
STOCKHOLM HA 2 STUCK HC 1 SURE SC 2 TAKING HC 5
STOLEN T A 2 STUDENT T C 1 SURE HA 7 TAKING T A 1
STOMACH H C 1 STUDENTS HE 1 SURE T A 5 TAKING TAKIN H C 1
STOMACH HA 1 STUDY HC 3 SURE SA 4 TAKING TAKIN SC 1
STOMACH HE 1 STUDY HA 1 SURE HE 8 TALK H T 5
STONE S A 1 STUDY HE 3 SURE T E 1 TALK H C 7
STOP H T 4 STUDYING TA 1 SURELY HA 1 TALK TC 1
STOP TT 1 STUFF H T 7 SURPRISE H T 2 TALK S C 4
STOP ST 1 STUFF HC 3 SURPRISE HA 1 TALK HA 10
STOP H C 7 STUFF S C 1 SWEAR H C 1 TALK HE 3
STOP T C 3 STUFF HE 2 SWEAT HE 2 TALK T E 2
STOP SC 2 STUPID H C 8 SWEATER T C 1 TALKER T A 1
STOP HA 10 STUPID T C 1 SWEATER HA 1 TALKING H T 5
STOP S A 2 STURDY T E I SWEET H T 6 TALKING H C 6
STOP HE 1 STYLE HA 1 SWEET H C 1 TALKING T C 1
STOPPED HA 1 STYLE T E 1 SWEETHEART HA 2 TALKING H A 1
STOPPED T A 1 SUBSTITUTE H C 1 SWEETIE H A 5 TALKING T A 2
STOPPED T E 1 SUBSTITUTE H E 1 SWEETIE T A 2 TALKING H E 2
STOPS T E 1 SUCCESSFUL S A 1 SWISH S A 1 TALKING TALKIN H T 
1
STORE H C 7 SUCH S T 1 SWITCH H C 1 TALKING TALKIN TT 1
STORE HA 6 SUCH H C 1 SWITCH HE 1 TALKING TALKIN H C 3
STORES H C I SUDDEN H C 1 SYNONYMS T E 1 TALKING TALKIN T A 1
STORIES HA 3 SUDDEN HA 1 SYRUP H T 2 TALKS HC 1
STORY H T 3 SUDDENLY HE 1 SYRUP HA 1 TALKS HA 4
STORY HC 1 SUE H T 1 TABLE H T 2 TALKS HE 1
STORY HA 5 SUFFER H C 1 TABLE S T 1 TALL H T 1
STRAIGHT HA 1 SUGAR H T 9 TABLE H C 3 TAMER S T 5
STRAIGHT SA 3 SUGAR HC 1 TABLE HA 8 TAMER SC 2
STRAIGHTEN HC 1 SUGAR HA 12 TABLE SA 1 TAMER SA 3
STRANGER HA 1 SUGAR TA 1 TABLE HE 1 TAMER S 0 1
STRANGER HE 2 SUGAR H E 2 TABLES S C 1 TAMPER H C 1
STRAW H T 1 SUIT HE 2 TABLES SA 1 TANGLED HC 1
STRAW HA 1 SUMMER H T 2 TAG H T 26 TAPE H T 5
STRAWBERRY HC 1 SUMMER H C 1 TAIL H C 2 TAPE S T 1
STREET S T 1 SUMMER H A 4 TAIL H A i TAPE H C 9
STREET H C 1 SUN T E 1 TAKE H T 24 TAPE S C 1
STREET H A i SUNDAY H T 2 TAKE S T 11 TAPE H A 4
STREET H E 3 SUNDAY H C 1 TAKE H C 20 TAPE H E 8
STRESS HE 1 SUNDAY HA 2 TAKE TC 2 TAPE TE 1
STRETCHING STRETCH S C 1 SUNDAY'S T A 1 TAKE S C 13 TAPED H T 2
STRICTLY H E i SUPPLY H C 2 TAKE HA 27 TAPED H C 2
STRING S T 1 SUPPOSE S T 1 TAKE T A 6 TAPED H A 1
STRING H C 1 SUPPOSE H C 2 TAKE S A 15 TAPES H C 1
STRING HA 2 SUPPOSE S C 1 TAKE HE 8 TAPES HA 1
STRING S A 10 SUPPOSE HA 4 TAKE S E 1 TAPES T E 1
STRIPE S T 5 SUPPOSE T A 1 TAKEN H C 1 TAPING H T 1
STRIPED ST 1 SUPPOSE SA 1 TAKEN HA 1 TAPING HC 2
STRIPED SC 1 SUPPOSE HE 1 TAKEN HE 1 TAPING HA 1
STROLL ST 1 SUPPOSED H C 1 TAKES H T 1 TASTE H T 2
704 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 705GROUP 2 CHILD 5
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GROUP 2 CHILD 5 717
WONDERING TA 1 WOULDN'T TA 1 YEAH HE 42 YORK TA 1
WONDERING HE 2 WOULDN'T S A 2 YEAH T E 12 YORK T E 1
WONDERLAND H C 1 WOULDN'T HE 2 YEAH S E 1 YOU H T 226
WOO H T 1 WOULDN'T T E 4 YEAH YAH H T 1 YOU T T 21
WOODS HA 2 WOW HC 5 YEAR HC 2 YOU ST 106
WOODWARD TE 1 WOW SC 1 YEAR TC 2 YOU HC 369
WOOL TT 1 WOW HA 2 YEAR SC 1 YOU TC 54
WOOWEE SC 1 WOW TE 1 YEAR HA 2 YOU SC 78
WORD HC 2 WRITE ST 2 YEAR HE 1 YOU HA 539
WORD HA 5 WRITE HC 1 YEARS HC 5 YOU TA 53
WORDS H C 2 WRITE S C 1 YEARS S C 1 YOU S A 174
WORDS HA 4 WRITE HA 4 YEARS TA 3 YOU H 0 2
WORDS T E 1 WRITE HE 1 YEARS HE 2 YOU S 0 4
WORK S T 1 WRITING S C 1 YEARS T E 1 YOU HE 159
WORK HC 2 WRITING HE 1 YELL ST 1 YOU TE 31
WORK TC 1 WRONG H T 17 YELL HC 1 YOU SE 12
WORK S C 6 WRONG T T 4 YELLOW H T 1 YOU BETCHA H C 2
WORK HA 2 WRONG H C 6 YELLOW S T 2 YOU D'YA S A 1
WORK TA 3 WRONG HA 5 YELLOW HC 2 YOU YA H T 8
WORK HE 1 WRONG HE 1 YEP H T 2 YOU YA ST 8
WORK TE 3 WROTE TE 1 YEP TC 2 YOU YA HC 14
WORKED TE 1 X H T 87 YEP SC 1 YOU YA SC 2
WORKING HC 1 X TT 60 YEP HA 1 YOU YA HA 12
WORKING HA 1 X HC 111 YEP TE 1 YOU YA TA 3
WORKS HC 1 X TC 54 YES H T 10 YOU YA SA 16
WORKS TA 1 X HA 61 YES TT 2 YOU YA HE 3
WORLD H T 1 X TA 26 YES ST 8 YOU YA TE 3
WORLD HC 1 X H 0 6 YES HC 28 YOU YUH H T 2
WORLD TC 1 X TO 5 YES TC 6 YOU YUH TT 1
WORLD HA 1 X HE 12 YES SC 8 YOU YUH HA 2
WORLD HE 1 X TE 16 YES HA 36 YOU YUH TE 1
WORM TC 2 Y HT 1 YES TA 2 YOU'D HC 3
WORRY HT 2 Y ST 2 YES SA 12 YOU'D HA 4
WORRY ST 1 Y TC 2 YES S 0 2 YOU'D HE 1
WORRY HC 1 Y TE 2 YES HE 14 YOU'LL ST 2
WORRY HA 2 YAE *SOUND H T 1 YES TE 1 YOU'LL HC 3
WORRY TA 2 YANKEE TT 1 YES YUP H T 1 YOU'LL HA 6
WORSE T A 1 YARDS H C 1 YES YUP H C 9 YOU'LL T A 2
WORSE HE 1 YARDS HE 1 YES YUP HA 2 YOU'LL S A 1
WORTH H C 1 YAWNING T A 1 YES YUP S A 1 YOU'LL HE 4
WORTH HA 1 YAY H C 3 YES YUP HE 6 YOU'RE H T 18
WORTHS TT 1 YAY HA 1 YESTERDAY ST 1 YOU'RE TT 2
WOULD H T 6 YAY HO 4 YESTERDAY HA 2 YOU'RE S T 2
WOULD T T 2 YAY HE 1 YESTERDAY HE 1 YOU'RE H C 31
WOULD ST 2 YEAH H T 71 YET HT 2 YOU'RE TC 5
WOULD H C 30 YEAH T T 6 YET H C 4 YOU'RE S C 10
WOULD TC 3 YEAH ST 36 YET HA 4 YOU'RE HA 32
WOULD HA 35 YEAH HC 45 YET SA 2 YOU'RE TA 3
WOULD TA 2 YEAH TC 4 YET HE 3 YOU'RE SA 13
WOULD S A 9 YEAH S C 19 YOGURT TT 1 YOU'RE H 0 1
WOULD HE 10 YEAH HA 79 YOGURT T C 1 YOU'RE HE 15
WOULDN'T H T 1 YEAH T A 20 YOKE T C 3 YOU'RE T E 1
WOULDN'T H C 1 YEAH S A 15 YOLK T T 1 YOU'VE H C 1
WOULDN'T HA 4 YEAH S 0 7 YORK HA 1 YOU'VE T C 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 722
YOU'VE HA 3 14 HA 1
YOU'VE TA 1 150 TA 1
YOU'VE SA 2 16 SA 1
YOU'VE HE 4 1975 HE 1
YOUR H T 23 2 H T 16
YOUR TT 5 2 ST 2
YOUR ST 17 2 HC 6
YOUR HC 69 2 SC 3
YOUR TC 5 2 HA 13
YOUR S C 15 2 S A 3
YOUR HA 112 2 TE 1
YOUR TA 11 200 TA 1
YOUR S A 13 21 H T 1
YOUR HE 17 24 H T 1
YOUR T E 7 27 H T 1
YOURS HT 1 28 HA 2
YOURS ST 1 28 TE 1
YOURS H C 3 3 H T 7
YOURS S C 1 3 T T 1
YOURS HA 3 3 ST 1
YOURS S A 2 3 H C 4
YOURS SO 1 3 SC 2
YOURS HE 1 3 HA 3
YOURSELF H C 4 3 S A 2
YOURSELF HA 10 3 HE 1
YOURSELF SA 1 30 TE 1
YOURSELF HE 2 4 H T 6
YUCK HT 1 4 TT 1
YUM HC 4 4 ST 1
YVONNE HA 1 4 HC 1
ZOELLA S T 2 4 HA 3
ZOO HT 1 4 SA 1
1 HT 38 4 HE 1
1 TT 1 450 HA 1
1 ST 6 5 HT 1
1 HC 29 5 ST 1
1 TC 2 5 HC 1
1 SC 6 51 ST 1
1 HA 27 6 HT 1
1 TA 1 6 ST 1
1 HE 28 6 HC 1
10 HC 1 6 S O 1
10 HA 1 6 HE 1
12TH HE 1 7 HE 1
13 ST 1 8 HA 1
14 TC 1 9 SC 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 5 720 GROUP 2 CHILD 5 721
A H T 85 AIRPLANE H T 1 ANGELA HE 1 ASK HA 3
A TT 10 ALARMED HA 1 ANGELES H T 1 ASK HE 2
A HA 39 ALARMED HE 1 ANGELES HE 1 ASKED HA 1
A TA 2 ALBUM HE 1 ANGIE HA 1 ASKED HE 1
A HO 11 ALBUMS HE 3 ANIMALS H T 1 ASKING HA 2
A H E 141 ALI H T 1 ANNOUNCE HE 1 ASKING HE 1
A T E 13 ALL H T 6 ANOTHER H A 1 ASSEMBLE HE 1
A WHATA HA 1 ALL HA 13 ANOTHER HO 1 ASSEMBLY HE 1
A WHATA HE 5 ALL H 0 5 ANOTHER HE 7 AT H T 13
A WHATTA HE 1 ALL HE 22 ANSWER HA 2 AT HA 10
ABILITY HA 1 ALL TE 2 ANTHONY H T 1 AT TA 2
ABLE HA 1 ALL NAWRIGH HE 1 ANTONIO HE 1 AT H 0 3
ABLE HE 1 ALL Y'ALL T'T 3 ANY H T 9 AT HE 22
ABOUT H T 7 ALL Y'ALL HE 3 ANY HA 5 AT T E 3
ABOUT HA 17 ALMOST H T 1 ANY T A 1 ATE H T 3
ABOUT TA 2 ALMOST H A 1 ANY HE 2 ATE HA 1
ABOUT H 0 5 ALMOST HE 2 ANYBODY HE 1 ATMOSPHERIC H E I
ABOUT HE 20 ALONE H T 2 ANYTHING H T 4 ATOP H T 1
ABOUT TE 2 ALONE HA 1 ANYTHING HA 1 ATTACK HE 1
ABOUT 'BOUT T A 1 ALONE H O 2 ANYTHING HE 3 ATTENTION HE 1
ACCEPT HA 1 ALONG T E 2 ANYTHING T E 1 ATTITUDE HE 1
ACCUSTOMED H A 1 ALREADY H A 1 ANYWAY H 0 1 AUVOIR HE 1
ACE H T 1 ALREADY HE 1 ANYWAY HE 4 AWAY H T 7
ACT HE 1 ALRIGHT H T 2 APARTMENT HE 1 AWAY HE 3
ACTUALLY HA 1 ALRIGHT HE 2 APARTMENT T E 1 AWAY T E 1
ACTUALLY HE 3 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H T 3 APOLOGIZE HA 1 AWHILE H E 1
ADD H T 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT HA 2 APPETITE HE 2 AYE T E 1
ADDITION HA 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT HE 18 APRIL HE 2 B H T 1
ADJUSTMENT HA 1 ALWAYS H T 6 ARE H T 13 B H 0 2
ADJUSTMENT HE 1 ALWAYS T T 1 ARE T T 1 BABY HO 2
ADVICE HA 1 ALWAYS HA 1 ARE HA 11 BABY HE 1
AFRO HA 1 ALWAYS HE 2 ARE TA 1 BABYSITTER H T 1
AFTER H T 5 ALWAYS T E 1 ARE HO 1 BACK H T 13
AFTER HE 7 AM H T 6 ARE HE 25 BACK TT 3
AGAIN HT 10 AM HA 2 ARE TE 1 BACK HA 3
AGAIN T T 2 AM HE 4 AREA HE 1 BACK H O 2
AGAIN HA 2 AMERICA HA 1 AREN'T H T 8 BACK HE 12
AGAIN T A 1 AMERICAN H T 1 AREN'T HA 1 BACK T E 2
AGAIN HE 6 AMERICAN HA 1 AREN'T T A 1 BACKBOARD H O 2
AGO H T 1 AMERICAN HE 1 AREN'T HE 2 BACKGROUND HE 1
AGO HA 1 AMIGO HA 1 ARM HE 1 BACKWARDS HA 2
AGO HE 1 AMONG TE 1 ARNOLD HE 1 BAD H T 1
AGO TE 1 AN H T 14 AROUND H T 3 BAD HE 4
AGREE HA 1 AN TT 2 AROUND HA 5 BAG HA 1
AH H T 1 AN HA 12 AROUND TA 1 BAH H T 2
AH HE 4 AN HE 47 AROUND HO 1 BALL H 0 2
AHEAD HA 5 AN TE 8 AROUND HE 3 BALONEY HE 1
AHEAD TA 1 AND H T 59 AROUND AROUN H T 1 BALTIMORE HA 1
AHEAD HE 1 AND T T 2 AROUND AROUN HE 1 BAMMER *MADEUP H T 2
AIN'T H T 1 AND HA 30 ARREST HE 2 BAMMER *MADEUP HE 1
AIN'T HA 1 AND H 0 12 ART HA 2 BANK HA 1
AIN'T H O 2 AND HE 57 AS HA 4 BANNER H T 1
AIR H T 1 AND T E 3 AS T A 1 BANNER HO 1
AIR HA 1 ANGELA HA 7 AS HE 5 BAR H T 4
GROUP 2 CHILD 6 725 GROUP 2 CHILD 6 726
BAR HE I BETWEEN HE 1 BOY'S H T 1 BY H T 3
BARBER H T 3 BEYOND HE 1 BOYS HA 1 BY HA 7
BARKING HE 1 BIEN HE 1 BRACK H T 1 BY HE 2
BARS HE 1 BIENTE HA 1 BRAIN HA 1 BYE H T 3
BASKETBALL H T 1 BIG H T 6 BREAD H T 3 BYE T T 1
BASKETBALL HO 3 BIG TT 5 BREAD HA 7 BYE HA 1
BATHROOM H T 5 BIG HA 3 BREAD HE 1 BYE HE 3
BATHROOM H E 2 BIG HE 4 BREAK H T 2 BYE TE 1
BE H T 15 BIG TE 2 BREAK HA 1 C H T 4
BE HA 15 BILL HA 3 BREAK HE 2 C H 0 3
BE T A 3 BILL HE 2 BREAKFAST H T 1 C HE 1
BE H 0 3 BIRD H T 2 BREEZING BREEZIN T E 1 CALCULATED HA 1
BE HE 40 BIRDS T E 1 BRIEF HA 1 CALL H T 12
BE T E 2 BIRTHDAY H T 3 BRIGHT HE 1 CALL HE 1
BEACH H T 2 BIRTHDAY T T 1 BRING T A 2 CALLED H T 1
BEACH HO 2 BIRTHDAY HE 4 BRING HE 2 CALLED HE 4
BEANS HA 1 BIT HA 1 BRING TE 1 CALLING H T 4
BEAR H T 2 BIT HE 4 BRO H T 1 CALLING HA 1
BEARD H T 3 BLACK H T 1 BROCOLLI HA 1 CALLS HE 1
BEARD HE 2 BLACK HE 1 BROILER HA 1 CAME H T 5
BECAUSE H T 14 BLACKBOARD HA 1 BROKE H T 1 CAME HA 2
BECAUSE T T 2 BLEW H T 2 BROKE HE 1 CAME HE 1
BECAUSE HA 2 BLINKING HA 1 BROKEN HE 1 CAN H T 40
BECAUSE HE 21 BLOCK H T 1 BROOKLYN HE 2 CAN HA 14
BECAUSE TE 1 BLOOD T E 2 BROTHER H 0 1 CAN HE 39
BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 3 BLOW H T 1 BROTHER HE 1 CAN T E 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE T T 1 BLOWING HE 1 BROUGHT HE 1 CAN'T H T 17
BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 1 BLUE HA 1 BROWN H T 4 CAN'T HA 5
BECAUSE 'CAUSE HE 5 BLUE HE 1 BROWN HE 3 CAN'T HE 10
BECOME HA 1 BOING HE 2 BROWN'S HA 1 CANDLE H T 1
BED HA 1 BONE H T 1 BUGS H T 2 CANDY H T 4
BEDROOM HT 1 BONE HA 2 BUILT H T 1 CANDY HE 3
BEE HE 1 BONES H T 3 BUILT H 0 1 CANE H T 1
BEEN H T 2 BONES HA 3 BUMBLE HE 1 CANNOT HE 1
BEEN HA 4 BOO H T 2 BUMP HE 1 CAR H T 7
BEEN HE 4 BOO HA 2 BUMPUS H O 1 CAR HE 1
BEFORE HA 3 BOOK H T 3 BUNNY H T 2 CARAMBA T E 1
BEFORE HE 5 BOOK HA 2 BUSINESS HE 3 CARD HA 1
BEGINNING H T 1 BOOK HE 6 BUSINESSMAN HE 3 CARD HE 3
BEGINNING HE 1 BOOKS H T 1 BUSTER H T 2 CARDBOARD HA 1
BEING HA 1 BOOMING HE 1 BUSTER HE 3 CARE HA 1
BEING HE 2 BOOTH T A 1 BUSY H T 1 CARE HE 1
BEING BEIN HE 1 BOTH HA 1 BUT H T 28 CAREFUL H T 3
BEING BEIN T E 1 BOTH HE 1 BUT T T 3 CAREFUL HA 1
BERRY HO 1 BOUGHT HE 1 BUT HA 11 CAREFUL HE 4
BESIDES HE 1 BOUT H T 4 BUT TA 3 CAREFUL CARFUL HA 1
BET H T 1 BOUT HE 2 BUT H 0 6 CARL H T 53
BET HA 1 BOW H T 1 BUT HE 30 CARL T T 1
BET HE 1 BOW H 0 1 BUT TE 1 CARL H A 24
BET BETCHA HE 1 BOWLING HA 1 BUTTERFLY H T 2 CARL HE 3
BETTER H T 7 BOX HE 1 BUTTON HE 1 CARL'S HA 1
BETTER HA 2 BOY H T 1 BUTTON TE 1 CARPET H T 1
BETTER HE 5 BOY HA 1 BUY HA 1 CARROTS H T 3
BETTER T E 1 BOY HE 4 BUZZ HE 1 CARROTS HA 2
724GROUP 2 CHILD 6 723 GROUP 2 CHILD 6











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 6 728
FALL HE 1 FINISHED HE 2 FOUR H T 2 GETTING HE 2
FALLED H T 1 FINISHES HA 1 FOUR T A 1 GETTING GETTIN H T 4
FALLING H T 1 FINNEGAN HA 1 FOUR HE 3 GETTING GETTIN HE 1
FALLING HE 1 FIRST H T 2 FRANK HE 1 GETTING GETTIN T E 1
FAMILY H T 1 FIRST HA 5 FRANKENSTEIN H T 6 GIRAFFE H T 3
FAMILY H 0 FIRST HE 2 FRANKENSTEIN HE 2 GIRL H T 1
FAR H T 2 FIVE HA 2 FRANKENSTONE *MADEUP H T 2 GIRL HE 2
FAR HE 1 FIVE HO 1 FRANKENSTONE *MADEUP HO 2 GIRLS HA 1
FAST HT 1 FIVE HE 4 FREDERICK H T 2 GIVE H T 1
FAST HE 1 FIVE TE 1 FREQUENTLY HA 1 GIVE HA 6
FAT HA 1 FIX H T 3 FRIDAY H T 1 GIVE T A 1
FAVOR H T 1 FIXED TA 1 FRIEND HA 1 GIVE HE 1
FAVOR HO 1 FIXED HE 1 FRIEND HE 2 GIVE GIMME HA 1
FAVOR HE 5 FLASHING H E 1 FRIENDS H T 2 GIVING HE 1
FAVORITE H T 1 FLINTSTONES H T 1 FRIENDS HA 1 GLAD HE 1
FEATHERED HE 1 FLINTSTONES HO0 1 FRIENDS H O 1 GLASS H T 3
FEDERAL HA 1 FLOOR HE 1 FRIGHTEN HE 1 GLASS HA 1
FEEL H T 1 FLY H T 2 FRIGHTENSTEIN *MADEUP HE 1 GLASS HE 1
FEEL HA 1 FOLKS HA 1 FROM H T 4 GLORY HO 2
FEEL HE 3' FOLLOW H T 9 FROM HA 8 GO H T 34
FEEL T E 1 FOLLOW HE 1 FROM HE 5 GO T T 2
FEELINGS HA 1 FOLLOWING HA 1 FRONT FRON HA 1 GO HA 18
FEET H T 4 FOOD HA 3 FU HT 1 GO TA 3
FEET HA 1 FOODY HE 1 FU HO 1 GO HO 3
FEET HE 3 FOOT H T 1 FULL H 0 1 GO HE 24
FELLOW FELLA HE 1 FOOT HE 2 FUNNIES H T 1 GO T E 2
FELT HE 2 FOOT'S H T 1 FUNNY H T 8 GOD HE 3
FEW H T 1 FOR H T 13 FUNNY HE 4 GODDESS HE 1
FEW HE 1 FOR T T 4 FUR HE 1 GOES H T 21
FEW TE 1 FOR HA 19 FURNITURE HO 1 GOES HA 1
FIELD HA 1 FOR T A 1 G HE 1 GOES T A 1
FIELD HE 1 FOR H 0 2 G'S H T 1 GOES HE 5
FIFTEEN HE 3 FOR HE 35 GAME H T 1 GOING H T 10
FIFTEENTH HE 1 FOR TE 2 GAME HO 2 GOING HA 7
FIGHTING H T 1 FOREHEAD HE 3 GAME HE 1 GOING HE 9
FIGHTING HO I FOREST H T 1 GAMES HE 1 GOING T E 1
FIGURE HA 3 FOREST HO 1 GANG T E 1 GOING GOIN H T 9
FIGURE HE 1 FOREVER H T 2 GARBAGE H T 1 GOING GOIN HE 6
FIGURED HE 2 FOREVER HO I GARBAGE HE 1 GOING GONNA H T 41
FILM H T 1 FORGOT H T 1 GAVE HA 5 GOING GONNA TT 3
FILM HE 4 FORGOT HA 1 GAY H 0 1 GOING GONNA HA 21
FINAL HA 1 FORGOT TA 1 GEE H T 4 GOING GONNA TA 3
FIND HA 2 FORK HA 1 GEE HE 2 GOING GONNA HO 1
FIND HE 2 FORKS H T 2 GENE HE 1 GOING GONNA HE 44
FINE H T 2 FORM HE 2 GET H T 34 GOING GONNA T E 2
FINE HA 3 FORTH HE 1 GET HA 18 GONE H T 2
FINE HE 4 FORTIETH HA 1 GET TA 1 GONE HA 1
FINGER HE 1 FORTY H T 4 GET HO 3 GONE HE 1
FINGERS HE 1 FORTY HA 2 GET HE 14 GOOD H T 5
FINISH H T 1 FORTY TA 3 GET TE 3 GOOD HA 4
FINISH HA 6 FORTY HE 3 GETTING H T 2 GOOD TA 2
FINISH HE 2 FORTY TE 4 GETTING HA 2 GOOD HO 1
FINISHED H T 1 FOUND H T 1 GETTING T A 1 GOOD HE 16
FINISHED HA 1 FOUND HA 1 GETTING H 0 1 GOOD T E 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 6 733 GROUP 2 CHILD 6 734
GOODBYE HO 1 HAD H T 2 HE'S H T 13 HI TT 2
GOODIES H T 1 HAD T T 3 HE'S HA 5 HI HE 1
GOODNESS HA 2 HAD HA 10 HE'S TA 1 HIGH H T 2
GOODNESS TA 1 HAD TA 1 HE'S HE 7 HIGH HA 1
GOODNESS HE 1 HAD HE 5 HEAD H T 5 HIGH HO 1
GOODY HT 1 HAD TE 1 HEAD HA 1 HIKE HE 1
GOOKIES *MADEUP H T 1 HAGGARD HA 3 HEAD HE 8 HILL T T 5
GORILLA H T 1 HAGGARD HE 1 HEADED H T 1 HILL T E 4
GOT H T 12 HAH HT 1 HEADED HA 1 HIM H T 5
GOT T T 4 HAIR H T 9 HEADED HE 1 HIM HA 5
GOT HA 9 HAIR HA 7 HEADPHONES HE 2 HIM TA 3
GOT H 0 2 HAIR HE 4 HEADSET HT 1 HIM H 0 2
GOT HE 12 HALF HA 1 HEADSETS H T 7 HIM HE 5
GOT GOTCHA HA 1 HALF HO 1 HEADSETS HE 7 HIM TE 1
GOT GOTTA HE 3 HALLWAY H T 1 HEALTHY H T 1 HIM 'IM H T 1
GOTTEN TA 1 HALLWAY HE 2 HEALTHY HE 2 HIMSELF HA 1
GOTTEN TE 1 HAND H T 3 HEAR H T 75 HIP HE 1
GRAB H T 1 HAND HE 4 HEAR HA 7 HIS H T 9
GRABBED H T 1 HANG H T 1 HEAR HO 0 HIS HA 12
GRABBED HE 1 HANGING H T 1 HEAR HE 28 HIS HE 7
GRACIAS HE 1 HANGING HANGIN HE 1 HEARD H T 7 HISTORY HA 1
GRAMMAR H T 2 HAPPEN HE 1 HEARD HA 1 HIT H T 4
GRAMMAR HE 1 HAPPENED HE 3 HEARD HE 5 HIT T E 1
GRAND HE 1 HAPPENED T E 1 HEART HE 1 HMM *SOUND H T 1
GRAY HE 1 HAPPENING HA 1 HEAVY HE 3 HMM *SOUND HA 8
GREEN H T 1 HAPPENS HE 2 HEE *SOUND H T 4 HMM *SOUND HE 5
GREEN HE 3 HAPPY HE 2 HEIDI HE 1 HMM *SOUND T E 1
GROUCHO HA 1 HARD H T 1 HELL HA 1 HO HE 1
GROUP HE 1 HARD HE 3 HELL HE 1 HOLD H T 19
GROW HA 2 HAS H T 2 HELP H T 2 HOLD TT 1
GROWING HA 1 HAS HA 6 HELP TT 1 HOLD HO 1
GROWLING HE 1 HAS HE 4 HELP HA 2 HOLD HE 7
GROWN HA 1 HAT H T 1 HELP H O 1 HOLD HOL H T 1
GUARDS HA 1 HAT HA 1 HELP HE 1 HOLD HOL HE 1
GUESS H T 5 HATE H T 1 HELPFUL HA 1 HOLDING HE 1
GUESS HA 6 HATS H T 1 HELPING HA 1 HOME H T 4
GUESS TA 1 HAVE H T 39 HER HA 2 HOME TT 1
GUESS H O 1 HAVE TT 3 HER HE 4 HOME HA 2
GUESS HE 7 HAVE HA 40 HERE H T 28 HOME HO 1
GUESSES HA 2 HAVE TA 4 HERE T T 3 HOME HE 7
GUY HT 1 HAVE HO 5 HERE HA 8 HOME T E 1
GUY HA 1 HAVE HE 50 HERE TA 7 HOOK HE 1
GUY HE 3 HAVE T E 4 HERE H 0 2 HOOKED TE 1
GUY'S HA 1 HAVE MIGHT'V T E 1 HERE HE 26 HOOP H T 1
GUYS T T 1 HAVEN'T HA 1 HERE T E 7 HOOP HO 2
H HE 1 HAVEN'T HE 2 HERE C'MERE HA 1 HOPE H T 5
H TE 1 HAVING TA 1 HERE C'MERE HE 3 HOPE HA 6
HA H T 58 HAVING HAVIN H T 1 HERE'S HE 1 HOPEFULLY HA 1
HA T T 4 HAVING HAVIN H O 1 HERSELF HE 1 HOPPED HE 1
HA HA 13 HE H T 56 HEY H T 24 HOT H T 3
HA TA 7 HE HA 24 HEY HA 5 HOT HA 3
HA TO 4 HE TA 2 HEY TA 1 HOT HE 1
HA HE 19 HE HE 33 HEY HE 12 HOTTER HA 1
HACKMAN HE 1 HE TE 1 HEY TE 1 HOUR H T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 6 731 GROUP 2 CHILD 6 732
HOUR HO 1 IDEA H T 5 IT H 0 2 KILLS HE 1
HOUR HE 1 IDEA HA 4 IT HE 150 KIND HE 5
HOURS H T 1 IDEA HE 3 IT TE 9 KIND KINDA H T 1
HOUSE H T 5 IF H T 7 IT'LL HA 2 KINDS HA 2
HOUSE HE 2 IF HA 13 IT'LL HO 1 KINDS HO 1
HOW H T 21 IF H 0 2 IT'LL HE 4 KISS H T 1
HOW T T 2 IF HE 25 IT'S H T 41 KISS HO 1
HOW HA 14 IF TE 1 IT'S TT 1 KISSING T A 1
HOW TA 4 IGOR H T 2 IT'S HA 21 KITCHEN H T 1
HOW HE 12 IGOR HE 2 IT'S HO 4 KITCHEN HE 2
HOW TE 1 ILL HE 1 IT'S HE 56 KNEIVEL HE 1
HOW'S H T 1 ILLUSTRATION HA 1 IT'S TE 4 KNEW H T 1
HOW'S HE 2 IMAGINE TE 1 JACKET HA 1 KNEW HA 1
HUH H T 36 IMPATIENT HE 1 JACKET HE 2 KNEW T A 1
HUH HA 11 IMPORTANT H T 1 JAIL H T 4 KNEW HE 1
HUH TA 4 IMPORTANT HE 1 JAPENESE HA 1 KNICKS HO 1
HUH HO 1 IN H T 69 JELLO HA 1 KNIFE HA 1
HUH HE 31 IN T T 3 JESUS HE 1 KNOCK H T 3
HUH TE 1 IN HA 26 JOE TT 1 KNOCKED H T 2
HUNDRED HA 5 IN T A 8 JOEY H T 1 KNOCKING KNOCKIN T E 1
HUNDRED HE 2 IN H 0 11 JUICE HE 1 KNOW H T 45
HUNERD HE 1 IN HE 69 JUMP HE 2 KNOW TT 6
HUNGRY HA 1 IN TE 5 JUMPING H T 1 KNOW HA 30
HURRY H T 1 INDICATES HE 2 JUMPING HA 1 KNOW TA 8
HURRY HA 2 INGENIUS HA 2 JUMPING HE 1 KNOW H O 4
HURRY HE 2 INNERS T E 1 JUNGLE HE 2 KNOW HE 56
HURT HA 1 INPUTTED HE 1 JUST H T 13 KNOW TE 6
I H T 248 INSIDE HA 5 JUST HA 17 KNOWS HA 1
I TT 30 INSIST HE 1 JUST TA 5 KNOWS HE 1
I HA 108 INSPIRED HA 1 JUST HO 3 KUNG H T 1
I TA 15 INTENDING T A 1 JUST HE 44 KUNG HO 1
I H 0 10 INTERESTING HA 1 JUST TE 7 L HA 1
I HE 197 INTERFERENCE HT 1 K HT 2 L HE 1
I TE 15 INTERFERENCE HA 1 K HO 2 LA HT 2
I ION'T H T 1 INTERFERENCE HE 4 K HE 2 LACES H T 1
I'D HT 1 INTERPRET HE 1 KEEN H T 1 LADY HA 2
I'D HA 1 INTO H T 3 KEENO HE 2 LAP HE 1
I'D HE 2 INTO HA 3 KEEP H T 15 LAST H T 1
I'LL H T 7 INTO HO 1 KEEP T T 1 LAST HA 4
I'LL HA 4 INTO HE 4 KEEP HA 1 LAST HE 4
I'LL HE 23 INTO T E 1 KEEP HE 3 LATE H T 1
I'LL TE 3 IS H T 32 KEEP TE 2 LATE TT 1
I'M H T 41 IS TT 1 KEEPS H T 2 LATE HA 3
I'M T T 3 IS HA 29 KEEPS HE 1 LATE T A 2
I'M HA 13 IS TA 3 KICK H T 5 LATER TA 1
I'M TA 1 IS HO 2 KICK HA 1 LATER HE 2
I'M HE 47 IS HE 79 KICK HE 2 LATER T E 1
I'M TE 5 IS TE 6 KICKS HA 1 LATIN HA 1
I'VE H T 1 ISN'T H T 1 KIDDING HE 2 LATIN HE 1
I'VE HA 3 ISN'T HE 11 KIDS H T 2 LAUGH HE 1
I'VE HE 3 IT H T 137 KIDS TA 2 LAUGHING HE 2
ICE H T 1 IT T T 5 KIDS HO 1 LAUGHING LAUGHIN H T 1
ICE TT 1 IT HA 75 KIDS HE 1 LAUGHING LAUGHIN HE 4
ICE HE 1 IT TA 2 KIDS TE 1 LAUGHS HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 6 737 GROUP 2 CHILD 6 738
LAUGHS HE 1 LISTEN HE 10 MACHINE HA 3 MEANT HE 3
LAY HA 1 LISTENING HE 5 MAIL H T 4 MEANWHILE HA 1
LEADER HE 1 LITTLE H T 2 MAIL HE 6 MEAT H T 1
LEARN T T 2 LITTLE HA 2 MAKE H T 3 MEET H T 1
LEARN TA 1 LITTLE H 0 1 MAKE HA 1 MEET HO 1
LEARN HO 1 LITTLE HE 8 MAKE TA 1 MELT H T 2
LEARNED T A 1 LITTLE T E 4 MAKE HE 3 MELTS H T 1
LEAVE HT 1 LIVE HA 1 MAKE TE 1 MENU HA 1
LEAVE HA 4 LIVE HO 1 MAKES H T 3 MERCY H T 3
LEAVE TA 2 LIVING LIVIN H T 3 MAKES HA 2 MERCY H O 3
LEAVE HE 2 LOAN HA 2 MAKES HO 1 MERCY HE 4
LEAVE TE 1 LOBBY HE 1 MAKES HE 8 MERCY TE 2
LEAVING HE 1 LONG H T 1 MAKING HA 1 MESS HA 1
LEAVING LEAVIN H T 1 LONG HA 5 MAKING HE 1 MESS HE 1
LEAVING LEAVIN H 0 1 LONG H E 2 MAN H T 4 MESSING MESSIN H E 1
LEFT H O 2 LONGER HE 2 MAN HA 13 MESSY H T 1
LEFT HE 1 LOOK H T 11 MAN H 0 1 MICHAEL H T 1
LEG H T 1 LOOK T T 2 MAN HE 6 MICKEY H T 4
LEGS HO 1 LOOK HA 2 MAN TE 1 MICKEY HO 3
LESS H T LOOK H O 1 MANHATTAN HE 1 MICKEY HE 3
LESS HE 1 LOOK HE 10 MAP HE 4 MICRO H T 1
LET H T 12 LOOKED H T 1 MARX HA 1 MICROPHONE H T 2
LET HA 3 LOOKED HE 1 MATTER HA 1 MICROPHONE HE 10
LET HO 2 LOOKING HE 1 MATTER HE 3 MICROSCOPE H T 1
LET HE 16 LOOKING T E 1 MAY H T 1 MIDDLE H T 1
LET T E 1 LOOKING LOOKIN H T 3 MAY HO 1 MIGHT H T 2
LET LEMME HA 2 LOOKING LOOKIN HE 3 MAY HE 2 MIGHT HA 1
LET LEMME HE 11 LOOKS H T 7 MAYBE H T 5 MIGHT HE 4
LET LEMME TE 1 LOOKS HE 8 MAYBE HA 6 MIGHT TE 1
LET'S H T 7 LORD HE 1 MAYBE T A 3 MIGHT MIGHT'V T E 1
LET'S HA 3 LORD TE 1 MAYBE HE 6 MIGUEL HA 2
LET'S T A 2 LOSE H T 1 MCDONALD H T 1 MIGUEL HE 3
LET'S HE 13 LOSE TT 1 MCDONALD'S HE 1 MIGUEL T E 1
LETTING HA 1 LOSE HE 1 ME H T 97 MIKE H T 1
LEWIS HE 1 LOT HT 1 ME TT 5 MIKE HA 2
LIBRARIAN H T 2 LOT . HA 1 ME HA 18 MIKE TA 1
LIBRARIAN HE 1 LOT HE 1 ME T A 3 MILD HE 1
LIBRARY HT 1 LOT TE 1 ME HO 11 MILESTONE HA 1
LICKING LICKIN HE 1 LOUD HA 3 ME HE 48 MILESTONE HE 1
LIFE HE 1. LOVE H T 3 ME TE 4 MILK H T 4
LIFT HE 2 LOVE TT 1 ME GIMME HA 1 MILK HA 4
LIGHT .HE 1 LOVELY HE 1 ME LEMME HA 2 MIND H T 1
LIKE H T 29 LOW HE 2 ME LEMME HE 11 MIND HA 3
LIKE HA 17 LUCY HT 1 ME LEMME TE 1 MIND TA 1
LIKE H O 1 LUCY HA 1 MEAN H T 22 MIND H O 1
LIKE H E 19 LUCY HE 1 MEAN TT 1 MIND HE 1
LIKE TE 1 LUCY'S H T 2 MEAN HA 4 MINE H T 4
LINE HT 3 LUNCH H T 1 MEAN HE 11 MINE HE 1
LINE HE 1 LUNCH HA 5 MEAN TE 1 MINUTE H T 2
LION H T 5 M H T 6 MEANING HA 1 MINUTE HE 5
LION HE 3 M H 0 5 MEANING HE 2 MINUTE T E 2
LIONS HT 2 MA HT 1 MEANS H T 3 MINUTES HA 4
LIONS HA 1 MA HA 1 MEANS HE 12 MINUTES HE 9
LISTEN HT 1 MAC HA 1 MEANT H T 1 MISS H T 3
735 GROUP 2 CHILD 6 736GROUP 2 CHILD 6
MISSED H T 4 MUCH H T 3 NEW HA 1 NOW HE 23
MISSED HE 4 MUCH HA 4 NEW H 0 2 NOW T E 1
MISSED T E 1 MUCH HE 9 NEW HE 3 NOWHERE H T 1
MISTER HE 1 MUCHAS HE 1 NEW TE 3 NUMBER HA 2
MODEL HE 1 MUFFS HE 1 NEWS H T 2 NUMBER HE 1
MODULATIONS HE 1 MUHAMMED H T 2 NEWS HA 3 NUTS HE 1
MOM HE 2 MUMBLING HE 1 NEWS H O 2 OBSERVED HE 1
MOMMY H T 29 MUSHROOMS HA 1 NEWSPAPER H T 1 OCTOPUS H T 1
MOMMY HA 1 MUSIC H T 7 NEWSPAPERS HE 1 OCTOPUS HE 1
MOMMY TA 1 MUSIC HA 1 NEXT H T 7 OF H T 25
MOMMY H 0 1 MUSIC H O 2 NEXT HA 2 OF HA 19
MOMMY'S H T 1 MUSIC HE 7 NEXT T A 2 OF T A 1
MOMMY'S TA 1 MUSICAL HE 1 NEXT HO 5 OF H 0 7
MOMMY'S HE 1 MUST H T 1 NEXT HE 2 OF HE 60
MOMS HE 1 MUST HA 3 NICE H T 1 OF TE 2
MONDAY T T 2 MUST HE 6 NICE HE 7 OF KINDA H T 1
MONDAY TA 1 MY H T 41 NICE TE 1 OF OUTTA H T 1
MONDAY HO 1 MY TT 4 NIGHT H T 1 OFF H T 14
MONEY HA 1 MY HA 8 NIGHT HA 1 OFF HA 6
MONIQUE TT 1 MY TA 2 NINE HE 1 OFF HE 16
MONK H T 1 MY HO 1 NINETEEN HE 1 OFTEN HE 1
MONSTER H T 2 MY HE 28 NINTH HA 1 OH H T 41
MONSTERS HT 1 MY TE 1 NO HT 73 OH TT 4
MORE H T 4 MYSELF H T 3 NO TT 4 OH HA 32
MORE HA 5 MYSELF HA 2 NO HA 21 OH TA 5
MORE HO 2 MYSELF H E 2 NO TA 4 OH H 0 2
MORE HE 5 N H T 2 NO H 0 4 OH HE 115
MORE MO H T 2 N TT 1 NO HE 81 OH TE 10
MORNING HA 1 N H 0 2 NO NA H T 10 OHOHOHOHOHO *SOUND HE 1
MOST HE 1 NADA HA 1 NO NA HE 2 OKAY H T 127
MOTHER HE 1 NAME H T 5 NO NA TE 1 OKAY TT 1
MOTHER'S HE 2 NAME HA 2 NO NAW HA 1 OKAY HA 17
MOTOR H T 1 NAME HE 7 NOISE HA 1 OKAY TA 7
MOUSE H T 2 NAME T E 1 NOISE HE 1 OKAY HE 103
MOUSE HO 3 NAN HE 1 NOISES HA 2 OKAY TE 7
MOUSE H E 3 NANI H E 1 NOISY H T 1 OKAY KAY H T 5
MOUSETRAP H T 1 NAPKIN H T 2 NONE H A 1 OLD H T 3
MOUSETRAP H 0 1 NAPKIN TT 1 NONSENSE HA 1 OLD HA 2MOUSTACHE H T 4 NAPKIN HA 2 NORMAL HA 1 OLD H 0 1
MOUSTACHE HA 2 NAT HE 4 NOT H T 36 OLD HE 1
MOUSTACHE HE 1 NAY NEY H T 2 NOT T T 6 OLD OL H T 2
MOUTH H T 6 NEARLY HE 1 NOT HA 20 OLDEN OLDIN H T 1
MOUTH HA 2 NEAT HT 1 NOT T A 1 OLDER T A 1
MOUTH HE 1 NEATO HE 2 NOT HE 33 ON H T 81
MOVE H T 4 NEED TT 4 NOTHING HA 1 ON TT 7
MOVE HA 1 NEED HE 1 NOTHING HE 2 ON HA 31
MOVE HE 3 NEGOTIATE HE 1 NOTHING NOTHIN HE 2 ON T A 5
MOVEMENT HE 1 .NEITHER HA 1 NOTICED HE 1 ON H 0 3
MOVIE H T 2 NET H 0 2 NOVEMBER H T 1 ON HE 56
MOVIE HE 1 NEVER H T 2 NOW H T 29 ON TE 4
MOVIES HA 1 NEVER HA 1 NOW TT 1 ON C'MON H T 14
MOVIES HE 1 NEVER TA 1 NOW HA 6 ON C'MON HA 1
MOVING H T 1 NEVER HO 1 NOW T A 1 ON C'MON HE 2
MRS HA 1 NEW HT 1 NOW H 0 3 ONCE TT 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 6 741 GROUP 2 CHILD 6 742
ONCE HE 3 OW HA 1 PLACE HA 1 PROGRAM HE 3
ONE HT 31 OW HE 1 PLACE HO 1 PROMISE HA 1
ONE TT 4 OWN HA 1 PLACE HE 1 PRONOUNCED HE 1
ONE HA 11 OWN HO 1 PLACES HE 1 PUBLIC H T 1
ONE H 0 3 OZ H T 2 PLANT HA 1 PUERTO H T 2
ONE H E 41 PACKING PACKIN H E 1 PLANTED HA 1 PUERTO H E 1
ONES HE 1 PAGE H T PLASTIC HA 1 PUERTO TE 1
ONLY HT 1 PANTS H T 1 PLATE H A 2 PULL H T 2
ONLY HA 3 PANTS HA 1 PLATE HE 1 PULL H 0 1ONLY HE 7 PAPER HT 1 PLAY H T 4 PULL HE 1
OOPS HT 1 PAPER HA 2 PLAY HA 2 PUSH TA 1OOPS HA 2 PAPER HE 3 PLAY HO 2 PUSHING PUSHIN T TOOPS H E 3 PARENT HE 1 PLAY HE 4 PUT H T 27
OOPS OOP HA 1 PARK HA 1 PLAYING H T 2 PUT TT 1OPEN H T 5 PART H A 1 PLAYING T T 1 PUT HA 11OPENED H T 1 PART HE 4 PLAYING H A 2 PUT H E 20
OPERATION HE 1 PARTICULAR H 1 PLAYING HE 1 PUTTING H T 2OPPOSED H E 1 PARTICULARLY H E I PLAYING PLAYIN H E 2 PUTTING H E 1OPTION T A 1 PARTNER H O 1 PLEASE H A 1 PUZZLE H A 1
OPTION T E 1 PARTY H T 5 PLEASE H 0 1 QUESTION H E 1
OR T T 5 PARTY H 0 1 PLEASE T E 1 QUIET H T 5
OR HA 10 PAST HT 2 PM HO 1 QUIET HE 1
OR TA 1 PAST HE 1 POCKET H T 2 QUIT HA 2OR HE 6 PAT H E 1 POCKET T T 1 QUITE HA 1
OR TE 6 PATHMARK H A 1 POCKET H E 1 QUITE H E 3
OSCARS H A 1 PAY H T 2 POCKETS HT 1 R H T 2
OTHER HO 1 PAY HA 1 POINT HA 1 R HE 3
OTHER HE 6 PAYING HE 1 POINT HE 5 R'S H T 2
OTHER T E 1 PENCIL H T 4 POINTING HE 1 RABBIT H T 1OUCH H T 1 PENCIL HE 1 POPPED H T 1 RADIATOR HE 1
OUGHT OUGHTA HE 1 PENNY HA 2 PORK HA 3 RADIO HT 1
OUR H T 5 PEOPLE HT 5 POSSIBILITY HE 1 RADIO HO 1OUR TT 1 PEOPLE H A 3 POTATO H T 1 RADIO HE 2
OUR HA 1 PEOPLE HO 3 POUR H T 3 RAIN H T 1OUR H 0 2 PEOPLE HE 2 POZELDA *MADEUP H T 1 RAMBUNCTIOUS H T 1OUR T E 2 PERFORMED HE 1 POZELDA *MADEUP HE 1 RAMBUNCTIOUS HE 1OURS HA 1 PERIOD HE 1 PRETEND H T 1 RAMSEY HE 1
OUT H T 13 PERSUADED HA 1 PRETEND HA 1 RAN HE 1
OUT HA 12 PHONE H T 3 PRETEND HE 1 RANGE HE 1
OUT T A 2 PHRASE HE 1 PRETENDING HE 1 RAT H T 2
OUT HO 3 PICK H T 4 PRETTY H T 2 RATHER HA 2
OUT HE 16 PICK HA 3 PRETTY TT 2 RATHER HE 1
OUT T E rzPIC n E I PRETTY H A 2 RAY H T 1OUT OUTTA H T 1 PICKED HA 1 PRETTY HE 8 REACT HA 1
OUTSIDE HA 1 PICKED T E 1PRETZELS T READE
OVER H T 8 PICKING HA 2 PRETZELS H E 1 READING H A 1OVER HA 7 PICTURE H T 1 PRINCIPAL HE 1 READY H T 4
OVER TA 1 PICTURES HT 1 PRIOR HE 2 READY HA 4
OVER HE 14 PICTURES HE 2 PROBABILITY HE 1 READY HE 2
OVER TE 1 PILED HE 1 PROBABLY HE 3 REAL H TOVERNIGHT T A 1 PIPE H A 1 PROBLEM H A 1 REAL HO 3
OW H T 2 PIZZA H T 1 PROBLEM HE 1 REAL H E 5OW TT 4 PLACE H T 2 PROBLEMS HE 1 REALIZE HE 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 6 739 GROUP 2 CHILD 6 740
REALLY HA 2 ROLLER TA 4 SAYS HE 3 SHARE HE 1
REALLY T A 1 ROLLER T E 1 SCARED H T 4 SHARING HE 1
REALLY HE 9 ROLLER WOLLER TT 1 SCARED HA 2 SHAVE HE 1
REASON HE 1 ROOM H T 3 SCARED HE 2 SHE H T 2
RECEIVER HA 1 ROOM HE 2 SCARES HE 1 SHE TT 1
RECEIVERS HE 2 ROOT HE 1 SCHOOL H T 13 SHE HA 6
RECENTLY HA 1 ROOTING ROOTIN HO 1 SCHOOL TT 1 SHE TA 2
RECEPTION HE 1 ROUND HO 1 SCHOOL HA 8 SHE H E 8
RECORDED HE 1 ROUTE H T 1 SCHOOL TA 3 SHE'D HE 1
RECORDER HE 3 ROUTE HE 2 SCHOOL HE 11 SHE'S H T 4
RECORDING HE 3 ROUTES HE 1 SCHOOL TE 3 SHE'S HA 1
RECORDS H T 1 RUFF H T 1 SCULPTURE HE 1 SHE'S T A 1
RECORDS HE 1 RUFUS HE 2 SEA H 0 SHE'S HE 1
RED H T 2 RUFUSIZED *MADEUP HE 1 SECOND H T 1 SHIMAS HE 1
RED HE 1 RUN H T 5 SECOND HA 4 SHIRT H T 1
RED TE 1 RUN HE 5 SECOND HE 28 SHIRT HA 4
REDUCTION HE 1 RUN T E 1 SECOND T E 2 SHIRT HE 10
REEL HE 2 RUNNER HT 2 SEE H T 24 SHIRTS H T 1
REFERENCE TE 1 RUNNING HE 1 SEE HA 18 SHIT HE 1
REJECTED HA 1 RUSS HA 1 SEE TA 3 SHOE H T 1
RELATED HA 1 S H T 10 SEE HO 1 SHOES HA 1
RELATIVELY HE 1 S HA 1 SEE HE 44 SHOOT HE 3
REMEMBER HT 3 S HO 2 SEE TE 3 SHOOT TE 1
REMEMBER HE 1 S HE 3 SEEING HA 3 SHOP HE 1
REMINDS TE 1 SAD HE 1 SEEM HA 1 SHORT H T 9
REPORT HA 2 SAID H T 17 SEEMED HA 1 SHORT HE 2
REPORT HE 1 SAID HA 8 SEEMS HA 2 SHOT HE 1
REQUIRES HE 1 SAID T A 3 SEEMS HE 3 SHOULD H T 2
RESPECTABLE HE 1 SAID HE 14 SEEN HE 2 SHOULD HA 3
RESTAURANT HA 1 SAID TE 1 SEES H T 1 SHOULD TA 1
RESTAURANT HE 1 SALAD H A 1 SEGMENTS HA 1 SHOULD HE 3
RICO H T 2 SALT HA 2 SELF H T 1 SHOULDN'T H T 1
RICO HE 1 SAME H T 1 SELLING H T 2 SHOULDN'T HA 1
RIDE HT 1 SAME TA 1 SEND H T 1 SHOVEL H T 1
RIDICULOUS HT 5 SAME HE 1 SEND HO 2 SHOW H T 7
RIDICULOUS T T 1 SAME TE 1 SENDS HE 1 SHOW T A 1
RIDICULOUS HA 3 SAMPLES HA 1 SENIOR HA 1 SHOW H 0 1
RIDICULOUS HE 4 SAMPLING HA 1 SENOR HE 1 SHOW HE 3
RIDICULOUS TE 1 SANDWICH H T 1 SENSE H T 4 SHOWED H T 1
RIGHT H T 9 SAUSAGE T A 1 SENSE HE 2 SHOWING SHOWIN H T 1
RIGHT T T 1 SAVAGES HE 1 SET HA 1 SHUTTLE HE 2
RIGHT HA 12 SAW H T 4 SET HE 1 SHUTTLES HE 1
RIGHT TA 1 SAW HA 2 SET TE 1 SIDE HA 1
RIGHT HO 2 SAW HE 3 SETS H T 2 SIDE H O 1
RIGHT HE 52 SAY H T 8 SETS HE 1 SIDE HE 2
RIGHT NAWRIGH  E 1 SAY HA 6 SEVEN H T 1 SIDEWALK T E 1
RINGS H T 1 SAY H 0 SEVEN HA 2 SIGNAL HE 3
RIQUENOS T E 1 SAY HE 15 SEVEN T A 1 SIGNAL'S HE 1
ROAD H T 2 SAYING HA 1 SEVEN TE 1 SIGNIFICANT HE 1
ROADRUNNER HA 1 SAYING HE 2 SEVEN'S HA 1 SIGNS TE 1
ROCKING ROCKIN HE 1 SAYING SAYIN HE 1 SEVENTY HE 1 SILLY H T 3
ROLL T T 1 SAYS H T 1 SEVERAL HE 1 SILLY HE 4
ROLL HE 3 SAYS HA 1 SEXUAL HE 1 SINCE HA 1
ROLLER TT 5 SAYS HO 1 SHALL HE 1 SINCE TA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 6 745 GROUP 2 CHILD 6 746
SINCE HE 1 SOME HA 11 SPECIFIC HA 1 STREET HA 2
SING H T 2 SOME TA 3 SPELL HE 1 STREET HE 1
SINGLE H T 1 SOME HE 18 SPENDS HE 1 STRETCHING HE 1
SIR HE 1 SOME SOMETHI H T 3 SPIDERMAN H T 1 STRIDE HE 1
SISTER SIS H 0 1 SOME SOMETHI HE 6 SPILLS HA 1 STRING H T 1
SIT H T 4 SOME SOMETHI TE 1 SPIT TE 1 STRING HA 1
SIT HE 3 SOMEBODY H T 3 SPOILED HE 1 STRING HO 1
SITTING TT 1 SOMEBODY HA 1 SPOT HE 2 STRONG HE 1
SITTING HA 1 SOMEBODY HE 1 SPRING HE 2 STRONG STONG HA 1
SITTING SITTIN H T 1 SOMEBODY T E 2 SPRINGY HE 1 STRUT HE 2
SITTING SITTIN HE 1 SOMEBODY'S H T 2 SQUID H T 1 STUCK H T 1
SITUATION HA 1 SOMEBODY'S T T 1 STAIRCASE T T 1 STUFF HA 4
SITUATION HE 8 SOMEBODY'S T E 1 STAND H T 1 STUFF H E 9
SITUATION T E 2 SOMEHOW HA 1 STAND HE 3 STUFFED HA 2
SITUATIONS HE 2 SOMEONE HE 1 STANDING STANDIN HE 1 SUBMARINES HO 2
SIX H T 2 SOMEONE'S HE 1 STARING HE 1 SUBWAY HE 1
SIX HA 2 SOMETHING H T 4 START H T 5 SUGAR HA 2
SIX HE 5 SOMETHING HA 3 START HA 4 SUGAR TA I
SIXTY HE 1 SOMETHING HE 7 START HE 7 SUMMER T T 1
SKATE T T 5 SOMETHING'S H T 1 START T E 1 SUMMER T A 1
SKATE T A 3 SOMETHING'S HE 1 STARTED H T 2 SUMMER HE 1
SKATE TE 1 SOMETIMES H T 1 STARTED HA 1 SUN H T 2
SKATES TT 3 SOMETIMES HA 2 STARVED HA 1 SUN HE 1
SKATES TA 1 SOMEWHAT HA 1 STATES H T 1 SUNDAY H T 3
SKATING T T 1 SOMEWHERE H T 1 STAY HA 1 SUNDAY HE 1
SKIN H T 1 SOMEWHERE HA 1 STAY HE 3 SUPER TT 1
SKY H T 3 SOMEWHERE HO 1 STAYS H T 1 SUPER'S T T 1
SKY HE 1 SOMEWHERE HE 1 STEAKS HA 1 SUPPOSE H T 1
SLEEP HA 1 SONG H T 2 STEAL H T 1 SUPPOSE HA 2
SLEEVES HE 3 SONG HE 2 STEIN HE 1 SUPPOSE HE 3
SLICE HE 1 SOON H T 2 STEMS HO 1 SUPPOSED HA 4
SMALL HE 2 SOON T T 2 STEMS HE 1 SUPPOSED T A 2
SMASH HA 1 SOON HA 1 STEP TT 1 SUPPOSED HE 2
SMILING SMILIN HE 1 SOON HE 1 STEP HA 1 SUPPOSED T E 1
SMITH HA 1 SOONER HA 1 STEPPED H T 2 SURE H T 4
SMOOTHER TE 1 SORRY TA 1 STEREO HA 1 SURE TT 2
SNACK HA 1 SORRY HE 2 STEREO HE 1 SURE HA 1
SNACK HE 1 SORT HE 3 STEW H T 1 SURE H 0 1
SNAKE HE 1 SOUND H T 2 STICK HE 1 SURE HE 12
SNAP HE 1 SOUND HA 1 STILL H T 5 SURE TE 2
SNEEZE H T 1 SOUND HE 4 STILL HA 3 SURE SHO HE 1
SNEEZE .HE 2 SOUNDS H T 1 STILL T A 1 SURPRISED T E 1
SO H T 18 SOUNDS HE 2 STILL HE 4 SWEATER H T 2
SO TT 1 SOUP H T 1 STIPEND HA 1 SWEATER HA 3
SO HA 30 SOURCES HE 1 STOP H T 13 SWEATER HE 3
SO TA 3 SPAGHETTI HE 1 STOP HA 1 SWEET H T 2
SO HE 23 SPANISH H T 1 STOP HE 2 SWEETER HA 1
SO T E 2 SPEAK H T 2 STOPS H T 1 SWIM H T 2
SOCIETY HA 1 SPEAK HA 2 STORE H T 3 SWITCHED HE 1
SOCK HA 1 SPEAK HE 1 STORY H T 1 T H T 4
SODA H T 1 SPEAKER H T 1 STORY H 0 1 T HA 4
SOLVED HE 1 SPEAKERS H T 3 STRAIGHT HE 1 T HE 6
SOME H T 17 SPEAKING HA 2 STRAIGHT TE 1 TABLE HA 2
SOME T T 1 SPECIAL HO 1 STREET H T 1 TAKE H T 8
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UH *SOUND H T
UH *SOUND H A
UH *SOUND T A
UH *SOUND H E
UH *SOUND T E





UM UMM H T
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WANNA H T 11
WANNA HA 3
WANNA HE 7
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751 GROUP 2 CHILD 6
WANT WAN HE 1 WE HE 35 WHEN H T 31 WITH H T 9
WANT WANNA H T 11 WE TE 2 WHEN TT 5 WITH HA 11
WANT WANNA HA 3 WE'LL HA 1 WHEN HA 18 WITH HO 1
WANT WANNA HE 7 WE'LL T A 1 WHEN T A 3 WITH HE 32
WANT WANTA H T 1 WE'LL HO 2 WHEN HO 5 WITHIN HE 1
WANTED H T 2 WE'LL HE 8 WHEN HE 16 WITHOUT H T 2
WANTED HO 1 WE'LL TE 2 WHEN TE 2 WIZ HE 1
WANTED HE 3 WE'RE HA 9 WHERE H T 9 WIZARD H T 2
WANTED WANED H T 1 WE'RE TA 1 WHERE HA 11 WIZARD HE 1
WANTS H T 2 WE'RE H 0 2 WHERE HE 13 WOLF H T 1
WANTS HA 2 WE'RE HE 22 WHERE'D HA 1 WOLFMAN H T 7
WANTS HE 2 WE'RE TE 1 WHERE'S H T 1 WOLFMAN HE 5
WARM HA 1 WEAK HE 1 WHERE'S HA 2 WOMAN HA 1
WARMER HE 1 WEALTH HE 1 WHEREVER H T 1 WOMAN HE 1
WAS H T 24 WEAR H T 8 WHEREVER HO 1 WON'T H T 3
WAS TT 4 WEAR HE 3 WHETHER HA 1 WON'T TT 3
WAS HA 12 WEARING HE 1 WHICH H T 6 WON'T HA 6
WAS TA 2 WEDNESDAY TT 1 WHICH TT 1 WON'T HE 5
WAS H 0 2 WEEK H T 1 WHICH HA 1 WON'T T E 2
WAS HE 33 WEEK HA 3 WHICH H 0 1 WONDER H T 6
WAS TE 7 WELCOME H T 1 WHICH HE 4 WONDER HE 1
WASH H T 1 WELL H T 17 WHILE H T 1 WONDERFUL H 0 1
WASH HA 3 WELL HA 17 WHILE HE 3 WORD HA 2
WASHED H T 1 WELL TA 3 WHISPER HA 1 WORD HE 5
WASHING TT 1 WELL H 0 1 WHISPER HE 1 WORDS HA 1
WASN'T H T 1 WELL HE 49 WHISPERING HE 1 WORDS HE 4
WASN'T TT 1 WELL TE 7 WHITE H T 1 WORK H T 1
WASN'T HA 3 WENT H T 7 WHIZ HE 1 WORK TT 1
WASN'T TA 1 WENT HA 5 WHO H T 4 WORK HA 1
WASN'T HE 3 WERE HA 3 WHO HA 9 WORKED HA 2
WASN'T TE 2 WERE H E 11 WHO HO 1 WORKING HA 2
WATCH H T 3 WEREN'T HE 1 WHO HE 10 WORKING WORKIN HE 1
WATCH HA 5 WHAT H T 76 WHO'S H T 3 WORLD H 0 2
WATCH HE 4 WHAT T T 3 WHO'S HE 6 WORLD HE 1
WATCHED HE 2 WHAT HA 35 WHOA H T 1 WORRY H T 1
WATCHING HA 1 WHAT TA 3 WHOA HE 1 WORRY HE 2
WATCHING WATCHIN H E 2 WHAT H E 101 WHOLE HA 1 WORSE H T 1
WATER H T 1 WHAT TE 4 WHOLE TE 1 WORSE HE 3
WATER HA 1 WHAT WHATA HA 1 WHY H T 7 WORTH HE 1
WATER HO 1 WHAT WHATA HE 5 WHY HA 6 WOULD HA 10
WATERS H T 1 WHAT WHATCHA H T 2 WHY HE 24 WOULD HE 11
WAY H T 12 WHAT WHATCHU H T 1 WIDELY HA 1 WOULD T E 1
WAY TT 1 WHAT WHATTA HE 1 WILL H T 6 WOULDN'T HA 1
WAY HA 4 WHAT'D HE 4 WILL HE 8 WOUND H T 1
WAY TA 1 WHAT'RE HE 4 WILL TE 1 WOW H T 1
WAY H 0 WHAT'S H T 25 WIN H T 1 WOW HE 2
WAY HE 11 WHAT'S HA 11 WIND H T 2 WRAPPED HE 1
WAY TE 3 WHAT'S , TA 1 WIND HA 1 WRITING WRITIN HE 1
WAYS H T 2 WHAT'S H 0 2 WIND HE 1 WRONG H T 9
WE H T 26 WHAT'S HE 11 WINDOW TE 1 WRONG HE 7
WE T T 2 WHAT'S WHATSA HE 2 WINTER TA 2 Y H T 2
WE HA 17 WHATEVER HE 2 WINTER HE 1 Y H 0 2
WE TA 1 WHEELS TT 1 WISH H T 1 YEAH H T 119
WE H 0 6 WHEELS HA 1 WITCH H T 3 YEAH T T 6
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YEAH HA 19 YOU'RE TT 1
YEAH TA 2 YOU'RE HA 15
YEAH HE 75 YOU'RE TA 2
YEAH TE 6 YOU'RE HE 25
YEAR H T 1 YOU'VE HE 1
YEAR HA 7 YOUNG H T 1
YEAR HO 2 YOUNG HA 3
YEARS HA 1 YOUNG HO 1
YEARS H 0 1 YOUR H T 20
YELLING HE 1 YOUR TT 1
YEP H T 2 YOUR HA 33
YEP HE 5 YOUR TA 1
YES H T 8 YOUR H 0 5
YES HA 9 YOUR HE 25
YES TA 2 YOUR TE 1
YES HE 20 YOUR'S H T 1
YES TE 1 YOURS H T 1
YESTERDAY H T 1 YOURS T T 1
YESTERDAY HA 3 YOURS HA 1
YESTERDAY T A 1 YOURS H E 8
YESTERDAY HE 3 YOURSELF HA 2
YESTERDAY T E 2 YOURSELF HE 1
YET HA 1 ZERO HA 1
YET HE 3 1 H T 25
YORK HA 1 1 HA 2
YORK H 0 2 1 HO 1
YORK HE 1 1 HE 16
YORKERS T E 1 10 H T 2
YOU H T 232 11 H T 1
YOU TT 11 12 H T 1
YOU HA 141 14 H T 2
YOU T A 17 19 H T 1
YOU H O 13 1975 HE 1
YOU HE 237 2 H T 14
YOU T E 10 2 T T 2
YOU BETCHA HE 1 2 HA 5
YOU GOTCHA HA 1 2 HE 16
YOU WHATCHA H T 2 2 T E 1
YOU WHATCHU H T 1 3 H T 9
YOU Y'ALL T T 3 3 HA 4
YOU Y'ALL HE 3 3 HE 6
YOU YA H T 7 4 H T 5
YOU YA TT 1 4 HE 4
YOU YA HA 2 5 HE 3
YOU YA HE 21 6 H T 1
YOU YA TE 2 7 H T 2
YOU'D HE 1 7 HE 3
YOU'LL HE 1 8 H T 3
YOU'RE H T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 6 752
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































755GROUP 2 CHILD 7
BOOK H T 4 BROUGHT TA 1 C H 0 4 CARRY HA 2
BOOK T T 3 BROUGHT HE 1 CABINET HA 1 CARRY T A 1
BOOK S T 1 BROWN S T 2 CABLE HE 1 CARRYING HE 1
BOOK SC 1 BRUSH H T 1 CAKE ST 1 CARS ST 1
BOOK HA 5 BRUSH HA 1 CAKE HA 3 CARS T A 2
BOOK T A 3 BRUSHED H T 1 CAKE S A 1 CARTOONS H T 1
BOOK S A 8 BRUSHED HA 1 CAKE HE 1 CARTOONS HA 2
BOOK HE 1 BUCKS HE 1 CALL HA 2 CASE HA 1
BOOK T E 1 BUDDIES HE 2 CALL S A 2 CASE H 0 1
BOOM H T 1 BUMP H T 1 CALLED S T 1 CASE HE 1
BOOM H C 1 BUN S C 2 CALLED S C 2 CASHIER T A 1
BOTH S C 1 BUNCH S A 1 CALLED S A 1 CATCH S A 1
BOTHERING SC .1 BUNK SC 1 CALLS TA 1 CAUSE H T 3
BOTTOM T T 1 BURGER S T 2 CALLS T E 1 CAUSE T T 2
BOTTOM S C 1 BURGER S C 4 CAME S T 2 CAUSE S T 5
BOTTOM S A 1 BURNING H T 1 CAME S C 1 CAUSE S C 2
BOUGHT HA 1 BUS H T 1 CAME HA 5 CAUSE HA 2
BOUGHT HE 4 BUS T T 9 CAME T A 1 CAUSE S A 1
BOULDER H O 1 BUS HA 4 CAME S A 1 CAUSE HE 2
BOUT S C 1 BUS T A 2 CAN H T 34 CAUSE T E 2
BOUT S A 3 BUSES T T 1 CAN T T 2 CENT H T 1
BOWEL HA 1 BUSES T A 1 CAN S T 25 CENT HE 1
BOY S T 1 BUSINESS HA 1 CAN S C 14 CENTER S T 1
BOY S C 1 BUSINESS T A 1 CAN HA 27 CENTS H T 2
BOY HA 2 BUT H T 22 CAN T A 3 CENTS T E 1
BOY S A 6 BUT T T 5 CAN S A 37 CEREAL HA 1
BOY HE 1 BUT ST 13 CAN HE 8 CERTAIN HA 1
BOYFRIEND S C 1 BUT H C 2 CAN T E 1 CERTAIN T E 1
BOYFRIEND S O 1 BUT S C 6 CAN'T H T 7 CHAIR S A 2
BOYS S C 1 BUT HA 10 CAN'T S T 10 CHALLENGE S A 1
BOYS SA .17 BUT TA 9 CAN'T SC 8 CHANCE TT I
BREAK S T 2 BUT S A 10 CAN'T HA 4 CHANCE HA 1
BREAK S A 1 BUT HE 7 CAN'T S A 4 CHANGE HA 2
BREAKFAST HA 5 BUT T E 4 CANDY S T 1 CHANGE HE 1
BREAKFAST T A 1 BUTTER HA 3 CAP S A 1 CHANGES HE 1
BREATHE HA 1 BUY H T 7 CAPTAIN S T 6 CHANGES T E 1
BRIDEPORT S C 1 BUY HA 7 CAPTAIN S C 3 CHASE H T 1
BRILLIANT S A 1 BUY T E 1 CAR H T 1 CHECK S T 1
BRING S A 7 BY H T 2 CAR S C 2 CHECK S A 6
BRINGS SA 1 BY ST 1 CAR TA 1 CHECKED ST 1
BROCCOLI HA 2 BY H C 1 CARD H T 3 CHECKED T A 1
BROKE S T 2 BY S C 2 CARD S C 3 CHECKED S A 5
BROKEN H T 1 BY HA 3 CARDS H T 2 CHECKER S T 1
BROKEN HA 1 BY S A 6 CARE H T 5 CHECKER S C 1
BROKEN T A 1 BY HE 1 CARE S A 2 CHECKERS S T 6
BROKEN S A 3 BY T E 1 CARE HE 1 CHEESE S T 1
BROKEN HE 1 BYE H T 5 CAREFUL HA 1 CHEESE S C 3
BROOKLYN HA 1 BYE HA 3 CAREFULLY S A 2 CHEESE HA 5
BROTHER S T 1 BYE T A 1 CARL HT 2 CHEESE HE 1
BROTHER H C 2 BYE S A 1 CARL S C 1 CHEW HE 2
BROTHER S C 2 BYE T E 1 CARL HA 10 CHEWED H T 1
BROTHERS S C 1 C H T 3 CARL T A 4 CHICKEN H T 3
BROTHERS S A 1 C S T 1 CARL S E 1 CHICKEN HE 1
BROUGHT HA 2 C S A 1 CARRY H T 1 CHILD T A 1
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CHILD CHIL HA 1 COLD HA 1 COOKIES S A 4 DADDY HA 2
CHILDREN T T 1 COLD T A 1 COOPERATE HA 2 DADDY , TA 1
CHILDREN HA 1 COLOR S T 1 CORDS HE 1 DADDY S A 1
CHILDREN T A 1 COLOR T A 1 CORNER S T 2 DADDY'S H T 1
CHILDREN S A 9 COLOR S A 2 CORRECTED T A 1 DADDY'S S T 1
CHILDREN H E 1 COLOR H E 1 COULD H T 3 DADDY'S S C 2
CHILDREN T E 1 COLORS S A 1 COULD T T 1 DADDY'S S A 1
CHILDRENS HA . 1 COMBS H 0 1 COULD ST 5 DAMP TA 1
CHILLY HA . 1 COME H T 6 COULD S C 2 DANGEROUS T A 1
CHINESE H C 1 COME T T 3 COULD HA 5 DANIEL HA 2
CHIP HA 1 COME S T 2 COULD S A 1 DATE H T 7
CHOCOLATE HA 1 COME S C 7 COULDN'T H T 1 DATE HA 1
CHUCKIE S A 3 COME HA 24 COULDN'T TT 1 DATE HE 1
CIGAR H A 1 COME T A 3 COULDN'T S C 1 DAVID S C 1
CIGARETTE T T 1 COME S A 5 COUNT S A 4 DAVID S A 3
CIRCLE S A 2 COME HE 4 COUNTED S C 1 DAVID'S H T 1
CITIES HA 1 COME T E 1 COUNTING S A 1 DAVID'S S A 1
CITY H T 2 COME C'MON T T 2 COUNTRIES HA 1 DAWN S T 3
CITY T T 3 COME C'MON S C 3 COUNTRY S C 1 DAWN S C 2
CITY S T 1 COME C'MON T A 1 COUNTRY HA 2 DAWN S A 2
CITY T A 3 COME COMIN H T 5 COUNTRY S A 2 DAY H T 4
CLASS H T 1 COME COMIN S T 3 COUNTRY HE 1 DAY S T 3
CLASS T T 1 COME COMIN HE 1 COUPLE S A 1 DAY HA 3
CLASS T A 5 COMER H T 1 COURSE T T 1 DAY T A 2
CLASS S A 1 COMES T T 3 COUSIN S A 1 DAY S A 6
CLEAN H T 7 COMES ST 2 COUSINS S C 1 DAY HE 1
CLEAN T T 1 COMES HA 3 COWBOY H C 1 DAY'S HA 1
CLEAN ST 4 COMES SA 1 CRACK H T 1 DAYS HA 1
CLEAN HA 2 COMFORTABLE S A 1 CRACKER H T 5 DAYS HE 1
CLEAN HO 1 COMFORTABLE HE 1 CRAZY HA 3 DAYS TE 1
CLEANEST HA 1 COMING ST 2 CREAM HC 1 DEAD S C 2
CLEANING SA 2 COMING SC 1 CREAM HA 2 DEAL HA 1
CLEAR HA 1 COMING HA 1 CRISP T A 1 DEAL S A 1
CLEAR S A 1 COMING T A 1 CRISP T E 1 DECIDES HA 1
CLEAR HE 1 COMING HE 2 CROWDED T A 2 DECK H T 1
CLIMBING SC 1 COMMENTS TE 2 CROWDED TE 1 DEE H T 2
CLOSE HA 1 COMMUNICATE T A 3 CRY S A 1 DEEP S A 3
CLOSED H 0 1 COMMUNICATOR S C 1 CUMBERSOME HE 1 DEFINITELY HA 1
CLOTHES HA 1 COMPANY HA 3 CUPBOARD HA 1 DEGREES H A 1
CLOUDS S A 1 COMPANY HE 1 CUPS HA 1 DELL S A 1
CLUB S T 1 COMPLETELY S A 1 CURRICULUM HE 1 DENNY S A 3
CLUB S A 1 CONCERN H E 1 CUT H T 2 DEPARTMENT S T 1
CLUB HE 1 CONCERNED HA 1 CUT HA 2 DEPENDING T E 1
CLUBS S T 2 CONCERNED H E 1 CUT CUTTED H T 1 DESIGNING H A 1
CLUBS S A 1 CONFIDANTE T A 1 CZECHOSLOVAKIA HA 1 DEVICE HA 3
COAT H T 3 CONFIDENT T E 1 D H T 2 DIALECT T E I
COAT T T 1 CONTINENT HA 1 D'S HA 1 DIANA S A 1
COAT ST 1 COOKED H T 1 DAD H T 2 DICE H T 4
COAT HA 1 COOKIE S T 3 DAD T T 2 DID H T 5
COCONUT H T 1 COOKIE H C 2 DAD S C 1 DID T T 2
COCONUT HA 3 COOKIE HA 1 DAD'S S C 1 DID S T 9
COFFEE T A 1 COOKIE S A 4 DADDY H T 14 DID S C 10
COFFEE SA 1 COOKIES HC 1 DADDY TT 12 DID HA 17
COLD H T 1 COOKIES HA 2 DADDY ST 2 DID TA 1
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DID SA 24 DOES HA 5 DOOR TA 4 EATEN HA 1
DID HE 3 DOES S A 10 DOOR S A 1 EATING S C 1
DIDN'T H T 21 DOES HE 1 DOUBLE T T 1 EATING HA 3
DIDN'T T T 3 DOES T E 1 DOUBLE HA 2 EATING EATIN H T 2
DIDN'T S T 2 DOESN'T H T 1 DOUBLE T A 1 EATING EATIN T A 1
DIDN'T H C 1 DOESN'T H C 2 DOUBLE S A 3 ECHO H T 1
DIDN'T S C 2 DOESN'T S C 1 DOUBT S A 1 ECHO HA 1
DIDN'T HA 7 DOESN'T HA 6 DOWN H T 5 ECHO HE 1
DIDN'T T A 2 DOESN'T T A 1 DOWN T T 2 EDITORIAL T E 2
DIDN'T HE 5 DOESN'T S A 3 DOWN ST 8 EE *SOUND H T 1
DIET HA 1 DOESN'T H E 1 DOWN S C 2 EFFECTIVELY T A 1
DIFFERENCE HA 3 DOG H T 1 DOWN HA 8 EFFECTS HE 1
DIFFERENCE S A 1 DOG S T 16 DOWN S A 3 EFFORT HA 1
DIFFERENCE HE 1 DOG S C 1 DOWN HE 2 EIGHT H T 3
DIFFERENT HA 4 DOG T A 1 DOWN DOWM HA 1 EIGHT T T 2
DIFFERENT T A 3 DOG S A 1 DOWNSTAIRS H A 1 EIGHT S T 3
DIFFERENT S A 3 DOG T E 4 DOWNTOWN ST 3 EIGHT T A 3
DIFFERENT T E 3 DOGGIE S A 1 DOWNTOWN S A 2 EIGHT HE 2
DIFFERENTLY H A 1 DOGS S T 6 DRAW T T 1 EIGHTEEN S 0 1
DIFFERENTLY T A 1 DOGS HA 1 DRAW S A 1 EITHER S T 1
DIFFERENTLY T E 2 DOING H T 2 DRAWER S A 1 EITHER H A 1
DIFFICULT H A 1 DOING S T 1 DRESSER S A 1 ELEVEN H T 1
DING S T 8 DOING S A 1 DRINK HE 1 ELEVEN T T 1
DING S C 10 DOING HE 1 DRINKS S C 2 ELEVEN S T 1
DINING S A 1 DOING DOIN HA 3 DROP T A 1 ELEVEN S A 2
DINNER H T 2 DOING DOIN S A 1 DROP S A 3 ELEVEN HE 1
DINNER HA 1 DOING DOIN HE 3 DROPPED S A 1 ELSE H T 1
DION S A 1 DOING DOIN T E 1 DROPPED S E 1 ELSE S T 2
DIRECTLY S A 1 DOING DOIN S E 1 DRUNK S C 1 ELSE HA 9
DIRT ST 1 DOLL ST 3 DRY SA 1 ELSE TA 1
DIRTY HA 1 DOLLAR HA 1 DUMB S C 2 ELSE S A 6
DIRTY HE 1 DOLLAR T A 1 DUMMY H T 1 END S T 1
DIRTY T E 1 DOLLAR HE 3 DUMMY S T 1 END T A 1
DISAGREES S A 1 DOLLARS HE 2 DUNCE S A 1 ENDED T A 1
DISCIPLINE HA 2 DOLPHIN S A 1 DURING H A 1 ENDING S A 1
DISEMBARK S A 1 DON DON' H T 1 DURING DURIN' HA 1 ENGLISH T A 2
DISK S A 4 DON'T H T 37 E S A 1 ENJOY HA 2
DISKS S A 1 DON'T T T 10 EACH H T 1 ENJOYING S A 1
DISTRIBUTOR HE 1 DON'T S T 14 EACH T T 2 ENOUGH HA 2
DO H T 18 DON'T H C 4 EACH S C 1 ENOUGH HE 1
DO T T 1 DON'T S C 23 EACH S A 1 ENTERPRISE S T 1
DO S T 18 DON'T HA 26 EAR H T 2 ENVIRONMENT T E 1
DO H C 3 DON'T T A 7 EARLY HA 1 EQUAL H T 1
DO S C 20 DON'T S A 20 EARS H T 1 EQUALS H T 1
DO HA 30 DON'T S O 1 EASE T A 1 ESPECIALLY S C 1
DO T A 6 DON'T HE 16 EASY H T 1 EV S A 1
DO S A 39 DON'T T E 3 EASY HA 1 EVAN HA 4
DO S 0 1 DONALD S A 1 EASY S A 3 EVAN S A 1
DO HE 12 DONE S A 2 EAT H T 5 EVAN'S HA 2
DO T E 1 DONE T E 2 EAT T T 1 EVEN H C 1
DOD *MADEUP HA 1 DOODLE S C 1 EAT HA 8 EVEN S C 7
DOES H T 2 DOOR T T 2 EAT T A 1 EVEN HA 2
DOES S T 2 DOOR S T 1 EAT S A 1 EVEN S A 19
DOES S C 1 DOOR HA 1 EAT H E 2 EVEN S 0 6
GROUP 2 CHILD 7 764 GROUP 2 CHILD 7 765
EVEN HE 1 FACE H T 1 FIND T T 1 FLOYD HA 1
EVEN T E 1 FACE HA 1 FIND S C 1 FLYING H T 1
EVER HA 2 FACE S A 2 FIND HA 3 FOLLOWING FOLLOWI H T 1
EVER T A 1 FACE HE 1 FIND S A 2 FOOD H T 1
EVERETT S T 1 FACT HA 1 FINE H T 1 FOOL S A 1
EVERETT S A 6 FACT T A 1 FINE S C 1 FOOT S T 2
EVERY S T 2 FACT HE 1 FINE HA 10 FOR H T 7
EVERY HA 2 FAIR H T 3 FINGER H T 1 FOR T T 4
EVERY S A 5 FAIR S C 1 FINGER S T 1 FOR S T 5
EVERY HE 1 FAIR S A 1 FINGER S C 1 FOR S C 2
EVERY T E 2 FALL H T 1 FINGER FUNGER S C 1 FOR HA 18
EVERYBODY H T 1 FALL ST 1 FINGER'S H T 1 FOR T A 6
EVERYBODY HA 1 FALL T A 1 FINGERS HA 2 FOR S A 32
EVERYBODY T A 1 FALL S A 2 FINGERS S A 1 FOR HE 8
EVERYBODY S A 5 FALL HE 1 FINISH S T 3 FOR T E 4
EVERYBODY T E 1 FALLEN S A 1 FINISH S C 1 FOR S E 1
EVERYBODY'S S A 1 FAR S C 1 FINISH HA 6 FOREFATHERS HA 1
EVERYBODY'S HE 1 FAR HA 1 FINISH S A 5 FORGETFUL HE 1
EVERYDAY S C 2 FAR S A 1 FINISHED H T 8 FORGETTING H A 1
EVERYONE S C 3 ,FAR H E 2 FINISHED T T 2 FORM S T 1
EVERYONE S A 4 FARE T A 1 FINISHED ST 1 FORM T A 2
EVERYONE HO 1 FAST HA 1 FINISHED HA 1 FORTH HA 1
EVERYTHING H T 1 FAT H T 1 FINISHED S A 3 FORTY HA 3
EVERYTHING H A 2 FAT S A 1 FINISHES HA 1 FORTY HE 1
EVERYTHING S A 1 FATHER S C 1 FIRE S T 2 FOUR H T 12
EVERYTHING HE 1 FATHER T A 1 FIRE S C 2 FOUR T T 1
EVERYWHERE HO 1 FAVORITE S A 1 FIRST H T 4 FOUR S T 3
EXACTLY HA 1 FEBRUARY HE 1 FIRST T T 1 FOUR S C 1
EXACTLY T A 1 FEEL T E 1 FIRST S C 2 FOUR HA 2
EXACTLY H E 1 FEELING FEELIN H E 1 FIRST HA 2 FOUR T A 1
EXACTLY SE 1 FEET HA 1 FIRST TA 2 FOUR S A 1
EXCELLENT S C 1 FELL S A 1 FIRST S A 10 FOUR HE 4
EXCEPT H T 2 FELLOWS FELLAS HA 2 FIRST HE 1 FOURTEEN H T 1
EXCEPT HA 1 FEW S C 1 FISCHER'S HE 1 FOURTEEN T T 1
EXCEPT S A 2 FEW S A 4 FISH ST 1 FOURTEEN ST I
EXCEPT HE 1 FEW HE 2 FISH S C 1 FREE HE 1
EXCITED HA 1 FIELD HA 1 FIVE H T 9 FREEZING HA 1
EXCITED T E 1 FIFTEEN T T 1 FIVE T T 1 FREEZING FREEZIN H T 1
EXCITING HA 1 FIFTEEN FITEEN HE 1 FIVE S T 7 FRIDAY T T 4
EXCUSE S A 1 FIFTH H T 1 FIVE S C 4 FRIEND T T 1
EXCUSE HE 2 FIFTH HA 1 FIVE HA 10 FRIEND S T 2
EXCUSE TE 1 FIFTIES TE 1 FIVE TA 3 FRIEND HA 2
EXPECT T A 1 FIFTY H T 1 FIVE S A 5 FRIEND S A 4
EXPENSIVE HA 1 FIFTY HA 1 FIVE HE 4 FRIEND HE 1
EXPLAIN HE 1 FIFTY HE 1 FIVES H T 1 FRIEND S E 1
EXTENDED T A 1 FIGHT H T 1 FIVES HA I FRIEND'S T T 2
EXTENT T E 1 FIGHT H 0 FIX HA 1 FRIENDS T T 2
EXTRA S A 3 FIGHTING S T 1 FLIES S T 1 FRIENDS HA 1
EXTRA HE 2 FIGURE S C 1 FLIES S E 1 FROM H T 1
EYE SA 1 FIGURE TE 1 FLIPS TA 1 FROM ST 4
EYES SC 1 FIGURED TA 1 FLOOR HA 3 FROM SC 4
EYES SA 4 FIGURED HE 2 FLOOR TA 1 FROM HA 4
F S A 1 FILL S T 1 FLOOR HE 1 FROM T A 2
FABULOUS H E 1 FIND H T 7 FLOWERS HA 1 FROM S A 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 7 762 GROUP 2 CHILD 7 763





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 7 767
HOPE H T 2 HURTING H T 1 IF S C 7 IT TT 9
HOPE S T 1 HURTS HT 1 IF HA 14 IT S T 31
HOPE T A 1 HURTS HA I IF T A 1 IT S C 22
HOPE S A 2 HUSBAND T A 1 IF S A 26 IT HA 76
HOT H T 1 HYSTERICAL S A 1 IF PH E 4 IT T A 13
HOT S C 1 I H T 151 IF T E 1 IT S A 42
HOT HA 2 I T T 32 IMPORTANT S A 2 IT S 0 2
HOT S O 1 I S T 102 IN H T 29 IT HE 34
HOTTER H T 1 I H C 15 IN T T 4 IT T E 5
HOUR H T 1 I SC 65 IN S T 17 IT SE 2
HOUR S T 1 I HA 75 IN S C 13 IT'LL HA 2
HOUR HA 1 I T A 44 IN HA 36 IT'LL HE 1
HOUR S A 1 I S A 52 IN T A 10 IT'S H T 19
HOUSE H T 3 I HO 1 IN S A 35 IT'S T T 6
HOUSE T T 2 I S O 1 IN S O 1 IT'S S T 10
HOUSE S T 2 I HE 60 IN HE 24 IT'S S C 7
HOUSE S C 1 I T E 22 IN T E 4 IT'S HA 36
HOUSE HA 5 I SE 1 IN SE 1 IT'S TA 10
HOUSE T A 1 I'D H T 2 INSIDE HA 1 IT'S SA 19
HOW H T 18 I'D HE 1 INSTANCE HA 1 IT'S HO 1
HOW T T 3 I'LL H T 7 INSTRUCTOR HA 2 IT'S HE 16
HOW S T 2 I'LL S T 2 INTEND HA 1 IT'S T E 13
HOW H C 1 I'LL H C 3 INTERESTED HA 1 IT'S S E 2
HOW SC 11 ILL SC '10 INTERESTED TA 1 ITALY HA 2
HOW HA 8 I'LL HA 12 INTERESTING T A 1 ITEM H T 1
HOW TA 5 I'LL TA 4 INTO H T 3 ITSELF ST 1
HOW S A 36 I'LL S A 1 INTO S C 1 JACK'S H T 1
HOW HE 2 I'LL HE 7 INTO HA 1 JACKET HA 1
HOW T E 1 I'LL T E 2 INTO T A 1 JACKETS S A 1
HOW S E 3 I'M H T 28 INTO S A 2 JACKS H T 4
HOW'D HA 1 I'M T T 5 INTO H 0 1 JAM S C 1
HOW'S HE 2 I'M S T 20 INTO T E 1 JAMES H T 1
HUGHES S T 1 I'M S C 17 INVISIBLE S T 1 JANUARY T A 2
HUGHES S A 1 I'M HA 5 INVITE S C 1 JAPAN HE 1
HUH H T 10 I'M TA 3 INVITED SC 1 JARGON TA 1
HUH T T 1 I'M S A 11 IRISH T A 1 JASON S T 2
HUH S T 10 I'M HO 1 IRISH T E 2 JASON S C 3
HUH HA 11 I'M S 0 1 IS H T 35 JASON SA 2
HUH T A 4 I'M HE 7 IS T T 8 JASON S E 1
HUH S A 4 I'M TE 4 IS S T 19 JAY S C 1
HUH HE 3 I'M S E 1 IS S C 14 JEAN HA 2
HUH T E 7 I'VE H T 1 . IS HA 38 JEFFERSONS H T 1
HUH S E 2 I'VE S T 1 IS T A 13 JELLIES S C 1
HUMMING H E 1 I'VE HA 4 IS S A 62 JERRY HA 3
HUNDRED H T 4 I'VE HE 2 IS H 0 2 JERSEY H T 1
HUNDRED HE 1 ICE HC 1 IS S 0 2 JERSEY HA 2
HUNDRED HUHDRED S A 1 ICE HA 2 IS HE 20 JERSEY S A 2
HUNG S A 1 ICING HA 1 IS T E 6 JIMMY S A 1
HUNGRY HA 1 ID H T 1 IS S E 8 JONES T A 2
HUNGRY TA 1 IDEA SC 1 ISN'T SC 1 JUICE SC 1
HURRY S T 1 IDEA SA 1 ISN'T HA 1 JUICE HA 5
HURRY S C 1 IF H T 11 ISN'T S A 1 JUICE T A 1
HURRY SA 1 IF TT 2 ISN'T HE 2 JUICE HE 1
HURT .S C 1 IF S T 4 IT H T 77 JULIE H T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 7 772 GROUP 2 CHILD 7 773
JULIE SA 1 KIND T T 2 LEASES TA 1 LIKE S T 3
JUMP S T 10 KIND HA 1 LEAST HA 2 LIKE H C 1
JUMP SC 13 KIND TA 1 LEAVE H T 1 LIKE SC 2
JUMPED ST 1 KIND S A 4 LEAVE H C 1 LIKE HA 24
JUMPED S C 1 KIND HE 1 LEAVE S C 3 LIKE T A 12
JUMPING S E 1 KIND T E 1 LEAVE HA 3 LIKE S A 10
JUMPS S A 1 KIND KINDA HE 1 LEAVE T A 1 LIKE HE 7
JUNIOR H E 1 KINDERGARTEN T A 2 LEAVE S A 3 LIKE T E 2
JUNK H T 1 KING ST 3 LEAVE HE 2 LIKES S C 3
JUNK T T 1 KING S C 9 LEAVES HA 1 LINDA S T 4
JUNK HE 1 KIRK S T 2 LEAVING S A 1 LINDA'S S T 1
JUST H T 7 KIRK S C 2 LEFT HA 2 LINE T T 1
JUST T T 3 KISS SA 2 LEFT SA 2 LINE S T 1
JUST S T 11 KISSINGERS HE 1 LEFTOVERS S A 2 LINE S A 4
JUST H C 1 KNEW S C 1 LEG S A 1 LINES S A 1
JUST S C 2 KNOCK T A 3 LEGITIMATE HE 1 LINTY S T 1
JUST H A 22 KNOCKED TT 1 LEISURELY H A 1 LINTY S A 2
JUST T A 7 KNOW H T 23 LESLIE S A 1 LISA S A 2
JUST S A 9 KNOW T T 8 LESS S A 2 LISTEN S C 1
JUST HE 11 KNOW S T 10 LESS HE 1 LISTEN HA 1
JUST T E 4 KNOW H C 2 LESS T E 1 LISTEN S A 3
JUST S E 1 KNOW S C 12 LESSON HA 1 LISTEN HE 1
JUST JUS H T 3 KNOW HA 45 LESSON S A 1 LISTENING H T 1
JUST JUS T T 1 KNOW T A 10 LESTER S T 2 LISTENING S A 2
JUST JUS HA 2 KNOW S A 16 LET H T 12 LISTENING HE 2
K HA 1 KNOW HE 20 LET ST 4 LITTLE H T 3
K S A 1 KNOW T E 9 LET S C 5 LITTLE S T 12
K HE 3 KNOW S E 1 LET HA 7 LITTLE S C 1
KARATE H T 4 KNOWN S A 1 LET S A 6 LITTLE HA 13
KARATE HA 5 KNOWS H T 1 LET S E 2 LITTLE S A 10
KAREN HA 3 KNOWS SA 1 LET LEMME H T 9 LITTLE HE 5
KAREN T A 1 KUNG S T 1 LET LEMME T T 2 LITTLE T E 1
KAREN'S TA 1 L SA 4 LET LEMME S T 3 LIVE HA 1
KATHY HA 2 LACKING H A 1 LET LEMME S A 4 LIVE HE 1
KEEP SC 1 LADIES HE 1 LET'S TT 1 LIVES HE 1
KEEP HA 4 LAMAR H T 1 LET'S S T 2 LONG S T 1
KEEP SA 1 LASAGNA HA 2 LET'S S C 5 LONG HA 2
KEEP HE 1 LAST T T 1 LET'S HA 1 LONG SA 5
KEEPS TA 1 LAST HA 2 LET'S SA 17 LONG T E 1
KEEPS T E 1 LAST T A 1 LET'S HE 2 LONGER T T 1
KEN'S H T 1 LAST S A 6 LETTER S A 2 LONGER S C 1
KEVIN SC 1 LAST HE 1 LETTUCE S T 1 LONGER SA 2
KEVIN SA 3 LATER SA 1 LETTUCE SC 3 LOOK H T 10
KEY HA 1 LATER HE 1 LIBRARY SC 1 LOOK T T 7
KICK H T 4 LAUGH S A 1 LIFT S T 2 LOOK S T 8
KID HA 2 LAUGHING S A 3 LIGHT H T 1 LOOK SC 17
KIDS T T 1 LAUNDRY S A 1 LIGHT S T 1 LOOK HA 13
KIDS HA 5 LAURA SC 3 LIGHTER S A 1 LOOK T A 2
KIDS S A 1 LAURA S A 5 LIGHTS H T 1 LOOK S A 12
KIDS H E 1 LAZY HE 1 LIGHTS S T 1 LOOK HE 4
KILLED S T 1 LEARN T T 2 LIGHTS S C 1 LOOK T E 1
KILLING KILLIN S C 1 LEARN T A 1 LIGHTS H E 1 LOOK S E 1
KILLS S C 1 LEARN S A 1 LIKE H T 13 LOOKED HA 1
KIND H T 4 LEARNED S A 2 LIKE T T 2 LOOKING S C 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 7 770 GROUP 2 CHILD 7 771




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 7 775 "
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GROUP 2 CHILD 7 783
STATION S C 1 STUDYING S A 1 TAKING HA 2 TEN T E 1
STATION HA 1 STUFF H T 1 TALK H T 3 TERMINATE HE 1
STATION HE 1 STUFF HA 2 TALK ST 1 TERMS HA 1
STAY H T 1 STUPID S C 1 TALK T A 2 TEST S E 1
STAY T T 2 STYLE S A 1 TALK .S A 2 TESTED S A 1
STAY S T 1 SUBSIDES S A 1 TALK HE 2 THAN T T 11
STAY HA 1 SUDDEN TA 2 TALK TE 1 THAN HA 1
STAY S A 1 SUE S A 2 TALK SE 2 THAN S A 8
STAY HE 1 SUIT H T 1 TALKED HA 1 THAN HE 1
STAYING STAYIN HA 1 SUN H T 1 TALKIE S C 1 THANK H T 1
STERN HA 1 SUNFLOWER H T 1 TALKING H T 2 THANK HA 2
STEVEN H T 1 SUNFLOWER HA 1 TALKING HA 1 THANK TA 1
STEVEN S T 1 SUNFLOWER HE 2 TALKING S A 2 THANK S A 4
STEVEN S A 2 SUPERMARKET T A 1 TALKING HE 1 THANK HE 1
STEVEN'S S C 1 SUPPER H A 1 TALKING TALKIN S T 1 THANK T E 1
STICK H T 2 SUPPOSE H T 1 TALKING TALKIN S A 1 THANKS S C 1
STICK S C 1 SUPPOSE T T 1 TALKS T A 3 THANKS S E 2
STICK HA 2 SUPPOSE HA 1 TALL HA 1 THAT H T 31
STICKERY *MADEUP H T 5 SUPPOSE S'POSE H T 1 TAPE H T 2 THAT T T 9
STICKING H T 1 SUPPOSED S C 1 TAPE HE 4 THAT S T 13
STILL H T 11 SURE H T 1 TAPE S E 1 THAT H C 1
STILL S T 1 SURE S C 1 TAPE'S H T 1 THAT S C 30
STILL HA 2 SURE HA 9 TAPES T E 1 THAT HA 48
STILL S A 2 SURE T A 2 TARGETS S A 1 THAT T A 15
STILL HE 1 SURE S A 1 TASTE HA 3 THAT S A 64
STINKY H T 2 SURE HE 10 TASTE S A 1 THAT S 0 1
STOMACH H T 1 SURE T E 1 TASTES HA 2 THAT HE 46
STOMACH HA 1 SURPRISE S T 2 TAUGHT H T 1 THAT T E 12
STOP H T 3 SURROGATE T A 1 TAUGHT S A 1 THAT S E 1
STOP HA 4 SWEATER H T 1 TEACH H T 4 THAT'LL HA 3
STOP S A 1 SWEATER HA 1 TEACH HE 1 THAT'S H T 8
STOP S 0 1 SWEET SA 1 TEACHER HA 1 THAT'S TT 11
STOP H E 1 SWEETHEART H A 1 TEACHER'S HE 1 THAT'S S T 7
STOPPING H T 1 SWEETHEART S A 1 TEETH H T 2 THAT'S HC 2
STORE SA 1 SWITCH TA 1 TEETH HA 2 THAT'S SC 10
STORY TA 1 SWOOPS ST 1 TELEGRAM SC 1 THAT'S HA 17
STORY S A 16 T H T 1 TELEVISION HA 2 THAT'S T A 7
STRAIGHT T T 1 T S A 1 TELEVISION HE 2 THAT'S S A 15
STRANGE HA 2 T HE 1 TELL H T 6 THAT'S HE 19
STRANGE TA 1 TABLE HA 3 TELL TT 1 THAT'S TE 4
STRAW H T 3 TACKY H 0 1 TELL ST 7 THAT'S S E 1STRAW HA 2 TACKY HE 2 TELL H C 2 THAT'S THAS HA 1STRAWS HA 1 TAGS S A 2 TELL S C 6 THE H T 55
STREET H T 2 TAIL HE 1 TELL HA 7 THE T T 31
STREET S T 1 TAKE H T 11 TELL T A 1 THE S T 46
STREET HA 5 TAKE T T 3 TELL S A 11 THE H C 2
STREET T A 2 TAKE S T 1 TELLING T A 1 THE S C 46
STREET HE 1 TAKE HC 1 TELLS H T 3 THE HA 77
STRIKES H T 1 TAKE S C 2 TEN H T 2 THE T A 36
STRING HA 1 TAKE HA 3 TEN T T 1 THE S A 135
STRIPE H T 2 TAKE T A 1 TEN S T 3 THE HO 1
STUCK S C 3 TAKE S A 12 TEN HA 2 THE S 0 1
STUDIED S A 1 TAKE HE 2 TEN T A 2 THE HE 46
STUDY S A 2 TAKES S C 1 TEN S A 1 THE T E 11
GROUP 2 CHILD 7 788 GROUP 2 CHILD 7 789
THE S E 3 THESE HE 1 THIS T T 8 TILE T A 1
THE DUH H T 3 THESE DESE S T 1 THIS S T 26 TILL S A 1
THE DUH S T 4 THEY H T 7 THIS H C 4 TILL WAIT'LL H T 1
THEIR HA 6 THEY S C 2 THIS S C 23 TIME H T 4
THEIR HE 2 THEY HA 17 THIS HA 25 TIME S T 1
THEIRS H E 1 THEY T A 4 THIS T A 9 TIME S C 2
THEM H T 5 THEY S A 17 THIS S A 49 TIME HA 9
THEM HC 2 THEY HE 2 THIS HE 9 TIME TA 1
THEM S C 1 THEY'LL HA 1 THIS T E 2 TIME S A 8
THEM HA 9 THEY'RE S T 1 THIS S E 1 TIME HE 2
THEM T A 2 THEY'RE S C 2 THIS DIS H T 3 TIMES HA 1
THEM SA 5 THEY'RE HA 1 THIS DIS ST 1 TIRED HA 1
THEM 'EM H T 9 THEY'RE S A 2 THOSE H T 3 TISSUE S A 1
THEM 'EM ST 2 THEY'RE HE 1 THOSE HC 2 TITLE TA 1
THEM 'EM S C 3 THICK H T 1 THOSE S C 2 TITLE S A 5
THEM 'EM HA 1 THICK HA 1 THOSE HA 3 TO H T 64
THEM 'EM TA 1 THING H T 3 THOSE TA 1 TO TT 28
THEM 'EM S A 3 THING T T 1 THOSE S A 8 TO S T 21
THEM 'EM HE 2 THING S T 2 THOSE HE 3 TO H C 3
THEM EM S C 2 THING S C 2 THOUGH H T 3 TO S C 24
THEN H T 7 THING HA 4 THOUGH HE I TO HA 78
THEN T T 4 THING T A 1 THOUGH T E 1 TO T A 30
THEN ST 1 THING S A 2 THOUGHT H T 1 TO S A 73
THEN S C 6 THING HE 4 THOUGHT HA 1 TO S 0 3
THEN HA 13 THING SOMETHI H T 3 THOUGHT TA 1 TO HE 28
THEN TA 1 THING SOMETHI ST 3 THOUGHT SA 1 TO TE 10
THEN SA 6 THING SOMETHI H C 2 THOUGHT HE 3 TO GONNA H T 14
THEN S O 1 THING SOMETHI S C 2 THREE H T 11 TO GONNA T T 6
THEN HE 9 THING SOMETHI HA 2 THREE TT 1 TO GONNA ST 22
THEN TE 6 THING SOMETHI TA 1 THREE ST 6 TO GONNA SC 14
THERE H T 13 THING SOMETHI H E 4 THREE S C 3 TO GONNA HA 15
THERE TT 5 THING SOMETHI TE 2 THREE HA 4 TO GONNA TA 2
THERE S T 4 THING SOMETHI S E 1 THREE T A 1 TO GONNA S A 18
THERE SC 11 THINGS H T 3 THREE SA 3 TO GONNA HE 7
THERE HA 14 THINGS H C 2 THREE HE 2 TO GONNA T E 3
THERE T A 3 THINGS HA 1 THROUGH ST 1 TO GONNA S E 4
THERE S A 30 THINGS S A 2 THROUGH S C 1 TO GOTTA S T 1
THERE HE 8 THINGS HE 3 THROUGH S A 1 TO GOTTA S C 1THERE T E 1 THINK T T 1 THROUGH HE 2 TO GOTTA T A 2THERE SE 1 THINK ST 2 THROUGH SE 1 TO GOTTA SA 2THERE DERE T T 1 THINK S C 3 THROW S C 1 TO HAFTA H T 1THERE'S H T 3 THINK HA 7 THUMB H T 1 TO OUGHTA HA 1THERE'S SC 2 THINK SA 12 THURSDAY SC 1 TO TA HA 1
THERE'S HA 6 THINK HE 5 THURSDAY HA 2 TO TA SA 1THERE'S S A 6 THINK T E 2 TI'S HA 1 TO WANNA H T 13
THERE'S T E 1 THINKS S A 1 TICKET S A 1 TO WANNA S T 9
THEREFORE T E 1 THIRD HA 2 TIE H T 1 TO WANNA H C 2
THESE H T 19 THIRD S A 1 TIE S T 3 TO WANNA S C 12
THESE T T 3 THIRTEEN H T 1 TIE S C 4 TO WANNA HA 13
THESE S T 1 THIRTEEN T T 4 TIE S A 1 TO WANNA T A 2
THESE S C 2 THIRTY HA 3 TIED T T 1 TO WANNA S A 11
THESE HA 3 THIRTY T A 2 TIGHT HA 2 TO WANNA HE 4
THESE T A 1 THIRTY S A 3 TIGHT S A 1 TODAY H T 11
THESE S A 5 THIS H T 56 TIGHTER T T 3 TODAY T T 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 7 786 GROUP 2 CHILD 7 787











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*SOUND H T 5
*SOUND T T 6
*SOUND S T 12
*SOUND SC 4
*SOUND HA 39
*SOUND T A 6
*SOUND S A 2
*SOUND HE 12















*SOUND H T 1
*SOUND ST 5
*SOUND T A 1
*SOUND HE 1


























































































GET'S H T 1






















































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 7 791


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 7 795



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BLOWIN T T 1
HT 1

































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 8 798

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 8 802
805 GROUP 2 CHILD 8

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 8 806



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































810.GROUP 2 CHILD 8
HER H E 8 HM *SOUND H T 1 HOW'S HE 2 I'VE H E 6
HERE H T 44 HMM *SOUND HA 32 HOW'S TE 2 I'VE TE 1
HERE TT 8 HMM *SOUND SA 4 HUH H T 7 ICE H T 1
HERE S T 20 HMM *SOUND H E 11 HUH ST 3 ICKY H T 1
HERE SC 3 HMM *SOUND TE 1 HUH H A 28 IDEA HE 3
HERE HA 13 HO H T I HUH T A 5 IDEA T E 1
HERE TA 1 HOLD H T 6 HUH SA 19 IF H T 12
HERE SA 18 HOLD TT 2 HUH S 0 1 IF TT 1
HERE HE 43 HOLD SA 3 HUH II E 36 IF ST 5
HERE T E 2 HOLD HE 3 HUH TE 6 IF HA 7
HERE SE 10 HOLD TE 2 HUH SE 1 IF TA 2
HERE'S H T 2 HOLD SE 5 HUN SA 1 IF SA 4
HERE'S S T 4 HOLE ST 1 HUNGRY H T 2 IF HE 18
HERE'S HA 1 HOME H T 7 HURRY H T 1 IF TE 7
HEY 11 T 41 HOME ST 1 HURRY HE 1 IF SE 2
HEY TT 11 HOME HA 2 HURT H T 1 IGNORE HA 2
HEY ST 19 HOME TA 2 HURT HA 1 IMAGINE HA 1
HEY SC 3 HOME HE 2 HURTS ST 1 IMITATE HA 1
HEY H A 10 HOME S E 1 HUSBAND H E 1 IMPRESSION H A 1
HEY S 0 1 HOMES T E 1 HYPERDERMIC HA 1 IN H T 80
HEY H E 9 HONEST H E 1 I T 327 IN T T 16
HEY TE 9 HONEY H T 5 TT 42 IN ST 43
HEY S E 1 HONEY S A 1 I ST 124 IN S C 5
HI H T 3 HOOD H T 1 I S C 33 IN H A 33
HI TT 2 HOPE HE 1 I HA 88 IN TA 6
HI ST 3 HOPE TE 1 I TA 10 IN SA 13
HI T C 1 HOPPITY H T 1 S A 20 IN H O 1
HI T A 1 HORN S T 1 I H 2 IN HE 57
HI SA 1 HORN SA 1 I II E 193 IN TE 20
HI H E 1 HORN HE 1 I TE 41 IN S E 6
HI SE 1 HORNER H E 1 I SE 11 INCHES TE 1
HIDEOUS H A 1 HOROSCOPE H A 1 I'D H E 1 INCREDIBLY H E 1
HIDING H T 1 HORSE H T 2 I'D TE 2 INDEED HE 1
HIDING T E 1 HORSES H T 1 I'LL H T 1 INDIAN H E 1
HIDING HIDIN T E 2 HORSY H T 2 I'LL S T 1 INFECTED H E 1
HIM H T 12 HOT H T 11 I'LL HA 7 INFORMATION H E 1
HIM T T 1 HOT H E 5 I'LL T A 1 INFORMING HA 1
HI S T 6 HOUR H A 1 I'LL S A 4 INNUENDO HA 1
HIM S C 2 HOUR H E 1 I'LL H E 12 INSANE HA 2
HIM H A 11 HOUSE H T 5 I'LL TE 2 INSIDE S A 1
HIM S A 5 HOUSE S T 1 I'LL S E 1 INSIDE HE 1
HIM H E 2 HOUSE S C 2 I'M H T 74 INSIDE T E 1
HIM IM S T 1 HOUSE HE 1 I'M T T 11 INSTANTANEOUSL H O 1
HIMSELF II A 1 HOW H T 18 I'M ST 29 INTERACT H E 1
HIP I A 1 HOW T T I'M S C 7 INTERESTED T E 1
HIS H T 27 HOW S T 1 I'M HA 34 INTO H T 1
HIS TT 1 HOW SC 3 I'M TA 2 INTO TA 1
HIS ST 7 HOW 1 A 17 I'M S A 2 INTO H E 2
HIS HA 12 HOW T A 1 I'M S 0 1 INTO T E 1
HIS TA 2 HOW SA 8 I'M HE 50 INTO SE 1
HIS S A 3 HOW H E 9 I'M T E 7 INVISIBLE H E 1
HIS H E 3 HOW TE 2 I'M S E 9 INVITED HE 1
HIT H A 2 HOW S E 2 I'VE H T 4 INVOLVED H A 1
HITS H A 1 HOW'S HA 1 I'VE HA 4 IS H T 96
GROUP 2 CHILD 8 815 GROUP 2 CHILD 8 816
IS T T 12 JOB H T 3 KIDS HE 1 LAP S T 1
IS S T 28 JOB T A 1 KIDS T E 1 LAST H T 2
IS S C 8 JOB H E 4 KILL H T 1 LAST HA 6
IS HA 37 JOBS T A 1 KILL S T 1 LAST T A 1
IS TA 6 JOIN HE 1 KIND TA 2 LAST HE 4
IS S A 15 JOKE H T 2 KIND S A 1 LATE H T 3
IS H E 41 JONATHAN T T 2 KIND HE 4 LATE HA 5
IS T E 14 JONATHAN T A 1 KIND T E 2 LATER H E 2
IS S E 4 JONES T A 2 KIND KINDA H E 1 LAW H T 1
ISLAND T E 2 JONES T E 1 KINDS H T 1 LAZY H T 1
ISN'T H T 1 JUICE II T 2 KINDS SA 1 LAZY TT 1
ISN'T TT 1 JUICE HIA 2 KING SC 1 LAZY TA 2
ISN'T T A 2 JULIA T T 1 KIP S T 1 LEARN HA 1
ISN'T H E 3 JULIUS H T 5 KISS H T 1 LEARN HE 4
ISN'T T E 1 JULIUS ST 3 KISS T E 1 LEAST H E 1
ISN'T S E 1 JUMP H T 1 KITCHEN HE 1 LEAVE HA 4
IT II T 177 JUST H T 6 KLEENEX HE 1 LEAVE HE 5
IT TT 14 JUST TT 1 KNEE H T 1 LEAVE TE 1
IT ST 26 JUST S T 1 KNEW H T 1 LEAVE S E 1
IT S C 9 JUST S C I KNEW HA 2 LEAVES H T 1
IT HA 81 JUST H A 29 KNEW H 0 1 LEAVING LEAVIN T E 1
IT T A 5 JUST T A 3 KNEW H E 5 LEFT H T 2
IT S A 16 JUST S A 3 KNIFE H T 2 LEFT HA 2
IT HE 107 JUST H E 36 KNOB H E 1 LET H T 14
IT TE 6 JUST TE 3 KNOCK HA 1 LET ST 8
IT S E 11 JUST S E 1 KNOCKED H T 1 LET S C 1
IT DID'T HA 1 JUST JUS HA 1 KNOCKED HA 2 LET HA 2
IT'D HA 2 JUST JUS HE 1 KNOT HA 2 LET S A 1
IT'S H T 50 JUST JUS S E 2 KNOW H T 25 LET HE 23
IT'S T T 5 K H T 1 KNOW T T 3 LET S E 1
IT'S S T 3 KATRINA HA 2 KNOW S T 5 LET LEMME H T 5
IT'S S C 2 KATRINA H E 1 KNOW S C 2 LET LEMME S T 6
IT'S HA 29 KEEP H T 8 KNOW HA 45 LET LEMME S C 1
IT'S T A 7 KEEP T T 2 KNOW T A 5 LET LEMME HE 9
IT'S S A 8 KEEP S T 1 KNOW S A 9 LET LEMME T E 2
IT'S HE 49 KEEP HA 5 KNOW HE 69 LET'S I T 10
IT'S T E 8 KEEP S A 1 KNOW T E 8 LET'S T T 3
IT'S S E 4 KEEP S O I KNOW SE 3 LET'S ST 8
JACK H T 2 KEEP H E 3 KNOWS HA 2 LET'S S C 1
JACK H A 1 KEEP T E 1 KNOWS H E 1 LET'S HA 10
JACKET H E 2 KEEPS S T 1 KONG S C 1 LET'S T A 1
JAZZ H T 1 KEITH S A 1 KONG HE 1 LET'S HE 10
JAZZ H E 2 KEPT H E 2 KOOL H T 3 LET'S TE 7
JEALOUS H A 2 KEVIN T T 4 KOOL HE 1 LETS H T 3
JELLO HA 1 KEVIN TE 2 L TT 8 LETTER HA 1
JELLY H A 2 KICK H T 3 L SC 1 LETTER S A 1
JERRY'S H T 2 KICK T T 1 L SA 1 LETTER HE 1
JESSIE'S S T 1 KICK S T 2 L S O 1 LETTERS S C 1
JESUS H T 1 KICK HE 1 LADY 11 T 4 LETTERS SA 1
JESUS H A 1 KID H T 2 LADY HA 1 LETTUCE ST 1
JESUS H E 1 KID T A 1 LADY H E 2 LIAR S T 3
JIVE II T 1 KID'S TA 1 LAMB HA 1 LIFT HE 1
JIVE H A 2 KIDS HA 4 LAMBRANT HA 1 LIGHT H T 3
JIVING JIVIN H E 1 KIDS T A 4 LAMBRIGHT H A 1 LIGHT H E 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 8 813 GROUP 2 CHILD 8 814


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 8 818


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 8 822
RAYMOND S T 1 RIGHT H T 26 RUNNING RUNNIN H A 1 SCHOOL H E 10
REACH H T 1 RIGHT T T 2 RUNNING RUNNIN T A 1 SCHOOL T E 6
READ S A 1 RIGHT S T 7 RUSH HA 4 SCHOOL S E 1
READING HE 1 RIGHT S C 3 RUSH S A 1 SCHOOL'S T T 1
READY H T 1 RIGHT IIA 15 S H T 1 SCHOOL'S H A 1
READY HA 8 RIGHT T A 5 S T T 6 SCISSORS H T 1
READY I E 1 RIGHT S A 11 SAD H T 2 SCOODO *MADEUP H T 1
REAL SC 1 RIGHT HE 62 SAD ST 1 SCOOP H T 1
REAL HA 1 RIGHT TE 10 SAD HA 2 SCORE HE 1
REAL HE 3 RIGHT S E 9 SAD S A 1 SCREAM H T 2
REALIZE H A 1 RIGHT WIGHT H T 5 SADNESS H A 1 SCREAM HA 3
REALIZED H A 1 RIGHT WIGHT T T 1 SAID H T 23 SEAT H E 1
REALLY H A 8 RIGHT WIGHT S T 1 SAID S T 3 SECOND H A 1
REALLY T A 1 RING H T 1 SAID S C 3 SECOND H E 17
REALLY H1 E 12 RINGS HE 1 SAID HA 6 SECOND T E 3
REASON H E 3 RISE H T 1 SAID H E 29 SECOND S E 2
RECEIVER S E 1 RITUAL HA 1 SAID T E 1 SECOND SEC T E 1
RECEPTIVE T E 1 ROBERT S 0 1 SAID S E 1 SECRET H T 1
RECORD H T 1 ROBIN S C 1 SAKE HA 1 SEE H T 24
RECORD T E 1 ROCK H T 3 SAME T T 2 SEE T T 4
RECORDED H A 2 ROCK H A 1 SAME HA 1 SEE S T 11
RECORDED HE 1 ROCK HE 3 SAME SA 2 SEE SC 4
RECORDER H T 6 ROCK WOCK H T 14 SAME H E 1 SEE HA 16
RECORDER S T 1 ROCK WOCK H E 5 SANDWICH H T 3 SEE S A 2
RECORDER H E 4 ROCKET S C 5 SANDWICH H A 1 SEE H E 30
RECORDING H A 1 ROCKET IH E 1 SATURDAY H T 5 SEE T E 3
RECORDING H E 3 ROCKET WOCKET H E I SATURDAY T T 1 SEE S E I
RECORDING S E 2 ROCKETS S T 1 SATURDAY H A 4 SEEING T A 1
RECORDS H E 1 ROCKETS S A 1 SATURDAY H E 2 SEEN T T I
RED H E 1 ROCKHEAD WOCKlEA H T 1 SATURDAYS H T 1 SEEN H A 1
REFERENCE H E 1 ROCKIES H T 1 SAUCER H E 1 SEEN T A 1
REFLECTION H E 1 ROCKIES H 0 1 SAW H T 3 SEEN H E 2
REFLEXES H1 E 1 ROCKIES WOCKIES H T 4 SAW S T 4 SEEN T E 1
REHABILITATION H E 1 ROCKING ROCKIN H E 1 SAW H E 3 SEGMENT H E 2
RELATING T A 1 RODEO 11 T 1 SAY H T 29 SELF H T 1
RELATIVELY H E 1 ROMAN S A 2 SAY S T 2 SENOR H E 1
RELATIVES HA 1 RONALD S T 3 SAY HA 15 SENT S T 1
REMEMBER H T 1 RONNIE H T 1 SAY S A 2 SEPARATED H E 1
REMEMBER II E 1 ROOKIES H T 2 SAY H E 9 SERIOUS H E 1
REMIND HA 1 . ROOM H T 3 SAY TE 1 SERVING HE 1
REMINDS TE 1 ROOM HA 1 SAY SE 2 SET H T 3
REPEAT H1E 1 ROOM TA 4 SAYING H T 8 SET HE 1
RESEARCH H A 1 ROOM S A 3 SAYING H E 1 SET T E 1
RESEARCHER T E 1 ROOM 11E 10 SAYING SAYIN H A 1 SETTLE S A 1
RESENT HA 1 ROOM T E 2 SAYING SAYIN S E 1 SEVEN H T 1
REST ST 1 ROOM WOOM H T 1 SAYS H T 3 SEVEN SA 1
REST H A 1 ROSEY H A 1 SAYS HA 1 SEVEN H E 1
RESTAURANT H T 4 ROUND H T 1 SCARED S T 1 SEVENTY H E 1
RESTAURANT H E 5 RRUH *SOUND It A 1 SCARED S A 2 SEVERAL H E 1
RESTAURANT WESTAUW H T 6 RUBBER S C 4 SCHEDULE H T 2 SH SSHH H A 1
REVERSE H E 1 RUN T T 1 SCHEDULE HA 1 SHAKE H T 1
RHYTHM HE 1 RUN ST 1 SCHOOL H T 16 SHAKING HA 1
RICE H T 3 RUN HA 1 SCHOOL TT 3 SHAKY H T 1
RIDE T E 2 RUN H E 2 SCHOOL HA 6 SHAKY HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 8 827 GROUP 2 CHILD 8 828
SHALL S A 1 SHUT HA 3 SIX S 0 1 SNOW T E 5
SHALL TE 1 SHUT H E 1 SIX TE 1 SNOW'S H T 2
SHARE S A 1 SICK H T 4 SIXTH HA 1 SNOW'S T T 1
SHE 11 T 4 SICK HA 1 SIXTY H T 2 SNOW'S HA 1
SHE S T 1 SICK H E 1 SIXTY HA 1 SNOWBALL T T 1
SHE S C 3 SICKIE *MADEUP H T 1 SIZE H E 1 SNOWBALL S T 1
SHE H A 3 SIDE H T 1 SKINNY H T 3 SNOWBALLS T T 1
SHE S A 1 SIDE HA 4 SKINNY H E 2 SNOWBALLS S T I
SHE H E 23 SIDE H E 2 SKIP H A 2 SNOWED T E 1
SHE'LL H A 1 SIDES H T 1 SKIPPED H T 1 SNOWING SNOWIN T A 1
SHE'LL H E 1 SIGHT H E 1 SKIPPY S T 1 SNOWING SNOWIN S E 1
SHE'S H T 3 SIGN HA 1 SKOOBIE H T 1 SNOWMAN T T 6
SHE'S HA 2 SIGNING HA 1 SKOOBIE TT 9 SO H T 10
SHE'S S O 1 SILLINESS H E 1 SLEEP H T 2 SO T T 2
SHE'S HE 2 SILLY 11 T 6 SLEEP ST 3 SO HA 13
SHELVES I A 1 SILLY T T 2 SLEEP S C 1 SO T A 4
SHIP S C 5 SILLY HA 2 SLEEP HA 6 SO S A 12
SHIRT H T 1 SILLY H E 1 SLEEP S A 1 SO H 0 1
SHIRT ST 1 SILLY T E 1 SLEEPY HA 1 SO HE 31
SHIRT H A 1 SIMBA 11 T 6 SLEEVES H T 2 SO T E 3
SIIRT SA 2 SIMBA H A 13 SLEPT HA 1 SO SE 1
SHIRT HE 1 SIMBA H E 4 SLIGHT HE 1 SOAP lHT 1
SHIRTS H T 1 SIMBA'S H T 2 SLIPPERS H T 1 SOCK S T 1
SHIRTS T E 1 SIMBA'S H A 2 SLIPPERS HA 2 SOCKS H T 1
SHOE S T 3 SIMPLE HA 1 SLIPPERY T A 1 SOCKS S T 3
SHOE H E 1 SINCE HA 2 SLOW H T 1 SOCKS HA 3
SHOES H T 3 SING H T 1 SLOW S T 1 SOCKS S A 3
SHOES ST 8 SINGING H1 A 1 SLOW TA 1 SODA H T 6
SHOES H A 6 SINK H T 1 SLOW HE 2 SODA HA 1
SHOES SA 5 SIR l E 1 SLOW SE 1 SODA HE 2
SHOES N1 E 3 SIR TE 2 SLOWLY H T 2 SODA'S H T 2
SHOOT 11 T 1 SIREE T A 1 SLUSH H T 1 SOLUTION HE . 1
SHOOT 1H A 2 SISTER TT 2 SLUSH HE 4 SOME H T 21
SHOOT HE 1 SISTER'S HA 1 SMALL S A 2 SOME S T 10
SHORT S T 1 SIT l T 6 SMALLER S T 1 SOME S C 2
SHOT HE 1 SIT SC 1 SMELL H T 1 SOME HA 11
SHOTS H T 2 SIT H A 3 SMELL HA 1 SOME T A 1
SHOTS H A 1 SIT S A 12 SMELLING SMELLIN H A 1 SOME S A 4
SIIOULD H T I SIT HE 3 SMELLY H T 1 SOME H E 14
SHOULD HA 4 SITS H T 3 SMOKE S T 2 SOME S E 1
SHOULD T A 1 SITS HA 1 SNACK H T 6 SOME SOMETHI HA 2
SHOULD H E 3 SITS S A 1 SNACK HA 2 SOME SOMETHI HE 5
SHOULDN'T S E 2 SITTER H T 1 SNACK S A 1 SOME SOMETHI T E 1
SHOUT HE 1 SITTING ST 1 SNACK TE 1 SOMEBODY H T 2
SHOW IH T 10 SITTING HA 1 SNATCH S T 1 SOMEBODY T T 1
SHOW TT 1 SITTING IH E I SNOOPY H T 3 SOMEBODY S T
SHOW S T 3 SITTING SITTIN H E 1 SNOOPY T T 2 SOMEBODY H A 1
SHOW S C 1 SITUATION H A I SNOOPY H A 1 SOMEBODY S A 1
SHOW HA 5 SITUATION H E 2 SNOW H T 1 SOMEBODY HE I
SHOW S A 1 SITUATION T E I SNOW T T 16 SOMEBODY'S H T 1
SHOWS S C 1 SIX H T 2 SNOW S C 1 SOMEONE H A
SHUCKING SHUCKIN H E 1 SIX S T 4 SNOW H A I SOMETHING H T 10
SHUT H T 2 SIX S C 2 SNOW T A 1 SOMETHING S T 4
SHUT SC I SIX SA 3 SNOW SA 3 SOMETHING SC I
826GROUP 2 CHILD 8 825 GROUP 2 CHILD 8
829 GROUP 2 CHILD 8




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































830GROUP 2 CHILD 8






























































UH *SOUND H T
UH *SOUND S T
UH *SOUND S C
UH *SOUND H A
UH *SOUND T A
UH *SOUND S A
UH *SOUND H E
Ull *SOUND T E
UH *SOUND S E
UH-HUll MHM S C
UH-HUH MHM II A
UH-HUH MIM T A
UH-HUH MHM S A
UH-HUH MHM H E












UN *SOUND H T
UN *SOUND H A
UN *SOUND S A
UN *SOUND H E
UN *SOUND T E








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CROUP 2 CHILD 8 834
WE'LL HA 4 WHAT SA 17 WHITE HA 2 WIN H T 1
WE'LL S A 1 WHAT H E 60 WHITE T E 2 WIN S T 1
WE'LL HE 5 WHAT TE 4 WHITE'S HA 1 WIND TT 4
WE'RE I T 4 WHAT SE 8 WHITES HT 1 WIND TE 1
WE'RE HA 4 WHAT WHA H T 1 WHITES H A 1 WINDOW H T 2
WE'RE HE 15 WHAT'D H T 1 WHO H T 14 WINDOW HA 5
E'RE T E 2 WHAT'D T T 1 WHO S T 1 WINDOW WINDUH HA 1
WE'VE H E 2 WHAT'D SA 1 WHO HA 6 WINDOWS TT 1
WEAR 1I T 1 WHAT'D SE 2 WHO SA 5 WING H T 2
WEAR S T 5 WHAT'RE H T 21 WHO H E 10 WINTER T A 1
WEAR S A 3 WHAT'RE S T 5 WHO'S H T 3 WIPE H E 1
WEAR HE 1 WHAT'RE HA 3 WHO'S SC 1 WIRE H T 1
WEE H T 2 WHAT'RE HE 2 WHO'S SA 3 WIRE SE 2
WEEK T T 2 WHAT'S H T 9 WHO'S S 1 WISE H T 9
WEEK HA 3 WHAT'S TT 2 WHO'S HE 3 WISE HE 3
WEEK HE 1 WHAT'S ST 6 WHO'S SE 1 WISE TE 1
WEEKENDS H A 3 WHAT'S S C 3 WHOA H T 3 WISH HA 1WEEKS HA 1 WHAT'S HA 5 WHOA TT 1 WISH HE 1
WEEKS TA 1 WHAT'S S A 1 WHOLE H T 3 WITCH H T 2
WELL H T 1 WHAT'S H E 5 WHOLE ST 4 WITH H T 16WELL ST 1 WHAT'S T E WHOLE SC 4 WITH TT 2WELL S
C  
1 WIAT'S S E 1 WHOLE H A 1 WITH S T 15WELL H A 13 WHATEVER 11 A 2 WHOLE T A 1 WITH S C 7WELL T A 2 WHATEVER S A 1 WHOLE S A 2 WITH H A 19WELL SA 1 WHEN H T 34 WHOOP HE 1 WITH TA 3WELL H E 32 WHEN T T 7 WHOOPS TE 2 WITH SA 8WELL TE 5 WHEN ST 5 WHOOPS SE 1 WITH HE 29WELL S E 2 WHEN S C 5 WHOSE H T 1 WITH T E 4WENT H T 6 WHEN H A 22 WHY H T 41 WITH S E 6WENT TT 1 WHEN SA 4 WHY TT 3 WITHOUT HA 1WENT S T 3 WHEN H E 13 WHY S T 9 WITHOUT S A 1WENT H A 2 IWHEN T E 1 WHY S C 3 WIZ H A 1WENT SA 2 WHEN SE 2 WHY HA 9 WIZARD H T 1WENT H E 3 WHENEVER H A 1 WHY S A 8 WOMAN H 0 1
WERE H T 4 WHERE H T 17 WHY HO 1 WOMAN HE 2
WERE ST 1 WHERE ST 1 WHY HE 14 WON'T HT 7WERE 1 A 7 WHERE HA 2 WHY TE 4 WON'T HA 3
WERE S A 1 WHERE T A 1 WHY S E 1 WON'T HE 54ERE H E 9 WHERE SA 6 WHY'D SC 1 WONDER H T 4
WERE T E 1 WHERE H E 7 WHY'S H T 1 WONDER H E 2
WERE S E 1 WHERE T E 1 WICKED H T 2 WONDERED H E 1WEREN'T SA 1 WHERE'S H T 1 WIFE H T 1 WONDERS II T 1
WEREN'T HE 1 WHERE'S TT 1 WIFE HE 1 WOOF ST 2
WEST H E 1 WHERE'S S T 4 WILD H E 1 WORD H T 1
WET H T 7 WHERE'S H E 2 WILL H T 5 WORD HA 6
WET ST 4 WHETHER TA 1 WILL TT 1 WORD HE 1
WET S A 6 WHICH HA 1 WILL HA 1 WORDS H T 1WET TE 1 WHICH TA 1 WILL TA 1 WORDS HE 1
WHAT HT 94 WHICH H E 1 WILL SA 2 WORK HT 10
WHAT T T 13 WHILE H T 1 WILL H E 5 WORK T T 2WHAT ST 34 WHILE S A 1 WILL T E 2 WORK HA 7
WHAT S C 7 WHILE H E 1 WILL S E 1 WORK T A 1
WHAT HA 34 WHILE S E 1 WILL DAD'LL HE 1 WORK HE 5WHAT T A 3 WHIPPING WHIPPIN T E 1 WILLIE 11 T 1 WORK T E 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 8 839 GROUP 2 CHILD 8 840
WORKED HA 1 YELLOW T T 1 YOUNG HE 2 1 S A 22
WORKED H E 1 YEP H T 1 YOUR H T 23 1 S 0 1
WORKED T E 1 YEP H A 3 YOUR T T 3 1 H E 1
WORKING H T 3 YEP S A 1 YOUR S T 7 1 T E 1
WORKING S A 1 YEP HE 4 YOUR SC 8 16 ST 2
WORKING H E 2 YEP TE 1 YOUR HA 51 2 ST 11
WORKING WORKIN S T 1 YES H T 4 YOUR T A 2 2 S C 2
WORKING WORKIN HE 1 YES S T 2 YOUR S A 29 2 S A 4
WORKING WORKIN S E 1 YES HA 5 YOUR H E 50 22 S T 1
WORKS H T 1 YES T A 1 YOUR T E 9 22 S A 1
WORLD HA 1 YES S A 10 YOUR S E 10 26 S T 1
WOULD H T 1 YES H E 19 YOURS H T 4 26 SA 1
WOULD HA 6 YES T E 5 YOURS S T 3 29 S T 2
WOULD T A 1 YES S E 2 YOURS HA 1 3 S T 8
WOULD S A 4 YESTERDAY H E 3 YOURS H E 1 3 S C 1
WOULD H E 4 YET H T 4 YOURSELF H T 2 4 S T 2
WOULD T E 2 YET T A 2 YOURSELF HA 2 4 S A 2
WOULD S E 2 YET SA 1 YOURSELF SA 1 5 ST 1
WOULDN'T HA 1 YET H E 3 YOURSELF HE 6 5 S A 1
WOULDN'T H E 5 YET S E 1 YOURSELF YOURSEF H E 1 6 S T 2
WOULDN'T TE 1 YIPPEE 1 T 1 YUM HT 2 6 SC 1
WOW HA 1 YORK HA 1 YUMMY H T 2 7 ST 1
WOW S A 3 YORK T E 1 YUMMY H E 1 8 ST 1
WOW H E 6 YOU H T 316 1 S T 24 8 S A 1
WOW T E 1 YOU T T 21 L S C 2 9 ST 1
WRAP H E 1 YOU ST 70
WRING H A 1 YOU S C 16
WRITE ST 1 YOU HA 201
WRITE S C 2 YOU TA 11
WRITE H A 1 YOU S A 122
WRITE S A 4 YOU HE 206
WRONG H T 2 YOU TE 29
WRONG HA 2 YOU SE 25
WRONG H E 1 YOU GETTA S A 1
X H T 1 YOU YA H T 3
Y H T 2 YOU YA HA 4
YAHOO H T 1 YOU YA H E 3
YEAH H T 68 YOU YA TE 1
YEAH TT 8 YOU YA SE 2
YEAH ST 22 YOU YO H T 1
YEAH S C 6 YOU YO H E 1
YEAH HA 30 YOU'D H A 1
YEAH TA 6 YOU'LL HE 1
YEAH SA 11 YOU'RE H T 7
YEAH H E 66 YOU'RE TT 1
YEAH T E 11 YOU'RE ST 5
YEAH S E 9 YOU'RE SC 3
YEAR T T 1 YOU'RE HA 14
YEAR T A 1 YOU'RE S A 5
YEAR H O 1 YOU'RE HE 25
YEAR H E 2 YOU'RE T E 3
YEAR TE 2 YOU'RE S E 4
YEARS T E I YOU'VE H A 2
YELL H E 1 YOU'VE HE 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 8 837 GROUP 2 CHILD 8 838












































































































































































*SOUND H T 1
H T 1
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































842GROUP 2 CHILD 9






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 9
849 GROUP 2 CHILD 9
CLOTHES H A 1 COMING T A 1 COUPLE HA 3 DADDY'S S T 3
CLOWN H A 1 COMMUNICATION H E 1 COURSE H A 3 DADDY'S H C 3
COAST T T 1 COMPANY S C 1 COURSE S A 1 DADDY'S S C 3
COCKROACH S C 2 COMPANY H A 1 COUSIN H T 2 DADDY'S HA 2
COCKROACH II A 1 COMPLETELY II C 1 COUSIN H A 1 DADDY'S I E 1
COCKROACH COCKYRO S T 1 COMPLETELY HA 1 COVER HA 6 DAMON H T 4
COCKROACHES H T 1 CONCENTRATE H A 1 COVERED S C 1 DAMON H A 1
COCKROACHES H A 3 CONFUSED II A 1 COW II T 2 DAMP HA 1
COCKROACHES COCKYRO H T 2 CONTAINER S C 1 CRACKED H A 1 DANCE S T 1
COFFEE T A 2 CONTAINER H A 1 CRACKER S C 4 DANCE S C 1
COFFEE S A 1 CONTAINER S A 1 CRACKERS S C 5 DANGEROUS H A 2
COLD H A 4 CONTINUES H A 1 CRACKERS S A 1 DANGEROUS S A 1
COLD T A 1 CONVENIENT H E 1 CRASH S T 1 DANNY H E 1
COLD HE 1 COOK ST 1 CRAYON SA 1 DARE HA 1
COLLAGE S A 1 COOK H C 1 CRAYONS S C 2 DARLING H A 2
COLLAPSE HA 1 COOKED H T 2 CRAYONS S A 2 DAY H T 3
COLLECT H1 A 1 COOKED HA 4 CRAZY H T 1 DAY ST 1
COLOR H T 1 COOKIE H T 1 CRAZY 11 A 2 DAY SC 3
COLOR S T 1 COOKIE S T 1 CRIPPLED T E 1 DAY HA 6
COLOR SC 5 COOKIE SC 1 CROOKED H C 1 DAY SA 1
COLOR HA 2 COOKIE SA 1 CROSS 11 T 1 DAYS H T 1
COLOR T A 1 COOKIES S C 1 CROSS T A 1 DAYS H C 1
COLOR S A 3 COOKIES HA 1 CRUMBS S C 1 DAYS H A 1
COLOR'S T A 1 COOL H A 3 CUBBIE S T 1 DAYS H E 1
COLORING S T 4 COOLS H A 2 CUBBIE S C 1 DAZED H A 1
COLORING S C 4 COPS S C 1 CUBBIE S A 6 DEAD H T 2
COLORING H A 2 CORN HA 10 CUP H T 3 DEAD S T 6
COLORING S A 3 CORN'S H A 1 CUP S C 2 DEAD S C 10
COME H T 18 CORNERS H A 1 CUP TA 1 DEAR H C 1
COME TT 7 CORNERS SA 1 CUPS SA 1 DEAR H A 3
COME S T 33 COST S T 1 CUT H T 2 DEBBIE H T 2
COME H C 14 COST T A 1 CUT H C 4 DEBBIE S T 21
COME T C 2 COSTS T A 1 CUT H A 1 DEBBIE H C 1
COME SC 11 COUGH HA 1 CUT SA 1 DEBBIE S C 8
COME HA 44 COUGH TA 2 CUTTER ST 6 DEBBIE HA 3
COME T A 4 COUGHING HA 2 CUTTER SA 4 DEBBIE S A 1
COME S A 13 COULD H T 26 CUTTERS SA 1 DEBBY ST 1
COME HE 1 COULD TT 2 D H T 4 DEE ST 2
COME COMIN H T 1 COULD ST 21 D HA 1 DEE HC 1
COME COMIN S T 1 COULD H C 17 DAD H T 2 DEEDEE S C 1
COME COMIN S C 1 COULD TC 1 DAD ST 1 DEEP H T 1
COME COMIN HA 1 COULD SC 23 DAD TC 1 DEEP II A 1
COME COMIN' H C 2 COULD H A 12 DAD S C 11 DELICIOUS H A 1
COMES H T 1 COULD T A 5 DAD H A 1 DELICIOUS S E 1
COMES S C 1 COULD S A 5 DAD T A 1 DELIVERY S T 1
COMES H A 11 COULD HE 1 DAD'S ST 1 DELIVERY SC 1
COMES S A 1 COULDN'T S C 1 DAD'S S C 1 DEN H T 7
COMFORTABLE H E 1 COULDN'T HA 1 DADDY H T 14 DEN S T 4
COMING H T 2 COULDN'T TA 1 DADDY TT 1 DEN H C 2
COMING T T 1 COULDN'T S A 1 DADDY S T 2 DEN HA 1
COMING S T 4 COUNT S T 1 DADDY H C 11 DEPENDS HA 1
COMING H C 1 COUNT H C 1 DADDY S C 10 DESSERT H T 1
COMING SC 2 COUNT SC 1 DADDY H A 15 DESSERT HA 1
COMING HI A 4 COUNTER S A 1 DADDY'S H T 5 DEUTSCH H A 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 851 GROUP 2 CHILD 9 852
DIAS H A 2 DOCTOR'S S A 1 DONALD HA 2 DRY H C 1DID HT 18 DOE H C 1 DONE H T 1 DRY HA 2
DID T T 4 DOES I T 20 DONE H C 6 DRY S A 1DID S T 12 DOES T T 1 DONE HA 2 DUMB S T 4DID HC 8 DOES S T 6 DONE T A 1 DUMP H T 1
DID S C 13 DOES H C 4 DONE S A 1 DYNAMO H A I
DID HA 74 DOES T C 2 DONNA HA 1 E H T 4
DID TA 1 DOES S C 4 DOO *SOUND S C 1 E TT 1
DID SA 9 DOES I A 16 DOOBIE S C 2 E H C 1
DID SE 1 DOES T A 2 DOOR S T 6 E H A 2
DIDN'T HT 11 DOES S A 6 DOOR S C 6 EACH H T 2
DIDN'T TT 5 DOESN'T H T 20 DOOR H A 3 EAR HC 1
DIDN'T S T 2 DOESN'T T 2 DOOR T A 3 EAR T A 1
DIDN'T HC 7 DOESN'T ST 3 DOOR S A 1 EARLY H C 1
DIDN'T S C 3 DOESN'T H C 4 DOORBELL H A 1 EARPHONE H C 2
DIDN'T H A 20 DOESN'T S C 6 DOSE H C 1 EARPHONE H A 2
DIDN'T T A 3 DOESN'T H A 17 DOTS H A 1 EARPHONE EARPHO H T 1
DIDN'T S A 1 DOESN'T T A 4 DOUBT H E 1 EARPHONES H A 1
DIDN'T HE 1 DOESN'T S A 2 DOUGH S C 1 EARPLUG II A 1
DIFFERENT HC 6 DOG S T 2 DOW I T 1 EASIER HA 1
DIFFERENT H A 1 DOGGIE H T 1 DOWN H T 10 EASILY H A 1
DIG H T 2 DOGGIE S C 3 DOWN S T 10 EASTER H T 1
DIG H A 1 DOGGIE S A 1 DOWN I C 4 EASTER HC 1
DINING H C 1 DOING H T 9 DOWN TC 1 EASTER HA 5
DINNER H T 1 DOING T T 1 DOWN S C 8 EASY H T 1
DINNER H E 1 DOING H C 5 DOWN HA 34 EASY H A 1
DINNER'S H A 1 DOING SC 2 DOWN TA 5 EAT H T 24
DINO S C 1 DOING H A 6 DOWN S A 10 EAT S T 3
DINOSAUR S T 4 DOING T A 2 DOWN H E 1 EAT H C 29
DINOSAUR S C 10 DOING S A 3 DOWNSTAIRS S A 1 EAT H A 41
DINOSAUR'S S C 1 DOING S E 1 DRACULA S C 1 EAT S A 2
DIRECTLY H A 1 DOING DOIN H C 2 DRAW H A 1 EATEN H C 2
DIRTIES H A 2 DOING DOIN H A 2 DRAW S A 3 EATING H T 3
DIRTY H T 1 DOING DOIN T A 1 DRAWER H A 2 EATING H C 5
DIRTY H A 2 DOLLAR H A 1 DRAWING S A 3 EATING II A 19
DISAGREEMENT H A 1 DOLLARS H A 1 DRIBBLING S A 1 EATING EATIN H C 1
DISHES H T 1 DOLLY H C 2 DRINK H T 2 EATING EATIN' H C 1
DO H T 100 DON H T 1 DRINK H C 2 EATS H A 2
DO TT 2 DON DON' H C 2 DRINK H A 3 EDDY T A 2
DO S T 34 DON'T H T 51 DRINK S A 1 EE *SOUND H T 1
DO H C 53 DON'T T T 7 DRINKING S A 1 EE *SOUND S T 1
DO TC 4 DON'T ST 12 DRINKS HT 1 EGG IH T 1
DO SC 22 DON'T HC 72 DRIPPING HA 1 EGGS H T 2DO H A 162 DON'T TC 4 DRIVES 11 A 1 EGGS HA 3
DO TA 12 DON'T SC 18 DRIVING H T 1 EIGHT H T 2
DO SA 43 DON'T H A 143 DRIVING HA 1 EIGHT TT 1
DO H E 5 DON'T T A 10 DROP H C 1 EIGHT S T 1
DO SE 5 DON'T SA 21 DROP HA 3 EIGHT SC 1
DOCTOR 1 T 2 DON'T HE 9 DROP SA 1 EIGHT HA 2
DOCTOR T T 1 DON'T T E 1 DROPPED H T 2 EIGHTEEN H T 1
DOCTOR H C 2 DON'T S E 7 DROPPED S T 2 EIGHTEEN HA 2
DOCTOR S C 1 DON'T NON'T H A 1 DROPPING S T 1 EIGHTEEN H E 1
DOCTOR H A 4 DONALD H C 2 DRY H T 2 EIGHTEENTH H A 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 850
853 GROUP 2 CHILD 9
EIGHTH H A 1 EVERYBODY'S II T 1 FASTER T A 1 FINE T A 2
EITHER II T 4 EVERYBODY'S II C 1 FAT H C 1 FINE S A 1
EITHER H C 1 EVERYBODY'S S C 1 FATHEAD S T 1 FINGER H A 4
EITIHER SC 1 EVERYBODY'S HI A 1 FATHER 1H C 2 FINGERPRINTS H A 2
EITHER II A 8 EVERYDAY H T 1 FAVORITE H A 2 FINGERS H A 4
ELECTRIC H T 2 EVERYDAY H E 1 FEAR If A 2 FINGERS T A 1
ELECTRIC S C 1 EVERYONE H T 1 FEED H1 T 1 FINISH I! T 2
ELECTRIC H A 4 EVERYONE S C 1 FEED H C 3 FINISH H C 5
ELEPHANT S C 3 EVERYTHING H T 2 FEED H A 4 FINISH H A 27
ELEVATOR H C 1 EVERYTHING 11 A 5 FEEDING H1 A 1 FINISH S A 1
ELEVEN H T 3 EVERYTHING S A 1 FEEL H T 6 FINISHED H T 7
ELEVEN H C 1 EXACT H A 1 FEEL S C 1 FINISHED S T 1
ELEVEN H A 3 EXACTLY H E I FEEL H A 3 FINISHED H C 12
ELLEN IH C 1 EXCUSE H T 1 FEEL T A 1 FINISHED S C 3
ELSE If T 1 EXCUSE H A 7 FEEL'S S C 1 FINISHED H A 27
ELSE S T 1 EXCUSE S A 1 FEELS H T 3 FINISHED S A 3
ELSE S C 1 EXCUSE H E 2 FEET H T 4 FINISIED S E 1
ELSE H A 14 EXCUSE S E 1 FEET T C 1 FINISHED INISHED H C 1
ELSE T A 2 EXPERIENCED H A 1 FEET H A 5 FIRE 1I T 1
ELSE S A 7 EXPLAIN S A 1 FEET T A 2 FIRST 11 T 1
ELSE S E 1 EXTRA H A 2 FELICE H T 4 FIRST S T 1
END H A 2 EXTREMELY S A 1 FELICE H1 C 1 FIRST H C 4
END S A 1 EYE S T 2 FELICE II A 2 FIRST S C 2
ENGLISH l T 2 EYE T A 2 FELL I T 2 FIRST I1 A 3
ENGLISH 11 C 1 EYES H T 1 FELL 55 C 2 FIRST T A 1
ENGLISH H A 2 EYES S T 2 FELL 
H 
A 7 FIRST S A 3
ENJOY II A 1 EYES T A 1 FELL S A 1 FIRST H E 1
ENJOY S A 1 FA H A 1 FELL S E 1 FISH I T 3
ENJOYED I A 1 FABRIC H A 1 FELT H T 1 FISH S T 1
ENOUGH H T 1 FACE H T 10 FELT HA 1 FISH HC 1
ENOUGH HA 8 FACE HC 2 FEW SC 1 FISH HA 20
ENOUGH S A 1 FACE H A 7 FEW H A 15 FISHCATCHER H T 1
EQUAL H T 1 FACING H T 3 FEW TA 1 FISHING H T 1
ESCAPED S T 2 FACING 11 A 2 FEW S A 1 FIT H C 2
ESCAPED S C 1 FACING II E 1 FI H T 1 FIT I A 1
ESPECIALLY H A 1 FACT HA 2 FI HC 2 FIT S E 1
EVEN II T 3 FAKE S C 1 FI H A 1 FIVE H T 3
EVEN ST 1 FALL H T 2 FIGHT H T 2 FIVE ST 1
EVEN S C 2 FALL S C 1 FIGHT ST 2 FIVE H C 1
EVEN HA 6 FALL H A 5 FIGHT SC 3 FIVE 1 A 6
EVEN TA 2 FALLED H C 1 FIGHT 11 A 2 FIVE SA 3
EVENING H T 3 FALLS H A 1 FIGHT S E 2 FIVE H E 1
EVENING HI A 1 FAMILIAR S A 3 FIGHTER II A 1 FIX HI T 1
EVER H T 2 FAN H T 1 FIGHTING HA 2 FIX HC 2
EVER H A 2 FAN I A 2 FIGURE HA 1 FIX S C 1
EVER SA 1 FAR H T 1 FIGURE SE 1 FIX H A 7
EVERY H T 1 FAR TT 1 FIND H T 2 FIX SE 2
EVERY HA 2 FARS ST 2 FIND TT 1 FIXED I A 1
EVERYBODY H T 3 FAR H A 6 FIND S T 1 FIXING H A 1
EVERYBODY S T 1 FAR S A 2 FIND S C 1 FLAT H A 1
EVERYBODY S C 8 FAST H T 1 FIND H A 6 FLEW H T 1
EVERYBODY HA 1 FAST H A 7 FIND SA 1 FLEW HC 3
EVERYBODY SA 1 FASTER H T 1 FINE H T 1 FLEW HA 1
EVERYBODY EVERYBO S C 1 FASTER H A 2 FINE H A 4 FLEW FLEWED H C 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 855 GROUP 2 CHILD 9 856
FLOOR SC 1 FORK H C 2 G H A 4 GINGERBREAD S T 2
FLOOR H A 2 FORK HA 9 G SA 1 GINGERBREAD HA 3
FLOOR S A 3 FORMULA S A 1 GAB S C 1 GINGERBREAD S A 4
FLOP HA 1 FORTY 11 E 1 GABE S C 2 GIRL H T 7
FLORIDA S C 1 FOUND S T 1 GABE S A 2 GIRL S T 3
FLOUR S T 6 FOUND H A 2 GABE S E 2 GIRL H C 11
FLOUR SA 11 FOUND TA 1 GABRIEL H T 2 GIRL SC 1
FLOWERS S A 1 FOUR H T 1 GABRIEL S T 1 GIRL HA 3
FLURRIES HA 1 FOUR S T 1 GABRIEL S C 2 GIRLS S T 2
FLUTE H A 1 FOUR H C 3 GABRIEL S A 4 GIRLS H A 1
FLY H T 1 FOUR H A 1 GABRIELLA H T 7 GIVE H T 8
FLY T T 1 FOURS IS A 1 GABRIELLA S T 5 GIVE S T 5
FLY H C 1 FOX H T 2 GABRIELLA SC 4 GIVE HC 5
FLY 1 A 2 FOX HA 1 CAME S C 1 GIVE T C 1
FLYING TT 3 FRENCH H A 2 GAME HA 6 GIVE SC 5
FLYING SI C 1 FRESH H A 1 GARBAGE HA 2 GIVE H A 16
FLYING H A 1 FRIDAY H T 1 GARDEN T A 1 GIVE T A 1
FOLD H A 1 FRIDAY HC 1 GATHER HA 1 GIVE S A 4
FOLKS H A 1 FRIDAY H A 2 GAVE H T 4 GIVE 'GIMME H T 1
FOLLOWING FOLLOWI S C 1 FRIDAY S A 1 GAVE S T 4 GIVE GIMME H T 1
FOOD H T 7 FRIDAY HE 1 GAVE SC 1 GIVE GIMME IH C 1
FOOD H C 12 FRIEND H T 1 CAVE H A 1 GIVE GIMME S C 1
FOOD SC 4 FRIEND SC 2 GAVE SA 1 GIVE GIMME HA 2
FOOD II A 7 FRIEND FRIEN' H T 1 GE *SOUND H C 1 GIVEN H E 1
FOOD'S H C 1 FRIENDLY H A 1 GEE II A 3 GIVING H C 1
FOOL HI E 1 FRIENDS H T 4 GENEROUS S A 1 GIVING H A 2
FOOLING H A 1 FRIENDS S C 1 GET S T 48 GLAD TT 1
FOOLING S E 1 FRIENDS H A 3 GET T T 1 GLAD HA 2
FOOT SI T 1 FROG H T 1 GET S T 28 GLAD T A 1
FOOT H C 2 FROGGY S T 2 GET H C 27 GLADYS H T 1
FOOT H A 4 FROGGY S C 1 GET S C 24 GLASS SC 1
FOOTBALL H T 1 FROM H T 4 GET HA 58 GLASS H A 1
FOOTBALL H E 1 FROM ST 2 GET T A 9 GLASSES SE 1
FOR H T 34 FROM H C 3 GET S A 8 GLUE H T 4
FOR T T 1 FROM S C 5 GET H E 3 GLUE H C 1
FOR S T 8 FROM H A 6 GET S E 2 GLUE H A 2
FOR NC 15 FROM TA 1 GET GET'S I1 A 1 GLUE HE 1
FOR T C 1 FROM S A 1 GET GOTS H C 1 GLUES H T 1
FOR SC 5 FRONT 11 A 1 GETS H T 3 GLUING H E 1
FOR HA 48 FRUIT H A 1 GETS H C 1 GO H T 32
FOR T A 3 FUCKER S T I GETS HA 7 GO T T 2
FOR SA 21 FUCKER S C 2 GETS TA 2 CO S T 35
FOR H E 6 FUCKING FUCKIN S T 1 GETTING II T 4 GO II C 25
FOR S E 2 FUEY S T 6 GETTING S T 8 GO T C 1
FOREHEAD HA 1 FUEY SC 1 GETTING HC 1 GO SC 24
FORGET S C 1 FULL H C 1 GETTING S C 2 GO H A 49
FORGET HA 4 FUN H T 2 GETTING H A 14 GO T A 11
FORGET E 1 FUN 11 A 9 GETTING TA 1 GO SA 13
FORGOT H T 4 FUN H E 1 GETTING S A 1 GO 11 E 3
FORGOT S C 1 FUNNY H T 1 GETTING GETTIN H C 1 GO S E 1
FORGOT HA 1 FUNNY S C 11 GETTING GETTIN SE 1 GOD H T 4
FORGOT SA I FUNNY H A 1 GINGER SA 2 GOD ST 2
FORGOTTEN HA 1 FUNNY HE 1 GINGER HE 1 GOD 11 A 4
FORK H T 2 G H T 8 GINGERBREAD H T 1 GOES II T 8
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 854




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 9 858
HOME ST 4 H1UH HA 48 I'M S E 5 INTO S C 2
HOME HC 3 HUHl TA 8 I'M AHM ST 1 INTO 11 A 8
HOME SC 2 HUH S A 9 I'VE H T 1 INTO TA 1
HOME HA 4 HUHl H E 1 I'VE TT 1 INTO SA 1
HOME S A 5 IUH S E 2 I'VE H C 2 INTO I E 1
HONEY H T 2 HUH IHUH(WHA  A 1 I'VE S C 3 INTO T E 1
HONEY S T 1 HUNDRED H A 1 I'VE IT A 5 INTO S E 1
HONEY HC 1 HUNGARY H A 1 I'VE TA 1 INVITED H E 1
HONEY H A 4 HUNGRY II A 3 I'VE S A 1 INVOLVED H A 1
HONG S T 4 HURRY S T 2 I'VE H E 2 IRON 11 T 5
HONG SC 1 HURRY HA 1 ID H C 1 IS 1 T 120
HOO *SOUND S T 1 HURT 11 T 9 IDEA HA 2 IS TT 7
1H00 *SOUND H C 9 HURT ST 6 IDEA SA 2 IS ST 25
H1OOD TA 1 HURT II C 2 IDIOT SC 1 IS I C 52
HOOK H A 2 HURT S C 4 IF H T 9 IS TC 4
HOOKED H A I HURT H A 5 IF TT 2 IS SC 41
HOP 1A 1 HURT SA 2 IF ST 10 IS I A 117
HOPE I! T 1 HURTS SC 1 IF I C 20 IS TA 8
HOPE T T 2 I H T 328 IF T C 1 IS S A 33
HOPE S A 2 I T T 29 IF S C 8 IS 11 E 9
HORN 1 A 1 I ST 119 IF HA 61 IS SE 1
HORTON H T 4 I HC 289 IF TA 9 ISN'T H T 1
HORTON 11 A 5 I TC 16 IF SA 19 ISN'T TT 1
HOSPITAL HA 1 I SC 97 IF 1 E 2 ISN'T i C 1
HOT H T 1 I 11 A 316 IHlOO00 *SOUND H T 1 ISN'T H A 3
HOT H C I T A 23 IKE H T 1 IT H T 181
HOT H A 13 S A 35 ILLUSTRATION S A 1 IT T T 5
HOT S A 1 I HE 21 IMPORTANT S A 1 IT S T 68
HOUR H A 1 I T E 1 IN H T 68 ITH C 133
HOUSE H T 11 I SE 4 IN TT 3 IT TC 9
HOUSE ST 8 I'D II T 2 IN ST 45 IT SC 57
HOUSE 11 C 10 I'D HA 4 IN H C 36 IT H A 328
HOUSE S C 6 I'D H E 1 IN SC 23 IT TA 33
HOUSE H A 13 I'LL H T 28 IN H A 139 IT S A 74
1HOW I T 33 I'LL T T 1 IN T A 10 IT H E 29
HOW T T 9 I'LL S T 24 IN S A 31 IT S E 8
HOW S T 14 I'LL H C 7 IN HE 4 IT'LL H A 7
HOW H C 18 I'LL T C 1 IN S E 4 IT'LL S A 1
HOW S C 9 I'LL SC 16 INCH HA 2 IT'S H T 44
HOW I1 A 33 I'LL HA 33 INCHES 1 T 1 IT'S TT 2
H1OW TA 9 I'LL TA 10 INCHES HA 2 IT'S ST 18
HOW4 S A 21 I'LL SA 13 INCLUDING HA 1 IT'S HC 35
HOW H E 2 I'LL HE 5 INGREDIENTS ST 2 IT'S TC 1
lHOW S E 1 I'LL SE 3 INGREDIENTS S A 7 IT'S S C 11
HOU'S H A 1 I'M I T 62 INGREDIENTS GREDIEN S T 1 IT'S 11 A 87
IIOW'S SA 2 I'M TT 2 INSIDE SC 1 IT'S TA 5
HOWDY TA 1 I'M ST 32 INSIDE HA 1 IT'S SA 15
HU *SOUND H T 3 I'M H C 65 INSIST I A 1 IT'S H E 14
HUG H T 3 I'M T C 1 INSTEAD 1 T 1 IT'S T E 1
HUH H T 18 I'M S C 31 INTERESTED H A 1 IT'S S E 1
IUH TT 8 I' 11 A 67 INTERESTED SA 1 J ST 2
HUHl ST 18 I'M TA 5 INTO H T 11 JACKET H T 1
HU1 H C 6 I'M SA 1 INTO TT 1 JACKET ST 2
HUH S C 1 I'M H E 5 INTO ST 1 JACKET H C 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 863 GROUP 2 CHILD 9 864
JACKET S C 1 JULIE SC 1 KIDS HA 1 LA SA 1
JACKET I A 5 JULIO SE 1 KILL HA 1 LAD H T 1
JACKSON H T 3 JUMP S C 3 KILLED S C 1 LADY H T 1
JACKSON H A 1 JUMPED H T 3 KIND H T 1 LADY T T 2
JACKSON HE 1 JULPS H A 1 KIND HA 14 LADY 1 A 1
JAIL S C 1 JUNGLE H T 1 KIND T A 3 LADY S A 1
JAKE TA 1 JUNGLE H A 1 KIND SA 9 LAMB HC 2
JASON H T 2 JUNGLE'S HA 1 KIND HE 2 LAMB HA 1
JASON 11 C 1 JUST 11 T 21 KIND KINDA HA 2 LAST H T 1
JELLO S A 1 JUST T T 1 KIND KINDA S A 1 LAST H C 4
JELLY H T 4 JUST S T 14 KINDERGARTEN KINDERG H C 1 LAST HA 7
JELLY H C 7 JUST H C 10 KINDS HA 1 LATE H C 1
JELLY HA 4 JUST S C 7 KING H T 1 LATE HA 4
JEN H T 1 JUST H A 45 KING S T 1 LATER H T 2
JEN T T 1 JUST T A 4 KING S C 4 LATER 1 A 3
JEN H A 4 JUST S A 2 KING HA 4 LATER S A 1
JENNY H T 10 JUST HE 7 KISS 1 A 2 LATER HE 1
JENNY T T 2 JUST JUS H T 1 KITCHEN SA 1 LAUGHED S C 1
JENNY H C 17 KAII *SOUND H T 2 KITE HA 3 LAUGHING HI T 1
JENNY HA 50 KARATE S T 3 KITES H A 3 LAUGHING S T 2
JENNY T A 3 KARATE S C 1 KNEES H T 2 LAUGHING LAUGHIN H A 1
JENNY H E 1 KEEP H T 3 KNEES H C 2 LAY If T 1
JENNY'S H T 5 KEEP T T 1 KNEES S C 1 LAY HA 1
JENNY'S H C 4 KEEP S T 1 KNEES HA 1 LAYER H A 1
JENNY'S HA 3 KEEP S C 3 KNEW S C 1 LEAH H T 2
JERRY H A 1 KEEP HA 4 KNEW HA 1 LEAH H C 1
JIM H A 2 KEEP T A 2 KNIFE S C 1 LEAH'S H C 1
JOB H C I KEEPS S C 1 KNOCK S C 1 LEAST HA 3
JOB HA 2 KEEPS T A 1 KNOCK HA 2 LEAVE H T 1
JOB T A 1 KELLY'S H T 1 KNOCKED H T 1 LEAVE S T 2
JOE H T 2 KEPT H A 1 KNOT S C 2 LEAVE H C 1
JOE HA 1 KETCHUP H T 2 KNOW H T 86 LEAVE S C 4
JOE SA 1 KETCHUP H C 2 KNOW T T 10 LEAVE HA 5
JOEY H T 1 KETCHUP H A 2 KNOW S T 13 LEAVE S A 2
JOEY H C 1 KEVIN H T 2 KNOW JI C 54 LEAVE H E 2
JOEY S C 3 KEVIN T A 1 KNOW T C 1 LEAVES S A 1
JOEY'S H T 1 KEVIN'S T T 1 KNOW SC 11 LEAVING SA 1
JOEY'S SC 1 KEVIN'S TA 1 KNOW HA 100 LEFT H T 1
JOEY'S S A 1 KICK S T 3 KNOW T A 7 LEFT H C 1
JOHNSON HA 2 KICK S C 5 KNOW S A 16 LEFT H A 1
JOHNSON S A 1 KICK HA 1 KNOW l! E 6 LEFT T A 1
JOHNSON H E 1 KICK S E 1 KNOW KNOWOWO H T 1 LEFT S A 1
JOIN S A 1 KICKED ST 1 KNOWN HA 1 LEFT 11 E 2
JUG H T 2 KICKED SC 1 KNOWS H T 2 LEGS SC 1
JUICE S A 1 KICKED S O 1 KNOWS S T 2 LEGS HA 2
JUICE JUUCE H T 1 KICKS HI A 1 KNOWS HA 2 LENITA S E 6
JULIA H T 2 KID S T 2 KNOWS H E 1 LENS H A 1
JULIA S T 3 KID HA 1 KONG S T 6 LESS T A 1
JULIA S C 1 KIDDING S C 1 KONG S C 1 LET H T 2
JULIA SA 1 KIDDING 1 A 2 L H T 1 LET ST 4
JULIA H E 1 KIDDING S E 1 L HA 3 LET H C 6
JULIA SE 3 KIDS t1 T 5 L SA 1 LET SC 1
JULIA'S H C 1 KIDS S T 2 LA T T 1 LET H A 33
JULIA'S H E 1 KIDS S C 6 LA H A 1 LET T A 1
CROUP 2 CHILD 9 861 GROUP 2 CHILD 9 862
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GROUP 2 CHILD 9 866
869 GROUP 2 CHILD 9 870
MRS H A 1 NEED T T 1 NO SA 3 NOW HE 5
MUCH H T 2 NEED S T 3 NO H E 13 NOW S E 4
MUCH H A 10 NEED HC 6 NO TE 2 NUMBER H T 2
MUCH TA 3 NEED SC 5 NO SE 3 NUMBSKULL SC 1
MUCH S A 1 NEED HA 9 NO NA S T 1 NURSERY S A 1
MUCH HE 2 NEED SA 3 NO NAH H T 9 NUTS H T 1
MUNCH H C 2 NEED H E 1 NOBODY H T 2 O'CLOCK H A 2
MUSCLE 11 T 2 NEEDLE H T 1 NOBODY H A 2 O'CLOCK S A 3
MUSCLE HC 1 NEEDS H T 2 NOBODY SA 1 OF II T 31
MUSCLE H A 1 NEEDS HA 1 NOBODY'S S T 1 OF T T 1
MUSCLES H A 1 NEIGHBORHOOD SC 1 NOBODY'S HA 1 OF S T 9
MUSH S C 3 NEITHER HA 1 NOISE HC 1 OF N C 16
MUST 11 A 4 NET HA 4 NONE SA 1 OF S C 12
MUST HE 1 NEVER H T 2 NOODLE H T 1 OF 11 A 79
MUSTARD IH C 5 NEVER T.T 1 NOODLE HA 1 OF TA 7
MUSTARD I A 10 NEVER HC 2 NOODLES H T 2 OF SA 31
MY H T 87 NEVER S C 1 NOODLES H C 1 OF H E 7
MY TT 2 NEVER HA 13 NOODLES HA 8 OF S E 2
MY ST 27 NEW H T 1 NOON C 2 OF KINDA H A 2
Y H C 77 NEW T T 2 NOPE H T 6 OF KINDA S A 1
MY TC 12 NEW TC 2 NOPE ST 1 OF OUTTA ST 1
MY SC 28 NEW SC 1 NOPE SO 1 OFF HT 12
MY H A 21 NEW H A 6 NOPE H E 1 OFF S T 1
MY SA 1 NEW TA 1 NORMAL II A 1 OFF 11 C 14
MY H E 1 NEW S A 2 NORMAN TT 1 OFF SC 3
MY TE 1 NEWS H T 1 NORMAN TA 2 OFF I A 42
MY S E 1 NEWS H A 1 NOSE S T 1 OFF T A 2
MY 'SMY H T 1 NEWSPAPERS NEWPAPE S C 1 NOSE H C 1 OFF S A 6
MYSELF H T 2 NEXT H T 1 NOSE HA 2 OFF HE 4
MYSELF H C 1 NEXT S T 2 NOSE S A 2 OFF S E 2
MYSELF A 2 NEXT C 9 NOT H T 36 OFFICE S C 1
MYSTERIOUS STERIOU H T 1 NEXT S C 2 NOT T T 3 OFFICE S A 2
N H T 1 NEXT H A 5 NOT S T 15 OH H T 27
N TT 1 NEXT TA 1 NOT HC 26 OH TT 1
N S T 2 NICE S T 1 NOT T C 1 OH S T 26
N H C 2 NICE HC 3 NOT SC 29 OH HC 32
N HI A 2 NICE 1I A 6 NOT H A 108 OH T C 1
NAME TT 1 NICE SA 2 NOT TA 1 OH SC 11
NAME ST 2 NICE HE 2 NOT SA 7 OH HA 102
NAME H C 1 NICE SE 3 NOT HE 5 OH TA 12
NAME SC 2 NICELY HA 1 NOT SE 2 OH SA 16
NAME 11 A 5 NIGHT SC I NOTHING H T 1 OH S 0 2
NAME SA 1 NIGHT HA 2 NOTHING SC 1 OH HE 8
NAP H A 2 NINE H A 2 NOTHING HA 2 OH T E 1
NAPKIN II T 1 NINETEEN H T 1 NOTHING S A 3 OH SE 8
NAPKIN H A 1 NINETEEN H A 1 NOTICE H A 2 OIL S T 5
NARROW T A 1 NO H T 88 NOW H T 27 OIL S A 1
NEAR H T 1 NO TT 9 NOW TT 1 OKAY H T 33
NEAR H A 3 NO S T 49 NOW S T 17 OKAY T T 3
NEARLY TT 1 NO H C 92 NOW H C 8 OKAY ST 22
NEAT S A 1 NO T C 2 NOW S C 10 OKAY H C 15
NECK HA 1 NO S C 40 NOW HA 80 OKAY T C 2
NECK S A 1 NO HA 99 NOW TA 2 OKAY SC 11
NEED H T 5 NO T A 2 NOW S A 21 OKAY H A 169
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 871 GROUP 2 CHILD 9 872
OKAY T A 27 OPEN HA 4 OVER HA 14 PATIENT S C 3
OKAY SA 57 OPENED H T 1 OVER TA 5 PATIENT HE 1
OKAY H E 9 OPENED HC 1 OVER SA 6 PAUL H A 1
OKAY TE 3 OPERATING H E 1 OW H T 1 PEANUT H T 7
OKAY SE 9 OR H T 8 OW ST 1 PEANUT HC 2
OKAY KAY H C 1 OR T T 2 OWN H T 1 PEANUT S C 1
OKAY KAY SC 2 OR ST 2 OWN 11 A 1 PEANUT HA 2
OLD H T 9 OR H C 4 P S A 1 PEANUTS H T 2
OLD SC 1 OR SC 1 PA H T 3 PEE SC 4
OLD HA 2 OR HA 28 PA HC 8 PEEK ST 1
OLDER H T 1 OR TA 4 PA PAH H T 44 PEOPLE H T 1
OLDER H C 1 OR S A 9 PA PAH H C 22 PEOPLE S T 1
ON H T 41 OR 1 E 2 PACIFIST SE 1 PEOPLE HC 1
ON TT 5 ORANGE H C 3 PACK II A 1 PEOPLE SC 2
ON S T 54 ORANGE HA 5 PAGE H T 1 PEOPLE HA 3
ON H C 37 OTHER H T 6 PAGE S T 1 PEOPLE T A 2
ON TC 1 OTHER ST 4 PAGE HC 4 PEOPLE SA 10
ON SC 24 OTHER HC 2 PAGE HA 6 PER SA 1
ON HA 134 OTHER SC 7 PAGES ST 1 PERFECT HA 1
ON TA 7 OTHER HA 9 PAGES HA 1 PERIOD HA 1
ON SA 18 OTHER SA 2 PAINT H T 2 PERRI H T 1
ON H E 10 OTHER H E 2 PAINT S T 5 PERRI ST 4
ON S E 2 OTHER S E 1 PAINT H C 4 PERRI S C 3
ONCE T T 1 OUGHT HA 2 PAINT HA 9 PERRI S A 1
ONCE H C 4 OUR H T 3 PAINT S A 1 PERRI'S S T 1
ONCE HA 2 OUR S T 2 PAINTED H C 3 PERSON H T 3
ONE H T 32 OUR HC 3 PAINTED S A 1 PERSON HA 2
ONE T T 7 OUR T C 1 PAINTING H T 1 PERSON S A 1
ONE ST 16 OUR SC 1 PAINTING II C 1 PERSON'S H T 1
ONE H C 46 OUR H A 15 PAINTING HA 2 PERSONAL H A 1
ONE T C 3 OUR T A 1 PAINTING S A 1 PET H T 4
ONE S C 13 OUR S A 1 PALOMA H T 1 PET S T 2
ONE HA 61 OUT H T 14 PALOMA H E 2 PET N C 1
ONE TA 7 OUT ST 17 PAN HA 1 PHONE H C 1
ONE S A 17 OUT H C 15 PANTHER ST 2 PHONE HA 1
ONE H E 6 OUT S C 12 PANTHER S C 1 PICK H T 2
ONE'S H C 1 OUT HA 42 PANTS H C 1 PICK S C 3
ONE'S HA 1 OUT T A 2 PAPA H T 2 PICK HA 7
ONES H T 1 OUT SA 6 PAPER H T 2 PICK SA 2
ONLY H T 2 OUT S E 2 PAPER H C 1 PICTURE T T 1
ONLY T T 1 OUT OUTTA ST 1 PAPER S C 7 PICTURE T C 1
ONLY ST 1 OUTS H C 1 PAPER HA 5 PICTURE S C 1
ONLY S C 2 OUTS S A 1 PAPER S A 5 PICTURE HA 1
ONLY HA 8 OUTSIDE HC 4 PARDON H E 2 PICTURE T A 2
ONLY T A 3 OVEN H T 1 PARDON T E 1 PICTURE S A 3
ONLY SA 3 OVEN ST 9 PART H C 2 PICTURES TA 1
ONLY S E 2 OVEN H C 3 PART H A 2 PIE ST 1
0000 *SOUND H T 1 OVEN HA 4 PART TA 1 PIECE ST 1
OOPS H C 1 OVEN S A 7 PART S A 2 PIECE S C 6
OOPS S A 1 OVER H T 5 PARTIES HA 1 PIECE HA 4
OPEN H T 2 OVER T T 3 PASS TT 1 PIECE SA 1
OPEN S T 11 OVER IH C 6 PASSOVER H A 1 PIECES H A
OPEN H C 1 OVER T C 3 PAST 1 T 1 PIGEON H T 4
OPEN SC 3 OVER SC 8 PAT HA 1 PIGEON HC 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 9
PIGEON H A 3 PLEASE HA 12 PROMISE H T 1 QUICKLY H T 1
PIGEONS H T 1 PLEASE S A 15 PROMISES H A 1 QUIET H T 2
PIGEONS H C 1 PLEASE H E 1 PROPERLY HA 1 QUIET S T 1
PILL H T 1 PLENTY HA 2 PROTECT H T 1 QUIET H C 2
PILL H A 1 PLUG H T 1 PSH *SOUND H T 10 QUIET SC 5
PILLOW H T 2 POCKETBOOK H C 1 PUBIC T A 1 QUIETLY HE 2
PILLOW H C 4 POEM H C 1 PUDDING H T 1 QUIT SC 1
PILLOW H A 1 POINT S T 1 PUDDLE T A 2 R H T 6
PINCH HA 4 POINTS H A 1 PUDDLES T A 1 RABBIT H T 1
PINK ST 2 POISONED S C 1 PULL H T 1 RABBIT ST 1
PINK S C 1 POKE HA 1 PULL H C 3 RABBIT HA 1
PINK HA 1 POKE TA 1 PULL SC 1 RABBITS SA 1
PITCHER H T 2 POLICE H T 2 PULL H A 7 RADIO 1 A 1
PITCHER HA 1 POLICE ST 1 PULLED HC 1 RAH H T 1
PLACE H T 2 POLICE H A 3 PULLED S C 1 RAHA *SOUND H T 1
PLACE H A 2 POOR H T 1 PULLING HA 1 RAIN H A 1
PLACES HC 1 POP H T 1 PUNCH ST 1 RAIN HE 2
PLANE TT 1 POT HC 1 PUP PUHP HC 1 RAINING H A 1
PLANE H A 1 POT HA 8 PUPPET S T 1 RAISIN H T 1
PLANE S A 1 POTATO H A 9 PUPPY S C 1 RAISINS H T 2
PLANES H A 1 POTATOES H T 2 PURPLE H T 1 RAISINS H C 2
PLAP *SOUND H T 3 POTATOES H C 1 PURPLE H E 1 RAISINS H A 7
PLASTIC S C 1 POUCH H C 1 PURPOSE T A 1 RAN H T 2
PLASTIC H A 1 POUCH H A 2 PUSH H T 6 RAN T T 1
PLATE H T 1 POUNDS H A 1 PUSH ST 1 RAN SC 1
PLATE H C 3 POUR SA 1 PUSH SE 1 RAN HA 7
PLATE HA 5 POUR S E 1 PUSHED ST 1 RAN RUNNED H T 2
PLATES HA 1 POURED ST 1 PUSHED HC 1 RAN RWAN HC 1
PLAY H T 6 POURED SA 1 PUSHED HA 1 RAW HA 2
PLAY S T 10 POURING S A 1 PUSHES H T 1 REACH H A 1
PLAY H C 4 POWDERED H C 2 PUSHING H T 1 READ H T 2
PLAY S C 14 POWDERED H A 3 PUSHING H A 2 READ S T 1
PLAY HA 9 PRACTICE S A 1 PUT H T 24 READ H C 4
PLAY SA 2 PRESS H T 1 PUT ST 13 READ S C 2
PLAY HE 1 PRESS HA 1 PUT H C 13 READ HA 4
PLAYDOUGH 11 T 2 PRESSING H T 1 PUT T C 1 READ S A 3
PLAYDOUGH S T 5 PRETEND S T 9 PUT S C 6 READY S T 1
PLAYDOUGH Hi C 4 PRETEND i C 1 PUT H A 54 READY H C 1
PLAYDOUGH S C 1 PRETEND S C 7 PUT T A 5 READY H A 14
PLAYDOUGH HA 4 PRETEND H A 1 PUT S A 13 READY T A 1
PLAYDOUGH S A 5 PRETENDING H A 1 PUT H E 3 REAL S C 4
PLAYDOUGH H E 1 PRETTY H T 3 PUT S E 1 REAL HA 3
PLAYER H T 2 PRETTY HA 19 PUTTING H T 1 REALLY H T 11
PLAYER S T 3 PRETTY T A 1 PUTTING S T 2 REALLY S C 1
PLAYER S C 1 PRETTY S A 1 PUTTING H C 2 REALLY HA 28
PLAYER H A 2 PRETTY H E 1 PUTTING HA 1 REALLY TA 5
PLAYERS T A 1 PRETZELS T A 1 PUTTING T A 1 REALLY S A 3
PLAYING S C 1 PROBABLY H1 A 7 PUTTING PUTTIN H T 2 REALLY H E 1
PLAYING H A 3 PROBABLY S A 1 QUARTER H T 1 REALLY T E 1
PLEA H C 1 PROBABLY H E 1 QUARTER H C 1 RECEIVER H A 1
PLEASE H T 5 PROBLEM S E 3 QUARTER H A 2 RECEIVER H E 1
PLEASE S T 1 PROGRAM H T 1 QUARTERS H A 1 RECIPE S A 1
PLEASE H C 3 PROGRAM H A 4 QUICK H A 1 RECORD H T 4
PLEASE S C 2 PROGRAMS H A 2 QUICKER S A 2 RECORD S T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 875 GROUP 2 CHILD 9 876
RECORD HC 4 ROCK HC 1 SAID TC 1 SCHOOL HE 3
RECORD HA 4 ROCKET H T 1 SAID S C 11 SCISSORS S C 1
RECORD WECORD H T 1 ROCKET H A 1 SAID HA 48 SCOOPTIE *MADEUP S T 1
RECORD'S H T 1 ROCKETSHIPS H T 1 SAID S A 1 SCOTCH H A 1
RECORDER H A 1 ROCKETSHIPS H C 2 SALLY H A 4 SCOTCH H E 2
RECORDER H E 1 ROCKETSHIPS HA 4 SALT S T 4 SCRAPE H A 3
RECORDER S E 1 ROCKS H A 1 SALT HA 2 SEAL HA 2
RED H T 2 ROGER'S S C 1 SALT S A 5 SEALS HA 1
RED S T 1 ROLL HA 4 SAME H T 1 SEAT S A 6
RED HC 2 ROLL H E 1 SAME II C 3 SEATS SA 1
RED S C 3 RON'LL S C 1 SAME S C 1 SECOND H A 8
RED HA 5 ROOF H T 1 SAME HA 2 SECONDS HA 1
RED SA 1 ROOF HA 1 SAME SA 2 SEE H T 41
RED RWED HC 1 ROOF SA 1 SAME HE 3 SEE TT 5
REMAKE H T 1 ROOM H T 4 SANDWICH H C 1 SEE S T 29
REMEMBER Hl T 3 ROOM H C 2 SANDWICH H A 6 SEE H C 19
REMEMBER T T 1 ROOM H A 5 SANDWICHES H A 1 SEE S C 9
REMEMBER 1 A 7 ROOM TA 1 SANK HA 1 SEE HA 53
REMEMBER T A 1 ROOM S A 3 SARAH S C 2 SEE T A 7
REMEMBER S A 3 ROOM WOOM H C 1 SARAH S A 2 SEE S A 4
REMEMBERED HA 1 ROPE HA 2 SARAH SE 2 SEE HE 8
REMIND I A 1 RRRUR *SOUND S T 1 SATURDAY H A 2 SEE S E 1
REST H C 4 RUB 11C 1 SAVE HA 4 SEEING HA 1
REST S C 4 RUBBING S A 1 SAW H T 3 SEEK H T 1
REST H A 6 RULER II T 2 SAW TT 3 SEEMS HA 2
RETURNED H A 1 RULER WRULER }1 T 1 SAW S T 1 SEEN H C 1
RHYME H A 1 RUN II T 1 SAW I C 1 SEEN S C 1
RID HA 1 RUN T T 1 SAW S C 3 SEEN H A 2
RIDDLE H T 1 RUN S T 4 SAW HA 12 SEEN T A 1
RIDICULOUS S A 1 RUN T C 7 SAW S A 1 SEES H T 1
RIGHT H T 23 RUN S C 3 SAWED H C 1 SEES S T 1
RIGHT S T 14 RUN H A 1 SAY H T 13 SEND S T 2
RIGHT H C 25 RUN S A 1 SAY H C 4 SENDING H A 1
RIGHT S C 11 RUN T E 1 SAY T C 1 SERIOUS H T 2
RIGHT I A 71 RUN RIUN TT 1 SAY SC 4 SERIOUS HA 2
RIGHT T A 5 RUNNING S T 1 SAY HA 22 SERVED H T 1
RIGHT SA 21 RUNNING HA 1 SAY TA 1 SEUSS II T 2
RIGHT HE 4 RUNNING TA 1 SAY SA 3 SEUSS HA 3
RIGHT T E 1 RUNNING S A 1 SAYING H A 3 SEVEN H T 2
RIGHT SE 2 RUNNING HE 1 SAYS H T 3 SEVEN H A 2
RIGHT 'WIGHT H T 1 S H T 3 SAYS ST 5 SH ST 2
RIGHT RICH HC 1 S TT 2 SAYS I C 2 SH SHH ST 1
RING TC 1 S ST 2 SAYS H A 2 SH SHH HA 1
RINGS H A 1 S S C 3 SCARE S T 4 SHAKE H T 1
RINGS TA 2 S HA 1 SCARE SC 3 SHAKE HA 3
RINSE HA 1 S T A 1 SCARED S T 1 SHALL S A 4
RIVER H C 1 S S A 3 SCHOOL H T 10 SHAME S C 1
ROBBER H T 2 SAD HA I SCHOOL S T 2 SHAME H A 3
ROBBIE H T 8 SADDLE H T 1 SCHOOL H C 8 SHANNON HA 1
ROBBIE TT 1 SADDLE H A 1 SCHOOL TC 2 SHAPE ST 1
ROBBIE II C 1 SAID H T 25 SCHOOL S C 8 SHAPE T A 1
ROBBIE S C 1 SAID TT 3 SCHOOL HA 13 SHAPE SA 1
ROBBIE HA 1 SAID S T 4 SCHOOL T A 4 SHARKS S T 1
ROBBIE SA 2 SAID H C 1 SCHOOL SA 2 SHAZAM S T 3
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 873 GROUP 2 CHILD 9 874
SHE I1 T 32 SHOW TA 3 SKY TT 1 SOME T A 1
SHE TT 6 SHOW S A 2 SLEEP HC 5 SOME SA 6
SHE S T 21 SHOWING H T 1 SLEEP S C 3 SOME HE 1
SHE H C 8 SHUT S T 3 SLEEP HA 1 SOME SOMETHI SC 2
SHE TC 3 SHUT S C 1 SLEEPING H C 1 SOMEBODY H T 1
SHE S C 9 SHUT H A 2 SLEEPY H T 1 SOMEBODY S T 2
SHE H A 24 SICK I T 1 SLIDE T T 1 SOMEBODY SC 4
SHE T A 2 SIDE H A 3 SLIDE HA 2 SOMEBODY H A 5
SHE I E 2 SIDE T A 1 SLIDE S A 1 SOMEBODY TA 2
SHE'D S T 1 SIDEWALK T T 1 SLOAN'S H A 1 SOMEBODY S A 3
SHE'D H A 1 SIGN H A 1 SLOT S A 1 SOMEBODY'S S C 1
SHE'LL H A 1 SILLY 11 T 4 SMALL H T 2 SOMEBODY'S H A
SHE'LL S A 1 SILLY S T 2 SMALL H A 3 SOMEBODY'S T A 1
SHE'S H T 7 SILLY H A I SMELLED H T 1 SOMEDAY H C 1
SHE'S S T 3 SILLY SA 1 SMELLS HE 1 SOMEHOW HA 1
SHE'S 11 C 5 SINCE H A 1 SMOTHERED H A 1 SOMEONE H T 1
SHE'S S C 6 SINCE S A I SNACK S A 3 SOMEONE H C 1
SHE'S H A 12 SING H T 2 SNACKS H A 1 SOMEONE I! A 2
SHE'S T A 1 SING H C 4 SNAKE S C 1 SOMEONE T A 2
SHE'S SA 1 SING HA 7 SNAP HC 1 SOMEONE SA 1
SHE'S H E I SINGING H T 1 SNEAK H T 1 SOMETHING H T 12
SHE'S SE 2 SINGING S T 2 SNEAK S T 2 SOMETIING T T 4
SHED li C 1 SINGING H A 3 SNEAK S C 1 SOMETHING S T 5
SHIP S C 1 SINK H T 1 SNEAKED HC 1 SOMETHING H C 1
SHIP H A 1 SINK H A 1 SNEAKER T T 1 SOMETHING S C 12
SHIP'LL H A 1 SINK S A 1 SNEAKERS H T 2 SOMETHING H A 24
SHIRT H T 3 SIR S A 1 SNEAKERS H C 1 SOMETHING T A 1
SHIRT S C 1 SISTER H T 1 SNEAKERS H A 3 SOMETHING S A 4
SHIRT H A 3 SISTER H C 4 SNEAKING S C 1 SOMETHING H E 2
SHIRT S A 1 SISTER S C 2 SNEAKLE *MADEUP S T 1 SOMETHING S E 1
SHIRT H E 1 SISTER H E 1 SNOOT H A 1 SOMETHING SOMETIN H T 1
SHIRTS S C 1 SISTER'S H C 1 SNOW H C 1 SOMETIMES H T 3
SHOE H C 1 SISTER'S S C 2 SNOW S C 1 SOMETIMES T T 3
SHOE S C 3 SIT H T 4 SNOW II A 1 SOMETIMES SC 1
SHOES S T 3 SIT H C 10 SNOWBALL H C 2 SOMETIMES H A 2
SHOES H A 2 SIT H A 20 SNOWED H C 5 SOMETIMES T A 3
SHOOK HA 4 SIT S A 5 SNOWED HA 1 SOMETIMES S A 1
SHOOT 11 T 1 SIT HE 1 SO H T 7 SOMEWHERE TA 1
SHOOT H C 1 SITTING H T 2 SO , ST 3 SONG H T 5
SHOOT SC 1 SITTING H C 4 SO HC 9 SONG H C 7
SHOP H A 2 SITTING S C 1 SO S C 9 SONG H A 6
SHORT H T 1 SITTING HA 6 SO H A 44 SOON H C 2
SHORT S A 1 SITTING H E 2 SO T A 2 SOON H A 8
SHOULD H A 10 SITTING SITTIN H T 1 SO SA 8 SOON HE 1
SHOULD SA 3 SITTING SITTIN HC 4 SO HE 11 SORE S C 1
SHOULDER H C 1 SIX H T 1 SOCK HA 1 SORRY HA 4
SHOULDN'T HA 2 SIX HC 2 SOFT H A 1 SORT TA 1
SHOULDN'T S A 3 SIX S A 1 SOFTER H E 1 SORT S A 1
SHOW H T 7 SIXTEEN H T 1 SOME TI T 12 SOUND H T 2
SHOW S T 2 SIXTY H A 1 SOME T T 1 SOUND HA 1
SHOW 1 C 7 SIZE SE 2 SOME ST 12 SOUND SA 2
SHOW T C 2 SKIN H C 2 SOME H C 8 SOUND SOUN H T 1
SHOW SC 5 SKIN H A 2 SOME S C 3 SOUNDER H T 1
SHOW I A 12 SKOOBIE SC 2 SOME HA 36 SOUNDS H T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 879 GROUP 2 CHILD 9 880
SOUNDS H A 2 STARED 11 C 1 STORE S C 1 SURPRISED Ii A 3
SOUNDS S A 1 START H T 3 STORE HA 1 SUSAN H T 1
SOUP IT C 6 START S C 1 STORE S A 3 SWALLOWED H T 1
SOUP S C 1 START H A 3 STORIES H A 1 SWEATER H T 1
SOUP H A 8 START S A 2 STORY H T 1 SWEATER S T 1
SOUP S A 1 STARTED HA 1 STORY HA 16 SWEATER H C 2
SPANISH H T 1 STARTS H A 1 STORY T A 1 SWEATER HA 2
SPANISH H A 1 STARTS S A 1 STORY S A 2 SWEATER SHWEADA H C 1
SPANK H C 4 STAY H T 1 STORY H E 1 SWEETHEART HA 3
SPANK H A 1 STAY T T 1 STRAIGHT HA 2 SWEETIE S T 1
SPANKING H T 1 STAY S T 1 STRAIGHT T A 1 SWING H C 2
SPANKING H C 1 STAY H C 4 STRANGLED S A 1 SWING H A 1
SPANKING H A 2 STAY S C 1 STREET T A 1 T H T 1
SPEAK H T 8 STAY HA 9 STRENGTH HA 1 T TT 1
SPEAK ST 2 STAY TA 1 STRETCH HA 1 T ST 3
SPEAK H E 2 STAY S A 1 STRING H T 4 T H C 6
SPEAKING H T 1 STAY S E 1 STRING H C 4 T S C 3
SPEAKING H A 1 STAYING S C 1 STRING HA 10 T HA 4
SPEAKING SPEAKIN H T 1 STAYS S C 1 STRONG H T 2 T S A 1
SPECIAL HA 6 STEP H C 1 STRONG H A 2 TABLE H T 7
SPECIAL SA .2 STEP SC 1 STUCK ST 2 TABLE HC 6
SPELL S A 1 STEP H A 1 STUCK S C 1 TABLE HA 15
SPENDING T A 1 STEPHANIE H T 8 STUCK HA 1 TABLE S A 5
SPIDER H T 1 STEPHANIE H C 3 STUCKER *MADEUP S T 1 TABLE S E 1
SPIDER SC 3 STEPHANIE HA 18 STUDY HC 1 TAIL H T 3
SPIDERBOY S C 1 STEPHANIE'S HA 1 STUFF - S T 2 TAIL H A 1
SPIDERMAN S C 5 STEPHIE H A 4 STUFF H C 4 TAKE H T 7
SPIDERMAN'S S C 4 STEPPED H A 1 STUFF H E 1 TAKE S T 7
SPILL H C 1 STEPS HA 1 STUPID SC 2 TAKE HC 11
SPILL S E 1 STEREO H E 1 STUPID S E 2 TAKE S C 4
SPILLING S A 1 STETHOSCOPE S A 2 SUCKER S T 1 TAKE HA 23
SPIN H A 1 STEVE S A 1 SUCKER S C 2 TAKE T A 3
SPIT S C 4 STEVEN H T 6 SUGAR HA 2 TAKE S A 11
SPIT S A 1 STEVEN H C 2 SUNNY S T 1 TAKE H E 3
SPITTING S A 2 STEVEN S A 2 SUPER H T 1 TAKE S E 1
SPLASH H T 1 STICK H C 1 SUPER > S C 2 TAKEN S T 1
SPLASH HC 1 STICK HA 1 SUPER HA 5 TAKES HA 2
SPOKES T A 1 STICK S A 1 SUPPER H T 2 TAKING H T 1
SPOON H C 8 STICKING H T 1 SUPPER H C 4 TAKING H C 4
SPOON HA 1 STILL H T 1 SUPPER HA 8 TAKING S C 1
SPOONFULS H A 1 STILL H C 1 SUPPERTIME H A 2 TAKING HA 4
SPOT II A 3 STILL HA 10 SUPPOSE HA 1 TAKING TA 1
SQUARE S T 1 STILL S A 1 SUPPOSED S C 1 TAKING H E 1
SQUEAKER H A 1 STILL H E 1 SUPPOSED HA 1 TAKING TAKIN H T 1
SQUEEZE H T 1 STOMACH H A 1 SUPPOSED T A 1 TAKING TAKIN H C 1
SQUEEZED H C 1 STOP H T 3 SUPPOSED SPOSED S C 1 TALK H T 6
STAGE H A 2 STOP T T 8 SURE H C 11 TALK H C 3
STAMP HA 1 STOP ST 4 SURE HA 34 TALK SC 1
STAND H T 1 STOP 1 C 1 SURE T A 4 TALK H A 7
STAND H C 1 STOP S C 7 SURE S A 7 TALK H E 2
STAND HA 4 STOP HA 6 SURE H E 2 TALKING H T I
STANDING HA 2 STOP TA 1 SURE SHO H T 1 TALKING ST 2
STANDING S A 1 STOPWATCH 11 T 2 SURE SHO H A 1 TALKING H C 1
STAPLE SA 2 STORE H T 1 SURELY H A 1 TALKING S C 4
GROUP 2 CHILD 9 877 GROUP 2. CHILD 9 878










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'DAT H T 2
'DAT H C 12
DAT H T 8
DAT S T 2
DAT H C 9













DAT'S H T 2
























































DAT'S 11 C 2











DA H T 3
DA T T 2
DAH H T 11
DAI H C 7
DI II T 1
DI H A 1
DUH H T 1
DUH H C 1
THA H T 3
THA H C 1













'DEM H T 1
'EM S T 1
'EM H C 2
'EM HA 2
DEM H T 1











'DEN H T 12
'DEN H C 2
H T 20
























































































GONNA H T 49
GONNA S T 27
GONNA H C 39
GONNA S C 7
GONNA 11 A 63
GONNA T A 6
GONNA S A 4
GONNA HE 4
GONNA S E 1
GOTTA II T 1
GOTTA H C 1
GOTTA HE 1
TA H T 1
TA S C 1
TA' H T 1
WAANNUU H C 1
WANNA H T 27
WANNA T T 1
WANNA S T 10
WANNA IH C 24











































































































































































'DERE 11 T 1
'DERE H C 3
DERE H T 4
DERE S T 1
DERE H C 6








DERE'S H T 1








'DESE H T 1
'DESE H C 3










'DEY H T 1
DEY H T 6

































































GROUP 2 CHILD 9 882





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































UH *SOUND H T
UH *SOUND S T
UH *SOUND H C
UH *SOUND H A
UH *SOUND T A
UH *SOUND H E
UHl *SOUND S E
UH-HUH UHUM H T















UMBRELLA UBRELLA T A
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































886GROUP 2 CHILD 9


























































































































































































































































































































































































Y'HAVE S T 2
YA H T 1
YA T T 1
YA S T 4
YA S C 1
YA H A 2
YA T A 1
YA(YOU) f C 1
YA' H T 1

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 9 890
893 GROUP 2 CHILD 10
A H T 73 AGAIN S T 5 ALONG S A 1 AND H O 5
A TT 4 AGAIN S C 1 ALREADY H C 1 AND SO 4
A ST 17 AGAIN HA 6 ALREADY S C 2 AND HE 49
A HC 21 AGAIN T A 1 ALREADY HA 1 AND T E 2
A SC 41 AGAIN H 0 1 ALREADY T A 1 AND S E 20
A HA 100 AGAIN HE 1" ALREADY S A 1 ANGRY HA 1
A TA 18 AGAR S A 2 ALREADY HE 2 ANIMAL H T 1
A S A 53 AGO H C 1 ALRIGHT H T 1 ANOTHER S T 2
A H 0 1 AH H T 3 ALRIGHT T T 1 ANOTHER S C 2
A S 0 3 AH TT 1 ALRIGHT S C 2 ANOTHER HA 6
A H E 40 AH S T 19 ALRIGHT HA 13 ANOTHER T A 2
A TE 4 AH HC 2 ALRIGHT T A 1 ANOTHER S A 3
A S E 21 AH S C 4 ALRIGHT S A 4 ANOTHER HE 3
A WHATA H T 1 AH H A 4 ALRIGHT HE 5 ANSWER HA 2
A WHATA H A 1 AH T A 6 ALRIGHT T E 2 ANTENNA H T 2
AAAA *SOUND S T 1 AH S A 2 ALRIGHT S E 1 ANTENNA H A 3
AARON S A 1 AH H E 2 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S T 1 ANTENNAE H T 2
ABLE H T 1 AH T E 2 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H C 1 ANTENNAE HE 1
ABLE S T 2 AH S E 3 ALSO HA 2 ANTENNAS H T I
ABLE H A 1 AH AAAHH S T 1 ALSO T A 1 ANTENNAS S C 1
ABOUT H T 15 AH AHH H T 1 ALTERNATE HE I ANTENNAS HE 1
ABOUT H C 3 AH AHH S T 1 ALWAYS H T 4 ANY H T , 7
ABOUT S C 1 AH AHH S C 1 ALWAYS T T 1 ANY H C 4
ABOUT H A 22 AH AHH T E 2 ALWAYS HA 3 ANY S C 9
ABOUT T A 1 AHEAD S E 2 ALWAYS HE 1 ANY HA 11
ABOUT S A 6 AIN'T H T 2 ALWAYS T E 2 ANY T A 1
ABOUT HE 9 AIN'T S C 1 AM H T 4 ANY SA 7
ABOUT S E 1 AIN'T SE 1 AM TT 1 ANY HE 5
ABSOLUTELY HA 3 AIR TT 1 AM S T 2 ANY TE 1
ACCIDENTALLY T A 1 AIR HA 1 AM S C 2 ANY S E 2
ACORNS H T 3 AIR SA 1 AM SA 1 ANYBODY H T 2
ACROSS H T 1 AIRING HA 1 AM HE 1 ANYBODY HA 1
ACROSS T T 1 AIRPLANE AIROPLA TA 1 AM TE 1 ANYMORE H T 4
ACROSS HA 1 ALL H T 13 AMEN HA 2 ANYMORE S T 2
ACT H E 1 ALL T T 6 AMEN HO 1 ANYMORE HA 1
ACTING HE 1 ALL S T 1 AMERICA'S HA 1 ANYMORE S A 1
ACTIVATING S T 1 ALL H C 4 AMOUNT HA 1 ANYMORE HE 1
ACTIVITY HA 1 ALL S C 12 AN H T 16 ANYTHING H T 11
ACTUALLY S E 1 ALL H A 30 AN T T 2 ANYTHING H C 1
ADDRESS H T 1 ALL T A 6 AN S T 2 ANYTHING S C 1
ADOPT HA 1 ALL S A 13 AN H C 1 ANYTHING HA 13
ADVANCE H C 1 ALL H E 10 AN S C 6 ANYTHING S A 2
ADVANTAGE HE 1 ALL TE 1 AN H A 6 ANYTHING HE 1
AFRAID HA 2 ALL S E 1 AN T A 3 ANYTHING S E 2
AFTER H T 2 ALL Y'ALL t C 2 AN S A 2 ANYWAY H C 2
AFTER T T 1 ALLISON S C 1 AN H E 7 ANYWAY S A 1
AFTER H C 4 ALLISON S A 1 AND H T 52 ANYWAY HE 1
AFTER HA 12 ALLOWED S C 1 AND T T 9 APARTMENT HA 1
AFTER S A 5 ALMOST H T 3 AND S T 17 APARTMENT HE I
AFTER HE 1 ALMOST S C 1 AND H C 34 APE H T 2
AFTERNOON HA 1 ALMOST S A 2 AND S C 43 APES H T 3
AFTERNOON T A 2 ALMOST H E 1 AND H A 136 APPLE HO 1
AFTERWARDS T A 1 ALONE H A 1 AND T A 24 APPLESEED H 0 1
AGAIN H T 10 ALONG HA 2 AND S A 59 APRICOTS HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 895 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 896
ARE H T 30 ATE H E 1 BALL S C 4 BEEN HE 1
ARE TT 2 ATLANTIC HE 1 BALL HA 1 BEEN T E 1
ARE ST 7 ATTACHED S A 1 BALLS H T 1 BEFORE H T 1
ARE H C 8 AUNT HA 1 BALTIC H C 2 BEFORE S T 1
ARE SC 14 AUNTY HA I BAND H T 1 BEFORE H C 1
ARE H A 40 AVE H A 1 BAND HA 2 BEFORE HA 6
ARE TA 13 AVE H E 1 BAND S A 8 BEFORE T A 2
ARE S A 15 AVENUE H C 2 BANK H T 1 BEFORE S A 1
ARE H E 15 AVENUE HE 1 BANK HA 4 BEFORE TE 1
ARE T E 2 AVERAGE HE 1 BARBERS HO 1 BEFORE BEORE HA 1
ARE S E 4 AW HE 1 BARKED S A 4 BEGAN S A 1
AREA S E 1 AWAY H T 4 BARRELS HA 1 BEHIND H T 1
AREN'T H T 1 AWAY T T 3 BARS H T 1 BEHIND S C 1
AREN'T T T 1 AWAY H C 1 BASEBALL H T 1 BEHIND HA 4
AREN'T S T 4 AWAY HA 2 BASKET H T 1 BEHIND SA 1
AREN'T H C 1 AWAY T A 1 BASKET HE 2 BEHIND HE 1
AREN'T S C 1 AWAY S A 4 BASKETBALL H T 2 BEHIND BEHINE S T 1
AREN'T HA 2 AWAY H E 4 BAT H T 2 BEING H T 1
ARM SA 1 AWFUL H A 1 BATHROOM H T 3 BEING HA 3
ARMY H T 1 AWFUL T A 1 BATTERIES H C 1 BEINGS S C 1
AROUND H T 7 AWFUL'S H A 1 BE H T 16 BELIEVE H T 1
AROUND S C 6 AWHILE HE 1 BE T T 4 BELONGS H T 1
AROUND HA 5 Al HA 3 BE S T 6 BELONGS S T 1
AROUND SA 4 B H T 1 BE HC 1 BEN H T 1
AROUND HE 3 B SC 13 BE SC 5 BEN HA 5
ARRIVED HE 1 BABY H T 2 BE H A 29 BEN'S HA 1
ARTIST H T 1 BABY SC 1 BE TA 7 BENCH SC 1
AS HA 6 BABY HA 1 BE S A 5 BEND H T 1
AS TA 4 BABY SA 1 BE HE 3 BENJI S A 3
AS S A 2 BACK H T 12 BE SE 6 BENJI'S S A 1
AS H E 4 BACK TT 2 BEANS HA 3 BERRY ST 1
AS TE 2 BACK ST 3 BEAR H T 1 BESIDE H A 1
ASK H T 2 BACK H C 2 BEAR HA 1 BESIDES HA 2
ASK SC 1 BACK SC 3 BEAT H T 1 BET H T 3
ASKED H T I BACK H A 16 BEAT H A 1 BET H C 1
ASKED HA 1 BACK TA 3 BEATER H T 1 BET H A 1
ASKED S A 1 BACK S A 3 BEAUTIFUL S A 2 BETTER H T 7
ASKED SE 3 BACK HE 3 BECAUSE H T 13 BETTER SC 4
ASLEEP H E 1 BACKWARD H C 2 BECAUSE TT 2 BETTER HA 9
ASSUME HE 3 BACKWARDS H C 1 BECAUSE ST 10 BETTER TA 2
ASTRONAUT H T 1 BAD H T 4 BECAUSE SC 5 BETTER HE 4
AT H T 16 BAD TT 1 BECAUSE HA 10 BETWEEN H C 2
AT TT 8 BAD SC 3 BECAUSE TA 1 BETWEEN HA 1
AT ST 9 BAD HA 2 BECAUSE SA 1 BETWEEN HO i1
AT H C 5 BAD TA 4 BECAUSE H E 4 BIB HE 1
AT S C 10 BAD T E 1 BECOME S E 1 BICENTENNIAL H T 1
AT H A 26 BAD S E 1 BED HA 4 BICENTENNIAL H C 2
AT T A 3 BAG TT 1 BED H E 2 BICENTENNIAL HA 6
AT S A 5 BAG H A 7 BEDROOM HA 1 BICENTENNIAL T A 1
AT H E 4 BAG T A 4 BEEF H T 2 BICYCLE T T 1
ATE H T 1 BAKED H T 1 BEEF HE 2 BICYCLE T A 1
ATE H C 1 BAKED HA 1 BEEN S C 3 BICYCLES HA 1
ATE S C 1 BAKERY H A 1 BEEN H A 4 BIG H T 14
ATE H A 4 BALL H T 3 BEEN T A 1 BIG TT 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 894




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 10 898
901 GROUP 2 CHILD 10
COMMUNITY H E 1 COUPLE H E 4 DADDY H T 2 DELICIOUS H A 1
COMPANY S T 1 COURSE H T 3 DADDY T T 1 DELIVER HA 2
COMPANY H C 1 COURSE T A 1 DADDY H C 3 DELIVER T A 1
COMPANY HA 2 COURSE HE 2 DADDY S C 1 DELIVERYMAN H T 1
COMPANY HE 2 COURSE S E 1 DADDY HA 12 DEN H T 1
COMPETE HA 1 COUSIN H T 1 DADDY T A 2 DEN T T 1
CONCENTRATE H A 1 COVER H A 1 DADDY'S H C 1 DEN S C 3
CONCENTRATE S E 1 COVERED H A 1 DADDY'S H A 1 DENTIST H T 1
CONCENTRATION S E 1 COW H T 1 DADDY'S T A 2 DENTIST H A 1
CONSIDERED H A 1 COW'S S A 1 DANCING H T 1 DEPRIVED H A 1
CONSTANTLY H A 1 COWBOYS S C 1 DANCING H A 1 DESSERT H T 1
CONTACT HA 1 COWS S A 10 DARE H A 1 DESSERT S C 1
CONTENTS HE 1 CRACKERS H T 1 DARK T A 1 DESSERT HA 7
CONTEST H A 1 CRACKERS S T 1 DARLING S C 5 DETECT HA 1
CONTINUE S E 1 CRACKERS S C 4 DATE HA 1 DETECTED H T 1
CONTROL H T 1 CRACKERS S E 2 DATE HE 1 DEVELOPMENT HE 1
CONTROL HA 1 CRAZY H T 3 DAVE H T 8 DEX H C 1
CONTROLS H T 1 CRAZY T T 1 DAVE HA 5 DEX HA 3
CONTROLS S T 2 CRAZY S T 3 DAVE H E 1 DEX T A 4
CONVENT HA 1 CRAZY H C 1 DAVENPORT HA 1 DEX H E 1
COO H T 2 CRAZY S C 4 DAVENPORT HE 1 DEXTER H C 9
COOKED H C 1 CRAZY T A 1 DAVENPORT T E 1 DEXTER S C 19
COOKED HA 1 CRAZY S E 2 DAVID H T 23 DEXTER HA 70
COOKIE H T 2 CREAM H T 5 DAVID HA 30 DEXTER T A 10
COOKIE HA 2 CREAM H C 2 DAVID HE 6 DEXTER S A 12
COOKIE H E 1 CREAM H A 6 DAVID'S H T 4 DEXTER H O 1
COOKIES H T 6 CREAMISH *MADEUP T A 1 DAVID'S H A 1 DEXTER H E 11
COOKIES H A 4 CREAMS H T 1 DAVID'S H E 1 DEXTER S E 8
COOL H C 1 CRIED H T 1 DAWNED HE 1 DEXTER'S S C 1
COOL S C 1 CRIPPLED H T 1 DAY H T 6 DEXTER'S HA 1
COOL H O 1 CRIPPLED HA 1 DAY T T 1 DIAL HA 1
CORK H C 1 CRISIS HA 1 DAY S T 1 DIAMOND S T 2
CORN H T 1 CRISPY H T 1 DAY HA 7 DIAMOND S E 1
CORNER S T 1 CROCODILE CROCKA H T 1 DAY T A 2 DIAMOND DIAMON S C 4
CORNER S C 1 CROSS H T 1 DAY S A 3 DID H T 14
CORNER HA 1 CROSS H A 1 DAY H E 2 DID T T 1
COST H E 1 CUBBIE T A 1 DAYLIGHT T A 1 DID S T 2
COULD H T 8 CUBES H A 1 DAYS H A 1 DID H C 9
COULD H C 2 CUP H T 1 DEAR T T 1 DID S C 11
COULD S C 5 CUP S A 1 DEAR H A 2 DID H A 39
COULD HA 5 CUPS H T 1 DEATH H T 1 DID T A 5
COULD T A 2 CUPS HA 1 DEC H C 1 DID S A 9
COULD S A 6 CUPS S A 1 DECIDE S E 3 DID HE 7
COULD H E 1 CUT T T 1 DECK H A 3 DID S E 6
COULD S E 4 CUT H A 1 DECK HE 1 DIDN'T H T 15
COULDN'T H A 1 CUT T A 1 DECKY H C 12 DIDN'T S T 3
COULDN'T HE 1 CUTLET HA 1 DECKY S C 4 DIDN'T H C 3
COUNTRIES T A 2 D H T 2 DECKY HA 19 DIDN'T S C 10
COUNTRY H T 2 D H C 1 DECKY T O 1 DIDN'T HA 12
COUNTRY S C 1 D S C 1 DECKY'S HA 1 DIDN'T T A 2
COUNTRY HA 3 DAD H T 14 DEEP S A 1 DIDN'T S A 2
COUPLE H T 1 DAD H C 4 DEFINITELY H A 1 DIDN'T H E 5
COUPLE H C 1 DAD H A 1 DEGREE HA 1 DIDN'T S E 3
COUPLE HA 2 DAD'S H T 2 DELAY H E 1 DIET H C 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 903 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 904
DIET H A 3 DOG H A 2 DOWN S C 5 EAT S A 2
DIET H E 1 DOG S A 2 DOWN H A 16 EAT H E 3
DIFFERENCE HE 1 DOGS H T 1 DOWN T A 4 EATING H T 1
DIFFERENT H T 4 DOGS H C 1 DOWN S A 8 EATING HA 1
DIFFERENT H C 1 DOING H T 5 DOWN H 0 1 EATING EATIN H T 1
DIFFERENT S C 4 DOING S T 3 DOWN HE 5 EDDIE H T 1
DIFFERENT HA 5 DOING S C 4 DOWN S E 4 EDDY H T 1
DIFFERENT T A 5 DOING HA 5 DOWNSTAIRS S C 1 EDDY S T 4
DIFFERENT T E 1 DOING T A 1 DR H A 1 EDDY S C 7
DING H T 2 DOING S A 2 DRAW H A 1 EDDY S A 5
DINING S A 1 DOING HE 2 DRAWER T T 1 EDDY SO 1
DINNER H T 1 DOING DOIN H T 6 DRAWER H C 1 EDGE S E 1
DINNER H C 2 DOING DOIN H C 1 DRAWER HA 5 EDITH HA 1
DINNER H A 10 DOING DOIN H A 1 DRAWERS H A 2 EEE *SOUND H T 1
DINNER'S H T 1 DOING DOIN' HE 1 DRESS H A 1 EFFECT S E 1
DIRECTIONS H T 1 DOLLAR H T 3 DRESSED S A 1 EGG HE 1
DIRECTIONS HA 1 DOLLAR H C 1 DREW HE 1 EGGS H T 2
DIRECTLY HA 1 DOLLAR HE 2 DRILLS H A 1 EH S C 1
DIRECTLY H E 1 DOLLARS H T 4 DRINK H T 1 EIGHT H T 3
DO H T 38 DOLLARS H C 9 DRINK S T 1 EIGHT H C 9
DO T T 6 DOLLARS H E 4 DRINK S C 1 EIGHT S C 1
DO S T 2 DON'T H T 39 DRINK HA 4 EIGHT HE 3
DO H C 9 DON'T T T 6 DRINKING HE 1 EITHER S C 4
DO SC 18 DON'T ST 15 DRINKY *MADEUP H T 1 EITHER HA 4
DO H A 65 DON'T H C 15 DROP H T 2 EITHER SE 1
DO TA 14 DON'T SC 26 DROP S A 1 ELECTRIC HA 1
DO S A 17 DON'T HA 63 DROPPED TT 1 ELECTRIC HE 2
DO HO 1 DON'T TA 15 DROPS HA 1 ELECTRICALLY TE 1
DO S 0 2 DON'T S A 12 DUE HA 1 ELEVATOR TT 1
DO H E 23 DON'T HE 17 DUFFY HA 1 ELEVATOR TA 1
DO TE 2 DON'T TE 1 DUMB S C 1 ELEVATORS TE 1
DO S E 5 DON'T SE 4 DUMB DOMB H T 1 ELIZABETH S A 1
DOAN H T 1 DON'T DUNNO H T 2 EACH H T 2 ELSE ST 1
DOCTOR SC 1 DON'T ON'T H T 1 EACH ST 1 ELSE S C 1
DOCTOR S A 3 DONE H C 2 EACH HE 1 ELSE HA 5
DOES H T 7 DONE HA 4 EAR H T 3 ELSE S A 1
DOES TT 1 DONUT H T 6 EAR H C 1 ELSE H E 1
DOES ST 5 DONUT H C 2 EARLY HA 2 EMERGENCY H T 1
DOES H C 2 DONUT HA 1 EARLY TA 1 ENCLAVE H A 1
DOES S C 5 DOOR H T 2 EARLY HE 1 END TT 1
DOES HA 8 DOOR TT 1 EARPHONES H T 2 END - H C 1
DOES HE 4 DOOR H A 1 EARPHONES H C 2 END S C 1
DOES S E 3 DOOR T A 3 EARS H T 1 END H A 1
DOESN'T H T 4 DOOR S A 15 EARS S A 4 END TA 4
DOESN'T ST 2 DOORS H T 1 EARTH TA 1 END S A 4
DOESN'T H C 1 DOORS T E 1 EASTER HA 1 END S 0 3
DOESN'T S C 2 DORY HA 1 EASY H T 3 END H E 1
DOESN'T H A 2 DOT H T 3 EASY H C 1 ENERGY HA 1
DOESN'T T A 1 DOUBLES H C 1 EASY HA 1 ENGINE S A 1
DOESN'T S A 2 DOUBLES HE 2 EASY H E 2 ENGLEWOOD HE 1
DOESN'T HE 2 DOWN H T 14 EAT H T 9 ENOUGH H T 1
DOESN'T S E 1 DOWN T T 2 EAT H C 2 ENOUGH TT 1
DOG H T 1 DOWN S T 7 EAT S C 2 ENOUGH S C 3
DOG SC 2 DOWN H C 6 EAT H A 19 ENOUGH HA 4
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 902
ENOUGH S A 3 EXCEPT S A 1 FEW HA 5 FIVE HA 4
ENOUGH S E 1 EXCITED S E 1 FEW S A 1 FIVE S A 6
ENTERING H T 1 EXCUSE H A 1 FIFTY H T 1 FIVE S 0 1
ENTERTAIN H C 2 EXCUSE T E 1 FIFTY H C 2 FIVE H E 4
ENTIRELY HA 1 EXCUSED HA 2 FIFTY H E 2 FIX S T 2
ERICA S A 1 EXPECTED H T 1 FIGHT S C 1 FIX H C 1
ERR S T 3 EXPECTING T A 1 FIGHTING H T 1 FIX S C 2
EV H T I EXPERIMENTAL T A 1 FILING H T 1 FIX H A 4
EVEN H T 5 EXPLAIN H A 1 FILL H T 1 FIX S A 1
EVEN S T 1 EXPLANATION T A 1 FILLING H T 3 FIXED H T 4
EVEN H C 1 EXTRA HA 1 FILLING HA 4 FIXED S T 2
EVEN S C 1 EXTRA T E 1 FINALLY S A 1 FIXED H C 2
EVEN H A 1 FABLE S A 1 FIND T T 1 FIXED S C 4
EVEN S A 3 FACE H A 1 FIND S T 5 FIXED S E 2
EVEN HE 2 FACT HA 3 FIND T A 1 FIXES H A 1
EVENING H T 2 FACT H E I FIND S A 1 FIXING S T 1
EVENING HA 2 FAIRLY HE 1 FINE H T 5 FLAG H T 2
EVENING T A 1 FALL H T 1 FINE H A 1 FLAG HA 3
EVENING HE 2 FALL S T 1 FINE S A 3 FLAGS H T 3
EVENING'S S A 1 FAMILIES H A 1 FINGER H A 1 FLAGS T T 1
EVENINGS H A 1 FAMILIES HE I FINGERS H C 1 FLAGS H A 5
EVER H T 1 FAMILY S A 5 FINGERS HA 2 FLAGS T A 4
EVER S C 3 FAMILY HE 1 FINGERS T A 2 FLAGS FLAGS'S H C 1
EVER HA 1 FANTASTIC H T 2 FINISH HA 4 FLASH H T 1
EVER S A 7 FANTASTIC H A 1 FINISH S A 1 FLAT HA 2
EVER T E 1 FANTASTIC T A 1 FINISHED S T 1 FLIP H T 1
EVER S E 1 FARMER S C 1 FINISHED S C 1 FLIP H C I
EVERDAY H A 1 FASHIONED H A 1 FINISHED H A 4 FLOOR T A 2
EVERY H T 2 FAST H T 1 FINISHED S A 2 FLOOR S A 1
EVERY H C 1 FAST T T 1 FIRE H T 1 FLOPPY H T 1
EVERY S C 2 FAST S T 2 FIRE S C 3 FLOWERS H T 2
EVERY HA 2 FAST H A 1 FIRE S A 1 FLOWERS H A 1
EVERY T E 1 FAST T A 1 FIRE S E 3 FLYING H T 1
EVERY S E 4 FAST FAS S T 1 FIREHOUSE S T 1 FLYING T T 1
EVERYBODY H T 4 FAST FAS T A 1 FIREHOUSE S A 2 FOG S A 2
EVERYBODY S C 2 FATHER HA 2 FIREMAN'S S A 1 FOLD H T 1
EVERYBODY HA 7 FAVOR S E 1 FIREMEN S A 2 FOLD HA 3
EVERYBODY S A 4 FAVORITE HE 1 FIREMEN'S S A 1 FOLDED H A 1
EVERYBODY S E 1 FBI S C 2 FIRS S C 1 FOLDING SA 1
EVERYDAY T T 1 FEB H A 1 FIRST H T 1 FOLLOW H T 1
EVERYDAY H A 2 FEBRUARY H E 1 FIRST S T 5 FOLLOWED H A 1
EVERYONE H T 1 FEEL T T 1 FIRST H C 2 FOLLOWING H T 1
EVERYONE S A 6 FEEL S C 1 FIRST S C 6 FOLLOWING H A 1
EVERYTHING H T 5 FEEL T A 1 FIRST HA 3 FOOD H T 2
EVERYTHING H C 1 FELL HA 2 FIRST T A 2 FOOD S C 1
EVERYTHING HA 4 FELL S A 1 FIRST S A 3 FOOD HA 5
EVERYTHING S A 1 FELL H E 1 FIRST S E 1 FOOD'S H C 1
EVERYTHING'S EVERYSI H T 1 FELLOW H A 2 FISH H T I FOOLING FOOLIN H T 1
EVERYTIME H T 2 FELLOW FELLA H A 1 FISH H C 1 FOOT H T 1
EVERYTIME HE 1 FELLOWS FELLAS H A 1 FISH H A 2 FOOT S C 4
EWW *SOUND S 0 1 FELT S A 1 FIVE H T 8 FOOTBALL H T 2
EXACTLY H A 2 FENCE S A 1 FIVE S T 2 FOR H T 17
EXCELLENT HA 1 FESTIVAL HA 1 FIVE H C 18 FOR S T 3
EXCEPT H A 3 FEW H C 1 FIVE S C 3 FOR H C 13
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 907 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 908
FOR S C 13 FROG S A 1 GET H T 34 GLASS S E 5
FOR HA 43 FROM H T 1 GET T T 3 GLASSES S A 1
FOR T A 7 FROM T T 1 GET S T 12 GLASSES S 0 1
FOR S A 11 FROM H C 1 GET H C 11 GLOBE H T 3
FOR HO 1 FROM S C 5 GET S C 13 GLOVE T A 6
FOR HE 11 FROM H A 10 GET H A 46 GLOVES T T 3
FOR S E 1 FROM T A 2 GET T A 4 GLOVES T A 15
FORDS H A 1 FROM S A 3 GET S A 9 GO H T 19
FORGET H T 4 FROM HE 2 GET H E 11 GO T T 1
FORGET S T 3 FROM S E 2 GET T E 1 GO S T 12
FORGETS H T 1 FRONT H T 1 GET S E 3 GO H C 7
FORGOT H T 1 FRONT HA 6 GET GIT S C 1 GO S C 17
FORGOT H C 2 FRONT S A 3 GETS H T 1 GO H A 24
FORGOT HA 3 FRONT HE 1 GETS H C 1 GO T A 10
FORKS HA 1 FRONTS HA 1 GETS S C 1 GO S A 12
FORTY H C 1 FROSTED H T 1 GETS H A 2 GO H E 7
FORWARD H C 3 FROSTING HA i GETTING H T 4 GO T E 1
FOUND H T 2 FROZEN H A 1 GETTING S T 1 GO S E 9
FOUND S T 2 FULL S C 1 GETTING H C 1 GOD S C 2
FOUND H E 1 FULL S A 2 GETTING H A 4 GOD H A 1
FOUR H T 10 FULL HE 1 GETTING S A 2 GOES H T 1
FOUR S T 4 FUN H T 1 GETTING HE 3 GOES S T 1
FOUR H C 13 FUN S T 1 GETTING S E 1 GOES S C 9
FOUR S C 10 FUN TA 1 GI *SOUND S A 2 GOES HA 2
FOUR HA 1 FUN TE 1 GIRL H T 2 GOES TA 1
FOUR HE 5 FUNNY H T 1 GIRL ST 1 GOES S A 1
FRAME HA 2 FUNNY ST 1 GIRL SC 2 GOES HE 2
FRAMED H A 1 FUNNY SC 4 GIRL HA 1 GOING H T 12
FRAMES H T 2 FUNNY HA 2 GIRL S A 2 GOING ST 4
FRAMES HA 3 FUNNY S 0 1 GIRL'S HA 1 GOING H C 3
FREAKIES H T 2 FURTHER HE 1 GIRLS ST 1 GOING SC 5
FREAKIES HE 1 FUSS S A 1 GIRLS SC 1 GOING HA 13
FREAKY H T 3 GAME H T 2 GIRLS HA 1 GOING TA 1
FREAKY HA 1 GAME ST 1 GIRLS S A 1 GOING S A 7
FREE H T I GAME S C 2 GIVE H T 3 GOING HE 3
FREE H C 2 GAME HA 3 GIVE ST 1 GOING SE 3
FREE H A 1 GAME S 0 1 GIVE H C 3 GOING GOIN H T 5
FREE H E 3 GAMES H A 1 GIVE SC 3 GOING GOIN H A 1
FREEZER H A 1 GANG TA 1 GIVE HA 5 GOING GOIN TA 1
FRENCH H T 1 GARBAGE S A 1 GIVE TA 2 GOING GOIN' SC 1
FRENCH H C 4 GARBAGE H E 1 GIVE S A 3 GOING GONNA H T 31
FRENCH HA 2 GARDEN S A 1 GIVE H E 2 GOING GONNA TT 3
FRIDAY H A 2 GAS H A 1 GIVE S E 2 GOING GONNA S T 16
FRIED H T 3 GAVE H T 2 GIVE GIMME H T 2 GOING GONNA H C 3
FRIEND S C 1 GAVE H C 1 GIVE GIMME H C 1 GOING GONNA S C 21
FRIEND S A 1 GAVE S C 2 GIVEN HA 1 GOING GONNA HA 23
FRIENDS S C 1 GAVE HA 6 GIVES HA 3 GOING GONNA T A 5
FRIENDS H A 1 GAVE S A 1 GIVES S E 1 GOING GONNA S A 3
FRIENDS S A 1 GAVE HE 2 GIVING H 0 1 GOING GONNA S 0 2
FRIES H T 1 GAVE S E 1 GLAD S C I GOING GONNA H E 7
FRIES H C 4 GENERALLY HA 1 GLASS S C 4 GOING GONNA T E 1
FRIES HA 2 GENERALLY T A 1 GLASS HA 1 GOING GONNA S E 3
FRIGHTENED HA. 1 GENEROUS HA 1 GLASS S A 2 GONE T T 1
FROG ST 1 GERRY HA 1 GLASS HE I GONE S T 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 905 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 906


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 10 910
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 913 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 914
I'LL S A 3 INSIDE S T 3 IT'S H C 6 JUICE HE 1
I'LL HE 3 INSIDE H C 1 IT'S S C 14 JUICE S E 1
I'M H T 42 INSIDE S C 3 IT'S HA 29 JUICES H E 1
I'M T T 2 INSIDE HA 1 IT'S T A 14 JULIE S C 1
I'M S T 10 INSIDE T A 1 IT'S S A 8 JULIUS H C 2
I'M H C 10 INSIDE S A 1 IT'S H O 1 JULIUS H A 1
I'M S C 16 INSTEAD S A 2 IT'S S 0 2 JULIUSES H C 1
I'M HA 14 INTELLIGENCE HA 1 IT'S HE 12 JULIUSES H E 1
I'M T A 4 INTERESTING HA 2 IT'S T E 3 JUMP H T 2
I'M S A 5 INTO H T 4 IT'S S E 7 JUMP H E 2
I'M T 0 1 INTO S T 1 ITSELF H T 1 JUMPED S A 1
I'M HE 20 INTO H C 1 J HE 1 JUMPING S T 2
I'M T E 1 INTO HA 4 JACK H T 2 JUMPING S C 1
I'M S E 5 INTO T A 1 JACK S T 2 JUMPING HA 1
I'VE S C 3 INTO S A 1 JACK'S HA 1 JUNIOR H T 1
I'VE H A 2 INTO S E 1 JACKET H T 3 JUNIOR HE 1
I'VE T A 1 INTRODUCING H 0 1 JACKET S C 1 JUST H T 16
I'VE S A 1 INVADING H E 1 JACKET H A 1 JUST S T 3
I'VE H E 2 INVITED S A 1 JACKIE'S S C 1 JUST H C 7
I'VE T E 1 INVOLVED HE 1 JACKS HA 1 JUST S C 4
ICE H T 6 IS H T 79 JAIL H C 2 JUST HA 19
ICE H C 1 IS T T 7 JAIL HE 3 JUST T A 6
ICE H A 5 IS S T 29 JASON S A 2 JUST S A 7
IDEA H A 1 IS H C 10 JASPER H T 1 JUST HE 18
IDEA S A 3 IS S C 33 JASPER H E 1 JUST T E 1
IF H T 8 IS H A 68 JASPER'S HA 1 JUST S E 3
IF T T 3 IS T A 12 JEFF H T I JUST JUS H T 1
IF S T 2 IS S A 19 JENNIE HE 1 JUST JUS T T 1
IF H C 1 IS H 0 2 JERRY H A 2 JUST JUS S T 2
IF S C 4 IS H E 28 JEWISH H T 1 JUST JUS S E 1
IF H A 11 IS S E 11 JEWISH HA 2 K H T 5
IF T A 8 ISN'T H T 5 JIM H T 1 K T T 1
IF S A 8 ISN'T S T 3 JIM HA 5 K S T 1
IF H 0 I ISN'T H C 1 JINGLE H T 1 K H C 8
IF H E 4 ISN'T S C 1 JOB HA 1 K S C 3
IF T E 3 ISN'T HA 2 JOEY SA 1 K H A 21
IF S E 6 ISN'T HE 1 JOHN SA 2 K T A 2
IGNITE S E 1 IT H T 184 JOHNNY H T 1 K S A 9
IN H T 54 IT T T 26 JOHNNY ST i K HE 15
IN T T 10 IT S T 45 JOHNNY S C 4 K T E 5
IN S T 9 IT H C 35 JOHNNY S A 10 K S E 12
IN H C 11 IT S C 70 JOHNNY H 0 1 KANGAROO KANGERO H T 1
IN S C 17 IT H A 108 JOHNNY'S S T 1 KANGAROO KANGERO HA 2
IN H A 92 IT T A 27 JOINED H T 1 KEEP H T 1
IN T A 16 IT S A 29 JONATHAN S E 2 KEEP T T 1
IN S A 20 IT HO 1 JONES S A 3 KEEP S T 5
IN S 0 1 IT H E 38 JOY H A 1 KEEP H C 1
IN H E 18 IT T E 4 JR'S H T 1 KEEP HA 1
IN S E 5 IT S E 33 JUICE H T 2 KEEP S 0 1
IN COMINTH H T 1 IT'LL T A 2 JUICE S T 2 KEEP HE 1
INCENTIVE H E 1 IT'LL S E 1 JUICE H C 1 KEEP S E 1
INCOME HA 1 IT'S H T 33 JUICE S C 8 KEEPING KEEPIN S C 1
INCOME HE 1 IT'S T T 5 JUICE HA 4 KEEPS H T 4
INDICATOR S T 1 IT'S S T 15 JUICE S A 2 KEPT H T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 915 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 916
KEPT H A 1 LADY H T 3 LET H A 4 LITTLE H C 1
KETCHUP H T 1 LADY HA 1 LET T A 2 LITTLE S C 2
KETCHUP HA 2 LADY S A 15 LET S A 2 LITTLE HA 12
KEY S T 1 LADY'S S A 2 LET HE 3 LITTLE T A 1
KEYS HA 1 LAIR S C 1 LET S E 1 LITTLE S A 7
KID T A 1 LARGE H A 1 LET'S H T 5 LITTLE HE 3
KIDS H T 1 LAST H C 1 LET'S S T 5 LITTLE T E 2
KIDS HA 4 LAST S C 2 LET'S S C 7 LITTLE S E 4
KIDS H E 1 LAST HA 9 LET'S HA 15 LITTLER H T 1
KIND H T 2 LAST S A 1 LET'S T A 1 LIVES H A 1
KIND H C 3 LAST S E 1 LET'S S A 6 LIVING H T 1
KIND S C 2 LAST LAS S T 1 LET'S S 0 1 LIVING S C 1
KIND HA 15 LAST LAS T A 1 LETS H T 1 LIVING HA 1
KIND HE 1 LATE HE 2 LETS T A 1 LOAN H T 1
KIND S E 3 LATER T T 1 LETTER HA 1 LOCATED T A 1
KIND KINDA T E 1 LATER HA 2 LEVERS S T 1 LOCKED T T 2
KINDS H T 1 LATER T A I LIBRA S E 1 LOCKER S A 2
KINDS S C I LATER S A 1 LIBRARY S C 1 LONG H T 2
KINDS H A 1 LATER T E 2 LIBRARY HA I LONG S T 1
KITCHEN HA 3 LAUNDRY H T 1 LIBRARY S A 2 LONG HA 6
KNAPSACK TT 3 LAY S A 1 LIGHT H T 5 LONG S A 4
KNAPSACK TA 1 LEADER S A 5 LIGHT SC 1 LONG HE 2
KNEW H T 3 LEADERS S A 2 LIGHT SE 2 LONGER TT 1
KNEW S A 1 LEARNED SC I LIGHTS H T 3 LONGER H E 1
KNOCK H A 1 LEAST S C 1 LIKE H T 25 LOOK H T 22
KNOCK TA 1 LEAST HA 2 LIKE TT 2 LOOK TT 3
KNOCK H E 1 LEAVE TT 1 LIKE ST 7 LOOK ST 15
KNOCKED H A 1 LEAVE H C 3 LIKE H C 8 LOOK H C 1
KNOCKING HA 1 LEAVE SC 1 LIKE SC 18 LOOK S C 39
KNOW H T 50 LEAVE H A 3 LIKE HA 27 LOOK HA 15
KNOW T T 4 LEAVE TA 1 LIKE TA 2 LOOK TA 1
KNOW ST 10 LEAVE S A 1 LIKE S A 7 LOOK S A 8
KNOW H C 15 LEAVE H E 1 LIKE S 0 1 LOOK S 0 1
KNOW S C 24 LEAVES TA 1 LIKE H E 6 LOOKED H T 1
KNOW HA 34 LED S A 1 LIKE SE 9 LOOKED HA 1
KNOW TA 5 LEFT H T 1 LIKED S A 1 LOOKED TA 1
KNOW S A 9 LEFT TT 2 LIKELY S A 1 LOOKED S A 1
KNOW H O 1 LEFT HA 6 LINE S A 1 LOOKING H T 2
KNOW HE 16 LEFT TA 2 LINED HA 1 LOOKING S C 1
KNOW S E 2 LEFT S A 1 LINES S E 1 LOOKING H A 2
KNOW DUNNO H T 2 LEFT S E 1 LIPS HA 1 LOOKING LOOKIN T T 1
KNOWS H T 1 LEG S A 1 LIQUID HE 1 LOOKING LOOKIN S T 1
KNOWS HA 3 LEGO HA 2 LISA S A 1 LOOKS H T 5
KNOWS T A 2 LEISURE H A 1 LISTEN H T 1 LOOKS S C 1
KNOWS S A 2 LEMONADE H T 2 LISTEN S T 1 LOOKS H A 1
KNOWS HE I LEMONADE HA 1 LISTEN HA 5 LOOKS T A 1
KRAUS S C 1 LEMONADE H E 1 LISTEN HE 1 LOOKS S A 1
KYLE S T 12 LESSON S T 1 LISTEN S E 1 LOOKS S E 1
KYLE S C 6 LESSON HA 1 LISTENED S A 1 LOOSE H T 1
KYLE H A 1 LESSONS H A 2 LISTENING H T 4 LOOSE T T 1
KYLE S A 3 LET H T 8 LISTENING H C 1 LOOSE HA 2
KYLE S E 2 LET S T 2 LISTENING S A I LORD H T 2
L H T 1 LET H C 4 LISTENING HE 1 LORD H 0 2
LABEL H A 1 LET S C 5 LITTLE H T 12 LOSE H 0 1
917 GROUP 2 CHILD 10
LOST HA 2 MAKE S T 1 MATTER S C 1 MEDIUM S C 1
LOST T A 2 MAKE H C 2 MATTER HE 1 MEET S T 1
LOT H T 1 MAKE S C 2 MATTHEW S C 1 MEET H E 1
LOT S C 3 MAKE HA 9 MAW H T 7 MEETING S E 1
LOT H A 1 MAKE T A 1 MAY H T 1 MEMBER H C 1
LOT T A 1 MAKE S A 2 MAY H C 1 MEN S C 1
LOT S A 1 MAKE H E 5 MAY H A 9 MENTION HA 2
LOT S E 1 MAKES H T 1 MAY T A 1 MENU H A 1
LOTS H T 2 MAKES H C 1 MAY S E 1 MENU T A 1
LOTS S C 1 MAKES HA 3 MAY WHACHAM H A 1 MEREDITH S A 3
LOTS TA 1 MAKING H T 2 MAYBE H T 3 MERIDETH S A 1
LOTTERY H C 1 MAKING S T 1 MAYBE T T 2 MESSAGE S C 1
LOUD S A 1 MAKING H C 1 MAYBE S T 1 MESSAGE H A 1
LOUDER S T 1 MAKING S C 1 MAYBE H C 1 MESSED HE 1
LOUDER S A 5 MAKING HA 2 MAYBE S C 2 MESSING H T 2
LOUDER S 0 1 MAMA H E 1 MAYBE HA 4 MESSING HE 1
LOVE H T 4 MAN H T 8 MAYBE T A 1 MESSING MESSIN HE 1
LOVE S T 1 MAN T T 1 MAYBE S A 1 MET S A 1
LOVE H C 1 MAN S T 1 MAYBE S 0 1 MET H E 1
LOVELY S A 1 MAN S C 3 MAYBE HE 1 METER HA 1
LOVES T A 1 MAN HA 5 ME H T 30 MICKEY H T 1
LOW H T 1 MAN S A 2 ME T T 3 MICKEY H C 1
LOW H A 1 MAN H 0 1 ME S T 7 MICROPHONE H T 5
LOW S A 3 MAN H E 2 ME H C 18 MICROPHONE S T 1
LOW T E 1 MAN TE 1 ME S C 23 MICROPHONE S C 4
LOWER S A 1 MANAGER H T 1 ME H A 18 MICROPHONE HA 3
LUCK S E 1 MANAGER HA 1 ME T A 3 MICROPHONE HE 3
LUCKY H T 1 MANHATTAN HE 1 ME S A 3 MICROPHONE S E 1
LUCKY S C 1 MANNERS H T 1 ME H 0 2 MICROPHONES H T 1
LUNCH T T 2 MANNERS HA 1 ME S 0 4 MICROPHONES S T 1
LUNCH HA 3 MANY H T 3 ME H E 16 MICROSCOPE HA 1
LUNCH T A 1 MANY H C 1 ME T E 1 MIDDLE HA 2
LUNCH HE 1 MANY H A 3 ME S E 7 MIDDLE S A 1
MA H T 6 MANY S A 1 ME GIMME H T 2 MIDDLE HE 1
MA TT 2 MAP S T 5 ME GIMME H C 1 MIGHT H T 3
MAC H E 1 MAP S C 2 MEALS H A 1 MIGHT T T 2
MACHINE H T 1 MAR S T 1 MEAN H T 1 MIGHT S T 3
MACHINE S T 7 MARBLE H T 1 MEAN H C 2 MIGHT H C 1
MACHINE HA 1 MARBLE S T 1 MEAN S C 3 MIGHT S C 2
MACHINE'S H T 1 MARJORIE HA 1 MEAN HA 3 MIGHT HA 3
MAD H T 1 MARRIAGE H A 1 MEAN T A 1 MIGHT T A 2
MAD S C 1 MARY S A 1 MEAN HE 2 MIGHT S A 1
MADE H T 1 MASKING S A 1 MEAN T E 1 MIGHT HE 3
MADE S T 1 MATCH H T 1 MEANS H T 2 MIGHT S E 1
MADE HNA 6 MATCH T T 1 MEANS T T 1 MILK H T 1
MADE SA 1 MATCH S A 1 MEANS H C 1 MILK H C 1
MAGNET H T 1 MATCHED HA 1 MEANS HA 3 MILK HA 1
MAGNET HA 1 MATCHES H C 1 MEANS T A 2 MILK H E 1
MAGNIFYING SC 1 MATCHES HA 1 MEANT HA 2 MILLION H T 2
MAGNIFYING SE 1 MATCHES S A 1 MEANT HE 3 MILLION HE 1
MAILMAN H T 1 MATH H C 1 MEASURE HA 1 MIND H T 3
MAIN S A 2 MATH HA 1 MEAT H T 1 MIND HA 2
MAJOR'S T A 1 MATTER H T 1 MEAT HA 3 MINE H T 3
MAKE H T 5 MATTER H C 1 MEATBALLS H C 2 MINE S T 4
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 919 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 920
MINE H C 6 MOOING S A 2 MUEHLER S C 1 NEEDS HA 1
MINE S C 2 MORE H T 6 MUEHLER T A 2 NEST S A 1
MINE HA 4 MORE T T 1 MUEHLER S A 2 NEVER H T 3
MINE H E 1 MORE S T 1 MUELLER HA 1 NEVER T T 1
MINES H E 1 MORE H C 1 MUELLER T A 1 NEVER S C 1
MINUTE H T 5 MORE S C 6 MUFFINS H C 1 NEVER HA 2
MINUTE H C 5 MORE HA 14 MUSCLES H A 1 NEVER S A 1
MINUTE S C 1 MORE S A 4 MUSIC HA 1 NEVER HE 1
MINUTE HA 3 MORE S E 3 MUSIC S A 5 NEW H T 2
MINUTE S A 6 MORNING H T 3 MUSICAL H T 1 NEW H A 2
MINUTES H T 2 MORNING S T 1 MUST H C 1 NEW T A 1
MINUTES HA 4 MORNING HA 7 MUST H A 3 NEW S A 2
MINUTES HE 3 MORNING H E 1 MUST H E 1 NEW H E 2
MIRANDA H T 1 MORNING T E 1 MY H T 48 NEWS S C 1
MIRANDA HA 1 MORPHODITE H A 1 MY T T 9 NEWS H A 1
MIRROR H T 1 MORTGAGE H C 2 MY S T 7 NEWS HE 2
MISS S C 1 MOST S A 1 MY H C 16 NEXT H T 1
MISSED H C 1 MOST H E 2 MY S C 20 NEXT H C 1
MISSED HE 1 MOTHER H C 2 MY H A 22 NEXT HA 3
MISSES H A 1 MOTHER S A 3 MY T A 2 NEXT S A 15
MISSING HA 1 MOTHER H E 1 MY H 0 1 NICE H T 3
MISTAKES H C 1 MOTOR T A 1 MY S 0 1 NICE H C 1
MITTENS T A 1 MOTOR T E 1 MY H E 4 NICE HA 5
MIX H T I MOUSE H T 1 MY TE 1 NICE TA 1
MIXED H C 1 MOUSE H C 1 MY SE 3 NICE SA I
MIXTURE HA 1 MOUTH H T 2 MYSELF H T 2 NICE TE 1
MMM *SOUND H C I MOUTH SC 1 N TT 1 NICE SE 1
MOBILE HE 1 MOUTH HA 2 N H C 2 NIGHT TT 2
MODEL HA 1 MOUTH TA 2 N H A 3 NIGHT H C 2
MOLASSES H T 1 MOVE H T 2 N TA 1 NIGHT HA 11
MOLASSES HA 1 MOVE ST 1 N H E 1 NIGHT SA 1
MOM H T 15 MOVE H C 1 NAME H T 7 NIGHT HE 1
MOM TT 1 MOVE SC 2 NAME HA 7 NIGHTS SA 1
MOM H C 8 MOVE SA 1 NAME SA 1 NIGHTSTAND H T 1
MOM H E 1 MOVE HE 3 NAME H 0 1 NINE H T 2
MOM'S H T 2 MOVED SA 1 NAME HE 1 NINE H C 4
MOMENT HA 1 MOVED HE 1 NAMED H T 1 NINE HA 4
MOMMY H T 2 MOVING ST 1 NAP H T 1 NINE HE 1
MOMMY ST 2 MOVING SC 1 NAPKIN HA 2 NIXON'S H C 1
MOMMY H C 4 MR H T 1 NATIONS H T 1 NO H T 53
MOMMY SC 6 MR SC 1 NATIONS H A 1 NO TT 5
MOMMY H A 3 MR H A 1 NEAR H A 2 NO ST 23
MOMMY SA 3 MRS H T 1 NEAR TA 1 NO H C 14
MOMMY'S H T 1 MRS SC 2 NEARLY H A 1 NO SC 30
MOMMY'S H A 3 MRS H A 2 NEED H T 3 NO H A 72
MONEY H T 3 MRS T A 4 NEED T T 1 NO T A 4
MONEY H C 2 MRS S A 5 NEED S C 1 NO S A 8
MONEY H A 3 MRS T E 1 NEED H A 4 NO S 0 6
MONEY H E 3 MS S A 1 NEED T A 2 NO H E 31
MONOPOLY H T 1 MUCH H T 4 NEED S A 2 NO T E 8
MONOPOLY HA 1 MUCH H C 1 NEED H 0 1 NO S E 13
MONTHS H E 1 MUCH HA 6 NEED S E 2 NO NA H A 3
MOO S A 1 MUCH HE 6 NEEDED T E 1 NO NAW H E 1
MOOED S A 6 MUCH S E 3 NEEDLE S A 1 NOBODY H T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 918
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 10 922




















































































































































































































































































































































RECORD S T 1
RECORD HA 1
RECORDER H T 2
RECORDER .H C I
RECORDER H A 3
RECORDING H T 3
RECORDING S T 2
RECORDING S C 1
RECORDING H A 1
RECORDING H E 1
RECORDING S E 1
RED H T 10
RED S C 1
REDETSKY S A 1
REFRIGERATOR H A 1
REGULAR H A 1
REINDEER H T 3
REJOICE S A 1
REJOICE SO 4
RELAX HA 1
RELIGIOUS H A 1
REMEMBER H T 1
REMEMBER T T 2
REMEMBER H A 2
REMEMBER T A 1
REMEMBER HE .1
REMEMBER REMEMBA H T 1
REMINDS H A 1
REMOTE S T 2
REMOTE HA 1
REMOTE 'MOTE H T 1
RENT H T 1
RENT HC 2
RENT H E 1
REPEATING S T 1
RESPONSIBILITY H E 1
REST H T 3
REST HA 1
RESTING S A 1
REWINDING H T 1
RIBS H T 1
RIBS HA 1
RICOCHET H 0 1
RIDE S C 1
RIDING T T 1
RIGHT H T 15
RIGHT T T 4
RIGHT S T 12
RIGHT H C 8
RIGHT S C 6
RIGHT H A 31
RIGHT T A 12
RIGHT S A 4


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 10 926





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 10 930
THAT T A 21 THEM EM H E 2 THEY'RE HA 11 THOSE T T 2
THAT S A 18 THEN H T 10 THEY'RE S 0 1 THOSE S T 4
THAT H E 36 THEN T T 2 THEY'RE HE 1 THOSE H C 2
THAT T E 1 THEN S T 4 THEY'RE T E 1 THOSE S C 4
THAT S E 15 THEN H C 3 THING H T 16 THOSE HA 31
THAT DAT T T 2 THEN S C 15 THING T T 1 THOSE S A 1
THAT DAT S T 2 THEN HA 14 THING S T 3 THOSE HE 4
THAT'S H T 22 THEN T A 2 THING H C 1 THOUGH H T 2
THAT'S T T 2 THEN S A 6 THING S C 4 THOUGH H C 1
THAT'S S T 7 THEN HE 6 THING HA 16 THOUGH HE 1
THAT'S H C 3 THEN S E 6 THING T A 3 THOUGHT H T 2
THAT'S S C 9 THERE H T 26 THING S A 2 THOUGHT H C 1
THAT'S HA 60 THERE T T 9 THING HE 1 THOUGHT HA 2
THAT'S T A 6 THERE S T 9 THING SOMETHI H T 2 THOUGHT S A 2
THAT'S S A 8 THERE H C 7 THING SOMETHI H C 2 THOUGHT HE 2
THAT'S H E 12 THERE S C 4 THING SOMETHI S C 1 THREE H T 9
THAT'S T E 1 THERE HA 32 THING'S H C 1 THREE S T 7
THAT'S S E 2 THERE T A 16 THINGS H T 13 THREE H C 12
THE H T 160 THERE S A 6 THINGS S T 5 THREE S C 5
THE T T 27 THERE HE 14 THINGS H C 3 THREE HA 2
THE S T 35 THERE S E 4 THINGS S C 2 THREE S A 1
THE H C 27 THERE DER S T 1 THINGS HA 10 THREE HE 5
THE S C 42 THERE DER S C 1 THINGS T A 1 THREW H T 1
THE H A 223 THERE'S H T 8 THINGS H 0 1 THREW HA 1
THE T A 46 THERE'S T T 2 THINGS HE 1 THREW T A 1
THE S A 131 THERE'S H C 1 THINGS S E 2 THROUGH S T 1
THE H 0 8 THERE'S S C 6 THINK H T 6 THROUGH H C 2
THE S 0 4 THERE'S HA 14 THINK T T 1 THROUGH S C 1
THE H E 38 THERE'S T A 1 THINK H C 5 THROUGH HA 5
THE T E 2 THERE'S S A 1 THINK S C 1 THROUGH S A 1
THE S E 24 THERE'S HE 4 THINK HA 19 THROUGH S E 1
THE COMINTH T 1 THESE H T 14 THINK T A 8 THROW H T 4
THE DA H T 4 THESE S T 4 THINK S A 9 THROW T T 1
THE DA S T 1 THESE H C 6 THINK S O 1 THROW H C 2
THE DA S C 3 THESE S C 5 THINK H E 3 THROW HA I
THE DA H E 2 THESE HA 17 THINK S E 2 THROW HE 1
THEIR HA 3 THESE S A 1 THINKING S A I THURSDAY S A 1
THEIR T A 1 THESE HE 1 THIRTY H T 1 THURSDAY HE 2
THEIR S A 5 THESE S E 2 THIRTY H C I TICKETS H T 2
THEIR H E 1 THEY H T 24 THIS H T 28 TIED H T 1
THEIRS H T 1 THEY T T 2 THIS TT 1 TIME H T 3
THEM H T 1 THEY S T 4 THIS S T 19 TIME T T 4
THEM TT 1 THEY H C 6 THIS H C 23 TIME S T 1
THEM S C 4 THEY S C 4 THIS S C 31 TIME H C 3
THEM HA 13 THEY HA 51 THIS HA 47 TIME S C 2
THEM T A 2 THEY T A 8 THIS T A 11 TIME HA 19
THEM S A 5 THEY S A 24 THIS S A 13 TIME T A 4
THEM HE 1 THEY HE 4 THIS S 0 1 TIME S A 6
THEM EM H T 12 THEY T E 2 THIS HE 19 TIME HE 6
THEM EM TT 1 THEY S E 3 THIS S E 10 TIME T E 1
THEM EM S T 2 THEY'RE H T 5 THIS DIS H T 1 TIME S E 1
THEM EM H C 3 THEY'RE T T 3 THIS DIS S T 2 TIMES H T 5
THEM EM S C 2 THEY'RE H C 1 THIS DIS S C 3 TIMES H C 2
THEM EM H A 8 THEY'RE S C 5 THOSE H T 18 TIMES HA 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 935 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 936
TIMES HE 2 TODAY H T 5 TOP T A 1 TURNED H T 5
TIMES S E 1 TODAY T T 2 TOP H E 1 TURNED S T 1
TIP S E 2 TODAY S T 1 TOUCH T T 2 TURNS H C 3
TIRED H T 1 TODAY H C 1 TOUCH S C 1 TURNS T A 2
TIRED HA 1 TODAY S C 1 TOUCH HA 6 TWELVE H C 2
TIRING H T 2 TODAY HA 12 TOUCH T A 1 TWELVE HA 2
TIRING HA 2 TODAY S A 2 TOUCH HE 1 TWENTY H C 1
TISSUES T A 1 TODAY H E 1 TOUCH S E 1 TWENTY S C 2
TO H T 61 TODAY'S S C 1 TOUCHING TT T TWENTY HA 2
TO TT 1 TODAY'S S A 1 TOWEL H E 1 TWENTY S A 1
TO S T 16 TODAY'S HE 1 TOWN S A 2 TWENTY HE 2
TO H C 25 TOE H T 1 TOY H T 2 TWICE H A 1
TO S C 40 TOE H A 1 TOYS S A 1 TWO H T 17
TO HA 110 TOGETHER HA 2 TOYS HE 1 TWO TIT 1
TO T A 19 TOKEN H C 1 TRACK H A 1 TWO S T 13
TO S A 41 TOLD H T 3 TRAFFIC H E 1 TWO H C 22
TO H 0 2 TOLD T T 1 TRAIN H T 1 TWO S C 11
TO S 0 1 TOLD S T 1 TRAIN H A 1 TWO H A 16
TO H E 33 TOLD HA 6 TRAIN HO 1 TWO T A 1
TO T E 1 TOLD HE 1 TRAINING H A 1 TWO S A 3
TO S E 11 TOLD S E 1 TRASH T A 1 TWO H E 7
TO GONNA H T 31 TOMORROW H T 4 TREASURE S C 2 UGLY H T 2
TO GONNA T T 3 TOMORROW S T 2 TREE H T 1 UH *SOUND H T 20
TO GONNA ST 16 TOMORROW SC 4 TREES S A 1 UH *SOUND ST 5
TO GONNA H C 3 TOMORROW HA 1 TRICK HA 1 UH *SOUND H C 10
TO GONNA S C 21 TOMORROW S A 1 TRICKING T A 1 UH *SOUND S C 16
TO GONNA HA 23 TOMORROW S O 1 TRICKY H T 1 UH *SOUND HA 24
TO GONNA TA 5 TOMORROW HE 2 TRICKY HA 2 UH *SOUND TA 3
TO GONNA S A 3 TONGUE HA 1 TRICKY TE 1 UH *SOUND S A 4
TO GONNA S O 2 TONIGHT H C 3 TRIED S A 2 UH *SOUND S 0 3
TO GONNA HE 7 TONIGHT HA 2 TROLLS S T 1 UH *SOUND HE 19
TO GONNA TE 1 TONIGHT TA 2 TROTTERS H T 3 UH *SOUND TE 4
TO GONNA S E 3 TONIGHT S A 1 TROUBLE H A 1 UH *SOUND SE 4
TO GOTTA H T 6 TOO H T 13 TROUBLE S A 1 UH-HUH MHM H T 1
TO GOTTA T T 1 TOO S T 3 TRUE HA 1 UH-HUH MHM H C 4
TO GOTTA ST 1 TOO H C 2 TRUTH S A 2 UH-HUH MHM HA 9
TO GOTTA H C 2 TOO SC 6 TRY H T 3 UH-HUH MHM H 0 1
TO GOTTA SC 8 TOO HA 12 TRY ST 2 UH-HUH MHM HE 1
TO GOTTA HA 2 TOO TA 3 TRY H A 4 UHH *SOUND H T 1
TO GOTTA S A 1 TOO S A 5 TRY T A 1 UM H T 32
TO GOTTA T E 1 TOO HE 8 TRY HE 2 UM ST 3
TO GOTTA SE 2 TOO SE 3 TRYING HA 1 UM H C 16
TO TA H T 2 TOOK H T 2 TRYING S A 1 UM SC 8
TO TA TT 1 TOOK ST 3 TRYING TRYIN H E 1 UM HA 6
TO TUH H T 4 TOOK H C 2 TUBE S A 1 UM S O 2
TO TUH HA 1 TOOK S C 1 TURN H T 7 UM H E 9
TO WANNA H T 5 TOOK HA 5 TURN TT 1 UM T E 1
TO WANNA T T 3 TOOK T A 1 TURN S T 1 UM S E 1
TO WANNA S T 8 TOOK S A 3 TURN H C 6 UM UMM H T 1
TO WANNA H C 2 TOOK S E 2 TURN S C 4 UM UMM S C 1
TO WANNA S C 4 TOOTHLESS HA 1 TURN H A 4 UM UMM T A 1
TO WANNA H A 4 TOP H T 4 TURN T A 1 UM UMM HE 1
TO WANNA H E . 2 TOP TT 1 TURN S A 1 UM UMMM HE 1
TO WANTA H T 2 TOP H A 5 TURN H E 7 UN *SOUND H T 5
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 933 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 934
937 GROUP 2 CHILD 10
UN *SOUND H C
UN *SOUND S C
UN *SOUND S 0











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































938GROUP 2 CHILD 10
WON'T H 0 1 YEAH H T 94 YOU T T 8 YOURS H C 3
WON'T HE 3 YEAH T T 19 YOU S T 44 YOURS HA 6
WON'T S E 1 YEAH S T 30 YOU H C 58 YOURS S A 4
WONDER H T 4 YEAH H C 18 YOU S C 93 YOURS HE 2
WONDER S T 2 YEAH S C 18 YOU HA 275 YOURSELF S T 1
WONDER HA 1 YEAH HA 27 YOU T A 43 YOURSELF HA 2
WONDERED T A 1 YEAH T A 8 YOU S A 86 YUCK H A 1
WONDERFUL HA 1 YEAH S A 1 YOU H 0 3 YUK *MADEUP H T 1
WONDERFUL S A 1 YEAH H 0 1 YOU S 0 2 YUMMY S C 3
WONDERING HE 1 YEAH S 0 1 YOU H E 83 ZOOM HE 2
WOO S T 2 YEAH HE 23 YOU T E 5 00 H A 1
WORDS HA 1 YEAH T E 1 YOU S E 31 1 H T 19
WORDS HE 1 YEAH S E 4 YOU WHACHAM H A 1 1 S T 13
WORK H T 7 YEAR HA 7 YOU Y'ALL S C 2 1 H C 2
WORK H C 1 YEAR HE 1 YOU YA H T 5 1 S C 10
WORK S C 4 YEARS H C 1 YOU YA H C 2 1 HA 13
WORK HA 4 YEARS HA 3 YOU YA S C 1 1 TA 2
WORK S A 1 YECK *MADEUP S C 7 YOU YO H T 1 1 SA 11
WORK SO 2 YECKY *MADEUP S C 1 YOU YUH H T 1 1 S 0 1
WORK HE 1 YELLING H T 1 YOU YUH T T 1 1 H E 2
WORK S E 1 YELLOW HA 2 YOU'LL H T 5 1 T E 1
WORKED HA 1 YEP H T 12 YOU'LL T T 2 1 S E 2
WORKING H T 2 YEP T T 12 YOU'LL S C 2 10 H A 1
WORKING S T 1 YEP S T 4 YOU'LL H A 5 11 S A 1
WORKING H C 1 YEP H C 2 YOU'LL T A 2 110TH HA 1
WORKING HA 1 YEP HA 1 YOU'LL HE 1 116TH HE 1
WORKING S A 1 YEP T E 2 YOU'RE H T 6 119TH HA 1
WORKING HE 1 YEP S E 1 YOU'RE S T 4 12 H A 1
WORKING WORKIN T T 1 YES H T 12 YOU'RE H C 4 12 T E 1
WORKS H T 1 YES T T 1 YOU'RE S C 4 14 H A 1
WORKS H A 1 YES S T 4 YOU'RE H A 36 15 H A 2
WORLDS H C 1 YES H C 2 YOU'RE T A 5 18TH HA 1
WOULD H T 9 YES S C 3 YOU'RE S A 1 1975 HE 1
WOULD H C 3 YES H A 42 YOU'RE H E 8 2 H T 3
WOULD H A 19 YES T A 6 YOU'RE S E 1 2 S T 7
WOULD S A 10 YES S A 3 YOU'VE H A 4 2 H C 3
WOULD H E 3 YES H E 5 YOUNGSTERS H A 1 2 S C 5
WOULD S E 2 YES S E 1 YOUR H T 8 2 H A 8
WOULDN'T H T 1 YES YESH HA 1 YOUR T T 1 2 S A 5
WOULDN'T S C 1 YESTERDAY H T 1 YOUR S T 7 2 H E 1
WOULDN'T HA 1 YESTERDAY T T 1 YOUR H C 10 2 S E 1
WOW H T 5 YESTERDAY HA 5 YOUR S C 7 20 S A 1
WOW S T 2 YESTERDAY T A 3 YOUR H A 100 200 H C 1
WOW H A 1 YESTERDAY S A 1 YOUR T A 21 200 H A 1
WOW HE 1 YESTERDAY HE 1 YOUR S A 9 200TH HA 1
WRITE HA 1 YESTERDAY T E 1 YOUR S 0 1 21 S T 1
WRITE S E 1 YET H T 1 YOUR H E 16 22 H C 1
WRITING T A 1 YET HA 6 YOUR S E 4 25 T T 1
WRONG H T 5 YET T A 1 YOUR YER S C 3 26 H E 1
WRONG S T 3 YIKE H T 1 YOUR YER HA 1 27TH S A 1
WRONG H C 1 YIPES HA 1 YOUR'S S A 1 29 H A 2
WRONG HA 1 YIPPEE T T 1 YOUR'S H E 1 3 H T 8
WRONG WRONGA H T 1 YORK HE 2 YOURS H T 1 3 S T 6
WROTE S C 1 YOU H T 118 YOURS S T 2 3 S C 5
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 943
3 HA 10 6 S C 2
3 SA 3 6 HA 3
3 HE 1 6 HE 1
30 HC 2 7 HC 1
30 HA 2 7 HA 1
31 H T 1 7 SA 1
4 H T 4 7 HE 1
4 ST 1 8 HT 1
4 HC 1 8 ST 2
4 SC 1 8 HC 3
4 HA 3 8 HA 6
4 TA 1 8 SA 1
45 H T 1 8 HE 2
5 HT 2 9 HT 1
5 ST 1 9 SC 1
5 SC 1 9 HA 1
5 HA 3 9 TA 1
5 SA 1 95 HE 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 10 941 GROUP 2 CHILD 10 942
A H T 71 AFTERNOON S A 1 ALMOST H C 2 AND S A 32
A T T 3 AFTERWARDS HA 1 ALMOST H E 2 AND H 0 1
A S T 9 AGAIN H T 4 ALMOST ALMOS' S C 1 AND T 0 6
A H C 59 AGAIN H C 5 ALONE H C 1 AND S 0 14
A T C 14 AGAIN S C 2 ALONE H A 2 AND H E 29
A S C 56 AGAIN HA 5 ALONE HE 3 AND T E 1
A HA 188 AGAIN T A 1 ALREADY H T 1 AND 'N' H T 1
A T A 3 AGAIN S A 2 ALREADY H C 2 AND 'N' HA 5
A S A 33 AGAIN T O 3 ALREADY H A 2 AND 'N' S A 2
A H 0 3 AGAIN HE 3 ALRIGHT H T 3 AND 'N' H E 2
A T 0 11 AGAIN T E 1 ALRIGHT H C 1 AND AN' H T 8
A S 0 14 AGAINST S A 3 ALRIGHT S C 1 AND AN' S T 2
A H E 55 AGGRESSIONS HA 1 ALRIGHT HA 43 AND AN' H C 1
A T E 3 AGO S A 1 ALRIGHT T A 2 AND AN' HA 3
A SE 1 AH H T 4 ALRIGHT S A 20 AND AN'THEN S T 1
ABLE T A 1 AH S T 1 ALRIGHT HE 3 ANDRE S A 1
ABLE H E 1 AH H C 3 ALRIGHT T E 3 ANIMAL HA 1
ABOUT H T 1 AH SC 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT HA 1 ANIMALS H T 1
ABOUT H C 3 AH H A 7 ALSO S A 1 ANNETTE H C 2
ABOUT H A 26 AH S A 2 ALWAYS H T 2 ANOTHER H T 2
ABOUT T A 1 AH H E 1 ALWAYS H C 2 ANOTHER T T 1
ABOUT S A 7 AH AAH H C 2 ALWAYS T C 2 ANOTHER ST 2
ABOUT HE 5 AHA H C 1 ALWAYS HA 9 ANOTHER H C 2
ABOUT 'BOUT S C 1 AHEAD HA 7 ALWAYS S A 1 ANOTHER S C 1
ABOUT 'BOUT HA 2 AHEAD T A 2 ALWAYS HE 1 ANOTHER HA 6
ABRACADABRA BRA S 0 1 AHEAD S A 3 AM H T 3 ANOTHER S A 1
ABRACADABRA KADABRA SO 1 AIN'T H T 1 AM H C 1 ANOTHER SO 1
ACCIDENTS S A 1 AIN'T H C 2 AM S C 2 ANOTHER HE 2
ACCUSED HE 1 AIN'T S C 1 AM H A 3 ANOTHER ANOTHA H T 1
ACROSS H T 1 AIN'T H A 1 AM T A 1 ANTHONY S A 1
ACROSS HA 1 AIN'T T 0 1 AM SA 2 ANY HC 3
ACROSS T A 1 AIN'T H E 1 AM H E 2 ANY S C 1
ACROSS T E 1 AIR H T 1 AMEN H T 2 ANY HA 9
ACT HA 1 AIR HA 1 AMEN H C 2 ANY S A 3
ACTING HA 1 AIR HE 2 AMEN HE 2 ANY S 0 1
ACTRESS S A 1 AIRPLANE S C 3 AMOUNT HE 2 ANYBODY H C 1
ACTUALLY HE 3 AIRPLANE SA 2 AN H T 14 ANYBODY HA 6
ACTUALLY TE 1 ALL H T 9 AN ST 1 ANYBODY HE 1
ADD HA 1 ALL TT 1 AN HC 2 ANYMORE S C 1
ADDED HA 1 ALL S T 11 AN T C 1 ANYMORE HA 4
ADDING HC 1 ALL HC 8 AN SC 5 ANYTHING H C 1
ADDRESS HA 1 ALL S C 18 AN H A 11 ANYTHING S C 4
ADVANTAGE HA 1 ALL H A 57 AN S A 1 ANYTHING HA 5
ADVERTISED S A 1 ALL S A 9 AN T 0 1 ANYTHING S A 2
AFFORD HA 1 ALL HO 1 AN S 0 1 ANYTHING HE 1
AFRAID H T 1 ALL S 0 3 AN H E 8 ANYWAY T C 2
AFRAID HA 1 ALL H E 6 AND H T 45 ANYWAY HA 1
AFRICA HC 1 ALL Y'ALL S C 3 AND T T 3 ANYWAY TO 1
AFTER H T 3 ALL Y'ALL HA 2 AND S T 6 ANYWHERE HA 1
AFTER H C 3 ALL YALL HA 1 AND H C 34 ANYWHERE S A 1
AFTER HA 15 ALLOW HA 1 AND T C 2 APART H C 1
AFTER HE 3 ALLOWED HA 1 AND S C 28 APART HA 1
AFTER AFTA H T 1 ALLOWS T C 1 AND H A 132 APPEAR H T 1
AFTERNOON HA 1 ALMOST T T 2 AND T A 3 APPEAR H C 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 11 946 GROUP 2 CHILD 11 947
APPETITE H E 1 AW H E 1 BAYLEAF HA 1 BESIDE HA 1
APPLE H T 4 AWAY H T 3 BE H T 4 BET H T 1
APPLE H C 1 AWAY S T 2 BE S T 3 BET S T 1
APPLE HA 5 AWAY HC 3 BE H C 7 BET HC 1
APPLE S A 1 AWAY H A 24 BE S C 10 BET S C 1
APPLE S 0 1 AWAY S A 3 BE H A 33 BET HA 1
APPLES H T 1 AWAY H E 1 BE T A 3 BET TO 1
APPLES S C 1 AWHILE H A 2 BE S A 6 BET H E 2
APPROXIMATELY T A 1 AYE H T 1 BE S 0 1 BET BETCHA HE 1
ARE H T 16 B ST 2 BE HE 13 BETTER H T 1
ARE TT 1 B S C 2 BE TE 2 BETTER H C 4
ARE ST 1 B HA 1 BEAT H C 1 BETTER S C 3
ARE H C 13 BABIES H T 1 BEAT T O 1 BETTER HA 15
ARE S C 3 BABIES HA 3 BEAUTIFUL S T 6 BETTER HE 2
ARE H A 45 BABIES BABEZ H T 1 BEAUTIFUL BRUTIFU S C 1 BIG H T 4
ARE T A 4 BABY H T 12 BECAUSE H T 4 BIG HC 1
ARE S A 7 BABY H C 12 BECAUSE TT 1 BIG S C 3
ARE SO 1 BABY S C 2 BECAUSE T C 1 BIG HA 14
ARE H E 17 BABY HA 7 BECAUSE S C 2 BIG S A 2
AREA T E 2 BABY SO 1 BECAUSE HA 7 BIGGER H T 1
AREN'T S A I BACK H T 7 BECAUSE S A 1 BIGGEST HO 1
AROUND H C 4 BACK H C 11 BECAUSE SO 1 BILL H C 1
AROUND S C 6 BACK S C 1 BECAUSE HE 5 BIRTHDAY S T 1
AROUND S A 2 BACK HA 14 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T I BIRTHDAY S C 1
AROUND S O 3 BACK S A 4 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 3 BISCUIT H C 4
AROUND AROUN HA 1 BACK S O 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HE 1 BISCUIT HA 8
AS ST 2 BACK HE 8 BECAUSE CUZ H T 1 BISCUIT H E 1
AS HC 1 BACKGROUND HE 1 BECAUSE CUZ HA 3 BISCUITS H T 1
AS SC 1 BACKSIDE H C 1 BECAUSE CUZ HE 2 BISCUITS H C 3
AS HA 18 BACKWARDS HA 1 BED H T 2 BISCUITS HA 18
AS S 0 1 BAD H T 3 BED HA 7 BISCUITS HE 9
AS H E 5 BAD H A 11 BEE HA 1 BIT H T 3
ASK H A 5 BAD TA 1 BEEN H T 2 BIT TT 1
ASK HE 1 BAD H E 4 BEEN S A 3 BIT ST 1
ASKED H T 2 BAG HC 1 BEEN H E 3 BIT HC 1
ASKED H C 1 BAG HA 1 BEFORE * TT 1 BIT S C 1
ASKED H A 9 BAG S A 3 BEFORE HC 3 BIT H A 5
AT H T 9 BAGS H T 1 BEFORE TC 1 BIT S 0 1
AT TT 1 BAH H T 1 BEFORE HA 4 BITE H T 3
AT H C 13 BAKED H C 2 BEFORE TA 2 BITE H C 1
AT S C 1 BALL H C 9 BEFORE S A 1 BITE HA 5
AT H A 30 BALL HA 8 BEFORE HE 3 BLACK H T 2
AT S A 6 BALL H E 1 BEHIND TC 1 BLACK H C 3
AT S O 3 BALL'S H C 1 BEING HA 2 BLACK TC 1
AT H E 6 BANANAS S C 1 BEING S A 1 BLEACHERS HE 1
AT T E 1 BAND H C 1 BEING HE 1 BLINK H T 6
ATE H T 2 BANK HA 2 BELCH HA 2 BLINK H C 7
ATE HC 1 BARELY T A 1 BELIEVE H C 1 BLINK H A 1
ATE SC 1 BAT H C 1 BELIEVE HA 1 BLINK HE 4
ATE H A 4 BAT H A 2 BELIEVE HE 2 BLINKED H T 1
ATTACKING HE 1 BATHROOM H T 3 BELLS S T 1 BLINKED H C 1
AUTOMATICALLY H A 1 BATHROOM H A 1 BELONG S A 1 BLINKED HE 2
AVE T A 1 BATHROOM H E 1 BELONGS H A 1 BLINKING BLINKIN H A 2
AW H A 3 BAY H A 3 BELT T T 1 BLOCK S 0 2
GROUP 2 CHILD 11 944 GROUP 2 CHILD 11 945




























































































































COOKIE COKIE H T



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 11 949
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































953GROUP 2 CHILD 11


















































































































































































































































































GOIN H T 1
GOIN TT 1T
GOIN H C 3
GOIN' H T 2
GOIN' H C 2
GOIN' S C 1
GOIN' HA 6
GOIN' HE 1
GONNA H T 30
GONNA T T 1
GONNA S T 7
GONNA H C 12
GONNA T C 4
GONNA S C 9
GONNA HA 49
GONNA T A 3
GONNA S A 9
GONNA T 0 2
GONNA S 0 4
GONNA H E 13






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GETTIN S T 1
GETTIN' S T 1









































































































































































957GROUP 2 CHILD 11























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IM H E 1














*SOUND S 0 1
*SOUND H T 12















































































































EN H T 1




















































































































































































































































































































































































961GROUP 2 CHILD 11























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 11 965
MINE T C 1 MOO H A 6 MUST S A 1 NEW H A 2
MINE S C 7 MOOING HA 1 MUST H E 1 NEW H E 1
MINE HA 2 MOOING MOOIN' H T 1 MY H T 27 NEWS HA 4
MINE TO 2 MOON H E 1 MY T T 8 NEXT H T 4
MINE SO 0 2 MOP S C 1 MY S T 3 NEXT S T 1
MINE'S S T , 3 MORE H T 8 MY H C 31 NEXT H C 3
MINE'S S C 1 MORE S T 5 MY T C 5 NEXT H A 4
MINE'S H E 1 MORE H C 7 MY S C 22 NEXT S A 2
MINES S C 2 MORE T C 2 MY H A 18 NEXT H E 1
MINUTE S C 2 MORE S C 15 MY S A 9 NICE T C 1
MINUTE H A 3 MORE H A 16 MY T 0 3 NICE S C 2
MINUTE S A 6 MORE S A 6 MY SO 5 NICE HA 11
MINUTE H E 3 MORE T 0 3 MY H E 25 NICE S A 3
MINUTE T E 1 MORE SO 5 MYSELF H T 5 NICE H E 1
MINUTE S E 1 MORE HE 3 MYSELF H C 1 NICKNAME H E 1
MINUTES H C 2 MORNING H C 3 MYSELF H A 1 NIGHT H C 1
MINUTES H A 1 MORNING H A 2 N H T 1 NIGHT HA 4
MINUTES HE 1 MORNING S A 1 N S A 1 NIGHT HE 1
MISS H T 8 MORNING S 0 1 N H E 3 NIGHTY H E 1
MISS T T 1 MORNING MORININ H T 1 NAME H T 1 NIPPLES H C 2
MISS H C 5 MOST HA 1 NAME T T 1 NO H T 42
MISS S C 5 MOST T A 1 NAME S C 1 NO T T 8
MISS S A 7 MOTHER H T 4 NAME H A 11 NO S T 13
MISS S 0 3 MOTHER T T 5 NAME S A 8 NO H C 46
MISSED H C 1 MOTHER HC 3 NAP S C 1 NO TC 4
MISSED S C 1 MOTHER T C 2 NAP S 0 1 NO S C 90
MISSING MISSIN' S C 1 MOTHER H A 1 NAPKIN H T 2 NO H A 44
MIX H A 3 MOTHER HE 1 NAPKIN H C 2 NO T A 2
MMM *SOUND H T 2 MOTHER'S H C 1 NAPKIN S C 3 NO S A 15
MMM *SOUND HA 3 MOTHER'S HA 1 NAPKIN H A 1 NO T 0 4
MMM *SOUND HE 6 MOUSE H C 1 NAPKIN S A 7 NO S 0 7
MMMM *SOUND HE 2 MOUSTACHE H E 1 NAPKIN S 0 2 NO H E 36
MMMMM *SOUND H E 1 MOUTH H T 1 NAPKIN NADKIN S C 1 NO S E 1
MOM H T 1 MOUTH H C 1 NAPKINS H A 3 NO NAW H A 1MOM HC 3 MOUTH S C 3 NAPKINS S A 1 NOBODY S A 1MOM H E 1 MOUTH H A 6 NASTY H T 2 NOISE HA 5
MOM MUM H T 1 MOUTH S A 5 NEAR HA 2 NOISES H E 1
MOMMY H T 51 MOUTH HE 2 NEED S T 3 NONE H C 3MOMMY H C 45 MOVE H C 1 NEED H C 2 NOPE H T 3
MOMMY H A 14 MOVE S C 4 NEED S C 5 NOPE H C 1MOMMY T A 1 MOVE H A 2 NEED H A 5 NOPE SC 1MOMMY S A 6 MOVE H E 1 NEED H E 1 NOSE H T 6
MOMMY H O 1 MOVING MOVIN' H C 1 NEEDLE S A 1 NOSE HA 1
MOMMY S 0 1 MR H A 11 NEEDS H A 1 NOSE H E 1MOMMY H E 2 MRS S 0 1 NEEDS S A 2 NOSEY H C 1
MOMMY'S H T 2 MUCH H T 1 NEVER H T 2 NOSEY H A 1
MOMMY'S H C 2 MUCH HA 16 NEVER HC 3 NOT H T 27
MONDAY H C 1 MUCH S A 1 NEVER T C 1 NOT T T 4
MONDAY S A 1 MUCH SO 1 NEVER S C 3 NOT S T 5
MONDAY MON H C 1 MUCH HE 3 NEVER H A 5 NOT H C 20
MONEY HE 1 MUFFIN HA 1 NEVER S A 2 NOT T C 1
MONIQUE S O 1 MUFFINS HA 1 NEVER H E 1 NOT S C 11
MONSTER S O 1 MUST H T 1 NEW H T 1 NOT H A 69
MOO H T 2 MUST H A 7 NEW T T 1 NOT T A 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 11 970 GROUP 2 CHILD 11 971
NOT S A 7 OH S C 15 ONE S C 11 OUR H C 6NOT HO 1 OH H A 38 ONE H A 54 OUR T C 1
NOT T 0 2 OH S A 7 ONE T A 1 OUR SC 1
NOT S 0 3 OH S O 1 ONE S A 6 OUR S A 1
NOT H E 9 OH H E 45 ONE T 0 1 OURS H T 1NOTHING TC 6 OH TE 2 ONE S 0 6 OURS S A 1
NOTHING H A 1 OIL H C 4 ONE H E 7 OUT H T 6NOTHING NOTHIN' H T 2 OIL H A 1 ONE'S T T 1 OUT T T 1NOTHING NOTHIN H C 1 OKAY H T 6 ONE'S S T 1 OUT S T 2NOW H T 21 OKAY S T 4 ONE'S SC 1 OUT H C 4NOW T T 3 OKAY H C 14 ONE'S H A 2 OUT S C 2NOW S T 10 OKAY S C 8 ONE'S H E 1 OUT H A 36NOW H C 8 OKAY H A 49 ONES H C 1 OUT T A 2NOW T C 2 OKAY T A 3 ONES H A 2 OUT S A 5NOW S C 26 OKAY S A 14 ONLY S T 1 OUT HO 1NOW H A 47 OKAY H 0 1 ONLY H C 1 OUT S 0 1NOW S A 22 OKAY S 0 2 ONLY S C 2 OUT H E 6
NOW T 0 2 OKAY H E 37 ONLY H A 1 OUT OUTA H A 3NOW S 0 1 OKAY T E 11 ONLY S A 1 OUTSIDE S C 1NOW H E 3 OKAY S E 1 ONLY S 0 1 OUTSIDE H A 2
NUMBER H E 1 OKAY KAY S T 1 ONLY H E 2 OUTSIDE T 0 1NURSERY H C 1 OKAY KAY H C 1 OOPS H T 1 OUTSIDEING *MADEUP S C 1NURSERY HA 1 OKAY KAY S C 1 OOPS H C 2 OVEN H T 2
NURSERY NURSURY HC 1 OKAY KAY HA 3 OOPS HA 3 OVEN SC 3
O'CLOCK TA 1 OLD HA 4 OOPS S A 1 OVEN HA 3
O'CLOCK HE 1 OLIVE ST 2 OOPS S O 1 OVEN HE 1
OCEAN H T 1 OLIVE S 0 1 OOPS H E 1 OVER H T 5
OF H T 11 OLIVES S T 3 OPEN H T 10 OVER ST 1OF S T 8 OLIVES S C 1 OPEN TT 1 OVER H C 11
OF H C 14 OLIVES SO 1 OPEN S T 2 OVER TC 2OF S C 7 ON H T 37 OPEN HA 4 OVER SC 13
OF HA 58 ON TT 2 OPEN S A 2 OVER HA 22
OF TA 1 ON S T 13 OPEN S 0 1 OVER TA 2OF S A 7 ON H C 41 OPENED H E 1 OVER S A 7OF SO 1 ON T C 3 OR H T 1 OVER S O 1
OF H E 20 ON S C 10 OR H C 8 OVER HE 9
OF KINDA HA 1 ON H A 87 OR H A 16 OVER TE 1OF OUTA HA 3 ON TA 2 OR HE 8 OW H T 3
OFF H T 42 ON S A 19 OR TE 3 OW H C 10OFF TT 3 ON T 0 1 ORANGE H C 4 OW H A 1OFF HC 11 ON S 0 3 ORANGE SC 3 OW AOW H T 1OFF SC 1 ON H E 20 ORANGE S 0 1 OWL H A 1OFF HA 19 ON C'MON HA 7 ORANGES SC 3 OWN HA 1
OFF S A 1 ON C'MON S A 1 OTHER H T 3 OWN S A 1
OFF T O 2 ON C'MON S E 1 OTHER H C 2 PAGE H T 1
OFF SO 1 ON TALKIN' H C 2 OTHER S C 1 PAINT S A 1OFF HE 5 ON TALKIN'H A 7 OTHER HA 14 PAIR HC 1OFFICER S 0 1 ONCE H A 2 OTHER T A 2 PAJAMAS H T 1OFTEN HA I1 ONCE HE 1 OTHER SA 2 PAN HA 2
OH H T 24 ONE H T 29 OTHER H E 3 PANSY H A 1OH T T 4 ONE T T 2 OTHERS HA 2 PANTS HA 2OH S T 5 ONE S T 6 OUGHT OUGHTA S C 1 PAPER H C 1OH HC 23 ONE H C 24 OUR HT 1 PAPER H A 1OH T C 2 ONE T C 1 OUR S T 3 PAR H T 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 11 968 GROUP 2 CHILD 11 969
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ROLLERCOASTER ROLLERC H T
ROLLERCOASTER ROLLERC H C


































































































































































































































SAYIN H T 2
SAYIN HA 1





































973GROUP 2 CHILD 11















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 11 977





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TELLIN H C 1
TELLIN' H E 1



































DAT H T 1
















































































DA H T 1
DA HA 1
DA H E 1
DAH H C 1















'EM H T 1
'EM S T 1
'EM S C 1
'EM H A 1
DEM H C 1
EM H T 3
EM S T 7
EM H C 9
EM T C 1
EM S C 1
EM H A 23
EM S A 5
EM S 0 2
EM H E 6
HA 1
TA 1


















































































































































































GONNA H T 30
GONNA T T 1
GONNA S T 7
GONNA H C 12
GONNA T C 4
GONNA S C 9
GONNA HA 49
GONNA T A 3
GONNA S A 9
GONNA T 0 2
GONNA S 0 4
GONNA HE 13
GONNA T E 2
GOTTA H T 1
GOTTA T T 2
GOTTA S T 1
GOTTA H C 1
GOTTA T C 2
GOTTA S C 3
GOTTA HA 5
OUGHTA S C 1
TA H T 5
TA S T 2
TA H A 4
TA HE 1
WANNA H T 5
WANNA H C 11
WANNA S C 2
WANNA HA 6
WANNA S A 1
WANNA S 0 2
WANNA H E 1
WANNA SE 1
WANNU S C 1
WANTA H T 5
WANTA H C 3
WANTA S C 1
WANTA HA 4











GROUP 2 CHILD 11 981
TOGETHER S C 1 TRAP H E 1 UGH H C 1 UNTIL S C 2
TOGETHER HE 1 TREE H C 1 UGH H A 1 UNTIL HA 2
TOLD H T 1 TREK H T 1 UGH H E 1 UNTIL S A 1
TOLD H C 2 TROUBLE S C 1 UGLY H T 1 UNTIL S 0 1
TOLD S C 3 TRUCK H T 2 UGLY HA 3 UNTIL HE 1
TOLD H A 6 TRUCK H C 1 UH *SOUND H T 2 UNUSUAL HA 2
TOLD S A 1 TRUCK TO 0 1 UH *SOUND S C 1 UNZIP HE 1
TOLD H E 1 TRY H T 4 UH *SOUND HA 2 UNZIPPER *MADEUP H T 1
TOMASINA S A 1 TRY H A 5 UH *SOUND T A 4 UP H T 19
TOMORROW H T 1 TRY S A 2 UH *SOUND S A 4 UP S T 7
TOMORROW H C 1 TRY H E 5 UH *SOUND S 0 1 UP H C 16
TOMORROW H A 3 TRYING H E 3 UH *SOUND H E 5 UP T C 2
TOMORROW S A 1 TRYING TRYIN H T 2 UH-HUH MHM H T 2 UP S C 14
TOMORROW'S H A 1 TRYING TRYIN' H T 1 UH-HUH MHM H C 6 UP H A 53
TONGUE H T 1 TRYING TRYIN' H C 1 UH-HUH MHM S C 1 UP T A 5
TONGUE HA 2 TRYING TRYIN' HA 6 UH-HUH MHM H A 8 UP S A 15
TONGUE SO 1 TRYING TRYIN' H E 1 UH-HUH MHM S 0 1 UP T 0 1
TONIGHT H A 12 TUCKER TUCKAH H T 1 UH-HUH MHM H E 9 UP S 0 3
TOO H T 13 TUNDE H T 21 UH-HUH UNHUH H C 1 UP H E 6
TOO T T 1 TUNDE H C 21 UM H T 10 UPPER H T 1
TOO S T 3 TUNDE H A 28 UM S T 2 UPSIDE S C 10
TOO' HC 8 TUNDE H E 7 UM H C 6 UPSIDE SO 1
TOO S C 4 TUNDE'S H T 5 UM TC 1 UPSTAIRS HA 2
TOO H A 37 TUNDE'S HC 1 UM HA 4 US H T 3
TOO S A 2 TUNDE'S H A 3 UM T 0 2 US T T 1
TOO H O 1 TUNE HA 1 UM HE 15 US ST 1
TOO T 0 1 TURN H T 2 UM TE 3 US HA 2
TOO S 0 2 TURN HC 3 UM UMM H T 1 US TA 1
TOO H E 5 TURN S C 6 UM UMM HC 3 US S A 3
TOOK H T 4 TURN HA 4 UM UMM HA 1 US T 0 4
TOOK T T 1 TURN SA 3 UM UMM HE 2 USE ST 2
TOOK S T 1 TURN S 0 4 UMBRELLA HC 1 USE S C 1
TOOK S C 2 TURN H E 2 UN *SOUND H T 2 USE HA 3
TOOK HA 2 TURNING H E 2 UN *SOUND HC 1 USE H E I
TOOK TO 1 TURNING TURNIN' T T 2 UN *SOUND S C 1 USED HA 2
TOOK H E 1 TURNING TURNIN' HC 1 UN *SOUND T A 1 USUAL HA 1
TOOTHPASTE H C 2 TURNS HA 1 UN *SOUND T E 1 USUALLY HA 3
TOP H C 2 TUTSY *MADEUP H T 1 UNBONY H C 2 USUALLY HE 1
TOP S C 1 TUTU H T 1 UNCLE S C 2 V HC 1
TOP HA 4 TV H C 2 UNCLE T 0 1 V HA 1
TOSSED HC 1 TV HA 2 UNDER H T 1 V S 0 1
TOUCH H T 3 TWO H T 7 UNDER S C 2 VALENTINE H T 1
TOUCHED S 0 1 TWO S T 3 UNDER HA 2 VALENTINE T T 10
TOWEL H C 1 TWO H C 8 UNDERSTAND HC 1 VALENTINE H C 4
TOWEL HA 2 TWO T C 1 UNDERSTAND H A 1 VALENTINE T C 3
TOWELS HE 1 TWO S C 3 UNDERSTAND S A 1 VALENTINE S C 3
TOWN H T 1 TWO H A 5 UNDERSTAND H E 1 VALENTINE HA 3
TOWN HA 1 TWO S A 1 UNDERSTAND UNNERST HA 1 VALENTINE T A 1
TOYS SA 11 TWO S 0 4 UNDERSTOOD H A 1 VALENTINE S A 1
TRACK H T 1 TWO H E 3 UNIFORM T C 2 VALENTINE'S H A 1
TRACK HA 1 TWO T E 1 UNIFORMS T C 1 VALENTINE'S HE 1
TRADEMARK H E 1 TYPEWRITER S C 1 UNLESS H E 2 VALENTINES H T 2
TRAIN HC 1 U H T 1 UNLOOSE H T 1 VALENTINES H C 1
TRAIN HA 1 UGH S T 1 UNNECESSARY HE 1 VALENTINES T C 1
GROUP 2 CHILD 11 986 GROUP 2 CHILD 11 987
VALENTINES HA 3 WANT WANNA S E 1 WAY H T 1 WELL H C 4'
VALENTINES S A 2 WANT WANNU S C 1 WAY S T 2 WELL T C 2
VALENTINES T O 1 WANT WANTA H T 5 WAY H C 3 WELL S C 2
VALLEY H C 1 WANT WANTA H C 3 WAY S C 1 WELL HA 37
VALLEY T A 1 WANT WANTA S C 1 WAY HA 10 WELL T A 3
VERY H T 1 WANT WANTA HA 4 WAY TA 1 WELL S A 3
VERY T C 1 WANT WANTA SO 1 WAY S A 3 WELL T 0 2
VERY HA 14 WANTED H T 1 WAY H E 2 WELL HE 20
VERY S A 10 WANTED H C 1 WAYS S A 2 WENT H T 6
VERY TO 1 WANTED HA 4 WE H T 14 WENT S T 2
VERY HE 4 WANTED S A 2 WE T T 7 WENT H C 2
VIBRATIONS S A 1 WANTED WAHNED H T 1 WE S T 26 WENT S C 1
VINEGAR H C 4 WANTS H T 2 WE H C 17 WENT HA 19
VINEGAR HA 1 WANTS HC 3 WE T C 6 WENT S A 1
VIOLENCE HA 1 WANTS T C 1 WE S C 38 WENT S 0 1
VIOLENT HA 2 WANTS H A 9 WE H A 20 WENT HE 2
VOICE S C 1 WANTS S A 2 WE T A 1 WERE H T 1
VOICE HA 1 WARM HA 1 WE S A 16 WERE S T 1
VOICE HE 4 WARMER H T 1 WE T 0 1 WERE HA 8
VOLUME HA 1 WARS H T 1 WE S 0 4 WERE S 0 1
W HT 1 WAS H T 24 WE HE 5 WERE HE 2
WAIT ST 2 WAS S T 5 WE'LL H C 1 WET H T 1
WAIT H C 4 WAS H C 18 WE'LL S C 2 WET HA 3
WAIT SC 8 WAS TC 1 WE'LL HA 5 WHAT H T 23
WAIT HA 4 WAS SC 5 WE'LL TA 1 WHAT ST 3
WAIT S A 9 WAS HA 52 WE'LL S A 7 WHAT HC 33
WAIT T 0 1 WAS S A 4 WE'LL TO 1 WHAT TC 5
WAIT HE 6 WAS HO 1 WE'LL HE 1 WHAT SC 25
WAITING WAITIN' TT 1 WAS S0 O 1 WE'RE TT 2 WHAT HA 90
WAITING WAITIN' HC 1 WAS HE 10 WE'RE HC 2 WHAT TA 1
WAKE H T 1 WASH H T 2 WE'RE T C 2 WHAT S A 26
WALK HA 1 WASH HC 5 WE'RE SC 8 WHAT H 0 1
WALK TO 1 WASH HA 15 WE'RE HA 3 WHAT TO 8
WALKED ST 1 WASH S A 1 WE'RE S A 5 WHAT S 0 1
WALKING WALKIN' T A 1 WASHING WASHIN' HA 1 WE'RE T 0 2 WHAT HE 25
WALL H T 1 WASN'T HC 1 WE'RE SO 1 WHAT WHA HE 1
WANT H T 68 WASN'T HA 3 WE'RE HE 2 WHAT WHATCHU H T 1
WANT HC 28 WASN'T HE 3 WE'VE SA 1 WHAT'D H T 1
WANT TC 2 WATCH H T 2 WEAR H T 2 WHAT'D HA 12
WANT SC 11 WATCH HC 2 WEAR HC 1 WHAT'RE HC 1
WANT HA 49 WATCH SC 1 WEAR TC 2 WHAT'RE HA 5
WANT S A 10 WATCH HA 7 WEAR HA 4 WHAT'S HC 1
WANT SO 4 WATCH S A 1 WEARING TC 2 WHAT'S S C 3
WANT HE 7 WATCH HE 2 WEARING WEARIN' HA 2 WHAT'S HA 24
WANT WAN H T 1 WATCHING S A 1 WEARS H T 1 WHAT'S S A 1
WANT WAN HE 1 WATCHING WATCHIN T A 1 WEATHER HA 1 WHAT'S S0 1
WANT WANCHA HA 1 WATER+ HE 1 WEEK HE 1 WHAT'S HE 1
WANT WANNA H T 5 WATER H T 1 WEEKEND H C 1 WHAT'S WHAT'SA T C 2
WANT WANNA H C 11 WATER H C 5 WEEKEND H A 1 WHAT'S WHATSA HA 1
WANT WANNA S C 2 WATER HA 11 WELCH'S H C 2 WHATEVER HC 1
WANT WANNA HA 6 WATER HE 2 WELCH'S HA 1 WHATEVER HA 1
WANT WANNA S A 1 WATER WATAH H T 1 WELCH'S HE 1 WHEN HT 3
WANT WANNA S 0 2 WAVE S T 2 WELCOME H C 1 WHEN TT 1
WANT WANNA HE 1 WAVED HA 1 WELL H T 3 WHEN HC 4
984 GROUP 2 CHILD 11GROUP 2 CHILD 11 985
988 GROUP 2 CHILD 11
















D'YOU H T 1
WANCHA H A 1
WHATCHU H T 1
WIDJU HNC 1
Y'ALL S C 3
Y'ALL HA 2
YA H T 3
YA HC 3
YA SC 1













































































































































































































































































































'LL H T 1
HA 2
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YUP T T 2
















































































































































































































GROUP 2 CHILD 11 989
A H T 110 AGAIN HA 19 ALLERGY H A 1 AN S A 6
A T T 8 AGAIN T A 1 ALLIGATOR S T 1 AN H E 1
A S T 90 AGAIN S A 7 ALLOWED H T 6 AND H T 117
A H C 12 AGAIN TO 1 ALLOWED S T 2 AND S T 46
A S C 106 AGAIN SO 1 ALLOWED S C 1 AND H C 7
A H A 355 AGAIN HE 2 ALLOWED H A 3 AND S C 75
A T A 4 AGAINST HA 1 ALMIGHTY H A 1 AND H A 182
A S A 139 AGE H A 1 ALMOST H T 7 AND S A 51
A TO 4 AGO HA 3 ALMOST S T 1 AND T 0 1
A SO 2 AH HT 29 ALMOST HA 7 AND SO 0 3
A HE 18 AH TT 1 ALMOST S A 1 AND H E 5
A TE 4 AH ST 7 ALONE SC 2 AND SE 7
A SE 25 AH HC 2 ALONE HA 3 AND ANCAUSE H T 1
A WANNARU H A 1 AH S C 6 ALONG T A 1 ANDERSHIT *MADEUP S C 1
ABLE S T 1 AH H A 62 ALREADY H T 1 ANDERSON S C 12
ABLE S C 2 AH S A 7 ALREADY S T 1 ANGELS HA 1
ABLE H A 2 AH TO 0 2 ALREADY S C 1 ANGRY H T 2
ABLE S A 1 AH S 0 4 ALREADY HA 19 ANGRY HA 1
ABOUT H T 7 AH H E 9 ALREADY S A 4 ANKLES HA 1
ABOUT S T 2 AH T E 1 ALREADY HE 1 ANN HA 1
ABOUT S C 4 AH S E 11 ALREADY S E 1 ANOTHER H T 4
ABOUT HA 44 AH AHH SC 3 ALRIGHT H T 12 ANOTHER T.T 1
ABOUT T A 1 AH AHH HE 2 ALRIGHT T T 1 ANOTHER S T 3
ABOUT S A 9 AH AHHH H T 1 ALRIGHT S T 6 ANOTHER H C 2
ABOUT SO 1 AH AHHH S T 3 ALRIGHT S C 3 ANOTHER S C 15
ABOUT H E 4 AH AHHH S C 1 ALRIGHT HA 57 ANOTHER HA 28
ABOUT S E 1 AH AHHHH S C 1 ALRIGHT T A 2 ANOTHER S A 14
ABSOLUTELY HA 1 AHA H T 1 ALRIGHT S A 8 ANOTHER HE 2
ABSORBS H A 2 AHA S T 1 ALRIGHT TO 1 ANSWER H T 1
ACCOUNTANT H A 1 AHA S C 1 ALRIGHT SO 1 ANSWER HA 7
ACHOO *SOUND HA 1 AHA HA 1 ALSO H T 6 ANSWERED H T 1
ACK *SOUND H T 1 AHA AHHA HE 1 ALSO S T 3 ANTENNA T E 1
ACROSS S A 9 AHEAD H A 13 ALSO H C 1 ANTENNAE T A 1
ACT H A 2 AHEAD S A 2 ALSO H A 5 ANY H T 16
ACTING S C 1 AHEAD T E 2 ALSO S A 4 ANY ST 7
ACTING HA 3 AIM H T 1 ALUMINUM H A 1 ANY H C 1
ACTING S E 1 AIMING HA 2 ALWAYS H T 1 ANY S C 6
ADAM H T 3 AIN'T H T 1 ALWAYS S T 1 ANY H A 29
ADAM HA 4 AIN'T S C 1 ALWAYS H A 13 ANY T A 1
ADAM'LL H T 1 .AIR H A 2 ALWAYS S A 1 ANY S A 4
ADAM'S H T 1 AIR T E 1 ALWAYS H E 2 ANY H E 3
ADDING S A 4 AIRPLANE S C 1 AM H T 9 ANYBODY S T 1
ADMIT H A 2 AK *SOUND S A 1 AM S T 6 ANYBODY S C 1
AFRAID HA 3 ALAN HA 3 AM S C 4 ANYBODY HA 2
AFTER H T 22 ALL H T 18 AM H A 11 ANYBODY TO 1
AFTER ST 12 ALL ST 28 AM SA 1 ANYMORE H T 2
AFTER H C 1 ALL H C 4 AM H E 1 ANYMORE S T 2
AFTER SC 14 ALL SC 10 AM SE 1 ANYMORE S C 2
AFTER HA 14 ALL H A 112 AMERICAN HA 2 ANYMORE HA 4
AFTER S A 2 ALL S A 22 AMONGST HA 1 ANYMORE T A 1
AFTERNOON S A 1 ALL H E 1 AN H T 3 ANYMORE S A 3
AGAIN H T 5 ALL ALLATHO H T 2 AN S T 3 ANYONE HA 3
AGAIN S T 12 ALL'S S C 1 AN S C 2 ANYONE S E 1
AGAIN S C 11 ALLERGY H T 2 AN H A 11 ANYTHING H T 4
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 994 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 995
ANYTHING S T 2 AS S T 1 AWHILE AWAHILE HA 1 BATMAN S C 2
ANYTHING S C 1 AS S C 1 AYE ST 2 BATTERIES HE 1
ANYTHING HA 14 AS HA 19 B ST 1 BATTERY H T 5
ANYTHING SA 9 AS SA 9 B SA 1 BATTERY H C 1
ANYTHING H E 1 AS S E 2 BABY H A 5 BATTERY HA 2
ANYWAY S C 2 ASHAMED HA 1 BACK H T 18 BATTERY HE 6
ANYWAY HA 2 ASHER H T 34 BACK ST 8 BAY S C 1
ANYWAY HE 2 ASHER S T 8 BACK H C 1 BAZAYEF *MADEUP S T 1
ANYWAY S E 1 ASHER S C 4 BACK S C 6 BBLAPPP *SOUND H T 1
ANYWAY'S S C 1 ASHER S A 4 BACK H A 29 BE H T 18
ANYWAY'S HA 1 ASHER S E 5 BACK S A 8 BE S T 17
ANYWAYS H T 1 ASHER'S S T 1 BACKBONE H A 1 BE S C 14
ANYWAYS S T 2 ASHERER H T 1 BACKWARDS H A 2 BE H A 57
ANYWAYS H A 2 ASIDE HA 1 BAD H T 1 BE T A 3
ANYWHERE S A 1 ASK H T 3 BAD S C 1 BE SA 9
ANYWHERES HA 2 ASK ST 1 BAD HA 7 BE HE 4
APART HA 1 ASK HA 20 BAG H T 5 BE TE 2
APART HE 1 ASK S A 1 BAG ST 1 BE S E 5
APPLE ST 1 ASK SE 2 BAG SC 1 BEAM HA 1
APPLE S C 3 ASKED S C 2 BAG HA 3 BEAN H T 1
APPLE S A 6 ASKED HA 2 BAKE HA 1 BEAN HA 1
APPLES S T 1 ASKING HA 1 BAKED HA 1 BEAR H T 1
APPRECIATE HA 1 ASKING TO 1 BALL H T 3 BEAR H C 1
ARE H T 42 AT H T 12 BALL H C 10 BEAR HA 1
ARE ST 12 AT ST 3 BALL HA 2 BEARD SC 1
ARE HC 2 AT HC 1 BALL S A 1 BEAT S T 1
ARE SC 13 AT S C 9 BALONEY 'S A 1 BEAT HA 3
ARE H A 68 AT H A 41 BAM H T 24 BEAT TA 1
ARE TA 5 AT SA 8 BAM ST 1 BEAUTIFUL HA 1
ARE SA 36 AT TO 1 BAM HC 6 BEAUTIFUL S A 1
ARE TO 1 AT HE 3 BAM HA 2 BECAUSE H T 15
ARE SO 2 AT SE 1 BANANA SC 7 BECAUSE ST 12
ARE HE 1 ATE H T 1 BANANAS HA 1 BECAUSE H C 1
ARE SE 5 ATE SC 3 BANG HA 2 BECAUSE SC 17
AREA HA 1 ATE H A 9 BANJO H T 2 BECAUSE HA 21
AREA SA 1 ATTACH S T 1 BANK HA 1 BECAUSE S A 17
AREN'T S T 1 ATTACHED H T 1 BARBARA HA 1 BECAUSE HE 2
AREN'T HA 7 ATTACKING S A 1 BARE H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 22
AREN'T TA 1 ATTEND H T 1 BARS S C 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S T 7
AREN'T S A 1 ATTEND HA 1 BARZAYEF *MADEUP S T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 8
ARGUE HA 1 AUTOHARP S C 1 BASEBALL H T 3 BECAUSE 'CAUSEI H T 1
ARGUMiENT HA 3 AUTOMATIC H T 1 BASEBALL H C 3 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 1
ARM H T 1 AVENUE HA 4 BASEBALL HA 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HE 1
ARM HA 1 AVERAGE HA 1 BASEBALL HE 3 BECAUSE ANCAUSE H T 1
ARMS H T 3 AVOID TA 1 BASEMAN HC 1 BED H T 9
AROUND H T 5 AW H T 1 BASEMENT S T 2 BED ST 1
ABOUND S T 2 AW HC 1 BASEMENT S C 2 BED HC 1
AROUND S C 2 AWAY H T 4 BASEMENT SA 1 BED SC 2
AROUND HA 12 AWAY ST 9 BAT H T 6 BED HA 7
ABOUNDS A 1 AWAY SC 1 BAT HC 5 BED HE 3
AROUND HE 1 AWAY H A 6 BAT HA 3 BED TABED H T 1
AROUND S E 1 AWAY S A 1 BATHROOM H T 1 BEDROCM HA 3
ARRIVED HA 1 AWAY GONNAWA H T 1 BATHROOM H A 5 BEE H T 1
AS H T . 2 AWHILE HA 1 BATHROCM BATROCM HA 1 BEE H C 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 1I 992 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 993
BEE SC 6 BETTER SA 3 BLOOMINGDALE'S HA 1 BOTH SC 3
BEE S A 2 BETTER HE 1 BLOOMINGDALE'S S A 4 BOTH HA 8
BEEF H T 2 BETWEEN HA 1 BLOOMINGDALE'S HE 1 BOTH S A 2
BEEF HA 3 BETWEEN S A 1 BLOOP H T 1 BOTHERS HA 1
BEEN H T 1 BEWITCHING HA 1 BLOW HA 4 BOTTLE HA 2
BEEN S C 1 BIG H T 3 BLOB H T 1 BOTTOM S C 1
BEEN H A 4 BIG S T 4 BLUE H T 7 BOTITM SA 1
BEEN S A 1 BIG H C 1 BLUE S T 1 BOUGHT H T 1
BEEN H E 1 BIG S C 10 BLUE S C 2 BOUGHT S C 2
BEEP H A 1 BIG HA 19 BLUE HA 7 BOUGHT HA 3
BEES S C 8 BIGGER H T 1 BLUE BLUEUE H T 1 BOUGHT HE 1
BEES S A 2 BIGGER HA 2 BLUES HA 1 BOUNCED H T 2
BEFORE H T 2 BIGGEST S T 2 BLUP *SOUND H T 3 BOUNCED HA 1
BEFORE S T 2 BINGO H T 2 BLURP *SOUND H T 1 BOUNCED HE 1
BEFORE HA 11 BINGO HA 2 BOARD HA 3 BOUNCES HE 1
BEFORE S A 2 BIRD S T 5 BOARD S A 4 BOWLER HA 1
BEFORE S E 1 BIRD SC 9 BOB H T 1 BOX H T 1
BEGINNING S A 1 BIRD HA 1 BODY H T 1 BOX S T 5
BEHAVE HA 3 BIRD S A 20 BODY S A 1 BOX S C 2
BEHIND HA 1 BIRDS ST 2 BOG SC 4 BOX HA 3
BEING HA 4 BIRTHDAY H T 2 BOGDOS S C 2 BOX S A 1
BEING S A 4 BIT H T 1 BOING HA 1 BOXES S T 1
BELIEVE S C 1 BIT S C 3 BOMB HA 1 BOY H T 10
BELIEVE HA 4 BIT HA 12 BONE HA 4 BOY S T 5
BELIEVE BLEV H T 1 BIT S A 5 BONES H T 1 BOY S C 3
BELL H A 1 BIT H E 1 BONES HA 5 BOY H A 26
BELL SA 1 BIT SE 2 BOO H T 3 BOY SA 1
BELL S E 4 BITCH S C 1 BOO T T 2 BOYS H T 3
BELONG HA 1 BITE S T 1 BOO S T 1 BOYS ST 1
BEN S T 1 BITE H C 1 BOO H A 2 BRACK H T 3
BENCH HA 1 BITE S C 3 BOO BOOOO HA 1 BRAIN S C 1
BEND HA 1 BITE HA 3 BOOK S C 1 BREAD H T 2
BENT S T 1 BITE S A 2 BOOK HA 8 BREAD HA 13
BENT HA 1 BITES S C 3 BOOKS S C 2 BREAK H T 2
BENT BENTED S T 2 BLACK S C 9 BOOKS HA 1 BREAK S T 2
BERNICE S T 6 BLACK HA 2 BOOKS HE 1 BREAK S C 2
BERNICE S C 11 BLACK S A 1 BOOM HA 8 BREAK HA 2
BERNICE S A 1 BIAPP *SOUND H A 1 BOOP *MADEUP H T 3 BREAKFAST H T 4
BERNICE SO 1 BLAPPP *SOUND H T 1 BOOT S A 1 BREAKFAST S C 1
BERNICE S E 2 BLBLAPPP *SOUND H T 2 BOOTS H T 4 BREAKFAST H A 6
BERNICE'S S C 1 BLEED H T 1 BOOTS S T 1 BREAKFAST HE 2
BERRY S T 1 BLESS HA 2 BOOTS S C 1 BREAKFAST SE 1
BESIDES HA 1 BLIND S C 1 BOOTS HA 6 BREAKING H T 1
BEST H T 2 BLINK S C 1 BOOTS T A 1 BREAKING HA 1
BEST S T 4 BLLIAPRP *SOUND H T 1 BOOTS S A 1 BRERERERR *SOUND H T 1
BEST S C 1 BLOCK S T 1 BOP H T 1 BRERRRRBRER *SOUND H T 1
BEST HA 9 BLOCK S C 3 BORED HA 1 BRILLO HA 5
BET H T 1 BLOCK SO 1 BORN HA 1 BRING H T 1
BET H A 6 BLOCKS S C 3 BORROW S T 1 BRING ST 2
BETTER H T 2 BLOCKS HA 2 BORROW S C 3 BRING H C 1
BETTER T T 1 BLOCKS S A 9 BORROWED S T 1 BRING HA 12
BETTER ST 5 BLOOD S C 3 BORROWING S A 1 BRINGING S C 1
BETTER S C 3 BLOOD S A 3 BOTH T T 1 BRINGING HA 2
BETTER HA 16 BLOOMINGDALE'S H T 1 BOTH S T 3 BROADWAY HA 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 998 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 999
BROKE H T 2 BUTTER H T 4 CAN S E 7 CAUSE S C 2
BROKE HA 3 BUTTER HA 7 CAN'T H T 9 CAUSE HA 4
BROKEN H T 1 BUTTON H T 1 CAN'T S T 11 CAUSE S A 2
BROKEN S C 3 BUTION T T 1 CAN'T H C 4 CEILING H C 1
BROKEN HA 1 BUTTON S C 1 CAN'T S C 18 CEILING S C 1
BROKEN S A 2 BUTTON HA 1 CAN'T HA 24 CEILING S A 3
BROCOM HA 1 BUTIONS ST 2 CAN'T S A 10 CEMETERY HC 1
BROOM SBA 1 BUY H T 4 CANDY H T 1 CENT HA 1
BROCM 'S SC 1 BUY ST 5 CANDY ST 1 CENTER H T 1
BROTHER SC 2 BUY SC 2 CAR HT 1 CENTER HA 1
BROTHER HA 3 BUY HA 6 CAR SC 1 CENTS HA 4
BROUGHT ST 1 BUY SA 1 CAR HA 7 CEREALS H A 1
BROUGHT HA 2 BUY H E 1 CARD ST 2 CERTAIN HA 1
BRUSH H A 1 BUY S E 4 CARD SC 5 CERTAINLY HA 4
BUBBLES H A 2 BY H T 2 CARD S A 12 CERTIFIED HA 1
BUG ST 1 BY TT 1 CARD SO 2 CHAIR H T 2
BUG S C 3 BY ST 1 CARDS ST 5 CHAIR ST 5
BUGGED H A 1 BY H C 1 CARDS S C 2 CHAIR H C 2
BUGS SC 1 BY S C 2 CARDS HA 2 CHAIR S C 3
BUGS S A 1 BY HA 7 CARDS S A 13 CHAIR HA 13
BUGS SO 1 BY S A 7 CARE H T 4 CHAIR S A 5
BUILD S T 10 BYE S T 1 CARE S T 6 CHAIR HE 1
BUILD SC 4 BYE H A 2 CARE HA 3 CHALLENGE S T 1
BUILD S A 12 BYE H E 1 CARE S A 1 CHANCE ST 2
BUILD SO 2 BYE BYEABYE HA 2 CAREFUL H T 2 CHANCE HA 2
BUILDING ST 2 CABS HA 1 CAREFUL ST 1 CHANCE SE 2
BUILDING SC 2 CAKE HA 8 CAREFUL HA 10 CHANGE HA 2
BUILDING S A 12 CALL H T 1 CAREFUL TA 2 CHANGED HA 1
BUILDINGS HA 1 CALL S C 3 CAREFUL S A 1 CHANNEL H C 3
BUILDINGS S A 2 CALL HA 7 CAREFUL CAREFUL H T 1 CHARGING HA 1
BUILT S A 2 CALL S A 1 CAREFULLY S A 1 CHART ST 1
BULL HA 2 CALL ADAAYOU HA 1 CAROL HA 1 CHEAT HA 1
BULLDOZED HA 1 CALLED H T 1 CARRIES HA 1 CHEATER H T 1
BUMBLE SC 3 CALLED TT 3 CARROT HA 2 CHEATING H A 1
BUN H A 2 CALLED H C 1 CARRY HA 1 CHECK SC 4
BUNG HT 1 CALLED HA 1 CARRY TA 1 CHECK HA 4
BUNNY SC 1 CALLED S A 1 CARRYING HA 1 CHECK S A 3
BURN H T 6 CALLING H T 1 CARTOON H C 1 CHECK HE 3
BURN HA 2 CAME H T 1 CARTOONS HA 2 CHECKED HA 1
BURNED H T 1 CAME HA 11 CASE H T 1 CHECKER HA 2
BURNED HA 1 CAME HE 1 CASE ST 1 CHECKERS HA 4
BUS H T 1 CAMPBELL'S H T 1 CASE HA 1 CHECKING T 0 1
BUSINESS HA 2 CAMPBELL'S HA 1 CASE SE 1 CHEERED H A 1
BUSY HA 4 CAN H T 27 CASPER H T 2 CHEERS HA 1
BUT H T 17 CAN TT 1 CASPER'S H T 1 CHEESE H T 7
BUT TT 1 CAN ST 12 CAST H T 2 CHEESE HA 11
BUT ST 9 CAN HC 5 CAT S C 2 CHEESE S A 2
BUT H C 4 CAN S C 25 CATCH H T 5 CHER S A 1
BUT S C 24 CAN H A 50 CATCH HA 3 CHERRIES S C 6
BUT HA 39 CAN TA 1 CAUGHT H C 1 CHERRIES S A 12
BUT S A 19 CAN S A 48 CAUGHT HA 4 CHERRY S T 2
BUT S0 2 CAN TO 2 CAUSE H T 17 CHERRY S A 2
BUT HE 7 CAN S0 2 CAUSE S T 7 CHEST HA 1
BUT SE 4 CAN HE 6 CAUSE H C 1 CHICKADEE H T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 996 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 997






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*SOUND H T 1
HE 1
HA 13


















































































































*SOUND H T 2
*SOUND H C 2
*SOUND H T 1
*MADEUP H T 9
*MADEUP S T 4

































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 1I 1001
EDGE SA 1 EVENTUALLY HE 2 EXTRAS HA 2 FEBRUARY FEBUARY HA 1
EE *SOUND H T 2 EVER H T 4 EYE S C 1 FEEL H T 4
EEE *SOUND H T 2 EVER S T 1 EYES S C 2 FEEL S T 3
EEEEE *SOUND H T 1 EVER S C 1 EYES H A 2 FEEL S C 2
EH S C 1 EVER H A 3 F H A 1 FEEL HA 7
EH H E 1 EVER'S H T 1 FA S C 1 FEELING HA 1
EIGHT H T 6 EVERY H T 2 FA H A 1 FEET H C 1
EIGHT S T 3 EVERY HA 7 FACE H T 4 FEET HA 4
EIGHT HA 7 EVERYBODY H T 2 FACE S C 1 FELICE H T 4
EIGHT HE 1 EVERYBODY S T 3 FACE HA 6 FELICE HA 2
EIGHTEEN H T 2 EVERYBODY S C 3 FACT HA 1 FELICIA HA 1
EITHER S C 1 EVERYBODY HA 2 FAIR H T 1 FELL H T 2
EITHER HA 1 EVERYBODY S A 4 FAIR HA 2 FELL S T 1
EITHER S A 9 EVERYBODY S E 1 FALL H T 7 FELL S C 5
EITHER HE 1 EVERYBODY'S S T 1 FALL S T 7 FELL HA 4
ELBOW HA 1 EVERYBODY'S S A 1 FALL S C 3 FELL S A 1
ELECTRIC HA 1 EVERYDAY HA 1 FALL HA 8 FELLER H A 1
ELECTROCUTED S A 1 EVERYONE T T 1 FALL S A 5 FELLOW FELLA T C 1
ELEVATOR T T 1 EVERYONE S T 1 FALL S0 1 FENCE HA 1
ELEVEN H T 3 EVERYONE S C 1 FALLING H T 2 FENCED HA 1
ELEVEN HA 6 EVERYONE HA 2 FALLING S A 3 FERRY HA 1
ELSE H T 5 EVERYONE S A 5 FALLING SO 1 FEW H T 3
ELSE S T 1 EVERYONE HE 1 FALLS H T 3 FEW S T 2
ELSE H A 16 EVERYONE S E 3 FALLS S T 2 FEW HA 9
ELSE S A 3 EVERYONE EVERONE S A 1 FALLS S C 1 FEW S A 4
EMPTY SA 2 EVERYTHING H T 6 FALLS HA 1 FEW S E 1
END H A 1 EVERYTHING H C 1 FALLS S A 3 FI H T 2
END S A 4 EVERYTHING HA 4 FALLS PICKUPS H T 1 FIB H A 3
ENEMY ST 1 EVERYTHING S A 1 FAMILY HA 2 FIFTEEN H T 2
ENEMY S C 2 EVERYTHING SO 2 FAMILY'S H A 1 FIGHT H A 2
ENERGY H A 2 EVERYTIME H C 1 FAMOUS S C 1 FIGHTING H T 1
ENERGY HE 1 EXACTLY H A 1 FANATIC HA 1 FIGURE H T 1
ENJOY HA 1 EXACTLY H E 2 FANTASTIC H A 2 FIGURE HA 2
ENJOY S A 1 EXACTLY S E 1 FANTASTIC S A 1 FIGURE S A 1
ENJOYED HA 1 EXCEPT H T 2 FAR HA 2 FIGURED HA 1
ENOUGH H T 3 EXCEPT S C 1 FAR S A 1 FIN H A 1
ENOUGH ST 1 EXCESS HE 1 FART S C 1 FIND H T 1
ENOUGH HA 16 EXCITED HA 2 FAST H T 3 FIND H C 3
ENOUGH HE 1 EXCITED S A 1 FAST S T 1 FIND S C 10
ENTHUSED H A 1 EXCITING HA 1 FAST S C 1 FIND H A 4
ENVELOPE H A 1 EXCITING EXCIING H A 1 FAST H A 1 FIND S A 10
EQUIPMENT HE 1 EXCUSE S T 1 FASTER T T 1 FIND S E 1
ER H T 11 EXCUSE S C 1 FASTER S T 1 FINDS S A 1
ER T T 3 EXCUSE HA 2 FASTER S C 1 FINE H T 2
ER S T 1 EXCUSE S A 3 FASTEST S C 1 FINE S C 1
ER H A 4 EXCUSE ECUSE HA 1 FATHER HA 1 FINE HA 5
ERE H T 1 EXHAUSTED HA 3 FATHER'S HA 1 FINE S A 1
ERK *SOUND H T 4 EXPECT HA 1 FATTER S C 2 FINE TO 1
EVEN H T 11 EXPECTING HA 1 FATTIES S T 1 FINE H E 3
EVEN S T 5 EXPECTS H T 1 FAVOR HA 10 FINGER H C 1
EVEN S C 2 EXPENSIVE S E 1 FAVOR S A 1 FINGER HA 1
EVEN HA 20 EXTRA HA 2 FAVORITE H C 1 FINGERS H T 2
EVEN HE 1 EXTRA HE 2 FAVORITE S C 1 FINGERS H A 1
EVENINGS H A 2 EXTRAS S C 1 FAVORITES H A 2 FINGERS S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1006 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1007
FINISH H T 2 FOLDED HA 1 FOUR S T 2 FUNNY S C 8
FINISH S C 1 FOLLOW S A 1 FOUR S C 1 FUNNY HA 4
FINISH HA 23 FOLLCWING HA 1 FOUR HA 17 FUNNY S A 1
FINISH S A 1 FOOD H T 1 FOUR S A 1 FURTHER HA 2
FINISHED H T 3 FOOD HA 6 FOUR SO 1 FUSS HA 1
FINISHED S T 3 FOOL H T 1 FOUR H E 1 G H T 1
FINISHED S C 2 FOOL HA 3 FOURTEEN H T 3 G S C 3
FINISHED H A 6 FOOLING HA 7 FRANKENSTEIN H C 2 G S A 1
FINISHED S A 3 FOOT H T 1 FRANKENSTEIN H E 1 GA *SOUND H T 1
FINISHED S E 1 FOOT S T 2 FRANKENSTEIN FRANKST H C 1 GABE S T 3
FIRE H T 1 FOOT S C 4 FREE HA 1 GABE S A 19
FIRE S C 1 FOOT HA 6 FREE S A 1 GABRIEL S T 27
FIRE HA 2 FOOTBALL H T 4 FREEZE HA 1 GABRIEL S C 1
FIRST H T 1 FOOTBALL HA 2 FREEZE S A 1 GABRIEL S A 5
FIRST H C 3 FOR H T 45 FREEZES HA 1 GABRIEL S0 1
FIRST S C 1 FOR T T 3 FRESH HA 1 GABRIEL S E 1
FIRST H A 10 FOR S T 12 FRIED H T 1 GABRIELLA ST 4
FIRST SA 8 FOR H C 1 FRIED HA 3 GABRIELLA S C 1
FIRST S E 5 FOR S C 11 FRIEND H T 1 GABRIELLA S A 2
FISH H T 8 FOR H A 86 FRIEND S T 5 GALOSHES HA 1
FISH H A 26 FOR T A 1 FRIEND S C 5 GAME H T 1
FIT H T 1 FOR S A 18 FRIEND H A 6 GAME S C 4
FIT H A 2 FOR TO 3 FRIENDLY H T 1 GAME HA 9
FIT S A 2 FOR S O 1 FRIGHTENED TA 1 GAME S A 4
FITNESS HA 1 FOR H E 8 FROGS SC 1 GAME SE 1
FITS H A 1 FOR TE 1 FROM H T 4 GAMES H T 1
FIVE H T 13 FOR SE 9 FROM ST 5 GAMES HA 3
FIVE ST 3 FOR FERYOU HA 1 FROM SC 7 GAMES H E 1
FIVE SC 1 FORCE HE 1 FRFM HA 26 GANG H A 1
FIVE HA 9 FORD HA 1 FROM4 TA 1 GARAGE ST 2
FIVE S A 3 FOREVER ST 2 FROM S A 8 GARAGE SC 1
FIVE HE 2 FOREVER HA 2 FRCM4 HE 1 GARAGE HA 1
FIX ST 1 FOREVER HE 1 FRONT HA 5 GARBAGE HA 2
FIX SC 3 FORGET HA 2 FROZEN HA 2 GARLIC H A 2
FIX H A 1 FORGET TO 1 FRUIT H T 6 GATE H T 1
FIX TA 1 FORGETS HA 1 FRUIT SC 3 GATE H A 2
FIXED ST 1 FORGOT H T 1 FRUIT HA 3 GAVE H T 1
FIXED SC 1 FORGOT HA 5 FRUIT S A 20 GAVE ST 2
FIXED HA 2 FORGOTTEN HA 1 FRY H T 2 GAVE S C 1
FIZZY H T 3 FORK H T 5 FRY HA 5 GAVE H A 6
FIZZY HA 1 FORK HA 8 FUCKER H T 5 GAVE HE 2
FLAT HE 1 FORKS HA 2 FUCKER ST 3 GAVE S E 1
FLAT TE 1 FORM HA 1 FUCKER S C 2 GEFILTE H T 4
FLOOR H T 2 FORSIGHT HA 1 FUEY H T 1 GENT HA 1
FLOOR S C 1 FORT HA 1 FUEY S T 3 GENTLE HA 1
FLOOR HA 8 FORTH HA 1 FUEY S C 20 GENTLEMAN HA 1
FLOOR HE 1 FORTY HA 3 FULL HA 5 GENTLER HA 1
FLOWERS S C 3 FORTY HE 1 FULL S A 1 GERMANS ST 1
FLOWERSS A 1 FORWARD S C 1 FULLY H A 1 GET H T 44
FLUTE S C 3 FOUND SC 1 FUN HA 3 GET ST 16
FLYING H T 2 FOUND HA 2 FUN SA 1 GET HC 4
FLYING HA 1 FOUND SA 1 FUN SE 2 GET SC 30
FOIL HA 4 FOUND H E 1 FUNNIER S C 2 GET H A 94
FOLD HA 1 FOUR H T 32 FUNNY S T 7 GET TA 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1004 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1005
GET SA 21 GO TT 3 GOODBYE SC 2 GREG S C 6
GET TO 1 GO ST 9 GOODNESS H A 1 GREGORY S T 4
GET SO 4 GO HC 7 GOOSY HA 1 GREGORY S C 4
GET HE 7 GO SC 11 GORILLA H T 2 GREGORY S A 3
GET T E 1 GO H A 116 GORILLA HA 1 GREGORY'S S C 2
GET SE 6 GO TA 3 GOSH HA 1 GREY S C 1
GET GET'EM H A 1 GO S A 40 GOSH S A 1 GROUND HA 1
GET GET'S H T 1 GO T0 2 GOT H T 6 GROUND S A 1
GET GOTS SC 2 GO SO 3 GOT ST 2 GROWN HA 1
GETS HT 3 GO HE 4 GOT HC 4 GROWN SA 1
GETS HA 6 GO TE 2 GOT SC 29 GUESS S C 1
GETS SA 2 GOD H T 1 GOT HA 46 GUESS HA 6
GETS SE 1 GOD HC 1 GOT SA 13 GUESS S A 1
GETTING H T 4 GOD HA 3 GOT TO 2 GUESS HE 1
GETPING S T 3 GOES H T 1 GOT HE 2 GUM H T 5
GETTING S C 2 GOES S C 2 GOT T E 1 GUM S C 1
GETPING HA 11 GOES HA 11 GOT SE 2 GUM HNA 1
GETTING S A 3 GOES S A 1 GOT GOTTA H T 1 GUN S T 2
GETTING TO 1 GOES S E 2 GOT GOTTA HA 3 GUN S C 3
GETTING H E 2 GOING H T 7 GOT GOTA S A 5 GUN HA 1
GETTING T E 2 GOING S T 1 GRAB H T 1 GUNS S T 1
GETTING GETTIN HA 1 GOING H C 1 GRACIE HA 2 GUTS HA 3
GETTING GETTIN' HNA 1 GOING S C 12 GRAEME H T 31 GUY S C 2
GHOST H T 1 GOING HA 32 GRAEME T T 2 GUY HA 7
GIANT H T 1 GOING S A 8 GRAEME S T 3 GUYS S T 1
GIANT S T 2 GOING S0 2 GRAEME H C 1 GUYS S C 2
GIANT S C 3 GOING HE 5 GRAEME S C 3 GUYS HA 2
GIANT HA 13 GOING S E 4 GRAEME HA 13 GUYS S A 1
GILLY *MADEUP HA 1 GOING GOINNG HA 1 GRAEME S A 3 GUYS S E 1
GIRL HA 7 GOING GONNA H T 38 GRAEME S 2 GYM ST 1
GIRLS H T 3 GOING GONNA S T 38 GRAEME H E 1 GYM S C 2
GIRLS S T 1 GOING GONNA H C 3 GRAEME'S H T 1 H H T 2
GIRLS HA 2 GOING GONNA S C 29 GRAEME'S SC 1 H HA 1
GIRLS HE 1 GOING GONNA HA 49 GRAHAM H T 3 HA H T 58
GIVE H T 15 GOING GONNA S A 17 GRAHAM HA 1 HA ST 9
GIVE S T 4 GOING GONNA SO 1 GRAM H T 1 HA S C 17
GIVE S C 6 GOING GONNA HE 2 GRAND H T 1 HA H A 169
GIVE H A 36 GOING GONNA S E 4 GRANDMA H T 20 HA T A 5
GIVE T A 1 GOLD S C 5 GRANDMA H C 6 HA TO 2
GIVE SA 2 GOLDEN S C 1 GRANDMA H A 14 HA S 0 1
GIVE GIMME S C 2 GOLF H T 2 GRANDMA GRAMMA H A 5 HA H E 2
GIVE GIMMETH S T 1 GONE H C 1 GRANDMA'LL HA 1 HA HAA H T 1
GIVES HA 3 GONE HA 2 GRANDMA'S H T 1 HA HAA HA 2
GIVING S T 1 GONE S A 1 GRANDMA'S HA 2 HA HAA HE 1
GIVING HA 1 GOOD H T 28 GRANDMOTHER HA 2 HA HAAH HA 1
GIVING S E 1 GOOD S T 3 GRANDPA GRAMPA HA 1 HA-HA S C 1
GLAD H T 4 GOOD H C 2 GRASS S C 1 HA-HA HA 1
GLAD S T 1 GOOD S C 1 GRASSHOPPERS S C 1 HAAGEN-DAZS H A 2
GLAD HA 3 GOOD HA 91 GRASSHOPPERS S A 1 HACK HA 1
GLASS HA 9 GOOD T A 1 GREAT H T 1 HAD H T 8
GLASSES HA 2 GOOD S A 12 GREAT H A 8 HAD T T 1
GLOVE HA 2 GOOD HE 7 GREAT SA 1 HAD SC 4
GLOVES T A 1 GOOD S E 11 GREAT H E 2 HAD H A 30
GO H T 33 GOODBYE H T 1 GREEN HA 1 HAD S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1010 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1011
HAD H E 3 HAVE S A 69 HECK HA 1 HEY S A 9
HAD SE 1 HAVE T 0 4 HEE *SOUND H T 3 HEY S 0 2
HAD HADA H T 1 HAVE SO 2 HEE *SOUND S C 1 HEY S E 1
HAIRCUT HA 1 HAVE H E 9 HEE *SOUND HA 2 HI H T 3
HALF H T 2 HAVE S E 6 HELD HA 1 HI S T 1
HALF HA 4 HAVE MUST'VE HA 1 HELD HOLDED H T 1 HI T C 1
HALL HA 1 HAVEN'T HA 5 HELEN HA 1 HI S C 2
HALLWAY HA 1 HAVEN'T HAV'T HE 1 HELL HA 1 HI HA 1
HAM HA 1 HAVING H T 3 HELLO H T 2 HI SA 2
HAM S A 1 HAVING S C 1 HELLO S T 1 HI T 0 1
HAND H T 6 HAVING HA 5 HELLO S C 5 HI T E 1
HAND H A 8 HE H T 31 HELLO HA 1 HI SE 2
HANDED HA 1 HE S T 10 HELLO S A 1 HID HA 1
HANDING H T 1 HE H C 2 HELP H T 2 HIDDEN HA 1
HANDING S A 1 HE S C 14 HELP S T 2 HIGH H T 5
HANDS H T 8 HE H A 120 HELP S C 1 HIGH S T 2
HANDS S C 2 HE TA 2 HELP HA 3 HIGH S C 2
HANDS H A 7 HE S A 13 HELP T A 1 HIGH HA 2
HANG H T 1 HE H E 5 HELP S A 6 HIGH S A 2
HANG S A 1 HE SE 1 HELPED HA 1 HIGHER H T 2
HAPPEN HA 2 HE'LL H T 2 HELPED S A 2 HIGHER HA 2
HAPPENED H T 1 HE'LL S T 1 HELPING HA 1 HIGHER S A 3
HAPPENED HA 10 HE'LL HA 5 HELPS HA 3 HIGHER SO 1
HAPPENED SA 1 HE'LL TA 1 HEM HA 1 HIGHEST ST 1
HAPPENED HAPPED HA 1 HE'LL SA 4 HER H T 5 HILLARY SA 1
HAPPENING ST 1 HE'S H T 6 HER ST 4 HIM H T 3
HAPPENS H T 1 HE'S ST 6 HER HC 3 HIM ST 11
HAPPENS HA 3 HE'S HC 2 HER SC 5 HIM HC 1
HAPPENS SA 1 HE'S SC 10 HER HA 17 HIM SC 17
HAPPENS TO 1 HE'S HA 42 HER SA 1 HIM HA 54
HAPPY H T 1 HE'S SA 12 HERE H T 22 HIM SA 10
HAPPY ST 1 HE'S HE 4 HERE TT 1 HIM SO 1
HAPPY HA 1 HE'S SE 3 HERE ST 11 HIM HE 4
HARD H T 5 HEAD H T 4 HERE HC 2 HIM SE 2
HARD ST 3 HEAD ST 2 HERE SC 28 HIM IM SC 1
HARD HA 8 HEAD SC 3 HERE HA 78 HIM IM HA 1
HARDER H T 1 HEAD HA 4 HERE TA 2 HIMSELF HA 1
HAS H T 8 HEAD HE 1 HERE SA 39 HIMSELF SA 1
HAS ST 2 HEADS SC 2 HERE SO 1 HINDSIDGHT HA 1
HAS HC 1 HEALTHY HA 1 HERE HE 4 HIS H T 12
HAS SC 5 HEAR SC 6 HERE SE 9 HIS ST 4
HAS HA 17 HEAR HA 7 HERE'S H T 5 HIS HC 1
HAS SA 1 HEARD H T 4 HERE'S SC 1 HIS H A 33
HAS HE 1 HEARD ST 1 HERE'S H A 11 HIS TA 2
HAS SE 1 HEARD HA 2 HERE'S SA 3 HIS SE 1
HATE H T 3 HEART S T 10 HERE'S SE 1 HIT H T 14
HATE S C 5 HEART S C 5 HEROES SC 1 HIT S T 5
HATE HA 3 HEART S A 22 HEROES S A 1 HIT S C 3
HAVE H T 56 HEARTS S T 4 HERSELF HA 1 HIT H A 12
HAVE S T 76 HEARTS S C 2 HEY H T 16 HIT S A 3
HAVE H C 2 HEARTS' ST 1 HEY T T 2 HIT HITTED H T 1
HAVE S C 61 HEATER H E 1 HEY S T 41 HITTING HA 1
HAVE H A 185 HEAVY H T 1 HEY S C 15 HITTING HE 1
HAVE T A 3 HEAVY HA 1 HEY HA 12 HIVE S C 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1008 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1009
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1012 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1013
HIVE S A 1 HORSESHOE HA 2 HURT H C 1 ICE H T 4
HIVES S C 1 HORSESHOES HA 1 HURT S C 8 ICE T T 2
HIVES S A 1 HOT H T 8 HURT H A 12 ICE S C 1
HIYA S T 1 HOT H A 20 HURT S A 5 ICE H A 9
HM *SOUND H T 4 HOUR HA 7 HURT URT H T 1 ICY H A 1
HM *SOUND S C 1 HOUR HE 1 HURT'S H A 1 ID S T 1
HM *SOUND HA 10 HOUR'S H A 1 HURTING S C 2 IDEA H T 2
HM *SOUND H E 4 HOURS HA 1 HURTS H T 2 IDEA S T 1
HM *SOUND S E 2 HOURS HE 1 HURTS T T 1 IDEA H A 16
HMM *SOUND H T 2 HOUSE H T 2 HURTS HA 2 IDEA S A 2
HMM *SOUND HA 17 HOUSE S T 13 HYMIE H T 3 IDEA H E 1
HMM *SOUND T A 2 HOUSE H C 1 HYMIE HA 2 IDEAS HA 1
HMM *SOUND HE 9 HOUSE S C 6 I H T 312 IF H T 26
HMM *SOUND T E 2 HOUSE HA 5 I T T 12 IF S T 10
HMMM *SOUND HA 1 HOUSE S A 51 I S T 188 IF HC 1
HMMM *SOUND H E 1 HOUSE HE 1 I HC 40 IF SC 2
HO H T 1 HOUSES H A 2 I S C 206 IF H A 59
HO S C 1 HOUSES S A 1 I H A 533 IF T A 2
HO H A 10 HOW H T 36 I T A 4 IF S A 16
HOLD H T 3 HOW TT 2 I SA 45 IF HE 5
HOLD S T 2 HOW ST 16 I TO 5 IF SE 4
HOLD HC 2 HOW HC 5 I SO 14 IMAGINE HA 1
HOLD S C 1 HOW S C 13 I H E 34 IMPORTANT S A 1
HOLD HA 9 HOW HA 66 I TE 2 IMPRESSIVE HA 1
HOLD SA 5 HOW TA 2 I SE 19 IN H T 49
HOLD S0 1 HOW S A 18 I 'CAUSEI H T 1 IN T T 3
HOLDING H T 2 HOW HE 3 I'D H T 1 IN ST 20
HOLE SC 1 HOW SE 5 I'D ST 1 IN HC 9
HOLLER ST 3 HOW'S H T 1 I'D HA 1 IN SC 41
HOLLYWOOD HA 1 HOW'S HA 4 I'LL H T 36 IN H A 140
HOME H T 1 HOW'S S0 2 I'LL ST 6 IN TA 3
HOME S T 3 HOWARD HA 3 I'LL HC 6 IN S A 27
HOME HA 10 HOWEVER ST 1 I'LL SC 10 IN S 0 1
HONESTLY HA 3 HOWS HA 1 I'LL H A 62 IN H E 11
HONEY S C 6 HU *SOUND H T 3 I'LL SA 9 IN TE 1
HONEY H A 4 HU *SOUND HA 1 I'LL HE 3 IN SE 8
HONEY SA 5 HUH H T 1 I'LL TE 1 INDESTRUCTABLE HE 1
HONG H T 1 HUH S C 1 I'M H T 65 INDIVIDUALLY HA 1
HONG ST 2 HUH HA 34 I'M TT 1 INFINITY S C 1
HONG S C 20 HUH S A 1 I 'M ST 28 INHALE HA 1
HOO *SOUND HA 1 HUH HE 6 I'M HC 7 INHERITED HA 1
HOOD TA 1 HUH SE 1 I 'M SC 48 INSIDE H T 1
HOOK HA 2 HUM HA 1 I'M HA 90 INSIDE H C 1
HOOKED HA 3 HUNDRED S T 4 I'M S A 15 INSIDE HA 2
HOOKED S A 1 HUNDRED HA 3 I'M TO 1 INSIDE H E 2
HOORAY HA 1 HUNGRY HA 1 I 'M SO 1 INSPECTION HA 1
HOP HA 1 HUNGRY SE 2 I'M HE 6 INSTEAD H T 1
HOPE S T 1 HURRAY H T 1 I'M SE 8 INSTEAD S C 1
HOPE S C 1 HURRAY ST 1 I'VE H T 1 INSTEAD HA 4
HOPE HA 2 HURRY H T 4 I'VE ST 1 INSTIGATED HA 1
HOPE S E 4 HURRY ST 1 I'VE HC 2 INSULTED HA 1
HORRIBLE S C 2 HURRY HA 2 I'VE S C 10 INSULTING HA 1
HORSE S C 2 HURT H T 13 I'VE HA 3 INTENTIONS HA 1
HORSES SO 1 HURT ST 2 I'VE TO 1 INTERESTED HE 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1014 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1015
INTERFERENCE HA 2 IT'LL HA 6 JUMPED S C 2 KILL HA 1
INTERVIEW H T 1 IT'S H T 36 JUNKY HA 1 KILL S E 1
INTERVIEW HA 4 IT'S T T 2 JUST H T 23 KIND H T 4
INTERVIEWING HA 1 IT'S S T 25 JUST T T 6 KIND S T 3
INTERVIEWS HA 1 IT'S H C 5 JUST S T 7 KIND HA 7
INTO H T 4 IT'S S C 23 JUST H C 4 KIND S A 4
INTO S T 3 IT'S H A 100 JUST S C 3 KIND S E 2
INTO H C 1 IT'S T A 1 JUST H A 58 KINDS S A 1
INTO HA 13 IT'S S A 37 JUST S A 15 KING S T 1
INTO S A 1 IT'S S0 1 JUST TO 0 2 KISS S A 1
INTO S0 1 IT'S HE 6 JUST HE 10 KITCHEN H T 2
INTO HE 1 IT'S SE 5 JUST TE 2 KITCHEN HC 1
INVITE H T 2 ITCH H C 1 JUST S E 7 KITCHEN HA 4
INVITE HA 1 ITCHY S T 2 JUST JIST S A 1 KNEEL S C 2
INVITED H T 2 ITS H T 1 JUST JISTONE H T 1 KNEW S T 1
INVOLVED HE 1 ITS SC 2 K SA 1 KNEW HA 1
IRRITATED TA 1 ITS SA 1 KABUNG *SOUND S T 1 KNIFE H T 8
IS H T 74 J SC 1 KABUNG *SOUND S C 1 KNIFE HA 2
IS T T 4 JACK HA 13 KANGAROO S T 1 KNITTING HA 2
IS ST 45 JACKETS HA 1 KANGAROO SC 5 KNIVES HA 3
IS HC 5 JACKIE HA 19 KANGAROOS SC 3 KNOCK ST 6
IS SC 37 JAKIE'S HA 3 KARATE H T 2 KNOCK SC 1
IS HA 131 JELL H T 1 KARATE ST 1 KNOCK HA 2
IS TA 2 JELLO HA 1 KARATE HA 4 KNOCK S A 3
IS S A 73 JELLY H T 3 KEEP H T 6 KNOCKED H T 5
IS TO 2 JEN HA 1 KEEP ST 8 KNOCKED SC 2
IS H E 4 JINK HA 1 KEEP SC 4 ENOCKED H A 5
IS SE 8 JO HA 1 KEEP HA 5 KNOCKED S E 1
ISIAND HA 1 JO SA 1 KEEP S A 12 KNOCKS HA 2
ISN'T H T 8 JOB H A 8 KEEP HE 3 ENOW H T 69
ISN'T TT 1 JOE S A 2 KEEPING H T 1 KNOW TT 2
ISN'T ST 1 JOEY H T 1 KEEPING HA 1 ENOW ST 17
ISN'T SC 1 JOEY ST 17 KEEPS H T 1 KNOW H C 8
ISN'T HA 18 JOEY SC 9 KEEPS HA 1 KNOW SC 27
ISN'T S A 3 JOEY S A 12 KEPT HA 1 KNOW HA 96
IT H T 196 JOEY SO 1 KEY HA 2 KNOW TA 1
IT TT 2 JOEY'S S A 2 KICK H T 2 KNOW S A 8
IT ST 90 JOHNSON HA 2 KICK ST 3 KNOW T 0 3
IT H C 19 JOHNSON'S HA 1 KICK H C 1 ENOW HE 5
IT SC 91 JOIN HA 1 KICK SC 1 KNOW SE 2
IT H A 395 JOKING HA 1 KICK HA 1 KNOWS H T 3
IT TA 3 JOY HA 1 KICKED H T 1 KNOWS ST 1
IT S A 86 JUDGE S C 2 KICKED S T 4 KNOWS H C 1
IT TO 0 2 JUICE H T 3 KICKED H C 2 KNOWS SC 1
IT S 0 8 JUICE H C 1 KID HA 6 KNOWS HA 5
IT H E 14 JUICE S C 1 KIDDING HA 3 KNOWS S A 3
IT T E 2 JUICE H A 9 KIDDING S A 1 KNOWS S E 1
IT S E 20 JUICE S A 1 KIDDO S A 1 KNUCKLE S C 2
IT ADAAYOU HA 1 JUICY HA 1 KIDS H T 1 NG H T 2
IT'D HT 1 JULIA ST 1 KIDS TT 3 KONG ST 2
IT'D HA 1 JUMP H T 3 KIDS S C 1 RDNG SC 20
IT'LL H T 1 JUMP S T 1 KIDS H A 4 KVETCHING HA 1
IT'LL S T 1 JUMP S C 6 KIDS TO 0 2 LA H T 5
IT'LL S C 2 JUMPED S T 2 KILL S C 4 IACES HA 1











































































































































































































































































































































































































*MADEUP S T 1



































































































































































































































MICREPH H T 2
MICREPH S T 4






































































































































































































































































































1017GROUP 3 CHILD 1






















































































































































































































































































































































































































ALLATHO H T 2




































































































































































































































































*MADEUP S C 3
*MADEUP S T 2

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ROAR H T 1
ROAST H T 2
ROAST HA 3
ROASTED H T 1
ROBBIE H T 5
ROBBIE S T 20
ROBBIE S C 6
ROBBIE HA 10
ROBBIE S A 4
ROBBIE'S S T 1
ROBBIE'S S C 2
ROBBIE'S S A 2
ROBIN S C 2
ROBOT HE 1
ROBOTS H T 2
ROBOTS HA 1
ROCK H T 1
ROCK S T 1
ROCKEFELLER ROCKEFE H E 1
ROCKET SC 2
ROCKING H T 1
ROCKS H T 1
ROLL S A 1
ROOF H T 1
ROOF ST 1
ROOF HA 7














RUBBER H T 3
RUBBER HA 2
RUBBING H T 1
RUBDOWN WANNARU HA 1
RUFF HA 2
RUINS HA 1



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1025GROUP 3 CHILD 1
SAVING H A 1 SEE T E 1 SHIRT S T 15 SIGN H C 1
SAW H T 1 SEE S E 6 SHIRT S C 4 SIGN H A 1
SAW S T 1 SEED H T 1 SHIRT HA 11 SILLY H T 5
SAW S C 1 SEED H A 2 SHIRT S A 5 SILLY S T 7
SAW HA 11 SEEMS H T 1 SHIRT H E 2 SILLY H C 1SAY H T 20 SEEMS HA 1 SHIRT S E 3 SILLY S C 1
SAY S T 15 SEEN HA 1 SHIRTS H T 6 SILLY HA 19
SAY H C 1 SEGMENTS HA 1 SHIRTS S T 2 SILLY S0 1
SAY S C 8 SELENRAAD S A 2 SHIRTS H A 3 SINCE H T 1
SAY H A 35 SELF H T 1 SHIT S C 1 SINCE H A 3
SAY T A 1 SEND HA 1 SHMUSH *MADEUP HA 1 SINCE S A 1
SAY S A 2 SENSE H A 1 SHOE S T 2 SING S C 2
SAYING H T 4 SERVE H A 2 SHOE S A 1 SING H A 1
SAYING S T 1 SESAME H T 3 SHOES H T 1 SINGING S T 1
SAYING S C 4 SESAME HA 2 SHOES HA 1 SINGING H A 1
SAYING H A 2 SET H T 3 SHOES HE 1 SINK HA 1
SAYS H T 5 SET H A 11 SHOOT S T 3 SIR H A 1
SAYS S T 2 SET S A 3 SHOOT HNA 2 SIREE H T 1
SAYS S C 1 SET S E 1 SHOOTER HA 1 SISTER HA 1
SAYS HA 1 SETS S A 1 SHORT H T 1 SISTER SIS H T 1
SAYS HE 1 SETTER HA 1 SHORT H A 7 SIT H T 7
SCARED H T 2 SETTING H T 2 SHORTEN SHORTNE H A 1 SIT S T 1
SCARED S T 1 SETTING HA 1 SHORTY H A 1 SIT H C 6
SCHOOL H T 4 SETTLE S A 2 SHOT S T 1 SIT S C 3
SCHOOL S T 2 SEVEN H T 10 SHOT H A 6 SIT H A 21
SCHOOL HA 18 SEVEN S T 2 SHOULD H T 4 SIT S A 4
SCHOOL S A 1 SEVEN S C 1 SHOULD S T 1 SIT S E 2
SCHOOL TO 1 SEVEN HA 4 SHOULD H C 1 SITS S C 1
SCHOOL HE 1 SEVENTEEN H T 2 SHOULD HA 10 SITTING H T 1
SCISSORS S C 2 SH SHH H A 4 SHOULD S A 1 SITTING S C 1
SCORE H A 8 SH SHHH HA 1 SHOULD HE 3 SITTING HA 7
SCORED H T 1 SH SHHHH HA 1 SHOULD S E 1 SITTING S A 5
SCORED S C 1 SHABBY H T 1 SHOULDN'T H T 1 SIX H T 8
SCORED HA 1 SHADE H T 1 SHOULDN'T HA 4 SIX HA 9
SCOTT HC 1 SHAKY S A 1 SHOULDN'T S A 1 SIXTEEN H T 2
SCREAM S C 1 SHALL S T 1 SHOUT HA 1 SIXTEEN HA 1
SCREAM HA 1 SHALL HA 3 SHOW H T 4 SIZE S C 1
SCREAMING H A 1 SHALL T A 1 SHOW S C 4 SIZE HE 1
SEASON H T 1 SHARE H T 1 SHOW HA 4 SKELETON S T 1
SEAT S A 1 SHAVE H T 2 SHOW S A 7 SKELETON S C 2
SECOND T A 1 SHE H T 15 SHOW HE 1 SKI S C 1
SECOND S A 1 SHE S T 8 SHOW S E 1 SKIN S C 1
SECOND S E 1 SHE S C 9 SHRILL HA 1 SKIN HA 1
SECRET S C 1 SHE H A 17 SHUCKS S C 1 SKINS HA 1
SEE H T 16 SHE S A 1 SHUSH HA 1 SLAM SO 1
SEE S T 8 SHE H E 1 SICK H T 1 SLEEP H T 1
SEE H C 2 SHE S E 1 SICK HA 1 SLEEP HA 5
SEE S C 26 SHE'LL S A 2 SIDE H T 1 SLICE HA 1
SEE H A 70 SHE'S H T 7 SIDE S C 2 SLICES HA 1
SEE T A 1 SHE'S S T 4 SIDE HA 4 SLIDE H T 3
SEE SA 14 SHE'S SC 1 SIDE SA 3 SLIDE HA 1
SEE TO 0 1 SHE'S H A 7 SIDE TO 1 SLIDING H T 3
SEE SO 1 SHIP S C 1 SIDE S E 1 SLIDING HA 3
SEE H E 4 SHIRT H T 5 SIDLE T E 1 SLIP S A 4
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1030 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1031
SLIPPED S C 5 SOME H T 3 SPAGHETTI MISGHET H T 3 STAIN HA 1
SLIPPED S E 1 SOME S C 12 SPAGHETTI PISGHET H A 1 STAIRS T E 1
SLIPPER HA 1 SOME HA 19 SPAGHETTI SKEDDY H T 1 STAMP T T 1
SLIPPERS HA 1 SOME T A 1 SPAGHETTI SPASGHE H T 2 STAMP S T 2
SLOPPY S T 5 SOME S A 20 SPAGHETTI SPASGHE HA 1 STAND H T 6
SLOPPY S C 3 SOME HE 4 SPAGHETTIO H T 3 STAND S T 2
SLOW HA 4 SOME S E 1 SPAGHETTIO HA 3 STAND H C 2
SLOWLY H T 1 SOMEBODY H T 2 SPAGHETTIO SPASGHE H T 3 STAND H A 7
SLOWLY HA 2 SOMEBODY S C 3 SPAGHETTIO SPISGHE H T 3 STAND S A 3
SLUGS S C 1 SOMEBODY HA 1 SPAGHETTIO SPISGHE HA 1 STANDING H T 1
SMACK S C 2 SOMEBODY'S S C 1 SPAN H T 1 STANDING S C 2
SMACK S A 1 SOMEONE HA 1 SPAN HA 1 STANDING H A 1
SMACKED SC 1 SOMEONE'S SC 1 SPANISH SC 1 STAR ST 5
SMACKS S C 1 SOMETHING H T 4 SPANKING H T 1 STAR S C 13
SMALL HA 4 SOMETHING S T 2 SPANKING HA 2 STAR S A 25
SMALLER HA 1 SOMETHING H C 2 SPEAK HA 1 STAR S E 1
SMALLER HE 1 SOMETHING S C 5 SPEAKER S C 1 STARS S A 1
SMART H T 3 SOMETHING HA 17 SPECIAL H T 3 START H T 4
SMART H C 2 SOMETHING S A 9 SPECIAL HA 1 START S T 2
SMART HA 2 SOMETHING HE 1 SPECIAL S A 1 START S C 1
SMARTER HA 1 SOMETHING S E 2 SPECIAL HE 1 START HA 2
SMASHED H T 1 SOMETHING SOMETHI H A 1 SPECIAL S E 1 START S A 14
SMELL H T 1 SOMETHING SOMETIN S T 1 SPECIALLY ST 1 STARTED H T 1
SMILE HA 1 SOMETHING SOMETIN H A 1 SPEEDOMETER HA 1 STARTED HA 1
SMORGASBORD HA 1 SOMETHING'S H T 1 SPEEDY HA 1 STARTED S A 1
SNAKES SC 1 SOMETIME HA 1 SPEEDY S A 1 STARTING HA 1
SNAKES S A 2 SOMETIMES HA 3 SPELL S C 1 STARTS H C 1
SNEAK HA 3 SCMEWHERE HA 3 SPICE HA 1 STARVE HA 1
SNEEZING HA 1 SNMEWHERE S A 2 SPICES HA 1 STARVING H T 1
SNOOPY H C 3 SON H A 3 SPIDERMAN ST 1 STATION H C 1
SNOW H T 5 SON TA 1 SPIDERMAN S C 6 STAY H T 2
SNOW HA 6 SONG HC 1 SPILL H A 1 STAY H A 8
SNOWBALL H T 1 SONG SC 2 SPIN H T 1 STAY SA 2
SNHWBALLS HA 1 SONG H A 2 SPINACH H T 1 STAYED H A 1
SO H T 26 SOON HA 3 SPINACH HA 4 STAYING ST 1
SO TT 2 SOON S A 1 SPLAT SC 4 STAYING HA 1
SO ST 11 SORE HA 1 SPIATS ST 1 STAYS HA 2
SO HC 1 SORRY SC 1 SPOILED HA 1 STEAK HA 2
SO S C 13 SORRY HA 4 SPOOK H T 1 STEPS ST 1
SO H A 84 SORT HA 1 SPOOK HA 1 STEPS H A 2
SO S A 17 SORT S A 1 SPOON SC 4 STEPS TA 1
SO TO 1 SORT HE 1 SPOON HA 2 STEVE H T 2
SO HE 5 SOUND HA 2 SPOON SE 1 STEVE SC 3
SO TE 1 SOUNDS SC 1 SPOONS HA 1 STEVE H A 149
SO SE 6 SOUNDS SE 2 SPOT SC 1 STEVE TA 4
SO'S S T 1 SOUP H T 2 SPOT HA 3 STEVE S A 10
SOAP H C 1 SOUP HA 2 SPREAD S A 2 STEVE SO 2
SOAP HA 2 SOUP SE 7 SQUEAKS HA 1 STEVE HE 11
SOAP HE 1 SOUPS H T 1 SQUEEZE H C 1 STEVE TE 1
SOCKS H T 3 SOUPS HA 2 SQUEEZE HA 2 STEVE S E 2
SOCKS HA 1 SOUR HA 1 SQUEEZING H T 1 STEVE'S H C 1
SODA H T 11 SOUTH HA 1 SQUEEZING HA 1 STEVE'S S C 1
SODA HA 13 SPACE S A 2 SQUIRRELS S T 1 STEVE'S H A 1
SOFT HA 2 SPAGHETTI HA 16 STAB T E 1 STEVEN H T 6
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1028 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1029
STEVEN S T 3 STRONG S T 3 SUSAN HA 3 TALLER S C 2
STEVEN H C 4 STRONG S C 1 SUZY HA 1 TALLER HA 1
STEVEN S C 10 STRONG HA 2 SWALLOW H A 1 TALLEST S C 1
STEVEN HA 76 STRONG S A 12 SWALLOWED H T 1 TANGERINE H T 3
STEVEN S A 52 STRONG H E 1 SWALLOWED H A 2 TANGERINE H C 3
STEVEN SO 2 STU H A 1 SWAM HA 1 TANGERINE HE 1
STEVEN HE 3 STUCK S C 4 SWEAT HA 1 TANGERINES H T 2
STEVEN S E 4 STUDY HA 1 SWEEP H T 1 TANGERINES H C 1
STEVEN'S H T 1 STUFF H T 1 SWEEPING T T 3 TANGLED HA 1
STEVEN'S S C 2 STUFF H C 2 SWEET HA 9 TANNED HA 1
STEVEN'S HA 2 STUFF S C 2 SWEETHEART HA 4 TAPE H T 3
STEVEN'S S A 5 STUFF HA 3 SWING H T 1 TAPE S C 5
STEVEN'S S E 2 STUPID H T 1 SWITCH HA 1 TAPE HA 4
STEVIE HA 1 STUPID S T 1 SWITCHING H A 1 TAPE S A 11
STICK H T 2 STUPID S C 1 SWITZERLAND S C 1 TAPE SO 2
STICK HA 1 STUPID H A 4 T H T 9 TAPE HE 1
STICK HE 1 SUCH S T 2 T S T 1 TASTE H T 3
STICK T E 1 SUCH H A 12 T H C 1 TASTE HA 4
STIFF HA 4 SUDDEN H A 1 T S C 1 TASTES H T 2
STILL H T 6 SUE H A 16 T H A 6 TASTES HA 3
STILL S T 2 SUGGESTION S A 1 TABLE H T 4 TASTY H A 1
STILL S C 3 SUIT HA 1 TABLE S C 1 TAUGHT HA 1
STILL HA 18 SUMMER H T 2 TABLE HA 20 TAXI 'HA 1
STILL S A 1 SUMMONS HA 3 TABLE S A 3 TEA H A 6
STILL SO 1 SUN T A 1 TACKLE H T 1 TEACH HA 2
STILL HE 4 SUNDAY HA 1 TAKE H T 10 TEACHER H T 1
STING S A 1 SUPER S C 1 TAKE S T 16 TEACHER S C 5
STINKS HA 1 SUPER S A 1 TAKE H C 1 TEACHER HA 1
STIR H T 1 SUPERGUYS S C 6 TAKE S C 6 TEACHER S A 1
STOLE S C 1 SUPERMAN H T 1 TAKE HA 35 TEACHERS H T 1
STOOL HA 1 SUPERMAN S C 2 TAKE S A 15 TEACHES HA 1
STOP H T 5 SUPERMAN H A 1 TAKE HE 4 TEAR S C 1
STOP S T 3 SUPERMAN'S S C 1 TAKE T E 1 TEE S C 1
STOP S C 1 SUPPER H T 3 TAKE S E 2 TEENY S C 1
STOP HA 9 SUPPER HA 14 TAKEN S A 1 TEETH HA 1
STOP S A 1 SUPPER SUPPA H T 1 TAKES H T 3 TELEPHONE H T 1
STOP SO 1 SUPPLY S A 1 TAKES HA 2 TELEVISION H C 2
STORE H T 2 SUPPOSE H T 3 TAKES S A 1 TELEVISION HA 2
STORE HA 1 SUPPOSE S T 1 TAKING H T 2 TELL H T 7
STORE S A 1 SUPPOSE HE 1 TAKING S T 3 TELL S T 5
STORES HA 1 SUPPOSE T E 1 TAKING S C 1 TELL H C 6
STORY HA 1 SUPPOSE S 'POSE HA 2 TAKING HA 3 TELL S C 8
STRAIGHT HA 7 SUPPOSE SPOSE HA 1 TALK H T 3 TELL HA 30
STRAIGHT S A 1 SUPPOSED H T 2 TALK S T 3 TELL S A 4
STRAIGHT T E 2 SUPPOSED S T 2 TALK S C 7 TELL HE 1
STRANGE HE 1 SUPPOSED S C 2 TALK HA 6 TELLING H T 2
STRAP S T 1 SUPPOSED HA 7 TALK SA 1 TELLING S T 1
STRAP S A 1 SUPPOSED S A 1 TALKING H T 1 TELLING H C 2
STRAWBERRY H A 2 SUPPOSED S E 1 TALKING S T 1 TELLING S C 2
STREET T T 2 SURE H T 1 TALKING S C 3 TELLING HA 2
STREET HA 1 SURE S C 4 TALKING H A 8 TELLS S A 1
STRETCH T T 1 SURE H A 17 TALKING S A 3 TEMPERAMENTAL H A 1
STRIPES S T 1 SURE S A 9 TALL S A 2 TEMPERATURE HA 1
STRONG H T 5 SURE S E 3 TALL T E 1 TEMPTED S E 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1034 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1035
TEN H T 4 THE TO 1 THERE T A 1 THINGS HA 11
TEN HA 10 THE S0 6 THERE S A 22 THINGS S A 2
TERRACE HA 1 THE HE 28 THERE SO 1 THINGS HE 2
TERRIBLE HA 2 THE T E 4 THERE HE 6 THINK H T 1
TERRIFIC H A 1 THE S E 13 THERE T E 1 THINK T T 1
TEST H T 1 THE DA H T 9 THERE S E 4 THINK S T 4
TESTING S A 1 THE DA S T 3 THERE DER H T 1 THINK H C 1
THAN H T 3 THE DA SC 4 THERE DER ST 6 THINK S C 3
THAN SC 3 THE DA HA 25 THERE'S H T 3 THINK HA 54
THAN HA 7 THE DI H T 1 THERE'S T T 1 THINK T A 2
THAN HE 1 THE DU H T 5 THERE'S S T 1 THINK S A 15
THANK H T 2 THE DU ST 4 THERE'S H C 1 THINK H E 5
THANK HA 12 THE DU S C 5 THERE'S S C 12 THINK T E 1
THANK TA 1 THE DU HA 6 THERE'S H A 32 THINK S E 4
THANK SA 2 THE THA H T 6 THERE'S S A 6 THINKS H T 1
THANK HE 6 THE THA S T 1 THERE'S HE 2 THIRD H A 1
THANK S E 1 THEIR H T 1 THESE H T 20 THIRSTY S C 2
THANKS H C 1 THEIR S T 2 THESE S T 7 THIRSTY S E 1
THANKS S C 1 THEIR S C 2 THESE H C 4 THIRTEEN H T 3
THANKS HA 4 THEIR HA 1 THESE S C 3 THIRTY H T 2
THANKS S A 1 THEIR T A 1 THESE HA 17 THIRTY S T 1
THANKS HE 1 THEM H T 10 THESE S A 17 THIRTY HA 4
THANKS S E 1 THEM T T 3 THESE SO 1 THIS H T 77
THAT H T 70 THEM ST 12 THEY H T 23 THIS TT 2
THAT ST 29 THEM H C 2 THEY TT 2 THIS ST 51
THAT H C 9 THEM SC 8 THEY ST 4 THIS H C 5
THAT SC 29 THEM HA 25 THEY H C 1 THIS SC 66
THAT H A 192 THEM S A 7 THEY S C 26 THIS H A 109
THAT S A 62 THEM SO 1 THEY HA 63 THIS TA 3
THAT SO 1 THEM HE 4 THEY TA 1 THIS S A 95
THAT HE 10 THEM 'EM H T 1 THEY S A 13 THIS TO 3
THAT TE 1 THEM 'EM HA 1 THEY HE 3 THIS SO 3
THAT S E 11 THEM EM H A 4 THEY S E 1 THIS HE 8
THAT GIMMETH S T 1 THEM GET'EM HA 1 THEY'LL H T 2 THIS S E 14
THAT'LL H T 1 THEMSELVES HA 1 THEY'LL S T 2 THOSE H T 4
THAT'S H T 46 THEMSELVES THEIRSE H T 1 THEY'RE H T 1 THOSE S T 1
THAT'S T T 4 THEMSELVES THEMSEL H T 1 THEY'RE S T 2 THOSE H C 1
THAT'S ST 11 THEN H T 15 THEY'RE H C 2 THOSE SC 3
THAT'S H C 4 THEN ST 14 THEY'RE S C 7 THOSE HA 12
THAT'S SC 25 THEN H C 5 THEY'RE HA 21 THOSE S A 7
THAT'S H A 136 THEN S C 23 THEY'RE S A 6 THOSE ALIATHO H T 2
THAT'S S A 30 THEN HA 31 THEY'RE H E 3 THOUGH H T 1
THAT'S TO 1 THEN S A 16 THEY'RE TE 2 THOUGH HA 5
THAT'S HE 9 THEN SO 2 THEY'RE SE 1 THOUGH SA 1
THAT'S S E 3 THEN H E 2 THICK ST 1 THOUGH TE 1
THAT'S DATS H T 1 THEN T E 1 THING H T 2 THOUGH S E 1
THE H T 152 THEN S E 7 THING S T 1 THOUGHT S T 2
THE T T 10 THEORY HA 1 THING S C 5 THOUGHT HA 11
THE S T 44 THERE H T 26 THING HA 24 THREE H T 24
THE H C 18 THERE T T 1 THING S A 22 THREE S T 5
THE S C 83 THERE S T 5 THING HE 1 THREE S C 3
THE H A 477 THERE H C 4 THING'S S C 1 THREE HA 13
THE T A 4 THERE S C 20 THINGS H T 7 THREE S A 4
THE S A 146 THERE H A 81 THINGS H C 2 THREW H T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1032 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1033






























































































































































































































































WANNA H T 20
WANNA S T 14
WANNA HC 4









GONNA H T 38
GONNA S T 38
GONNA HC 3
GONNA S C 29
GONNA HA 49




GOTTA H T 1
GOTTA HA 3
GOTTA SA 5





TABED H T 1
TAEAT H T 1
WANNA H T 20
WANNA S T 14
WANNA HC 4














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1037
WATER SA 1 WEEK HA 5 WHEN HC 2 WHOOE *SOUND H T 1
WATER'S H T 1 WEEK( H E 1 WHEN S C 11 WHOSE HA 5
WATER'S HA 2 WEEKS H A 3 WHEN HA 58 WHY H T 23
WATERMAN HA 1 WEENIE S C 1 WHEN S A 7 WHY S T 8
WAY H T 9 WELCOME H T 3 WHEN S E 2 WHY H C 3
WAY T T 2 WELCOME HA 1 WHENEVER H A 1 WHY SC 7
WAY S T 3 WELL H T 29 WHERE H T 8 WHY HA 51
WAY H C 1 WELL S T 12 WHERE T T 1 WHY T A 3
WAY S C 4 WELL S C 14 WHERE S T 3 WHY S A 7
WAY H A 29 WELL HA 61 WHERE H C 6 WHY S E 3
WAY T A 1 WELL T A 3 WHERE S C 12 WHY 'D H T 1
WAY SA 18 WELL SA 8 WHERE HA 21 WHY'D ST 1
WAY S0 1 WELL HE 10 WHERE S A 7 WHY'D HA 1
WAY H E 2 WELL S E 9 WHERE HE 1 WIFE H T 3
WAY S E 1 WENT H T 14 WHERE S E 4 WIFE HA 2
WE H T 51 WENT T T 1 WHERE'D H T 1 WIFE'S H A 1
WE S T 34 WENT S T 2 WHERE'S H T 3 WILD HA 2
WE H C 3 WENT S C 5 WHERE'S H C 3 WILL H T 18
WE S C 23 WENT HA 19 WHERE'S S C 1 WILL S T 9
WE H A 67 WENT SA 1 WHERE'S HA 5 WILL SC 13
WE T A 3 WENT S E 2 WHERE'S S A 2 WILL HA 30
WE S A 50 WERE H T 3 WHEREVER HE 1 WILL S A 13
WE TO 0 2 WERE H C 2 WHEW H T 1 WILL SO 1
WE H E 3 WERE S C 4 WHICH H T 1 WILL HE 1
WE T E 1 WERE HA 24 WHICH S T 1 WILL T E 1
WE S E 2 WET H T 2 WHICH H C 3 WILLEM H T 3
WE'D ST 1 WET HA 6 WHICH S C 2 WILLEM S T 2
WE'LL H T 1 WHACK S C 2 WHICH HA 6 WILLEM HA 3
WE'LL S T 6 WHAT H T 66 WHICH HE 1 WILLEM S A 6
WE'LL S C 3 WHAT S T 15 WHILE H C 1 WILLEM WILLAM S A 1
WE'LL HA 14 WHAT H C 5 WHILE HA 9 WILLEM'LL H T 1
WE'LL T A 1 WHAT S C 36 WHILE S A 3 WILLEM'S S A 2
WE'LL S A 2 WHAT H A 200 WHILE HE 1 WILLEM'S WILLAM' S C 1
WE'LL S E 1 WHAT T A 3 WHILE S E 4 WILLEM'S WILLIM' S T 1
WE'RE H T 8 WHAT S A 48 WHINING H A 3 WILLEM'S WILLIM' S A 1
WE'RE S T 11 WHAT TO 4 WHITE S C 13 WILLIAM S C 1
WE'RE S C 11 WHAT SO 2 WHITE S A 1 WILLIAM S A 6
WE'RE HA 7 WHAT HE 3 WHITE'S S C 1 WILLIE H T 2
WE'RE S A 13 WHAT S E 7 WHO H T 7 WILLIE HA 3
WE'RE H E 2 WHAT ADAAYOU HA 1 WHO S T 2 WILLIE WILLE HA 1
WE'VE S A 6 WHAT WHA H T 6 WHO SC 10 WIN HA 2
WEAR H T 3 WHAT WHA H C 1 WHO HA 26 WIN HE 1
WEAR S T 9 WHAT WHATADA H A 1 WHO T A 1 WIND S T 1
WEAR H C 1 WHAT'S H T 3 WHO S A 3 WIND HA 2
WEAR HA 6 WHAT'S H C 3 WHO SO 1 WIND S A 1
WEAR S A 1 WHAT'S S C 4 WHO'S H T 2 WINDOW H T 1
WEAR S E 3 WHAT'S HA 31 WHO'S H C 1 WINDOW HA 5
WEARING H T 4 WHAT'S S A 15 WHO'S HA 8 WING H T 1
WEARING S T 2 WHAT'S S E 1 WHO'S S A 1 WING HA 1
WEARING H C 1 WHATEVER HA 5 WHO'S S E 1 WINNING HA 1
WEARING HA 2 WHATEVER HE 1 WHOA HA 1 WIPE H T 1
WEARING WEARIN' H T 1 WHEN H T 30 WHOEVER S T 2 WIPE HA 3
WEDNESDAY HA 1 WHEN T T 1 WHOEVER S C 3 WIPE S E 1
WEEK H T 1 WHEN S T 10 WHOLE HA 6 WIPING WIPIN' HA 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1042 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1043
WIRE HA 1 WOULD H E 4 YES H T 22 YOU'RE S T 10
WISE S C 2 WOULD S E 5 YES T T 1 YOU'RE S C 12
WISE HA 5 WOULD'VE H T 1 YES S T 7 YOU'RE HA 82
WITH H T 30 WOULD'VE HA 1 YES S C 22 YOU'RE T A 1
WITH S T 14 WOULDN'T H T 2 YES H A 46 YOU'RE S A 11
WITH H C 3 WOULDN'T H A 8 YES S A 7 YOU'RE T 0 1
WITH S C 15 WOW H T 1 YES HE 3 YOU'RE SO 1
WITH H A 73 WOW S C 2 YES S E 2 YOU'RE HE 4
WITH T A 1 WOW H A 11 YESTERDAY HA 3 YOU'RE T E 1
WITH S A 22 WOW S A 1 YESTERDAY S E 1 YOU'RE S E 7
WITH TO 0 1 WOW WOWEE H A 1 YET H T 1 YOU'VE H T 1
WITH SO 1 WRAP H A 1 YET ST 1 YOU'VE HA 3
WITH HE 2 WRAPPED HA 1 YET S C 1 YOU'VE S A 3
WITH T E 1 WRONG H T 3 YET H A 4 YOU'VE S E 1
WITH S E 2 WRONG S C 4 YET HE 1 YOUNG HC 3
WITHOUT H T 1 WRONG S A 1 YIKES SC 1 YOUNG HA 1
WITHOUT H A 1 X H T 21 YIKES SO 1 YOUR H T 23
WOKE HA 2 X S T 5 YOGI H T 1 YOUR S T 22
WON H T 1 X HC 4 YOGI HC 1 YOUR HC 9
WON ST 1 X S C 62 YOGURT H T 3 YOUR S C 37
WON HA 3 X HA 9 YOGURT HA 4 YOUR HA 134
WON'T H T 7 X S A 1 YOU H T 280 YOUR T A 4
WON'T ST 3 X S0 3 YOU TT 4 YOUR S A 61
WON'T HC 1 Y H T 2 YOU ST 99 YOUR TO 1
WON'T SC 6 Y SC 2 YOU HC 32 YOUR HE 4
WON'T H A 18 Y SA 1 YOU S C 147 YOUR SE 17
WON'T SA 5 YAHA *SOUND H T 1 YOU H A 779 YOURS H T 7
WONDER HA 2 YARD H A 1 YOU TA 10 YOURS H C 1
WONDERFUL H C 1 YEAH H T 71 YOU SA 235 YOURS SC 1
WONDERFUL HA 2 YEAH TT 2 YOU TO 8 YOURS HA 14
WONDERING HE 1 YEAH ST 17 YOU SO 4 YOURS SA 3
WOOD SC 1 YEAH SC 41 YOU H E 36 YOURS SO 1
WORD H T 3 YEAH H A 166 YOU TE 4 YOURS SE 2
WORD SC 1 YEAH TA 4 YOU SE 45 YOURSELF H T 1
WORD HA 2 YEAH SA 11 YOU ADAAYOU HA 1 YOURSELF SC 1
WORDS HA 1 YEAH S O 4 YOU FERYOU HA 1 YOURSELF HA 15
WORK H T 1 YEAH H E 10 YOU OYOU H T 1 YOURSELF SA 1
WORK HA 4 YEAH TE 2 YOU WHATADA HA 1 YOURSELF SE 1
WORK TO 1 YEAH SE 8 YOU YA H T 8 YOURSELVES HA 1
WORK HE 1 YEARS HA 4 YOU YA SC 5 YUCK H T 1
WORKED H T 1 YECH *MADEUP SO 1 YOU YA H A 7 YUCK SC 1
WORKED HA 1 YECK *MADEUP H T 2 YOU YAOPEN H T 1 YUCKY H T 4
WORKING TT 1 YELLING HA 1 YOU YO ST 2 YUCKY HA 1
WORKING HA 1 YELLOW H T 1 YOU YO HA 1 YUMMY HA 1
WORKING TA 1 YELLOW HC 2 YOU YO SA 1 Z ST 1
WORKS HA 2 YELLOW S C 1 YOU'D H T 1 ZOE S T 14
WORRY S T 2 YELLOW HA 1 YOU'D H A 3 ZOE S C 7
WORRYING H T 1 YEOW S C 1 YOU'LL H T 5 ZOE S A 2
WORST H A 3 YEP H T 3 YOU'LL S T 1 ZOE H E 2
WOULD H T 24 YEP S T 2 YOU'LL H A 26 ZOE S E 1
WOULD S T 11 YEP S C 1 YOU'LL S A 4 ZOE'S H T 2
WOULD S C 2 YEP HA 3 YOU'LL S E 1 ZOE'S S T 4
WOULD HA 35 YEP S A 1 YOU'RE H T 33 ZOE'S S C 1
WOULD SA 9 YEP SO 1 YOU'RE TT 2 ZOE'S HA 2
1040 GROUP 3 CHILD 1 1041GROUP 3 CHILD 1
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GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1046
BLUE T T 2 BOUT SC 1 BUG ST 2 BYE TA 3
BLUE S T 1 BOUT HA 1 BUG SA 1 BYE TE 2
BLUE S C 8 BOWL H T 3 BUGS SC 1 C H T 1
BLUE HA 8 BOWL HA 1 BUGS HA 3 CAGE S T 11
BLUE T A 1 BOX S T 1 BUILD HA 1 CAGE S A 1
BLUE S A 3 BOY H T 5 BUILDING H T 1 CAKE S A 1
BLUEBERRIES H A 2 BOY S T 2 BUILDING T A 1 CALENDAR H T 1
BLUEBERRY H A 1 BOY S C 1 BULLIES H A 1 CALIFORNIA S T 1
BOAT S T 5 BOY H A 24 BUMBLE H T 2 CALIFORNIA S A 1
BOAT SC 1 BOY SA 1 BUMPED S C 2 CALL H T 1
BOB S T 1 BOYS H T 2 BUMPING HA 1 CALL HA 6
BOB SA 1 BOYS SC 1 BUNCH H T 2 CALL HE 2
BOBBY S T 10 BOYS HA 1 BUNCH HA 3 CALLED HA 2
BOBBY S C 2 BOYS HO 1 BUNNY S T 3 CALLED S A 5
BOBBY S A 7 BREAD H T 2 BUNNY S C 1 CALLING HA 1
BOMBER S C 2 BREAK H T 3 BUNNY HA 1 CALMED HA 1
BOO H T 5 BREAK S C 3 BURN H T 1 CAME H T 3
BOO S T 1 BREAK HA 1 BURNT BURNTED TT 1 CAME T T 1
BOO H A 2 BREAK H E 1 BUS S T 1 CAME S T 3
BOOK S T 2 BREAKABLE T A 1 BUS H A 7 CAME HA 1
BOOK S C 1 BREAKFAST S C 2 BUS SA 1 CAME T A 4
BOOK S A 1 BREAKFAST HA 3 BUST HA 1 CAME S A 2
BOOKS S A 1 BREAKFAST TA 1 BUT H T 17 CAN H T 29
BOOM S C 1 BREAKING BREAKIN H T 1 BUT TT 7 CAN ST 10
BOON S T 1 BRIGHT HA 2 BUT ST 12 CAN HC 3
BOOP *MADEUP S T 1 BRIGHT SA 1 BUT SC 11 CAN SC 4
BOOTS H T 1 BRING H T 3 BUT H A 15 CAN H A 32
BOOTS TT 1 BRING SA 2 BUT TA 2 CAN TA 2
BOOTS S C 3 BRING HE 1 BUT SA 14 CAN SA 39
BOOTS HA 1 BROAAWAY ST 1 BUT HE 1 CAN HO 1
BOOTS T A 1 BRODIE S T 1 BUTTER ST 1 CAN H E 3
BOOTS S A 2 BRODIE S C 3 BUTTER SC 4 CAN S E 7
BOOTS TO 1 BRODIE S A 8 BUTTER S A 3 CAN'T H T 9
BOOTS HE 1 BROKE H T 1 BUTTERFLIES HA 1 CAN'T T T 2
BOSS S C 1 BROKE S C 4 BUTTERFLIES BUTTAFL H T 2 CAN'T S T 4
BOTH H T 2 BROKE HA 2 BUTTERFLY S T 2 CAN'T H C 1
BOTH S C 4 BROKEN H T 1 BUTTERFLY HA 1 CAN'T SC 2
BOTH S A 1 BROKEN S T 2 BUTTON TT 1 CAN'T HA 11
BOTHER H T 3 BROKEN S C 2 BUTTONS HA 3 CAN'T T A 1
BOTHER S T 1 BROKEN HA 1 BUTTONS TA 1 CAN'T SA 3
BOTHER HA 1 BROTHER H T 2 BUTTONS S E 1 CANNOT H T 1
BOTHER SA 2 BROTHER SC 1 BUY H T 8 CANNOT S A 1
BOTHERING S T 2 BROUGHT H T 1 BUY SC 5 CAP SA 1
BOTHERING S C 1 BROUGHT BRANG H T 1 BUY HA 3 CAR H T 4
BOTTLE H T 1 BROW HA 1 BUY TA 1 CAR ST 5
BOTTLE HE 1 BROWN H T 2 BY H T 3 CAR HA 3
BOTITOM HT 1 BROWN ST 1 BY ST 2 CAR SA 7
BOTTOM T T 1 BROWN HA 1 BY SC 5 CARE HA 2
BOTTM1 S T 4 BRUSH H T 3 BY H A 8 CAREFUL HA 1
BOTTOM HA 4 BRUSH HA 2 BY TA 1 CAREFUL T A 3
BOUGHT H T 3 BRUSHES HA 2 BY SA 2 CAREFUL S A 3
BOUGHT HA 2 BUBBLES H T 1 BY HE 1 CAREFULLY T T 1
BOUNCED HE 1 BUBBLES H A 5 BYE T T 1 CARMEN S T 2
BOUNCES TE 1 BUG TT 1 BYE HA 3 CARNE S A 5
GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1051 GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1052
CARPET HA 1 CHANGE HE 1 CLEANS HA 1 COME H T 23
CARRIED HA 1 CHANGED H T 3 CLEAR H T 2 COME T T 2
CARROT S A 2 CHANGED HA 1 CLIMB H T 1 COME S T 23
CARS H T 1 CHANNEL H T 1 CLIMB SC 1 COME H C 1
CARTOON HA 3 CHANNEL HA 1 CLIP H T 1 COME S C 35
CARTOONS HA 2 CHARLENE S T 4 CLIP HE 1 COME HA 59
CASE H T 1 CHARLENE S C 2 CLOBBERED HA 1 COME T A 11
CASE S T 1 CHARLENE S A 2 CLOCKS HA 1 COME S A 9
CASE HA 1 CHASED HA 1 CLOSE T T 1 COME HE 2
CASE HE 1 CHEAP H T 1 CLOSE HA 8 COME COM'ERE HA 1
CAT H T 4 CHEAP HA 1 CLOSE T E 1 CCOME COMERE HA 1
CAT ST 1 CHEAT H T 2 CLOSED H T 1 COME COMIN T A 1
CAT H A 4 CHEAT HA 1 CLOSED HA 1 COMES H T 3
CAT S A 7 CHEATER H T 2 CLOSER S T 1 COMES S T 1
CAT H E 4 CHECK HA 1 CLOSER HA 1 CCMES HA 5
CAT'S HA 1 CHEER H T 1 CLOSET HA 1 CCMES S A 1
CATCH S T 13 CHEESE H A 1 CLOSING H A 1 COMFORTABLE H E 1
CATCH S C 2 CHEST HA 1 CLOTHES H T 2 COMING H T 3
CATCH S A 1 CHEW H A 6 CLOTHES T A 1 COMING S T 1
CATS H T 1 CHEWING HA 2 CLOTHES S A 3 COMING S C 1
CATS HA 2 CHICKEN S T 1 CLOTHING S A 1 COMING HA 6
CATS HE 1 CHICKEN S A 1 CLOWN H T 1 COMING T A 1
CAUGHT H T 1 CHILDREN S T 2 CLOWNS HA 1 COMING S E 2
CAUGHT ST 4 CHILDREN HA 1 CLUB HO 1 CCMPANY HA 1
CAUGHT HA 1 CHILDREN S A 12 COAL ST 1 COMPARED S A 1
CAUGHT S A 15 CHILDREN SE 1 COAST HA 1 CON SA 2
CAUSE H T 1 CHILDREN CHIDREN S A 1 COAT T C 1 CONNIE H T 5
CAUSE S T 1 CHILDREN CHILDER H T 1 COAT S C 2 CONNIE T T 5
CAUSE SC 4 CHINESE S A 3 COAT HA 2 CONNIE ST 1
CAUSE HA 3 CHIP HA 2 COAT SE 2 CONNIE H C 2
CAUSE TA 1 CHOCOLATE SC 2 COAT'S HA 1 CONNIE TE 1
CAUSE S A 1 CHOCOLATE HA 2 COATS S A 1 CONNIE'S H T 2
CAVE H T 1 CHOCOLATE S A 9 COCOA H T 1 CONNIE'S HA 1
CAVE HA 2 CHOCOLATE CHOCLOL SA 1 COCOA HA 8 CONTEST HA 1
CAVEMAN HA 1 CHOO *SOUND ST 80 COCOA S A 1 COOKIE H T 1
CENTER S A 1 CHOO *SOUND SC 59 COCOA'S H T 1 COOKIE HA 2
CENTS H T 14 CHOO *SOUND S O 5 COLD H T 3 COOKIES H T 4
CENTS SC 1 CHU *SOUND H T 2 COLD ST 3 COOKIES ST 3
CENTS HA 33 CHU *SOUND ST 3 COLD HA 2 COOKIES SC 1
CEREAL SC 1 CHU *SOUND HA 6 COLD TA 3 COOKIES HA 10
CEREAL S A 5 CHUU *SOUND ST 1 COLD HE 1 COOKIES HE 2
CERTAINLY HA 2 CIDER S A 1 COLIAGE H T 2 COOKING H T 1
CERTAINLY TE 1 CIRCLE H T 1 COLLAGE HA 1 COOL ST 1
CHAIN H T 2 CIRCLE ST 2 COLLAGE SA 1 COP H T 1
CHAIR H T 2 CIRCLE S A 3 COLLAR HA 1 COPIES HA 1
CHAIR ST 1 CIRCUS HA 1 COLOR H T 22 COPS H T 1
CHAIR SC 7 CLASS H T 1 COLOR S T 1 COPY H T 1
CHAIR HA 3 CLASS HA 1 COLOR S C 5 CORRECT S A 1
CHAIR HE 2 CLAUS H T 1 COLOR HA 4 COST HA 1
CHAIRS HA 1 CLAWS HA 1 COLOR S A 3 COUCH H T 1
CHANGE H T 2 CLEAN ST 1 COLOR HE 2 COUCH HA 4
CHANGE HA 3 CLEAN SC 1 COLORS H T 4 COULD H T 12
CHANGE T A 1 CLEAN HA 1 COLORS HA 1 COULD T T 1
CHANGE S A 2 CLEANING S A 1 COLORS S A 1 COULD S C 16
GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1049 GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1050



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1054










































































































































































GRAEME'S H T 3
GRAEME'S HA 1





GRANDDAUGHTER S A 2
GRANDDAUGHTER GRANDAU S A 1
GRANEMA H T 1
GRANDMA TA 1
GRANDMA SA 2
GRANDMA'S T A 1
GRANDMA'S S A 1
GRANDPA T A 2
GRASS H T 2
GRASS S T 7
GRASS HA 1
GRASS S A 6
GRAY H T 3
GRAY H A 1






GREEDY S C 8
GREEDY HA 1
GREEN H T 11
GREEN TT 1
GREEN ST 1





GREENS H T 1
GREW SA 1
GRINGER *MADEUP H T 1
GROUND H T 1
GROUP H T 1
GROUP SC 1
GROW SA 5
GROWN GRODE H T 1
GUARD HA 1




























































































































































































































































































































































GOIN H T 2




GONNA H T 44
GONNA S T 10
GONNA S C 17
GONNA HA 34
GONNA TA 6



























































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1058
HANGERS HANGUHZ H A 1 HE S A 19 HERE H T 44 HIS H E 1
HAPPEN H T 1 HE H E 11 HERE T T 3 HIT S T 1
HAPPEN HA 4 HE'LL H T 1 HERE S T 29 HIT H C 1
HAPPEN S A 3 HE'LL T T 1 HERE H C 1 HIT H A 1
HAPPENED H T 3 HE'LL HA 3 HERE S C 21 HIT S A 4
HAPPENED H A 6 HE'LL TA 1 HERE H A 28 HM *SOUND H T 6
HAPPENED T A 2 HE 'S H T 9 HERE T A 4 HM *SOUND T T 2
HAPPENED SA 8 HE'S ST 5 HERE S A 28 HM *SOUND S T 10
HAPPENING H T 1 HE'S S C 8 HERE H E 6 HM *SOUND S C 2
HAPPENING S A 2 HE'S H A 14 HERE S E 4 HM *SOUND T A 1
HAPPENS H A 3 HE 'S T A 4 HERE 'ERE H T 3 HM *SOUND S A 2
HAPPENS S E 1 HE'S S A 3 HERE COMC'ERE H A 1 HM *SOUND HE 4
HAPPY H T 1 HE'S HE 1 HERE CCMERE H A 1 HM *SOUND S E 4
HAPPY HA 1 HEAD H T 2 HERE'S H T 6 HMM *SOUND H T 1
HARD HA 1 HEAD S T 2 HERE'S ST 5 HO TA 2
HARD TA 1 HEAD HA 1 HERE'S SC 1 HOG HA 1
HARD S A 1 HEAD T A 2 HERE'S HA 2 HOLD H T 1
HAS H T 3 HEAD HE 1 HERE'S T A 1 HOLD S T 1
HAS ST 2 HEADACHE HA 1 HERE'S SA 1 HOLD SC 4
HAS H A 2 HEADACHE HE 1 HERS S A 1 HOLD HA 4
HAS S A 4 HEAR H T 4 HERSELF H T 1 HOLD T A 5
HAS HE 1 HEAR T T 2 HEY H T 15 HOLD S A 1
HAT H T 1 HEAR H A 3 HEY T T 2 HOLD HOL H T 1
HAT T T 2 HEAR H E 2 HEY S T 12 HOLD HOL S A 1
HAT T A 4 HEARD H A 3 HEY S C 31 HOLDING H T 3
HATE H T 1 HEARD HE 1 HEY H A 8 HOLDING T T 1
HATE T T 2 HEARD HEARN H T 1 HEY T A 1 HOLDING HE 1
HATE S C 1 HEART S T 1 HI H T 2 HOLE H T 1
HAVE H T 37 HEART H A 1 HI T T 2 HOLE S T 2
HAVE T T 4 HEAT B A 1 HI S T 3 HOLE S C 2
HAVE S T 20 HEATER S E 1 HI S C 4 HOLE HA 2
HAVE H C 3 HEAVY H T 1 HI TA 1 HOLE S A 4
HAVE S C 25 HEE *SOUND H T 6 HI S A 13 HOLES H T 1
HAVE HA 93 HEEL S T 1 HI S E 1 HOLES HA 1
HAVE T A 8 HELLO H T 2 HIDING S T 1 HOME H T 4
HAVE S A 27 HELLO S T 1 HIGH S T 1 HOME T T 2
HAVE HE 7 HELLO T C 2 HIGH S C 1 HOME S T 5
HAVE T E 2 HELLO S C 3 HIM H T 9 HOME HA 8
HAVE S E 4 HELLO H A 1 HIM T T 1 HOME T A 7
HAVE HAB H T 2 HELLO T A 1 HIM S T 5 HOME S A 2
HAVE HAFTA S C 1 HELLO S A 1 HIM S C 9 HOME HE 1
HAVEN'T S A 1 HELLO HE 1 HIM H A 9 HOMEWORK H T 1
HAVING S C 1 HELP S T 16 HIM T A 5 HOMEWORK HA 1
HAVING HA 4 HELP S C 4 HIM S A 4 HONEY H T 1
HAVING S A 2 HELP H A 4 HIM 'IM H T 1 HONEY S T 4
HAVING HAVIN H T 1 HELP SA 1 HIM IM HA 1 HONEY HA 2
HAYSTACK S T 1 HELP S0 1 HIMSELF H T 1 HOO *SOUND H T 3
HAYSTACK SA 1 HER H T 1 HIS H T 7 HOO *SOUND S T 1
HE H T 44 HER T T 2 HIS T T 1 HOO *SOUND S C 1
HE T T 6 HER S T 4 HIS S T 2 HOO *SOUND HA 2
HE S T 22 HER S C 4 HIS S C 1 HOOD S E 1
HE S C 15 HER H A 5 HIS H A 9 HOOKED HA 3
HE H A 29 HER S A 7 HIS TA 1 HOPE HA 2
HE T A 4 HER HE 1 HIS SA 1 HOPE T A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1063 GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1064
HOPE T E 1 HUNDRED H T 3 ICES HA 1 ISN'T T T 1
HORN H T 1 HUNDRED HA 2 IDEA - HT I ISN'T HA 1
HORNS HA 1 HUNGRY H T 1 IDEA S C 2 ISN'T T A 2
HORSE H T 1 HUNGRY HA 4 IDEA HA 2 ISN'T HE 1
HORSE S C 1 HUNGRY T A 1 IDEA TA 1 IT H T 127
HORSES HA 1 HURRY S T 3 IDEA S A 3 IT T T 18
HORSIE S T 1 HURRY S C 6 IDEAS SA 1 IT S T 71
HORSIE S C 2 HURRY H A 7 IF H T 17 IT H C 4
HOSPITAL S T 1 HURT H T 1 IF T T 1 IT S C 69
HOSPITAL S C 2 HURT S T 2 IF S T 6 IT H A 168
HOSPITAL H A 2 HURT H C 1 IF S C 3 IT T A 20
HOSPITAL T A 1 HURT SA 1 IF H A 20 IT S A 117
HOT H T 1 HURTS S C 1 IF T A 3 IT H E 28
HOT T T 2 HUSBAND'S H A 1 IF S A 14 IT T E 3
HOT S T 1 I H T 264 IF H E 3 IT S E 12
HOT SC 1 I TT 27 IGNORE HA 1 IT'LL S A 1
HOT S A 17 I S T 120 ILL H A 1 IT'S H T 52
HOT HE 1 I HC 11 IMAGINATION HA 1 IT'S T T 6
HOURS H T 1 I TC 3 IN H T 62 IT'S S T 20
HOUSE H T 2 I SC 110 IN TT 7 IT'S H C 2
HOUSE T T 1 I H A 148 IN S T 45 IT'S S C 10
HOUSE ST 8 I TA 15 IN TC 1 IT'S HA 54
HOUSE S C 8 I S A 104 IN S C 40 IT'S T A 9
HOUSE HA 14 I SO 1 IN HA 98 IT'S SA 15
HOUSE TA 1 I H E 36 IN TA 17 IT'S HE 12
HOUSE SA 2 I TE 4 IN SA 31 IT'S TE 1
HOUSES HA 1 I SE 1 IN HE 9 IT'S SE 6
HOW H T 27 I'D H T 1 IN SE 1 ITS H T 1
HOW TT 2 I'LL H T 30 INDIAN ST 1 ITS SC 1
HOW ST 5 I'LL TT 1 INSIDE H T 1 JACKET H T 1
HOW SC 5 I'LL ST 17 INSIDE TT 1 JACKET HE 1
HOW H A 36 I'LL H C 1 INSIDE ST 1 JACKET SE 1
HOW TA 1 I'LL SC 9 INSIDE SA 3 JAR ST 1
HOW S A 16 I'LL H A 22 INSTANT HA 1 JAR SA 1
HOW HE 1 I'LL TA 9 INSTANT HE 1 JEAN HE 1
HOW SE 2 I'LL S A 9 INSTEAD S A 1 JEFF H T 3
HOW'D HA 1 I'LL TO 1 INTO H T 5 JELLY HA 1
HOW'S H T 1 I'LL HE 2 INTO ST 1 JEREMY SA 1
HU *SOUND HA 1 I'M H T 60 INTO SC 1 JERRY ST 1
HUH H T 2 I'M ST 51 INTO HA 8 JERRY SC 1
HUH TT 1 I'M SC 40 INTO SA 1 JERRY SE 1
HUH ST 2 I'M HA 23 INTRODUCED HE 1 JIMMY H T 1
HUH SC 2 I'M TA 4 INVENTIVE S A 1 JIMMY HA 5
HUH H A 11 I'M S A 12 IRON H T 1 JOB ST 1
HUH T A 4 I 'M H E 3 IS H T 109 JOE ST 1
HUH SA 6 I'M AHM H T 1 IS TT 7 JOE SC 6
HUH H E 2 I'M I'MMA S T 1 IS S T 38 JOIN S A 1
HUH T E 1 I'VE S C 2 IS H C 1 JUICE H T 2
HUH SE 1 I 'VE HA 2 IS SC 37 JUICE HA 5
HUM H T 2 I 'VE HE 1 IS H A 79 JULIA HA 1
HUM TT 1 I SE I IS TA 8 JUMP ST 9
HUM HA 2 ICE T T 3 IS S A 27 JUMP S C 2
HUM SA 1 ICE TA 1 IS H E 3 JUMP S A 4
HUM H E 5 ICECREAM S C 2 IS S E 4 JUMP HE 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1061 GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1062
1065 GROUP 3 CHILD 2
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GIMME H T 2
GIMME S T 4
GIMME S C 8


















































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1066































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NA H T 2
NA ST 1













































































































































1070GROUP 3 CHILD 2



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SANANTH S A 1
SC 1
HA 1
















































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1074








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1078

















































































































































































































































DONWANN H T 1
GOINTA H A 1
GONAA ST 1
GONNA H T 44
GONNA S T 10
GONNA S C 17
GONNA HA 34
GONNA TA 6
GONNA S A 17
GONNA HE 1
GONNA SE 1










TUH H T 7
TUH HA 1
WANNA H T 13
WANNA ST 16
WANNA HC 1
WANNA S C 13
WANNA HA 3
WANNA SA 5











DAT H T 13
















DAT'S H T 4
DAT'S S T 1
DAT'S HA 1
DATS H T 1
DATS S T 1



















DI H T 1
DI S C 1



































































'EM H T 1
'EM S T 1
'EM H A 1
DEM H T 3





















DER H T 1
DER HA 1
DERE H T 1
DERE S T 1





























































































































'DIS H T 1
DIS H T 37
DIS H C 1





























































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1082





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DONWANN H T 1
WAN H T 2
WANNA H T 13












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1086
WORRY HA 1 YEAH TA 8 YOU YO TA 1 YOURS S A 2
WORRY T A 3 YEAH S A 35 YOU YUH S T 2 YOURSELF S C 2
WORRY S A 1 YEAH HE 8 YOU YUH HE 1 YOURSELF HA 4
WORRY TO 1 YEAH S E 2 YOU'LL S T 2 YOURSELF S A 2
WORRY HE 1 YEAH YAH H T 1 YOU'LL HA 4 YUCK H T 3
WORRY S E 2 YEAH YAH S T 2 YOU'LL S A 2 YUK *MADEUP S T 3
WORSE HA 1 YEAR HA 1 YOU'RE H T 3 YUK *MADEUP S C 1
WORSE T A 1 YEAR SA 1 YOU'RE S T 4 YVETTE S T 3
WORSE S A 2 YEARS HA 1 YOU'RE S C 8 YVETTE S A 1
WORST HA 1 YEARS SA 1 YOU'RE HA 38 ZED H A 1
WOULD H T 4 YELLOW H T 6 YOU'RE T A 4 ZOO H T 2
WOULD T T 1 YELLOW S T 2 YOU'RE S A 9 ZOO S T 2
WOULD S C 1 YELLOW HA 2 YOU'RE HE 2 ZOO HA 1
WOULD HA 12 YELLOW S A 1 YOU'RE SE 1 1 H T 10
WOULD S A 5 YELLOW HO 1 YOU'VE HA 1 1 HA 19
WOULD HE 2 YELLOWISH HA 1 YOU'VE T A 1 13 H T 2
WOULD T E 1 YEP HA 2 YOU'VE S A 2 16 H A 1
WOULD S E 2 YEP YYEP H T 1 YOU'VE H E 1 2 H T 8
WOULDN'T HA 1 YES H T 14 YOUR H T 29 2 S T 3
WOULDN'T HE 1 YES T T 1 YOUR S T 7 2 H A 3
WOULDN'T S E 1 YES S T 5 YOUR H C 1 29 H A 1
WOW T T 1 YES S C 5 YOUR S C 16 3 H T 3
WOW H A 2 YES H A 14 YOUR H A 79 3 S T 1
WOW T A 1 YES S A 10 YOUR T A 28 3 H A 3
WOW SA 2 YES HE 4 YOUR S A 27 34 H A 1
WOW HE 1 YES T E 1 YOUR TO 0 2 36 H A 1
WOW SE 2 YES SE 1 YOUR H E 10 4 H T 2
WRITE S C 1 YES YUP H A 1 YOUR S E 5 4 H A 2
WRITE HA 1 YESTERDAY HA 2 YOURS H T 9 5 H T 2
WRITE S A 2 YESTERDAY S A 1 YOURS T T 1 5 HA 1
WRONG S T 1 YESTERDAY S E 1 YOURS S T 3 6 HA 1
WRONG HA 3 YET H T 3 YOURS SC 1 7 HA 1
WRONG T A 1 YET S T 1 YOURS HA 1
WRONG SA 1 YET TA 2
WRONG SE 1 YET SA 1
WROTE S C 4 YOGI H T 1
X H T 9 YOGURT TA 2
X S T 15 YOOHOO S T 1
X S C 66 YOU H T 186
X HA 4 YOU TT 7
X S A 19 YOU S T 58
X SO0 1 YOU HC 11
X H E 2 YOU S C 84
X SE 2 YOU H A 366
Y H T 4 YOU T A 32
Y H A 1 YOU S A 182
YAK S T 1 YOU TO 1
YARD SA 1 YOU HE 31
YEAH H T 36 YOU , TE 3
YEAH T T 5 YOU S E 33
YEAH S T 19 YOU DON'TCH H T 1
YEAH T C 1 YOU DONCHU HA 1
YEAH S C 25 YOU YA HA 6
YEAH H A 50 YOU YA TA 1
GROUP 3 CHILD ,2 1089 GROUP 3 CHILD 2 1090
A H T 76 AFTER T E 1 ALFREDO H 0 1 AN S T 13
A T T 14 AFTER AFTRA HA 1 ALICE H A 1 AN H C 3
A S T 68 AFTERNOON H T 1 ALL H T 5 AN S C 12
A H C 30 AFTERNOON S C 1 ALL T T 1 AN H A 26
A S C 76 AFTERNOON HA 1 ALL S T 5 AN T A 6
A H A 216 AGAIN H T 4 ALL H C 4 AN S A 11
A T A 9 AGAIN T T 1 ALL S C 12 AN S E 1
A S A 100 AGAIN S T 2 ALL HA 51 AND H T 33
A H 0 2 AGAIN H C 1 ALL T A 3 AND T T 8
A S 0 2 AGAIN T C 1 ALL S A 23 AND S T 32
A H E 19 AGAIN S C 3 ALL HE 4 AND H C 16
A T E 5 AGAIN HA 7 ALL TE 4 AND S C 42
A S E 17 AGAIN S A 4 ALL S E 1 AND H A 173
A WHATA S T 2 AGAIN S E 1 ALLOWS S A 1 AND T A 6
ABACK T A 1 AGAINST T A 1 ALMIGHTY H T 4 AND S A 55
ABBOT S T 2 AGE H A 2 ALMIGHTY HA 13 AND H O 2
ABLE HA 2 AGENT H T 2 ALMOST S T 1 AND HE 8
ABLE T A 2 AGENT S T 2 ALMOST S C 1 AND T E 6
ABLE S A 1 AGO HA 1 ALMOST S A 1 AND S E 1
ABOUT H T 2 AH H T 57 ALMOST TE 1 AND 'N H T 3
ABOUT T T 1 AH T T 8 ALONE HA 1 AND 'N T T 1
ABOUT H C 3 AH S T 48 ALONG HA 2 AND 'N S C 3
ABOUT S C 3 AH H C 12 ALONG S A 1 AND 'N H A 10
ABOUT H A 37 AH S C 31 ALREADY HA 4 AND 'N T A 2
ABOUT T A 2 AH H A 49 ALREADY T A 1 AND 'N S A 2
ABOUT S A 10 AH T A 5 ALREADY S A 2 AND 'N S E 1
ABOUT H E 7 AH S A 15 ALREADY T E 1 AND AN' HA 2
ABOUT TE 1 AH H 0 2 ALRIGHT H T 1 AND AN' T A 1
ABOUT S E 5 AH S 0 1 ALRIGHT H C 2 ANDRE HE 1
ACCESS T A 1 AH H E 7 ALRIGHT S C 1 ANDREW HA 1
ACCIDENT S A 1 AH T E 5 ALRIGHT HA 40 ANGEL H C 1
ACROSS S T 1 AH S E 2 ALRIGHT T A 2 ANGEL S C 1
ACROSS H A 1 AH AHH H T 2 ALRIGHT S A 3 ANGEL S A 1
ACT HA 2 AH AHH S T 5 ALRIGHT H 0 3 ANGIE H T 1
ACTION S A 1 AH AHH S C 11 ALRIGHT HE 1 ANGIE HA 4
ACTIVITY S A 1 AH AHH S O 1 ALSO HA 7 ANGIE S A 1
ACTOR H A 6 AH AHHH S C 1 ALSO T E 1 ANGIE'S HA 4
ACTORS HA 2 AH AHHH S 0 1 ALTERNATE HA 1 ANGLO HA 2
ACTRESS HA 1 AHA H T 1 ALUM S A 1 ANGRY H T 1
ACTRESSES HA 2 AHA S T 1 ALWAYS HA 5 ANGRY H A 1
ACTUALLY HA 4 AHEAD HA 1 ALWAYS T A 1 ANIMAL S A 2
ACTUALLY T A 2 AIDA H T 7 AM H T 2 ANIMAL AMIMAL S A 1
ACTUALLY T E 1 AIDA H C 1 AM S T 4 ANIMAL AMINAL S T 2
ADDING S T 1 AIDA H A 14 AM H C 2 ANIMALS S A 1
ADJUST S E 1 AIDA S A 1 AM S C 2 ANN T T 2
ADVERTISING HA 1 AIDA H 0 2 AM HA 15 ANN S T 1
AFFORD HA 1 AIDA'S S A 1 AM 'M S C 1 ANN TA 2
AFRAID SC 2 AIN'T H T 10 AMBITIOUS HA 1 ANNA S T 1
AFRAID HA 1 AIN'T S T 5 AMBULANCE S T 3 ANNA S C 1
AFRAID S A 1 AIN'T H C 6 AMBULANCE S C 1 ANNE H T 2
AFTER H T 2 AIN'T S C 9 AMBULANCE S A 1 ANNE T T 1
AFTER S C 2 AIN'T HA 2 AMBULANCE AMULANC S C 1 ANNE S T 4
AFTER HA 8 AIN'T H 0 1 AN H T 8 ANNE H C 13
AFTER S A 2 ALCOVE T A 1 AN T T 8 ANNE S C 12
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1093 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1094
ANNE HA 5 ARE H T 17 AT TA 2 BANANA S T 1
ANNE S A 1 ARE T T 7 AT S A 10 BANDAID H C 1
ANNIE H C 2 ARE S T 5 AT H E 1 BANDS S A 1
ANNOYING HA I ARE HC 3 AT TE 1 BANG HA 2
ANOTHER S T 1 ARE S C 8 AT S E 1 BAR S T 1
ANOTHER S C 1 ARE H A 49 ATE H T 2 BAR S A 1
ANOTHER HA 10 ARE T A 3 ATE H C 2 BARB HA 5
ANOTHER T A 3 ARE S A 36 ATTACH S A 2 BARBARA HA 1
ANOTHER S A 6 ARE HE 3 ATTACHED S A 1 BAREFOOT HA 1
ANOTHER HO 1 ARE TE 1 ATTACK H C 1 BARGAIN HA 3
ANOTHER HE 2 ARE S E 4 ATTACK HA 1 BARRY HA 1
ANSWER HA 3 AREN'T HA 5 AVAILABLE HA 2 BASTARD S C 1
ANSWERS HA 1 AREN'T S A 1 AVENUE HA 3 BATHROOM H T 1
ANTENNA HA 1 AREN'T HE 1 AVENUE T A 1 BATHROOM S C 1
ANTENNAS T T 2 ARGUMENT H A 1 AVERAGE H A 1 BATHROOM H A 1
ANTENNAS ST 1 ARK TA 1 AW HA 1 BATMAN T E 1
ANTHONY S C 3 ARM S T 1 AWAY H T 1 BATTERIES H T 1
ANXIOUS HE 1 ARMY HA 2 AWAY S T 5 BATTERIES H C 2
ANY H T 2 ARNIE H A 1 AWAY S C 1 BATTERY H T 9
ANY S T 2 AROUND H T 1 AWAY HA 6 BATTERY HA 2
ANY H C 2 AROUND H C 1 AWAY SA 1 BE H T 7
ANY HA 7 AROUND HA 11 AWAY TE 1 BE T T 4
ANY S A 5 AROUND T A 1 AWAY S E 1 BE S T 5
ANY HE 1 AROUND S A 8 AWFULLY HA 1 BE HC 4
ANYBODY H T 3 AROUND HE 4 BABE H T 1 BE SC 14
ANYBODY S T 1 AROUND S E 1 BABE HA 4 BE HA 63
ANYBODY HA 4 ARRANGEMENTS HA 1 BABY HC 1 BE TA 9
ANYBODY HO 1 ARREST H T 2 BABY SC 2 BE S A 16
ANYHOW HA 1 ARRIVE S A 1 BABY HA 5 BE HE 6
ANYMORE HA 1 ARRR *SOUND ST 1 BABY BABBY ST 1 BE TE 5
ANYMORE S A 2 ARTS HA 1 BACK H T 10 BE SE 2
ANYMORE SE 1 AS HA 27 BACK T T 5 BEACH H T 13
ANYONE ST 1 AS S A 3 BACK ST 5 BEADY H T 1
ANYONE HE 1 AS HE 6 BACK HC 2 BEANS H T 2
ANYONE TE 1 AS TE 1 BACK SC 14 BEANS HC 3
ANYTHING H T 1 ASK H T 1 BACK HA 30 BEAR SC 1
ANYTHING TT 1 ASK ST 1 BACK TA 2 BEAT H T 2
ANYTHING HA 14 ASK HA 8 BACK S A 23 BEAT S C 2
ANYTHING S A 2 ASK S A 2 BACK HE 3 BEAT HA 1
ANYTHING HE 1 ASKED H C 1 BACK TE 1 BEAUTIFUL HA 3
ANYTIME SE 1 ASKED HA 5 BACK SE 4 BEAUTIFUL S A 4
ANYWAY S C 2 ASKED T A 1 BACKGROUND HA 1 BEAUTIFULLY S A 1
ANYWAY TA 1 ASKED HE 2 BACKWARDS S C 1 BECAUSE H T 7
ANYWAY TE 1 ASKING HA 4 BAD T T 1 BECAUSE T T 4
ANYWHERE HA 1 ASLEEP HA 1 BAD SC 1 BECAUSE ST 5
APART T A 1 ASS H C 1 BAD H A 3 BECAUSE H C 2
APART S A 1 ASS S C 2 BAD H E 1 BECAUSE S C 8
APARTMENT HA 1 ASS HA 3 BADDY H T 4 BECAUSE HA 13
APPARATUS HA 1 AT H T 9 BADGE HA 1 BECAUSE S A 7
APPLE T T 1 AT TT 1 BALANCE HA 1 BECAUSE T E 2
APPLE S C 1 AT S T 5 BALL T T 1 BECAUSE S E 1
APPLES SA 1 AT H C 2 BALLS S A 3 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 3
APPRECIATE H A 3 AT S C 10 BALTIMORE H A 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S T 1
APPRECIATED H A 1 AT H A 31 BAM H A 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S C 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1091 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1092
1095 GROUP 3 CHILD 3



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1096
CHINESE H T 8 COME H C 2 CORNER HA 2 DAD H C 1
CHINESE HA 6 COME S C 25 COST H A 1 DAD HA 7
CHLOROX H A 1 COME H A 51 COSTELLO S T 2 DADDY H T 31
CHOO *SOUND H T 1 COME T A 2 COULD H T 9 DADDY T T 8
CHOOSE S A 5 COME S A 13 COULD T t 5 DADDY H C 1
CHOP H T 2 COME H 0 2 COULD S T 6 DADDY HA 19
CHOP HA 1 COME S O 1 COULD H C 3 DADDY S A 1
CHRIST H T 4 COME T E 1 COULD S C 12 DADDY DADDEE H T 3
CHRIST HA 14 COME S E 1 COULD HA 24 DAME HA 3
CHRIST HO 1 COME COMERE HA 1 COULD T A 4 DAMN HA 1
CHURCH HA 2 COME COMIN HA 2 COULD S A 13 DAN S T 3
CIRCUS H T 4 COME COMIN T A 1 COULD HO 1 DANCE HA 4
CIRCUS HA 13 COMES H T 2 COULD HE I DANCER HA 3
CIRCUSES H T 1 COMES S T 1 COULD T E 1 DANCES HA 1
CITY S A 2 COMES HA 4 COULD'VE HA 2 DANGER T A 1
CLAPPING T A 1 COMES T A 1 COULDN'T H C 1 DANGEROUS T A 1
CLASS H A 4 COMES S A 1 COULDN'T S C 1 DANGEROUS T E 1
CLASS S A 1 COMFORTABLE H A 1 COULDN'T H A 3 DANIEL H A 4
CLASS S E 1 COMING H T 1 COULDN'T S A 1 DARK HA 1
CLASSIFIABLE H A 1 COMING S T 3 COUNT S A 2 DARLING H A 2
CLASSROOM H A 2 COMING S C 1 COUPLE H C 1 DARLING DARLIN H A 1
CLASSROOM T E 1 COMING H A 6 COUPLE H A 4 DAUGHTER'S H A 1
CLAY S A 6 COMING T A 2 COUPLE HE 3 DAVEY S A 1
CLEAN H T 2 COMING HE 1 COURSE H C 1 DAVID S C 1
CLEAN H C 1 COMING T E 1 COURSE S A 1 DAVID H A 1
CLEAN HA 4 COMMENT HA 1 COVER HA 1 DAVID S A 3
CLEAN S A 4 COMPANY HA 1 COVER S A 3 DAVID S E 1
CLEANING T T 1 COMPARE HA 1 COVERED HE 1 DAY H T 8
CLEANING S A 2 COMPASS H C 1 CRACK HA 1 DAY S T 3
CLEAR S T 1 CONCENTRATE HA 2 CRASH S T 2 DAY S C 1
CLEAR HA 1 CONCERNED HA 1 CRASHED SC 5 DAY HA 3
CLIFFORD S C 8 CONDENSED H A 1 CRASHING H T 1 DAY T A 1
CLIFFORD S A 12 CONGO S C 1 CRAYFISH S A 2 DAY H E 1
CLIFFORD'S S C 2 CONGO S A 1 CRAYONING S A 1 DAY T E 1
CLIMBED H T 2 CONNECTED S C 2 CRIME T E 1 DAY S E 2
CLIMBING S T 1 CONNECTED T E 1 CRISPY H A 2 DAYS H T 1
CLIMBING CLIMBIN T T 1 CONTEST H A 1 CROSS H A 3 DAYS S T 2
CLINTON HA 1 CONTROL H T 1 CROWD T A 1 DAYS HA 3
CLOSE HA 2 CONTROL S T 2 CRY S C 1 DAYS S A 2
CLOSE S E 3 CONTROL HA 2 CUBBIE S C 1 DAYS HE 1
CLOSED S C 2 CONVERSATION H A 2 CUP H C 1 DEAD H T 3
CLOSED S A 1 COOK H A 1 CUP S C 2 DEAD S T 1
CLOSES HA 1 COOK S E 1 CUP S A 1 DEAD HA 2
CLOTHES H A 8 COOKED H A 1 CUPBOARD S A 1 DEALING T T 1
CLUSTER HA 1 COOKING H A 1 CUT S T 2 DEAR S A 1
COAT H T 1 COOL S T 3 CUT H A 3 DEBBIE S T 1
COAT S C 1 COOL S C 4 CUT S A 10 DEBBIE S C 1
COAT HA 2 COOL HO 1 CUTE HA 3 DECIDED S E 1
COAT S E 1 COOPERATE HA 1 CUTTING S T 4 DEE H C 2
COFFEE H A 4 COP H T 1 CUTTING S A 1 DEE H A 7
COLD S A 1 COP S T 1 D H T DEEDEE S A I
COME H T 32 COPIED H A 1 D S C 1 DEEPER T T 3
COME T T 5 CORN H C 1 D H A 2 DEFINE HA 1
COME S T 9 CORN HA 2 DAD H T 6 DEFINITELY HA 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1101 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1102
DELICATE H T 3 DINOSAUR S A 1 DOLLARS H A 4 DRIVE H A 1
DELICATE HE 1 DINOSAURS S A 2 DOMINICK H A 1 DRIVER H A 1
DELICIOUS HA 3 DIPPED S T 1 DON HA 5 DRIVERS HA 1
DEN H T 6 DIRECTOR HA 2 DON DON' H T 1 DROP S T 1
DEN T T 2 DIRTY H T 1 DON DON' HA 2 DROP S C 2
DEN S T 3 DIRTY T T 1 DON'T H T 26 DROP S A 1
DEN H C 2 DIRTY H C 10 DON'T T T 4 DROPPED H T 1
DEN S C 6 DIRTY HA 3 DON'T S T 18 DROPPED H C 1
DEN H A 3 DIRTY S E 1 DON'T H C 19 DROWNING HA 1
DEPENDS S A 1 DISCOUNT HA 1 DON'T S C 31 DRY HA 3
DEPENDS HE 1 DISEASE HA 1 DON'T HA 98 DRYER HA 4
DESIGNS S A 1 DISEASER *MADEUP H A 1 DON'T T A 3 DUDDY *MADEUP T T 1
DESK HA 1 DISEASES HA 1 DON'T S A 25 DUMB S T 1
DESSERT H C 3 DISGUSTING HA 2 DON'T H O 3 DUMMY S C 1
DETECTIVE H C 1 DISHES HA 5 DON'T S 0 1 DUN HA 4
DETERMINED HA 2 DO H T 23 DON'T HE 5 DURING H C I
DEVELOPS H A 1 DO T T 2 DON'T T E 3 DUST HA 1
DIALECT H A 1 DO S T 6 DON'T S E 11 DYING HA 1
DID H T 5 DO H C 4 DONE HA 4 DYING S E 1
DID T T 1 DO S C 16 DONE S A 1 DYNAMITE H C 1
DID S T 4 DO HA 103 DONG S C 2 DYNAMITE HA 2
DID H C 4 DO T A 4 DOO *SOUND H T 1 E S T 1
DID SC 7 DO S A 52 DOOR H T 2 EACH HA 1
DID HA 23 DO H E 5 DOOR SC 2 EACH SE 1
DID TA 1 DO TE 3 DOOR HA 6 EAR H T 1
DID S A 10 DO SE 5 DOOR'S HO 2 EARLIER HA 2
DID H 0 2 DO D'YA HA 1 DORIAN H T 2 EARLY SC 1
DID T E 3 DO D'YA TA 1 DORIAN HO 1 EARLY HA 1
DIDN'T H T 9 DOCTOR S T I DORITA H C 3 EARPHONES H T 12
DIDN'T TT 2 DOCTOR HA 1 DORM T T 1 EARPHONES HA 3
DIDN'T S T 1 DOES H T 4 DORM TA 1 EARPHONES HE 1
DIDN'T H C 2 DOES H C 3 DOUBT TA 1 EASEL SE 3
DIDN'T S C 6 DOES HA 10 DOUGHNUT H C 1 EASILY HE 1
DIDN'T HA 36 DOES S A 4 DOUGHNUT HO 3 EASY S A 1
DIDN'T S A 4 DOES HE 1 DOWN H T 8 EAT H T 2
DIDN'T HO 1 DOES TE 1 DOWN S T 7 EAT S T 1
DIDN'T T E 1 DOESN'T H T 1 DOWN H C 3 EAT H C 9
DIDN'T DIDN HA 1 DOESN'T S T 1 DOWN SC 19 EAT SC 3
DIE TT 1 DOESN'T SC 1 DOWN HA 14 EAT HA 18
DIE SC 1 DOESN'T HA 9 DOWN S A 6 EAT HO 1
DIE H A 3 DOESN'T S A 4 DOWN TE 1 EATING H T 1
DIET HA 1 DOESN'T HE 3 DOWN SE 3 EATING S T 3
DIFFERENT S C 1 DOING H T 1 DOWNSTAIRS HA 1 EATING H C 3
DIFFERENT HA 3 DOING S C 5 DRAMATICS HA 2 EATING HA 6
DIFFERENT S A 4 DOING HA 9 DRAWING S A 1 EATS HA 1
DIGS T A 1 DOING T A 1 DREAM H T 1 EDUCATIONAL TA 1
DIME HA 2 DOING S A 5 DREAM H A 1 EE *SOUND S T 1
DIN TT 1 DOING HE 2 DRESS S C 1 EH H T
DIN ST 1 DOING S E 4 DRESSING HA 1 EH T T 2
DINGBATS HA 1 DOING DOIN S C 1 DRIES SC 1 EH SC 1
DINNER H T 1 DOING DOIN HA 1 DRIES S A 2 EH HA 5
DINNER H A 12 DOING DOIN S A 2 DRINK H T 2 EH TA 4
DINNER S A 1 DOLLAR H A 1 DRINK S C 4 EH HE 1
DINNER HE 1 DOLLARS H C 1 DRIP S A 1 EH SE 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1099 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1100
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1103 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1104
EIGHT H T 1 EVER S C 1 FACE HA 1 FEEL T A 1
EIGHT S T 2 EVER H A 2 FACE T E 1 FEEL HE 1
EIGHT S C 2 EVER T A 1 FACES S T 1 FEELINGS HA 3
EIGHT H A 6 EVER S A 1 FACT HA 2 FEELS H T 2
EIGHT S A 5 EVER HE 1 FAILED HA 1 FEET S T 1
EIGHTH HA 1 EVER T E 1 FAIR S C 2 FEET HA 2
EIGHTH T A 1 EVERY H T 1 FAIR S A 1 FEET S A 5
EIGHTS S A 3 EVERY T T 1 FALL H T 1 FEET HE 1
EIGHTY S T 1 EVERY S T 1 FALL S T 4 FELIPE S C 1
EITHER H T 1 EVERY H C 1 FALL S C 3 FELIPE S A 1
EITHER H C I EVERY S C 1 FALL HA 11 FELLOW FELLA HA 1
EITHER H A 2 EVERY HA 2 FALL HE 1 FELT HA 1
EITHER SA 1 EVERY T A 2 FALL S E 1 FEW S T 1
ELEPHANT HA 2 EVERY S A 4 FALLING H T 1 FEW H A 2
ELEPHANTS H T 1 EVERY HE 1 FALLING S T 1 FEW S A 2
ELEPHANTS S A 2 EVERYBODY H T 5 FALLING T A 1 FEW H E 1
ELEVATOR S T 15 EVERYBODY T T 1 FALLING FALLIN T T 1 FEW T E 1
ELEVATOR S A 4 EVERYBODY S T 3 FALLS HA 1 FEW S E 1
ELEVATOR'S S T 1 EVERYBODY H A 5 FALLS S A 1 FIFTEEN S T 1
ELGIN H A 2 EVERYBODY T A 1 FAMILIES H A 1 FIFTEEN H A 7
ELIGIBLE H A 1 EVERYBODY S A 2 FAMILY H A 8 FIFTEEN H 0 1
ELIZABETH'S S A 2 EVERYBODY'S S A 1 FANNY H A 1 FIFTEEN HE 1
ELLIS H A 2 EVERYONE H A 2 FANTASTIC H A 2 FIFTEEN S E 1
ELSE T T 1 EVERYONE S A 1 FANTASTIC S A 1 FIFTEENTH H A 2
ELSE S T 1 EVERYONE'S HA 1 FAR HA 3 FIFTY H C 1
ELSE S C 3 EVERYTHING S T 1 FAR HE 1 FIFTY S C 1
ELSE HA 7 EVERYTHING HA 6 FAR T E 1 FIGHT S T 2
ELSE T A 1 EVERYTHING HE 1 FARE HA 1 FIGHT H C 1
ELSE S A 4 EVETTE'S S T 1 FARM H T 6 FIGHT S C 2
ELSE HE 1 EVETTE'S S C 1 FARM HA 1 FIGHT HA 5
EMBARRASSING H A 1 EXACTLY H A 1 FASCINATED T A 1 FIGHTERS T E 1
END S C 1 EXACTLY T A 1 FASHIONED H A 1 FIGHTING H T 1
END H A 2 EXACTLY S A 1 FAST T T 2 FIGHTING S T 2
END S A 2 EXASPERATED HA 2 FAST HA 5 FIGHTING S A 1
END H E 2 EXCEPT S T I FASTER H T 1 FIGHTING FIGHTIN H T 1
ENGLISH H A 2 EXCEPT H A 2 FASTER H.A 1 FIGHTS H A 1
ENJOY T A 1 EXCEPT S A 2 FASTER HO 1 FIGURE HA 1
ENOUGH H T 1 EXCITING H A I FASTER FASER H T 1 FIGURED H A 1
ENOUGH S T 1 EXCITING T A 1 FAT H T 1 FILL S A 2
ENOUGH HA 11 EXCITING S A 1 FAT T T 4 FILM H C 2
ENOUGH S A 3 EXCUSE H A 1 FAT S T 2 FILM HA 1
ENVELOPE H C 1 EXCUSE S E 1 FAT H A 1 FILM T A 6
EQUITY HA 3 EXPECT HA 1 FATHER H C 1 FINALLY HA 1
ER H T 2 EXPERIENCE S A 1 FATHER T C 1 FINANCIAL H A 1
ER H E 1 EXPERIMENT HA 1 FATHER HA 7 FIND H T 1
ESPECIALLY H C 1 EXPLAIN H T 1 FATHER S A 1 FIND H C 1
ESPECIALLY S A 1 EXPLAIN H E 1 FATHER FAHDER S C 1 FIND H A 16
ESTHER H A 1 EXPLANATION H A 1 FATHER'S H A 2 FIND S A 1
ETCETERA CETERA HA 1 EXPLODES S T 1 FATHERS HA 1 FINE H T 1
EVEN H T 3 EXTRA S C 1 FATTY H T 1 FINE T T 1
EVEN S T 2 EXTRA HA 1 FAULT HA 1 FINE S T 3
EVEN HA 14 EYES T T 3 FAVORITE HA 1 FINE H A 1
EVEN S A 2 FACE T T 1 FEEL S C 2 FINE HE 3
EVER S T 1 FACE S T 1 FEEL HA 8 FINE S E 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1105 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1106
FINGER H T 2 FLOOR S C 1 FOURS S A 1 FUNNY S T 1
FINGER H C 1 FLOOR S A 3 FOURTH S T 3 FUNNY H C 1
FINGER S C 2 FLOW HA 1 FOURTH HA 1 FUNNY S C I
FINGERS H 0 1 FLUTE HA 2 FOXY S A 2 FUNNY H A 2
FINISH H T 1 FOOD H C 8 FREAK S C 1 FURNITURE HA 2
FINISH HA 5 FOOD HA 2 FREDDIE H A 1 G H T 1
FINISH S A 2 FOOD S A 1 FREDDY H A 1 G S T 1
FINISH S E 1 FOOLING H C 1 FREEDOM'S H A 1 G S A 1
FINISHED S T 1 FOOLS T A 1 FREEDOM'S T A 2 GA *SOUND S T 1
FINISHED S C 3 FOOT S T 4 FRENCH H A 2 GAME S C 2
FINISHED HA 4 FOOT HA 7 FRIDAY HA 4 GAME H A 1
FINISHED S A 3 FOOT S A 4 FRIDAY T A 1 GAME S A 3
FINISHED HE 1 FOOTPRINTS S A 1 FRIEND H T 3 GAMES T T 1
FINISHED S E 1 FOR H T 7 FRIEND S T 8 GARBAGE H T 2
FINISHES H A 1 FOR T T 2 FRIEND S C 25 GARBAGE S T 1
FIRE T T 2 FOR S T 5 FRIEND HA 6 GARBAGE HA 1
FIRE S T 6 FOR H C 7 FRIENDLY T A 1 GARBAGE S A 1
FIRE S C 1 FOR S C 3 FRIENDS H C 1 GARLIC HA 3
FIRST T T 1 FOR HA 101 FRIENDS HA 3 GAVE S T 8
FIRST S T 3 FOR T A 3 FRIES HA 3 GAVE H C 1
FIRST H C 1 FOR S A 20 FROM H T 1 GAVE SC 2
FIRST SC 7 FOR HE 8 FROM ST 6 GAVE H A 1
FIRST H A 7 FOR TE 1 FROM H C 2 GAVE H E 1
FIRST TA 2 FOR SE 7 FROM SC 4 GERMS S A 1
FIRST S A 4 FORCE TA 1 FROM HA 17 GET H T 18
FIRST TE 1 FORCEFUL HA 1 FROM TA 5 GET TT 1
FISH H T 9 FOREVER HA 1 FROM S A 5 GET ST 44
FISH H C 8 FORGET TT 1 FROM HE 1 GET H C 7
FISH SC 5 FORGET ST 3 FROM TE 1 GET SC 30
FISH HA 5 FORGET HA 4 FRONT H T 1 GET HA 64
FISHER HA 1 FORGOT S T 3 FRONT SC 1 GET TA 5
FISHING SC 2 FORGOT H C 3 FRONT HA 1 GET S A 16
FIT HA 1 FORGOT SC 2 FRONT SA 1 GET H 0 3
FIT S A 2 FORGOT HA 5 FRUIT ST 2 GET HE 5
FITS S A 1 FORGOT HE 1 FRUIT S A 4 GET TE 2
FIVE ST 3 FORK HC 3 FU H T 2 GET SE 4
FIVE SC 7 FORTH HA 1 FU HA 2 GET GICHA HA 1
FIVE HA 11 FORTH S A 1 FUCK ST 1 GET GIT TA 1
FIVE S A 4 FORTY ST 4 FUCK HA 1 GET GOTS ST 1
FIVE HE 1 FORTY H C 1 FUCKED H T 3 GETS H T 2
FIVE TE 1 FORTY SC 1 FUCKED H C 1 GETS HA 4
FIVEISH S A 1 FORTY HO 1 FUCKER H A 1 GETS S A
FIX S T 3 FORTY HE 1 FUCKING S C 1 GETS T E
FIX H C 1 FOUGHT T T I FUCKING HA 1 GETTING S T
FIX S C 5 FOUND T T 1 FUCKING FUCKIN H A 3 GETTING H A 6
FIX S A 1 FOUND H C 1 FUCKING FUCKIN' H A 1 GETTING T A 1
FIXED S T 1 FOUND S C 1 FUCKING FUCKIN HA 1 GETTING H E 2
FIXED H C 1 FOUND H A 1 FULL T T 1 GETTING TE 1
FIXED HA 7 FOUR H T 2 FULL HA 3 GETTING S E
FIXED S A 1 FOUR S T 3 FULL S A 1 GETTING GETTIN HA 2
FLAKES HA 2 FOUR S C 6 FUN H T 6 GIANT T T I
FLEXIBLE HE 1 FOUR H A 11 FUN T T I GIANT S A 1
FLOOD T A 2 FOUR T A 1 FUN H A 2 GIRL S C 1
FLOOR S T 11 FOUR S A 1 FUNDAMENTALS HA 1 GIRL HA 8


























































































































































































































































































































































































GOIN S T 2
GOIN HA 2
GOIN' H T 2
GOIN' HA 2
GONNA H T 15
GONNA T T 7
GONNA S T 19
GONNA H C 6
GONNA S C 20
GONNA H A 58
GONNA S A 10
GONNA T E 1




GON T T 1

































GOTTA H T 3
GOTTA S T 3
GOTTA H C 1
GOTTA S C 2
GOT GOTTA H A
GOT GOTTA T A
GOT GOTTA S A
GOT GOTTA H E
GOT GOTTA S E
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Y'KNOW H A 1
SA 1
SC 5
*MADEUP S C 1









































GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1112
LEAVING H A 1 LIGHT S E 1 LONG S C 1 LOUD HA 2
LEE H A 1 LIGHTS S C 1 LONG H A 9 LOVE H T 4
LEFT H T 2 LIKE H T 21 LONG S A 8 LOVE H C 4
LEFT H C 2 LIKE T T 7 LONG HE 2 LOVE S C 1
LEFT HA 5 LIKE S T 12 LONG S E 1 LOVE HA 8
LEFT S A 1 LIKE H C 16 LONGER HA 4 LOVE S A 2
LEFT LEF H C 1 LIKE S C 8 LONGER S A 2 LOVED T A 1
LEG H A 2 LIKE HA 90 LONGEST HA 1 LOVELY HA 3
LEG S A 1 LIKE T A 11 LOOK H T 21 LOVELY T A 2
LEGS H C 1 LIKE S A 25 LOOK T T 3 LOVELY S A 1
LEGS HA 6 LIKE HE 7 LOOK S T 14 LOVES H A 1
LENA HA 1 LIKE T E 3 LOOK H C 4 LOVES T A 1
LENA S A 1 LIKE S E 2 LOOK T C 1 LOW HA 3
LENA'S HA 1 LIKED T E 1 LOOK S C 26 LOWER HA 2
LENA'S S A 1 LIKES H C 1 LOOK HA 21 LULU S C 1
LESS HA 3 LIKES H A 1 LOOK T A 3 LUNCH HA 2
LESS S A 1 LIKES S A 1 LOOK S A 12 LUNCH S A 2
LET H T 2 LIL S T 1 LOOK H 0 1 LUNCHROOM H C 1
LET S T 9 LINDA HA 4 LOOK S E 1 LYNN HA 2
LET H C 5 LINE HA 4 LOOK LOOKA S T 1 LYNN T A 1
LET S C 16 LIONS S T 1 LOOKED H C 1 LYNN T E 1
LET HA 12 LIONS S A 1 LOOKED H A 3 M H T 1
LET S A 9 LISA H C 5 LOOKING S T 1 M S T 1
LET H 0 2 LISA HA 7 LOOKING S C 3 M S A 1
LET S 0 1 LISA'S H C 1 LOOKING H A 3 MA H T 2
LET H E 1 LISA'S HA 2 LOOKING S A 1 MACDONALD HA 1
LET S E 4 LIST HA 2 LOOKING HE 1 MACDONALD OL'MADO HA 3
LET LEEME S C 1 LISTEN S C 3 LOOKING S E 1 MACDONALD'S OL'MCDO H T 1
LET LEMME H T 1 LISTEN HA 7 LOOKS H T 4 MACHINE HA 4
LET LEMME T T 1 LISTEN S A 1 LOOKS T T 2 MACHINE HE 1
LET LEMME S T 1 LISTEN HO 2 LOOKS S T 5 MAD H T 1
LET LEMME H C 1 LISTEN H E 2 LOOKS S C 1 MAD H C I
LET LEMME S C 1 LISTENING HA 3 LOOKS HA 1 MADE H T 2
LET'S H T 1 LITTLE H T 7 LOOKS T A 3 MADE S T 1
LET'S T T 1 LITTLE S T 5 LOOKS S A 2 MADE H C 1
LET'S S C 12 LITTLE H C 5 LOOKS S E 1 MADE S C 1
LET'S HA 9 LITTLE S C 6 LOOP T T 1 MADE HA 4
LET'S S A 8 LITTLE HA 23 LOOSE HA 1 MADE S A 4
LET'S HO 1 LITTLE T A 1 LORD HA 1 MAGIC HA 1
LET'S S E 1 LITTLE S A 14 LOSE H C 2 MAGICAL HA 2
LETA HA 2 LITTLE HO 1 LOSE HA 2 MAGICIAN HA 1
LETTERS HA 1 LITTLE HE 2 LOSE T A 1 MAIL T T 1
LETTING HA 1 LITTLE T E 1 LOST H T 1 MAKE S T 7
LETTUCE HA 1 LITTLE S E 2 LOST H A 1 MAKE H C 4
LIAR HA 2 LIVE H C 1 LOST S A 1 MAKE S C 17
LICKING HA 1 LIVED T E 1 LOST S E 1 MAKE HA 12
LIFE HA 5 LIVELY H A 1 LOT H T 1 MAKE S A 15
LIGHT H T 1 LIVES T T 1 LOT S T 1 MAKE HE 3
LIGHT H C 1 LIVING H A 2 LOT H C 2 MAKE T E 1
LIGHT S C 2 LO H T 1 LOT HA 7 MAKE S E 1
LIGHT H A 1 LO H A 1 LOT S A 8 MAKES H C 5
LIGHT S A 5 LOBSTERS LOPSPER T T 1 LOT H E 1 MAKES S C 2
LIGHT H 0 4 LOCK H A 1 LOT T E 1 MAKES HA 2
LIGHT HE 1 LONG S T 3 LOTS H T 1 MAKES S A 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1117 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1118
MAKING S T 2 ME S T 26 MICHAEL S C 5 MIRROR T T 1
MAKING S C 4 ME H C 15 MICHAEL HA 4 MISS H T 3
MAKING H A 3 ME S C 35 MICHAEL S A 9 MISS HA 4
MAKING S A 4 ME H A 76 MICHAEL'S S T 2 MISSED HA 3
MAKING H E 1 ME T A 2 MICROPHONE HA 4 MITE S T 1
MAKING S E 1 ME S A 10 MICROPHONE HE 1 MIX S T 1
MALE H A 1 ME H 0 3 MICROPHONES HA 1 MIXED S T 2
MAN H T 5 ME HE 6 MIDDLE H T 1 MMM *SOUND T A 1
MAN TT 1 ME TE 2 MIDDLE HA 7 MOAT S T 1
MAN S T 17 ME SE 4 MIDGET T T 1 MOBILES S A 1
MAN H C 1 ME GIMME H T 1 MIDGETS T A 1 MOE H T 2
MAN S C 12 ME GIMME S T 2 MIGHT H T 1 MOMMY H T 3
MAN H A 6 ME GIMME H C 1 MIGHT T T 1 MOMMY H C 2
MAN S A 2 ME GIMME S C 5 MIGHT S C 3 MOMMY S C 3
MAN H 0 1 ME GIMME H A 3 MIGHT HA 10 MOMMY HA 2
MANY H T 1 ME LEEME S C 1 MIGHT T A 1 MOMMY S A 1
MANY S T 2 ME LEMME H T 1 MIGHT S A 3 MONDAY HA 1
MANY HA 10 ME LEMME T T 1 MIGHT HE 1 MONDAY S A 2
MANY S A 5 ME LEMME S T 1 MILD S A 1 MONEY H T 3
MANY HO 1 ME LEMME H C 1 MILES S A 1 MONEY S C 3
MARGARET MARGETT S C 1 ME LEMME S C 1 MILK H T 7 MONEY H A 9
MARGARET MARGRET S C 1 ME T'ME H C 1 MILK S T 2 MONEY H E 2
MARGARET MARGRET S A 1 MEAN H T 1 MILK H C 3 MONITOR H A 1
MARIE H T 2 MEAN S T 1 MILK S C 3 MONKEYS SA 1
MARIE S T 4 MEAN H C 2 MILK HA 13 MONO HC 1
MARIE H C 12 MEAN HA 16 MILK S A 1 MONO HE 1
MARIE SC 12 MEAN S A 1 MIND H C 1 MONOTONE HC 1
MARIE HA 2 MEANS H T 1 MIND SC 1 MONSTER ST 1
MARIE TA 1 MEANS HA 7 MIND HA 4 MONSTER SC 3
MARIE S A 1 MEANS S A 1 MINE H T 4 MONTHS HA 2
MARIE'S T T 3 MEANT HA 2 MINE ST 1 MOP ST 1
MARIE'S TA 1 MEANWHILE HA 1 MINE H C 6 MOP SA 1
MARRIED HA 2 MEAT H T 3 MINE SC 1 MOPPING SC 1
MARRIED HE 2 MEAT HA 4 MINE HA 2 MORE H T 7
MARRY H O 1 MEET HA 1 MINE HO 1 MORE S T 4
MASK ST 8 MEET HE 1 MINE S O 1 MORE H C 7
MASSACHUSETTS HA 2 MEETING HA 1 MINE HE 2 MORE S C 5
MATCH S A 1 MELT S A 2 MINES H C 1 MORE HA 25
MATCHING S C 1 MELTED S A 1 MINES SC 3 MORE S A 12
MATH HA 3 MEMBER H T 1 MINES HA 1 MORE HE 1
MATTER HA 3 MEMBER H C 2 MING S A 1 MORNING H T 2
MATTER S A 3 MEN H T 1 MINUTE H C 1 MORNING HA 7
MAXINE S C 1 MEN S T 1 MINUTE SC 2 MORNING T A 1
MAY H T 1 MEN SC 1 MINUTE HA 6 MORNING HE 1
MAY HA 5 MEN HA 4 MINUTE S A 5 MOST HA 1
MAYBE H T 4 MEN T E 1 MINUTE S E 1 MOTHER H C 4
MAYBE HA 12 MEOW H T 2 MINUTES S T 1 MOTHER HA 5
MAYBE S A 7 MESS HA 2 MINUTES S C 7 MOTHER'S HA 1
MAYO H A 1 MESSAGE H A 1 MINUTES HA 9 MOTHERS H A 1
MAYONNAISE H A 2 MESSED S C 1 MINUTES S A 2 MOTORCYCLE MOCYCLE TT 3
MCDONALD H A 1 MESSY S A 1 MINUTES H 0 1 MOUNTAIN H T 1
MCGEE H A 1 MET H T 1 MINUTES HE 6 MOUSE H T 1
ME H T 36 MET MEETED H T 1 MINUTES SE 3 MOUSE HA 4
ME T T 5 MICHAEL H C 1 MIRROR H T 1 MOUTH S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1115 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1116
MOUTHS S A 1 NAMED HA 1 NIGHTY H T 2 NOT S C 26
MOVE H T 1 NANCY S T 2 NIGHTY H A 6 NOT H A 70
MOVE S C 4 NANCY H C 1 NINA S C 1 NOT T A 2
MOVE HA 4 NANCY H A 1 NINE H T 1 NOT S A 11
MOVE T A 1 NANCY S A' 3 NINE S C 1 NOT H 0 4
MOVE S A 3 NANCY'S S C 1 NINE H A 13 NOT H E 8
MOVE S E 1 NANETTE HA 1 NINE S A 1 NOT T E 2
MOVED H C 2 NATHANAEL HA 1 NINETEEN S T 1 NOT S E 5
MOVIE S C 1 NATURAL S A 1 NINETEEN HA 3 NOTES HE 2
MOVIE HA 1 NEAR S T 1 NINETEENTH HA 3 NOTES S E 1
MOVIE TA 1 NEAR HA 2 NINETY H A 1 NOTHING H T 1
MOVING SC 1 NEAR S A 2 NO H T 53 NOTHING S T 2
MOVING S A 4 NEARBY H A 1 NO T T 9 NOTHING S C 2
MOVING MOVIN S C 1 NECK S C 1 NO S T 48 NOTHING HA 5
MOW H T 3 NECK H E 1 NO H C 13 NOTHING T A 1
MR H A 1 NEED H T 1 NO S C 49 NOTHING S A 1
MUCH H T 5 NEED S T 5 NO H A 85 NOTHING NUTHIN' H A 1
MUCH H C 1 NEED H C 3 NO T A 1 NOTICE HA 1
MUCH S C 3 NEED S C 2 NO S A 23 NOTICED HA 1
MUCH HA 15 NEED H A 13 NO H 0 7 NOTORIOUS T A 1
MUCH S A 4 NEED S A 7 NO H E 12 NOW H T 8
MUCH HE 2 NEEDLE S C 2 NO T E 3 NOW T T 2
MUCH S E 2 NEEDS H A 2 NO S E 2 NOW S T 14
MUSEUM S A 2 NEEDS S E 1 NO NA T T 1 NOW H C 4
MUSIC HA 2 NET S T 1 NO NA S T 6 NOW S C 9
MUSIC T A 3 NEVER S T 1 NO NA H C 1 NOW HA 55
MUSIC HE 1 NEVER H C 1 NO NA S C 2 NOW T A 2
MUST HA 4 NEVER S C 1 NO NA H A 5 NOW S A 17
MUST T A 2 NEVER H A 11 NO NA S A 1 NOW H 0 1
MUST S A 1 NEW H C 3 NOAH'S T A 1 NOW H E 3
MUSTARD H A 4 NEW H A 7 NOBODY S T 2 NOW S E 2
MUTTERING HE 1 NEW T A 2 NOBODY S C 1 NOWHERE'S HA 2
MY H T 44 NEW S A 5 NOBODY HA 3 NUMBER H T 1
MY TT 3 NEW TE 2 NOBODY S A 1 NUMBER HA 6
MY S T 10 NEWS H T 1 NOBODY'S ST 1 NUMBER S A 3
MY H C 24 NEWSPAPER HA 4 NOBODY'S H A 1 NUMBER HE 2
MY S C 40 NEWSPAPERS HA 1 NOISE H C 2 NUTTER H T 1
MY H A 56 NEXT H T 1 NOISE S A 1 O'CLOCK HA 1
MY T A 1 NEXT S T 2 NONE H T 1 OBSCENITY HA 1
MY S A 2 NEXT S C 4 NONE ST 1 OBVIOUSLY HA 2
MY HO 1 NEXT HA 7 NONE S A 1 OCEAN S T 3
MY S 0 1 NEXT S A 1 NOPE S T 1 OCEAN S C 2
MY H E 5 NEXT HE 2 NOPE SC 1 OF H T 17
MY S E 3 NICE H T 1 NOPE T A 1 OF T T 4
MYSELF H C 1 NICE HA 18 NOPE S A 1 OF S T 8
MYSELF HA 5 NICE T A 2 NORA T A 1 OF H C 4
MYSELF H E 1 NICE S A 14 NORA S A 4 OF S C 12
N H C 1 NICE H E 3 NORM H A 1 OF H A 71
N S A 1 NICE T E 1 NORMALLY H A 1 OF T A 7
NAME H T 3 NIGHT H T 3 NOSEY H A 2 OF S A 46
NAME H C 1 NIGHT H A 13 NOT H T 8 OF H 0 2
NAME S C 1 NIGHT T A 1 NOT TT 3 OF H E 11
NAME HA 5 NIGHT H E 1 NOT S T 8 OF T E 8
NAME S A 2 NIGHT G'NIGHT H A 1 NOT H C 6 OF S E 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1121 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1122
OF KINDA H A 1 ON H A 64 OR T E 4 OVER H 0 1
OF SORTA H C 1 ON T A 5 ORANGE S T 3 OVER T E 1
OFF H T 4 ON S A 49 ORANGE H C 1 OVER S E 3
OFF S T 5 ON HO 1 ORANGE HA 2 OVERALLS S A 1
OFF S C 11 ON H E 4 ORANGE S A 1 OVERNIGHT HA 1
OFF H A 13 ON T E 4 ORANGE H 0 I OW H T 3
OFF S A 5 ON S E 6 ORANGES S A 1 OW S T 3
OFF HO 1 ONCE S T 1 ORIGINALLY T A 1 OW S C 2
OFF H E 2 ONCE HA 5 OTHER H T 1 OWN H A 7
OFF S E 3 ONE H T 23 OTHER T T 1 OX H A 1
OH H T 43 ONE T T 1 OTHER S T 1 OZ H T 1
OH T T 13 ONE S T 14 OTHER H C 3 OZ H A 2
OH S T 27 ONE H C 2 OTHER HA 17 PACINO HA 1
OH HC 10 ONE S C 18 OTHER T A 1 PACK H T 4
OH S C 20 ONE HA 46 OTHER HE 3 PAD HA 1
OH H A 106 ONE T A 1 OTHER T E 1 PAGES HA 1
OH T A 6 ONE S A 34 OTHER S E 3 PAID H A 1
OH S A 37 ONE HO 7 OTHERS HA 1 PAID HE 1
OH H 0 3 ONE S 0 1 OTTER H T 6 PAINT H T 1
OH S0 1 ONE H E 7 OTTER T T 1 PAINT S T 2
OH H E 9 ONE T E 1 OUCH S T 1 PAINT HA 4
OH S E 4 ONE'S H C 2 OUGHT OUGHTA HA 1 PAINT S A 3
OIL HA 1 ONES HA 7 OUR H T 2 PAINT T E 1
OINK HA 1 ONES S A 2 OUR SC 4 PAINT SE 2
OKAY H T 10 ONION HA 1 OUR HA 4 PAINTING ST 1
OKAY TT 3 ONION S A 1 OUR TE 1 PAINTING SC 2
OKAY ST 25 ONLY H T 1 OURS HA 1 PAINTING HA 1
OKAY H C 1 ONLY ST 2 OURSELVES HA 1 PAINTING S A 5
OKAY SC 20 ONLY H C 1 OUT H T 18 PAINTING SE 5
OKAY H A 27 ONLY ' S C 3 OUT TT 7 PAINTINGS S A 1
OKAY TA 4 ONLY HA 17 OUT ST 9 PANTS HA 3
OKAY S A 55 ONLY TA 1 OUT H C 2 PAPA H C 1
OKAY HO 1 ONLY S A 1 OUT SC 14 PAPER H T 1
OKAY TE 2 ONLY H E 3 OUT H A 66 PAPER HA 1
OKAY SE 8 OOPS H A 2 OUT TA 1 PAPER S A 1
OKAY M'KAY H T 2 OOPS OOP TE 1 OUT S A 11 PAPERS HA 2
OKAY M'KAY H C 1 OPEN H C 3 OUT H 0 6 PAPRIKA H A 1
OKAY M'OKAY HA 1 OPEN SC 1 OUT H E 5 PARANOID TA 1
OKLAHOMA HA 1 OPEN H A 7 OUT TE 3 PARK H A 1
OLD SC 2 OPEN S A 1 OUTSIDE H T 10 PARK S A 2
OLD H A 4 OPEN H O 2 OUTSIDE H C 1 PART ST 1
OLD S A 3 OPERATE HA 1 OUTSIDE HA 11 PART HA 10
OLD OL' HA 1 OPERATOR HA 2 OUTSIDE S A 1 PART TA 2
OLD OL'MADO H A 3 OPPORTUNITIES HA 2 OUTSIDE HE 2 PART HE 1
OLD OL'MCDO H T 1 OPPOSITE HA 1 OUTSIDE T E 1 PARTNER HA 1
OLDEN H T 1 OPPOSITE S A 1 OUTSIDE S E 1 PARTNERS H A 2
OLDER S C 3 OR H T 6 OVER H T 5 PARTS HA 1
OLINDA H T 1 OR S T 1 OVER T T 1 PARTS S A 1
OLINDA H A 9 OR H C 1 OVER S T 3 PARTY HA 4
ON H T 30 OR S C 5 OVER H C 2 PASS H A 7
ON TT 3 OR H A 25 OVER S C 14 PASSED HA 2
ON S T 25 OR T A 2 OVER HA 32 PASTE S A 1
ON H C 4 OR S A 8 OVER T A 1 PATTERNS HA 1
ON S C 27 OR H E 3 OVER S A 17 PATTICAKE S T 1
1119 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1120GROUP 3 CHILD 3















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1124
SALAD H T 1 SCHOOL H T 3 SENIOR H A 1 SHE'S S A 1
SALAD S T 2 SCHOOL T T 4 SENSE HA 1 SHE'S HE 2
SALAD S C 1 SCHOOL H C 3 SENT H A 1 SHEET S T 1
SALAD HA 9 SCHOOL HA 15 SENTENCES HA 1 SHEET S A 1
SALAD S A 1 SCHOOL T A 3 SEPTEMBER HA 1 SHIP S T 2
SALLY S T 1 SCHOOL S A 1 SET H T 1 SHIRT H C 1
SALLY S C 5 SCHOOL T E 4 SET S T 1 SHIRT S C 10
SALLY T E 1 SCHOOL'S H A 1 SET H A 2 SHIRT HA 2
SALT HA 2 SCHOOLYARD H T 2 SET S A 1 SHIRT S A 3
SAMANTHA S E 1 SCHOOLYARD H A 1 SET H E 1 SHIRT HE 1
SAME H T 1 SCOOT HA 3 SEVEN H T 1 SHIRT T E 1
SAME S T 1 SCRAPPER SQAPPER H T 1 SEVEN S T 2 SHIRTS S T 1
SAME S C 5 SCRATCH H T 1 SEVEN S C 2 SHIRTS S A 2
SAME HA 5 SCRATCH HA 2 SEVEN HA 2 SHIT H T 2
SAME T A 1 SCREAM H A 1 SEVEN S E 2 SHIT S C 2
SAME HE 2 SCREW HA 1 SEVENS S A 1 SHIT HA 3
SAME S E 3 SEAL HE 1 SEVENTEEN H T 1 SHOE S C 1
SAND H T 3 SEAT H C 2 SEX H A 1 SHOOT H T 2
SAND T T 4 SEAT HA 3 SEXY HA 3 SHOOT S T 1
SARDINE H C 1 SECOND S T 1 SH S C 8 SHOOT S C 1
SAT H A 1 SECOND H C 1 SH H A 1 SHOOT H A 1
SATURDAY H C 1 SECOND H A 2 SH SHH S A 1 SHORT S T 1
SATURDAY HA 1 SECOND S E 2 SH SHHH S C 2 SHORT HA 2
SATURDAY T A 1 SECOND SEC H A 1 SH SHHH H A 1 SHORTED H A 1
SAVED H C 1 SECOND SEOND S T 1 SH SHSH S T 1 SHOT H T 2
SAW H T 1 SECONDS H C 4 SHALL HA 1 SHOULD H T 5
SAW T T 4 SECONDS HA 2 SHALL S A 2 SHOULD T T 1
SAW S C 6 SECONDS S E I SHAME S C 2 SHOULD H C 5
SAW HA 8 SECRET H T 2 SHANKAR S T 3 SHOULD S C 2
SAW T A 4 SECRET S A 1 SHANNON S C 2 SHOULD HA 18
SAW S A 1 SEE H T 23 SHAPE HA 1 SHOULD S A 6
SAXON H A 2 SEE T T 4 SHARE HA 1 SHOULDN'T HA 2
SAY H T 13 SEE S T 7 SHARING S A 1 SHOULDN'T S A 1
SAY T T 19 SEE H C 12 SHARKS H T 2 SHOW H T 3
SAY S T 2 SEE S C 25 SHARLEEN S C 1 SHOW S C 10
SAY S C 3 SEE HA 48 SHARLEEN HA 1 SHOW HA 5
SAY H A 29 SEE T A 8 SHARLEEN'S S A 1 SHOW H E 1
SAY S A 5 SEE S A 21 SHAWN S C 6 SHOWBOAT HA 1
SAYING S C 1 SEE H E 8 SHAWN HA 1 SHOWCASE HA 2
SAYING H A 7 SEE T E 2 SHAWN S A 4 SHOWS HA 3
SAYING HO 1 SEEDS S A 2 SHE H T 5 SHRINK S A 1
SAYING SAYIN H C 1 SEEING H T 1 SHE T T 1 SHUT H T 1
SAYING SAYIN HA 1 SEEING S A 1 SHE S T 2 SHUT H C 3
SAYS S C 1 SEEM S A 1 SHE H C 9 SHUT S C 1
SAYS HA 1 SEEMS H A 1 SHE S C 2 SHUT HA 1
SAYS HE 1 SEEMS S E 1 SHE H A 25 SHUT S 0 1
SAYS S E 2 SEEN S T 1 SHE S A 2 SIDE T T 2
SCARED H T 1 SEEN S C 2 SHE HO 0 3 SIDE S T 2
SCARED H C 3 SEEN H A 6 SHE H E 1 SIDE S C 7
SCARED HA 1 SEEN S A 2 SHE'D HA 1 SIDE HA 1
SCARF HA 1 SEEN TE 1 SHE'LL HA 4 SIDE S A 1
SCARY S C 2 SEGMENT HA 2 SHE'S H T 2 SIDE T E 1
SCHEDULE HA 1 SELLER S C 1 SHE'S H C 1 SIDE S E 1
SCHEDULE S A 1 SEND S T 2 SHE'S HA 12 SIDES HA 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1129 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1130
SIDEWALK TT 1 SLEPT H A 1 SOMEBODY S C 3 SPANISH H C 10
SILVERWARE H A 1 SLICE H A 1 SOMEBODY H A 5 SPANISH S C 1
SINCE H A 5 SLIPPERY H T 1 SOMEBODY S A 8 SPANISH H A 6
SINCE S A 2 SLIPPERY SWIPPER H T 1 SOMEBODY H 0 1 SPANISH H 0 1
SING H C 3 SLOW HA 4 SOMEDAY HA 1 SPATULA S T 1
SING HA 5 SLOWLY HA 1 SOMEONE HA 3 SPATULA S A 1
SING T A 1 SMACK S T 1 SOMETHING H T 4 SPATULA SPATULA S A 1
SINGER H A 4 SMALL S T 2 SOMETHING S T 2 SPATULA SPATULI S T 1
SINGING H A 1 SMALL H A 4 SOMETHING S C 12 SPATULA SPATULI S C 1
SINGS H C 2 SMALL S A 2 SOMETHING . HA 14 SPEAK H T 2
SINGS HA 2 SMALL SMALLS S T 1 SOMETHING T A 1 SPEAK S T 1
SINK H A 3 SMALLER S T 1 SOMETHING S A 3 SPEAK S C 1
SIR S C 2 SMART H A 2 SOMETHING HE 3 SPEAK HA 2
SISTER HA 6 SMARTER HO 1 SOMETHING T E 1 SPEAK T A 1
SISTERS H A 2 SMOCK S A 2 SOMETHING SOMETHI H T 2 SPEAK H 0 1
SISTERS H 0 1 SMOOTH H A 3 SOMETHING SOMETHI H A 1 SPEAKER H T 1
SIT H T 1 SMOOTH S A 1 SOMETIME T E 1 SPEAKER S T 7
SIT S T 3 SNACK H T 4 SOMETIMES S T 1 SPEAKER S C 1
SIT H C 1 SNAP H T 1 SOMETIMES H C 1 SPEAKING H T 1
SIT S C 5 SNEAKERS S C 1 SOMETIMES HA 3 SPEAKS HA 1
SIT H A 13 SNEAKERS HA 1 SOMETIMES T A 1 SPECIAL H T 4
SIT S A 5 SNEAKY HA 1 SOMETIMES S A 2 SPECIAL S T 4
SIT S E 2 SNEEZE S A 1 SOMEWHERE HA 2 SPECIAL S A 1
SITS HA 1 SO H T 8 SOMEWHERE S A 2 SPECIAL S E 1
SITTER H A 2 SO ST 6 SOMEWHERE SOMEWHE HA 1 SPEECH HA 2
SITUATION HA 2 SO H C 6 SON HA 3 SPEECH HE 2
SITUATION H E 1 SO SC 3 SON TA 2 SPELL ST 1
SITUATIONS TE 1 SO H A 59 SONG HA 6 SPIDERMAN TE 1
SIX H T 1 SO TA 3 SONG S A 1 SPILL S C 1
SIX ST 2 SO S A 27 SONGS H C 1 SPIT H A 1
SIX S C 17 SO HE 6 SONY HA 1 SPLIT TA 1
SIX H A 5 SO SE 1 SOON T T 1 SPOON S A 1
SIX S A 8 SOAP H C 2 SOON HA 6 SPREAD S A 1
SIX H E 2 SOCIAL H A 1 SOON S A 1 SPRING H T 1
SIXES S A 2 SOCIOLOGY HA 1 SOONER HA 1 SQUEAK H T 1
SIXTEEN HA 1 SODA H T 1 SOPHIE S C 1 SQUIPPITY *MADEUP H T 1
SIXTEENTH HA 1 SOFTLY H T 1 SORRY ST 1 STAB T T 2
SIXTY H T 1 SOLVE HA 1 SORRY S C 2 STAB T A 1
SIXTY S C 1 SOME H T 16 SORRY HA 3 STAB TE 1
SIXTY HA 1 SOME T T 6 SORRY S A 1 STABILITY S A 1
SIZE H C 1 SOME ST 7 SORRY HE 1 STAILOR *MADEUP SC 1
SIZE S C 5 SOME H C 3 SORRY T E 1 STAIRS HA 3
SIZE S A 6 SOME SC 6 SORT HA 1 STAND S C 1
SIZES S A 3 SOME HA 42 SORT S A 2 STAND H A I
SKIN H T 2 SOME TA 1 SORT T E 1 STAND TA 1
SKINNY HA 2 SOME S A 19 SORT SORTA H C 1 STANDING TT 1
SKINS S A 1 SOME H O 1 SOUND HA 4 STANDING H A 1
SKIP HA 1 SOME H E 3 SOUND S A 2 STANDING T A 1
SLASHING S C 1 SOME T E 2 SOUNDS HA 1 STAPLE HA 1
SLEEP H T 3 SOME S E 1 SOUNDS S A 2 STAPLER HA 2
SLEEP HA 2 SOME SOMETHI H T 1 SOUNDTRACK T A 1 START H T 1
SLEEP HE 1 SOME SOMETHI HA 1 SOUTH HA 1 START S T 2
SLEEPY HA 1 SOMEBODY H T 1 SPACE S C 1 START HA 5
SLEEVES S T 1 SOMEBODY S T 1 SPACE S A 1 START S A I
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1127 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1128
1131 GROUP 3 CHILD 3
STARTED S C 1 STOP S A 2 SUM S A 4 TAKE S T 2
STARTED HA 3 STOP HO 1 SUMMER H T 1 TAKE H C 1
STARTED S A 4 STOPPED H T 1 SUMMER H C 15 TAKE S C 14
STARTING S T 1 STOPPED S C 1 SUMMER T C 1 TAKE HA 36
STARTING H A 1 STOPPED H A 1 SUMMER S C 41 TAKE S A 7
STARTS HA 4 STORE H C 1 SUMMER HA 44 TAKE HE 3
STARTS S A 2 STORE S C 1 SUMMER T A 2 TAKE S E 1
STARVING S T 1 STORE HA 1 SUMMER S A 33 TAKE TAKE'EM T T 1
STARVING HA 2 STORE T A 1 SUMMER HO 10 TAKEN HA 2
STATION HA 1 STORY S C 1 SUMMER S 0 3 TAKEN T A 1
STAY H T 5 STORY T A 3 SUMMER HE 4 TAKES S C 2
STAY T T 1 STRAIGHT HA 2 SUMMER S E 8 TAKES HA 3
STAY S T 2 STRAIGHTENED HA 1 SUMMER'S S T 2 TAKES T A 1
STAY H C 1 STRANGE HA 2 SUMMER'S HA 3 TAKES S A 1
STAY S C 3 STRANGE HE 1 SUMMER'S S A 1 TAKING HA 1
STAY H A 21 STRAWBERRIES S T 3 SUMMER'S H E 2 TAKING S A 1
STAY S A 2 STRAWBERRIES S A 2 SUNSHINE H A 1 TALENT H A 1
STAY HE 2 STREET T T 2 SUPER T E 1 TALK S T 1
STAYED HA 1 STREET S T 1 SUPERMAN T E 2 TALK S C 5
STAYS HA 1 STREET HA 4 SUPERSTAR HA 1 TALK HA 6
STAYS S A 1 STREET S A 1 SUPPORT HA 1 TALK S A 1
STAYS H E 1 STREETS T T 1 SUPPOSE HA 6 TALK H 0 1
STEADILY S A 1 STRING H T 7 SUPPOSED S T 1 TALKED H A 1
STEAK HA 3 STRING H C 3 SUPPOSED H C 1 TALKIE H T 2
STEAL H A 2 STRING S C 1 SUPPOSED H A 6 TALKIE S T 6
STEER HA 1 STRING S A 1 SURE H T 3 TALKIE H C 1
STEP H T 1 STRING HE 1 SURE HA 17 TALKIE S C 4
STEP HA 1 STRIPPING HA 1 SURE T A 1 TALKIE HA 1
STEPPED SC 1 STRONG HA 1 SURE S A 4 TALKIES H C 1
STEPPED HA 1 STRONG S A 1 SURE HE 5 TALKING S T 1
STEPS HA 1 STUCK H T 2 SURE T E 1 TALKING H C 3
STEREO HA 1 STUCK S A 2 SURE S E 4 TALKING S C 1
STEREO H E 2 STUDIES H A 1 SURRENDER H A 1 TALKING H A 6
STEVE HA 1 STUDIO HA 1 SWEAT HA 1 TALKING S A 1
STEVEN T A 1 STUDY H A 1 SWEATING S A 1 TALKING H E 1
STEVEN S A 1 STUDY HE 1 SWEET H A 2 TALKING TALKIN S T 1
STICK S T 1 STUDYING H A 1 SWEET S A 1 TALKING TALKIN H A 1
STICK S C 1 STUDYING H E 2 SWEETHEART H A 2 TALKING TALKUNG S A 1
STICK S A 1 STUFF S C 1 SWIMMING SWIMMIN H T 1 TALKS H E 1
STICKING T E 1 STUFF H A 1 SWITCH S E 1 TANGERINE S A 1
STILL H T 1 STUFF T E 1 T H T 1 TANIA S C 2
STILL S T 1 STUPID SC 1 T TT 1 TANIA S A 2
STILL S C 2 SUCCEED H A 1 T H C 2 TANK S A 1
STILL HA 10 SUCCESS H A 1 T H A 2 TAPE H T 4
STILL T A 3 SUCH H A 2 T T A 1 TAPE S C 1
STILL S A 4 SUCH S A 1 T S A 3 TAPE HA 9
STILL HE 2 SUCKER H C 1 T T E 2 TAPED HA 6
STIR S A 2 SUFFOCATE HA 1 TABLE S C 1 TAPING HA 9
STOOP HA 8 SUFFOCATED HA 1 TABLE HA 6 TAPING HO 1
STOOP HE 1 SUGAR HA 2 TABLE S A 2 TASTE S C 1
STOOP'S HA 1 SUGGEST HA 1 TABLE S E 2 TASTE S A 2
STOP S T 2 SUM T T 3 " TAIL S A 3 TASTED HA 1
STOP S C 7 SUM H A 14 TAKE H T 5 TASTES H C 1
STOP HA 6 SUM T A 1 TAKE T T 1 TASTES HA 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1133 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1134
TAUGHT HA 1 THAT S E 6 THEATRE T A 1 THERE'S T E 1
TAUGHT S A 1 THAT DAT H T 5 THEIR TT 1 THERE'S DERE'S H T 2
TEACHER S C 7 THAT DAT T T 2 THEIR H A 2 THERE'S DERE'S HA 1
TEACHER HA 1 THAT DAT S T 3 THEIR T A 2 THERE'S DERE'S T A 1
TEACHER S A 2 THAT DAT H C 2 THEM H T 3 THERMOSTAT HA 2
TEACHER'S HA 1 THAT DAT S C 12 THEM S T 2 THESE S T 2
TEAM S C 1 THAT DAT HA 10 THEM H C 1 THESE S C 4
TEASING HA 1 THAT'D TE 1 THEM S C 1 THESE HA 11
TECHNICIANS H A 1 THAT'S H T 11 THEM HA 21 THESE S A 11
TEENAGER HA 1 THAT'S T T 2 THEM T A 6 THESE H E 3
TEENY S C 1 THAT'S S T 2 THEM S A 6 THESE T E 1
TELL H T 4 THAT'S H C 4 THEM S 0 1 THESE DESE H T 3
TELL H C 1 THAT'S S C 25 THEM T E 1 THESE DESE S T 2
TELL S C 6 THAT'S HA 68 THEM 'EM S T 1 THESE DESE S C 2
TELL HA 19 THAT'S T A 3 THEM 'EM H C 1 THEY H T 10
TELL S A 4 THAT'S S A 36 THEM 'EM HA 1 THEY T T 3
TELLING S C 1 THAT'S S 0 1 THEM EM S T 1 THEY S T 6
TELLING TELLIN' H T 1 THAT'S HE 5 THEM EM H A 7 THEY H C 5
TELLY H A 1 THAT'S T E 2 THEM EM H E 2 THEY S C 6
TEN H T 1 THAT'S S E 2 THEM TAKE'EM TT 1 THEY HA 88
TEN S C 3 THAT'S DAS HA 1 THEN TT 1 THEY T A 14
TEN H A 4 THAT'S DAT'S H T 1 THEN S T 5 THEY S A 11
TEN S A 2 THAT'S DAT'S S T 3 THEN H C 2 THEY HE 2
TENS S A I THAT'S DAT'S H C 1 THEN SC 8 THEY TE 1
TERMS HA 1 THAT'S DAT'S SC 6 THEN HA 24 THEY DEY H T 29
TERRIFIC HA 3 THAT'S DAT'S HA 4 THEN T A 1 THEY DEY T T 1
TEST HA 2 THAT'S DATS H C 3 THEN S A 23 THEY DEY S T 1
THAN S T 1 THAT'S DATS HA 1 THEN HE 1 THEY DEY SC 1
THAN SC 3 THE H T 73 THEN SE 1 THEY DEY HA 3
THAN H A 8 THE T T 14 THEN'LL S A 1 THEY'LL HA 2
THAN HO 1 THE S T 51 THERE H T 10 THEY'LL TA 1
THANK H T 4 THE H C 30 THERE T T 5 THEY'RE T T 1
THANK ST 2 THE SC 57 THERE S T 14 THEY'RE S T 1
THANK HA 6 THE HA 330 THERE H C 4 THEY'RE H C 1
THANK S A 2 THE TA 24 THERE SC 13 THEY'RE SC 1
THANK H E 1 THE S A 116 THERE HA 53 THEY'RE HA 7
THANK SE 1 THE H 0 2 THERE TA 4 THEY'RE T A 2
THANK FANK H T 1 THE H E 12 THERE S A 32 THEY'RE S A 8
THANKS S T 1 THE TE 7 THERE HE 3 THEY'RE HE 2
THANKS HA 4 THE SE 16 THERE TE 2 THEY'RE TE 1
THANKS HE 2 THE DA H T 34 THERE SE 6 THEY'VE TE 1
THANKS T E 1 THE DA T T 2 THERE DER H T 1 THIN S A 1
THANKS SE 1 THE DA S T 23 THERE DER T T 1 THING H T 2
THAT H T 22 THE DA H C 2 THERE DERE H T 5 THING S T 2
THAT T T 5 THE DA SC 15 THERE DERE T T 2 THING H C 3
THAT S T 19 THE DA HA 9 THERE DERE S T 3 THING SC 9
THAT H C 14 THE DA S 0 7 THERE DERE S C 6 THING H A 26
THAT S C 31 THE DI S T 1 THERE DERE HA 3 THING T A 1
THAT H A 141 THE DI H A 5 THERE'S H T 1 THING HE 5
THAT T A 15 THE DU H A 1 THERE'S S C 2 THING T E 1
THAT S A 60 THE DUH. HA 3 THERE'S HA 25 THING S E 2
THAT HO 0 2 THE THA H T 1 THERE'S T A 1 THING SOMETHI H T 1
THAT H E 7 THE THA HA 1 THERE'S S A 11 THING SOMETHI HA 1
THAT T E 5 THEATRE HA 2 THERE'S HE 1 THING'S HA 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1132











































































































































URDIPLANE *MADEUP H T

































































































































































































































































GONNA H T 15
GONNA T T 7
GONNA S T 19
GONNA H C 6
GONNA S C 20
GONNA H A 58
GONNA S A 10
GONNA T E 1
GONNA S E 3
GOTTA H T 3
GOTTA S T 3
GOTTA H C 1
GOTTA S C 2
GOTTA HA 7
GOTTA T A 2
GOTTA S A 2
GOTTA HE 1
GOTTA S E 1
GOTTO HA 1
OUGHTA H A 1
T'CATCH H A 1
T'ME HC 1
TA H T 3
TA T T 2
TA H C 2
TA H A 4
TRYNA HA 1
WANNA H T 5
WANNA T T 1
WANNA ST 20
WANNA H C 2
































































WANNA S A 4
WANNA S E 1































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WAI H T 1




























GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1136
WANT H C 17 WATCH T T 2 WE'RE H C 1 WHAT T A 6
WANT S C 17 WATCH S T 5 WE'RE S C 3 WHAT S A 40
WANT HA 84 WATCH S C 2 WE'RE HA 18 WHAT H O 4
WANT T A 2 WATCH HA 10 WE'RE T A 3 WHAT HE 8
WANT S A 25 WATCH S A 6 WE'RE S A 8 WHAT T E 1
WANT H 0 5 WATCH HO 1 WE'RE HE 2 WHAT S E 2
WANT T E 1 WATCH H E 1 WE'VE T A 1 WHAT WHA H T 10
WANT S E 3 WATCH S E 4 WE'VE S A 3 WHAT WHA T T 1
WANT WAN'T S C 2 WATCHERS HA 1 WEAR H T 1 WHAT WHA S T 8
WANT WANNA H T 5 WATCHING S T 2 WEAR H C 1 WHAT WHA H C 1
WANT WANNA T T 1 WATCHING S A 1 WEARING HE 2 WHAT WHA S C 1
WANT WANNA S T 20 WATCHING S E 1 WEDDING H A 1 WHAT WHA H A 2
WANT WANNA H C 2 WATER H T 5 WEDNESDAY HA 1 WHAT WHACHU HA 1
WANT WANNA S C 17 WATER T T 4 WEEK ST 1 WHAT WHATA S T 2
WANT WANNA HA 10 WATER H C 3 WEEK HC 1 WHAT'D HA 1
WANT WANNA S A 4 WATER S C 3 WEEK H E 3 WHAT'S H T 1
WANT WANNA S E 1 WATER HA 2 WEEKEND T A 2 WHAT'S T T 1
WANT WANNU H T 1 WATER S A 10 WEEKS HE 1 WHAT'S S T 1
WANTED H T 2 WAVE S T 2 WEIGH SC 4 WHAT'S H C 2
WANTED H C 1 WAVE S A 1 WEIGHT HA 1 WHAT'S S C 5
WANTED HA 6 WAX S A 1 WEIRD HE 1 WHAT'S HA 20
WANTED S A 1 WAY H T 12 WELCOME HA 2 WHAT'S T A 2
WANTING WANTIN H A 1 WAY S T 2 WELCOME S E 1 WHAT'S S A 6
WANTS H T 3 WAY H C 1 WELL H T 21 WHAT'S HO 1
WANTS H C 2 WAY S C 5 WELL S T 7 WHAT'S S E 1
WANTS S C 1 WAY HA 8 WELL H C 1 WHAT'S WHA'S H T 1
WANTS H A 11 WAY T A 3 WELL S C 4 WHATEVER HA 4
WANTS S A 1 WAY S A 10 WELL HA 39 WHATEVER HE 2
WARM S A 1 WAY H 0 2 WELL S A 18 WHEEL H T 3
WARNING T A 1 WAY HE 2 WELL HE 14 WHEEL T T 1
WAS H T 9 WAY S E 1 WELL T E 5 WHEEL S C 1
WAS T T 6 WAYNE S T 1 WELL S E 3 WHEELS H T 4
WAS S T 3 WAYNE S C 4 WENT H T 3 WHEELS S C 1
WAS H C 8 WAYNE S A 9 WENT T T 1 WHEELS HA 1
WAS S C 9 WAYNE'S S C 1 WENT H C 1 WHEELY H T 3
WAS HA 59 WAYNE'S WAYNES' S A 1 WENT S C 8 WHEN H T 12
WAS T A 7 WE H T 7 WENT HA 16 WHEN T T 1
WAS S A 8 WE T T 1 WENT T A 1 WHEN S T 3
WAS HO 1 WE S T 11 WENT S A 1 WHEN H C 7
WAS H E 3 WE H C 5 WENT T E 1 WHEN S C 7
WAS S E 3 WE S C 12 WERE T T 1 WHEN HA 53
WASH S T 1 WE H A 37 WERE S T 3 WHEN T A 6
WASH S C 1 WE T A 1 WERE HA 23 WHEN S A 16
WASH H A 13 WE S A 42 WERE S A 4 WHEN H E 3
WASH S A 5 WE HO 1 WEREN'T S T 1 WHEN S E 2
WASHED H A 2 WE S 0 1 WEREN'T HA 4 WHEN'LL S T 1
WASHING H A 1 WE H E 2 WET S 0 1 WHERE H T 16
WASN'T H C 1 WE T E 1 WET'S S T 1 WHERE T T 2
WASN'T S C 1 WE'LL T T 1 WHAT H T 67 WHERE S T 1
WASN'T HA 2 WE'LL S T 3 WHAT T T 9 WHERE H C 1
WASTE H C 1 WE'LL HA 12 WHAT S T 43 WHERE S C 10
WASTING H C 1 WE'LL S A 9 WHAT H C 28 WHERE HA 11
WASTING HA 1 WE'RE H T 1 WHAT S C 32 WHERE S A 10
WATCH H T 1 WE'RE S T 1 WHAT H A 161 WHERE HE 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1141 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1142
WHERE T E 1 WHY T T 4 WITH WIF T T 6 WORRY HE 1
WHERE S E 1 WHY S T 9 WITH WIF S T 4 WOULD H T 2
WHERE'D H C 1 WHY H C 4 WITHOUT S A 2 WOULD T T 1
WHERE'D HA 1 WHY S C 4 WITHOUT HE 1 WOULD H C 2
WHERE'D T A 1 WHY HA 32 WIZARD HA 2 WOULD HA 17
WHERE'RE HA 1 WHY S A 10 WOLF S T 1 WOULD T A 5
WHERE'RE T A 1 WHY H 0 1 WOMAN HA 3 WOULD S A 11
WHERE'S H T 10 WHY HE 2 WOMEN HA 5 WOULD HO 1
WHERE'S S T 10 WHY'RE H T 1 WON'T H T 4 WOULD HE 3
WHERE'S H C 3 WIFE HA 2 WON'T S T 3 WOULD'VE HA 1
WHERE'S S C 4 WILD T A 1 WON'T H C 1 WOULDN'T HA 4
WHERE'S HA 8 WILL H T 5 WON'T HA 10 WOULDN'T T A 1
WHETHER HA 2 WILL T T 1 WON'T S A 5 WOULDN'T HO 1
WHICH H T 1 WILL S T 5 WON'T HE 2 WOW H T 1
WHICH S C 2 WILL H C 1 WON'T S E 1 WOW S T 4
WHICH HA 5 WILL S C 1 WONDER S A 1 WOW S C 1
WHICH T A 1 WILL HA 21 WONDERFUL HA 3 WOW HA 4
WHICH S A 5 WILL S A 10 WONDERLAND HA 1 WOW S A I
WHICHEVER HA 1 WILL S E 2 WOOD S T 1 WOW HO 1
WHILE S C 1 WILL 'LL T A 1 WOOD S A 6 WRITE S T 1
WHILE HA 19 WILLIAM H C 1 WOODSTOCK H T 2 WRITE HA 3
WHILE S A 5 WILLIAM HA 2 WOODSTOCK T T 1 WRITE S A 5
WHILE HE 1 WILLIE H T 1 WOODSTOCK H C 1 WRITES HA 1
WHILE SE 3 WIN HA 1 WOODSTOCK HA 2 WRITING S T 1
WHITE S T 2 WINDOWS TA 1 WOODSTOCK S A 2 WRITTEN HE 1
WHITE S C 1 WINE HA 2 WOODSTOCK HE I WRONG H T 1
WHITE HA 3 WING HA 3 WOP H T 1 WRONG HA 3
WHITE S A 1 WIPE S A 1 WORD HA 3 WRONG TA 1
WHO H T 15 WIRE H T 4 WORD TA 2 WROTE HA 1
WHO TT 3 WIRE SC 1 WORD S A 1 WROTE WRITED ST 1
WHO H C 3 WIRE HA 1 WORDS H C I X HA 1
WHO SC 7 WIRE H 0 3 WORDS HA 2 Y HA 1
WHO H A 24 WIRES H A 1 WORDS TA 1 Y S O 2
WHO TA 3 WISE HA 1 WORDS S A 1 YANG S A 1
WHO S A 2 WISH H T 2 WORK H T 1 YARD H T 2
WHO H 0 1 WISH TT 1 WORK H C 1 YARD HA 3
WHO'S H T 1 WISH HA 5 WORK SC 1 YEAH H T 76
WHO'S TT 1 WIT H T 1 WORK HA 6 YEAH TT 14
WHO'S SC I WIT H C 1 WORK S A 6 YEAH S T 76
WHO'S HA 2 WIT SC 2 WORK S E 1 YEAH H C 15
WHOA S T 2 WIT HA 2 WORKING H C 1 YEAH S C 27
WHOLE S T 3 WITH H T 7 WORKING S C 1 YEAH H A 105
WHOLE SC 2 WITH TT 2 WORKING HA 1 YEAH TA 14
WHOLE HA 4 WITH ST 2 WORKING S A 2 YEAH S A 60
WHOLE TA 3 WITH H C 3 WORKING HE 5 YEAH HO 3
WHOO S T 4 WITH S C 8 WORKS H T 1 YEAH SO 1
WHOOP H T 1 WITH H A 57 WORLD T T 2 YEAH HE 21
WHOOP H C 1 WITH T A 2 WORLD H C 1 YEAH T E 7
WHOOPS HA 2 WITH S A 17 WORLD HA 2 YEAH S E 6
WHOSE H T 3 WITH H O 2 WORLD T E 1 YEAH YAH HE 2
WHOSE T T 2 WITH HE 5 WORLD S E 1 YEAR H T 2
WHOSE H A 6 WITH T E 3 WORRIED S A 2 YEAR HA 5
WHOSE T A 2 WITH S E 3 WORRY S C 1 YEAR S A 1
WHY H T 20 WITH WID HA 1 WORRY HA 2 YEAR . HE 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1139 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1140
YEARS S C 2 YOU YA S T 2 ZERO H T 1 2 H A 1
YEARS HA 1 YOU YA H.C 1 ZOO S T 5 20 H A 1
YEARS T A 1 YOU YA S C 1 ZOO S C 1 25 H A 1
YEARS S A 2 YOU YA H A 2 ZOO S A 12 3 H A 2
YEARS T E 1 YOU YA T A 2 ZOOM HA 1 38 H A 1
YEARS S E 1 YOU YA SA 3 1 HA 2 4 H 0 i
YELL H C 1 YOU YA S 0 1 11 HT 1 5 HA 2
YELL HA 1 YOU YO H T 1 11 HA 1 6 HA 1
YELLED H C 1 YOU YO H C 2 13 H C 1 8 HA 2
YELLOW S T 1 YOU YUH HA 2 13 HA 1 8 H 0 1
YEP S A 1 YOU'D S A 1 14'S HA 1 9 HA 2
YES H T 7 YOU'LL HC 1 19 HA 1
YES S T 2 YOU'LL HA 6
YES H C 3 YOU'LL T A 1
YES S C 5 YOU'LL S A 3
YES H A 21 YOU'LL H E 1
YES T A 4 YOU'RE H T 3
YES S A 22 YOU'RE S T 9
YES S 0 1 YOU'RE H C 8
YES H E 2 YOU'RE S C 13
YES T E 1 YOU'RE HA 42
YES S E 1 YOU'RE T A 1
YES YUP H A 1 YOU'RE S A 20
YESTERDAY H C 1 YOU'RE H 0 2
YESTERDAY H A 2 YOU'RE S E 5
YESTERDAY S A 1 YOU'VE H C 3
YESTERDAY YESTADA S T 1 YOU'VE H A 3
YET HA 3 YOUR H T 13
YET T A 1 YOUR S T 11
YET S A 1 YOUR H C 12
YET T E 1 YOUR T C 1
YET S E 1 YOUR S C 33
YORK HA 2 YOUR HA 69
YORK S A 2 YOUR S A 33
YOU H T 129 YOUR H 0 1
YOU T T 16 YOUR HE 2
YOU S T 54 YOUR T E 1
YOU H C 70 YOUR S E 4
YOU T C 1 YOURS S C 2
YOU S C 129 YOURS HA 1
YOU H A 568 YOURS S A 2
YOU T A 30 YOURS HE 1
YOU S A 213 YOURSELF H A 1
YOU H 0 11 YOURSELF T A 2
YOU HE 16 YUCK HC 1
YOU T E 14 YUCKY H C 2
YOU S E 22 YUM S A 1
YOU BUTCHU HA 1 YUMMY S C 1
YOU D'YA HA 1 YVETTE S C 2
YOU D'YA T A 1 YVETTE S A 1
YOU GICHA HA 1 ZEALAND HA 1
YOU WHACHU H A 1 ZEALAND T A 2
YOU Y'KNOW HA 1 ZEALAND S A 2
YOU YA H T 5 ZEALAND T E 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1143 GROUP 3 CHILD 3 1144
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1145 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1146
A H T 87 AH AAH H T 8 ALRIGHT HA 15 ANY S C 4
A TT 17 AH AAH TT 1 ALRIGHT T A 1 ANY H A 8
A S T 50 AH AAH S T 12 ALRIGHT S A 12 ANY S A 4
A HC 7 AH. AAH HC 1 ALSO H T 2 ANYBODY HA 1
A SC 34 AH AAH SC 4 ALSO S T 1 ANYBODY S E 1
A HA 174 AH AAH H A 3 ALSO H C 1 ANYMORE H T 3
A TA 18 AH AAH SA 1 ALSO HA 3 ANYMORE HA 2
A SA 79 AH AAH HE 3 ALSO H 0 1 ANYMORE S A 1
A H 0 1 AH AAH SE 1 ALWAYS H T 2 ANYONE S A 1
A S 0 1 AH AAHH S C 1 ALWAYS S C 1 ANYPLACE HA 1
A H E 33 AHA ANAH S T 2 ALWAYS HA 3 ANYTHING H T 1
A S E 13 AHEAD HA 1 ALWAYS RE 1 ANYTHING S C 1
A ATTA H T 2 AHEAD S A 2 AM H T 3 ANYTHING HA 4
AAHHAHAHA *SOUND SC 1 AHHAHA *SOUND S T 1 AM T T 1 ANYTHING S A 3
ABLE HA 2 AIM H T 1 AM S T 1 ANYTHING S E 1
ABOUT H T 2 AIM H A 2 AM H C 1 ANYWAY HA 1
ABOUT S T 1 AIN'T H C 1 AM S C 1 APPLE H T 1
ABOUT S C 2 AIN'T S C 1 AM S A 1 ARE H T 7
ABOUT HA 14 AIN'T H A 1 AM S E 2 ARE T T 3
ABOUT S A 11 AIN'T H 0 1 AMAZING HA 1 ARE S T 14
ABOUT HE 5 AIR HA 1 AMIGOS H T 1 ARE H C 6
ACCIDENTS S A 1 AIR S A 4 AMONG HA 1 ARE S C 6
ACCUSTOMED HA 1 ALABAMA H T 1 AMOUNT H C 1 ARE HA 32
ACROSS HA 2 ALABAMA H 0 3 AMOUNT H A 1 ARE T A 3
ACROSS S E 1 ALL H T 13 AN H T 1 ARE S A 33
ACTUAL HA 1 ALL TT 1 AN TT 1 ARE HE 6
ADDED HA 1 ALL S T 5 AN S T 1 AREA HE 1
ADDRESS H T 3 ALL H C 4 AN S C 1 AREN'T H T 1
ADDRESS HA 7 ALL S C 6 AN H A 7 AREN'T H C I
ADJUSTED HA 1 ALL H A 28 AN S A 1 AREN'T HA 2
ADVANCED HA 1 ALL T A 1 AND H T 59 AREN'T S A 1
AFTER H T 1 ALL S A 20 AND T T 10 AREN'T H E 1
AFTER S T 1 ALL H 0 1 AND S T 22 AREN'T S E 1
AFTER HA 5 ALL HE 2 AND HC 12 ARM SC 2
AFTER S A 3 ALLEGRO H T 6 AND S C 15 ARM S E 3
AGAIN H T 6 ALLEGRO HA 1 AND H A 188 ARMS HA 1
AGAIN S T 5 ALMO S T 1 AND T A 9 AROUND S C 1
AGAIN S C 4 ALMOST H T 2 AND S A 59 AROUND HA 12
AGAIN HA 10 ALMOST S T 5 AND S 0 1 AROUND T A 2
AGAIN S A 8 ALMOST HA 1 AND HE 10 AROUND S A 3
AGO HA 1 ALMOST S A 2 ANGRY HA 1 AROUND AROU T A 1
AH H T 24 ALMOST ALMO' S T 1 ANN TT 1 ARRANGE T A 1
AR T T 7 ALMOST ALMOS S T 2 ANN T A 1 ARRRH *SOUND S C 1
AH S T 64 ALONE S C 1 ANNOUNCED S A 1 ART HA 1
AH H C 2 ALONE HA 1 ANOTHER H T 3 ARTS HA 1
AH S C 18 ALONE S A 1 ANOTHER S T 3 AS H T 7
AH H A 13 ALONG H A 4 ANOTHER SC 2 AS T T 2
AH S A 11 ALREADY H T 3 ANOTHER H A 6 AS S T 2
AH S 0 1 ALREADY H C 1 ANOTHER S A 5 AS SC 2
AH H E 11 ALREADY TA 1 ANSWER HA 1 AS H A 15
AH T E 2 ALREADY S A 3 ANT HA 1 AS T A 4
AH S E 1 ALREADY H E 1 ANTHONY S C 1 AS S A 7
AH AAAH S T 3 ALRIGHT H T 1 ANY H T 5 AS HE 2
AH AAAH S C 1 ALRIGHT S C 1 ANY S T 1 ASHORE HA 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1147 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1148
ASIDE S A 1 BAD S A 2 BECAUSE S C 1 BETTER HA 9
ASK H T 8 BAD H E 1 BECAUSE HA 27 BETTER T A 1
ASK SC 2 BAGS H T 1 BECAUSE T A 1 BETTER HE 2
ASK H A 6 BAGS HO 1 BECAUSE S A 5 BICYCLE H T 1
ASK S A 1 BAH S T 1 BECAUSE H E 4 BIG H T 2
ASK H 0 1 BAH S C 1 BECAUSE S E 2 BIG T T 1
ASKING S A 2 BAKED S A 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 1 BIG S T 3
ASS S T 1 BALD H T 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S T 1 BIG S C 2
ASSHOLE S C 1 BALDY H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H C 3 BIG H A 7
ASTROLOGIST H E 1 BALDY H A 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S C 1 BIG T A 3
AT H T 6 BALL S T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S A 3 BIG S A 5
AT T T 5 BANJO H T I BECAUSE 'CAUSE S E 1 BIGGER H C 2
AT S T 5 BANJO HO 3 BECAUSE BECAU T T 1 BIGGER S A 4
AT H C 2 BANK H T 1 BECKONED HA 1 BIGGEST H T 1
AT S C 7 BANK H A 3 BED S T 1 BIKES HA 1
AT H A 13 BANKS TT 1 BED S C 1 BILL H T 3
AT T A 2 BAR H T 1 BED HA 7 BILL H E 1
AT S A 19 BAR HA 1 BED S A 2 BINKEY H T 1
AT H E 1 BASE H T 1 BEDS S A 1 BINKEY H O 1
ATE H C 1 BASIL HA 2 BEEF H T 5 BINOCULAR H T 1
ATE SC 1 BAT TT 6 BEEF HA 2 BINOCULARS H T 1
ATTACHED H T 4 BAT ST 1 BEEFY S T 1 BINOCULARS H C 2
AUNT SC 3 BAT TA 2 BEEN S C 4 BINOCULARS HE 1
AW ST 1 BATH HA 5 BEEN HA 5 BIRD HA 2
AWAY H T 3 BATHROOM H T 1 BEEN S A 2 BIRDS SC 1
AWAY ST 2 BATHROOM HA 5 BEEN HE 2 BIRTHDAY H T 1
AWAY HA 7 BATMAN SC 1 BEEN SE 1 BIRTHDAY HA 2
AWAY TA 1 BATS TT 4 BEFORE H T 3 BIRTHDAY S A 2
AWAY S A 5 BE H T 6 BEFORE SC 1 BIT HA 3
AWAY HO 1 BE TT 6 BEFORE H A 4 BIT S A 4
AWFUL HA 1 BE ST 5 BEFORE TA 1 BIT H E 1
AWFUL TA 1 BE H C 1 BEFORE S A 4 BITE HA 1
AWHILE H A 3 BE SC 5 BEFORE HE 1 BITES S A 2
B H T 3 BE H A 35 BEGINNING HA 1 BLACK ST 1
B TT 1 BE TA 6 BEHIND HA 4 BLACK H C 1
B TA 1 BE S A 18 BEING HA 2 BLACK SC 2
BABE HA 1 BE H E 7 BELIEVE ST 1 BLACK HA 1
BABIES HA 1 BE S E 1 BELIEVE TA 1 BLACK HE 1
BABY ST 2 BEACH H T 1 BELIEVE S A 2 BLAH H T 1
BABY SC 2 BEACH HA 1 BELL HA 4 BLESS HA 1
BABY HA 3 BEACON HA 3 BENCH HA 1 BLOCK ST 3
BACK H T 2 BEAN H T 1 BESIDES H T 25 BLOCK SC 1
BACK T T 2 BEAN HA 2 BESIDES T T 3 BLOCKING S T 1
BACK S T 4 BEANS HA 4 BESIDES S T 3 BLOCKS S T 1
BACK S C 2 BEANS S A 1 BEST H T 2 BLOCKS S C 1
BACK HA 14 BEAR H T 1 BEST HA 1 BLOOD T T 7
BACK S A 9 BEAR S A 1 BEST BES TT 1 BLOOD S T 1
BACK HO 3 BEAUTIFUL HA 4 BET H T 4 BLOOD S C 1
BACK HE 3 BEAUTIFUL S A 1 BET T T .4 BLOOD T A 2
BACK S E 1 BEAUTIFUL HE 1 BET S T 6 BLOW HA 8
BACKWARDS S T 4 BEBE H T 2 BET T A 1 BLOWING HA 1
BACKWARDS S C 2 BECAUSE H T 22 BETTER H T 5 BLUE H T 1
BAD H C 1 BECAUSE T T 7 BETTER S T 1 BLUE S C 1
BAD H A 4 BECAUSE S T 1 BETTER S C 3 BLUE HA 1




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1150
COULD HE 1 CUT HA 6 DICKLINGS *MADEUP H A 1 DO S C 22
COULDN'T H T 3 CUT T A 1 DICKY'S H T 1 DO H A 98
COULDN'T T T 1 CUT S A 2 DID H T 18 DO T A 9
COULDN'T S T 1 D H T 2 DID T T 1 DO S A 46
COULDN'T H A 1 D T T 1 DID S T 6 DO H E 7
COUNT H A 1 D S T 2 DID H C 2 DOES H T 6
COUNT S A 2 DAD HA 1 DID S C 6 DOES T T 1
COUNTING S A 1 DADDY H T 2 DID HA 34 DOES S T 1
COUNTRY H T 3 DAMN H T 1 DID T A 6 DOES H C 1
COUPLE H T 1 DAMN HA 2 DID S A 17 DOES S C 2
COUPLE S A 2 DAMN DAMMIT HA 1 DID HE 3 DOES HA 8
COURSE H T 1 DAN S A 1 DID S E 2 DOES S A 6
COURSE H A 2 DANGEROUS S A 1 DIDN'T H T 10 DOESN'T H T 3
COUSIN H T 3 DANIEL DANNEL S A 1 DIDN'T S T 1 DOESN'T S T 3
COUSIN HA 1 DANNY S C 1 DIDN'T H C 1 DOESN'T H C 6
COVER S T 1 DARKER S A 1 DIDN'T S C 1 DOESN'T HA 4
COWBOY S T 1 DARLING H A 1 DIDN'T H A 17 DOESN'T T A 1
COWBOY H C 5 DARNED H T 1 DIDN'T T A 2 DOESN'T S E 1
COWBOY S C 1 DAVE S A 1 DIDN'T S A 3 DOESN'T DORSN'T H A 1
COWBOY HA 1 DAVID S T 15 DIDN'T HE 1 DOG H T 2
COWBOY S A 1 DAVID S C 1 DIFFERENT H T 4 DOG H C 1
COWBOY'S H C 1 DAVID S A 18 DIFFERENT T T 1 DOGS H T 2
COWBOYS H T 1 DAVID'S S C 1 DIFFERENT S T 1 DOING S T 2
COZY H A 1 DAY H T 2 DIFFERENT H C 3 DOING H C 2
CRACK H T 1 DAY H A 15 DIFFERENT HA 1 DOING S C 1
CRACKER S T 1 DAY T A 1 DIFFERENT S A 7 DOING H A 13
CRACKER H C 1 DAY S A 1 DIFFICULT H T 1 DOING TA 2
CRACKER S C 8 DAY H 0 1 DIFFICULT HA 2 DOING S A 7
CRACKER S A 7 DAY H E 2 DIGEST H T 1 DOING HE 2
CRACKER CRACKA S C 1 DAYS H T 1 DIME H T 1 DOING DOIN ST 1
CRACKERS S C 3 DEAD H T 1 DIME HE 1 DOING DOIN HA 1
CRACKERS S A 4 DEAD S C 2 DINNER HA 4 DON SC 2
CRACKERS S 0 1 DEAD H A 1 DINNER'S HA 1 DON DON' H T 1
CRACKERS QUACKER HA 1 DEAR HA 6 DIP H T 2 DON'T H T 25
CRAZY HA 2 DEAR T A 1 DIP H A 2 DON'T S T 20
CREAM H T 2 DECEMBER S A 1 DIP S A 1 DON'T H C 5
CREATIVE HA 1 DECIDE S A 2 DIPPED HA 1 DON'T S C 21
CROSS H A 2 DECIDED H A 2 DIRECTION S A 1 DON'T H A 54
CROSS CRWOSS T T 1 DECIDED T A 2 DIRT S T 1 DON'T T A 8
CRUMBISHED *MADEUP S T 1 DEE S T 1 DIRT HA 1 DON'T S A 26
CRUMPLED HA 1 DEE S A 4 DIRT S A 1 DON'T H 0 3
CRY H T 3 DEEDEE S T 3 DIRTY H T 1 DON'T HE 7
CRY H 0 3 DEEDEE S C 2 DISAPPEAR S A 1 DON'T S E 6
CUBBIE S A 7 DEEDEE S A 13 DISCUSSED HA 1 DONE T A 1
CUCKOO S C 2 DEGREE HA 1 DISGEST H T 1 DONE S A 3
CULTURAL H A 1 DELICIOUS S A 1 DISH DISHWAS H T 1 DONNEL S C 1
CUP H T 1 DELIGHTED HA 1 DISHES HA 1 DONNEL S A 16
CUP S T 2 DEPENDING S A 1 DISHWASHER H A 1 DOO *SOUND T T 3
CUP S C 1 DEPRESSED HA 1 DITHER HA 1 DOO *SOUND S T 3
CUP H A 2 DESCRIBE HE 1 DIVE HA 1 DOODIE *MADEUP H T 1
CUP S A 2 DESIGN H T 1 DO H T 41 DOOEE *SOUND T T 1
CUPS H T 1 DESIGN S T 1 DO T T 3 DOOM S T 2
CUPS S A 1 DESSERT H T 1 DO S T 25 DOOP *MADEUP S T 1
CUT H T 1 DEVELOPED H A 1 DO H C 14 DOOR H T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1155 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1156
DOOR S T 5 DUDU *MADEUP H T 1 ELECTRIC H T 1 ERR HE 1
DOOR S C 2 DUDUU *SOUND HA 1 ELECTRIC HA 1 ESCALATOR T A 1
DOOR HA 3 DUMB H T 1 ELECTRICITY H T 1 EVEN H T 13
DOOR T A 1 DUMB S C 3 ELECTRICITY S C 1 EVEN T T 2
DOOR S A 1 DUMBBELL S T 1 ELEVATOR H T 1 EVEN H C 2
DOSE S T 1 DUMBNESS HA 1 ELEVATOR HA 1 EVEN HA 3
DOVE H T 5 DUMMIES T A 1 ELEVEN HA 4 EVEN T A 1
DOVE HA 1 DUMMY S C 1 ELIZABETH S T 2 EVEN S A 1
DOW H T 1 DUMPED H T 1 ELIZABETH S A 1 EVER H T 1
DOWN H T 4 E H T 2 ELIZABETH S E 1 EVER HA 5
DOWN T T 3 E T T 3 ELIZABETH LIZABET H C 1 EVER T A 1
DOWN S T 1 E S T 9 ELIZABETH LIZABET S C 7 EVER S A 1
DOWN H C 2 E S C 3 ELIZABETH LIZABET S A 1 EVER SE 1
DOWN S C 2 E S A 7 ELLEN H C 8 EVERY H T 2
DOWN HA 17 EACH HA 1 ELLEN HA 1 EVERY HA 4
DOWN T A 2 EARLIER HA 1 ELLEN S A 2 EVERY S A 2
DOWN S A 9 EARLY S A 1 ELLEN'S HA 1 EVERYBODY TA 1
DOWN HE 2 EARRINGS S C 1 ELSE H T 1 EVERYBODY S A 1
DOWN DOWM S A 1 EARS HA 1 ELSE S T 1 EVERYONE S C 1
DR H A 1 EASIER T T 1 ELSE HA 5 EVERYONE HA 1
DRAG S A 2 EASIER HA 1 ELSE S A 7 EVERYTHING S T 1
DRAIN S A 2 EASIER T A 1 ELSE'S HA 1 EVERYTHING S C 1
DRAINAGE S T 1 EASIEST T T 3 EMPTY S A 2 EVERYTHING HA 2
DRAINAGE S A 4 EASY H T 2 ENCOURAGE HA 1 EVERYTHING S A 1
DRANK H T 1 EASY TT 1 END HA 1 EVERYTHING HE 1
DRAW HA 1 EASY S T 2 END TA 2 EVERYTIME S A 1
DRESSER H T 1 EASY HE 1 END S A 5 EVETTE S A 1
DRIED S A 1 EASY SE 4 ENGINE S A 2 EW *SOUND H T 2
DRIES ST 2 EAT H T 6 ENGLISH S T 2 EW *SOUND ST 6
DRIES S A 6 EAT SC 1 ENORMOUS HA 1 EW *SOUND HC 3
DRINK SC 1 EAT HA 19 ENOUGH H T 1 EW *SOUND SC 2
DRINK HA 4 EAT T A 1 ENOUGH S T 1 EWW *SOUND SC 1
DRINK S A 8 EAT S A 5 ENOUGH H C 2 EXACT EXAC SA 1
DRINK S E 1 EAT HE 3 ENOUGH HA 5 EXACTLY HA 2
DRIVING SC 1 EATING HA 5 ENOUGH T A 2 EXACTLY HE 1
DROP H T 3 EATING S A 1 ENOUGH S A 5 EXCELLENT HA 1
DROP HA 6 ECONOMIC HA 1 ENOUGH HE 1 EXCEPT HA 1
DROP T A 1 EDSELINA HA 4 ENTERTAINMENT HA 1 EXCEPT S A 1
DROPPING HA 1 EDUCATIONAL H T 1 ENVELOPE H T 1 EXCERCISE HA 2
DROPPINGS HA 1 EDUCATIONAL HA 1 ENVELOPE HA 2 EXCUSE H T 2
DROPS H T 1 EE *SOUND H T 1 ENVIRONMENT HA 1 EXCUSE HA 3
DRUM H T 1 EE *SOUND H 0 2 ER H T 24 EXCUSE HE 2
DRUM SC 1 EEW *SOUND H T 2 ER T T 2 EXERCISE H T 1
DRUMS HE 1 EEWW *SOUND H T 1 ER S T 16 EXERCISE HA 2
DRY H T 4 EEWW *SOUND SC 3 ER SC 8 EXISTED HA 1
DRY H C 2 EEWW *SOUND H A 1 ER H A 1 EXIT T T 2
DRY S C 2 EGGS H A 3 ER T A 1 EXPERIENCE HA 1
DRY H A 2 EIGHT H A 1 ER S A 1 EXPLODED H T 1
DRY S A 1 EITHER H T 1 ER T E 1 EXPRESSO HA 1
DRY H 0 1 EITHER H C 1 ERK *SOUND H T 1 EXTRA HA 1
DUCK H T 1 EITHER HA . 2 ERR H T 4 EXTRA S A 1
DUCKLING HA 1 ELAINE H T 1 ERR T T 1 EYE HA 2
DUCKLINGS HA 8 ELAINE H C 1 ERR S T 9 EYELASH HA 1
DUCKS HA 3 ELAINE H A 6 ERR S C 2 EYES HA 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1153 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1154

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FO S T 1
FO S C 1




























































GONNA T T 4
GONNA S T 14
GONNA H C 5
GONNA S C 8
GONNA H A 46
GONNA T A 8
GONNA S A 17
GONNA HE 9



















*SOUND S T I










GOTTA H T 2
GOTTA T T 1
GOTTA S T 4
GOTTA HA 1





































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1158
HA HAA H T 1 HAS S A 11 HE'LL H O 1 HERE H C 5
HA HAA S T 1 HAS H E 3 HE'S H T 5 HERE S C 14
HA HAA S C 1 HAS SE 1 HE'S S T 1 HERE HA 27
HAD H T 7 HASN'T S A 1 HE'S S C 4 HERE T A 2
HAD T T 1 HASN'T HE 1 HE'S HA 5 HERE S A 27
HAD H A 21 HAT H T 7 HE'S S A 4 HERE HE 8
HAD S A 1 HAT TT 1 HE'S H 0 2 HERE S E 1
HAD HE 4 HAT H C 3 HE'S HE 1 HERE D'ERE S T 1
HADN'T HE 1 HAT HA 8 HEAD H T 2 HERE'S H T 2
HAIR H T 1 HAT T A 2 HEAD HA 2 HERE'S S T 1
HAIR HA 4 HAT S A 1 HEAD HE 1 HERE'S S C 1
HAIR HE 1 HAT'S H T 1 HEAD S E 1 HERE'S HA 3
HALF H T 1 HAT'S S T 1 HEADQUARTERS HA 2 HERE'S S A 2
HALF HA 1 HATCH HA 1 HEADS H T 1 HERSELF HA 1
HALL HA 2 HATCHED HA 1 HEALTHIER H A 1 HEY H T 36
HALLOWEEN H C 1 HATE H T 1 HEALTHY HA 1 HEY T T 11
HAND H C 1 HATE S T 2 HEAR H T 1 HEY S T 51
HAND S C 2 HATE T A 1 HEAR TT 1 HEY H C 5
HAND HA 4 HATS H C 1 HEAR HA 4 HEY S C 16
HANDS H T 3 HAVE H T 41 HEAR T A 1 HEY HA 8
HANDS TIT 1 HAVE T T 2 HEARD H T 1 HEY S A 2
HANDS H C 1 HAVE S T 12 HEARD TT 1 HEY S 0 1
HANDS HA 8 HAVE H C 19 HEARD H A 2 HEY S E 3
HANDS S A 2 HAVE S C 7 HEARD S A 1 HEY HEEEYY S C 1
HANDY HO 1 HAVE HA 60 HEAT H T 2 HI H T 1
HANG S T 2 HAVE T A 5 HEAT S C 1 HI T T 2
HANG S C 1 HAVE S A 38 HEAT H A 1 HI S T 11
HANG HA 1 HAVE S 0 1 HEAVIER H E 1 HI S C 4
HANG S A 1 HAVE HE 15 HEAVY H T 1 HI H A 3
HANG HE 1 HAVE S E 1 HEAVY H A 1 HI T A 3
HANGING S A 2 HAVEN'T S C 1 HEAVY H E 4 HI S A 7
HAPPEN TT 1 HAVEN'T S A 1 HEE *SOUND H T 5 HI H E 1
HAPPEN T A 1 HAVEN'T H E 2 HEE *SOUND S T 17 HI S E 1
HAPPENED H T 1 HAVING H T 4 HEE *SOUND S C 7 HIGH S T 1
HAPPENED HA 1 HAVING TIT 1 HELD HA 1 HIGH S A 3
HAPPENING HA 2 HAVING S T 2 HELL HE 1 HIGHER S T 4
HAPPENS HA 1 HAVING H C 5 HELLO S T 2 HIGHER S C 4
HAPPENS S A 2 HAVING S C 1 HELP H T 3 HIGHER S A 5
HAPPY HA 1 HAVING HA 4 HELP S T 3 HIGHLY HA 1
HARD H T 2 HAVING HE 1 HELP S C 4 HIGHWAY HA 1
HARD S T 1 HAVING AVING HA 1 HELP HA 3 HILL HA 3
HARD H C 1 HAVING HAVIN' H T 1 HELP S A 8 HIM H T 1
HARD S C 1 HE H T 11 HELPED H T 1 HIM S T 3
HARD H A 2 HE T T 3 HENRY S T 1 HIM S C 2
HARD T A 1 HE S T 6 HENRY S C 4 HIM HA 2
HARDER H T 1 HE H C 4 HENRY S A 3 HIM S A 1
HARDER S A 1 HE S C 23 HENRY HENERY HE 1 HIM HE 2
HARDLY H T 1 HE HA 21 HER H T 3 HIM S E 3
HARDLY H A 1 HE T A 2 HER ST 2 HIM IM SC 2
HAS H T 8 HE S A 7 HER S C 3 HIM IM H A 1
HAS S T 6 HE HO 0 2 HER H A 13 HIM IM S A 3
HAS H C 1 HE H E 5 HER S A 9 HIMSELF HA 1
HAS S C 1 HE SE 1 HERE H T 16 HINEY H T 1
HAS H A 5 HE'LL T T 3 HERE S T 5 HIPS S T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1163 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1164
HIS H T 5 HOP H T 1 HURT S A 2 IF S A 19
HIS TT 1 HOPE H T 1 HURT S E 1 IF H E 7
HIS HA 13 HOPE S T 1 HURTS H C 1 IMPORTANT H T 1
HIS S A 1 HOPE HA 3 HURTS S A 1 IN H T 42
HIS H E I HORNS HA 1 HUSBAND H A 1 IN T T 8
HIT H T 5 HORRIBLE S A 1 I H T 185 IN S T 12
HIT S T 1 HORSE H T 2 I TT 26 IN HC 7
HIT H A 5 HORSE HA 1 I S T 95 IN S C 17
HIT S A 1 HORSEBACK H T 1 I HC 28 IN H A 109
HITTING HA 1 HOSPITAL TA 1 I SC 84 IN TA 7
HM *SOUND H A 1 HOT H T 4 I HA 205 IN S A 63
HM *SOUND S A 8 HOT S T 1 I TA 30 IN H E 11
HM *SOUND S E 1 HOT HC 2 I SA 46 IN SE 1
HMM *SOUND H T I HOT HA 4 I H 0 7 INCH H T 1
HMM *SOUND H C 1 HOT H 0 1 I S 0 2 INFLUENCE HA 1
HMM *SOUND HA 9 HOUSE H T 13 I H E 30 INFORMATION HE 1
HMM *SOUND T A 1 HOUSE S T 1 I T E 1 INJURED T A 1
HMM *SOUND S A 1 HOUSE SC 1 I S E 9 INSIDE H T 1
HMM *SOUND HE 6 HOUSE H A 6 I'D H A 1 INSIDE T T 1
HO H T 1 HOW H T 22 I'D T A 2 INSIDE S T 3
HOLD S T 1 HOW T T 1 I'LL H T 19 INSIDE HA 1
HOLD H C 1 HOW S T 10 I'LL T T 6 INSTEAD H T 2
HOLD S C 1 HOW H C 1 I'LL S T 22 INSTEAD S A 1
HOLD HA 2 HOW SC 13 I'LL S C 20 INSTRUCTIONS H T 1
HOLD S A 5 HOW HA 22 I'LL HA 17 INTER HA 1
HOLD S E 2 HOW T A 3 I'LL TA 3 INTERESTED INTERES HA 1
HOLDING S A 1 HOW S A 23 I'LL S A 10 INTERESTING S A 1
HOLE H T 2 HOW HE 7 I'LL HE 6 INTERESTING HE 1
HOLE S T 1 HOW SE 1 I'M H T 27 INTERRUPT SE 1
HOLE SC 1 HU *SOUND HA 4 I'M T T 11 INTO H T 2
HOLE S A 4 HU *SOUND HE 1 I'M S T 16 INTO S T 1
HOLES ST 2 HUG HA 2 I'M H C 9 INTO SC 1
HOLES S C 3 HUGE S A 1 I'M S C 34 INTO HA 8
HOLES S A 13 HUH T T 1 I'M HA 33 INTO S A 2
HOLSTER H T 2 HUH HC 2 I'M TA 2 INVOLVED HA 2
HOME H T 1 HUH SC 3 I'M S A 17 IRONSIDES H T 1
HOME S T 2 HUH H A 6 I'M HO 1 IS H T 43
HOME H C 1 HUH S A 4 I'M H E 5 IS T T 6
HOME S C 2 HUH HE 3 I'VE SC 4 IS ST 5
HOME HA 1 HUM HA 3 I'VE H A 2 IS H C 9
HOME S A 6 HUM HE 5 I'VE TA 1 IS SC 18
HOMEMADE H T 1 HUMPHREY HA 1 I'VE S A 2 IS HA 61
HOMESICK HA 1 HUNDRED HA 2 I'VE H E 2 IS T A 6
HONEY H T 1 HUNG S A 1 ICE H T 2 IS S A 40
HONEY HA 30 HUNGER S T 2 ICEBOX H A 1 IS H 0 11
HONEY T A 1 HUNGRY H T 1 ID HT 1 IS H E 8
HONEY HON T A 1 HUNGRY HA 3 IDEA H A 1 IS T E 1
HONG S T 4 HUP *SOUND T T 9 IF H T 20 IS S E 4
HONG S C 1 HURRY SC 1 IF T T 4 ISLAND HA 6
HONK HA 2 HURT H T 1 IF S T 1 ISN'T T T 1
HONKING HA 1 HURT H C 1 IF HC 2 ISN'T S T 1
HOOK S T 1 HURT S C 5 IF S C 2 ISN'T H C 1
HOOK S A 1 HURT H A 5 IF H A 26 ISN'T HA 4
HOOKS HA 1 HURT T A 2 IF T A 2 ISN'T SA 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1161 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1162
1165 GROUP 3 CHILD 4
IT H T 116
IT T T 4
IT S T 35
IT H C 35
IT S C 45
IT HA 192
IT T A 15
IT S A 110
IT H 0 5
IT H E 29
IT S E 14
IT DAMMIT HA 1
IT'LL HA 1
IT'LL S A 1
IT'S H T 21
IT'S T T 1
IT'S S T 10
IT'S H C 5
IT'S S C 7
IT'S HA 48
IT'S T A 13
IT'S S A 23
IT'S H 0 3
IT'S HE 20
IT'S S E 4
JACK HA 4
JACKET HA 1
JACKOSAURUSES *MADEUP H T 1
JAY HA 1
JERRY T T 8
JERRY T A 1
JERSEY HA 1
JESSE'S H C 1
JESUS T A 1
JIMMY T A 1
JOB H A 4
JOB H E 1
JODY S C 1
JOE S T 1
JUDY H T 1
JUICE H T 3
JUICE S C 2
JUICE HA 2
JUICE S A 3
JUMP S T 2
JUMP S C 7
JUMP HA 3
JUMP S A 5
JUMPED S T 1
JUMPING H T 1
JUMPING S C 1
JUMPS H T 1
JUNE HE 2













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOOKIT S T 1





































































































































LADY H A 1
LAID HA 1
LALA *SOUND S C 1
LALALALALALA *SOUND H T 1
LANDED S T 1
LANDED S C 1
LAST H T 2
LAST H C 2
LAST S C 1
LAST HA 5
LAST T A 1
LATE T T 1
LATE HA 1
LATE T A 1
LATE S A 1
LATE HE 1
LATER S C 4
LATER HA 2
LATER H E 1
LAUNDRY H A 1
LAURA S C 1
LAZY H A 1
LEARN HA 4
LEAST H C 1
LEATHER S T 3
LEAVE H T 1
LEAVE H C 1
LEAVE S C 1
LEAVE HA 8
LEAVE S A 3
LEAVE H E 2
LEAVES H T 1
LEAVES T E 1
LED HA 1
LEFT HA 6
LEFT H 0 1
LEG H T 2
LEGS H A 1
LENA S A 1
LENA'S S A 1
LESS HA 2
LET H T 4
LET S T 3
LET S C 7
LET HA 8
LET S A 4
LET S E 3
LET LEM'ME TT 1
LET LEMME S C 1
LET LIMME S C 1
LET LIMME HA 1
LET'S H T 2
LET'S T T 3
LET'S S T 14














































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1166
ME H T 35 MICHIGAN H A 1 MOM S T 6 MOVIE S C 3
ME T T 3 MICKEY H T 1 MOM H C 1 MOVIE S A 1
ME S T 12 MICKEY S T 1 MOM H A 1 MOVIES HA 1
ME H C 3 MICKEY HA 1 MOMENT HA 1 MOVING H T 1
ME S C 44 MICKEY S A 1 MOMMA H T 8 MOVING S T 1
ME H A 39 MICKY S T 1 MOMMY H T 7 MOVING S C 2
ME T A 3 MICROPHONE H T 4 MOMMY H C 8 MR H A 9
ME S A 23 MICROPHONE S C 4 MOMMY H A 1 MRS H A 19
ME H 0 2 MICROPHONE HE 2 MOMMY MUMMY HE 1 MUCH H T 3
ME H E 4 MICROPHONE S E 4 MOMMY'S HA 1 MUCH S C 1
ME S E 2 MIDDLE HA 2 MONEY H T 3 MUCH HA 14
ME GIMME H T 1 MIDDLE S A 1 MONEY HA 4 MUCH HE 4
ME GIMME S T 1 MIGHT H T 1 MONEY T A 1 MUD H A 1
ME GIMME S C 11 MIGHT H C 1 MONEY HE 1 MURRAY HA 1
ME GIMME HA 1 MIGHT HA 4 MONTH HA 1 MUSCLE S T 2
ME LEM'ME T T 1 MIGHT S A 1 MORAL H T 1 MUSCLES H T 4
ME LEMME S C 1 MILK S C 3 MORAL HA 1 MUSHY S C 1
ME LIMME S C 1 MILK HA 2 MORE H T 7 MUSHY HA 1
ME LIMME HA 1 MILK S A 17 MORE S T 3 MUST HA 1
MEAN H T 18 MILK S 0 1 MORE H C 2 MY H T 51
MEAN S T 3 MILK HE 1 MORE H A 16 MY T T 7
MEAN S C 2 MILK S E 1 MORE S A 5 MY S T 33
MEAN HA 20 MIMI H A 1 MORE S 0 1 MY H C 13
MEAN S A 4 MIND HA 1 MORE H E 4 MY S C 23
MEAN HE 2 MINE H T 6 MORNING H A 5 MY H A 15
MEAN S E 1 MINE S T 1 MORNING T A 3 MY T A 3
MEANS HA 2 MINE H C 9 MORNING S A 3 MY S A 5
MEANS HE 1 MINE S C 3 MOST H A 1 MY H 0 6
MEANWHILE H A 1 MINE H A 1 MOST H E 1 MY H E 1
MEASLES H T 1 MINE T A 1 MOTHER S C 3 MY S E 4
MEASLES H 0 1 MINE S A 2 MOTHER S A 1 MYLES H T 1
MEASURE H T 1 MINE'S H C 3 MOTHER MUDDER S T 1 MYSELF H T 2
MEAT H T 3 MINES S A 1 MOTHER'S SC 1 MYSELF H A 1
MEAT H A 10 MINUTE S T 4 MOTHER'S MUDDER' S T 1 MYSELF H 0 1
MEATLOAF H T 1 MINUTE S C 3 MOTHER'S MUDDER' S C 1 N S T 5
MEATLOAF H E 1 MINUTE HA 6 MOTORCYCLE SC 1 N H E 1
MEDIUM T A 1 MINUTE T A 1 MOUNT HA 1 NACK HA 4
MEET HA 2 MINUTE S A 3 MOUNTAIN H C 3 NAIL H T 3
MEMORY H T 1 MINUTES S A 4 MOUNTAIN HE 1 NAIL S T 1
MEMORY H A 1 . MINUTES HE 2 MOUNTAINS H C 3 NAME S C 5
MEMORY HE 1 MIRROR T A 1 MOUNTAINS HE 1 NAME HA 1
MERRIL HA 1 MIRRORS HA 2 MOUSE H T 1 NANCY S A 2
MESS S A 1 MISS HA 1 MOUSE T T 1 NAPKIN HA 1
MESSAGE H T 1 MISSED T T 1 MOUSE H A 2 NAPKIN NAFPKIN S C 1
MESSAGES H T 1 MISSED S T 4 MOUSE T A 1 NAPKINS H T 2
MET H A 1 MISSING S T 3 MOUTH H T 4 NAPKINS HA 1
MICE H T 3 MISSING S A 1 MOUTH S C 1 NEAR HA 2
MICE T T 1 MMM *SOUND S T 1 MOUTH HA 4 NEARBY S A 1
MICE H A 2 MOD H T 5 MOVE H T 2 NEARLY HE 2
MICE T A 1 MODELING H C 1 MOVE S C 7 NECK HA 3
MICE HE 1 MODERN HA 1 MOVE HA 11 NECKLACE H T 4
MICHAEL H T 1 MOLT HA 1 MOVE S A 4 NECKLACE HA 3
MICHAEL S T 3 MOM H T 82 MOVED HA 2 NEED H T 7
MICHAEL HA 7 MOM T T 21 MOVEMENT HA 1 NEED S T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1171 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1172
NEED SC 3 NO S 0 1 OF HC 3 ON HE 7
NEED H A 11 NO H E 15 OF S C 9 ON S E 9
NEED S A 13 NO S E 5 OF H A 74 ONCE H C 1
NEED H E 3 NO NAH H T 1 OF T A 4 ONCE S C 1
NEED S E 1 NOBODY H T 2 OF S A 43 ONCE S A 1
NEEDED S A 1 NOBODY S T 1 OF H O 1 ONE H T 33
NEEDS H T 1 NOBODY S C 1 OF H E 10 ONE T T 3
NEEDS HA 2 NOISE H A 1 OF KINDA H A 1 ONE S T 8
NEEDS S A 1 NOISE T A 1 OF OUTTA SC 3 ONE H C 2
NEIGHBOR HA 1 NOISES H A 2 OFF H T 7 ONE S C 19
NEST HA 4 NONE H A 2 OFF T T 1 ONE H A 21
NEVER H T 8 NOPE H A 1 OFF S T 4 ONE T A 1
NEVER S T 2 NORA S C 1 OFF H C 2 ONE S A 37
NEVER HA 3 NORA S A 6 OFF SC 3 ONE H E 3
NEVER T A 4 NORA'S S A 1 OFF HA 13 ONE S E 1
NEW H T 2 NORFOLK S T 1 OFF S A 6 ONE'S H C 1
NEW T T 1 NORFOLK S A 2 OFF S 0 1 ONE'S S A 2
NEW H A 9 NOSE SC 3 OFF HE 7 ONES HA 1
NEW S A 4 NOSE H A 4 OH H T 16 ONES S A 7
NEW H E 2 NOSE S A 1 OH T T 5 ONION'S HA 1
NEWS HA 2 NOSTALGIA H A 1 OH S T 28 ONIONS H T 2
NEWSPAPER H T 4 NOT H T 20 OH H C 6 ONIONS HA 4
NEWSPAPER H C 2 NOT T T 2 OR S C 14 ONLY H T 3
NEWSPAPER HA 2 NOT ST 9 OH HA 24 ONLY ST 2
NEXT H T 2 NOT H C 7 OH S A 22 ONLY H C 2
NEXT TT 1 NOT SC 6 OH H 0 4 ONLY SC 1
NEXT HA 5 NOT HA 33 OH H E 16 ONLY H A 8
NEXT TA 2 NOT TA 11 OH SE 4 ONLY S A 2
NEXT S A 10 NOT S A 15 OIL H A 3 ONLY HE 3
NEXT HE 2 NOT SE 2 OKAY H T 15 0000 *SOUND ST 1
NICE H T 2 NOTHING H T 1 OKAY TT 3 OOPS S A 1
NICE ST 1 NOTHING SC 1 OKAY ST 18 OOPS OOP SE 1
NICE HA 10 NOTHING HA 5 OKAY HC 3 OPEN H T 5
NICE TA 1 NOTHING S A 1 OKAY SC 13 OPEN TT 2
NICE S A 8 NOTHING SE 1 OKAY HA 45 OPEN ST 1
NICE HE 1 NOTICED TA 1 OKAY TA 2 OPEN SC 3
NICELY HA 1 NOTICED S A 2 OKAY S A 42 OPEN HA 3
NICKNAME HA 2 NOW H T 18 OKAY HE 8 OPEN TA 1
NIGHT H T 2 NOW ST 11 OKAY SE 1 OPEN S A 5
NIGHT H A 8 NOW HC 3 OKAY KAY HA 2 OPEN HE 1
NIGHT TA 1 NOW S C 6 OLD TT 1 OPENED H T 1
NIGHT HO 1 NOW HA 18 OLD SC 3 OPENED ST 1
NIGHT HE 1 NOW TA 2 OLD H A 6 OPENED SC 1
NINE H T 3 NOW S A 19 OLDER SC 1 OPENING H T 2
NINE H A 5 NOW HE 3 ON H T 44 OPENING S A 1
NO H T 40 NOW S E 1 ON T T 2 OPPOSITE HA 1
NO T T 3 NUMBER H E 1 ON S T 34 OR H T 4
NO S T 18 O'CLOCK S A 1 ON H C 11 OR T T 4
NO H C 9 ODE S C 1 ON S C 33 OR S T 1
NO S C 34 ODE H A 1 ON H A 83 OR H C 1
NO H A 34 ODE S A 1 ON T A 5 OR H A 21
NO T A 4 OF H T 47 ON S A 37 OR T A 1
NO S A 18 OF T T 1 ON H 0 3 OR S A 5
NO H 0 2 OF S T 12 ON S 0 1 ORANGE H T 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1169 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1170
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1173 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1174
ORANGE S C 1 PAGES H T 1 PHONE T A 2 PLAY HA 3
ORANGE S A 1 PAINT HA 1 PICK S T 1 PLAY T A 1
OTHER H T 3 PAINT S A 1 PICK H C 1 PLAY S A 4
OTHER T T 1 PAINTER HA 2 PICK S C 1 PLAY H E 1
OTHER H C 1 PAINTING HE 1 PICK H11A 2 PLAYED H T 1
OTHER H A 13 PAINTINGS H A 1 PICK S A 1 PLAYED S A 1
OTHER T A 1 PAINTS HA 1 PICKED H T 1 PLAYING H T 1
OTHER S A 6 PAIR S T 2 PICKED HA 1 PLAYING H C 2
OTHER HE 2 PAIR H A 1 PICKING H C 1 PLAYING S C 1
OTHERS S A 1 PAIR T A i PICKS H T 1 PLAYING HA 2
OUCH S C 1 PAL S T 2 PICTURE H T 1 PLAYING T A 1
OUR H T 4 PAM S C 1 PICTURE HA 2 PLAYING S A 1
OUR S T 2 PAN H A 2 PICTURE S A 1 PLEASE H T 4
OUR S C 1 PANCAKE S T 1 PICTURES HA 2 PLEASE H C 4
OUR H A 9 PANTS H T 2 PICTURES S A 2 PLEASE S C 3
OUR S A 1 PANTS HA 4 PIECE H T 2 PLEASE HA 9
OURSELVES S A 1 PANTS S A 1 PIECE H C 2 PLEASE T A 1
OUT H T 25 PAPER H T 3 PIECE S C 1 PLEASE S A 4
OUT T T 1 PAPER H C 1 PIECE HA 6 PLEASE HE 2
OUT S T 20 PAPER S C 1 PIECE S A 2 PLEASE SE 1 .
OUT H C 1 PAPER S A 2 PIECES H T 3 PLEASED HE 1
OUT S C 21 PARAKEET H T 1 PIECES H C 2 PLUGGED H T 1
OUT HA 24 PARENTS HA 2 PIECES HA 2 PLUGGED HA 2
OUT T A 6 PARENTS HE 2 PIECES S A 1 POCKET H E 1
OUT S A 18 PARK HA 1 PIECES HE 1 POISON H T 3
OUT H E 1 PARROTS H T 1 PIGS H T 1 POISON HA 1
OUT S E 1 PART H T 2 PILE S A 1 POISON HE 1
OUT OUTTA S C 3 PARTNER S A 1 PILLOW HA 2 POLE H C 4
OUTSIDE T T 1 PARTS HA 1 PIMPLES H T 2 POLE HE 2
OUTSIDE S T 1 PARTS S A 2 PIMPLES H A 2 POLICE S C 1
OUTSIDE T A 3 PARTY H T 2 PIN S T 1 POLICE HA 3
OUTSIDE S A 1 PARTY H C 2 PINK HA 1 POLICEMAN HA 3
OVER H T 4 PASS S A 4 PINKS H T 1 POLICEMEN HA 4
OVER T T 2 PAST S C 1 PIT H T 1 POLITE HA 1
OVER S T 4 PAST HA 1 PITCH H T 3 POND HA 5
OVER H C 1 PAST S A 1 PITCH HA 1 POOL H T 5
OVER S C 3 PAT S C 3 PITCHER HA 3 POOL H C 1
OVER H A 16 PAT S A 2 PLACE H T 1 POOL HA 2
OVER S A 15 PAY H T 1 PLACE HA 14 POOLS H T 1
OVER HE 1 PEANUT S T 1 PLACE T A 1 POOP S T 1
OVERNIGHT HE 1 PEANUTS HA 5 PLACE S A 3 POOP H A 1
OW H T 1 PEAS H T 1 PLACE HE 3 POOR H T 2
OW S T 2 PEAS HA 1 PLACES HA 1 POOR HA 2
OW H A 1 PENNY HE 1 PLACES T A 1 POT S T 2
OW S 0 1 PEOPLE H T 1 PLAN HA 1 POT S A 26
OW OOW H T 1 PEOPLE H C 2 PLANT S T 3 POTATOES H T 2
OW OOW S T 2 PEOPLE HA 9 PLANT S A 14 POTATOES HA 3
OWENS H T 1 PEOPLE T A 1 PLANTED H A 1 POTATOES PATOES H A 1
OWENS HA 1 PEOPLE S A 4 PLANTING S T 2 POTS H T 1
OWN S A 3 PEPPER HA 2 PLANTS S A 3 POTS S A 1
P H T 1 PERFECTLY HA 1 PLAY H T 5 POUND H T 1
PACK HA 4 PERRITOS H T 1 PLAY S T 3 POUNDS H T 2
PAGE H T 1 PERSON S A 4 PLAY H C 3 POUNDS HA 3
PAGE H A 1 PHONE HA 3 PLAY S C 10 POUR S C 5
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1175 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1176
POUR HA 1 PUTTY HA 1 READY S T 3 RING HA 1
POUR S A 4 QUACK H A 12 READY HA 3 RINGING H A 1
POURED H T 2 QUACKED HA 4 READY S A 7 RINGS HA 3
POURED H A 1 QUACKING HA 1 REAL H T 2 RIP H T 1
POURING T A 1 QUAD HA 1 REAL T T 2 RIPPED S T 1
POURING S A 1 QUARTS HA 1 REAL HA 10 RIVER HA 3
POW S T 4 QUICK HA 5 REAL T A 1 ROAD HA 2
POW SC 1 QUICK S A 1 REAL S A 1 ROBBERS H C 1
POWDER HA 1 QUICKLY S C 1 REAL S E 1 ROCKER S C 1
PRACTICE H T 1 QUICKLY H A 1 REALIZED S E 1 RODS S A 2
PRESERVES SA 1 QUIET T T 1 REALLY H T 6 ROLE S A 1
PRETEND H T 1 QUIETER T A 1 REALLY S T 1 ROLL S C 1
PRETTY HA 2 QUITE S A 1 REALLY H C 3 ROOF S A 1
PRETTY S A 2 QUITE HE 2 REALLY H A 22 ROOM H T 2
PRETTY H E 1 R S T 5 REALLY T A 3 ROOM HA 6
PRETTY S E 1 R S C 1 REALLY S A 8 ROOM S A 2
PRIDE H A 1 RABBIT S C 2 REALLY HE 8 ROOMMATE S A 1
PROBABLY T T 1 RABBIT S A 3 REASON S A 1 ROOSTERS H T 3
PROBABLY HA 1 RABBIT S E 2 REASON HE 1 ROPE H T 1
PROBLEM HA 3 RABIES T T 1 REASONABLE HA 1 ROPE S T 1
PROBLEM H E 1 RABIES TA 1 RECORDER ST 2 ROPE HA 3
PROGRAM HA 1 RACE ST 1 RECORDER S E 1 ROPE S A 5
PROGRAMS HA 1 RACE SC I RECORDING HE 1 ROPES H T 1
PROMISE HA 2 RACE WACE ST 1 RED ST 1 ROPES HA 1
PROMISED HA 1 RACHEL H T 1 RED SC 1 ROUND HA 1
PROPERLY H T 1 RACHEL HA 1 RED S A 3 ROW ST 1
PROUD HA 3 RACHEL'S H T 1 RELAXED HE 1 RUDE H T 1
PUBLIC HA 4 RACING ST 2 REMEMBER H T 1 RUDE HA 2
PULL H T 1 RAH RA H T 1 REMEMBER HA 6 RUG HA 1
PULL ST 3 RAH RA ST 1 REMEMBER S A 2 RUIN HA 1
PULL S A 1 RAIL SC 1 REMEMBERING HA I RUINED ST 1
PUNCH H T 1 RAIL SA 1 RENEE S A 1 RUINED S A 1
PUNCH SC 1 RAIN S A 1 RESIST ST 1 RULER H T 3
PUNCHING ST 1 RAIN HE 1 RESOURCE HA 1 RULER H A 1
PURPLE S T 2 RAINED H 0 1 RESPONSIBILITY HA 1 RULER H E 1
PURPLE SC 3 RAINING ST 1 REST H T 1 RUN TT 2
PURPLE S A 1 RAINING TA 2 REST HA 2 RUN HA 3
PUSH H T 2 RAINING S A 1 RESTAURANTS H E 1 RUN TA 1
PUSH S A 1 RAISE ST 2 RESTS H T 1 RUN SA 1
PUSHING HA 1 RAISE HA 2 RHODIE SC 2 RUN HE 1
PUT H T 12 RAISED HA 1 RICE S A 2 RUNNING H T 4
PUT TT 1 RAISINS HA 1 RICH S A 1 RUNNING HA 2
PUT S T 9 RAT H T 1 RIDE S T 1 RUNS H T 1
PUT H C 5 RAT S C 1 RIDE S A 1 RUSH H C 1
PUT S C 4 RAT HA 1 RIDING H T 1 RUSHED H A 1
PUT H A 28 RATE HA 1 RIGHT H T 4 RUSHING HA 1
PUT T A 3 RATHER HA 1 RIGHT T T 1 RUSSELL H T 2
PUT S A 37 REACH H T 1 RIGHT S T 4 RUSSELL HA 3
PUT H E 3 REACHED HA 2 RIGHT S C 3 RUSSELL'S HA 1
PUT S E 3 READ H T 7 RIGHT HA 40 RUSSELL'S HE 1
PUTTING S T 2 READ S T 2 RIGHT T A 7 RUSTY T T 1
PUTTING H A 1 READ S C 2 RIGHT S A 20 RUSTY T A 2
PUTTY H T 1 READ HA 6 RIGHT H E 18 S H T 6
PUTTY H C 2 READING HA 1 RIGHT S E 1 S T T I
S S T 5 SAYS HA 1 SEVEN HA 1 SHOULD S T 1
S H C 1 SAYS H E 1 SH H T 2 SHOULD H C 2
S H A 2 SCARED S C 1 SH SHH H A 1 SHOULD HA 11
S S A 3 SCHOOL H T 4 SHAKER S A 1 SHOULD T A 1
S HO 1 SCHOOL HA 13 SHAKERS S C 1 SHOULD S A 6
S H E 2 SCHOOL T A 4 SHAKY H T 1 SHOULD HE 2
SAFE HA 2 SCHOOL S A 1 SHAKY HE 1 SHOULD SHOU' H T 1
SAFE HE 1 SCISSORS ST 1 SHALL S A 1 SHOULDER HA 1
SAID H T 9 SCISSORS S A 1 SHAME HA 2 SHOULDN'T H C 1
SAID S T 3 SCOOTERS H A 1 SHAWN H T 1 SHOULDN'T HA 3
SAID H C 1 SCRAPE S A 1 SHAWN S T 2 SHOULDN'T HE 1
SAID HA 21 SCRATCH S C 1 SHAWN S C 3 SHOUT H T 1
SAID S A 2 SCRATCHING S A 1 SHAWN S E 7 SHOUT H A 1
SAID HE 2 SEAT HA 1 SHAWN'S S C 1 SHOVEL S T 1
SAKE HA 1 SEAT S A 1 SHAWN'S S E 1 SHOW H T 2
SALT S C 1 SECOND H T 1 SHE H T 4 SHOW H C 1
SALT H A 2 SECOND H C 3 SHE S T 6 SHOW S C 2
SALT S A 1 SECOND H A 1 SHE S C 3 SHOW HA 2
SAM S 0 1 SECOND S A 2 SHE H A 41 SHOW T A 1
SAMANTHA S T 3 SEE H T 20 SHE S A 9 SHOW S A 2
SAMANTHA H E 1 SEE T T 4 SHE H 0 2 SHOWED H T 2
SAME H T 3 SEE S T 6 SHE H E 3 SHOWS H T 1
SAME S T 1 SEE H C 3 SHE'LL H A 1 SHOWS H A 1
SAME H C 1 SEE S C 13 SHE'S H T 3 SICK HA 1
SAME S C 3 SEE H A 21 SHE'S HA 6 SICK T A 1
SAME H A 1 SEE T A 4 SHE'S S A 2 SICK S A 1
SAME T A 1 SEE S A 9 SHE'S H 0 2 SIDE S T 3
SAME S A 4 SEE H 0 2 SHE'S HE 2 SIDE S C 2
SAND S T 2 SEE H E 3 SHELF S A 1 SIDE HA 2
SAND S A 1 SEE S E 2 SHELLAC S T 1 SIDE S A 4
SANDWICH S C 1 SEEMS H T 1 SHELLAC S C 1 SIDES HA 1
SAP S T 1 SEEMS HA 1 SHELLAC S A 2 SILLY H T 1
SAP S A 2 SEEN S A 2 SHELLACED S A 1 SILLY H C 2
SAT H A 1 SEEN H 0 1 SHIP SC 1 SILLY HA 2
SAT T A 1 SEEN HE 1 SHIRT H T 6 SILVERWARE S A 1
SAT S 0 1 SEES SC 1 SHIRT S T 1 SINCE H T 1
SATISFIED H A 1 SEESAW S A 2 SHIRT H A 4 SINCE S T 1
SATURDAY H C 1 SEGREGATING H A 1 SHIRT H E 1 SINCE H C 1
SAVING S C 2 SELF H T 1 SHIRTS H T 1 SINCE H O 1
SAW H T 5 SELF S A 1 SHIT H T 2 SINCE HE 1
SAW S T 1 SELLS HA 1 SHIT S T 1 SING H T 2
SAW H C 1 SEND H A 3 SHIT S C 3 SING T T 2
SAW H A 7 SENDS H A 1 SHOE H T 1 SING H A 1
SAW S A 1 SENSE H A 1 SHOE H E 1 SINGING H T 3
SAY H T 7 SENT H A 1 SHOES H T 2 SINGING S C 1
SAY S T 3 SERGEANT HC I SHOES H C 1 SINGLE S T 1
SAY S C 3 SERVING H A 1 SHOES H A 1 SIR H A 1
SAY HA 8 SESAME T T 1 SHOES S A 1 SISTER HA 3
SAY S A 4 SESAME H A 1 SHOP H A 1 SIT H T 3
SAY S 0 1 SESAME'S T T 1 SHORT H C 1 SIT S T 1
SAYING S C 2 SET H T 2 SHORT H A 1 SIT H A 9
SAYING H A 2 SET H A 1 SHORT S A 1 SIT T A 1
SAYS H T 1 SETTLE H A 1 SHORTER S A 2 SIT S A 9
SAYS S C 1 SEUSS HA 1 SHOULD H T 3 SITS S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1179 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1180
SITTING H T 2 SO T T 6 SORRY S A 1 STARED HA 1
SITTING S T 1 SO S T 6 SORRY HE 1 START HA 1
SITTING H A 2 SO H C 2 SORRY S E 1 START S A 4
SITTING S A 2 SO S C 3 SORT HE 1 STARTED HA 3
SIX H T 6 SO HA 39 SOUNDS T A 1 STARTED S A 1
SIX TT 1 SO T A 2 SOUNDS S A 1 STARTING HA 1
SIX HA 1 SO SA 20 SPACE HA 1 STARTING S A 1
SIX H 0 5 SO HO 1 SPACEGUN H T 1 STATE HA 1
SIXES TA 1 SO H E 6 SPEAKER H T 1 STATION S A 1
SIXTY HA 1 SO SE 2 SPECIAL H T 2 STAY HA 3
SKIN H A 1 SOAP H T 3 SPECIAL ST 1 STAY T A 1
SKIRT H T 1 SOAP HA 4 SPECIAL H A 2 STAY S A 1
SKIRT H A 1 SOCIAL HA 1 SPECIAL H E 1 STAY T E 1
SKUNK H T 1 SOCKS HA 1 SPEECH H A 1 STAY S E 1
SKUNK H 0 1 SOFA T A 1 SPEECH H E 1 STAYED HA 2
SLAP S A 3 SOFT H T 1 SPEEDING H A 2 STEAL H T 1
SLAP S 0 1 SOFT H C 4 SPEEDING T A 1 STEAL H O 1
SLEEP H C 1 SOFT HA 1 SPEND HA 1 STEAM H T 1
SLEEP H A 3 SOFTEN H T 2 SPICE H A 1 STEAM S C 1
SLEEP T A 1 SOLDIER H O 1 SPICES HA 1 STEAM HA 1
SLEEVES H T 1 SOME H T 15 SPIDER S T 1 STEAM H O 1
SLEEVES HA 1 SOME S T 5 SPIDER S A 3 STEP S A 1
SLEPT H C 2 SOME H C 3 SPIDERMAN H T 4 STEPPED HA 1
SLIDE H C 1 SOME S C 3 SPIFFY S A 1 STEVE S A 1
SLIDE S A 2 SOME HA 22 SPILL H T 1 STEW H T 4
SLIPS HA 2 SOME TA 1 SPILL HA 1 STEW HA 3
SLOW H A 1 SOME S A 7 SPILLS H A 1 STICK ST 1
SLOWER S A 1 SOME HE 9 SPIN TT 1 STICK S A 2
SLOWLY HA 1 SOMEBODY HA 1 SPINS T T 1 STICKS S A 4
SLOWLY S A 2 SOMEDAY H A 1 SPLASH H T 1 STILL H T 2
SMACK HA 1 SOMEDAY TA 1 SPLIT HE 1 STILL TT 1
SMALL ST 1 SOMEHOW S A 1 SPOKEN HA 1 STILL H C 1
SMALL H C 2 SOMEONE S A 2 SPOOKY SC 2 STILL HA 1
SMALL S A 6 SOMEPLACE H T 1 SPOON H T 1 STILL S A 3
SMALL HE 1 SOMEPLACE ST 1 SPOON HA 1 STILL HE 1
SMALLER S A 1 SOMERSAULT S A 1 SPOONFUL H A 1 STIMULATION H E 1
SMART TA 1 SOMETHING H T 2 SPOONS HA 2 STOMACH H T 1
SMELL ST 1 SOMETHING ST 3 SPOT H A 1 STOMACH HA 2
SMELL S C 2 SOMETHING SC 3 SPOTS H T 1 STOP H T 4
SMILED HA 1 SOMETHING HA 12 SPREAD S A 1 STOP S C 1
SNACK S A 2 SOMETHING TA 2 SQUAD H T 5 STOP HA 4
SNACK HE 1 SOMETHING S A 8 SQUARE HA 1 STOP HE 1
SNAKES H T 1 SOMETHING HE 2 SQUAWKED HA 1 STOP S E 1
SNAKES S A 2 SOMETIMES H T 5 SQUEEZE H C 2 STORE HA 2
SNAP T T 2 SOMETIMES H C 1 SQUEEZE QUEEZE H C 2 STORY H T 2
SNEAKERS H A 1 SOMETIMES H A 1 SQUEEZED S C 1 STORY H A 5
SNEAKERS TA 1 SOMETIMES T A 2 STAIRS HE 1 STOUT H T 2
SNOW H T 2 SOMEWHERE HA 1 STAND H T 1 STOVE H T 1
SNOW HA 1 SOMEWHERE T E 1 STAND S C 1 STRAIGHT T A 1
SNOW HE 2 SOON H T 2 STAND HA 3 STRAIGHT S A 1
SNOWING H T 2 SOON HA 4 STAND T A 3 STRANGE H A 1
SNOWING TT 1 SOON S A 2 STAND S A 2 STREET T T 2
SNOWING HA 3 SORRY H T 1 STANDARD H A 1 STREET HA 5
SO H T 15 SORRY H A 2 STAPLE S T 1 STREET S E 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 11781177 GROUP 3 CHILD 4


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































GONNA T A 8
GONNA S A 17
GONNA HE 9
GONNA S E 2
GOTTA H T 2
GOTTA T T 1




































































































































































































AT(THAT H A 1
ATTA H T 2
DAT S C 10





























































GONNA H T 14
GONNA T T 4
GONNA S T 14
GONNA H C 5
GONNA SC 8




























































DA H T 3
DA S C 4
DECOTAG S A 1
DI H T 1
DU H T 8
DU H A 2
DUH T T 13
MAKINTH T 1




































DER H T 2
DER S C 1





































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1182
TO GOTTA H A 1 TOP H T 2 TSK *SOUND S T 1 UNDONE H T 1
TO GOTTA S A 3 TOP S T 2 TUBES H T 2 UNLESS HA 1
TO GOTTA HE 1 TOP HA 2 TUMBLED HA 1 UNLESS HE 1
TO WANNA H T 7 TOP H E 1 TURN H T 3 UNTIE H T 1
TO WANNA T T 1 TORE HA 1 TURN HA 13 UNTIL S T 1
TO WANNA S T 3 TORE S A 1 TURN T A 2 UNTIL HA 3
TO WANNA H C 1 TOUCH H T 1 TURN S A 2 UNTIL S A 2
TO WANNA S C 10 TOUCH S T 1 TURN HE 1 UNTIL T E 1
TO WANNA HA 11 TOUCH S C 1 TURNED S C 1 UP H T 19
TO WANNA T A 2 TOUCH H A 1 TURNED H A 2 UP T T 1
TO WANNA S A 3 TOUCH T A 1 TURTLES H A 3 UP S T 6
TO WANNU H C 1 TOUCHED TA 1 TV HA 3 UP H C 14
TO WANNU H A 1 TOWEL H T 1 TWELVE S A 1 UP S C 14
TO WANNU S A 1 TOWEL S C 1 TWELVE TWEL' H T 1 UP H A 26
TODAY H T 1 TOWEL H A 1 TWENTY S A 1 UP T A 11
TODAY S C 1 TOWEL S A 1 TWICE H A 1 UP S A 17
TODAY HA 6 TRACK S T 1 TWO H T 11 UP H E 6
TODAY T A 3 TRACK S C 1 TWO T T 13 US H T 1
TODAY S A 8 TRACK S A 1 TWO S T 3 US T T 1
TOE S T 8 TRACKS S T 7 TWO H C 3 US S T 2
TOE'S S T 1 TRACKS S C 3 TWO S C 10 US T A 1
TOES S T 1 TRACKS S A 3 TWO H A 8 US S A 2
TOGETHER S A 2 TRAFFIC H A 2 TWO T A 1 USE H T 3
TOILET H T 2 TRAIN H T 1 TWO S A 11 USE T T 1
TOILET HA 1 TRAIN SC 1 TWO HE 1 USE S T 2
TOLD S T 1 TRAIN H A 1 TYPE H T 1 USE S C 4
TOLD S C 3 TRAIN SA 15 U H T 2 USE HA 5
TOLD HA 1 TRAINS ST 1 U HE 4 USE SA 3
TOLD T A 1 TRAINS S A 1 UCK *SOUND S T 1 USED H T 1
TOLD S A 1 TRANSMITTER H T 1 UGLY S C 1 USED S C 1
TOLERATE S A 1 TRANSMITTER H E 1 UGLY HA 1 USED HA 5
TOMATOES TOMOTTO HA 1 TRAY S A 1 UGLY T A 1 USED S A 2
TOMORROW HA 6 TREE TWREE H C 1 UH *SOUND H T 12 USED HE 1
TOMORROW HE 2 TRICK H T 2 UH *SOUND S T 14 USES HE 2
TOMORROW TOMORRO H A 1 TRICKS H A 1 UH *SOUND H C 2 USING S A 1
TONIGHT H T 1 TRICKY H T 1 UH *SOUND S C 6 USUALLY HE 1
TONIGHT HA 4 TRIED H T 1 UH *SOUND HA 5 V S T 1
TONIGHT S A 1 TRIP S C 1 UH *SOUND S A 2 V H A 2
TONIGHT HE 2 TRIP H A 1 UH *SOUND HE 4 VACATION H T 2
TOO H T 15 TRIPPED HE 1 UH-HUH S E 1 VACATION HA 2
TOO T T 1 TROUBLE S T 1 UM S C 4 VAGINA H T 1
TOO S T 1 TROUBLE S C 2 UM HA 9 VANILLA H T 1
TOO H C 5 TROUBLE H A 1 UM T A 1 VANILLA HA 1
TOO S C 8 TRUE H A 4 UM S A 10 VERNON HA 1
TOO H A 10 TRUST S C 1 UM HE 4 VERY H T 3
TOO T A 2 TRY H T 3 UM T E 1 VERY T T 1
TOO S A 9 TRY S T 1 UNCLE HA 1 VERY HA 14
TOO H E 6 TRY S C 4 UNCLE T A 1 VERY T A 1
TOO S E 1 TRY T A 1 UNDER H T 2 VERY S A 19
TOOK H T 1 TRY S A 3 UNDER HA 1 VERY HE 5
TOOK S C 1 TRYING H T 3 UNDERNEATH HA 1 VEST H C 1
TOOK HA 2 TRYING S C 2 UNDERNEATH T A 1 VIA H T 6
TOOTHPASTE H T 3 TRYING H A 2 UNDERNEATH S A 3 VIA H A 1
TOOTHPASTE H A 2 TRYING S A 1 UNDERSTAND H A 1 VIEWING H E 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1187 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1188
VIRGINIA H T 1 WANT WANNU HA 1 WAY S C 6 WELL S T 6
VIRGINIA S T 1 WANT WANNU SA 1 WAY H A 19 WELL H C 9
VIRGINIA HA 3 WANTED SA 1 WAY T A 7 WELL S C 4
VISIT HA 2 WANTS T T 1 WAY S A 11 WELL HA 23
VISIT S A 1 WANTS H C 1 WAY H E 2 WELL T A 5
VITAMIN HA 2 WANTS HA 1 WAY'S T T 2 WELL S A 28
VITAMINS H T 1 WANTS T A 1 WAYS HA 1 WELL HE 20
VITAMINS HA 1 WANTS S A 2 WE H T 18 WELL T E 1
W H T 2 WANTS H E 2 WE T T 3 WELL S E 1
W TT 1 WARM H T 1 WE S T 18 WENT H T 3
W S C 1 WARM HC 2 WE HC 5 WENT S T 2
W HA 1 WARM HA 1 WE S C 8 WENT HA 7
WADDLE HA 1 WARMY *MADEUP H T 1 WE H A 28 WENT T A 2
WADDLED H A 1 WAS H T 15 WE T A 1 WENT S A 1
WADED H A 2 WAS S T 5 WE S A 33 WERE HA 14
WAIT ST 2 WAS SC 2 WE HE 3 WERE T A 1
WAIT H C 2 WAS H A 38 WE'D HE 1 WERE S A 1
WAIT S C 9 WAS T A 2 WE'LL H T 3 WEREN'T HA 1
WAIT H A 4 WAS S A 6 WE'LL T T 1 WEREN'T S A 1
WAIT S A 7 WAS H 0 1 WE'LL S T 3 WESTERN H T 1
WAIT S E 4 WAS HE 3 WE'LL H C 1 WESTERN HA 2
WAIT WAI S T 1 WAS DISHWAS H T 1 WE'LL S C 3 WET T T 1
WAIT WAIAIT S C 1 WASH H T 2 WE'LL H A 2 WET H C 2
WAITED S A 1 WASH HA 7 WE'LL TA 3 WET S C 2
WAITING H T 2 WASH S A 2 WE'LL S A 7 WET SA 1
WAITING HA 2 WASHED H T 1 WE'LL HE 2 WET HE 1
WAITRESS S A 1 WASN'T H T 1 WE'RE H T 1 WHACK HA 4
WAITRESSES S A 1 WASN'T ST 1 WE'RE ST 6 WHAT H T 48
WAKE HA 1 WASN'T S A 1 WE'RE H C 1 WHAT TT 4
WALK H T 1 WASN'T WASN HE 1 WE'RE SC 1 WHAT ST 8
WALK TT 1 WASTE H T 1 WE'RE HA 3 WHAT H C 6
WALK HA 4 WASTING H T I WE'RE TA 2 WHAT SC 15
WALK TA 1 WASTING HA 1 WE'RE S A 7 WHAT H A 113
WALKING HA 2 WASTING S A 1 WE'RE HE 1 WHAT TA 7
WALL H A 1 WATCH H T 7 WE'VE S A 1 WHAT S A 41
WALTONS H T 1 WATCH TT 2 WEAR H T 3 WHAT H 0 2
WANT H T 8 WATCH ST 9 WEAR H C 2 WHAT S 0 1
WANT TT 1 WATCH S C 20 WEAR S C 1 WHAT HE 12
WANT ST 6 WATCH HA 12 WEAR HA 2 WHAT S E 4
WANT H C 2 WATCH TA 2 WEAR HE 1 WHAT WAT H T 1
WANT S C 11 WATCH S A 4 WEARING HE 1 WHAT WAT' SC 1
WANT HA 19 WATCH HE 2 WEATHER HO 1 WHAT WHA H T 2
WANT TA 2 WATCH S E 1 WEATHERMAN HA 1 WHAT'D HA 1
WANT S A 28 WATCHING HA 2 WEEK H T 2 WHAT'S H T 9
WANT HE 4 WATCHING S A 1 WEEK HA 2 WHAT'S ST 3
WANT WANNA H T 7 WATER H T 5 WEEK SA 1 WHAT'S S C 4
WANT WANNA T T 1 WATER H C 4 WEEKEND T A 1 WHAT'S HA 16
WANT WANNA S T 3 WATER HA 10 WEIGH H T 1 WHAT'S S A 2
WANT WANNA H C 1 WATER S A 2 WEIGH HA 1 WHAT'S H 0 2
WANT WANNA S C 10 WAVED HA 1 WEIRD H T 3 WHAT'S HE 3
WANT WANNA H A 11 WAY H T 3 WEIRD S A 1 WHEELS S C 2
WANT WANNA T A 2 WAY T T 10 WELCOME HE 1 WHEELS HA 1
WANT WANNA S A 3 WAY S T 7 WELCOME S E 1 WHEELS S A 1
WANT WANNU H C I WAY H C 3 WELL H T 12 WHEN H T 12
1185 GROUP 3 CHILD 4 1186GROUP 3 CHILD 4
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GETCHA H T 1
YA S C 2
YA H A 4
YO H T 1
YO S T 1
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1190GROUP 3 CHILD 4
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1193 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1194
A H T 136 AH AHH S C 1 AM H T 2 APARTMENT H A 1
A TT 3 AHA ST 3 AM HA 3 APT HA 1
A S T 63 AHA AHAH H T 1 AM S A 2 AQUA S C 1
A S C 93 AHEAD H T 1 AM H E 3 AQUAMAN S T 3
A H A 134 AHEAD HA 3 AMAZING HA 1 AQUAMAN S C 20
A T A 5 AHEAD S A 4 AMBULANCE H T 1 ARCHES S A 4
A S A 53 AID H T 1 AMBULANCE HA 1 ARE H T 27
A S 0 6 AIN'T S C 6 AN H T 19 ARE S T 15
A H E 30 AIR S T 2 AN S C 1 ARE S C 17
A TE 2 AIR SA 1 AN HA 8 ARE HA 39
A S E 38 ALBERT S C 1 AN SA 2 ARE TA 2
ABC H T 1 ALBERT S E 7 AN S E 1 ARE S A 33
ABLE HA 4 ALIVE H T 1 AND H T 125 ARE S 0 1
ABOUT H T 7 ALIVE S T 5 AND S T 39 ARE HE 3
ABOUT S C 2 ALIVE HA 1 AND S C 44 ARE T E 1
ABOUT HA 31 ALKASELTZER ALKA H T 1 AND H A 127 ARE S E 9
ABOUT S A 11 ALL H T 36 AND S A 55 ARE YOUR'RE S A 1
ABOUT H E 8 ALL T T 7 AND S 0 2 AREN'T H T 2
ABOUT TE 2 ALL S T 15 AND H E 16 AREN'T S A 1
ABOUT S E 2 ALL S C 23 AND T E 4 ARM HA 1
ABSENCE HA 1 ALL HA 24 AND S E 12 ARMS HA 3
ABSOLUTELY HA 3 ALL S A 15 AND AMD H T 1 AROUND H T 2
ACROSS S C 1 ALL S O 1 AND AN' H E 1 AROUND S T 1
ACT HA 1 ALL HE 3 ANGRY H T 2 AROUND S C 2
ACTUALLY H A 2 ALL T E 1 ANGRY HA 2 AROUND HA 3
ADD S T 1 ALL S E 3 ANGRY S A 2 AROUND T A 1
ADD S A 3 ALLOWED HA 2 ANIMAL H T 1 AROUND S A 3
ADDRESS H T 8 ALLOWED S A 1 ANNE S C 1 AROUND HE 1
AEAE *SOUND H T 1 ALLOWED S E 2 ANNIE H T 1 AROUND S E 2
AFRAID S C 1 ALLOWED LLOWED H T 1 ANNOYED HA 4 ARREST H T 2
AFRAID HA 1 ALMOST S T 1 ANOTHER H T 4 ARRIVED HA 1
AFRAID S A 1 ALMOST S C 1 ANOTHER S C 4 ARRIVING HA 1
AFTER S T 1 ALONE S T 2 ANOTHER HA 4 ARROW S A 1
AFTER S C 1 ALONE HA 4 ANOTHER S A 13 ARTHUR H T 1
AFTER HA 4 ALREADY H T 4 ANOTHER T E 1 ARY'S H T 1
AFTER S A 3 ALREADY S C 1 ANOTHER ANOHER SA 1 AS H T 3
AFTER HE 1 ALREADY HA 2 ANOTHER NOTHER H T 1 AS S T 2
AGAIN H T 11 ALREADY S A 1 ANY H T 6 AS H A 9
AGAIN T C 2 ALREADY SE 1 ANY S T 1 AS SA 3
AGAIN S C 10 ALRIGHT H T 27 ANY S C 5 ASHTRAY HA 1
AGAIN HA 4 ALRIGHT S T 4 ANY HA 5 ASK H T 1
AGAIN S A 3 ALRIGHT S C 2 ANY SA 7 ASK HA 6
AGAIN HE 1 ALRIGHT HA 6 ANYBODY HE 1 ASK S A 5
AGO HA 1 ALRIGHT S A 1 ANYMORE H T 3 ASKED S C 1
AGO T A 1 ALRIGHT H E 1 ANYMORE S T 3 ASKED HA 2
AGREE HA 1 ALSO H T 2 ANYMORE S C 1 ASKING S A 1
AH H T 14 ALSO S T 1 ANYMORE H A 4 ASS SC 1
AH S T 29 ALSO HA 2 ANYMORE SA 2 ASS HA 3
AH S C 44 ALSO HE 1 ANYONE S A 1 ASSUMING S A 1
AH HA 4 ALWAYS H T 8 ANYTHING HA 5 AT H T 17
AH TA 2 ALWAYS S C 1 ANYTHING H E 2 AT T T 1
AH S A 25 ALWAYS HA 6 ANYWAY H T 2 AT ST 1
AH H E 7 ALWAYS S A 1 ANYWAY H A 5 AT S C 6
AH S E 11 ALWAYS HE 1 ANYWHERE SA 1 AT H A 36
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1195 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1196
AT S A 8 BAH H T 13 BED TA 2 BIRTHDAY S A 1
AT H E 2 BAILEY HA 1 BEDTIME HA 1 BIT H T 5
AT S E 3 BALANCED S A 1 BEEF S T 1 BIT HA 6
ATE H T 1 BALL H T 1 BEEF H A 2 BIT SA 2
ATE S T 1 BALL S T 1 BEEN H T 2 BIT H E 1
ATE S C 2 BALL S C 2 BEEN HA 4 BITE H T 2
AVE H T 1 BALL S E 2 BEER HA 5 BITE HA 2
AVENUE T E 1 BALONEY S C 6 BEERS HA 1 BITTEN S T 1
AVOID HA 1 BAM S T 8 BEFORE H T 1 BLACK S C 3
AW H T 1 BAM BAAM S T 1 BEFORE S C 2 BLACK S E 2
AWAKE H T 1 BAND H T 1 BEFORE HA 6 BLAME HA 1
AWAKE HA 1 BAND S A 1 BEFORE S A 2 BLEEDING H T 1
AWAY S T 1 BANNER HA 3 BEFORE SE 1 BLEEP HA 7
AWAY HA 8 BANNER HE 1 BEHAVE HA 2 BLINKING BWINKIN H T 1
AWAY S A 1 BANNER'S HA 1 BEHIND HA 1 BLINKS H T 3
AWFUL HA 8 BAR S E 1 BEING HA 2 BLOCK S T 2
AWHILE HA 1 BASEMENT T T 1 BELIEF HA 1 BLOCK S C 1
AWHILE HE 1 BATHROOM H T 2 BELIEVE H T 1 BLOCK T A 1
B H T 4 BATHROOM HA 1 BELIEVE S C 1 BLOCKING H T 2
B S T 3 BATHROOM HE 1 BELIEVE H A 2 BLOCKS S T 1
B SA 2 BATMAN SC 4 BELIEVE HE 1 BLOCKS SC 2
B SE 1 BATMOBILE ST 1 BELONGS SC 1 BLOCKS SE 2
BAA BAAAAA ST 1 BATTERY H T 4 BELONGS S A 1 BLOOD ST 1
BABE HA 1 BAWHMNMHMM *SOUND H T 1 BELT HA 1 BLOW H T 1
BABE SA 1 BE H T 16 BERT H T 1 BLUE SE 1
BABE HE 1 BE ST 4 BESIDES SC 2 BLUEST HA 1
BABIES H T 5 BE SC 17 BESIDES SA 1 BOARD HA 1
BABIES H A 4 BE HA 42 BESS TA 1 BOAT ST 11
BABY H T 3 BE SA 8 BEST H T 1 BOAT SC 31
BABY TT 1 BE S 0 3 BEST ST 1 BOAT HA 4
BABY ST 1 BE HE 9 BEST HA 1 BOAT S A 1
BABY SC 7 BE TE 1 BET H T 1 BOATS H T 1
BABY TA 1 BE SE 5 BET ST I BOATS ST 2
BABY S O 1 BEAK SC 1 BETTER H T 8 BOATS SC 3
BABYSIT HA 1 BEANS SC 2 BETTER ST 1 BOBBY SC 1
BABYSITTING HA 1 BEAT H T 4 BETTER S C 1 BOBBY S A 3
BACK H T 7 BEAT ST 2 BETTER HA 6 BOBBY SE 2
BACK ST 4 BEAT BEATED ST 1 BETTER S A 2 BODIES HA 2
BACK SC 10 BEAUTIFUL SC 2 BETTER HE 3 BODY SE 1
BACK HA 18 BEAUTIFUL S A 1 BETTER SE 6 BOIL HA 3
BACK S A 7 BECAUSE H T 24 BETTY'S HA 1 BOILING H T 3
BACK SE 1 BECAUSE TT 1 BEYOND HA 1 BOILING HA 1
BACKING S A 2 BECAUSE S T 3 BIG H T 14 BOILS HA 1
BACKWARDS T T 1 BECAUSE S C 4 BIG ST 3 BOILY H T 1
BACKWARDS S T 1 BECAUSE H A 25 BIG S.C 1 BOMB H A 1
BACON H T 1 BECAUSE T A 1 BIG HA 6 BOOK S C 4
BAD H T 1 BECAUSE S A 8 BIG H E 2 BOOK HA 1
BAD S C 1 BECAUSE H E 3 BIG S E 1 BOOK S A 3
BAD H A 5 BECAUSE S E 6 BIGGER S T 4 BOOKS S A 2
BAD SA 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S T 1 BIGGER SA 2 BORROW S C 1
BAD H E 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S A 2 BILL HA 1 BORROW HA 1
BADLY H A 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S E 1 BILL'S H A 1 BOTH H T 2
BAG S C 1 BECKONED HA 1 BING H T 1 BOTH S C 2
BAG HA 1 BED HA 6 BINT HA 1 BOTH HA 4
1197 GROUP 3 CHILD 5
BOTHER HE 1 BRODIE'S S C 5 BUY S T 1 CAN'T H A 25
BOTTOM H T 2 BRODIE'S H A 2 BUY HA 8 CAN'T S A 7
BOTTOM HA 5 BRODIE'S S A 5 BUYING HA 1 CAN'T H E 2
BOUGHT H T 2 BRODY S A 1 BY H T 11 CAN'T S E 7
BOUGHT S C 2 BROKE S C 1 BY S T 3 CANDLES H T 1
BOUGHT HA 1 BROKEN H T 4 BY S C 4 CANDY S C 2
BOWL S C 1 BROKEN S C 1 BY H A 6 CANDY S E 1
BOWL S E 1 BROKEN S A 1 BY S A 2 CAR S T 1
BOWLER'S T A 1 BROUGHT H T 1 BY H E 1 CAR S C 5
BOWLING S C 1 BROUGHT S A 1 BYE H T 1 CAR S A 6
BOWLING S E 1 BROWN S C 1 BYE S C 2 CARD S T 2
BOY S C 1 BRUSH H A 2 BYE H A 2 CARD S A 6
BOY H A 3 BRUSHED S C 1 BYE S A 3 CARDS S T 2
BOY S A 1 BRUSHED S E 1 BYE T E 2 CARDS S C 2
BOY S E 1 BUBBLE S 0 1 C H T 4 CARDS S A 12
BOYS S C 2 BUCKET S A 1 C H A 4 CARE S T 2
BRAND HE 1 BUGGED HA 1 CABBAGE H T 1 CARE S C 1
BREAD H T 2 BUH *SOUND H T 1 CABBAGE HA 2 CARE H A 6
BREAD HA 2 BUILD S T 1 CABINET HA 1 CARE S A 1
BREAK H T 1 BUILD HA i CACTUS S A 1 CARE H E 1
BREAK HA 2 BUILD S A 3 CAKE H T 1 CAREFUL HA 1
BREAKFAST H T 2 BUILD S E 1 CAKE HA 1 CAREFUL S A 1
BREAKFAST S T 1 BUILDING S T 1 CALIFORNIA H A 1 CAREFUL S E 2
BREAKFAST HA 4 BUILDING S C 1 CALL H T 11 CARROT H T 2
BREAKFAST S A 3 BUILDING H A 1 CALL S T 1 CARROT H A 2
BREAKFAST H E 3 BUILT BUILDED S C 1 CALL S C 8 CARROTS H T 2
BREAKS S A 1 BULB S A 1 CALL HA 11 CARRY S T 1
BRENT T A 1 BULLETS H T 2 CALL S A 1 CARRYING HA 1
BRIDGE H T 1 BUNDLE S T 3 CALL S E 1 CARS S T 1
BRIDGE S T 4 BUNDLE S A 2 CALLED H T 3 CARS S C 2
BRIDGE HA 1 BUNDLES S T I CALLED S T 1 CART S A 1
BRIDGE S A 4 BURIED HA 1 CALLED S C 1 CASE S A 1
BRIDGES S T 8 BURN S E I CALLED H A 1 CAT S A 1
BRIDGES S A 4 BURNED S C 1 CALLING H T 2 CATCH T A 1
BRINCH *MADEUP S C 1 BURST H A i CALLING S C 2 CAUGHT T A 1
BRING S T 3 BURST S A i CALLING HA 6 CAUGHT T E 2
BRING S C 4 BUSINESS H A 2 CALLING CALLIN H T 1 CENTERS H A 1
BRING HA 3 BUSY S C 1 CALLING CALLIN S C 1 CENTS HA 1
BRING S A 6 BUSY S E 1 CALM HA 2 CEREAL S C 1
BRINGING S T 1 BUT H T 30 CAME HA 3 CEREAL S A 6
BRINGING H A 1 BUT S T 4 CAME HE 1 CERTAIN HA 1
BRO H A 1 BUT S C 11 CAME S E 1 CERTAIN S A 1
BRODIE H T 4 BUT HA 49 CAN H T 10 CERTAINLY HA 1
BRODIE S T 1 BUT TA 1 CAN T T 4 CHAIR H A 1
BRODIE T C 2 BUT S A 16 CAN S T 12 CHAIR S A 4
BRODIE S C 25 BUT S 0 1 CAN S C 18 CHANGE H T 1
BRODIE H A 27 BUT HE 2 CAN HA 34 CHANGE S T 1
BRODIE T A 2 BUT S E 4 CAN T A 1 CHANGE HA 2
BRODIE S A 57 BUTTER H T 17 CAN S A 29 CHANGED H T 1
BRODIE HE 5 BUTTER HA 2 CAN HE 2 CHANGED S C 1
BRODIE T E 1 BUTTER HE 3 CAN S E 8 CHANGED HA 1
BRODIE S E 22 BUTTON H T 4 CAN'T H T 29 CHANGED HE 2
BRODIE'S S T 2 BUTTON S C 3 CAN'T S T 4 CHANGES S T 2
BRODIE'S T C 3 BUTTONED H A 5 CAN'T S C 15 CHANGES H E 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1199 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1200
CHANGING S C 1 CLOCK H T I COMMERCIAL H A 1 COURSE S A 1
CHAPTER H T 1 CLOSE H T 3 COMMERCIALS H T 1 COVER HA 1
CHARLIE S T 3 CLOSE S C 2 COMMERCIALS HA 2 COVER S A 1
CHARLIE S A 1 CLOSE H A 1 COMPANY H A 2 COW S T 2
CHARMING H A 1 CLOSE S A 2 CONCENTRATION S A 1 COW S 0 2
CHECK H A 1 CLOSED S C 2 CONE S A 1 CRACKER S C 1
CHECKERS S A 1 CLOSED H A 2 CONFESSING H A 1 CRACKER S A 4
CHEER S C 1 CLOSED S E I CONNECTIONS H A 1 CRACKLE H T 2
CHEERIO S C 1 CLOSER H T 3 CONTEXT HE 1 CRACKLE S T 2
CHEERIOS S C 2 CLOSER S C 1 COOK H T 1 CRASHED S C 1
CHEERIOS S A 3 CLOSER S A 1 COOK S C 2 CRASHED S A 1
CHEESE H T 1 CLOSET S C 1 COOK HA 1 CRAYON S T 1
CHEESE S T 1 CLOTH HA 1 COOK S A 1 CRAYON S A 3
CHEESE HA 3 COAT HA 9 COOKIE H T 1 CRAYONS S T 1
CHEESEBURGER H A 1 COAT S A 1 COOKIE S T 6 CRAYONS S A 2
CHEW HA 1 COCKIES *MADEUP S C 1 COOKIE S C 23 CRAZY H T 3
CHICKEN H T 3 CODE HA 1 COOKIE S A 1 CRAZY S C 1
CHICKEN S C 5 CODES HA 1 COOKIE S0 1 CREAM H T 1
CHICKEN HA 5 CODING HA 1 COOKIE S E 2 CREAM S A 1
CHICKEN S A 1 COFFEE S C 1 COOKIES S C 3 CREAM HE 2
CHILD S T 1 COFFEE S A 1 COOKING H T 1 CREEP HA 6
CHILD HA 1 COFFEE S E 3 COOKING S C 2 CREEPO HA 2
CHILD S A 1 COKE H A 1 COOKING HA 2 CREEPY H T 1
CHILD S E 1 COLD S T 1 COOKING COOKIN HA 1 CREEPY HA 1
CHILDREN HA 1 COLD SC 1 COOL H T 1 CRIED S A 1
CHILDREN S A 1 COLD S A 1 COOL ST 4 CROOKED ST 2
CHILDREN HE 1 COLD HE 1 COOL SC 1 CRY H T 1
CHILDREN SE 2 COLLAR HE 2 COOL HA 2 CRY H A 2
CHINATOWN ST 1 COLOR ST 1 COPY H T 1 CRY S A 1
CHINATOWN SC 2 COLOR HA 1 CORD ST 3 CRYING H T 1
CHINATOWN S E 1 COLOR S A 1 CORNER S A 1 CRYING HA 3
CHINESE ST 1 COLOR'S SC 1 COST ST 1 CUBBIE ST 1
CHINESE S C 3 COMBINE HA 1 COSTS HA 1 CUP HA 1
CHINESE SE 5 COME H T 12 COTTAGE HA 1 CUP S A 4
CHOCOLATE HA 1 COME ST 8 COUGH H T 1 CUP S E 1
CHOO *SOUND S A 2 COME SC 34 COUGH S A 1 CUT H A 2
CHOOSE S A 1 COME HA 42 COUGHING H T 1 CUT S A 1
CHOP H T 13 COME TA 1 COULD H T 7 CUTE HA 2
CHOP S C 1 COME S A 20 COULD TT 1 CUTE S E 1
CHRIS HA 1 COME HE 4 COULD ST 8 CUTIE H A 1
CHRIST TA 1 COME S E 4 COULD S C 22 CUTTING CUTTIN S C 1
CHRISTINA S A 2 COME COMIN S C 1 COULD HA 4 D H T 2
CHRISTY S C 1 COME COMIN HA 1 COULD S A 10 D ST 2
CINDY S A 2 COMES H T 3 COULD H E 1 D H A 1
CINDY'S HA 2 COMES ST 1 COULDN'T H T 1 D S A 1
CITY H T 11 COMES S C 2 COULDN'T S T 1 DAD H T 1
CLANCY'S T A 1 COMES HA 1 COULDN'T S C 1 DAD S 0 1
CLAP H T 1 COMES S A 2 COULDN'T HA 2 DADDY ST 1
CLAPPING H T 1 COMFORTABLE H E 1 COULDN'T S A 2 DADDY S C 1
CLASS S A 1 COMING S T 15 COUNTING S C 1 DADDY S 0 1
CLASSROOM S C 1 COMING S C 5 COUNTRY H A 1 DAMP TT 1
CLASSROOM H A 1 COMING H A 2 COUPLE H A 1 DANCING S A 1
CLIMBING S A 1 COMING S A 2 COURSE H T 1 DARE SC 1
CLIP HE 1 COMMERCIAL H T 2 COURSE HA 4 DARE H A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1198








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1202
FIXED S T i FORTY S C 1 GAME S A 4 GIVES S T 1
FIXED S C 1 FORTY HA 1 GARBAGE H T 2 GLAD S E 1
FIXED S A 1 FORTY H E 1 GARBAGE HA 2 GLASS H A 1
FLAPPY S T i FORWARD S T 1 GAVE H T 1 GLASS S A 1
FLAPS S T 1 FOUND S T 1 GAVE S T .1 GLASS HE 2
FLASHLIGHT S A 1 FOUND S A 3 GAVE S C 4 GLITTER S T 3
FLAT T A i FOUNTAIN S C 1 GAVE HA 3 GLOVE H T 3
FLIPPER S T 3 FOUR H T 6 GAVE S A 3 GLOVES S C 1
FLIPPER S C 7 FOUR S T 3 GAVE S 0 1 GLUE H T 2
FLOOR H T 1 FOUR S C 14 GET H T 15 GO H T 34
FLOOR T T 1 FOUR S A 3 GET T T 1 GO T T 3
FLOOR S C 3 FOUR S E 1 GET S T 12 GO S T 19
FLOOR HA 3 FOURTEEN H T 1 GET S C 41 GO S C 28
FLOOR S A 3 FOURTEEN S C 3 GET H A 37 GO H A 45
FLOOR S E 1 FOURTH T E 1 GET T A 1 GO T A 3
FLOUR H T 1 FOURTH FOURT H T 1 GET S A 15 GO S A 36
FLOUR HA i FRANKLIN H T 1 GET H E 6 GO H E 3
FLOWER S C 1 FRANNY S A 4 GET T E 1 GO S E 7
FLOWERS S C I FRENCH H A 1 GET S E 6 GOD H T 1
FLUSH HA 2 FRIDAY H T 1 GET GET'S H A 1 GOD H A 3
FLY S C 2 FRIDAY HA 5 GETS H T 1 GOES H T 17
FLY S A i FRIEND S C 8 GETS S T 1 GOES S T 8
FOOD S C 2 FRIEND HA 4 GETS S C 1 GOES S C 1
FOOD H A 3 FRIEND'S S C 1 GETS HA 1 GOES HA 1
FOOL S E 1 FRIES H A 1 GETS S A 1 GOES S A 1
FOOT S C 1 FROM H T 3 GETTING H T 6 GOES S E 1
FOOTBALL S T 2 FROM S T 1 GETTING S T 2 GOING H T 4
FOOTBALL S E 1 FROM S C 5 GETTING S C 5 GOING S T 3
FOR H T 26 FROM HA 5 GETTING HA 2 GOING S C 8
FOR S T 6 FROM S A 2 GETTING S A 2 GOING HA 12
FOR S C 25 FROM HE 1 GETTING GETTIN S C 1 GOING S A 7
FOR HA 36 FROM S E 3 GETTING GETTIN HA 2 GOING S E 3
FOR T A 2 FRONT HA 1 GIANT'S S T 1 GOING GOIN S C 2
FOR S A 33 FRONT S A 1 GINA S C 1 GOING GONNA H T 30
FOR S 0 1 FROSTY S T 1 GINA'S S C 1 GOING GONNA T T 1
FOR H E 8 FROSTY S A 1 GINGERLY S A 1 GOING GONNA S T 11
FOR S E 11 FRY HA i GIRL S C 1 GOING GONNA S C 21
FOR FO H T 3 FUCK S C 7 GIRL HA 1 GOING GONNA HA 37
FORGET H T 4 FUCK HA 2 GIRL S A 2 GOING GONNA S A 14
FORGET S C 1 FUCK T A 1 GIRLS H T 2 GOING GONNA HE 5
FORGET H A 1 FUCKER S C 1 GIRLS S T 1 GOING GONNA T E 1
FORGET H E 4 FUDGE H A 1 GIRLS S A 1 GOING GONNA S E 4
FORGET S E 1 FUN T T 1 GIVE H T 10 GONZALES S A 1
FORGETS S T 2 FUN H A 2 GIVE S T 2 GOO H T 4
FORGETTING S A 1 FUNERAL HA 1 GIVE S C 7 GOOD H T 9
FORGETTING FORGETT H A 1 FUNNIEST H T 1 GIVE H A 1 GOOD S T 1
FORGOT H T 1 FUNNY H T 3 GIVE S A 9 GOOD S C 3
FORGOT S T 1 FUNNY HA 2 GIVE S 0 1 GOOD HA 15
FORGOT S C 1 FUNNY HE 1 GIVE HE 4 GOOD S A 16
FORGOT S A 1 G S A 1 GIVE S E 1 GOOD HE 4
FORK S C 4 GAIL S C 1 GIVE GIMME H T 1 GOOD T E 1
FORK S A 1 GAME S T 3 GIVE GIMME S C 16 GOOD S E 6
FORTY H T 4 GAME S C 2 GIVEN S A 1 GOODBYE S T 1
FORTY S T 2 GAME HA 3 GIVES H T 2 GOOGIE *MADEUP S T 3
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1207 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1208
GOOKIE S T 2 GUN H T 3 HAPPENING S E 1 HE'S H A 25
GOSH S A 1 GUNS H T 1 HAPPENS S C 1 HE'S S A 17
GOT H T 6 GURGLE H T 1 HAPPENS HA 3 HE'S S E 4
GOT S T 10 GUY H T 2 HAPPIER S E 1 HEAD H T 14
GOT S C 44 GUY S T 4 HAPPY H T 1 HEAD S T 2
GOT H A 9 GUY'S S C 1 HAPPY HA 2 HEAD S C 4
GOT T A 1 GUYS H T 3 HAPPY T E 1 HEAD S A 1
GOT S A 2 GUYS S T 1 HARD H T 2 HEAR H T 8
GOT H E 2 GUYS HA 1 HARD S T 1 HEAR S T 2
GOT S E 3 H H T 2 HARD HA 2 HEAR S C 4
GOT GOTTA H T 3 H H A 2 HARDLY H T 2 HEAR HA 8
GOT GOTTA S T 2 H S A 6 HARDLY HA 1 HEAR S A 6
GOT GOTTA S C 3 HA H T 2 HAS H T 10 HEAR S E 4
GOT GOTTA H A 1 HA S T 16 HAS S T 8 HEARD H T 2
GOTTEN H E 1 HA S C 68 HAS S C 9 HEART S T I
GRAB S A 1 HA H A 2 HAS H A 5 HEART SE 1
GRAEME H T 11 HA T A 5 HAS S A 6 HEE *SOUND H T 1
GRAEME S T 2 HA S A 12 HAS S E 3 HELL H T 1
GRAEME HA 6 HA STE 4 HASN'T HA 1 HELLO HT 17
GRAEME TA 1 HAD HT 7 HATE HT 1 HELLO TT 1
GRAEME S A 8 HAD S T 2 HATE H A 3 HELLO S T 10
GRAEME H E 2 HAD S C 1 HAVE H T 40 HELLO S C 4
GRAEME-S H A 2 HAD H A 12 HAVE S T 11 HELLO HA 15
GRAEME'S S A 1 HAD S A 5 HAVE S C 36 HELLO S A 2
GRANDFATHER S T 1 HAD S 0 3 HAVE H A 75 HELLO H E 1
GRANDMA H T 1 HAD H E 1 HAVE T A 2 HELLO S E 9
GRANDMA HA 3 HAH H T 5 HAVE S A 37 HELP H T 6
GRANDMA GRAMMAH A 1 HAH T T 2 HAVE S0 1 HELP S T 1
GRANDMA GRANMA HT 2 HAH H A 5 HAVE HE 7 HELP S C 19
GRANDMA GRANMA H A 1 HAIR HA 1 HAVE T E 1 HELP H A 8
GRAPEFRUIT H A 1 HAIR S E 1 HAVE S E 14 HELP S A 1
GREAT H T 1 HALF H T 2 HAVEN'T SC 2 HELP H E 1
GREAT HA 4 HALF HA 2 HAVEN'T HA 3 HELP S E 4
GREAT S A 2 HALF T A 1 HAVEN'T S A 3 HELP ELP HT 2
GREAT H E 1 HALF SA 1 HAVING S C 1 HELPED S T 1
GREEK H A 1 HAM SC 1 HAVING A 5 HELPING TC 2
GREEN H T 1 HAND H T 1 HAVING S A 2 HELPING S C 1
GREEN S T 1 HAND S C 2 HAVING H E 1 HELPING H E 2
GROUND S C 1 HAND HA 1 HAVING HAVIN H T 1 HELPING S E 1
GROUP H A 1 HAND S A 7 HAVOC HA 1 HELPS S T 1
GROUP H E 1 HANDS H T 6 HAWK S C 1 HEMLOCK H T 1
GROWN S A 1 HANDS S A 1 HE H T 47 HEMLOCK SHEMLOC H T 1
GROWNUPS H T 1 HANG H T 1 HE S T 27 HENRY H T 6
GUESS H T 6 HANG H A 1 HE S C 35 HENRY HA 25
GUESS S T 5 HANGER S C 1 HE H A 68 HENRY S A 3
GUESS S C 2 HANGING H T 1 HE S A 17 HENRY'S H A 1
GUESS HA 7 HAPPENED H T 1 HE S 0 1 HENRY'S S A 1
GUESS S A 2 HAPPENED S T 2 HE S E 7 HER H T 3
GUESS HE 2 HAPPENED H A 1 HE'LL S T 3 HER S T 7
GUESS T E 1 HAPPENED S E 1 HE'LL H A 1 HER S C 11
GUESS S E 1 HAPPENING H T 1 HE'LL S A 1 HER HA 10
GUINEA H T 2 HAPPENING S T 1 HE'S H T 10 HER S A 9
GUINEA HA 12 HAPPENING HA 1 HE'S S T 8 HER HE 1
GUM S O 1 HAPPENING HE 1 HE'S S C 23 HER S E 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 12061205 GROUP 3 CHILD 5
HERD S A 1 HIS S C 6 HOW HA 28 I'LL T E 1
HERE H T 31 HIS H A 7 HOW S A 33 I'LL S E 3
HERE S T 11 HIS S A 6 HOW H E 4 I'M H T 49
HERE T C 2 HIS S E 2 HOW S E 7 I'M T T 1
HERE S C 48 HIT H T 1 HOW'D H .T 1 I'M S T 44
HERE H A 34 - HIT H A 1 HOWARD HA 5 I'M S C 68
HERE S A 32 HM *SOUND H T 21 HOWDY S C 1 I'M HA 33
HERE H E 1 HM *SOUND S A 4 HU *SOUND HA 1 I'M T A 3
HERE S E 10 HM *SOUND S E 4 HUG H A 2 I'M S A 9
HERE'S H T 1 HMM *SOUND H T 10 HUGHES HA 7 I'M HE 5
HERE'S S T 2 HMM *SOUND HA 2 HUH H T 5 I'M T E 2
HERE'S S C 6 HMM *SOUND S A 4 HUH S T 3 I'M S E 6
HERE'S T A 1 HMM *SOUND S E 1 HUH S C 1 I'VE H T 2
HERE'S S A 4 HMMM *SOUND S A 1 HUH HA 7 I'VE HA 1
HERE'S S E 1 HO H T 2 HUH T A 2 I'VE S A 1
HERMAN S A 2 HO S C 1 HUH S A 7 ICE H T 2
HEY H T 7 HO S E 1 HUH T E 1 ICE S C 1
HEY T T 1 HOLD H T 2 HUH S E 6 ICE S A 1
HEY S T 9 HOLD S C 9 HUMBLE T A 1 ICE H E 2
HEY T C 1 HOLD S A 1 HUNDRED H T 1 IDEA H T 2
HEY S C 17 HOLD HE 1 HUNDRED HA 1 IDEA S C 1
HEY H A 4 HOLDER HA 1 HUNG HE 1 IDEA HA 1
HEY T A 1 HOLDING H T 1 HUNGRY HA 2 IDEA HE 1
HEY S A 7 HOLDS HE 1 HUNTER H T 1 IDEAS HA 1
HEY S E 1 HOME H T 5 HURRY S C 2 IF H T 18
HI H T 5 HOME S C 4 HURRY H A 1 IF S T 5
HI T T 2 HOME HA 5 HURT H T 1 IF S C 6
HI S T 1 HOME S E 1 HURT H A 3 IF H A 30
HI S C 15 HONEY S C 2 HURT S A 1 IF S A 10
HI H A 6 HONEY HA 7 HURTING S C 1 IF H E 2
HI S A 12 HONEY S A 2 HURTS S T 2 IF S E 1
HI S 0 1 HONEY S E 1 HURTS HA 1 IKE H T 1
HI HE 2 HOO *SOUND H T 3 HURTS S E 1 IMMEDIATE H E 1
HI SE 8 HOOD S T 4 HUSBAND S C 1 IMPORTANT HA 2
HICCUPS HA 1 HOPE HE 1 HYSTERICAL H A 1 IN H T 43
HIDDEN S A 1 HOPPING H T 2 I H T 188 IN S T 19
HIDE S C 5 HORSE H T 6 I T T 19 IN S C 40
HIDE S A 1 HORSE S T 3 I S T 80 IN H A 61
HIGH S T 1 HORSE'S H T 1 I S C 215 IN T A 1
HIGH S A 1 HOSPITAL S T 4 I H A 235 IN S A 31
HIGHER S C 2 HOSPITAL S C 2 I TA 9 IN HE 4
HIHOO *SOUND H T 1 HOT H T 5 I S A 75 IN T E 1
HIKE H T 21 HOT HA 1 I S 0 3 IN S E 12
HIM H T 4 HOT S E 1 I HE 27 IN EN HT 1
HIM S T 8 HOUR S A 2 I T E 7 INCREDIBLE HA 1
HIM S C 21 HOUSE H T 1 I S E 28 INFECTED HA 1
HIM H A 36 HOUSE S C 3 I'D H T 1 INFORMATION HA 1
HIM S A 4 HOUSE H A 5 I'D HA 1 INSECTS S A 1
HIM H E 1 HOUSE T A 1 I'LL H T 14 INSIDE H T 2
HIM S E 5 HOUSE S A 1 I'LL S T 12 INSIDE S T 1
HIM IM HA 1 HOUSEWORK HA 1 I'LL S C 13 INSIDE S C 1
HINTS HA 1 HOW H T 28 I'LL HA 17 INSTEAD H T 2
HIS H T 7 HOW S T 16 I'LL S A 9 INSTEAD S T 1
HIS S T 4 HOW S C 17 I'LL HE 5 INSTEAD HA 3
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1211 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1212
INTELLIGENT HA 2 JELLY HE 1 KAREN S A 21 KNOW H T 43
INTERESTED HA 1 JEREMY S C 3 KAYODE H T 2 KNOW S T 19
INTERESTING HA 1 JEREMY S A 23 KAYODE S C 2 KNOW S C 19
INTERNATIONAL H A 1 JEREMY'S S A 3 KAYODE H E 2 KNOW H A 68
INTO H T 5 JERRY H T 4 KAYODE'S S T 1 KNOW T A 4
INTO S T 6 JERRY S A 5 KAYODE'S S C 3 KNOW S A 16
INTO S C 4 JERRY HE 3 KEEP H T 2 KNOW HE 4
INTO HA 7 JERRY S E 2 KEEP S T 1 KNOW T E 2
INTO S A 2 JERRY'S S C 2 KEEP S C 1 KNOW S E 4
INTO HE 1 JERRY'S S A 1 KEEP HA 4 KNOWS HA 1
INTO S E 1 JESUS HA 1 KEEP S A 5 KOOLAHIE *MADEUP H T 1
IS H T 83 JILLY H T 3 KEEP H E 1 L S A 1
IS T T 4 JIM H T 1 KEEP SE 1 LA S C 1
IS S T 38 JOE H T 1 KETCHUP S C 1 LA S A 1
IS S C 39 JOEY S C 12 KEY S C 1 LA S E 1
IS H A 66 JOEY S A 7 KICK S C 2 LABEL S A 1
IS T A 5 JOEY HE 1 KICKED S T 1 LADY HNA 1
IS S A 47 JOEY SE 1 KID HA 1 LADY T A 2
IS H E 11 JOEY'S S C 7 KIDDING HA 5 LADY T E 2
IS S E 10 JOHN S C 1 KIDS H A 4 LAP H T 1
ISN'T H T 3 JOKE H T 2 KILL H T 5 LAP HA 1
ISN'T S T 2 JOKE H E 1 KILL S T 12 LAP S A 1
ISN'T S C 1 JOKES H T 1 KILL S C 1 LAST S T 2
ISN'T HA 7 JUAN S A 1 KILL HA 2 LAST HA 4
ISN'T S A 1 JUDY HA 1 KILLED ST 4 LAST S A 2
ISN'T HE 3 JUICE SC 2 KILLED SC 6 LAST SE 1
IT H T 205 JUICE S A 5 KILLED HA 1 LATE ST 1
IT T T 4 JULIAN HA 2 KILLING SC 3 LATE HA 1
IT ST 80 JULIAN'S H T 1 KIND H T 2 LATE S A 2
IT SC 101 JULIAN'S HA 2 KIND HA 3 LATE HE 3
IT HA 167 JUMP HE 1 KIND S A 2 LATE SE 1
IT TA 2 JUMPED SC 1 KIND KINDA HA 1 LATER H T 1
IT S A 110 JUMPS S T 1 KINDS H T 3 LATER HA 2
IT H E 37 JUST H T 18 KING'S S A 1 LATER S A 1
IT TE 2 JUST T T 1 KISS H T I LATER HE 1
IT SE 21 JUST S T 5 KISS HA 1 LATER SE 4
IT'LL H T 2 JUST SC 4 KISSES H T 2 LAUGH HA 1
IT'S H T 55 JUST HA 37 KITCHEN HA 1 LAUGHING H T 1
IT'S T T 13 JUST TA 1 KITCHEN S A 2 LAUGHS H T 1
IT'S ST 37 JUST S A 27 KITTEN H T 1 LAURA SC 1
IT'S SC 18 JUST HE 5 KITTEN HA 1 LAURA S A 2
IT'S HA 44 JUST T E 2 KNEW HA 1 LAW H T 4
IT'S TA 3 JUST SE 4 KNIFE H T 1 LAW HA 1
IT'S S A 12 JUST JUS' H T 1 KNIFE SC 8 LAY H T 1
IT'S HE 13 JUSTINA SC 2 KNIGHT H T 1 LEAP H T 3
IT'S S E 13 JUSTINA S A 5 KNIVES HA 3 LEARNED HA 1
ITEMS HA 1 JUSTINA'S S C 1 KNOCK S T 2 LEAVE H T 4
JACK S T 1 K S T 6 KNOCK S C 1 LEAVE S T 4
JACK S 0 1 K S C 2 KNOCK S A 1 LEAVE S C 1
JACK'S S T 1 K S A 2 KNOCKED H T 4 LEAVE H A 12
JAIL S C 1 KAH *SOUND H T 1 KNOCKED HA 1 LEAVE S A 5
JANE HA 1 KARATE S T 1 KNOCKED S A 2 LEAVE S E 1
JELLY H T 18 KAREN S T 1 KNOCKING H T 3 LEAVING HA 3
JELLY HA 1 KAREN S C 5 KNOT S C 1 LEAVING S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1209 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1210
LEE H T 4 LIKED HE 1 LOOK S E 1 MA S A 1
LEFT HA 3 LIKES H T 2 LOOK LOOKIT S C 2 MAC H T 4
LEGALLY HA 1 LIKES H A 3 LOOKED H T 1 MAC S T 2
LENNY HA 1 LIKES S E 1 LOOKED HA 3 MAC H A 1
LESS H T 1 LINDA T A 1 LOOKED S A 1 MACHINE H T 2
LESS HA 2 LINE H T 1 LOOKING H T 1 MACHINE HA 3
LET H T 7 LION S C 2 LOOKING S T 1 MACHINE HE 1
LET S T 3 LISA S C 2 LOOKING S C 1 MACHINE S E 2
LET S C 13 LISA S A 4 LOOKING HA 1 MACHINES H T 2
LET H A 4 LISA'S S C 2 LOOKING S A 1 MAD HA 11
LET S A 11 LISTEN H T 1 LOOKING S E 2 MAD S A 1
LET S 0 1 LISTEN S T 1 LOOKING LOOKIN H T 1 MADE H T 10
LET H E 4 LISTEN HA 6 LOOKS H T 1 MADE S T 1
LET S E 4 LISTEN S A 2 LOOKS S C 1 MADE S C 3
LET LEMME S C 3 LISTENING H A 2 LOOKS HA 4 MADE HA 3
LET LEMME HE 1 LISTENING HE 1 LOOKS S A 4 MADE S A 2
LET LIMME H T 1 LITTLE H T 21 LOOSE H T 2 MAGIC H T 1
LET'S H T 6 LITTLE S T 3 LOT H T 6 MAIL H T 2
LET'S S T 5 LITTLE S C 2 LOT T T 1 MAINTAINING HA 1
LET'S S C 24 LITTLE H A 11 LOT S T 4 MAKE H T 8
LET'S HA 6 LITTLE T A 1 LOT S C 9 MAKE S T 6
LET'S T A 1 LITTLE S A 5 LOT H A 5 MAKE S C 2
LET'S S A 13 LITTLE H E 4 LOT S A 2 MAKE HA 4
LET'S HE 1 LITTLE S E 1 LOT H E 2 MAKE S A 7
LET'S S E 4 LITTLE LIDDLE H T 4 LOT S E 1 MAKE HE 4
LETTER S T 1 LITTLE LIDDLE S C 1 LOUD H T 1 MAKES H T 2
LETTER S C 1 LIVE H T 1 LOUISA HA 1 MAKES S T 4
LETTER H A 3 LIVE T A 1 LOVE H T 3 MAKES H A 1
LETTER S A 1 LIVER H T 1 LOVE HA 9 MAKING H T 2
LETTERMAN S T 4 LIVERS HA 1 LOVE S A 1 MAKING S T 3
LETTERS S A 2 LIVES T A 1 LOVERS' HA 1 MAKING S C 4
LETTUCE S T 1 LO H T 9 LOVES HA 1 MAKING HA 3
LIAR S T 1 LO T T 1 LU *SOUND H T 7 MAKING S A 2
LIBBY'S HA 3 LOADED HE I LUCIFER H T 3 MAKING MAKIN S C 1
LID H T 9 LOCK H T 5 LUCIFER H A 11 MALARKEY H A 1
LID H E 1 LOCK S C 1 LUCIFER'S HA 2 MALONEY T A 1
LIE H T 1 LOCK H A 1 LUCKY H A 4 MAN H T 32
LIFE S T 2 LOCK HE 2 LUCY H T 1 MAN S T 23
LIFT S C 1 LOCKED H T 1 LUCY HA 2 MAN T C 2
LIFT S A 1 LOCKED S A 1 LUCY HE 2 MAN S C 14
LIGHT H T 1 LOCKS H T 1 LULU H A 1 MAN HA 14
LIGHT HA 1 LONDON HA 1 LUMP HA 1 MAN S A 2
LIGHTENING S E 1 LONG H T 5 LUNCH H T 3 MAN H E 1
LIGHTS H T 4 LONG HA 12 LUNCH HA 1 MAN'S S T 1
LIGHTS HA 1 LONG S A 4 LUNCH WUNCH H T 1 MANAGED H A 1
LIKE H T 41 LONGER HA 1 LYING H T 1 MANHATTAN H T 1
LIKE S T 7 LOO *SOUND H T 2 LYING HA 1 MANY H T 2
LIKE S C 11 LOO *SOUND S C 1 M H T 1 MANY HA 2
LIKE HA 38 LOOK H T 15 M S C 1 MANY S A 12
LIKE T A 1 LOOK S T 8 M H A 1 MARCHING H T 1
LIKE S A 28 LOOK S C 34 MA H T 5 MARIE S C 1
LIKE HE 4 LOOK H A 23 MA T T 1 MARION HA 1
LIKE S E 9 LOOK T A 1 MA S T 3 MARK S T 2
LIKED HA 1 LOOK S A 11 MA S C 1 MARKER S T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1215 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1216
MARVELOUS H A 1 MELT H T 2 MINUTE HA 3 MOTHERS H A 1
MARY H T 1 MELT HA 1 MINUTE S A 7 MOTOR S C 6
MARY HA 11 MEN H T 2 MINUTES H T 3 MOUNTAINS H A 1
MARY HE 1 MEN HA 1 MINUTES HA 10 MOUTH H T 3
MARY'S H T 3 MENU HA 1 MINUTES S A 2 MOUTH S T 1
MARY'S H A 2 MESS HA 1 MINUTES HE 2 MOUTH S C 3
MATCH S C 2 MESSY H T 1 MINUTES S E 1 MOUTH S A 1
MATCH S A 11 MET HA 1 MISS HA 3 MOVE S C 3
MATCHES HA 1 METAL H T 10 MISSED H T 2 MOVE 'HA 1
MATCHING S A 1 METAL HA 2 MISSED S C 2 MOVE S A 4
MATTER HA 3 METALS HA 1 MISSED S A 1 MOVED T E 1
MAY H A 1 MICHAEL S C 1 MISSING S A 1 MOVES HA 1
MAY S A 2 MICHAEL S A 1 MIX H T 11 MOVIE H T 3
MAYBE H T 2 MICHAEL'S S C 4 MIX S A 4 MOVIE HA 8
MAYBE S T 1 MICHAEL'S S E 1 MIXED H T 1 MOVIES H T 3
MAYBE S C 1 MICROPHONE H T 4 MOM H T 2 MOVIES HA 6
MAYBE HA 6 MICROPHONE S T 4 MOM S T 4 MRS H A 1
MAYBE S A 4 MICROPHONE S C 5 MOM HA 2 MRS S A 2
MAYBE S 0 1 MICROPHONE HA 1 MOMMA H T 2 MUCH H T 9
MAYBE HE 3 MICROPHONE S A 1 MOMMY H T 13 MUCH S T 1
MAYBE S E 7 MICROPHONE HE 3 MOMMY T T I MUCH HA 7
MCDONALD'S H T 2 MICROPHONE S E 4 MOMMY S 0 1 MUCH S A 3
ME H T 46 MICROPHONE CROPHON H T 1 MOMMY'S S T 1 MUCH HE 4
ME TT 1 MIGHT H T 4 MONEY H T 5 MUCH T E 1
ME ST 9 MIGHT HA 4 MONEY ST 1 MUCH SE 7
ME SC 61 MIGHT S A 2 MONEY S C 3 MUMBLING H E 1
ME HA 49 MIGHT HE 1 MONEY HA 6 MUSKETEER HA 1
ME TA 1 MILK H T 3 MONEY S A 1 MUSKETEERS H T 8
ME S A 30 MILK ST 1 MONSTER H T 1 MUSKETEERS HA 2
ME S O 2 MILK SC 9 MONTHS TA 1 MUST HA 3
ME HE 5 MILK HA 7 MORE H T 7 MY H T 30
ME SE 14 MILK S A 5 MORE ST 18 MY ST 17
ME GIMME H T 1 MILK SO 1 MORE SC 36 MY S C 39
ME GIMME SC 16 MILKS S A 4 MORE HA 7 MY H A 21
ME LEMME SC 3 MILKSHAKE HA 1 MORE S A 15 MY TA 1
ME LEMME HE 1 MILLIE SO 1 MORE S 0 1 MY S A 4
ME LIMME H T 1 MILLION HA 2 MORE HE 1 MY H E 2
MEAN H T 13 MILLIONAIRE HA 1 MORE SE 3 MY TE 1
MEAN TT 2 MILT H T 1 MORNING H T 1 MY SE 2
MEAN ST 3 MIND H T 3 MORNING S T 1 MYSELF S C 2
MEAN HA 13 MIND S C 1 MORNING SC 2 MYSELF S A 2
MEAN S A 4 MIND HA 6 MORNING HA 1 MYSELF SE 2
MEAN HE 2 MIND HE 2 MORNING S A 12 N H T 7
MEAN SE 4 MINE S C 6 MORNING SE 1 N TT 1
MEANS H T 4 MINE HA 1 MOST ST 1 N ST 2
MEANS ST 4 MINE HE 2 MOST HA 1 N SC 1
MEANS S C 1 MINE'S S C 1 MOTHER H T 3 N H A 1
MEANS HA 5 MINES S C 3 MOTHER S T 2 NAME H T 18
MEANS S E 2 MING S C 1 MOTHER S C 3 NAME S T 3
MEANT HA 1 MING S A 4 MOTHER HA 1 NAME S C 4
MEAT HA 1 MINING HA 2 MOTHER S A 1 NAME HA 4
MEET S C 1 MINUTE H T 6 MOTHER HE 2 NAME S A 20
MEET S E 1 MINUTE S T 2 MOTHER S E 1 NAME S E 2
MEETING HA 1 MINUTE S C 1 MOTHER'S S T 1 NAME'S S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1213 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1214
1217 GROUP 3 CHILD 5
NAMED S A 1 NO S C 78 NOW H E 6 OKAY HE 10
NAMED S 0 2 NO H A 65 NOW T E 1 OKAY S E 15
NAMES H T 2 NO T A 1 NOW S E 12 OKAY KAY S A 1
NANCY S C 1 NO S A 28 NUMBER H T I OLD S T 3
NANCY S A 7 NO S 0 1 NUMBER S. T 3 OLD S C 1
NANCY S E 1 NO H E 9 NUMBER H A 2 OLD H E 1
NAP H A 1 NO T E 1 NUMBER S A 9 OLD S E 1
NEAR H T 6 NO S E 22 NUMBERS S A 5 OMELET H T 2
NEAR S C 1 NO NA H T 2 NUMBEST HA 1 OMELET HA 4
NEAR S A 2 NO NAA S C 1 NUMMY *MADEUP S T 2 ON H T 61
NEARLY H E 1 NO NAH H T 2 NUT H T 2 ON TT 3
NEAT S C 1 NO NAW S C 1 O'CLOCK H A 3 ON S T 32
NECK H T 3 NOBODY H T 3 OBSCURE H A 1 ON S C 34
NECK H E 1 NOBODY S C 1 OCEAN H A 1 ON H A 70
NEED H T 1 NOISE H T 1 OCHIOO *SOUND S C 2 ON T A 4
NEED S T 3 NOISE HA 3 ODD H T 3 ON S A 35
NEED S C 13 NONE H A 3 OF H T 33 ON H E 8
NEED HA 3 NOODLE H T 2 OF S T 15 ON T E 1
NEED S A 8 NOODLES H T 6 OF S C 20 ON S E 6
NEED S E 1 NOODLES H A 4 OF H A 42 ON TALKIN' HA 1
NEEDED S C 1 NOPE H T 3 OF S A 22 ONCE S T 1
NEEDED HE 1 NOPE S C 1 OF H E 4 ONCE HA 1
NEEDS S A 1 NOR H T 1 OF S E 2 ONE H T 40
NERVOUS HA 2 NORA S A 6 OF KINDA H A 1 ONE S T 24
NEVER HA 2 NORA S E 13 OFF H T 15 ONE S C 70
NEVER H E 1 NORA'S S E 1 OFF S T 2 ONE H A 27
NEVER T E 1 NOSE S T 1 OFF S C 6 ONE S A 28
NEW S T 1 NOSE S C 2 OFF H A 11 ONE S 0 1
NEW S C 1 NOSE S A 1 OFF S A 4 ONE H E 4
NEW H A 4 NOT H T 40 OFF H E 6 ONE S E 6
NEW S A 2 NOT T T 6 OFF S E 2 ONE'S H T 3
NEWS HA 1 NOT S T 6 OFFICE H T 1 ONE'S S C 3
NEXT H T 1 NOT S C 28 OFFICER HA 2 ONE'S S A 1
NEXT S C 2 NOT H A 52 OFFICERS H T 2 ONES H T 2
NEXT H A 3 NOT T A 1 OFFICERS HA 1 ONES HA 3
NEXT S A 3 NOT S A 16 OFTEN T A 1 ONLY H T 6
NEXT S E 2 NOT H E 3 OH H T 13 ONLY S T 2
NICE H T 5 NOT S E 14 OH TT 3 ONLY S C 3
NICE S C 1 NOTE H A 1 OH S T 18 ONLY HA 3
NICE HA 11 NOTE S A 1 OH S C 38 ONLY T A 2
NICE S A 11 NOTHING H T 3 OH H A 57 ONLY S A 7
NICE S E 2 NOTHING S T 1 OH T A 3 ONLY HE 1
NIGHT HA 7 NOTHING S C 1 OH S A 57 ONTO S E 1
NIGHT S E 1 NOTHING HA 2 OH HE 17 0000 *SOUND H T 2
NIGHTS H A 1 NOTHING H E 1 OH T E 2 OPEN H T 1
NINA S C 2 NOTHING NOTHIN' HA 2 OH S E 31 OPEN S T 3
NINE H T 4 NOTHING'S S T 1 OHO *SOUND S C 1 OPEN S C 1
NINE S C 3 NOTHINGS S T 1 OIL H E 1 OPEN HA 1
NINE HA 4 NOTICED S A 2 OKAY H T 4 OPEN S A 5
NINE S A 1 NOW H T 19 OKAY S T 2 OPENED S C 2
NINETEEN H T 1 NOW S T 5 OKAY S C 33 OPENED HA 1
NINETEENTH S T 1 NOW S C 30 OKAY HA 39 OPENED S A 3
NO H T 79 NOW HA 17 OKAY T A 1 OPENING H T 1
NO S T 32 NOW S A 22 OKAY S A 92 OR H T 10
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1219 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1220
OR S T 3 PAJAMAS HA 1 PETER HA 1 PLEASE HA 5
OR S C 2 PAL H A 1 PETEY'S HA 2 PLEASE S A 5
OR H A 21 PAN HA 1 PETS H T 1 PLEASE HE 3
OR S A 9 PAN S A 1 PETS S T 2 PLEASE S E 7
OR S 0 1 PANCAKES S C 2 PETS S C 4 PLEASED S A 2
OR S E 3 PAPER S A 2 PHIL HA 1 PLEASURE HA 1
ORANGE H T 1 PARDON T C 1 PHIL'S H T 1 PLENTY S A 1
ORDER HA 1 PARDON HE 1 PHONE HA 5 PLUG S C 2
ORDER S A 1 PARENTS HA 1 PHONE HE 1 POCKET H T 1
ORDERED T A 1 PART HA 2 PHONE S E 1 POCKET S C 2
OTHER H T 5 PART T A 1 PHONED S A 1 POCKET HA 1
OTHER S T 1 PART HE 1 PICK H T 1 POCKET S E 2
OTHER S C 5 PASS S A 4 PICK S T 1 POCKETBOOK S T 1
OTHER HA 2 PASSED HA 1 PICK S C 2 POCKETS S A 1
OTHER S A 8 PAST H T 1 PICK S A 1 POINT HA 1
OTHER H E 1 PAT S C 9 PICKED S C 1 POINT S A 1
OTHERS S C 1 PAT HA 1 PICKED HE 1 POINT H E 1
OUCH S C 2 PAT S A 2 PICTURE H T 1 POLICE S T 2
OUR H T 1 PAT S E 1 PICTURE HA 2 POLICE S C 7
OUR S T 2 PATTIES HA 1 PICTURES HA 2 POLICE HA 4
OUR S C 5 PATTY S T 1 PICTURES S A 5 POLICEMAN H T 2
OUR H A 3 PAUL H T 1 PIECE HA 1 POLICEMEN HA 1
OUR S A 2 PAUL HA 1 PIECE S A 1 POOH H T 2
OUT H T 15 PAW H T 3 PIGS H T 2 POOR S C 1
OUT ST 7 PAY H T 1 PIGS HA 11 POOR HA 1
OUT SC 20 PAY ST 2 PILE S A 2 POPCORN H T 1
OUT HA 21 PAY HA 4 PINBALL S E 1 POPPY H T 1
OUT S A 6 PAY S A 2 PINGS ST 1 POPPY HA 2
OUT H E 1 PAYING HA 1 PISHOOSHOO *MADEUP H T 1 POPS H T 2
OUT S E 3 PEA H T 3 PITTSBURGH PITTSBU HA 2 POPS ST 2
OUTDATED HA 1 PEANUT H T 15 PLACE HA 1 POPSICLE H T 4
OUTSIDE ST 7 PEANUT HA 2 PLACE S A 1 POPSICLE HA 1
OUTSIDE SC 1 PEANUT HE 4 PLACE SE 1 POPSICLES H T 1
OUTSIDE S A 2 PEANUTS H T 4 PLANE HA 1 POPSICLES HA 1
OUTSIDE HE 1 PEE S C 4 PLANT S A 1 POSSIBLE HA 1
OVER H T 7 PEEPEE S C 1 PLATE S C 2 POSTSCRIPT HA 1
OVER ST 5 PEN H T 6 PLATES HA 1 POT H T 1
OVER SC 9 PEN HA 2 PLAY ST 3 POUNDS S C 2
OVER HA 10 PENCIL H T 1 PLAY S C 22 POUR H T 1
OVER S A 18 PENCIL HA 1 PLAY HA 4 POUR ST 1
OW SC 4 PENCIL'S HA 1 PLAY S A 14 POUR SC 5
OWN SC 9 PENCILS H T 3 PLAY HE 2 POUR S A 6
OWN H A 1 PEOPLE H T 8 PLAY S E 10 POW ST 3
OWN S A 1 PEOPLE ST 5 PLAYED S C 2 PRECISE HA 1
P H T 3 PEOPLE HA 8 PLAYER ST 1 PREFER HA 1
P S C 1 PEOPLE S A 5 PLAYING H T 1 PRESENT ST 1
P H A 1 PERFECT HA 1 PLAYING S T 2 PRESS S C 6
PA PAH H T 2 PERIOD S A 1 PLAYING S C 4 PRESS S A 3
PAD H T 1 PERRY H T 1 PLAYING HA 3 PRESSED S T 1
PAID S A 1 PERSON HA 5 PLAYING S A 1 PRESSED S C 1
PAID H E 1 PET H T 1 PLAYING S E 1 PRETEND H T 1
PAINT S A 1 PET S T 2 PLAYING PLAYIN H T 1 PRETEND S T 1
PAIR S A 7 PET S C 3 PLEASE H T 8 PRETEND HA 2
PAIRS S A 2 PETE T A 1 PLEASE S C 4 PRETTY H T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1218




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1222
1225 GROUP 3 CHILD 5
SLIPPER T T 3 SOMETHING S E 2 STAB S T 2 STORIES H T 9
SLIPPERY T T 18 SOMETHING SOMETIN H T 1 STAB S C 1 STORY H T 7
SLOP H T 1 SOMETIME H T 1 STABBED S T 1 STORY S T 5
SLOW H T 1 SOMETIME H A 1 STABLE H T 2 STORY HA 2
SLOW S A 1 SOMETIMES H T 6 STAIRCASE S A 1 STORY H E 2
SLOWEST S A 1 SOMETIMES S T 2 STAIRS T T 1 STORY S E 3
SMALLER S T 2 SOMEWHAT S A 1 STAND S T 1 STOVE HA 1
SMALLER S C 2 SOMEWHERE H T 1 STANDING H A 1 STRAIGHT S T 2
SMITH H E 1 SON S 0 1 STANDS HA 1 STRANGE H T 2
SNACK S T i SONG H T 1 STAPLER S A 2 STRANGE HA 1
SNACK S C 1 SOON HA 2 START H T 2 STRANGE S A 1
SNACK S A 2 SOON H E 1 START S C 1 STRANGER HA 2
SNACK H E 1 SORE H A 1 START H A 1 STRAW H E 1
SNAP H T 2 SORRY HA 2 START S A 1 STREET S T 1
SNAP S A 1 SORRY H E 1 START H E 1 STREET S C 1
SNOW S T 1 SORRY S E 3 STATIONS H A 1 STREET H A 1
SNOW S C 1 SORT HA 2 STAY H T 1 STREET T A 1
SNOW S A 1 SOUNDS S A 1 STAY S C 1 STREET S A 2
SO H T 20 SOUNDS TOUNDS H T 1 STAY HA 3 STREET T E 2
SO S T 6 SOUP S C 2 STAY S A 2 STRINGS S C 1
SO S C 7 SOUP S A 1 STAYED HA 1 STRIPES S C 1
SO H A 34 SPARE HA 1 STAYED S A 1 STRONG H T 1
SO S A 24 SPEAK HA 1 STAYS S A 2 STRONG S T 1
SO H E 5 SPECIAL H T 4 STEAL S T 3 STRONG S A 1
SO S E 2 SPECIAL S T 7 STEAL S C 2 STRONG STONG S A 1
SOAP S T 1 SPECIAL S C 1 STEAL S A 4 STRONGEST S T 2
SOBS S A 1 SPECIAL HA 3 STEPPED S C 2 STU S T 1
SOCKET S E 1 SPECIAL S A 4 STEPS S A 1 STUCK HE 1
SODA H T 2 SPECIAL HE 2 STEVE H T 1 STUDY HA 1
SOME H T 7 SPECIAL S E 4 STEVE HA 2 STUFF H T 6
SOME S T 4 SPECIALIST HA 1 STEVIE S O 1 STUFF S T 1
SOME S C 4 SPEED S T 3 STICK H T 2 STUFF HA 5
SOME HA 11 SPELL H T 7 STICK S A 1 STUPID H T 1
SOME S A 24 SPELL S T 3 STICKS S C 2 SUBBING S A 1
SOME SO 2 SPELL S A 5 STICKY H T 1 SUBMARINE HA 4
SOME S E 3 SPELLS S C 1 STILL S C 1 SUBSTITUTE S A 3
SOMEBODY H T 1 SPEND HA 1 STILL HA 5 SUDDENLY HE 1
SOMEBODY S T 2 SPENT H A 1 STILL S A 2 SUGAR H T 1
SOMEBODY S C 1 SPILLED S C 1 STING H T 1 SUGAR S C 3
SOMEBODY H A 3 SPILLED S E 1 STOLE S C 1 SUGAR H A 1
SOMEBODY T A 2 SPLIT H T 1 STOP H T 11 SUGAR S A 1
SOMEBODY'S S C 1 SPLIT HA 1 STOP T T 1 SUGAR S E 1
SOMEBODY'S HA 2 SPOON S C 2 STOP S T 1 SUPER S T 2
SOMEDAY T A 1 SPOON S A 1 STOP S C 4 SUPERFRIEND S T 2
SOMEONE H T 2 SPOON POON HA 1 STOP HA 6 SUPERMAN S T 28
SOMEONE HA 1 SPOT HA 2 STOP S A 1 SUPERMAN S C 6
SOMEONE S A 1 SPOTTED HA 1 STOP HE 1 SUPERMAN'S S T 1
SOMEPLACE H T 1 SPY H A 1 STOP S E 1 SUPERMAN'S S C 1
SOMETHING H T 11 SQUASHED S C 1 STOPPED H T 5 SUPPER H A 1
SOMETHING S T 1 SQUEAKY H T 1 STOPPED S T 2 SUPPOSE H A 1
SOMETHING S C 2 SQUEAKY QUEAKY H T 1 STOPS H T 1 SUPPOSE S E 1
SOMETHING H A 4 SQUEEZE H T 1 STOPWATCH S T 1 SUPPOSED S T 3
SOMETHING S A 3 SQUISH H A 1 STORE H T 1 SUPPOSED H A 5
SOMETHING S 0 1 SQUISHED H T 1 STORE S E 1 SUPPOSED S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1227 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1228
SUPPOSED HE 1 TALKING HA 11 TEN S A 1 THE THA H T 1
SUPPOSEDLY H A 1 TALKING HE 1 TERRIBLE H A 1 THE THA S T 2
SURE H T 2 TALKING S E 2 THAN H T 2 THEE S C 1
SURE S T 1 TALKING TALKIN H A 1 THAN HA 2 THEIR S C 2
SURE HA 11 TALKING TALKIN' HA 1 THAN S A 4 THEIR HA 1
SURE H E 1 TALL S C 2 THANK H T 1 THEIR S A 1
SURE T E 1 TALL S A 1 THANK S C 1 THEM H T 5
SURE S E 3 TALLER S A 3 THANK HA 3 THEM S T 6
SURPRISED S A 1 TANIA S A 2 THANK S A 3 THEM S C 6
SURPRISED T E 1 TANK S A 1 THANK S E 4 THEM HA 18
SWALLOWED S C 2 TAPE H T 1 THANKS S A 1 THEM S A 13
SWEEPING HA 1 TAPE S T 3 THANKS HE 1 THEM T E 1
SWEET H T 1 TAPE S C 1 THANKS S E 1 THEM S E 4
SWINGS S E 1 TAPE HA 11 THAT H T 106 THEM 'EM S C 1
SWITCH S T 1 TAPE S A 1 THAT T T 7 THEN H T 16
SWITCH HE 1 TAPE S E 1 THAT S T 25 THEN S T 1
SWORE H T 1 TAPED H A 1 THAT T C 2 THEN S C 8
T H T 5 TASTE H T 3 THAT S C 76 THEN H A 16
T T T 1 TASTE HA 5 THAT HA 91 THEN S A 10
T S T 7 TASTE H E 1 THAT T A 2 THEN HE 2
T S A 10 TASTED HA 1 THAT S A 59 THEN T E 1
TABLE S C 1 TASTED HE 1 THAT S 0 1 THEN S E 1
TABLE HA 1 TASTES H T 1 THAT HE 15 THERE H T 26
TABLE S A 6 TASTY H T 1 THAT S E 13 THERE TT 4
TACK ST 1 TAU H T 1 THAT 'DAT H T 1 THERE ST 17
TACKS H T 1 TEA H T 1 THAT 'DAT SC 1 THERE SC 14
TACKS H A 1 TEA H A 2 THAT DAET H T 2 THERE HA 31
TAIL H T 1 TEACHER H T 1 THAT DAT H T 1 THERE TA 2
TAIL HA 1 TEACHER SC 6 THAT DAT SC 5 THERE S A 16
TAKE H T 6 TEACHER S A 3 THAT'LL HE 1 THERE HE 4
TAKE ST 5 TEACHERS HA 1 THAT'S H T 45 THERE S E 9
TAKE SC 21 TEACHING H T 1 THAT'S ST 13 THERE DERE SC 2
TAKE HA 12 TEACHING HA 4 THAT'S SC 33 THERE'S H T 9
TAKE S A 12 TEAPOT TEAPAT HA 1 THAT'S HA 30 THERE'S ST 5
TAKE SO 1 TEAR H T 3 THAT'S S A 16 THERE'S SC 7
TAKE HE 1 TEETH SC 1 THAT'S HE 6 THERE'S HA 9
TAKE S E 5 TEETH HA 1 THAT'S S E 18 THERE'S S A 6
TAKEN S A 1 TEETH S A 3 THAT'S DAT'S H T 1 THERE'S HE 3
TAKES H T 1 TEETH S E 1 THE H T 111 THERE'S SE 1
TAKES HA 2 TELEPHONE H T 1 THE TT 9 THEREAFTER S A 1
TAKING TAKIN SC 1 TELEPHONE SC 1 THE ST 80 THESE H T 2
TALK H T 6 TELEPHONE H A 6 THE SC 111 THESE ST 6
TALK ST 2 TELEVISION H A 1 THE H A 154 THESE SC 12
TALK SC 11 TELL H T 11 THE TA 3 THESE HA 5
TALK HA 22 TELL ST 2 THE S A 113 THESE S A 13
TALK S A 1 TELL H A 18 THE S 0 1 THESE S E I
TALK S E 3 TELL TA 1 THE H E 20 THEY H T 24
TALKED HA 1 TELL S A 9 THE S E 14 THEY S T 9
TALKED HE 1 TELL S E 5 THE DA H T 2 THEY S C 8
TALKED S E 1 TELLS H T 4 THE DA S T 2 THEY H A 33
TALKIE S T 1 TELLS ST 1 THE DA SC 3 THEY S A 13
TALKING H T 9 TEN H T 4 THE DA' H T 2 THEY HE 3
TALKING S T 1 TEN S C 1 THE DAH H T 19 THEY T E 1
TALKING S C 5 TEN H A 4 THE DUH H T 1 THEY S E 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1226
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1229 1230
WASHED S C 1 WEAR HA 5 WHAT'S HA 13 WHOEVER S T 4
WASHED S E 1 WEAR S E 2 WHAT'S T A 1 WHOLE H T 1
WASHINGTON H T 1 WEARING WEARIN S A 1 WHAT'S S A 7 WHOLE S T 1
WASN'T H T 2 WEARS HA 1 WHAT'S HE 2 WHOLE S C 5
WASN'T HA 7 WEDNESDAY H T 3 WHAT'S S E 9 WHOLE HA 3
WASN'T S A 1 WEDNESDAY HA 3 WHATEVER HA 2 WHOLE S A 1
WASN'T T E 1 WEEEOO *SOUND H T 1 WHATEVER HE 1 WHOSE H T 1
WASTE S C 1 WEEK HA 2 WHEEL S C 1 WHOSE S C 3
WATCH H T 5 WEEK S E 4 WHEN H T 30 WHOSE S A 2
WATCH S T 2 WEEKEND HA 2 WHEN S T 2 WHY H T 29
WATCH S C 13 WEEKS HA 2 WHEN S C 7 WHY S T 3
WATCH HA 5 WEIGH T T 5 WHEN HA 15 WHY S C 7
WATCH S A 6 WEIGH S T 1 WHEN S A 5 WHY HA 32
WATCH HE 2 WEIGH S C 1 WHEN HE 5 WHY S A 5
WATCH S E 1 WEIRD HE 1 WHEN S E 1 WHY S 0 1
WATCHING S T 1 WELL H T 11 WHENEVER HA 1 WHY HE 5
WATCHING HA 1 WELL S C 5 WHERE H T 11 WHY S E 2
WATER H T 5 WELL HA 33 WHERE S T 1 WIFE S C 2
WATER S T 4 WELL T A 1 WHERE S C 9 WILD H T 15
WATER S C 5 WELL S A 21 WHERE HA 15 WILD HA 8
WATER HA 4 WELL HE 17 WHERE T A 1 WILL H T 17
WATER'S HA 1 WELL T E 1 WHERE S A 12 WILL S T 2
WATERGATE HA 1 WELL S E 13 WHERE S 0 1 WILL S C 4
WAY H T 33 WENT H T 4 WHERE HE 1 WILL HA 12
WAY T T 9 WENT HA 4 WHERE T E 1 WILL S A 3
WAY S T 4 WENT HE 1 WHERE S E 10 WILL HE 1
WAY S C 1 WERE H T 6 WHERE'D S T 1 WILL S E 1
WAY H A 7 WERE S C 3 WHERE'S S T 2 WILLIAM S C 3
WAY S A 13 WERE HA 17 WHERE'S S C 2 WILLIAM S A 2
WAY H E 1 WERE S A 3 WHERE'S HA 1 WILLIAM'S S C 1
WE H T 32 WERE T E 2 WHERE'S T A 1 WILLING HA 1
WE T T 1 WERE S E 1 WHERE'S S A 3 WIN S T 2
WE S T 5 WEREN'T H A 1 WHEREVER H A 1 WIN S C 4
WE S C 18 WET S C 1 WHICH H T 5 WIN HA 1
WE H A 38 WET HA 1 WHICH S C 5 WIN S A 2
WE S A 20 WET S E 1 WHICH H A 8 WINDOW H T 2
WE H E 3 WHAT H T 172 WHICH S A 2 WINDOW S T 1
WE T E 1 WHAT S T 24 WHILE HA 1 WINE H T 1
WE S E 8 WHAT S C 35 WHILE S A 3 WINK HA 1
WE'LL S T 1 WHAT H A 104 WHILE HE 5 WINNING H T 1
WE'LL S C 1 WHAT T A 3 WHISKEY H T 1 WINNING S T 1
WE'LL HA 8 WHAT S A 49 WHITE S A 1 WINS S T 1
WE'LL S A 8 WHAT HE 17 WHITE S O 1 WINS S C 1
WE'LL S E 1 WHAT T E 1 WHO H T 23 WINS S A 1
WE'RE H T 1 WHAT S E 27 WHO S T 5 WIRE H T 1
WE'RE T T 1 WHAT WHA H T 4 WHO S C 8 WIRES H T 4
WE'RE S C 2 WHAT WHA S C 1 WHO HA 24 WISDOM S A 1
WE'RE HA 12 WHAT WHAA H T 1 WHO S A 5 WISH S C 1
WE'RE S A 4 WHAT WHAT'JA H A 1 WHO H E 2 WISH H A 1
WE'RE HE 1 WHAT WHATY HA 1 WHO'S S C 1 WITH H T 8
WE'RE S E 1 WHAT'D HA 1 WHO'S HA 8 WITH S T 6
WE'VE HA 1 WHAT'S H T 7 WHO'S S A 3 WITH S C 35
WEAR H T 1 WHAT'S S T 5 WHO'S HE 1 WITH HA 30
WEAR S C 1 WHAT'S S C 14 WHO'S S E 1 WITH T A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1235 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1236
WITH S A 30 WRECKS H A 1 YOU S A 230 1 S C 12
WITH HE 3 WRITE H T 3 YOU S 0 4 1 H A 98
WITH T E 1 WRITE S T 2 YOU H E 46 1 T A 1
WITH S E 14 WRITE S A 5 YOU T E 3 1 S A 2
WITHOUT HA 1 WRITING WRITIN H T 1 YOU S E 55 1 H E 14
WOMAN S T 3 WRONG H T 1 YOU D'YA H T 1 1 S E 2
WOMAN HA 3 WRONG H A 3 YOU WHAT'JA H A 1 10 H T 4
WOMEN HA 1 WROTE S C 1 YOU YA H T 1 10 SC 1
WON S T 1 WROTE SA 1 YOU YA S C 2 10 H A 3
WON WINNED S T 1 Y H T 7 YOU YA' H T 9 11 H T 2
WON'T H T 2 Y S C 1 YOU YA" H A 1 11 H A 1
WON'T S T 3 YAE *SOUND H T 1 YOU YO H T 2 11 H E 3
WON'T S C 3 YAE *SOUND T T 2 YOU YOUR'RE S A 1 12 H T 1
WON'T HA 5 YAEAE *SOUND S T 1 YOU'D H A 1 14 H T 1
WON'T HE 1 YEAH H T 4 YOU'LL H T 3 14 H A 1
WONDER S T 3 YEAH S T 17 YOU'LL S T 1 15 S C 1
WONDER S C 1 YEAH S C 19 YOU'LL S C 3 15 H A 2
WONDER HA 2 YEAH HA 5 YOU'LL H A 3 17 H A 1
WONDERFUL HA 8 YEAH T A 1 YOU'LL S A 4 19 H E 1
WONDERWOMAN S T 1 YEAH S A 27 YOU'LL H E 6 2 H T 43
WONDERWOMAN S C 1 YEAH HE 5 YOU'LL S E 6 2 T T 4
WOO H T 3 YEAH T E 2 YOU'RE H T 33 2 S T 2
WORD HA 2 YEAH S E 13 YOU'RE S T 10 2 S C 4
WORD SE 5 YEAH YAH TT 1 YOU'RE SC 8 2 HA 51
WORDS S T 2 YEARS HA 2 YOU'RE HA 37 2 TA 1
WORDS HA 1 YELL HA 1 YOU'RE S A 10 2 S A 4
WORK H T 7 YELL S A 1 YOU'RE HE 5 2 HE 5
WORK S C 1 YELLING HA 1 YOU'RE SE 10 2 TE 1
WORK HA 4 YEP H T 1 YOU'VE H T 1 2 SE 1
WORK S A 1 YEP ST 1 YOU'VE ST 1 20 H T 2
WORK HE 4 YEP SC 2 YOU'VE HA 2 21 H T 1
WORK SE 1 YEP HA 1 YOU'VE S A 1 21 SC 1
WORKED TA 1 YEP S A 1 YOUR H T 35 22 ST 1
WORKING SC 4 YES H T 11 YOUR ST 15 23 S A I
WORKING HE 2 YES ST 2 YOUR SC 22 3 H T 25
WORKING WORKIN' H T 2 YES SC 5 YOUR HA 48 3 SC 7
WORKS ST 1 YES HA 21 YOUR TA 1 3 HA 27
WORKS HA 4 YES S A 12 YOUR S A 60 3 TA 1
WORLD H T 1 YES HE 5 YOUR HE 9 3 S A 1
WORLD ST 2 YES SE 7 YOUR SE 8 3 HE 1
WORLD SC 1 YESTERDAY H T 1 YOURS SC 7 31 H T 1
WORLD HA 1 YESTERDAY SC 2 YOURSELF SC 1 4 H T 20
WORRY HA 1 YESTERDAY HA 2 YOURSELF S A 1 4 ST 2
WORRY HE 4 YESTERDAY S A 4 YOURSELF SE 2 4 SC 2
WORRY SE 1 YESTERDAY YESDAY H T 1 YUMMY H T 3 4 HA 19
WOULD H T 3 YET H T 2 YUMMY ST 2 4 S A 3
WOULD S T 2 YET S C 1 YUMMY S C 4 4 S E 2
WOULD HA 21 YET S A 3 YVETTE S C 1 49 H A 1
WOULD S A 7 YIKES H T 1 YVETTE S A 5 5 H T 9
WOULD S E 4 YOU H T 220 ZERO S C 2 5 S T 1
WOULDN'T H T 2 YOU S T 58 ZIP H A 1 5 S C 1
WOULDN'T S T 2 YOU S C 144 1 H T 80 5 H A 7
WOULDN'T H.A 4 YOU H A 360 1 TT 3 5 H E 2
WOW H E 1 YOU TA 12 1 ST 4 6 HA 5
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1233 GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1234
GROUP 3 CHILD 5 1237
6 HE 1 8 TC 1
6 SE 2 8 SC 2
7 HT 6 8 HA 2
7 SC 1 9 HT 2
7 HA 4 9 HA 4
7 HE 1 9 SE 1
8 HT 2
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GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1239





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1243
DEN S C 6 DOES S T 1 DOWN S T 6 EAST S A 2
DEPENDS S A 1 DOES S C 2 DOWN S C 18 EASTER H T 6
DESIGN H T 3 DOES H A 6 DOWN H A 10 EASTER S C 3
DESIGN T T 1 DOES T A 2 DOWN S A 11 EASTER S A 5
DIANA H A 3 DOES S A 24 DOWN H E 5 EASY H T 1
DIANE H A 1 DOES HE 2 DOWNSTAIRS H A 1 EASY S C 2
DID H T 9 DOESN'T S C 12 DRAG H A 1 EASY S A 2
DID S C 15 DOESN'T i A 12 DRAW H T 2 EAT H T 12
DID H A 9 DOESN'T S A 2 DRAW S T 1 EAT S T 1
DID S A 39 DOG H T 5 DRAW S C 1 EAT S C 15
DIDN'T H T 20 DOG S T 2 DRAWING H T 1 EAT H A 27
DIDN'T T T 3 DOG S C 1 DRAWING S A 1 EAT S A 11
DIDN'T S T 2 DOG H A 11 DRESS S A 2 EAT H E 1
DIDN'T S C 13 DOG S A 3 DRILL S T 1 EAT S E 2
DIDN'T H A 9 DOGGIE H T 1 DRILL S C 14 EATEN S 4 3
DIDN'T T A 1 DOGGIES H A 1 DRINK H T 2 EATER S C 1
DIDN'T S A 13 DOGS H T 1 DRINK S T 2 EATING H T 4
DIDN'T HIE 2 DOGS H A 1 DRINK S C 7 EATING S A 1
DIFFERENCE H E 1 DOING H T 7 DRINK H A 3 EATS S C 3
DIFFERENT H A 2 DOING S C 6 DRINK S A 1 EBONY H E 2
DIFFERENT S A 3 DOING H A 1 DRINKING S E 1 ED H T 2
DIM S C 1 DOING T A 1 DRINKS H T 1 EDDIE'S S C 1
DING H T 2 DOING S A 5 DROP H T 1 EDGES T T 1
DING S T 1 DOING II E 3 DROP S C 2 EDGES H A 1
DING S C 2 DOING DOIN H T 2 DROPPED H T 1 EE *SOUND S T 1
DINNER H T 1 DOING DWOING S C 1 DROPPED H A 1 EGG S C 2
DINNER H E 4 DOLLARS H T 4 DROPPED HE 1 EGG H A 4
DINOSAUR TT 1 DOLLARS H A 1 DROPS H T 1 EGG S A 1
DINOSAUR S T 5 DON'T H T 57 DROPS H E 1 EGGS H T 1
DINOSAUR T A I DON'T T T 2 DRUMS H T 1 EGGS S C 7
DINOSAUR H E 1 DON'T S T 40 DRUNK H T 1 EGGS S A 3
DINOSAURS H T 1 DON'T S C 97 DRY S A 1 EGGY H A 1
DINOSAURS T T 1 DON'T H A 73 DUCK S C 5 EH H A 2
DIRTY H T 1 DON'T T A 2 DUCK S A 1 EIGHT H T 3
DIRTY S T 1 DON'T S A 27 DUCKLING S C 2 EIGHT S T 1
DIRTY S C 6 DON'T H E 7 DUCKS S T 2 EIGHT H A 3
DIRTY H A 2 DON'T S E 3 DUCKS S A 4 EITHER SC 2
DIRTY S A I DON'T ON'T H T 1 DUMB H A 1 EITHER H A 1
DISAGREEABLE S A 1 DONE H T 1 DUMMY S C 4 EITHER S A 1
DISAPPEAR S C 1 DONE H A 2 DURING H A 1 ELEPHANT S T 3
DISHES H A 2 DONE S A 2 DURING S A 1 ELEPHANT S C 3
DISORGANIZED H A 1 DONNEL S C 2 DYNAMITE H T 2 ELEPHANT S A 5
DISTURBING S A 2 DONNEL'S S A 1 E S T 4 ELEPHANTS H T 3
DO H T 45 DOO *SOUND S T 1 EACH H T 2 ELEPHANTS S C 3
DO T T 1 DOODLE S T 3 EACH H A 1 ELEPHANTS HE 1
DO S T 19 DOOR H T 2 EARLY H A 3 ELEVATOR H A 1
DO S C 48 DOOR S T 1 EARS H T 3 ELIZABETH H T 3
DO H A 38 DOOR S C 5 EARS T T 2 ELIZABETH S T 2
DO T A 1 DOOR H A 2 EARS S C 1 ELIZABETH S C 13
DO S A 91 DOORS H A 1 EARS H A 2 ELIZABETH S A 7
DO S 0 1 DOSE H T 2 EARS T A 1 ELIZABETH ELIZ H T 1
DO H E 17 DOSE S C 1 EASEL S A 1 ELIZABETH LIZABET H T 1
DOES Ii T 1 DOW H T 2 EAST S C 1 ELIZABETH LIZABET S C 30
DOES T T 1 DOWN H T 23 EAST H A 1 ELIZABETHS S T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1248 GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1249
ELIZABETHS SA 1 FACE S C 2 FIGHT H T 1 FLOP S A 1
ELSE H T 4 FACE S A 2 FIGHTING H T 2 FLOUNDERING S A I
ELSE T T 1 FACES S A 1 FIGUIDA *MADEUP S A 1 FLOWERS H T 1
ELSE S C 4 FAIL H T 2 FILL H T 1 FLOWERS S C 1
ELSE H A 3 FAIR H T 2 FINALLY H A 1 FLOWERS S A 2
ELSE S A 21 FALL H T 2 FIND H T 2 FLY H T 1
EMPTY S C 3 FALL S C 2 FIND S C 6 FLY S A 1
EMPTY S A 2 FALL 11 A 2 FIND 11A 2 FLY HE 1
END H T 1 FALL HE 2 FIND S A 3 FLYING H T 3
END S A 2 FALLING H T 2 FINE lH T 2 FOLDING H T 1
ENDS H T 1 FALLING S C I FINE S A 1 FOLKS H A 1
ENJOYING H A 2 FALLING H A i FINE H E 2 FOLLOW H T 1
ENOUGH H C 1 FALLING FALLIN H T 1 FINE S E 1 FOOD H A 2
ENOUGH H A 3 FALLS H T 2 FINEST H A 3 FOOD S A 2
ER S C 1 FAMILIES HE 1 FINISH H T 5 FOOL H A 1
ERNEST S C 2 FANNY S A I FINISH H A 5 FOOT S A 1
ERNEST S A 2 FANTASTIC S A 1 FINISH S A 1 FOR H T 9
ESPECIALLY H E 1 FAR S A 1 FINISHED H T 10 FOR T T 1
EVEN H T 5 FAR HE 1 FINISHED S T 1 FOR S T 2
EVEN S C 4 FARM S A 2 FINISHED S C 3 FOR S C 14
EVEN H A 8 FARTHER S C 2 FINISHED H A 2 FOR H A 30
EVEN S A 2 FASTER S T 1 FINISHED S A 2 FOR S A 19
EVEN HE 1 FASTER S C 1 FIRE H T 2 FOR HE 15
EVER H A 2 FATHER H T 11 FIRE ST 1 FOR SE 1
EVER SA 5 FATHER ST 2 FIRE SC 15 FORGET H T 1
EVERY H T 1 FATHER SC 3 FIRST H T 9 FORGET HE 4
EVERY SC 1 FATHER H A 1 FIRST SC 3 FORGOT H T 6
EVERY HA 2 FATHER HE 1 FIRST S A 1 FORGOT ST 3
EVERYBODY H T 5 FAVOR SA 1 FISH H T 5 FORGOT SC 1
EVERYBODY S C 6 FAVORITE H T 1 FISH S T 1 FORGOT H A 1
EVERYBODY'S S T 1 FEATHER S T 2 FISH S C 3 FORGOTTEN HE 1
EVERYBODY'S S C 1 FEATHER S C 1 FISH S A 1 FORGUADIA *MADEUP T T 2
EVERYDAY S A 1 FEATHERS S T 2 FISHES S C 1 FORK S C 1
EVERYTHING SC 1 FEATHERS SC 2 FIT H T 1 FORK SA 2
EVERYTHING H A 1 FEATHERS S A 1 FIVE H T 13 FORTY H T 1
EVERYTHING HE 2 FEED SC 2 FIVE ST 3 FORTY HE 1
EVERYTHING'S H A 1 FEED HA 1 FIVE SC 7 FOUND H T 3
EXASPERATING SA 2 FEED S A 1 FIVE HA 4 FOUND ST 1
EXCEPT S A 1 FEEL H T 1 FIVE S A 2 FOUND S A 2
EXCUSE H A 1 FEEL SC 2 FIVE HE 1 FOUR H T 14
EXCUSE HE 1 FEEL H A 1 FIVE T E 1 FOUR ST 3
EXTRA S A 3 FEEL S A 2 FIX H T 2 FOUR SC 6
EYE SC 1 FEELS SC 1 FIX SC 3 FOUR H A 1
EYE H A 3 FEET H T 4 FIX SA 3 FOUR SA 1
EYEBROWS S T 1 FEET T T 1 FLAPPING S A 1 FREE FWEE H T 2
EYEBROWS S A 2 FEET S C 1 FLAVOR S A 1 FRENCH Ht T 1
EYES H T 3 FEET S A 5 FLEW H A 1 FRENCH S C 3
EYES S T 3 FEETS H T 1 FLIES H T 2 FRIED H A 3
EYES S C 4 FELL H T 6 FLIES S C 2 FRIEND H T 10
EYES H A 2 FELL S C 1 FLIES H A 1 FRIEND S T 4
EYES S A 4 FELL H A 1 FLINTSTONE H T 2 FRIEND S C 3
F H T 2 FELLOW H A 1 FLIPPING S A 1 FRIEND H A 3
FA H T 1 FEW HE 5 FLOOR H A 1 FRIEND S 0 2
FA S C 1 FEW T E 1 FLOOR H E 2 FRIEND'S S A 1
1246 GROUP 3 CHILD 6GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1247






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































GOING COIN H T
GOING GOIN' H T
GOING GONNA H T
GOING GONNA S T
GOING GONNA S C
GOING GONNA 11 A
GOING GONNA S A
GOING GONNA H E






















GOT GOTTA S C
GOT GOTTA H A



























































































































GRANMA H T 1




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1251
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GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1255
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GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1258 1259
NOW S T 6 OLD H A 6 ORANGE S A 5 PAGES S A 1
NOW S C 29 OLD S A 1 ORANGES S A 2 PAINTING S A 1
NOW H A 15 OLD HE 2 ORDER S C 1 PAIR H A 1
NOW S A 23 OLDER H A 2 OSTRICH S T 3 PANTS H T 3
NOW H E 5 OLDER OLDERS H A 1 OSTRICH S C 1 PAPER H T 3
NOWHERE S C 1 OLIVER S A 2 OSTRICH S A 1 PAPER H A 3
NURSERY H T 5 ON H T 80 OTHER H T 16 PARDON HE 1
NURSERY H E 1 ON T T 5 OTHER S T 5 PARENTS H A 1
NUTTY H A 2 ON S T 11 OTHER S C 3 PARK S T 1
O'CLOCK S T 2 ON S C 69 OTHER H A 8 PARK S A 5
O'CLOCK H A 2 ON H A 77 OTHER T A 3 PART S A 2
O'CLOCK S A 1 ON T A 5 OTHER S A 9 PASS H T 1
O'S S C 1 ON S A 28 OTHER H E 3 PASS S C 1
O'S S A 1 ON H E 11 OTHERS H A 2 PASS H A 1
ODDER S T 1 ONCE H T 2 OTHERS S A 1 PASS S A 1
ODDER S A 2 ONE H T 79 OTTER S A 3 PASSED H T 1
ODORS H A 1 ONE T T 1 OUCH H T 1 PASSED S A 1
OF H T 26 ONE S T 15 OUCH T T 1 PASSED H E 1
OF S T 4 ONE S C 42 OUR S T 2 PASSES S A 1
OF S C 22 ONE H A 32 OUR S C 3 PASSING S A 1
OF H A 43 ONE T A 1 OUR H A 1 PAST H A 1
OF S A 35 ONE S A 19 OUR S A 2 PAT S T 1
OF H E 8 ONE H E 9 OUR H E 2 PAT S C 2
OF COULDA S C 1 ONE'S II T 1 OURS S C 1 PAT S A 4
OF OUTTA S C 2 ONE'S S C 2 OUT H T 18 PEANUT H T 3
OFF H T 13 ONES H T 2 OUT S T 2 PEANUT S T 3
OFF S C 3 ONES S C 1 OUT S C 28 PEANUT S C 14
OFF H A 20 ONES S A 2 OUT H A 16 PEANUT S A 7
OFF H E 2 ONLY H T 7 OUT S A 8 PEANUTS S C 1
OH H T 34 ONLY S C 14 OUT S 0 1 PEANUTS S A 3
OH S T 6 ONLY H A 7 OUT H E 2 PEE H T 2
OH H C 1 ONLY S A 4 OUT OUTTA S C 2 PEE S C 4
OH S C 71 ONLY H E 1 OVER H T 11 PEEL H T 3
OH H A 48 OOPS S C 2 OVER T T 1 PEEL H A 2
OH T A 7 OOPS H A 2 OVER S T 1 PEEP H T 1
Oil S A 35 OOPS T A 1 OVER S C 26 PEEPEE S C 1
OH S 0 1 OOPS HE 3 OVER H A 14 PENNIES H T 2
OH H E 24 OOPS OOP S C 3 OVER T A 1 PENNIES H A 1
OH S E 3 OOPS OOP H A 2 OVER S A 9 PEOPLE H T 2
OIL H A 1 OOPS OOP HE 1 OVER HE 3 PEOPLE S C 2
OINK H T 43 OPEN H T 4 OW H T 1 PEOPLE H A 1
OINK S T 7 OPEN S C 3 OW S T 1 PEOPLE S A 2
OKAY H T 21 OPEN H A 3 OW S C 1 PEPPER H T 3
OKAY T T 2 OPEN S A 2 OWN S T 1 PEPPER H A 1
OKAY S T 7 OR H T 6 OWN S A 1 PEPPER H E 2
OKAY S C 25 OR SC 4 p H T 1 PERCH H E 1
OKAY H A 56 OR H A 3 PABLO S C 13 PERFECT S A 1
OKAY T A 6 OR S A 10 PABLO S A 4 PERSNICKERY *MADEUP S A 2
OKAY S A 130 OR H E 2 PABLO'S S C 1 PERTURBING S A 1
OKAY H E 16 OR S E 2 PACES T E 1 PET S T 2
OKAY SE 2 ORANGE H T 6 PAGE H T 1 PET S C 1
OKAY KAY H T 1 ORANGE S T 2 PAGE S C 10 PET S A 1
OLD H T 3 ORANGE S C 1 PAGE S A 24 PETER H T 7
OLD S C 1 ORANGE H A 2 PAGES S C 2 PETER S C 3
GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1264 GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1265
PETER H A 1 PLAY S 0 1 PRETTY HE 2 RABBIT T A 1
PHONE H A 2 PLAY H E 5 PRIVATELY H A 1 RABBITS S A 1
PICK H T 4 PLAYING H T 6 PROBABLY H A 2 RADIO H T 1
PICK S C 1 PLAYING S C 2 PROBABLY H E 1 RAGING S A 2
PICK H A 3 PLAYING S A 1 PROBLEM H A 1 RAH S T 2
PICK S A 2 PLAYING HE 1 PROBLEM HE 2 RAIN S T 1
PICKED S C 2 PLAYS H T 1 PROGRAM H A 4 RAIN H A 1
PICNIC S C I PLEASE H T 4 PROGRAM HE 2 RAIN S A 1
PICTURE S C 1 PLEASE S C 9 PROJECTS H A 1 RAINING H A 1
PICTURE H A 1 PLEASE H A 10 PROPER H A 1 RAINING S A 3
PICTURE S A 2 PLEASE S A 8 PROTEINS H A 1 RAN H T 2
PIECE H T 1 PLEASURING S A 1 PUFFED H T 1 RAN H A 2
PIECE H A 5 PLUG H A 1 PULL H T 2 RATHER S C 1
PIECE S A 5 POCKET S A 1 PULL S T 1 RAY H T 3
PIECES S C 2 POINT H A 1 PULL S C 1 RAY H A 4
PIG H T 17 POINT S A 3 PULL H A 1 RAY H E 1
PIG S T 6 POINTING S A 1 PULLED S A 1 READ H T 1
PIG S C 11 POLAR H T 1 PUMPKIN S C 1 READ S C 6
PIG S A 8 POLICE S T 2 PUNCHED H T 1 READ S A 6
PIG'S H T 3 POLICE S C 4 PUNCHED S C 1 READING S A 2
PIGEON S T 2 POLLY H T 3 PUPPY S C 1 READY S C 1
PIGEON S C I POODLE H A 1 PUPPY S A 1 READY H A 4
PIGGERY S A 2 POP H T I PUSH S C 2 REAL H T 2
PIGGIES H T 6 POP TA 1 PUSH HE 1 REAL HA 5
PIGGIES HA 1 PORK H A 3 PUSHING SC 1 REAL S A 1
PIGGY H T 3 POSED S C 1 PUSSY H T 3 REALLY H T 1
PIGS H T 3 POTATO ST 1 PUT H T 19 REALLY H C 1
PIGS ST I POTATO HA 2 PUT TT 1 REALLY HA 6
PIGS S C 12 POTATO S A 1 PUT S T 7 REALLY S A 6
PIGS S A 3 POTATO'S H A 1 PUT S C 32 REALLY HE 2
PILLOW H T 4 POTATOES H T 2 PUT HA 28 REASON HA 1
PILLOW S A 1 POTATOES S T 1 PUT TA 1 REBIT *SOUND H T 2
PILLOW H E 2 POTATOES SC 4 PUT S A 16 RECLINER H T 1
PING S A 1 POTATOES H A 2 PUT H E 4 RECORD H T 2
PINK H T 1 POTATOES S A 3 PUTS H T 1 RECORD H A 1
PINT SC 1 POUR H T 2 PUTTING H T 2 RECORDER H T 1
PIT H T 1 POUR S A 2 PUTTING S T 1 RECORDER HE 2
PIZZA S C 1 POURED S C 1 PUTTING S C 1 RECTANGLE S C 1
PLACE H A 4 POUT S A 1 PUTTING S A 1 RECTANGLE S A 1
PLACE S A 1 POW S T 2 PUZZLE H T 2 RED H T 11
PLACE H E 1 POW S C 60 PUZZLE S T 1 RED S C 5
PLACES HE 1 POWDER S A 1 Q S A 2 RED HA 4
PLAIN H A 3 POWER S A 1 QUACK S T 4 RED S A 2
PLANE H T 1 PRACTICE H E 1 QUACK S C 3 REFER HA 1
PLASTIC H A 3 PRESENT S C 5 QUARTER H A 2 REFRIGERATOR S A 1
PLASTIC H E 1 PRESENTS S A 1 QUARTERS H A I REFRIGERATOR' FRIGERA H T 1
PLATE H T 2 PRETEND T A 1 QUICK H T 1 REINDEER S T 1
PLATE S A 2 PRETEND HE 2 QUICK H A 2 REINDEER S A 2
PLATES H A 2 PRETENDING H E 1 QUICK H E 1 REMEMBER H T 2
PLAY H T 9 PRETTY H T 1 QUIET S T 1 REMEMBER S C 1
PLAY S T 7 PRETTY S C 1 QUIET S C 1 REMEMBER HA 9
PLAY S C 6 PRETTY H A 4 QUIETLY HE 2 REMEMBER S A 6
PLAY H.A 4 PRETTY T A 1 QUITE S C 1 REMEMBER H E 3
PLAY S A 3 PRETTY S A 2 R S T 3 REMEMBER REBEMBE SC 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1262 GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1263
REMEMBERED S A 1 RONNIE S A 1 SAND H E 2 SEE S C 41
REMINDS H A 2 ROOM S T 1 SANDWICH S C 3 SEE H A 22
RENEE H T 1 ROOM S C 3 SANDWICHES S A 1 SEE T A 3
RENEE S A 1 ROOM H A 14 SATURDAY H A 1 SEE S A 35
RESOURCE S T 1 ROOM S A 2 SAUCE H T 7 SEE II E 14
RESOURCE S C 1 ROOM H E 1 SAUCE II A 2 SEE T E 1
REST S C 1 ROOSTER S T 2 SAVE S A 1 SEED S C 3
REST 11 A 1 ROOSTER S C 4 SAW H T 9 SEED S A 1
REST S A 2 ROOSTER WOOSTER S C 1 SAW S T 2 SEEDS S C 3
RHINOCEROS S T 1 ROUGH H A 1 SAW S C 8 SEEDS H A 2
RHINOCEROS S A 2 ROUND S T 1 SAW T A 1 SEEDS S A 1
RHINOCEROS OSERUS S T 1 ROUND S C 3 SAW S A 6 SEEN 11H T 1
RHINOCEROS WYNOCER S C 1 ROW S T 2 SAY H T 5 SEEN T T 1
RHYME H T 4 ROW S A 1 SAY S T 5 SEEN S A 2
RHYMES H T 1 ROY S A 1 SAY S C 14 SEEN H E 1
RIBIT H T 3 RUB S A 1 SAY H A 4 SEES S A 1
RIBIT S T 2 RUBBER H A 2 SAY S A 24 SEESAW S T 2
RICE H T 1 RUFF S T 4 SAY S E 1 SELL S A 2
RICE S C 2 RUG H A 2 SAYING H T 5 SEND S A 1
RICE H A 1 RULES H A 3 SAYING S T 1 SESAME S C 1
RICE S A 1 RULES H E 1 SAYING II A 2 SET H T 1
RICH H T 4 RUN 11 T 2 SAYING S A 3 SET S C 1
RICH H A 2 RUN ST 1 SAYS H T 2 SET H A 1
RID H A 2 RUN S C 1 SAYS S C 2 SETTING S A 1
RIDE S C 1 RUN I1 A 6 SAYS H A 1 SEVEN H T 3
RIGHT H T 26 RUN T A 1 SAYS S A 2 SEVEN S C 3
RIGHT T T 1 RUN S A 2 SCARED H T 1 SEVEN H A 4
RIGHT S T 7 RUNNING H T 3 SCARED S C 12 SEVENTEEN S A 3
RIGHT S C 36 RUNNING S T 1 SCARED S A 1 SEW S A 1
RIGHT H A 32 RUNNING H A 1 SCAREDY-CAT SCAREDY S C 1 SEWING S A 1
RIGHT T A 7 RUNNING H E 1 SCARING S C 4 SH S C 1
RIGHT S A 28 RUNNING RUNNIN' 11 T 3 SCHNAUZER H A 1 SH SHI H A 1
RIGHT H E 11 RUNS I A 1 SCHOOL H T 6 SH SHH S A 3
RIGHT S E 2 SAD H T 1 SCHOOL S C 3 SHA *SOUND S C 1
RING H T 1 SAD S A 1 SCHOOL H A 6 SHALL 1l T 1
RING S C 1 SAFEGUARD H A 2 SCHOOL T A 1 SHALL S A 5
RING H A 1 SAID H T 21 SCHOOL S A 3 SHAMPOO H T 2
RINGS S C 3 SAID S T 3 SCHOOL H E 1 SHANNON S A 1
ROAD S C 1 SAID S C 15 SCISSORS S C 1 SHAPE S T 1
ROAMING S A 2 SAID H A 6 SCOWLING S A 1 SHAPE S C 2
ROAR S C 2 SAID T A 1 SCRATCHES H E 1 SHAPE S A 1
ROAR S A 1 SAID S A 8 SCREAMING S A 1 SHAPES S A 1
ROARS S A 1 SAKE H A 3 SCREWED S C 1 SHARING S A 2
ROBERT S C 1 SALLY S C 2 SEAL S T 1 SHARON S A 1
ROBOT S C 1 SALLY S A 1 SEAL S A 1 SHARP H E 1
ROBOT S A 1 SALT H A 1 SEAR S C 1 SHE H T 9
ROCKS H T 1 SAMANTHA H A 1 SEASONED H A 1 SHE S C 18
ROCKS S T 3 SAMANTHA S A 6 SECOND S C 2 SHE H A 19
ROCKS S C 1 SAMANTHA HI E 1 SECOND H A 5 SHE S A 18
ROCKS S A 1 SAME T T 3 SECOND S A 1 SHE H E 7
ROLL H T 3 SAME S T 1 SEE H T 47 SHE'LL S A 1
ROLL H E 1 SAME S C 20 SEE T T 2 SHE'S S T 2
ROLLING H T 1 SAME H A 6 SEE S T 5 SHE'S S C 4
RON SA 1 SAME S A 3 SEE H C 1 SHE'S H A 7
GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1268 GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1269
SHE'S S A 5 SIDES H T 1 SMOKING T T 1 SOMETIMES T T 1
SHEEP H T 1 SILLY H A 2 SMOKING T A 1 SOMETIMES S C 9
SHEEP S T 2 SINCE S A 1 SNAIL S T 1 SOMEWHERE S C 1
SHEEP S A 2 SING H A I SNAIL S A 1 SONNY H T 1
SHELL H T 1 SING H E 1 SNAIL'S S A 1 SOON S C 1
SHELL SA 1 SINK H A 2 SNAILS S C 1 SORRY 11 T 4
SHIRLEEN S A 1 SISTER S T 2 SNEAK S C 1 SORRY S C 2
SHIRT H T 3 SISTER S C 3 SNEAKERS S C 1 SORRY H A 2
SHIRT H A 3 SISTER S A 1 SNOOPY H T 2 SORRY T A 2
SHIRT S A 1 SIT H T 1 SNOOPY H A 1 SORRY S A 1
SHIRTS H T 1 SIT S C 2 SNOOPY H E 1 SORT H E 1
SHIRTS S C 1 SIT I A 7 SNOOPY'S H T 2 SOUND H T 4
SHIT H T 1 SIT S A 11 SNORTING S A 1 SOUND S T 2
SHIIT SC 7 SIT H E 4 SNOW H A 1 SOUND S C 1
SHIT i A 2 SITTING H T 2 SO H T 13 SOUND S A 10
SHOCK S A 2 SITTING S A 1 SO T T 1 SOUND H E 1
SHOES T T 1 SITUATION 11 E SO S T 4 SOUNDS H A 1
SHOES S T 1 SIX H T 7 SO S C 19 SOUNDS S A 2
SHOES S C 5 SIX S T 4 SO H A 20 SOUP S A 1
SHOES IHA 7 SIX SSC 6 so S A 31 SOW NHT 1
SHOES S A i SIX A 2 SO HNE 6 SPAGHETTI SC 3
SHOO S C 1 SIX S A 3 SO T E 1 SPANK S C 5
SHOOT S C 3 SKATING S T 1 SOAP H T 2 SPAT S C I
SHOP S T 2 SKIN H T 1 SOAP ST 1 SPEAKER I T 3
SHOP S C 1 SKY H T 2 SOAP SC 2 SPEAKER H A 1
SHOP S A 1 SKY S C 1 SOAP S A 3 SPECIAL S A 2
SHORT S C 2 SLAM H A 1 SOCKS H A 1 SPEEDING S C S
SHORT S A 2 SLAVERY L A 1 SODA S T 2 SPEND S A 1
SHOULD H T 1 SLEEP L T 5 SODA S C 6 SPENT S A 1
SHOULD SC 2 SLEEP S T 1 SODA S 0 1 SPIDER SC 3
SHOULD H A 2 SLEEP HA 2 SOFA HE 1 SPIDER S A 1
SHOULD S A 4 SLEEP S A 1 SOLD SELLED H T 1 SPILL H A 1
SHOULD H E 1 SLEEPING H T 4 SOME H T 5 SPILLED S A 1
SHOULD'VE H T 1 SLEEPING S C 1 SOME S T 2 SPILLING H A 1
SHOUTING S A 1 SLEEPING H A 1 SOME S C 22 SPIT S C 2
SHOW H T 8 SLEEPS H T 2 SOME H A 6 SPLITTING S A 1
SHOW SC 8 SLEEVES HA 1 SOME S A 18 SPOILED H A 1
SHOW H A 5 SLEEVES H E 1 SOME HE 4 SPOT H A 1
SHOW S A 1 SLICE HA 1 SOMEBODY H T 2 SPOTS S A 2
SHOW H E 5 SLIDES HA 1 SOMEBODY S T 1 SPOUT H T 3
SHOWER H A 1 SLIP H T 1 SOMEBODY S C 2 SPRAY H T 1
SHOWER S A 1 SLIP H A 1 SOMEBODY S A 2 SPREADING S A 1
SHOWING SHOWIN' H A 1 SMALL S C 1 SOMEBODY'S H A 1 SQUEALING S A 1
SHOWS S C 2 SMALL S A 1 SOMEBODY'S H E 1 SQUEEZE S C 4
SHUCKS S C 1 SMALLER H A 1 SOMEONE S C 1 SQUINCHING *MADEUP S A 1
SHUT S C 2 SMALLER S A 2 SOMEPLACE S C 1 STAND 11 T 3
SHY S C 2 SMELL HI T 1 SOMETHING H T 9 STAND S C 2
SICK T T 3 SMELL H A 2 SOMETHING S C 11 STANDING II T 1
SICK S T 2 SMELLS H T 1 SOMETHING H A 6 STANDING H A 1
SICK S C 2 SMELLS T T 1 SOMETHING S A 5 STARE H T 1
SICK H A 3 SMILING S T 1 SOMETHING H E 1 START S C 1
SIDE H T 2 SMILING H A 1 SOMETHING SOMEDIN H T 1 START S A 1
SIDE HI A 4 SMIRKING S A 1 SOMETIME H T 1 START H E 1
SIDE S A 3 SMOKE H T 1 SOMETIMES H T 3 STARTING H E 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1266 GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1267
STARTS H T 2 STRONG H A 1 TAKES H T 1 TEN H A 2
STATION H A 1 STRONG SA I TAKES H A 1 TEN S A 1
STAY H T 1 STRONGER SC 1 TAKES HE 1 TEN H E 3
STAY S C 9 STUCK H T 3 TAKING H T 5 TERRIBLE H A 4
STAY H A 1 STUFF HA 2 TAKING S T 2 TERRIBLE S A 1
STAY S A 3 STUFF'S H A 1 TAKING S A 1 TESTING H A 1
STAYED S A 2 SUCKER S C 1 TAKING H E 1 TEXTILE S A 1
STAYING S T 1 SUGAR ST 1 TAKING TAKIN H T 1 THAN S C 3
STAYING S A 1 SUGAR SC 1 TALK H T 9 THAN H A 2
STAYS H T 1 SUIT S T 1 TALK S C 4 THAN S A 3
STAYS H A 1 SUIT S C 2 TALK H A 4 THANK H A 2
STAYS T A 1 SUPER S C 1 TALK S A 3 THANK T A 1
STEAK H A 1 SUPPER H E 1 TALK HE 4 THANK S A 3
STEP H A 1 SUPPLIES H A 1 TALKING H T 4 THANK HE 4
STEPPED H T 1 SUPPLY H E 1 TALKING S C 1 THANKS H E 1
STICKS S T 1 SUPPOSE H A 1 TALKING H A 1 THANKS S E 1
STICKS S C 3 SUPPOSED S C 2 TALKING H E 3 THANKSGIVING S A 1
STICKS S A 6 SUPPOSED H A 3 TALKS S C 1 THAT H T 48
STILL H T 1 SURE S C 5 TALKS H A 1 THAT T T 3
STILL S T 1 SURE H A 5 TANGLES S A 1 THAT S T 6
STILL H A 1 SURE S A 3 TANTRUM S A 2 THAT S C 60
STILL S A 5 SURE HE 4 TAPE H T 1 THAT H A 87
STINK H T 1 SUZANNE S C 1 TAPE H E 2 THAT T A 4
STOMACH H T 1 SUZANNE H A 1 TAPED S C 1 THAT S A 69
STOMACH S C 1 SUZANNE S A 10 TAPING S A 1 THAT H E 25
STOMACH H A 2 SUZANNE'S S A 1 TASTE H T 4 THAT DAT H T 17
STOMPING S A 1 SUZY H A 1 TASTE S T 1 THAT DAT S T 4
STOP H T 6 SUZY S A I TASTE S C 1 THAT DAT S C 17
STOP S C 4 SWALLOWED H T 2 TASTE H A 6 THAT'S H T 17
STOP H A 5 SWAN S A 1 TASTES H T 1 THAT'S T T 1
STOP S A 2 SWEAR S C 1 TASTES S C 1 THAT'S S T 8
STOP H E 1 SWEATER H A 4 TASTES H A 2 THAT'S S C 22
STOPPED HE 1 SWEET H T 3 TAUT S C 1 THAT'S H A 31
STORE H T 1 SWEETHEART H A 2 TEACH H A 2 THAT'S T A 5
STORY H A 3 SWEETIE H A 1 TEACHER H T 5 THAT'S S A 26
STORY S A 3 SWEETIE T A 1 TEACHER S T 1 THAT'S HE 16
STOVES H A 1 SWING H T 12 TEACHER S C 3 THAT'S DAT'S H T 6
STRANGE H A 1 SWITCH H E 1 TEACHER H A 3 THAT'S DAT'S S T 4
STRANGE S A 1 T H T 1 TEACHER HE 2 THAT'S DAT'S S C 4
STRAW H T 2 T S C 2 TEACHERS H T 1 THAT'S DATS S C 1
STRAW S C 1 TABLE S C 1 TEACHERS H A 3 THE H T 142
STRAWBERRIES H T 2 TABLE S A 2 TEAPOT H A 1 THE T T 5
STRAWBERRIES H A 2 TABLE H E 2 TEETH S C 1 THE S T 42
STRAWBERRIES H E 1 TABLE'S S A 1 TELL H T 9 THE S C 175
STRAWBERRY H T 1 TACK S C 2 TELL S T 2 THE H A 169
STRAWBERRY H A 3 TAIL H T 3 TELL S C 5 THE T A 4
STRAWBERRY'S H T 1 TAIL S T 1 TELL H A 9 THE S A 176
STREAM S T 1 TAIL S C 1 TELL S A 16 THE H E 37
STREAM S C 1 TAILS H T 1 TELL S E 3 THE S E 1
STREET S C 1 TAKE H T 8 TELLING H T 2 THE DA H T 17
STREET H A 2 TAKE S C 16 TELLING S C 1 THE DA S T 4
STRIPES S C 3 TAKE H A 16 TELLING H A 1 THE DA S C 14
STRIPES S A 3 TAKE S A 5 TEMPER H A 1 THEIR H T 2
STRIPS S C 1 TAKE HE 3 TEMPER S A 2 THEM H T 18
GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1272 GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1273
THEM S C 10 THEY DEY S C 9 THOUGH T A 1 TIRED H A 2
THEM H A 19 THEY THAY S E 1 THOUGH S A 7 TIRED S A 1
THEM S A 12 THEY'D H A 1 THOUGHT H T 3 TISSUE S A 2
THEM HE 7 THEY'LL H T 2 THOUGHT S C 3 TISSUES S A 1
THEM "EM H T 1 THEY'LL H A 2 THOUGHT H A 5 TO H T 99
THEM 'EM H A 2 THEY'LL S A 1 THOUGHT S A 2 TO T T 4
THEM DEM H T 5 THEY'RE H T 4 THREE H T 29 TO S T 28
THEM DEM S C 1 THEY'RE S C 8 THREE S T 6 TO S C 117
THEN H T 17 THEY'RE H A 8 THREE S C 18 TO H A 138
THEN S T 2 THEY'RE S A 7 THREE H A 4 TO T A 3
THEN S C 16 THEY'RE HIE 3 THREE S A 7 TO S A 80
THEN H A 14 THEY'RE S E I THREE H E 2 TO S 0 1
THEN S A 12 THEY'VE H T 1 THREW S T 1 TO H E 28
THEN S O 1 THEY'VE H A 1 THREW S C 3 TO S E 1
THEN HE 6 THING H T 6 THROAT H T 1 TO GONNA H T 33
THERE H T 22 THING S C 10 THROUGH H T 9 TO GONNA S T 3
THERE T T 2 THING H A 9 THROUGH H A 3 TO GONNA S C 48
THERE S T 5 THING S A 3 THROUGH S A 2 TO GONNA H A 14
THERE S C 40 THINGS H T 4 THROUGH H E 3 TO GONNA S A 4
THERE H A 29 THINGS S C 6 THROW H T 4 TO GONNA HE 3
THERE S A 22 THINGS H A 5 THROW S T 3 TO GONNA S E 2
THERE H E 14 THINGS S A 8 THROW S C 10 TO GOTTA S C 3
THERE DERE H T 10 THINGS HE 3 THROW H A 4 TO GOTTA H A 3
THERE DERE ST 1 THINK H T 3 THROW S A 2 TO GOTTA HE 1
THERE DERE SC 11 THINK S C 3 THROW , H E 2 TO WANNA H T 35
THERE DERE HA 1 THINK HA 11 THROWING S A 2 TO WANNA TT 2
THERE'S H T 7 THINK S A 30 THROWING H E I TO WANNA S T 5
THERE'S ST 1 THINK HE 5 THUNDER H T 3 TO WANNA SC 22
THERE'S S C 15 THINKING S C 1 TICKLE S C 1 TO WANNA H A 14
THERE'S H A 9 THINKING S A 3 TICKLES S C 1 TO WANNA T A 2
THERE'S S A 5 THINKING HE 1 TICKLES S A 1 TO WANNA S A 5
THERE'S HE 6 THINKS S A 1 TIE ST 1 TO WANNA HE 1
THERE'S DERE'S H T 3 THIRSTY H T 1 TIE HA 1 TOAD ST 1
THERE'S DERE'S ST 2 THIRTY H A 1 TIED H T 1 TOAD SC 3
THERE'S DERE'S S C 1 THIS H T 61 TIGER H T 1 TOAD S A I
THERE'S DERES SC 1 THIS TT 4 TIGER S A 5 TOADS S A 3
THESE H T 5 THIS ST 11 TIGHT T T 1 TODAY H T 3
THESE ST 2 THIS H C 2 TILL H T 3 TODAY SC 1
THESE SC 13 THIS SC 72 TIME H T 13 TODAY HA 1
THESE HA 5 THIS HA 44 TIME S C 7 TODAY TA 1
THESE S A 21 THIS S A 63 TIME HA 13 TODAY S A 6
THESE HE 2 THIS HE 9 TIME TA 1 TOES H T 1
THESE DESE H T 2 THIS DIS H T 43 TIME S A 9 TOGETHER H T 4
THESE DESE SC 1 THIS DIS ST ' 6 TIME HE 7 TOGETHER H C 1
THEY H T 31 THIS DIS S C 17 TIMER H A 2 TOGETHER S C 1
THEY T T 11 THIS DIS H A 2 TIMES S C 1 TOGETHER H A 5
THEY S T 5 THOMAS S A 2 TIMES H A 1 TOGETHER S A 2
THEY S C 26 THOSE S T 1 TINY H T 1 TOLD H T 2
THEY H A 27 THOSE S C 12 TINY S C 1 TOLD S C 5
THEY S A 29 THOSE HA 1 TINY H A 1 TOLD H A 6
THEY HE 8 THOSE S A 4 TIP H T 2 TOMATO H T 11
THEY S E 1 THOSE HE 2 TIRED H T 3 TOMATO H A 3
THEY DEY H T 4 THOUGH S C 1 TIRED S T 2 TOMORROW H T 1
THEY DEY S T 1 THOUGH H A 1 TIRED S C 1 TOMORROW H E 3
GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1270 GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1271
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UH *SOUND IH T
UH *SOUND S T
UH *SOUND S C
UH *SOUND H A
UH *SOUND S A
UH *SOUND S 0
UH *SOUND H11 E
























































































































































































































































































































WAN H T 3
WANNA H T 35
WANNA T T 2
WANNA S T 5
WANNA S C 22
WANNA H A 14
WANNA T A 2
WANNA S A 5










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1275
WISH H T 1 WOW S C 2 YOU H T 210 YVETTE T T 2
WISH S C 2 WOW H A 1 YOU T T 11 ZEBRA S C 1
WISHED H E 1 WOW S A 2 YOU S T 23 ZOO S T 2
WITCH H T 1 WRAP H A 1 YOU S C 223 ZOO S C 7
WITH H T 29 WRITE T T 1 YOU H A 251 ZOO S A 2
WITH S T 3 WRITE S C 11 YOU T A 14 ZUCCHINI H T 1
WITH S C 21 WRONG H T 1 YOU S A 302 1 H T 68
WITH H A 30 WRONG H A 3 YOU S 0 1 1 H A 38
WITH T A 1 WRONG S A 1 YOU H E 55 1 H E 1
WITH S A 23 Y T T 1 YOU T E 1 10 H T 4
WITH H E 10 YAP S C 1 YOU S E 4 10 H A 1
WITHOUT H T 1 YARD H T 1 YOU YA S C 5 11 H T 3
WITHOUT H A 1 YARD S A 2 YOU'D H A 1 11 H A 1
WITHOUT H E 1 YEAH H T 29 YOU'D H E 1 12 H T 1
WOKE H T 1 YEAH T T 4 YOU'LL S C 2 12 H A 1
WOLF H T 13 YEAH S T 26 YOU'LL H A 19 14 H A 2
WOMAN H A 1 YEAH S C 61 YOU'LL T A 1 16 H A 1
WON H T 1 YEAH H A 49 YOU'LL S A 3 2 H T 30
WON S C 2 YEAH T A 2 YOU'RE 11 T 4 2 S C 1
WON'T H T 6 YEAH S A 37 YOU'RE T T 1 2 H A 12
WON'T T T 1 YEAH S O0 1 YOU'RE S T 2 22 H T 1
WON'T S T 2 YEAH H E 43 YOU'RE S C 19 23 H T 1
WON'T S C 1 YEAH T E 1 YOU'RE H A 18 24 H T 2
WON'T H A 6 YEAH S E 2 YOU'RE S A 11 25 H T 1
WON'T S A 4 YEAR S C 4 YOU'RE H E 5 26 H T 1
WONDER H T 1 YEAR H E 1 YOU'RE S E 1 28 H T 1
WONDERFUL HE 1 YECK *MADEUP H T 1 YOU'VE S A 4 3 H T 9
WONDERING S A 1 YELLING H A 1 YOU'VE H E 2 3 S C 1
WOOD H T 3 YELLOW H T 2 YOUR H T 13 3 H A 9
WOOD S T 1 YELLOW S T 1 YOUR S T 4 4 H T 6
WOOD S A 1 YELLOW S C 1 YOUR S C 31 4 H A 3
WOOF S C 13 YELLOW H A 2 YOUR H A 45 4 H E 2
WOOF S A 3 YELLOW S A 1 YOUR T A 1 43 HA 1
WORE WEARED H T 1 YEP S C 1 YOUR S A 22 48 H T 1
WORK H T 1 YEP H A 1 YOUR S 0 2 5 H T 15
WORK S T 1 YEP S A 2 YOUR H E 14 5 H A 3
WORK S C 1 YES H T 6 YOURS S T 1 58 H T 1
WORK H A 5 YES S T 11 YOURS S C 5 6 H T 4
WORK S A 1 YES H C 1 YOURS S A 1 6 H A 2
WORK H E 1 YES S C 10 YOURSELF H A 1 7 H T 2
WORKS H A 1 YES H A 12 YOURSELF S A 3 7 S C 1
WORRY H T 1 YES T A 1 YOWLS S A 1 7 H A 5
WORRY H A 5 YES S A 16 YUCK S C 2 73 H T 1
WORSE H A 1 YES H E 5 YUCK S A 1 8 H T 3
WORST II A 1 YESTERDAY H T 7 YUCKY 11 T 1 8 H A 3
WOULD H T 26 YESTERDAY T T 1 YUCKY S T 1 9 H T 1
WOULD S C 2 YESTERDAY S C 3 YVETTE H T 1
WOULD H A 4 YESTERDAY T A 2
WOULD T A 1 YESTERDAY S A 7
WOULD S A 10 YET H T 2
WOULD HE 3 YET S T 1
WOULDN'T H T 2 YET S C 3
WOULDN'T S C 1 YET H A 3
WOULDN'T H A 4 YET S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1278 GROUP 3 CHILD 6 1279
A H T 133 AH T C 2 ALMOST HE 1 ANOTHER HA 10
A T T 34 AH S C 39 ALONE HA 4 ANOTHER S A 6
A S T 44 AH H A 23 ALREADY S T 2 ANOTHER NOTHER H T 2
A HC 59 AH TA 5 ALREADY H C 6 ANOTHER NOTHER TT 1
A TC 7 AH SA 2 ALREADY S C 1 ANSWER HE 1
A S C 123 AH HO 1 ALREADY HA 8 ANSWERED S A 2
A H A 129 AH S 0 2 ALREADY SA 2 ANT H T 1
A TA 15 AH HE 8 ALREADY S E 1 ANTENNA HE 2
A SA 24 AH TE 7 ALRIGHT S C 1 ANTENNA T E 1
A HO 1 AH AHH H C 2 ALRIGHT H A 2 ANTENNAS H T 2
A S 0 1 AH AHH S C 1 ALRIGHT T A 1 ANTHONY S T 5
A H E 36 AHA S C 1 ALRIGHT S A 1 ANTHONY S C 1
A T E 6 AHBAAH *SOUND S T 1 ALSO SC 1 ANTHONY S A 1
A S E 6 AHEAD H C 12 ALSO SA 1 ANTS H T 1
ABACK H T 1 AHEAD H A 1 ALUMINUM S A 1 ANY H T 1
ABLE HA 1 AHEAD S A 3 ALWAYS H C 1 ANY H C 3
ABLE S E 1 AID H T 1 ALWAYS T C 1 ANY S C 3
ABOUT H C 3 AIN'T H T 2 ALWAYS H A 6 ANY H A 7
ABOUT T C 2 AIN'T H C 5 ALWAYS T A 1 ANY SA 2
ABOUT S C 3 AIN'T S C 8 AM H T 2 ANYBODY H C 2
ABOUT HA 16 AIN'T H A 2 AM T T 2 ANYBODY S C 1
ABOUT T A 3 AIR H T 2 AM H C 2 ANYBODY HA 2
ABOUT S A 5 AIR T 1T AM T C 1 ANYBODY T A 1
ABOUT HE 2 AIR S T 2 AM H A 2 ANYBODY S A 1
ABOUT T E 1 AIR H A 1 AM H E 1 ANYMORE H C 4
ABOUT S E 2 AIRPLANE T T 2 AM S E 1 ANYMORE HA 2
ACHE H C 3 AIRPLANE HA 5 AMOUNT HA 1 ANYONE S E 1
ACHE HA 2 ALBERT H T 1 AN H T 1 ANYTHING H C 1
ACHE HE 1 ALBERT S C 6 AN H C 2 ANYTHING HA 13
ACT H A 2 ALBERT H A 2 AN S C 4 ANYTHING S A 1
ACTING HA 1 ALBERT S A 8 AN H A 4 ANYTHING HE 1
ACTRESS ACRESS S C 1 ALBERT H E 1 AN SBA 2 ANYWAY H T 2
ADAPT HA 1 ALIVE H A 2 AN H E 2 ANYWAY S T 1
ADD S C 1 ALL H T 5 AN T E 2 ANYWAY H C 1
AFTER H T 1 ALL T T 3 AND H T 54 ANYWAY HA 2
AFTER HA 5 ALL S T 14 AND T T 12 ANYWAY SA 1
AFTER S A 1 ALL H C 6 AND S T 26 ANYWAY SE 1
AFTERWARDS HA 1 ALL T C 2 AND H C 57 ANYWHERE HE 1
AGAIN H T 8 ALL S C 23 AND T C 3 APART HA 1
AGAIN TT 1 ALL H A 59 AND S C 69 APART HE 1
AGAIN S T 1 ALL T A 4 AND H A 145 APPLE HC 1
AGAIN H C 8 ALL S A 17 AND T A 13 APPLE HA 2
AGAIN S C 5 ALL HE 8 AND S A 22 APRIL S T 1
AGAIN HA 2 ALL T E 2 AND HE 9 ARE H T 5
AGAIN S A 6 ALL Y'ALL S T 1 AND T E 1 ARE T T 2
AGAIN HE 1 ALLIGATOR H T 5 ANGEL S C 1 ARE S T 9
AGAINST S C 4 ALLIGATOR ALLIGAT H T 1 ANIMAL H E 1 ARE H C 4
AGAINST T A 1 ALMOST H T 3 ANN S C 2 ARE T C 1
AGE T T 1 ALMOST S T 2 ANNE H T 1 ARE S C 13
AGO TT 1 ALMOST H C 2 ANNE S C 4 ARE H A 23
AH H T 50 ALMOST S C 2 ANOTHER H T 6 ARE T A 2
AH T T 8 ALMOST HA 1 ANOTHER T T 3 ARE S A 10
AH S T 37 ALMOST T A 1 ANOTHER S T 1 ARE HE 2
AH H C 24 ALMOST S A 1 ANOTHER S C 7 ARE T E 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1282 GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1283
ARE S E 1 BABY BABA H T 1 BE H C 16 BELIEVE T A 1
AREN'T H T 1 BACK H T 21 BE T C 1 BELONG S T 1
AREN'T HA 1 BACK T T 4 BE S C 14 BELONG H C 1
ARGUMENTS HA 1 BACK S T 7 BE H A 32 BELONG HA 1
AROUND H T 4 BACK H C 1 BE T A 4 BESIDES HA 1
AROUND T T 4 BACK T C 2 BE S A 7 BEST H T 1
AROUND S T 1 BACK S C 12 BE S 0 1 BEST HA 1
AROUND H C 1 BACK H A 8 BE H E 3 BEST GOODEST S T 1
AROUND S C 7 BACK S A 6 BE T E 3 BET H T 1
AROUND HA 9 BACK S E 1 BE S E 5 BET T T 1
AROUND HE 1 BACKWARDS S E 1 BEACH H T 1 BET HA 1
AS S T 1 BAD S C 6 BEAN H T 3 BET T A 1
AS S C 1 BAD H A 3 BEANS H C 4 BETTER H T 1
AS H A 6 BAG H T 2 BEANS HA 2 BETTER T T 3
ASK H T 3 BAG H C 3 BEANSTALK H T 1 BETTER S T 1
ASK T T 1 BAG H A 2 BEAR S C 5 BETTER H C 2
ASK H A 4 BAG H E 1 BEARS H T 1 BETTER S C 8
ASK T A 1 BAGS H C 1 BEAT H T 2 BETTER HA 8
ASK SA 2 BAGS HA I BEAT H C 1 BETTER S A 3
ASK AX H T 1 BAH H T 1 BEAT S C 6 BETTER T E 1
ASKING H A 3 BAH S T 1 BEAUTIFUL H A 2 BETTER GOODER H T 1
ASKING AXING HA 1 BALL S T 1 BECAUSE H T 1 BETWEEN HA 2
ASS S T 1 BALL S C 1 BECAUSE H C 12 BICYCLES TT 1
ASSIGN TE 1 BAM H T 1 BECAUSE SC 16 BIG H T 12
AT H T 4 BAND H T 1 BECAUSE H A 26 BIG T T 3
AT T T 6 BAND HA 3 BECAUSE T A 2 BIG ST 9
AT S T 2 BANK S T 1 BECAUSE SA 1 BIG H C 1
AT H C 2 BAP *SOUND H T 1 BECAUSE HE 1 BIG SC 6
AT T C 1 BAP *SOUND HC 2 BECAUSE TE 1 BIG HA 2
AT S C 14 BAPO H T 11 BECAUSE SE 1 BIG S A 1
AT HA 21 BAPO TT 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 4 BIG HE 1
AT T A 1 BAPO H C 30 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SC 3 BIGGER SC 2
AT S A 7 BAPO HA 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 1 BIGSHOT HA 1
AT HE 2 BAPO'S H T 1 BED H T 6 BIKE T T 7
ATE H T 2 BAPO'S H C 2 BED H C 3 BIKE H C 1
ATE H C 6 BAR SC 2 BED T C 1 BINGO H C 2
ATE SC 3 BARE S T 2 BED HA 9 BIRD T T 5
ATE HA 2 BARRY H T 1 BED HE 2 BIRTHDAY SC 2
ATE H E 1 BASEBALL H A 1 BEE H T 1 BIT H T 7
ATTACHED H T 1 BASED S C 1 BEEF H C 1 BIT S T 1
AW H T 1 BASKETBALL S C 1 BEEN H C 2 BIT H C 4
AW SC 1 BATH H T 2 BEEN S C 1 BIT S C 9
AWAY H T 3 BATH H C 2 BEEN H A 6 BIT H A 3
AWAY T T 4 BATH HA 1 BEEN TA 1 BIT SA 2
AWAY S T 2 BATHROOM SC 1 BEEN S A 1 BIT H E 1
AWAY H C 3 BATMAN H T 1 BEER S T 1 BITE H T 6
AWAY S C 4 BATMAN S T 5 BEFORE H T 2 BITER H T 2
AWAY HA 11 BATMAN S C 4 BEFORE HA 6 BLACK H T 2
AWAY T A 1 BATTERIES H T 2 BEFORE S A 2 BLACK T T 3
AWAY S A 3 BATTERIES HA 4 BEHAVE HA 1 BLACK T C 1
AWAY HE 1 BATTERY H T 5 BEHAVED HA 1 BLACK S C 2
B H T 1 BE H T 5 BEING H T 4 BLACK HE 1
B H C 2 BE TT 1 BEING S C 1 BLACKS T C 1
BABY S C 4 BE S T 6 BEING HA 3 BLANKET H C 1
1281GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1280 GROUP 3 CHILD 7













































































































COLOR S C 1
COLORED H A 1
COMBED H A 1
COMBO S C 1
COME H T 33
COME T T 2
COME S T 12
COME H C 15
COME T C 1
COME S C 24
COME HA 58
COME T A 6
COME S A 8
COME H E 2
COME S E 1
COME C'MON H A 1
COMES T T 1
COMFORTABLE H T 1
COMFORTABLE H A 1
COMING T T 2
COMING S C 3
COMING S A 1
COMPLAINING H A 2
COMPLAINS H A 1
COMPLETE COMLETE S A 1
CONCENTRATION H T 1
CONCENTRATION H C 1
CONTEST H A 1
CONTROL H A 1
COOK H C 2
COOK S C 1
COOK T A 1
COOK S A 1
COOKIE S T 3
COOKIE S C 12
COOKIES S C 12
COOKIES S A 1
COOKING S C 1
COOKING H A 1
COOL T T 2
COPIED S T 1
COPS H T- 1
COPY S T 3
COPY S C 3
COPY H A 1
COPYING H T 2
COPYING S C 1
CORN H T 2
CORN H C 2
CORN H A 1
COST S T 3
COST s C 5
COST H A 1






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1285



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1289











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1293
HAMMER S T 4 HAVE T A 3 HEAVIEST H T 2 HIGH H A 1
HAND H T 4 HAVE S A 14 HEAVIEST H C 2 HIGHER S T 3
HAND T T 1 HAVE HE 8 HEAVIEST H A 1 HIGHER H A 1
HAND S T 2 HAVE T E 3 HEAVY S T 1 HIM H T 16
HAND H C 5 HAVE S E 4 HEAVY H C 1 HIM T T 2
HAND S C 2 HAVEN'T H C 2 HEAVY H E 1 HIM S T 8
HAND H A 6 HAVEN'T S C 1 HEE *SOUND H C 1 HIM H C 11
HAND S A 3 HAVEN'T HA 9 HELL S C 1 HIM S C 13
HANDS H T 2 HAVING H T 1 HELP H T 1 HIM H A 18
HANDS HA 2 HAVING H C 1 HELP S C 2 HIM T A 3
HANDS T A 1 HAVING HA 4 HELP H A 1 HIM S A 6
HANG T E 1 HE H T 119 HELP S A 1 HIM T E 1
HANGING H T 1 HE TT 32 HEN TT 3 HIMSELF H A 1
HANSEL S T 2 HE S T 58 HER S T 3 HIMSELF S A 1
HAPPEN HA 1 HE HC 39 HER SC 5 HINTS HA 1
HAPPENED HA 5 HE TC 2 HER HA 1 HIS H T 8
HAPPENING HA 1 HE S C 71 HERE H T 24 HIS TT 3
HAPPENS HA 1 HE H A 50 HERE T T 6 HIS S T 3
HAPPY S C 2 HE T A 10 HERE S T 12 HIS H C 5
HAPPY HA 1 HE S A 3 HERE H C 19 HIS TC 2
HARD H T 3 HE H E 8 HERE S C 55 HIS S C 6
HARD S T 2 HE T E 1 HERE HA 66 HIS HA 10
HARD H C 2 HE'D HA 1 HERE T A 3 HIS T A 2
HARD S C 1 HE'LL H T 4 HERE S A 18 HIS SA 1
HARD HA 2 HE'LL HA 5 HERE H E 1 HIS H E 2
HARD S A 2 HELL T A 3 HERE T E 3 HIS T E 2
HARD T E 1 HE'S H T 3 HERE S E 1 HIS S E 1
HARDENED SA 1 HE'S TT 3 HERE'S H T 1 HIT H T 4
HAROLD S T 4 HE'S S T 7 HERE'S S C 4 HIT S T 1
HAROLD S C 8 HE'S H C 6 HERE'S S A 2 HIT H C 1
HAROLD SA 6 HE'S S C 16 HERE'S S E 1 HIT S C 4
HAROLD S E 2 HE'S H A 11 HERS S C 1 HIT HA 7
HAROLD'S S C 1 HE'S TA 3 HEY H T 8 HM *SOUND H T 10
HAROLD'S S A 1 HE'S SA 1 HEY TT 3 HM *SOUND T T 1
HARRY H T 5 HE'S HE 1 HEY S T 11 HM *SOUND S T 1
HAS S T 1 HEAD S T 8 HEY H C 47 HM *SOUND S C 2
HAS S C 3 HEAD HC 4 HEY TC 5 HM *SOUND HA 5
HAS H A 13 HEAD S C 5 HEY S C 53 HM *SOUND T A 2
HAS T A 1 HEAD HA 1 HEY H A 12 HM *SOUND S A 4
HAS S A 2 HEAD SA 1 HEY SA 4 HM *SOUND H 0 1
HAS H E 3 HEADACHES H T 1 HEY S 0 1 HM *SOUND HE 20
HAS T E 1 HEALTH S C 1 HEY H E 1 HM *SOUND T E 2
HASN'T HA 1 HEALTHY HE 1 HI H T 2 HM *SOUND S E 5
HAT H T 2 HEAR H T 13 HI S T 3 HMM *SOUND S A 1
HAT H A 2 HEAR S T 2 HI T C 1 HMM *SOUND HE 1
HATE S C 3 HEAR H C 12 HI S C 9 HO H T 5
HATS HA 3 HEAR HA 7 HI HA 1 HO ST 1
HAVE H T 43 HEAR SA 1 HI SA 3 HO S C 5
HAVE T T 5 HEAR HE 1 HI HE 1 HOCKEY S T 1
HAVE S T 16 HEAR S E 1 HI S E 2 HOLD T T 1
HAVE H C 31 HEARD H C 2 HID H C 1 HOLD H C 3
HAVE T C 1 HEARD S C 1 HIDE H C 1 HOLD S C 2
HAVE S C 44 HEARING HA 1 HIGH H C 2 HOLD HA 3
HAVE HA 69 HEARS H C 1 HIGH S C 1 HOLD SO 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1298 GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1299
HOLD H E 2 HUH T E 2 I'M SC 68 INTO T E 2
HOLDING H C 1 HUH S E 2 I'M H A 32 INVOLVED H A 1HOLDING S C 1 HUMOR H T 1 I'M SA 1 IS H T 22
HOLE H T 1 HUMOROUS HA 1 I'M H E 3 IS T T 2
HOLE S C 3 HUMP S T 4 I'M S E 1 IS S T 18HOME H T 2 HUMPS HE 1 I'VE HT 1 IS H C 24
HOME S T 2 HUNDRED H T 3 I'VE HC 4 IS S C 57HOME S C 2 HUNG S T 1 I'VE S C 3 IS H A 58HOME HA 4 HUNGRY H T 1 I'VE HA 5 IS T A 2HOME T A 1 HUNGRY H C 1 I'VE SA 1 IS S A 28HOME S A 1 HUP *SOUND S T 1 I'VE HE 1 IS H E 8HOMEWORK H T 2 HURRY HA 7 ICE S C 1 IS S E 4
HOMEWORK H C 2 HURT S T 1 IDEA H A 1 ISN'T H T 1
HOMEWORK HA 9 HURT H C 1 IDEA HE 4 ISN'T HA 3
HOMEWORKS H T 1 HURT S C 1 IDEAS HA 1 ISN'T HE 1
HONEY S T 2 HURT HA 1 IF H T 1 IT H T 134
HONEY HA 1 HURTING H T 1 IF T T 1 IT T T 12
HONEY SA 1 HURTS H T 2 IF H C 9 IT S T 65
HOO *SOUND ST 1 HURTS H C 1 IF T C 1 IT H C 123
HOP S T 1 HYMIE S C 1 IF S C 20 IT T C 14
HOPE H T 1 HYMIE'S S C 1 IF H A 20 IT S C 117
HOPE S T 1 I H T 244 IF T A 1 IT H A 192HOPE S C 2 I TT 43 IF SA 8 IT TA 19
HORSE SC 1 I ST 91 IF HE 5 IT SA 54
HORSE HA 1 I HC 224 IF TE 4 IT S 0 3
HORSES SC 2 I TC 14 IF SE 1 IT H E 21
HORSES SA 2 I SC 249 IN H T 38 IT T E 10
HOT HC 4 I HA 243 IN TT 6 IT SE 15
HOT SC 2 I TA 22 IN ST 26 IT'LL HA 1
HOT HA 1 I S A 32 IN H C 13 IT'LL TA 1
HOT SA 2 I S 0 2 IN TC 1 IT'LL SE 2
HOUSE H T 1 I HE 29 IN SC 36 IT'S H T 9
HOUSE TT 1 I TE 6 IN HA 61 IT'S TT 2
HOUSE ST 3 I SE 12 IN TA 8 IT'S ST 2
HOUSE SC 10 I'D H T 3 IN SA 21 IT'S H C 12
HOUSE HA 2 I'D HC 1 IN HE 7 IT'S TC 3
HOUSE SE 2 I'D T E 1 IN T E 3 IT'S SC 15
HOUSE 'OUSE SC 1 I'LL H T 9 IN SE 1 IT'S HA 36
HOW H T 17 I'LL TT 7 INGENIOUS HE 1 IT'S TA 7
HOW TT 3 I'LL ST 2 INK HA 1 IT'S SA 9
HOW ST 4 I'LL H C 2 INSIDE H T 5 IT'S HE 6
HOW H C 5 I'LL TC 1 INSIDE TT 1 IT'S T E 5
HOW SC 21 I'LL SC 10 INSIDE ST 4 IT'S SE 1
HOW HA 18 I'LL HA 8 INSIDE HC 1 ITS H C 2
HOW T A 2 I'LL T A 1 INSIDE H A 3 ITS H A 2
HOW S A 20 I'LL S A 9 INSIDE T A 1 ITSELF HA 1
HOW H E 3 I'LL HE 1 INSISTS T E 1 JACK H T 4
HUH HT 1 I'LL T E 2 INTERESTING HA 1 JACK S C 1
HUH H C 10 I'LL S E 1 INTERFERENCE HE 1 JACKASS S C 1HUH TC 2 I'M H T 45 INTO H T 1 JACKET H T 2
HUH S C 2 I'M T T 8 INTO H C 4 JACKET S C 2
HUH H A 18 I'M S T 22 INTO S C 1 JACKET HE 1
HUH .S A 7 I'M H C 49 INTO HA 10 JACKETS H T 1
HUH HE 7 I'M T C 6 INTO S A 2 JACKIE S C 9
GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1296 GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1297































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GIMME H T 3
GIMME S T 5
GIMME H C 6
GIMME S C 9


































GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1301


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OUTTA H T 1
























OHH H T 1

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1305





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1309
1312 GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1313
SEAN S T 1 SHARING S C 3 SHOWING H T 2 SLEEVE A
SEAN S C 8 SHARING SA 1 SOWING TA 1 SLEEVES S A 1SEAN S A 2 SHARLEEN S C 4 SHUT SC 14 SLIPPER H T I 1SEAT HC 1 SHARLEEN STA 1 SHUT H 1 S SLIPPERS HT 2SEATS S T 1 HARLEEN'S S C 2 SICK T T 1 SLIPPERS H A 5SECOND HT 4 SHARP TT 1 SICK S T 3 SLOW SC 2SECOND S E 1 SHE H C 1 SICK S C 1 SMELLS T T 2SECOND SEC H T 1 SHE S C 6 SICK H A 1 SMOKING H A 1SECOND SEC H A 1 SHE H A 5 SICK H E 1 SNACK H C 1SECONDS H A 2 SHE S A 3 SID S T 1 SNACK S C 1SECRET S C 1 SHE'S S C 3 SIDE H C 3 SNACK HA 1SEE HT 44 SHEEP S T 1 SIDE S C 6 SO HT 1SEE T T 3 SHEEP SHEEPS S T 1 SIDE H A 3 SO S T 4SEE S T 13 SHIRT H C 2 SIDE S A 7 SO H C 5SEE H C 15 SHIRT T C 2 SIDE S 0 1 SO S C 16SEE T C 2 SHIRT HA 9 SIDEWALK TT 1 SO H A 47SEE S C 26 SHIRT T A 5 SIDEWALK T E 1 SO T A 1SEE HTA 40 SHIRT T E 2 SIDEWAYS H A 1 SO S A 14SEE S A 18 SHIRTS S A 1 SIGNALS H E 1 SO H E 5
SEE S H 1 SHIRTS T E 1 SILLY S C 1 SO S E 1
SEE H E 1 SHIT H T 7 SILLY HA 4 SOAP H T 3
SEE S E 1 SHIT T T 2 SINCE H A 1 SOAP H C 2
SEED S C 1 SHIT S T 5 SINCE T A 1 SOAP HA 2
SEEDS S T 2 SHIT H C 3 SING S T 3 SODA H T 4
SEEDS S C 2 SHIT S C 6 SINK H C 1 SODA S T 1
SEEING S T 1 SHIT H A 1 SINK H A 3 SODA HA 2
SEEING H A 1 SHOE T C 1 SINK S A 1 SOFT H T 1
SEEK H C 1 SHOES S A 1 SISTER S C 4 SOFT H C 1
SEEN T T 1 SHOOT H T 1 SIT S T 1 SOFT S C 1SEEN H C 1 SHOOT T E 1 SIT H A 20 SOLID S A 1SEEN H A 1 SHORT H T 1 SIT T A 3 SOME H T 6
SELL S T 1 SHORT H C 3 SIT S A 14 SOME T T 1
SELL S C 3 SHORTS HA 4 SIT H E 1 SOME S T 7
SENORITA H T 1 SHORTY T T 1 SITS H C 1 SOME T C 1
SEPARATE S A 1 SHOT S T 1 SITS H A 1 SOME S C 21
SET H A 2 SHOULD H T 1 SITTING S C 1 SOME H A 13
SET S A 1 SHOULD T T 1 SIX H T 4 SOME T A 1
SEVEN H T 1 SHOULD S T 1 SIX T T 2 SOME S A 16
SEVEN T T 1 SHOULD S C 3 SIX S T 9 SOME HNE 2
SEVEN S T 7 SHOULD H A 2 SIX H C 4 SOME S E 3SEVEN H C 2 SHOULD S A 1 SIX S C 1 SOMEBODY STC 5SEVENTEEN H T 2 SHOULD H E 1 SIX S A 1 SOMEBODY T E 2
SEVENTEEN H C 1 SHOULD T E 1 SIXTEEN H T 1 SOMEHOW S A 1SH T T 2 SHOULDN'T S T 1 SIXTEEN H C 2 SOMEONE S T 1
SH S T 1 SHOULDN'T H A 1 SIXTH S C 1 SOMEONE S C 1
SHACKS T T 1 SHOW H T 5 SIZE T A 1 SOMETHING H T 5SHAKE S C 1 SHOW T T 1 SIZE S A 1 SOMETHING S T 3
SHAKES S C 1 SHOW H C 4 SKY H T 1 SOMETHING H C 3
SHAKING T T 3 SHOW S C 3 SKY S T 3 SOMETHING T C 1SHAKING SHAKIN H A 1 SHOW HTA 1 SLAP T T 3 SOMETHING S C 17SHAKY S E 1 SHOW S E 1 SLEEP H T 4 SOMETHING HA 21
SHARE S T 1 SHOWED H T 2 SLEEPING H T 1 SOMETHING S A 4
SHARE S C 2 SHOWER H C 2 SLEEPING H C 3 SOMETHING H E 1SHARE S A 2 SHOWER HA 3 SLEEPING S C 1 SOMETIMES HA 3
GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1314 GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1315
SOMETIMES S A 1 STARTED T A 1 STORY HE 2 SWEAT H C 3
SOMEWHERE S C 1 STARTING S C 1 STRAIGHT S C 1 SWEAT T C 1
SONG S T 5 STARTING HA 1 STREET T T 1 SWEAT HNA 1
SONIA S C 1 STARTS H C 1 STREET T C 1 SWEATER HT 2
SOON T T 1 STATION HA 1 STREET S C 3 SWEATER HA 3
SORRY S C 1 STAY H T 5 STRING H T 1 SWEET H A 1
SORRY HA 2 STAY S T 1 STRONG S T 1 SWEET S E 1
SORRY S E 1 STAY H C 2 STUCK H T 1 SWEETHEARTS HA 1
SOUND HA 1 STAY HA 10 STUCK S T 2 SWIM H E 1
SOUND HE 1 STAY T A 1 STUCK T C 1 SWING T T 6
SOUNDS HA 1 STAYING H T 3 STUCK T A 2 T S T 1
SOUR H T 2 STAYING S T 1 STUCK H E 1 T S C 1
SPANK S C 1 STAYING H A 1 STUCKY *MADEUP S T 1 T H A 4
SPARE H T 2 STEIN H T 1 STUDIED HA 1 TABLE S C 1
SPEAK S C 1 STICK T T 3 STUDY HA 2 TABLE HA 5
SPEED H T 2 STICK S T 4 STUDYING T A 1 TABLE S A 5
SPEED HNA 1 STICKS S T 2 STUFF H C 1 TABLES H C 1
SPELL H C 1 STICKS HE 1 STUFF HNA 2 TACK T E 1
SPELL S C 1 STICKS S E 1 STUFF S A 1 TAIL H C 3
SPELLING HA 2 STICKY HA 2 STUFF S E 1 TAIL T A 1
SPIDER S C 1 STILL H T 1 STUFFED S C 1 TAKE H T 18
SPIDERMAN H T 1 STILL S T 1 STUFFING HA 1 TAKE S T 5
SPIDERMAN S T 9 STILL H C 2 STUPID H T 5 TAKE H C 14
SPIDERMAN S C 8 STILL T C 2 STUPID ST 6 TAKE T C 5
SPILL S A 1 STILL HA 3 STUPID H C 4 TAKE S C 19
SPILLED S C 2 STILL T A 1 STUPID S C 2 TAKE HA 45
SPIN HA 2 STOMACH H T 2 SUCH S T 1 TAKE T A 5
SPINNING HA 1 STOMACH S T 2 SUCH H C 1 TAKE S A 4
SPIT H T 1 STOMACH H C 5 SUGAR S T 7 TAKE S 1 
SPIT H C 1 STOMACH S C 2 SUGAR S C 7 TAKE HE 1
SPLASH T T 1 STOMACH H A 4 SUGAR S A 1 TAKE T E 1
SPLASH SC 2 STOMACH HE 1 SUGAR S E 2 TAKES H T 1
SPLASHING H T 1 STOP H T 12 SUGAR'S S C 1 TAKES HA 3
SPONGE S A 1 STOP T T 3 SUMMER H A 1 TAKES HE 2
SPOON S T 1 STOP S T 4 SUMMER S A 1 TAKING H T 3
SPOON S C 4 STOP H C 7 SUMMER'S S C 1 TAKING H C 1
SPOON S A 1 STOP SC 8 SUMMERTIME HA 1 TAKING SC 2
SPOONS SC 5 STOP HA 25 SUNDAY H T 2 TAKING HA 3
SQUEEZE S A 1 STOP TA 2 SUNG ST 3 TALK H T 3
STAIRS TA 1 STOP S A 3 SUNLIGHT H T 1 TALK ST 7
STAIRS TE 1 STOP S 0 1 SUPER H C 1 TALK SC 9
STALK H T 3 STOP HE 1 SUPERMAN ST 2 TALK HA 3
STAND H T 1 STOPPING SC 1 SUPPOSE H T 2 TALK HE 2
STAND SC 3 STOPS TA 1 SUPPOSE HA 2 TALK SE 1
STAND HA 2 STORE H T 2 SUPPOSED H C 1 TALKED S A 1
STAND HE 1 STORIES H T 1 SUPPOSED S C 1 TALKIE S T 3
STANDING S C 3 STORIES H A 1 SUPPOSED H A 8 TALKIE S C 1
STANDING S E 1 STORIES HE 1 SUPPOSED T A 1 TALKING H T 1
START H C 2 STORY H T 7 SUPPOSED S A 1 TALKING H C 1
START S C 5 STORY S T 2 SUPPOSED H E 1 TALKING T C 2
START H A 10 STORY H C 2 SUPPOSED T E 1 TALKING S C 1
START T A 1 STORY T C 1 SUPPOSED SPOSED H C 1 TALKING H A 2
STARTED .S C 1 STORY HA 2 SURE HA 2 TALKING S A 1
STARTED HA 5 STORY T A 2 SURE HE 2 TALKY H T 3
GROUP 3 CHILD 7
















































































































































































DAT H T 11
DAT S T 3
DAT H C 5














DAT'S H T 8
DAT'S S T 4
DAT'S H C 3















DA H T 19
DA T T 1
DA S T 5
DA H C 29
DA S C 7
DA H A 38
DA S A 1
DI H T 19









































































































































































































































































THROWED H C 1



































































































































































































































































































































GO(NA S C 1
GON'T T E 1
GONNA H T 21
GONNA T T 1
GONNA S T 11
GONNA H C 24
GONNA S C 44
GONNA H A 52
GONNA T A 7
GONNA S A 2
GONNA HE 2
GONNA S E 1
GOTTA HA 7
TA S C 1
WANNA H T 8
WANNA T T 3
WANNA S T 3
WANNA H C 4
WANNA S C 15
WANNA HA 10






























































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1317
TRAIN S T 1 TWO S A 1 USED S A 1 WALL S 0 1
TRAIN S C 1 TWO HE 2 USED S E 1 WANT H T 81
TRICK H C 1 U S T 1 USING HE 1 WANT T T 3
TRIED S C 1 UH *SOUND H T 11 USUALLY T T 1 WANT S T 17
TRIED H A 2 UH *SOUND T T 4 USUALLY HA 2 WANT H C 46
TRIED SA 1 UH *SOUND ST 14 USUALLY TA 2 WANT TC 5
TROUBLE H T 1 UH *SOUND H C 19 USUALLY S A 1 WANT S C 57
TRUCK H T 2 UH *SOUND S C 25 USUALLY HE 4 WANT HA 43
TRUCK H C 3 UH *SOUND HA 1 VEGETABLE HE 1 WANT T A 6
TRUCK H A 1 UH *SOUND T A 2 VEGETABLES S A 1 WANT S A 21
TRUE S C 1 UH *SOUND S A 8 VERY HA 6 WANT S 0 2
TRUTH S C 1 UH *SOUND HE 7 VERY T A 2 WANT HE 3
TRY H T 1 UH *SOUND T E 1 VERY S A 8 WANT T E 3
TRY S T 3 UH *SOUND S E 5 VERY HE 1 WANT S E 1
TRY HC 1 UM H T 6 VERY T E 1 WANT WAN S A 2
TRY S C 1 UM S T 8 VERY S E 1 WANT WANNA H T 8
TRY HA 6 UM H C 10 VINEGAR H T 1 WANT WANNA T T 3
TRY S A 6 UM S C 15 VINEGAR HA 2 WANT WANNA S T 3
TRY S E 2 UM H A 2 VITAMINS HA 1 WANT WANNA H C 4
TRYING T T 2 UM S A 7 VOICE H T 1 WANT WANNA S C 15
TRYING HC 1 UM H E 10 VOICE HE 1 WANT WANNA HA 10
TRYING H A 6 UM S E 2 VOLUME HE 1 WANT WANNA S A 3
TUB S C 1 UNCOMFORTABLE T E 1 W H T 1 WANT WANNA S 0 1
TUCK T E 1 UNDER T T 1 WAEWAEWAE *SOUND ST 1 WANTED S T 1
TUESDAY H T 1 UNDER S C 1 WAIT H T 5 WANTED S C 1
TUMMY T T 1 UNDER H A 2 WAIT T T 2 WANTED H A 6
TURKEY H T 6 UNTIL H C 2 WAIT S T 1 WANTS H T 1
TURN H T 1 UNTIL S C 1 WAIT H C 10 WANTS T T 2
TURN S T 1 UNTIL HA 6 WAIT S C 6 WANTS S T 1
TURN HC 1 UP H T 26 WAIT HA 21 WANTS S C 2
TURN S C 6 UP T T 8 WAIT T A 2 WANTS H A 1
TURN H A 7 UP S T 11 WAIT S A 5 WANTS T A 1
TURN H E 2 UP H C 6 WAIT H 0 1 WANTS S A 3
TURNED HC 1 UP T C 2 WAIT S 0 1 WANTS H E 1
TURNED H A 1 UP S C 43 WAITING S C 1 WARM HA 2
TURNS H A 1 UP H A 32 WAITING T E 2 WARMER H A 1
TURTLES S T 1 UP T A 1 WALK H T 2 WAS H T 9
TURTLES S A 1 UP S A 7 WALK S T 2 WAS T T 4
TV H A 2 UP S 0 1 WALK HC 1 WAS S T 9
TV'S H T 1 UP H E 2 WALK T C 1 WAS H C 7
TWELVE H T 1 UP T E 1 WALK S C 2 WAS S C 26
TWELVE T T 2 US H T 7 WALK H A 1 WAS H A 25
TWELVE H C 2 US S T 1 WALK T A 2 WAS T A 1
TWENTY H T 6 US H C 5 WALK S 0 2 WAS S A 2
TWENTY HC 1 US T C 1 WALK T E 1 WAS H E 2
TWICE H E 1 US S C 2 WALKED H T 2 WAS T E 1
TWICE WICE H T 1 US H A 2 WALKIE S T 3 WASH HC 1
TWO H T 19 US T A 2 WALKIE S C 1 WASH H A 5
TWO T T 2 USE S T 1 WALKING H T 1 WASHED H C 1
TWO S T 13 USE HC 1 WALKING S T 1 WASHED HA 1
TWO H C 15 USE S C 2 WALKING T E 1 WASN'T S C 1
TWO S C 25 USE H A 2 WALKS H T 3 WASN'T H A 1
TWO H A 9 USED H A 3 WALL S C 1 WASN'T H E 2
TWO T A 1 USED T A 1 WALL T A 1 WASTE HA 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1322 GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1323
WATCH H T 1 WEDNESDAY WENDAY H T 2 WHAT'S HE 1 WHO S A 4
WATCH T T 1 WEDNESDAY'S HA 1 WHATEVER HA 6 WHO HE 5
WATCH S T 2 WEEK HE 1 WHEAT H T 2 WHO'S H T 3
WATCH H C 4 WEEKS S T 1 WHEAT H E 1 WHO'S T T 1
WATCH S C 5 WEIGHT HA 2 WHEEL HA 3 WHO'S S T 1
WATCH HA 2 WEIGHT HE 1 WHEEL HE 1 WHO'S HA 2
WATCHING S C 2 WELL H T 6 WHEELS HA 4 WHO'S T A 4
WATCHING HA 1 WELL T T 3 WHEN H T 41 WHO'S S A 1
WATER H T 6 WELL S T 1 WHEN T T 1 WHO'S T E 1
WATER T T 1 WELL H C 4 WHEN S T 9 WHO'S S E 1
WATER S T 1 WELL T C 1 WHEN H C 10 WHOA S T 2
WATER H C 5 WELL S C 11 WHEN T C 1 WHOA S C 1
WATER S C 1 WELL HA 39 WHEN S C 20 WHOLE H T 3
WATER H A 11 WELL T A 2 WHEN HA 24 WHOLE H C 1
WAY H T 2 WELL S A 6 WHEN T A 2 WHOLE S C 1
WAY T T 11 WELL HE 8 WHEN S A 3 WHOLE HA 2
WAY S T 7 WELL T E 7 WHEN H E 4 WHOSE H T 1
WAY H C 2 WELL S E 4 WHEN T E 1 WHOSE HA 2
WAY T C 5 WENT H T 10 WHEN S E 2 WHOSE S A 1
WAY S C 13 WENT T T 2 WHENEVER HC 1 WHY H T 2
WAY HA 10 WENT S T 6 WHENEVER H A 1 WHY H C 12
WAY S A 1 WENT H C 2 WHERE H T 5 WHY T C 2
WAY T E 1 WENT T C 3 WHERE T T 1 WHY S C 20
WAYNE ST I WENT S C 8 WHERE ST 9 WHY H A 39
WAYNE SC 3 WENT H A 3 WHERE H C 6 WHY TA 1
WE H T 25 WENT S E 2 WHERE S C 15 WHY S A 5
WE TT 5 WERE H T 3 WHERE H A 6 WHY H E 1
WE ST 12 WERE ST 1 WHERE TA 5 WILD H C 1
WE H C 2 WERE S C 1 WHERE S A 5 WILL H T 8
WE TC 3 WERE HA 9 WHERE'S H T 3 WILL TT 1
WE SC 21 WERE S A 2 WHERE'S ST 2 WILL ST 2
WE HA 2 WET H T 5 WHERE'S H C 10 WILL H C 5
WE TA 2 WETTING H T 1 WHERE'S TC 1 WILL S C 2
WE S A 6 WHAT H T 27 WHERE'S S C 4 WILL HA 4
WE'LL H T 1 WHAT TT 9 WHERE'S HA 1 WILL TA 2
WE'LL HA 1 WHAT ST 15 WHERE'S TA 1 WILL S A 2
WE'RE H T 6 WHAT H C 26 WHERE'S S A 1 WILL HE 3
WE'RE S C 4 WHAT TC 5 WHICH ST 1 WILLIAM S C 1
WE'RE HA 3 WHAT S C 33 WHICH H C 1 WILLIAM S A 2
WE'RE TA 3 WHAT HA 61 WHICH S C 3 WILLIAM S E 1
WE'RE S A 2 WHAT TA 9 WHICH S A 12 WILLIS ST 1
WE'RE HE 1 WHAT S A 26 WHICH H E I WIN H T 11
WEAR H T 10 WHAT HE 10 WHILE H T 2 WIN H C 12
WEAR TT 1 WHAT TE 3 WHILE H A 6 WIN H A 7
WEAR H C 18 WHAT S E 2 WHILE S A 2 WINE HA 1
WEAR T C 1 WHAT WHA HC 1 WHILE S E 1 WINNER H T 2
WEAR HA 3 WHAT WHA H A 1 WHISTLING H T 1 WINNING H T 3
WEAR T A 2 WHAT'D T C 1 WHITE HA 1 WINNING H C 5
WEAR H E 1 WHAT'S H T 6 WHO H T 1 WINS NHC 1
WEAR T E 4 WHAT'S T T 2 WHO T T 1 WINTER HA 1
WEARING H T 1 WHAT'S H C 3 WHO S T 8 WINTER T A 1
WEARING S T 1 WHAT'S S C 11 WHO H C 2 WINTER T E 1
WEARING HA 2 WHAT'S H A 22 WHO S C 17 WIRE H T 1
WEDNESDAY HA 1 WHAT'S S A 4 WHO H A 4 WISH T T 1
1320 GROUP 3 CHILD 7GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1321
WISH T C 1 WORRY S E 1 YES T T 1 YOU'RE H C 4
WISH HA 2 WOULD S T 1 YES S T 6 YOU'RE T C 1
WISH HE 1 WOULD H C 1 YES H C 10 YOU'RE S C 12
WIT S T 1 WOULD S C 2 YES T C 1 YOU'RE HA 52
WITH H T 26 WOULD H A 12 YES S C 10 YOU'RE T A 3
WITH T T 1 WOULD T A 1 YES HA 8 YOU'RE S A 11
WITH S T 18 WOULD S A 12 YES T A 1 YOU'RE HE 2
WITH H C 20 WOULD T E 2 YES S A 5 YOU'RE S E 5
WITH S C 16 WOULDN'T T C 1 YES H E 1 YOU'VE H T 1
WITH H A 42 WOULDN'T S C 3 YES S E 2 YOU'VE H C 1
WITH T A 3 WOULDN'T H A 6 YES YEAP S A 1 YOU'VE S C 3
WITH S A 8 WOULDN'T S A 1 YES YUP H C 1 YOU'VE HA 4
WITH HE 5 WOW H T 1 YES YUP S C 1 YOU'VE T A 1
WITH T E 1 WOW T T 3 YESTERDAY S T 2 YOU'VE S A 1
WITH S E 2 WOW S T 3 YESTERDAY H C 1 YOUNG T A 1
WITH WID H C 1 WOW H C 1 YET S T 1 YOUR H T 20
WITH WID HA 1 WOW T C 1 YET H C 1 YOUR T T 3
WITHOUT HA 3 WOW S C 9 YET HA 1 YOUR S T 13
WITHOUT HE 1 WOW HA 1 YOGURT H C 1 YOUR H C 16
WON'T H T 3 WOW SO 1 YON S A 1 YOUR T C 1
WON'T S T 1 WOW HE 3 YORK S C 2 YOUR S C 51
WON'T H C 5 WRAPPER S C 1 YOU H T 157 YOUR HA 90
WON'T T C 3 WRISTLET S C 1 YOU T T 25 YOUR T A 8
WON'T S C 4 WRITE HA 2 YOU S T 90 YOUR S A 16
WON'T HA 3 WRITE S A 6 YOU H C 96 YOUR HE 2
WON'T T A 1 WRITING S T 1 YOU T C 8 YOUR T E 4
WON'T S A 1 WRONG T T 2 YOU S C 261 YOUR S E 1
WON'T HE 1 WRONG S T 1 YOU HA 397 YOURS H T 8
WON'T T E 1 WRONG H C 2 YOU T A 29 YOURS S T 4
WON'T S E 1 WRONG S C 1 YOU S A 133 YOURS S C 12
WONDER S C 1 WRONG HA 11 YOU S 0 2 YOURS HA 1
WOOD HA 3 WRONG S A 1 YOU H E 34 YOURS S A 3
WORD S C 1 WROTE HA 1 YOU T E 9 YOURSELF H T 1
WORD H A 3 X S A 1 YOU S E 15 YOURSELF H C 1
WORDS S C 2 Y S T 3 YOU Y'ALL S T 1 YOURSELF S C 2
WORDS HA 2 YEAH H T 27 YOU'D T T 1 YOURSELF HA 5
WORK HA 8 YEAH T T 3 YOU'D HA 1 YOURSELF S A 2
WORK S A 2 YEAH S T 30 YOU'LL H T 1 YUCK H C I
WORK T E 1 YEAH H C 16 YOU'LL T T 2 YUCKY T T 2
WORKED T A 1 YEAH S C 56 YOU'LL S T 2 YUM S C 5
WORKING H T 1 YEAH HA 34 YOU'LL H C 1 ZERO S T 1
WORKING HA 1 YEAH T A 6 YOU'LL S C 2 ZERO S C 1
WORKING T E 1 YEAH S A 9 YOU'LL HA 3 ZERO S A 3
WORKS H T 2 YEAH HE 18 YOU'LL T A 1 ZOO H T 4
WORKS S C 1 YEAH T E 9 YOU'LL S A 2 ZOO ST 2
WORKS HA 4 YEAH S E 4 YOU'LL T E 1 1960'S HA 1
WORKS S A 1 YEAH YAH S T 8 YOU'LL S E 1 3 HA 1
WORLD HA 1 YEARS T T 3 YOU'RE H T 9 4 T T 1
WORM H T 1 YEARS HA 1 YOU'RE T T 1 6 H T 1
WORM S T 1 YEARS T A 1 YOU'RE S T 3 7 HA 1
WORMS S T 1 YELLOW H T 1
WORMS S C 1 YELLOW TT 1
WORRY H A 1 YEP S T 1
WORRY T E 1 YES H T 7
GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1324 GROUP 3 CHILD 7 1325




















































































































































































AHH H T 4
AHH S T 1
AHH H C I
AHH S C 1
AHHH H T 1
AHHH S C 1
H T 2
SC 2






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'CAUSE H T 7
'CAUSE T T 1
'CAUSE H C 8
'CAUSE S C 5
'CAUSE H A 5
'CAUSE T A 2
'CAUSE S A 3
'CAUSE H E 1









1326 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1327





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1331
CATCH HA 1 CHECKERS HA 1 CLIP S T 2 COME COMIN HA 2
CATCH HE 1 CHERRIES S C 1 CLIP S E 1 COMES H T 2
CATCHING S A 1 CHERRY H T 2 CLOCK S C i COMES S T 1
CAUGHT H T 3 CHEST HA 1 CLOCK HE 1 COMES H C 3
CAUGHT H C 1 CHEW H T 5 CLOSE H T 8 COMES S C 2
CAUGHT HA 1 CHICAGO H T 2 CLOSE H A 4 COMES HA 1
CAUSE H T 6 CHICKEN H T 8 CLOSE T A 1 COMES S A 1
CAUSE S T 3 CHICKEN H C 3 CLOSE S A 4 COMES HE 1
CAUSE H C 2 CHICKENS H T 1 CLOSE HE 1 COMING H T 14
CAUSE S C 3 CHICKENS HE 1 CLOSED H T 2 COMING T T 1
CAUSE T A 1 CHILDREN H E 1 CLOSED H A 1 COMING H C 9
CAUSE S A 2 CHINATOWN H C 1 CLOSER S A 1 COMING H A 4
CAUSE HE 1 CHINESE H T 3 CLOSET S T 1 COMING S A 3
CELEBRATE S A 1 CHINESE H C 5 CLOTHES T T 1 COMING H E 1
CELLOPHANE H T 1 CHINESE HA 1 CLOUD S A 2 CON H A 1
CELLOPHANE H A 1 CHOO *SOUND S A 13 CLOWN S C 2 CONCENTRATING S A 4
CENT H A 1 CHOOSE S A 1 CLOWN'S S A 1 CONCENTRATING CONCENT S A 1
CENTS H T 7 CHOP S C 1 CLUB H T 1 CONCENTRATION S A 1
CENTS H C 6 CHOP S A 3 CLUB H C 1 CONE H T 1
CENTS HA 3 CHOPPED S C 1 COAT HA 4 CONEY S T 1
CENTS H E 7 CHOPPED S A 1 COAT T A 1 CONGED *MADEUP H T 1
CERTAINLY S A 1 CHOPPER S A 1 COCK H T 1 CONTAINER H T 1
CERTIFICATE H C 1 CHOPPING H T 1 COCK S A 1 CONTAINER H A 4
CHAIR S T 3 CHOPPING S C 1 COCKROACH H T 1 CONTROLS S E 1
CHAIR S C 2 CHOPPING S E 1 COCKSUCKER H T 1 CONVERSATION S A 1
CHAIR S A 6 CHRIST HA 3 COFFEE H T 4 COOK H T 3
CHAIR'S S A 1 CHRISTMAS H T 7 COFFEE H C 5 COOKIES H C 1
CHANCE S C 1 CHRISTMAS S C 3 COFFEE HA 5 COOKING S T 1
CHANCE S A 1 CHRISTMAS S A 2 COFFEE HE 2 COOKING H C 1
CHANGE H T 3 CHU *SOUND T T 2 COIN HE 1 COOL H T 1
CHANGE HA 1 CHU *SOUND HA 1 COINS H T I COOL H C 1
CHANGE S A 1 CHU *SOUND S A 1 COLD H T 1 COOL S A 1
CHARACTER HE 1 CIGARETTE H A 2 COLD T T 1 COOL HE 1
CHARLENE H T 1 CIGARETTES HA 1 COLD H C 2 COOLED H T 1
CHARLENE S T 4 CINDY S C 1 COLD HA 6 COP H T 1
CHARLENE S C 3 CINE H T 1 COLD T A 2 COP H C 4
CHARLENE S A 1 CITIZEN H C 1 COLLECTION S A 1 COP'S H T 1
CHARLENE'S S T 1 CLASS H C 4 COLOR T T 2 COPPER S A 5
CHARLIE H C 7 CLASS S C 2 COLOR H C 1 COPS H T 1
CHASE H C 1 CLASS HA 1 COLOR S A 2 COPS S T 2
CHASING H T 1 CLASSROOM S A 2 COLORS T T 1 COPS H C 1
CHEAP H C 1 CLAUSE H C 1 COLORS S C 1 COPS S A 1
CHEAT S T 1 CLEAN H C 1 COMB HA 2 CORE S C 1
CHEATED H T 2 CLEAN HA 3 COME H T 48 CORNER H C 2
CHEATED HA 3 CLEANED HA 1 COME T T 2 CORNER S C 2
CHEATER HA 1 CLEANER S C 1 COME S T 3 CORNER S A 1
CHEATING H T 1 CLEANING H T 1 COME H C 52 CORNER HE 1
CHEATING HA 2 CLEAR HE 1 COME S C 7 CORNISH S C 1
CHEATING S A 1 CLIFFORD S A 3 COME HA 44 COST H T 5
CHEATING CHEATIN H C i CLIMB H T 17 COME T A 19 COST H A 1
CHECK H T 1 CLIMB H C 1 COME S A 40 COSTS HE 1
CHECK S A 2 CLIMB HE 1 COME HE 15 COUCH HA 1
CHECKERS H T 1 CLIMBED H T 1 COME S E 3 COULD H T 36
CHECKERS H C 5 CLIMBING H T 4 COME COMIN T T 1 COULD S T 16
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1336 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1337
COULD H C 22 D S T 3 DEFENSE S C 8 DIXON'S S A 1
COULD S C 9 D H C 1 DEFENSE S A 1 DO H T 38
COULD H A 2 D H E 1 DEFENSE DEFONCE S C 1 DO T T 3
COULD S A 4 DADDY H T 2 DELICATE H E 1 DO S T 24
COULD HE 3 DADDY S C 1 DELICIOUS S A 1 DO H C 45
COULD S E 3 DADDY HA 4 DEN H T 9 DO S C 8
COULDN'T H T 3 DAN H T 5 DEN H C 10 DO H A 38
COUNT S T 2 DAN HA 1 DEN S C 1 DO T A 1
COUNT S A 3 DANNY H T 15 DEN SA 2 DO S A 51
COUNTING S A 1 DANNY T T 1 DESK H A 1 DO HO 1
COUNTRY H T 1 DANNY H C 11 DEVELOP H E 1 DO H E 27
COUNTRY H C 4 DANNY S C 1 DEVIL H C 2 DO S E 2
COUPLE S A 3 DANNY HA 15 DIARRHEA HA 1 DOES H T 1
COURSE H C 1 DANNY T A 1 DICK H T 8 DOES S T 1
COVER S A 1 DANNY S A 15 DID H T 10 DOES H C 4
COVERED H C 2 DANNY H E 2 DID S T 5 DOES S C 1
COW H C 6 DANNY S E 1 DID H C 16 DOES HA 1
COW'S H C 2 DANNY'S H T 2 DID S C 10 DOES S A 2
CRACK H T 2 DANNY'S H C 4 DID H A 10 DOESN'T H T 5
CRACK S T 3 DANNY'S H A 1 DID T A 2 DOESN'T S T 5
CRACK S A 1 DANNY'S S A 6 DID S A 25 DOESN'T H C 7
CRACKED SA 1 DARK H T 1 DID H 0 2 DOESN'T HA 1
CRACKER S T 2 DARK S T 1 DID HE 12 DOESN'T S A 5
CRACKERS SA 1 DARK SC 2 DID SE 4 DOESN'T SE 1
CRAYON SC 1 DARK SA 1 DIDN'T H T 20 DOG ST 1
CRAZY H C 2 DARLING H T 1 DIDN'T TT 1 DOG H C 1
CREAMY SC 1 DAUGHTER H T 1 DIDN'T ST 4 DOGS H C 1
CREDIT HA 1 DAVID SC 1 DIDN'T H C 16 DOING H T 9
CROSS H C 1 DAWN HA 1 DIDN'T SC 5 DOING ST 6
CROSS HA 1 DAWN'S HA 1 DIDN'T HA 14 DOING H C 8
CROSS HE 1 DAY H T 4 DIDN'T SA 14 DOING SC 8
CRY H A 1 DAY ST 2 DIDN'T H E 5 DOING HA 9
CUATRO H T 1 DAY H C 4 DIE H C 1 DOING TA 1
CUBBIE ST 3 DAY HA 1 DIET HA 1 DOING SA 4
CUFFS SA 1 DAY SA 3 DIEZ H C 1 DOING HE 1
CUNT H C 1 DAY HE 3 DIFFERENT H C 1 DOING SE 1
CUP ST 2 DEAD H T 2 DILLINGER H T 1 DOING DOIN' H T 2
CUP SC 3 DEAD H C 1 DILLINGER H C 1 DOING DOIN' ST 1
CUP HA 1 DEAD HE 2 DIME H T 4 DOLL ST 2
CUP SA 1 DEAD SE 1 DING H T 2 DOLLAR H T 18
CUPS H T 1 DEAF HA 2 DING ST 3 DOLLAR ST 24
CUPS HA 3 DEAFER HA 2 DINGS H T 1 DOLLAR H C 11
CURSE H T 1 DEAR SC 5 DINGS SA 1 DOLLAR SC 2
CURSE HA 1 DEAR S O 1 DIRECTION HE 1 DOLLAR HA 3
CUT ST 2 DEATH H C 1 DIRT TT 1 DOLLAR TA 1
CUT H C 8 DECIDE H T 5 DIRT S C 2 DOLLAR S A 8
CUT S C 1 DECIDE HE 2 DIRTY S C 1 DOLLAR HE 3
CUT H A 3 DECKER S C 2 DIRTY HA 2 DOLLAR S E 2
CUT S A 1 DECKER S A 1 DIRTY S A 1 DOLLAR'S H T 5
CUT H E 2 DEE T T 3 DIRTY HE 1 DOLLARS H T 12
CUT CUTTED H C 1 DEE S T 1 DISAPPEAR HA 1 DOLLARS S T 4
CUTE H T 1 DEEDEE S T 3 DISTRIBUTED H E 1 DOLLARS S C 1
CUTTING H C 1 DEEDEE S C 1 DIXON S T 1 DOLLARS HA 2
D H T 3 DEEDEE S A 2 DIXON S A 6 DOLLARS HE 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1334 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1335










































































*SOUND H T 1






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1339
1342 GROUP 3 CHILD 8
FOUR S C 9 FRUIT H C 5 GEE S T 2 GLASS HA 2
FOUR HA 1 FRUIT H A 1 GEE H C 1 GLASS HE 2
FOUR S A 11 FRUIT S A 1 GEE S C 1 GLASSES H T 2
FOUR H E 3 FRUIT HE 1 GENTLE S E 1 GLASSES H C 2
FOURTEEN S C 1 FRYING S A 1 GEORGE H T 5 GLASSES S C 1
FOURTEEN S A 4 FU S T .1 GEORGE H C 6 GLASSES H A 2
FOURTH S A 1 FUCK H T 7 GEORGE HA 1 GLASSES S A 3
FOURTH HE 1 FUCK S T I GEORGE HE 4 GLASSES HE 3
FRANCISCO HA 1 FUCK H C 10 GERMAN H C 1 GLUED HE 1
FRANK H T 6 FUCKER H T I GET H T 57 GO H T 68
FRANK S T 1 FUCKER H C 2 GET T T 2 GO T T 3
FRANK H C 2 FUCKERS H C 1 GET S T 22 GO S T 15
FRANK S A 1 FUCKING H T 2 GET H C 75 GO H C 67
FRANK S E 1 FUCKING H C 1 GET S C 22 GO S C 6
FRANK'S S A 1 FUCKING FUCKIN' H T 1 GET H A 56 GO H A 53
FRANKIE H T 13 FUCKING FUCKIN' HC 2 GET TA 1 GO TA 5
FRANKIE H C 4 FULL H C 3 GET S A 38 GO S A 29
FRANKIE HA 1 FULL H A 2 GET H E 11 GO H E 23
FRANKIE'S H T 2 FULL S A 1 GET S E 3 GO T E 1
FREEZING FREEZIN T A 1 FULL HE 1 GET GOTS H T 1 GOAL H T 1
FRENCH H T 5 FULLY H C 1 GET GOTS S T 1 GOAL S A 2
FRENCH H C 4 FUN H T 1 GETS S T 2 GOD H T 1
FRENCH S C 2 FUN S T 1 GETS H C 4 GOD H C 1
FRENCH HA 4 FUN H C 3 GETS S C 1 GOES H T 4
FRENCH S A 4 FUN S A 1 GETS HA 2 GOES S T 2
FRIDAY HA 1 FUNNIEST H C i GETS S A 5 GOES H C 4
FRIDAY S A 1 FUNNY H C 1 GETS H E 1 GOES S C 1
FRIED H T 1 FUNNY S A 1 GETTING H T 10 GOES HA 1
FRIED S C 1 FUR H C 1 GETTING H C 6 GOES T A 1
FRIEND H T 4 FURTHER SA 1 GETTING HA 5 GOES S A 13
FRIEND S T 1 G S T 1 GETTING S A 7 GOES HE 1
FRIEND H C 3 G H A 1 GETTING GETTIN H T 1 GOING H T 59
FRIEND HA 1 GALLON H A 2 GIGGLY S A 2 GOING S T 8
FRIEND'S H C 2 GAME H T 3 GIRL H T 1 GOING H C 18
FRIENDS H T 1 GAME H C 2 GIRL T T 3 GOING S C 4
FRIES H T 4 GAME S C 9 GIRLS H T 2 GOING H A 9
FRIES H C 5 GAME S A 8 GIVE H T 34 GOING T A 2
FRIES S C 1 GAME HE 1 GIVE S T 14 GOING S A 14
FRIES HA 4 GAME S E 1 GIVE H C 19 GOING HE 20
FRIES S A 4 GAMES H T 1 GIVE S C 12 GOING GOIN T T 2
FROG S C 2 GAMES T A 1 GIVE H A 19 GOING GOIN' HA 1
FROG S A 3 GAMES S A 1 GIVE T A 1 GOING GONNA H T 58
FROGS S C 3 GANG H C 1 GIVE S A 10 GOING GONNA T T 4
FROGS S A 3 GANG HA 1 GIVE HE 6 GOING GONNA S T 17
FROM H T 4 GARBAGE HA 2 GIVE GIMME H T 23 GOING GONNA H C 38
FROM H C 2 GARBAGE HE 2 GIVE GIMME S T 11 GOING GONNA T C 1
FROM HA 7 GATES H T 1 GIVE GIMME H C 14 GOING GONNA S C 18
FROM T A 2 GATES H C 2 GIVE GIMME HA 11 GOING GONNA HA 40
FROM HE 1 GAVE S T 2 GIVE GIMME S A 2 GOING GONNA T A 2
FRONT H T 1 GAVE H C 3 GIVE GIMME S 0 1 GOING GONNA S A 45
FRONT H C 9 GAVE HA 4 GIVING H T 3 GOING GONNA HE 10
FRONT HA 1 GAVE S A 5 GIVING S A 1 GOING GONNA T E 2
FRONT HE 1 GAVE HE 5 GLAD T A 1 GOING GONNA S E 1
FRUIT H T 2 GE *SOUND S C 1 GLASS H C 3 GOLDEN H T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1344 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1345
GOLDEN H C 1 GRANDMA S C 2 HA S C 146 HANGS HE 1
GOLDEN HA 3 GREAT S A 3 HA H A 19 HAPPEN H T 2
GONE HA 1 GREEN H T 3 HA T A 2 HAPPEN H C 2
GONE GON S T 1 GREEN T T 1 HA S A 56 HAPPENED H T 3
GONE GON HA 1 GREEN H C 5 HA S 0 15 HAPPENED S T 1
GOOD H T 9 GREEN H A 1 HA H E 6 HAPPENED H C 4
GOOD T T 3 GREEN H E 1 HAD H T 6 HAPPENED HA 5
GOOD S T 7 GREG TA 1 HAD S T 3 HAPPENED S A 1
GOOD H C 5 GROWN H C 1 HAD H C 8 HAPPENED HE 1
GOOD S C 16 GRUNDY S T 1 HAD S C 3 HAPPENED S E 2
GOOD HA 7 GUARD HC 2 HAD H A 6 HAPPENED HAPPEND H C 1
GOOD T A 6 GUESS H T 1 HAD S A 15 HAPPENING H C 1
GOOD S A 30 GUESS S T 6 HAD H E 3 HAPPENING HE 1
GOOD HE 8 GUESS S C 6 HADN'T S A 1 HAPPENING HAPPENI H C 1
GOOD S E 4 GUESS S A 13 HAH H T 6 HAPPENS HA 1
GOODBYE H T 1 GUESS H E 3 HAH H C 1 HAPPENS S A 2
GOODY H T 1 GUESSED S T 1 HAH S A 2 HAPPIER S A 1
GOOSE S T I GUESSES S A 1 HAIR H C 1 HAPPY H T 1
GOOSE S E 1 GUESSING S A 1 HAIR H A 1 HAPPY S T 2
GOT H T 56 GUESSING HE 2 HAIR HE 2 HAPPY S C 14
GOT T T 1 GUITAR H T 2 HALF H T 1 HAPPY HA 2
GOT S T 42 GUITAR H C 7 HALF S T 1 HAPPY S A 3
GOT H C 47 GUM H T 1 HALF H C 5 HAPPY S 0 7
GOT S C 34 GUM HC 2 HALF HA 3 HARD S T 1
GOT H A 50 GUM S C 1 HALF S A 1 HARD S C 1
GOT TA 4 GUMMY H T 2 HALL H T 2 HARD S A 9
GOT S A 94 GUN H T 6 HALL HA 1 HAROLD S T 5
GOT HO 1 GUN S T 6 HALLWAY HA 1 HAROLD S A 3
GOT HE 15 GUN H C 6 HAM HC 2 HAROLD SE 2
GOT SE 4 GUN S A 7 HAMMER S A 1 HAROLD'S S T 1
GOT GOTTA H C 1 GUNS H T 1 HAND H T 6 HARRY H T 3
GOT GOTTA S C 2 GUNS S T 3 HAND TT 1 HARRY H C 1
GOT GOTTA HA 5 GUNS H C 1 HAND S T 1 HARRY H A 1
GOT GOTTA S A 3 GUNS S A 1 HAND H C 3 HARRY'S H C 1
GOT GOTTA HE 1 GUTTER TT 1 HAND HA 2 HARRY'S HA 1
GOT GOTTA SE 1 GUTTER H C 2 HAND S A 3 HAS H T 1
GRAB S A 1 GUTTER HA 1 HANDCUFF S A 1 HAS S T 7
GRABBED H C 1 GUY H T 12 HANDCUFFED S A 4 HAS H C 21
GRABBING S T 2 GUY S T 6 HANDLE S T 4 HAS S C 5
GRABS S T 1 GUY H C 32 HANDLE S A 3 HAS HA 5
GRADE H C 3 GUY SC 1 HANDS H T 2 HAS TA 1
GRAEME H T 21 GUY HA 6 HANDS S T 3 HAS S A 14
GRAEME S T 16 GUY TA 1 HANDS H C 1 HAS H E 2
GRAEME H C 11 GUY HE 1 HANDS S C 1 HAT S C 2
GRAEME S C 4 GUY'S H T 1 HANDS HA 7 HAT S A 3
GRAEME HA 11 GUY'S H C 1 HANDS S A 1 HATE H C 1
GRAEME T A 1 GUYS H C 3 HANDS HE 1 HATE HA 1
GRAEME S A 2 GUYS S A 8 HANDY H E 1 HATE T A 1
GRAEME HE 6 GUYS HE 6 HANG H T 1 HATS S A 2
GRAEME'S H C 1 GUYS S E 1 HANG S C 1 HAVE H T 42
GRAHAM H C 1 H H A 1 HANG H E 1 HAVE T T 3
GRAHMISH *MADEUP H C 1 HA H T 117 HANGING H C 2 HAVE S T 27
GRAHMISHMIAR *MADEUP H C 1 HA S T 9 HANGING S C 1 HAVE H C 62
GRAHMISHMIRE *MADEUP H C 1 HA H C 85 HANGS H T 1 HAVE S C 27
1343GROUP 3 CHILD 8



































































































































































HYDRANT H E 1
HYMIE H T 1
HYMIE H C 7
HYMIE HA 2
HYMIE'S H A 2
I H T 445
I T T 20
I S T 201
I H C 319
I TC 1
I S C 141
I H A 160
I T A 10
I S A 121
I H E 95
I TE 4
I S E 19
I'D H T 1
I'D H C 2
I'D S A 4
I'D H E 1
I'LL H T 18
I'LL S T 6
I'LL H C 39
I'LL S C 6
I'LL HA 13
I'LL T A 5
I'LL S A 10
I'LL HE 14
I'LL T E 3
I'LL S E 1
I'M H T 163
I'M T T 8
I'M S T 43
I'M H C 77
I'M S C 48
I'M HA 25
I'M T A 5
I'M S A 37
I'M HE 26
I'M S E 8
I'M AHM H T 1
I'VE S T 2
I'VE H C 2





ID H T 1
IDEA H T 1
IDEA H C 1
IDEA S A 1








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1347
1350 GROUP 3 CHILD 8
JIMMY H C 20 KANGAROOS S C 3 KIDS H E 1 KNUCKLES HA 1
JIMMY T C 2 KANGAROOS S A 1 KILL H T 7 KOCK *MADEUP S A 1
JIMMY HA 31 KAYODE YODE S C 4 KILL S T 9 KUNG S T 1
JIMMY'S H T 1 KEEP H T 1 KILL H C 3 KURT'S H T 1
JIMMY'S HA 1 KEEP S T 6 KILL S C 1 KURT'S HA 1
JOB S A 1 KEEP H C 14 KILL H A 1 L H T 1
JOE H T 35 KEEP S C 2 KILL S E 1 LACE H E 1
JOE S T 1 KEEP HA 1 KILLED S T 2 LACES H C 4
JOE H C 16 KEEP S A 1 KILLED H C 2 LACES HA 2
JOE HA 42 KEEP HE 1 KILLED S E 1 LADY H T 2
JOE T A 1 KEEP S E 3 KIMMY T T 4 LADY H C 2
JOE HE 14 KEEPING H T 2 KIND T T 1 LADY S A 3
JOE'S H T 1 KEEPING S T 1 KIND H C 1 LAID H T 2
JOE'S H C 1 KEEPING H C 1 KIND HA 2 LANGUAGE HE 1
JOES HA 1 KEEPING HE 1 KIND S A 2 LARGEST S A 1
JOEY H C 2 KEEPS HE 2 KIND HE 1 LAST H T 1
JOHN HA 1 KETCHUP H T 2 KIND KINDA H C 1 LAST T T 2
JOHN T A 1 KEY H T 7 KISS H C 1 LAST S T 3
JOKE H C 2 KEY S T 1 KISS S A 2 LAST H C 1
JOKE HE 1 KEY H C 2 KITCHEN HA 1 LAST HA 4
JOSEPH H C 1 KEY HA 7 KITE S C 1 LAST T A 2
JOSEPH H A 8 KEY'S H T 1 KITTY S C 3 LAST S A 6
JOSH S C 2 KEYS H T 19 KITTY S A 4 LAST HE 2
JOSH S A 1 KEYS H C 4 KNEW S C 1 LATE HE 2
JUDY S A 1 KEYS HA 10 KNIFE H T 22 LATER H C 2
JUICE H T 9 KEYS HE 1 KNIFE S T 5 LATER HA 2
JUICE S T 5 KIBBY *MADEUP T A 1 KNIFE H C 5 LATER T A 3
JUICE H C 1 KICK H T 2 KNIFE HE 2 LATER S A 3
JUICE S C 4 KICK S T 2 KNIFE S E 3 LATER HE 8
JUICE HA 10 KICK H C 3 KNITTED S T 1 LATER S E 2
JUICE S A 2 KICK HE 1 KNITTED H C 1 LAUGH H C 1
JUICE H E 1 KICKED H T 2 KNIVES KNIFES H T 1 LAUGHING S A 1
JULY S C 2 KICKED S T 1 KNOCK H T 1 LAUGHY *MADEUP S A 1
JUMP H T 2 KICKED HC 3 KNOCK H C 1 LAUNDRY HA 1
JUMP S C 9 KICKING H T 1 KNOCK H E 1 LAW H T 1
JUMP S A 10 KICKING HA 1 KNOCKED S T 2 LAY H C 1
JUMPED H T 2 KICKING S A 1 KNOCKED S A 2 LEAD S C 4
JUMPS S A 1 KID H T 5 KNOCKING H T 1 LEADING S A 1
JUNCTION S A 1 KID TT 1 KNOCKS H T 1 LEAGUE HE 1
JUNE S A 2 KID H C 3 KNOT HA 2 LEAK H T 1
JUNGLE S C 2 KID S C 1 KNOW H T 59 LEARN S A 1
JUNGLE S A 2 KID H A 2 KNOW T T 3 LEARN HE 1
JUNK H T 2 KID T A 1 KNOW S T 17 LEARNED H C 1
JUST H T 20 KID H E 2 KNOW H C 52 LEAST H C 1
JUST T T 2 KID'S H T 1 KNOW S C 23 LEAST S A 1
JUST S T 9 KIDDING H C 1 KNOW H A 22 LEAVE H T 4
JUST H C 15 KIDDING HA 1 KNOW T A 3 LEAVE T T 1
JUST HA 14 KIDDING HE 1 KNOW S A 48 LEAVE H C 9
JUST S A 26 KIDS H T 2 KNOW HE 26 LEAVE HA 13
JUST HE 28 KIDS S T 1 KNOW T E 1 LEAVE S A 2
JUST S E 2 KIDS H C 1 KNOW S E 5 LEAVE HE 8
K H T 1 KIDS S C 1 KNOWS S T 1 LEAVE S E 1
K H C 1 KIDS H A 1 KNOWS H C 1 LEAVES S A 1
K S A 1 KIDS S A 3 KNOWS S A 2 LEAVING H T 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1352 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1353
LEAVING H C 4 LIGHT HE 1 LOCKED HE 1 LOT S T 1
LEAVING HA 1 LIGHTS H C 4 LOCKING H T 1 LOT H C 4
LEAVING S A 2 LIGHTS T A 1 LOCKING H C 2 LOT S C 4
LECTURE HO 1 LIKE H T 24 LOLLIPOP S T 1 LOT HA 6
LEFT S T 9 LIKE T T 7 LONE H C 5 LOT S A 6
LEFT H C 3 LIKE S T 9 LONG H C 1 LOT H E 4
LEFT HA 1 LIKE H C 55 LONG S C 1 LOT T E 1
LEG H T 1 LIKE S C 15 LONG H E 1 LOT S E 1
LEG H C 2 LIKE HA 9 LONG T E 1 LOT'S HE 1
LEGS S T 1 LIKE T A 3 LONGER S A 2 LOTS S A 1
LEGS H C 1 LIKE S A 35 LOOK H T 47 LOUD S C 1
LENA S T 4 LIKE HE 6 LOOK TIT 1 LOUD S A 1
LENA S C 2 LIKE S E 2 LOOK S T 13 LOUDER H T 1
LENA T E 1 LIKES HA 1 LOOK H C 39 LOVERLY HA 1
LET H T 14 LILLIAN S T 2 LOOK S C 19 LU *SOUND H T 1
LET TT 1 LILLIAN S C 6 LOOK HA 13 LUCK H T 1
LET S T 10 LILLIAN S E 1 LOOK T A 1 LUCKY H T 1
LET H C 34 LINCOLN H T 4 LOOK S A 26 LUCKY S A 4
LET S C 6 LINCOLN H C 3 LOOK HE 4 LUCY H C 2
LET H A 12 LINE S C 1 LOOK S E 1 LULL H T 2
LET T A 1 LINES S T 2 LOOK LOOKA S A 1 LUNCH S T 1
LET S A 13 LINES S C 1 LOOKING H T 2 LUNCH T E 1
LET HE 10 LINES S A 8 LOOKING S T 1 LYING H C 1
LET LEMME S T 1 LISA S T 5 LOOKING H C 2 LYING S C 1
LET'S H T 7 LISA SC 4 LOOKING HA 2 LYING HA 1
LET'S S T 2 LISA S A 47 LOOKING S A 2 LYING HE 1
LET'S H'C 20 LISA SE 2 LOOKING SE 1 M H T 1
LET'S S C 4 LISA'S S T 2 LOOKING LOOKIN H C 1 M H C 4
LET'S HA 2 LISA'S S C 1 LOOKS H T 1 M S C 1
LET'S TA 2 LISA'S S A 8 LOOKS H C 2 M S A 1
LET'S S A 19 LISTEN H C 2 LOOKS S C 1 M H E 4
LET'S H E 8 LISTEN HA 4 LOOKS TA 1 M'S S A 1
LETA TA 1 LISTENING H C 1 LOOKS S A 3 MA H T 1
LETTER S T 1 LIT S A 2 LOOM H T 8 MA H C 16
LETTER S A 2 LITTLE TT 1 LOOM H C 7 MAC HC 1
LETTING HA 1 LITTLE H C 9 LOOM HA 1 MAC S A 2
LIAR H T 1 LITTLE HA 2 LOOM HE 1 MACDONALD H T 1
LIAR H C 1 LITTLE TA 1 LOOSE H T 1 MACDONALD H C 3
LIAR S C 1 LITTLE S A 14 LOOSE S T 1 MACDONALD'S S C 1
LIBRARY LIBERRY T A 3 LITTLE HE 5 LOOSE S C 7 MACDONALD'S S A 5
LICK S T 2 LITTLE SE 1 LOOSE SA 1 MACHINE H C 1
LICKING H T 1 LITTLE LIDDLE H T 1 LOOSE H E 1 MACHINE S C 1
LID H C 2 LIVE H T 5 LORD SA 1 MACHINE S A 2
LID H E 1 LIVE H C 3 LOSE H T 1 MAD S A 2
LIER H C 1 LIVE S A 1 LOSE HA 1 MADE H C 3
LIFE S T 4 LIVE HE 2 LOSE S A 2 MADE S C 1
LIFE H C 2 LIVES TT 1 LOSES S A 1 MADE H A 7
LIFE S C 1 LIVES S A 1 LOSING S A 3 MADE S A 2
LIFT H T 1 LIVES HE 1 LOST H T 5 MADISON T T 4
LIFT H C 1 LO H T 5 LOST S T 7 MADISON T A 1
LIGHT H T 1 LOAN T T 1 LOST H C 2 MAE H T 5
LIGHT H C 1 LOCK H T 1 LOST HA 1 MAGIC S T 2
LIGHT HA 4 LOCK H C 1 LOST S E 1 MAGOO S T 1
LIGHT S A 2 LOCK H A 2 LOT H T 10 MAGOO S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1351









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*SOUND S A 1






















































































































































































NOTTIN H T 1
NUTHIN H T 1
NUTIN' H T 1
NUTLIN H T 1
NUTTIN H T 4










GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1355
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GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1359
PRETTY H E 4 PUTTING S C 3 REAL H E 1 RICHARD'S S C 2
PRETTY S E 3 QUART H T 1 REALIZED H E 1 RICHARD'S S A 11
PRICK H C i QUARTER H T 10 REALLY H T 1 RICO S C 1
PROBABLY H T 1 QUARTER HA 2 REALLY S T 1 RICO S A 1
PROBABLY H E 3 QUARTER H E 2 REALLY H C 4 RIDDLE S T 1
PROBABLY T E 1 QUARTERS H T 1 REALLY S A 5 RIDDLE S C 7
PROBLEM H E 1 QUEENS S C 1 REALLY H E 2 RIDDLE S A 1
PROFESSIONAL H C 1 QUESTION S A 1 REASON H C 1 RIDE H T 1
PROFESSOR S A 6 QUIET H C 3 REASON HE 1 RIDE S T 1
PROGRAM H T 1 QUIT H C 2 REBOUND S T 3 RIDE H C 1
PROJECTS H C 1 QUITE HE 3 REBOUND S C 1 RIDE S C 1
PRONOUNCE H C 1 RABBIT S A 1 REBOUND S A 2 RIDE T E 1
PROTECT H C 1 RABBITS S C 4 RECALL HA 1 RIDING H T I
PRUNE H T 1 RACE H T 7 RECOGNIZE HE 1 RIDING HA 1
PRUNE H C 1 RACE H C 8 RECORD H T 1 RIFLE H C 1
PRUNE HA 8 RACE HE 1 RECORD SC 1 RIFLES H T 1
PRUNE H E 1 RACK H C 1 RECORD HA 1 RIGHT H T 38
PSH *SOUND S T 10 RACK HA 2 RECORD S A 1 RIGHT T T 2
PUBLIC T A 1 RADIO H T 4 RECORD HE 1 RIGHT S T 17
PUDDLE H T 1 RADIO S T 8 RECORDER H T 1 RIGHT H C 38
PUERTO H C 2 RADIO H C 3 RECORDER S T 1 RIGHT S C 15
PUERTO S C 1 RADIO S C 1 RECORDER H C 8 RIGHT HA 45
PUERTO S A 1 RADIO H E 1 RECORDER S C 1 RIGHT T A 8
PULL H T 6 RADIO WADIO S T 1 RECORDER HE 1 RIGHT S A 39
PULL H C 3 RADIOS H C 1 RECORDER'S H C 1 RIGHT HE 19
PULL HA 1 RAG H C 1 RECORDING HE 1 RIGHT S E 7
PULL S A 4 RAH RA H T 1 RECORDS H T 1 RIGHTY S A 2
PULLED H T 2 RAIN H C 1 RECORDS S A 1 RING H T 2
PULLED H C 3 RAINCOAT H C 1 RECTANGLE S A 2 RING H C 3
PULLED HA 2 RAN H T 4 RED H T 3 RING T A 1
PUMP H C 1 RAN H C 2 RED T T 1 RIPPED H C 1
PUMP H E 1 RAN H E 4 RED S T 2 RITA H T 3
PUN H T 1 RANG T T 1 RED H C 4 RITA HA 3
PUNCH S C 1 RANG H C 1 RED H A 1 RITA H E 1
PUSH H C 1 RANGE H E 1 RED S A 6 RITA'S H T 1
PUSH HA 2 RANGER H C 4 RED H E 1 RITA'S H C 1
PUSHED H T 3 RANGER'S H C 1 REFRIGERATOR H C 1 RITA'S HA 5
PUSHED H C 1 RATHER H C 1 REFRIGERATOR H A 3 ROACHES H T I
PUSHING H T 1 RATHER H A 1 REFRIGERATOR S A 1 ROB H T 1
PUSHING H C 1 REACH H C 1 REGINA'S S A 1 ROBBED H T 1
PUSSY H T 3 REACH S C 1 REGISTRATION H C 2 ROBBED H C 2
PUT H T 5 REACHED H C 1 REMEMBER H T 1 ROBBERS H C 1
PUT T T 1 READ H T 2 REMEMBER S A 12 ROBOT H C 2
PUT S T 1 READ S C 1 REMEMBERS S A 7 ROCK H T 8
PUT H C 22 READY H T 1 REPEAT HA 2 ROCK H C 7
PUT S C 3 READY H C 4 REST S A 1 ROCK HE 2
PUT HA 32 READY S C 1 RICAN H C 2 ROCKS H T 4
PUT T A 3 READY HA 4 RICH H T 1 ROCKS H C 4
PUT S A 8 READY S A 4 RICHARD S T 10 ROCKS HE 2
PUT H E 5 READY HE 1 RICHARD S C 11 RODE H T 1
PUT S E 2 REAL H T 1 RICHARD S A 19 RODE S C 1
PUTTING H T 2 REAL S T 1 RICHARD S O 1 RODE WODE SC 1
PUTTING S T 3 REAL H C 3 RICHARD S E 1 ROGER T A 1
PUTTING H C 2 REAL H A 1 RICHARD WICHARD S C 1 ROOF S A 5
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1364 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1365
ROOM H C 3 SAME H C 2 SCREW S A 1 SH SHH H A 1
ROOM HA 1 SAME S C 2 SCREW S E 1 SHAKE H A 1
ROOM S A 2 SAME S A 2 SEAT H C 1 SHAKE S A 1
ROOMMATE HE 1 SAME HE 3 SECOND H T 1 SHALL S A 1
ROOSTER S C 1 SAME T E 1 SECOND S T 1 SHALL HE 1
ROOSTER S A 8 SAN H A 1 SECOND H C 1 SHAPE S A 2
ROPE H C 1 SAND H T 2 SECOND S C 1 SHAPED S C 1
ROTTEN H C 1 SAND H C 1 SECOND S A 4 SHAPED S A 1
ROUGH HE 1 SAND HA 2 SECOND HE 2 SHARE H C 1
ROUGH S E 1 SANTA H C 1 SECONDS H C 1 SHARE S A 2
ROUND H T 3 SAT S A 1 SECRET H T 1 SHAY S C 1
ROUND H C 2 SAT H E 3 SECRET H E 1 SHE H T 3
ROUND HE 1 SATTERING *MADEUP H T 1 SEE H T 54 SHE S T 3
ROUSING S A 1 SAVE S T 1 SEE T T 1 SHE H C 2
ROW S A 1 SAW H T 6 SEE S T 16 SHE S C 3
RUB H T 1 SAW S T 3 SEE H C 50 SHE H A 6
RUBBER H C 5 SAW H C 5 SEE S C 14 SHE S A 16
RUBBER HA 1 SAW S C 2 SEE HA 19 SHE'LL H C 3
RUG H T 1 SAW S A 3 SEE T A 3 SHE'LL T E 2
RUN H T 4 SAY H T 7 SEE S A 43 SHE'S H T 6
RUN H C 3 SAY S T 2 SEE H E 9 SHE'S S T 1
RUN HE 1 SAY H C 24 SEE S E 3 SHE'S H C 5
RUNNING H T 6 SAY H A 8 SEEING S A 1 SHE'S HA 1
RUNNING ST 3 SAY TA 1 SEEM SA 1 SHE'S SA 8
RUNNING H C 1 SAY S A 4 SEEN SE 1 SHEET H T 1
RUNNING SA 2 SAY H E 2 SEES SA 1 SHELL SC 1
RUNS ST 1 SAYING H C 4 SEIZE H T 1 SHELL SA 1
RUSH HA 1 SAYING HA 1 SELL SE 1 SHELLS ST 1
RUSSIAN H C 1 SAYING SA 1 SEND H C 1 SHELLS SA 2
S ST 1 SAYING HE 1 SEPARATE SA 1 SHERIFF H C 1
S SC 3 SAYS H T 3 SERGEANT H C 1 SHIELD H C 1
S SA 8 SAYS H C 5 SERVE HA 1 SHIRT H T 6
SAFE ST 2 SAYS SC 1 SET H T 2 SHIRT H C 7
SAFE H C 2 SAYS SA 2 SET H C 1 SHIRT SC 1
SAFETY H C 1 SAYS H E 1 SET HA 4 SHIRT HA 4
SAFETY HA 3 SCAR H A 2 SET SA 2 SHIRT SA 1
SAID H T 16 SCARED SC 1 SEVEN H T 4 SHIRT HE 3
SAID T T 1 SCAREDY-CAT SCAREDY H T 3 SEVEN S T 1 SHIRTS S T 2
SAID ST 2 SCHICK H T 1 SEVEN H C 8 SHIRTS H C 1
SAID H C 27 SCHOOL H T 12 SEVEN SC 4 SHIRTS HA 2
SAID SC 3 SCHOOL TT 1 SEVEN HA 4 SHIT H T 5
SAID HA 15 SCHOOL H C 11 SEVEN SA 4 SHIT ST 1
SAID TA 1 SCHOOL HA 11 SEVEN HE 2 SHIT H C 10
SAID SA 8 SCHOOL TA 1 SEVENTEEN H T 2 SHITS H T 1
SAID HE 3 SCHOOL SA 3 SEVENTEEN ST 1 SHITTY ST 1
SAINT HA 1 SCHOOL HE 5 SEVENTEEN H C 1 SHMUCK H T 2
SALE H T 3 SCISSOR H C 1 SEVENTEEN H A 1 SHMUCKS H T 1
SALE H C 1 SCISSORS H A 1 SEVENTEENTH H C 2 SHOE H T 10
SALE HA 2 SCORE S C 2 SEVENTH HA 1 SHOE S T 2
SALIVA H A 1 SCRAPE H T 4 SEVENTY H C 2 SHOE H C 5
SALT H T 5 SCRATCHES H C 2 SEVENTY S C 1 SHOE HA 4
SALT H C 5 SCRATCHES HA 2 SEVENTY H A 2 SHOE H E 1
SALT HA 1 SCREAM H T 1 SEW H A 1 SHOE'S H T 2
SALTY H C 1 SCREAM H A 1 SEWED H A 1 SHOELACES H A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1362 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1363
SHOES H T 5 SIENTA H T 6 SKIDDING H T 1 SO SA 15
SHOES H C 6 SIENTA H C 2 SKIN H T 1 SO HE 4
SHOES S C 1 SIGN T T 2 SKIN H A 1 SO T E 1
SHOES S A 1 SIGN HA 2 SKINNY S A 1 SO S E 1
SHOOT H T 2 SIGN T A 4 SKY H E 1 SOCCER H T 2
SHOOT S T 5 SIGN S A 1 SLAP H C 1 SOCCER HA 1
SHOOT H C 4 SIGNING S A 1 SLEEP H T 2 SOCK H T 2
SHOOT HA 1 SILL HA 1 SLEEP S T 2 SOCKS H T 1
SHOOT S A 13 SILLY HE 1 SLEEPY HC 1 SOCKS H C 1
SHOOTING S A 1 SINCE H C 1 SLEEVE H T 1 SOCKS HA 2
SHOOTING SHOOTIN S A 1 SINCE H A 1 SLIPPED S T 1 SODA H T 15
SHOOTS S T 1 SINCE S A 1 SMACK HA 1 SODA H C 3
SHOOTS HA 1 SING H T 2 SMACKED S C 1 SODA HA 2
SHOOTS S A 3 SING S T 1 SMALL H T 3 SODA S A 1
SHOPS HE 1 SING S C 4 SMALL S T 1 SODA HO 1
SHORT H C 1 SING S A 1 SMALL H C 5 SODA HE 2
SHORT S C 1 SINGING S A 1 SMALL HA 4 SODAS H T 4
SHORT HA 1 SINGING HE 2 SMALL T A 1 SODAS H C 2
SHORT HE 2 SINK H T 1 SMALL S A 2 SOFA S T 1
SHOT S T 4 SIP H E 1 SMALL S E 1 SOFT S A 1
SHOT H C 2 SISTER H C 2 SMALLER H C 1 SOLD HA 1
SHOT S C 3 SISTER HA 1 SMALLEST H C 1 SOLD S E 1
SHOT S A 20 SISTERS H T 1 SMART H C 1 SOME H T 27
SHOTS S T 10 SISTERS HE 1 SMART HE 2 SOME T T 3
SHOTS S C 3 SIT H T 5 SMASH H C 2 SOME S T 8
SHOTS S A 15 SIT S T 3 SMELL H C 1 SOME H C 12
SHOULD S T 2 SIT H C 2 SMELLS T A 1 SOME S C 2
SHOULD H C 7 SIT S C 6 SMILE S A 4 SOME HA 5
SHOULD T A 1 SIT H A 8 SMILEY S A 6 SOME T A 1
SHOULD S A 4 SIT S A 5 SMILING S C 1 SOME S A 16
SHOULD H E 1 SIT H E 4 SMILING S A 10 SOME HE 8
SHOULDN'T S T 1 SITTING H T 1 SMOKES S A 1 SOMEBODY H C 1
SHOULDN'T S A 2 SITTING H C 2 SMOKING S A 3 SOMEBODY S C 1
SHOVE H C 2 SITTING H E 2 SMOKING MOKING S C 1 SOMEBODY H A 1
SHOW H T 1 SITTING SITTIN' HA 1 SNACKS S T 1 SOMEBODY S A 6
SHOW S C 1 SIX H T 9 SNEAK H T 1 SOMEBODY HE 2
SHOW H A 1 SIX S T 11 SNEAKED H T 1 SOMEBODY'S S A 1
SHOW S A 5 SIX H C 12 SNEAKER H C 1 SOMEONE H T 4
SHOW H E 1 SIX S C 15 SNEAKERS H C 1 SOMEONE H C 1
SHOWING HA 2 SIX HA 3 SNEAKERS HA 2 SOMEONE HE 1
SHUFFLE S A 2 SIX S A 15 SNOW S C 1 SOMETHING H T 6
SHUT H T 14 SIX HE 2 SNOW S A 2 SOMETHING T T 1
SHUT S T 3 SIX SHIX S A 1 SNOWMAN S C 1 SOMETHING S T 5
SHUT H C 6 SIXTEEN S T 3 SNOWMAN S A 8 SOMETHING H C 12
SHUT H A 5 SIXTEEN H C 1 SNOWMAN'S S C 1 SOMETHING S C 4
SICK S T 2 SIXTEEN S C 7 SNOWY S C 1 SOMETHING HA 5
SICK T A 1 SIXTEEN S A 5 SNUCK H T 1 SOMETHING T A 1
SICK S A 2 SIXTEEN'S S A 1 SNUCK HA 2 SOMETHING S A 13
SIDE H T 3 SIXTEENTH HC 2 SO H T 16 SOMETHING HE 3
SIDE H C 4 SIXTH H C 1 SO S T 3 SOMETHING S E 2
SIDE S C 1 SIXTY H C 4 SO H C 15 SOMETHING SOMEDIN H T 10
SIDE HA 3 SIXTY S C 4 SO S C 8 SOMETHING SOMEDIN S T 2
SIDES S A 1 SIXTY H A 1 SO H A 9 SOMETHING SOMETEE H T 2
SIDEWALK H A 3 SIZE H A 1 SO T A 3 SOMETHING SOMETHI H C 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1368 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1369
SOMETHING'S H C 1 STAB H T 1 STILL H T 1 SUITCASE H T 2
SOMETIME TE 1 STAB H C 1 STILL S T 1 SUITCASE S T 2
SOMETIMES H C 1 STAIRS H T 6 STILL H C 6 SUITCASE S C 1
SOMETIMES H A 1 STAIRS H C 6 STILL S C 1 SUITCASE H A 1
SOMETIMES S A 1 STAIRS H A 3 STILL S A 4 SUITCASE S A 2
SOMETIMES HE 1 STAIRS S A 1 STILL HE 1 SUMMER S A 1
SOMETIMES S E 2 STAIRS HE 2 STINK H T 2 SUMMER'S H T 1
SOMEWHERE H T 1 STAND H T 1 STITCH HA 1 SUMMERTIME S T 2
SOMEWHERE S T 1 STAND S T 2 STITCHES H T 1 SUMMERTIME S C 1
SON H A 2 STAND H C 2 STITCHES H C 3 SUMUNDY *MADEUP S T 1
SON S A 1 STAND HA 2 STITCHES HE 2 SUNNY S C 1
SONG H T 1 STAND S A 2 STOP H T 11 SUPER H T 1
SONG HE 1 STANDING S T 1 STOP S T 2 SUPPOSE H C 2
SOON S A 2 STANDING H C 1 STOP H C 16 SUPPOSED H C 2
SOON HE 6 STANDING S C 2 STOP S C 3 SUPPOSED HA 14
SORRY H T 1 STANDING HE 1 STOP HA 12 SUPPOSED T A 1
SORRY H C 1 STANDS H T 1 STOP S A 4 SUPPOSED S A 2
SORRY H A 3 STAPLER S A 1 STOPPED H A 1 SUPPOSED 'POSED H T 1
SORRY S A 3 STAR S C 1 STOPWATCH H C 3 SURE H T 1
SORRY HE 4 STARS S C 1 STOPWATCH HA 1 SURE H C 3
SORT S E 1 STARSHIP H T 1 STORE H T 3 SURE T A 1
SOUND S A 2 START H T 3 STORE HA 4 SURE S A 5
SOUNDS S A 2 START H C 8 STORY H C 1 SURE HE 10
SPACE H C 1 START HA 3 STRAIGHT HA 2 SURE SE 2
SPAGHETTI S T 1 START S A 4 STRANGE SE 1 SWEAR H T 1
SPANISH H T 4 STARTED HA 1 STRAWBERRIES STAWBER S C 1 SWEET S A 2
SPANISH H C 2 STARTING H T 2 STREET H T 3 SWEETIE S A 5
SPANISH S C 1 STARTS S C 3 STREET TT 2 SWIFT HE 1
SPANISH HE 3 STARTS S A 2 STREET HC 1 SWING S A 1
SPANK H C 1 STATEMENT S A 1 STREET HA 1 SWITCH S A 1
SPEAK H T 1 STATES S T 1 STREET HE 4 SWITCHBOARD S A 1
SPEAK H C 2 STATES H C 6 STREW HA 1 T HC 4
SPEAK HE 1 STAY H T 5 STRIPE HA 1 T SC 3
SPEAKING H C 1 STAY H C 10 STRONG H T 1 T S A 1
SPECIAL HA 1 STAY HA 7 STRONG S A 1 TABLE H T 2
SPEND H T 1 STAY TA 1 STUCK H T 2 TABLE HA 3
SPEND HC 1 STAY S A 8 STUDIED S A 1 TABLE S A 2
SPEND HA 1 STAY HE 2 STUDY S A 1 TABLE HE 1
SPENT SPENDED HC 1 STAYING H T 4 STUFF HC 2 TAC H C 10
SPILL SC 1 STAYING ST 2 STUFF S A 2 TACKLE H C 1
SPILL HE 1 STAYING H C 2 STUFF HE 1 TAKE H T 13
SPILLED SA 1 STAYING HA 1 STUFF SE 1 TAKE S T 9
SPIT H T 1 STAYING SE 1 STUPID TT 1 TAKE H C 16
SPIT HE 1 STEAL ST 2 STUPID H C 2 TAKE S C 6
SPONGE S A 1 STEALS S A 3 STUPID STUP H T 1 TAKE HA 15
SPOON S T 1 STEP H T 1 SUBWAY H T 3 TAKE T A 1
SPOON S C 2 STEPPED H C 1 SUBWAY HE 3 TAKE S A 19
SPREAD HA 1 STEPS H T 2 SUCH H A 1 TAKE HE 7
SQUARE S C 2 STEVE H T 10 SUCK H T 2 TAKEN TOOKING S A 1
SQUARE S A 4 STEVE HE 2 SUCKER H T 1 TAKES S T 1
SQUARES S C 1 STICK H T 1 SUGAR H T 2 TAKES S C 1
SQUARES S A 3 STICK H C 7 SUGAR HA 4 TAKING H T 3
SQUASHED H C 2 STICK H E 1 SUGARLESS H C 3 TAKING S T 2
SQUASHING H C 1 STICKY S A 1 SUIT S T 1 TAKING H C 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1366 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1367
TAKING S C 1 TEDDY HA 1 THANKS H E 9 THE S A 218
TAKING HA 2 TEETH H C 1 THANKS T E 4 THE H E 48
TAKING T A 1 TEETH HA 1 THANKS S E 1 THE T E 1
TAKING S A 4 TELEPHONE S T 2 THAT H T 57 THE S E 6
TALK H T 7 TELEPHONE H C 2 THAT T T 2 THE DA H T 61
TALK S T 2 TELEPHONE HA 1 THAT S T 13 THE DA T T 4
TALK H C 18 TELEPHONE S A 11 THAT H C 90 THE DA S T 36
TALK S C 2 TELEVISION HA 3 THAT S C 33 THE DA H C 6
TALK HA 11 TELL H T 11 THAT H A 58 THE DA S C 12
TALK H E 2 TELL T T 1 THAT T A 4 THE DA H A 16
TALKED H T 1 TELL S T 4 THAT S A 82 THE DA S A 16
TALKED S T 1 TELL H C 14 THAT H 0 1 THE DI T T 1
TALKED S A 1 TELL S C 3 THAT H E 40 THE DU H T 1
TALKIE H C 1 TELL HA 12 THAT S E 7 THE DU S T 2
TALKIES H T 1 TELL T A 2 THAT DAT H T 46 THE DUH H T 1
TALKIES H C 1 TELL S A 11 THAT DAT T T 3 THE DUH H C 1
TALKING H T 1 TELL HE 2 THAT DAT S T 19 THE WHATSA H C 1
TALKING T T 1 TELLING H T 1 THAT DAT H C 6 THEIR H C 1
TALKING S T 1 TELLING HA 1 THAT DAT S C 12 THEIR H A 1
TALKING H C 6 TELLING S A 1 THAT DAT HA 5 THEIR H E 1
TALKING S C 2 TELLS H C 1 THAT DAT S A 4 THEM H T 7
TALKING HA 1 TELLY'S H C 1 THAT'LL S T 1 THEM T T 1
TALKING S E 1 TEN H T 6 THAT'S H T 17 THEM S T 2
TALKS H C 1 TEN S T 6 THAT'S T T 3 THEM H C 9
TALL H A 1 TEN H C 13 THAT'S S T 16 THEM S C 1
TAPE H T 2 TEN S C 4 THAT'S H C 28 THEM H A 13
TAPE S T 1 TEN HA 5 THAT'S S C 17 THEM T A 1
TAPE H C 16 TEN T A 1 THAT'S HA 27 THEM S A 13
TAPE T C 1 TEN S A 4 THAT'S T A 6 THEM H 0 1
TAPE S C 1 TEN S E 1 THAT'S S A 85 THEM HE 1
TAPE HA 3 TERRIFIC S C 1 THAT'S HE 23 THEM 'EM H T 3
TAPE T A 1 TEST H C 3 THAT'S T E 2 THEM 'EM S T 2
TAPE HE 1 TEST HA 2 THAT'S S E 6 THEM 'EM H C 1
TAPE'S H C 1 TESTED H A 1 THAT'S AT'S S T 1 THEM 'EM H A 8
TAPED H T 2 TESTING H T 15 THAT'S ATS S T 1 THEM 'EM S A 2
TAPED H C 4 TESTING T T 4 THAT'S ATS S C 1 THEM DEM H T 23
TAPES H C 2 TESTING H C 1 THAT'S ATS HA 1 THEM DEM T T 2
TAPING H T 3 TESTING H A 3 THAT'S DAT'S H T 5 THEM DEM S T 5
TAPING H C 3 TESTING T A 1 THAT'S DAT'S T T 1 THEM DEM S C 1
TASTE H T 1 THAN H T 1 THAT'S DAT'S S T 7 THEM DEM S A 2
TASTE H C 1 THAN H C 1 THAT'S DAT'S H C 2 THEM EM H T 1
TASTE S C 1 THAN H A 1 THAT'S DAT'S S C 1 THEM EM H C 5
TASTE S A 1 THAN S A 3 THAT'S DAT'S H A 1 THEM EM H A 12
TASTES H T 2 THAN HE 1 THAT'S DAT'S S A 1 THEM EM T A 1
TASTES H C 1 THAN S E 1 THAT'S DAT'S HE 2 THEM EM S A 8
TASTES S C I THANK H T 3 THAT'S DATS H T 3 THEN H T 8
TAUGHT H C 1 THANK S T 1 THAT'S DATS H C 1 THEN H C 17
TAUGHT HA 2 THANK H C 1 THE H T 129 THEN S C 4
TAXI H T 1 THANK S C 2 THE T T 8 THEN HA 12
TEA H E 1 THANK H A 1 THE S T 43 THEN T A 2
TEACHER S T 1 THANK S A 3 THE H C 190 THEN S A 13
TEACHER T A 1 THANK H E 12 THE S C 40 THEN HE 7
TEACHING H C 1 THANK S E 1 THE H A 146 THERE H T 23
TEDDY H T 1 THANKS H C 1 THE T A 14 THERE T T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1372 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1373
THERE S T 2 THEY'LL HE I THIS T T 2 THROW H C 3
THERE H C 40 THEY'RE H T 4 THIS S T 13 THROW T A 1
THERE S C 4 THEY'RE H C 3 THIS H C 87 THROW HE 3
THERE HA 35 THEY'RE HA 5 THIS S C 39 THROWING H T 2
THERE T A 1 THEY'RE S A 5 THIS HA 19 THROWING H C 3
THERE S A 27 THEY'RE HE 4 THIS T A 9 THROWING HA 1
THERE H E 19 THEY'RE DEY'RE H T 10 THIS S A 37 THROWING H E 1
THERE S E 4 THEY'RE DEY'RE S T 1 THIS H 0 1 THROWING FOWIN' S T 1
THERE DERE H T 46 THEY'RE DEY'RE H C 1 THIS H E 22 THROWN H A 1
THERE DERE T T 4 THICK S A 1 THIS T E 1 TIC S T I
THERE DERE S T 19 THING H T 1 THIS S E 8 TIC H C 10
THERE DERE H C 12 THING TT 1 THIS DIS H T 20 TIE H T 16
THERE DERE S C 2 THING S T 1 THIS DIS TT T TIE TT 1
THERE DERE HA 8 THING H C 24 THIS DIS S T 11 TIE S T 1
THERE DERE T A 1 THING S C 1 THIS DIS H C 4 TIE H C 4
THERE DERE S A 6 THING HA 3 THIS DIS S C 7 TIE S C 2
THERE'S H T 14 THING T A 1 THIS DIS H A 2 TIE H A I
THERE'S S T 3 THING S A 1 THIS DIS S A 1 TIE S A 4
THERE'S H C 12 THING T E 1 THOSE H T 1 TIED H T 2
THERE'S S C 4 THING S E 1 THOSE TT T TIED S C 1
THERE'S H A 16 THING'S H C 1 THOSE H C 6 TIED S A 5
THERE'S T A 1 THINGS H T 1 THOSE S C 1 TIES H T 2
THERE'S S A 13 THINGS H C 3 THOSE HA 5 TIGER H T 2
THERE'S HE 3 THINGS HA 1 THOSE S A 3 TIGER ST 1
THERE'S DERE'S H T 11 THINGS S A 2 THOSE HE 4 TIGER H C 4
THERE'S DERE'S S T 5 THINGS S E 2 THOUGH H C 1 TIGERS H T 1
THERE'S DERE'S S C 1 THINK H T 1 THOUGH S A 2 TIGHTER S T 1
THERE'S DERE'S S A 2 THINK S T 1 THOUGH HE 4 TIGHTER S A 1
THESE H T 4 THINK H C 8 THOUGHT H T 1 TILL H T 2
THESE ST 2 THINK S C 1 THOUGHT T T 1 TILL S T 2
THESE H C 15 THINK HA 2 THOUGHT H C 3 TILL H C 4
THESE SC 2 THINK S A 20 THOUGHT TC 1 TILL HA 4
THESE HA 6 THINK HE 9 THOUGHT HA 1 TILL S A 4
THESE S A 7 THINK TE 2 THOUGHT S A 1 TILL HE 2
THESE SE 1 THINK SE 1 THREE H T 17 TILL SE 1
THESE DESE H T 3 THINKING H C 3 THREE T T 5 TIME H T 8
THESE DESE TT 1 THINKING S A 3 THREE S T 5 TIME ST 8
THESE DESE S T 2 THIRD H C 1 THREE H C 15 TIME H C 18
THESE DESE H C 1 THIRD DIRD H C 1 THREE SC 3 TIME S C 2
THEY H T 7 THIRTEEN H T 3 THREE HA 5 TIME HA 7
THEY S T 1 THIRTEEN H C 4 THREE T A 2 TIME S A 23
THEY H C 14 THIRTEEN S C 1 THREE S A 17 TIME H E 9
THEY S C 4 THIRTEEN S A 1 THREE HE 1 TIME T E 1
THEY H A 12 THIRTEEN DIRTEEN H T 2 THREESOME S A 1 TIME S E 1
THEY T A 3 THIRTY H T 10 THREW H T 5 TIMES H T 1
THEY S A 13 THIRTY S T 3 THREW S T 3 TIMES S T 5
THEY HE 9 THIRTY H C 2 THREW H C 2 TIMES H C I
THEY S E 1 THIRTY S C 10 THREW S A 1 TIMES HA 5
THEY DEY H T 14 THIRTY HA 3 THROUGH H C 3 TIMES T A 2
THEY DEY S T 2 THIRTY S A 1 THROUGH S A 1 TIMES H E 1
THEY DEY H C 4 THIRTY HE 11 THROUGH HE 2 TIMMY T A 2
THEY DEY S C 2 THIRTY THIRDY H T 3 THROW H T 11 TIN H T 1
THEY DEY S A 6 THIRTY THIRDY H C 1 THROW T T 2 TINY S E 1
THEY'LL H C 1 THIS H T 26 THROW S T 1 TIPPY S T 2
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1370 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1371









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1375
1378 GROUP 3 CHILD 8
WAY H T 5 WELL S T 4 WHAT'S S E 7 WHO T T 1
WAY S T 1 WELL H C 12 WHAT'S WHATSA H C 1 WHO S T 7
WAY H C 3 WELL S C 4 WHATEVER H C 2 WHO H C 26
WAY H A 7 WELL H A 12 WHATEVER HA. 1 WHO S C 4
WAY S A 7 WELL T A 1 WHATEVER S A 2 WHO HA 5
WAY H E 1 WELL S A 21 WHEELS H T 1 WHO T A 1
WAYS H T 1 WELL HE 27 WHEN H T 23 WHO S A 11
WE H T 20 WELL S E 3 WHEN T T 1 WHO HE 4
WE T T 1 WENT H T 8 WHEN S T 23 WHO S E 1
WE S T 16 WENT T T 1 WHEN H C 25 WHO'S H T 7
WE H C 20 WENT S T 2 WHEN S C 3 WHO'S S T 1
WE S C 13 WENT H C 7 WHEN HA 10 WHO'S H C 11
WE H A 5 WENT HA 8 WHEN S A 4 WHO'S S C 7
WE S A 39 WENT S A 8 WHEN HE 13 WHO'S H A 1
WE H E 9 WENT HE 2 WHEN T E 1 WHO'S S A 8
WE S E 2 WERE H T 1 WHEN S E 1 WHO'S HE 4
WE'LL H T 1 WERE T T 1 WHENEVER H C 1 WHOLE H T 4
WE'LL H C 3 WERE S T 2 WHENEVER S A 1 WHOLE S T 1
WE'LL HA 2 WERE H C 9 WHERE H T 43 WHOLE H C 5
WE'LL S A 8 WERE T C 1 WHERE T T 6 WHOLE S C 1
WE'LL HE 2 WERE S C 2 WHERE S T 8 WHOLE HA 2
WE'RE H T 6 WERE HA 4 WHERE H C 19 WHOLE S A 2
WE'RE T T 1 WERE S A 7 WHERE S C 15 WHOOP S T 1
WE'RE H C 5 WERE HE 1 WHERE HA 17 WHOOP S A 1
WE'RE S C 1 WERE S E 1 WHERE T A 2 WHOOPS S A 3
WE'RE HA 1 WEREN'T H T 3 WHERE S A 32 WHOSE S A 2
WE'RE S A 16 WEREN'T S A 1 WHERE HO 1 WHY H T 11
WE'RE HE 4 WET H T 5 WHERE HE 12 WHY T T 2
WE'VE H C 1 WET H C 3 WHERE T E 2 WHY S T 2
WE'VE HA 1 WETTERED *MADEUP H T 1 WHERE'D H T 1 WHY H C 38
WE'VE S A 4 WHAT H T 96 WHERE'D H C 1 WHY S C 8
WE'VE HE 2 WHAT T T 4 WHERE'RE H T 1 WHY HA 19
WEAR H T 4 WHAT S T 42 WHERE'S H T 23 WHY T A 2
WEAR H C 8 WHAT H C 81 WHERE'S S T 6 WHY S A 7
WEAR HA 7 WHAT S C 25 WHERE'S H C 10 WHY HE 9
WEAR S A 3 WHAT HA 68 WHERE'S S C 3 WHY'D H A 1
WEARING H T 1 WHAT T A 3 WHERE'S HA 12 WIFE H T 1
WEARING H C 3 WHAT S A 55 WHERE'S T A 1 WIFE S T 3
WEARING HA 1 WHAT HE 32 WHERE'S S A 5 WIFE H C 1
WEDNESDAY HA 1 WHAT T E 4 WHERE'S HE 1 WIFE S A 1
WEE H T 2 WHAT S E 4 WHICH H T 1 WIFE'S S A 1
WEEK HA 1 WHAT WHA H T 3 WHICH S T 3 WILD S A 1
WEEK S A 2 WHAT WHA HA 1 WHICH HA 2 WILL H T 5
WEEKEND S A 1 WHAT WHA T A 1 WHICH S A 4 WILL H C 4
WEIGH H C 7 WHAT WHA' S T 1 WHILE H C 4 WILL S C 6
WEIGHS H T 1 WHAT'D HA 1 WHILE S A 2 WILL HA 4
WEIGHS HE 1 WHAT'D S A 1 WHILE HE 3 WILL S A 6
WEIGHT H T 1 WHAT'S H T 10 WHISKEY H T 1 WILL HE 2
WEIGHTS H C 2 WHAT'S S T 6 WHITE H T 2 WIN H T 1
WEIRD S A 1 WHAT'S H C 20 WHITE S T 2 WIN S A 2
WELCOME S A 1 WHAT'S S C 1 WHITE H C 2 WIND S T 1
WELCOME HE 1 WHAT'S HA 6 WHITE HA 5 WIND H C 1
WELL H T 6 WHAT'S S A 2 WHIZ S C 1 WINDOW H T 4
WELL T T 1 WHAT'S H E 5 WHO H T 15 WINDOW H C 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1380 GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1381
WINDOW S C 1 WON'T HE 1 WRONG S C 1 YOU S T 86
WINDOW HA 5 WONDER H T 1 WRONG HA 1 YOU H C 329
WINDOW HE 1 WONDER S A 1 WRONG S A 1 YOU T C 1
WINDOWS H T 1 WONDERED S A 1 Y H T 2 YOU S C 72
WINNER HA 3 WONDERFUL H E 1 Y H C 1 YOU H A 244
WINNER S A 2 WONDERING H A 1 Y S A 2 YOU T A 26
WINNING H T 2 WONDERING S A 1 YAE *SOUND H T 1 YOU S A 261
WINNING S T 1 WOOD HA 1 YAP H T 1 YOU H 0 4
WINNING S A 4 WOODSTOCK H T 1 YARD H T 3 YOU S 0 6
WIPE S A 1 WORD H C 1 YAY S A 1 YOU H E 128
WIPE HE 1 WORD S A 3 YEAH H T 49 YOU T E 3
WIPER H C 1 WORDS H T 2 YEAH T T 2 YOU S E 27
WIRE H T 2 WORDS H C 2 YEAH S T 21 YOU YA H T 5
WIRE S T 4 WORE H C 1 YEAH H C 57 YOU YA H C 2
WIRE H C 1 WORK H T 1 YEAH S C 23 YOU YO H T 1
WIRE HA 2 WORK S T 1 YEAH H A 36 YOU'D H A 2
WIRE S E 2 WORK H C 4 YEAH T A 7 YOU'LL H T 2
WIRE'S S T 2 WORK HA 3 YEAH S A 38 YOU'LL S T 1
WIRES H C 1 WORK S A 3 YEAH S O 3 YOU'LL S C 1
WISE H A 1 WORK HE 1 YEAH HE 48 YOU'LL HA 3
WISE S A 1 WORKING H T 1 YEAH T E 2 YOU'LL T A 1
WISH H T 3 WORKING H C 2 YEAH S E 5 YOU'LL S A 4
WISH HA 2 WORKING S A 1 YEAH YAH H C 1 YOU'LL HE 2
WISH S A 3 WORKING S 0 1 YEAR H C 1 YOU'RE H T 27
WISH HE 2 WORKING HE 6 YEAR HE 1 YOU'RE ST 5
WISHES S A 1 WORKING SE 2 YEARS H T 1 YOU'RE H C 34
WIT H T 3 WORKS H C 1 YEARS H C 2 YOU'RE SC 3
WIT ST 2 WORKS S A 1 YEARS SC 1 YOU'RE HA 31
WIT H C 4 WORKS SE 1 YEP SC 1 YOU'RE TA 3
WITH H T 24 WORLD H T 2 YEP S A 6 YOU'RE S A 37
WITH TT 1 WORRY H C 4 YES H T 4 YOU'RE HE 11
WITH ST 4 WORRY SC 1 YES ST 2 YOU'RE TE 2
WITH H C 17 WORRY HA 2 YES H C 4 YOU'RE SE 5
WITH SC 5 WORRY S A 3 YES SC 6 YOU'VE H C 3
WITH HA 16 WORRY HE 1 YES HA 9 YOU'VE HA 2
WITH TA 2 WORSE HA 1 YES TA 1 YOU'VE S A 4
WITH S A 17 WORST TA 4 YES S A 10 YOU'VE HE 2
WITH HE 11 WOULD H T 1 YES HE 8 YOUNG H C 1
WITH SE 5 WOULD ST 1 YES YUP S A 1 YOUNG HA 1
WITH WID H T 8 WOULD H C 3 YES YUP HE 1 YOUNG SE 1
WITH WID ST 4 WOULD SC 2 YESTERDAY H C 1 YOUR H T 41
WITH WID H C 2 WOULD HA 3 YESTERDAY SC 2 YOUR TT 3
WITH WID H A 2 WOULD TA 1 YESTERDAY HA 1 YOUR ST 37
WITHOUT H C 1 WOULD S A 7 YESTERDAY S A 3 YOUR H C 77
WITHOUT WHITHOU SC 1 WOULD HE 3 YET H T 2 YOUR SC 8
WON H T 3 WOULDN'T H C 1 YET H C 2 YOUR HA 58
WON S C 1 WOULDN'T S A 3 YET S C 1 YOUR S A 55
WON HE 3 WOULDN'T HE 1 YET S A 4 YOUR H 0 1
WON'T H T 14 WOW H C 5 YET H E 1 YOUR HE 23
WON'T S T 1 WOW S A 8 YORK H C 1 YOUR S E 1
WON'T H C 10 WOW WOWEE S A 1 YORK S C 1 YOURS H T 4
WON'T S C 4 WRITE S T 2 YORK T A 1 YOURS S T 1
WON'T H A 1 WRITE H C 1 YOU H T 284 YOURS H C 2
WON'T S A 2 WRITING WROTING H C 1 YOU T T 12 YOURS S C 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1379
GROUP 3 CHILD 8 1382
YOURS HA 7 ZIPPER'S H T 1
YOURS S A 2 ZOE H C 1
YOURSELF H T 3 ZOE H E 5
YOURSELF S A 3 ZOO S C 1
YOURSELF S E 1 ZOO S A 4
YUCKY H T 3 1 H T 1
YUCKY H A 6 1 S T 2
YUM S T 6 1 HC 1
YUM SC 18 1 SA 5
YUMMY TT 1 1 HE 1
ZEBRA S T 1 10 HC 1
ZEBRA S A 1 2 H T 1
ZEBRAS S A 1 2 S T 1
ZIP S A 1 3 S A 2
ZIPPED S A 1
A H T 76 AH S A 20 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H C 1 ANTHONY H T 1
A TT 10 AH S 0 6 ALSO T A 1 ANTHONY HA 2
A S T 27 AH H E 10 ALTOGETHER HA 1 ANTHONY'S H T 2
A HC 90 AH T E 3 ALUMINUM H A 1 ANY H T 11
A TC 15 AH AAAH T A 1 ALWAYS H C 3 ANY H C 1
A SC 90 AH AAH H T 3 ALWAYS T C 1 ANY S C 1
A HA 79 AH AAH S A 1 ALWAYS HA 1 ANY HA 8
A T A 16 AH AHH S C 2 ALWAYS S A 3 ANY S A 5
A SA 81 AHA HE 1 AM H T 5 ANY HE 6
A S 0 8 AHEAD HA 1 AM TT 2 ANY SE 1
A H E 77 AHEAD T A 3 AM S T 1 ANYBODY H T 1
A T E 9 AIN'T H T 1 AM H C 1 ANYBODY H C 1
A S E 10 AIN'T S C 5 AM S A 1 ANYMORE H T 5
A I'MMA S T 1 AIN'T HA 3 AMBULANCE S C 1 ANYMORE H C I
A I'MMA S C 1 AIN'T S A 1 AN S T 1 ANYONE H C 1
A I'MMA S A 1 AIN'T S 0 2 AN H C 3 ANYPLACE HA 1
ABC H C 1 AIR H T 1 AN S C 2 ANYTHING H T 1
ABLE H T 1 AIR S A 2 AN H A 2 ANYTHING H C 1
ABLE S C 1 AIR H E 1 AN T A 2 ANYTHING H A 5
ABOUT H T 1 AIRPLANE S C 1 AN S A 4 ANYTHING S A 1
ABOUT H C 8 AIRPLANE AEROPLA S A 2 AN H E 2 ANYTHING HE 4
ABOUT S C 2 AIRPORT H T 6 AND H T 60 ANYTHING ANYDING H T 1
ABOUT HA 13 ALARM HA 1 AND TT 1 ANYTHING ANYDING H C 1
ABOUT T A 2 ALFRED H T 5 AND S T 6 ANYWAY S C 1
ABOUT S A 14 ALFRED HE 3 AND H C 32 ANYWAY HA 2
ABOUT HE 17 ALIKE HE 1 AND T C 2 ANYWAY T A 1
ABOUT 'BOUT H T 2 ALL H T 7 AND S C 37 ANYWAY HE 2
ABSENT S A 1 ALL S T 2 AND HA 71 APARTMENT T C 1
ABSOLUTELY S A 2 ALL H C 6 AND T A 4 APARTMENT HE 1
ACCEPTABLE S A 1 ALL S C 4 AND S A 44 APPLE S C 2
ACES HA 1 ALL HA 21 AND H E 30 APPLE S A 2
ACROSS H C 1 ALL T A 4 AND S E 3 APPLES HA 2
ACROSS T A 1 ALL S A 19 AND AN' H T 4 AQUA S A 2
ADD S A 1 ALL HE 12 AND AN' T T ARABESQUE S A 1
ADRIAN S 0 3 ALL S E 1 AND AN' H C 1 ARE H T 6
ADRIEN'S S A 1 ALLAH H T 1 ANDREW S C 1 ARE T T 2
ADVICE S A 1 ALLIGATORS H C 2 ANDREW S A 4 ARE S T 3
AFTER HE 1 ALLOWED S E 2 ANGEL S C 4 ARE H C 7
AGAIN H T 12 ALMOST HE 1 ANGRY H C 1 ARE T C 7
AGAIN T T 2 ALONE S C 1 ANIMALS S A 2 ARE S C 2
AGAIN S T 1 ALONE HA 1 ANN H T 1 ARE HA 16
AGAIN H C 1 ALONE S A 1 ANN H C 1 ARE T A 11
AGAIN T C 2 ALONE M'ALONE H T 1 ANN S C 1 ARE S A 19
AGAIN S C 3 ALREADY S C 1 ANN S A 1 ARE S 0 3
AGAIN HA 1 ALREADY HA 1 ANOTHER H T 3 ARE H E 12
AGAIN S A 5 ALREADY S A 1 ANOTHER S T 2 ARE T E 5
AGAIN S 0 1 ALREADY HE 1 ANOTHER H C 4 ARE S E 4
AH H T 29 ALRIGHT H C 3 ANOTHER S C 3 ARM S C 2
AH T T 8 ALRIGHT T C 1 ANOTHER T A 1 AROUND H C 2
AH S T 7 ALRIGHT S C 1 ANOTHER S A 11 AROUND S C 1
AH H C 14 ALRIGHT HA 14 ANOTHER ANODER H C 2 AROUND HA 5
AH T C 3 ALRIGHT T A 4 ANSWERING S A 2 AROUND S A 5
AH S C 13 ALRIGHT S A 1 ANTENNAS H C 1 AROUND HE 8
AH H A 6 ALRIGHT T E 1 ANTENNAS HE 1 ARRR *SOUND S T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1385 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1386
AS H A 3 BACK S C 2 BECAUSE HA 15 BIG T C 1
AS S A 2 BACK HA 7 BECAUSE T A 3 BIG S C 9
AS H E 3 BACK T A 3 BECAUSE S A 5 BIG H A 6
AS T E 1 BACK S A 6 BECAUSE HE 2 BIG T A 3
ASK H C 1 BACK HE 5 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H C 1 BIG S A 3
ASK H A 6 BACKWARDS HA 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 1 BIG S 0 3
ASK S A 3 BAD H C 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE T A 1 BIG HE 4
ASKED S A 1 BAD T C 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S E 1 BIGGER H T 1
ASKED H E 1 BAD HA 1 BED H C 1 BIGGER S T 1
ASKING ASKIN' T A 1 BAD S A 1 BED H A 2 BIGGER H C 1
ASS T T 1 BAG HA 1 BEDROOM HE 1 BIGGER S C 1
AT H T 16 BAG H E 1 BEE H T 1 BIGGER S A 1
AT S T 3 BAH H T 3 BEEF T A 1 BIGGER H E 4
AT H C 6 BAH T C 4 BEEN HA 4 BIGGEST T T 1
AT T C 2 BALCONY H T 1 BEEN T A 2 BINOPOLY *MADEUP H C 1
AT S C 13 BALCONY HE 2 BEEN S A 2 BIRD S C 1
AT H A 12 BALL H C 1 BEEN HE 3 BIRD S A 2
AT T A 3 BALL S C 4 BEFORE HA 1 BIRTHDAY S T 2
AT S A 18 BALL S A 1 BEFORE S A 1 BIRTHDAY S C 2
AT H E 7 BALLS H C 1 BEFORE HE 1 BIRTHDAY S A 6
AT T E 1 BANGING HE 1 BEHAVE HA 1 BIRTHDAY S 0 1
ATE H T 2 BANNER S C 24 BEHIND H A 2 BIT H T 16
ATE S T 2 BANNER S A 1 BEING H E 1 BIT H C 7
ATE SC 3 BANNER S O 6 BELIEVE H C 3 BIT SC 2
ATE HA 2 BANNER'S S A 1 BELIEVE H A 4 BIT H A 8
AUTO S A 1 BASED H T 1 BELIEVE S A 1 BIT S A 1
AVE SC 1 BASKET S A 1 BELIEVING H T 1 BIT S 0 1
AW H C I BATHROOM H T 3 BELL H T 1 BIT HE I
AW SC 2 BATHROOM H C 1 BELLS SC 6 BITE H C 1
AW AWW H C 1 BATHROOM HA 1 BELLS S A 2 BITE T C 1
AWAKE H C 1 BATHROOM BATROOM H C 1 BELONG S A 1 BITE S E 1
AWAY H C 4 BATMAN S O 1 BELONGS SC I BITES S A 1
AWAY T C I BE H T 4 BELONGS HA 1 BITTY H T 1
AWAY SC 2 BE TT 1 BELONGS HE 1 BLACK H T 1
AWAY H A 5 BE H C 6 BELT H T 4 BLACK S T 1
AWAY SA 4 BE T C 1 BELT HA 1 BLACK H C 3
AWAY H E 5 BE S C 3 BERNICE T E 1 BLACKBOARD SC 1
AWAY SE 1 BE HA 15 BERT SC 1 BLACKBOARD S A 2
AWHILE HA 1 BE T A 2 BEST SC 1 BLAH H T 1
AWHILE H E 2 BE SA 6 BEST S A 2 BLAH SC 1
AYE H T 1 BE H E 6 BEST HE 1 BLOCK T C 1
AYE ST 3 BE SE 2 BET H C 5 BLOCK S A 2
AYE HA 1 BEAN H T 1 BETTER H T 3 BLOW HA 1
B H C 9 BEAR S T 1 BETTER H C 3 BLOW S A 1
BABE HA 1 BEAR S A 1 BETTER T C 3 BLOW HE 1
BABY H C 1 BEAT S C 2 BETTER S C 7 BLOWING SA 1
BABY S C 1 BEAT S A 1 BETTER HA 6 BLUE H T 1
BABY HA 3 BEAT HE 1 BETTER S A 5 BLUE HA 1
BABY T A 3 BEATS H T 1 BETTER HE 3 BLUE S A 3
BABY S A 1 BEAUTIFUL S A 2 BETTER T E 2 BLUR H T 2
BABY'S H C 1 BEAUTIFUL HE 1 BETTY S A 1 BLURP *SOUND H T 11
BABYSITTER H C 1 BEBES H C 1 BIG H T 11 BLURP *SOUND H C 2
BACK H T 4 BECAUSE H T 5 BIG S T 1 BOARD S T 1
BACK H C 5 BECAUSE S C 1 BIG H C 10 BOARD S C 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1383 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1384
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GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1388
1391 GROUP 3 CHILD 9
D H C 2 DEAR H E 1 DO S A 29 DON'T S T 10
D S A 1 DEBORAH S A 1 DO S 0 1 DON'T H C 33
D S 0 1 DEE HC 3 DO HE 26 DON'T T C 5
D SE 1 DEE TC 3 DO TE 3 DON'T S C 20
DAD H T 1 DEE HA 5 DO SE 1 DON'T HA 61
DADDY S C 1 DELICIOUS S A 1 DO D'WANNA S T 1 DON'T T A 17
DAHLIA S E 1 DEN S C 1 DO D'YA H T 6 DON'T S A 26
DAMN HA 1 DENISE S A 6 DO D'YA H C 3 DON'T S 0 2
DANCE H C 1 DENTIST S A 2 DO D'YA T C 1 DON'T HE 21
DANG H C 1 DESSERT H T 1 DO D'YA S C 1 DON'T T E 4
DANGEROUS S T 1 DESSERT S T 1 DO D'YA HA 1 DON'T S E 6
DANGEROUS T C 1 DESSERT H C 3 DO D'YOU H A 1 DONALD S A 1
DANGEROUS S A 1 DESSERT H A 4 DOCTOR H A 2 DONE H A 2
DANGEROUS S 0 1 DESTRUCTION H A 2 DOES S C 5 DOOM S C 1
DANNY T T 3 DIAS T A 1 DOES H A 2 DOOR H C 1
DANNY S T 2 DID H T 9 DOES T A 1 DOOR H A 4
DANNY T C 1 DID H C 3 DOES S A 5 DOOR T A 3
DANNY S A 2 DID T C 1 DOES HE 1 DOOR S A 3
DANNY'S S A 1 DID S C 5 DOESN'T H C 1 DOOR TE 1
DARLING S 0 3 DID HA 19 DOESN'T S C 1 DOORS TT 1
DART S C 1 DID T A 1 DOESN'T HA 4 DOORS TA 1
DAVE S C 1 DID S A 9 DOESN'T T A 1 DOORS SA 1
DAVE HA 1 DID HE 4 DOESN'T S A 5 DOSE ST 1
DAVID H T 1 DID T E 2 DOESN'T HE 3 DOSE HC 1
DAVID H C 78 DIDN'T H T 13 DOESN'T S E 2 DOW H T 1
DAVID T C 5 DIDN'T H C 8 DOG H T 1 DOWN H T 7
DAVID S C 26 DIDN'T S C 3 DOG T A 1 DOWN S T 2
DAVID HA 51 DIDN'T HA 12 DOGGIE T T 1 DOWN H C 9
DAVID T A 16 DIDN'T S A 4 DOGGIE'S T T 2 DOWN T C 1
DAVID S A 65 DIDN'T SO 1 DOGS H T 1 DOWN S C 14
DAVID SO 1 DIDN'T HE 2 DOING H C 2 DOWN HA 16
DAVID HE 18 DIFFERENCE HE 1 DOING HA 1 DOWN T A 3
DAVID T E 3 DIFFERENT H C 2 DOING T A 1 DOWN S A 17
DAVID S E 7 DIME H C 2 DOING S A 3 DOWN HE 3
DAVID'S H C 1 DIME HA 3 DOING S 0 1 DOWNSTAIRS HA 2
DAVID'S T C 4 DING H C 4 DOING HE 2 DOWNSTAIRS S A 1
DAVID'S S C 2 DINGS H T 2 DOING DOIN' ST 1 DOZE H C 1
DAVID'S H A 3 DINING H E 1 DOING DOIN S C 1 DRAFTS H E 1
DAVID'S S A 1 DIP H T 1 DOING DOIN' HA 3 DRAGON S C 1
DAVID'S HE 2 DIRT S A 1 DOING DOIN' S A 1 DRAGON S A 1
DAVIDS S A 1 DIRTY H T 1 DOLLY H T 2 DRESS S C 1
DAWNED HA 1 DIRTY T C 2 DOLLY HA 2 DRINK H T 1
DAY H T 1 DIRTY HA 1 DOLLY'S H T 6 DRINK S T 1
DAY S T 1 DIRTY S A 1 DOMINGO S C 2 DRINK S C 3
DAY H A 3 DISCONCERTING S A 2 DOMINICK S C 2 DRINK H A 3
DAY T A 1 DISGUSTING HA 1 DOMINICK HA 2 DRINK S A 2
DAY S A 3 DLALALA *SOUND S C 1 DOMINICK S A 4 DRINK HE 1
DAY H E 2 DO H T 49 DOMINIQUE S C 1 DRINKING HE 1
DAYS H E 2 DO S T 12 DOMINIQUE S A 1 DRINKS S E 1
DEAD H T 1 DO H C 25 DON S T 3 DROP T T 1
DEAD H A 1 DO T C 9 DON S C 1 DROP T C 1
DEAL H C 2 DO S C 39 DON DON' T C 1 DROP HA 1
DEAL H A 2 DO H A 20 DON DON' S C 2 DROP T A 1
DEAR S A 2 DO T A 8 DON'T H T 48 DROP S A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1393 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1394
DROP H E 1 EATING EATIN' H A 1 ESKIMO H C 1 FALLING H C 1
DROP TE 1 EATS H T 1 ESPECIALLY HA 1 FALLING S A 1
DROPPED H T 1 EATS HA 1 ESQUIRE H T 2 FALLING HE 1
DROPPED T C 1 EDDIE S T 1 ESQUIRE HA 2 FAMILY S A 1
DROPPED S C 1 EDDIE S C 2 ESSENTIALS S A 1 FAR S A 1
DROPPED H A 1 EDDIE S A 18 EVEN H C 2 FAR HE 1
DROPPED S A 1 EDDY S A 1 EVEN S C 2 FAT HA 2
DROPPED HE 3 EDGES T A 1 EVEN S A 2 FATHER H C 2
DROPPING DROPPIN S C 1 EEEE *SOUND S T 1 EVENING S A 1 FATSO H C 1
DRUM S C 2 EEW *SOUND H C 1 EVER HA 1 FEED S E 1
DRUM S A 2 EH S T 1 EVER S A 1 FEEDING S T 1
DRUM S 0 1 EIGHT HA 3 EVERY HA 1 FEEDING S A 1
DRUM H E 1 EIGHT H E 1 EVERY S A 1 FEEDING FEEDIN' S T 1
DRY S T 1 EIGHTY H C 2 EVERYBODY H T 4 FEEDING FWEEDIN S T 1
DUCK S C 7 EIGHTY H A 1 EVERYBODY S C 2 FEEL H T 5
DUCK S A 4 EIGHTY HE 3 EVERYBODY T A 1 FEEL T T 1
DUDE H T 1 EITHER S C 1 EVERYBODY S A 2 FEEL H C 2
DUMB H T 2 EITHER T A 2 EVERYBODY'S H T 1 FEEL T C 1
DUMB H C 4 EITHER S A 1 EVERYDAY S A 2 FEEL S C 2
DUMB S C 1 ELAINE H C 4 EVERYDAY HE 1 FEEL HA 2
DUMB HA 7 ELAINE HA 5 EVERYDAY EVERYDA H T 1 FEEL S A 10
DUMBBELL H T 2 ELAINE S A 1 EVERYTHING S C 4 FEELS T C 1
E H T 2 ELECTRIC T A 1 EVERYTHING H A 1 FEELS S A 1
E H C 6 ELEVATOR TC 1 EVERYTHING TA 2 FEET H C 5
E H A 2 ELEVATOR TA 1 EVERYTHING SA 1 FEET HA 2
EAR H T 5 ELEVATOR SA 2 EVERYTHING H E 1 FELL H C 1
EAR HC 3 ELEVATOR ELEWATO S A 1 EVERYTIME S A 1 FELL S A 2
EAR H E 2 ELEVENS SC 1 EW *SOUND H T 2 FELL HE 2
EARLY H A 1 ELSE H A 1 EW *SOUND ST 9 FELT SA 1
EARMUFF H T 6 ELSE TA 2 EW *SOUND HC 4 FERNANDO SC 5
EARMUFFS H C 1 ELSE SA 4 EW *SOUND TC 5 FEVER H C 1
EARPHONES HA 1 EMILIA SA 1 EW *SOUND SC 11 FEVER SA 2
EARS H T 1 EMPTY SA 1 EW *SOUND HA 1 FEW ST 1
EARS SC 1 END SA 2 EW *SOUND SE 1 FEW HA 1
EARS H A 2 ENEMY H C 2 EXCELLENT SA 1 FEW SA 3
EASILY HE 1 ENERGY HA 1 EXCUSE SA 1 FEW HE 2
EASTER SA 3 ENERGY TA 2 EXCUSE HE 2 FIFTEEN H A 1
EASY TA 1 ENERGY TE 1 EXPECT HE 1 FIFTY HA 1
EASY SA 4 ENGLISH H A 1 EYE H C 2 FIFTY TA 1
EAT H T 5 ENGLISH SA 3 EYE SC 2 FIFTY HE 2
EAT H C 7 ENOUGH H T 4 EYES TT 1 FIGHT SC 1
EAT SC 3 ENOUGH SC 1 EYES H C 1 FIGHT HA 1
EAT HA 37 ENOUGH H A 1 F H A 2 FIGHT SA 1
EAT SA 16 ENOUGH SA 4 F H E 1 FIGHTING FIGHTIN TA 1
EAT H E 1 ENTRY'S H T 1 FACE H T 1 FIGURE HA 1
EATER S A 1 ER S T 1 FACE HA 4 FIGURE S A 1
EATING T T 1 ER S E 3 FACE HE 1 FIGURED S A 1
EATING S T 2 ERIC S A 2 FACES HA 1 FILL S A 1
EATING H C 2 ERIC SO 2 FACT S A 1 FILLED S C 1
EATING HA 8 ERIC'S S T 1 FACT HE 1 FILLING S A 1
EATING S A 9 ERP *SOUND H C 1 FAIR H C 1 FINALLY HE 1
EATING EATIN S T 1 ERR H T 2 FALL S C 1 FIND H C 1
EATING EATIN' T T 1 ERRR *SOUND H C 1 FALL HA 1 FIND T C 2
EATING EATIN' S T 1 ERRR *SOUND S C 1 FALLING H T 1 FIND H A 5
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1392
FIND S A 8 FIVE'S H T 1 FOUR T T 3 GAVE S T 1
FINE H T 1 FIVES H T 4 FOUR S T 2 GAVE H C 5
FINE S C 1 FIVES H C 1 FOUR H C 5 GAVE S C 1
FINE HA 2 FIX S C 2 FOUR T C 1 GAVE HA 1
FINGER S C 4 FIX T A 1 FOUR S C 4 GAVE S A 1
FINGER H E 1 FIX S A 2 FOUR T A 3 GE *SOUND S C 2
FINGER S E 1 FIX HE 2 FOUR HE 1 GEARS S C 2
FINGERS S C 1 FIXED S C 1 FREAKING H T 2 GEARS S A 5
FINGERS H E 1 FLANNEL S A 1 FREDDY T A 1 GENEROUS H A 1
FINISH H T 1 FLOOR H T 1 FREEZE HA 1 GENTLE H A 1
FINISH H A 5 FLOOR S T 1 FREEZING H A 1 GERBIL S A 1
FINISHED H T 1 FLOOR H A 2 FREEZING T A 2 GERTIE T E 1
FINISHED H C 4 FLOOR S A 2 FREEZING FREEZIN T T 1 GET H T 25
FINISHED HA 2 FLOOR HE 2 FRIDAY S A 2 GET TT 2
FINISHED S A 1 FLORENCE T E 1 FRIEND H T 1 GET S T 7
FINISHES HA 1 FLUSH H A 1 FRIEND S C 4 GET H C 18
FIRE H T 1 FOOD H T 3 FRIEND S A 3 GET T C 4
FIRE S C 2 FOOD S C 3 FROM H T 10 GET S C 20
FIREPLACE T C 2 FOOD HA 1 FROM TT 1 GET HA 31
FIREPLACE T E 2 FOOD S A 2 FROM S T 4 GET T A 6
FIREWOOD T C 1 FOOEY S A 1 FROM H C 3 GET S A 21
FIRMLY S A 1 FOOLED H C 1 FROM S C 3 GET S 0 1
FIRST H T 1 FOOT H C 1 FROM H A 12 GET H E 3
FIRST T T 2 FOR H T 12 FROM T A 1 GET S E 1
FIRST T C 2 FOR S T 4 FROM S A 4 GET GETCHA HA 1
FIRST S C 2 FOR H C 11 FROM HE 2 GET GOTS H T 2
FIRST H A 2 FOR T C 1 FRONT H A 1 GET GOTS H C 1
FIRST T A 2 FOR S C 11 FRUIT H C 2 GETS H A 1
FIRST S A 1 FOR HA 20 FRUIT HA 1 GETS S A 2
FIRST H E 1 FOR T A 8 FUCK H T 1 GETS HE 1
FIRST FIRS' T FOR S A 24 FUCK T C 1 GETTING H T 1
FIRST FIRS' T C 1 FOR S 0 1 FUCK T A 1 GETTING T T 1
FISH S T 1 FOR H E 19 FUCKING T C 1 GETTING S C 1
FISH S C 3 FOR T E 1 FUCKING FUCKIN' T C 2 GETTING H A 3
FISH S A 1 FOR S E 3 FUDDLE H C 1 GETTING S A 1
FISH H E 1 FOR FO H T 1 FULL S A 3 GETTING HE 3
FISHING S C 1 FOREVER H T 1 FUN S C 1 GETTING GETTIN H A 1
FISHING SO 4 FORGET H C 1 FUN T A 1 GETTING GETTIN' H C 1
FIT H T 1 FORGET S C 2 FUN H E 3 GIANT T A 1
FIT H C 1 FORGET HA 4 FUNNEL S A 1 GIG S C 1
FIT S C 1 FORGET S A 1 FUR S A 1 GINA S C 7
FIT H A 1 FORGET H E 10 G S T 1 GINA S A 2
FIT S A 6 FORGOT H C 2 GA *SOUND H T 1 GINA S 0 2
FITS H T 1 FORGOT HA 4 GAME H T 2 GINNY S T 1
FITS H C 2 FORGOT S A 1 GAME H C 10 GINNY S C 2
FITS S C 1 FORK H T 6 GAME HA 3 GINNY S A 2
FITS S A 2 FORK H C 6 GAME HE 3 GINNY S E 1
FIVE S T 3 FORK H A 1 GAMES HE 1 GIRL H T 2
FIVE H C 8 FORK S A 3 GARBAGE H T 1 GIVE H T 8
FIVE S C 3 FORKS H T 3 GARBAGE T T 2 GIVE H C 20
FIVE HA 3 FORKS HA 1 GARBAGE HA 2 GIVE S C 6
FIVE T A 1 FORTY T A 1 GARBAGE T A 1 GIVE H A 16
FIVE S A 3 FORTY HE 1 GARBAGE T E 1 GIVE S A 2
FIVE HE 7 FOUND S C 1 GAVE H T 1 GIVE HE 3
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1397 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1398
GIVE T E 2 GOING GOIN' H C 1 GRADE HA 1 HAD H C 5
GIVE GIMME H T 10 GOING GOIN' T C 2 GRAEME S C 1 HAD T C 5
GIVE GIMME S T 1 GOING GONNA H T 14 GRAEME T A 1 HAD S C 3
GIVE GIMME H C 5 GOING GONNA T T 3 GRAND HE 1 HAD HA 6
GIVE GIMME S C 8 GOING GONNA S T 2 GRANDMA'S T C 1 HAD T A 1
GIVE GIMME HA 3 GOING GONNA H C 19 GRANDMA'S GRAMMA' H C 1 HAD S A 2
GIVE GIMME T A 2 GOING GONNA T C 8 GRASS TT 1 HAD HE 4
GIVES HA 1 GOING GONNA S C 14 GREEN H T 1 HAD T E 1
GIVING H C 1 GOING GONNA HA 16 GREEN S T 3 HAH H T 1
GIVING S A 1 GOING GONNA T A 2 GREEN H C 5 HAH TT 6
GLASS T C 1 GOING GONNA S A 16 GREEN S C 1 HAH T C 1
GLASS HA 1 GOING GONNA S 0 1 GREEN H A 1 HAH H E 2
GLASS HE 1 GOING GONNA HE 19 GREEN S A 9 HAIR H T 1
GLASSES T T 1 GOING GONNA S E 3 GREEN SO 1 HAIR HA 2
GLASSES T A 2 GOLLY T C 1 GREW S A 1 HAIR S A 3
GLORIA S 0 1 GONE T T 1 GRISTLE H C 1 HALF S T 1
GLUE S C 1 GONE H C 2 GROW H C 1 HALF S A 1
GO H T 13 GONE S A 1 GROW S C 1 HALFWAY H A 2
GO T T 3 GONE GON H T 3 GROW S A 3 HAM H T 2
GO S T 1 GONE GON H E 1 GROWING H T 2 HAM H A 1
GO H C 14 GOOD H T 8 GROWN S C 2 HAM S A 5
GO T C 7 GOOD H C 11 GROWN S A 3 HAND H T 1
GO S C 27 GOOD T C 1 GUESS S C 4 HAND S T 1
GO H A 41 GOOD SC 2 GUESS HA 5 HAND SC 4
GO TA 13 GOOD HA 13 GUESS S A 1 HAND HA 1
GO S A 8 GOOD T A 4 GUESS HE 3 HAND TA 2
GO S O 1 GOOD S A 18 GUINEA ST 2 HANDLE S A 2
GO H E 13 GOOD HE 14 GUINEA SC 2 HANDS H T 1
GO TE 3 GOOD TE 3 GUINEA S A 4 HANDS T C 1
GO S E 1 GOOD SE 1 GUITAR H T 1 HANDS HA 2
GOD TC 1 GOODBYE H C 1 GUITAR HE 2 HANDS T A 1
GOD SC 1 GOODBYE S A 2 GUITAR KITAR H T 2 HANDY S E 1
GOD H A 2 GOODNESS TA 1 GUM H C 2 HANG HA 2
GOD S A 1 GOT H T 56 GUMS H C 1 HANG S E 1
GOES H T 6 GOT S T 8 GUN H T 1 HAPPEN T C 1
GOES ST 1 GOT H C 24 GUN SC 1 HAPPENED SC 1
GOES H C 6 GOT SC 38 GUY SC 2 HAPPENED HA 1
GOES SC 4 GOT HA 17 GUY'S S A 1 HAPPENED S A 2
GOES HA 1 GOT TA 2 GUYS SC 1 HAPPENING S A 3
GOES SA 3 GOT S A 18 GUYS HE 3 HAPPENS H A 1
GOING H T 8 GOT S 0 4 HA H T 16 HAPPY S C 2T TT 4 GOT HE 16 HA S T 5 HAPPY HA B
GOING S T 1 GOT T E 3 HA H C 51 HAPPY S A 4
GOING HC 7 GOT S E 3 HA T C 1 HAPPY S 0 1
GOING T C 1 GOT GOTCHA H C 1 HA S C 6 HARD H T 4
GOING S C 6 GOT GOTCHA S C 4 HA H A 56 HARD TT 1
GOING H A 8 GOT GOTTA H T 6 HA S A 30 HARD H C 1
GOING T A 2 GOT GOTTA H C 1 HA S 0 2 HARD S C 3
GOING S A 4 GOT GOTTA S C 3 HA H E 16 HARD S A 2
GOING S 0 1 GOT GOTTA TA 2 HA TE 9 HAS H T 1
GOING HE 7 GOT GOTTA HE 2 HA SE 2 HAS HC 3
GOING GANNA H T 1 GOT GOTTA TE 2 HAD H T 5 HAS HA 5
GOING GOIN' H T 1 GOT GOTTA S E 2 HAD TT 2 HAS T A 1
GOING GOIN' T T 1 GOT GOTTEM S T 1 HAD ST 2 HAS S A 6
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1395 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1396
HASN'T H A 1 HEALTHY S A 1 HERE T E 3 HIS H A 10
HAT H T 1 HEAR H T 17 HERE S E 4 HIS T A 2
HAT H C 3 HEAR H C 20 HERE 'ERE S C 1 HIS S A 8
HAT T C 6 HEAR S C 1 HERE'S H T 2 HIS HE 2
HAT HA 1 HEAR HA 5 HERE'S TT 1 HIT S C 11
HAT T A 2 HEAR S A 4 HERE'S S T 1 HIT H A 2
HAVE H T 23 HEAR HE 7 HERE'S H C 2 HIT S A 3
HAVE S T 1 HEARD H T 3 HERE'S S C 1 HIT H E 1
HAVE H C 47 HEARD S A 1 HERE'S S A 2 HITS H C 1
HAVE T C 9 HEARD HE 1 HERE'S H E 1 HITTING S A 7
HAVE S C 13 HEARD HEARED H C 2 HEW H T 1 HITTING HE 1
HAVE H A 31 HEART S A 1 HEY H T 14 HM *SOUND H T 1
HAVE T A 2 HEAT H A 2 HEY S T 12 HM *SOUND S T 2
HAVE S A 38 HEAT'S H E 1 HEY H C 2 HM *SOUND S C 1
HAVE H E 19 HEATER HA 1 HEY TC 1 HM *SOUND HA 20
HAVE T E 3 HEAVY S T 1 HEY S C 31 HM *SOUND S A 12
HAVE S E 4 HEAVY S C 2 HEY H A 3 HM *SOUND H E 8
HAVE MUSTA' H T 1 HEAVY T E 1 HEY T A 1 HM *SOUND S E 2
HAVEN'T H E 1 HEAVY S E 4 HEY S A 10 HMM *SOUND H T 6
HAVING S C 1 HEE *SOUND H T 1 HEY H E 2 HMM *SOUND S T 3
HAVING SA 1 HEE *SOUND HC 6 HI H T 1 HMM *SOUND H C 12
HAVING HAVIN' H C 1 HELD S C 1 HI S T 5 HMM *SOUND HA 23
HAWAIIAN S C 1 HELLO S T 1 HI H C 2 HMM *SOUND S A 1
HE H T 11 HELLO H C 2 HI T C 3 HMM *SOUND H E 5
HE T T 2 HELLO S C 9 HI S C 4 HMM *SOUND T E 1
HE S T 1 HELLO H A 1 HI T A 2 HMM *SOUND S E 2
HE H C 16 HELLO T A 1 HI S A 6 HMMM *SOUNDH T 1
HE T C 4 HELLO S A 17 HI H E 3 HMMM *SOUND S T 1
HE S C 43 HELLO S 0 1 HI S E 3 HMMM *SOUND HA 2
HE H A 18 HELLO T E 1 HICCUP H A 7 HMMM *SOUND HE 1
HE T A 2 HELLO S E 1 HICCUPS H T 1 HMMM *SOUND T E 1
HE S A 27 HELP H T 1 HICCUPS HA 1 HMMMUH *SOUND H T 1
HE S50 1 HELP H C 1 HIDE S A 1 HMMUH *SOUND HA 3
HE H E 15 HELP S C 1 HIDING T C 1 HMMUH *SOUND HE 1
HE T E 3 HELP HA 2 HIGH H A 1 HO H T 1
HE S E 4 HELP T A 1 HIKE T C 1 HO H C 2
HE'LL HA 2 HELP SHA 3 HIM HT 1 HO THC 1
HE'LL HE 1 HER HTT 3 HIM S T 4 HO STC 1
HE'S HNT 5 HER ST 1 HIMM HC 14 HO HSA 2
HE'S ST 3 HER S C 3 HIMH TC 1 HO SHA 1
HE'S HC 6 HER HNA 3 HIM S C 5 HO HTE 2
HE'S T C 3 HER S A 8 HIM H A 18 HOLD H T 2
HE'S S C 9 HERBAL S A 2 HIM S A 16 HOLD S T 1
HE'S HA 12 HERE H T 34 HIM H E 5 HOLD H C 2
HE'S T A 2 HERE T T 1 HIM T E 1 HOLD T C 1
HE'S S A 14 HERE S T 10 HIM 'IM S T 1 HOLD S C 7
HE'S S 0 2 HERE H C 26 HIM 'IM S C I HOLD HSA 3
HE'S HE 2 HERE T C 2 HIM 'IM H A 1 HOLD T A 5
HE'S S E 3 HERE S C 42 HIM IM T T 1 HOLD S A 2
HEAD H C 1 HERE H A 43 HIM IM S C 1 HOLD HE 5
HEAD S C 1 HERE T A 11 HIS HT 2 OLD S E 2
HEAD HA 3 HERE S A 36 HIS T T 4 HOLD HOL SA 1
HEAD HE 2 HERE S 0 2 HIS H C 2 HOLDER S C 1
HEADS S A 1 HERE H E 13 HIS S C 3 HOLDING S T 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1401 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1402
HOLDING SA 1 HUH H T 22 I'LL HAT 1 IN T A 7
HOLE HT 1 HUH T T 2 I'LL S T 1 IN S A 35
HOLE S C 1 HUH S T 2 I'LL H C 14 IN S 0 3
HOME H T 2 HUH H C 5 I'LL T C 4 IN H E 23
HOME TC 1 HUH S C 1 I'LL S C 9 IN T E 2
HOME S C 3 HUH H A 14 I'LL H A 15 IN S E 4
HOME H A 6 HUH T A 2 I'LL T A 3 IN EN H T 1
HOME SHA 1 HUH S A 7 I'LL S A 4 INCHES SA 1
HOME HE 4 HUH HE 4 I'LL SO 1 INCHES H E 1
HOMEWORK HA 3 HUM H E 3 I'LL H E 13 INCHING S C 1
HONEST T T 1 HUNDRED H C 3 I'LL T E 3 INCINERATOR 'CINERA H T 1
HONEY HA 2 HUNDRED HA 2 I'LL S E 1 INDEED S A 1
HO0 *SOUND H T 1 HUNGRY H T 2 I'M H T 33 INDIAN HC 4
HOOD T T 1 HUNGRY S C 2 I'M T T 19 INDIANS HC 1
HOOD T A 1 HUNGRY HA 2 I'M S T 8 / INDIANS HE 1
HOOK T A 1 HUNGRY SA 1 I'M H C 24 INGREDIENTS SA 1
HOOKED H A 1 HURRAY SA 1 I'M TC 6 INSIDE HT 2
HOOKED S A 1 HURRY S T 1 I'M S C 15 INSIDE H A 1
HOPE H C 2 HURRY H C 1 I'M H A 13 INSPECT HA 1
HOPE HA 4 HURRY TC 1 I'M T A 5 INSTEAD H A 1
HOPE SA 2 HURRY HA 9 I'M SA 11 INTERCOM TA 1
HORN HT 1 HURRY T A 2 I' H 2 INTEREST SA 1
HORN HNE 2 HURRY SA 1 I'M E 15 INTO H C 1
HOSPITAL SC 2 HURRY T E 1 I'M S E 3 INTO H A 1
HOT H T 5 HURRYING TC 1 I'M A TM SA 1 INTO S A 6
HOT ST 1 HURT HT 5'M M I'MMA ST 1 INTO H E 3
HOT H C 3 HURT S C 1 I'M I'MMA S C 1 INVISIBLE H T 2
HOT H A 1 HURT HA 3 I'M I'MMA S A 1 IRONSIDE H A 1
HOT T A 1 HURT SA 3 I'VE HT 5 IS H T 28
HOT S A 2 HURT HE 2 I'VE S T 2 IS T T 5
HOT H E 1 HURTS H T 3 I'VE H C 2 IS S T 7
HOUSE H T 3 HURTS TT 1 I'VE S C 2 IS H C 23
HOUSE SC 3 HURTS HA 1 I'VE H A 1 IS T C 9
HOUSE HA 4 HUSBAND H T 2 I'VE T A 1 IS S C 21
HOUSE S A 2 HUSBAND S A 1 I'VE SA 3 IS H A 28
HOUSE SO 2 HUSH T C 1 I'VE H E 5 IS T A 7
HOW H T 14 HUSKY S C 1 I'VE T E 1 IS S A 33
HOW S T 2 HYSTERICAL SA 3 ICE H C 1 IS S 0 2
HOW H C 22 I H T 351 IDEA SA 5 IS H E 23
HOW TC 1 I T T 17 IDEA HE 1 IS T E 4
HOW S C 13 I S T 91 IF S T 2 ISN'T T T 1
HOW H A 6 I H C 159 IF H A 6 ISN'T H C 1
HOW T A 1 I T C 42 IF T A 2 ISN'T T C 1
HOW S A 31 I SC 138 IF S A 23 ISN'T HA 2
HOW H E 11 I H A 82 IF H E 7 ISN'T S A 1
HOW T E 1 I T A 13 IF T E 2 ISN'T S 0 1
HOW S E 3 I S A 65 IF S E 2 IT H T 84
HOW'S HA 2 I SO 12 IN H T 36 IT TT 4
HOW'S T A 1 I H E 53 IN T T 5 IT S T 31
HOW'S SA 1 I TE 13 IN ST 3 IT HC 86
HOW'S HE 1 I SE 9 IN H C 27 IT T C 21
HU *SOUND H C 2 I SPOSA S A 1 IN TC 1 IT S C 90
HU *SOUND S C 1 I'D HC 1 IN S C 16 IT H A 83
HU *SOUND S E 1 I'D H E 1 IN H A 35 IT T A 19
14001399 GROUP 3 CHILD 9GROUP 3 CHILD 9
























































































































































































































































































































LIDDLE H T 5
LIDDLE H C 2





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LEMME H T 5
LEMME H C 1
LEMME S C 1
LIMME H T 5
LIMME H C 1
LIMME T C 1
LIMME S C 3
LIMME HA 1
























































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1403 1404













































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 9
NAPKIN H A
NAPKINS H T
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NOTHIN' H A 2






















































































































































































































































































1408GROUP 3 CHILD 9
OOPS H C 2 OUT OUTA S T 1 PEACHES H T 2 PICTURES H C 1
OOPS T E 1 OUT OUTTA H C 1 PEACHES HA 4 PIECE H C 1
OPEN H T 2 OUT OUTTA S C 1 PEANUT HA 1 PIECE HA 5
OPEN T T 2 OUT OUTTA S 0 1 PEANUTS HA 1 PIECE S A 5
OPEN H C 1 OVER H T 3 PEAR S T 7 PIECE S E 1
OPEN T C 1 OVER H C 3 PEAR S C 4 PIECES S T 1
OPEN S C 3 OVER T C 1 PEAR S A 5 PIECES S C 1
OPEN HA 4 OVER S C 4 PEARS S T 3 PIECES S A 3
OPEN T A 1 OVER HA 7 PEARS S C 2 PIG S T 1
OPEN S A 2 OVER S A 8 PEARS S A 3 PIG S C 3
OPEN HE 1 OVER HE 1 PEAS H T 1 PIG S A 1
OPENS T A 1 OW H T 11 PEAS H A 2 PIG S E 1
OPS *SOUND T A 1 OW S T 1 PEE H T 4 PIGS S T 1
OR H T 1 OW S C 4 PELOTA S A 2 PIGS S C 1
OR H C 3 OW S 0 2 PEN H T 1 PIGS SA 5
OR S C 3 OW OOW H T 1 PEN H A 1 PINK ST 1
OR H A 4 OW OOW T T 1 PEN H E 1 PINK SA 1
OR T A 1 OWEE *SOUND S T 1 PENCIL H C 1 PLACE HC 1
OR S A 4 OWN H A 1 PENCIL H E 1 PLACE TC 1
OR HE 3 P H T 1 PENCILS HA 1 PLACE SC 1
ORANGE H T 1 P S C 1 PENNIES H T 1 PLACE HA 1
ORANGE S C 1 P H E 1 PENNY H T 6 PLACE S A 3
ORANGE S A 2 PADDING H C 1 PENNY H E 1 PLACE HE 1
OTHER H T 2 PADDING HE 1 PEOPLE H T 2 PLACE SE 1
OTHER S T 1 PAGING S A 1 PEOPLE H C 1 PLAIN H T 2
OTHER T C 1 PAIR H C 4 PEOPLE S C 2 PLANE H T I
OTHER S C 1 PAIR HA 1 PEOPLE T A 2 PLANE S C 1
OTHER HA 2 PAIRS H C 7 PEOPLE S A 2 PLANT H C 1
OTHER T A 1 PAN H A 2 PEOPLE HE 1 PLASTIC H T 2
OTHER S A 8 PANTS H T 1 PEOPLES H T 1 PLATE H T 1
OTHER HE 3 PANTS S C 1 PEOPLES TT 1 PLATE HA 3
OTHER S E 1 PAPER S T 2 PEPPER H C 1 PLATE S A 1
OUCH H T 1 PAPER H C 1 PERRY T C 1 PLATES H T 1
OUCH S T 2 PAPER HA 2 PERRY T E 1 PLAY H T 18
OUCH S C 1 PAPER HE 2 PERSON H A 1 PLAY S T 10
OUCH S 0 1 PAPER'S S T 1 PERSON S A 1 PLAY H C 21
OUGHT OUGHTA T 1 PART H C 1 PETER S A 1 PLAY S C 24
OUGHT OUGHTA HE 1 PART HA 1 PHONES H C 1 PLAY HA 22
OUR H T 1 PART HE 1 PHONES HE 2 PLAY T A 1
OUR H C 4 PARTY S A 1 PI S T 1 PLAY S A 6
OUR H A 1 PASA S C 1 PICK H T 5 PLAY S 0 1
OUR S A 1 PASA S A 3 PICK S T 2 PLAY HE 27
OURS H C 1 PASO S C 3 PICK H C 27 PLAY S E 1
OUT H T 12 PASS H T 2 PICK S C 1 PLAYER H A 1
OUT TT 1 PASS S T 1 PICK HA 13 PLAYGROUND HA 1
OUT S T 6 PASS S C 1 PICK T A 2 PLAYGROUND H E 1
OUT H C 9 PASS S A 2 PICK S A 3 PLAYING S T 1
OUT T C 2 PASSED H T 1 PICK HE 1 PLAYING H C 8
OUT S C 8 PATTY H T 1 PICKED H T 2 PLAYING HA 5
OUT HA 15 PATTY H C 1 PICKED H C 4 PLAYING S A 2
OUT T A 3 PATTY S C 1 PICKING S A 1 PLAYING HE 1
OUT S A 14 PATTY HA 1 PICTURE H T 3 PLAYING S E 1
OUT S 0 1 PAUL S A 1 PICTURE S C 1 PLAYING PLAYIN' H T 2
OUT H E 5 PEACH H A 1 PICTURE S A 2 PLAYING PLAYIN' H A 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1413 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1414
PLEASE H T 5 PUBLIC HE 1 RAINING H T 1 REWORKING S A 1
PLEASE H C 11 PUDDY *MADEUP H C 1 RARE H T 1 RICE H T 2
PLEASE T C 1 PULL H T 1 RATHER S C 1 RICE HA 4
PLEASE HA 7 PULL T C 1 RCA H A 1 RICHARD S A 2
PLEASE S A 10 PULL H A 1 REACH H C 1 RICKY S C 2
PLEASE HE 2 PULL T A 2 REACH T C 1 RIDE H C 2
PLEASE S E 3 PULL T E 1 REACH S C 1 RIDE S C 1
PLEASE PLEAEAS H C 1 PULLED H A 1 REACH H E 1 RIGHT H T 16
PLENTY S A 1 PUNCH S C 2 READ T A 1 RIGHT T T 2
PLUG H C 2 PUREST S A 1 READ S A 1 RIGHT S T 2
PLUG HE 1 PUSH H C 1 READ HE 1 RIGHT H C 16
PLUGGED H C 2 PUSH S C 4 READING T A 1 RIGHT T C 4
PLUGGED H A 2 PUSH H A 1 READY H T 1 RIGHT S C 9
POCKET H T 2 PUSH S A 7 READY H C 3 RIGHT HA 29
POCKET H C 1 PUSH H E 1 READY S C 2 RIGHT T A 8
POCKET T A 1 PUSHES S A 4 READY HA 3 RIGHT S A 25
POCKET T E 1 PUSHING T C 1 READY S A 1 RIGHT S 0 1
POCKET S E 2 PUSHING S C 1 READY H E 1 RIGHT H E 8
POCKETS HT 1 PUT H T 17 REAL H T 2 RIGHT T E 2
POCKETS H C 1 PUT S T 7 REAL T T 7 RIGHT S E 4
POCKETS H E 1 PUT H C 23 REAL H C 1 RIGHT WIGHT T A 1
POCKETS S E 1 PUT S C 26 REAL T C 1 RING S A 1
POLICE S0 1 PUT H A 25 REAL HE 3 RINGS S A 1
POLISH ST 2 PUT TA 3 REALLY H C 1 ROAD SC 1
POOR H T 1 PUT S A 20 REALLY HA 1 ROAST HA 1
POOR TA 1 PUT S O 2 REALLY TA 2 ROB H T 1
POP TT 1 PUT HE 11 REALLY S A 1 ROB HA 1
POPEYE ST 1 PUT TE 2 REALLY HE 5 ROBBIE H T 1
POPEYE HA 1 PUT S E 3 REALLY S E 1 ROBERT H T 25
PORK H C 2 PUTTING H T 2 RECEIVERS H E 2 ROBERT T T 3
PORK HA 1 Q H C 1 RECORD TT 1 ROBERT S T 1
POT ST 1 QUACK SC 4 RECORD HA 1 ROBERT H C 2
POT SC 1 QUACK SO 11 RECORDER'S HA 1 ROBERT T C 1
POTATO H T 1 QUARTERS H C 1 RECTANGLE S T 2 ROBERT S C 8
POTATO S A 2 QUICK SC 1 RECTANGLE SC 1 ROBERT HA 36
POTATO H E 1 QUICK S A 1 RECTANGLE S A 1 ROBERT T A 12
POTATOES S A 2 QUIET H A 1 RECTANGLE S 0 1 ROBERT S A 5
POUR S T 1 QUIET S A RED S C 1 ROBERT S0 2
POUR S C 1 QUITE HA 1 RED H A 1 ROBERT H E 10
POWER S A 2 QUITE H E 1 REEE *SOUND H T 1 ROBERT T E 1
PRESS HE 2 QUITE TE 2 REFRIGERATOR HA 2 ROBERT S E 1
PRETTY H A 2 R H T 1 REFRIGERATOR FRIGERA H T 1 ROBERT ROBBERT S A 1
PRETTY S A 4 R ST 1 REGINA SC 4 ROBERT'S H T 3
PRETTY H E 2 RABBIT S T 4 REGINA SA 5 ROBERT'S SC 1
PRETTY TE 2 RABBIT SC 7 REGULAR S A 1 ROBERT'S HA 2
PRIVATE H A 1 RABBIT S A 3 REMAINDER H A 1 ROBERT'S S A S
PROBLEM H A 1 RABBIT S 0 4 REMEMBER S A 4 ROBERT'S H E 1
PROBLEMS H A 1 RABBITS S T 1 REMINDED S C 1 ROBERTO S A 1
PROBLEMS S A 1 RABBITS S C 1 RENALDO S T 1 ROBERTS TT i
PROMISED H C 1 RABBITS S A 2 RENALDO S C 7 ROBINSON H T 1
PROMISING S A 1 RADIO H T 4 RENALDO S A 19 ROCK S T 1
PSSSH *SOUND H T 3 RADIO HA 2 RENALDO S E 2 ROLLER SC 1
PUBLIC H C 1 RAH RA H T 6 REST S C 1 ROLLING SC 2
PUBLIC H A 1 RAH RA S T 1 REST H A 1 ROLLS HA 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1411 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1412




























































































































































































































































































Y'SAY H T 1
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GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1416
SUPPER H C 1 TALKING S C 3 THANK T C 2 THE T A 21
SUPPER HA 10 TALKING HA 1 THANK S C 2 THE S A 125
SUPPER HE 1 TALKING S A 1 THANK H A 2 THE S 0 7
SUPPER SUPPA' H T 1 TALKING HE 2 THANK T A 1 THE H E 37
SUPPERS H T 1 TALKING S E 1 THANK S A 9 THE T E 4
SUPPERTIME H T 1 TALKING TALKIN' H C 1 THANK H E 7 THE S E 2
SUPPOSE SPOSA S A 1 TALL HE 1 THANKS H C 1 THE DA H T 9
SUPPOSED S A 1 TAMBOURINE S A I THANKS H E 2 THE DA S T 12
SUPPOSED H E 1 TANGERINE S C 4 THAT H T 46 THE DA H C 21
SURE HA 4 TAPE HA 1 THAT T T 5 THE DA T C 5
SURE T A 3 TAPING T A 1 THAT S T 19 THE DA S C 15
SURE S O 1 TASTE H A 1 THAT H C 37 THE DA H A 37
SURE HE 5 TASTE S A 3 THAT T C 7 THE DA S A 1
SURE T E 2 TEACH H C 2 THAT S C 36 THE DAH T C 2
SWEATER HA 1 TEACH S C 1 THAT H A 60 THE DI H T 1
SWEATER S A 3 TEACH S A 1 THAT T A 5 THE DI S T 1
SWEATER HE 5 TEACH HE 2 THAT S A 57 THE DU H C 3
SWISH H C 1 TEARS HE 4 THAT S 0 3 THE DU T C 4
SWITCH HE 1 TEEN T T 1 THAT H E 30 THE DU H A 2
SYSTEM S A 1 TELEPHONE S C 1 THAT T E 1 THE THA H T 1
T H T 4 TELEPHONE S A 1 THAT S E 6 THE THA H A 1
T H C 2 TELEPHONE S 0 1 THAT '
D
AT S T 1 THEIR H T 1
T S C 1 TELEPHONE'S S C 2 THAT DAT H T 5 THEIR S T 1
TABLE H T 1 TELEPHONES S C 1 THAT DAT S T 12 THEIR H A 1
TABLE S C 2 TELEVISION S C 1 THAT DAT H C 3 THEM H T 4
TABLE HA 2 TELEVISION HA 2 THAT DAT S C 23 THEM H C 8
TABLE S A 7 TELEVISION S A 3 THAT DAT S A 3 THEM T C 1
TABLE'S H C 1 TELL H T 1 THAT'LL HA 1 THEM S C 3
TAG H C 1 TELL H C 6 THAT'S H T 10 THEM HA 11
TAIL S E 2 TELL T C 1 THAT'S T T 5 THEM T A 1
TAKE H T 5 TELL S C i THAT'S S T 2 THEM S A 11
TAKE H C 6 TELL HA 9 THAT'S H C 16 THEM HE 7
TAKE T C 2 TELL S A 12 THAT'S T C 1 THEM S E 1
TAKE S C 11 TELL T E 1 THAT'S S C 15 THEM 'EM H T 3
TAKE HA 8 TELLING HA 1 THAT'S HA 25 THEM 'EM H C 3
TAKE T A 2 TELLING S A 2 THAT'S T A 8 THEM 'EM T C 1
TAKE S A 11 TELLING TELLIN' H C 1 THAT'S S A 23 THEM 'EM S C 1
TAKE HE 19 TEMPERATURE S A 1 THAT'S SO 2 THEM 'EM HA 6
TAKE T E 1 TEN H C 2 THAT'S HE 23 THEM 'EM S A 1
TAKE S E 3 TEN S C 1 THAT'S T E 3 THEM 'EM S E I
TAKEN S A 1 TEN HA 3 THAT'S S E 5 THEM DEM H T 1
TAKES S T 1 TENS H T 1 THAT'S AT'S S A 2 THEM EM H A 1
TAKES HE 1 TENS H C 1 THAT'S ATS S A 1 THEM GOTTEM S T 1
TAKING H T 3 TENS H A 1 THAT'S DAT'S H T 3 THEMSELVES T C 1
TAKING T C 1 TERRARIUM S A 1 THAT'S DAT'S S C 2 THEMSELVES H A 1
TAKING H A 1 TERRIFIC S A 2 THAT'S DAT'S S O 2 THEMSELVES THEIRSE T 1T
TAKING TAKIN' H C 1 TERROR HE 1 THAT'S DATS S C 1 THEN H T 2
TALK H T 2 TESTING S A 1 THE H T 37 THEN H C 4
TALK H C 5 THAN T C 1 THE T T 6 THEN S C 4
TALK S C 2 THAN H A 2 THE S T 13 THEN HA 12
TALK H A 2 THAN S A 2 THE H C 74 THEN T A 4
TALK S A 5 THAN T E 1 THE T C 12 THEN S A 4
TALK HE 3 THANK H T 1 THE S C 49 THEN HE 4
TALK S E 2 THANK H C 2 THE H A 111 THEN S E 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1421 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1422
THERE H T 12 THEY'RE T A 2 THOSE H A 1 TO H T 24
THERE T T 4 THEY'RE S A 4 THOSE T A 1 TO T T 3
THERE S T 2 THEY'RE HE 6 THOSE S A 2 TO S T 4
THERE H C 23 THICK S C 1 THOSE HE 2 TO H C 55
THERE T C 2 THING H T 3 THOUGH H E 2 TO T C 12
THERE S C 18 THING S T i THOUGH T E 1 TO S C 36
THERE HA 26 THING H C 2 THOUGHT H C 1 TO H A 64
THERE T A 6 THING S C 3 THOUGHT H A 1 TO T A 12
THERE S A 23 THING HA 5 THOUGHT S A 1 TO S A 61
THERE S O 3 THING T A 1 THREE H T 2 TO S 0 2
THERE HE 17 THING S A 2 THREE T T 1 TO H E 50
THERE T E 4 THING HE 1 THREE S T 2 TO T E 2
THERE S E 4 THING'S H T 1 THREE H C 2 TO S E 4
THERE 'DERE S T 1 THINGS H T 2 THREE S C 4 TO D'WANNA S T 1
THERE 'DERE S C 3 THINGS H C 1 THREE H A 4 TO GANNA H T 1
THERE DERE H T 4 THINGS HA 1 THREE T A 2 TO GONNA H T 14
THERE DERE S T 5 THINGS T A 1 THREE S A 2 TO GONNA T T 3
THERE DERE S C 3 THINGS S A 4 THREE H E 1 TO GONNA S T 2
THERE'S H T 3 THINGS HE 5 THREW H T 1 TO GONNA H C 19
THERE'S S T 1 THINK H T 3 THREW H A 1 TO GONNA T C 8
THERE'S H C 2 THINK H C 3 THROUGH H T 1 TO GONNA S C 14
THERE'S S C 4 THINK S C 1 THROUGH H A 1 TO GONNA HA 16
THERE'S HA 5 THINK HA 9 THROUGH T A 1 TO GONNA T A 2
THERE'S S A 12 THINK TA 2 THROUGH S A 1 TO GONNA S A 16
THERE'S HE 6 THINK S A 12 THROW H C 3 TO GONNA S 0 1
THEREFORE HA 1 THINK HE 9 THROW HA 3 TO GONNA HE 19
THESE H T 1 THINK T E 3 THROW S A 1 TO GONNA SE 3
THESE ST 2 THINKING HE 1 THURSDAY S A 1 TO GOTTA H T 6
THESE H C 11 THIRD H C 1 TICK H T 5 TO GOTTA H C 1
THESE SC 8 THIRSTY H T 1 TIE H T 2 TO GOTTA SC 3
THESE HA 2 THIRTEEN H C 2 TIE T C 1 TO GOTTA TA 2
THESE S A 9 THIRTY HA 1 TIE SC 2 TO GOTTA HE 2
THESE S O 1 THIRTY DIRDY H T 1 TIE TA 2 TO GOTTA T E 2
THESE HE 6 THIS H T 63 TIED TA 1 TO GOTTA SE 2
THESE SE 1 THIS T T 3 TIGHT H T 1 TO OUGHTA T T 1
THESE DESE H T 1 THIS S T 16 TIGHT H C 2 TO OUGHTA H E 1
THESE DESE S T 3 THIS H C 40 TILL H T 1 TO TA H T 2
THESE DESE H C 2 THIS T C 7 TILL T A 1 TO TA H C 4
THESE DESE SC 2 THIS SC 69 TILL S A 1 TO TA T C 2
THEY H T 2 THIS HA 26 TILL T'LL HE 1 TO TA HA 1
THEY S T 3 THIS TA 7 TIME H T 6 TO TA HE 2
THEY H C 9 THIS S A 36 TIME HA 1 TO USTA SC 1
THEY T C 1 THIS S 0 2 TIME S A 4 TO WANNA H T 48
THEY SC 4 THIS HE 28 TIME HE 3 TO WANNA S T 10
THEY HA 9 THIS T E 4 TIME T E 1 TO WANNA H C 23
THEY T A 4 THIS S E 5 TIMES H T 1 TO WANNA T C 3
THEY S A 8 THIS 'DIS S T 2 TIMES H E 3 TO WANNA S C 14
THEY SO 1 THIS DIS H T 7 TINA S 0 1 TO WANNA HA 3
THEY HE 5 THIS DIS S T 7 TINY H T 2 TO WANNA T A 1
THEY S E 1 THIS DIS H C 2 TINY H A 2 TO WANNA S A 9
THEY DEY S A 1 THIS DIS S C 23 TIRED H C 1 TO WANNA S 0 1
THEY'RE H C 1 THIS W'DIS S C 2 TISSUE H T 2 TO WANNA H E 1
THEY'RE S C 2 THOSE H T 4 TISSUE H E 1 TO WANNU T C 1
THEY'RE HA 3 THOSE HC 6 TIT S T 1 TOAST S C 1
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1419 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1420
GROUP 3 CHILD 9























































WANNA H T 48
WANNA S T 10
WANNA H C 23
WANNA T C 3
WANNA S C 14
WANNA HA 3
WANNA T A 1
WANNA S A 9












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1423 1424
1427 GROUP 3 CHILD 9
WHERE S C 2 WHOA S A 2 WISH S A 1 WORRY S E 1
WHERE HA 6 WHOLE HA 1 WISH HE 1 WORTH H C 1
WHERE S A 7 WHOLE S A 4 WISH T E 1 WOULD H T 2
WHERE S 0 4 WHOO WHOOO S C 1 WIT S T 1 WOULD S C 5
WHERE HE 5 WHOOP S E 1 WITH H T 4 WOULD HA 3
WHERE T E 1 WHOOPEE S C I WITH S T 4 WOULD S A 3
WHERE'D HA 1 WHOOPS H C 1 WITH H C 18 WOULD HE 1
WHERE'D S A 1 WHOPPER S 0 1 WITH S C 14 WOULD T E 1
WHERE'S H T 6 WHOSE S T 1 WITH HA 22 WOULDN'T HA 3
WHERE'S S T 3 WHOSE H C 2 WITH T A 3 WOULDN'T S A 1
WHERE'S H C 9 WHY H T 21 WITH S A 20 WOULDN'T H E 1
WHERE'S T C 3 WHY T T 2 WITH HE 17 WOUND HE 1
WHERE'S S C 1 WHY S T 1 WITH S E 3 WOW H C 1
WHERE'S T A 1 WHY H C 16 WITH W'DIS S C 2 WOW T C 1
WHERE'S S A I WHY T C 5 WITH WI' H T 1 WOW S C 1
WHERE'S S 0 1 WHY S C 5 WITH WID H T 1 WOW S A 2
WHERE'S S E 1 WHY H A 13 WITH WID S T 3 WOW H E 2
WHETHER S A 1 WHY T A 2 WITHOUT T A 1 WRECK HA 1
WHEW H T 3 WHY S A 6 WOKE HA 1 WRECKED S T 1
WHEW H C 2 WHY S 0 2 WOMAN S C 1 WRITE H T 1
WHEW T C 1 WHY HE 3 WON H T 1 WRITE T T 1
WHEW S C 4 WHY T E 1 WON H C 4 WRITE H C 1
WHEW S A 1 WILD HA 1 WON S C 1 WRITE HE 1
WHICH H T 3 WILL H T 1 WON HA 3 WRONG H C 1
WHICH H C 1 WILL H C 6 WON HE 3 WRONG HA 5
WHICH S C 2 WILL T C 2 WON'T H T 7 WRONG S A 4
WHICH HA 1 WILL HA 3 WON'T T T 3 WRONG HE 1
WHICH S A 3 WILL T A 1 WON'T H C 6 Y H T 3
WHICH HE 2 WILL S A 5 WON'T T C 3 Y H A 2
WHICHEVER S A 1 WILL S E 1 WON'T S C 3 YEAH H T 24
WHILE H C 2 WILLIAMSBURG HA 1 WON'T HA 3 YEAH T T 2
WHILE HA 2 WILLIAMSBURG HE 1 WON'T S A 2 YEAH S T 7
WHILE T A 1 WIN S C 1 WON'T HE 3 YEAH H C 22
WHILE H E 9 WIN H E 2 WON'T S E 1 YEAH S C 15
WHIMPERING H T 1 WIND H T 2 WONDER HE 1 YEAH HA 18
WHIMPERS H T 1 WIND H A 1 WOO H T 1 YEAH T A 4
WHISTLE H T 3 WIND HE 2 WOO S T 1 YEAH S A 23
WHISTLE HE 1 WINDOW H T 1 WOOBY *MADEUP H C 1 YEAH S 0 4
WHITE S T 1 WINDOW S C 1 WORD H T 1 YEAH HE 21
WHITE S A 1 WINDOWS HE 1 WORD H C 1 YEAH T E 3
WHO H T 10 WINDY T C 1 WORDS H A 1 YEAH S E 3
WHO T T 1 WINNING H T 1 WORE T C 1 YEAR HA 1
WHO H C 6 WINNING H C 1 WORK H C 2 YEARS S A 1
WHO T C 2 WINNING HE 1 WORK S C 2 YELLING HE 1
WHO S C 6 WINNING WINNIN' H T 1 WORK S A 2 YELLOW H T 2
WHO H A 4 WINNY T T 1 WORK HE 3 YELLOW S T 1
WHO S A 8 WINTER HA 1 WORK WERK H C 1 YELLOW S C 2
WHO H E 3 WINTERS H T 1 WORKING HE 4 YELLOW S A 4
WHO'S H T 5 WIPE HA 1 WORKS HE 1 YELLOW SO 1
WHO'S H C 5 WIRE H C 1 WORKS S E 1 YEP H T 2
WHO'S HA 1 WISE S A 1 WORLD S A 2 YEP H C 6
WHO'S S A 3 WISH T T 2 WORRY HA 4 YEP S C 3
WHO'S HE 1 WISH T C 7 WORRY T A 1 YEP HA 4
WHOA H T 6 WISH S C 1 WORRY H E 3 YEP S A 3
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1429 GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1430
YEP H E 1 YOU YO H T 1 YUMMY YUHMEE H T 2 1974 H C 1
YES H T 2 YOU YO S C 1 YVONNE H A 1 500 H C 4
YES S T 1 YOU YO H A 1 ZOOM H A 4 500 H A 1
YES H C 2 YOU YUH S C 1 12TH S A 1 8 H E 1
YES S C 5 YOU'D H C 1
YES H A 5 YOU'D S A 2
YES T A 3 YOU'LL H C 3
YES S A 12 YOU'LL HA 1
YES H E 8 YOU'LL S A 7
YES T E 2 YOU'LL H E 4
YES S E 4 YOU'RE H T 7
YES YUP S T 2 YOU'RE S T 1
YESTERDAY S T 1 YOU'RE H C 13
YESTERDAY H A 2 YOU'RE T C 2
YESTERDAY S A 8 YOU'RE S C 3
YET HA 3 YOU'RE HA 18
YET S A 1 YOU'RE T A 4
YIKES H T 2 YOU'RE S A 13
YOLANDA S C 1 YOU'RE SO 2
YOLANDA S A 1 YOU'RE HE 9
YOLANDA'S S A 1 YOU'RE T E 1
YOU H T 64 YOU'RE S E 1
YOU T T 1 YOU'VE HA 2
YOU ST 10 YOU'VE S A 4
YOU H C 147 YOU'VE HE 8
YOU T C 29 YOUR H T 6
YOU S C 95 YOUR TT 1
YOU H A 199 YOUR ST 1
YOU TA 46 YOUR H C 10
YOU S A 213 YOUR T C 2
YOU SO 8 YOUR S C 10
YOU HE 120 YOUR HA 33
YOU TE 4 YOUR TA 7
YOU SE 16 YOUR S A 14
YOU D'WANNA ST 1 YOUR S O 2
YOU D'YA H T 6 YOUR HE 12
YOU D'YA H C 3 YOUR TE 2
YOU D'YA T C 1 YOUR SE 7
YOU D'YA S C 1 YOURS H T 2
YOU D'YA HA 1 YOURS ST 1
YOU D'YOU HA 1 YOURS H C 2
YOU GETCHA HA 1 YOURS T C 1
YOU GOTCHA H C 1 YOURS HA 3
YOU GOTCHA S C 4 YOURS TA 2
YOU Y'SAY H T 1 YOURS S A 2
YOU YA H T 9 YOURSELF S C 2
YOU YA S T 2 YOURSELF TA 1
YOU YA H C 3 YOURSELF YUURSEL S C 1
YOU YA S C 4 YOURSELVES HA 1
YOU YA H A 4 YOURSELVES HE 1
YOU YA T A 5 YUCK H C 3
YOU YA S A 3 YUCK SC 1
YOU YA H E 2 YUCKY H T 1
YOU YA T E 2 YUCKY S A
GROUP 3 CHILD 9 1428




































































AFTAWHI H A 1
I'MA H T 1
I 'MA H C 1
I1'MA S A 1
WHATA S C 1
WHATA HE 1















'BOUT S E 1






ACTIN S C 1
ACTIN HA 1
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C'MERE S A 1
C'MON H T 5
C'MON HA 13
C'MON T A 5
C'MON S A 4
C'MON HE 1
C'MON T E 1
C'MON S E 5
CCMIN H T 3
CCMIN H C 1
COMIN S C 1
COMIN HNA 1
COMIN H E 1
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DOIN H T 5
DOIN H C 6
DOIN S C 2
DOIN T A 1
DOIN S A 2
DOIN SO 1
DOIN HE 8
DOIN T E 1
DOIN S E 3
DOIN(G) H C .1
















DATDON' H T I
ION'T H T 1
ION'T H C 1
ON'T H T 7












































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 1I 1440
GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1443 GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1444
FIGHT S T I FLOOR HE I FRIEND HE 1 GET GIT S C 1
FIGHTER HE I FLOOR T E I FRIEND FRIEN H T I GET GIT T A I
FIGHTING FIGHTIN HE 1 FLOWER S C 2 FRIEND FRIEN ST. I GET GIT SO 1
FIND H T 1 FLOWER S A I FRIEND FRIEN S C 2 GETS T A 1
FIND HE 1 FLOWERS S A 1 FRIEND FRIEN SO 1 GETS T E 1
FINE S C 1 FLOWERS S 0 1 FRIENDS H C 1 GETTING H A 1
FINE HA 1 FLYING S C 1 FRIENDS S A 1 GETTING S A 1
FINE T A 2 FOLD H T 1 FRIENDS FRIENS HA 2 GETTING GETTIN S T 1
FINE H E 3 FOLLOWING FOLLOWI H T 2 FROM H T 3 GETTING GETTIN H A 5
FINGER S T 2 FOLLOWING FOLLOWI S C I FROM S T I GETTING GETTIN HE 5
FINGER HA 1 FOOD H T 4 FROM H C 8 GIDDY H C 4
FINGER S A I FOOD H C 1 FROM S C 4 GIDDY HA 1
FINGER SO 4 FOOD HA 11 FROM HA 5 GIDDY HO 4
FINGER HE 2 FOOD HE 5 FROM T A 1 GIFTS H C 2
FINGER S E 5 FOOT S T I FROM S A 4 GIRL H C 2
FINGERS S A 8 FOOT S C 1 FROM HE 2 GIRL T A 1
FINGERS SO 4 FOOT S A I FROM S E 3 GIRL S A 2
FINISH S C 1 FOR H T 14 FRONT H C 1 GIRL H E 1
FINISH HA 9 FOR S T 1 FRONT S C 1 GIRLS S C 1
FINISH HE 1 FOR H C 16 FRONT HA 1 GIRLS S A 1
FINISHED H T 2 FOR S C 8 FRONT S A 1 GIVE H T 3
FINISHED H C 4 FOR H A 25 FRONT S E 1 GIVE S T 4
FINISHED HA 2 FOR T A 2 FULL H C 1 GIVE H C 3
FINISHED S A 1 FOR S A 2 FULL HA I GIVE S C 13
FINS HE 1 FOR HE 20 FULL S A 1 GIVE HA 6
FIRE H E 1 FOR T E 1 FULL H E 1 GIVE S A 1
FIRST H T 4 FOR S E 14 FUN HO 1 GIVE SO 1
FIRST S T 1 FOR FO S C I FUNNY H C I GIVE H E 1
FIRST H C 2 FORGET S C 1 FUNNY HA 1 GIVE S E 6
FIRST S C 3 FORGET, HA 1 FUTURE H E 2 GIVE GIMME H T 9
FIRST HA 3 FORGOT H C 3 GA *SOUND H T 1 GIVE GIMME S T 3
FIRST HE 5 FORGOT HA I GAMBLING H C 1 GIVE GIMME S C 11
FISH H T 18 FORGOT T A 1 GAME HO 2 GIVE GIMME HA 3
FISH H C 1 FORK H T 2 GARBAGE HA 1 GIVE GIMME T A 1
FISH H E 15 FORK H C 1 GARBAGE S A 1 GIVE GIMME SO 1
FISHES H T 3 FORK HA 1 GAVE H C 1 GIVE GIMME S E 2
FIST H E 1 FORK HE 1 GAVE S C 1 GIVES H E 1
FIVE S T 4 FORKS HE 1 GAVE HA 3 GLADYS H T 14
FIVE S C 2 FORTY T A I GAVE S A 1 GLADYS H C 1
FIVE S A 4 FOUGHT S E 1 GENERALLY HA 3 GLADYS H A 1
FIVE SO 3 FOUND SO 1 GEORGE T C 1 GLASSES H T 1
FIX H T 1 FOUND H E 1 GET H T 14 GLASSES H E 1
FIX S T 4 FOUND FOUN S T I GET S T 16 GLOVE H T 1
FIX H C 1 FOUND FOUN S C 1 GET H C 5 GLOVE HA 1
FIX S C 1 FOUR S T 3 GET S C 27 GLOVES H T 2
FIX HE 4 FOUR S A 3 GET H A 22 GLOVES HA 4
FIX S E 3 FOUR SO 2 GET T A 3 GLOVES HE I
FLINTSTONES S C 1 FRAME S A 2 GET S A 9 GO H T 33
FLO S A 1 FRAME HE I GET S 0 9 GO T T 1
FLOOR H T 2 FRIDAY H C 1 GET H E 8 GO S T 22
FLOOR S C I FRIDAY HA I GET TE 2 GO H C 10
FLOOR HA 4 FRIEND H C 2 GET S E 12 GO S C 10
FLOOR S A 2 FRIEND S C 5 GET GIT H T 3 GO H A 46
FLOOR SO 4 FRIEND SO 1 GET GIT H C I GO T A 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1445 GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1446
GO SA 11 GOOD SA 9 GUN H T 1 HAS ST 2
GO HO 1 GOOD HE 26 GUN S T 1 HAS S C 1
GO SO 0 3 GOOD TE 5 GUN SC 1 HAS HA 1
GO H E 30 GOOD S E 2 GUN H A 2 HAS T A 1
GO TE 7 GOODBYE T T 1 GUY SC 1 HAS SA 5
GO S E 19 GOODNESS HA 1 GUYS S E 4 HAS H E 1
GOD H T 5 GOODNESS S A 1 H S T I HAS S E 1
GOES H T 1 GOT H T 20 H HA 1 HASN'T HE 1
GOES HC 1 GOT ST 18 H H E 2 HAT H T 6
GOES S A 3 GOT H C 16 HA H C 4 HAT HA 2
GOES HE 5 GOT SC 49 HA SC 1 HAVE H T 5
GOES S E 1 GOT HA 3 HA S 0 1 HAVE S T 6
GOING S T 1 GOT S A 1 HA H E 6 HAVE H C 10
GOING SC 2 GOT S0 8 HAD H T 2 HAVE S C 19
GOING HA 2 GOT HE 7 HAD S T 3 HAVE H A 32
GOING SA 2 GOT SE 6 HAD H C 6 HAVE T A 1
GOING HE 3 GOT GOTCHA S C 1 HAD S C 3 HAVE S A 30
GOING T E 1 GOT GOTTA H T 12 HAD H A 11 HAVE SO 1
GOING S E 1 GOT GOTTA S T 7 HAD T A I HAVE HE 21
GOING GOIN H T 6 GOT GOTTA H C 5 HAD S A 7 HAVE S E 8
GOING GOIN TT 1 GOT GOTTA SC 5 HAD TO 1 HAVE WOULDA S A 1
GOING GOIN ST 2 GOT GOTTA HA 1 HAD H E 3 HAVEN'T H C 1
GOING GOIN SC 2 GOT GOTTA H E 8 HAD SE 1 HAVEN'T H A 1
GOING GOIN H A 9 GOT GOTTA TE 1 HAD DEYHAD H T 1 HAYES SC 4
GOING GOIN TA 2 GOT GOTTA SE 2 HAIR HC 1 HE H T 20
GOING GOIN S A 2 GRACE H T 1 HALL H C 2 HE ST 14
GOING GOIN HO 1 GRADES HA 1 HALL HA 1 HE H C 42
GOING GOIN SO 1 GRAPE H T 1 HALLWAY HC 0 HE S C 23
GOING GOIN HE 6 GRAPEFRUIT SC 1 HAND H T 3 HE H A 20
GOING GOINTA HA 1 GREAT H T 2 HAND SC 1 HE TA 5
GOING GOINITO H T 1 GREEN H T 4 HAND H A 2 HE S A 4
GOING GONNA H T 29 GREEN ST 4 HANDLE H E 1 HE H O 2
GOING GONNA TT 1 GREEN H C 1 HANDS H T 1 HE S O 2
GOING GONNA ST 12 GREEN SC 4 HANDS H A 3 HE H E 29
GOING GONNA H C 14 GREEN HA 2 HANDS S A 6 HE TE 4
GOING GONNA SC 18 GREEN S A 2 HANDS HE 5 HE SE 6
GOING GONNA HA 25 GREEN SO 3 HANDS S E 3 HE'LL SC 1
GOING GONNA TA 3 GREEN HE 1 HANS ' H A 4 HE'LL HA 2
GOING GONNA S A 8 GREENS SO 1 HAP H T 1 HE'S HC 3
GOING GONNA SO 3 GREG H C 1 HAPPEN ST 1 HE'S HA 10
GOING GONNA HE 25 GREG HE 1 HAPPEN H C 1 HE'S TA 1
GOING GONNA TE 2 GREGORY H T I HAPPEN HE 1 HE'S H E 3
GOING GONNA S E 7 GREGORY HA I HAPPENED HA I HE'S S E 2
GOING I 'MAPUN H T 1 GROUND S A 1 HAPPENED S A 1 HEAD S T 1
GOING I 'MATEL H T 1 GROUP S A 2 HAPPENED S E 3 HEAD S C 2
GONE H C 1 GROUP S E 6 HAPPENING HE 1 HEAD S A 1
GONE S C 3 GROW H T 2 HAPPENING HAPPENI H E I HEADED H C 1
GONE HA 2 GROWN H E 1 HAPPENS S A I HEADS H C 1
GONE T A 1 GUESS S C 2 HAPPY H C 1 HEADSETS HE 1
GONE GON S T 1 GUESS T E HAPPY HA I HEADSETS S E 1
GONE GON S C 3 GUESS S E 1 HAR *SOUND H C 1 HEAR H T 16
GOOD H T 7 GUEST H C 2 HARLEM H T 3 HEAR S T 3
GOOD H C 7 GUM H T 3 HARLEM HA 2 HEAR H C 10
GOOD HA 2 GUM HNA 2 HAS H T 1 HEAR S C 9

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HON H T 1





























































































*MADEUP S C 1












































ICRYIN H T 1
ION'T H T 1


















































































































































































































































































KICKIN H T 5






































GROUP 4 CHILD 1I 1448
1451 GROUP 4 CHILD 1
KNOCK S T 5 LAY S 0 4 LICKING LICKIN HE 1 LIVING HE 4
KNOCK S C 8 LAYING LAYIN HA 1 LIFE H C 1 LIVING LIVIN H C 2
KNOCK HA 1 LEAH H T 1 LIFE HA. 2 LMNOP S T 1
KNOCKED H T 1 LEAN S A 1 LIFE H E 1 LO H 0 1
KNOCKED S A 2 LEARN S A 1 LIGHT H T 7 LOCK H C 3
KNOCKS HA 1 LEAST HA 1 LIGHT H C 6 LOCK HA 1
KNOT S T 1 LEAVE H T 1 LIGHT S C 3 LOCK HO 1
KNOW H T 6 LEAVE S T 2 LIGHT HA 1 LOCKED H C 1
KNOW S T 6 LEAVE S C 6 LIGHT HE 1 LOLLIPOP H T 6
KNCW H C 21 LEAVE H A 6 LIGHTER H T 2 LOLLIPOP H C 2
KNOW S C 9 LEAVE S A 1 LIGHTS S T 1 LOLLIPOP H A 1
KNOW HNA 29 LEAVE HE 6 LIKE H T 20 LONG T T 2
KNOW S A 11 LEAVE T E 3 LIKE S T 11 LONG S T 1
KNOW SO 1 LEAVE S E 10 LIKE H C 13 LONG H C 1
KNOW HNE 33 LEFT HA 1 LIKE S C 22 LONG T A 1
KNOW T E 1 LEFT T A 1 LIKE HA 17 LONG T E 1
KNOW S E 8 LEFT S A 1 LIKE T A 1 LONG S E 3
KNOWING H E 1 LEG S C 2 LIKE S A 4 LONGER T E 1
KNOWS HA 2 LEGS T A 1 LIKE SO 2 LOOK H T 13
KNOS T A 1 LEMON H T 2 LIKE H E 17 LOOK S T 5
KNCOS S A 1 LEMON H C 1 LIKE T E 1 LOOK H C 10
KNOWS HE 2 LEMON HA 1 LIKE S E 1 LOOK S C 14
KNUCKLE H T 2 LEMON HE 1 LINDA H C 2 LOOK HA 2
KNUCKLES H C 1 LET H T 3 LINE S C 1 LOOK S A 7
KOOLAID H T 1 LET S T 7 LINE S A 12 LOOK S0 2
KSH *SOUND HE 5 LET H C 7 LINE HE 1 LOOK HE 7
LA T T 1 LET S C 19 LINE S E 7 LOOK TE 1
LA H C 1 LET HA 8 LINK H T 5 LOOK S E 3
LA S C 3 LET T A 1 LINK H C 1 LOOK LOOKIT H T 4
LA SE 2 LET SA 1 LISTEN H T 3 LOOK LOOKIT S C 1
LADY S A 1 LET SO 2 LISTEN S T 2 LOOKED S A 1
LAMP H T 1 LET H E 8 LISTEN S C 1 LOOKING S A 1
LAP S A 1 LET SE 7 LISTEN S A 5 LOOKING LOOKIN H C 1
LAP SO 4 LET LEMME H T 4 LISTEN HE 6 LOOKS H C 1
LASHAWN S C 1 LET LEMME S T 3 LISTEN S E 2 LOOKS HA 1
LASHAW• SA 1 LET LEMME H C 2 LISTENING LISSENI S T 1 LOOSE S C 1
LAST H C 1 LET LEMME S C 9 LISTS H C 1 LORD H T 1
LAST S C 1 LET LEMME SO 1 LITTLE H T 6 LORD H C 1
LAST HA 7 LET LEMME HE 4 LITTLE S T 6 LOSE HE 1
LAST T A 3 LET LEMME S E 2 LITTLE H C 1 LOSS S T 1
LAST HE 3 LET'S H T 15 LITTLE S C 2 LOT H T 1
LAST S E 1 LET'S S T 2 LITTLE HA 6 LOT H C 1
LAST LAS H C 1 LET'S H C 1 LITTLE T A 1 LOT S C 4
LATE H T 1 LET'S S C 2 LITTLE S A 13 LOT S A 1
LATE H C 1 LET'S HA 4 LITTLE S 0 8 LOT H E 3
LATE HA 3 LET'S S A 1 LITTLE HE 9 LOT LOTA HE 1
LATER HA 1 LET'S HO 1 LITTLE S E 5 LOTUS H C 1
LATER HE 1 LET'S SO 1 LITTLE LIDDLE H T 1 LOU H T 1
LATER TE 1 LET'S H E 12 LIVE H T 1 LOU H C 1
LATER S E 4 LET'S T E 1 LIVE S T 9 LOUD H T 1
LAUGHING HA 1 LET'S S E 2 LIVE H C 2 LOUD S T 1
LAY H T 1 LETTERS HE 3 LIVE S C 6 LOUD HE 4
LAY H A 1 LETTUCE H C 1 LIVE S A 7 LOUIS S T 1
LAY S A 1 LIAR S T 1 LIVE S E 1 LOUIS S E 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1453 GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1454
LOVE H T 1 MAN H C 9 ME LEMME S T 3 MINE H T 12
LOVE H C 1 MAN S C 18 ME LEMME H C 2 MINE S T 3
LOVE TC 1 MAN HA 5 ME LEMME S C 9 MINE H C 3
LOVE HA 2 MAN H E 7 ME LEMME SO 1 MINE S C 2
LUCY SO 1 MAN T E 2 ME LEMME HE 4 MINE HE 3
LULU HC 1 MAN SE 2 ME LEMME S E 2 MINES S C 1
LUNCH HC 1 MAN'S H T 1 MEAL HE 1 MINES HE 1
LUNCH HA 2 MANAGE HA 1 MEALS HE 1 MINUTE S C 1
LUNCH HE 1 MANE HE 1 MEAN H C 1 MINUTE HA 4
LUNCHTIME HE 1 MANNERISMS HE 1 MEAN S C 2 MINUTE T A
LUTHER S T 4 MANY S C 1 MEAN HA 2 MINUTE S A 1
M H T 3 MANY S A 2 MEAN HE 10 MINUTE HE 5
M TC 1 MANY S E 1 MEAN S E 1 MINUTES T A 2
M H E 2 MARKS HA 1 MEANIE H C 1 MINUTES HE 3
MA H T 26 MARY H C 1 MEANS S A 1 MISS H T 14
MA S T 6 MASHED HE 1 MEANS S E 1 MISS H C 1
MA H C 6 MATCH HE 1 MEANT HA 2 MISS S C 12
MA S C 2 MATTER S T 2 MEANT T A 2 MISS H A 1
MA H E 1 MATTER HA 1 MEAT HA I MISS S A 1
MAC H E 1 MATTER HE 1 MEET HE 1 MISS S E 4
MADE H C 1 MATTER WHAT'SA HE 1 MEMBER S C 1 MISS MISH HC 1
MADE S C 2 MATTRESS H C 1 MENTIONED HE 1 MISSED S E 1
MADE HA 2 MATTRESS HA 3 MEOW H C 1 MISSING MISSIN S T 1
MADE TA 1 MATTRESS HE 1 MERCY HE 1 MISTER HA 1
MADE S A 2 MAY H T 1 MERE ST 1 MIX S C 1
MADE HE 1 MAY H C 1 MESS H T 3 MIMON S C 9
MADISON H T 1 MAY HA 2 MESS . ST 3 MIXON S A 1
MADISON ST 7 MAY HE 1 MESS S C 2 MIXON SE 1
MADISON SC 1 MAY SE 1 MESS SE 2 MIXON'S SE 2
MADISON S A 1 MAYBE SC 2 MESSED H T 4 MMM *SOUND H T 1
MAIL S T 1 MAYBE HA 4 MESSED ST 5 MMM *SOUND H C 1
MAIL SC 1 MAYBE HE 3 MESSED SC 1 MMM *SOUND HO 1
MAIL S A 2 MAYBE SE 2 MESSING MESSIN ST 2 MMM *SOUND HE 1
MAILBOX S T 1 MCDONALD'S HE 1 MESSING MESSIN SE 1 MMMM *SOUND ST 2
MAKE H T 29 ME H T 36 MICHAEL S A 4 MOD H T 3
MAKE ST 3 ME S T 22 MICHAEL'S S A 1 MOM H T 4
MAKE H C 6 ME H C 13 MICKEY H T 19 MOM H C 4
MAKE SC 7 ME TC 1 MICKEY ST 3 MOM H E 1
MAKE H A 3 ME S C 72 MICKEY HE 11 MOMMA H T 2
MAKE TA 1 ME H A 18 MICKEY SE 3 MOMMA SC 1
MAKE S A 4 ME S A 10 MICROPHONE H T 2 MOMMY H T 9
MAKE H E 9 ME HO 1 MICROPHONE S T I . MOMMY H C 5
MAKE SE 1 ME S O 5 MICROPHONE H C 2 MOMMY SC 2
MAKING H E 1 ME H E 20 MICROPHONE HE 4 MOMMY HA 2
MAKING MAKIN S T 1 ME T E 3 MICROPHONE S E 2 MOMMY S A 1
MAKING MAKIN H C 2 ME S E 10 MICROPHONE CRAPHON H C 1 MOMMY'S H T 1
MAKING MAKIN S C 1 ME GIMME H T 9 MIDDLE S T 4 MONDAY H E 1
MAKING MAKIN H A 1 ME GIMME S T 3 MIGHT H T 1 MONDAY MON S T
MAMA H T 1 ME GIMME S C 11 MIGHT ST 1 MONEY S C 1
MAMA H C 1 ME GIMME H A 3 MIGHT S A I MONIQUE S T 2
MAMA S C 1 ME GIMME T A 1 MIGHT HE 2 MONIQUE S C 6
MAMMA H T 1 ME GIMME SO 1 MIGHT S E 1 MONIQUE S A 9
MAN H T 4 ME GIMME S E 2 MIKE'LL S C 1 MONIQUE S E 5
MAN S T 1 ME LEMME H T 4 MIND S T 1 MONKEY H T 3
GROUP 4 CHILD 1I 1452
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ATHAT H C 1.
CAT H T 44
DAT S T 31
DAT H C 5
DAT S C 1.3
DAT H A 1.
DAT S A 1
DAT SO 1.
DAT HE 1I
DATAGAI H T 1.
DATBOOK H T 1
DATDAT H T 2
DATDON' H T 1
DATWAY H T 1
DATWE H C 1














DAS H T 1
DAS S T 1
DAS H C 3
DAS HA 1.
DASCUHW H C 1
DAT'S H T 14
























































DAT'S H C 3
DAT'S S C 1
DATS H T 1














ATHE H T 1.
DA H T 2
DA ST 6
DA SC 4
DA S 0 1.
DA HE 1I
DA TE 2
DAH S T 2
DAH T E 2
DASDUHW H C 1
DEBENCH H T 1
DEDOCTO H T 1.
DENAPKI H T 1.
DESTORY H C 1
DEWATER HA 1
DE7TH H T 1
DI S T 2
DI S E 1
DU S T 1.
DU S E 1
DUH HA 1.
DURINDE H T 1
TADETOP H A 1.
THA H T 1
THA S C 1
WHAT'SA H A 1
WHAT'SA HE K 1
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GROUP 4 CHILD 1I 1472
WHICH HE 8 WIPE H T 1 WOW T E 1 YESTERDAY H A 2
WHICH T E 1 WIPE HA 2 WOW S E 2 YESTERDAY S A 1
WHILE H C 1 WIPE HE 2 WRITE H T 4 YESTERDAY HE 1
WHILE HA 1 WIRE HE 1 WRITE H C 3 YESTERDAY T E 2
WHILE S A 3 WISE HE 1 WRITE HA 6 YESTERDAY S E 3
WHILE SO 1 WISE S E 1 WRITES HE 1 YESTERDAY YESTADA T A 1
WHILE S E 4 WITH H T 2 WRITING WRITINT H A 1 YET H T 1
WHILE AFTAWHI HA 1 WITH T T 2 WRITING WRITIN H C 1 YET S T 1
WHC H T 1 WITH S T 6 WRONG H C 1 YET HE 1
WHO T T 1 WITH H C 4 WRONG T A 2 YET S E 1
WHO S T 8 WITH S C 6 WRONG S A 1 YOU H T 99
WHO H C 7 WITH HA 5 WRONG HE 1 YOU S T 78
WHO S C 11 WITH SA 7 X SC 1 YOU H C 66
WHO HA 5 WITH S 0 1 X HO 1 YOU T C 1
WHO S A 3 WITH H E 15 Y H A 1 YOU S C 131
WHO HO 1 WITH T E 4 Y HE 1 YOU HA 196
WHO S 0 2 WITH S E 3 YAY H T 2 YOU T A 15
WHO HE 4 WITH WID H T 1 YAY S E I YOU S A 112
WHO S E 3 WITH WID S T 2 YEAH H T 59 YOU S 0 9
WHO'S H C 2 WITH WID SC 1 YEAH T T 2 YOU H E 185
WHO'S S A 1 WITH WIF TT 1 YEAH S T 22 YOU TE 21
WHO'S S E 1 WITHOUT HA 1 YEAH H C 15 YOU SE 104
WHOLE H T 1 WITHOUT HE 2 YEAH S C 10 YOU AYOU H T 1
WHOLE H C 1 WITHOUT WIDOUT S T 1 YEAH HA 13 YOU ANYOU HA 1
WHOLE HE 1 WITT S C 1 YEAH T A 2 YOU D'YOU S T 1
WHOOP S T 1 WOKE WOKED H T 1 YEAH S A 2 YOU GOTCHA S C 1
WHOOPS HE 3 WOMAN H C 1 YEAH S 0 4 YOU WHACHA H C 1
WHOP S T 1 WON'T H T 2 YEAH HE 66 YOU WHATCHA HE 1
WHY H T 10 WON'T S T 2 YEAH T E 2 YOU WHATCHA T E 1
WHY S T 14 WON'T S C 4 YEAH S E 11 YOU Y'AL S C 1
WHY H C 4 WON'T H A 2 YEAR H C 1 YOU Y 'ALL S T 2
WHY S C 11 WON'T T A 1 YEAR HA 1 YOU Y'ALL H C 1
WHY H A 6 WON'T S A 1 YEAR H E 1 YOU Y'ALL S C 1
WHY S A 8 WON'T HE 4 YEARS HA 1 YOU Y'ALL HA 1
WHY SO 1 WON'T S E 6 YELLING YELLON H T 1 YOU Y 'ALL HE 1
WHY HE 7 WONDER H C 1 YELLOW SC 3 YOU YA H T 8
WHY T E 1 WONDER HE 1 YELLOW SA 5 YOU YA S T 2
WHY S E 9 WORDS HE 1 YELLOW YELLA S C 1 YOU YA H C 3
WHY 'D S A 1 WORE T E 1 YELLOWS S C 1 YOU YA S C 6
WHY'D HE 1 WORK S T 1 YEP H T 2 YOU YA H A 5
WHY'D S E 1 WORK HC 3 YEP ST 1 YOU YA TA 8
WILL H T 3 WORK SC I YEP HE 1 YOU YA HE 10
WILL S C 3 WORK H A 3 YEP T E 1 YOU YA T E 2
WILL HA 4 WORK S E 1 YES H T 3 YOU YA S E 6
WILL S A 3 WORKING WORKIN TA 2 YES S T 4 YOU YALL HA 1
WILL HE 4 WORTH SC 1 YES H C 1 YOU YO H T 4
WILL S E 2 WOULD H C 1 YES S C 13 YOU YO S T 4
WIND H E 1 WOULD H A 7 YES H A 10 YOU YO SC 7
WINDOW S T 1 WOULD S A 1 YES S A 5 YOU YO H A 5
WINDOW S A 3 WOULD H E 9 YES S 0 4 YOU YO H E 3
WINDOWS S A 1 WOULD WOULDA S A 1 YES H E 5 YOU'LL HA 1
WINDY H T 2 WOULDN'T HE 1 YES S E 3 YOU'LL S 0 1
WINDY HE 1 OwW S A 1 YESTERDAY HC 3 YOU'LL H E 2
WINE H T 1 WOW HE 5 YESTERDAY S C 2 YOU'LL S E 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1477 GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1478
YOU'RE H T 1 10 S0 1 30 H A 2 6 S T 3
YOU'RE SC 2 10 H E 1 30 SA 1 6 HC 2
YOU'RE H A 5 10D S T 3 4 S T 3 6 SO 2
YOU'RE S A 6 100 ST 1 4 H C 1 7 ST 1
YOU'RE S0 1 11 ST 1 4 HA 3 7 HA 2
YOU'RE HE 20 11 HC 1 4 SO 0 2 7 S0 1
YOU'RE T E 1 11 T E 1 4TH H A 1 7D SC 1
YOU'RE S E 2 12 ST 1 40 HE 1 7D SA 1
YOU'VE HE 1 13 S T 2 45 T A 1 8 ST 1
YOUR H T 10 13 HA 2 5 H T 1 8 SC 3
YOUR ST 12 133 HC 1 5 ST 3 8 HA 2
YOUR HC 11 133 SC 1 5 HC 1 8 SA 3
YOUR SC 32 133 HA 1 5 SC 4 8 S 0 3
YOUR HA 64 14 ST 3 5 SA 1 81 H T 1
YOUR TA 1 15 ST 2 5 SO0 2 9 ST 3
YOUR SA 30 15 HC 1 5 HE 3 9 SO 1
YOUR S0 9 15 HE 2 5 TE 1 9 HE 1
YOUR H E 40 15 S E 1 5TH SC 1 920 ST 1
YOUR T E 2 16 HE 1
YOUR S E 15 17TH H A 2
YOUR YER T E 1 1704 SC 1
YOUR'S H T 1 18 ST 2
YOURS H T 5 19 SHA 1
YOURS ST 1 1918 SC 1
YOURS HA 2 1975 HE 1
YOURS TA 1 1980 SC 1
YOURS HE 4 1980 S A 1
YOURSELF ST 1 2 H T 1
YOURSELF HA 2 2 ST 5
YOURSELF S A 2 2 H C 4
YOURSELF HE 3 2 SC 1
YOURSELF TE 3 2 HA 3
YOYO H T 13 2 TA 3
YOYO ST 4 2 SO 2
YOYO HC 9 2 HE 3
YOYO SC 1 2D H T 1
YOYO HA 20 2D ST 1
YOYO HO 1 20 ST 2
YOYO HE 2 21 ST 1
YOYO SE 1 21 SA 3
YOYO'S HA 1 2101 ST 2
YUM HT 1 2101 SC 1
YUMMY H T 1 2105 SC 1
YUMMY ST 1 2175 ST 1
YUMMY SC 1 22 ST 1
YUMMY HE 2 3 HT I
ZZ *SOUND ST 2 3 ST 2
1 ST 3 3 HC 2
1 HC 3 3 HA 2
1 S0 2 3 TA 2,
1 HE 4 3 SA I
10 ST 1 3 SO0 2
10 SC 1 3 HE 6
10 T A 1 30 HC 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1475 GROUP 4 CHILD 1 1476
























































































































































































































































































































AWRIGHT H T 8
AWRIGHT H E 25
AWRIGHT  E 1


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BEATIN H C 1




'CAUSE H T 3












'FORE H C 1
SA 1
SE 1



































































































































































BRINGED H T 1







GROUP 4 CHILD 2 1480







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*SOUND H T 4
SC 1
CHISTMA T A 1
*SOUND H T 1
*SOUND S C 1
*SOUND HA 1





















CLOSIN H T 2












































































































































































































































DOIN H T 4
DOIN S C 1
DOIN HA 3


































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 2 1484





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GIT H T 3












































































1487 1488GROUP 4 CHILD 2



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































*SOUND S T 1
*SOUND H T 56
*SOUND T T 5
*SOUND S T 5
*SOUND H C 4
*SOUND S C 2
*SOUND HA 5
*SOUND S A 3
*SOUND HE 7
*SOUND H T 1
































































































































































































































































































































































































































LEMME H T 14
LEMME ST 5







































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 2 1492























































GROUP 4 CHILD 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 2
HE 5














LOOKIN H T 2
LOOKIN T T 1
































































































NA H T 15
NA TT 6
NA S T 10
NA SC 3
NA SA 2






















































































































































































































































































MEEOW S T 1
MEEOW SN O 1
ST 1























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C'MON H T 1
C'MON S T 3
C'MON H C 4
C'MON S C 1
C'MON HA 4
C'MON S A 4
C'MON HE 9
C'MON T E 7














































































































































































































































































RAININ' T T 1
RAININ T T 3
RAININ S T 4
RAININ S C 3
RAININ SO 1
RAININ TE 1
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PLAYIN H T 1






































PUSHIN S T 4



























SHH S A 2
HE 2



































GROUP 4 CHILD 2 1500










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'EM H T 16
'EM T T 2
'EM S T 1
'EM H C I
'EM S C 3
'EM HA 2
'EM S A 1
'EM H E 10


















































































































































































































































































































1504GROUP 4 CHILD 2







































































































































































































































































































































































































































*SOUND H T 3
*SOUND- TT 3
*SOUND S T 26
*SOUND S C 6
*SOUND HA 2
*SOUND S A 8
*SOUND S 0 2
*SOUND H E 20










*SOUND H T 2
*SOUND T T 2
*SOUND S T 15
*SOUND S C 3

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 2 1508
WHAT HA 32 WHILE HE 4 WITH H T 3 X H E 2
WHAT T A 4 WHITE H T 6 WITH S T 4 Y H T 1
WHAT S A 101 WHITE S T 1 WITH S C 7 Y S 2
WHAT SO 2 WHITE H C 4 WITH HA 4 YEAH H T 43
WHAT HE 81 WHITE HA 1 WITH TA 2 YEAH TT 17
WHAT T E 22 WHITE S A 2 WITH S A 5 YEAH S T 23
WHAT S E 1 WHITE HE 2 WITH S 0 2 YEAH H C 3
WHAT WHA H A 1 WHO H T 8 WITH HE 30 YEAH S C 7
WHAT WHATA H A 1 WHO S T 12 WITH T E 3 YEAH HA 1
WHAT WHATA H E 5 WHO H C 2 WITH WID H T 1 YEAH S A 3
WHAT WHATA T E 2 WHO H A 4 WITT H T 1 YEAH HO 1
WHAT'D HE 2 WHO TA 2 WITT TT 9 YEAH S0 1
WHAT'D T E 2 WHO S A 6 WITT S T 2 YEAH HE 88
WHAT'D S E 1 WHO H E 4 WITT HA 1 YEAH T E 10
WHAT'RE S A 2 WHO T E 2 WITT T A 5 YEAH S E 2
WHAT'RE HE 12 WHO'S H T 1 WITT T E 4 YEAR T A 2
WHAT'RE T E 3 WHO'S S A 2 WITT'S S T 1 YELL HE 2
WHAT'S H T 4 WHO'S HE 1 WITT'S SA 1 YELLOW H T 3
WHAT'S H C 1 WHO'S T E 2 WOMEN S E 1 YEP H T 23
WHAT'S S C 1 WHOA HE 1 WON'T H T 2 YEP T T 6
WHAT'S HA 5 WHOOPS T E 1 WON'T H C 1 YEP S T 14
WHAT'S S A 14 WHY H T 30 WON'T S A 1 YEP H C 1
WHAT'S H E 8 WHY S T 1 WON'T H E 4 YEP HO 1
WHAT'S T E 2 WHY H C 3 WON'T T E 1 YEP H E 6
WHAT'S WHATSA H E 1 WHY S C 2 WONDER S A 3 YEP YEPS H T 1
WHEEL H T 2 WHY H A 8 WONDER HE 2 YES H T 8
WHEELS HE I WHY S A 6 WOOUOUO *SOUND H T 1 YES T T 1
WHEN H C 2 WHY H E 21 WORE H E 1 YES S T 5
WHEN H A 7 WHY T E 2 WORK H C 2 YES H C 1
WHEN TA 5 WIDE H T 1 WORK T A 3 YES S C 4
WHEN S A 12 WIDE HE 1 WORK SA 3 YES SA 3
WHEN H E 5 WILL HA 1 WORK HE 1 YES SO 1
WHEN T E 3 WILL S A 4 WORRY S A 2 YES H E 8
WHERE H T 14 WILL HE 3 WOULD S T 1 YES T E 1
WHERE T T 4 WILL T E 2 WOULD S A 8 YESTERDAY H T 2
WHERE S T 4 WILLOW S A 1 WOULD HE 10 YESTERDAY T T 1
WHERE H C 3 WIN H T 1 WOULD T E 2 YESTERDAY S T 1
WHERE T C 1 WIN T T 1 WOULDN'T WOUND'T H E 1 YESTERDAY S A 1
WHERE S C 4 WINDING HE 1 WOW T T 1 YESTERDAY HE 7
WHERE HA 7 WINDOW H T 3 WOW T E 1 YESTERDAY T E 1
WHERE T A 3 WINDOW T T 5 WRIST HE 2 YET H T 3
WHERE S A 27 WINDOW S T 1 WRITE HA 1 YET T T 1
WHERE HE 6 WINDOW S A 2 WRITE S A 1 YET S C 1
WHERE T E 6 WINDOW HE 5 WRITE S E 1 YET H E 3
WHERE S E 2 WINDOW T E 1 WRONG H T 1 YOU H T 202
WHERE'D T E 1 WINDOW WINDUH S T 1 WRONG H E 3 YOU T T 7
WHERE'S H T 1 WINDOWS T T 2 X H T 48 YOU S T 35
WHERE'S HA 2 WINDOWS T E 4 X S T 8 YOU H C 29
WHERE'S S A 4 WINTER SA 1 X H C 47 YOU TC I
WHERE'S HE 6 WIPE H T 1 X SC 28 YOU SC 28
WHERE'S T E 1 WIPE HE 1 X H A 28 YOU H A 102
WHICH T T 1 WISE SE 1 X SA 21 YOU TA 18
WHICH S A 1 WISH SA 2 X H 0 3 YOU SA 190
WHILE HA 3 WIT ST I X SO 10 YOU HO 5
GROUP 4 CHILD 2 1513
YOU S 0 3 YOURSELF HE 3
YOU H E 217 YOURSELF T E 2
YOU TE 44 Z SO 1
YOU S E 17 ZOO H C 2
YOU DATYOU H T 1 ZOO S A 1
YOU Y'ALL H C 1 1 H T 10
YOU YA HT 2 1 TT I
YOU YA ST 2 1 ST 12
YOU YA HC 1 1 HC 3
YOU YA SC 2 1 SC 2
YOU YA HA 3 1 HA 2
YOU YA TA 2 1 SA 8
YOU YA SA 1 1 HE 11
YOU YA HE 13 10 TA 3
YOU YA TE 1 13 ST 1
YOU YA SE 1 13 HE I
YOU YO HT 1 14 HT 1
YOU YO HC 2 15 HE 2
YOU YO HE 1 18 HE 1
YOU'LL SA 1 2 H T 1
YOU'LL HE 2 2 S T 2
YOU'RE H T 4 2 S C 3
YOU'RE ST 1 2 HA 1
YOU'RE HA 1 2 SA 4
YOU'RE TA 1 2 H E 5
YOU'RE SA 5 2 TE 1
YOU'RE HE 13 2201 SC 1
YOU'RE TE 2 2201 SA 1
YOU'RE SE 1 3 ST 1
YOU'VE HE 5 3 SC 1
YOUNG HA 1 3 HA 1
YOUR H T 34 3 SA 1
YOUR TT 1 30 SA 1
YOUR ST 15 30 HE 2
YOUR HC 10 4 ST 1
YOUR TC 1 4 SC 1
YOUR SC 2 4 HA 1
YOUR HA 12 4 HE 3
YOUR TA 5 5 ST 3
YOUR SA 64 5 TA 2
YOUR SO0 8 5 TE 5
YOUR HE 63 6 SA 1
YOUR TE 7 6E SC 1
YOUR'S H T 1 7 H T 1
YOURS H T 4 7 HE 1
YOURS SA 1 8 ST 1
YOURS HE 2 8 SC 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 2 1511 GROUP 4 CHILD 2 1512
GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1514 GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1515
A H T 53 AFRO HA 1 ALONE S A 2 AND 'N H C 1
A T T 3 AFTER H T 2 ALONE SE 1 AND AN' S C 1
A S T 37 AFTER H A 3 ALREADY H T 3 AND AN' HA 4
A H C 50 AFTER S A 1 ALREADY S C 3 AND AN' S A 1
A T C 2 AFTER HE 5 ALREADY HA 7 AND AN' S E 1
A S C 97 AGAIN H T 4 ALREADY HE 1 AND AN'HE S C 1
A H A 74 AGAIN H C 1 ALREADY ALREAY HA 1 AND AN'I S E 1
A T A 3 AGAIN S C 2 ALRIGHT H T 7 AND ANA H A 1
A S A 83 AGAIN H A 3 ALRIGHT S T 2 AND ANA S A 1
A H 0 1 AGAIN HE 4 ALRIGHT T C 1 AND ANCLOTH S T 1
A S 0 13 AGAIN S E 2 ALRIGHT S C 1 AND ANHE S C 1
A H E 34 AGAINST HE 1 ALRIGHT HA 26 AND ANHER T E 2
A T E 8 AGO H E 1 ALRIGHT T A 2 AND ANI HA 1
A S E 20 AGO S E 1 ALRIGHT S A 10 AND ANMILK HA 1
A ANA HA 1 AH H T 2 ALRIGHT H E 6 AND ANTHEY S A 1
A ANA S A 1 AH T T 2 ALRIGHT T E 1 AND ANTHING HA 1
AARON S T I AH S T 1 ALRIGHT S E 4 AND ANWE HA 1
AARON S C 2 AH H C 1 ALRIGHT AWIGH H T 1 ANGRY H T 1
AARON S 0 1 AH S C 2 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S T 1 ANIMAL S C 2
ABLE H E 1 AH S A 3 ALWAYS S C 1 ANIMAL S A 16
ABLE T E 2 AH H E 2 ALWAYS HA 4 ANIMAL AMIMAL S A 1
ABOUT H T 2 AH T E 2 ALWAYS HE 1 ANIMAL'S S A 1
ABOUT S T 1 AH AHH S C 1 ALWAYS S E 1 ANIMALS S C 1
ABOUT S C 2 AH AHHHHH S 0 1 AM H A 3 ANIMALS S A 13
ABOUT HA 9 AHEAD H A 4 AM H E 1 ANIMALS S 0 1
ABOUT S A 4 AHEAD H E 1 AM T E 1 ANNOY HA 2
ABOUT HE 6 AID HA 1 AMEN H T 1 ANOTHER H T 5
ABOUT T E 2 AIN'T H T 11 AMEN S T 1 ANOTHER H C 2
ABOUT S E 2 AIN'T T T 2 AMEN S C 2 ANOTHER S C 2
ABOUT ABOU H T 1 AIN'T S T 3 AMEN H E 1 ANOTHER HA 4
ABOUT GRANMAB HE 1 AIN'T H C 9 AMIN H T 1 ANOTHER S A 3
ABOUT TALKINB S A 1 AIN'T S C 5 AN H T 22 ANOTHER HE 2
ABSOLUTELY S A 1 AIN'T H A 32 AN T T 1 ANOTHER ANOTHA S T 1
ACCOUNT HE 1 AIN'T S0 1 AN S T 9 ANSWER S A 3
ACHOO *SOUND H T 1 AIN'T H E 1 AN H C 7 ANSWER H 0 1
ACT S C 1 AIR S C 1 AN S C 24 ANY H T 1
ACT H A 1 ALL H T 4 AN H A 66 ANY S C 2
ACT S A 7 ALL S T 3 AN T A 2 ANY HA 2
ACTING H A 1 ALL H C 8 AN S A 10 ANY S A 12
ACTING S A 1 ALL T C 1 AN H E 17 ANY HE 4
ACTING ACTIN HA 1 ALL S C 10 AN TE 1 ANY S E 2
ACTUALLY HE 2 ALL H A 28 AN S E 3 ANYBODY H T 1
ADRIANNA S C 1 ALL S A 5 AND H T 12 ANYBODY HA 3
ADRIANNA S A 2 ALL HO 1 AND T T 1 ANYMORE S C 1
ADRIANNA S E 2 ALL S 0 1 AND S T 8 ANYONE HO 1
ADRIENNE H T 1 ALL HE 7 AND H C 3 ANYTHING H C 1
ADRIENNE S T 5 ALL T E 3 AND T C 1 ANYTHING HA 1
ADRIENNE H A 8 ALL SE 2 AND S C 13 ANYTHING T A 1
ADRIENNE S A 4 ALL Y'ALL S T 1 AND H A 62 ANYTHING S A 1
ADRIENNE S 0 1 ALL Y'ALL S C 8 AND T A 2 ANYTHING S E 1
ADRIENNE S E 2 ALL Y'ALL S A 1 AND S A 35 ANYTIME H A 1
ADRIENNE WITADRI S T 1 ALMOST HE 1 AND HE 18 ANYWAY S T 1
ADVICE S E 2 ALONE S C 1 AND T E 5 ANYWAY S C 1
AFRAID HE 2 ALONE H A 2 AND S E 10 ANYWAY HA 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1516 GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1517
APART S C 1 AT S 0 1 BALL S T 4 BECAUSE DISCAUS H C 1
APART H A 2 AT H E 13 BALL H C 8 BED H T 4
APPLE HA 1 AT T E 3 BALL H E 1 BED H C 1
APPLE S A 6 AT DISAT S C 1 BANANA H A 2 BED H A 17
APPLE SE 2 ATE H T 10 BARNELL HA 1 BED T A 4
APRIL T E 1 ATE H C 3 BASEMENT T E 2 BED HE 1
ARE H T 1 ATE S C 3 BASHFUL S A 1 BEEN H C 1
ARE S T 2 ATE H A 3 BASKET S A 1 BEEN S C 2
ARE S C 3 ATE H E 3 BAT H T 5 BEEN HA 7
ARE H A 6 ATTACK S A 1 BAT H C 5 BEEN S A 1
ARE T A 5 ATTACK HE 3 BATHE HA 2 BEEN HE 4
ARE S A 6 AUGUST HA 2 BATHROOM H T 2 BEEN T E 3
ARE S0 1 AUGUST AUGUS HA 2 BATHROOM S T 1 BEEN S E 1
ARE H E 19 AUNT H T 3 BATHROOM H C 2 BEER H C 2
ARE T E 6 AUNT H C 1 BATHROOM HA 2 BEER HA 2
ARE S E 5 AUSTIN S C 1 BATHROOM SO 1 BEER H E 3
AREN'T S T 1 AUSTIN S A 3 BATHROOM S E 1 BEFORE H C 1
AREN'T S C I AUSTIN S E 1 BATHROOMS H A 1 BEFORE S C 1
AREN'T S E 1 AW S C 1 BATMAN S T 4 BEFORE HA 3
ARGUMENT S A 1 AW S 0 1 BATMAN H C 1 BEFORE S A 4
ARM SA 3 AW HE 3 BATTING BATTIN H T 1 BEFORE HE 2
ARM SO 1 AW SE 1 BE H T 4 BEFORE TE 1
ARM SE 1 AWAY ST 1 BE ST 2 BEFORE 'FORE HA 1
AROUND H T 1 AWAY S C 1 BE H C 4 BEGGING BEGININ HA 1
AROUND S C 1 AWAY HA 6 BE SC 18 BEHIND SC 1
AROUND HA 5 AWAY S A 1 BE HA 26 BEHIND SE 1
AROUND S A 5 AWAY HE 1 BE S A 15 BEING BEIN HE 1
AROUND SO 1 AWAY GITTINA HA 1 BE HO 1 BELIEVE H T 3
AROUND HE 3 AWFUL S A 1 BE H E 21 BELIEVE ST 3
AROUND SE 1 AYE H C 1 BE TE 1 BELIEVE H C 3
AROUND AROUN H T 1 AYE S C 1 BE SE 1 BELIEVE SC 2
AS H T 1 BABE HA 1 BEAN H T 1 BELIEVE HA 4
AS H C 1 BABE S A 1 BEANS HA 1 BELIEVE BEIEVE HE 1
AS SC 2 BABY H C 2 BEAT H T 2 BELLY H T 1
AS HE 1 BABY SC 8 BEAT TT 1 BELLY HE 1
AS TE 2 BABY HA 9 BEAT HA 1 BELONG SC 1
ASIDE HA 1 BABY S A 7 BEATING HE 1 BELONG S O 1
ASK H T 2 BABY S O 1 BEATING BEATIN H A 1 BELONGS ST 2
ASK S T 1 BACK H T 7 BEATING BEATIN HO 1 BELONGS SO 1
ASK SC 3 BACK ST 2 BEATING BEATIN HE 1 BELT SC 1
ASK HA 8 BACK H C 2 BECAUSE H T 1 BELT HA 5
ASK S A 2 BACK SC 10 BECAUSE SC 1 BENCH SC 1
ASKED H A 1 BACK HA 36 BECAUSE HA 6 BENT S C 1
ASKING HE 1 BACK T A 1 BECAUSE S A 7 BERG H C 2
ASKING T E 1 BACK S A 11 BECAUSE HE 4 BERNELL HA 1
ASKS S T 1 BACK SO 3 BECAUSE T E 1 BESIDES SO 1
ASLEEP HE 1 BACK HE 15 BECAUSE SE 1 BET S T 1
AT H T 18 BACK S E 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H C 1 BETTER H T 2
AT TT 1 BAD H C 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 1 BETTER S C 3
AT ST 1 BAD HA 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SA 1 BETTER HA 3
AT H C 7 BAD H E 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSEA S C 1 BETTER T A 1
AT S C 7 BAD T E 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 3 BETTER HO 1
AT H A 13 BAG HA 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HE 1 BETTER SO 2
AT S A 19 BALL H T 7 BECAUSE CUZ S C 1 BETTER HE 4






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMEERE H C 1
COMEERE H E 1



















































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1519




































































DANCIN H C 1
DANCIN S C 1
DANCIN H A 2
HA 1
S 0 1







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DOIN H T 1
DOIN S T 3
DOIN H C 2
DOIN HA 6
DOIN HE 1
DOIN T E 8



























'ON'T H T 1
'ON'T S T 1
ION'T H T 2










































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1523












































































































































































































































































































GOIN H T 7
GOIN S T 2
GOIN H C 4
GOIN S C 4
GOIN HA 12
GOIN S A 1
GOIN SO 2
GOIN HE 2
GONEDA H T 1
GONNA H T 12
GONNA T T 1
GONNA S T 4
GONNA H C 12
GONNA S C 13
GONNA H A 19
GONNA T A 3
GONNA S A 15
GONNA S 0 1
GONNA H E 18





GAWN S C 1
GOM S 0 1















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1527



























































































HAFTA H T 2
HAFTA S C 5
HAFTA HA 3




HAVIN S T 1








































































































































































































































HOL H T 5
HOL S T 2
HOL HE 1
HOL S E 2


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EN H A 1
EN HO 1































GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1530 1531




































































GITIT S C 1

























































































































































































































































































































LEMME H T 3
LEMME S T 6
LEMME H C 3
LEMME S C 15
LEMME HA 5
LEMME S A 2
LEMME S 0 1
LEMME HE 5
LEMME T E 2








LATISH H T 1
LOTASHA H T 1
HA 1




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1535
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1539GROUP 4 CHILD 3
OFF H A 14 ONE T T 4 OTHER H T 3 OWN H T 1
OFF T A 1 ONE S T 17 OTHER S T 1 OWN HA 1
OFF S A 1 ONE H C 15 OTHER H A 5 P H T 2
OFF H E 2 ONE T C 2 OTHER S A 4 PACK HA 1
OFF S E 8 ONE S C 15 OTHER S 0 1 PAD HA 1
OFF DATOFF S C 1 ONE H A 19 OTHER HE 2 PAGE H T 5
OFFER S A 1 ONE T A 1 OTHER S E 2 PAGE S A 1
OH H T 17 ONE S A 15 OUCH S E 1 PAID S A 1
OH S T 8 ONE S 0 3 OUR H T 5 PAINT H T 1
OH H C 15 ONE H E 13 OUR S T 2 PAINT H A 1
OH S C 9 ONE T E 1 OUR S C 7 PAINT S A 2
OH H A 65 ONE S E 2 OUR H A 1 PAINT S E 3
OH S A 11 ONE'S H T 1 OUR H E 3 PAIR H E 1
OH H 0 2 ONES S T 1 OUR T E 1 PAN H C 1
OH S 0 7 ONES S C 1 OUR S E 1 PANTS S C 1
OH H E 44 ONES HE 1 OURS S T 2 PANTS HA 1
OH TE 7 ONLY H T 2 OURS S 0 1 PANTS HE 4
OH S E 7 ONLY S T 1 OUT H T 3 PAPER H T 1
OH OHH H E 1 ONLY H C 2 OUT S T 7 PAPER H C 3
OH OHH T E 1 ONLY S C 1 OUT H C 2 PAPER S C 2
OKAY T T 3 ONLY H A 5 OUT S C 19 PAPER HA 4
OKAY H C 1 ONLY H E 1 OUT H A 50 PAPER T A 1
OKAY S C 2 000 *SOUND H T 1 OUT T A 1 PAPER S O 1
OKAY HA 14 000 *SOUND S T 4 OUT S A 8 PAPER'S HA 1
OKAY T A 1 000 *SOUND H C 2 OUT S 0 2 PAR H E 1
OKAY S A 11 000 *SOUND T C 2 OUT H E 6 PARENT S A 1
OKAY HE 44 000 *SOUND S C 5 OUT T E 1 PARENTS H E 1
OKAY T E 6 000 *SOUND S 0 5 OUT S E 2 PARK S A 4
OKAY S E 14 0000 *SOUND S C 3 OUT OUTA S C 1 PARNELL H T 1
OKAY KAY HA 1 00000 *SOUND S C 1 OUTFIT T E 3 PART H C 1
OKAY KAY H E 2 000000 *SOUND H C 1 OUTSIDE H T 1 PART S A 1
OLD S C 2 OOPS S O 1 OUTSIDE S T 1 PART H E 1
OLD H A 1 OOPS HE 3 OUTSIDE S C 1 PARTNER S C 2
OLD H E 1 OOPS OOP H T 1 OUTSIDE HA 3 PARTY S T 2
OLD OL H C 1 OPEN H T 1 OUTSIDE H 0 1 PARTY S A 2
OLD OL H A 1 OPEN S C 1 OUTSIDE S 0 1 PASS H T 2
OLIVE H T 1 OPEN H A 9 OVA H C 1 PAT S A 2
OLIVES H A 4 OPEN S A 2 OVALTINE H A 2 PATIENCE H A 4
ON H T 28 OR H T 9 OVER H T 5 PATIENTS HA 1
ON T T 3 OR S T 3 OVER S T 2 PATRICK H T 5
ON S T 12 OR H C 8 OVER H C 3 PATRICK S A 4
ON H C 24 OR S C 9 OVER T C 1 PATRICK T E 2
ON T C 2 OR H A 32 OVER S C 4 PATRICK S E 4
ON S C 28 OR S A 10 OVER HA 13 PATTY S T 3
ON H A 87 OR T 0 2 OVER SA 10 PATTY S C 9
ON T A 2 OR S 0 1 OVER T 0 1 PATTY HA 1
ON S A 23 OR H E 7 OVER S 0 1 PATTY S A 46
ON H 0 2 OR T E 1 OVER H E 6 PAY H A 2
ON S 0 5 OR S E 4 OVER S E 1 PEE H T 2
ON H E 19 ORANGE H T 2 OW H T 3 PEE H A 1
ON T E 2 ORANGE H A 1 OW T T 1 PEE H 0 2
ON S E 13 ORANGE H E 1 OW H C 11 PEEP S C 2
ON WALKINO TT 1 OSTRICH S C 5 OW S C 3 PEGGY HA 2
ONE H T 25 OSTRICH S A 1 OW S 0 2 PEGGY'S H A 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1544 GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1545
PEOPLE HA 1 PLAYGROUND HE 1 PROUD S A 1 RACE HE 4
PEOPLE S A 1 PLAYING S C 1 PRUNES S C 1 RACING T T 1
PEOPLE H E 1 PLAYING H E 1 PSYCHIATRIST H A 2 RACING T A 1
PER H A 1 PLAYING PLAYIN S T 3 PUERTO S C 1 RACING HE 1
PERFORMING H E 1 PLAYING PLAYIN S C 6 PULL H T 1 RACING RACIN T A 1
PERMANENT H C 1 PLAYING PLAYIN HA 4 PULL S T 1 RADIO HA 1
PERNELL H C 1 PLEASANT S A 1 PULL S C 1 RADIO S E 1
PERNELL HA 2 PLEASE H T 1 PULL H A 2 RAG H A 1
PERSON H T 1 PLEASE S T 1 PULL S A 1 RAIN HA 5
PERSON H A 1 PLEASE H C 1 PULL HE 1 RAINING S A 1
PERSON S A 3 PLEASE H A 6 PULLING PULLIN' H C 1 RAINING H E 2
PERSON T E 1 PLEASE S A 5 PUNCH H T 1 RAINING RAININ H E 1
PHONE H A 1 PLEASE H 0 1 PUNCH S C 2 RAISE H A 1
PHONE H E 1 PLEASE S O0 2 PUNCH S 0 1 RAISE S A 2
PICK H T 1 PLEASE S E 2 PUNISH H T 1 RAISE H E 1
PICK S T 1 PLEASE PREES S C 1 PUNISH H E 1 RAN S C 1
PICK H C 1 PLEASED H E 2 PUP S A 1 RATHER S C 1
PICK S C 8 PLEASURE H A i PUPPET S T 1 RATHER H A 1
PICK HA 6 PLUS T E 1 PUPPET S C 3 RAW H C 1
PICK HE 2 POCKET S T 1 PUPPET S A 17 RAZOR S C 2
PICKED H C 2 POCKET S C 4 PUPPETS S A 9 REACTION H A 1
PICKING PICKIN HA 3 POCKET H 0 1 PURPLE S T 1 READ S C 7
PICKS HA 2 POCKY S C 1 PURR H T 1 READ T A 1
PICKY H T 1 POINT S A 1 PURSE H C 1 READ SE 1
PICTURE H T 3 POKE ST 12 PUSH SC 2 READING READIN H C 1
PICTURE ST 1 POKE SC 11 PUSH SE 1 READY H T 3
PICTURE SC 1 POKE S 0 I PUSHED TE 1 READY ST 1
PICTURE S A 3 POMPY *MADEUP S C I PUSHING PUSHIN HE 1 READY HA 10
PICTURES S A 1 POOPSIE H A 1 PUT H T 7 READY T A 1
PIECE H C 1 POOR H T I PUT S T 19 READY S A 3
PIECE S C 1 POOR SC 1 PUT H C 21 READY HE 3
PIECE S A 1 POP H T 6 PUT S C 20 REAL H C 1
PIECE H E 1 POPPED ST 1 PUT HA 50 REAL S C 2
PIECES SC 1 POPPED H C 8 PUT S A 7 REAL H A 1
PINS SC 1 PORCUPINE S C 1 PUT S 0 2 REALIZE H E 1
PLACE H A 1 PORCUPINE S A 1 PUT H E 4 REALLY S C 1
PLACE SA 6 POTATO HC 3 PUT SE 6 REALLY HA 3
PLACE T E 1 POTATO HA 1 PUTTING S T 1 REALLY HE 11
PLAID H A 1 POTATOES H T 1 PUTTING H A 1 REASON H A 1
PLAN S A 1 POUCH H A 1 PUZZLE S T I RECOGNIZE H E 1
PLANS S A POUR S T i PUZZLE S C 4 RECORD H A i
PLATE H A POUR S C 2 QUESTION S A i RECORD H 1 i
PLAY HT 1 POUR HA 3 QUICK HT 2 RECORDER HT 1PT^V 
H
P A IW A S QUICK H A 2 RECORDER S A 1
PLAY S C 21 POUR S 0 2 QUICK HE 3 RECORDER S 0 1
PLAY H A 3 POURING POURIN H A 1 QUICKLY H T 1 RECORDING H E 1
PLAY S 0 3 PRAY S A 1 QUIET H A 2 RED H T 2
PLAY H E 1 PRETTY T A 1 QUIET H E 2 RED S C 3
PLAY S E 1 PRETTY HE 2 QUITE 2 I T A 1 REFRIGERATOR H C 1
PLAYED H T 3 PRETTY S E 2 R H T 3 REFRIGERATOR HA 2
PLAYED H C I PROBABLY S E 1 RABBIT H A 1 REFRIGERATOR FRIGERA H C 1
PLAYED S A I PROBLEMS H A 1 RACE H T 4 REINFORCEMENT S A 1
PLAYED H E PROMISE S E 1 RACE T T 3 RELAX T A 1
PLAYER HA 1 PROMPT HE 1 RACE T A 6 RELAX T E 1
1542 GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1543GROUP 4 CHILD 3














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SHHH S A 2
SHHHH S O0 1
HA 1
SE 1






































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1547













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DAS S C 4
DAS S A 1
DASHARD S C 1
DASMINE S T 1
THAS H T 5
THAS S T 2
THAS H C 4
THAS S C 3
THAS HA 3
THAS S A 2
THAS S 0 1
THAS HE 3















DA H T 2
DA S T 7
DA H C 2
DA S C 2
DA S A 2
DAH H C 1
DAH S C 2
DECLOSE H A 1
DI T T 1
DI S T 1
DI S C 2
DUH S C 3








'EM H T 1
'EM S T 2
'EM S C i
DEM S T 1
DEM H C 1


















































































































































































































































































EM H T 2
EM S T 9
EM SC 16
EM H A 3
EM SA 3
EM S 0 2





















DEIR H T 1
DEIR S C 3














ATHESE S A 1
DEEZ H T 1























































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1551
THIS T A 2 TIED S E 1 TO GONNA HA 19 TODD S C 1
THIS S A 19 TIGER S C 4 TO GONNA T A 3 TODD'S SO 1
THIS SO 5 TIGER S A 1 TO GONNA S A 15 TOGETHER S C 1
THIS H E 15 TIGERS S C 1 TO GONNA SO 1 TOGETHER H A 3
THIS T E 2 TIGERS S A 2 TO GONNA HE 18 TOILET HA 1
THIS S E 8 TILL S C 1 TO GONNA S E 8 TOLD H T 1
THIS DIS H T 5 TILL H A 6 TO GOTTA H T 6 TOLD S T 1
THIS DIS T T 1 TIME H T 3 TO GOTTA S T 5 TOLD S C 2
THIS DIS S T 15 TIME S T 1 TO GOTTA H C 3 TOLD HA 4
THIS DIS H C 2 TIME H C 4 TO GOTTA S C 2 TOLD T A 3
THIS DIS S C 52 TIME S C 2 TO GOTTA HA 3 TOLD S A 1
THIS DIS HA 10 TIME H A 21 TO GOTTA S A 1 TOLD HE 2
THIS DIS S 0 1 TIME T A 1 TO GOTTA HO 1 TOLD TOL H C 1
THIS DISAT S C 1 TIME S A 5 TO GOTTA S 0 1 TOLD TOL HA 2
THIS DISCAUS H C 1 TIME HO 1 TO GOTTA HE 3 TOLD TOL S A 2
THIS DISTRAP HA 1 TIME H E 8 TO GOTTA T E 1 TOLD TOLDER HA 1
THOSE H T 1 TIME S E 1 TO GOTTA S E 2 TOLERATE S A 1
THOSE HA 4 TIME DATTIME H A 1 TO HAFTA H T 2 TOMORROW H T 1
THOSE SA 4 TIMES S C 3 TO HAFTA S C 5 TOMORROW H C 1
THOSE SO 1 TIMES S 0 1 TO HAFTA HA 3 TOMORROW S C 2
THOSE HE 3 TIMES H E 1 TO HAFTA S A 3 TOMORROW HA 1
THOUGH HA 1 TINA H T 3 TO HAFTA HE 3 TOMORROW H 0 1
THOUGH S A 1 TINK *MADEUP H A 1 TO TA H T 7 TOMORROW HE 2
THOUGH HE 3 TINY S C 1 TO TA S T 2 TOMORROW TOMOR T A 1
THOUGHT S T 1 TIRED H T 1 TO TA H C 4 TONGUE HE 2
THOUGHT S C 4 TISHA H T 23 TO TA S C 14 TONIGHT H C 1
THOUGHT HA 4 TISHA H C 20 TO TA H A 15 TOO H T 5
THOUGHT S E 1 TISHA H A 29 TO TA S A 1 TOO T T 4
THOUSAND H C 3 TISHA H E 37 TO TA H E 2 TOO S T 3
THOUSAND H 0 1 TISHA'S H C 1 TO TAGO H A 1 TOO H C 3
THOUSAND HE 3 TISHA'S H A 1 TO TASAY S C 1 TOO S C 12
THREE H T 1 TISHA'S H E 3 TO TRYIN'T H E 1 TOO H A 20
THREE T T 1 TISSUE H T 2 TO WANNA H T 8 TOO T A 2
THREE H C 7 TISSUE S T 2 TO WANNA T T 1 TOO S A 2
THREE S C 1 TITO S C 1 TO WANNA S T 6 TOO S 0 3
THREE S 0 1 TO H T 16 TO WANNA H C 7 TOO H E 3
THROUGH H T 1 TO T T 5 TO WANNA S C 12 TOO T E 2
THROUGH H A 5 TO S T 16 TO WANNA HA 4 TOO S E 5
THROUGH H E 5 TO H C 12 TO WANNA S A 8 TOOK H T 1
THROW S C 1 TO S C 34 TO WANNA H 0 1 TOOK S C 5
THROW H A 4 TO H A 102 TO WANNA SO 2 TOOK HA 3
THROWING S A 1 TO T A 9 TO WANNA HE 4 TOOK S A 5
THURSDAY H T 1 TO S A 49 TO WANNA T E 1 TOP H T 1
THURSDAY H C 2 TO H 0 1 TO WANNA S E 4 TOP H C 1
TI S A 1 TO S 0 7 TOAST H E 2 TOP S C 1
TICK H E 1 TO H E 27 TODAY H T 1 TOP H A 3
TICKLE H T 5 TO T E 8 TODAY H C 4 TOUCH S C 5
TICKLE S C 2 TO S E 6 TODAY S C 2 TOUCH HE 1
TICKLE H E 5 TO GONEDA H T 1 TODAY HA 7 TOWEL HA 1
TICKLES S A 1 TO GONNA H T 12 TODAY T A 3 TOWEL HE 1
TIE T T 1 TO GONNA T T 1 TODAY S 0 2 TOYS S C 1
TIE H C 1 TO GONNA S T 4 TODAY HE 1 TRACK HE 1
TIE S C 3 TO GONNA H C 12 TODAY S E 2 TRAFFIC S C 1
TIE H A 2 TO GONNA S C 13 TODAY'S T E 1 TRAIN H T 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1556 GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1557
TRAIN S C 1 TURN S E 3 UM S 0 2 V HC 1
TRAIN S A 2 TURNED S C 1 UM HE 8 V SC 2
TRAP DISTRAP HA 1 TURNING H T 1 UM UMM H E 2 V H A 6
TRASH S 0 1 TURTLE S C 1 UM UMMM S T 1 VACATION S A 1
TREE H C 1 TURTLES S A 1 UM UMMM S C 1 VERY H T 2
TREE S A 2 TV S C 1 UMBRELLA HA 3 VERY HA 4
TRIED S A 1 TWENTY H T 1 UN *SOUND HA 1 VERY S A 2
TRINA H T 8 TWENTY H C 3 UN *SOUND HE 1 VERY T E 1
TRINA H C 20 TWENTY HO 1 UNBELIEVABLE HA 1 VERY S E 2
TRINA T C 6 TWENTY HE 3 UNBUTTON S E 1 VISIT HE 1
TRINA S C 6 TWICE HE 1 UNCLE HC 1 VIVIAN HA 6
TRINA H A 55 TWO H T 11 UNCLE HA 1 WABC S A 1
TRINA T A 1 TWO T T 2 UNCOMFORTABLE HO 1 WABC S E 1
TRINA S A 7 TWO S T 1 UNDER S T 1 WAIT H T 6
TRINA HO 3 TWO H C 6 UNDER S C 2 WAIT S T 2
TRINA T 0 2 TWO T C 4 UNDERNEATH HA 1 WAIT H C 6
TRINA S 0 2 TWO S C 7 UNDERNEATH INDERNE HA 1 WAIT S C 9
TRINA H E 25 TWO H A 18 UNDERSTAND HA 2 WAIT HA 10
TRINA T E 3 TWO S A 1 UNDERSTAND Y'UNDER S A 1 WAIT S A 4
TRINA S E 8 TWO H E 7 UNDERSTOOD HE 1 WAIT SO 1
TRINA'S H T 1 TWO S E 1 UNLESS HA 4 WAIT HE 4
TRINA'S H A 2 U H T 5 UNLESS HE 2 WAIT T E 1
TRINA'S H E 2 U H C 5 UNLOCK HA 1 WAIT S E 5
TRIP S A 2 U H A 1 UNTIL S E 1 WAIT WAI H T 4
TRIP S E 1 U H 0 1 UP H T 15 WAIT WAI ST 1
TROUBLE S C 2 UGLY ST 1 UP ST 6 WAIT WAI SC 2
TROUGH H T 1 UH *SOUND H T 6 UP H C 25 WAITING T E 1
TROW HA 2 UH *SOUND S T 3 UP S C 20 WAITING WAITIN ST 1
TRUE ST 1 UH *SOUND HC 4 UP HA 68 WAITS HA 2
TRUE HA 2 UH *SOUND S C 12 UP S A 9 WAKE HA 1
TRUE HE 1 UH *SOUND HA 12 UP S 0 1 WALK H T 3
TRUTH H T 2 UH *SOUND SA 13 UP HE 7 WALK H C 2
TRUTH TA 1 UH *SOUND S O 4 UP TE 1 WALK HA I
TRY H T 7 UH *SOUND HE 4 UP SE 1 WALK HE 1
TRY H C 3 UH *SOUND TE 4 UP UUP H C 1 WALK TE 1
TRY HA 3 UH *SOUND S E 1 UPSIDE HA 1 WALKED HE 1
TRY S A 7 UH-HUH S C 2 UPSTAIRS HA 1 WALKER ST 1
TRY HE 1 UH-HUH HA 1 UPSTAIRS S A 1 WALKING TT 1
TRYING SC 1 UH-HUH TE 1 US H T 2 WALKING HE 1
TRYING HE 1 UH-HUH MHM H C 2 US ST 1 WALKING WALKINO TT 1
TRYING TRYIN HA 1 UH-HUH MHM TC 1 US SC 1 WALKING WALKIN' TT 1
TRYING TRYIN S A 1 UH-HUH MHM SC 5 US HA 3 WALKING WALKIN H T 1
TRYING TRYIN HE 1 UH-HUH MHM HA 2 US S A 4 WALKING WALKIN' HA 1
TRYING TRYIN SE 1 UH-HUH MHM SA 1 US S0 1 WALKING WALKIN HA 1
TRYING TRYIN'T HE 1 UH-HUH MHM HE 2 USE ST 1 WALL HA 1
TSK *SOUND HE 4 UHH *SOUND HA 1 USE S C 2 WALLS H C 1
TUNED HO 2 UHH *SOUND H E 1 USE H A 1 WALTINGS H T 1
TURKEY HA 3 UHUHUH *SOUND S C 1 USE S A 1 WANT H T 51
TURN H T 1 UM H T 3 USE HE 1 WANT T T 4
TURN HC 1 UM HC 1 USED S C 3 WANT S T 7
TURN H A 3 UM T C 1 USED S A 2 WANT H C 31
TURN S A 2 UM S C 5 USING USIN S T 1 WANT S C 12
TURN S 0 2 UM H A 3 USUALLY HA 1 WANT HA 84
TURN HE 2 UM SA 24 V H T 7 WANT S A 6
GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1554 GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1555
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































YEAUH H C 1














YUP H C 1
YUP S C 2
YUP HA 4
YUP S 0 1
YUP HE 3























Y'ALL S T 1
Y'ALL S C 8
Y'ALL S A 1
Y'KNOW HE 2
Y'LL HA 1
Y'UNDER S A 1
YA H T 6
YA T T 1
YA HC 3
YA HA 8
GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1559























































YA S 0 3
YA H E 2
YA T E 4
YA SE 3
.YALATER T E 1






















































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 3 1563
A H T 36 AH HA 2 AM SC 2 ANYWAY HA 2
A TT 2 AH SA 1 AM HA 1 ANYWAY HE 1
A ST 102 AH HE 2 AM S 0 1 APOLLO S A 2
A S C 63 AH AHH H A 1 AMERICAS HE 1 APPLE S T 1
A H A 54 AHEAD S T 1 AN H T 12 APRIL S T 1
A S A 28 AHEAD H A 3 AN S T 43 APRIL HA 1
A H 0 6 AID HA 1 AN S C 44 APRIL S 0 1
A S 0 4 AIN'T H T 11 AN H A 8 APRIL S E 2
A H E 54 AIN'T TT 2 AN S A 29 APRON S T 2
A S E 3 AIN'T S T 25 AN S 0 1 APRON S A 2
A I'MA TT 1 AIN'T TC 1 AN HE' 7 ARE H T 5
A I'MA S T 1 AIN'T S C 33 AN SE 1 ARE S T 2
A I'MA S C 1 AIN'T HA 6 AND H T 26 ARE S C 3
A WHATA S C 1 AIN'T S A 4 AND T T 2 ARE H A 13
A WHATA HA 2 AIN'T H O 9 AND S T 9 ARE T A 2
A WHATA S E 1 AIN'T S 0 1 AND T C 1 ARE S A 5
AARON S T 19 AKINS S A 1 AND S C 15 ARE HE 15
AARON S C 1 ALI H E 1 AND H A 74 ARE T E 2
AARON S A 4 ALL H T 8 AND T A 1 AREA ST 2
ABLE S A 1 ALL S T 18 AND S A 10 AREA S A 1
ABOUT H T 4 ALL T C 1 AND HE 33 AREN'T H T 2
ABOUT S T 3 ALL S C 12 AND 'N' H T 1 AREN'T HE 2
ABOUT S C 2 ALL HA 13 AND 'N' HA 2 ARM HA 1
ABOUT HA 6 ALL S A 5 ANIMALS HA 2 ARMS HA 1
ABOUT S A 1 ALL HO 1 ANIMALS HE 1 ARMS S E 2
ABOUT H E 8 ALL H E 3 ANN S C 1 AROUND ST 3
ABOUT S E 1 ALL S E 1 ANN SA 1 AROUND S C 1
ACCOUNTS HE 2 ALL Y'ALL H T 5 ANOTHER H T 1 AROUND HA 5
ACROSS S T 1 ALL Y'ALL S T 6 ANOTHER S T 7 AROUND HE 4
ADDRESS HA 1 ALL Y'ALL S C 3 ANOTHER S C 1 AROUND S E 1
ADDRESS SA 1 ALL Y'ALL S A 3 ANOTHER HA 4 AROUND AROUN S T 2
ADJUSTING HE 1 ALL Y'ALL HE 1 ANOTHER HE 1 AROUND AROUN S C 1
AFTER H T 1 ALMOST S T 1 ANT S T 1 AROUND AROUN S A 2
AFTER S T 2 ALMOST HE 1 ANTENNA H E 2 AROUND AROUN' S A 1
AFTER S C 7 ALMOST ALMOS H E 1 ANTENNA S E 1 ARRANGED HE 1
AFTER HA 6 ALONE S T 2 ANTHONY T T 1 ART S T 1
AFTER H E 1 ALONE HA 2 ANTHONY S T 8 ARTIST ARTIS HE 2
AFTER S E 2 ALREADY S C 2 ANTHONY SC 2 AS ST 2
AFTERNOON S T 1 ALREADY HA 3 ANTHONY S A 13 AS HA 2
AFTERNOON HA 1 ALREADY S A 1 ANTHONY S0 1 AS H E 8
AFTERNOON H E 1 ALREADY H E 1 ANTHONY ANFONY S T 4 ASK S T 1
AGAIN H T 6 ALREADY S E 1 ANTHONY'S S T 1 ASK SC 2
AGAIN T T 1 ALREADY AWREADY H T 1 ANTONIO H T 1 ASK H A 4
AGAIN S T 10 ALREADY AWREADY HA 1 ANY S C 1 ASK S A 1
AGAIN S C 3 ALRIGHT HA 3 ANY HA 3 ASKED S A 2
AGAIN HA 1 ALRIGHT S A 2 ANY S A 2 ASSUME HA 1
AGAIN S A 3 ALRIGHT H E 1 ANY H E 4 ASTONISHED HA 1
AGAIN HE 4 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT HA 2 ANYBODY HA 1 AT H T 16
AGAIN S E 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S A 11 ANYBODY SA 2 AT ST 19
AGE HA 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT HE 2 ANYTHING H A 4 AT S C 9
AGE H O 1 ALWAYS H T 2 ANYTHING SA 1 AT H A 17
AH H T 1 ALWAYS HA 4 ANYTIME H E 1 AT SA 2
AH S T 1 ALWAYS HE 1 ANYWAY S T 1 AT H 0 1
AH SC 1 AM ST 1 ANYWAY SC 2 AT H E 8
GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1566 GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1567
ATE H T 1 BE S T 26 BETTER H T 4 BOOK H T 3
ATE S T 5 BE S C 14 BETTER T T 1 BOOK S C 1
ATE HA 1 BE H A 19 BETTER S T 9 BOOK S A 1
ATTENDANCE S C 5 BE S A 5 BETTER S C 3 BOSS HA 1
ATTENDANCE SA 2 BE H E 4 BETTER HA 1 BOTH H T 1
AUDIT HA 1 BE S E 2 BETTER S A 1 BOTH S T 1
AVENUE HE 1 BEAN H T 1 BETTER HE 1 BOTH HA 2
AVERAGE H O 1 BEAN S T 1 BETTER BETTERE S T 1 BOTH S 0 1
AWAY ST 1 BEAN S C 1 BIG H T 3 BOTHER S T 2
AWAY HE 3 BEAN HA 1 BIG S T 6 BOTHER S C 1
AWHILE S E 1 BEAN H E 1 BIG S C 5 BOTHER HE 2
B ST 2 BEANS HA 1 BIG HA 2 BOTHERING BOTHERI S C 2
BABY H T 1 BEAR S T 1 BIG SA 1 BOTTA S T 1
BABY S T 1 BEAT ST 1 BIG S0 1 BOTTOM S T 3
BABY SC 3 BEAT S C 1 BIGGER ST 1 BOTTOM S C 2
BABY H A 1 BEATER S T 2 BILL HA 4 BOUGHT HA 1
BABY SINGINB S C 1 BEATER BEATA S T 2 BILL HE 1 BOUT S C 1
BABY'S S C 1 BEATER BEATA S C 1 BILLS H A 1 BOWL S T 9
BACK H T 3 BEATER BEATUH S T 1 BINOCULARS BANOCUL H T 1 BOWL S C 1
BACK S T 2 BEATING BEATIN S C 1 BIRTHDAY S T 6 BOWL H A 1
BACK S C 3 BEATS HA 1 BIRTHDAY T C 3 BOWL S A 1
BACK HA 14 BECAUSE S T 4 BIRTHDAY S C 13 BOX S T 9
BACK S A 6 BECAUSE S C 3 BISCUITS SC 2 BOXES S T 1
BACK S 0 1 BECAUSE H A 7 BIT SC 1 BOXES S A 2
BACK HE 7 BECAUSE SA 1 BIT HA 1 BOY H T 7
BACK SE 3 BECAUSE HE 2 BIT HE 2 BOY TT 1
BAD H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S C 1 BLACK H T 1 BOY ST 9
BAD ST 1 BED H T 4 BLACK HA 1 BOY TC 1
BAD SC 1 BED ST 2 BLACKJACK H T 2 BOY SC 1
BAD H A 4 BED HA 10 BLAME HA 2 BOY HA 2
BAD HE 1 BED H E 3 BLESS HA 1 BOY S A 2
BAG SC 1 BEEN H T 1 BLESSINGS H E 1 BOY S 0 2
BAG HA 1 BEEN ST 1 BLOCK ST 2 BOY HE 2
BAHMP *SOUND H T 4 BEEN SC 1 BLOCK SC 2 BOYFRIEND ST 1
BALDY SC 2 BEEN H A 1 BLOCK SA 1 BOYS ST 1
BALL H T 5 BEEN HE 5 BLOCKS ST 3 BOYS SC 7
BALL SC 1 BEEP H T 5 BLOCKS SC 2 BOYS S A 3
BALL HE 2 BEEP ST 10 BLOCKS S A 1 BRADDOCK S A 2
BARBER ST 1 BEFORE H T 1 BLOCKS HE 1 BREAD H T 1
BARBER SC 1 BEFORE ST 5 BLOWING HE 1 BREAD ST 10
BARNEY H T 2 BEFORE HA 3 BLOWING BLOWIN H T 1 BREAD SC 4
BASKET HE 1 BEFORE HE 2 BLUE SC 7 BREAD S A 7
BATH HA 3 BEFORE SE 1 BLUE SE 1 BREAD SO 5
BATHROOM SC 1 BEG H T 1 BOAT ST 8 BREAK H T 1
BATHROOM S A 1 BEGINNING SC 1 BODIES HE 1 BREAK ST 5
BATHTUB H T 1 BEGINNING HA 1 BODY S C 1 BREAK SC 1
BATMAN H T 2 BEHIND H T 1 BOIL H T 1 BREAK HA 3
BATMAN S T 1 BELOW HE 1 BOIL H A I BREAK S A 1
BATMAN S C 1 BENITA S T 1 BOILY S T 1 BREAK SE 2
BATTERIES H T 1 BERMUDA H A 1 BONE H T 2 BREAKFAST H T 1
BATTERY H T 1 BESIDE S T 1 BONE H C 1 BREAKING BREAKIN S T 1
BATTERY HA 1 BET H T 1 BONE S C 1 BREATH ST 4
BATTERY H E 1 BET S T 3 BONES S C 2 BRIGHT S A 1
BE H T 16 BET SC 1 BOO H T 1 BRING H T 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1564 GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1565




































































































































3 COME C'MERE S T
1 COME C'MERE S C
2 COME C'MON S T
1 COME C'MON S A
1 COME COMIN H T
1 COME COMIN S T
1 COME COMIN S C
2 COME COMIN H A
1 COME COMIN' H T
1 COME COMIN' T T
2 COME COMIN' H A
1 COMES S T
1 COMES S C
1 COMES H A
1 COMFORTABLE S T
1 COMING T T
1 COMING H A
3 COMING S A
1 COMMUNITY H A
1 COMPANY S T
5 COMPANY H A
2 COMPANY H E
1 COMPETITIVENES H E
1 CONCEIVABLE H A
1 CONCENTRATION H T
2 CONCENTRATION H A
1 CONCERNED H E
1 CONCLUDED H E
13 CONSEQUENCES H T
1 CONSEQUENCES H A
1 CONSIDER H A
I COOK HNA
I COOKIE S T
1 COOKING COOKIN S A
1 COOL H T
3 COOL H A
1 COOL S A
1 COPS H T
5 COPY S T
1 COPYING COPYIN S T
3 COST COSS S T
1 COULD H T
1 COULD S T
1 COULD S C
7 COULD H A
5 COULD S A
16 COULD H E
2 COULD S E
25 COULDN'T H E
17 COULDN'T COULD'T S A
17 COUNT S T
2 COUNT S A
4 COUNTING COUNTIN S T



























































BUTTA S T 1
BUTTA S C 1




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DIDN' S T 1
DIDN' S C 2












GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1569
DIFFERENT H A 2 DON DON' H T 1 EASY HA 2 EVEN S C 1
DIFFERENT HE 4 DON'T H T 11 EAT H T 5 EVEN HA 4
DIFFICULT HA 1 DON'T T T 1 EAT S T 1 EVER S C 1
DIG S T 2 DON'T S T 69 EAT H A 7 EVER HA 2
DIMENSIONS HE 1 DON'T S C 23 EAT H E 3 EVER S A 2
DINNER H T 1 DON'T HA 53 EATING HA 3 EVERY S C 4
DINNER S T 4 DON'T T A 1 EATING HE 1 EVERY HA 2
DINNER S C 1 DON'T S A 20 EATING EATIN H T 3 EVERYBODY H T 1
DINNER HA 9 DON'T SO 2 EDDIE S T 2 EVERYBODY S T 2
DINNER HE 1 DON'T H E 13 EDDIE S C 13 EVERYBODY S C 1
DIRECT H E 1 DON'T S E 5 EDDIE S 0 1 EVERYBODY S A 3
DIRECTLY H E 1 DON'T 'ON'T H T 3 EDGE H E 1 EVERYBODY EVERBOD S T 1
DIRT H T 2 DON'T 'ON'T H A 1 EFFECT H A 1 EVERYDAY S T 1
DISH HA 1 DON'T DUNNO HA 1 EGG S T 13 EVERYDAY S C 2
DISHES H T 1 DON'T ON'T H T 1 EGG S C 3 EVERYDAY HA 1
DO H T 12 DONE HA 2 EGG S A 3 EVERYTHING H T 1
DO S T 30 DO0 *SOUND S T 1 EGGS S T 1 EVERYTHING S C 1
DO S C 33 DOOR H T 2 EGGS S C 3 EVERYTHING HA 2
DO H A 28 DOOR T T 1 EH S T 2 EVERYTHING HE 4
DO S A '12 DOOR S T 1 EIGHT S T 5 EVERYTHING EVERYTH S C 1
DO S0 1 DOOR HA 5 EIGHT S C 5 EVERYWHERE HA 1
DO H E 16 DOOR HE 1 EIGHT HA 1 EXCEPT S E 1
DO S E 8 DOORMAN S T 3 EIGHTEEN H T 2 EXCUSE H T 3
DOCTOR HE 1 DOWN H T 4 EIGHTEEN S T 1 EXCUSE H A 3
DOCTORS H A 1 DOWN S T 7 EIGHTEEN S C 1 EXCUSE 'SCUSE H A 1
DOES H A 3 DOWN S C 3 EIGHTEEN H A 4 EXCUSE 'SCUSE H E 1
DOES S A 4 DOWN HA 12 EIGHTEEN H O 1 EXCUSE SCUSE H T 4
DOES HE 4 DOWN S A 7 EIGHTY HA 1 EXCUSE SCUSE S T 2
DOESN'T HA 4 DOWN HE 2 EITHER S T 2 EXCUSE SCUSE S C 1
DOESN'T HE 2 DOWN S E 2 EITHER HA 2 EXCUSE SCUSE HA 1
DOESN'T S E 1 DRESSING H A 2 ELECTRIC S T 1 EXCUSED H A 2
DOG H T 6 DRINK S C 1 ELECTRIC HE 1 EXHIBIT HE 1
DOG H A 7 DRINKING DRINKIN H A 1 ELECTRICITY H A 1 EXPENSES H A 1
DOG H 0 6 DROP S T 1 ELEVATOR S C 1 EYE S T 1
DOG HE 1 DROPPED HA 1 ELEVEN S T 2 EYE S C 2
DOGGIE H T 1 DRUM S C 1 ELEVEN S C 3 EYES S T 1
DOGS H T 1 DRY S A 2 ELEVEN HA 2 EYES S C 1
DOGS HA 4 DUDLEY S A 2 ELSE S T 3 EYES HA 2
DOING H T 1 DUG S T 1 ELSE S C 6 F S T 1
DOING HA 6 DUMB H T 4 ELSE HA 2 FACE H T 2
DOING T A 1 DUMB S C 1 ELSE S A 2 FACE S T 4
DOING S A 1 DUMB HE 1 ELSE HE 2 FACE S C 5
DOING DOIN H T 1 DUN H T 12 ELSE S E 1 FACE HA 2
DOING DOIN S C 1 DYKE S T 1 EMPTY HA 1 FACE HE 2
DOING DOIN H A 1 E H T 1 ENGLISH H T 2 FACES HE 1
DOING DOIN T A I E S T 1 ENOUGH H T 2 FACT HE 1
DOING DOIN HE 1 EACH S T 1 ENOUGH HA 4 FAIR S C 1
DOING DOIN T E 2 EAR H T 4 ENOUGH HE 1 FAIR HA 1
DOLL S T 3 EAR S T 1 ENVELOPE HA 1 FAISON T T 1
DOLL S C 1 EAR S C 2 ERIC S T 1 FAISON S A 2
DOLL S A 1 EARS HA 1 ERIC S C 2 FALL S T 1
DOLLAR S T 5 EARS HE 4 ESPECIALLY HA 1 FALL S C 1
DOLLAR HA 1 EASIER HE 1 EVEN H T 3 FALL HA 1
DON H T 3 EASTER S C 1 EVEN S T 7 FALL HE 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1574 GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1575
FAMILY S T 1 FINGERS S A 1 FOURTEEN S T 1 GET HA 24
FAMILY S C 1 FINISH H T 1 FOURTEEN S C 2 GET T A 1
FAR H T 2 FINISH HA 4 FOURTH RE 2 GET S A 12
FAR HE 1 FINISH HE 1 FRANKIE HA 1 GET SO 1
FART S T 2 FINISHED H T 3 FRAZIER HE 1 GET HE 3
FART S C 2 FINISHED S T 1 FREAKY H E 1 GET S E 1
FAST S T 1 FINISHED S C 1 FREE S T 1 GET GIT H A 1
FAST S A 1 FINISHED HA 3 FREE H E 1 GET GOTS S C 1
FAST FAS S T 2 FIRS S T 1 FREEDOM HA 1 GETS S C 1
FAT H T 1 FIRST H T 1 FRENCH HA 4 GETS HA 1
FAT SC 1 FIRST S T 3 FRENCH HE 1 GETTING H T 1
FATHER H T 1 FIRST S C 3 FRENCHTON H A 1 GETTING GETTIN S T 3
FATHER S T 2 FIRST H A 6 FREQUENCIES H E 1 GETTING GETTIN S C 4
FATHER S C 1 FIRST S A 3 FREQUENCY H E 3 GETTING GETTIN H A 1
FATHER HA 2 FIRST HE 2 FRIDAY RA 3 GETTING GITTIN H T 1
FAVOR H E 2 FISHCAKE H T 2 FRIDAY H E 1 GILLIGANK *MADEUP H T 1
FED H T 1 FISHSTICK H T 1 FRIDAY'S H A 1 GILMORE H E 1
FEED H A 4 FIT S T 4 FRIDAYS H T 1 GINGER T T 1
FEEL H T 7 FIT HA 1 FRIDAYS HE 1 GINGER S T 10
FEEL S T 2 FIVE S T 3 FRIEND S T 1 GINGER S C 4
FEEL HA 1 FIVE S C 6 FRIEND H O 2 GINGER S A 7
FEEL HE 1 FIVE HA 4 FRIEND'S S C 1 GINGER SO 5
FEELING FEELIN H T 1 FIVE H E 7 FROM S T 5 GINGERBREAD T T 1
FEELING FEELIN S A 1 FIX S C 1 FROM S C 3 GINGERBREAD T C 1
FEELINGS FEELINS SA 1 FIX HA 2 FROM HA 5 GIRL H T 1
FEELINGS FELLINS S C I FLAVOR H E 2 FROM S A 1 GIRL HA 3
FEET ST 2 FLOOR HA 1 FROM HE 2 GIRL S A 1
FEET HA 3 FLOORS HA 1 FROM SE 1 GIRL HE 1
FEW H E 3 FLOUR ST 1 FRONT SC 1 GIRLS ST 1
FI ST 1 FLOUR SC 3 FRONT HA 1 GIRLS S C 9
FIELDS S A 1 FLOUR S 0 1 FRONT S A 1 GIRLS S A 5
FIFTEEN ST 1 FOLLOW S A 1 FUEY ST 10 GIVE H T 1
FIFTEEN S C 2 FOOD H T 1 FULL H T 1 GIVE ST 3
FIFTEENTH HA 1 FOOD HA 3 FULL HA 2 GIVE SC 4
FIFTH HE 1 FOOLING FOOLIN' HA 1 FUN H T 4 GIVE S A 1
FIFTY HA 1 FOOLISHNESS SA 2 FUN ST 1 GIVE GIMME ST 2
FIFTY HE 2 FOOT ST 3 FUNNY H T 4 GIVE GIMME SC 6
FIGHT HA 2 FOOT SC 2 FUNNY ST 1 GIVE GIMME HA 1
FIGHTING H T 1 FOR H T 8 FUNNY HE 1 GIVES HA 1
FIGURED H A 1 FOR ST 9 FUSSY HE 1 GLAD ST 4
FILES HA 1 FOR SC 8 G ST 1 GLAD TE 2
FILLING HA 1 FOR HA 29 G HA 1 GLADYS H T 1
FINALLY HA 1 FOR SA 6 G HE 1 GLADYS HA 1
FIND HA 3 FOR H 0 1 GAINING GAININ HA 1 GO H T 15
FIND S A 1 FOR HE 22 GAME HA 2 GO ST 22
FINE S T 1 FOR S E 1 GAME H E 1 GO S C 9
FINE H A 1 FORGET HA 1 GAVE S T 5 GO H A 26
FINE T A 1 FORK HA 1 GAVE S C 1 GO S A 12
FINE H E 3 FORK HE 3 GELLIGANK *MADEUP H T 5 GO H E 11
FINGER H T 1 FORTY H A 1 GENEVA S A 1 GO S E 4
FINGER S T 4 FOUR S T 4 GET H T 9 GOD H T 2
FINGER SC 1 FOUR S C 10 GET T T 2 GOD S T 1
FINGER S A 1 FOUR HA 2 GET S T 28 GOD S C 1
FINGER S E 1 FOURS H T 1 GET S C 13 GOD S E 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1572 GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1573
GOES H T 1 GRADUATE HE 1 HAIR S C 2 HAVE S E 1
GOES HA 3 GRAEME S E 1 HAIR T E 1 HAVE HAFTA HA 2
GOES HE 1 GRAND H T 1 HAIRCUT ST 1 HAVE HAFTA HE 1
GOING S C 2 GRAND GRAN H T 1 HAIRCUT H E 1 HAVEN'T HA 1
GOING HA 11 GRANDMA H T 26 HAITI H A 1 HAVING H T 3
GOING HE 2 GRANDMA S T 1 HALF HA 1 HAVING HA 2
GOING GOIN H T 3 GRANDMA GRAMMA H T 1 HALF HE 1 HAVING HAVIN HA 2
GOING GOIN S T 2 GRANDMA GRANMA H T 5 HALL HA 1 HAVING HAVIN S A 1
GOING GOIN S C 4 GRANDMA'S HA 1 HALL S A 1 HAWK S T 1
GOING GOIN HA 6 GRANDMOTHER S T 1 HALLWAY S T 3 HAWKINS S T 11
GOING GOIN S A 1 GRANDMOTHER H E 1 HAM H T 3 HAWKINS S 0 1
GOING GOIN S 0 1 GREASE S T 1 HAM H C 1 HAY H T 1
GOING GONNA H T 16 GREASE S C 2 HAM HA 2 HAYES S T 2
GOING GONNA T T 3 GREAT HA 1 HAM H E 1 HAYES S C 1
GOING GONNA S T 39 GREAT HE 2 HAND H T 1 HAYES S A 2
GOING GONNA T C 2 GREATEST H T 3 HAND S T 7 HE H T 29
GOING GONNA S C 38 GREEDY HA 2 HAND S C 2 HE T T 9
GOING GONNA HA 12 GREEN H T 1 HAND H A 1 HE S T 107
GOING GONNA S A 9 GREEN S T 2 HAND S A 1 HE T C 6
GOING GONNA S 0 1 GREEN S C 4 HAND H E 3 HE S C 61
GOING GONNA HE 3 GREEN S A 2 HANDED S T 1 HE H A 39
GOING GONNA S E 2 GRIM S T 5 HANDLE H E 3 HE S A 2
GONE S T 1 GRIM S C 2 HANDS S T 3 HE S 0 1
GONE S C 3 GRIM S 0 1 HANDS S C 1 HE H E 11
GONE GON H T 1 GROUP S T 1 HANDS H A 2 HE S E 1
GONE GON S T 11 GROUP S A 3 HANDS S A 4 HE'S ST 2
GONE GON S C 6 GROUP S 0 1 HANG HE 1 HE'S T C 1
GOO T T 1 GROW H T 1 HAPPEN S C 1 HE'S SC 1
GOOD H T 5 GROW S T 3 HAPPEN HA 1 HE'S HA 4
GOOD T T 3 GROWN S C 1 HAPPENED ST 1 HE'S HE 4
GOOD S T 3 GUESS S T 1 HAPPENED HA 3 HE'S S E 1
GOOD S C 3 GUESS S C 1 HAPPENED S A 1 HEAD H T 1
GOOD HA 4 GUESS H A 4 HAPPENS HA 1 HEAD S T 3
GOOD T A 2 GUESS HE 2 HARD HA 3 HEAD S C 8
GOOD S A 1 GUM S T 1 HARD HE 2 HEAD HE 3
GOOD S 0 1 GUN S T 2 HARMONIC HE 1 HEADSET H T 1
GOOD H E 6 GUN S C 2 HAS S T 1 HEADSETS HE 4
GOOD T E 5 GUY H E 1 HAS H A 4 HEAR H T 48
GOT H T 11 H H T 1 HAS S A 4 HEAR S T 6
GOT T T 2 H S T 2 HAT H T 1 HEAR S C 1
GOT S T 42 H S C 1 HAT S T 8 HEAR HA 7
GOT S C 33 H S A 1 HAT S C 1 HEAR S A 7
GOT H A 16 HA H A 3 HAT HA 2 HEAR H E 15
GOT S A 3 HABLO HA 3 HAT S 0 1 HEAR S E 1
GOT S 0 1 HAD H T 7 HATE HA 1 HEARD H T 9
GOT H E 7 HAD TIT 1 HATE HE 1 HEARD S T 5
GOT GOTTA H T 9 HAD S T 5 HATS S T 2 HEARD HA 1
GOT GOTTA S T 16 HAD S C 3 HAVE H T 7 HEARD HE 2
GOT GOTTA S C 11 HAD H A 16 HAVE TIT 1 HEARD S E 1
GOT GOTTA HA 2 HAD S A 4 HAVE S T 5 HEARING H T 1
GOT GOTTA S A 3 HAD H E 5 HAVE S C 17 HEARING HE 3
GRACE H T 1 HAH HA 2 HAVE HA 32 HEARING HEARIN H T 1
GRACE HA 1 HAH HE 2 HAVE S A 12 HEE *SOUND H T 1
GRADUATE HA 1 HAIR S T 2 HAVE HE 24 HELL H T 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1578 GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1579
HELLO H T 6 HIS S E 1 HOUSE S E 1 I'M T T 3
HELLO S T 3 HIT S T 10 HOW H T 14 I'M S T 44
HELLO T E 2 HIT S C 6 HOW T T I I'M S C 49
HELP S T 1 HITTING H E 1 HOW S T 11 I'M HA 25
HELP S C 2 HM *SOUND H T 2 HOW S C 7 I'M T A 1
HELP H A 1 HMM *SOUND H T 9 HOW H A 15 I'M S A 3
HELP S A 1 HMM *SOUND T T 1 HOW T A 4 I'M H 0 1
HENRY S A 2 HMM *SOUND S T 4 HOW S A 2 I'M S 0 4
HER S T 17 HMM *SOUND S C 1 HOW H E 6 I'M H E 11
HER S C 5 HMM *SOUND H A 1 HOW T E 4 I'M T E 2
HER HA 7 HMM *SOUND H 0 I HU *SOUND HE 7 I'M S E 1
HER S A 11 HMM *SOUND S 0 1 HUH H T 14 I'M I'MA T T 1
HER S 0 1 HMM *SOUND H E 5 HUH T 1T I'M I'MA S T 1
HER HE 3 HMMM *SOUND HE 2 HUH S T 9 I'M I'MA S C 1
HER S E 1 HO S T 3 HUH S C 10 I'VE HE 3
HERE H T 24 HO H E 1 HUH H A 14 ICE H T 2
HERE S T 32 HOLD S T 7 HUH S A 5 ICE S T 2
HERE S C 61 HOLD S C 2 HUH S 0 2 ICE S C 1
HERE H A 15 HOLD H A 2 HUH H E 17 ICE HA 5
HERE S A 28 HOLD S A 1 HUH T E 2 ICE S 0 1
HERE S 0 3 HOLD HOL S T 6 HUH S E 1 IF H T 2
HERE HE 5 HOLD HOL S C 4 HUNDRED S T 1 IF S T 5
HERE S E 1 HOLD HOL S A 2 HUNDRED HA 1 IF S C 2
HERE C'MERE S T 2 HOLDING HOLDIN SC 1 HURRY SC 1 IF HA 21
HERE C'MERE SC 4 HOME H T 2 HURRY S A 1 IF S A 5
HERE'S HA 3 HOME S T 8 HURRY S 0 1 IF H E 5
HERSELF S A 1 HOME S C 5 HURT S T 4 IF S E 1HEY H T 61 HOME H A 4 HURT S C 1 IMPORTANT HE 2
HEY TT 1 HOME HO 1 HURT S A 3 IN H T 30
HEY S T 26 HOME S 0 1 HURTS S A 2 IN T T 1HEY S C 6 HOME H E 3 HYPERTENSION H A 1 IN ST 44
HEY H A 3 HONG S T 10 I H T 135 IN T C 1
HEY HE 1 HOOHOOI *SOUND HT 1 I TT 3 IN SC 22
HEY TE 2 HOOKED HA 2 I ST 158 IN HA 37
HI H T 2 HOOKED H E 2 I S C 96 IN S A 11
HI S C 1 HOPE HT 1 I HA 129 IN S0 3
HI T A 1 HOPE H A 2 I S A 33 IN H E 15
HI S 0 2 HOSPITAL S T 1 I H 0 1 IN TE 1
HI HE 3 HOSPITAL S C 1 I S 0 8 IN SE 1
HI TE 2 HOSPITAL HA 1 I HE 64 INCHES HRE 1
HI SE 2 HOT S T 2 I TE 1 INFORMATION HE I
HIDING HIDIN S A 1 HOT HA 3 I SE 12 INHUMAN S A 2
HIM H T 1 HOT S A 1 I'D ST 1 INK ST 1
HIM S T 1 HOUND H T 1 I'D HE 1 INSIDE SC 1
HIM S C 6 HOUND H 0 3 ILL H T 2 INSIDE HE 1
HIM H A 11 HOUND HOUN H T 1 I'LL S T 3 INSTEAD HA 2
HIM S A 1 HOUND HOUN HO 0 3 ILL S C 14 INSTRUCTIONS S A 1
HIM H E 7 HOUR H A 1 I'LL HA 8 INSTRUMENT HA 1
HIS H T 5 HOUSE H T 3 I'L SA 2 INTERFERENCE H E 1
HIS S T 9 HOUSE T T 6 I'LL S 0 1 INTO S A 1
HIS S C 3 HOUSE S T 26 I'LL HE 5 INTO HE 2
HIS H A 7 HOUSE T C 1 I'LL T E 1 IRVING H E 2
HIS S 0 1 HOUSE S C 23 ILL S E 1 IS H T 15
HIS H E 6 HOUSE S A 1 I'M H T 15 IS S T 22
GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1576 GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1577
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GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1589




























































SITTIN S T 5























SLOW'N H T I











SMASHIN S A 1
ST 2
ST 1































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TELLIN S T 7













































































































































DAT H T 7
DAT S T 5
























DA H T 9
DAH S T 1
DHE S T 1
DU H T 1
DU S T 1
DUH HA 1
THA HE 1
WHAT'SA S E 2




























































































































































































































'EM S T 2
'EM HA 3
'EM S A 4
'EM S 0 1


















DER H T 6
DER S T 1
DERE H T 1
DERE S T 5




























GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1592 1593




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MHM S C I
UMHUH HA 1
*SOUND H T 1
*SOUND HE 1











*SOUND H T 5
*SOUND S T 8
*SOUND S C 11
*SOUND S A 2
*SOUND S 0 2
*SOUND HE 8





































GONNA H T 16
GONNA T T 3
GONNA S T 39
GONNA T C 2
GONNA S C 38
GONNA H A 12
GONNA S A 9
GONNA S 0 1
GONNA HE 3
GONNA S E 2
GOTTA H T 9
GOTTA S T 16
GOTTA S C 11
GOTTA HA 2
GOTTA S A 3
HAFTA HA 2
HAFTA HE 1
TA H T 1
TA S C 1
TA H A 5
TRY'NTA H T 1
TUH HE 1
WANNA H T 5
WANNA S T 5
WANNA S C 1
WANNA HA 11




















































































































































































































































































































































































































1597GROUP 4 CHILD 4
WE 'RE T E 1 WHAT WHA HA 1 WHO T T 1 WITH T T 2
WE'RE S E 1 WHAT WHATA S C 1 WHO S T 25 WITH S T 16
WEAR H T 4 WHAT WHATA HA 2 WHO S C 11 WITH S C 15
WEAR S T 12 WHAT WHATA S E 1 WHO H A 1 WITH HA 14
WEAR S C 5 WHATD) HA 1 WHO S A 7 WITH S A 3
WEAR HA 2 WHAT'D HE 2 WHO S 0 1 WITH HE 11
WEAR S O 1 WHAT'S H T 9 WHO S E 1 WITH S E 6
WEAR HE 1 WHAT'S T T 1 WHO'S S T 1 WITH WID H T 2
WEAR S E 3 WHAT'S S T 6 WHOA WHOOA S T 1 WITHIN HA 1
WEARING HE 1 WHAT'S S C 5 WHOEVER S T 1 WITHOUT S T 1
WEARING WEARIN S T 2 WHAT'S HA 5 WHOLE S T 2 WITT S T 2
WEARING WEARIN S C 2 WHAT'S S A 6 WHOLE S C 2 WOMAN S T 2
WEATHER HA 3 WHAT'S S0 1 WHOLE HA 2 WOMAN HA 2
WEATHER S A 1 WHAT'S HE 3 WHOLE S A 1 WOMAN'S H E 1
WEATHER S 0 1 WHAT'S S E 6 WHOOPS H T 1 WOMEN H A 1
WEATHER HE 2 WHAT'S WHAT'SA S E 2 WHOSE HE 1 WON'T H T 4
WEATHER T E 1 WHAT'S WHATSA S E 4 WHY H T 6 WON'T S T 14
WEDNESDAY S A 1 WHATEVER HA 1 WHY S T 10 WON'T S C 5
WEEKEND HA 1 WHEN H T 12 WHY S C 13 WON'T HA 4
WEEKS S T 7 WHEN S T 15 WHY HA 8 WON'T S A 1
WEEKS S C 4 WHEN T C 1 WHY S A 2 WON'T HE 1
WEIGHT H A 1 WHEN S C 15 WHY H 0 1 WON'T S E 3
WELCOME HA 1 WHEN HA 15 WHY S 0 1 WORD S A 1
WELL H T 1 WHEN S A 4 WHY HE 2 WORDS S C 1
WELL S T 2 WHEN S 0 1 WHY S E 6 WORK H T 4
WELL S C 3 WHEN HE 7 WHY'D HA 1 WORK S T 2
WELL HA 28 WHEN S E 1 WILL H T 1 WORK S C 2
WELL S A 2 WHERE H T 4 WILL S T 3 WORK HA 6
WELL H O 2 WHERE S T 6 WILL S C 1 WORK HE 6
WELL S 0 1 WHERE S C 6 WILL HA 1 WORKED HE 1
WELL HE 15 WHERE HA 7 WILL S A 3 WORKING H T 1
WELL S E 2 WHERE S A 2 WILL S E 1 WORKING WORKIN S T 6
WENT S T 1 WHERE H E 5 WILSON HA 4 WORKING WORKIN S C 2
WENT S C 2 WHERE S E 1 WILSON S A 2 WORKING WORKIN S E 1
WENT HA 5 WHERE'S H T 1 WIND HA 2 WORKS H A 1
WENT HE 3 WHERE'S S C 6 WINDOW H T 3 WORRY H A 1
WERE S T 2 WHERE'S HA 2 WINDOW S T 1 WORRY H E 1
WERE HA 2 WHERE'S TO 1 WINDOW HA 1 WORRYING H A 1
WERE S A 8 WHERE'S S E 1 WINS H A 1 WORTH HA 6
WERE HE 3 WHICH H T 1 WIPE S T 1 WOULD H T 2
WET S T 2 WHICH HA 3 WIPE HA 1 WOULD S T 1
WET SO 1 WHICH H 0 1 WIPE S A 2 WOULD HA 6
WHACK S C 4 WHICH HE 1 WIPING WIPIN S A 1 WOULD S A 3
WHAM S T 1 WHICHEVER HA 1 WIRE S T 9 WOULD S 0 1
WHAT H T 25 WHILE S T 1 WIRE S E 1 WOULD HE 3
WHAT T T 4 WHILE S C 1 WIRELESS HA 1 WOULD'VE HA 1
WHAT S T 44 WHILE S A 1 WIRELESS HE 1 WOULDN'T S T 3
WHAT T C 1 WHILE HE 4 WISH S T 2 WOW HE 3
WHAT S C 24 WHIPPING WHIPPIN S T 5 WISH H A 2 WRITE H T 1
WHAT HA 36 WHIPPING WHIPPIN S C 1 WISHED HA 1 WRITE S T 3
WHAT S A 35 WHITE S T 1 WIT H T 1 WRITE HA 3
WHAT HE 33 WHITE S C 1 WIT S T 1 WRITING HA 1
WHAT T E 1 WHITE S A 1 WIT H A 2 WRONG S T 3
WHAT S E 21 WHO H T 3 WITH H T 18 WRONG HE 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1602 GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1603
WRONG S E 2 YOU YA S C 2 12 S T 1 30 H T 1
X H A 1 YOU YA HA 2 13 S T 1 30 HA 1
Y S T 1 YOU YA TA 1 2 S T 5 30 HE 1
Y S C 1 YOU YA SA 3 2 S C 3 4 ST 1
Y S A 1 YOU YA HE 2 2 SO 1 4 S C 1
YEAH H T 9 YOU YA TE 1 21 ST 1 5 H T 1
YEAH S T 19 YOU YUH H T 2 22 ST 1 5 SA 2
YEAH S C 23 YOU'D HA 2 23 HA 1 6 ST 1
YEAH HA 45 YOU'LL HA 1 3 H T 1 7 HE 1
YEAH S A 1 YOU'LL SA 2 3 ST 5 8 H T 1
YEAH S 0 4 YOU'LL HE 1 3 S C 1 8 HA 1
YEAH HE 50 YOU'RE S T 2 3 HE 1 8 HE 1
YEAH T E 1 YOU'RE S C 1 3 S E 1
YEAH S E 7 YOU'RE H A 16
YEAR H T 1 YOU'RE S A 1
YEAR HA 3 YOU'RE H E 9
YEAR H E 2 YOU'VE HE 1
YEARS HA 4 YOUNG S A 1
YEARS HE 1 YOUNGER S T 1
YELL HA 1 YOUNGER S A 5
YEP S T 1 YOUR H T 15
YEP HA 1 YOUR T T 3
YES H T 2 YOUR S T 30
YES ST 11 YOUR TC 1
YES TC 1 YOUR SC 33
YES SC 16 YOUR HA 49
YES HA 10 YOUR SA 19
YES HE 2 YOUR S 0 1
YES YUP SC 1 YOUR HE 13
YESTERDAY ST 3 YOUR SE 5
YESTERDAY SC 3 YOURS H T 2
YESTERDAY SA 12 YOURS S T 6
YESTERDAY S 0 2 YOURS S C 1
YET HA 3 YOURS HA 3
YIPPEE SC 1 YOURS HE 1
YOU H T 97 YOURS SE 1
YOU T T 6 YOURSELF HA 3
YOU ST 196 YOURSELF SA 1
YOU SC 119 YOURSELF SE 1
YOU HA 180 YUM H T 5
YOU TA 4 YUMMY H T 2
YOU SA 70 Z SC 1
YOU H 0 9 ZIPPIDY ST 3
YOU S O 5 ZOOM HE 1
YOU H E 87 1 H T 1
YOU T E 5 1 TT 1
YOU S E 12 1 S T 24
YOU Y'ALL H T 5 1 S C 7
YOU Y'ALL S T 6 1 S A 1
YOU Y'ALL S C 3 1 HE 1
YOU Y'ALL S A 3 1 S E 5
YOU Y'ALL H E 1 10 H T 1
YOU YA H T 2 10 HA 1
YOU YA S T 3 12 H T 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1600 GROUP 4 CHILD 4 1601
A H T 53 AIN'T H C 3 AND S E 3 ASK H T 1
A TT 4 AIN'T S C 9 ANKLE S A 1 ASK S T 6
A ST 46 AIN'T H A 3 ANNE S C 2 ASK S C 6
A HC 45 AIRPLANE SC 1 ANNE . S A 4 ASK HA 3
A SC 39 ALI HE 1 ANOTHER H T 1 ASK S E 3
A HA 52 ALL H T 4 ANOTHER S T 2 ASKING ASKIN S C 1
A S A 21 ALL S T 3 ANOTHER H C 2 ASSUME HE 1
A S 0 5 ALL H C 1 ANOTHER S C 1 AT H T 3
A H E 61 ALL S C 2 ANOTHER H A 1 AT S T 9
A T E 2 ALL HA 13 ANOTHER S A 1 AT H C 3
A S E 17 ALL S A 5 ANOTHER H E 3 AT S C 4
A THASA S C 2 ALL H E 4 ANOTHER NOTHER H E 1 AT H A 2
AARON S T 4 ALL S E 1 ANTHONY S C 1 AT H E 2
AARON S C 2 ALL YA'LL S T 1 ANTHONY S A 2 ATE HA 4
ABC'S SO 1 ALL YA'LL S A 2 ANTHONY S 0 1 ATTEND HA 1
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN S 0 1 ALMOST H C 2 ANTHONY'S S A 1 ATTENDING H E 1
ABLE S C 1 ALMOST HE 1 ANTS H C 5 AW H E 1
ABOUT H T 1 ALONE HC 1 ANY HA 3 AW TE 1
ABOUT S C 1 ALONE HA 6 ANY S A 2 AWAY S T 7
ABOUT HA 5 ALONE HE 1 ANY HE 1 AWAY HA 2
ABOUT S A 1 ALONG HE 1 ANYTHING HA 1 AWAY S A 1
ABOUT HE 11 ALREADY H E 5 ANYTHING H E 8 AWKWARD S A 1
ABOUT S E 1 ALRIGHT S T 1 ANYWAY H T 2 AYE HC 1
ABOUT "BOUT HE 1 ALRIGHT H C 1 ANYWAY S C 1 BABY H T 1
ABOUT SABOUT S A 1 ALRIGHT S C 2 APPETITE HA 1 BABY S T 1
ACROBATICS H E 2 ALRIGHT H A 14 APPETITE HE 1 BABY H A 1
ACROSS H A 1 ALRIGHT S A 2 APPLICATION HE 1 BABY S A 1
ACROSS S A 1 ALRIGHT H O 2 APPOINT H T 1 BABY S 0 1
ACT S C 1 ALRIGHT HE 10 APPRECIATE HE 1 BACK H T 17
ACTUALLY HE 1 ALRIGHT S E 2 ARE H T 11 BACK S T 10
ADRIAN HO 1 ALWAYS S C 1 ARE S T 10 BACK H C 5
ADVANCED HE 1 ALWAYS H A 2 ARE HC 1 BACK S C 6
AFGHAN HE 1 ALWAYS S A 1 ARE S C 7 BACK H A 7
AFRAID HA 1 ALWAYS H E 1 ARE H A 11 BACK S A 1
AFTER HE 1 AM H T 1 ARE SA 19 BACK HE 9
AGAIN H T 5 AM HE 1 ARE S0 5 BACKGROUNDS HE 1
AGAIN S T 2 AMERICA S T 1 ARE H E 26 BACKVIEW S T 1
AGAIN HC 2 AN H T 21 ARE TE 3 BACON H T 1
AGAIN S A 1 AN S T 23 AREN'T H E 3 BAD S T 1
AGAIN H E 5 AN H C 13 ARGUING ARGUIN S T 1 BAD S C 1
AGO HE 1 AN S C 7 AROUND H T 3 BAD H A 1
AH H T 3 AN HA 12 AROUND S T 8 BAD HE 1
AH ST 3 AN SA 3 AROUND S A 4 BAG HA 3
AH HC 3 AN HE 14 AROUND S 0 2 BAKER H C 1
AH S C 1 AN TE 1 AROUND HE 1 BALD S C 2
AH HA 1 AND H T 12 AROUND AROUN H T 2 BALLS S T 1
AH S A 1 AND S T 10 AROUND AROUN S T 1 BAN H T 2
AH H E 2 AND H C 6 ARRANGE S A 1 BAND H C 1
AH S E 2 AND S C 3 ARRIVED HE 1 BAND HA 1
AH AHH H T 2 AND HA 14 ARTIST HE 1 BAND HE 2
AH AHHH H T 1 AND S A 17 AS H T 1 BAR HA 1
AHEAD HA 1 AND S 0 6 AS H A 4 BAT HC 1
AIN'T H T 3 AND HE 47 AS SA 1 BATHROOM S T 1
AIN'T ST 3 AND TE 1 AS HE 7 BATHROOM S C 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1606 GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1607
BATHROOM S E 1 BETTER S A 3 BOX H A 5 BUT S C 2
BE H T 2 BETTER H E 4 BOX HE 1 BUT H A 6
BE S T 11 BETTER S E 1 BOY HC 1 BUT H E 13
BE H C 4 BIG S T 3 BOY S C 2 BUTTON HE 1
BE S C 8 BIG H C 3 BOY HA 2 BUTTON S E 1
BE H A 10 BIG S C 3 BOY SA 1 BUTTONS H T 1
BE S A 5 BIG HA 3 BOYS S T 1 BUTTONS HE 1
BE H E 15 BIG HE 1 BOYS S C 1 BY S T 6
BE T E 4 BIGGER S A 1 BOYS HA 1 BY S C 1
BEAT S C 1 BIRD H T 2 BOYS SA 1 BY HA 1
BEATING BEATIN H C 1 BIRD H C 4 BRACELET HC 3 BY SA 3
BEAUTIFUL S A 1 BIRDS H C 2 BREAD HC 1 BYE H T 7
BECAUSE H C 1 BIRTH S T 1 BREAD HA 1 BYE HC 1
BECAUSE S C 2 BIRTHDAY S C 1 BREAK H T 1 BYE HA 3
BECAUSE HA 1 BIT S T 1 BREAK H A 5 BYE HE 1
BECAUSE SA 1 BIT HC 2 BREAKFAST HA 1 C SA 1
BECAUSE H E 5 BIT H A 2 BREAKING HA 1 CAGE ST 1
BECAUSE S E 1 BIT H E 2 BRING H C 1 CALL ST 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE S C 1 BLACK H C 2 BRING S C 1 CALL HC 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 1 BLACK S C 1 BRING HA 6 CALL SC 3
BED H T 1 BLACK S 0 2 BRING HE 1 CALL HA 3
BED HC 1 BLACK H E 1 BROKE H C 2 CALL HE 3
BED S C 4 BLUE H C 2 BROKE HE 1 CALLED H C 2
BED H A 7 BLUE SC 1 BROOM H C 3 CALLED SC 1
BEEN HA 2 BLUE HA 1 BROTHER H T 1 CALLED HA 1
BEEN S A 2 BODY SC 1 BROTHER ST 2 CALLED S A 1
BEEN HE 5 BODY HA 1 BROTHER SC 3 CALLED HE 1
BEFORE HA 2 BONE H T 34 BROTHER S A 2 CALLED TE 1
BEFORE HE 2 BONE ST 1 BROTHER HE 1 CALLED SE 2
BEG HA 3 BONE H C 2 BROTHER BROTHUH S C 1 CALLING CALLIN HE 1
BEHAVE HA 2 BONES H C 1 BROTHER'S HE 1 CAME ST 2
BEHIND HA 2 BONES HA 1 BROTHERHOOD SC 1 CAME H C 1
BEHIND S A 1 BOO ST 1 BROTHERHOOD S 0 1 CAME S C 2
BEING S A 1 BOOK H T 1 BROTHERS ST 1 CAME HA 1
BEING HE 1 BOOK H C 5 BROUGHT H A 2 CAN H T 8
BELCHING HE 1 BOOK HA 3 BROWN HA 1 CAN TT 1
BELCHING BELCHIN H C 1 BOOKS H A 1 BRUCIE H C 1 CAN S T 6
BELIEVE HC 1 BOOTS H T 2 BRUSH HA 1 CAN H C 4
BELIEVE HA 1 BOOTS HA 2 BRYAN S C 2 CAN SC 2
BELLS ST 3 BOSOM H T 1 BRYAN'S SC 2 CAN H A 8
BELLS SC 3 BOSS HA 1 BUBBLE H C 1 CAN S A 12
BELLS S A 6 BOSS H E 1 BUBBLE HA 1 CAN H E 20
BELT S T 2 BOTH H A 2 BUDDING HE 1 CAN S E 3
BELT HA 2 BOTHER HA 2 BUDDY H T 1 CAN'T H T 15
BEND H C 3 BOTHER HE 1 BUH *SOUND S T 4 CAN'T S T 2
BENITA S A 1 BOTHERSOME H A 1 BUMBLE S T 1 CAN'T H C 2
BERRY S T 2 BOTTLE S T 1 BUMMY *MADEUP H T 1 CAN'T S C 8
BERTHA H C 1 BOTTLE S C 5 BUMP S E 1 CAN'T HA 3
BET SC 1 BOTTLE HA 5 BUSINESS H T 1 CAN'T S A 7
BET HA 1 BOUGHT HC 2 BUSINESS H C 5 CAN'T S 0 1
BETTER H T 1 BOUGHT H A 1 BUSINESS HE 2 CAN'T HE 9
BETTER S T 1 BOUT HE 1 BUSY S A 1 CAN'T S E 3
BETTER SC 1 BOX H T 1 BUT H T 8 CANDY H C 2
BETTER HA 3 BOX S T 1 BUT H C 6 CANDY HA 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1604 GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1605






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1612 GROUP 4 CHILD 5
FASTER H T 1 FIRST S E 1 FRONT HE 1 GLASS HE 1
FASTER H C 2 FIT H T 1 FROZEN S 0 1 GLASSES S C 5
FAT H C 2 FIT H E 1 FULL H T 1 GLORY H T 3
FATHER S C 1 FIVE H T 1 FULL H E 1 GLORY S T 6
FAULT S C 1 FIVE T T 1 FUN HA 1 GLOVES HA 3
FAVORITES HE 1 FIVE HA 1 FUN HE 1 GLUE S C 5
FEBRUARY HE 1 FIVE S A 1 FUNKY H T 1 GLUE S 0 1
FEDERAL H T 1 FIVE HE 2 FUNNY S T 1 GO H T 15
FEED H C 1 FLINTSTONES FLINSTO S T 2 FUNNY HE 1 GO S T 19
FEEL HA 1 FLOOR TIT 1 GAME S T 1 GO H C 7
FEEL S A 1 FLOOR S C 2 GAME S C 1 GO S C 9
FEELING S A 1 FLOOR S A 1 GAME S A 1 GO H A 26
FEET H C 1 FLOOR HE 1 GARBAGE GABAGE H A 1 GO S A 9
FEET HA 5 FLOOR T E 1 GAVE S C 3 GO S 0 2
FEET S A 4 FLUTE H A 1 GAVE H A 2 GO H E 26
FEET S 0 1 FLUTE HE 1 GEE H T 1 GO . SE 2
FEET T E 1 FOLLOW H A 1 GEE H C 1 GOES S T 1
FELL S C 2 FOLLOW S A 1 GEE H A 1 GOES S A 2
FELL HE 1 FOOD HA 5 GESUNDHEIT HE 4 GOES HE 5
FELLOW HE 1 FOOD S A 1 GET H T 6 GOING H T 2
FEW H C 2 FOOT H T 1 GET S T 3 GOING S T 1
FEW S A 2 FOOT S T 2 GET H C 4 GOING H C 1
FEW H E 5 FOOT S C 4 GET S C 5 GOING S C 1
FI H C 2 FOOT S A 46 GET HA 15 GOING HA 1
FIELD HA 3 FOOT S 0 6 GET S A 11 GOING HE 7
FIELD HE 1 FOOT HE 2 GET HE 15 GOING S E 1
FIFTEEN HA 1 FOR H T 5 GET T E 1 GOING GOIN H T 3
FIFTEEN HE 1 FOR S T 14 GETS HA 2 GOING GOIN S C 1
FIGHT HA 4 FOR H C 5 GETTING S A 1 GOING GOIN HA 4
FIGHT S A 1 FOR S C 3 GETTING HE 2 GOING GOIN S A 1
FILLED H E 1 FOR H A 13 GETTING GETTIN H T 1 GOING GOIN H 0 1
FILLING H A 1 FOR S A 6 GETTING GETTIN H A 1 GOING GOIN H E 4
FIND S T 1 FOR S 0 2 GETTING GETTIN S O 1 GOING GONNA H T 21
FIND S A 1 FOR HE 26 GETTING GETTIN HE 1 GOING GONNA S T 9
FIND HE 1 FOR S E 2 GI *SOUND S C 1 GOING GONNA H C 2
FINE H T 4 FORGETTING FORGETT H T 1 GIRL H C 2 GOING GONNA S C 9
FINE H C 2 FORGOT HA 1 GIRL S C 1 GOING GONNA HA 13
FINE T A 1 FORTUNATE HE 1 GIRL S A 2 GOING GONNA S A 7
FINE HO 1 FOUND HA 1 GIRLS S A 1 GOING GONNA HE 26
FINE HE 5 FOUR H T 1 GIVE H C 2 GOING GONNA T E 1
FINGER H T 1 FOUR H A 1 GIVE S C 1 GOING GONNA S E 2
FINGER HE 2 FOUR S A 3 GIVE HA 5 GONE H T 6
FINGERS HE 1 FOUR H E 2 GIVE S A 1 GONE S T 1
FINISH H C 1 FRANCES H T 1 GIVE S O 2 GONE S C 2
FINISH S C 1 FRIDAY HA 1 GIVE HE 1 GONE HA 3
FINISH HA 12 FRIED H T 1 GIVE GIMME H T 4 GONE HE 1
FINISH S A 1 FRIED H C 2 GIVE GIMME S T 7 GONE GON H T 13
FINISH HE 2 FRIED HE 3 GIVE GIMME H C 8 GONE GON S T 1
FINISHED S C 1 FRIEND S C 1 GIVE GIMME S C 3 GONE GON HA 2
FINISHED HA 1 FRIENDS HE 1 GIVE GIMME S 0 1 GOO H T 3
FIRST H T 3 FROM S T 1 GIVE GIMMEE H T 1 GOO S T 1
FIRST H C 2 FROM H C 3 GLAD S C 1 GOO T E 1
FIRST S C 1 FROM HA 4 GLASS H C 1 GOOD H T 6
FIRST HA 1 FROM HE 2 GLASS HA 3 GOOD S T 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1614 GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1615
GOOD S C 1 GREY H C 4 HANDS HE 2 HEAD H T 2
GOOD HA 8 GRIM H T 1 HAPPEN HE 2 HEAD S T 1
GOOD T A 1 GRIMM S C 1 HAPPENED S T 2 HEAD S C 3
GOOD S A 15 GROW HA 2 HAPPENED HE 1 HEAD HA 3
GOOD HE 6 GROW HE 1 HAPPENING HAPPENI S A 1 HEAD HE 3
GOOD T E 1 GROWING H T 1 HARD S T 1 HEADS S T 1
GOOD S E 2 GROWN S C 1 HAS S T 1 HEALTH HE 2
GOODNIGHT HA 1 GUESS H A 5 HAS H A 6 HEAR H T 13
GOODNIGHT HE 2 GUESS S A 1 HAS S A 7 HEAR S T 1
GOODS HA 1 GUESS HE 1 HAS H E 2 HEAR H C 8
GOODY H T 1 GUITAR HA 2 HASN'T HE 1 HEAR HA 10
GOT H T 15 GUM H C 1 HAT S T 2 HEAR S A 2
GOT T T 2 GUM S C 1 HAT HE 1 HEAR HO 1
GOT S T 15 GUM H A 1 HAVE H T 3 HEAR HE 20
GOT H C 24 GUMBAYA *MADEUP S T 1 HAVE S T 8 HEAR S E 1
GOT S C 9 GUMBAYA *MADEUP S C 1 HAVE H C 2 HEARD HE 3
GOT H A 15 GUYS H T 1 HAVE S C 7 HEARING HE 1
GOT SA 3 H H T 2 HAVE HA 14 HEARING HEARIN HA 1
GOT S 0 1 H S T 2 HAVE S A 17 HEART S T 3
GOT HE 5 H HA 1 HAVE HE 18 HEART S C 4
GOT GOTTA H T 2 H HE 1 HAVE T E 1 HEART S E 3
GOT GOTTA S T 4 HA H T 8 HAVE HAFTA S C 2 HEE *SOUND S T 3
GOT GOTTA H C 10 HA T T 3 HAVE HAFTA HA 1 HEE *SOUND H C 1
GOT GOTTA HA 5 HA ST 7 HAVE HAFTA HE 4 HELLO H C 1
GOT GOTTA HE 6 HA H C 14 HAVE MIGHT'V HA 1 HELLO S O 1
GOT GOTTA SE 1 HA S C 5 HAVEN'T HA 1 HELLO HE 2
GOTTEN HA 1 HA HA 23 HAVEN'T S A 1 HELP S A 1
GRABBED ST 2 HA S 0 4 HAVEN'T HE 1 HELPED S A 1
GRADE H T 1 HA HE 5 HAVEN'T S E 2 HENRY H C 4
GRADUATED HE 1 HABIT HA 1 HAVING HE 3 HENRY HA 1
GRAEME S C 3 HAD H T 1 HAWKINS ST 1 HER H T 1
GRAEME HE 4 HAD ST 8 HAWKINS S 0 1 HER S T 1
GRAM H T 1 HAD H C 4 HAWKINS S E 1 HER H C 5
GRAND GRAN HA 1 HAD H A 15 HE H T 13 HER S C 2
GRANDMA H T 1 HAD S A 1 HE ST 33 HER HA 13
GRANDMA HC 1 HAD HE 4 HE HC 14 HER HE 9
GRANDMA HA 1 HAH H E 3 HE S C 12 HER S E 3
GRANDMA GRAMMA H T 5 HAH SE 1 HE HA 22 HERBERT HA 1
GRANDMA GRAN'MA H T 2 HAIR HA 1 HE S A 2 HERE H T 18
GRANDMA GRAN'MA HC 3 HALLELUJAH H T 1 HE S 0 1 HERE S T 14
GRANDMA GRANMA H T 2 HALLELUJAH S T 1 HE H E 16 HERE H C 9
GRANDMA GRANMA HA 1 HAND S T 1 HE S E 1 HERE S C 19
GRANDMOTHER HE 2 HAND SC 2 HE'D HA 2 HERE HA 31
GRANDMOTHER GRANMOT S T 1 HAND HA 1 HE'D HE 1 HERE S A 17
GRANDMOTHER'S HE 1 HAND S A 53 HE'LL S T 2 HERE S O 3
GRANDPA H C 5 HAND SO 3 HE'LL H C 1 HERE HE 35
GRANDPA GRAMPA H C 1 HAND HE 2 HE'LL S C 1 HERE S E 2
GRANDPA GRANPA H C 1 HAND S E 2 HE'LL H A 1 HERSELF HE 3
GRANDPA GRANPA HA 1 HANDER S A 1 HE'S H T 2 HEY H T 3
GRANDS HA 1 HANDERS S A 1 HE'S S T 3 HEY S T 8
GREASY S T 1 HANDS H C 2 HE'S H C 2 HEY H C 9
GREAT HE 1 HANDS S C 1 HE'S HA 4 HEY S C 5
GREEN H T 1 HANDS HA 5 HE'S HE 2 HEY HE 8
GREEN HE 1 HANDS S A 5 HE'S S E 1 HEY T E 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1613
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOUD H C 3 MARY S C 2 MENUS HA 1 MISTER HE 2
LOUD HA 3 MARY S A 4 MESS S T 1 MOMENT S A 1
LOUD S A 1 MASHED H T 2 MESS S A 1 MOMMA H C 9
LOUD HE 1 MASHED H C 1 MESSED S 0 1 MOMMA'S HA 1
LOUDER HA 1 MASHED HA 1 MESSY S C 1 MOMMY H T 32
LOUDER HE 1 MASHED HE 1 MICHELE S A 1 MOMMY H C 2
LOVE H T 3 MAT S T 1 MICKEY S T 1 MOMMY HA 3
LOVE H C 2 MATTER HE 1 MICKEY S C 4 MONDAY HE 1
LOVES H T 17 MAY S C 1 MICKEY S 0 1 MONIQUE S A 1
LOVES H C 10 MAY HA 1 MICKEY S E 2 MONTHS HA 1
LOVES HA 1 MAY S A 1 MICRO H C 1 MORE H T 2
LOVES HE 1 MAYBE HA 1 MICROPHONE H T 1 MORE S T 3
LUCKIES HA 1 MAYBE S A 4 MICROPHONE H C 1 MORE H C 4
LUCKY HA 1 MAYBE HE 1 MICROPHONE S C 1 MORE S C 4
LUCKY HE 1 MAYONNAISE H C 1 MICROPHONE H E 4 MORE H A 8
LUNCH S E 1 MAYONNAISE H A 1 MICROPHONE S E 2 MORE S A 1
LYNETTE S T 2 ME H T 22 MIDDLE HA 1 MORE HE 2
LYNETTE S C 2 ME S T 19 MIGHT H T 1 MORNING S T 6
LYNETTE S A 1 ME H C 13 MIGHT HA 4 MORNING S C 5
M H T 4 ME S C 19 MIGHT H E 1 MORNING HA 2
MA H T 1 ME H A 13 MIGHT MIGHT'V H A 1 MORNING T A 1
MA HA 1 ME SA 5 MIGUEL H C 1 MORNING S A 8
MAD T E 1 ME S 0 6 MIKE HA 2 MORNING T E 2
MADE H T 1 ME H E 10 MILK HA 6 MORNING MORNIN HA 3
MADE H C 1 ME S E 2 MILLIE HA 1 MOST S A 1
MADE S C 4 ME GIMME H T 4 MIND HA 4 MOST HE 1
MADE H A 2 ME GIMME S T 7 MIND S A 1 MOTHER S C 4
MADE S0 1 ME GIMME H C 8 MINDING MINDIN H C 1 MOTHER HA 1
MAKE H T 3 ME GIMME S C 3 MINE H T 1 MOTLEY H C 1
MAKE S T 8 ME GIMME S 0 1 MINE S T 2 MOUNT S T 1
MAKE H C 1 ME GIMMEE H T 1 MINE H C 1 MOUNTAIN S T 4
MAKE S C 6 ME LEMME H T 2 MINE S C 2 MOUSE S C 3
MAKE HA 1 ME LEMME H C 5 MINE HO 1 MOUSE SO 1
MAKE S A 6 ME LEMME S C 1 MINES S T 1 MOUSE S E 2
MAKE S 0 1 ME LEMME HA 1 MINES H C 2 MOUTH H C 1
MAKE H E 2 ME LEMME HE 5 MINES S C 3 MOUTH S C 1
MAKE S E 3 ME LEMMI H T 6 MINUTE H C 5 MOUTH HA 4
MAKING S T 2 ME LEMMI H C 15 MINUTE S C 1 MOUTH HE 1
MAKING H E 1 ME LEMMI HE 1 MINUTE HA 6 MOVE H T 1
MAKING MAKIN H T 1 MEALS HA 1 MINUTE S A 6 MOVE S C 1
MAKING MAKIN S T 3 MEAN H T 6 MINUTE HE 1 MOVE HA 6
MAKING MAKIN S C 2 MEAN H C 1 MINUTES H C 1 MOVE S A 1
MAKING MAKIN S A 1 MEAN HA 1 MINUTES S A 2 MOVE HE 1
MAMA H C 2 MEAN S A 1 MINUTES H E 9 MR H A 3
MAN H T 1 MEAN HE 2 MISS H T 2 MR H E 2
MAN S T 6 MEAN S E 1 MISS ST 1 MRS S A 1
MAN HA 1 MEANS HA 1 MISS H C 1 MRS H E 1
MANAGEMENT HA 1 MEANS HE 3 MISS S C 2 MRS S E 1
MANY HA 1 MEAT H T 1 MISS S O 1 MUCH H C 1
MANY S A 4 MEAT HA 2 MISSED S O 1 MUCH HE 11
MARCH H T 1 MEAT HE 2 MISTER H T 2 MUD S T 10
MARCHING S T 1 MEETING H E 1 MISTER S T 1 MUFF H C 1
MARY H T 1 MEMBER HA 1 MISTER S C 5 MUFFS H T 5
MARY S T 1 MEN H T 1 MISTER HA 2 MUFFS HE 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1622 GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1623
MUGGY H C 1 NINE H T 1 NUMBER H T 2 OLD H A 2
MUSIC S C 1 NINETEEN HE 1 NUMBERS H T 1 OLD S A 1
MUST H A 3 NO H T 29 NURSE S T 1 OLD HE 1
MY H T 41 NO S T 21 NURSERY H C 2 OLD S E 1
MY T T 2 NO H C 16 NURSERY HA 1 OLD OL S T 3
MY S T 44 NO S C 23 OF H T 6 OLDEST HA 1
MY H C 32 NO H A 31 OF S T 2 ON H T 70
MY SC 29 NO S A 9 OF HC 2 ON TT 1
MY HA 6 NO S0 1 OF S C 2 ON S T 29
MY S A 3 NO H E 98 OF H A 9 ON H C 22
MY S 0 10 NO S E 24 OF S A 7 ON S C 13
MY H E 8 NO NA H A 1 OF S 0 1 ON H A 82
MYSELF HA 1 NO NAA H T 1 OF H E 12 ON S A 19
N H T 1 NOBODY S C 3 OF TE 1 ON HO 1
N S T 1 NOBODY HA 2 OF S E 1 ON S 0 1
N H E 1 NOISE H T 4 OF KINDA HA 1 ON H E 55
NACK S T 1 NOISE HA 1 OF OUTA H T 1 ON T E 5
NAIL H T 1 NOISE S A 1 OF SORTA HA 1 ON SE 1
NAME H T 3 NOISE H E 1 OF SORTA HE 1 ONCE HE 1
NAME S T 6 NOISE SE 1 OFF H T 25 ONE H T 4
NAME H C 11 NOISES H E 2 OFF S T 3 ONE S T 16
NAME S C 10 NONE H T 1 OFF HC 2 ONE H C 10
NAME S A 1 NONE H E 1 OFF S C 2 ONE S C 9
NAME S O 1 NOPE H T 2 OFF HA 8 ONE HA 8
NAME HE 5 NOPE SC I OFF S A 3 ONE S A 19
NAME S E 1 NOPE S A 1 OFF SO 1 ONE S 0 1
NAPKIN H T 1 NORMALLY HE 1 OFF HE 16 ONE HE 10
NAPKIN TT 1 NORTH H C 1 OFF SE 1 ONE SE 3
NAPKIN HE 1 NOSE H C 1 OFTEN SC 1 ONES H T 2
NAPKIN TE 1 NOT H T 11 OH H T 6 ONLY ST 2
NASTY H T 1 NOT ST 10 OH TT 1 ONLY H C 1
NAVY HA 1 NOT H C 9 OH ST 8 ONLY SC 2
NEAR SC 1 NOT SC 23 OH H C 11 ONLY S A 1
NECESSARY HE 2 NOT HA 18 OH SC 6 ONLY HE 1
NEED HC 2 NOT S A 8 OH HA 23 ONLY S E 1
NEED SC 2 NOT HO I1 OH SA 5 OOPS HE 1
NEED S A 1 NOT S O 4 OH S 0 5 OPEN H T 1
NEST H T 1 NOT H E 17 OH HE 39 OPEN ST 13
NEVER H T 14 NOT S E I OH TE 1 OPEN HA 4
NEVER ST 2 NOTES H T 1 OH S E 4 OPEN HE 2
NEVER HA 4 NOTHING H T 3 OH OHH HE 1 OPENER H T 3
NEVER HE 2 NOTHING NOTHIN H T 8 OKAY H T 1 OPPOSITE S A 1
NEW HE 1 NOTHING NOTHIN ST 1 OKAY ST 3 OR H T 1
NEWS H T 2 NOTHING NOTHIN H C 5 OKAY H C 6 OR ST 2
NEXT S A 3 NOTICED HE 1 OKAY SC 1 OR H C 4
NEXT HE 1 NOW H T 19 OKAY H A 25 OR H A 5
NICE HA 2 NOW S T 2 OKAY S A 14 OR SA 5
NICE S A 1 NOW H C 8 OKAY HO 1 OR H E 9
NICE S E 2 NOW S C 1 OKAY H E 67 ORANGE S T 9
NICK S T 1 NOW H A 23 OKAY S E 10 ORDER H A 1
NIGHT S T 6 NOW S A 18 OKAY KAY H C 1 ORGANIZING ORGANIZ S A 1
NIGHT H A 4 NOW S0 1 OKAY KAY S C 1 ORLANDO H T 1
NIGHT S0 1 NOW H E 13 OLD S T 1 ORLANDO HE 2
NIGHT HE 1 NOW S E 5 OLD H C 1 OTHER H T 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1620 GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1621
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DIS H T 15
DIS S T 10
DIS H C 5
DIS S C 8
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GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1629
GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1632 GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1633
TIME S A 1 TODAY'S S T 1 TRY HA 4 UNLOCKED H E 1
TIME S 0 1 TODAY'S H E 1 TRY S A 1 UNLOOSEN H T 1
TIME HE 9 TODD S T 6 TRY H E 1 UNTIL H E 1
TIMES S C 1 TODD S C 1 TRY S E 1 UNUSUAL H E 1
TIMES S A 1 TODD S A 5 TRY TRYNA HE 1 UP H T 8
TIMES HE 3 TODD'S S C 1 TRYING TRYIN HC 1 UP S T 2
TIRED S A 3 TOES H T 1 TRYING TRYIN H A 1 UP H C 2
TISHA S T 9 TOES S T 1 TRYING TRYIN S A 2 UP S C 4
TISHA S C 2 TOES S A 2 TRYING TRYIN S E 1 UP H A 13
TISHA S A 3 TOGETHER HA 2 TUGGY *MADEUP H C 1 UP S A 8
TO H T 22 TOGETHER S A 2 TURN H T 7 UP S 0 1
TO S T 11 TOLD S T 1 TURN S T 2 UP H E 11
TO H C 21 TOLD S C 1 TURN S C 2 UP S E 2
TO S C 18 TOLD HE 2 TURN S 0 2 UPSET H C 1
TO H A 49 TOLD TOL H T 2 TURN HE 2 UPSTAIRS H T 1
TO S A 16 TOLD TOL HA 1 TURNED H T 2 US H T 1
TO S 0 1 TOMORROW H T 1 TURNED S T 1 US S T 2
TO H E 58 TOMORROW HA 2 TURNED H C 1 US S C 3
TO S E 3 TOMORROW S A 1 TWO S T 5 USE H T 5
TO GONNA H T 21 TOMORROW H E 3 TWO S C 1 USE H C 2
TO GONNA S T 9 TOMORROW TOMOR H T 1 TWO H A 2 USE S C 2
TO GONNA H C 2 TOMORROWS MORROWS S T 1 TWO S A 2 USE S A 4
TO GONNA S C 9 TONGUE S C 1 TWO H E 4 USE H E 2
TO GONNA HA 13 TONGUE S A 2 TYPE H C 1 USED H C 1
TO GONNA S A 7 TONIGHT HA 7 TYRONE S C 1 USED S C 1
TO GONNA HE 26 TONY H T 2 UH *SOUND H T 12 USED HA 3
TO GONNA T E 1 TONY H C 1 UH *SOUND S T 18 USED S A 1
TO GONNA S E 2 TONY H E 2 UH *SOUND H C 17 USING S T 1
TO GOTTA H T 2 TOO H T 2 UH *SOUND HA 16 USING S E 1
TO GOTTA S T 4 TOO S T 14 UH *SOUND S A 8 USING USIN H T 1
TO GOTTA H C 10 TOO H C 4 UH *SOUND S 0 1 USING USIN H C 1
TO GOTTA HA 5 TOO S C 5 UH *SOUND HE 27 USING USIN SC 4
TO GOTTA H E 6 TOO H A 12 UH *SOUND T E 1 USING USIN S A 1
TO GOTTA SE 1 TOO SA 2 UH *SOUND S E 5 USING USIN SE 1
TO HAFTA S C 2 TOO H E 7 UH-HUH MHM HC 2 USUALLY HE 1
TO HAFTA HA 1 TOOK H T 1 UH-HUH MHM H A 1 V H T 1
TO HAFTA HE 4 TOOK S T 4 UH-HUH MHM H E 2 V S 0 1
TO TA H C 1 TOOK S C 6 UH-HUH UHMUHM HA 1 VACUUM HA 1
TO TA S E 1 TOOK H E 1 UM H T 2 VERY S C 2
TO TRYNA HE 1 TOP HC 1 UM S T 4 VERY HA 3
TO WANNA H T 8 TOP S C 1 UM HC 4 VERY S A 13
TO WANNA S T 6 TOP HE 1 UM S C 9 VERY HE 10
TO WANNA H C 3 TOUCH H T 2 UM H A 3 VERY S E 1
TO WANNA S C 4 TOUCH H A 6 UM S A 5 VICTORY H T 1
TO WANNA HA 10 TOUCH S A 1 UM H E 21 VOICE H T 5
TO WANNA S A 3 TOUCH HE 1 UM S E 1 VOICE S T 9
TO WANNA HE 4 TOY S C 2 UM UMM S C 2 VOICE S C 1
TODAY T T 3 TOY H A 2 UNBUTTON S T 1 VOICE HE 4
TODAY S T 3 TRACE H C 2 UNDER S T 1 VOICES HE 1
TODAY H C 1 TRAILER S T 1 UNDERNEATH H A 1 W S C 1
TODAY S C 2 TROUBLE S A 1 UNDERSTAND HE 1 WAIT H T 1
TODAY H A 10 TRUTH S T 1 UNDERSTANDING H A 1 WAIT S T 3
TODAY S A 1 TRY H T 3 UNFASTEN H E 1 WAIT H C 3
TODAY HE 3 TRY S C 1 UNIVERSITY HE 1 WAIT S C 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1634 GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1635
WAIT HA 9 WASN'T HA 3 WELL H T 1 WHEN'S H T 1
WAIT S A 5 WASN'T HE 1 WELL H C 2 WHERE H T 1
WAIT HE 9 WATCH S T 3 WELL S C 3 WHERE S T 4
WAIT S E 2 WATCH H C 2 WELL HA 13 WHERE H C 1
WAIT WAI H T 2 WATCH S C 4 WELL S A 5 WHERE HA 5
WAIT WAI H E 2 WATCH H A 1 WELL HE 17 WHERE S A 1
WAITED H E 1 WATCH S 0 1 WELL S E 2 WHERE HE 6
WAITING WAITIN H C 2 WATCH S E 2 WENT H T 1 WHERE S E 2
WAITING WAITIN H A 1 WATCHING H E 2 WENT H C 1 WHERE'S H T 1
WAKING WAKIN S C 1 WATER H T 4 WERE S C 2 WHERE'S S T 4
WALK HA 3 WATER S T 1 WERE HA 2 WHERE'S H A 1
WALKING WALKIN S C 1 WATER S C 2 WERE S A 2 WHERE'S S 0 1
WALL HA 2 WATER HA 9 WERE HE 5 WHICH S A 8
WALT HE 1 WATER H E 6 WET S T 3 WHICH HE 1
WALTER H C 1 WATER T E 2 'WET H A 3 WHILE H E 1
WALTER S C 3 WATERY S C 1 WET S A 2 WHO H T 3
WALTER S A 2 WATERY SA 2 WET S 0 1 WHO ST 6
WALTER S 0 1 WAY H T 1 WET T E 1 WHO H C 3
WALTER HE 1 WAY S T 1 WHAT H T 54 WHO S C 2
WAMMA *SOUND S C 1 WAY S C 3 WHAT S T 54 WHO HA 5
WANT H T 7 WAY HA 1 WHAT H C 6 WHO S A 1
WANT ST 5 WAY S A 6 WHAT SC 10 WHO H 0 1
WANT H C 3 WAY HE 1 WHAT H A 26 WHO HE 4
WANT SC 6 WAY SE 1 WHAT S A 20 WHO'S H T 1
WANT H A 12 WE H T 6 WHAT S 0 1 WHO'S H C 1
WANT S A 5 WE ST 26 WHAT HE 39 WHO'S SC 1
WANT SO 1 WE H C 3 WHAT TE 4 WHO'S H 0 1
WANT HE 12 WE S C 11 WHAT SE 7 WHO'S HE 2
WANT WAN H T 6 WE HA 2 WHAT SWHAT S C 1 WHOOPS HE 2
WANT WAN H C 1 WE S A 17 WHAT WAT ST 1 WHOSE H T 1
WANT WANNA H T 8 WE S O 5 WHAT WHA H T 1 WHOSE S 0 1
WANT WANNA ST 6 WE HE 12 WHAT'D HA 2 WHY H T 2
WANT WANNA H C 3 WE TE 1 WHAT'RE HA 1 WHY ST I
WANT WANNA S C 4 WE'LL S T 2 WHAT'RE HE 2 WHY HC 1
WANT WANNA HA 10 WE'LL HA 1 WHAT'S H T 1 WHY S C 3
WANT WANNA S A 3 WE'LL S A 2 WHAT'S H C 2 WHY HA 6
WANT WANNA HE 4 WE'LL HE 1 WHAT'S SC 2 WHY S A 8
WANTED HA 3 WE'RE S C 2 WHAT'S SA 2 WHY HE 7
WANTED HE 3 WE'RE S A 6 WHAT'S S 0 1 WHY SE 5
WANTS S T 1 WE'RE HE 11 WHAT'S H E 6 WIFE H A 1
WARM H A 1 WE'RE S E 1 WHAT'S S E 7 WIFE S 0 1
WAS H T 5 WEAR H T 1 WHAT'S WHAS H T 16 WIG S T 8
WAS S T 10 WEAR HA 5 WHAT'S WHAS S T 5 WIGGIES *MADEUP S T 3
WAS H C 15 WEAR S A 1 WHAT'S WHAS S C 3 WIGGY *MADEUP S T 11
WAS S C 14 WEAR HE 1 WHATEVER WHETEVE H A 1 WIGS S T 1
WAS HA 12 WEARING WEARIN S C 1 WHEN H T 5 WIGS S C 1
WAS S 0 2 WEATHER HA 2 WHEN S T 6 WIGS S A 1
WAS HE 14 WEATHER S A 1 WHEN H C 9 WIGS S E 2
WAS S E 1 WEDNESDAY HA 1 WHEN S C 1 WILL H T 2
WASH H C 2 WEEK S A 2 WHEN H A 5 WILL S T 4
WASH S C 1 WEEK S E 1 WHEN S A 4 WILL S C 1
WASH S E 2 WELCOME H T 1 WHEN S 0 3 WILL HA 2
WASN'T S T 1 WELCOME HA 4 WHEN HE 13 WILL S A 5
WASN'T S C 2 WELCOME T A 1 WHEN S E 1 WILL HE 3
















































































































































































































YA H T 1
YA HC 1
YA H E 1
YA'LL S T 1







































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 5 1637
A H T 70 AH S T 1 ALRIGHT S E 3 ANKLE H C 1
A TT 4 AH S C 2 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H C 7 ANOTHER H T 1
A S T 75 AH HA 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S C 2 ANOTHER S T 8
A H C 91 AH H E 3 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S A 7 ANOTHER S C 2
A S C 61 AH TE 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H E 21 ANOTHER HA 2
A H A 38 AH S E 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT T E 1 ANOTHER S A 2
A S A 41 AHEAD H C 5 ALSO S C 1 ANOTHER SO 1
A H 0 4 AHEAD 'HEAD H C 2 ALSO S A 1 ANOTHER HE 1
A S 0 7 AIN'T H T 8 ALWAYS H T 9 ANSWER HA 1
A H E 106 AIN'T S T 21 ALWAYS S T 4 ANSWERED S T 1
A T E 4 AIN'T H C 14 ALWAYS S C 3 ANTENNA HA 2
A S E 12 AIN'T S C 20 ALWAYS HA 1 ANTHONY H T 4
A HAVIN'A H C I AIN'T S A 1 ALWAYS S A i ANTHONY H C 37
A I'MMA H T 3 AIN'T S O 2 ALWAYS HE 1 ANTHONY S C 43
A I'MMA S T 1 AIN'T H E 1 AM S C 1 ANTHONY HA 42
A I'MMA S C 1 AIR H T 1 AM H A 2 ANTHONY S A 9
A WHATA H A 2 AIR HA 1 AM S 0 1 ANTHONY S 0 6
A WHATA HE 3 AIRPLANE S C 4 AM H E 3 ANTHONY HE 41
AARON S T 3 AIRPLANE S A 4 AMEN H T 4 ANTHONY T E 3
AARON H C 1 AIRPORT H T 3 AMEN H C 4 ANTHONY S E 5
AARON S C 5 AIRPORT H E 1 AMEN HE 3 ANTHONY'S S C 1
AARON S A 3 ALL H T 9 AN H T 24 ANTHONY'S HA 1
ABLE HA 1 ALL S T 8 AN T T 2 ANTHONY'S HE 1
ABOUT H T 2 ALL HC 26 AN S T 15 ANY HA 2
ABOUT S T 1 ALL S C 8 AN H C 60 ANY S A 3
ABOUT S C 1 ALL H A 17 AN S C 17 ANY H E 4
ABOUT H A 7 ALL S A 5 AN H A 24 ANYBODY S A 3
ABOUT S A 3 ALL S 0 1 AN T A 2 ANYHONY *MADEUP H C 1
ABOUT H E 14 ALL H E 16 AN S A 18 ANYHONY *MADEUP H A 1
ABOUT 'BOUT H C 1 ALL S E 1 AN H E 51 ANYMORE S A 2
ABOUT 'BOUT S C 2 ALL Y'ALL S T 9 AN S E 3 ANYMORE HE 1
ABOUT 'BOUT T E 1 ALL Y'ALL H C 13 AND H T 12 ANYONE H C 1
ABRAHAM H C 1 ALL Y'ALL S C 3 AND S T 12 ANYONE HE 1
ACCIDENT HE 1 ALL Y'ALL HA 2 AND H C 6 ANYTHING H T 1
ACROSS T T 1 ALL Y'ALL S A 1 AND S C 27 ANYTHING H C 2
ACROSS S T 1 ALL Y'ALL S 0 1 AND HA 4 ANYTHING HA 2
ACROSS H C 1 ALL Y'ALL H E I AND S A 34 ANYTHING S A 1
ACROSS HA 1 ALLOWED H T 1 AND H 0 5 ANYTHING HE 2
ACTING HE 1 ALMOST H C 1 AND SO 79 ANYTIME H T 1
AFRO HE 1 ALMOST HE 2 AND HE 11 ANYWAY S C 1
AFTER H T 2 ALMOST ALMOS H T 1 AND S E 1 ANYWAY HA 2
AFTER HA 4 ALMOST ALMOS H C 1 AND 'N' T T 2 ANYWAY HE 5
AFTER S A 1 ALMOST ALMOS HE 2 AND 'N' H C 1 APART S T 1
AFTERNOON H E 1 ALONE S C 2 AND AN(D) H E 1 APART S C 1
AGAIN H T 9 ALONE HE 6 AND AN' H T 20 APARTMENT PARTMEN S C 1
AGAIN S T 1 ALONE S E 1 AND AN' S T 12 APOLLO H C 3
AGAIN H C 5 ALONG HA 1 AND AN' H C 17 APOLLO HE 1
AGAIN S C 3 ALREADY H C 1 AND AN' S C 19 APOLLO 'POLLO H C 1
AGAIN H A 1 ALREADY SC 5 AND AN' HA 12 ARE H T 1
AGAIN S 0 1 ALREADY H E 1 AND AN' S A 23 ARE S T 2
AGAIN HE 4 ALRIGHT HC 2 AND AN' S 0 1 ARE HC 1
AGAIN S E 1 ALRIGHT HA 1 AND AN' HE 25 ARE S C 1
AGE H E 1 ALRIGHT S A 1 ANIMALS H T 1 ARE HA 3
AH H T 3 ALRIGHT HE 1 ANIMALS S C 1 ARE T A 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1640 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1641
ARE S A 7 ATTENDANCE S C 3 BARBECUE H C 1 BEEN HA 1
ARE H E 19 ATTENDANCE S A 2 BARELY HE 1 BEEN S A 2
ARE S E 1 ATTENTION S C 1 BATH S T 1 BEEN HE 8
AREA S T 3 ATTENTION S A 1 BATH HA 1 BEEN S E 1
AREA S C 2 AUNT H C 3 BATHROOM H T 2 BEEP HE 1
AREA S A 2 AUSTIN H C 1 BATHROOM S T 4 BEER HA 2
AREN'T S A 1 AUTOMATIC S T 1 BATHROOM H C 8 BEER HE 1
AREN'T HE 3 AUTOMATICALLY H C 1 BATHROOM H A 1 BEFORE H C 1
ARM HA 2 AVENUE HA 1 BATHROOM S A 1 BEFORE S C 4
ARMS H T 1 AW H T 1 BATHROOM S 0 1 BEFORE HA 3
AROUND H T 4 AW HC 1 BATHS S C 1 BEFORE S A 1
AROUND HC 1 AW H E 2 BATHTUB S T 4 BEFORE HE 6
AROUND S C 2 AWAY S T 2 BAY H T 3 BEFORE 'FORE H C 2
AROUND HA 2 AWAY HA 2 BE H T 42 BEG H C 1
AROUND S 0 3 AWAY S A 2 BE ST 16 BEGGING BEGGIN' HA 2
AROUND HE 1 AWAY H E 1 BE H C 19 BEHIND HA 1
AROUND 'ROUN H T 3 AWAYS H T 1 BE S C 3 BEING HE 1
AROUND AROUN H T 1 AWFUL ST 3 BE HA 15 BEING BEEIN H T 1
AROUND AROUN HC 1 B H T 2 BE SA 4 BEING BEIN H C 1
AROUND AROUN HA 1 B H C 14 BE H E 17 BELIEVE H T 1
AROUND AROUN' H T 1 BABE S C 1 BE S E 2 BELIEVE HE 2
AROUND AROUN' S C 2 BABES H C 2 BEANS H C 3 BELIEVED HE 1
AROUND AROUN' HA 1 BABY H T 21 BEANS H E 1 BELONG H C 2
ARRIVE HE 1 BABY ST 7 BEAR SC 3 BELONG SA 1
ARRIVED HE 1 BABY HC 7 BEARS ST 1 BELT H T 2
ARROW SA 1 BABY SC 3 BEARS SC 1 BENDING BENDIN' H T 2
ART ST 1 BABY HA 2 BEAT H T 1 BESIDES HE 2
AS HT 2 BABY HE 1 BEAT H C 5 BEST ST 1
AS H C 3 BACK H T 3 BEAT HA 1 BEST H C 2
AS H A 5 BACK ST 11 BEAT HE 5 BEST BES ST 5
AS HE 8 BACK H C 14 BEATEN H C 1 BEST BES H C 1
AS SE 1 BACK SC 8 BEATEN H E 1 BET SC 1
ASK H T 2 BACK HA 11 BECAUSE HC 4 BET BETCHA H T 1
ASK HA 1 BACK SA 10 BECAUSE SC 1 BET BETCHA HE 1
ASK SA 1 BACK HE 14 BECAUSE HA 1 BETTER H T 1
ASKED HE 1 BACK SE 6 BECAUSE SA 1 BETTER ST 5
ASLEEP H C 3 BACKWARDS H C 1 BECAUSE HE 3 BETTER H C 2
AT H T 10 BACON ST 1 BECAUSE SE 1 BETTER SC 3
AT ST 11 BAD ST 4 BECAUSE CAUSE H T 6 BETTER HA 3
AT HC 14 BAD SC 1 BECAUSE CAUSE ST 2 BETTER SO 2
AT SC 4 BAD H A 3 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H C 13 BETTER HE 7
AT HA 10 BAD S O 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SC 2 BETTER TE 1
AT SA 4 BAD HE 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 2 BETTER SE 2
AT S 0 1 BAG H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H E 12 BIG H T 12
AT H E 16 BALD H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SE 1 BIG ST 3
ATE H T 1 BALL S T 2 BED S T 4 BIG H C 5
ATE S T 1 BALL H C 6 BED S C 6 BIG S C 6
ATE HA 2 BALL S A 1 BED H A 7 BIG HA 4
ATE H E 1 BALL H E 1 BED S 0 1 BIG SA 1
ATLANTA S C 2 BALLET H T 2 BED H E 2 BIG S 0 1
ATLANTA S A 3 BALLET H C 3 BEDS S T 1 BIG HE 5
ATLANTA A'LANTA S A 2 BALLET H E 2 BEEN S T 9 BIGGER S T 1
ATTACHED H T 1 BANGED HA 1 BEEN H C 2 BIGGER H C 3
ATTACHED HE 1 BANK S A 1 BEEN S C 8 BIGGER SC 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1638 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1639
BIGGER H E 1 BOTHERING BOTHERI H C 1 BRO H E 1 BUT H E 14
BIGGEST S C 2 BOTHERING BOTHERI S A 1 BROKE H T 3 BUTCH S C 4
BIKE H C 1 BOTTLE HA 3 BROKE S T 1 BUTT H T 1
BIKE HE 2 BOTTOM S T 2 BROKE H C 1 BUTTER H T 3
BINGO HE 1 BOTTOM S C 1 BROKE S C 1 BUTTER S T 1
BIRD S A 1 BOUGHT H T 5 BROKE HA 1 BUTTER H C 2
BIRDS T T 2 BOUGHT S C 1 BROKE HE 2 BUTTER HA 2
BIRTHDAY S C 1 BOUGHT H A 1 BROKEN H E 3 BUTTERNUT H C 1
BIT H T 1 BOUGHT HE 1 BRONX H C 2 BUTTERNUT HA 1
BIT S 0 1 BOUNCED HE 1 BRONX HE 1 BUTTON HA 1
BIT H E 1 BOUND HE 1 BROTHER H T 3 BUY H C 1
BITES S A 1 BOUT H E 1 BROTHER T T 1 BUY S C 1
BLACK H T 4 BOX S C 2 BROTHER S T 2 BUY H A 2
BLACK S T 2 BOY H T 7 BROTHER H C 6 BY H T 10
BLACK H C 7 BOY T T 1 BROTHER S C 5 BY H C 7
BLACK S C 1 BOY S T 4 BROTHER H A 3 BY S C 3
BLACK H A 1 BOY H C 11 BROTHER H E 1 BY H A 2
BLACK H E 1 BOY S C 6 BROTHER T E 1 BY S A 3
BLAKELY S C 2 BOY H A 4 BROUGHT H T 3 BY H 0 1
BLASINGAME S C 2 BOY S A 4 BROUGHT H A 1 BY H E 3
BLEED H C 2 BOY S 0 1 BROUGHT SA 2 BYE H T 2
BLEEDING H C 1 BOY H E 2 BROUGHT H 0 1 BYE S T 1
BLESS H T 2 BOY'S S C 2 BROWN H T 2 BYE H C 4
BLINKING BLINKIN H T 1 BOY'S S A 1 BROWN S T 1 BYE H A 2
BLOCK S T 4 BOYFRIEND S T 1 BROWN S A 1 BYE H E 4
BLOCK H C 1 BOYFRIEND S C 3 BRUSH H C 1 C H T 1
BLOCK SC 4 BOYS H C 7 BRUSH S C 1 C H C 1
BLOW S T 1 BOYS S C 12 BRUSH S 0 3 CAB H C 1
BLOW HE 3 BOYS S A 13 BUDDY S C 1 CAGE H T 1
BLUE H C 1 BOYS S 0 1 BUGGER S C 2 CAGE S A 1
BLUE HA 1 BOYS HE 1 BUGGERS S C 3 CALL S T 5
BLUE H 0 2 BOYS' H C 1 BUGGERS S 0 1 CALL H C 4
BLUMSTEIN H T 2 BOYS' H E 1 BUHDUHMPSEKTOH*MADEUP H T 1 CALL S C 1
BLUMSTEIN S T 2 BRAID S C 1 BUILDING BUILDIN S T 1 CALL H A 5
BLUMSTEIN S A 2 BRANDH A 1 BUM H C 1 CALL HE 1
BLUMSTEIN'S HA 2 BREAK S T 1 BUMPED H C 2 CALLED H T 1
BLUMSTEIN'S S A 1 BREAK H C 2 BUNCH S C 3 CALLED H C 1
BOARD S A 1 BREAK S C 3 BURGER H T 4 CALLED HA 1
BOAT S T 5 BREAK HA 3 BURGER HA 2 CALLING H T 3
BOAT S C 3 BREAK S A 1 BURN H C 2 CALLING S T 3
BODY HE 1 BREAK HE 1 BURN HA 1 CALLING 'CALLIN S C 1
BOOK H C 1 BREAKFAST H A 1 BURN S 0 1 CALLING CALLIN' H T 1
BOOK H A 1 BREAKING BREAKIN H T 1 BUS H C 1 CALLING CALLIN S T 1
BOOK S A 6 BREATH S T 1 BUSINESS H E 4 CALLING CALLIN' H T 1
BOOKS H C 2 BRICK S A 6 BUST S T 2 CALLING CALLIN' S T 13
BORING H C 1 BRIGHT H C 1 BUST BUS' H C 1 CALLING CALLIN' S C 2
BORING BORIN' H C 1 BRIGHT H 0 1 BUSY ST 1 CAME S T 1
BOSS S T 2 BRIGHTEN H 0 1 BUSY S A 1 CAME HC 5
BOTH H T 3 BRING H A 4 BUT H T 17 CAME S C 4
BOTH H C 4 BRING S A 6 BUT S T 9 CAME HA 2
BOTH H E 1 BRING S 0 1 BUT H C 9 CAME HE 2
BOTHER H C 1 BRING H E 1 BUT S C 5 CAN H T 22
BOTHER HE 3 BRINGING BRINGIN S C 2 BUT H A 7 CAN S T 4
BOTHER S E 1 BRINGS S A 1 BUT S A 3 CAN H C 28
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1644 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1645
CAN S C 15 CARS S 0 1 CHOCOLATE H C 1 CODE HE 1
CAN H A 7 CART H A 1 CHOO *SOUND H T 8 COFFEE H A 1
CAN S A 5 CARVER S A 1 CHOO *SOUND H C 4 COKE H T 4
CAN S 0 4 CARVER S 0 1 CHRISTMAS H T 1 COLD H T 5
CAN H E 40 CASE S A 1 CHRISTOPHER S T 2 COLD T T 2
CAN T E 2 CASSIDY S C 1 CHUMP H T 1 COLD H C 6
CAN S E 4 CAT H T 1 CHUNK S T 1 COLD S C 1
CAN'T H T 9 CAT S T 4 CHUNK S C 3 COLD HA 1
CAN'T S T 3 CAT S C 2 CHURCH S C 2 COLD HE 13
CAN'T H C 5 CAT H A 2 CHURCH S A 3 COLOR H T 2
CAN'T S C 10 CATCH H T 1 CIGARETTES HA 1 COLOR HA 1
CAN'T HA 1 CATCH S T 2 CIRCLE H T 2 COLOR S A 3
CAN'T S A 11 CATCH HE 1 CIRCUS S C 1 COMB H T 1
CAN'T S O 4 CAUGHT H T 1 CITY H T 1 COMB H C 2
CAN'T HE 5 CAUGHT S T 1 CITY S A 1 COMB S C 1
CANDLESTICK S T 1 CAUGHT H C 2 CLAP S 0 7 COMB S 0 4
CANDY H C 1 CAUGHT S 0 1 CLAPPED S A 1 COME H T 8
CANDY S C 2 CAUSE H T 2 CLASS H C 8 COME S T 10
CANDY HA 2 CAUSE H C 10 CLASS HA 1 COME H C 15
CAP H C 2 CAUSE S C 2 CLASSWORK H C 1 COME S C 12
CAPITAL S T 1 CAUSE S A 1 CLEAN H T 1 COME HA 31
CAPITAL S A 1 CAUSE H 0 1 CLEAN HA 4 COME S A 18
CAPITAL S 0 1 CAUSE HE 6 CLEANING H A 1 COME H 0 2
CAPS H C 1 CAUSE S E 2 CLEANING CLEANIN HE 1 COME S 0 2
CAPS HE 1 CHAIR H T 1 CLICK ST 3 COME HE 11
CAR H T 7 CHAIR ST 2 CLICK H C 2 COME T E 2
CAR ST 13 CHAIR H C 5 CLICK HE 1 COME SE 3
CAR H C 13 CHAIR S C 3 CLIMB SC 1 COME C"MERE HC 2
CAR SC 22 CHAIR HA 1 CLIMB S A 3 COME C'MERE SC 3
CAR HA 1 CHAIR SO 2 CLIMB SE 1 COME C'MERE HA 1
CAR S A 1 CHAIRS ST 1 CLIMBED H T 1 COME C'MERE S 0 1
CAR S 0 2 CHANCE ST 1 CLOSE H T 2 COME C'MERE HE 1
CARD H T 1 CHANCES S O 2 CLOSE S T 1 COME C'MON H T 1
CARD HE 2 CHANGE HE 3 CLOSE H C 8 COME C'MON ST 1
CARDS H C 5 CHANGED HE 1 CLOSE S C 1 COME C'MON H C 1
CARDS HE 4 CHANNEL H T 1 CLOSE S A 2 COME C'MON SC 4
CARE H T 1 CHANNEL H C 1 CLOSE S O 3 COME C'MON HA 3
CARE H C 1 CHANNEL HA 2 CLOSE HE 1 COME C'MON HE 7
CARE HA 1 CHARACTERS H T 1 CLOSED SC 1 COME COMIN H C 2
CARE HE 1 CHART S A 2 CLOSER SC 1 COME COMIN SC 1
CAREFUL H E 1 CHASING CHASIN' S C 1 CLOSET H T 2 COME COMIN S A 2
CAREFUL S E 2 CHECK HE 2 CLOSET HA 1 COME COMIN S 0 1
CARL H T 15 CHECKING HE 1 CLOTHES H C 1 COME COMIN HE 1
CARL S T 1 CHEER S A 1 CLOTHES S C 2 COME COMIN' H T 1
CARL H C 48 CHICO H C 1 CLOTHES HA 2 COME COMIN' S T 2
CARL HA 2 CHILD HA 1 CLOTHES HE 1 COME COMIN' H C 3
CARL H E 1 CHILDREN H T 2 CLUB H C 2 COMES H C 1
CARLS SO 1 CHILDREN S C 4 COAT H C 2 COMES S A 2
CARRIES S A 1 CHILDREN S A 1 COAT T C 1 COMES S 0 1
CARRY H T 1 CHILE H A 1 COAT S C 1 COMING HA 1
CARRY HA 1 CHINESE H T 3 COAT HA 1 COMING S A 1
CARS S T 3 CHINESE S C 2 COAT S 0 3 COMING HE 2
CARS S C 4 CHINESE HE 1 COAT S E 2 COMPELETED H E 1
CARS S A 1 CHIPS H C 2 CODE H T 1 COMPLETELY S A 1
1642 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1643GROUP 4 CHILD 6
1646 GROUP 4 CHILD 6
CONCERNED HE 1 CROSS S A 3 DEAD HE 1 DIRTY HE 3
CONCLUDES HE 1 CROSS S 0 1 DEALER HE 1 DIVE H T 2
CONTAIN S T 1 CRUZ S T 2 DECIDE S A 1 DIVED H T 1
CONTENT H T 1 CRUZ S C 6 DECK H C 2 DIVED HE 1
CONVERSATION H E 1 CRUZ S A 4 DECK H E 3 DO H T 24
COOK HA 2 CRUZ S E 1 DEFINITELY H E 1 DO S T 18
COOKIE H C 7 CRY H E 1 DELAYED H E 2 DO H C 42
COOKIE'S H A 1 CRYING H A 1 DELICIOUS H T 1 DO T C 2
COOKIES H A 1 CRYING CRYIN' H C 1 DELICIOUS H 0 1 DO S C 12
COOKIES H E 2 CUP S T 8 DEN H T 2 DO H A 10
COOKING COOKIN H T 3 CUP H C 3 DEN S T 7 DO S A 13
COOL H C 1 CUP H A 1 DEN H C 2 DO H 0 1
COOL H E 1 CUP H E 1 DEN S C 4 DO S 0 2
COPY H C 1 CUT H T 12 DENISE S C 1 DO H E 56
COPY S A 1 CUT S T 5 DENISE S A 1 DO T E 3
CORDS S E 1 CUT H C 6 DEREK S T 9 DO S E 3
CORNER H C 1 CUT S C 1 DEREK S C 5 DOCTOR S T 6
CORNY H C 1 CUT H A 2 DEREK S A 10 DOCTOR S C 1
COUGH H T 2 CUT S A 1 DESCRIBING H E 1 DOCTOR S A 1
COUGH H E 1 CUT H E 9 DESIRE H C 4 DOES S A 2
COULD H T 10 D H T 4 DESSERT H A 1 DOES HE 13
COULD S T 10 D S 0 2 DID H T 7 DOES T E 1
COULD H C 7 D S E 1 DID T T 2 DOESN'T HA 2
COULD S C 6 DAG H C 1 DID S T 4 DOESN'T S A 2
COULD H A 1 DAG H A 1 DID H C 25 DOESN'T HE 3
COULD S O 1 DAIRY H T 1 DID S C 19 DOG H T 7
COULD HE 3 DANCE H C 5 DID H A 17 DOG H C 4
COULDN'T H C 3 DANCE H A 1 DID S A 25 DOG H A 1
COULDN'T HA 1 DANCE H 0 2 DID S 0 2 DOGGIE T T I
COULDN'T S A 3 DANES S T 1 DID HE 37 DOGGIE S T 1
COULDN'T HE 1 DARE H T 3 DID S E 2 DOGS H T 2
COUNT H C 1 DATE HE 3 DIDN'T H T I DOGS S T 4
COUNT S A 1 DAVE H T 1 DIDN'T H C 13 DOING HE 3
COUNT HE 2 DAVEY H T 10 DIDN'T S C 9 DOING DOIN S C 1
COURSE H C 1 DAVEY H C 4 DIDN'T HA 12 DOING DOIN H A 2
COUSIN T T 1 DAVEY HE 1 DIDN'T S A 9 DOING DOIN S A 2
COUSIN S C 1 DAVID H T 1 DIDN'T H E 11 DOING DOIN H E 5
COUSINS S C 1 DAVID H A 1 DIDN'T 'IDN'T S T 1 DOING DOIN S E 1
COVER H A 1 DAVID'S H C 1 DIDN'T 'IDN'T H C 1 DOING DOIN' H T 2
COVER H E 4 DAWN H C 1 DIDN'T 'IDN'T S C 1 DOING DOIN S T I
CRAB H T 1 DAWN H A 2 DIE H T 2 DOING DOIN' HC 5
CRABS H T 1 DAY H T 4 DIED S T 4 DOING DOIN' HA 2
CRACKER S C 1 DAY T T 1 DIED H C 1 DOING DOIN' HE I
CRACKERS S A 3 DAY S T 9 DIED HE 1 DOLL S T 2
CRAMP H C 3 DAY H C 2 DIFFERENT H C 1 DOLLAR H T 1
CRASH H T 2 DAY S C 6 DIFFERENT S C 1 DOLLAR H C 1
CRASH S C 5 DAY H A 1 DIFFERENT H E 3 DON H T 1
CRASH S 0 3 DAY S A 7 DIG H C 2 DON'T H T 17
CRAZY HE 3 DAY H 0 2 DIGEST HE 1 DON'T S T 14
CREAM H A 1 DAY S 0 3 DIGGING DIGGIN H A 1 DON'T H C 44
CREED H T 2 DAY HE 3 DINNER HA 1 DON'T S C 27
CRINKLY H T 1 DAYDREAMING DAYDREA H T 2 DINNER H E 2 DON'T H A 29
CROCKER H T 1 DEAD S T 2 DIRECTLY HE 1 DON'T S A 13
CROCKER H C 1 DEAD S C 1 DIRTY H C 3 DON'T H 0 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1648 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1649
DON'T S O 2 DRINK S C 4 EIGHT HA 1 EVERY HE 4
DON'T HE 44 DRINK HA 4 EIGHT HE 3 EVERYBODY H T 3
DON'T S E 8 DRINK HE 3 EIGHT T E 1 EVERYBODY S C 2
DON'T 'ON'T S T 3 DRINKING DRINKIN H A 2 EIGHTEEN H C 1 EVERYBODY H A 2
DON'T 'ON'T H C 3 DRIPPED S T 1 EIGHTEEN S C 1 EVERYBODY S A 2
DON'T 'ON'T S C 1 DROP S C 2 EITHER S C 1 EVERYBODY S O 1
DON'T 'ON'T HA 1 DROVE S C 1 EITHER HE 1 EVERYBODY HE 1
DON'T 'ONT H C 2 DROWN H C 2 ELEPHANT S T 7 EVERYBODY'S HE 2
DON'T 'ONT HE 1 DRUG S C 1 ELEVEN H C 2 EVERYDAY H C 1
DON'T ON'T H T 4 DRUNK H T 2 ELEVEN S C 5 EVERYPLACE H A 1
DON'T ON'T S T 1 DRUNK H C 3 ELEVEN H A 1 EVERYTHING H T 2
DON'T ON'T H C 1 DRUNK S C 1 ELEVEN S A 2 EVERYTHING S T 4
DON'T ON'T S C 1 DRUNK H A 1 ELEVEN H E 2 EVERYTHING H C 2
DON'T ON'T H A 1 DUCK H T 1 ELMO'S HA 1 EVERYTHING H A 1
DON'T ON'T S O 1 DUCK HA 1 ELSE S C 1 EVERYTHING HE 3
DONALD'S H T 1 DUDLEY S A 1 ELSE H A 1 EVERYTHING EVERYTH S T I
DONALD'S H C 3 DUMMY H C 1 ELSE S A 8 EVERYTIME H T 2
DONALD'S HE I DUNKIE *MADEUP S C 1 ELSE HE 3 EVERYWHERE H T 2
DONALDS H T 1 DURING HE 1 ELSE'S HE 1 EVERYWHERE H C 4
DONE H T 1 DUSHAWN S A 1 EMPTY HA 2 EVIL H T I
DONE H A 1 E H T 1 END S T 1 EXACT HE 1
DONNA H C 12 E S T 2 END H C 2 EXACTLY HE 3
DONNA H A 2 E H C 1 END S C 1 EXCELLENT HE 1
DONNA HE 2 E TE 1 END HA 1 EXCITING S A 1
DOOR ST 2 EACH H T 4 END S A 2 EXCITING HE I
DOOR H C 2 EAGLE H C 1 END HE 1 EXCUSE H T 2
DOOR SC 1 EAR H T 2 ENDED HE 1 EXCUSE HE 1
DOOR HA 1 EAR H C 6 ENJOY H T 2 EXCUSE 'SCUSE H T 14
DOOR S A 1 EAR HA 2 ENJOY S A 1 EXCUSE 'SCUSE HC 1
DOSE H C 2 EARLY HA 1 ENJOYED S A 1 EXCUSE "SCUSE S C I
DOUGIE T T 1 EARMUFFS H C 3 ENOUGH H T 1 EXCUSE 'SCUSE H E 1
DOWN H T 9 EARNS HA 1 ENOUGH H C 1 EXCUSE SCUSE H T 1
DOWN TT 9 EARS H C 1 ENOUGH HA 1 EXCUSE SCUSE H C 2
DOWN ST 7 EAT H T 6 ENOUGH S A 1 EXCUSED HE 1
DOWN H C 11 EAT H C 20 ENOUGH HE 5 EXPRESS H T 1
DOWN SC 8 EAT SC 1 ER HE 1 EXPRESS H C 7
DOWN HA 13 EAT HA 17 ERIC H T 9 EXTERMINATOR STERMIN S C 1
DOWN S A 5 EAT S A 1 ERIC H C 5 EXTRA HE 1
DOWN H O 1 EAT HE 3 ERIC HA 1 EYE H T 3
DOWN S O 5 EATING ST 2 ERIC S A 1 EYE ST 1
DOWN HE 7 EATING H C 1 ERIC H E 2 EYE H C 2
DOWN TE 2 EATING HA 1 ERNEST H C 1 EYE H E 1
DOWN SE 1 EATING HE 1 EVEN H C 1 EYE SE 2
DOWNSTAIRS H C 1 EATING EATIN S T 2 EVEN HA 1 EYES H C I
DOWNSTAIRS HA 1 EATING EATIN H C 2 EVEN S A 1 EYES S 0 3
DOWNTOWN H C 3 EATING EATIN HA 2 EVEN S 0 1 F H T 1
DRAIN S C 1 EATING EATIN HE 1 EVENING H E I F H C 2
DRANK S O 1 EATING EATIN' H T 2 EVER S T 5 F S 0 1
DRAWER S C 2 EATING EATIN' HA 1 EVERDAY H T 1 FACE H C 3
DREAM H T 3 EATS H T 1 EVERY H T 5 FACE S C 1
DREAM H C 1 EGG HA 1 EVERY T T 1 FACE HA 2
DREAM H E 3 EH H C 1 EVERY H C 1 FACE S A I
DREAMING H T 1 EIGHT H C 2 EVERY HA 1 FACE SO 19
DRINK H T 5 EIGHT S C 2 EVERY S O 1 FACE HE 3
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1647
1650 GROUP 4 CHILD 6
FACT HE 3 FIFTH H T 1 FIVE H T 7 FOREHEAD H T 1
FAIN H T 2 FIFTH H C 2 FIVE S T 1 FOREHEAD H E 2
FALL H C 2 FIFTH HA 1 FIVE H C 4 FOREHEAD FOREEAD H C 1
FALL S A 1 FIFTH HE 3 FIVE S C 4 FOREST S T 2
FALLING FALLIN' S T 1 FIFTY H T 5 FIVE H E 13 FORGET S A 2
FALLING FALLIN H C 1 FIFTY S T 3 FIX H T 6 FORGOT H E 1
FANTASTIC HE 1 FIFTY H C 7 FIX H C 3 FORTH H E 1
FAR H T 3 FIFTY HE 2 FIX S C 2 FORTY S T 1
FAR H C 2 FIGHT H C 3 FIX H A 1 FORTY HE 3
FAR H E 2 FIGHTING FIGHTIN H C 1 FIX HE 1 FORWARD S E 1
FAST S T 1 FIGHTING FIGHTIN H A 2 FIX S E 1 FOUND FOUN S C 1
FAST H C 2 FIGHTS H C 1 FIXED S T 1 FOUNTAIN S A 1
FAST H A 1 FIGURE HE 1 FIXED H E 1 FOUR H T 1
FAST H E i FILL S T 2 FIXING FIXIN S T 1 FOUR H C 2
FAST FAS S A 2 FILTHY HA 1 FLASH H C 3 FOUR S C 4
FASTER H C 1 FIN H C 1 FLASHLIGHT H C 1 FOUR HA 5
FAT H T 5 FIND S T 1 FLASHLIGHTS H C 1 FOUR HE 7
FAT H C 2 FIND S A 1 FLAVOR H T 1 FOURTEEN H C 1
FATHER H T 2 FIND H E 1 FLAVOR H 0 1 FOURTEEN S C 1
FATHER S T 1 FINE H T 4 FLEW H T I FOURTH H C 1
FATHER H C 2 FINE H C 1 FLIP H T 1 FRAT H T 1
FAULT H E 1 FINE S C 1 FLIP H E 1 FRED S T 1
FAVOR H T 1 FINE H 0 1 FLOATING FLOATIN S C 3 FREDDY'S S T 1
FAVOR H C 1 FINE HE 1 FLOOR HA 4 FRIDAY H A 1
FAVOR HE 1 FINGERNAILS H A 1 FLOWERS H T 2 FRIDAY S A 5
FEATHER S 0 1 FINGERS H C 1 FLUSH H T 1 FRIDAY S 0 3
FEBRUARY S A 1 FINGERS H E 1 FLUSH S C 2 FRIEND H T 1
FEBRUARY S O 1 FINISH H C 5 FLYING H T 1 FRIEND S T 2
FEBRUARY HE 3 FINISH H A 6 FM H C 1 FRIEND S C 3
FEEL H T 1 FINISHED H C 2 FOLDING H A 1 FRIEND FRIEN H T 1
FEEL H C 3 FINISHED HA 1 FOOD H T 1 FRIEND FRIEN S T 5
FEEL S A 1 FINISHED S A 1 FOOD S T 1 FRIEND FRIEN H C 2
FEEL HE 6 FIRE H T 3 FOOD H C 2 FRIEND FRIEN' S T 1
FEELING H T 1 FIRE H C 1 FOOD S C 1 FRIEND FRIEN' S C 2
FEELING H 0 1 FIRE S C 1 FOOD H A 5 FRIEND FRIEN' HA 1
FEELING H E 2 FIRE T E 1 FOOD S A 1 FRIEND'S FRIEN'S H T 1
FEET S T 1 FIREMAN S T 1 FOOD HE 2 FROM H T 7
FEET H C 5 FIREMANS S T 1 FOOL S 0 1 FROM S T 1
FEET S C 1 FIRST H C 2 FOOLED H T 1 FROM H C 5
FEET S 0 2 FIRST S C 9 FOOLED HE 1 FROM HA 4
FEET HE 1 FIRST H A 1 FOOT H C 1 FROM S A 1
FELL H T 3 FIRST S A 8 FOOT S A 1 FROM HE 2
FELL S T 4 FIRST S O 2 FOOT HE 1 FRONT S C 1
FELL H C 1 FIRST HE 2 FOOT FUT S T 1 FRONT S E 1
FELL S C 1 FISH H T 2 FOR H T 3 FRUIT H T 1
FELL H E 1 FISH S C 2 FOR S T 4 FRUIT H O 2
FELLOW FELLA H E 1 FISH S A 1 FOR H C 11 FRUIT H E 1
FELLOWS FELLAS H E 1 FISH H E 1 FOR S C 7 FULL H C 1
FENCE S T 2 FISHES H T 5 FOR H A 12 FULL HA 2
FEW S T 1 FIST S T 1 FOR S A 7 FUN H C 1
FEW H A 1 FIST H C 6 FOR S 0 1 FUN H E 2
FEW H E 1 FIST FIS H C 2 FOR HE 14 FUNNY H T 5
FEW T E 1 FIT S T 5 FOR T E 1 FUNNY S T 1
FIFTEEN S C 1 FITS H E 1 FOR S E 5 FUNNY H C 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1652 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1653
FUNNY S C 2 GIVE S T 2 GOING GOIN' HE 6 GRACE HA 4
FUNNY HA 2 GIVE H C 2 GOING GONNA H T 30 GRADE H C 2
FUNNY S A 5 GIVE S C 4 GOING GONNA S T 19 GRAM H T 1
FUNNY HE 3 GIVE HA 3 GOING GONNA H C 22 GRANDMA H 0 1
G H T I GIVE SA 1 GOING GONNA S C 21 GRANDMA GRANMA H C 1
GAME H C 4 GIVE HE 5 GOING GONNA HA 14 GRANDMOTHER S C 1
GAME HE 2 GIVE S E 2 GOING GONNA S A 3 GRANDPA GRANPA H C 1
GAMES H C 1 GIVE GIME H C 1 GOING GONNA S O 3 GRAVE S A 1
GANG T T 3 GIVE GIMME H T 5 GOING GONNA HE 11 GREASY H C 1
GARBAGE S C 2 GIVE GIMME S T 5 GOING GONNA S E 2 GREASY H E 1
GARBAGE HA 2 GIVE GIMME H C 2 GOLDFISH HE 1 GREAT H T 1
GAVE H T 3 GIVE GIMME S C 7 GOLDILOCK S T 1 GREAT S T 1
GAVE S C 1 GIVE GIMME HA 5 GONE H C 1 GREAT H C 4
GAVE HA 1 GIVE GIMME S A 2 GONE HA 1 GREAT S A 1
GEE H E 1 GIVE GIMME H 0 1 GONE HE 2 GRIEF HA 1
GEORGE S T 1 GIVE GIMME HE 2 GONE GON H T 5 GROOVE S T 1
GEORGE S A 2 GIVE GIMMEE H T 1 GONE GON S T 4 GROUND S C 1
GEORGE S 0 1 GIVING GIVIN' HE 2 GONE GON H C 3 GROUP H C 1
GEORGIA S C 3 GO H T 23 GONE GON S C 1 GROW H C 1
GEORGIA S A 2 GO T T 3 GONE GON S A 1 GUESS H C 1
GERMAN H C I GO S T 15 GOOD H T 1 GUESS H A 1
GET H T 18 GO H C 59 GOOD S T 1 GUESS S A 1
GET T T 13 GO S C 20 GOOD H C 9 GUESS HE 3
GET ST 18 GO HA 23 GOOD SC 2 GUESS T E 1
GET H C 54 GO TA 1 GOOD HA 5 GUNKIE SC 1
GET SC 19 GO SA 21 GOOD TA 2 GUY H C 1
GET HA 33 GO H 0 I GOOD S A 7 GUYS H C 1
GET SA 7 GO S 0 2 GOOD H 0 1 GUYS HE 5
GET H 0 2 GO H E 24 GOOD HE 20 H H T 1
GET S 0 3 GO T E 6 GOOD T E 1 H H C 1
GET H E 13 GO SE 5 GOODNESS HE 2 H HE 1
GET GIT H C 2 GOD H T 4 GOODNESS SE 1 HA H T 20
GETTING H E 1 GOD H C 8 GOT H T 22 HA ST 11
GETTING GETTIN' HA 1 GOD SA 1 GOT ST 30 HA H C 10
GETTING GETTIN SA 1 GOES H T 1 GOT H C 45 HA T C 2
GETTING GETTIN' H T 2 GOES H C 2 GOT SC 26 HA SC 6
GETTING GETTIN' HC 2 GOES SC 1 GOT HA 6 HA HA 3
GETTING GETTIN SC 1 GOING H T 1 GOT SA 4 HA HE 4
GILLIGAN H T 2 GOING ST 1 GOT H 0 2 HAD H T 13
GIR *SOUND ST 1 GOING H C 2 GOT S O 5 HAD T T 2
GIRL H T 3 GOING H A 1 GOT HE 8 HAD ST 13
GIRL H C 7 GOING HE 4 GOT SE 1 HAD H C 11
GIRL SC 2 GOING GOIN H T 7 GOT GOTTA H T 3 HAD SC 9
GIRL HA 2 GOING GOIN ST 5 GOT GOTTA ST 5 HAD HA 8
GIRL S A 1 GOING GOIN H C 4 GOT GOTTA H C 11 HAD SA 5
GIRL H 0 1 GOING GOIN S C 3 GOT GOTTA S C 9 HAD S 0 3
GIRL HE 2 GOING GOIN S A 2 GOT GOTTA H A 1 HAD H E 11
GIRL'S H C 7 GOING GOIN HE 7 GOT GOTTA S 0 1 HAD T E 1
GIRLFRIEND S T 1 GOING GOIN' H T 4 GOT GOTTA HNE 6 HAIR H T 3
GIRLS H T 6 GOING GOIN' T T 1 GOT GOTTA S E 1 HAIR H C 6
GIRLS H C 11 GOING GOIN' S T 10 GRAB H T 1 HAIR S C 1
GIRLS S C 5 GOING GOIN' H C 3 GRAB H C 2 HAIR HA 3
GIRLS S A 13 GOING GOIN' S C 4 GRABBED H T 9 HAIR HO 1
GIVE H T 4 GOING GOIN' HA 3 GRABBED H C 1 HAIR S 0 3
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1651




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HEARIN H C 1
H T 1
*SOUND S T 3























C'MERE H C 2
C'MERE S C 3



































































































































































































































































































































































































EN' S T 1










































GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1655





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1659
MAYBE HA 1 MICHAEL H C 4 MISSED H T 1 MOTHER S A 5
MAYBE S A 1 MICHAEL H A 2 MISSED S T 3 MOTHER HE 3
MAYBE HE 1 MICHAEL HE 1 MISSED H C 1 MOTHER'S S C 1
MCQUEEN S C 1 MICHELE H T 1 MISSED H E 1 MOTHERS S C 1
ME H T 77 MICHELE H C 2 MISSING MISSIN S A 1 MOUSE H T 1
ME T T 2 MICHELE HA 2 MISTAKE S T 1 MOUTH H T 2
ME S T 43 MICROPHONE H T 5 MIX H T 2 MOUTH H C 7
ME H C 47 MICROPHONE H C 7 MIX H C 1 MOUTH HA 5
ME S C 33 MICROPHONE HE 3 MMM *SOUND HE 7 MOUTH S A 2
ME H A 6 MICROPHONE S E 1 MOM H T 2 MOUTH HE 10
ME S A 15 MIDNIGHT H T 3 MOM H C 8 MOVE H T 3
ME H 0 3 MIDNIGHT H C 2 MOM HE 1 MOVE S T 2
ME S 0 6 MIDNIGHT HA 1 MOM T E 1 MOVE H C 13
ME H E 28 MIGHT H C 1 MOMENT HE 1 MOVE S C 6
ME S E 1 MIGHT HA 1 MOMMY H T 20 MOVE HA 1
ME GIME H C 1 MIGHT S 0 1 MOMMY T T 1 MOVE S A 3
ME GIMME H T 5 MIGHT HE 3 MOMMY S T 2 MOVE S 0 1
ME GIMME S T 5 MIKE H T 2 MOMMY H C 40 MOVE HE 5
ME GIMME H C 2 MIKE H C 1 MOMMY HA 1 MOVIES H C 2
ME GIMME S C 7 MIKE S 0 1 MOMMY'S T T MOVING HE 2
ME GIMME HA 5 MILK H C 2 MONDAY HA 3 MOVING MOVIN H C 3
ME GIMME S A 2 MILK HE 1 MONEY H T 4 MOVING MOVIN HE 1
ME GIMME HO 1 MIMMY *MADEUP H C 1 MONEY S T 6 MR H C 6
ME GIMME HE 2 MIND HE 2 MONEY H C 2 MRS S C 1
ME GIMMEE H T 1 MIND MIN' S T 1 MONEY H A 1 MRS S A 2
ME LEMME H T 17 MIND MIN' HA 1 MONEY S A 1 MRS H E 1
ME LEMME H C 5 MINE H T 2 MONIQUE S 0 1 MRS S E 1
ME LEMME S C 4 MINE S T 3 MONKEY S C 1 MUCH H T 1
ME LEMME HA 2 MINE H C 6 MOON H C 1 MUCH S T 6
ME LEMME H O 3 MINE S C 6 MORE H T 9 MUCH H C 1
ME LEMME HE 1 MINE HA 1 MORE S T 2 MUCH S C 1
MEAN S T 2 MINE S A 1 MORE H C 6 MUCH HA 2
MEAN HA 2 MINE S 0 3 MORE S C 5 MUCH HE 4
MEAN S A 3 MINE HE 5 MORE H A 7 MUD S T 3
MEAN H E 11 MINE'S H C 1 MORE S A 1 MUD S C 5
MEAN T E 1 MINES H C 1 MORE S O 2 MUDBOY S C 1
MEANING MEANIN S A 1 MINUTE H C 2 MORE HE 2 MUFFS H T 1
MEANS HE 5 MINUTE S C 1 MORNING S C 1 MUSIC H C 1
MEANT HA 1 MINUTE H A 2 MORNING HA 1 MUSIC HA 1
MEANT S A 1 MINUTE S A 4 MORNING T A 2 MUST S T 2
MEANT HE 1 MINUTE HE 10 MORNING S A 1 MUST HA 1
MEAT H T 1 MINUTE T E 1 MORNING HE 1 MUST HE 1
MEAT H C 5 MINUTES S T 1 MORNING T E 2 MUSTER HA 1
MEAT HA 1 MINUTES H C 2 MORNING MORNIN' S A 2 MY H T 52
MELTED HE 1 MINUTES HA 2 MORNING MORNIN H T 1 MY T T 5
MENTION H A 1 MINUTES H E 5 MORNING MORNIN H C 1 MY S T 45
MEOW H T 2 MINUTES T E 2 MORNING MORNIN' H A 2 MY H C 79
MESS H C 1 MISS H T 1 MORNING MORNIN' HO 1 MY T C 1
MESS HE 1 MISS S T 2 MOST H E 1 MY S C 48
MESS S E 1 MISS H C 1 MOTHER H T 6 MY H A 11
MESSED S C 2 MISS S C 9 MOTHER S T 1 MY S A 5
MESSING MESSIN' S C 1 MISS HA 1 MOTHER H C 3 MY S 0 4
MIA MEEAH S T 1 MISS S A 8 MOTHER S C 7 MY H E 17
MICE H T 3 MISS HE 3 MOTHER H A 1 MY S E 3
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1664 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1665
MYSELF H T 3 NEW H E 1 NOT S T 2 OF OUTA HA 1
MYSELF H C 1 NEXT H C 3 NOT H C 20 OFF H T 11
MYSELF S C 1 NICE H C 2 NOT S C 21 OFF S T 4
MYSELF HE 1 NICE HA 2 NOT H A 12 OFF H C 8
N H T 3 NICE S A 2 NOT S A 2 OFF S C 4
N S T 2 NICE HE 3 NOT S 0 3 OFF H A 11
N H C 2 NICKNAME H C 2 NOT HE 33 OFF T A 1
N S C 1 NIGGER H C 1 NOT S E 1 OFF S A 5
NABISCO H T 2 NIGHT H C 2 NOT WHY'NT S A 1 OFF S 0 1
NAILS H C 1 NIGHT HA 1 NOTEBOOK H C 1 OFF HE 5
NAME H T 29 NIGHT H 0 1 NOTEBOOK S A 4 OFF S E 1
NAME T T 2 NIMBLE S T 1 NOTEBOOK S 0 1 OH H T 17
NAME S T 2 NINE S T 1 NOTHING S T 1 OH S T 6
NAME H C 18 NINE H C 3 NOTHING S C 1 OH H C 19
NAME S C 3 NINE S C 2 NOTHING . HE 1 OH S C 5
NAME HA 4 NINE HA 1 NOTHING NOTHIN' H T 1 OH H A 42
NAME S A 1 NINE HE 5 NOTHING NOTHIN' H C 2 OH S A 10
NAME H E 4 NINE T E 1 NOTHING NOTHIN' S C 1 OH S 0 2
NAMES S T 1 NINETEEN H C 1 NOTHING NOTHIN' H A 1 OH H E 52
NAMES H C 1 NINETEEN H E 1 NOTHING NOTHIN S C 1 OH T E 4
NANNY S T 9 NINETY S T 1 NOTHING NOTHIN H E 2 OH S E 2
NAP S T 1 NO H T 20 NOTICE HA 1 OKAY H T 2
NAP H C 2 NO S T 34 NOTICED HA 1 OKAY S T 9
NAP H E 3 NO H C 34 NOW H T 16 OKAY H C 5
NAPKIN H C 2 NO SC 56 NOW ST 5 OKAY SC 3
NAPKIN H E 1 NO H A 25 NOW H C 11 OKAY HA 23
NASTY H T 1 NO S A 5 NOW SC 7 OKAY S A 16
NASTY ST 1 NO H 0 I NOW H A 7 OKAY HE 78
NASTY H C 1 NO S 0 3 NOW S A 12 OKAY TE 8
NASTY HA 1 NO H E 45 NOW HO I OKAY SE 18
NAT H T 6 NO NA H T 14 NOW S O 1 OKAY KAY H T 1
NAT S T 3 NO NA T T 3 NOW HE 23 OKAY KAY T T 1
NAT H C 10 NO NA ST 8 NOW S E 1 OKAY KAY H C 2
NAT'S H T 1 NO NA H C 8 NUMB H C 1 OKAY KAY HA 1
NATION H T 1 NO NA SC 6 NUMB H E 1 OKAY KAY H E 3
NAY NEY ST 1 NO NA H E 4 NUMBER S A 2 OKAY MKAY HE 1
NAY NEY H C 2 NO NAW HE 2 NURSERY HE 1 OLD H T 1
NECESSARY HA 1 NOBODY H T 2 O'CLOCK H T 4 OLD H C 1
NECK S A 1 NOBODY S T 1 O'CLOCK H C 2 OLD HA 2
NEED H T 4 NOBODY H C 1 O'CLOCK H A 4 OLD OL H A 1
NEED H C 4 NOBODY SC 5 O'CLOCK H E 1 ON H T 49
NEED SC 4 NOBODY S A 1 O'S S A 1 ON ST 27
NEED HA 5 NOBODY'S SC 1 OF H T 12 ON H C 68
NEED S A 1 NOD SC 1 OF ST 2 ON SC 28
NEED HE 3 NOD S A 1 OF H C 13 ON H A 32
NEVER H T 1 NOD S 0 6 OF S C 3 ON S A 25
NEVER H C 2 NOISE SA 1 OF HA 7 ON S 0 8
NEVER HA 1 NOPE H C 1 OF S A 9 ON H E 33
NEVER HE 3 NORMALLY HE 1 OF HO 1 ON TE 4
NEW H T 1 NOSE H T 1 OF H E 19 ON S E 6
NEW S T 1 NOSE S T 2 OF T E 1 ON C'MON H T 1
NEW H C 3 NOSE H C 1 OF S E 1 ON C'MON S T 1
NEW H A 1 NOSE S C 3 OF OUTA S T 3 ON C'MON H C 1
NEW SA 1 NOT H T 7 OF OUTA S C 1 ON C'MON S C 4
1662 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1663GROUP 4 CHILD 6







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1667
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1671GROUP 4 CHILD 6



























































































































































































































































































































































































TELLIN S A 1
TELLIN' H T 1
TELLIN H C 1




































DAHT S T 1
DAT H T 6
DAT S T 2
DAT H C 13
DAT S C 2
































































DAS S C 1
DAT'S H C 3
DAT'S HE 1
THA'S S T 1













DA H T 6
DA S T 4
DA H C 1
DA S C 1
DAH S T 1
DUH H T 5
DUH S T 1
DUH H C 1
DUH S C 1












'EM H T 21
'EM S T 3
'EM H C 19
'EM S C 3
'EM HA 6
'EM S A 3
'EM HE 7
DEM H T 4
DEM S T 1
DEM H C 4
EM S T 1


































































































































































TALKIN S T 2
TALKIN' H T 1
TALKIN H T 2
TALKIN' H C 1
TALKIN H C 13
TALKIN' H C 2
TALKIN H C 1
TALKIN' H C 1
TALKIN' S C 1
TALKIN H C 3





























TEACHIN H C 2
HA 1
















































































































































































































































































































































1675GROUP 4 CHILD 6


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































*SOUND H T 16
*SOUND T T 1
*SOUND S T 4
*SOUND H C 6
*SOUND S C 10
*SOUND HA 8
*SOUND S A 14
*SOUND HE 22
*SOUND T E 1








*SOUND H C 1




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1678 1679
WATCH H C 3 WENT S T 6 WHEN S T 7 WHOLE S C 3
WATCH S C 1 WENT H C 8 WHEN H C 15 WHOLE H A 1
WATCH HE 4 WENT S C 20 WHEN S C 10 WHOLE HE 1
WATCHING WATCHIN H E 1 WENT HA 3 WHEN HA 8 WHOOPED H T 1
WATER H T 8 WENT S A 15 WHEN S A 2 WHOOPEE S C 1
WATER S T 1 WENT HE 2 WHEN HE 11 WHOOPS H C 1
WATER H C 12 WERE H T 1 WHERE H T 12 WHOOPS HE 9
WATER S C 9 WERE HE 6 WHERE S T 14 WHOSE HA 2
WATER H A 4 WET H T 1 WHERE H C 11 WHY H T 5
WATER S A 2 WET S C 2 WHERE S C 2 WHY S T 4
WATER HE 2 WET S 0 1 WHERE HA 4 WHY H C 8
WAY H T 2 WHAT H T 54 WHERE S A 10 WHY S C 5
WAY S T 8 WHAT S T 22 WHERE H E 10 WHY H A 7
WAY H C 6 WHAT H C 61 WHERE'D H A 1 WHY S A 8
WAY S C 11 WHAT S C 13 WHERE'D SA 1 WHY SO 1
WAY H A 5 WHAT HA 32 WHERE'D H E 2 WHY HE 20
WAY S A 1 WHAT S A 42 WHERE'M H E 1 WHY S E 1
WAY S O 1 WHAT HO 3 WHERE'S H T 1 WHY WHY'N H T 1
WAY HE 9 WHAT S O 5 WHERE'S H C 2 WHY WHY'NT S A 1
WAY T E 4 WHAT HE 80 WHERE'S S C 2 WHY'D H A 1
WAY S E 1 WHAT T E 3 WHERE'S HA 1 WICK H C 1
WAYS HE 1 WHAT S E 1 WHERE'S S A 1 WILBUR HA 2
WE H T 16 WHAT WHA S T 1 WHERE'S HE 5 WILL H T 4
WE S T 23 WHAT WHACHAL H C 1 WHICH S T 2 WILL S T 1
WE H C 37 WHAT WHACHU H C 1 WHICH HA 2 WILL H C 1
WE S C 40 WHAT WHATA HA 2 WHICH S A 1 WILL S C 1
WE H A 4 WHAT WHATA HE 3 WHICH T E 1 WILL HA 2
WE S A 29 WHAT WHATCHA H C 1 WHILE H C 2 WILL S A 6
WE S 0 2 WHAT WHATCHA S A 2 WHILE S C 1 WILL SO 15
WE H E 14 WHAT WHATCHA H E 1 WHILE H A 1 WILL H E 1
WE T E 4 WHAT'D S A 1 WHILE S A 1 WILL S E 2
WE S E 1 WHAT'D HE 10 WHILE H 0 2 WIN H C 1
WE'LL S A 3 WHAT'LL H C 1 WHILE S E 1 WINDOW H T 2
WE'LL HE 8 WHAT'RE H C 1 WHIP S T 3 WINDOW S T 3
WE'RE H C 3 WHAT'RE HE 1 WHIP S C 1 WINDOW H C 2
WE'RE H E 4 WHAT'S H T 12 WHIPPED WHUPPED H C 1 WINDOW H E 1
WE'RE T E 2 WHAT'S T T 1 WHIPPING WHIPPIN H T 1 WINDOW WONDOW H E 1
WE'VE HE 2 WHAT'S S T 1 WHITE H T 1 WINE HA 4
WEAR H T 2 WHAT'S H C 12 WHITE H A 1 WINE HE 2
WEAR H C 8 WHAT'S S C 4 WHIZ H E 1 WINGS H T 1
WEAR S C 1 WHAT'S HA 8 WHO H T 3 WINNING WINNIN' H T 1
WEAR HE 4 WHAT'S S A 1 WHO S T 4 WINOS HA 1
WEARS H E 1 WHAT'S H E 7 WHO H C 10 WISH S T 6
WEATHER S C 1 WHAT'S S E 1 WHO S C 5 WISH HA 2
WEATHER S A 4 WHAT'S WHA'S H T 2 WHO HA 6 WISHED S T 1
WEDNESDAY H C 1 WHAT'S WHA'S HE 1 WHO S A 11 WIT H C 2
WEDNESDAY HA 1 WHAT'S WHATSA HE 1 WHO H E 12 WIT S A 1
WEEK HA 3 WHAT'VE H E 1 WHO'S H T 1 WITH H T 8
WELL S C 5 WHATEVER H C 1 WHO'S H C 2 WITH S T 20
WELL HA 4 WHEEL H T 6 WHO'S S C 1 WITH H C 10
WELL S A 7 WHEEL H C 4 WHO'S HA 1 WITH S C 13
WELL HE 20 WHEEL HE 3 WHO'S S A 1 WITH HA 13
WELL S E 5 WHEN H T 10 WHO'S HE 3 WITH HE 10
WENT H T 11 WHEN T T 3 WHOLE H C 1 WITH WID H T 3
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1684 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1685
WITH WID H C 1 Y S 0 1 YOU Y'ALL S T 9 YOURSELF HE 2
WITHOUT S A 2 YAWL H C 1 YOU Y'ALL H C 13 ZOO S T 4
WITHOUT HE 1 YEAH H T 48 YOU Y'ALL S C 3 ZOO H C 2
WOLF S T 2 YEAH T T 3 YOU Y'ALL H A 2 ZOO HO 1
WOLFMAN H C 2 YEAH S T 19 YOU Y'ALL S A 1 0 H T 1
WON H T 3 YEAH H C 23 YOU Y'ALL S 0 1 1 H T 11
WON S T 1 YEAH S C 20 YOU Y'ALL H E 1 1 S T 10
WON H C 4 YEAH H A 27 YOU YA H T 14 1 H C 15
WON'T H T 2 YEAH S A 6 YOU YA TT 1 1 S C 2
WON'T H C 2 YEAH H 0 1 YOU YA S T 5 1 H A 6
WON'T S C 1 YEAH S 0 1 YOU YA H C 24 1 S A 2
WON'T HA 7 YEAH HE 55 YOU YA S C 6 1 S 0 1
WON'T S A 1 YEAH S E 2 YOU YA H A 11 1 H E 11
WON'T HE 1 YEAR H A 2 YOU YA S A 8 1 S E 1
WON'T S E 1 YEARS H C 1 YOU YA H 0 1 10 H C 1
WONDER S C 1 YEP H T 12 YOU YA S 0 1 11 S T 1
WONDERING WONDERI H A 1 YEP S T 3 YOU YA H E 21 151ST H A 1
WORD H E 4 YEP H C 12 YOU YA T E 1 1975 H E 1
WORDS H A 1 YEP H E 1 YOU. YA S E 1 2 H T 7
WORDS HE 3 YES H T 6 YOU YO HC 2 2 ST 1
WORK S T 1 YES S T 6 YOU'D H E 2 2 H C 8
WORK H C 2 YES H C 5 YOU'LL S 0 1 2 S C 1
WORK H A 1 YES S C 5 YOU'LL WHACHAL H C 1 2 H A 1
WORK HE 1 YES HA 6 YOU'RE H C 6 2 S A 4
WORKING HE 1 YES S A 4 YOU'RE SC 1 2 HE 9
WORKING WORKIN' ST 1 YES S 0 1 YOU'RE HA 4 2 SE 2
WORKING WORKIN' S C 1 YES HE 8 YOU'RE S A 18 21ST HE 1
WORKING WORKIN SE 1 YES YUP H C 1 YOU'RE S 0 57 3 H T 3
WORRY HA 1 YESTERDAY SC 4 YOU'RE HE 18 3 S T 1
WORRY S A 1 YESTERDAY HA 4 YOU'RE S E 1 3 H C 3
WORRY HE 2 YESTERDAY S A 5 YOU'VE HE 1 3 S C 2
WOULD H T 1 YESTERDAY HE 3 YOUNG HA 1 3 HA 1
WOULD H C 2 YET HA 1 YOUNG S A 1 3 S A 4
WOULD HA 1 YET HE 3 YOUNG HE 1 3 H E 4
WOULD S A 10 YORK S A 1 YOUR H T 26 3 S E 1
WOULD HE 3 YOU H T 173 YOUR S T 8 4 S T 2
WOULD S E 1 YOU ST 94 YOUR H C 66 4 H C 2
WOULDN'T H C 1 YOU H C 203 YOUR SC 21 4 HA 2
WOULDN'T HA 1 YOU TC 3 YOUR HA 56 4 S A 1
WOULDN'T HE 3 YOU S C 116 YOUR S A 24 4 HE 2
WOW H C 1 YOU HA 170 YOUR H 0 3 5 H C 3
WOW HA 2 YOU TA 2 YOUR S O 58 5 HE 1
WOW HE 15 YOU S A 146 YOUR HE 49 6 H T 2
WRAPPED H T 4 YOU H 0 6 YOUR TE 2 6 ST 2
WRAPPED HA 1 YOU S O 74 YOUR S E 4 6 HE 1
WRIST H E 1 YOU HE 252 YOURS H T 1 6 S E 1
WRONG H C 3 YOU T E 7 YOURS H C 3 7 S T 1
WRONG S C 2 YOU S E 14 YOURS S C 1 7 H C 1
WRONG H A 5 YOU BETCHA H T 1 YOURS H E 1 7 H A 2
WRONG S A 1 YOU BETCHA HE 1 YOURSELF H A 1 8 H T 2
WRONG HE 3 YOU WHACHU H C 1 YOURSELF S A 2 8 H E 1
X H T 1 YOU WHATCHA H C 1
Y H T 1 YOU WHATCHA S A 2
Y ST 1 YOU WHATCHA H E 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1682 GROUP 4 CHILD 6 1683
A H T 78 AIN'T S A 1 AND S T 2 ASK H A 1
A S T 63 AIN'T H E 3 AND S C 5 ASK S A 5
A HC 6 AIRPLANE S T 1 AND H A 3 ASK H E 1
A S C 48 AIRPLANE S C 1 AND S A 66 ASKED S A 3
A H A 16 ALBUM H T 1 AND H E 34 ASKED H E 3
A S A 64 ALL H T 13 AND S E 1 AT H T 12
A S 0 3 ALL S T 18 AND 'N' S T 1 AT S T 3
A H E 99 ALL H C 1 AND 'N' S C 1 AT H C 4
A S E 1 ALL S C 5 AND 'N' H E 1 AT S C 6
A WHATA T C 1 ALL H A 3 AND AN' H T 1 AT S A 8
A WHATA S A 2 ALL S A 5 AND AN' S T 1 AT H E 22
A WHATA 11E 5 ALL H E 9 AND AN' H A 1 AT S E 2
ABBY H T 2 ALL S E 1 ANDY H T 1 ATE H T 1
ABBY H C 2 ALL Y'ALL S T 4 ANDY H C 1 ATE S T 1
ABBY H E 1 ALL Y'ALL H E 2 ANDY H E 1 ATE S C 2
ABOUT H T 1 ALL YALL H T 3 ANGRY S A 1 ATE H A 1
ABOUT H C 2 ALL YALL S T 1 ANNE H T 1 ATTENTION S E 1
ABOUT S C 1 ALMOST H A 1 ANOTHER I T 3 AVENUE S A 1
ABOUT H A 1 ALMOST H E 1 ANOTHER S T 1 AWAY H T 1
ABOUT S A 3 ALMOST ALMOS S C 1 ANOTHER S C 6 AWAY S T I
ABOUT H E 5 ALONE S T 1 ANOTHER H A 2 AWAY S C 1
ABOUT T E 1 ALONE S A 5 ANOTHER S A 1 AWAY H E 4
ABOUT S E 2 ALONE HE 6 ANOTHER HE 3 AWAY S E 1
ABOUT 'BOUT H A 1 ALONE S E 2 ANY S A 2 BABY H T 4
ACCENT H A 1 ALREADY H C 1 ANY H E 6 BABY S T 1
ACCENT H E 1 ALREADY H A 2 ANYBODY S A 3 BABY S C 1
ACID S C 1 ALRIGHT H A 1 ANYBODY H E 1 BABY H A 3
ACROSSED *MADEUP H E 1 ALRIGHT S A 1 ANYMORE H E 1 BABY S A 1
AD H T 1 ALRIGHT HE 3 ANYTHING H A 1 BABY H E 1
ADRIENNE S T 3 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H T 3 ANYTHING S A 1 BABY'S S A 1
ADRIENNE S C 2 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S T 3 ANYTHING H E 3 BACK H T 31
ADVERTISING ADVERTI H E 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S C 3 ANYWAY H A 1 BACK S T 16
AFRO H T 5 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H A 5 ANYWHERE H E 1 BACK S C 22
AFRO H E 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S A 7 ARE H T 2 BACK S A 7
AFTER H C 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H E 10 ARE S T 2 BACK H O 1
AFTER S C 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT T E 1 ARE H A 2 BACK HE 14
AFTER H A 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S E 3 ARE S A 7 BACK S E 1
AFTER S A 4 ALSO S A 1 ARE S 0 1 BACKWARDS S T 1
AFTER H E 3 ALWAYS H E 1 ARE H E 27 BAD H T 3
AFTER AFTA H C 1 AM S C 1 ARE S E 3 BAD S T 17
AGAIN H T 5 AM S 0 1 AREN'T S T 1 BAD S C 4
AGAIN S T 5 AM H E 2 ARM HE I BAD HE I
AGAIN S C 4 AMBULANCE AMULANC S T 1 AROUND S T 1 BADDER H T 1
AGAIN H A 2 AMEN H C 2 AROUND S C 1 BAG S C 2
AGAIN S E 2 AN H T 114 AROUND S A 6 BAIT S A 1
AH S A 2 AN S T 45 AROUND H E 3 BALL S C 1
AHEAD H C 1 AN H C 6 AROUND AROUN S A 2 BALL S A 4
AHEAD S C 1 AN S C 16 ARRIVAL HE 1 BALL HE 1
AHEAD H E 5 AN H A 8 ARRIVED HE 1 BANANA H C 2
AIN'T H T 8 AN S A 14 ARTIST S A 1 BANANA BANAN H C 1
AIN'T S T 5 AN S 0 2 AS S A 1 BANANA BANANDO H T 1
AIN'T H C 3 AN H E 43 AS H E 7 BANANA BANANO H T 4
AIN'T S C 8 AN S E 5 ASHAMED HE 1 BANANA BANANO H C 1
AIN'T H A 1 AND H T 10 ASK S C 1 BASKET S T 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1688 GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1689
BASKET S A 2 BET BETCHA H T 1 BOTH HE 1 BURN S T 1
BASKETBALL H T 2 BETTER H T 4 BOTHER S C I BURNING BURNIN H A 1
BASKETBALL HE 1 BETTER S T 13 BOTHER H E 5 BUS S T 2
BATGIRL H T 2 BETTER H C 2 BOTHERING BOTHERI S C 2 BUS S C 1
BATH H T 1 BETTER S C 2 BOTHERING BOTHERI S 0 1 BUS S A 1
BATH H C 2 BETTER H A 2 BOUT S T 2 BUSINESS H C 1
BATHROOM S T 2 BETTER H E 3 BOX S A 1 BUSINESS HE 1
BATHROOM H A 1 BETWEEN H A 1 BOY H T 6 BUT H T 4
BATHROOM BAFROOM S T 1 BICYCLE S T 3 BOY S T 20 BUT H A 1
BATMAN H T 1 BIG H T 8 BOY H C 1 BUT S A 2
BATTERY H T 1 BIG S T 10 BOY S C 1 BUT HE 14
BATWOMAN H T 1 BIG S C 8 BOY H A 1 BUY H T 5
BE H T 24 BIG S A 5 BOY H E 3 BY H T 5
BE S T 13 BIG S 0 1 BOYFRIEND S T 1 BY S T 3
BE H C 1 BIG H E 7 BOYS S T 1 BY S C 1
BE S C 4 BIGGER H T 31 BRAND H O 1 BY H A 2
BE H A 3 BIGGER S T 13 BREAK H T 4 BY S A 3
BE S A 6 BIGGER S C 4 BREAK S T 3 BY HE 1
BE H E 30 BIGGER HE 7 BREAK H C 3 BYE H T 2
BEAN S C 1 BIRD S T 1 BREAK S C I BYE S T 1
BEAT H T 7 BIRDS S T 1 BREAKFAST S T 1 BYE H A 3
BEAT S T 6 BIT H E 3 BREAKFAST BREAKFA HA I BYE HE 2
BEAT S C 1 BITE S T 5 BREAKING BREAKIN S C 1 CAGES S C 1
BEAT HE 2 BLACK H T 1 BREATH H T 1 CAL H T 73
BEAUTIFUL S A 2 BLACK HE 3 BREATH H E 1 CAL ST 5
BECAUSE SC 1 BLASINGAME ST 2 BRING H T 6 CAL H C 1
BECAUSE S A 5 BLASINGAME H E 1 BRING S C 1 CAL S C 1
BECAUSE HE 3 BLASINGAME T E 1 BRING S A 1 CAL H E 1
BECAUSE S E 1 BLEEDING BLEEDIN S C 1 BRING H E 2 CALL S A 4
BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 13 BLIMP HE 1 BRING SE 2 CALLED S C 1
BECAUSE 'CAUSE HE 3 BLOCK S C 8 BROADWAY S A 1 CALLED H E 1
BED H T 3 BLOCKING HE 1 BROKE H T 1 CALLING S A 1
BED S T 1 BLOCKS ST 5 BROKE H C 2 CAME H T 2
BED H A 3 BLOCKS SC 4 BROKE S C 1 CAME ST 2
BED S A 2 BLOCKS S A 1 BROTHER H T 3 CAME H C 2
BED HE 8 BLOCKS SE 1 BROTHER SC 1 CAN H T 31
BEEN HA 1 BLOOD H T 1 BROTHER H A 2 CAN ST 25
BEEN H E 4 BLOOD ST 6 BROTHER S A 3 CAN H C 3
BEER H T 4 BLOOMSTEIN'S H T 1 BROTHER H E 1 CAN S C 14
BEER H A 2 BLOOMSTEIN'S HE 3 BROTHERS HE 1 CAN S A 7
BEER HE 4 BLUE HE 1 BRRM *SOUND H T 1 CAN S 0 1
BEFORE H A 2 BOARD S A 1 BRRRM *SOUND H T 1 CAN H E 21
BEFORE S A 1 BOAT SC 2 BRUSH H T 1 CAN'T H T 10
BEFORE HE 4 BOAT S A 1 BRUSH H E 1 CAN'T S T 7
BEGINS H E 1 BOAT S 0 2 BUBBLE H T 1 CAN'T H C 2
BEHIND H T 3 BODY H E 1 BUILD S T 1 CAN'T S C 5
BEHIND H E 1 BONE H T 1 BUILD S C 1 CAN'T S A 5
BEHIND BEHIN H T 1 BONE S T 2 BUILD S A 1 CAN'T H E 12
BELIEVE H C 3 BONEHEAD S C 1 BUILD BUIL S C 1 CAPTAIN CAPIN S C 2
BELIEVE H E 1 BONES H E 2 BUILDING S T 1 CAR S T 10
BELONG S A 1 BOOK H T 2 BUILDING BUILDIN S T 11 CAR S C 2
BESIDES H E 1 BOOK S A 1 BUILDING BUILDIN S C 2 CARD H T 1
BET S T 1 BOOK HE 1 BUMP H T 2 CARD S T 1
BET H E 2 BOOTS S T 2 BUMP H E 1 CARE S T 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1686 GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1687

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1691











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1694 1695




























































































































































































































































































































KINBERL S A 1
HA 1
S A 4
KIN' H E 1
H A 1


































LAS H T 1






LAUGHIN H T 1



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1699















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1703
GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1706 GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1707
PIECES S A 1 PRESENT S T 1 RAN S A 7 ROLAND S T 3
PIGGY S T 1 PRESENT S C 7 RAN S 0 1 ROLAND S C 2
PIN H T 1 PRESENT PESENT S T 1 RAN H E 1 ROLAND S A 1
PINT S T 1 PRETTY HE 3 REACH H T 6 ROLAND S E 4
PLACE H T 5 PRIOR H E 2 REACH H E 2 ROLAND ROLAN S T 2
PLACE S T 1 PROBLEM H C 2 READ S C 1 ROLAND ROLAN S C 2
PLACE H E 2 PRODUCT H E 1 READY H T 3 ROLAND ROLAN S E 1
PLATE H A 2 PROVIDE H E 1 READY S T 1 ROLL S T 2
PLATE H E 1 PULL H T 1 READY H C 1 ROLL S C 2
PLAY H T 20 PULL H A 2 READY S C 2 ROLL S A 2
PLAY S T 6 PULL H E 1 READY H A 3 ROOM H T 1
PLAY S C 7 PULLED H E 1 READY H E 4 ROOM H A 1
PLAY H A 1 PUMP S A 1 REAL S T 2 ROOM S A 1
PLAY S A 12 PUNCH S T 3 REAL H A 1 ROPE S T 1
PLAY H E 6 PUPPET S C 1 REAL S A 2 ROPE S C 1
PLAYED S C 1 PUPPET S A 1 REAL H E 4 ROPE S A 5
PLAYED S A 19 PUSH H T 1 REALLY S A 3 RUBBER S C 1
PLAYER H T 6 PUSH S T 4 REALLY H E 9 RUBBER S A 1
PLAYER H E 2 PUSH S A 3 REASON S A 1 RUCKER *MADEUP S A 1
PLAYERS H T 1 PUSH H E 1 RECOGNIZE S A 1 RUN H T 1
PLAYERS HE 3 PUSHED S C 1 RECORD H T 1 RUN H C 1
PLAYING PLAYIN H T 1 PUT H T 27 RECORD H A 1 RUN S A 1
PLAYING PLAYIN H C 1 PUT S T 32 RECORDER H T 2 RUN H E 4
PLAYING PLAYIN S C 4 PUT H C 1 RECORDER S T 2 RUN T E 1
PLAYING PLAYIN H A 1 PUT S C 11 RECORDER H E 3 RUNNING S E 5
PLAYING PLAYIN' H E 1 PUT S A 19 RECORDER S E 1 RUNNING RUNNIN S T 1
PLAYMATE S A 1 PUT S 0 2 RECORDING H A 1 RUNNING RUNNIN S C 1
PLAYS S A 2 PUT H E 9 RECORDING H E 1 RUNNING RUNNIN S E 2
PLEASE H T 1 PUT S E 4 RED H T 12 S S T 1
PLEASE S T 3 PUTTING S E 1 RED S T 1 SAID H T 11
PLEASE H C 1 PUZZLE S C 2 RED H E 8 SAID S T 3
PLEASE S C 4 PUZZLE S A 12 REFRIGERATOR FRIGERA H T 1 SAID H C 4
PLEASE H A 1 QUARTER H A 2 REMEMBER S T 1 SAID S C 2
PLEASE S A 4 QUIET S T 1 REMEMBER S A 6 SAID S A 12
PLEASE H E 5 QUIET H A 1 REMEMBER HE 6 SAID H E 10
PLEASED H E 1 QUIET S A 1 REMIND S A 1 SAID T E 1
PLENTY H E 2 QUIET S 0 1 REST H A 1 SALE S C 2
POCKET S T 4 RACE S C 2 REST H E 1 SALT S T 1
POCKET S C 2 RACE H E 1 RESTING S A 1 SALT H A 1
POCKET S A 3 RACING RACIN H T 4 RIBS H C 1 SAME S T 1
POINT H T 1 RACING RACIN S T 1 RID H A 1 SAME H E 1
POINT H E 1 RACING RACIN S C 1 RIDE S T 3 SANFORD H T 1
POLE S A 3 RADIO H T 5 RIDING S C 1 SANK S A 1
POLICEMAN S A 1 RADIO H E 1 RIGHT H T 41 SANTA H T 2
PONY S C 1 RAGGEDY H T 1 RIGHT S T 16 SANTA HE 2
POOCHIE H T 1 RAINING RAININ H T 1 RIGHT S C 15 SATISFIED HE 1
POOCHIE H E 2 RAINING RAININ H A 1 RIGHT H A 3 SAUCE H T 1
POOL S A 1 RAINING RAININ' H T 1 RIGHT S A 12 SAVE H E 2
POP HE 1 RAINING RAININ H T 2 RIGHT H E 58 SAW H T 9
POSSIBILITY H E 1 RAISHAWN S C 1 RIGHT S E 2 SAW S T 2
POT'S S T 1 RAISHAWN S A 1 RIVERSIDE S A 1 SAW S C 2
POUNDS H E 2 RAN H T 5 ROCK S A 1 SAW S A 1
POUR S C 1 RAN S T 2 ROCKS S A 8 SAW H E 3
POWER S T 1 RAN S C 3 RODE S A 1 SAY H T 27
GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1708 GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1709
SAY S T 1 SEVEN S C 1 SISTERS H T 1 SOME SOMETHI H T 18
SAY H C 8 SEVEN H E 10 SISTERS H E 1 SOME SOMETHI S T 1
SAY S C 1 SH SSSHHH S C 1 SIT S T 1 SOME SOMETHI S C 2
SAY H A 3 SHADOW H T 2 SIT S C 2 SOME SOMETHI S A 3
SAY S A 1 SHADOW S A 3 SIT H A 2 SOME SOMETHI H E 9
SAY H E 22 SHADOW H E 3 SIT S A 7 SOME SOMETHI S E 2
SAY T E 2 SHAKE H T 1 SIT H E 7 SOMEBODY H T 1
SAY S E 6 SHAKE S A 2 SITTING HE 1 SOMEBODY S T 3
SAYING S A 1 SHAME S C 1 SITTING SITTIN H T 2 SOMEBODY S A 1
SAYING SAYIN H E 2 SHARE S T 2 SITTING SITTIN H E 2 SOMEBODY S E 1
SCHOOL H T 7 SHAWN S A 2 SITUATION HE 3 SOMEONE S A 2
SCHOOL S T 1 SHE H C 1 SIX S C 1 SOMETHING H T 1
SCHOOL H C 1 SHE S C 1 SIXTEENTH S A 1 SOMETHING S A 3
SCHOOL S C 1 SHE S A 6 SIXTH S A 1 SOMETIMES HE 4
SCHOOL H A 4 SHE HE 5 SKATE H T 1 SOMEWHERE HE 1
SCHOOL H E 5 SHE'S S A 1 SLAP S T 1 SON H T 1
SCOOT S A 1 SHE'S H E 1 SLEEP H T 1 SOON H E 3
SCORE H T 1 SHIP S C 1 SLEEP S T 2 SORRY S T 1
SCOTT S T 1 SHIP S A 2 SLEEVES H E 1 SORRY S C 1
SCREAM H T 1 SHIRT H T 7 SLIP S T 3 SORRY S A 1
SCREAM H C 1 SHIRT SC 1 SLIPPED HE 1 SORRY HE 1
SCREAM H E 2 SHIRT H A 3 SMALL ST 1 SORRY SE 1
SEAN H T 3 SHIRT HE 6 SMALL SC 1 SOUL H T 1
SEAN ST 1 SHIRT SE 1 SMART ST 1 SOUL H C 1
SEAN SC 7 SHOAL ST 1 SMELL H T 1 SOUL HE 1
SEAN S A 7 SHOCKED SA 1 SMELL ST 2 SPARE H C 1
SEAN HE 3 SHOE SC 1 SMELL SC 1 SPEAK H C 2
SEASON SA 1 SHOES ST 1 SMILE H T 1 SPENT SA 1
SEAT ST 1 SHOES S A 3 SMILING H E 1 SPICK SC 1
SEAT HA 1 SHOOT ST 1 SNACK H E 1 SPILL ST 2
SEAT S A 1 SHOOT SC 3 SNATCH SE 1 SPOCK SC 6
SEAT H E 1 SHOULD H T 1 SNIFFING SNIFFIN S C 1 SQUAD H T 1
SECOND H E 25 SHOULD ST 1 SNOW H T 3 STAMINA HE 1
SEE H T 88 SHOULD H A 1 SNOW ST 1 STAMP ST 1
SEE ST 31 SHOULD SA 1 SNOW H E 1 STAN H T 1
SEE H C 2 SHOULD HE 6 SO H T 12 STAND H E 1
SEE SC 7 SHOW H T 1 SO ST 27 STANDING STANDIN ST 1
SEE H A 3 SHOW S A 11 SO H C 1 STANDING STANDIN SE 1
SEE S A 12 SHOW HE 1 SO SC 7 STANLEY H T 1
SEE S 0 1 SHUT ST 2 SO H A 1 START ST 1
SEE H E 25 SHUT SC 1 SO S A 6 START S A 1
SEE T E 1 SHY H A 1 SO H E 16 START HE 1
SEE S E 2 SICK S T 1 SO T E 2 STARTED H 0 1
SEEMS HE 1 SIGHT S T 1 SO S E 2 STARTED H E 1
SELF S T 1 SIR H E 1 SODA H T 1 STARTREK S C 1
SELL HE 1 SISTER S T 1 SOFT S A 1 STARTS S A 1
SERVE H E 1 SISTER S C 2 SOFTER S A 1 STATION S T 2
SET H T 2 SISTER S A 5 SOME H T 20 STATION S C 2
SET S T 7 SISTER H E 2 SOME S T 26 STATION HE 1
SET S C 3 SISTER SIS S T 1 SOME H C 3 STAY H T 7
SET S A 2 SISTER SISTUH S T 2 SOME S C 10 STAY S T 1
SET H E 3 SISTER SISUH S T 1 SOME H A 3 STAY S C 2
SETTING HE 1 SISTER'S S C 3 SOME S A 5 STAY S E 1
SEVEN H C 10 SISTER'S S A 1 SOME H E 4 STAYED S C 1




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1711






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 7 1715
































































































































































































A H T 91 AFTER S C 3 ALL YA'LL H A 1 AN T A 1
A T T 3 AFTER HA 5 ALL YA'LL H E 1 AN S A 16
A S T 57 AFTER S A 4 ALMOST H T 2 AN H E 20
A H C 33 AFTER HE 12 ALMOST H C 1 AN T E 6
A S C 136 AFTER T E 2 ALMOST S C 1 AN S E 8
A H A 84 AFTERNOON S A 1 ALMOST H A 1 AND H T 18
A T A 2 AFTERNOON HE 1 ALMOST T A 1 AND S T 14
A S A 50 AGAIN H T 2 ALMOST S A 1 AND H C 17
A H 0 2 AGAIN S T 1 ALMOST H E 3 AND S C 30
A S 0 7 AGAIN H C 1 ALONE S C 2 AND H A 43
A H E 117 AGAIN S C 2 ALONE HA 1 AND S A 26
A T E 15 AGAIN HA 1 ALONE S A 1 AND HO 1
A S E 25 AGAIN S A 3 ALPHABET HE 2 AND HE 43
A A'EGG S C 1 AGAIN HE 5 ALREADY H C 2 AND T E 9
AARON H T 10 AGAINST HE 3 ALREADY S C 2 AND S E 6
AARON H C 3 AGE H A 1 ALREADY S A 1 AND 'N' S E 1
AARON S C 4 AGO S A 1 ALREADY HE 2 AND AN' H T 5
AARON HA 7 AGO HE 3 ALRIGHT H T 2 AND AN' S T 30
AARON S A 8 AGO T E 2 ALRIGHT T T 1 AND AN' H C 1
AARON H E 2 AH H T 2 ALRIGHT S T 1 AND AN' S C 28
AARON S E 1 AH S T 2 ALRIGHT H C 1 AND AN' HA 24
AARON'S S T 1 AH S C 1 ALRIGHT HA 3 AND AN' T A 1
ABOUT H T 2 AH H E 2 ALRIGHT T A 1 AND AN' S A 9
ABOUT H A 9 AH T E 2 ALRIGHT S A 2 AND AN' HE 21
ABOUT S A 8 AHEAD HA 1 ALRIGHT HE 9 AND AN' S E 3
ABOUT HE 10 AHEAD 'HEAD H C 1 ALRIGHT T E 2 ANNE S A 2
ABOUT T E 4 AHEAD 'HEAD HA 3 ALRIGHT S E 3 ANNE S E 1
ABOUT S E 1 AIN'T H T 19 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H T 1 ANOTHER H T 1
ABOUT 'BOUT S T 2 AIN'T S T 24 ALVIN HA 2 ANOTHER S T 1
ABOUT 'BOUT S C 5 AIN'T H C 5 ALWAYS H T 7 ANOTHER S C 4
ABOUT 'BOUT S A 1 AIN'T S C 24 ALWAYS S T 1 ANOTHER H A 3
ABOUT 'BOUT HE 2 AIN'T HA 9 ALWAYS S C 6 ANOTHER H 0 1
ABOVE S C 1 AIN'T S A 1 ALWAYS HA 3 ANOTHER S 0 1
ACCIDENT S E 2 AIR S T 1 ALWAYS H E 5 ANOTHER HE 2
ACROSS S T 1 AKINS S A 1 ALWAYS ALWAYA H T 1 ANOTHER T E 1
ACROSS S C I ALASKA H A 1 AM H T 2 ANOTHER AMETHER S T 1
ACROSS HA 1 ALIKE H C 2 AM S T 1 ANOTHER ANUDDA T T 1
ACT S A 1 ALIKE H E 1 AM H C 2 ANOTHER ANUDDA S T 3
ACTING ACTIN S A 1 ALL H T 16 AM S C 3 ANOTHER ANUDDER H T 2
ACTING ACTIN' HA 1 ALL S T 12 AM HA 1 ANOTHER NOTHER H T 1
ACTS S C 1 ALL H C 1 AM H 0 1 ANSWER HE 1
ADDRESS H T 1 ALL S C 8 AM H E 6 ANT S C 1
ADDRESS HE 1 ALL H A 23 AM T E 1 ANTENNAS H T 1
ADRIENNE S T 3 ALL S A 7 AM S E 2 ANTHONY S T 4
ADRIENNE S C 6 ALL HE 15 AMEN H T 1 ANTHONY S C 4
ADRIENNE S A 2 ALL T E 1 AMEN HE 1 ANTHONY S A 15
AFFECTS H E 1 ALL S E 5 AMERICA'S HE 2 ANTHONY RE 1
AFRAID HE 1 ALL Y'ALL S T 4 AMERICAN HE 1 ANTHONY T E 4
AFRICAN S A 1 ALL Y'ALL H C 1 AMONG HA 1 ANTHONY AMFONY S C 1
AFRO H A 3 ALL Y'ALL S C 3 AN H T 13 ANTHONY'S S T 1
AFRO H E 1 ALL Y'ALL H A 5 AN S T 19 ANTHONY'S HE 2
AFTER H T 4 ALL Y'ALL S A I AN H C 3 ANY S T 1
AFTER S T 1 ALL Y'ALL HE 1 AN S C 20 ANY HC 1
AFTER H C 3 ALL YA'LL ST 1 AN HA 5 ANY HA 3
GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1721 GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1722
ANY S A 2 AS HA 1 AYE HC 1 BE H A 19
ANY HE 4 AS TA 4 AYE SC 1 BE TA 5
ANYBODY HC 2 AS SA 6 B H T 4 BE SA 26
ANYBODY HA 1 AS H E 25 B HA 1 BE H E 18
ANYBODY S A 2 AS T E 2 BABE S C 2 BE T E 8
ANYMORE HE 1 ASK H C 1 BABE T A 1 BE S E 4
ANYTHING H T 1 ASK S C 1 BABY H T 1 BEA HA 1
ANYTHING H C 1 ASK HE 4 BABY S T 9 BEACH HA 1
ANYTHING HA 1 ASKED S C 1 BABY S C 11 BEACH HE 2
ANYTHING S A 2 ASKED HA 1 BABY HA 1 BEACHES HE 1
ANYTHING HE 10 ASKED S A 1 BABY S A 1 BEAN H T 1
ANYWAY S T 1 ASKED HE 1 BABY HE 1 BEANS H T 1
ANYWAY H C 1 ASKING HE 1 BABY'S S T 4 BEANS HA 3
ANYWAY S C 2 ASKING ASKIN HE 1 BACK H T 11 BEAT H T 1
ANYWAY HE 2 ASSUME HE 1 BACK T T 1 BEAT S C 2
ANYWHERE HA 1 AT H T 8 BACK S T 3 BEAT HA 1
APART H T 1 AT T T 1 BACK H C 7 BEATING BEATIN H T 1
APART HE 1 AT S T 13 BACK S C 13 BECAUSE H C 2
APOSTROPHE HE 1 AT H C 3 BACK HA 11 BECAUSE S C 10
APPLE HC 1 AT S C 14 BACK T A 2 BECAUSE HA 7
APRIL HC 2 AT H A 4 BACK S A 6 BECAUSE T A 1
APRIL S C 2 AT S A 8 BACK SO 1 BECAUSE S A 1
APRIL S A 1 AT H E 13 BACK HE 14 BECAUSE HE 13
ARCH H E 2 AT T E 3 BACK TE 2 BECAUSE TE 2
ARE H T 7 AT S E 1 BACK SE 3 BECAUSE SE 1
ARE ST 1 ATE SC 2 BAD ST 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H T 2
ARE HC 4 ATE S 0 1 BAD SC 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE ST 13
ARE SC 1 ATTEND ATTENT H T 1 BAD HA 3 BECAUSE 'CAUSE H C 3
ARE HA 5 ATTENDANCE ST 2 BAD H E 2 BECAUSE 'CAUSE SC 13
ARE TA 2 ATTENDANCE SC 3 BAG H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HA 8
ARE S A 5 ATTENDANCE S A 4 BAG H C 3 BECAUSE 'CAUSE TA 1
ARE S 0 1 ATTENTION S A 1 BAG SC 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S A 2
ARE HE 21 ATTENTION SE 3 BAG HA 3 BECAUSE 'CAUSE HE 6
ARE T E 5 ATTENTION TENTION H T 1 BALDY H T 1 BECAUSE 'CAUSE S E 3
ARE SE 5 ATTITUDE ST 1 BANANAS HA 1 BED H T 5
AREA ST 2 AUGUST HA 1 BAND S C 3 BED ST 3
AREA SC 1 AUNT SC 1 BAR HA 2 BED SC 3
AREA S A 1 AVENUE H T 1 BASICALLY HE 2 BED S A 9
AREN'T SC 1 AVENUE H C 1 BASKETBALL ST 3 BED H E 2
AREN'T HE 3 AVENUE HA 2 BASKETBALL H C 1 BEDS HA 2
AREN'T SE 1 AVENUE H E 3 BASKETBALL HE 1 BEE SE 1
ARM ST 1 AW H T 1 BASKETBALL BASKUHB ST 1 BEEF ST 6
ARM SC 2 AW SC 2 BATHROOM ST 2 BEEF S E 2
ARMS S A 1 AW HO I BATHROOM SC 6 BEEN H C 2
AROUND H T 2 AW H E 2 BATHROOM HA 1 BEEN S C 1
AROUND HA 5 AW T E 1 BATHROOM S A 4 BEEN HA 5
AROUND S A 2 AW AWW S T 1 BATHROOM S E 1 BEEN HE 12
AROUND HE 6 AWAY H T 1 BATTERIES HE 2 BEEN T E 2
AROUND S E 2 AWAY HC 1 BAY H A 2 BEFORE H C 2
ARRIVED T E 1 AWAY H A 2 BE H T 16 BEFORE S C 1
ART S T 2 AWAY T A 1 BE T T 1 BEFORE HA 1
ART S C 2 AWAY S A 1 BE S T 16 BEFORE S A 3
ART S A 1 AWAY H E 4 BE H C 10 BEFORE HE 9
ARTHUR'S S A 1 AWAY T E 1 BE S C 20 BEGIN HE 1
1720GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1719 GROUP 4 CHILD 8



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1724
1727 GROUP 4 CHILD 8
COLD H A 3 CONVERSATION CONVERA T E 1 CRACKERS S T 5 DAISY H E 2
COLD S A 5 COOK HA 3 CRACKERS S C 4 DANCE HA 1
COLD H E 1 COOK H E 2 CRACKERS S A 3 DANCING DANCIN' H T 2
COLDS S A 1 COOKIE H T 2 CRACKERS S E 2 DANGEROUS H T 1
COLLARD H A 3 COOKIE S A 1 CRACKERS CRAKUHZ S C 1 DANGEROUS H E 1
COLLETTE S C 1 COOKIES H T 1 CRAYONS S T 1 DARK H C 1
COLOR S T 1 COOKIES H C 3 CRAYONS S C 1 DARK S C 3
COLOR S C 9 COOKIES S C 1 CRAZY T E 1 DARK HA 3
COLOR T E 2 COOL S A 1 CREAM H T 2 DARRYL S C 1
COLOR'S S C 1 COOL HE 1 CREAM H C 2 DAVE T E 1
COLORED H A 2 COP S C 3 CREAM HA 1 DAVID S A 2
COLORING COLORIN S T 2 COP S A 4 CREEPERS H 0 1 DAVID T E 1
COLORING COLORIN S C 3 COPY S T 2 CROOKED S T 1 DAY H T 3
COLORS S T 2 COPY S C 1 CROOKED H C 1 DAY T T 1
COMB H C 1 CORN H T 1 CROSS S C 1 DAY S T 3
COME H T 13 CORN HE 1 CROSS HE 1 DAY S C 6
COME S T 10 CORNROLLS H T 1 CROSSING CROSSIN S C 1 DAY H A 3
COME H C 14 CORRECT H C 1 CRUNCH H T 1 DAY S A 2
COME S C 18 CORRINE T E 1 CRUNCHY H T 1 DAY S 0 1
COME HA 15 COST HE 1 CRUZ T T 2 DAY HE 3
COME S A 15 COUCH H T 2 CRUZ S T 16 DAY T E 2
COME S 0 1 COUCH HE 1 CRUZ S C 16 DAY S E 1
COME HE 14 COUGH S C 2 CRUZ S A 2 DAYS HE 2
COME T E 2 COUGH HA 3 CRUZ S 0 1 DAYS T E 1
COME S E 6 COUGHING HA 1 CRUZ S E 2 DEAD H T 1
COME COMIN H T 5 COULD H T 22 CRY S C 3 DEAD HA 1
COME COMIN S T 4 COULD S T 9 CRYING CRYIN S C 1 DEAL S A 1
COME COMIN H C 2 COULD H C 3 CRYING CRYIN' S C 1 DECISION H E 1
COME COMIN S C 2 COULD S C 9 CUP S T 5 DEE H T 1
COME COMIN HA 1 COULD HA 5 CUP S C 4 DEE S O 1
COME COMIN T A 1 COULD S A 1 CUP S A 2 DEEP HA 2
COME COMIN S A 1 COULD HE 8 CUPS S T 1 DEEP HE 1
COME COMIN H E 1 COULD T E 1 CUPS S A 1 DEFINITELY H A 1
COME COMIN T E 1 COULD S E 1 CUT H C 1 DEFINITELY HoE 1
COME COMIN S E 3 COULDN'T H A 2 CUT S C 2 DEGREE HE 1
COME COMIN' S T 5 COULDN'T H E 2 CUT H A 4 DELICATE H E 1
COME COMIN' H C 1 COULDN'T T E 1 CUT S A 5 DELICIOUS H T 1
COME COMIN' HA 2 COUNT H T 1 CUT H E 1 DELIGHT H T 1
COMES H A 1 COUNT S C 2 CUTTING CUTTIN' S C 1 DELIRIOUS DUHLEER H T 1
COMES S A 3 COUNT S A 9 CUTTING CUTTIN( H E 1 DELIRIOUS LEERIOU H T 1
COMES H E 8 COUNTRY HE 1 CYRANO HE 2 DEN H T 7
COMES S E 2 COUPLE H A 1 D H T 5 DEN S T 25
COMING H C 1 COUPLE S A 1 D S T 1 DEN H C 5
COMING T A 1 COUPLE H E 3 D H C 1 DEN S C 11
COMING HE 3 COUPLE T E 3 D S C 2 DENISE S T 8
COMPANY HA 1 COUPLE S E 1 D H A 1 DENISE S C 11
COMPLETELY HA 1 COURSE H E 3 D H E 2 DENISE S A 13
CONE S A 1 COUSIN S C 1 DAD H T 1 DENMAN HE 1
CONEY HA 2 COVER T E 2 DADDY H T 1 DENTINE S T 1
CONGRATULATION T T 1 CRACK H T 1 DADDY H C 3 DENTIST H C 1
CONGRATULATION T E 1 CRACKAHAH *MADEUP S T 1 DAG S T 1 DENTIST S C 2
CONTEND H A 1 CRACKER S C 1 DAILY H T 1 DEPENDS HE 1
CONTRIBUTE T E 1 CRACKER CRACKUZ S T 1 DAILY H E 1 DEREK S T 1
CONTROL H C 2 CRACKER CRACKUH S C 1 DAISY H T 2 DEREK S C 5
GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1729 GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1730
DEREK S A 9 DO S A 18 DON'T T T 1 DRESS S T 8
DEREK S E 1 DO S 0 1 DON'T S T 19 DRESS S C 7
DERWOOD S C 1 DO H E 44 DON'T H C 15 DRESSED S C 1
DERWOOD S E 5 DO T E 7 DON'T S C 43 DRESSER S C 1
DESPERATE H A 1 DO S E 9 DON'T HA 41 DRINK H T 1
DESSERT H A 1 DO D'YOU HE 1 DON'T T A 3 DRINK S T 1
DID H T 10 DO D'YOU S E 1 DON'T S A 13 DRINK S C 2
DID S T 4 DOCTOR S T 2 DON'T S 0 2 DRINK HA 1
DID H C 4 DOCTOR S C 5 DON'T HE 60 DRINK T A 1
DID S C 49 DOCTOR S A 2 DON'T T E 6 DRINK S A 1
DID H A 9 DOCTOR HE 1 DON'T S E 12 DRINK H 0 1
DID S A 30 DOCTOR DOCTUH S C 3 DON'T 'ON'T S C 1 DRIVE H T 1
DID HE 22 DOES H T 1 DON'T 'ONT H T 1 DRIVE HE 1
DID T E 3 DOES S A 3 DON'T ON'T S T 1 DROP H T 5
DID S E 1 DOES HE 4 DON'T ON'T S C 1 DROP S C 1
DIDN'T H T 5 DOESN'T H C 1 DON'T ON'T H E 2 DROPPED H A 1
DIDN'T T T 1 DOESN'T T A 1 DONALD S C 1 DROPS S C 1
DIDN'T S T 4 DOESN'T S A 4 DONALD'S S T 1 DRY H A 1
DIDN'T H C 4 DOESN'T HE 4 DONE H T 1 DUCK S C 1
DIDN'T S C 17 DOESN'T T E 1 DONE S C 1 DUD S A 1
DIDN'T H A 3 DOG T T 1 DONE HE 3 DUDLEY HE 1
DIDN'T S A 14 DOG T E 1 DONE S E 2 DUMB S T 1
DIDN'T S 0 1 DOG'S T E 1 DONG S T 6 DYNAMINTS S T 1
DIDN'T HE 5 DOGS TE 2 DOSE H T 1 E H T 10
DIDN'T TE 1 DOING HC 1 DOSE HC 1 E ST 1
DIDN'T SE 4 DOING HE 4 DOSE SC 3 E SC 4
DIDN'T DI'NT SC 1 DOING DOIN H T 3 DOSE HA 1 E HA 2
DIDN'T DINT SC 1 DOING DOIN ST 1 DOUBLE SC I E S O 2
DIET TA 1 DOING DOIN SC 2 DOUGH HC 1 E HE 8
DIFFERENCE HE 1 DOING DOIN HA 1 DOWN H T 7 EAR ST 1
DIFFERENCE TE 1 DOING DOIN S A 2 DOWN ST 3 EAR HE 2
DIFFERENT H T 2 DOING DOIN TE 3 DOWN HC 8 EARLY S A 1
DIFFERENT S T 2 DOING DOIN S E 1 DOWN S C 12 EARTHQUAKE S C 1
DIFFERENT H C 2 DOING DOIN' S T 3 DOWN HA 11 EASIEST T E 1
DIFFERENT HE 3 DOING DOIN' H C 1 DOWN T A 3 EASILY HA 1
DIFFERENTLY HE 1 DOING DOIN' S C 2 DOWN S A 12 EASILY HE 1
DIG H T 1 DOING DOIN' HA 4 DOWN HE 14 EAST HE 2
DIG HC 1 DOING DOIN' S A 2 DOWN SE 3 EASTER H T 1
DIG S C I DOING DOIN' HE 3 DOWNTOWN S A 1 EASTER EASTUH H T 1
DIG HE 1 DOING DOIN' SE 3 DOZE TT 3 EASTER EASTUH TT 1
DIGEST H T 1 DOLL H T 3 DRACULA H T 1 EASY H T 2
DIME HA 1 DOLL ST 3 DRACULA SC 2 EASY H C 1
DIN H T 1 DOLL SC 6 DRACULA S O 1 EASY HE 1
DIN ST 1 DOLL S A 1 DRACULA HE 2 EAT H T 6
DING ST 3 DOLLAR H T 3 DRACULA SE 1 EAT ST 6
DINING HA 2 DOLLAR HE 1 DRACULA'S S C 1 EAT S C 3
DINNER HA 1 DOLLARS S C 2 DRACULAS S C 1 EAT H A 32
DINNER HE 2 DOLLARS H A 1 DRAW S T 3 EAT T A 1
DIP S C 1 DOLLARS S A 1 DRAW S C 3 EAT S A 4
DO H T 17 DOLLS S C 2 DRAW S A 8 EAT HE 11
DO S T 18 DON S T 1 DRAWING DRAWIN S A 1 EATER HA 1
DO H C 6 DON DON' S T 3 DRAWING DRAWRIN S T 1 EATING H T 5
DO S C 21 DON DON' H C 1 DREAM H T 1 EATING H C 2
DO H A 20 DON'T H T 24 DRESS H T 1 EATING HE 4
GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1728




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1732


































































































































































































































































































































































































































GOT GOTTA H T
GOT GOTTA S T
GOT GOTTA H C
GOT GOTTA S C
GOT GOTTA H A
GOT GOTTA S 0
GOT GOTTA H E
)GOT GOTTA T E
GOT GOTTA S E
GOTTEN H E
GRABBING GRABBIN S T
GRACE H T
GRACE H E




























































































































































































































































































































































HAFTA H T 5
HAFTA T T 1
HAFTA S T 8



















































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1736
HOW H T 18 I S E 24 IN S E 8 IT'S T A 1
HOW TT 1 I'D S T 1 IN EN S T 1 IT'S S A 2
HOW S T 1 I'D S C 1 IN EN S C 1 IT'S S 0 2
HOW H C 8 I'D H E 1 INCORRECTLY H E 1 IT'S HE 42
HOW S C 8 I'LL H T 3 INDIAN HA 2 IT'S T E 5
HOW HA 10 I'LL S T 4 INDIAN HE 3 IT'S S E 4
HOW T A 1 I'LL H C 2 INSIDE H T 1 ITALIAN H T 1
HOW S A 9 I'LL S C 9 INSIDE S C 3 ITALIAN TALIAN H T 1
HOW S 0 1 I'LL HA 6 INSIDE HE 1 IVORY HA 1
HOW HE 13 I'LL T A 3 INSIDE S E 2 J H T 3
HOW T E 6 I'LL H E 29 INSTEAD S A 1 J HA 1
HOW S E 5 I'LL T E 2 INTEREST H E 1 J HE 1
HOW'D H T 1 I'LL S E 1 INTERESTING HE 1 JACK S C 1
HOW'D S A 1 I'M H T 21 INTO H C 1 JACKET H T 1
HOW'S H T 3 I'M S T 43 INTO HA 2 JACKET H C 1
HOW'S S T 2 I'M H C 12 INTO HE 7 JACKET HA 3
HOW'S S A 1 I'M S C 45 IRON S C 1 JACKET H E 1
HOWDY T A 1 I'M H A 10 IS H T 28 JACKET T E 1
HUGE H A 1 I'M S A 6 IS T T 2 JAIL S A 1
HUH H T 14 I'M S 0 3 IS S T 9 JAMAL S E 3
HUH S T 7 I'M H E 39 IS H C 12 JAMAR S T 6
HUH H C 5 I'M T E 4 IS S C 26 JAMAR S C 1
HUH T C 1 I'M S E 4 IS H A 22 JEAN S A 1
HUH S C 8 I'VE H A 1 IS T A 3 JEEPERS H 0 1
HUH H A 9 I'VE HE 14 IS S A 21 JELLY H T 1
HUH S A 7 I'VE T E 1 IS H E 48 JERRY H E 1
HUH H E 33 ICE H T 3 IS T E 3 JIM S C 1
HUH T E 8 ICE H C 2 IS S E 9 JIM S A 1
HUH S E 7 ICE H A 1 ISLAND H A 2 JO H T 1
HUNDRED S C 2 ICES H T 1 ISN'T S T 1 JOHN S C 1
HUNDRED H A 1 IF H T 1 ISN'T HA 1 JOHNS H A 1
HUNDRED H E 2 IF S T 2 ISN'T T A 1 JOHNSON S C 2
HUNGRY H A 3 IF H C 1 ISN'T HE 5 JOIN S C 2
HURRY S A 1 IF S C 11 IT H T 56 JONATHAN S T 2
HURT H T 3 IF H A 16 IT . ST 31 JONATHAN S C 6
HURT S C 1 IF T A 3 IT H C 36 JONATHAN S A 2
HURTING HURTIN H T 1 IF S A 7 IT S C 79 JONATHAN S E 1
HURTING HURTIN S T 1 IF S 0 2 IT H A 66 JONES H T 1
HURTS H T 2 IF H E 17 IT T A 4 JONES HE 3
HURTS S E 1 IF T E 2 IT S A 31 JUICE H T 2
HUSBAND S T 1 IF S E 5 IT H 0 2 JUICE S T 12
I H T 99 IMPRESS H A 1 IT S 0 3 JUICE H C 1
I T T 12 IMPRESSION H E 1 IT H E 104 JUICE S C 45
I S T 128 IN H T 31 IT T E 6 JUICE S A 2
I H C 80 IN T T 3 IT S E 20 JUICE S E 8
I T C 4 IN S T 30 IT'D H E 2 JUMP S C 1
I S C 287 IN H C 11 IT'LL T A 2 JUMP HA 3
I H A 130 IN T C 1 IT'LL HE 4 JUMP H E 1
I T A 12 IN S C 39 IT'S H T 3 JUMPING JUMPIN' HA 2
I S A 33 IN H A 49 IT'S T T 1 JUNK HA 1
I H 0 3 IN TA 6 IT'S S T 3 JUNKIE H A 1
I S 0 7 IN S A 17 IT'S H C 5 JUST H T 3
I H E 230 IN H E 47 IT'S S C 7 JUST S T 8
I T E 21 IN T E 7 IT'S H A 18 JUST H C 7
GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1741 GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1742
JUST S C 5 KIND H A 2 LAP H E 1 LEGS S C 1
JUST HA 6 KIND S A 2 LARGE S A 3 LEGS T A 1
JUST T A 1 KIND H E 1 LARGER S A 1 LENOX H A 1
JUST S A 8 KIND KINDA H A 1 LASHAWN S A 2 LES H T 2
JUST HE 44 KIND KINDA S A 1 LAST T T 1 LESHAWN S A 4
JUST T E 7 KISS S T 1 LAST HA 2 LESSEE HE 1
JUST S E 3 KISS S C 1 LAST S A 12 LET H T 4
JUST JUS' S E 1 KISS HA 1 LAST H E 4 LET S T 1
K H T 3 KISS S A 1 LAST T E 1 LET H C 2
K S C 3 KISSED S C 1 LAST LAS . TA 1 LET S C 7
K H A 1 KIT H T 6 LASTLY H A 1 LET H A 3
K S 0 2 KIT S T 1 LATELY H E 1 LET S A 4
KEEP H T 3 KIT H E 6 LATER H T 1 LET H 0 2
KEEP S T 3 KITCHEN H C 1 LATER H A 2 LET HE 8
KEEP S C 2 KITCHEN H E 1 LATER T A 1 LET T E 1
KEEP HA 1 KNEE S C 1 LATER H E 4 LET S E 1
KEEP S A 2 KNEW S C 3 LATER S E 2 LET LEMME H T 7
KEEP S E 1 KNEW HE 1 LATER LATUH H T 1 LET LEMME S T 7
KEEPING KEEPIN S C 2 KNEW T E 1 LAUGH S T 1 LET LEMME H C 2
KEISHA H T 3 KNICKS HE 2 LAUGH S C 4 LET LEMME S C 13
KEISHA S T 1 KNIFE H T 2 LAUGH S A 1 LET LEMME HA 3
KEISHA H C 16 KNIFE H E 1 LAUGHED S C 1 LET LEMME T A 1
KEISHA T C 3 KNOCK H T 1 LAUGHED S A 1 LET LEMME S A 2
KEISHA S C 47 KNOCK H C 1 LAUGHING LAUGHIN SA 1 LET LEMME S 0 1
KEISHA HA 28 KNOCK S C 1 LAXATIVE SC 1 LET LEMME H E 7
KEISHA TA 3 KNOW H T 16 LAYING LAYIN' H A 1 LET LEMME SE 3
KEISHA S A 8 KNOW TT 2 LAYING LAYIN' H E 1 LET'S H T 1
KEISHA S 0 1 KNOW S T 11 LAZY H T 1 LET'S S T 2
KEISHA H E 31 KNOW H C 11 LAZY HA 1 LET'S H C 1
KEISHA TE 6 KNOW SC 39 LAZY HE 1 LET'S SC 7
KEISHA SE 3 KNOW H A 46 LEAD H T 1 LET'S H A 1
KEISHA KEISH S C 1 KNOW T A 3 LEAD HE 2 LET'S S A 2
KEISHA'S H C 2 KNOW S A 9 LEADER H E 1 LET'S S 0 1
KEISHA'S S C 1 KNOW S O 4 LEAN HA 2 LET'S HE 5
KEISHA'S HE 1 KNOW HE 70 LEAN HN E 1 LET'S T E 2
KEPT HA 1 KNOW T E 14 LEANING LEANIN H T 1 LET'S S E 1
KEPT H E 1 KNOW SE 10 LEAST H A 1 LETTUCE ST 3
KETCHUP JETCHUP H A 1 KNOWS S C 2 LEAST S A 1 LETTUCE S E 2
KEVIN S A 1 L H T 2 LEAVE H T 3 LEVEL S A 1
KICK SC 1 L TT 1 LEAVE ST 4 LICENSE HA 2
KID H A 2 L S C 1 LEAVE H C 2 LICKING LICKIN HE 1
KID TE 1 L HA 1 LEAVE S C 2 LIE SC 4
KIDS HA 1 L HE 5 LEAVE HA 5 LIFE HA 1
KIDS H E 1 LACE S A 1 LEAVE S A 6 LIGHT H T 2
KIDS S E 4 LACING LACIN S A 1 LEAVE HE 9 LIGHT HE 2
KILLED S T 1 LADY H T 3 LEAVE T E 1 LIGHTER H T 1
KILLING KILLIN' H E 1 LADY H A 1 LEAVING S T 1 LIGHTS H C 2
KIM S T 10 LADY HE 1 LEAVING LEAVIN S E 1 LIGHTS H E 1
KIM S C 6 LADY T E 1 LEFT S A 1 LIGHTS T E 1
KIM S A 22 LADY'S H T 1 LEFT H E 1 LIKE H T 30
KIM S E 4 LAKES H E 1 LEFT LEF' H T 1 LIKE T T 3
KIMBERLY S A 1 LAMB H C 1 LEG H C 1 LIKE S T 19
KIND H T 1 LAMB H A 4 LEG H A 4 LIKE H C 11
KIND S C 3 LAMB H E 6 LEG HE 1 LIKE S C 35
GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1739 GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1740
































































































LIVIN' H T 1















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MAKIN' S T 2














































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1744
GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1747 GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1748
MUST HE 2 NEEDED S C 1 NO T E 2 NOW S C 6
MY H T 50 NEGLECT T E 1 NO S E 33 NOW HA 9
MY T T 7 NEIGHBORHOOD H A 1 NO NA H T 4 NOW S A 10
MY S T 41 NEITHER S T 1 NO NA S T 1 NOW H 0 1
MY H C 21 NEVER S T 1 NO NA S C 1 NOW S 0 3
MY T C 1 NEVER H C 1 NO NA H A 6 NOW HE 24
MY S C 66 NEVER S C 1 NO NA H E 9 NOW T E 2
MY H A 21 NEVER H A 5 NO NAW H A 1 NOW S E 7
MY T A 3 NEVER S A 1 NO NAW H E 1 NUMBER S T 1
MY S A 3 NEVER S 0 1 NOBODY H T 2 NUMBER S C 2
MY H E 33 NEVER HE 5 NOBODY S T 4 NUMBER S A 3
MY T E 3 NEW H T 6 NOBODY S C 1 NURSE S T 17
MY S E 1 NEW S T 1 NOBODY HA 3 NURSE S C 4
MYSELF H T 1 NEW S C 4 NOBODY HE 2 NURSERY H T 2
MYSELF HE 2 NEW HA 2 NOBODY'S S T 1 NURSERY T T 4
N H T 14 NEW S E 2 NOISE H T 1 NURSERY HE 1
N T T 1 NEWS S C 1 NONE S T 2 NURSERY T E 1
N S T 2 NEWS S A 5 NONSENSE S A 1 NUTS H T 2
N H C 2 NEWSPAPER H T 1 NOPE H C 3 O'CLOCK H C 2
N SC 1 NEWSPAPER NEWSPAP H T 1 NOPE SC 1 O'CLOCK S C 2
N HA 1 NEXT H T 2 NOPE HE 1 O'CLOCK HA 6
N H E 11 NEXT S C 1 NORMALLY HE 1 O'CLOCK T A 1
NAKIN *MADEUP H A 1 NEXT H A 8 NORTH HA 1 O'CLOCK S A 5
NAME H T 11 NEXT S A 5 NORTH HE 1 O'CLOCK HE 1
NAME T T 1 NEXT HE 2 NOSE H T 2 OBVIOUSLY T E 1
NAME S T 1 NEXT S E 1 NOSE S E 1 OCEAN S C 1
NAME H C 1 NICE S T 1 NOT H T 1 OCEAN H E 2
NAME S C 5 NICE H C 1 NOT S T 7 OF H T 32
NAME HA 1 NICE H A 2 NOT H C 9 OF S T 2
NAME S A 1 NICE S A 6 NOT S C 50 OF H C 6
NAME HE 6 NICE H E 4 NOT H A 12 OF S C 5
NAME T E 1 NIGGERS NIGGAS H E 1 NOT T A 1 OF H A 9
NAME S E 2 NIGHT H T 2 NOT S A 4 OF S A 9
NAMES S C 2 NIGHT S C 1 NOT S 0 1 OF H 0 1
NAPKIN S T 1 NIGHT S A 12 NOT H E 27 OF HE 28
NAPKIN HA 1 NIGHT H 0 3 NOT T E 5 OF T E 1
NAPKIN S A 1 NIGHTMARE S C 1 NOT S E 3 OF S E 4
NAPKIN H E 1 NINE S T 3 NOT WHY'NT H E 1 OF KINDA H A 1
NAPKINS S E 1 NINE S C 4 NOTEBOOK T C 1 OF KINDA S A 1
NASTY S T 1 NINE HA 1 NOTEBOOK T E 2 OF LOTA HE 1
NAT H T 1 NINE T A 2 NOTHING NOTHIN H A 2 OF LOTTA HA 1
NAT S T 2 NINE H E 2 NOTHING NOTHIN' H A 1 OF OFFA S C 2
NAT H A 1 NINETEEN H T 2 NOTHING NOTHIN S T 1 OF OUTA S C 2
NEAT S T 1 NINETEEN S C 1 NOTHING NOTHIN' S T 1 OFF H T 6
NECK S T 1 NO H T 18 NOTHING NOTHIN H T 1 OFF S T 7
NECK H A 1 NO TT 2 NOTHING NOTHIN' H C 1 OFF H C 9
NEED H T 1 NO S T 23 NOTHING NOTHIN S C 1 OFF S C 5
NEED S T 8 NO H C 8 NOTHING NOTHIN' S C 4 OFF HA 10
NEED H C 4 NO S C 45 NOTHING NUFIN S C 1 OFF S A 6
NEED S C' 15 NO H A 20 NOTHING NUTTIN H A 1 OFF H E 11
NEED H A 7 NO T A 1 NOTHING NUTTIN' S 0 1 OFF S E 3
NEED S A 1 NO S A 11 NOW H T 9 OFF OFFA S C 2
NEED H E 3 NO S 0 4 NOW S T 4 OFFICE T E 1
NEED S E 1 NO H E 125 NOW H C 3 OFTEN HE 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1749 GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1750
OH H T 16 ONE H A 17 OURS S T 2 PART HE 4
OH T T 1 ONE T A 3 OUT H T 6 PART S E 1
OH S T 16 ONE S A 10 OUT S T 7 PARTICULARLY HE 1
OH H C 8 ONE S 0 1 OUT H C 8 PARTNER HA 2
OH S C 12 ONE H E 26 OUT S C 13 PARTS H T 1
OH H A 11 ONE'S S C 1 OUT HA 27 PASS H T 1
OH S A 8 ONE'S H A 1 OUT S A 10 PASS S T 3
OH S 0 1 ONE'S S E 1 OUT H E 17 PASS S C 3
OH H E 73 ONES H A 1 OUT S E 4 PAST HE 3
OH T E 13 ONION S T 1 OUT OUTA. S C 2 PATH HE 1
OH S E 16 ONION S C 4 OUTSIDE H T 7 PATTIES S T 1
OHIO HE 1 ONION S 0 1 OUTSIDE S T 1 PATTIES S E 2
OKAY H T 3 ONION S E 1 OUTSIDE H C 3 PATTY S T 2
OKAY H C 5 ONIONS S T 2 OUTSIDE T C 1 PAVED H E 1
OKAY TC 1 ONIONS S 0 1 OUTSIDE HA 2 PAY HA 3
OKAY S C 7 ONIONS S E 9 OUTSIDE -H E 2 PAY S E 3
OKAY H A 3 ONLY H T 1 OVEN HA 1 PAYING PAYIN' S A 1
OKAY T A 2 ONLY S T 3 OVER H T 2 PECKING PECKIN' H T 1
OKAY S A 18 ONLY H C 2 OVER S T 3 PEEP H T 1
OKAY HE 67 ONLY S C 1 OVER H C 1 PEN H T 2
OKAY TE 11 ONLY HA 4 OVER SC 7 PEN S C 2
OKAY SE 30 ONLY S A 4 OVER HA 4 PENCIL H C 1
OKAY KAY HE 2 ONLY HE 1 OVER TA 1 PENCIL HE 1
OKAY KAY T E 1 OPEN H C 2 OVER S A 17 PENCILS H A 1
OLD H T 2 OPEN SC 1 OVER HE 4 PEOPLE H T 2
OLD H C 1 OPEN S E 1 OVER SE 9 PEOPLE ST 10
OLD HA 5 OR H T 4 OVER OVUH SC I PEOPLE S C 8
OLD HE 5 OR TT 1 OW ST 2 PEOPLE HA 11
OLDER HA 1 OR ST 7 OWN SC 3 PEOPLE TA 1
OLDER HE 1 OR H C 3 OWN H A 1 PEOPLE S A 6
OLDS HE 2 OR TC 1 OWN HE 3 PEOPLE HE 4
ON H T 31 OR SC 8 P H T 3 PEOPLE PEOPOO H T 1
ON ST 25 OR HA 8 P HA 2 PEOPLES ST 1
ON HC 24 OR SA 3 P HE 2 PEPPER HA 4
ON SC 51 OR HE 28 PACKAGES S A 1 PEPPER HE 1
ON HA 30 OR TE 2 PACKING HA 1 PER H T 1
ON TA 2 OR SE 1 PAINT S C 1 PERIOD H E 1
ON SA 18 ORE ST 1 PAIRS HE 1 PERMANENT HE 1
ON S 0 1 OSCAR H T 1 PAL HA 2 PERSON S A 5
ON HE 43 OSCAR H C 1 PALE SC 1 PERSON HE 1
ON TE 6 OSCAR HE 1 PAN H C 1 PHASE HA 1
ON S E 12 OTHER H T 1 PANTS S C 1 PHASES H A 1
ON TALKIN' H T 1 OTHER H C 4 PAPA POPPA H E 1 PHONE S T 2
ON TALKIN' S T 3 OTHER S C 2 PAPER H T 2 PHONE S A 1
ON TALKIN' S C 6 OTHER H A 4 PAPER H C 2 PHONY H C
ON TALKIN' HA 2 OTHER HE 10 PAPER S C 1 PHONY HA 1
ON TALKIN' S A 1 OTHER S E 1 PAPER HA 2 PICK H T 3
ON TALKIN'H E 1 OUR HT 3 PAPER SA 4 PICK TT 2
ONCE H A 1 OUR S T 1 PAPERS H T 1 PICK S T 6
ONE H T 19 OUR S C 3 PAPERS HA 1 PICK S C 3
ONE T T 4 OUR H A 1 PARK H A 1 PICK H A 1
ONE S T 17 OUR H 0 1 PARKING H A 1 PICK T A 2
ONE H C 14 OUR H E 3 PART H T 1 PICK H E 1
ONE S C 24 OUR T E 1 PART H A 1 PICK T E 1
1751 GROUP 4 CHILD 8
PICKED H E 1 PLAYING PLAYIN' H T 1 PRESS H T 4 QUIET H T 1
PICKLES S T 1 PLAYING PLAYIN' H C 1 PRETEND H A 1 QUIET S T 1
PICKLES S E 2 PLAYING PLAYIN S C 1 PRETTY S C 2 QUIET S C 1
PICTURE H T 1 PLAYING PLAYIN' S C 4 PRETTY H E 5 QUIET H A 1
PICTURE H C 1 PLAYING PLAYIN S O 2 PRETTY T E 2 QUIET S A 9
PICTURE S C 3 PLAYING PLAYIN H E 2 PROBABLY H E 5 QUIET H E 2
PICTURE S A 2 PLAYS H T 1 PROBLEM S A 1 QUITE HE 2
PICTURE HE 2 PLEASE S T 2 PROBLEM H E 1 R H T 3
PICTURES H T 2 PLEASE S C 1 PROBLEMS H E 3 R T T 1
PIE T E 1 PLEASE HA 1 PROJECT S A 1 R H C 2
PIECE H T 4 PLEASE S A 2 PROPERLY H E 1 R S C 1
PIECE T T 1 PLEASE HE 1 PUBLIC H A 1 R H A 1
PIECE S T 1 PLESHETTE S T 3 PULL H T 1 R H E 8
PIECE H C 1 PLESHETTE S C 3 PULL S C 3 RACK S C 1
PIECE HA 2 PLESHETTE S A 7 PULL S A 3 RACK HA 1
PIECE S A 4 PLESHETTE PLESHE S C 1 PULLED H A 1 RAIN H T 2
PIECE HE 1 PLESHETTE PLESHIT S T 1 PUNCH S C 1 RAIN S T 1
PIECE T E 1 PLESHETTE'LL S A 1 PUNCH H A 1 RAIN H 0 2
PIES T A 1 PLUS HA 2 PUNCHED S T 1 RAN S C 1
PIGS S T 1 POCKED H T 1 PURPLE S C 1 RAN RAHN S C 1
PILLOW HE 2 POCKET H T 1 PURSE HE 1 RANGED S T 1
PIN S C 4 POCKET S C 3 PUSH S C 3 RAPHAEL TT 1
PIN HE 1 POCKET S A 1 PUSHED S C 1 RAPHAEL S A 8
PIN S E 3 POCKET POCKA S C 1 PUSHES H C 1 RAPHAEL S E 1
PINNED HE 1 POCKETBOOK H T 2 PUT H T 13 RATHER HE 1
PINS H T 1 POINT H A 2 PUT S T 7 READ H T 2
PIPE HE 1 POINT S A 1 PUT H C 11 READ S T 2
PIPES HE 1 POINT H E 1 PUT S C 34 READ S C 4
PIT S C 1 POLICE S T 1 PUT H A 10 READ HA 1
PIZZA S T 1 POLICEMAN S C 1 PUT S A 14 READING S C 1
PLACE S T 1 POLICEMAN S A 1 PUT H 0 1 READING HE 1
PLACE S A 1 POOP S C 1 PUT S O 2 READING READIN' HA 1
PLACE S E 3 POOR S C 1 PUT H E 8 READING READIN H T 1
PLACES S E 1 POPULAR H E 1 PUT T E 2 READY H T 1
PLASTIC HA 1 PORK H A 2 PUT S E 1 READY S T 1
PLATE H T 2 POSE H T 1 PUTTING PUTTIN' S T 4 READY H C 1
PLATE H C 5 POSE S T 5 PUTTING PUTTIN H T 1 READY S C 1
PLATE S C 1 POSE S A 1 PUTTING PUTTIN S T 2 REAL H T 1
PLATE HA 1 POSED H T 1 PUTTING PUTTIN H C 1 REAL S C 1
PLATE S A 4 POSED S T 1 PUTTING PUTTINN S C 1 REAL HA 5
PLATE HE 1 POSED H C 3 PUTTING PUTTIN S C 1 REAL HE 3
PLAY S T 12 POSED S C 2 PUZZLE H T 1 REALLY S C 1
PLAY H C 2 POTASSIUM HA 1 PUZZLE S C 3 REALLY HA 1
PLAY S C 12 POTATO T A 1 PUZZLE HA 1 REALLY HE 10
PLAY S A 2 POTATO T E 1 PUZZLES H T 2 REALLY T E 2
PLAY S 0 3 POTATO TAYTOW S C 1 PUZZLES H E 1 REASON S A 2
PLAY S E 1 POUNDS H A 1 Q H T 1 REASONABLE HA 1
PLAYING H T 1 POUNDS T A 1 Q S T 1 RECEIVERS H E 1
PLAYING S A 1 POUR S C 6 Q S C 3 RECHARGING RECHARG HA 1
PLAYING PLAYIN' HA 3 POUR S A 2 Q H A 1 RECORD H C 1
PLAYING PLAYIN S T 2 PRAGUE S C 1 QUARTER H E 1 RECORDER H C 2
PLAYING PLAYIN S A 1 PREFER H E 1 QUESTION H E 1 RECORDER H E 1
PLAYING PLAYIN' S T 1 PRESENT S C 10 QUICK H E 1 RECORDING H E 3
PLAYING PLAYIN S T 1 PRESENTS S C 1 QUICK T E 1 RED H T 3
GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1753 GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1754
RED S T 3 ROBERT H T 10 RUNNING RUNNIN H T 1 SAY SO 1
RED H C 1 ROBERT H C 1 RUNNING RUNNIN H A 1 SAY H E 25
RED S C 3 ROBERT HA 22 RUSH S T 1 SAY T E 4
RED HA 4 ROBERT HE 7 RUSHING RUSHIN' S A 1 SAY S E 4
RED HE 2 ROBERT T E 1 S H T 7 SAYING SAYIN H C 2
REELING REELIN H C 1 ROBERT MOBERT H T 1 S S T 1 SAYING SAYIN' H T 2
REFRIGERATOR H E 1 ROBERT'S H T 3 S H C 3 SAYING SAYIN' H C 1
REFRIGERATOR FRIGERA T T 1 ROBERT'S HE 1 S S C 14 SAYING SAYIN' S C 1
REGISTER HE 2 ROBOT H T 1 S H A 1 SAYING SAYIN' HE 1
REGULAR HA 2 ROD HA 1 S SNA 3 SAYS H C 1
RELATES HE 1 RODE H C 3 S S 0 1 SAYS S C 2
RELAXED HA 1 RODE H E 6 S H E 5 SAYS HE 1
RELAXING RELAXIN H A 3 RODRICK S A 1 SAID H T 9 SCALLOPS S A 1
REMEMBER HE 3 ROLAND S C 3 SAID S T 8 SCARED H T 2
REMEMBER MEMBUH H T 2 ROLAND S A 1 SAID H C 7 SCARED S C 5
RENEE S C 1 ROLAND T E 3 SAID S C 13 SCARED HA 1
RENIDA T T 1 ROLL H T 1 SAID HA 10 SCHOOL H T 16
RENIDA S A 4 ROLLS HE 1 SAID S A 3 SCHOOL T T 3
RENIDA'S T T 1 RON H T 2 SAID SO 1 SCHOOL S T 4
RENT HA 1 RONALD H T 1 SAID HE 9 SCHOOL H C 3
RENT HE 1 RONALD S T 1 SAID T E 2 SCHOOL S C 7
REPAIRED HE 1 RONALD S C 3 SAME H T 5 SCHOOL HA 5
REST S C 1 RONALD S A 4 SAME H C 4 SCHOOL T A 1
RIBBON RIBBIN H T 1 RONALD'S S 0 1 SAME HE 5 SCHOOL HE 7
RICE H T 5 ROOKIE H C 1 SAME T E 2 SCHOOL T E 3
RICE S C 1 ROOKIES H T 2 SAME SE 1 SCISSORS S T 2
RICE HA 7 ROOKIES S T 1 SANDWICHES HA 1 SCISSORS S C 3
RICE H E 4 ROOKIES S C 3 SANG HA 1 SCISSORS S A 1
RICKY S C 2 ROOKIES HE 1 SANNY *MADEUP H T 1 SCRAMBLING SCRABBI S T 1
RICKY'S S C 1 ROOKIES' H T 1 SAT HA 1 SCRAMBLING SCRAMBL S T 1
RIDE H C 1 ROOKIES' H C 2 SAT HE 1 SCRAP HA 1
RIDE HE 4 ROOM H T 2 SATURDAY HA 1 SCRAPE HA 1
RIDING H C 1 ROOM H C 2 SAUCE S T 3 SEAN H T 2
RIDING HE 1 ROOM S C 2 SAUCE S E 2 SEAN S C 9
RIGHT H T 35 ROOM HA 7 SAVE H T 1 SEAN S A 15
RIGHT TT 4 ROOM S A 6 SAVE SC 3 SEAN S O 1
RIGHT S T 31 ROOM HE 1 SAVE HA 1 SEAN HE 3
RIGHT H C 15 ROOMS H C 1 SAVED S C 1 SEAT H T 1
RIGHT S C 31 ROPE S C 1 SAW H T 7 SEAT S T 1
RIGHT HA 9 ROSS H T 1 SAW S T 1 SEAT SC 3
RIGHT TA 1 ROUGHLY TA 1 SAW H C 1 SEAT S A 3
RIGHT S A 10 ROUGHLY T E 1 SAW TC 3 SECOND H C 2
RIGHT HE 102 ROUND H T 2 SAW SC 9 SECOND HE 1
RIGHT T E 10 ROUND HE 1 SAW S A 2 SECOND S E 4
RIGHT S E 15 ROUND 'ROUND HE 1 SAW S 0 2 SECOND SEC H T 1
RIGHT RIGH H T 1 ROUND ROUN' HA 1 SAW HE 1 SECRET H C 1
RING H T 2 ROUND ROUN' S E 1 SAW S E 1 SEE H T 16
RING S C 1 RUB S C 1 SAY H T 28 SEE T T 1
RING S A 2 RUBBER S C 4 SAY S T 3 SEE S T 14
RINGS H T 1 RUBBING RUBBIN HE 1 SAY H C 7 SEE H C 1
RINSE HA 1 RUBBING RUBBIN' HE 1 SAY S C 9 SEE S C 24
ROAD HA 1 RUN H T 1 SAY H A 2 SEE H A 16
ROAD . H E 8 RUN H A 3 SAY T A 1 SEE T A 3
ROB HA 1 RUNNING HE 1 SAY S A 5 SEE S A 7
GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1752











































































*MADEUP S T 1
SE 2












SHH S T 1
SHH S A 2
SHHH S A 6
SHHHH S A 1















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1756


























































































































































































































































































































































DAT S T 11
DAT H C 16
DAT S C 35
DAT HA 19
DAT S A 4
DAT S 0 1















DAS H T 9
DAS T T 2
DAS S T 8
DAS S C 3
DAS HA 5
DAS S A 1
DAS S O 1
DAT'S HE 1
DATS H T 1
DATS HA 1
THA'S S C 1
THAS H T 1
THAS H C 1















DA H T 1
DA T T 2
DA S T 2



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1759 1760












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TRY TRYNA S T
TRY TRYNA H C
TRY TRYNA H A
TRY TRYNA H E
TRYING TRYIN H A













TURN TUR' H E
TURNED S C
TURNED S A
TURNING TURNIN' H A






































































































*SOUND H T 7
*SOUND T T 1
*SOUND S T 8
*SOUND H C 7
*SOUND S C 16
*SOUND HA 8
*SOUND S A 14
*SOUND S 0 2
*SOUND H E 47
*SOUND T E 11
*SOUND S E 1
S T 1
MHM H T 3



































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1763 1764








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































YAH S C 1



















YUP H T 1
YUP T T 1
YUP H C 2
YUP S C 1
YUP HE 1











GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1768





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 8 1772
ALWAYS S T 2 ANYTHING H T 1
A H T 76 AHEAD T A 1 ALWAYS HE 1 ANYTHING HA 3
A T T 10 AHEAD H E 2 AM S T 2 ANYTHING HE 2
A S T 21 AHEAD T E 1 AM H A 1 ANYTIME HE 2
A H C 17 AIN'T H T 2 AM H E 3 ANYWAY H T 1
A S C 15 AIN'T ST 4 AM M TT 1 ANYWAY HA 3
A H A 47 AIN'T H C 4 AMEN H T 1 ANYWAY H E 1
A T A 1 AIN'T S C 6 AMONG S A 1 ANYWHERE HA 2
A S A 14 AIN'T TO 0 1 AN H T 19 APART H T 1
A HO 1 AIN'T S0 1 AN S T 12 APPLE H T 1
A S0 2 AIN'T H E 1 AN H C 1 APPLE HE 1
A H E 38 AIRPLANE S 0 1 AN S C 5 APPLE YAPPLE H T 1
A T E 8 ALCOHOL S T 1 AN H A 4 APPLESAUCE RT I
A WHATA HE 2 ALCOHOLIC H T 1 AN T A 1 APPRECIATE H E 1
AARON S T 1 ALCOHOLIC HC 2 AN SA 3 ARE H T 7
AARON S A 2 ALCOHOLIC HA 3 AN HE 1 ARE ST 7
ABLE HE 2 ALL HT 14 AN TE 2 ARE HC 1
ABOUT H T 8 ALL T T 1 AND H T 100 ARE S C 2
ABOUT TT 2 ALL ST 10 AND TT 9 ARE HA 5
ABOUT ST 2 ALL HC 3 AND ST 11 ARE SA 2
ABOUT H A 7 ALL SC 3 AND HC 9 ARE HE 17
ABOUT TA 1 ALL HA 9 AND TC 4 ARE SE 1
ABOUT SA 4 ALL TA 1 AND SC 19 AREA H T 2
ABOUT HE 6 ALL SA 5 AND HA 23 AREA T T 1
ABRAHAM T E 1 ALL HO 2 AND T A 4 AREA S T 1
ABSOLUTELY HE 1 ALL S0 1 AND SA 7 AREA S A 1
ACT HA 1 ALL HE 9 AND HE 36 AREN'T HE 2
ACTING H A 2 ALL Y'ALL S0 1 AND T E 1 ARGUING ARGUIN H A 1
ACTING HE 1 ALL Y'ALL HE 1 ANGEL H T 2 ARM H A 1
ACTUALLY HE 1 ALLEN H T 1 ANGRY S T 1 ARMS HE 1
AFRAID HE 1 ALLEN S A 3 ANIMALS S T 1 AROUND S T 2
AFTER H T 4 ALMOST H T 6 ANNOY T A 1 AROUND HA 5
AFTER H C 4 ALMOST S T 1 ANOTHER H T 2 AROUND HE 2
AFTER S C 3 ALMOST S A 1 ANOTHER S T 1 ARRANGEMENT H A 1
AFTER HA 1 ALMOST H E 3 ANOTHER S C 2 ART S T 1
AFTER S A 1 ALMOST ALMOS S T 1 ANOTHER H A 2 AS H A 1
AFTERNOON H T 1 ALONE S T 2 ANOTHER S 0 2 AS HE 6
AFTERNOON H A 1 ALONE S C 1 ANOTHER HE 2 ASK H T 3
AGAIN H T 9 ALONE HA 5 ANOTHER T E 1 ASK HC 1
AGAIN S T 2 ALREADY H T 3 ANOTHER S E 3 ASKED H T 1
AGAIN H C 1 ALREADY S T 3 ANSWER HE 3 ASKED S E 1
AGAIN HE 4 ALREADY HA 1 ANTENNA T E 1 ASLEEP S A 1
AGAIN T E 5 ALREADY HE 1 ANTHONY S T 1 ASLEEP S 0 1
AGAINST H A 1 ALREADY AWREADY H T 1 ANTHONY TA 1 AT H T 28
AGE H A 1 ALRIGHT H T 2 ANTHONY HE 1 AT ST 4
AGO T E 1 ALRIGHT HA 1 ANY TT 1 AT HC 7
AH S T 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT H T 5 ANY HC 1 AT SC 7
AH HE 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S T 2 ANY H A 6 AT HA 5
AH AHH T A 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT HE 7 ANY HE 6 AT TA 1
AHA HE 2 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT  E 2 ANYBODY S A 1 AT S 0 1
AHEAD H T 1 ALRIGHT AWRIGHT S E 1 ANYBODY TE 2 AT H E 11
AHEAD H C 1 ALWAYS H T 3 ANYBODY S E 2 AT T E 1
AHEAD HA 6 ALWAYS T T 1 ANYMORE H A 1 ATE H T 1
ANYMORE SE 1 ATE S T 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1775 GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1776
ATE H A 1 BE S T 2 BETTER T T 2 BOYS S T 3
ATTENDANCE ST 2 BE H C 4 BETTER S T 9 BOYS S A 2
ATTENDANCE S A 1 BE S C 1 BETTER HA 5 BREAD H T I
AWAY H T 2 BE H A 20 BETTER HE 3 BREAK H T 1
AWAY S T 1 BE SA 2 BETWEEN H T 1 BREAK HA 2
AWAY HA 3 BE H E 8 BETWEEN HE 1 BREAK T E 1
AWHILE H T 1 BE T E 1 BIG H T 4 BREATH S T 1
AWHILE H C 1 BEAGLE H T 1 BIG S T 2 BRIBE HA 1
AWHILE HE 1 BEAGLE H O 2 BIG HA 2 BRICK H T 1
B S T 1 BEANS S C 2 BIG SA 3 BRIEFCASE ST 1
BABY H T 2 BEAT H T 1 BIGGER S C 1 BRIGHT H T 1
BABY S T 7 BEAT S C 1 BIGGEST H T 1 BRIGHT HE 1
BABY S C 2 BEAT HE 1 BIRD TT 1 BRING S T 1
BABY HA 1 BECAUSE H T 4 BIRD S T 3 BRING HC 3
BABY S O 2 BECAUSE S T 1 BIRD H C 2 BRING SC 1
BACH H A 1 BECAUSE H C 2 BIRD S C 10 BRING SA 1
BACK H T 6 BECAUSE HA 2 BIRD HA 1 BROKE H T 2
BACK TT 2 BECAUSE T A 1 BIRD'S HE 1 BROKE S T 2
BACK S T 6 BECAUSE S A 1 BIRDS S C 1 BROKE S C 1
BACK H C I BECAUSE RE I BIT H T 1 BROKE S E 1
BACK S C 3 BECAUSE T E 1 BIT HA 3 BROKEN S T 1
BACK H A 6 BECAUSE S E 2 BIT H E 4 BROTHER H T 2
BACK TA 1 BED H T 2 BITE H T 1 BROTHER S T 1
BACK S A 3 BED ST 5 BITE HA 1 BROTHER HE 1
BACK H E 7 BED S A 1 BLACK H T 6 BROTHERS H T 1
BACK T E 1 BED HE 1 BLACK HA 2 BROUGHT H T 1
BACK SE 4 BEE ST 1 BLAME HA 2 BROUGHT SC 2
BAD H T 3 BEEN H T 3 BLASTS HA 1 BROWN H T 1
BAD ST 1 BEEN HA 2 BLOCK T T 1 BROWN ST 1
BAD H A 2 BEEN HE 5 BLOW HA 3 BROWN SC 2
BAD HE 2 BEER H T 3 BLOW HE 1 BROWN HA 1
BAG H T 1 BEER H C 4 BLOWING HE 1 BROWN S A 4
BAG H C 1 BEER HA 4 BLOWING BLOWIN T T 1 BROWN HE 1
BAG H A 1 BEER HE 2 BLOWING BLOWIN T E 1 BRUCE ST 1
BALLOON ST 1 BEERS H T 2 BLUE H T 1 BRUCE SC 1
BALLOON SC 1 BEFORE H T 6 BLUES HE 1 BRUCE S E 1
BANG ST 1 BEFORE ST 1 BOARD S A 1 BUBBLES H T 1
BANGING BANGIN S T 1 BEFORE HA 5 BOO H T 2 BUBBLES T T 1
BASK H T 2 BEFORE HE 5 BOOK H T 1 BUBBLES HA 1
BASKET H T 3 BEHAVE H T 1 BOOK HA 1 BUCKET H T 1
BASKET T T 2 BEHIND H T 1 BOSS S C 1 BUDDY H T 1
BASKET ST 3 BEHIND S T 2 BOTH H T 1 BUG H T 2
BASKET SC 3 BEHIND S C 1 BOTH HE 1 BUGS H T 2
BASKET HA 2 BEHIND HA 1 BOTHER TT 1 BUILDING HA 1
BASKET S A 2 BEING BEIN H T 3 BOTHER SC 1 BUILT S C 2
BASKETBALL H T 1 BELIEVE H T 3 BOTHER TA 1 BUM H T 1
BASKETS S A 1 BELIEVE HE 2 BOTHERING BOTHERI S T 1 BUM HA 1
BATHROOM S T 1 BELIEVE T E 1 BOTTLE S T 3 BUMP H T 1
BATHROOM HE 1 BELT H T 1 BOWL H T 1 BUMP S T 2
BATHROOM S E 1 BENCH TA 1 BOX HE 1 BUMP S E 1
BATTERIES S C 1 BET H T 1 BOY H T 1 BUMPED H T 1
BATTLE HE 1 BET ST 1 BOY T T BUNCH HE 1
BE H T 15 BET BETCHA ST 1 BOY HE 2 BUNNY H T 3
BE TT 2 BET BETCHA HA 1 BOYFRIEND HE 1 BUNNY T T 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1774
GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1773




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COMIN H T 4
COMIN S T 1
COMIN S C 5
COMIN HA 1
COMIN T A 1
COMIN HE 1















































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1778






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1782































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1786



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1790















































































































































PUTTING PUTTIN H T
PUTTING PUTTIN S T
PUTTING PUTTIN H A




































































































































































































































































OUTA H T 1
OUTA HA 3














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1794












































































































*MADEUP H T 1

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1798


















































































TO GONNA H T
TO GONNA S T
TO GONNA H C
TO GONNA S C
TO GONNA H A
TO GONNA T A
TO GONNA S A
TO GONNA S 0
TO GONNA H E
TO GONNA S E
TO GOTTA H T
TO GOTTA S T
TO GOTTA S 0
TO HADA T T
TO TA H A
TO TA S A
TO WANNA H T
TO WANNA T T
TO WANNA S T
TO WANNA H C
TO WANNA S C
TO WANNA H A
TO WANNA H E










































































TELLING TELLIN T T
































































































































































WHAT'SA H A 3









'EM T T 1
EM H T 5
EM S T 4
EM H C 1
EM S C 3
EM H A 7
EM S A 3
EM S 0 3






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 9 18021801
TV H C 2 UN *SOUND T 0 3 WAIT S A 4 WATCH S T 3
TV H A 4 UN *SOUND HE 4 WAIT S 0 1 WATCH H C 1
TV H E 4 UN *SOUND T E 1 WAIT HE 4 WATCH S C 2
TWELVE S T 1 UNDER H T 3 WAIT T E 1 WATCH HA 3
TWELVE S 0 2 UNDER S C 1 WAIT S E 2 WATCH S A 3
TWELVE HE 1 UNDERNEATH HA 1 WAKE H T 2 WATCH HE 4
TWENTY S T 9 UNDERSTAND HE 1 WALK H T 6 WATCH S E 1
TWENTY S C 3 UNDONE HE 1 WALK T T 1 WATCHED H T 2
TWENTY S A 6 UNIFORM S T 1 WALK HA 2 WATCHED S T 1
TWENTY S O 10 UNLESS T T 1 WALK T E 1 WATCHED S C 4
TWO H T 5 UNLESS HE 1 WALKING T T 1 WATCHED S A 1
TWO T T 3 UNTIL H T 1 WALKING WALKIN H T 2 WATCHED S 0 5
TWO S T 5 UNTIL HA 2 WALKING WALKIN T T 1 WATCHED HE 3
TWO H C 1 UNTIL S A 1 WALL H T 1 WATCHES H E 1
TWO S C 4 UP H T 24 WANT H T 31 WATCHING H C 1
TWO H A 10 UP T T 1 WANT S T 2 WATCHING HA 1
TWO T A 1 UP S T 19 WANT H C 8 WATCHING HE 1
TWO S 0 2 UP H C 5 WANT S C 6 WATCHING WATCHIN HE 1
TWO H E 1 UP S C 9 WANT HA 5 WATER H T 9
U ST 1 UP H A 14 WANT S A 7 WATER S C 1
UGH H A 1 UP T A 4 WANT S 0 1 WATER HA 1
UGLY H T 1 UP S A 2 WANT HE 3 WATER T A 1
UH *SOUND H T 37 UP H E 7 WANT S E 2 WATERS S T 1
UH *SOUND T T 6 UPSTAIRS H T 2 WANT WANNA H T 16 WAVE H T 1
UH *SOUND S T 1 UPSTAIRS H A 2 WANT WANNA T T 1 WAVING WAVIN H T 2
UH *SOUND H C 1 UPSTAIRS HE 1 WANT WANNA S T 4 WAX S C 1
UH *SOUND S C 1 US H T 6 WANT WANNA H C 3 WAX S 0 3
UH *SOUND H A 11 US T T 2 WANT WANNA S C 5 WAY H T 1
UH *SOUND S A 1 US ST 2 WANT WANNA H A 1 WAY T T 3
UH *SOUND T 0 1 US S C 2 WANT WANNA HE 6 WAY S C 1
UH *SOUND H E 18 US H A 3 WANT WANNA T E 2 WAY H A 1
UH *SOUND T E 4 US S A 6 WANTS HE 1 WAY T A 1
UH-HUH MHM H T 3 USE H T 3 WANTS S E 1 WAY S 0 1
UH-HUH MHM T T 1 USE S A 3 WARM T T 2 WAY HE 5
UH-HUH MHM H C 2 USE HE 1 WARM H C 1 WAY T E 2
UH-HUH MHM T C 1 USED H T 4 WARM H A 1 WE H T 23
UH-HUH MHM HA 10 USED H A 3 WAS H T 35 WE T T 9
UH-HUH MHM T A 1 USING USIN S C 1 WAS T T 5 WE S T 15
UH-HUH MHM HE 8 USUALLY HE 1 WAS S T 7 WE HC 4
UM H T 4 VERSE H A 1 WAS HC 4 WE SC 13
UM S T 1 VERSION H E 1 WAS S C 2 WE H A 2
UM H C 7 VERY H T 4 WAS HA 3 WE TA 1
UM S C 6 VERY H A 6 WAS TA 1 WE S A 16
UM H A 4 VERY HE 5 WAS SA 3 WE S0 2
UM S 0 1 VICINITY HE 1 WAS S 0 1 WE HE 6
UM H E 5 VITAMINS SC 1 WAS H E 14 WE'LL S T 1
UM T E 1 VOICE H T 4 WAS T E 2 WE'LL S A 1
UM S E 1 VOICE HC 1 WASH S T 1 WE'LL HE 1
UN *SOUND H T 14 W H T 1 WASH HA 1 WE'LL T E 1
UN *SOUND T T 3 W HA 1 WASN'T H T 3 WE'RE HA 2
UN *SOUND S T 1 WAIT H T 6 WASN'T H C 1 WE'RE S A 1
UN *SOUND H C 2 WAIT H C 6 WASN'T HE 2 WE'RE HE 3
UN *SOUND S C 3 WAIT S C 1 WASTE H 0 1 WE'RE T E 1
UN *SOUND HA 3 WAIT HA 10 WATCH H T 8 WEAR T T 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1807 GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1808
WEAR ST 1 WHAT'D S E 1 WHO H E 13 WITHIN HE 1
WEAR H A 2 WHAT'RE H A 4 WHO S E 2 WITHOUT S C 2
WEAR H E 1 WHAT'RE S A 1 WHO'S H T 1 WON'T H T 8
WEARING WEARIN H T 1 WHAT'S H T 10 WHO'S HA 1 WON'T T T 1
WEARING WEARIN H A 1 WHAT'S S T 3 WHO'S S A 1 WON'T S T 2
WEDNESDAY H T 1 WHAT'S H C 1 WHO'S HE 4 WON'T HA 4
WEDNESDAY S A 1 WHAT'S S C 2 WHOEVER HE 1 WON'T T A 2
WEEK H T 1 WHAT'S HA 13 WHOLE H T 1 WON'T S A 1
WEEK HE 3 WHAT'S T A 1 WHOLE HA 3 WON'T HE 2
WEEKEND S C 1 WHAT'S S A 1 WHOLE HE 2 WOOD H T 1
WEEKS HE 1 WHAT'S HE 7 WHOSE H T 1 WORD S T 1
WELCOME H T 1 WHAT'S S E 1 WHOSE HE 1 WORDS HE 2
WELCOME H C 2 WHAT'S WHAT'SA HA 3 WHY H T 14 WORK H T 1
WELL H T 4 WHAT'S WHAT'SA HE 1 WHY T T 1 WORK T T 1
WELL T T 1 WHATEVER HA 1 WHY S T 1 WORK T A 1
WELL S T 3 WHATEVER HE 1 WHY H C 3 WORKBOOK HA 3
WELL S C 1 WHEN H T 26 WHY S C 1 WORKING HA 1
WELL HA 7 WHEN S T 4 WHY HA 4 WORM S T 1
WELL T A 3 WHEN H C 1 WHY TA 1 WORRY HA 3
WELL HE 24 WHEN S C 1 WHY S A 4 WOULD H T 6
WELL T E 2 WHEN HA 6 WHY SO 1 WOULD S T 4
WELL S E 2 WHEN H E 4 WHY H E 9 WOULD H C 2
WENT H T 1 WHEN T E 2 WHY T E 1 WOULD HA 2
WENT S T 1 WHEN SE 3 WHY'D SE 1 WOULD S A 1
WENT H C 2 WHERE H T 8 WICKED H T 1 WOULD HE 4
WENT S A 2 WHERE H C 2 WIFE H T 2 WOULD TE 1
WENT HE 1 WHERE S C 3 WIG S T 6 WOULDN'T H T 3
WERE H T 3 WHERE H A 9 WIG S C 1 WOULDN'T HA 1
WERE ST 2 WHERE S A 1 WILL H T 2 WOULDN'T HE 2
WERE H C 1 WHERE SO 1 WILL TT 1 WOW H T 3
WERE HA 3 WHERE HE 3 WILL S C 1 WOW TT 1
WERE S A 2 WHERE'D HA 2 WILL HA 1 WOW S T 4
WERE HE 2 WHERE'D HE 2 WILL HE 4 WOW HE 2
WERE TE 1 WHERE'S H T 1 WILL TE 2 WRAPPED HA 1
WERE SE 1 WHERE'S HA 6 WIND TT 4 WRITE H T 2
WESTERN HE 1 WHICH H T 14 WINDOW H T 1 WRITE HE 1
WHAT H T 32 WHICH H C 1 WINDS TE 1 WRONG H T 2
WHAT TT 3 WHICH HA 2 WINGS S T 1 WRONG H C 1
WHAT ST 17 WHICH HE 4 WIRE HA 2 WRONG S C 1
WHAT H C 3 WHILE H C 1 WIRES HA 2 WRONG HA 4
WHAT TC 1 WHILE S A 1 WISE HE 1 WRONG HE 1
WHAT SC 11 WHITE H T 2 WISH H T 4 WRONG TE 1
WHAT HA 30 WHITE TT 2 WITCH H T 1 Y H T 1
WHAT TA 2 WHITE HA 5 WITCH HE 1 Y S T 1
WHAT S A 15 WHITE TA 1 WITH H T 14 YARD HA 1
WHAT S0 1 WHO H T 3 WITH T T 2 YEAH H T 30
WHAT HE 38 WHO T T 1 WITH S T 5 YEAH T T 8
WHAT T E 4 WHO S T 2 WITH S C 2 YEAH S T 7
WHAT S E 5 WHO H C 1 WITH HA 14 YEAH H C 1
WHAT WHATA HE 2 WHO S C 5 WITH T A 1 YEAH S C 7
WHAT'D H C 2 WHO HA 3 WITH S A 1 YEAH HA 43
WHAT'D HA 3 WHO T A 2 WITH HE 7 YEAH T A 8
WHAT'D S A 1 WHO S A 4 WITH T E 1 YEAH S A 3
WHAT'D HE 4 WHO T 0 1 WITH S E 1 YEAH SO 4
GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1805 GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1806
YEAH HE 26 YOU Y'ALL S O 1
YEAH T E 3 YOU Y'ALL HE 1
YEAH S E 1 YOU YA H T 2
YEAR HA 1 YOU YA T A 1
YEARS HE 1 YOU YA S A 1
YELL H E 1 YOU YA H E 4
YELLOW S C 1 YOU'D H T 1
YEP H T 4 YOU'D H E 1
YEP H A 1 YOU'LL HA 4
YEP S A 2 YOU'LL HE 1
YEP S 0 1 YOU'LL S E 1
YEP H E 3 YOU'RE H T 1
YES H T 25 YOU'RE ST 1
YES T T 5 YOU'RE H C 1
YES S T 4 YOU'RE HA 13
YES H C 4 YOU'RE T A 1
YES S C 7 YOU'RE HE 14
YES H A 1 YOU'VE HE 1
YES S A 2 YOUNG H T 1
YES S 0 1 YOUNG H E 1
YES H E 7 YOUR H T 38
YES S E 2 YOUR T T 3
YESTERDAY H C 1 YOUR S T 14
YESTERDAY H A 3 YOUR H C 12
YESTERDAY S A 1 YOUR S C 5
YESTERDAY H E 1 YOUR H A 24
YET T T 1 YOUR T A 7
YET HA 2 YOUR S A 6
YET T E 1 YOUR H 0 1
YOU H T 192 YOUR S 0 1
YOU T T 22 YOUR HE 22
YOU S T 88 YOUR T E 3
YOU H C 38 YOUR S E 2
YOU T C 3 YOURS H T 3
YOU S C 33 YOURS S C 1
YOU H A 167 YOURS HA 2
YOU T A 8 YOURSELF H T 1
YOU S A 37 YOURSELF S T 1
YOU H O 2 YOURSELF HA 2
YOU T 0 1 YOURSELF H E 4
YOU S 0 3 YUMMY S T 1
YOU H E 141 YUMMY S C 1
YOU T E 12 YUMMY S 0 1
YOU S E 15 2 H E 1
YOU BETCHA S T 1 5 H E 1
YOU BETCHA H A 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 9 1809





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1811











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1814 1815

















































































































































































'ON'T H T 1
'ON'T S T 1
'ON'T S C 2
'ONT H T 2






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1819GROUP 4 CHILD 10
FAST FAS' S T 1 FIRE S C 3 FORGET HA 1 FRONT HE 1
FAVOR HE 1 FIRST H T 2 FORGET T A 2 FROZEN HA 1
FAVORITE S E 1 FIRST S T 2 FORGOT H C 1 FRUIT H T 3
FEAR S A 2 FIRST S C 2 FORGOT HA 2 FRUIT H C 1
FEAR HE 6 FIRST HA 2 FORGOT T A 1 FRUIT HE 2
FED H A 2 FIRST S A 3 FORGOT H 0 1 FULL H A 1
FEEL H T 1 FIRST HE 2 FORK H T 1 FUN S C 2
FELL H T 4 FIRST T E 1 FORK H A 1 FUN S A 1
FELL S T 1 FIRST FIRS' HA 1 FORK H E 1 FUN H E 10
FELL S C 2 FISH H T 1 FORTH HE 1 FUNNY H C 1
FELL H A 1 FISH HE 30 FORTY H T 1 FUNNY H 0 1
FELL HE 2 FIVE H T 1 FORTY H C 2 FUNNY T 0 1
FELLOW H A 1 FIVE S T 3 FORTY HA 2 FUNNY HE 3
FELLOW H E 1 FIVE H C 2 FORTY H E 2 G H A 1
FEMALES H C 1 FIVE S C 1 FOUND H T 1 G S A 3
FEMALES HE 2 FIVE HA 2 FOUND S A 1 G S 0 1
FERWOOD S E 1 FIVE T A 1 FOUND H E 1 GAME HE 7
FEW H A 2 FIVE S A 1 FOUND FOUN S C 1 GAMES HE 1
FEW H E 1 FIVE S 0 5 FOUR H T 9 GARBAGE H T 1
FIFTEEN H C 1 FIVE HE 5 FOUR S T 4 GARBAGE S T 1
FIFTEEN HE 2 FIVES H T 1 FOUR H C 12 GARBAGE S C 1
FIFTEEN T E 2 FIX H C 1 FOUR S C 1 GARBAGE HA 1
FIFTH T A 2 FIX H A 3 FOUR HA 6 GARLAND H T 2
FIFTH HE 1 FIXED HA 1 FOUR T A 3 GARLAND H C 2
FIFTY HE 2 FIXING FIXIN' HA 1 FOUR S A 1 GARLAND HA 7
FIGHT H T 1 FLAKES S A 1 FOUR H 0 1 GARLAND HE 2
FIGHT S T 1 FLIGHTS HA 1 FOUR S O 5 GATE H T 1
FIGHT T A 2 FLOOR S T 1 FOUR HE 2 GAVE H T 1
FIGHTING FIGHTIN HA 1 FLOOR S C 2 FOUR T E 2 GAVE H C 4
FIGHTS HA 1 FLOOR HA 1 FOURS HE 1 GAVE HA 2
FIGURE HE 1 FLUENT HE 1 FOURTEEN S T 1 GAVE HE 1
FIND H T 1 FLY HE 2 FOURTEEN S C 2 GENERALLY HE 2
FIND H C 1 FOLDER S A 1 FOURTEEN HA 1 GERMANE S C 1
FIND HA 4 FOOD H T 11 FOX HE 1 GET H T 11
FIND T A 1 FOOD H C 2 FREE S T 1 GET S T 21
FIND S A 1 FOOD S C 2 FREEZER HA 2 GET H C 13
FIND HE 2 FOOD HA 10 FRIDAY H E 1 GET T C 1
FINE H T 1 FOOD S A 1 FRIDAY'S HE 1 GET S C 21
FINE S A 1 FOOD S E 1 FRIEND H T 3 GET HA 23
FINE HE 2 FOR H T 9 FRIEND S T 4 GET T A 5
FINE T E 2 FOR S T 11 FRIEND H C 2 GET S A 28
FINGER S T 1 FOR H C 8 FRIEND S C 1 GET S 0 3
FINGER H C 1 FOR S C 4 FRIENDS H C 2 GET H E 17
FINGERS H C 1 FOR H A 30 FRIENDS FRIENS H C 1 GET S E 7
FINISH H T 6 FOR T A 6 FROM H T 1 GET GIT H T 1
FINISH S C 1 FOR S A 16 FROM H C 4 GET GIT S T 3
FINISH H A 2 FOR H O 2 FROM . S C 2 GETS T E 1
FINISH S A 3 FOR H E 23 FROM T A 3 GETTING HE 2
FINISHED H T 7 FOR T E 4 FROM S A 2 GETTING S E 2
FINISHED S T 2 FOR S E 3 FROM H E 4 GETTING GETTIN' HA 1
FINISHED H C 2 FORD T T 2 FROM T E 1 GETTING GETTIN' T A 1
FINISHED H A 6 FORD T A 1 FRONT S C 1 GETTING GETTIN S T 1
FINISHED H E 2 FOREHEAD H E 1 FRONT H A 1 GETTING GETTIN H A 3
FINISHES H T 1 FOREST S A 3 FRONT S A 1 GETTING GETTIN S A 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1824 GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1825
GETTING GETTIN' H T 1 GOES H A 2 GOT S C 18 GROW S A 1
GETTING GETTIN H T 1 GOES S A 1 GOT H A 33 GRUNT S T 1
GETTING GETTIN H C 1 GOES H E 2 GOT T A 5 GRUNT S E 3
GETTING GETTIN S C 1 GOES T E 2 GOT S A 5 GRUNTS S E 2
GETTING GETTIN HE 1 GOING H T 5 GOT T 0 1 GUARD H E 1
GIRL H T 1 GOING H C 1 GOT H E 11 GUESS S C 1
GIRL S T 1 GOING H A 5 GOT T E 1 GUESS HA 1
GIRL H C 1 GOING S A 1 GOT GOTTA H T 2 GUESS S A 1
GIRL S C 1 GOING H 0 1 GOT GOTTA S T 7 GUESS HE 1
GIRL HA 2 GOING H E 6 GOT GOTTA H C 1 GUESS S E 1
GIRL'S H C 1 GOING GOIN S T 2 GOT GOTTA S C 4 GUESSED T A 1
GIRL'S HA 1 GOING GOIN S C 4 GOT GOTTA HA 3 GUEST H 0 1
GIRLS H T 1 GOING GOIN H A 3 GOT GOTTA H E 1 GUM S C 2
GIRLS HA 1 GOING GOIN S A 2 GOT GOTTA S E 2 GUNS S A 1
GIRLS S A 1 GOING GOIN' H T 1 GOT GOTTO H T 1 GUY H T 1
GIRLS H E 1 GOING GOIN' S T 1 GOWN HE 2 GUY S T 2
GIVE H T 13 GOING GOIN' H A 1 GR *SOUND HE 1 GUY H C 1
GIVE S T 2 GOING GOIN' T A 1 GRABEE *MADEUP H T 1 GUY H E 1
GIVE H C 6 GOING GOIN' T E 1 GRABY *MADEUP H T 1 GUY'S S T 1
GIVE S C 6 GOING GONNA H T 19 GRACE H C 1 GUYS S E 1
GIVE HA 10 GOING GONNA S T 3 GRACIAS H E 1 H S A 3
GIVE T A 2 GOING GONNA H C 9 GRACIOUS H A 1 H S 0 1
GIVE S A 5 GOING GONNA S C 9 GRADE H C 1 H H E 1
GIVE HE 3 GOING GONNA HA 19 GRADE H A 1 HA H T 14
GIVE GIMME ST 1 GOING GONNA TA 2 GRAND H A 1 HA H C 5
GIVE GIMME H C 1 GOING GONNA S A 7 GRAND HE 1 HA SC 2
GIVE GIMME SC 3 GOING GONNA HE 22 GRANDMA H C 1 HA HA 3
GIVE GIMME HE 1 GOING GONNA TE 1 GRANDMA'S H C 1 HA S O 2
GIVE GIMMEE SC 1 GOING GONNA SE 3 GRANDMA'S GRANMA' HC 1 HA H E 17
GIVING H T 3 GOLD TA 1 GRANDMOTHER GRAN'MO HA 1 HA SE 2
GIVING HA 2 GONE H T 1 GRANDMOTHER'S HE 2 HAD H T 1
GIVING GIVIN S C 1 GONE HA 3 GRANT H T 2 HAD H C 4
GLASS TE 1 GONE HE 4 GRANT ST 3 HAD S C 10
GLASSES SC 1 GONE GON H T 1 GRANT HA 3 HAD HA 13
GLOVES HA 2 GONE GON TT 1 GRANT S A 1 HAD TA 4
GLOVES TA 3 GONE GON ST 1 GRANT HE 1 HAD S A 5
GLOVES TE 1 GONE GON SC 2 GRAPEFRUITS ST 1 HAD H O 1
GO H T 3 GONE GON H A 1 GRAVIES H T 1 HAD S 0 1
GO ST 22 GOOD H T 2 GRAVY H T 1 HAD HE 5
GO H C 11 GOOD S T 3 GRAVY HA 2 HADN'T HA 2
GO SC 6 GOOD H C 8 GREAT H T 1 HAH H E 1
GO HA 40 GOOD HA 6 GREAT H C 1 HAIR H T 1
GO TA 9 GOOD TA 3 GREEDY HA 1 HAIR H C 1
GO S A 19 GOOD S A 9 GREEN H T 48 HAIR SC 1
GO HO i1 GOOD HE 20 GREEN ST 1 HAIR HE 2
GO H E 22 GOOD T E 3 GREEN H C 2 HALF S C 1
GO T E 5 GOOD S E 2 GREEN S C 2 HALFWAY HE 1
GO S E 10 GOODNESS HE 2 GREEN HA 2 HALL HE 2
GOAT S A 2 GOOEY H E 1 GREEN HE 18 HAMBURGERS HE 2
GOD H T 5 GOOP H C 1 GREENS H C 1 HAMMER S C 1
GOD H C 5 GOT H T 12 GREENS HE 1 HAND S C 1
GOD H A 1 GOT T T 1 GRIP H C 1 HAND HA 2
GODFATHER HA 1 GOT S T 15 GROUND T T 1 HAND T A 3
GOES S C 1 GOT H C 20 GROUND T A 1 HAND S A 4
GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1822 GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1823






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I H C 68
I SC 111
I H A 126
I T A 16
I S A 60
I H 0 4
I T 0 1
I S 0 12
I H E 171
I TE 9
I S E 18
I I'ON' S T 1
I'D T A 2
I'D H E 2
I'LL H T 6
I'LL H C 2
I'LL S C 5
I'LL HA 8
I'LL T A 2
I'LL S A 7
I'LL HE 8
I'M H T 55
I'M S T 13
I'M H C 9
I'M S C 24
I'M HA 20
I'M T A 3
I'M S A 3
I'M HE 21
I'M T E 2
I'M S E 2
I'M I'MA HA 1
I'VE H C 1
I'VE HA 1
I'VE HE 3
ID H T 1
IDEA HA 2
IDEA T A 1
IF H T 4
IF T T 1
IF H C 7
IF S C 1
IF H A 9
IF T A 5
IF SA 4
IF S 0 1
IF H E 19
IF T E 1
IF S E 1
IGNORING H C 2
IGNORING IGNORIN H A 1
IMPORTANT H E 1
IN H T 42
IN T T 1
IN S T 29
IN H C 16
IN S C 15
IN H A 49
IN T A 11
IN S A 34
IN H 0 3
IN H E 59
IN T E 4
IN S E 10
INDIAN S A 3
INDICTOR H E 1
INDICTS H E 1
INEZ HA 1
INK H C 1
INK S A 1
INNER HE 1
INPUT HE 1
INSIDE S T 1
INSIDE S A 1
INSIDE H E 2
INSIDE T E 2
INSIDE S E 3
INSIDES H E 1
INSTEAD H A 3
INTERESTED H E 1
INTERESTING H E 4
INTERESTING S E 1
INTERFERENCE INNERFE H E 1
INTERRUPTER H A 1
INTO H T 2
INTO H C 1
INTO S C 1
INTO T A 1
INTO S A 1
INTO HE 3
IRONING H C 1
IRONING H A 3
IS H T 20
IS S T 14
IS H C 34
IS S C 6
IS H A 39
IS T A 7
IS S A 35
IS H 0 2
IS S 0 2
IS H E 82
IS T E 10
IS S E 8
ISN'T S A 1
ISN'T HE 5
ISN'T S E 1










































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1827
IT TT 3 JUST H T 3 KIND H C 3 LANDED S C 1
IT S T 60 JUST S T 2 KIND H A 4 LANGUAGES H E 1
IT H C 51 JUST H C 6 KIND S A 1 LAST H T 1
IT S C 57 JUST S C 2 KIND HE 3 LAST TT 1
IT H A 73 JUST HA 11 KIND T E 1 LAST S C 2
IT T A 16 JUST T A 1 KIND KIN' T E 2 LAST HA 2
IT S A 43 JUST S A 6 KIND KINDA T A 2 LAST S A 1
IT H 0 2 JUST HE 16 KINDERGARTEN H C 1 LAST HE 3
IT S 0 4 JUST S E 1 KINDS HE 2 LAST LAS T A 1
IT H E 88 JUST JUS HE 2 KIRBY HE 2 LATE HA 2
IT T E 6 JUST JUS' HA 4 KISSER H T 2 LATE HE 2
IT S E 18 JUST JUS' T A 2 KISSER H C 1 LATELY T A 1
IT'LL H A 1 JUST JUS' H E 4 KITCHEN H T 1 LATER S T 1
IT'LL S A 1 JUST JUS' T E 2 KITCHEN HA 7 LATER HA 2
IT'LL H E 1 K H T 21 KITCHEN S A 1 LATER T A 1
IT'S H T 6 K H C 2 KITE HE 2 LATER S A 2
IT'S S T 9 K H A 13 KITES HE 3 LATER HE 3
IT'S H C 13 K S A 2 KNEE S T 1 LATER S E 1
IT'S S C 5 K H 0 1 KNEE S C I LATEST HE 1
IT'S H A 8 K S0 1 KNEW H A 1 LAUGH HE 1
IT'S T A 1 K H E 36 KNEW KNOWED H T 1 LAUGHED S A 7
IT'S S A 4 KALE H T I KNIFE S C 1 LAY H A 1
IT'S HE 26 KALE HE 2 KNOCK H T 1 LAYING LAYIN' HA 2
IT'S S E 2 KAYLA H T 1 KNOCK S T 1 LAZY T A 1
ITCH T A 1 KEEN HE 1 KNOCK S C 3 LEAST HE 1
J S A 2 KEEP H T 1 KNOCKED H T 1 LEAVE H T 1
J S 0 1 KEEP HA 3 KNOCKED S C 4 LEAVE H C 4
JACKET HE 1 KEEP S A 2 KNOW H T 18 LEAVE HA 9
JACKSON HE 1 KEEP HE 1 KNOW S T 15 LEAVE S A 2
JAM H E 1 KEEP T E 2 KNOW H C 31 LEAVE H O 2
JAMES H C 1 KEEPING H T 2 KNOW S C 7 LEAVE HE 1
JEFFERSONS H C 1 KEISHA S C 1 KNOW HA 34 LEDA H C 1
JERRY H E 1 KELLY H E 2 KNOW T A 12 LEE LEE'N HE 1
JOB H A 1 KEPT HA 2 KNOW S A 13 LEFT H C 2
JOHN S C 2 KEPT KEP HA 1 KNOW H 0 1 LEFT S C 1
JOYCE H T 12 KEPT KEP' H A 1 KNOW S 0 1 LEFT HA 3
JOYCE H C 4 KERRY H T 13 KNOW HE 40 LEFT HE 1
JOYCE HA 12 KERRY H C 6 KNOW T E 3 LEFT T E 2
JOYCE HE 2 KERRY HA 8 KNOW S E 6 LEFT LEF' HA 2
JUICE H T 2 KERRY H E 3 KNOW KNOWER S A 1 LEG H T 1
JUICE S T 3 KERRY'S H C 3 KNOWLEDGE T E 1 LEG S T 1
JUICE S C 7 KERRY'S HA 2 KNOWN T A 1 LENOX T E 1
JUICE H A 2 KEY S C 1 KNOWS H A 1 LET H T 14
JUICE S A 7 KICK S T 1 KNOWS T A 1 LET S T 10
JUICE S E 1 KICKS H E 1 KONKED H E 1 LET H C 4
JUMP S C 1 KID H A 2 L H C 2 LET S C 9
JUMP T A 1 KIDS H T 2 L H A 1 LET H A 11
JUMP H E 1 KIDS H A 1 L S A 2 LET S A 11
JUMPED S A 1 KIDS SA 2 L S 0 1 LET HO 1
JUMPING T A 1 KIDS H E 4 LA S T 1 LET HE 7
JUMPS H A 1 KILL S A 4 LA S A 1 LET LEMME H T 1
JUMPS HE 1 KIMBERLY S C 4 LAMB HA 2 LET LEMME S T 5
JUNK S T 1 KIN S C 1 LAMP H C 1 LET LEMME S C 7
JUNKIES T E 1 KIND H T 6 LAMP H E 1 LET LEMME HA 2
GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1832 GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1833
LET LEMME T A 1 LITTLE LIDDLE S T 1 LOUD H T I MAMA'S HA 2
LET LEMME S A 2 LIVE H T 1 LOUD H C 1 MAN H T 3
LET LEMME HE 1 LIVE S T 4 LOUD HA 5 MAN H C 3
LET'S H T 8 LIVE S C 2 LOUD HE I MAN S C 12
LET'S S T 7 LIVE HA 1 LOUDER S A 1 MAN HA 1
LET'S H C 1 LIVE S A 1 LOUDER T E I MAN S A 1
LET'S HA 3 LIVED S A 1 LOUISIANA T A 1 MAN H E 5
LET'S S A 4 LIVER H T 5 LOW H C 1 MAN T E 1
LET'S HE 2 LIVER HA 8 LOW HE 1 MAN S E 1
LEXINGTON H A 2 LIVES S A 1 LUCKY S T 1 MANY H T 2
LEXINGTON HE 2 LIVING H T 2 LUNCH H T 1 MANY H C 5
LICKING HA 1 LIVING HE 1 LUNCH HA 1 MANY HA 3
LIFE H A 1 LIVING LIVIN S C 1 M H T 1 MANY S A 4
LIFE H E 1 LOCAL H E 1 M SA 2 MANY H E 4
LIGHT S T 11 LOCK S T 1 M H 0 2 MANY T E 1
LIGHT HC 3 LOCKED HC 2 M S0 1 MARRIED S C 2
LIGHT H E 1 LOCKED S C 1 MA H T 48 MARTHA S T 1
LIGHT S E 3 LOCKER ST 4 MA ST 1 MAT HE 1
LIKE H T 37 LOCKER LOCKUH ST 1 MA H C 6 MATTER H C 2
LIKE S T 13 LONG H T 2 MA H A 5 MATTER H A 1
LIKE H C 19 LONG H C 2 MAD H A 2 MATTER T A 1
LIKE S C 11 LONG H A 6 MAD T A 2 MATTER HE 3
LIKE HA 20 LONG TA 1 MAD S A 1 MATTER S E 2
LIKE T A 4 LONG SA 2 MAD HE 1 MAW H T 4
LIKE SA 13 LONG HE 3 MADDER TE 1 MAY SA 4
LIKE HE 50 LONG TE 1 MADE H T 2 MAY HE 3
LIKE SE 2 LONGER HE 2 MADE S T 6 MAYBE TT 1
LINE S T 1 LOOK H T 4 MADE HC 1 MAYBE H C 1
LINE SC 2 LOOK TT 1 MADE SC 2 MAYBE SA 1
LINE HA 2 LOOK ST 13 MADE HA 5 ME H T 56
LINE SA 9 LOOK H C 1 MADE TA 1 ME ST 26
LINE SE 5 LOOK SC 20 MADE SA 2 ME H C 14
LINES HA 1 LOOK HA 13 MADE HE 1 ME T C 1
LION ST 1 LOOK T A 4 MADISON HE 1 ME SC 39
LION SC 1 LOOK SA 4 MADNESS HE 1 ME HA 23
LIONEL H C 2 LOOK S O 1 MAGIC H C 1 ME TA 7
LISTEN H C 2 LOOK HE 35 MAINLY H C 1 ME SA 20
LISTEN HA 1 LOOK TE 1 MAKE S T 21 ME T 0 1
LISTEN TA 2 LOOKED SA 4 MAKE SC 28 ME S O 9
LISTEN SA 4 LOOKED HE 2 MAKE HA 1 ME HE 31
LISTEN HE 3 LOOKING H T 2 MAKE SA 8 ME TE 2
LISTENING H A 1 LOOKING H E 2 MAKE S 0 1 ME S
LISTENING LISTENI H A 1 LOOKING LOOKIN H C 2 MAKE H E 3 ME GIMME S T 1
LISTENING LISTENI H E 1 LOOKS HE 2 MAKE S E 4 ME GIMME H C 1
LIT HE 1 LOSE H A 1 MAKING H C 1 ME GIMME S C 3
LITTLE H T 3 LOST H E 2 MAKING H A 1 ME GIMME H E 1
LITTLE S T 5 LOT H T 1 MAKING HE 1 ME GIMMEE S C 1
LITTLE H C 2 LOT S T 1 MAKING MAKIN S T 1 ME LEMME H T 1
LITTLE S C 2 LOT H C 2 MAKING MAKIN S C 1 ME LEMME S T 5
LITTLE H A 8 LOT S C 5 MAKING MAKIN' S T 1 ME LEMME S C 7
LITTLE T A 1 LOT H A 3 MAKING MAKIN' S C 1 ME LEMME H A 2
LITTLE S A 30 LOT S A 1 MAKING MAKIN' S E 1 ME LEMME T A 1
LITTLE H E 21 LOT H E 4 MALE H C 1 ME LEMME S A 2
LITTLE LIDDLE H T 2 LOTS HE 2 MALES HE 1 ME LEMME H E 1
1830 GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1831GROUP 4 CHILD 10



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NA H T 1
NA ST 1
NA SC 2


































NOTHIN' T T 2
NOTHIN S T 1
NOTHIN' H T 1





























































































































































































































































































































KAY H T 1
KAY S T 5
KAY H C 1


































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1835





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1839




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1842 1843
SURE H T 1 TALKING S E 2 TELL H T 4 THAT'LL T E 2
SURE S T 1 TALKING TALKIN' H A 2 TELL S T 1 THAT'S H T 11
SURE HA 4 TALKING TALKIN T A 1 TELL H C 3 THAT'S S T 8
SURE H E 4 TALKING TALKIN' H T I TELL T C 1 THAT'S H C 3
SURE S E 3 TALKING TALKIN' HA 6 TELL S C 2 THAT'S S C 6
SURE SHO H E 1 TALKING TALKIN' T A 4 TELL H A 9 THAT'S H A 20
SURE SHO' HA 1 TALKING TALKIN H C 1 TELL T A 4 THAT'S T A 2
SURPRISED H A 1 TALKING TALKIN S C 4 TELL S A 4 THAT'S S A 9
SWALLOW H C 1 TALKING TALKIN' S E 1 TELL H E 9 THAT'S H E 30
SWEEPER SWEEPUH T T 1 TALKING TALKIN HE 1 TELLING H A 2 THAT'S T E 3
SWEETHEART H A 1 TALKING TALKIN' HE 1 TELLING TELLIN H E 1 THAT'S S E 3
SWINGING SWINGIN S C 2 TALKS H C 1 TELLS H A 1 THAT'S DAS S T 3
SWITCH H T 1 TALKS HE 1 TEMPER T A 1 THAT'S DAS S C 10
SWITCH HA 1 TALL S A 1 TEN S T 2 THAT'S DAS HA 1
SWITCH HE 1 TALL H E 1 TEN S C 3 THAT'S DAS S A 1
SYRUP HE 1 TAME HE 2 TEN HA 3 THAT'S DAT'S H T 3
,T H T 1 TANISHA S A i TEN S A 3 THAT'S DAT'S S T 1
T S T 1 TANISHA TATANIS S T 1 TEN H E 4 THAT'S DAT'S HA 2
T H C 1 TANISHA TATANIS S C 1 TERENCE S C 1 THAT'S DAT'S H E 1
T H A 10 TANISHA TATANIS S 0 1 TERRAIN S A i THAT'S DATS H T 1
T S A 4 TAPE H T 2 TERRIFIC H T 1 THAT'S DATS S C 1
T S 0 1 TAPE H C 2 TERRY H T 1 THAT'S THA'S S T 1
T H E 1 TAPE HA 2 TERRY H C 2 THAT'S THAS H T 2
TABLE HE 1 TAPE HE 9 TERRY'S H 0 1 THAT'S THAS S A 1
TAIL H T 1 TAPED HA 2 THAN H C 5 THAW H A 1
TAIL S C 2 TASTE H T 4 THAN H A 2 THE H T 41
TAIL HE 2 TASTE S T 2 THAN H E 2 THE S T 24
TAKE H T 12 TASTE S C 3 THANK H T 1 THE H C 51
TAKE S T 7 TASTE HA 1 THANK S T 6 THE S C 27
TAKE H C 4 TASTED H T 1 THANK S A 2 THE H A 82
TAKE S C 2 TASTED HE 1 THANK HO 1 THE T A 26
TAKE HA 8 TASTES S T 1 THANK H E 3 THE S A 124
TAKE T A 2 TASTES H C 1 THANKS H T 1 THE HO 1
TAKE S A 10 TASTES HA 1 THANKS H E 1 THE S0 1
TAKE HE 3 TASTES HE 1 THAT H T 38 THE HE 212
TAKES S T 1 TAXI T T 8 THAT S T 11 THE T E 14
TAKES HA 1 TAXI T E 3 THAT H C 22 THE S E 13
TAKES S A 1 TEA H C 1 THAT S C 16 THE DA H T 7
TAKES HE 2 TEACH H C 3 THAT H A 53 THE DA S T 1
TALK H T 2 TEACHER H T 1 THAT T A 7 THE DA S C 13
TALK H C 5 TEACHER H C 1 THAT S A 34 THE DA H A 1
TALK HA 6 TEACHER S C 7 THAT H 0 2 THE DAH H T 1
TALK T A 1 TEACHERS S E 1 THAT H E 101 THE DI H T 3
TALK S A 2 TEACHING H C 1 THAT T E 6 THE DUH H T 13
TALK HE 5 TEAR H T 1 THAT S E 15 THE DUH T T 1
TALK T E 1 TEAR S A 1 THAT DAT H T 14 THE DUH S T 13
TALK S E 3 TEDDY H T 23 THAT DAT T T 3 THE DUH H C 2
TALKED HE 1 TEDDY H C 10 THAT DAT S T 14 THE DUH S C 8
TALKING H T 1 TEDDY HA 13 THAT DAT H C 6 THE DUH HA 3
TALKING H C 5 TEDDY T A 2 THAT DAT S C 12 THE DUH T A 2
TALKING S C 2 TEDDY HO 1 THAT DAT H A 9 THE DUH S A 7
TALKING HA 13 TEDDY HE 13 THAT DAT S A 5 THE WHATSA HA 1
TALKING S A 1 TEENAGER H E 1 THAT ZAT T A 2 THE WHATSA S E 2
TALKING H E 6 TELEPHONE H A 2 THAT ZAT T E 1
GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1848 GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1849
THEIR HA 1 THERE'S HE 14 THIRD S C 3 THROW H T 13
THEIR HE 5 THESE H T 5 THIRD HA 1 THROW S C 1
THEM H T 1 THESE H C 7 THIRTEEN S T 2 THROW HE 5
THEM S T 1 THESE S C 2 THIRTY H T 1 THROWING HE 1
THEM H C 2 THESE HA 2 THIRTY S T 4 THUMP HE 1
THEM HA 6 THESE T A 1 THIRTY H C 1 THUMPS HE 1
THEM S A 8 THESE S A 2 THIRTY S C 3 TI'S HE 1
THEM HE 12 THESE HE 9 THIRTY T A 2 TICKLED T E 1
THEM T E 1 THESE T E 1 THIRTY S A 1 TICKY *MADEUP S T 2
THEM 'EM H T 3 THESE DESE H T 5 THIRTY HE 2 TILL H C 1
THEM 'EM S T 1 THESE DESE S T 1 THIS H T 38 TILL HA 3
THEM 'EM H C 6 THESE DESE H C 4 THIS S T 14 TILL S A 1
THEM 'EM S C 1 THEY H T 8 THIS H C 11 TILL WAIT'LL T E 1
THEM 'EM T A 10 THEY H C 7 THIS S C 8 TIME H T 13
THEM 'EM S A 6 THEY S C 4 THIS HA 23 TIME T T 1
THEM 'EM HO 1 THEY HA 15 THIS T A 3 TIME S T 1
THEM 'EM HE 7 THEY T A 3 THIS S A 24 TIME H C 7
THEM DEM H T 1 THEY S A 12 THIS S 0 2 TIME S C 3
THEM DEM H C 2 THEY H E 26 THIS HE 47 TIME HA 9
THEM DEM S C 2 THEY T E 1 THIS T E 5 TIME T A 1
THEM EM H T 1 THEY DEY T T 1 THIS S E 5 TIME S A 10
THEM EM H A 1 THEY DEY S T 1 THIS DIS H T 32 TIME HE 6
THEM EM H E 5 THEY DEY H C 1 THIS DIS T T 1 TIME'S HA 1
THEN H T 1 THEY DEY SC 1 THIS DIS ST 13 TIMES H C 3
THEN H C 3 THEY'LL S A 1 THIS DIS H C 6 TIMES HA 1
THEN HA 7 THEY'RE HA 1 THIS DIS SC 9 TIMES HE 1
THEN TA 2 THEY'RE HE 6 THIS DIS H A 10 TIP H E 2
THEN S A 17 THEY'RE SE 1 THIS DIS TA 2 TIRED SC 1
THEN HE 36 THING H T 8 THIS DIS S A 1 TIRED S A 2
THEN TE 1 THING H C 6 THOSE H T 1 TISSUE S T 1
THERE H T 8 THING SC 1 THOSE ST 3 TISSUE HA 7
THERE ST 6 THING H A 4 THOSE H C 3 TISSUE HE 1
THERE H C 8 THING S A 2 THOSE HA 3 TISSUES ST 1
THERE SC 2 THING SO 1 THOSE S A 3 TISSUES HA 1
THERE HA 29 THING HE 18 THOSE HE 9 TISSUES TA 1
THERE TA 2 THING TE 2 THOUGH H C 4 TO H T 37
THERE S A 9 THING SOMETHI ST 1 THOUGH TA 1 TO ST 11
THERE H 0 1 THING SOMETHI SC 1 THOUGH H E 7 TO H C 35
THERE HE 28 THING SOMETHI S A 1 THOUGHT H T I TO TC 5
THERE TE 5 THING THANG S T 1 THOUGHT H A 2 TO SC 13
THERE SE 4 THINGS H C 1 THOUSAND H A 2 TO H A 98
THERE DER SC 2 THINGS H A 1 THREE H T 7 TO TA 28
THERE DER HA 2 THINGS S A 1 THREE ST 3 TO S A 28
THERE DER S A 1 THINGS HE 22 THREE H C 14 TO HE 102
THERE DERE H T 6 THINGS TE 1 THREE SC 3 TO TE 2
THERE DERE T T 1 THINK H T 3 THREE H A 2 TO S E 9
THERE DERE S T 12 THINK S T 1 THREE S A 3 TO GONNA H T 19
THERE DERE S C 4 THINK H C 7 THREE S 0 5 TO GONNA S T 3
THERE DERE HA 3 THINK S C 1 THREE H E 1 TO GONNA H C 9
THERE DERE T A 1 THINK HA 3 THREE T E 2 TO GONNA S C 9
THERE DERE S A 3 THINK S A 4 THROUGH H A 4 TO GONNA HA 19
THERE'S H T 1 THINK HE 11 THROUGH T A 1 TO GONNA T A 2
THERE'S HA 6 THINKING HE 1 THROUGH S A 1 TO GONNA S A 7
THERE'S S A 1 THINKS HA 1 THROUGH H E 4 TO GONNA HE 22
GROUP 4 CHILD 10 18471846 GROUP 4 CHILD 10



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WAITIN T A 1






















WAN S T 2
WAN' S T 2
WAN' SC 1
WANNA H T 2

































TRYIN H T 1
TRYIN S C 1
TRYIN T A 1
TRYIN' S T 1
TRYIN' HA 2
TRYIN' T A 1








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1851






























































TA 1H 0 1
HE 12
TE 1
WHA'S S T 1
WHA'S S C 1
WHAS S C 2
WHAS T A 1
WHAS T E 1
WHATSA HA 1






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WOULD WOULDA T T

















































































































































































































































BETCHA H T 1
BETCHA HA 1
D'YOU S A 1
Y'ALL H T 1
Y'ALL S T 1
Y'ALL S C 4
Y'ALL HA 3
Y'ALL HE 2
Y'ALRIG T A 1
YA S T 5
YA S C 3
YA HA 2
YA TA 2
YA S A 3
YA HE 4
YA TE 1
YA S E 1














































































GROUP 4 CHILD 10 1855


